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LIBRARY OF UNIVERSAL KNOWLEDGE.

A TJ'DIPIIONE, an instrument to assist the hearing. A thin rectangular sheet of

jL\. substance resembling ebonite, provided with a handle, and having the semblance
of a fan. When used as an A., the sheet is strained into a curve by strings which

lead from the outer edge to the base of the handle. The outer i-d^e is then placed against
the upper teelh, and the. sound-vibrations, gathered at the. surface of the A., are com-
municated to the auditory nerve through the teeth and bones of the head. The A. may
be u-vd with artificial teeth, if they are well sealed on the upper jaw.

AUDITOR (Lat. audio, I hear), the name given to certain officers appointed to examine
accounts in behalf either of the government, of courts at law, of corporations, or of

private persons. The term doubtles> owes its origin to the old practice of delivering
accounts ri'-ii <-<v. Arnrr-oKKK K. In ITS'), public auditors were appointed, under the
title of "Commissioners for Auditing the Public Accounts," by 20 Geo. III. c. 52, by
which the patents of lord Sondes and lord Mountstuart, as nuili'tor* f Hi,' imjii-fxtx, were
vacated, the sum of ?(KX) per annum being made payable to each of them for life, iu

lieu of a percentage which had been paid them on the amount of expenditure audited.

Many subsequent statutes have been passed for the purpose of extending and defining
the duties of these commissioners, and regulating the business of the audit oth'ce. The
commissioners of audit are empowered to call on all public accountants to account for

moneys or stores intrusted to them; and. should they fail to do so, are required to certify
their names to the remembrancer of the exchequer, and the attorney-general of Kngiaiul
or Ireland, or the lord advocate of Scotland, in order that they may be proceeded against
a- defaiiliers. These proceedings, however, may be stayed tor a time by the, lords of
the treasury, by whom the whole arrangements of the audit-oflice are controlled, on the

application of the accused. The accounts of the ordnance, of the army and navy, and
the land revenue, are now subjected to examination in the audii-o'iice. By '2 Will. IV .,

C. 99, the powers and functions of the coininis.sioners of public accounts in Ireland were
transferred to the commissioners for Great Britain. The present establishment it the

audit-office consists of a chairman, rive commissioners, a secretary, and a large number
of inspectors and examiners. The patronage is in the lords of the treasury. AUIHTOK
OF TIIK C'orirr OK SKSSIOX. in Scotland, is an officer whose duties consist in t;:.xing the
costs of suits in which expenses are found due, a remit being made to him for that

purpose, either by a division of the court or a lord ordinary. The auditor returns a

report to the judge or court making the remit, by whom decree is pronounced for the
amount of the taxed account. Objections to the auditor's report maybe stated to the

judge or court. The nomination of the auditor is in the crown, the" office being held
a-l ritiint tint <-iit/i<fnt. In the inferior courts an officer with corresponding powers is

usually appointed by the court iu which he officiates. The office of audito*" of the court
of session corresponds in many respects to that of the taxing-masters in the court of

chancery. In Germany the name auditor is applied to junior legal functionaries.

AUDITOR ('Uifr). The federal, state, and city governments elect or appoint auditors
to supervise accounts. In the United States treasury department there are six, each

having charge of a single branch of service. States" anil cities iiMially have one or
more. An A. may be appointed by a court to state items and balances of accounts which
are iu question ; he has authority to hear testimony, and in some states his reports are
linal as to questions of fact. Churches, benevolent, and other societies, usually hava
A.'s for inspection of financial accounts.

ATJDITOEY NERVE. By anatomists, the A. N. is associated with the facial, and i

the seventh in order of origin from the brain, counting from before backwards. Ta
seventh pair consists of the poriio dura or facial, the portio mollis or auditory, and a
Miiall intermediate portion. The portio mollis apparently commences by some white
streaks in the floor of the fourth ventricle; it then runs forward to the hack of the petrous
portion of the temporal bone, and enters the internal auditory meatus. The facial then
leaves it to pass along the canal called the aqueductns faliopii. and the auditory divides
into two portions, which diverse ihe >maller one posterior for the semicircular canals
auu the vestibule, the other for the cochlea. Those entering the semicircular canal*
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divide.- into five branches, forming at last a nervous expansion somewhat analogous to

the retina.

Several theories have been held at different periods with regard to the manner in

which the nerves terminate in the cochlea, and how sound i.s transmitted from the latter

to the brain. The latest, and that which is at present entertained by most physiologists,

is that of M. Schultze. It has been shown, by actual experiment, that when a nerve in

connection with a muscle is acted upon by a succession of very rapid strokes from the

little hammer of a tetanmotor, and, when the strokes have arrived at a certain number

in the second, a stimulus is sent along the nerve exciting the muscle to action. It is in

,';:ie same wav that M. Schultze supposes the impression of sound to bo propagated to

''the nerves of the cochlea, by means of a series of little tetanmotors called the teeth of

Corti. who discovered them. They are situated in the spiral lamina, which separates the

piral canal in the interier of the cochlea into an upper and a lower half or seala. The

spiral lamina consists of an osseous septum, next to the central axis of the cochlea, and

of a membranous layer, which prolongs the osseous septum to the outer wall of the

cochlea, thus completing the spiral lamina. This membranous septum is double, and
between its layers there is a chamber
which contains the teeth of Corti,

ranged side by side throughout the

whole length of the spiral lamina, and

gradually getting shorter from base to

apex, like the strings of a harp or piano-
forte. The chamber is tilled up by a

Fig. 3. tremulous jelly-like fluid. The diagram,

a, the osseous septum grooved for the passage of the % 3,
represents

a perpendicular section

rorhlear nerve 6. which terminates by a free end Ot the spiral lamina. \\ lien the waves
inside the chamber c, along the floor of which it lies or vibrations of sound strike against the
for a lu>it distance; d, a, are the two layers of the >__ * t \. f> i,,,.,,] tbn-o iTnnce -M-M
membranous septum. Lying in contact with the bones ot the . huul tlio.se >oncs .lie

end of the nerve is the enlarged extremity of a rod caused to Vibrate; this vibration IS

e, which is connected in a nail-like mauuer by the transmitted through the head to the
hinge /to another rod, which is fixed at g.

, (()1R,S ()f the coculca< wllicu iu tum
set in motion the tremulous jelly which fills up the membranous chamber, c.

ATJDLEY, Sir JAMES, one of the original knights of the order of the Garter, founded
in 1344 by Edward III., on his return from France after the victory of Cres-y. was

frequently" in personal attendance on Edward the Black Prince, whom he accompanied
to France in 1346. He was so conspicuously brave at the battle of Poictiers that the

prince retained him as his own knight, and declared him to be the bravest soldier on his

side. He conferred on him an annual revenue of 5(10 marks, which A. immediately ga\

up to his squires. This act of disinterestedness becoming known, the Black Prince
< -nt'crrcd a further annual sum of 600 marks upon him. A. aKo accompanied the B ack
Prince into Spain, and in 1369 the office of seneschal of Poitou was conferred upon him.
He took part in the capture of La-Roche-sur-Yon in Poitou, in the same year, and d.

a few months after. The prince attended his funeral obsequies at Poictiers.

AUDLEY, THOMAS, lord Audley of Waldon. 1488-1544; an English lord chancellor,

lie was chosen speaker of the commons in the Long parliament in 1529; in 1532, he was
made a knight and successor of Sir Thomas More as keeper of the great seal. In l.">:'>3.

Henry Y11I. made him lord chancellor, in which capacity he presided at the trial of

More and others. When the confiscated church lands were parceled out, A. got Christ
church in London with all its real estate, together with the great abbey of Walden, in

K><rx, which lie made into a residence for himself. He gave lands to the support of

what was then Buckingham college, Oxford, which was incorporated after the gift under
the name of St. Mary Magdalen's college

AUDOUIN, JEAN VICTOR, 1797-1841; an entomologist, native of Paris. "\Vith

Dumas and Brongniart, in 1824, be began the Annul* ,,f \,itural Science. He was pro-
ie-snr of entomology in the museum, and a physician, in 1826. He was the founder and
first president of the entomological society, and in 1838 a member of the academy, lie

investigated, at the request of the government, the injuries done to vine and silk culture

by insects, and contributed a great number of reports and papers on his favorite subject,
and, with others, wrote a work on the insects injurious to vineyards, etc.

AVFM'AIV. a co. in n.c. Missouri, intersected by the St. Louis, Kansas City and
Northern, and a branch of the Chicago and Alton railroads; (i?."> sq.m. ; pop. '80. 19.883.
It is a grazing and agricultural region, generally level and fertile. Beds of coal have
been found. Co. seat, Mexico.

AUDRAM. GKHAUD. one of the most celebrated engravers of ;he French school, w:>*

b. at I,\on in 1640. He belonged to a family distinguished for its excellence in this

department of art. After a three years' residence at Home, where he studied under
Carlo Maratti, and acquired a high reputation by his engraving of pope Clement IX.. he
v,-a- recalled to France by Colbert, and was appointed engraver to his majesty Louis
XIV. Here he engraved the principal works of I.ebrun, with whom he lived on terms
<if the closest friendship. 1IU ma>terpiec<-s are a series of engravings illustrating the
buttles of Alexander. He d. at Paris, 1703.
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AUDUBOX, a co. in s.-w. Iowa; 630 sq.m.; pop. '75, 2370. Agriculture is the

leading interest. Co. seat, Exira.

AUDUBON, JOTTN JAMES, a distinguished American ornithologist, wash, in Louisiana,
United States, iu May, 1780, where his parents, who were hoth French, had settled on a

plantation. His father, who was himself an ardent lover of nature, early directed In.s

son's attention to natural objects. The youth conceived a passion for the study of

binU; and a book of ornithological specimens determii.ed Lim to become a draughts-
man. About the age of 14. he went to Paris, and studied for some time under the

celebrated David. In 1798, he was settled on a farm in Pei.nsylvania by his father, bin
he did not distinguish himself as an agriculturist. IP 1810 he sailed down the Ohio with
his wife and child, on a bird-sketching expedition. The following year, he visited

Florida for a like purpose; and for many years alter he continued his ornithological
researches among the American woods; to the neglect of his ordinary business. The
latter he finally abandoned; and in 1824 he wen:, to Philadelphia, where he was intro-

duced to prince Charles Lucien Bonaparte, win: so warmly encouraged him m his pian<
that he determined on publication. After tw<> years' further exploration of the forests

of his native country, lie came to Europe wi'.n the view to secure subscribers for his

work on Tin Birds of An>, / >'. He met vith a warm reception from such men is

Heischel. C'uvier. Humboldt, Brewster, "\Vi\son, and Sir Walter Scott. The issue of 'i:>

work was commenced shortly after, ead.i bird being delineated life-size. The colored

engravings were chiefly executed by tin. lak- Mr. W. H. Li/.ars of Edinburgh. The
work was completed in 87 parts, elephai.i fo'.io, containing 448 plates. While the work
was in process of publication in tins' country (it was finished in 1839). A revisited

America three time-?, in order to make further researches. In 1831. he began the

publication of his Atmricitn OrntthrJogicdl Bi<>r/r(i]i}ni in Edinburgh, which was al>
completed in 1S39. In 1839, A. finally re turned to America, where, in 1844. he publisher
a reduced edition of his works.. Assisted by Dr. Buchanan, he also published 'lJt

ynii'lriipnl* <>f America, and a Biography of American Quadrupeds. He d. Jan. 27, 1851,
in his 71st year.

AUENBRUG'GER, or AVENBRUG'GER, VON AU'EXBHUO, LEOPOLD, 1722-1809;
an Austrian physician who discovered the mode of investigating diseases of the chest and
abdomen by auscultation. He applied his ear to the chest, and noted the sounds that

followed a smart blow of his hand on the patient. His treatise on the subject attracted

little atiention until it was translated and illustrated by ( 'orvisant. in 1808. when it

quickly led ihe way to Laenncc > improvement, whereby "the ear is aided by the stetho-

scope. The great value of A.'s discovery has long been" universally admitted.

ATJEB. ALOIS, was b. May 11. 1813. at Wels, in upper Austria, and was trained in a

printing estiiblisnment of his native town to be a compositor, corrector, and manager.
During his scant/ leisure moments, A. employed himself in acquiring a knowledge of
French. Italian. English, and other languages, in which he underwent an examination
in l*:i~> and 1*36. before the university of Vienna. His brilliant appearance on this

occasion opened up to his ambition the probability of a professorial chair. In Oct., 1837,
he was appointed professor of Italian in the college of Linz, in upper Austria. Here
he labored assiduously in public and private teaching, and published a variety of useful

srhool-bonks. on a system peculiar to himself. In 1839 he set out on his travels through
G'.'rmanv, Swit/erland, France, and England, collecting materials for his favorite art.

From 1841 to isi.is. he was director of the national printing-office at Vienna. In 1847 he
was elected member of the academy of sciences. He made known a photographic dis-

covery, "spontaneous impression." in !>'( Entdeclwng des JfattirwlMdrucke.r (1864). He
d. in 1869 A. published the SpracJiaUe, or Lord's Prayer, in 60S tariffuage*. with Homan
types 1 1S44); and the Lord's Prayer in 200 languages, with their national alphabets (1847).

'- ATUKE-PlUNTING.

AU ERBACH. BERTIIOLD. a popular German author, of Jewish extraction, was b. at

Xorflstetten, in the Wurtembcrg Black Forest, Feb. 28, 1812. He received his education
at CarNruhe. Stuttgart, Tubingen. Munich, and Heidelberg. Having at an early period
abandoned the study of Jewi>h theology, he devoted his attention to literature. His
tirst publications, Judaism <md Mtl,rn Literature (Stuttg. 1836), and a translation of the
works of Spinoza, with a critical life of his author (5 voTs. Stuttg. 1841). had a philosoph-
ical tendency. In his E<lui;itid Citizen (C'arlsruhe, 1842). and Village T<t!t* f th> Black
Fi>r<*t (1843). he applied himself to the portraiture of real life, and succeeded well. The
Vi!!iir/t' Tale* were translated into English. Swedish, and Dutch, and were generally
admired. Among his other works are thrift >md Vulk (184G) ; Do* Lnntllmns inn Rl in

(1869); Wt'cd* r nkblatk z>tr Gf&Juch diestr Tage (1871); Waldj'ritd U874). ek-.

AUERBACII. HKINUICH (real name STUOMEK), 1482-1542: a Bavarian physician
and friend of Luther. He erected a large building in Leipsic in 1530 which is still

known as the Auerbachshof, in which is a cellar where the great reformer drank, and
out of which, as the people believed, Faust, the magician, rode upon a barrel, an event

kept in memory by a painting on the wall of the cellar.

A I EKSPKRG. AnoLrii WILIIELM DANIEL. Prince, b. 1821: son of prince Wilhelm
Auersperg; served as a major of dragoons; in 1867, a member of the Bohemian diet, and
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president of the assembly; in 1869, member of the upper chamber of the Austrian Rciehs-

t.-iLr: in 1871, mcceeded Benet as the bead of the Austrian ministry, lie was iu the

same ollice iu 1879.

AU'ERSPERG, ANTON AT/EXANDEU, Count von, 1806-76; an Austrian statesman

and poet, more widely known by the nom de j/luine
" Anastasuis Grim." lie belonged

to an old Suabian faiiiily which obtained large estates in Carniola. Afier studying law

and philo>ophy in Vienna and Grat/. lie traveled over Europe and England, and in 18:>9

married the coauten .Maria von Altems. He was offered official position but refused,

as he was a prominent liberal and a strong opponent of Metternich and his policy. He
wrote verses while a student, and in 1830 published a small volume, and also a semi-

political romance. The next year his political reviews appeared and made a great
sensation, exciting the government to detect the writer, who was lined 50 ducats. In
1835. he issued another collection of patriotic verses, and in 1837 collected his earlier

writings into one volume, of which nearly 20 editions have been published. In 1848, he
was ciiosen to the German "

Vorparliament," and soon afterwards to the Frankfort
national assembly, where he was on the "left center." lie left in disgust before the

year ended, in consequence of the murders of Auerswald and Lychnowski. In 18."9, he
returned to public life, but in 18ol was made a life-member of the Austrian Hevrenhaus,
where lie was the author of addresses to the throne. In the diet of Carniola and Slyria
he was a liberal and the supporter of German ideas. In 1808, he was elected president
of the delegates of the Austrian crown lands, but, except the seat in the Hevrenhaus,
he resigned all official positions. Some of his speeches, especially those in the confes-

sional debates of 1868 and 1874, have attained great popularity. Robin Hood (iu

German) was his last poetical work of consequence.

AU'ERSPERG, CARLOS, Prince, b. 1814; an Austrian statesman, member of one of
the oldest families of the empire. On the re-establishment of constitutional government,
in 1861, he was made president of the upper chamber of the Reichsralh; and as repre-
sentative of the Bohemian landed nobility in the diet of Prague, he has taken a conspicu-
ous part in the defense of the constitutional system against clerical and feudal reaction,
and in establishing the unity of the empire against federation. lie was a zealous

supporter of the liberal cabinet, at the head of which was his brother Adolph.

AU'ERSTADT, a village in Saxony, 10 m. w. of Naumburg, where Davoust won
a great victory over the Prussians under the duke of Brunswick on the day (Oct. 14,

1806) that Napoleon defeated their main army at Jena. Napoleon made Davoust duke
of A.

AU'GEAS, or AU'GEIAS, according to one account, the son of Helios and Iphibofl, but

according to others, of Phorbas and Hermione, was king of Elis and renowned for his
wealth iu oxen, of which he fed 3000 head in his stables. When the dung of these
animaU had been allowed to accumulate for many years, Hercules was commissioned by
Eurystheus to cleanse the Augean stables in one day, and was promised as payment a
tenth part of the oxen. Hercules accomplished the task by turning the courses of the
rivers Peneus and Alphetis through the masses of ordure. When A. refused to pay the

stipulated wages, a war ensued, and A. was slain by Hercules. The fable of the Augean
stables often serves as an allusion in declamations on political corruptions, etc.

ATTGEREATT, PIERKE FKAXCJOIS CFIATILES, duke of Castiglione, marshal and peer of
France, one of the most brilliant and intrepid of that band of general officers whom
Napoleon gathered around himself, was the son of a tradesman, and was b. 21st Oct., 18r>7.

After serving some time in the French carabineers, into which he enlisled at the are of

17, lie entered the Neapolitan service, in which he remained until 1787. when he settled
in Naples as a fencing-master. With other French residents, he was banished from
thai citv in 1792, and immediately volunteered into the French revolutionary army
intended for the repulsion of the Spaniards. His services were so conspicuous, that in
less than three years he was made general of a division. In 1795 he accompanied the

arm;,- to Italy, where he greatly distinguished himself, especially in the field, but also in

the council. He took an active part and gained much glory in "the battles of Millesimo,
Oeva. l.odi, Castiglione (for which he received his title), Roveredo, Bassano. etc. In 1797,
he was appointed to the command of the army of the Rhine; but in u few months after.
the directory not liking the spirit he displayed there, made him commander of the Kith
division at 1'erpignan. This post he resigned in 1799, when he was elected as deputv
into tin; council of the five hundred. In 1801 he received the command of the army in

Holland, and was active in several engagements. In 1804 lie was made a marshal: and
in the following year he commanded a division of the army which reduced the Vorarl-

lM;rg; and was afterwards en paired at VVet/.lar, Jena, Eylau; also in Italy (1809); Spain
(1810); Berlin, Bavaria, and S;-.\ony (1813). He d. June It, 1816.

AUGER, FLEXIBLE, an invention which permits great freedom in the direction of
a boring tool. Its shaft is a closely coiled, flexible, steel spiral, fitted at one end with a
pheave or pulley, and at the other with a suitable jaw for holding a bit. This shaft
turns within a flexible tube, lined with spiral wire. Motion is communicated to the

pulley by a cord, or belt, from some fixed machinery, and the belt is kept strained by a
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r/nintcr-rope which is tied to some firm support. Augers arc used varying from three

eighths of uu inch to an inch in diameter. The larger requires an inch driving cord.

AUGIEB, GriLLAVME YICTOK EMII/K, a French dramatist of considerable reputation,
was b. at Valence, ou the 17th of Sept., 1820. and v. as educated for the profession of an
advocate, lie soon, however, showed a prcdiiee tion for letters, especially the drama.
In 1844, he composed a piece in two acts, and in verse-, entitled L C<(/ut

:

. which he offered

to the Theatre Francais, but without success. The Odi-on, however, received it, and it

was played at that theater with considerable applausj for nearly three months. This,
while it is the first, is said to be likewise the best of A.'s works, containing some excel-

lent moral lessons, set in a frame-work of the antique, and made attractive by elegant,
versification. In the following year, the Theatre Francais sought his services, and he

produced for that theater his second comedy, entitled l'/i Jl^/nni^ tic JJ'i/i, in three acts,

and in verse. This was a comedy of the d:iy. ami was only partially successful. A
third, L'Ar<-ii(uri<rc, which appeared in 184*. was better received; still "there was said to

be too much of commonplace in the moral sentiments with which it abounded.
(jdbrielle, in live acts, and in verse, which appeared in 1*49, was also a highly moral

piece, and gained tor its author the Monthyoo pri/e. In IN./,', A. wrote a drama, entitled

Diane, hi which Kadiel took the principal part, but in spite of all her efforts it proved
a failure. He was more fortunate with 'Jsi Pin-re d>- T<m<-he. \\ prose comedy in live acts,

written in partnership with Jules Sandeau, and produced in 1N33. In the, same year he
wrote a verse-comedy, in three acts, entitled Piiidbt rt<\ said to be a charming </<

nre piece,
in which the grace of the details supplies the absence of intrigue. His subsequent
pieces, however, belong ail more or less to the comedy of intrigue. Such are Is Mnrin(/e

fOlympe; 1* (r. //<//< r \[. J\,iri,: r, writien in partnership with Jules Sandeau; and J^a

Jfrrditc/te dt (;>r<;<x J)<;nd!n all produced in 18.V5: L Juiiicxve, in 1N">S; J,<x /,,'-.// /,,-*

Pauvres, in the same year, written in conjunction with E. Foussier; and the B<nu J/T-
inge, also in conjunction with Foussier, in 18."i9. Either singlv or with others, M. A. has
also written L-x Eft""'- *. I. F.lx dc Gi'>!/^r, Mittr, (im'rin, L<i C"nt/if/i-/:i. L C/ntuxe mi
llDinan, L'JLit'it I '. ,.'. J'/"l J-"ri.^i< r, and S (/>/* the last mentioned an opera, the music

by Gounod. In 18"i6, he published a small volume of 7%V<x, some of which are very
elegant both in thought and expression. Usually, A. is regarded as one of the leaders

of the school of good sense; in his later pieces, however, approaching too much to the
manner of the younger Dumas. In 1858, M. A. was elected a member of the Academic
Fran9aise. and in the same year was promoted to the rank of ollicer in the Ityioii d'/ion-

ncur, of which he became a commander in 1808.

ATTGITE (from Gr. anfic. brilliancy), or PY'KOXEVE (from Gr. pyr. fire, and renos. a

gucsO, a mineral very nearly allied to hornblende (q.v.), which lias, indeed, by some
mineralogists been regarded as a variety of it, although the distinction between them is

undeniably important, ns characterizing two distinct scries of igneous rocks. A con-
sists of 47 to f>6 per cent of siiica, 20 to 2-1 per cent of lime, and 12 to 19 per cent of

magnesia, the magnesia sometimes giving place in whole or in part to protoxide of iron,
and some varieties containing a little alumina, or a little protoxide of manganese. Its

specific gravity is o. 11).") to 3.f>2.'>. It is little affected by acids, or not at all. It is usually
of a greenish color, often nearly black. It cnstalli/.cs in six or eight-sided prisms vari-

ously modified; it often occurs in crystals, sometimes imbedded, often in grains or
scales. It is an essential component of many igneous rocks particularly of basalt (q.v. ( ,

dolerite. and A. porphyry (see POHPHYKY), from which chiefly it derives its importance
ns a mineral species. A. rock, consisting essentially of A. alone, occurs in the Pyrenees
A. is a common mineral in the trap-rocks of Britain and other countries. It is rareh"

associated with quart/, in which respect it differs from hornblende, but very often with
labradorite, olivine, and leucite. Fluorine, which is generally present in sin, ill quantity
in hornblende, has never been detected in A. The form of the crystals is al-o different
in the two minerals, as well as their cleavage: but prof. Gustav Rose of Berlin ha*
endeavored to show that the difference between A. and hornblende arises only from the
different circumstances in which crystallization has taken place, and that A. i's the pro-
duction of a comparatively r .pid. and hornldende of a comparatively slow cooling. He
regards some of the varieties as intermediate. His views have Ix'en supported by experi-
ments, and by a comparison of A. with certain crystalline substances occurring among
the scoria? of foundries. Dfitpnidf, saJilite, and roccolite are varieties of A. Diallarje (q.v.)
and ftypemtficnc (q.v.) are very nearly allied to it.

AU'GLAIZE, a co. in w. Ohio, intersected by the Dayton and Michigan and the
Lake Erie and Louisville railroads; 339 sq.m. : pop. '80, 85.466. The .Miami canal

passes through, and it is drained by A. river. Surface level, well wooded, and soil fer-

tile. C'o. scat. Wapakoneta.

AUGMENTATION, in heraldry. See HERALDRY.

AUGMENTATION, in music, is the reproduction of a melody, or principal subject of
a composition, in the course of the progress of the piece, in notes of greater length than
those notes in which the melody is first introduced. The tempo remains unaltered. A.
i* of great importance in the treatment of the subjects, or themes, for fugues, and, when
cleverly used, produces great effects.
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AUGMENTATION, PROCESS OF, in Scotch law, is an action in the court of teinds

(q.v.) by the minister of a parish against the titular, or beneficiary, and heritors, for the

purpose of procuring an increase to his stipend. The moderator and clerk of the pres-

bytery to which the minister belongs must also be called as parties. By 48 Geo. III. c.

133, it is enacted that no A. shall be granted till the expiration of 15 years from any A.

previous to the act, nor till the expiration of 20 years from any A. subsequent to the act.

A period of 20 years must thus elapse between each augmentation. The amount of the

A. i> tixed, or modified, as it is termed, in grain or victual; the stipend itself being paid
in money, according to the liars' prices (q.v.) of each year. In addition to the ascertain-

ment or modification of a suitable stipend, regard being had to the state of the teind.
the extent of the parish, the expense of living, and the like a process of A. has the fur-

ther object in view of locating the stipend so modified i.e., of assigning it in due pro-

portions to the heritors or otlier parlies in posses-ion of the tithes. This latter object is

intended by means of what is called a scheme of locality i.e., an allotment of the

stipend modified to the several parties liable therefor. This scheme is prepared at the

instance of the second junior lord ordinary (q.v.), on a remit from the teind court. The
last conclusion in a summons of A. is for a suitable sum, or increase to the sum already
allowed, for communion elements i.e., for bread, wine, and other necessaries for cele-

brating the sacrament of the Lord's supper after the Presbyterian fashion. When there

is not a sufficient amount of teind to bring the stipend of the minister up to 150 per
annum., with 8 6s. 8d. for communion elements, it is provided by 50 Geo. III. c. M4.

and 5 Geo. IV. c. 72, that the residue shall l)e paid by the exchequer. In addition to

their stipend, ministers have right to a manse and glebe, or a provision of 50 annually
in lieu of them. See STIPEND, GLEBE, MANSE; see also PARLIAMENTARY Ciiritcii.

ATJGSBUBG, historically one of the most notable'dtic* in Germany, is situated in the

angle between the rivers \Vertach and Lech, and is the chief city of the circle of Swabia
and Neuburg, in Bavaria. The pop. is (1875) 57.210. Though presenting an antique
and rather deserted appearance, A. has numerous fine buildings, and especially one
noble street, the "imperial" Maximilian Strasse, adorned with bronze fountains. The
industry of A. is reviving; several cotlon and woolen factories are in operation, as well
as manufactories of paper, tobacco, and machinery. Its gold and silver wares still retain

their ancient reputation. The art of copper engraving is extinct; but printing, lithog-

raphy, and bookselling have taken a new start. The Alffiitminc Zi'itmnj, the n;o>t

widely circulated paper in Germany, is published here. In 1870. there were 10 printing
establishments and 84 book-shops. There are 74 breweries. Banking and stock-jobbing
are extensively carried on; and it is still the emporium of the trade with Italy and
southern Germany. It is the center of a system of railways connecting it with Ni'irn

l>org and Leipsic, with Switzerland, Munich, etc. The 'foundation of A. was the

"colony" planted by the emperor Augustus, 12 n.c., after the conquest of the Vindelici.

probably on the site of a former residence of that people. It was called Anf/uxfa Vfii-

tleliconnn, and hence the present name. It became the capital of the province of IHiaMia,

was laid wa>te by the Huns in the 5th c., and came next under the dominion of the

Prankish kings. In the war of Charlemagne with Thassilo of Bavaria, it was :i>_ain

destroyed. After the division of Charlemagne's empire, it came under the duke of

Swabia; but having become already rich by commerce, was able to purchase gradually
many privileges, and finally became, in 1276. a free city of the empire. It now ro-e to

greater consequence than eVer, and had reached the summit of its prosperity by the end
of the 14th century. About this time (1368). its aristocratic government was set aside for

a democratic, winch lasted for 170 years, till the aristocracy, favored by C'hai ]

regained the ascendency. A. continued in great eminence for its commerce, manufac-
ture-;, and art, till the war between Charles V. and the Protestant league of Schmalkald
(1540). Along with Nurnberg it formed the emporium of the trade between northern

Europe and the south, and its merchants were princes whose ships were in all seas. See
FVGGER. It was also the center of German art as represented by the Holbeins, Eurk-
mair. Altdorfer, and others. Many diets of the empire were held in A., and the leading
events of the reformation are associated with its name. The discovery of the ro:id to

India by the cape, and of America, turned the commerce of the world into new cbai.nels,
and dried up the sources of A.'s prosperity. It lost its freedom with the abolition of the

German empire in 1806, and was taken possession of by Bavaria.

ATTGS'BTJRG CONFESSION, the chief standard of faith in the Lutheran church. Its

history is the following. With a view to an amicable arrangement of the religious split

that had exi-ted in Germany since 1517, Charles V., as protector of the church, had
convoked a diet of the empire, to meet at Augsburg. Sth April, 15:50, and had required
from the Protestants- a short statement of the doctrines in which they departed from
the Catholic church. The elector, John, of Saxony, therefore, in Mar., called on his

Wittenberg theologians, with Luther at their head, to draw up articles of faith, to lay
before him at Torgau. The commissioned doctors took as a basis, in so far as pure doc-

trine was concerned, articles that had been agreed to the previous year at conferences
held at Marburg and Schwabach, in the form of resolutions of the Lutheran reformers
of Germany against the doctrines of Zwingli. These doctrinal articles supplemented,
and with a practical part newly added, were laid before the elector at Torgau. Mel
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anchthon then, taking the Torgau articles as a foundation, began in Augsburg, in May,
and with the advice of various Protestant theologians, as well as princes and other
secular authorities, composed the document, which he first called an apology, but which
in the diet itself took the name of the A. C. Luther was not present in Augsburg,
l>eing then under the ban of the empire, but his advice was had recourse to in its com-
position The Torgau articles were in German: the confession was both in German
and Latin: and Mdanchthon labored incessantly at its improvement till it was presented
to the emperor. June 25. The character of Mefanchthon, in the absence of Luther, had.

led him. in setting about the composition of the document, to aim at maintaining a spirit
of love, forbearance, and mediation, as well as the utmost brevity and simplicity. Its

object, which only became gradually apparent after the meeting of the diet, was, in the
first place, to give a collected view of the belief of the Lutheran Protestants, aiming at

the same time at refuting the calumnies of the Catholics, and at laying a foundation for
measures of reconciliation.

The first part of the confession contains 21 article? of faith and doctrine' 1. Of God;
2 Of original sin; 3. Of the Sou of God; 4. Of justification; 5. Of preaching; 6. Of
new obedience; 7 and 8. Of the church; 9. Of baptism; 10. Of the Lord's supper; 11.

Of confession: 12. Of penance; Ki. Of the use of sacraments; 14. Of church govern-
ment: 15. Of church order; 16. Of secular government; 17. Of Christ's second coming
to judgment; 18. Of freewill; 19. Of the cause of sin; 20. Of faith and good works;
21. Of the worship of saints. The second and more practical part, which is' carried out
at greater length, contains seven articles on disputed points: 22. On the two kinds of
the sacrament ; 23. Of the marriage of priests; 24. Of the mass; 25. Of confession

;
26.

Of distinctions of meat; 27. Of conventual vows; 28. Of the authority of bishops.
This document, signed by some six Protestant princes and two free cities, was read

before the emperor and the diet. 25th June, 1580. Melauchthon, not looking upon the
confession as binding. l>egan shortly after to make som- 1 alterations in its expression; at

la>t. in 1540. he published a Latin edition ((_'<>nfixxio Variata) in which there were
important ciianires and additions. This was especially the case with the article on the
Lord's supper, in which, with a view to conciliation, he endeavored to unite the views
of the Lutherans ami Calvinists. This gave rise subsequently to much controversy;
orthodox Liitheranism repudiated the alterations of Melauchthon, and long continued
to subject his memory to great abuse: though it is clear that Melanchthon and his

adherents contemplated no substantial departure in doctrine from the original confession.
It is not certain that the form of the confession found in the Lutheran standards is

identical with the unaltered A. C., as the two original documents German and Latin
laid before the diet have been lost. The chief distinction between the orthodox Luther-
ans and the reformed churches of Germany has all along been adherence to the "

unal-
tered" or to the "altered" confession. It was even a matter of controversy whether the
"reformed" were entitled to the rights secured to the Protestants by the religious peace
of Augsburg, concluded in 1555, on the ground of the "unaltered" confession. Though
the A. C. is still formally adhered to by the Protestant churches of Germany, it is con

siy no longer the expression of the belief of the vast majority of the meml>ers. after
the great advances made by theology, and the many alterations in public opinion and
feeling

1

.

ATTGS BURG INTERIM. See INTERIM.

AUGUR. CHRISTOPHER C., b. 1821 ; a graduate of West Point and brigadier-general
in the U. ^. army; served in the war with .Mexico, and in various Indian skirmishes.
In the civil war he was major-general of volunteers, and was wounded at Cedar moun-
tain. At tiie close of the war he was brevetted major-general of the regular army.

AUGUR. HKZKKTAII. 1791-1853; an American artist. His l>est work is the :<tatue

of "Jephtha and his Daughter" in the Trumbull gallery of Yale college: but what
gave him greater fame was the invention of a machine for carving, which is uo.v in

general use.

AUGURIES and AUSPICES. These terms are familiar to every reader of Roman
history, and are. besides, so frequently employed in English in a secondary and meta-
phorical sen-;', that a vague notion of their original meaning is caught up even by those
who know nothing of classical antiquities. As. however, the entire religious and political
life of the early Romans was deeply penetrated by the influence of their sacred super-
stitions, and as amongst these auguries and auspices held a prominent place, a clear

conception of what they were is "a matter of considerable moment. The following
statements exhibit, in a condensed form, the substance of what is known on the subject.

Like almost all primitive nations, the Romans believed that every unusual occurrence
had a supernatural significance, and contained, hidden in it, the will of heaven regard-
ing men. To reveal or interpret this hidden will, was the exclusive privilege of the

augur. who apparently derived his official designation, in part at least, from urin, a bird;
while Roman history abundantly proves that the observation of the flight of birds was
a principal means adopted for discovering the purpose of the gods. It was not, how-
ever, any one who could be appointed an augur. The gods selected their own inter-

pi eters that is to
say, they conferred the divine gift upon them from their very birth;

but an educational discipline wa-s also considered necessary, and hence a "college of
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augurs" figures in the very dawn of Roman history. Romulus, it is almost certain, -was

n augur Himself. He is said to have been skilled in the art of divination from his

youth; and by "divination" we mu>t specially understand augury; for the Romans,
with patriotic piety, held all the forms of divination practiced in other countries to ho

useless aqd profane. Previous to the Ogulnian law, passed in tha year 307 B.C., tliere

were only four augurs, who were selected from the patricians. I5y this law, however,
the plebeians became eligible for the pontifical or augural offices, and live were immedi-

ately created. For more than ~00 years, the number continued the same, till Sulla, in

81 B.C., increased it to fifteen. Finally, in the first days of the empire, when all parties,

sick of the long civil wars, hurried to throw their privileges at the feet of the monarch
bo hod brought peace into their homes, the right of electing augurs at his pleasure

was conferred on Augustus, alter which the numl>er became indefinite.

At first the augurs were elected by the comitia cnrinta; but as the sanction cf the

former was necessary to give validity to the acts of the latter, they could always
" veto"

any elections which were obnoxious to them; so that the power of electing members to

fiil up vacancies naturally fell into the hands of the college itself, and so continued till

103u.c., when a tribune of the people named Ahenobarbus carried a law by which it

was enacted that for the future, vacancies in the augural and pontifical ol'iccs should
not be filled up by those religious corporations themselves, but by a majority of certain

picked tribes. This new law was occasionally repealed and re-enacted during the civil

wars which lasted till the time of Augustus, The scramble for power, however, during
these political vicissitudes, as well as the general advance of knowledge, had rendered
its prophetic pretensions ridiculous in the eyes of educated people. By Cicero's time,
it had lost its religious character altogether, but was s;ill regarded as one of the highest

political dignities, and coveted for the power it conferred.

The modes of divination employed by the augurs were five in number atigiirium ex

, ex acibun, ex tripudii*, ex fuadrupea&nu, ex dirt*. The frst, related to the interpre-
tation of the celestial phenomena, such as thunder and lightning, was apparently of
Etruscan origin, and held to be of supreme significance. The wcoiid related to" the

interpretation of the noise and flight of birds. It was not every bird, however, that
could be a sure messenger of the gods. Generally speaking, those

"
consulted," as it

was called, were the eagle, vulture, crow, raven, owl, and hen. The first two belonged
to the class of alilcn, or birds whose Jtiyld revealed the will of the gods; the last four to

the class of oscincs, whose voice divulged the same. These two modes of augury were
the Oldest and most important. Of the other three, the auguries t>.r, tri;>ut/ii* were taken
from the feeding of chickens; the auguries ex quad^upedUm*, from four-footed animals

as, for instance, if a dog, or wolf, or hare ran across the path of a Roman, ami startled

him by any unusual motion, he mentioned it to an augur, who was expected to be able
to advise him what to do; the auguries ex dirw (a vague kind of augury), from any
trifling accidents or occurrences not included in the previous four such as sneezing,
stumbling, spilling salt on the table, etc.

At Rome, the auspices were taken on the summit ^f the Capitoline hill; and the

ground on which the augur stood was solemnly set apart for the purpose. The latter

theu took a wand, and marked out a portion of the heavens in which his observations
were to be made. This imaginary portion was called a temp'um (hence rout, iti/,l<tri. to

contemplate), and was subdivided into right and left. According as the birds appeared
in either of these divisions were the auspices favorable or unfavorable. How vast tho

political influence and authority of the augurs must have been is seen from the fact that
almost nothing of any consequence could take place without their sanction and approval.
The election of every important ruler, king, consul, dictator, or praetor, every civic

officer, every religious functionary, was invalid if the auspices were unfavorable. No
general could lawfully engage in battle no public land could be allotted no marriage
or adoption, at least among the patricians, was held valid unless tho auspices were first

taken, while the comitia of the centuries could be dispersed at a moment's notice by the
veto of any member of the augural college.

\Ve have employed the two terms, auguries and auspices, as synonymous. But a
Blight difference is perceptible between them: not the augurs only, but the chid magis-
trates of Rome (inheriting the honor from Romulus), held the "auspices." while the
"
auguries" were exclusively in the possession of the former; but the mode of divination.

and the end to \w obtained by it. seem to have been the same in both cases.

The power of taking the auspices in war was confined to the comi.uuider-in-chief;
and any victory gained by a legate was said to be won under the auspices of his superior.
and the latter alone was entitled to a triumph. Hence has originated the very common
phrase in our language, "under the auspices" of some one. which usually denotes

nothing more than that the person alluded to merely lends the influence of his name.

AUGUST, the sixth month in the Roman year, which began with .Mar. was originally
styled M'.rfi'li'x, and received its present name from the emperor Augustus, on account o'f

wveral of the most fortunate events of his life bavin? occurred daring this month. On
this month he was first admitted to the consulate, and thrice entered theci'y in triumph.
On the same month, the legions from the .laniculiini placed themselves under his

auspices. Kgypt was brought under the authority of the Roman people, and an end put
to the civil wars. (See Mucrobius, i. IS.) As the fifth month, or (juintnis, had pre-
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viously been styled Julius in honor of Julius Caesar, a day was taken from Feb. to

make A. equal with July.

AUGUSTA, the name of two considerable cities in the United States. 1. A. is the

capital of Maine, situated on both banks of the river Kcnnebec, which is here crossed by
a bridge 520 ft. long. Its lat. is 44 19' n., and long. 09 50' w. Up to A. the river is

navigable for sloops from its mouth, a distance of 4o in., in a straight line; while a dam,
.constructed immediately above the city, enables steamboats to ply more than 20 m.
above, as far as Waterville. A. is also a station on the railway between Portland and
Bangor. The dnm. too, which improves the navigation, has created a vast water-po\ver,
which is extensively employed for manufacturing purposes. Between 1830 and 1870,
the pop. had increased from 3980 to 7808. 2. A. is the second city in Georgia, on
the Savannah, 2:31 m. from its mouth. Its lat. is 33 28' n., and long. '81

r
54' w. It has

extensive railway communication; and a canal, from a point 9 m. up, brings the waters
of the Savannah to the city on such a level as to furnish a fall of 35 or 40 ft. a water-

power which is extensively and profitably employed. It is spacious and regular in its

plan Greene street, for instance, being 168 ft. broad. The chief buildings are the city
ball, a masonic hall, an odd-fellows' hall, the Richmond academy, ihe Georgia medical

college, the opera-house, and an orphan asylum. The city also possesses an arsenal,
water-works, and numerous banks, factories of which the chief is

"
Augusta factory,"

with 500 hands foundries, flouring-mills. churches, hospitals, and newspapers. Of late

years, the pop. has increased rapidly. In 1880, it was 22,301.

AUGUSTA, a co. of Virginia, in the valley of the Shenandoah; 900 sq.m. : pop. '70,

23,70;} 6737 colored; in '80,^5,5007000 colored. It is watered by Ihe branches of the
Shenandoah and their tributaries, and by several small streams rlo'wing into the James
river. The elevation is considerable, including as it does the ridge dividing the waters
of the Shenandoah from those of the James. The population is largely of Scotch-Insh
descent, with an intermixture of the German element from Pennsylvania. The ci'.ief

productions are beef, pork, mutton, wool, wheat, corn, rye, oats, barley, hay, and
tobacco. The streams furnish an abundance of water power. Deposits of iron and
magnesia are found in some places. Near Craigsville is an inexhaustible deposit of
coral marble of line quality, and in the eastern section anthracite coal is abundant.
Mineral springs abound, 'the educational advantages of the county are of a superior
kind.

AUGUSTA , JOHN, 1500-75; a German theologian. lie studied at Wiirtemberg under
Luther and Melanchthon, though he did not adopt all of the former's views. lie was a
minister among the Bohemian brethren, and subsequently the bishop of the sect. After
the Schmalkalden war, all the sect were banished, and A. and other leaders arrested,

lie was o tiered freedom if he would make public recantation, but this he declined to do.

In 15(54 he was liberated, pledging himself not to teach or preach. He wrote an
Outline of ike JJvctriitt'S of the Bukeininn Brethren, and two other religious works.

AUGUSTA, MARIA LOUISA CATHERINE, b. Sept. 30, 1811: queen of Prussia and
empress of Germany, daughter of Charles Frederick, the grand duke of Saxe Weimar,
by a daughter ot Paul I. of Russia. She was brought up at the court of her grandfather,
Charles Augustus, where she was intimate with Goethe. Her oldest sister married
Charles, prince of Prussia, and she married his brother William, June 11, 1829. Her
only children are the crown prince and the princess Louisa, whose education she herself

personally superintended. The empress is a lover and patron of arts and letters, and is

greatly beloved for Ix-nevolence, and for personal exertion for the relief of wounded
soldiers in 1870-71, which work she supplemented in 1872 by founding a seminary for
the education of the daughters of officers who fell in the war.

AUGUSTA I1ISTORIA, or AUGUSTAN HISTORY, the title of a collection of biog-
raphies of Roman emperors from Adrian to Carinue. The memoirs are important for
matters of fact, but the literary character is poor. The first edition was printed as early
as 1475, at Milan. There is no English translation.

AUGUSTAN AGE, the literary period of Rome which was at its height in the reiga
of Augustus, during wjiich such writers as Ovid, Horace. Cicero, Virgil, and ( atullus

flourished, with patrons of literature like Meca-nas. At that a'je the language was in its

perfection, and men of letters were held in high honor. The English A. A. was the

period of Addison, Swift, Steele, and their compeers. In France such a period is

assigned to thelatter part of the reign of Louis XIV.
ATJGUS TENBURG, a village of 800 inhabitants in the center of the island of Alsen.

It is noted for being the residence of the duke of IIolstein-Sondcrburg-Augustenburg,
for its splendid

"
stables," and for the castle belonging to the ducal family.

ATJGUS'TI, a learned German theologian, b. in 1772 at Kschenberga, near Gotha. He
studied at Jena under the celebrated Griesluich. and afterwards devoted himself for some
time tn public teaching. In 1798, he became lecturer (prirat-dwut) in philosophy, and
in IStK) 1 e was appointed professor-extraordinary of the same. Three years after, he
succeeded Ilgen in the chair of oriental literature; but his love of theological studies

becoming predominant, he a'-ci-ptcd the offer of a theological professorship in the

university of Breslau, where he exerted a wide and beneficial influence. In 1819, he was
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transferred to Bonn, and made a director of the consistory at Cologne. Other ecclesias-

tical honors were conferred on him during the course of his life. He d. on the 28th

April, 1841.

In the early part of his career, A. was a decided rationalist; but subsequently he
returned to orthodox' Lutheran ism, more, perhaps, from the conservative bias of his

nature, than from a.iy profound conviction of the truth of the national creed. The
change, however, was not accompanied, as is usual in such cases, with any intense

bigotry. A. remained to the last a liberal-hearted Christian. His writings, marked by
great learning, industry, and spirit, are much esteemed by his countrymen. The most
important io his Manual of Christian Archaotof/t/ (Leip., 1836-37).

AUGUSTINE, AuuKLirs ST., the greatest of the Latin fathers, was b. at Tagaste, a t.

of Numidia, on the 13th of Nov., 354 A.D. His father, Patricius, was poor, but of good
family, and tilled the oiliee of magistrate. He continued a pagan till advanced in years,
and was only baptized shortly before his death. He does not seem to have been remark-
able for any elevation of mind; on the contrary, one may fairly conclude, from his sou's

statements, that he was an irascible, kind-hearted man, more intent on his son's advance-
ment in this world than in that which is to come. His temper often caused great sorrow
to his gentle and pious wife, who loved him faithfully, however, and was therefore
rewarded with the secret by which she could charm the evil spirit out of him. Patrieius
was very anxious that A. should become a fine scholar, as he noticed that not a few
people in his day were obtaining large incomes by their "wits." A. was accordingly
sent to school at Madaura, and subsequently to Carthage, to complete his studies.

Previous to this, however, he had enjoyed the inestimable felicity of a religious education
at home. His mother, Monnica, had been his best instructor. Neamler truly says:
"Whatever treasures of virtue and worth the life of faith, even of a soul not trained DJ
scientific culture, can bestow, was set before him in the example of his pious mother."'

The energy and penetration of intellect exhibited by the young A. excited the most

flattering hopes. When he left home for Carthage, a joyous, ardent, and resolute stu-

dent, a bright career of worldly prosperity seemed to open before him. But strong as
A. was, the temptations of Carthage were stronger. His nature, deep, impetuous, and
passionate, thirsted for excitement. He had just reached the age when happiness is

conceived to be synonymous with pleasure, and Carthage, the second city of the empire,
was rank as Rome in its sensual corruptions. A. fell. In his Confcxx'onit, he paints the

frightful abyss into which he felt himself plunged; nor does he seek to excuse himself;
on the contrary, the shadow of his guilt is thrown forward over all his boyish life, ami
he displays even a morbid zeal andacuteness in pointing out what others, less censorious,

might term the frivolous errors of his childhood, but which seemed to A. the parents of
his subsequent vices, and therefore equally bad and equally reprehensible. Before he
had reached his 18th year, his mistress bore him a son, who was named Adeodatus
afterwards baptized along with him at Milan. The thing which appears to have tirst stirred

his deeper being into life \va a passag
> which he suddenly came across in the II" rt, nxiux

of Cicero, treating of the wortli and dignity of philosophy. To use the language of
N'Miider:

" The conflict now began in his soul which lasted through eleven years of his

life. As the simplicity of the sacred Scriptures possessed no attractions for his taste a
taste formed by rhetorical studies and the artificial discipline of the declamatory schools

especially as his mind was now in the same tone and direction with that of the

emperor Julian, when the latter was condncte.l to the Platonic theosophy; as. moreover,
he found so many things in the doctrines of the church which, from want of inward

experience, could not be otherwise than unintelligible to him. while lie attempted to

grasp, by the understanding from without, what can be understood only from the inner

life, from the feeling of inward wants, and one's own inward experiences; so under these

circumstances, the delusive pretensions of the Manichaean sect, which, instead of a blind
belief on authority, held out the promise of clear knowledge and a satisfactory solution
of all questions relating to things human and divine, presented the stronger attractions

to his inexperienced youth." A. now became a professed Manich:enn. Returning tola's

native town, he lectured fora short time on "grammar" that is to say, on literature.

Boon afterwards, he returned to Carthage, to pursue his profession under more favora-
ble auspices. Here he wrote, in his '.27th year, his first work, De Apto et Pnlchro
a treatise on aesthetics, which has unfortunately been lost. About the same time his

spiritual nature became keener and more imperative in its demands. The futile specu-
lations of the visionary sect to which lie had attached himself now became apparent,
lie had a series of interviews and conversations with Faustns. one of the most celebrated
tea<-hers of Manichoeism; and these so utterly disappointed his expectation*, that he left

tiie society in disgust and sad bewilderment, after having wasted ten years in a fruitless

s arch for wisdom and truth,

In 383, he went to Rome, followed by the tears, the prayers, and the anxieties of his

excellent mother, \yho was not, however, bereaved of hope, for both her faith and lid-

love were strong. After a short stay, A. left Rome, and proceeded to Milan, where he
became a teacher of rhetoric. Is'o chamjc could have been more fortunate. At this time,
the bishop of Milan was the eloquent and devout St. Ambrose. An intimacy sprang
tip between the two. A. often went to hear his friend preach. He was r-ot,

however, as yet a Christian. He had only emerged, as it were, from Mauiclucism
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the region of night-dotids and shadows and was now gazing on the gray dawn
of the Platonic philosophy, prophetic of t; e noontide splendors of Christianity
which were soon to burst upon his vision. Still, A. did not afterwards despise tins

preliminary training; he was too great and honest a man for that. He confesses
that the Platonic writings "enkindled in his mind an incredible ardor;" they
awakened his deeper spiritual nature, which keenly upbraided him with his sins. Once
more he studied the Bible, although from a purely Platonic point of view, and rather

wishing to find in it
" those truths which he had already made himself acquainted with

from the Platonic philosophy, but presented in a different form." He began to think
that Christ and Paul, by their glorious life and death, their divine morality, their great
holiness, and manifold virtues, must have enjoyed much of that "highest wisdom"
which the philosophers thought confined to themselves. For some time he clung to his
Platonic Christianity, and shaped the doctrines of the Bible according to it ; but when he
found that it was weak to overcome temptations, and that "he himself was continually
borne down by the ungodly impulses which he thought lie had already subdued," the

necessity of a living personal God and Savior to rescue him from the condemnation of
his own conscience, and impart a sanctifying vitality to the abstract truths which he

worshiped, shone clear through all the stormy struggles of his heart. In the eighth
and ninth books of his ("///;.W//., he has left a noble though painful picture of his

inward life during this momentous crisis. It is sufficient to say that the spirit of God
triumphed. On the 2-jth of April, 387 A. D., A. along with his natural son, Adeodatus,
of whom he seems to have been justly fond, was baptized by Ambrose at Milan.

Shortly after he set out on his return home. At Ostia, on the Tiber, his beloved
mother, who had followed him to Milan, died; her eyes had seen the salvation of her
son. and she could depart in peace. After her death, and before leaving Italy for

Africa, A. wrote his trcati>es. 1) \!->i\l'u.-t fadcsue CatJioUcw ct (k Mrf!t." Mititic]<(p>;nnn;
D (juiiutii((t< Ai.iiini; and DC l.ibcro Arbiiri. It is unnecessary to relate at any length
the subsequent life of Augustine. His character and principles of action had become
fixed, and he now brought the whole majesty of his intellect to bear upon the side of

Christianity. Having, as was then customary for converts, divided his goods among the

poor, lie retired into private life, and composed several treatises De Gi /*/' C<>itti;i

Miinirha-uft, D. J// '/</, DC Mifjf.it r<>, nudlti V< n't /.'<
J

/ffto>>, which secured him a high repu-
tation. In 391, he was ordained a priest by Valerius, bishop of Hippo; and during the
next four years, though earnestly engaged in the work of preaching, contrived to write
three different works. In 395. he was made colleague of Valerius. Then ensued a

period of hot strife, known in church history as the bonatist and Pelagian controver-
sies. A., as may naturally be supposed, having passed through so fierce a fire of per-
sonal experience on religious questions, would be very jealous both of what he kin ir to

be the truth, and of what he on\y thought to be the truth. This, added to his acute and
profound intellect, made him. in spite of the poverty of his historical erudition, a most
formidable and relentless antagonist. But this portion of his career will fall to lx;

treated more properly under Pelagius and Pelagiauism (q.v.). In 397, appeared his

Ct'i'fixxiuitx, in 13 books. It is a deep, earnest, and sacred autobiography of one of the

greatest intellects the world has seen. Passages of it have no parallel except in the
Psalms of David. In 413. he commenced his De Ciritate Dei. and finished it in 426. It

is generally considered his most powerful work. Exception may be taken to much that
it contains. The learning is no doubt very considerable, but it is not accurate. A. was
an indifferent scholar: he had studied the Latin authors well; but of Greek "he knew
little, and of Hebrew, nothing." Many of his reasonings are based on false and unten-
able premises, and he erred often in his etymological explanations: but in spite of these
and other drawbacks, the final impression left on the mind is, that the work is one of the
most profound and lasting monuments of human genius. In 428, A. published his

J\, tritrtiitiom-x. in which he makes a recension of all his previous writings. It is a work
of great candor. He frankly acknowledges such errors and mistakes as he had discov-
ered himself to have committed, explains and modifies numerous statements, and mod-
estly reviews his whole opinions. His end was now drawing nigh. In 429, the Vandals,
under the barbarian Genseric. landed in Africa; next year they besieged Hippo. A.,
now in his 76th year, prayed that God would help his unhappy church, and grant
himself a release out of this "present evil world. He d. on the 28th of Aug., 430, in the
third month of the siege.

Xo mind has exerted greater influence on the church than that of Augustine. Con-

sistency of theological opinion is not to be looked for from him, nor from any of the
church fathers. A larger sphere of freedom was permitted to religious speculation in

those unfettered days, before creeds were encircled with that traditional sanctity they
now possess. Nevertheless, we have little difficulty in determining the central tenets of
his theological belief. He held the corruption of human nature through the fall of man,
ii'^l the consequent slavery of the human will. Both on metaphysical and religious

grounds, he asserted the doctrine of predestination, from which he necessarily deduced
the corollary doctrines of election and reprobation; and finally.' he strenuously supported,
against the Pelagians, not only these opinions, hut also the doctrine of the perseverance
of the saints. "At the same 'time, it is but fair to add that, even on such points, his

language is far from uniform; that much of the severity of his doctrines arose from the
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bitter and painful remembrance of his own early sins, and from the profound impres-
sion which the corrupt stale of society in his time, and the vast desolations of harharism,
had made on his earnest and susceptible soul; and that, in Jus desire to give glory to

God, he sometimes forgot to be just to man. In illustration of this may be mentioned
the fact (see Neander, Mosheim, and Waddington's church histories) that the maxim
which justified the chastisement of religious errors by civil penalties, even to burning,
was established and continued by the authority of A., and thus transmitted to following
uires. In his epistle to Dulcitius, a civil magistrate, who shrank from pulling in force

the edict of Honorius against heretics, houses these words: "It is much better that

w>mc should j>cri: h by their own lircs. than that the whole body should burn in the ever-

la>ting llames of Gehenna, through the desert of their impious dissension." In the

opinion of Neander, it was to the somewhat narrow culture and the peculiar personal
I'xperience and temperament of Augustine, that the doctrines of absolute predestination
and irresistible grace, first systematized by him, owed much of that harshness and one-
fcideduess which so long obstructed their general reception by the church, and which
continue to render them repulsive to multitudes.

His life has been written by Tillemont, and his entire works have been repeatedly
edited. The Benedictine edition, published at Paris in 11 vols. (1(579-1 700). is the best.

Numerous editions of the Vonfenxf^iu-n and DC Ciritate Dd have appeared; the ir.ost

recent of the latter by Marcus Dods, D.r>. In the "Library of Fathers of Ilie Holy
Catholic Church," are translations into English of A.'s (.'onfi.-i'ioii*, Kj'i-oxition on M.
Joint'* Go*))el and on the Pxulm.1. &'rmomt on the 3V?/1 Trxtaim at. and Short Trattii-ex. His
txnnuit. vn the Mount is translated by Trench, and his Letters by Rev. .1. G. Cunningham.

ATJ GT/STINE, PAINT, first archbishop of Canterbury, was originally a monk in the

convent of St. Andrew at Rome. In 596, he was sent, along with forty other monks, 1 y
pope Gregory I., to convert the Anglo-Saxons to Christianity, and establish the authority
of the Roman see in Britain. The missionaries were kindly received by Kthell'crt. king
of Kent, whose wife Bertha, daughter of the king of the Parisians, was a Christian, and
retained a Frankish bishop in her suite as chaplain. A reside nee was assigned to them
at Canterbury, then called Durorernmn, where they devoted themselves to monastic
exercises and preaching. The conversion and baptism of the king contributed greatly
to the success of their efforts among his subjects, and it is recorded that in one day A.

baptized 10.000 persons in the river Swale. Nominal as much of this conversion must
have Ik-en, there is abundant testimony to the fact that a marked improvement in the

life and manners of the Anglo-Saxons followed the evangelistic labors of A. and his

companions.
In 597, he went to Aries, by direction of the pope, and was there consecrated arch-

bishop of Canterbury and metropolitan of England. On his return, he dispatched a

presbyter and monk to Rome, to inform the pope of his success, and obtain instruction

on certain questions. Gregory's advices with regard to the propagation of the faith aie

admirable examples of that pious ingenuity which has ofte'ii characterized the missionary
policy of the church of Rome. Thus, instead e>f destroying the heathen temples. A.
was recommended to convert them into Christian clam-he s. by washing the walls with

holy water, erecting altars, and substituting holy iclics ami symbols for the images of

the heathen gods. A.'s subsequent efforts to establish his authority over the native

British church were not so successful as his missionary labois. He- el. in <M. and was
buried in the church-yard of the monastery bearing his mime, fr ,nned by king Kthelbert.

His body was removed to the cathedral of Canterbury in H'l'l. Bede's H.'i-toriii /.VrW-
nxtira Genfi* Arifjlorum is the great authority for the life ot St. A. A thoughtful and

pleasing sketch of it will be found in the Rev. Arthur P. Stanley's Historical Mutwrial*

of Cmtterbitry, Lond., 1855.

The site anel remains of St. A.'s monastery were purchased in 1844 by Mr. Bcresford

Hope, by whom the>y were presented to the archbishop of Canterbury in trust, for the
erection of a missionary college in connection with the church of England. This
institution was incorporated by royal charter in 1848. The buildings, in which as much
of the ancient structure as possible has been preserved, contain accommodation for about
4~> students, whose course of study extends over three years. Twenty exhibitions have
been founded in connection with the college.

AU GUSTINES, or AreiusTix'iANS, names given to several religious bodies in tho

Roman Catholic church. Whether St. Augustine ever framed any formal rule e>f

monastic life, is uncertain; but one was de-duced from bis writings, and was adopted by
as many as 30 monastic fraternities, of which the chief were the Canons Regular, the

Knighis Templars (ej.v.), the Regginir Hermits, the Friar> Preachers or Dominicans (ej.v.),

miel the Prcmonsiratensians (q.v.). The CANONS l*K(;ri,Aii OK ST. ArcrsTiNK. or A i si IN

(' \NONS. appear to have been founded or remodeled ahe>ut the middle' of the 1 !th century.
Their discipline was lc*< severe than that of monks properly so called, but more- rigid
than that of the secular or parochial clergy. They lived under one ie>e>f. having a coiunon

dormitory and refectory. Their habit was a long cassock, with a white rochet o\erit.
all covered by a black cloak or hood, whence they were often called Black Cations. In

England, where they were established early in the 12th e\. they had about 170 Louses.

the earliest, it would seem, being at Nostell, near Pontefract, in Yorkshire. In Scotland
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they had about 25 houses: the earliest at Scone was founded in 1114, and filled by canons
from Nostell; the others of most note were at Inchcolm in the tirth of Forth, St.

Andrews, Hoiyrood, Cambuskennelh, and InchalTray.
The BI;<;(;:M; HKK.MITS, HKU.MITSOK ST. AUGUSTINE, or AUSTIN FHIAHS. were a much

more austere order, renouncing all property, and vowing to live by the voluntary aim*
of the faithful. They are believed to have sprung from certain societies of recluses who,
in the llth and 12th centuries, existed especially in Italy without any regulative consti-

tution. At the instigation, as is alleged, of the rival fraternities of Dominicans and
Franciscans, pope Innocent IV., about the middle of the 13th c., imposed on them the

rule of St. Augustine, whom they claimed as their founder. In l'2~>ti, pope Alexander
IV. placed them under the control of a superior or president called a "general.

'

la

12*7, a code of rules or constitutions was compiled, by which the order long continued
to IK' governed. About 1570. friar Thomas of Je.-us, a Portuguese brother of the order,

Introduce^) a more austere ride, the disciples of which were forbidden to wear shoe*,
whence they were called dixc>dr+,iti, or "barefooted friars."

The degeneracy of the order in the 14th c., called into existence new or reformed

August'mian societies, among which was that Saxon one to which Luther belonged.
But in his day, even these had fallen victims to the general corruption of I hi* priesthood,
and he inflicted serious injury upon it by his unsparing denunciations. After the French
revolution, the order was wholly suppressed in France, i?pain. and Portugal, and partly
in Italy and southern Germany. It was diminished even in Austria and .Naples. It is

most powerful in Sardinia and America.
The name of A. was given also to an order of nuns who claimed descent from a

convent founded by St. Augustine at Hippo, and of which his sister was the first abbess.

They were vowed to the care of the sick and the service of hospitals. The Hotel-Diet!
at Paris is still served by them.

ATTGTTSTO WO, a t. of Poland, the capital of a circle of the same name, on the Xetta,
a feeder of ilie Bug, 133 in. n.e. from Warsaw. It was founded by Sigismiind Augustus,
king of Poland, in 1557. It has woolen and linen manufactures, and some nade in

horses and cattle. Great part of the surrounding district is occupied by lakes and
marshes, or covered with forests. Pop. '07, 9354.

AUGUS TTJLT7S, ROMULUS, the last emperor of the western portion of the Roman
empire. His name was Augustus, but the diminutive title under which he is universally
known was given him by the Romans on account of the essential littleness of his char-
acter. He was the son of Orestes, a Pannonian of birth and wealth, who rose to high
rank under the emperor Julius Nepos, whose favor he repaid by stirring up the barba-
rian troops in the pay of Home to mutiny against him. On the flight of the emperor,
Ore-tes conferred the vacant throne on his son A. (476 A.D ), retaining all substantial

power in his o>vn hands. Orestes, failing to conciliate the barbarians, who had helped
him against Nepos, with a grant of the third of the lands of Italy, they, under the com-
mand of Odoacer. besieged him in Pavia, and capturing, put him to death. A. yielded
at once, and bring of too little consequence to be put to death, he was dismissed to .t

villa near Naples with an annual pension of GOOD pieces of gold. His after-fate is

unkpown.

AUGUSTUS, CATUS JULIUS C.KSAU OCTAVIAXUS. the son of Octaviusand Atia (daugh-
ter of .luliri, the younger sister of .lulius C';esari. was b. 2'!d Sept., B.C. 63. The Octa-
vian family came originally from Velitra, in the country of the Volsci; and the branch
from which A. descended was rich and honorable. His 'father had risen to the rank of
senator and piu-for. but died in the prime of life, when A. was only 4 years old. A. was
carefully educated in Rome under the guardianship of his mother a'nd his step-father,
Lucius Marcius Philippus. At the age of 12, A. delivered a funeral oration over his

grandmother: at 16. he received the toga virilis. The talentsof the youth recommended
him to his- grand-uncle, Julius Tiesar, who adopted A. as his son anil heir. At the time
of Tatar's assignation (Mar. 15, HP. 44), A. was a student under the celebrated orator

Apollodorus. at Apollonia in Illyricum, where, however, he had been sent, chiefly with
a view to yam practical instruction in military affairs. lie returned to Italy, assuming
the name of Julius C;i-sar Octavianus, and at his landing at Brundusium, was welcomed
by deputies from the veterans there assembled; but declining their offers, lie chose to
enter Rome privately. The city was at tnis time divided between the two parties of the
republicans and the friends of Mark Antony: but the latter had, by adroit maneuvers,
rained the ascendency, and enjoyed almost absolute power. A. was at tirst haughtily
treated by the consul, who refused to surrender the property of C'tesar. After 8OHM
fighting, in which Antony was worsted, and had to flee across the Alps. A., who had
made himself a favorite with the people and the army, succeeded in -retting the will of
Julius desar carried out. He found an able friend and advocate in Cicero, who had at
first

^
regarded him with contempt. The great orator, while imagining that he was labor-

ing in behalf of the republic, was in fact only an instrument for raising A to supreme
power. When Antony returned from Gaul with Lepidus, A. joined them in establishing
R triumvirate. He obtained Africa. Sardinia, and Sicily; Antony, Gaul: and Lepidus.
Spain. Their power was soon made absolute by the "massacre' of those unfriendly to
them in Italy, and by victories over the republican army in Macedonia, commanded by
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Brutus and Oa.shis. After the battle of Philippi, won by A. and Antony, of which the

former unjustly claimed all the credit, whereas it mainly belonged to the latter, the

triumvir- 'made a new division of the provinces A. obtaining Italy, and Lepidus,
Africa. The Perusian war, excited by Fulvia, wife of Antony, seemed likely to lead to

a contest between A. and his rival; but was ended by the death of Fulvia, and the

subsequent marriage of Antony with Octavia, sister of Augustus. Shortly afterwards,
the claims of Sextus Pompeius and Lepidus having been settled by force and fraud,
the Roman world was divided between A. and Antony; and a contest for supremacy
commenced between them. While Antony was lost in luxurious dissipation at the

court of Cleopatra, A. was industriously striving to gain the love and confidence of the

Roman people, and to damage his rival in public estimation. At length war was
declared against the queen of Egypt, and at the naval battle of Actium (q-V^), B.C. 31. A.
v.a< victorious and became sole ruler of the whole Roman world. Soon afterwards,

Antony and Cleopatra ended their lives by suicide. The son of Antony by Fulvia, and
Ca-.-arfon. son of Caesar and Cleopatra, were put to death; and in B.C. 29, after dispos-

'infif of several affairs in Kgypt, Greece, Syria, and Asia Minor, A. returned to Rome in

triumph, and closing the te'mple of Janus, proclaimed universal peace.
His subsequent measures were mild and prudent. To insure popular favor, he

abolished the laws of the triumvirate, adorned the city of Rome, and reformed many
abuses. At the end of his seventh consulship (B.C. 27). he proposed to retire from office,

in order that the old republican form of government might be re-established, but he was

ultimately induced to retain his power. Hitherto, since Caesar's death, the consul had
been named Oetavian; but now the title of A nfjumti.nt (meaning

" sacred" or "consecrated")
wa< conferred on him. In the eleventh consulship of A. (B.C. 23), the tribunitian power
was conferred on him for life by the senate. Republican namesand forms still remained,
but they were mere shadows. A. was in all but name absolute monarch. In 12 i;.c., on
the death of Lepidus, he had the high title of pontifex maxinms. or high priest, bestowed
on him. The nation surrendered to him all the power and honor that" it had to give.

After a course of victories in Asia, Spain, Pannonia, Dalmatia, Gaul, etc., A.~(9 B.C.)
suffered the greatest defeat he had sustained in the course of his long rule, in the person
of Quiutilius Varus, whose army was totally destroyed by the Germans.

This loss so afflicted A. that for some time he allowed his beard and hair to grow, as

a sign of deep mourning, and often exclaimed: "O Varus, restore me my legions!"
From this time A. confined himself to plans of domestic improvement and reform, and
so beautified Rome, that it was said,

" A. found the city built of bricks, and left it built

of marble." He also founded cities in several parts of the empire; and altars were
raised by the grateful people to commemorate his beneficence; while by a decree of the

penate, the name Augustus was given to the month Sextilis.

Though surrounded thus with honor and prosperity, A. was not free from domestic
trouble. The abandoned conduct of his daughter Julia was the cause of sore vexation to

him. He had no son, and Marcellus, the son of his sister, and Caiusaud Lucius, the sons
of his daughter, whom he had appointed as his successors and heirs, as well as his

favorite step-son Drusus, all died early; while his step-son Tiberius was an unamiablo
character whom he could not love. Age, domestic sorrows, and failing health warned
Jnm to seek rest; and to recruit his strength, he undertook a journey to Campania: but his

infirmity increased, and he died at Nola (Aug. 19, A.D. 14), in the 77th year of his age.

According to tradition, shortly before his death, he called for a mirror, arranged his hair

neatly, and said to his attendants: " Have I played my part well? If so, applaud me!"
A. had consummate tact and address as a ruler imd politician, and could keep his plans
in secrecy while he made use of the passions and talents of others to forward his own
designs. The good and great measures which marked his reign were originated mostly
by A. himself He encouraged agriculture, patronized the arts and literature, and was
himself an author; butonly a few fragments of his writings have been preserved. Horace,
Virgil, and all the most celebrated Latin poets and scholars, were his friends His was
the Aiif/'ixtitn dfjf of literature. His death threw a shade of sorrow over the whole
Roman world; the bereaved people erected temples and altars to his memory, and num-
Ixjred him among the gods.

AUGUSTUS, Elector of Saxony (1553-1586), son of duke Henry the pious, and of
Katherine of Mecklenburg, was b. July 31, ir>2l>, at Freiberg, then the seat of his father's
court. While still a youth, he spent some time at Prague, and there formed an intimate

friendship with Maximilian, king Ferdinand's son, afterwards emperor of Germany.
in I'll*, lie married Anna, daughter of Christian III. of Denmark, who was universally
popular on account of her devoted adherence to Lutheranism and of her dome-tic
worth. After the death of his brother Maurice in !.">.',::. .\ . vircecdcd to the electorate.
His rule is chiefly noticeable as bearing upon the history of the newly established Prot-
estant church. Equally intolerant and incon-i-tent in' his theology. A. fiist used his

Utmost influence in favor of the Calvinistic doctrine of the sacraments; and then, in

1574. adopted the Lutheran tenets, and persecuted the Cahinists. On the other hand,
however, it must be owned, to his honor, that, by his skillful internal admini-tra-
tion.be raised his country far above the level of any other in Germany, introducing
valuable reforms both in Jurisprudence and finance, and giving a decided impetus to

education, agriculture, manufactures, and commerce. He even wrote a book on the
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management of orchards and gardens, and commanded that every newly-married pair
should, within the first year of their marriage, plant two fruit-trees. The Dresden

library owes its origin to him, as do also most of its galleries of art and science. His
own favorite private pursuit was that of alchemy, in which the electress Anna also took
H part. In the Jan. of 1586 the electress having died in the previous year A.
married a younir princess of Anhalt, hut died a month after, and was buried in the

cathedral of Freiberg. He was succeeded by his sou, Christian I.

AUGUSTUS II., FREDERICK, commonly called the Strong, elector of Saxony and
king of Poland, second son of the elector, John George III., and of the Danish princess,
Anna Sophia, was horn at Dresden in 1670. His extraordinary strength was developed
by a careful physical education, and his mental faculties more successfully cultivated

than his morals. From 16S7 to 1689 he traveled over the greatest part of Europe, but
was prohibited hy his father from visiting Home. "Upon his father's death (1G91). he
went to Vienna, and there formed an intimacy with Joseph, king of Koine, which mate-

rially influenced his politics. When, in 1694, he succeeded to his brother George as

elector, instead of turning his arms against France, according to previous arrangement,
he undertook the command of the Austro-Saxon army against the Turks in Hungary.
Alter the battle of Olasch, in 1696, he returned to Vienna as a candidate for the throne
of Poland, vacated by John Sobieski. Bidding higher than prince Conti for the crown
(10 million Polish florins), and adopting the Catholic faith, he was elected king by the
venal nobles; and having, hy his imposing force, awed the adherents of Conti, he was
crowned at Cracow, 16th Sept.. 1697. On ascending the throne, he promised to regain,
for his new kingdom, the provinces that had been ceded to Sweden; but his efforts to

do this only led to the defeat of himself and his allies, his own deposition as king of

Poland, the election of Stanislaus Leszcynski. and the ignominious peace of Altranstudt
in 1706. So complete was his humiliation, that A. was compelled to send a letter of

congratulation to the new Polish king, together with all the crown-jewels and archives.

However, on receiving intelligence of the defeat of Charles XII. at Pultowa, in 1709,
he declared the treaty of Altranstildt annulled, marched with a powerful army into

Poland, formed a fresh alliance with the czar, and recommenced a v.'a: with Sweden,
which continued raging with redoubled fury, till the death of Charles XII. at Fredericks-

hall, in 1718. gave a new aspect to affairs, leading first to a truce, and eventually to a

peace with Sweden. Moanwhile, a confederation, headed by a Polish nobleman, had
been formed against the Saxons, and repulsed them with much success, till, in 1716,

through the mediation of the czar, a compact was made between the Poles and A r ,

agreeably to which the Saxon troops left the kingdom. The king now found himself

obliged to employ conciliation, and the splendor of his dissolute court soon won the
i,i vor of the Polish nobles, who followed his example but too closely. Saxony had
bitter cause to regret the union of the crowns. Its resources were shamefully squan-
dered, even when want and famine were in the laud, on the adornment of (he capital,
on the king's mistresses, his illegitimate children, and the alchemists who deluded him
with hopes of the elixir of life. A supported the fine arts as ministering to luxury,
but did little for the cause of science. Despotic in principle, though easy in temper;
ambitious as well as luxurious; reckless alike in the pursuit of war and pleasure, death
overtook him in the midst of projected festivities. On his way to the Warsaw diet,

gangrene of an old wound set in, and he died in Feb., 1733, and was buried at Cracow.

Hy his wife a Protestant, and daughter of the margrave of Brandenburg-Kulmbach
he left an only son. who succeeded to him. The most celebrated of his numerous ille-

gitimate offspring amounting; it is affirmed, to somewhere about 300 was Maurice,
count of Saxony.

AUGUSTUS III., FREDERICK, elector of Saxony and king of Poland, the son and
successor of the above, was born in Oct., 1696, and carefully educated by his mother in
I lie Protestant faith. At the age of 15, however, he left her tutelage for'a tour through
Germany. France, and Italy, where he changed his religion, secretly professing Catholi-
cism at Bologna, in 1712, though the fact was not publicly known in Saxony till five

years later. It is possible that an eye to the crown of Poland, and to an alliance with
one of the Austrian princesses, may have had something to do with this step. After

succeeding his father in the electorate in 17:'>3, he was chosen king of Poland by a part
of the nobility; and triumphing over the rival claims of Stanislaus Leszcynski, sup-
ported by Louis XV., was unanimously proclaimed three years later. He inherited his

father's sumptuous tastes, though not his talents; and his 'love of art, cultivated by Ins

Italian tour, enriched the gallery of Dresden with noble paintings. The government of
hi- country he made over entirely to his prime minister, count von Bruhl, whose, whole
political system consisted in complete dependence upon Russia. In 17-12. alarmed at
i he increased power Prussia had obtained by the conquest of Silesia, A. formed an alli-

ance with Maria Theresa: and by the secret treaty of Leipsic, contracted to supply her
with 50,000 men. But their united troops were 'completely routed by the Pru-sians in

1745; and Frederick II. pushing on into Saxony, A. had to escape 'from his capital,

saving his art-treasures, but leaving his state-papers in the hands of the conqueror. In
1746, -the peace of Dresden restored him Saxony: but the close of the year airain saw
him embroiled with Prussia. Joining the camp at Pirna, he narrowly escaped hc-ini;

U. K. II. 2
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conclusion of the peace of Hubertsburg. A. returned to Dresden, where he died in 1763.

His son. Frederick Christian, succeeded him in the electorate, and Stanislaus Ponia-

towski became king of Poland.

AUGUSTUS FREDERICK, 1773-1843, Prince of Great Britain and Ireland, duke
of Sussex, sixth son of George III. At Rome he married Lady Augusta Murray.
daughter of the earl of Dunmore, a Roman Catholic; but the marriage was annulled

because he had acted without the consent of the crown. She separated from him at

once, and their children, a son and a daughter, took the name of D'Este. In 1801. A.

was made a peer, with a grant of 12,000 a year, to which 9000 was subsequently
added. He was a liberal on most questions, and favored the abolition of the slave-trade.

Roman Catholic and Jewish emancipation, free trade, and the reform bill. In 1810, he

was grand master of freemasons; in 1816, president of the society for the encouragement
of useful arts; and in 1830, president of the royal society. The prince was a liberal patrou
of literature and the arts, and possessed an unusually tine library.

AUK, AJ.cn, a genus of web-footed birds, the type of a family called alcafl<r, which
was in great part included in the Linnivan genus alca. and to many of the species of

which, now ranked in other genera, the name A. is still popularly extended. The
alcadw are amongst those web-footed birds collectively called bracAypteret (i.e., short

winged) or divers by Cuvier, remarkable for the shortness of their wings, which they

employ as fins dr paddles for swimming under water, some being even incapable of

tiying; and for the position of their legs, further backward than in other birds, which
makes walking difficult, and compels them, when on laud, to maintain an upright atti-

tude. They are distinguished by the very compressed bill, which, in the true auks, is

vertically elevated, and so sharp along the ridge as to resemble the blade of a knife: and

by their entirely palmated feet, destitute of hind toes. The auks are entirely confined

to the seas of the northern hemisphere the penguins taking their place i the southern

and are most abundant in the colder regions. All of them have a dense plumage, which

generally exhibits on its surface a beautifully polished appearance and silvery lustre.

The genus alca, as restricted by Cuvier and others, contains only two species, distin-

guished from the puffins (q.v.), which also belong to this family, chiefly by the greater

length of the bill, and its being covered with feathers as far as the nostrils. The bill,

both in the auks and puffins, is transversely and strongly grooved. But even the two
known species of the restricted genus alca, differ from one another in a most important
particular the wings of the one, the great A., being so short that it is quite incapable
of flight, like the penguins, of which it maybe deemed the true northern representative,
whilst the other, the razor-bill, has comparatively long wings, and flies well. The
GREAT A. (aim impennin), so far as is known, is now extinct. It was as large as a goose.
It was an inhabitant of the most northerly shores, and a very rare visitant of the Orkney
and Shetland islands and the Hebrides. It was almost equally rare in Norway and
Sweden, but was formerly frequent in Iceland and Greenland, and localities on the

coasts of Labrador and Newfoundland. The rapidity with which this bird moved under
water was extraordinary; one of them having been pursued by a six-oared boat for

hours in vain. Like most of the alcada, the great A. laid only one egg, about 5 in.

in length, and 3 in its greatest breadth. The egg was laid on" the bare rock, without

any attempt at a nest. The RAZOR-BILL (q.v.) (A. torda) is the only other species now
commonly included in the genus alca,. The name LITTLE A. is often given to a bird

also called the RoTCHE.(q.v.)(mergulus alle, formerly alca, aUt\ common in arctic region-.

The common puffin is sometimes called the Labrador auk. The northern parts of

the Pacific ocean abound in auks remarkable for a somewhat quadrangular bill, notched
near the tip, and which form the genus plialeris. One of them. P. j>*itt,ir>il<i is known
as the parrakeet auk. All the auks feed upon fishes, crustaceans, and other marine

animals, which they pursue under water, and for which they dive to great depths.

AULAF, or ANT.AF, d. 980; a pagan king of Northumberland. Athelstan expelled
him from Northumbria. whence he fled to Ireland. In 937 he tried to recover his

kingdom, but was driven out and went back to Ireland to ravage that country. After
Athelstan's death, A. recovered Northumbria by defcntinir Kdmund at Tamworth.
Edred. Edmund's successor, compelled A. to embrace the Christian religion: but the

Christians themselves drove him out, and he once more went to Ireland, where In-

defeated and put to death Murdock, king of Leinster, in 957. Other princes fell before

him, and lie called himself king of Ireland. In 980 he lost his son and heir, and went
on a pilgrimage to lona, where he died.

AULAPOLAY
,
or ALEPPI, a t. of India, in the native state of Travaneore, on the sea

coast, in 9 30' n. lat., and 76 24' e. long. There is no shelter for .shipping, but ships
anchor 4 or 5 m. from the shore. There is, however, a considerable trade in tim-

ber, betel-nut, coir, pepper, and cardamoms. This t. communicates with Quilon and
Trivandrum on the s., and with Cochin on the n.. by canals parallel with the sea-coa-i

and connecting a series of lakes or back-waters. Between these and the sea is a com-
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munieationby a wide crock, through which the timber for exportation is floated, which
is brought from the forests of the rajah of Travancore on the western Ghauls.

AULIC COUNCIL (I,at. aula, court or hall), one of the two highest courts of the old

German empire, co-ordinate with the imperial chamber. It came into existence in 1495,
and seems to have been at first employed principally in preparing business matters regard-

ing the crown lands and the empire generally, in order to expedite the decisions of the

imperial chamber. It soon, however, began to assume or acquire higher functions.

After 1502, the states submitted important grievances to its independent consideration:
but it. did not receive a fixed constitution before 1559. In 1654, it was formally recog-

nized as the second of the two supreme courts, and equal in dignity to the imperial
chamber. It was composed of a president, a vice-prc.-ident, a vice-chancellor, and

eighteen councilors, who were all chosen and paid by the emperor, with the exccj-
tion of the vice-chancellor, who was appointed by the elector of Mainz. Of the

eighteen councilors, six were Protestants, whose votes, when they were unanimous,
could not be set aside by those of the others, so that a religious parity was to some
extent preserved. The councilors were divided into three classes counts, barons, and
men of learning all of whom were on a footing of equality, except that the last men-
tioned received a higher salary, and were usually advanced into the ranks of the nobility.
The council held aloof from politics, but under its jurisdiction were placed: 1st. All

mattersot' feudality in which the emperor was immediately concerned; 2d. All questions
of appeal on the part of the states from decisions in favor of the emperor in minor court.-;

;}d. Whatever concerned the imperial jurisdiction in Italy. On the death of the emperor,
the council was dissolved, and had to be reconstructed by his successor. It finally cease <1

to exist on the extinction of the old German empire in 1806.

AULIS, a t. in Fm-otia, on the Euripus strait, where the Greek fleet assembled before

sailing for Troy. Its temple of Artemis was standing in the time of Pausauias, but the

t. contained only a few workers in pottery.

AULNAY DE CHARNISE, CIIAULES r>E MENOU, a French land-owner, conspicu-
ous in the history of Acadie, or Nova Scotia. He was agent first for Isaac de Radzilly,

proprietor of Acadie, and afterwards for Charles, the brother of Isaac, whose rights he

purchased. There was a long contest between A. and La Tour, a rival proprietor, in

which both sought aid from New England. A. triumphed, capturing Mine. La Tour,
in 1045, after which he was appointed governor. His widow married his rival, LaTour.

AULVS GELLIUS, a Latin author in the time of the Antonines, of whom little is

known beyond his 2>oct<>t Atlicn1

, a mass of ill-digested but valuable information con-

cerning the men and manners of the age.

AUMALK, a t. in France, 40 m. n.e. of Rouen; pop. '66, 2929. Here, in 1592, in a
battle between the Spaniards and French, Henry of Navarre was wrounded. A. was a

county in the early part of the 15th c., and belonged to Claude Lorraine, son of Rene II.

Claude was created duke of Guise, and became the head of that famous house.

AUMALE, a t. of Algeria, on one of the headwaters of the Sahel, 57 m. s.e. from
Algiers. It is situated on the great road from Algiers to Constantino. It is a strong
military post, with barracks, magazines, and hospitals. Pop. 5196, of whom 1468 are

Europeans.

AUMALE, CHARLES DE LORRAINE, Due d', b. 1554, was an ardent partisan of the

league in the politico-religious wars which devastated France in the latter half of the Kith

century. The aim of the league was ostensibly to suppress the Huguenots, but in reality

to secure the supreme power to the Guises. Closely allied by blood to this crafty and
ambitious family, A. from the veryfirst entered with fanatical sympathyinto its schemes,
and after the murder of the duke of Guise a4, Blois, in Dec., 1588, he became, along
with the duke of Mayenne, the leader of the party. In 1589, he seized Paris, dissolved
the parliament, and imprisoned its members. Shortly after, he put himself at the head of a

body of troops to attack the town of Seulis, but was defeated byLaNoue, and compelled
to retreat. Always unfortunate in war, his presence seemed invariably to insure the OMI
throw of his friends. 1 Ie commanded a portion of the forces of the league at the battles of

Arquesandlvri, where the Huguenots triumphed under their skillful and sagacious mon-
arch. Henry IV. But A. was as obstinate ashe was unlucky, and in the end proved himself
as traitorous as he was obstinate. He held out for the league in Amiens until the populace
expelled him, when he suddenly allied himself with the Spaniards who had invaded Picardy.
refused the royal pardon, and delivered over to.the enemy several places in his possession.
For this he was impeached, condemned, and sentenced to be broken alive on the wheel.
His property was confiscated, but he himself escaped. lie lived in exile till his death,
which took place at Brussels, in 16:51. He left no male posterity.

AUMALE, HENKi-EniKNK-PiiiLippE, Louis D'ORLEANS, Due d', b. at Paris, Jan. 16,

1822, is the fourth son of the late king of France, Louis Philippe. He enjoyed the privilege
so rare among princes of being educated along with his fellow-men, at the college <!

Henri IV. , where he exhibited considerable talent . and obtained several honors. When 16

years of age, he entered the army, soon distinguished himself bv his bravery, and passed
rapidly through the various grades of rank. In 1848, he embarked at Brest for Alsreria.
where he commanded a subdivision of the French army, and performed some brilliant
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exploits, the most signal of which was his surprising Abd-el-Kader, when encamped in the
environs of Goudjilab. By this coup demain, which occurred on the 16th of May, 1843,
there fell into his hands a multitude of cattle, 4 standards, 3600 prisoners, and the corre-

spondence and treasure of the emir. He was, inconsequence, elevated to the rank of lieuten-

ant-general, and appointed to the government of the province of Constantino. In 1847,
lie succeeded marshal Bugeaud in the governor-generalship of Algeria. While holding
this high office, he was exposed to a series of hitter attacks by the democratic "opposi-
tion''^ the chamber of deputies, but was ably defended by Gui/ot. After the expul-
sion of his father, he withdrew from Algeria, having first, with self-denying patriotism,
exhorted the colony peaceably to obey the orders of the metropolis. He then resided in

England till 1871, when he returned to France, and was elected a member of the assem-

bly. He was elected a general of division in 1872, and presided over the council of war
which tried marshal Bazaine. He was elected a member of the academy in 1871. His
chief writings are Les Zouaves et let Chasseurs-a-pitd, and llixbnre des Condes.

ATTNE, the French cloth-measure corresponding to the English eV. Both words are
derived from the Lat. ulna. The English ell = 1| yard = 45 inches; the French <nnu'

usuelte (or nouvelle) = 1 metre = 47 inches English". The old "//< was a little shorter.

ATJNOY, MARiE-CATHERraE-JuMELLE BE BERNEYiLLE, Comtesse d', a celebrated
French authoress of the reign of Louis XIV. She was b. about 1650, and d. at Paris,

.fan.. 1705. She composed fairytales, romances, and historical memoirs. Among her

fairy tales may be mentioned, The Yellow Diearf, The }\fiite Cat, and Cherry and Esar Stair.

Many of these fictions have been translated into English, and are greedily read by school-

boys. They have, both in France and other countries, gone through numerous editions,
and are the sole monuments of her fame; for her sentimental novels, llipi>t>hit<\ and ('mute

de Dugla*, have long ago vanished from the eyes of men; while her historical memoirs
are not regarded as at all trustworthy.

AURANTIA CEJE (from aurantium, modern Latin for an orange), a natural order of

exogenous plants, consisting of trees and shrubs, often of great beauty. Both leaves

and bark are generally very smooth, and all parts are filled with little transparent recep-
tacles of a fragrant volatile oil, which especially abounds in the leaves and in the rind of

the fruit. The leaves are alternate, and always articulated with their stalks, which are

frequently winged. The flowers have a short 3 to 5 toothed, withering calyx, and 3 to 5

petals, which are broad at the base, sometimes slightly coherent, and imbricated in bud.
The stamens are equal in number to the petals, or a multiple of their number: the fila-

ments sometimes slightly coherent in one or more bundles; the anthers terminal and
erect. The stamens and petals are inserted on a disk. The ovary is free; there N one

style with a thickish stigma. The fruit (a ] .<</'//>//>/>) is pulpy, with a leathery or spongy
rind, of one cell, or of a number of separable cells: the seeds attached to the axis, with
thick cotyledons and no albumen, not unfrequently containing more embryos than one.

The order contains about 100 known species, natives of warm climate*, and almost all

of the East Indies. The species of the genus citrus (q.v.) are the best known, among
which are the orange, lemon, citron, etc. But the order contains many other plants pro-

ducing agreeable fruits, among which the cegle mnrmelos (see jEoi-E) called bhel or

bael, in India cookia pumtata (the wampee), glycosmu HtHfolin, and trijihatia trifUata
deserve particular notice. The fruits, ripe and unripe, juice and rind, the flowers, leaves,

bark, etc., of a number of species are employed medicinally. The medicinal uses of

agle marmelos have been already noticed in the article ^EoLE; those of the species of

rit /'/.<< will be mentioned under their proper heads. The leaves of ber;i< r<i knuiiiii are

used by the Hindoos as a stomachic and tonic, the bark and roots as stimulants. /'. //>

iiia elfptuiiit'Dii. a large tree growing in most parts of India, yields a gum which closely
resembles gum-arabic, and is used for similar purposes. The young leaves of this tree

have a smell like that of anise, and are used by the native practitioners of India as a

stomachic and carminative. Skimmia (or UmoniaY lanreola and */////?/>< _;V///<////Vv/ are

remarkable exceptions in this order, as to the climate to which they are adapted: the

former grows on the cold and lofty mountains of the n. of India, braving frost and snow;
the latter, a beautiful shrub, recently introduced into Britain from Japan, is perfectly

hardy even in the severest winters; its evergreen leaves and pretty little red lorries

remaining quite uninjured by frost, whilst it's small white flowers, produced early in

Mimmer, have the fragrance of orange blossoms.

AURE LIA. See CHRYSALIS.

ATJRELIA NUS. Lrrirs POMITIUB also named CLAUDIUS DoMmrs and V.\i.ri:ir<

one of the most powerful of the Roman emperors, was of very humble origin. Ids

father having l>een a husbandman. He was b. about A.D. 212, and enlisting early as a

common soldier, he rapidly distinguished himself, and held the highest military oilices

ruder Valerianus and Claudius II. On the death of Claudius (A.D. 270), A. was elected

mperor by the army. lie commenced his reign by vigorous opposition to the barbarian

AJemanni, or Marcomanni, whom he expelled. Thereafter, he commenced the en ction

"f a new line of fortified walls round Rome, which were not completed till the reiun of

I'robus (.\.n. 276). Their ruins still mark the boundaries of Home in the time of Aure
liun. Finding that the province of Dacia (now Wallachia) could not be maintained
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against the assaults of the Goths, he surrendered it, on certain conditions, and strength-
ened the frontier of the Honian empire by making the Danube its boundary. He next
turned his attention to the east, where the renowned queen, Zenobia (q.v.), had extended
her -way from Syria to Asia Minor and Egypt. A. defeated her in two battles, and

besieged her fa) Palmyra, from which she attempted to escape, when she saw defense
would prove unavailing. She was. however, taken prisoner, and soon after the city Mir-

reiidered, and was treated leniently. Shortly after A. had departed, a new insurrection

took place. He returned in 273. and gave the splendid city up to destruction. A. was
again called to the eaM by a rebellion in Egypt, instigated by Firnuis, a merchant of

L'.eat iniluence. which he speedily quelled. Besides, Tetricus. who had held imperial

power in Caul since before the death of Gallienus, rinding himself unable to wield, sur-

rendered it to Aurelian. By restoring good discipline in the army, order in domestic-

affairs, and political unity to the Roman dominions. A. merited the title awarded to him
by the senate "restorer of the Roman empire." He fell a victim to conspiracy during
his campaign against the Persians (A.D. 276).

ATJRE LITTS, MARCUS. See ANTONINUS.

AURKLLE, or D'Al'KELLE. DE FALADINES, b.1803; a French soldier, distinguished
in the Crimean war. In the German war he was the commander of the fifth French
division at Met/. After Napoleon's fall he organized the army of the Loire, drove Von
der Tann from Orleans, and won the first victory for France, for which he received the

chief command of the army of the Loire. He was repulsed in an attack upon the army
of prince Frederick Charles, and beaten by the grand duke of Mechleuberg at Arlc-

may: the next day prince Frederick drove him back to the forest of Orleans and took
-ion of the town. A. was soon afterwards removed from his command, and

offered that of the camp at Cherbourg, which he refused, and he also refused to succeed

gen. Clun/.y. In th national assembly he was opposed to continuing the war. At a later

period lie was commander of the national guards in the department of the Seine, and a

member of the Ba^ainc court-martial.

AUREOLA, or AU'HEOLE, the halo, or "glory," with -which old painters encircled
the heads and sometimes the entire persons of angels, saints, and martyrs. The circle

with a cross was given to the Saviour only : without the cross, to canonize saints. Though
supposed to be a Christian invention, it appears that it was used long before Christ in

pictures of Hindoo deities.

AU'RKl'S, or DENA'IUUS AUREUS, the oldest standard gold coin of Rome, coined 207
B.C.; average weight, 121 grains.

AU RICLES, two cavities of the heart. See HEART.

ATJKIC'ULA, Priiti'/In <uirif>iln, a plant of the same genus with the primrose (q.v.),
much cultivated in flower-gardens. The A. has long been a florist's flower. It was
highly esteemed by the Romans, and has. at least since the beginning of the 18th c.,

received particular attention from the florists of England and Holland. It is one of
those (lowers, the cultivation of which is often most successfully prosecuted in the little

garden* of operatives near large towns. Lancashire is particularly famous for it. The
A. has smooth, dark-green leaves, scapes (or leafless stems), and calices, covered with a

mealy powder. A similar line meal appears also on the flowers, and adds much to their

beauty. The A. is a native of the Alps and other mountains of the middle and s. of

Europe, and of sub-alpine situations in the same countries. It is found also on the Cau-
casus and the mountains of Syria; it grows in shady and moist places. In a wild state,
it has comparatively small flo-.vers, of a simple yellow color, on short stalks, forming an
umbel of generally six or seven on one scape, with the same delightful fragrance which
aids so much to made it a favorite flower in cultivation. The leaves are used by the
inhabitants of the Alps as a remedy for coughs.

By cultivation and art. the A. has been brought to great beauty and splendor of color.

Red, pink, crimson, apple green, and mulberry are the chief colors which the different
varieties exhibit. More than 1200 varieties have been reckoned, and new ones are con-

tinually raised from seed. Some of them are entirely of one color, others of two or
more: some are delicately shaded, and some variegated. The mere color of an A. is not
of so much consequence, in the eye of a florist, as the form and shading. The chief

requisites of a good A. are large flowers, so many of them on one scape as to give full-

ness to the umbel, the flower-stalks so strong that the flowers do not hang down; the

scape itself must be so tail, that the umbel of flowers may rise completely above the
leaves, and so strong as to bear it erect: the flower must be nearly round; the white or

yellow eye in its center must be distinct and round, its color not mixing with the ground
color, which, however, may mix at the outer part with the green of the margin. The
green margin adds much to the beauty of many varieties. The mealiness of the flower
differs much in different varieties. the A. blooms in April and May, and often also a
second time in the end of autumn, which adds to the charms of the flower-border,
although it is to the first or proper flowering-season that the florist looks. It succeeds
best in a rich light soil, and cultivators diligently prepare for it composts of various
kinds, but in general consisting elderly of fresh loamy soil, and of well-rotted horse or
cow dung, often with the addition of a little sand. The finer varieties are always culti-
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rated in pots, and require great attention. They are protected from the serere weather
of winter, and during the flowering-season, from wind and rain. They ought, however,

previous to flowering, to stand in an airy, sunny situation. Their delicacy forms a strik-

ing contrast to the natural hardiness of the plant; but few sights are more pleasing than
that of a collection of choice auriculas, tastefully arranged. They are propagated by
offsets, generally in the latter part of August. When it is proposed to raise the A. from

seed, care ought.to be taken to select the finest flowers, which are encouraged to ripen
their seed.* by exposure to sun and air, hand-glasses being placed over them during heavy
rains. The seed is sown either in autumn or spring, generally in boxes placed under

shelter, or in a slight hot-bed. The more weakly plants are tended with particular care,
as -they are generally found to produce the finest flowers.

The name A., originally Latin, is derived from aui-is, an ear on account of a fancied
resemblance of the leaves to the ears of an animal.

AURIC ULA, a genus, and AVKKT LID.K, a family of gastropod mollusca. They
have a spiral shell, covered with a horny epidermis, the first whirl very large tind. the

spire short, the aperture elongated and toothed. They belong to that section of gastro-

pods in which the sexes are united in the individual, and to the same order with the

common snails, haring respiratory organs adapted for breathing in air, although some
of them are capable of subsisting for a considerable time in water. Some of them
inhabit fresh-water marshe>. and others prefer the vicinity of salt water. They gen-
erally belong to warm climates, and some of them attain a large size. Atiri'etiht midii-,

a native of the East Indies, is known to shell collectors by the name of Midas's ear.

AURIC ULAR CONFESSION. See CONFESSION.

AURIC ULATE, in botany, a term applied to leaves, stipules, etc., and signifying that

they have at the base two small ear-like lobes.

AURIFABER (Lat. for GOLDSCHMIDT), JOANNES, 1519-79; a Lutheran divine, friend
and companion of the reformer. He was educated at Wittenberg, became tutor to

count Mansfeldt, and in the war of 1544 was with the army as chaplain. Afterwards
he lived with Luther as his secretary, and was present at his death. Half of the nexj;

year he was in prison with the elector of Saxony, who had been captured by Charles Y.
He was for some years court preacher at Weimar, and in 1566 was appointed minister
of the Lutheran church at Erfurt, holding the place until his death. He collected many
of Luther's manuscripts and letters, and assisted in editing them. He also published
Luther's Table Talk, in 1566.

AURI'G'A, or THE WAGONER; a northern constellation in which is Capella, a very
brilliant star of the first magnitude.

AURILLAC, a t. of France, capital of the dep. of Cantal (Auvergne). A. is

situated in a pleasant valley on the banks of the Jourdanne, about 269 in. s. from Paris.

It is said to owe its origin to a Benedictine monastery founded in the 9th c. by St.

Gerard. The English, in the 14th and 15th centuries, often besieged the town, and it was
frequently taken and pillaged during the religious wars in France in the 16th century.
The streets are wide, but irregular, and are kept clean by streams supplied by a reser-

voir above the town and by a canal from the Jourdanne. The neighboring quarries supply
slates to cover the houses. The principal buildings of A. are the churches of Notre
Dame and St. Gerard, St. Stephen's castle, the theater, college buildings, which contain
a valuable public library, and the corn market. There is also a monument erected to

the memory of the French philanthropist, M. de Montyon. Paper, jewelry, lace, copper
utensils, leather, and beer are the chief industrial products. Pope Sylvester II. was
b. at A., and the infamous Carrier of the first French revolution. Pop. '76, 10,399.

AURIOL, a t. in France, in the dep. of Bouches-du-Rhone, 16 m. n.e. of Mar-
seilles; pop. '66, 5182. The manufacture of flags is a prominent business, and there
are coal-mines near the town.

AUROCHS, the European bison; a wild animal of the bos family, once plentiful over
northern Europe, but now scarce and probably to be found only in "the royal Lithuanian
forests, where it is protected. The A. was probably contemporary with the mammoth,
and it is thought to be the animal described in C;r>;i'r's works as abundant in the forests
of Gaul. There were two species, bos ureus and fa* ]-t/n/</t /</*, and of both fossil re-

mains are found in post-tertiary deposits in Europe and America. It has been suggested
that the animal furnished food for prehistoric mankind.

AURORA (styled Eds by the Greeks), the goddess of the dawn, or "morning redness,"
was the daughter of Hyperion and Theia, and sister of Helios and Selene, and wife of
the Titan Astneus. Zephyrus, Boreas. Xotus. Hesperus and the other stars were her
children. She was described as rising in the morning from her bed in the ocean, borne

along on a chariot drawn by the divine steeds Lampus and Phaeton, ascending
heaven from the river Oceanus, where she lifted with her "rosy fingers" the curtain of '

night, and announced the light both to gods and men. Homer' frequently describe- A
as the goddess of day, and the tragic writers identified A. with Jl< ///</>/ (the day). She
wa- n-presented as clothed in a rosy yellow robe, with a star shining on her forehead,
and a torch in her right hand. She" had a passion for mortal youths, aud carried off

Orion, Cleitus, and Tithonus.
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AURORA, a city in Kane co., 111., on Fox river, and the Chicago and Iowa, and

Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroads, 38 m. s.w. of Chicago; pop. '80, 12,059.
The rivc-r furnishes abundant water-power for manufacturing purposes. There are rail-

way repair shops here, which employ about 1000 men.

AURORA, a city in Dearborn co., Ind., on the Ohio river, and the Louisville branch
of the Ohio arid Mississippi railroad; 2o in. below Cincinnati. It has a number of

manufactories, but the river trade is the most important business. Pop. '70, 3304.

AUBCRA BOREALIS, or NORTHERN LIGHTS, (Ger. Xordltcht), the name given to the
luminous phenomenon which is seen towards the n. of the heavens by the inhabi-
tants of the higher latitudes. During the winter of the northern hemisphere, the
inhabitants of the arctic zone are without the light of the sun for months together, and
their long dreary night is relieved by the light of this beautiful meteor, which occurs with

great frequency in these regions. Those who have explored the southern seas have
seen the same phenomenon in the direction of the south pole, so that the term polar

lights might be more appropriate than northern lights to designate the aurora. The
appearance of the A. B. has been described by a great variety of observers, both in

horthern and central Europe, all of whom give substantially the same account of the

manner in which the phenomenon takes place. It is briefly as follows: A dingy aspect
of the sky in the direction of the n. is generally the precursor of the aurora; and
this gradually becomes darker in color, and assumes the form of a circular segment
surrounded by a luminous arch, and resting at each end on the horizon. This >/<<//,

fi'ij'in: nt. as it is called, has the appearance of a thick cloud, and is frequently seen as

such in the fading twilight before the development of the auroral light. It's density
must, however, be very small, as stars are sometimes seen shining brightly through it.

This dark segment is bounded by a luminous tu-dt of a bluish-white color, which varies
in breadth from 1 to G diameters of the moon, having the lower edge sharply denned,
and the uppe^ edge only when the breadth of the arch is small. This arch may be
considered to be a part of a luminous ring elevated at a considerable distance above tin-

t-art h's surface, and having its center corresponding with some point near the north

pole. An observer several degrees s. of this auroral ring would see towards the n. only
a small arc of it, the larger part being hid by the earth; to one situated not so far

s., it would appear as a larger tfnd higher arch; to one placed below it, it would be seen
as an arch passing through the zenith; and to one situated within the ring and further

n., it would be found as an arch culminating in the s. On this supposition, nearly all

the various positions of the auroral arch may be accounted for. The center of the ring
corresponds probably with the magnetic n., which. is at present situated in the island of
Boothia Felix. Hence it is that in Greenland, which is situated to the e. of this island,
the auroral arch lias been seen stretching from n. to s. with its highest point in the w.
The luminous arch, once formed, remains visible for several hours, and is in a constant
state of mot'ion. It rises and falls, extends toward the e. and towards the w., and breaks
sometimes in one part, sometimes in another. These motions become all the more
observalile when the arch is about to shoot forth rays; then it becomes luminous at one

point, eats in upon the dark segment, and a ray of similar brightness to the arch mounts
with the rapidity of lightning towards the zenith. The ray seldom keeps the same
form for any length of time; but undergoes continual changes, moving eastward and
westward, and fluttering like a ribbon agitated by the wind, After some time, it

gradually fades in brightness, and at last gives way to other rays. When the aurora
attains its full brightness and activity, rays are projected from every part of the arch,
and if they do not rise too high, it presents the appearance of a comb furnished with
teeth. When the rays are very bright, they sometimes assume a green, sometimes a

violet, a purple, or a rose color, giving to the whole a variegated and brilliant effect.

The accompanying sketch, taken from Mailer's Knxi/n'xrhe PhytOt, of the A. B. in Nor-

way, represents a Beautiful aurora of this comb-shaped character; the effect of color,

however, is wanting Incomplete the picture. When the rays darted by thp luminous
arch are numerous and of great length, they culminate in a point which is situated in

the prolongation of the dipping needle, somewhat s.e. of /he zenith. There the}' form
what is called the lirml croim; and the whole heavens, towards the e., w., and n., pre-
sent the appearance. of a vast cupola of fire, supported by columns of variously colored

light. When the rays are darted less
brilliantly,

the crown first disappears, then, here
and there, the light becomes faint and intermittent, till at last the whole phenomenon
fades from the sky.

The preceding description indicates the general features of the appearance of the A.
B. ; but several auroras have been described which presented striking peculiarities.
Sometimes the phenomenon assumed the form of one or more curtains of light, depend-
ing from dingy clouds, whose folds were agitnted to and fro. as if by the wind. Some-
times this curtain seemed to consist < -f separate ribbons of light, arranged side by side

in groups of different lengths, and attaining their greatest brilliancy at the lower edges.
In this country the A. B. seldom occurs with the distinctness and brilliancy which
attend it in northern latitudes, but the description just given portrays the type to which
such appearance of the meteor more or less approximates.

The height of the aurora has been variously estimated. The first observers were
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iiicliucd to place the seat of it beyond the atmosphere; but this hypothesis is untenable,
as the aurora does not seem to be affected by tlie rotation of the earth, but appears to be
in every respect a terrestrial phenomenon. By taking observations of the altitude of the

highest point of the ar-ch of the same aurora at different stations, heights varying from
5 to 500 m. have been calculated. The cause of these widely differing results may be
found iu the probability that exists of each observer seeing a different arch of the
aurora for himself, and he is, in consequence, furnished with no comparable or reliable

data for his calculations. It is now, however, generally admitted, on what, are con-
sidered to be sufficient grounds, that the A. B. occurs at various heights, and that it is

seldom found beyond 90 m. above the surface of the earth. The distance of the stations at

which the same aurora has been visible, indicates the enormous geographical extent, and
likewise the great altitude which the phenomenon frequently attains. One aurora, for

instance that which occurred on the 3d of Sept., 1839 was seen in the Isle of Skye by
M. dc Saussure; at Paris, by the astronomers of the observatory; at Asti, in northern

Italy, by M. Quetelet; at New7 Haven, in Connecticut, by Mr. ITcrrick; and at New
Orleans, by credible observers. On the other hand, some observers of eminence assert

that the aurora sometimes descends to the region of the clouds, and appears almost u
a local phenomenon. A brilliant aurora was seen by Mr. Farquharson, the minister of

Alford, in Aberdeenshire, on the 20th of Dec., 1829, from 8 to 11:30 in the evening,
above a thick bank of clouds, which covered the tops of the hills to the n. of where he

lived, and which never attained an altitude of more than 20. The same aurora was
seen in the zenith, at 9:15, by Mr. Paul, another minister, at Tullynessle, which is

about 2 in. n. of Alford, so that the height of it could not have been quite 4000 ft.

The noise that is alleged to accompany the A. B. in high latitudes would indicate for

it a comparatively moderate height. Some of those who have heard it, compare it to- the
nose that is produced by the rolling of one piece of silk upon another; and others, to the
sound of the wind blowing against the flame of a candle. In Siberia, it has been related

that this noise sometimes resembles that attending the discharge of fireworks; and that

the dogs of the hunters, when overtaken by such an aurora, lay themselves with terror

on the ground.*
The intimate connection between the A. B. and the magnetism of the earth is shown

by various facts. During the occurrence of the phenomenon, the magnetic needle

appears very much disturbed, sometimes deviating several degrees from its normal

position, and appearing to be most affected when the aurora is brightest; and this oscilla-

tion is frequently perceived far beyond the district where the aurora is seen. The vertex,
likewise, of the luminous arch is almost always found to be in or very near the magnetic,
meridian, and the boreal crown has its seat in the prolongation of the freely suspended
needle. There seems, moreover, to be a connection between the magnetic poles of the
earth in regard to the aurora for, so far as has been ascertained, the mete oroccurs simul-

taneously at both. The A. B. appears to be an electric discharge connected with

magnetic disturbance. If one of Gassiot's vacuous tubes be brought near an electric

machine, or between the poles of an induction coil, flashes of light pass between the ends,
which bear a striking resemblance to the A. B. A comparison of the spectra of the two

goes far to establish identity. The auroral spectral line, according to Angstrom, is a

yellow line near the sodium line, and is the same as the air line seen in the solar light
when the sun is near the horizon. Other lines, however, have been seen, which cannot
as yet be produced by the physicist from any known substance.

A line drawn through the s. of Spain to the n. of the Sandwich islands, and
through Cuba, marks the southern limit of the A. B. (in the northern hemisphere); though
occasional displays have been noticed even further s. To the n. of a line passing
through Edinburgh, the frequency of the A. B. rapidly increases, until a maximum is

reached in a line through the n. of Spitzbergen, after which the frequency diminishes as

the north pole is approached.

AUEUNG ABAD, or Throne-town, the name of at least four places in India. The most

important is in the territory of the Nizam, situated on the Doodna, a tributary of the

Godavery. The pop. is estimated at about 60,000. Its monuments of former grandeur
are a palace, now in ruins, built by Aurungzebe, and the mausoleum of Aurungzebe's
daughter.

ATJRTTNGZEBE' (properly, Aurangzib, "ornament of the throne") was the most power-
ful of the great Moguls, the last who ruled with energy and effect, He was )>. on the
22d Oct., 1618, and was 10 years old when, his

grandfather dying, his father, Shah-.Iehan,
ascended the throne. A. early aspired to wield the rod of empire, but he craftily hid his

designs beneath the cloak of piety. In 1657, his father, who had previously promoted
him to high civil and military offices in the state, in performing the duties of which he

greatly distinguished himself, was seized with an illness from which lie was not expected
to recover. The reins of power were at once seized by his eldest son, Dara, who treated

his brothers very arbitrarily Shuja at that time being governor of Bengal, A. of the

Deccan, and Miirad of Guzerat. The first immediately took up arms. A.'s policy was

* Arctic voynfr<'rs, such as Parry and Franklin, throw doubt on the existence of any such noise, for
no! one of the numerous and brilliant auroras seen by them was ever attended with the faintest sound.
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to let the t\vo fight it out, and exhaust each other, and then to play off his third brother

Rirainst the victor. He conferred with Murad: assured him he had no earthly ambition;
that the crown he strove for was a spiritual, and not a temporal one; and that, for affec-

tion's sake, and witli a view to promote the interests of the true faith Dura was liberal

in his reiiirious opinions, and had written a book to prove that Mohammed and Brahma

agreed in all essential points he would support his pretensions to the throne. Miirad
believed him, and the forces of the two were joined. .Meanwhile, Dara having overcome

Shuja's army, directed his forces again.-! his other two brothers; but A.'s plausibility

prevailed over Dara's generals, who deserted, and Dara had to seek safety in flight. By
this time, however, Shah-Jehau had somewhat recovered. A. professed the utmost

loyalty, bur secretly gave his son instructions to take possession of Shah-Jchan's palace,
Which was done, and the aged monarch was made prisoner. A. next seized and confined

his too confiding brother, Miirad; and after a struggle of two or three years' duration,
Dara and Shuja also fell into his power, and all three were put to death. The scepter
was now firmly within the grasp of Aurungzebe. He professed not to care for the impe-

. rial insignia, but was ultimately induced to receive them on Aug. 2, 1(578. He, at the

same time, assumed the presumptuous title of Alemgir.
"
conqueror of the world." He

also took the title of Mohi-eddin.
" the reviver of religion." In the seventh year of A.'s

reign, his father died, at a good old age; but there are suspicions, nevertheless, that his

death was hasiened by slow poison, administered by command of his son.

A.'s lung reign of half a century was distinguished by great outward prosperity; but
the empire was diseased at its heart. Everywhere there was distrust; A., who had
established his empire by fraud, was naturally enough distrusted by all. He lacked con-
fidence in his statesmen, who, in their turn, distrusted him and one another. His sons
imitated him in his disobedience to his father, and the Hindoos, whom he treated with

great harshne-s. excited the Mahrattas against him in the s. Still his great abilities

suiliced during his reign not only to preserve his empire in tact, but even to enlarge it

considerably. Discord between the monarchs of Bijapur and Golcouda, which was

mainly due to his policy when acting as governor of the Dec-can, enabled him to add
'i wo kingdoms to Ins empire. But the seeds of decay which had been sown in his

reign b >re ample fruit in the reign of his son. The decadence of the Mogul empire dates

from A.'s death, which took place at Ahmednuggur, on the 21st Feb., 1707, in the 89th

year of his age. and 50th of his reign. The latter years of A.'s life were passed in misery.
The memory of his own crimes weighed heavy on his soul. He lived in constant dread that

he himself would receive of the measure which he had meted out to others. His court was
remarkable among oriental courts for its economy and freedom from ostentation. A.'s

character was not without its good features, as in-tanccd by the fact, that in the third

year of his reign, when there was a great famine in the land, he gave unreservedly the
funds of his treasury, which had been greatly augmented by his frugality, to procure
food for his people.

Al SA'BLE, a t. and village in Clinton co., X. Y., on the A. S. river, 7 m. from lake

Champlain- pop. of township, '~0, 2863. In the vicinity of the village is a great chasm
or gorge, much visited by tourists.

AUSCULTATION (Lat. <ixctilt<>, to listen), a mode of detecting diseases, especially those
of the heart and lungs, by listening to the sounds produced in the cavity of the chest.

This is done either by the unassisted ear (iunnrili'<itt> A.), or by the aid of a simple sound-

conveying instrument, the- stethoscope (q.v.) (nil!iit< A. ). By care and attention, the

normal sounds produced by respiration and the beating of the heart may be distinguished
from the several abnormal sounds indicating disease. A. is classed among the most
important of discoveries in modern medical science. It details are ably explained by the

discoverer, Laeunec. See PERCUSSION.

AUSoXHS a tribe of unknown origin in ancient Italy, said in tradition to be
descended from Auson, a son of Ulysses and Calypso. They gave the name Ausouia to

southern Italy, afterwards called Magua Gra>cia. Niebuhr supposes they were of the
Oscau nation.'

AUSO NIUS. Di:< irs MAOXVS. the most conspicuous Roman poet in the 4th c. after

Christ, was b. at Burdegala (Bordeaux), about 309 A.D. Scaliger asserts that his father,
Julius A., was the favorite physician of the emperor Valentinian, but the assertion has
no historic basis, so far as we know. He was, however, a man of considerable import-
ance, having been at one time honorary prefect of Illyricum. and he appears to have
taken care that the young A. should receive an excellent education. Many amiable
female relatives fostered, and probably flattered the talents of the boy. After finishing
his curriculum at Toulouse, he returned to Bordeaux, where, after practicing for a short
time at the bar, lie turned his attention to literature, and soon distinguished himself as a

professor of oratory. Some years later, lie was appointed by Valentinian tutor to his son
Gratian: afterwards qua-stor, and, by Gratian, prefect of Latium. and subsequently
consul of Gaul (o79 A.D. ). On the death of Gratian, A. retired from public life to his

estate at Bordeaux, where he occupied himself with literature and rural pursuits until

the time of his death (392 A. D.). The question whether or not A. was a
"
Christian, "has

occasioned much controversy, and remains yet unsettled. His works include translations

of Greek eclogues, a collection of 150 epigrams, epistles in verse and prose, 20 so-called
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idyls and other descriptive pieces, which, though admired in their day, are general!}'
worthless, aud bear all the marks of the corrupted taste prevalent in literature daring his

time. But though destitute of every true poetic quality, A. occasionally displays a cer-

tain neatness and grace of expression, which show that, in a better era. he might have

proved a greater poet. Besides these, he also wrote a panegyric on the emperor Gratia::.

full of bombastic phrases and fulsome adulation. Editions of his writings have been

given bv Scalier (Leydeu, 1375), Tollius (Amsterdam, 1669-1671), and Souchav (Paris.

1730).

'

A rs'SIG, AUSSYENAD, or LABEM, a t. of Bohemia, at the junction of the Elbe and
the Bela, 44 in. n.n.w. of Prague; pop. '69, 10,933. In 1426. A. was destroyed by the

Hu$>ites and in 16:'.9was seized by Sweden. There is a church here which, it is claimed,
was begun in 826, containing a

" Madonna" by Carlo Dolce. The trade of A. is in coal,

fruits, mineral waters, and timber.

AUSTEN, JANE, a novelist of deservedly high reputation. Her father was rector of

Steventon, Hampshire, at which place his daughter was b., Dec. 16. 17?."). Mr. Austen,,
who was himself a gentleman of some literary attainments, bestowed on his daughter
an education superior to that usually given to young ladies in her sphere of life in the

end of last century. Jane was distinguished alike by good sense, sweetness of disposi-
tion, and personal attractions. Her novels, which are rather limited in subject, are

remarkable for the truthfulness with which they portray the everyday life of the middle
- of England in her time, and for their delicate, yet withal distinct discrimination

of the various shades and peculiarities of character. Sir Walter Scott said of her:
" That young lady had a talent for describing the involvements, feelings, and characters
of ordinary life which is to me the most wonderful I have ever met with. The big bow-
wow I can do myself like any one going: but the exquisite touch, which renders common-
place things aud* characters interesting from the truth of the description and the senti-

ment, is denied to me." Miss A. 's first four novels S//.v, <intt .S /<>////#//, Pr>d> and
Prtj'ulicc, MiiHxfu'ld Pnrk, and Emma, were published anonymously between 1811 and
1816. Nortluinger Abbey and Persuasion followed, with her "name on the title-page, in

1818, after her death, which took place at Winchester, July 24, 1817.

AUSTEN, WILLIAM, an English metal-worker and designer of the 15th c.. celebrated
as the constructor of the famous tomb of Richard de Bcauchamp. earl of Warwick, in

St. Mary's church, Warwickshire. Men of taste and judgment have not hesitated to

put his works on an equality with those of Italian artists of the same period.

AUSTEKLITZ, a small t. in Moravia, about 12 m. e.s.e. from the t. of Briinn. stands
on the Littawa. and has a pop. of 3800. A. has a handsome palace; but it is celebrated

chiefly as the place where Napoleon I., in Dec., 1805. defeated the combined forces of

Austria and Russia, under the command of their respective emperors. After the capitu-
lation of Mack, at Ulm, Oct. 17, Napoleon had marched on without opposition to

Vienna, of which he took possession Nov. 11, 1805. The Russian and Austrian forces

had retreated to Moravia, aud Napoleon had fixed his head-quarters at Briinn. Towards
this locality the troops of Alexander and Francis marched in five parallel columns to

offer battle. The movements of the allies were ill-conducted, and evidently made with-
out a due knowledge of the strength of the French army, which was concealed by the

tac'ics of Napoleon. It amounted to about 80,000 men: while the allied armies numbered
84,000, of which 16,000 were cavalry. The battle commence*d at seven, on the morning
of Dec. 2, and the Russian line was soon broken. The left wing of the allies Buffered

severely towards the close of the engagement, and endeavored to save themselves by
crossing a frozen lake; but Napoleon ordered his artillery to fire upon thd ice, which
was broken up, and about 2000 perished in the water. According to Alison, the allies

lost 30,000 in killed, wounded, aud prisoners, and the French 12,000. Russian and
French accounts make their respective losses smaller. The battle was followed by an
armistice, the terms of which were dictated by Napoleon: and immediately after, on the

26th of Dec., by the treaty of Presburg, which determined that Austria should surrender
the Venetian territories, and also her possessions fli Swabia and the Tyrol.

AUSTIN, a co. in s.e. Texas, on both sides of the Bra/os: traversed by Iho Houston
and Texas Central railroad: 1024 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 15.087 6574 colored. Timber and

stock-raising are the chief resources. Co. seat, Bellville.

AUS TIN, the capital of Texas, lies on the left bank of the Colorado. 200 m. from its

mouth, in lat. ',W 15' n., long. 97 47' w. In winter, A. is accessible to steamboats from
the sea. Pop. '70, 4428.

AUSTIN, JOHN, a distinguished writer on jurisprudence, was b. on Mar. 3, 1790. At
the :i!re of 16, he entered the army, and served as a suba'.lern with his regiment in

Sicily. But lie left the service after the peace, and in ISIS was called lo the bar. In

IS-jo.' he married Miss Sarah Taylor, of Norwich (see Ai SUN. SAKAH). to whom he had
been attached for many years, and went to live in (Jueen square, Westminster, next door
to Jeremy Bentliam and Mr. James Mill. In their society, his attention was naturally
turned to the subjects he afterwards cultivated with success. He was compelled by bad
health to abandon his practice at the bar, about the time when the university of London
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was founded, aud he then received the appointment of professor of jurisprudence. To
lit himself for the chair, in the autumn of 1827 he settled at Bonn, then the residence of

Niebuhr, Brandis, Schlegel, Arndt, \Velcker, and Mackeldey, and lie remained there

throughout the winter. He returned to England well acquainted with the writings of

some of the most eminent of the continental jurists. His lectures wi re well received by
a fi'W distinguished men; but the subject was not recognized as a necessary branch of

legal study, and evidently did not supply that kind of knowledge best calculated to

promote practical success in the legal professions. A. believed the position of a

German professor of law to be the most enviable in the world; and with a small

but sure income, he would have devoted his great powers to the excluMvc cultiva-

tion of the subjects discussed in his lectures. But, unfortunately, no provision was
made for the chair of jurisprudence beyond class fees, and iu the ab.-ence of stu-

dents, A., in 1832, was reluctantly compelled to resign his appointment. In the

same year, he published his Province of ,f/ir<*]>n//r, i/<; ])< /,///<///-'/, a work, at the

time, fit tie appreciated by the general public, and the small success it met did not

encourage him to undertake other publications on the allied subjects. In the estimation
of competent judges, however, it placed its author in the highest rank among writers on
jurisprudence. In is:!:5. he was appointed by lord Brougham a member of the criminal
law commission. The post was not much to his ta>te, as he did not believe that the

public received any advantage from such bodies, in the efficacy of which for constructive

purposes he put no faith. "If they would give me 200 a year," he said, "for two

years. I would shut myself up in a garret, and at the end of that time 1 would produce
a complete map of the whole field of crime and a draft of a criminal code." These, he

thought, a commission might with some profit revise and amend. A. was afterwards

appointed a member of a commission to inquire into the grievances of the Maltese.

He returned to Kugland in IS'!*, not in good health, and wa^ advised to try the springs
at Carlsbad. During his stay in Bonn he had been delighted with the ropcct the Ger-
mans manifest for knowledge, their freedom of thought, and the simplicity of their

habits. With his slender means, decent cxi.-.tence in England was scarcely possible, and
he removed with his family to Germany, living at Carlsbad in summer, at Dresden and
Berlin in winter. The revolution of 1848 drove him back to England, and he then set-

tled at \Veybridge. where he d. in Dec., 1859, universally respected for the dignity and

magnanimity of lijs character. His lectures on the principles of jurisprudence had
remained in manuscript and imperfect. Since his death they have been prepared for

the press by his widow, and published between 1801 and 1863, under the title of Lectures
an ,Jn ri*]ir<i<l< use, hiinij n ^-'jiifito

" The Province of Jurisprudence Ddi I'tuiiud," etc. On
this work his fame now rests.

A.'s great merit consists in his having been the first English writer who attached pre-
cise anil intelligible meaning to the terms which denote the leading conceptions under-

lying all systems of jurisprudence. With a very perfect knowledge of the methods of

Roman and English law, he displayed genius of the highest order in devising a novel

system of classification for the subject-matter of his science. The work he did is incom-

plete. but it forms a sure foundation to future laborers in the same field. It is universally
recoiriii/fd as an enduring monument of learning and genius, and it entitles its author
to take rank with Hohbes and Bentham. as one of the three Englishmen who have made
contributions of importance to the philosophical study of law. A. said of himself that
his special vocation was that of

"
untying knots'" intellectual knots; and it was so.

He -it himself to the task of exposing the errors hid under the phrases and metaphors
current among writers on law, and this he accomplished with such skill and subtlety as
to make his works models of close and sound reasoning. In education, they now per-
form a most important part that of disciplining the mind of those who devote them-
selves to the study of law and of the mental sciences generally in the difficult art of

precise thought: and intthis way they exercise an influence it is scarcely possible to over-
estimate on the rising generation of lawyers, publicists, and statesmen. See Memoir of
A. prefixed to the I., Hums on Jurisprudence, and an article on A. in J. S. Mill's Disser-

Al'STIN", JONATHAN LORIXG, 1748-1826. He was b. in Boston, a graduate of
Harvard, joined in the revolution, and was secretary of the Massachusetts board of war.
In 1777. he was one of the commissioners sent to Paris to announce the capture of Bur-

goyne. Franklin employed him as an agent in England, and on his return in 1779, he
was rewarded by congress. The next year he sailed for Spain as agent of the colonies,
but was captured and taken to England', though soon afterwards liberated. He was sec-

retary and treasurer of the new state of Massachusetts.

Al'STIN, MOSKS. d. 1*21; a Connecticut pioneer in Texas. lie took his family to the
weM in 1798. and from 1800 to 1*20 was engaged chiefly in lead-mining. While at' Bexar,
Texas, he got permission from the Mexican commandant to colonize 300 families, and
soon began the work, which was more fully carried out by his son.

Al'STIN. S\MIKI.. D.D.. 1700-1S30: b. Conn.: a Congregational clergyman, who
graduated at Yale; studied theology, and was ordained in 17S<> a- pastor of a church at

Fairhaven. In 1790, he took charge of the First church in Worcester. Mass., and in 1815
was chosen president of the university of Vermont, where he remained six years. He
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returned to Wcrrrp>trr in 1855. In the closing years of his life he was slightly deranged.
He pui;lihed several religious works.

AUSTIN, Mrs. SARAH, wife of John Austin, is well known as the translator of many
of the best contemporary French and German works. She belonged to the Taylors of

Norwich, a family remarkable for the men and women it has produced distinguished by
literary and M-iriitilic ability. A faithful and devoted wife, she spent a great mauy years
with her husband abroad, and she enjoyed the friendship of many of the most eminent

persons in continental society. Mrs. A. translated from the German, Ciuiraett.rixiics of
Goethe, by Falk, etc., with notes (1833); Froffmentofrom the German. Pn>y< Writer*, with
notes (1841); and The >'/<//// trittiuiit an End, by F. "\V. Carove (several editions). She
also translated from the German, Ranke's Pop*.* of Rome and his lli*t<n-y <>f G< rnmntf
ditrtH'j the liif'n-iiniiiint. Such is the excellence of these works, that they have been com-
mended by the best judges as deserving to retain a place in English historical literature.

Mrs. A. translated from the French, M. Cousin's lit port on Public Education in 1'

(1834), and M. Guizot's work on The Enr/lMi Rccolution (1850). She published in 1839 a
work On X'ttioitdl Education; and in 1857, Letters on Giiiii t&hoolxand on the Trtiinimj

of Wor!.'
:

nt/-ironK a. From 1861 to 1863, she was engaged in editing her husband's lec-

tures from his manuscripts, a duty she discharged with very great ability. She d. at

Weybridge, on the 8th of Aug., 1867.

AUSTIN, STEPHEN F., d. Dec., 1836; son of Moses, and head of the Texan colony
founded by his lather. The colony occupied the site of the present city of Austin.

Though much annoyed by Indians, he made it successful, and it received many acces-

sions until the Americans became BO numerous that they held a convention in Mar.,
1833, to form a government for themselves. "Without heeding the Spanish population,
they agreed upon a plan, and A. took it to Mexico to receive its ratification, but there
were so many revolutions on foot that he did not get a hearing. Then he sent a letter to

Texas, recommending the Americans to unite all the settlements and municipalities and

organize a state. This cost him three months' imprisonment, and longer surveillance;
but in 1835 he returned to Texas and took command of the small revolutionary army.
He induced Sam Houston to take the chief command, while A. went as commissioner to

the United States, and prepared the popular mind to receive the new republic of the lone
star. Before his mission was successful he returned to Texas, where he died.

AUSTIN, WILLIAM (or BILLY); the half-witted boy of Deptford who was reputed to

be the son of queen Caroline; though she was legally acquitted of the charge, she kept,
him near her. In 1830, he was sent to a lunatic asylum in Milan, and came back to Eng-
land in 1845. After a medical examination, at the request of his guardian, he 'A as

ordered to a private asylum in London.

AUSTEALASIA. a term etymologically equivalent to Southern Azia, but according to

usage different. While Southern Asia vaguely means the lower regions of that continent,
A. definitely indicates those large, or comparatively large, islands which, lying between
the Malayan or Indian archipelago and Polynesia proper, are at once rounded off in

collective position from the former, and distinguished in individual magnitude from the

latter. The islands in question are chiefly Papua or New Guinea, Australia. Tasmania,
New Zealand, New Caledonia, New Hebrides, New Ireland, and New Britain all to be

again noticed in tbeir places. Though the name is not in general use. yet it seems nec-

essary to a satisfactory system of geographical classification. In its entire extent. A.
cannot be much less than Europe.

AUSTRALIA, the s.w. division of Australasia. By some, it is strictly defined to be an
island as, indeed, may either of the masses of land called the old and the new worlds

while by others it is loosely described as a continent. It is bounded on the w. by
the Indian ocean; on the n., by Torres strait; on the e., by th#Pacific; and on the s.',

by Bass's strait. It extends in s. lat. from 10 to 39, and 'in e. long, from 113 to 1.">4 ;

while its longest dimensions, as incidentally noticed under the head of AMI:I;ICA. may be
said to run respectively on a meridian and a parallel. The parallel in question is that

of about 25, nearly the mean lat. of A. ; and the meridian is that of 142 or 143 , nearly
the mean long, of Australasia a meridian, too, which, when produced in either direc-

tion, seems to mark out both Tasmania and Papua as geological continuations of Aus-
tralia. In English measure, the greatest breadth from n. to s. is upwards of 2000,
and the greatest length from e. to w. nearly 2600 miles. Of the resulting rectangle
of 5,200,000 sq.m., A. comprises more than a half, perhaps four sevenths, or. in

all, about 2,970,000 sq.m. half the area of South America, as the next larger conti-

nent, or ten times that of Borneo, as the next smaller island.

In the mutual relations of itself and the ocean a point of vast importance to so large
a mass of land A. is decidedly inferior to every one of the grand divisions of the globe.
It is not indented by the sea. as is North America on the e.,or Asia on the e. and
s., or Europe on all sides but one. Again, as to navigable channels between the
coast and the interior. A. is not to be compared even to Africa with its Nile and its

Zambe/.i. its Niger and its Congo, its Gambia and its Senegal, and its many smaller arter-

ies of communication besides.

Among the indentations of the coast, the gulf of Carpentaria, on the n
%e.. the

only one of considerable magnitude, does, it is true, penetrate inwards about 500 m. from
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cape York on the e., and about 400 from cape Arnhem on the west. This opening is

entirely surrounded by tropical regions, rendered suitable for colon i/at ion by the fre-

quent and moderate rains. In connection with the construction of the overland electric

telegraph from Adelaide, through the heart of the continent, to Port Darwin on the gulf
of Carpentaria, distant 2000 m. effected by the government of South Australia, and
opened in 1872 settlements have taken place in territories very different from what
earlier observations seemed to indicate. For, saving the desert lying in the center in

lat. 27 to ~~> s
,
the interior of Australia is found to be covered with soil more or less

fertile, in which, except during periodical droughts, that sometimes reduce the surface to

a condition not unlike that of a beaten road, the rain-fall is suilicient to revive the dor-
mant germs of vegetable life, and to clothe the country with grass; while, occasionally,
the fall of rain is so great as to transform the whole of a plain, as far as is visible, into a

sea, on the disappearance of which, in a wonderfully short time, the ground becomes cov-
ered with verdure. The other inlets put together are scarcely equal in -i/e to the gulf
of Carpentaria alone: while, strictly speaking, most of them are rather mere bends in the
coast-line than actual arms of the ocean. Of the secondary iidets, the two that cut deep-
est into the land are the gulf of St. Vincent and Spencer gulf, in the south. Of har-

bors, properly socalled. there is a remarkable deficiency; and this deficiency is all the
more important from the dangerous character of the reef girt shores. As to liuvial com
munications between the coast and the interior, they can. with a single exception, hardly
lie said to cxi-t at all. The interior and the coast are alike unfavorable to the produc-
tion and maintenance of regular and permanent streams. The interior comprising
the whole mass within a border of not more than 100 m. in average width, and repre-

senting, in proportional size, the plate of a mirror with the scantiest possible breadth of
frame round it sends, as a general rule, hardly any tribute to the ocean. So far from
possessing any reservoirs for the supply of rivers, its only large bod}' of water, the brack-
ish pool or salt marsh, according to circumstances, of lake Torrens (q.v.), is the land-
locked receptacle of at least one of its principal streams. With the single exception of
the Murray, and perhaps its southern affluents, even such inland water courses as do con-
duct their surplus to the sea, lose each a large proportion of its volume through evapo-
ration and absorption. With regard to the coast streams, again, the mountains, which
form the dividing ridge, being, in general, only about 100 m. from the sea, the streams
are for the most part, from their shortness, of comparatively insignificant size. This is

more peculiarly the case on the s. for the Murray, as flowing from the inner slope
of t':e maritime ridge, is no exception to the general rule. To the w. of the Glenelg,
which empties itself into the Southern ocean, between capes Northumberland and
P>riilgewat:-r. the coast yields not a single river worthy of the name: while the entire line

between Streaky bay and cape Arid a stretch of 10" of long, on the Great Australian

Right pours, incredible as it may seem, not a single drop of fresh water into the South-
ern ocean.

But the poverty of Australian hydrography is aggravated by the singularities of the

so-styled
"
weatherology." An alternation of more or less rainless and rainy periods is

characteristic of the Australian skies. The rivers 'undergo a similar alternation of

drought and Hood, the one state being, within certain limits, almost a- destructive as the

other. Even in these inequalities there is great irregularity. During the period of

drought, a river presents a succession of phases a scanty, though still regular stream;

nearly stagnant ponds with a connecting thread of water between them; detached
" wafer holes" in all the gradations of a constantly decreasing depth; moist pits that may
yield their buried treasure to the spade; and, lastly, parched hollows where the labor of

digging may be expended in vain. In the drought, for instance, from July, 1838, to

Aug.. 188ft during which "not a drop of rain fell in Sydney" even the Murray,
generally described as the only permanent river of any magnitude in the country,
dwindled away into a chain of pools: and a recent explorer in western A. found on the

bed of a large river an nfflurnt, if it may be so called, of the thoroughly broiled and
baked Murchison the indubitable footprints, then 3 years old, of preceding explorers.
The Hood, again, varies as widely, if not so definitely and gradually, as the drought.
To select what may be regarded as an average instance from a list of the floods of the

Hawkesbury in New South Wales: the torrent, at the end of July and beginning of

Aug.. 1808, rose to a height of 86 ft., or fully 50 above the edge of the bank, destroy-

ing the uncut crops of the settlement, and sweeping away stacks of wheat and great

quantities of stock of every description. More than 60 such visitations appear to have
been ascertained and recorded within the historical period, now extending over 80 years,
of which about a third occurred in winter, the remainder being distributed in not very
unequal proportions between spring, summer, and autumn, and that without the exemp-
tion of any one of the twelve months of the year.

The rivers of the e. coast the Brisbane, Richmond, Clarence, Macleny. Hastings,

Manning. Hunter, Hawkesbury, and Shoalhaven are, in general, towards their mouths,
tidal streams, (lowing between high banks through a comparatively level region. Some
of those of Victoria such as the Glenelg spring from a moist and undulating tract of

country, while most of the others rise amonir the lofty ranges and snowy peaks of the

Australian Alps the coldest section of the bordering mountains by reason both of their

altitude and of their distance from the equator. They are subject to frequent freshet!"

in winter, and are less eccentric than the other rivers of A. in general. To the w. of
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the Glenelg, as stated above, rivers may be said almost to disappear. South A. possesses

only a few inconsiderable streams, and a number of usually dry torrent-courses; and as

to the Great Bight, still further to the w., more than 500 in. of the coast have been

already charaeteri/cd as utterly waterless. To the w., again, of cape Arid, the coast pre-
sents only a few small lakes and inconsiderable water-courses, but nothing worthy of

the name of river. On the w. side of A., the Swan river is by far the largest of "the
water-courses. Generally speaking, the whole of them are fed almost solely by the

winter rains, many of them, during the dry season, either disappearing through a great
part of their course, or dwindling into a series of detached pools. Along the remainder
of the w. eoast, no rivers worth notice have yet been discovered. Nor yet along the

n.w. have any been found, excepting a few small ones towards Cambridge gulf. The rivers

of this neighborhood much resemble in character those of the opposite angle in the

colony of Victoria. They rise at no very great distance from the sea. Near their

sources they are mere torrents; but in the lowlands their generally slow currents wind

through fertile plains and valleys, which are subject to sudden and terrific inundations.
In North A. are several comparatively considerable rivers the Victoria, the Flinders,
the Roper, and the Albert. They are wide streams, rising in the elevated region of the

interior, and traversing a rugged country, which is often flooded. Lastly, along the

n.e., the streams are distinguished by their length, a distinction which they owe to their

being parallel with the coast. They are the Mitchell, Lynd, Burdekon. Macken/ie,
Dawson, Fitzroy, Belyando, etc.; the whole of them, with the exception of the two last

named, having been discovered by Dr. Leichhardt. To pass from the rivers of the coast
to those of the interior, we must confine ourselves to two of the latter Barcoo or Vic-

toria, and the Murray with its numerous tributaries. The upper part of the Barcoo was
first discovered by Sir T. Mitchell, in a broken district, lying 300 or 400 m. from the e.

coast, and nearly on the tropic of Capricorn. Its broad reaches might there have lloated

a steamer. Since then, it has been traced by Mr. Gregory through a solitary course into

lake Torrens, though, in point of fact, it is only from time to time that it actually has a

surplus to pour into its receptacle. The system, again, of the Murray and its tributaries

is vastly more complex. Rising on the w*. or inner slope of the Australian Alps, it flows
to the w.n.w. with a plentiful stream, which alone m the country, after the fashion of a

tropical river, rises and falls regularly according to the season; and, though macessibh-
to ships of any size from the sea, it has an internal navigation of about 2000m. in length.
On its left or southern side.it receives several considerable streams, such as t lie Ovens
and the Goulburn. But it is on the right or northern side that the basin of the Murray
is m.)st peculiar. The principal affluents in this direction are the Murrumbidgee anil

the Darling. The Murrumbidgee, to which the Lachlan, only less
"
mysterious'' than

the Darling, contributes such surplus as it from time to time may have, forms the i-hief

strand of a complicated net-work of water-courses. The Darling, after it has received
all its tributaries, pursues its lonely way for 660 m., sending off branch after branch to

lose themselves in landlocked lagoons. Nor is its growth less curious than its lower
channel. The whole of the interior drainage of the maritime ridge of New South Wales
between lat. 25 and lat. 34, a stretch of about 625 m., converges into a vaM ba.-in of

clay, on the 30th parallel, where the Balonne, Dumaresque, Gwydir, Namoi. Castlercagh,
Macquarie, and Bogan, after spreading out in spacious marshes, and amid complicated
junctions and bifurcations, unite such surpluses as absorption and evaporation may have
left them to lorm the

"
mysterious" Darling.

Such being the hydrography of A., the investigation of the interior, so far as it has
hitherto advanced, has been conducted almost entirely by land. In 1844, Sturt pene-
trated to the center of the country, between Spencer gulf 'on the s., and the gulf of Car-

pentaria on the n., meeting sterility and drought. In 1847, Leichhardt, encouraged by
the success of his previous expedition from Sydney to Port Essington, started from
Morcton bay on the e., for western A., following a sort of diagonal of nearly the greatest
possible length; and, as was to be dreaded, he must have failed in his bold enterprise;
tor neither of himself nor of his companions has any intelligence ever been received.

Subsequent explorations made by Stuart (1858-02), Burke and Wills (1860-01 X and
by expeditions in search of them, have resulted in the discovery that this interior of-
the Australian continent is, on the whole, well fitted for pastoral, and, in many places.
for agricultural purposes. Sec A TSTUALIAN EXPLOITATIONS. Any detailed "view of
the climate, besides being equally difficult and unsatisfactory with respect to so vast
an aiiirn-gate of latitudes and longitudes, has been rendered comparatively unnecessary
by tin- incidental allusions to the subject in the preceding paragraphs. The following
are tabular statements extracted from local publications:

MEAN ANNTJ\L RAIN-FALL.

Locality. Latitude. Rain-fall.

Brisbane. Queensland, lately Moreton bay , 27 1' 35.92 in.

Port Maci|iiarie, New South Wales 31 25' 70.79

Sydney. Xew South Wales 33 51' 49.00
Port Phillip, Victoria Colony 38 18' 29.16
Lake Alexandrina, mouth of the Murray 35 17.45

Adelaide, South Australia 34 55' 19.90

York, West Australia 31 5S' 25.39
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FREQUENCY OF RATXY DAYS.

Port Sydney. Port
Month. Adelaide. Phillip. South Head. Macquarie.

January 46 13 11

February 45 12 11

March 5 7 13 12

April , 10 11 12 12

May 10 13 12 11

June 11 11 12 9

July 14 12 13 9

Auttiist 15 14 11 8

September 11 12 11 9

October 10 12 12 10

November 6 10 11 9

December 5 7 11 9

Whole year 105 120 143 120

The mean temperature of Melbourne is 59, being about 9
C

higher than that of Lon-
don. The warmest month is Jan., the mean of which is 68; the coldest is July,
49'. 34. The corresponding temperatures of London are 63 and 36.

Ctology. The little that is yet known of the geology of A. has been chiefly obtained
from occasional notes scattered through the journals of scientific traveler.-;. So

utterly unknown were the mineral treasures of this continent, that it was only compara-
tively lately, and by the merest accident, that the Burra Burra copper-mines were
discovered. In 1851. fanners were turning up with the plow the auriferous alluvium;

pebbles of gold-bearing quartz were used for garden-walks: and we have heard of an
Oxford graduate who ornamented his garden-walls by building into them masses of

white quart/, variegated with portions of the unrecognized yellow metal. In 1846, when
count Strelecki submitted to Sir K. Murchison a series of rock and mineral specimens
eathered in southern A., the practiced eye of that veteran in geology recognized in them
a remarkable resemblance to the rocks in the auriferous districts of the Ural mountains,
which lie had thoroughly explored. He could not ascertain that gold had ever l>eeii

found in the colony, but so certain was he that the precious metal existed, that he-

printed and circulated amongst the miners of Cornwall a paper urging them to emigrate
to New South Wales, and seek there for gold, as they had been accustomed to seek for

tin and zinc among the alluvial debris of their own hills. After a fe\v years, in the

researches of Mr. Hargreaves, and the diggings that followed, this remarkable predic-
tion was fulfilled to an extent that could not have been anticipated. This narrative is of

much value, as showing that geology is no longer in the hands of empirics; that its truths

have been so gathered and arranged as to afford bases for safe inductions; and that,

when rightly used, this science is of the first importance, even when tested by the
utilitarian Cm' bono? of the age. Recognizing this, the colonial governments of A.
have appointed state geologists, who have begun their examination of the Australian
continent, and h ,ve published several reports."

In looking at the continent as a whole, it will require not many broad touches to

convey all that is at present known. An immense, roughly quadrangular and compara-
tively flat district in central A., extending from the southern shores in lat 33 s., where
it forms a coast-line of somewhat bold cliffs, to 18 s. lat., and having for its eastern
and western limits 124 and 138" e. long., is composed of tertiary rocks. The super-
ficial characteristics of this vast almost unpeopled tract have already been described.

Nothing more is known regarding its structure. Three other patches of tertiary rocks
exist. The larger is a broadish tract, which forms the coast of western A. northwards
from the colony of Perth, a< far as the tropic of .Capricorn. The second occupies a
considerable portion" of the valley of the Murray river, in that district known as lower

Darling. The last and smallest patch covers the southern slope of the Australian Alps,
extending along the shore from Wilson's promontory to cape Howe.

The immense central expanse of tertiary beds is surrounded by a continuous belt of

ptutonicand i/nfn///'>rjJ''' rock*, onlv broken on the southern shores, where it forms the

coast-line, and where the sea has indented it, forming a bay which has for its bound-
arit - the more enduring primitive rocks. This crystalline belt is, on its e., n., and
western sides, separated from the sea by a tract of land having a nearly equal breadth of

100 m. throughout it> course. Tracing this from its southern termination in western
A., we find a limited region of pala'ozoie rocks occupying the colonized district around
Perth, and containing valuable coal-beds. Northwards, as already indicated, the coast-
line consists of tertiary rocks. From their termination in lat. 23} s., the rocks along
the whole western and northern shores are composed of secondary strata. On the
eastern shore, from cape York to the western boundary of Victoria, the formations

belong to one or other of the primary series. Through the whole extent of this

boundary tract, whether consisting of tertiary, secondary, or primary strata, numerous
and often extensive patches of igneous rocks exist which have been erupted during the

tertiary or post-tertiary epochs.
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About 100 m. from the bounding tract of palaeozoic rocks on the eastern limits of A.,
nnd running parallel with it, there is an equally broad strip of similar strata extending
from the shores of the gulf of Carpentaria to Hash's strait. These two regions, which
unite together and are largely developed in the southern portion of Victoria, supply the

great store of Australian mineral wealth. The veins which intersect these strata were
the original matrices of the gold. It has not, to any extent, been sought for in this, its

original position, from a belief that the amount of metal decreases as we descend in the
solid rock. Mr. Sehvyn, colonial geologist for Victoria, has, however, lately reported
in favor of quarrying for the gold in the solid rock. The greatest amount" of gold is

found in the heaps of debris or old alluvium derived from the denudation of the old

slaty rocks. The auriferous rocks of eastern A. are lower silurian, as shown by Messrs.
Lnnsdale and Salter, from the examination of specimens of pentameri, trilobites, and
r.>rals from the strata which overlie them. !M;

-

. Sehvyn has referred the Victoria gold-
bearing strata to the same age, from the occurrence in them of about 60 species of lower
silurian fossils, including trilobites, graptolites, and linguke. The auriferous quartzose
veins are most abundant in the vicinity of eruptive rocks, whether granite, porphyry,
or greenstone.

Messrs. Sehvyn and Resales have shown that the superficial drifts containing the

gold consist of three distinct stages. The lowest or oldest contains the remains of wood
and seed-vessels differing little from the present vegetation ; among them the cones of

banksia, an exclusively Australian genus, have been identified. The remains of animals
exhibit also the representatives of the living fauna of the country. Gigantic: marsupials
then existed kangaroos, potwroos, and wombats representing "the elephants, and even
the large carnivora of Asia; but with the exception of the mastodon, of which one

species has been found in A., there were, it would seem, no generic forms common to

this great district and the rest of the land in the eastern hemisphere. In Victoria, these

beds of alluvium have been overflowed and even interlaced by basaltic //,*///<.(. which

evidently proceeded from terrestrial volcanoes, inasmuch as the vegetable matter beneath
them has been charred and destroyed in situ by the eruption.

An extensive coal-field has been known for some time as occupying the whole of the

great basin of the Hunter river and its tributaries, down to the sea-coast at Newcastle,
where several beds crop out on the beach. For a good many years, the monopoly held

by the Australian Agricultural Company, in the working of the coal, has ceased to exist.

aiid as the result, the trade has increased enormously. From Port Hunter the coal is

dispatched to all parts of A., and even to New Zealand and California. Beds belonging
to the carboniferous system have been discovered also in western A., near Perth, and the

coal has been successfully, though not so extensively wrought there.

After gold and coal, the next most important "Australian mineral is coppfr. The
Burra Burra mines, in South A., were discovered in 1842. The lode is 17 ft. wide,
and of vast extent. The ore contains 75 pet cent of metal, and is quarried out like stone

in immense masses. Copper has also been wrought for several years at Balhurst. in

New South Wales. The poorest ores are here most abundant, the rich pyrites existing

only in small quantity. Copper is now mined and smelted in western Australia.

Iron is spread in great profusion over all the continent. To such an extent does it

exist in several of the mountains on the north coast, that they violently affect the

magnetic needle. At Berrima, in New South Wales, an oxidulated iron ore, from
which is manufactured a good steel, has been worked, but not successfully. Iron has
been noticed in quantity in both southern and western Australia.

Lead is most abundant e. and s.e. from Adelaide, at Mt. Beevor, and near cape .Tervis.

The ore of Glen Osmond mines, near Adelaide, yields 75 per cent of lead, besides a

proportion of silver. This metal is also wrought at Geraldine, in western Australia.

Manganese, bismuth, tin, and antimony have been met with in South A., as also good
specimens of jasper, chalcedony, and opal.

Zinc and quicksilver arc mentioned as occurring in western Australia.

Botany <m<l Z"l<>f/y. The natural history of A. is remarkably different from that of

jiny other quarter of the globe. Its 'trees which seldom form de^se forests, but are

scattered as in a lawn or park, where the colonist finds pasture for his (locks without

nny previous clearing are, almost without exception, of very peculiar appearance.

Among the largest of them are species of eucalyptus (q. v.), some of which attain the

height of 150 or 200 ft., rising without branches to at least half their height, their stately

steins resembling beautiful columns. Some of the eucalypti, on account of their

resinous exudations, are known to the colonists as gum-trees. Their leaves are leathery.
It i<. indeed, ageneral characteristic of the trees and shrubs of A., that their leaves are ever-

green and of a firm texture; and although in this a beautiful adaptation may be

perceived to the prevailing dry ness of the climate, the foliage wants the delic ey and the

liveliness of tints which in other countries form so much tlie charm of the landscape.
The catmrin<p (see CASUARINA) or cassowary-trees (beef-wood, she-oak, swamp-oak.
etc.), among which, as among the < nrnlypti, are some of the largest and most useful

timber-trees, are still more singular in appearance; their long, wiry, jointed hranchlcts,

which LTcatlv resemble those of eyiiimtn. are quite leafless, having only very small

sheaths in-tcad of leaves. Equally destitute of foliage are the greater number of the

"
(q.v.), which abound in the Australian flora. The abundance of protcace<?
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which order includes the genus banksin-, already noticed in the geology connects the
Uoru of A. with that of the cape of Good Hope, to which there are also other points of

resemblance; and although true heaths do not appear, their place is supplied by a variety
of heath-like plants of other natural orders, and particularly of the order r/w/vV/Wm', of
which some (of the genus fjxwri*) now take tlu-ir plac witli heaths among the favorite

or.laments of our greenhouses. ArnncttriiiK (q.v.) forma connecting link between the
flora of A. and that of C'hili. In the more northern parts, palms and other tropical

productions connect it in like manner with that of the s.e. of Asia.

Few of the trees or shrubs of A. produce edible fruits, and those known as Tasma- \

nian currants, Tasmanian cranberries, etc., are not of much value. The seeds of the
araucarias are edible, having some resemblance to almonds. Almost none of the native

vegetable productions of A. have been found worthy of the care of the gardener, except
HS objects of beauty or curiosity; and it produces no plant which has yet found its way,
or seems in the least degree likely to find its way, into agriculture- unless, indeed, some
of its pasiuiv plants may prove to be peculiarly adapted to dry climates. But the cul-
tivated plants of other" countries have been introduced with great success by the colo-

nists, and their gardens boast not only of the fruits common in England and the south
of Europe, but of some of those of China.

The zoology of A. is particularly characterized by the prevalence of marsupial (q.v.)

quadrupeds, of which comparatively few exist in any other part of the world. Some of
them are herbivorous, as the kangaroos (q.v.), potoroos (q.v. ). and wombats (q.v.); some
feed indifferently on roots and insects, as the bandicoots (q.v.); some are carnivorous, as

the thylacine (q.v.) and the dasyure (q.v.) the tvjer and the irild cat of the colonists

but all are marsxipial : that is, the females have a pouch for the young, which are born
in a much less advanced state than the young of other viviparous animals. Besides its

marsupial quadrupeds, A. has few others, yet known, except some species of bat; a kind
of dog, known a* the dingo (q.v.); and the echidnas (q.v.) and duck-bills (<>rnith</rltyn-
rfiuK) (q.v.). animals which have been regarded as forming a connecting link between
quadrupeds and birds, both upon account of external form and anatomical structure,
and to which nothing at all similar exists in any other part of the world.

,Many of the birds of A. are very beautiful, but they do not exhibit peculiarities so

general and striking as its quadrupeds, or even its plants. The einu (q.v.) may be

regarded as the Australian representative of the ostrich and cassowary. The black swan
is chiefly remarkable for its color. Ducks of various kinds, falcons, doves, parrots, and
many other birds of families well known elsewhere, connect the natural history of this

isolated continent with that of the other regions of the globe. Reptiles are numerous,
but exhibit as a class no very marked peculiarities, nor is there in any other department
of zoology so wide a difference from the rest of the world as in the mammalia. Among
the fish of the Australian shores and rivers are many species which are not found else-

where, but they present no remarkable common characteristic. Among them are no
trouts. salmon, or other salmouUUe, which, indeed, do not extend into the southern hem-
isphere. Attempts to export ova to A., and colonize her waters with salmon, have not
been successful.

As to the cultivated productions, wool may be reckoned the grand staple of Austra-
lia. For sheep-farming, the country, so far as it is not a desert, seems to be admirably
adapted. The colonist, instead of having, as in America, to he\v his way through dense
forests, with tangled underwood, sees around him either open pastures or park-like woods
overshadowing their green sward. His main difficulty is the scarcity of water, or rather
the possibility that such a scarcity may occur. Wheat ; s grown to advantage, particu-
larly in South Australia; cotton, tobacco, and sugar are produced in New South Wales
and Queensland: the vine is grown extensively by the colonists, who have begxin to avail
Un'in>rlve- of the capabilities of the respective colonies by rearing the productions of

tropical and temperate climates, both of which are possessed by Australia.

Hixtory. In 1606, the north coast was descried by the Dutch on board of iheDuyfcn,
and about the same time bv a Spanish expedition sent from Peru in 1605, one of the
commanders of which gave Ins name to Torres Straits. It is probable, however, that A.
had been long known to the Chinese. In 1619 and 1622 respectively, the west and south-
west COUMX wen- seen. In 1642, the island, called for some time Van Diemen's Land, but
now Tasmania, was visited by Tasman, who, within a month, sighted also New Zealand,
lu 1697, Swan river was discovered by Vlaming. In 1770, Cook, then on his first voy-
age, explored nearly the whole of the east coast, designating the same New South Wales.
In 179^, Ha-s, a surgeon in the navy, ascertained the separation of A. and Tasmania, by
passing through the strait that bears his name. In 1802, Port Philip was entered; and
in the same year, Flinders pretty nearly completed the general outline by sailing along
the southern shore. To pass from discovery to colonization: there was"established, in

1788, the settlement of New South Wales, and from this all the other British Australian
settlements, with the exception of Swan river, have successively been planted. Norfolk
island, erected, in 1790, into a penal settlement for New South Wales, was in 1856 allot-

ted to the descendants of the mutineers of the Bounty, most of whom were removed for
this purpose from Pitcairn's island. The other colonies, whether offshoots or not of

-mth Wales, assumed an independent existence in the following order: Tasmania.
Western A. or Swan river, 1829; South A., 1834; New Zealand, 1841; Victoria,

U. K. II. 3
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1851 ; and, lastly, Queensland or Moreton bay, 1859 (sec these heads). Besides these flour-

ishing colonies, a settlement was established near Port Essington in 1839, but was aban-
doned in 1845, on account of the unhealthiness of the climate. Subjoined is a summary
table of statistics for al} the more important of these dependencies, not including thosv

incipient settlements that have been effected along the course, and at the terminus, of th

overland line of telegraph.

COCOXIES.
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Burke, consisted of a large party with a number of camels (which had a short time pre-

viously been imported by the Victorian government from India), and left Melbourne on
Aug. 20, 1860, reaching Cooper's creek in the middle of December. Finding tliat his com-

pany was too numerous and too much encumbered. Burke left the greater portion at the
<reck under Brabe, to await his return, and with his second in command, William John
Wills, and two others, Gray and King, started, with 6 camels, 1 horse, and 12 weeks'

provisions, in a northerly direction, reaching the mouth of the Flinders river, at the head
of the gulf of Carpentaria, on Feb. 11, 1861, being the first explorers who crossed Aus-
tralia from sea to sea. Unable, however, to obtain a view of the ocean, on account of

(he extensive marshes which skirt the coast-line, they commenced their return journey,
and, arriving at Cooper's creek on April 21 found, to their astonishment, the camp com-

pletely deserted. From indications marked on a tree close by, they were induced to dig
at its foot, and found a small supply of provisions, and a note to the effect that the party
in waiting had left Cooper's creek to return home; the note being dated April 21, the

very day on which the exhausted explorers reached the camp, and having been only
seven hours written when read by Burke. In their worn-out condition, it was a hope-
less task to think of following this fresh party to the river Darling through 400 m. of

desert, though, had they done so, they would have mctBrahe returning with a third sec-

tion of the expedition, which he liadmet at the Darling, and led back to Cooper's creek,

reaching it on May 8, but retracing the road to the Darling, on finding (after a very slight

examination) no signs of Burke's party having arrived there; so Burke, resolving to gain
the nearest pastoral station of South Australia, 150 m. distant, the three travelers (Gray
had already succumbed to fatigue and famine) pursued this new route at the rate of
4 to 5 m. per day, till want of water compelled them to return to the Cooper, though,
had they known that the station they sought was not more than .

r
>0 (instead of, as they

thought, 100) m. off, they might by a strong elTort have readied it, and been saved.

Instead of this, they returned to Cooper's creek; and their camels being now all dead,
and their provisions nearly exhausted, they resolved, as a last resource, to seek out some
camp of natives, where they mi-rht remain till assistance reached them from the colony.
But their limbs were growing feebler and feebler; at last, on June 28, Wills lay down to

die, requesting the others to go on; and on June 30, Burke also succumbed. King, the
sole survivor, succeeded in reaching the natives, with whom, he lived for 2i months,
till a party under J lowitt, which was sent out from Victoria in quest of Burke and Wills.
arrived at the creek, and rescued him. Burke's experiences of the interior are, as far as

we can gather from the scanty records, equally favorable with those of Stuart, lie

found some good grassy country n. of the Cooper, then passed through a sandy and

stony district; but from the tropic of Capricorn to the sea, a large proportion was richly
clad with verdure and well watered, with now and then a range of hills traversing it.

The unaccounted-for absence of Burke and Wills produced much excitement in the

two southern colonies, and gave birth to three separate expeditions, with the view of

bringing aid to the missing explorers. Two of these were fitted out by Victoria, and
one by South Australia. The former two were intended to act in concert, and were sent

round from Melbourne to Rockhampton, in Queensland, in the Firefly of 200 tons. At

Hockhampton, Walker and his party were landed, in order to make the gulf of Carpen-
taria overland, while the brig pursued her voyage to the head of the gulf, and landed

Landsboroughand his party at the mouth of the river Albert, in the middle of Oct., 18CJ.

On the 17th, Landsborough commenced his march, and following out his instructions

to make for Stuart's "central" mount, followed up the Albert and Gregory rivers, and
1 hence diverging more to the w., found that the water-supply had wholly failed.

Turning then southwards along the river Herbert, his small party of three whites and
two aborigines in all were compelled to stop in lat. 20 11^' s. by the menacing atti-

tude of the natives, and returned to their depot on the Albert, which they reached on
Jan. 19, 1862. Here they learned that Walker had arrived on Dec. 7; bringing the

important news that he had found traces of Burke's party on the Flinders; and Lands-

borough accordingly resolved to penetrate in an easterly direction. On reaching the

Flinders, he found all traces obliterated by the rains, but notwithstanding ascended the

river for 280 m., then crossed to the Thompson, followed it up for the greater part of

its course, afterwards striking out eastwards to the Barcoo or Cooper, and failing to

reach Cooper's creek on account of the extreme drought, made for the settlements on
the Darling, and arrived at Melbourne in Aug., 1862. Landshorpugh found the country
between the gulf and the Thompson to consist of good soil thickly grassed; and, with

rare exceptions, water was generally abundant.
The South Australian expedition was got up on a much larger scale, consisting of 8

men, 4 camels. 26 horses, 12 bullocks, and 100 sheep, and was put under the command
of M'Kinlay, an experienced explorer. It started from Adelaide on Aug. 16, 1861. and
on Sept. 24, had parsed the furthest settlements of the colony; crossed the formerly
mysterious lake Torrens. which was at that time a dry desert; and came into a district

abounding with lakes and creeks, and luxuriantly clad with grass whenever the rain

afforded support to animal life. Here it was learned that the fate of Burke and Wills

had been ascertained, and the party then held northwards for the gulf of Carpentaria.

Leaving the lake district, they entered the great desert, whose inhospitable nature had
been so vividly described by Sturt 16 years before: but curiously enough, in a district
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in which Sturtjmd almost perished of thirst, M'Kinlay's party were almost carried away
by a flood. In lat. 25 s., they emerged on au extensive country, abounding in grassy
plains, watered by rivers, and intersected by hill ranges; and in lat. 22 s. they entered

upon a country of tropical character, reaching the Leichhardt, which they followed
down till the deep and broad mangrove creeks and boggy Hats which form a wide bor-

der round the beach of the gulf, hindered their further "progress; so that, like all the

preceding explorers, with the exception of Stuart, a glimpse of the ocean was denied
them. From the Leichhardt river they then proceeded in au e. by s. course, reaching
P>owen at Port Deuisou, in Queensland, in the beginning of Aug., 1862, and thence
reached Adelaide by sea.

The results of these explorations of interior Australia agree in this, that there is a

much larger extent of territory available for colonization than was formerly believed;

that, in fact, by far the greater portion of the interior is more or less suitable- for colo-

nization, and that only to that portion of it lying in the center in lat. 27' to 25 s. can
the term desert be with justice permanently applied. Yet Sturt's desert was certainly
no fancy, and his route to the center of the interior was through a barren waterless

waste, while M'Kinlay, who followed nearly the same track, was delighted with abun-
dance of rich pasture and water. The truth seems to lie between the two extremes;
Sturt's expedition was carried out during a year of unusual drought, while the recent

expeditions here sketched took place during exceedingly moist seasons, the year 1861
and 1862 being the wettest the colonists of Victoria had ever known. Consequently, we
should err in supposing the interior to be a mere desert on the one hand, or a bloom-

ing, well-watered expanse on the other. It is in reality a surface covered with soil more
or less fertile; the basaltic rocks and clays being the most, and quartz, sandstone, and

granite least fertile; and the rainfall is sufficient, in ordinary seasons, to revive the dor-

mant germs of vegetable life, and cover the surface with a crop of grass more or less

luxuriant. On the other hand, the occasionally long continuance of drought, accom-

panied with an excessive amount of evaporation, wholly dries up some streams, con-
verts others into a series of pools, connected by threads of water, or "creeks," reduce*
extensive lakes to marshes or to shallow pools, in which the concentration of the solu-

ble salts of the soil renders the water so brackish as to be wholly undrinkable, and
restores the verdant surface for a time to the condition of a desert, herbage remaining
only on the banks of creeks. The rainfall, which is the sole water-supply in the central

districts, does not occur at regular intervals, but there is every reason to suppose
that the excessive drought experienced by Sturt has not reappeared since 1845. Occa-

sionally, the fall of rain is so excessive as to convert the whole of the plain, as far as

the eye can reach, into a shallow sea, which, however, soon disappears by the drainage
of the rivers and creeks, or under the influence of the excessive evaporation, and in

an almost incredibly short period thereafter, the ground is clothed with verdure. The
climate of the northern districts is very different; there we have a temperature even

higher, but its effect on vegetation is rendered very favorable by the frequent and
moderate rain.s.

These expeditions have also contributed a few facts respecting the rivers of North
Australia. The Flinders was estimated by Landsborough to be fully 500 in., and the

Albert 100 m. long; the Roper was found by Stuart to be a deep wide river at about 100
in. from its mouth ; on the whole, the river system of North Australia is much more
extensive than was formerly supposed.

In 1865, an expedition under the command of M 'Intyre, was undertaken to ascertain
the fate of Leichhardt, but it could not advance further than Cooper's creek.

Our knowledge of the interior of western Australia was considerably extended by
the expedition which started from the west under Forrest in 1869; and the observations
made during the construction of the overland telegraph line from Adelaide to Port

Darwin, on the gulf of Carpentaria, confirmed the view that some of the interior of the
island continent is fitted for agricultural purposes. The expeditions of Gosse and War-
burton in 1873 explored part of the terra incognita, w. of the central telegraph line.

Forrest in 1874 again crossed the country from Perth eastward, reaching the telegraph
lines in 27 s. lat.; waterless and treeless wastes were the distinguishing features. (Tile*

in 1876 traversed the continent in a n.e. direction, finding the country to the eastward
desolated with drought. H. V. Barclay in 1878 crossed the hitherto unknown country
between Alice Springs on the telegraph lines and the e. boundary of South Australia.
in e. long. 136 30'. AU the water-courses and creeks passed over were dried up, but
some fine country was laid open. The view northwards in s. lat. 21 50', only disclosed
sand ridges and spinifex.

AUSTRASIA, or the East Kingdom, the name given, under the Merovingians, to the
eastern possessions of the Franks, embracing Lorraine, Belgium, and the right bank of
the Rhine, and having their central point at Metz. At the time of the rise of the Frankish

power, these districts were of great importance, as they formed the connection with the

German mother-country, and were the most thickly inhabited l>y Franks. After the
time of Charles Martel, the division of the Frankish kingdom into A. and Neustria lost

its political importance. Under Charlemagne's successors, A. merged into Germany
and Neustria, or west Frank-land, into France.
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ATISTEIA, ARCHDUCHY OF, the cradle and nucleus of the Austrian empire, lies on
both sides of the Danube, from the mouth of the Inn to Presburg, on the borders of

Hungary, and embraces an area of about 15,000 sq.m., with a pop. in 1854 of 2,654,237.
It now forms three of the crown-lands, or administrative provinces of the empire vi/.,

lower and upper Austria (or Austria below, and Austria above the Ens), and the duchy
of Sal/burg. See AUSTKIA, EMPIRE OP. The s. and w. portions are mountainous; the
n. and e. are more level and fertile, containing the great plain of Vienna, the Marehfeld,
etc. The pop. is mostly German and Catholic. The chief towns, besides Vienna, are

'Wiencr-Mcu.stadt, Salzburg, Steyer, Linz, and Ischl (q.v.).

AUSTRIA, EMPIRE OF, or ATJPTRO-HUXGARIAX MONARCHY. The Austrian domin-
ions form a compact territory, with a circumference of about 5350 miles. The body of
the empire lies in tlie interior of Europe, though it lias about 500 m. of sea-coast on the
Adriatic. A. borders on Italy, Switzerland, Bavaria, Saxony, Prussia, Russia, Rouma-
nia, Servia, Turkey, and Montenegro. With the sanction of the Berlin congress of 1878,
the small territory of Spi/./.a, on the Montenegrin frontier and formerly Turkish, has
been incorporated with Dalmatia; the Turkish provinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
though occupied and also administered by Austria, cannot of course be regarded as part
of the Austro-llungarian monarchy. The following table shows the area and population
of the empire at the time of the census:

Crown-lands. Area in Sq. Miles. Population in 1869.

Lower Austria 7,563 1,990,708

Upper Austria 4,576 736,557

Salzburg 2,734 153,159

Styria 8,567 1,137,990
Carinthia 3,958 337,694
Carniola 3,811 466,334
Coast districts, or Illyria 3,048 600,525

Tyrol and Vorarlberg 10,980 885,789
Bohemia 19,822 5,140,544
Moravia 8,481 2,017,274
Silesia 1,964 513,352
Galicia 29,874 5,444,689
Bukowina 3,981 513,404
Dalmatia 4,881 456,961

Hungary 68,583 11,633,162
Croatia and Slavonia 18,432 1,168,037

Transylvania 23,147 2,115,024

Military frontiers 12,800 593,232

Total 237,202 35,904,435

A later estimate of the total area makes it just 240,000 sq. miles. In 1876, the pop. was
calculated to have increased to 37,350,000.

This population comprises the military establishment, which, excluding the landwehr,
was. at the end of 1876, on a peace footing, 271,757 men; and 777,496 on a war footing.
The naval forces of Austria consisted, in April, 1876, of 47 steamers and 10 sailing-
vessels.

The first eleven of these divisions except a part of Illyria and also part of Galicia,

making an extent of 75,180 sq.m., with a pop. of above 12,000,000, formerly belonged to

the German Confederation.

frn-fw. Three fourths of A. is mountainous or hilly, being traversed by three great
mountain chains the Alps. Carpathians, and Sudetes (q.v.), whose chief ridges are of

primitive rock. The Rluetian and Noric Alps stretch from Switzerland to the Danube,
and contain the highest points of the Austrian territories, the Ortler Spitze rising to

12, 779 English feet. Their height declines gradually towards the e., where the Leitha hills

(3000 ft.), "overlooking the plain of Vienna "form the transition to the Carpathians. This
chain rises on the left bank of the Danube, near Presburg, and sweeping in a curve, first e. ,

andthen southward through Transylvania, again meets the Danube. The highest pointis

Butschetjo, in Transylvania.whcre a height of 9528 ft. is reached. The central part, or

Tatra mountains, arc vast granitic masses, resembling the Alps in character; the highest
of these is t lie Lomnitz, in the longitude of Cracow, 8133 feet. The Alps are accompanied,
n and s. , by parallel ranges of calcareous mountains, covering whole provinces with
their ramifications. The Carpathians are lapped on their northern side by sandstone for-

mations: mountains of the same character also occupy Transylvania. Springing from the

11. w. bend of the Carpathians, the Sudetes nm through the n.e. of Moravia and Bohemia,
in which last the range is known as the Riesengebirge, or Giant mountains. The
boundary between Bohemia and Prussian Silesia passes over the Schneekoppe, the

highest peak of these mountains, which is 5275 ft. in height. Continuous with this

range, and beginning on the left bank of the Elbe, are the Erzgebirge, or Ore mountains,
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cm the confines of Saxony; and veering round to nearly s.e., the range is further pro-
longed in the Bohemian-forest mountains, between Bohemia and Bavaria. The chief

plains of the Austrian empire ar*e the great plains of Hungary (the smaller of these is in
the w., between the offsets of the Alps and Carpathians, and is about 4200 sq.m. in

extent; the other, which is in the e., and traversed by the Danube and the Theiss, has
an area of 21,000 sq.m.), and the plain of Galicia.

From the gulf of Triest to the s. point of Dalmatia, A. has a sea-line of about 1000
in., not counting the coasts of the numerous islands, the largest of which is Veglia, 28
m. by 12. The chief lakes are the Flatten see (about 400 sq.m.), and the Xeusiedler see

(about 100 m.), both in Hungary. The first is navigable by steamers, and both are rich

in, fish, and have fruitful vineyards around them. The Alps and Carpathians inclose

numerous mountain lakes. The Long lake in the Tatra mountains lies at an elevation
of GOOO feet. The most remarkable of all is the Zirknitz lake (q.v.) in Illyria. There
are extensive swamps or morasses in Hungary. One connected with the Neusiedler see

covers some 80 sq. miles. A good deal has been done in draining morasses.
The leading rivers that have navigable tributaries are: the Danube (q.v.), which has a

course of 849 m. within the Austrian dominions, from Passau, at the mouth of the Inn,
to Orsova, on the frontier of Walachia, and receives, on the right, the Inn, Traun, Ens,
Leitha, Raab, Drau, and Save; and, on the left, the March. Waag, Neutra, Gran, Theiss.

Bega, and Temes: the Vistula (q.v.), with its tributary the Bug: the Elbe (q.v.), with
the Moldau and Eger: the Dniester and Adige (q.v.) have no navigable tributaries; this

last, which rises in (he Rha^tian Alps, and flows past the famous city of Trent, enters

Lombardy above Verona, and confers on that country the benefits of what commercial

importance it possesses being navigable only up to a point belowr

Legnago. The
Rhine only bounds the empire for about 14 m. above lake Constance. The Isonzo, Zer-

magna, Kerka, and Xarenta flow into the Adriatic.

The canal system of Austria is in general not extensive. Canal construction is recent.

The Vienna and Neustadt canal, in lower Austria, has a length of 40 m. : the Bacser or
Franz canal, between the Danube and Theiss in Hungary, 69 m. ; and the Bega canal.

constructed by the Romans, between the Bega and Temes, 88 miles. Extensive lines

are still capable of being opened up, affording the only possible communication with

many places now inaccessible, and, at the same time, the means of rescuing tracts of
arable land from inundations.

The cUmate of A. is on the whole very favorable; but from the extent and diversity
of surface, it presents great varieties. In the warmest southern region between 42 to

46 lat., rice, olives, oranges, and lemons ripen in the better localities; and wine and
maize are produced everywhere. In the middle, temperate region from 46 to49

c

, which
has the greatest extent and diversity of surface, \\iue and mai/e slill thrive in perfection.
In the northern region, beyond 49. except in favored spots, neither wine nor maize
succeeds; but grain, fruit, flax, and hemp thrive excellently. The mean temperature of
the year is, at Triest, 58 F. ; at Vienna, 51; at Lemberg. in Galicia, 44.

The raw products of A. are abundant and various; and in this respect it is one of the
most favored countries in Europe. What one province lacks, another supplies. Its

mineral wealth is not surpassed in any European country; it is only lately that Russia
has exceeded it in the production of gold and silver. Mining has been a favorite pur-
suit in A. for centuries, and has been encouraged and promoted by the government.
Bohemia, Hungary, Styria, Carinthia, Salzburg, and Tyrol take the first place in respect
of mineral produce. Except platina, none of the useful metals is wanting. The mine*
are partly state property, and partly owred by private individuals. The value of their

yearly produce is estimated at about 9,000,000. Of this sum coal yields about a half,

iron a fifth, salt a tenth, and gold and bilver together one fourteenth. The number of

persons employed in mines and smelting-works is about 150,000, a third of whom are in

Hungary. Cold is found chiefly in Hungary and Transylvania, and in smaller quantity in

Salzburg and Tyrol. The same countries, along with Bohemia, yield silver. The dis-

covery of quicksilver at Idria (q.v.) first brought this branch of mining industry into

importance. This metal is now also found in Hungary, Transylvania. Styria, and
Carinthia. Copper is found in many districts tin, \n Bohemia alone. Zinc is got

chiefly in Cracow and Carinthia. The most productive lead-mines are in Carinthia.

Iron is found in almost every province of the monarchy, though Styria, Carinthia, and
Carniola are chief seats. The production, though great, Is not yet equal to the con

sumption. Antimony is confined to Hungary; arsenic, is found in Salzburg and Bohemia,
cobalt in Hungary, Styria. and Bohemia; sulphur in Galicia, Bohemia, Hungary, Sal/

burg, etc.. though not'enough to supply home consumption. Graphite is found abund-

antly in Bohemia, Moravia, Carinthia. etc.

The useful earths and building stones are to l>e had in great profusion; all sorts of

clay up to the finest porcelain earth (in Moravia. Bohemia, and Hungary), and likewise

marble, gypsum, chalk, etc. Of precious ami semi-precious stones are the Hungarian
opal (which passes in commerce as oriental), Bohemian garnets (the finest in Europe),
cornelians, agates, beryl, amethy.st, jasper, ruby, sapphire, topaz, etc.

The following table shows the principal metals and minerals produced in A. in 1872,
and their value in florins:
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Weight. Value in florins.

Gold (Austrian pound) 2,804 1,892,287

Silver 74,043 3,331,925

Quicksilver (Austrian hundredweight) 7,170 1,240,798
45,013 477,179
30,886 1,342.033
102,339 1,305,646

8,477,115
648,318

Sine

Copper
Lead
Iron, ru\v and east

"

Graphite
Mineral coal 93,971,990

A. is peculiarly rich in salt. Rock-salt exists in immense beds on both sides of the

Carpathians, chiefly at Wieliczka (q.v.) and Bochnia in Galicia, and in the co. of

Marmaros in Hungary, and in Transylvania. The annual produce of rock-salt is

greatly above 3.000,000 cwt. Salt is also made at state salt-works by evaporating the

water of salt-springs. The chief works are those at Ebensee, Aussee, Hallstadt, Ischl,

Hallcin. and Hall in Tyrol. From two to three million cwt. are thus produced annu-

ally. A considerable quantity is also made from sea-water on the coasts of the Adriatic.

The sale of salt is in A. a government monopoly. Of other salts, alum, sulphate of iron,

and sulphate of copper are the chief. There are inexhaustible deposits of coal in the

monarchy; but they have not yet been rightly explored, nor are nearly all that are

known yet worked." They are spread over all the provinces; but the richest are in the

mountain-systems of Moravia and Bohemia. Of recent years, however, a great deal

has been done to develop this particular branch of mining. A. has abundance of min-
eral springs, frequented for their salubrity; 1600 are enumerated, some of them of Euro-

pean reputation, as the sulphurous baths of Baden in lower A., the saline waters of

Karlsbad, Marienbad, and Ofen, etc.

The rcf/fhMe i>nxl,uctions, as might be expected from the vast variety in the soil and

position of the different provinces, are extremely various. Although three-fourths of

the surface is mountainous, more than rive-sixths is productive, being used either for

tillage, meadows, pasture, or forest. Grain of all kinds is cultivated, most abundantly
in lluiiirary and the districts s. of it on the Danube; in Bohemia, Moravia. Silesia,

and Galicia". Agriculture is not yet far advanced; the prevailing system is still what is

called the three -held system, introduced into Germany by Charlemagne, in which a crop
of winter wheat is followed by one of summer grain, and that by fallow. In Hungary,
the Magyar adheres to his primitive husbandry, the German and Slav are adopting
rational methods. Rice is cultivated in the Banat, but not enough for the consump-
tion. Potatoes are raised everywhere; and in elevated districts are often the sole sub-

sistence of the inhabitants. Horticulture is carried to great perfection ; and the orchards
of Bohemia, A. proper, Tyrol, and many, parts of Hungary, produce a profusion of
fruit. Great quantities of cider are made in upper A. and Carinthia, and of plum
brandy in Slavonia. In Dalmatia, oranges and lemons are produced, but not sufficient

lor the requirements of the country; twice as much olive-oil is imported as is raised in.

the monarchy.
In the production of wine, A. is second only to France. With the exception of

Galicia. Silesia, and upper A., the vine is cultivated in all the provinces; but Hungary
stands first, yielding not only the finest quality of wine, but four-fifths the amount o'f

the whole produce of the empire. The average produce of the whole empire is esti-

mated ut about 400,000,000 gallons, which is mostly consumed by the inhabitants them-
selves.

Of plants used in manufactures and commerce, the first place is held by flax and
hemp. Flax is cultivated almost universally; white hemp in Galicia, Moravia, and
Hungary. Tobacco is raised in great quantities, especially in Hungary, which also in

first in the cultivation of rape-seed. Bohemia raises hops* of the first quality, which
are partly exported; though other provinces require to import from abroad. The indigo
plant has been lately successfully acclimatized in Dalmatia. Nearly a third of the pro-
ductive surface is covered with wood (66,000 sq.m.), which, besides timber, yields a
number of secondary products, as tar, potash, charcoal, bark, cork, etc.

As to animal*, bears are found in the Carpathians, Alps, and Dalmatia; wolves,

jackals, and lynxes in these same districts, and also in the Banat, Croatia, Slavonia, and
the military frontiers. The marmot, otter, and beaver are also found in Dalmatia.
Game has of late sensibly diminished. The wild goat lives in the highest, the chamois
and white Alpine hare in the middle regions of the Alps and Carpathians. More pro-
ductive than the chase are the fisheries of the Danube, Theiss, and numerous streams,
lakes, and ponds. The chief sea-fishing is in Dalmatia. Leeches, procured chiefly in

Hungary and Moravia, form an article of considerable trade. For foreign commerce
the most important branch of rural industry is the rearing of silk. A. produces about a

quarter of a million of silk cocoons annually. The silk trade is very extensive in the

Tyrol the yearly supply of cocoons in that country being 32.000.
The breeding of domestic itHhiial* has not yet advanced to what the home wants

require. In some districts it is excellent, in others quite neglected. Horse-breeding is

promoted by what are called "military studs." Besides a number of imperial studs.
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there are a great many private establishments, especially in Hungary, for the same pur-
pose. The supply of black-cattle is not equal to the demand; great numbers are fur-

nished by Hungary and Galicia. The breeding of sheep, like tliat of horses, has been
a special object of care, to the government The riner wools are furnished by Moravia,
Bohemia, Silesia, lower A., and great part of Hungary and Galicia. The great mass is,

however, composed of what is known as middling and inferior sorts. Goats are reared

chietly in Dalmatia, and swine in Hungary. In 1872, the number of horses in the mon-

archy was stated at 3,548,442; cattle, 12,704,405; sheep, 20,103,395; goats, 1,552,055;

swine, 6,994,752; and bee-hives, 1,531,152.. Nearly three-fourths of the population are

engaged in husbandry, so that A. is decidedly an agricultural state, though its capabili-
ties in this respect have by no means been fully developed.

The population is very unequally distributed. The most populous districts are

those of the s.w. and of the n-w. The Alpine regions and those of the Carpathians are

the sparsest; and generally the density diminishes towards the east. At the end of 1869
Austria had, besides Vienna, 3 cities of above 100,000 inhabitants, and 32 others with
more than 20,000. Vienna, with 834,284 inhabitants then, was found by special census
in 1875 to have, with suburbs, 1,020,770. The population of Austria embraces a greater
number of races, distinct in origin and language, than that of any other European coun-

try except Russia. The proportions in this respect are here given from the official state-

ments of 1879. The Slavs are the most numerous race, amounting to 16,219,000, nearly
50 per cent of the whole population in 1870. They form the bulk of the population of

Bohemia, Moravia, Carniola. Dalmatia, Croatia, Slavonia, the military front ;

ers, th

Woiwodina, the n. of Hungary, and Galicia. They are, however, split up into a num-
ber of peoples or tribes, differing greatly in language, religion, culture, and manners;
so that their seeming preponderance in the empire is thus lost. The chief branches of
the Slavic stem are the northern Czechs (the most numerous of all), Ruthenes, and Poles,
and the southern Slowens, Croats, Serbs, and Bulgarians. The Germans numbered
9,040,000, or about 25 per cent. They are dispersed over the empire, but predominate
most in the duchy of A., Salzburg, Tyrol, Styria, Carinthia, w. oi' Hungary, etc. Th
Romanic peoples (speaking languages derived from that of ancient Rome) amounted fco

3,456,000, or fully 9J^ per cent, and are divided into western and eastern. To the first,

the Germans give the general name of Welsch. They consist of Italians, inhabiting th

8. of Tyrol, Istria, and Dalmatia; the Ladins (Latins), occupying some valleys in Tyrol;
and the Friauls about Gortz, n. of Triest. The eastern Romans are the Valaks or VV

r
al-

lachians, styled by themselves Rumuni, who are found in Transylvania, Hungary, t\ut
t

Woiwodina, Bukowina, and military frontiers. The Magyars, or Hungarians proper,'
numbered 5,431,000 (over 15 per cent): they are located chiefly in Hungary and Transyl-
vania; also in the Woiwodina, and a few in Croatia and Slavonia. The small remain-

ing portion are composed chiefly of Jews, Armenians, and Bohemians or gypsies; and

collectively they number 1,354,000, which is pretty nearly 3f per cent.

As to religion, the great bulk of the nation is Roman Catholic. At the beginning of
1870 there were 23,954,233 Roman Catholics; of Greeks in union with the church of
Rome there were 3,941,796; not in union, 3,050,830. The Protestants of all denomina-
tions numbered 3,570,989; and the Jewish persuasion claimed 1,375,861. The church
of Rome has 11 archbishoprics and 40 bishoprics, and an army of secular priests. At
the accession of Joseph II., there were 2024 convents; but at the end of the French war
(1816) they had been reduced to 800. There are at present nearly 300 abbeys and abov
500 convents.

Education, since 1849, is under the care of a minister of public worship and instruc-
tion. As compared with other German states, the education of A. presents some pecu-
liarities. There is a greater prevalence of establishments where the pupils both live and
receive instruction; also of schools for special callings. Instruction, again, whether
high or low, is mostly gratuitous, or of trifling cost, being provided from general or
local public funds. The government has recently made liberal allowance for elemen-
tary education. Another peculiarity is the sway of the clergy, both in schools and uni-
versities. The primary schools are, to a very large extent, in their hands. The num-
ber of elementary schools lias increased greatly in recent times. The law enforces com-
pulsory attendance at the "

Volks-schulen," or national schools, of all children between
the ;iges of 6 and 12: and parents are liable to be punished for neglecting to svnd (hern.

Hungary Is Still backward in elementary education. There are ciirht technical schools
in the empire. The eight universities are at Vienna. Pracrue. Grilt/, Innsbruck, Pcsth,
( 'meow, Lemberg, and Czernowitz (the latter founded in 1875). The first four of these,
ranking as German universities, had in 1872

Vienna. Prague. GrStz. Innsbrtick.
Professors and teachers

Ordinary professors 68 48 40 41

Extraordinary professors 88 23 10 7
Assistant professors 86 21 17 9
Teachers of languages, etc 8681

Total 200 97 70 58
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Vienna. Prague. Gratz, InnsbrUck.

Students

Faculty of theology 198 207 103 197

jurisprudence 1304 640 312 104

philosophy 697 265 143 148

medicine 1383 500 292 79

Total matriculated students. 3564 1612 850 528

Non-matriculated students 317 97 76 84

Total 3881 1709 926 612

In 1875, Vienna had 3920 students; Prague, 1751; Pesth, 122 teachers and 1912 students;

Cracow and Lcmberg, the universities of Galieia, and the other Slavonian provinces,
number 70 professors and 1800 students. There are also a large number of establish-

ments where the pupils are received young, and educated and trained for special pro-

fessions, for the army and navy, for the counting-house, for the mine and the farm, a*

accoucheurs, etc. There are, Itesides, a large number of institutes for the promotion of

science and art. The fruits of this extensive educational system are not what might
be expected, in consequence of the priestly and monarchical restrictions which hedge it

round. The chief libraries are the imperial and university libraries of Vienna. There
are in the whole monarchy 755 newspapers and other periodical prints, of which fully
the half are in German. Such of them as are political are fettered by conditions which
render them quite worthless as organs of public opinion.

The )/i>iii>ij<tcturiitf/ industry of A. is not yet adequately developed, but of late years
has made great strides. The annual value of its manufactures not including small

trades is estimated at 1200 to 1500 million florins, while that of its husbandry may reach

2500 millions. Bohemia takes the lead in this industry; then follow Aus'tria proper,
Moravia and Silesia, and Hungary. Vienna is the chief seat of manufacture for articles

of luxury; Moravia, Silesia, and Bohemia for linen, woolen, and glass wares; Styri.i

and Carinthia. for iron and steel wares. The chief manufacturdfl articles of export are

those of silk and wool; the only others of consequence are linen twist, glass wares, and
cotton goods. The yearly value of manufactured iron is about 54 million florins. The
glass wares of Bohemia are of special excellence. The hernp and flax industry is one of

the oldest and still most important. No branch of industry has risen more rapidly than
that of cotton. The manufacture of silk is very extensive. The manufacture of tobacco
is a state monopoly, and brings a revenue of nearly 60 million florins; the salt mon-

opoly, 18 millions.

In respect of commerce, A. is most unfavorably situated. High mountains oppose
great obstacles on all hands to communication, and separate the producing districts from
the only sea that touches the empire; while the chief navigable rivers have their mouths
in other countries. Much has been done to remedy these obstacles. Since 1809, a length
of 20,000 m. of highways has been made. The great Alpine roads over the Stelvio pass
and the Semmering (q.v.) are among the most remarkable constructions of our times.

More remarkable still are the railways over the Brenner pass and the Semmering. The
first railway in A. was a horse railway, constructed in 1825-32. The state in 1841,
resolved to 'undertake the construction of railways, and since then a great extent has
been laid down. A tolerably complete network of railway now brings all places of

importance into easy communication with each other. The total length of railways in

the empire open to traffic in Oct., 1876, was 10,852 English miles. The length of lines

under construction was about 2000.

The length of telegraph lines in the empire in 1876 was about 28,000 English miles.

The number of messages carried in 1875 was 5,458,920. In 1876 there were in Austria

proper 4366 post-offices, and in Hungary 1930. The number of letters and packets pass-

ing through the post in A. in 1875 was 244,331, and in Hungary in 1874, 68,673.
"River-communication received a great impulse from the introduction of steam. By

means of the Danube steam company, formed in 1850, and a second company <1S52)

confined to tug-navigation, passengers and goods are now conveyed on the Danube
between Ulm and Galatz, and on to Constantinople. The Austrian Danube steam com-

pany has a fleet of steamers plying on the Danube, the annual receipts from conveyance
of goods being more than 7 million florins. This traffic would be vastly greater were
the lower Danube freed from the influence of Russia.

A great number of the political impediments to commerce have been removed or

diminished. The customs-boundary that separated Hungary and the adjoining provinces
from the rest of the empire, was done away in 1851, so that the whole is included in one
customs district, with the exception of Dalmatia, winch still forms a small district by
itself; the free ports of Triest. Fiume. one or two other minor free ports and districts.

By the new tariff, which came into partial operation in 1852, A. has passed from a pro-
hibitive to a protective system. No article is admitted duty-free: but absolute prohibi-
tion is confined to articles of state monopoly (salt, powder, and tobacco). Goods for

mere transit or trans shipment pay no duty. But the foreign commerce of A. is nothing
compared with that between the different "provinces. The great center of this internal

commerce is Vienna: other important markets areLinz, Prague, Lemberg, Brody, Pesth,
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Griltz. The imports and exports of merchandise and bullion for the whole of the efnpire

except the province of Daimatia, which, as has been mentioned, is uot within the impe-
rial line of customs, were tabulated as follows for 1875 and 1876 :

Merchandise. Bullion and Cola.
Florins. Florins.

IMPORTS 1875 552,500,000 15,800,000
1876 516,900,000 33,800,000

EXPOUTS 1875 504,500.000 18,400.000
1876 509,600,000 30, 500,000

For Daimatia, the imports were in 1875, 13,400,000 florins, and in 1876, 12,900,000; th

exports in 1875 were 10.400,000, and in 1876. 7,800,000. The principal articles of import
into the Austrian empire are raw cotton and other materials for spinning, the value of

this item reaching in 1876 the sum of 95,600,000 florins. Next in importance come
manufactured cloths, valued at 61,600,000 in 1876; tobacco, and miscellaneous colonial

produce. Some of the imports are partially re-exported; of native produce exported the

most important are articles in metal, valued at 67,200,000 florins; cereals, 54,600,000;
wood. 30,600,000; and pottery, 29,200,000.

The chief harbors of A. are those of Istria Triest, Rovigno, Pirano, Citta Xuova.
etc.; of Croatia Fiume, Buccari, Novi; of Dalinatia Zara, Spalatro, Kagusa, Cattaro.

Cur/ola, etc.

As to form of r/oeernment, A. is a monarchy hereditary in the house of Hapsburg-
Lothringen. In the case of the reigning family dying out , the states of Bohemia and
of Hungary have the right of choosing a new King; but for the other crown lands, th

last sovereign appoints his own successor. The reigning house ruu.st profess the Roman
Catholic faith.

Till 1848, Hungarj- and Transylvania had a constitution limiting the monarchy, which
was absolute for the rest of the empire; though the several provinces had each its con-
sultative council composed of clergy, nobles, and burghers. After the revolution of

1848, and the subsequent reaction," all marks of independence of the separate prov-
inces disappeared.

'

The imperial constitution granted (octrm/irtt) .March 4, 1849.

as well as the provincial constitutions that followed, were abolished, and government
was organized in the most absolute form by the imperial

"
patent" or charter of Dec. 31,

1851. The patent guaranteed to every religious body recognized by law protection in

the observance of public ordinances, in the management of its own affairs, and in the

possession of buildings and funds for the purpose of worship and ins! ruction. Th
relation of the Roman Catholic church to the state was put upon a new footing. It was
no longer under the oversight of the secular authority, the j>l<tc<if/m ></,/<//// and church-

patronage were abolished, ecclesiastical jurisdiction for discipline, and the independent
administration of church property, were conceded, and the intercourse of bishops and of
all Catholics with Rome left free. The clergy had no longer to submit to examination
or tests on the part of the state; they were nominated by the state, but only with th

concurrence of the bishops, and without that concurrence they could not be deprived
of their otlice. Along witli all this, they obtained an overwhelming influence over
education, even in the universities; and by the concordat signed in the early part of

1856, this influence was very greatly increased. The patent furtherguaranteed the equality
in the eye of the law of all citizens irrespective of nation, rank, or religion, and thw

liberation of the land from all serfdom. Subsequent patents (e.g. for Hungary. Croatia,
etc., in 1853) regulated the claims between existing proprietors and their vassals, and
determined the indemnities due to the former for their seignorial rights.

But since the year 1867 A. has been reconstructed as a twofold empire, con-

sisting of a Qennao or " Cisleithan
"
monarchy, and a Magyar or " Tran>leithan

"
king-

dom. The former is generally known as Austria proper, and the latter as Hungary.
Each of the two countries has its own laws, parliament, ministers, and government; and
the formal tie between them is a body known as the delegations. These form a parlia-
ment of 120 members, the one-half is chosen by the legislature of German Austria,
which is represented by it, and the other half represents Hungary. The person of the

sovereign is another knot in the tie l>etween the two members of the empire. The
Magyars claim, under certain conditions, the right of freely electing their monarch.
The delegations have jurisdiction over all matters affecting the common interests of the

two countries, especially foreign affairs, war. and finance; the ministries of which'
three departments are responsible for the discharge of their official functions to the

delegations, a committee of whom sits permanently. The acts of the delegations require
to be confirmed by the representative assemblies "of their respective countries: and in

this manner it is attempted to leave the self-government of both Austria proper and

Hungary free.

The administration of Austria proper is divided at present among seven ministries

puMic education ;md ecclesiastical affairs, agricultural, finance, interior, national d< feiise,

co '.merer, and justice. Formerly the ininiMry \va< merely the collective or-.raii of thw

unpcrur, and was responsible to him alone. But a bill passed by the reichsrath in 1867,
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and sanctioned by the emperor, renders it responsible to that parliament of the western

empire.
The reichsrath consists of an upper and a lower house. The upper house is consti-

tuted by princes, nobles, archbishops, bishops, and life members nominated by the

emperor. Tiie lower house numbers 353 members, elected by the 14 provincial diets of

the empire in the following proportions: Bohemia, 92; Dalmatia, 9; Galicia, 0!'; Higher
Austria, 17; Lower Austria, 37; Salzburg, 5; Styria, 23; Carinthiu, 10; Carniola, 9;

Bukowina, 9; Moravia, 36; Silesia, 10; Tyrol, 17; Vorarlbcrg. 3; Istria and Triest, 4.

The members of the rcichsrath are elected in the provincial diets, and no cue who is not i

a member of one of these is eligible to the wider sphere of legislation. The emperor
nominates the presidents and vice-presidents of both houses. The rights claimed by the

rcichsrath arc: 1. Consent to all military laws; 2. Co-operation in legislature affecting
trade and commerce, customs, banking, posting, telegraphs, and railways; 3. Exami-
nation of the estimates, and general control of the public debt. To give validity to bills

passed by the reichsrath, the consent of both chambers is required, as well as the

sanction of the emperor.
The executive of Hungary is carried on in the name of "

the king
"
by a responsible

ministry.
Finance. The protracted Avars of the first 15 years of the 19th c. had so

exhausted the resources of A., and shattered her credit, that paper money, after being
already twice reduced, had again sunk to 25 per cent of its nominal value; and even 5

BT
cent loans could only be obtained at a sacrifice of sometimes more than 50 percent,

tiring the 30 years that followed the war, much was done to restore the state credit,

and 4 per cent" state p;-pcr was bought at par. Tlie revolution of 1848 brought new
difficulties, from which the finances had not recovered, when the Crimean war increased

the expenditure; the war with Prussia and Italy in 1866 increased the public debt by
about 300,000,000 florins, but on the other hand freed A. from the Lombardo-Venetiau
debt of about 35,000,000 florins.

The budirct. estimates for the common affairs of the empire, for 1872, were revenue,
17,208,883; expenditure, 110,647,498 florins; leaving a deficit of 93,438,615. The esti-

mated revenue for 1877 was 117,091,389 florins, which was balanced by the estimated
revenue. On the 1st July, 1876, the national debt of the Austrian empire was 3,066,269,072
florins, or '306,526,906 sterling. The estimated revenue for Austria proper (the
countries represented in the reichsrath) in 1877 was 376,037,817 florins; the expenditure,
405.569,474 florins.

JiixtiH'ii* The nucleus around which this great empire has grown was that part of
the archduchy of A. that lies below the Ens. In the age of Charlemagne, about 800, the

defense of the .south-eastern frontier of Germany against Asiatic hordes gave rise here
to a margraviate, called the eastern mark or boundary of the empire, or Ostreich (Austria),
the eastern government; which, being united in 1156 to the country above the Ens, was
raised to a duchy. After coming, in 1282, into the possession of the house of Hapsburg
(q.v.). it rapidly rose to a powerful state. The princes of that house extended their

dominion by marriage, purchase, and otherwise, over a number of other states, and from
1-4:N held almost uninterruptedly the throne of the German empire. By the acquisition
|15','6 and 15271 of the crowns of Bohemia and Hungary, the house of A. rose to the
rank of a European monarchy. In 1804, Francis declared himself hereditary emperor
of A., and, two years afterwards, laid down the title of emperor of Germany and king
of the Romans.

In the earliest times, what is now the duchy of A. was inhabited by the Taurisci, a
Celtic people; but their name subsequently disappeared before that of the Norici. After
the conquest of the Xorici by the Romans (14 B.C.), the country to the u. of the Danulx.1

belonged to the kingdom of the Marcomanni (q.v.); on the s. of the river lay the Roman
provinces of Noricum and Pannonia. in which last was the municipal city of Vindo-
bona (Vienna). Tyrol formed part of Rh.Ttia. All these boundaries were swept away
by the irruption of the northern peoples; and the regions in question were occupied in

succession, during the 5th and 6th centuries, by Boii, .Vandals, Goths, Huns, Lombards,
and Avari. After the Lombards had settled in Italy, the Ens came, about 508, to be
the boundary between a tribe of German origin and the Avari, a people who had pene-
trated thither from the cast. The Avari having, in 788, crossed the Ens, and fallen

upon Bavaria, then part of the Prankish empire, Charlemagne drove them back (796) as

far as the Raab, and united the district from the Ens to that river with Germany, under
(lie name of the East Mark. Marchia Orientalis, or Austria. lie sent colonists, mostly
Bavarians, into the new province, and appointed over it a margrave. It came into the

po-M'S-inn of the Hungarians in 900, but was reconquered by Otto I. in 955, and reunited
with Germany.

As margrave of the reconquered province, the emperor, in 983, appointed Leopold
of Babenberg (q.v.). whose dynasty ruled A. for 260 years. Under Henry Jasomirgott
(1141-1177), the mark above the Ens was annexed to the lower mark, the united province
raised to a duchy, and important privileges conferred on the newly named duke and

* As the history of A. ami its rul>rs involves, for many centuries, the main strand of the thread of

European history, it is given at somewhat more than the usual length.
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his heirs. This Henry Jasormrgott took part in the second crusade
;
he also removed

the ducal residence from Leopoldsberg to Vienna, now first called a city, and began the

building of the cathedral of St. Stephen. Under his successors, nuiiHuo'is additions

(Styria, Carniola) were made to the possessions of the house. Leopold Vi. undertook
numerous expeditions against the Hungarians and the infidels, and is reckoned the hot
of the Babcnbenr princes. The line became extinct with his successor, Frederick, who
fell in battle with the Magyars (1246).

Then followed an interregnum from 1246 to 1282. The emperor Frederic II. at

first treated the duchy as a lapsed fief of the empire; shortly, claims were set up by
Count Hermann of Bavaria, who was married to a niece of the deceased margrave,
Frederic; and when Hermann died, and the empire was distracted by the contests
between rival emperors, the "states" of A. and Styria chose Ottokar, son of the Bohemian
king, as duke, who made good his nomination about 1260. Ottokar, refusing to acknowl-

edge Rudolf of Hapslmrg as emperor, was defeated, and lost his life and possessions, in

the battle of Marchfeld (1278); and the emperor shortly afterwards (1282) conferred the
duchies of A.. Styria, and Carinthia on his son Albrecht.

The accession of the Hapsburg dynasty with Albrecht I. (q.v.) was the foundation
of A. 's subsequent greatness. The despotic Albrecht contended successfully with Hun-
garians and Bavarians, but while attempting to subdue the Swiss, he was murdered near
Rheinfelden (1308) by his nephew, John of Swabia, whom he had deprived of his heredi-

tary possessions. Of his 5 sons, Frederic was chosen (1314) by a party to the imperial throne,
but was defeated (1322) by his rival, Ludwig of Bavaria. Duke Leopold was defeated
at Morgarten (1315) in his attempt to reduce the Swiss cantons that had thrown off their

allegiance to Albrecht I. At last, by the death of all his brothers, Albrecht II. reunited
the Austrian possessions, increased "by various additions. After his death (1358), two
aons, Rudolf and Albrecht III., successively followed in the duchy of Austria. Another
son, Leopold, held the other lands, but lost his life at Sempach, in seeking to regain the

Hapsburg possessions in Switzerland. The posterity of Albert and Leopold formed the
two lines of A. and Styria. During Albrecht III.'s reign, Tyrol and other districts were
ceded to Austria. After his death (1395), the dukedom was held by his son, Albrecht
IV. Albrecht V., who succeeded his father in 1404, by marrying the daughter of the

emperor Sigismund, succeeded ((1438) to the thrones of Hungary and Bohemia, and was
at the same time raised to the dignity of German emperor, as Albrecht II. "With his

death, in 1439, Bohemia and Hungary were for a time lost to the house of A., as were
also, after a bloody struggle, the last of the family possessions in Switzerland. But the

imperial dignity was henceforth uninterruptedly held by them. With Ladislaw,
Albrecht's son, the Austrian line of the house closed (1457), and their possessions went
to the Styrian line. Of this line was the emperor Frederic III., who raised the dignity
of his house by making A. an archduchy. After the death of Ladislaw and of
his own brother, Albrecht, Frederic came into the undivided possession of the archduchy
(1464).

His son, Maximilian I., by marrying Maria, daughter of Charles the Bold, acquired
(1477) the Netherlands. Becoming emperor on the death of his father (1493), he ceded
the government of the Netherlands to his son Philip. Under Maximilian, Tyrol fell

again to the chief branch of the house of A., several districts were acquired from
Bavaria, and fresh claims were established on Hungary and Bohemia. The court of

Vienna began to be the seat of German art and science. The marriage of the emperor's
son Philip with Johanna of Spain set the house of Hapsburg on the throne of Spain
and the Indies. Philip died in 1506, and on the death of Maximilian I., in 1519, Philip's
son, Charles I. of Spain, was elected German emperor as Charles V. (q.v.). Charles

resigned by treaty all the German possessions, except the Netherlands, to his brother,
Ferdinand I (q.v.).

Ferdinand I. had married the sister of Lewis II. of Hungary; and on the death of
the latter in the battle of Mohacz (1526), he claimed the kingdoms of Hungary and

Bohemia, along with Moravia, Silesia, and Lausatia. His claim was contested by John

Zapolya, who secured the aid of sultan Soliman II. ; and Ferdinand, after contests

extending over 20 years, had finally to pay an annual tribute of 30, 000 ducats to Soliman
for possession of Lower Hungary. Ferdinand was also fain to surrender "Wiirtemberg
to Duke Ulrich (1534), on condition of its reverting to A. on the death of the male line.

Nevertheless, the possessions of the house of A. (in the German line) were at this time

already of the extent of 110,000 sq. miles. On the abdication of Charles V. (155(5), Fer-

dinand succeeded to the imperial dignity; he died 1564, with the reputation of .

ruler, 'hough he was strongly conservative of everything established, and introduced
the Jesuits.

In the partition of the inheritance that took place among his three sons, the eldest,

Maximilian II., received the imperial crown along with A., Hungary, and Bohemia;
the second, Ferdinand, Tyrol and Upper A.; the third, Karl, Styria, Carinthia, etc.

Maximilian was more fortunate in Hungary than his father. The death of Soliman
before Szigeth (1566) led to a truce; he got his eldest son, Rudolf, crowned king of Hun-

gary in 1572, and shortly after, of Bohemia, and also chosen king of Rome. But his

attempt to bring the crown of Poland into his house failed. Maximilian II. was fond of

peace, tolerant in religion, and a just ruler. He died 1576; and of his 5 sons, the eldest,
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Rudolf II., became emperor. Under him, the possessions of the archduke Ferdinand
of Tyrol, who had married Philippine Welser (q.v.), the beautiful daughter of an Augs-
burg burgher, reverted to the other two lines, Ferdinand's children not being considered
noble. Rudolf II. adhered to the old feudal usages, and was a negligent sovereign,

leaving everything to his ministers and the Jesuits. His war with the porte and Tran-

sylvania brought him little credit; and the Protestants' of Bohemia, oppressed by the

Jesuits, extorted from him a charter of religious liberty. At last he was obliged, in 1608,
to cede Hungary, and, in 1611, Bohemia and A. to his brother Matthias (q.v.j. Matthias,
who became emperor in 1612, concluded a 20 years' peace with the Turks, and ceded

(1617 and 1618) Bohemia and Hungary to his cousin Ferdinand, son of the archduke
Karl of Styria, third son of Maximilian II. Matthias lived to see the outbreak of the

thirty years' war (q.v.), and died March 20, 1619.

Bohemia refused to acknowledge his successor, Ferdinand II. (q.v.), to whom all the
Austrian po~-e<M<ins had again reverted, and chose the elector palatine, Frederic V.,
the head of the Protestant union, as king. The states of A. and the Hungarians were
also refractory. But the battle of Prague (1620) subjected Bohemia to Ferdinand; who
formally set about rooting out Protestantism in that country and in Moravia, annulled
their right of electing their king, and the patent of religious freedom granted them by
Rudolf II., and set up a Catholic reformation tribunal which drove thousands into exile.

The emperor also succeeded in extorting acknowledgment of his sovereignty from the
states of A., among which Protestantism predominated; after which Protestantism was
rigorously prohibited. Hungary also was at last compelled to yield, which had revolted
under the prince of Transylvania. But this religious war and persecution cost the hous<!

of A. the life-blood of its possessions. Of 732 cities in Bohemia, only 130 were left; of

30,700 villages, only 6000; of 3,000,000 inhabitants, only 780,000. Under Ferdinand's

successor, the emperor Ferdinand III. (1637-1657), A. continued to be a theater of

war; and at the peace of Westphalia (1648), had to cede Alsace to France. Ferdinand
III.'s son and successor, Leopold I., provoked the Hungarians to rebellion by his sever-

ity. Tekeli (q.v.) received aid from the porte, and Kara Mustapha besieged Vienna
(1683); which was rescued only by an army of Poles and Germans under John Sobieski

hastening to its assistance. The emperor's generals now reduced the whole of Hungary,
which was declared a hereditary kingdom in the male line (1687). Prince Eugene com-
pelled the porte (1699) to restore the country between the Danube and Theiss, and, in

1718, to cede other important provinces to Hungary. The struggle between Leopold
and Louis XIV. of France for the heirship to the king of Spain, led to the war of the

Spanish succession (q.v.), during which Leopold died, May 5, 1705. He was of sluggish
phlegmatic character, and wholly under the influence of the Jesuits.

His eldest son and successor, the enlightened Joseph I. (q.v.), continued the war. He
d. childless, April 17, 1711. and was succeeded by his brother. Karl VI. The peace of
Utrecht concluded under his reign (1713) secured to A. the Netherlands, Milan, Mantua,
Naples, and Sicily. The monarchy now embraced 190,000 sq.m., with 29,000,000 inhab-
itants, and had a revenue of 14,000,000 florins, with an army of 130,000 men. Its

strength, however, was soon much exhausted by fresh wars with France and Spain. At
'lie peace of Vienna (1737), Karl VI. had to give up Naples and Sicily to Don Carlos of

Spain, and part of Milan to the king of Sardinia, receiving only Parma and Piacenza
instead. He also lost at the peace of Belgrade (1739) nearly all the fruits of Eugene's
conquests, giving back to the porte Belgrade, Servia, and the parts of Wallachia and
Bosnia that had belonged to Austria. The emperor conceded all these points with the
view of securing adhesion to the pragmatic sanction (q.v.), which conferred the succes-
sion on his daughter, Maria Theresa.

With his death (Oct. 20, 1740) the male line of the Hapsburgs was extinct, and Maria
Theresa, who was married to Franz Stephan, duke of Lorraine, assumed the govern-
ment. But counter-claims were raised on all sides, and a violent war arose, in which
England alone sided with Maria. Frederic II. of Prussia conquered Silesia. The elec-

tor of Bavaria took the title of archduke of A., was crowned king of Bohemia at Linx
and Prague, and elected emperor as Karl VII. (1742). The Hungarians alone stood by
their heroic queen; who, at the peace of Breslau (1742) was forced to yield Silesia to
Prussia. Frederic renewed the war by coming to the assistance of the emperor; but
Karl dying (1745), Maria Theresa's husband was elected German emperor as Franz I. A
second treaty of peace (1745) secured Silesia anew to Prussia; and at the peace of Aix-

la-Chapelle (1748), A. had to cede Parma, Piacenza, and Guastalla to Don Philip of

Spain, and several districts of Milan to Sardinia. These sacrifices secured the existence
of the Austrian monarchy; but Maria Theresa wished to recover Silesia, and with this

view, entered into alliance with France, Russia, Saxony, and Sweden; but after a bloody
seven years' war (q.v.), Prussia retained Silesia, and A. had spent her blood and treasure
in vain. At this time, paper-money first appeared in A., under the name of state-bonds.
At Franz's death (1765), his son, Joseph II., became German emperor, and joint-regent
with his mother of the hereditary states. Collateral branches of the house of A. were
planted by the younger sons of Maria Theresa, the archduke Leopold of Tuscany, and
the archduke Ferdinand, who married the heiress of Este (see MODENA). In the first

partition of Poland (1772), A. acquired Galicia and Lodomeria. and the Bukowina was
ceded by the porte in 1777. At the death of the empress in 1780, the monarchy had an
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extent of 234,000 sq.m., with a pop. of 24,000,000, and a debt of 160,000,000 florins.

The administration of Maria Theresa was distinguished by unwonted unity and vigor
both in home and foreign relations.

Her successor, Joseph II., was an active reformer in the spirit of the enlightened
despotism of the times, though often rasli and violent in his mode of proceeding. He
introduced economy into every* department, remodeled the censorship of the press,

granted liberties and rights to Protestants, abolished 900 convents, and revised the

school-system. His protective system of duties, though exhibiting his narrowness as a

statesman, gave a start to native manufactuies. But his reforming zeal and passion for

uniformity excited opposition; the Netherlands rose in insurrection, and other disturb-

ances broke out, which hastened his end (1790). He was succeeded in the government,
by his brother, the grand duke of Tuscany as German emperor, Leopold II. who suc-

ceeded in pacifying the Netherlands and Hungary. Peace was concluded with Prussia
and Turkey (1790). The fate of his sister, Marie Antoinette, and her husband. Louis
XVI., led Leopold to an alliance with Prussia; but he d. (Mar. 1, 1792) before the war
with France broke out. The war was declared by France on his son Fran/ II., the same!

year (see FRANCE). By the treaty of Campo Formip (q.v.), 1797, A. lost Lombardy and
the Netherlands, receiving in lieu the Venetian territory; two years later, at the second

partition of Poland, it was augmented by West Galicia. Franz, in alliance with Russia,
renewed the war with France in 1799, which was ended by the peace of Luneville. Il is

needless to follow all the alterations of boundary that the Austrian dominions underwent
during these wars. The most serious was at the peace of Vienna (1809), which cost A.
42,000 sq.m. of territory, and 11,000,000 florins of her revenue. It was in 1804, when
Napoleon had been proclaimed emperor of France, that Franz declared himself heredi-

tary emperor of Austria, uniting all his dominions in one empire. On the establishment
of the confederation of the Rhine, he laid down the dignity of German emperor, which
his family had held for nearly 500 years, and now took the title of Franz I., emperor of
Austria.

The humiliating peace of Vienna was followed (1809) by the marriage of Napoleon
with the archduchess Maria Louisa; and in Mar., 1812, Napoleon and Franz entered into

alliance against Russia. But when the Russian campaign of 1812 had broken the

power of the French emperor, his father-in-law declared war on him (Aug., 1813), and
joined the alliance of England, Russia, Prussia, and Sweden. The active part which
the emperor Franz now took in the downfall of Napoleon, his consenting to the banish-
ment of his son-in-law to Elba, and the firmness with which lie signed the declaration of

outlawry against him on his return to France, and contributed to his final overthrow,
thus deciding the fortunes of his own daughter and her son all furnished grounds of
claim to that full indemnity for her losses which A. obtained at the close of the war. In the

remodeling of the map of Europe that took place at the congress of Vienna (1815), 82,000

sq.m. were added to the 258,000 possessed by A. after the last partition of Poland, besides
the advantages she gained in point of compactness, and facilities for trade, especially by
the acquisition of Venice and Dalmatia. Ferdinand, the emperor's uncle, was al-o

restored to the grand duchy of Tuscany, of which he had been dispossessed by Napoleon.
After that time, A. exerted a powerful influence in European politics generally, and

more especially in the German confederation; and that influence was uniformly hostile.

to constitutionalism (^ee METTEUNICH). When the Polish revolution broke out' a strict.

neutrality was assumed; but a Polish corps that, was driven into the Austrian territories

was disarmed, and sent into Hungary, while a Russian division that had taken refuge
on Austrian soil was let go, and equipped with the Polish weapons.

The death of Franz I. (Mar. 2, 1832) made little alteration in the policy of A. ; FT-
dinanjd I. trod in his father's footsteps. The political alliance with Russia and Prussia
was drawn closer by a personal conference of the emperor with Nicolas 1. and Frederic
William III. at Teplitz, Oct., 1833. The wonted calm was interrupted in 1840 by the
war against Ibrahim Pacha in Syria, in which A. took part in union with England. An
nttempt at insurrection in Italy in 1844 was a complete failure.

But under this long-continued peace and superficial calm, the internal condition of
the empire was coming to a crisis. The stifling bureaucratic system of government and

police supervision, had produced only irritation and discontent, and was powerless to

compress the fermentation. The opposition in the several nationalities became stronger
and stronger, and the tactics of playing these nationalities off against one another, no
longer succeeded. The Polish insurrection, which led to the incorporation of Cracow
with the monarchy (Nov., 1846), had turned into a frightful rising of the peasantry in

(Jalicia against the nobles. This enabled the government to overpower the political

rising; but the success only increased the danger of the crisis, by encouraging il to pro-
ceed in the old reckless way. In the meantime the opposition to Austrian rule in Italy,

Hungary, and Bohemia, was becoming uncontrollable, and even the states of lower
A. insisted on some control in the management of the state. The revolutionary
movement was already in full swing in Italy, when the fall of Louis Philippe (Feb. 24,

1848) shook Europe to its foundation. A host of petitions and addresses was followed,
Mar. l;'. by a popular movement in Vienna, to which the government and military.
fter a feeble resistance succumbed. Metternich resigned, (lie nrming of the citizens

and freedom of the press were granted, and the emperor promised to convoke a consul-
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tative assembly from all parts of the empire. At the same time, the opposition in Hun-

gary had carried their demand for an independent ministry responsible to the national

diet, and the emperor was not in a position to withstand it. The 22d of Mar. saw the

insurrection break out at Milan, and Radetzky, the military commander, forced to retire

on Verona. Venice rose at the same time, and drove out the Auslrians.

While the revolution was thus victorious in the provinces, the central authority wa
in a state of dissolution. The authority passed into the hands of the national guards
and the students' legion (the Aiila). A rising of the people (May 15), in support of the,

central committee, formed from the national guards, which the government had

attempted to dissolve, compelled its continuance, and also a revision of the electoral law,
so as to convert the new diet into a constituent assembly. These proceedings led to the

flight of the court to Innsbruck (May 17). An unsuccessful attempt of the government
to break the power of the "

Aula," resulted in the appointment of a committee of safely,
to whose influence the government had to submit. ASlavin insurrection broke out m
Prague after Easter, which was repressed with bloody severity by Prince WindischgriU/.
While the emperor was thus lingering at Innsbruck, leaving Vienna in the power of tin-

populace, and the Hungarians were pursuing an independent course, it was in Italy that

the power of A. began to recover itself.

Radetzky had at first been reduced to the maintaining of a defensive position at.

Verona, against Charles Albert of Sardinia, who had declared war on A. at the outbreak
of the revolution, and the forces that came to his aid from Tuscany, Rome, and Naples;
and the foreign policy of A. was in such a state of discouragement, that negotiations
were entered into under the mediation of Great Britain, offering the Lombards indepen-
dence on moderate conditions. But in June, Radetzky took up the offensive, reduced
in succession Vicenza, Padua, and other cities, and then turning against the chief

Sardinian force, defeated it at Custozza (25th July), and drove it from the field. The
fruits of the victory were the dissolution of Charles Albert's army, and a truce which

again delivered Lombardy to Austria.
In the mean time, the government at Vienna was more powerless than ever. The

emperor remained at Innsbruck, and the constituent diet was opened, July 22, by the

archduke John, as his representative. But a new crisis was ripening in Hungary. The
Croats, under their ban, Jellachich (q.v.), opposed the predominance of the Magyars, and
refused obedience to the Hungarian government, which, under the Batthyanyi-Kossuth
ministry, was pursuing a policy almost independent of Austria. Jellachich's' resistance

was officially condemned by the emperor, and he was threatened with deposition ; but,
ns subsequently appeared, his conduct was secretly approved by the court. The
archduke Palatine, Stephen, now left Hungary, after a last attempt at conciliation: and
the emperor, who had returned to Vienna after repeated invitations, named count

Lamberg commissioner, with the supreme command in Hungary. Lamberg. however,
was murdered on the bridge of Pesth (Sept. 28). The Hungarian parliament was now
dissolved, and the command given to Jellachich. But the parliament continued its

sittings, and appointed Kossuth president of the committee of defense. When the

imperial troops now began to march against Hungary, a frightful insurrection broke out
in Vienna (Oct. 6), which was attributed to Hungarian instigation. The arsenal wa*
stormed, and the war-minister, Latour, murdered; the court fled to Olmiitz, a committee
of safety was appointed, the armed populace organized, and the Polish gen. Bern put
at the head of military affairs; while the diet wavered between royalty and revolution.
In the mean time, the military forces had withdrawn, and joined Jellachich, in order to

prevent the Hungarians coming to 'the aid of the Viennese. Windisehgriitz now
approached with an army, and declared Vienna in a state of siege. The attack began on
the 23d of Oct., and after a resistance of eight days, Vienna surrendered.

Severe measures were then taken ; and a number of leaders, among others, Robert Blum
(q.v.), were condemned and shot. The diet now met at Kremsir, and a new ministry
was formed, into which prince Schwartzenberg, count Stadion, Bach, Bruck. and others
entered. But the vigorous policy thought to be necessary for the restoration, and advo-
cated by the archduchess Sophia, was not responded to by the easy nature of Ferdinand
I. Accordingly, the emperor abdicated, Dec. 2. as did also the archduke Franz Karl,
and the latter's son, Franz Joseph (q.v.), was declared emperor.

In winter, Windischgriltz entered Hungary, and began the Hungarian war. After the

encounters at Raab and Babolna. Ofen was" besieged (Jan., 1849), and the Hungarian*
retired beyond the Theiss, and had time to organize themselves under such able leaders

as Gorge! and Klapka. and to prepare for the struggle of the following summer.
In the mean time, important events took place elsewhere. In Mar. (21-23), Radetzky

made his rapid and decisive campaign, which, by the victory of Novara, led to the

abdication of Charles Albert, and an indemnification for war expenses from Sardinia of

15 million lire. With the surrender of Venice, which took place in Aug.. the subjuga
lion of Italy was complete.

At Kremsir, the diet proving intractable, was dissolved, Mar. 4, 1849; and a constitu-

tion was granted (w//v>;/?>(), with two elective chambers, responsible ministers, and other
constitutional provisions. In the national assembly at Frankfurt, A. opposed th?

project of a confederated state under the leadership o"f Prussia, and managed to thwart
the conferring of the empire of Germany on the Prussian king (Mar., 1849).
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In Hungary, the Magyars, though the Germans and Slaves within the country itself

were hostile to them, began the campaign with decided success. Bern conquered
Transylvania in spite of Russian aid; and the rest of the Hungarian army advancing
westward in spring, were successful against the imperial forces at Szolnok anil

"NVaitzen. "Wiudischgrhtz was replaced in the command by TVelden. but the imperial
cause was not improved. Kossuth's hopes rising, he proclaimed the deposition
of the house of Hapshurg, and virtually made Hungary a republic. By May,
Pesth and Ofen were again in the hands of the Magyars; and although gen.
"\Velden was recalled, and the command given to Hayuau, there was little prospect
of success against the Magyars, if a treaty with the c/ar had not brought the aid of a
Russian army under Paskewitsch. The Austriaus still suffered several rever.-.es. and the

Hungarians performed splendid feats of arms, such as Gorgei's victory at Waitzen, and
Klapka's sally from Komorn

;
but from June, the war on the whole 'began to be more

favorable to A., whose forces were well managed by Hayuau and Jellachich; and the
intervention of the Russians brought an irresistible weight of numbers against the

Magyars. After the affairs of Szegedin and Debreczin, Haynau's engagements on the

Theiss, and the raising of the siege of Temeswar, it was in vain that Kossuth transferred
the dictatorship to G5rgei. Gorgei, whether from treachery, as the other Magyar leaders

maintain, or from necessity, as lie himself avers, laid down his arms to the Russians at

Vilagos (Aug. 13). The surrender of Komorn, in Sept., completed the subjugation of

Hungary, which was treated as a conquered country, and the officers taken in Aiad were
dealt with by Haynau with a bloodthirsty rigor.

A. was now free to attend to politics, internal and external, and the spirit of the
restoration soon showed itself. One important fruit of the revolution was retained the
liberation of the soil from the burdens and trammels of feudalism. All other liberal

concessions very soon disappeared For a time, the forms of the constitution of Mar.,
1849, were retained; but the rigorous military government and the surveillance exercised
over the press, showed the tendency of things. The fundamental principles of the con-
stitution turned out to the profit only of the Catholic church, which got rid of the place-
turn regium. In the beginning of 1851, Schmerling and Bruck, the liberal element of the

ministry, retired; and in Aug. appeared a number of imperial decrees rendering the
ministers accountable to the emperor alone. At last, Jan. 1, 1852, it was announced that
the constitution and the fundamental rights were abolished, trial by jury set aside, the
old press lawr revived, etc. This was followed by still greater concessions *of influence to
the clergy. The emperor did not conceal his predilection for absolute military govern-
ment. All this was not effected without manifestations of discontent. The tires of
revolution wrere still smouldering in Hungary and Italy; and in Lombardy, though still

under strict military law, a tumult broke out, Feb., 1853, in which a number of
officers and soldiers were stabbed. The finances, too, notwithstanding vigorous
measures for improving the material resources of the country, continued in a bad state,
so that incessant loans were required to cover the current deficit.

On the confused arena of German politics, the struggle for ascendency was kept up
between A. and Prussia. In Oct., 1850, the two powers were armed and ready to come to

blows; but the bold and determined policy of Schwartzenberg prevailed, and Prussia

gave way. The points in dispute it might be difficult for any but a German to under-
stand, even if it were worth trying. See GERMANY, HESSE-'C'ASSKL. The result wa
that Prussia's scheme of a union was given up, and also A. 's admission with all her terri-

tories into the German confederation; and in 1851, the old diet was restored. After the
death of Schwartzenberg, the foreign policy of A. was more conciliatory, and her inter-

ference in German affairs less dictatorial. Prussia and A., after Dec., 1852, were more
friendly, on the whole, though the war in Italy gave rise to considerable ill-feeling
between the two powers. In Feb., 1853, a commercial treaty was concluded, which wa"s
of the utmost consequence to the prosperity of A. , as removing a great part of the
obstructions to her commerce with the rest of Germany.

In 1S53, a difference took place between A. and Turkey, which formed, as it were, a
prelude to the war in the Crimea. In the quarrel between the Montenegrins and the

porte, A. took the part of the Montenegrins; she had also complaints as 10 the infringe-
ment of rights possessed by her on the Adriatic coast, and regarding the treatment of
Christians in Turkey. The threatening mission of count Leiningen, Feb., ISoi}. procured
redress of these grievances. As if following up this movement, Russia came forward
as the special protector of the Greek Christians of the Ottoman empire, and made demands
on the porte which were held inconsistent with his sovereign rights. It was the
interest of A., as well as of the rest of Europe, to maintain the Integrity of the Ottoman
empire; but although she united with England and France in endeavoring to settle the

question by negotiation, when the war broke out, her peculiar relations to Russia led her
to remain neutral during the contest.

The conduct of A. in Italy, especially after 1849, was such as to make that country- a

"standing menace to Europe." The government of A. in that portion of Italy of which
she obtained possession by the treaty of 1815, was far from satisfactorv; but what was
chiefly complained of by the other powers was her interference in the affairs of the inde-

pendent states of the peninsula. By means of secret treaties (copies of which were laid
before the British houses of parliament this year, 1859), A. obtained a most undue influ-
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ence in Parma, Tuscany, Modcna, the States of the Church, and in the kingdom of the
Two Sicilies. That influence was of course exercised in the interests of despotism, and
in opposition to the welfare of the people, whose wishes their rulers, backed by Austrian

troops, were enabled to set at defiance. The position of A. in Italy was canvassed at

the meetings which followed the signing of the treaty of peace at Paris in 1856, but

nothing resulted from the discussions. Sardinia seeing herself gradually environed by,
and afraid to fall a victim to the prevailing Austrianism, after all remonstrances of a

peaceful kind had failed, began to arm. A. demanded her immediate disarmament, on

pain of war; but Sardinia, whose army was swelled with volunteers from every part of
the peninsula, and who had previously entered into a treat}

7
, offensive and defensive, with

France, refused. A. accordingly commenced hostilities by crossing the Ticino on the
29th of April, 1859. On the 3d May, France, as the ally of Sardinia, formally declared
war against A.; but in anticipation of what was to follow, she had several days before

dispatched troops into Piedmont. The Austrian troops were beaten in every engage-
ment that followed, and so effectually, that on the 6th July, the emperor, who latterly
had taken the chief command of his army, was fain to conclude an armistice with the

emperor Napoleon, who also commanded in person. On the 12th of the same month,
the two potentates met at Yillafranca, and agreed to come to terms of peace, the chief con-
ditions of which were to be the cession of Lombardy to Sardinia. See ITALY. In I860,
a short and bloody war occurred between A. on the, one hand, and Italy and Prussia on
the other (see GERMANY), issuing in the cession of Yenice to Italy, and the dual reorgan-
ization of the empire as described above. Since then, the Sclavonic Bohemians have
continued to struggle in vain for the separate crown rights of their ancient kingdom.
The part taken by the government in the Russo-Turkish war of 1877-78, which led to the

occupation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, provoked very bitter feeling in the Hungarian
section of the empire.

AUSTRIAN LIP. the thick lip so characteristic of the Ilapsburgs, derived from Cym-
barga, a niece of a king of Poland, who was noted for beauty and unusual strength.

AUTAU GA. a co. in central Alabama, on the A. river; 650 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 11,623
7292 colored. The soil is fertile; the surface uneven. There are several cotton and other
factories. The Selma, Rome, and Daltoii railroad touches the w. part of the county.
Co. seat, Prattville.

ATJTEUIL, formerly a country village at the entrance of the Bois de Boulogne, now
inclosed within the fortifications of Paris. It is known as the residence of famous liter-

ary men such as Boileau and Moliere.

AUTHENTIC (Gr.) is a term applied to any writing or document, the contents of which
may be depended upon for their truth or accuracy. It is frequently employed as synony-
mous with genuine, though a distinction has been drawn, especially by Biblical critics,

between the two words. Authenticity, it i.s said, refers to the statements made by an
author; genuineness lo the authorship itself. Tims, we speak of a History of England
as A., when the narrative is admitted to be correct; and we say of such and such a gos-
pel or epistle that it is genuine, when we are convinced that it is the composition of the
writer to whom it is attributed. See bishop Watson's Apology for the Bible, and dean
Trench's Study of Wards. This distinction, however, appears to be artificial rather than
real; that is to say, it does not inhere in the original signification of the words.

AUTIIENTICS, tehe Latin translation of Justinian's Novelfa and a literal conveyance
of the original. The term was applied to extracts from the decisions of the " Novel laj"

by which previous decisions were set aside or modified. Two German emperors, Fred-
erick I. and II., put forth A. in their own names, and ordered them to be inserted in the
Justinian code.

ATJ'TO, entering into many compound scientific terms of Greek extraction, is the-

Greek pronoun self. In some compounds, it denotes the agent or subject, as in

autocrat, automaton, autonomy; in others, the object, as in autobiography, autocratic,

autodidactic; in others, again, a mere reference to the subject, as in autochthonous. This
variation in the grammatical relation of A. sometimes occasions ambiguity in the mean-
ing of the compound. Thus, autograph means both a machine that writes of itself, and
also a writing done with the person's own hand; autocracy, both the mastery over one's

self, and the sole rule or absolute authority over a people or state.

AUTOCHTHONES, according to Greek mythology, the first human pair who-
appeared in the world, and who, as the name implies, were believed to have sprung fro,t.n

the earth itself. Instead of only one pair for all lands, each district of Greece had its

own A., who were supposed to have sprung from rocks, trees, or marshy places; the
most peculiar and wide-spread belief being that which traced the origin of" mankind to

the otherwise unproductive rocks. Was there a shadow of Darwinism in the legend
that the A. of Athens, Erysiehthon, had legs like a serpent; or did it merely indicate that

they were supposed to have come from a bog? The earth-born giants who made war
upon the gods also had serpent legs. In Thebes the race of the Sparti were said to have

sprung from a field sown with dragon's teeth, and the Phrygian Corybantes to have been,

forced out of hill-sides, like trees, by Rhea, the great mother. These originals of men in

various countries were supposed to have lived like animals, in caves and woods, till by the

U. K. II. 4
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help of gods and heroes they reached a stage of civilization. A. is applied in a general
way to indicate the original inhabitants of a country.

AUTOCRACY (Gr. self-mastery or wle-mastcri/) signifies that form of government in

which the sovereign unites in himself the legislative and the executive powers of the

state, and thus rules uncontrolled. Such a sovereign is therefore called an autocrat.

Nearly all eastern governments are of this form. Among European rulers, the emperor
of Russia alone bears the title of autocrat, thus signifying his constitutional absoluteness.
Kant used the word A., in philosophy, to denote the mastery of the reason over the

rebellious propensities.

AUTO DA FE (Port. Act of Faith) was the name given to the procession or ceremony
that used to take place in Spain and Portugal at the execution of heretics condemned to

death by the inquisition. It was generally held on a Sunday between Whitsunday and
Advent* very often on All-saints day. At dawn, the dismal tolling of the great bell of

the high church gave the signal to begin the drama of the day; for as such it was looked

upon by the people, who thronged to it in troops, believing' that they did a good work
in merely looking on. Men of the highest rank reckoned it prudent to give their coun-
tenance to the "holy" tribunal at these processions, and even grandees of Castile did not
disdain to make themselves familiars of the inquisition. The procession was led by the

Dominicans, carrying the rl.ig of the inquisition; next followed the penitents, on whom
only penance had been laid; behind them, and separated by a great cross which was
borne before, came those condemned to death barefoot, clad in the sanbenito, and with
a pointed cap on the head; then, effigies of the fugitives; and lastly, the bones of dead

culprits, in black coffins, painted with flames and hellish symlx)ls. The frightful train

was closed by the army of priests and monks. The procession went through the princi-

pal streets to the church, where, after a sermon on the true faith, the sentence was
announced. In the mean time, the accused stood before a -crucifix with extinguished
torches in their hands. After the sentence had been read to them, an officer of the inqui-
sition gave each of the condemned a blow on the breast with his hand, as a sign that they
were given over by that tribunal to the secular power; on which a secular officer took
them in charge, had them fettered, and taken to prison. A few hours afterwards, they
were "brought to the place of execution. If they yet, at the last, made profession of the

Catholic faith, they were so far favored as to be first strangled; otherwise, they were
burned alive, and with them the effigies and bones of the fugitive and dead culprits. As
a rule, the king, along with his whole court, had to exalt by his presence the solemnity
of the horrid t ansaction. The most splendid auto da fe took place at Madrid, under
Charles II., in 1USO; the last was held as recently as towards the middle of last century.

AUTOGEAPH (Gr.) is a term applied to what is written with the person's own hand,
and :imt by an amanuensis. In relation to manuscripts, it, is used in opposition to a co]ti/.

The collection of autographs has, especially in recent times, become an object of eager
pursuit, and consequently they form a branch of literary trr.de. Their value is deter

mined by the interest felt in the writer, the scarcity of such relics of him. and the con-
tents of the writing. Besides portraits of famous persons, we wish, particularly in the

case of distinguished contemporaries, to possess a specimen of their handwriting, or at

least their signature, as the peculiarity of the sty hi the physiognomy of the handwriting

completes our knowledge of their personality. Lithography is particularly serviceable

in this matter, not .only by supplying fac-similes for biographical and historical works
.and for portraits, but also by multiplying impressions of coll eted autographs, such as

have appeared in England by Smith, in Holland by Nathan, and in Genrany by Dorow.
But deserving mention before all others are the Jsoarvphie d<x II>nniinx CtHlnt-x (Svols.
Par. 1828-30), to which a supplement appeared in 1839; and l\\e Autog'rapJtfii-Prachtal-
bum sur 200 jt'irifjen GeddcJitnisxfrifr de# Wcxtfiili^-Jn n /'/ n<-< /<..</, //-.>-, ,v (To]. I.eip. ISIS).

"W^e possess an uninterrupted succession of the royal autographs of England from king
Richard II. downwards! Fac-similes are to be found in .< irt<>r/><i).JtK <f !?/,</!. AV-///V.

Leuriiui. n<l Remarkable 'Per&naffeti, ('<>i,xhintnin< in AW/.-7/ ]Iivi<>i>/.fi-ni tin Hdgn of
Richard II. to that of Clmrlcx 11.. by John Gough Is ichols (fol. Loud. 1829). The preface
to'thc work contains some interesting notices.

.AUTOL YCUS, a Greek astronomer and mathematician of Pitane in .Eolia. about 330

n.c., wrote on the revolving sphere, and on the rising and silting of the fixed stars.

Both works, printed in Dasypodius's P>-f>n<ix/'ti<>///.-' Dm-trin't 6^7/mcoi (Strasb. !")?-). eon-

tain, for the most part, only such propositions of spherical astronomy as can be solved

by -means of a globe; and, instead of presupposing the knowledge of spherical trigonome-

try, they seem rather .to prove that A. himself was unacquainted with it.

AUTOMATON is derived from two Greek words signifying self-movement, ami is

usually implied to machinery constructed to represent human or animal actions. The
construction of automata has occupied the attention of mankind from very early ages.

Archytas of Tarentum is reported, so long ago as 400 B.C.. to have made a pigeon that

could" fly. Alberlus Magnus ami Roirer Bacon, in the 13th c.. are said but there is

some dubiety about the matter to have made respectively a porter to open the door.

and a speaking head. In France, in the beginning of the ISth c., many persons busied

themselves in the construction of automata: and among other thinrs, a pantomime, in
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five acts, was represented by actors moved by machinery. The most perfect A. about
which there is absolute certainty, was oue constructed by M. Vaucauson, and exhibited

in Pans in 1738. It represented a flute player, which placed its lips againr-t the instru-

ment, and produced the notes with its lingers in precisely the same manner as a human
being dues. In 1741, M. Vaucauson made a flageolet-player, which with one hand beat

a tambourine; and in the same year he produced a duck. This \sas a most ingenious
contrivance, the mechanical duck being made to conduct itself in every respect like i It-

animated pattern. It swam, dived, ate, drank, dressed its wings, etc., as naturally a.s its

live companions; and, most wonderful of all, by means af a solution in the stomach, it

was actually made to digest its food ! An A., produced by M. Drox. drew likenesses of

public characters; and, some years ago, Mr. Fabcr contrived a figure, exhibited in vari-

ous places. Edinburgh among others, which, by means of certain keys, was made to

articulate simple words and sentences very intelligibly, but the effect was not pleasant.
The chess-player of Kern) clen was long regarded as the most wonderful of automata.
It represented a Turk of the natural size, dressed in the national costume, and seated

behind a box resembling a chest of drawers in shape. Before the game commenced,
the artist opened several doors in the chest, which revealed a large number of pulleys,
wheels, cylinders, springs, etc. The chessmen were produced from a long drawer, ns

w.is also a cushion for the figure to rest its arm upon. The A. not being able to speak,

signified when the queen of his antagonist was in danger by two nods, and when the

king was in check by three. The A. succeeded in beating most of the players with
whom it engaged: but it turned out afterward-; that a crippled Russian officer a very
celebrated chess-player was concealed in the interior of the figure. The figure is said

to have been constructed for the purpose- of effecting the officer's escape out of Russia,

where his life was forfeited. So far as the mental process was concerned, the chess-

player was not. therefore, an A. ; but great ingenuity was evinced in its movement of

the pieces. M. Houdin. the celebrated conjurer, was the inventor of some striking
automata. See Mutton's Mathematical Recreations; Memoirs of Robert Hviidin. Load.
1859. Chapman fc Hall.

ATTTON OMY (Gr. se^f-legislation] is the arrangement bv which the citizens of a state-

manage their own legislation and government; and this evidently may, with certain

restrictions, be the case also within limited bodies of the same people, such as parishes,

corporations, religious sects. The term A. is used to designate the characteristic of the

political condition of ancient Greece, where every city or town community claimed the

right of independent sovereign action. The idea of two or more town communities

sinking their individual independence, and forming the larger aggregate unity which we
understand by a state, seems to have been intolerable to the Greek mind.

AUTOPLASTY, in surgery, the operation of renewing a portion of the body that
has been torn away, by reinforcement from other parts; thus, a nose may be built up by
strips cut from the arm or elsewhere. The art appears to be very old, and was practiced
in India ages ago. Probably it arose from the desire to conceal the fact of infamous

punishment which very often consisted in cutting off the nose or ears. If immediately
rejoined the parts would grow together, and to prevent this the portions cut off were

destroyed. But it was reasoned that if the parts cut off would grow together, any live-

flesh would do so. It was possible, therefore, to recruit a nose by a strip'from the fore,-

head or elsewhere. C'elsus speaks of A. with reference to the nose and lips, and in the
15th c. it was practiced by (Jalabriau surgeons. In our days various improvements have
been made, and now almost any injured part of the body's surface maybe restored, often
almost perfectly, by this art. There are several methods: one is to loosen the skin near
the injured part and turn it down over the wound: another is to take the skin from the

fleshy part of the limbs; and a third is to detach the skin for some distance on all sides

and ireutlv draw it over the place to be mended. The last method is considered much
the best.

'

AU TOTYPE, one of the names given to a peculiar kind of photographic print. Gela-

tine, to which bichromate of potash has been added, has the property of being, like

E'iper,

treated with certain salts of silver, sensitive to light, but in a different way.
ight renders the bichromated gelatine insoluble, so that by the use of an ordinary

graphic negative, we can produce a picture on the gelatine by exposure to light, as iu

the ordinary photographic printing process (see PHOTOGRAPHY). The picture so obtained
is developed by removing with hot water those portions of the gelatine which have not
been acted upon. Two groups of processes are founded on this property of bichromated

gelatine. In the one, the gelatine is used for every copy of the picture: while in the

other, it is only used to produce one picture, which is then made by various devices to

serve as a printing matrix for throwing off. by mechanical means, many impressions.
What is called carbon-printing comes into the first group, and an autotype is one kind
of a carbon print. It is produced by simply mixing carbon or other pigment with bichro-
mated gelatine, coating a sheet of paper with the mixture, and then exposing it to

light under a negative as above described. When no pigment is used, the picture is

merely in relief and depression, but the addition of carbon gives it ordinary light and
shade, so as to resemble a print in ink. There are, however, some niceties in the manip-
ulation, which we have not room to detail.
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In those processes where the gelatine picture serves only as a matrix, electrotypes,

impressions in soft metal, or other kind of reverses, are made, from which impressions
can be taken mechanically, in ;tuy kind of piloting ink. Photo-galvanography and the

Woodburytype belong to this group.

AUTUMN, astronomically, the third season of the year; in the northern hemisphere
covering the period from the sun's crossing the equinoctial, at the autumnal equinox,
Sept. 22. till it is on the tropic of Capricorn, at the winter solstice, Dec. 22. Popularly,
the- A. in America is the three months of Sept., Oct., and Nov.; and in England Aug.,
Sept., and October. The American autumn is often considered the most delightful

part of the year. S. of the equator the A. extends from the vernal equinox, Mar. 20,

to the summer solstice, June 2U.

ATJTUN (Bibnicte, Augustodunum), a t. in France, department of the Saone-et-

Loire, in the Burgundian district of Autunois. Pop. '7G, 11,338. It is situated on
the river Arroux, is the seat of a bishop, and has a fine cathedral. Cloth, carpets,
leather, stockings, and paper are manufactured in the place. The ancient Bibractc was
the chief city of the ^Edui, and had a much-frequented Druid school; and at a later

period, under the Itomans, when it got the name of Augustodunum, it was no less

famous for its school of rhetoric. A. wus pillaged by the Saracens in 725, and nearly
destroyed by the Normans in 888. There still exist at A. many ruins of Roman tem-

ples, gates, triumphal arches, and other antiquities. At the council of A. (1094), king
Philip I. was excommunicated for divorcing his queen, Bertha.

AITVERGNE, a southern central district of France, was l>efore the revolution a sep-
arate province, composing almost exclusive!}' the modern departments of Cantal and

Puy-de-Dome. Between the Allier and the upper course of the Dordogne and the Lot,
A. rises into a highland region, having Bourbonnais, Limousin, and Kouergue, as ter-

races of descent into the western plains, while on the e. it joins the Cevenues and the
southern highlands. Not only do the cone and dome-like shapes of the summits betray
a volcanic formation, but also the great masses of basalt and trachyte that break through
the crust of granite and gneiss, render it probable that this was a chief focus of plutonic
action. Among the summits that have apparently been at one time volcanoes, the most
remarkable are Cantal (6093), Mont-d'Or (6l88),*Puy-de-D6me (480U). and Pariou; the

latter, adjoining Puy-de-Dome, is basin-shaped on the top, and one of the finest speci-
mens of an ancient and extinct volcano; a;l arc now covered with verdure. A. falls

naturally into two divisions upper A., to the s., and lower A., to the n.
;
in which last

the valley of Limagne, on the left bank of the Allier, is distinguished for extraordinary
fertility. The climate is colder in the mountainous districts than the southern position,
with a less elevation, would lead us to expect, and is remarkable for furious winds and
violent thunder-storms; but in the deep valleys the heat of summer is often oppressive.
The lava-covered plateaus are desert, but the pulverized volcanic earths that cover the

slopes and valleys form a rich and fruitful soil, as is shown by the crops of grain, garden
produce, fine fruits, wine, abundance of chestnuts in the" s., and of walnuts in the

n., as well as by extensive thriving forests, along with flax and hemp fields and
meadow-lands, in the poorer districts. Agriculture is in a rather neglected condition;
but the breeding of catile, especially of mules, is well managed. A. produces iron, lead,

copper, antimony, and coal, and is rich in mineral springs.
The Auvergnese are a highland people, rude in their "manners, poor, ignorant, at the

same time honest and kind, though not free from the propensity to revenge. They live

by cattle keeping and agriculture, and by going to Paris as laborers. Domestic manu-
factures, therefore, remain confined to weaving, tanning, and paper-making. A. lias,

however, produced distinguished men. It was the native place of statesmen and war-
riors of the 15th and 16th centuries; and also of the Arnauld (q.v.) family, so distin-

guished in the history of Port Royal and of Jansenism. In more recent times, Lafayette
and Polignac may be named. Chief towns, Clermont and Aurillac (q.v.). The country
derived its name from the Averni, who long defended their fastnesses against Cstsar,
as later against the Goths, Burgundians, and Franks, with whom they at last coalesced.

AUXERRE (anc. Antiwiodorum), chief t. of the dep. of Youne, France, stands on the

Yonne, 90 m. s.e. of Paris. It is situated on the slope of a hill, in a rich and beautiful
district abounding in vineyards. The city is mostly ill built; the streets are narrow,
crooked, and dirty; but its aspect from a distance is very imposing, the most prominent
feature being the cathedral church of St. Stephen, a grand and beautiful edifice which
date-; partly from the 18th century. The chapter of ifL wu once one of the richest in

Franco. The churches of St. Germain and of St. Pierre (16th c.) are fine and interesting
buildings. There is a curious old clock-tower over a gate-house, with an ugly skeleton

spire of iron bars. The ancient walls of the city have been converted into boulevards.
A. was a flourishing town before the Roman invasion of Gaul. It successfully resisted
the Huns under Attila. who only ravaged it< suburbs. Clovis took it from the Romans.
After his death, it became part of the kingdom of Burgundy. The English took it in
1 :!5!), but it was retaken by Du Guesclin. Charles VII. gave it up to the duke of

Burgundy. It was finally united to the kingdom of France by Louis XT. It has a
communal college, a museum of antiquities, and a botanic garden. The principal man-
ufactures are of strings for musical instruments, woolen cloths, hosiery, earthenware,
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and leather. The Yonne becomes navigable here, and large quantities of Burgundy
wines are sent down it to Paris; there is also a considerable export trade in timber and
ia charcoal. Pop. '76, 15,656.

ATIXILIAEY SCREW. See SCREW-PROPELLER,

AUXILIARY VERBS. See VERBS, CONJUGATION.

AUXONNE, a t. in France on the Saone, 17 m. s.e. of Dijon; pop. 5911. It is forti-

fied, and has an arsenal and barracks, and manufactories of woolen and nails.

AUZOUT, ADKTEN, d. Rome, about 1693; a French astronomer. He and Picard

applied the mural quadrant to the telescope, and A. made and applied a movable wire

micrometer, by means of which he measured the daily variations in the moon's diam-
eter, which Kepler had explained. A. was also an optician and a manufacturer of

telescopes. He was one of the original members of the academy of science, founded in

1666.

AUZOUX, THEODORE Louis, b. France, 1797; an anatomist and physician. He was
known as the inventor of the method of making permanent models of anatomical prep-
arations in papifr inachie, the special advantages of which are: lightness and strength
of material; enlargement of minute parts; colors after nature; and the ease with
which models may be dissected and put together in the smallest particulars. In 1825,
he completed his invention and established a manufactory at St. Aubin. He has
received many prizes up to the cross of the legion of honor. Some years ago he lec-

tured, using his own models in illustration. He is the author of several works on surgi-
cal and medical themes.

AVA, a ruined city of Burmah, of which it has repeatedly been the capital, the honor

having been transferred again and again between it and Monchobo, Sagaing, Amara-
pura, and Mandalay, the present capital. It stands in lat. 21 51' n., long. 95 58' e., on
the bank of the Irawaddy, here about 4000 ft. broad. The river at this" point receives
two ailluenfs, and these being joined by a canal, the city is rendered circumnavigable.
The name is a Hindu and Malay corruption of Ae.sgwa or Aaen-ua, meaning fish-pond,

given it from being built where there were formerly fish-ponds, of which some still

remain; but in official documents it is designated as Katnapura, i.e., city of pearls.
The city, which was 8 or 10 m. in circumference, was surrounded by walls and ditches.

A. is now almost a desert, having been reduced to niins by an carth'quake in 1839. On
the opposite bank stands Sagaing, which has twice been the seat of government. The
united pop. of the three cities of A., Sagaiug, and Amarapura was at one time esti-

mated at 400,000.

A VA, AUVA, YAVA, or KAVA, Macropiper mctJiysticum, a plant of the natural order

piperaaw (q.v.), possessing narcotic properties. Until recently, it was ranked in the

genus PIJKT (pepper). It tt a shrubby plant, with heart-shaped, acuminate leaves, and

very short, solitary, axillary spikes of flowers. It is a native of many of the South-sea

islands where the inhabitants intoxicate themselves with a fermented liquor prepared
from its root or (more accurately) rhizome. The rhizome is thick, woody, rugged, and
aromatic. A tincture of it is useful in chronic rheumatisms. The intoxicating liquor
is prepared by macerating it in water. The savage Tahitians were accustomed to pre-

pare it in a very odious manner; much as the Indians of the Andes prepare chica or
mai/e beer chewing the root, depositing it in a bowl, straining through cocoa-nut

husk, and mixing with water or cocoa nut milk, after which fermentation speedily
ensues. The taste is unpleasant to those unaccustomed to it, and has been likened to

that of rhubarb and magnesia. The intoxication is not like that produced by ardent

spirits, but rather a stupefaction like that caused by opium. It is succeeded by a

copious perspiration. The habitual use of A. causes a whitish scurf on the skin, which,

among the heathen Tahitians. was reckoned a badge of nobility, the common people
not having the means of indulgence requisite to produce it. The leaf of the A. plant is

in some places used with the betel-nut, instead of that of the betel-pepper.

AVADU'TAS, a sect of self-torturing fanatics among the Hindus, who put their

bodies to such extremes of pain as to produce deformity. Begging is their means of

subsistence.

AVALANCHES arc masses of snow or ice that slide or roll down the declivities of

high mountains, and often occasion great devastation. They have various names,

according to their nature. "Drift or powder avalanches (xtnnb hirinrn) consist of snow,
which, loose and dry from strong frost, once set in motion by the wind, accumulates in

its descent, and conies suddenly into the valley in an overwhelming dust-cloud. A. of
this kind occur chiefly in winter, and are dangerous on account of their suddenness,

suffocating men and animals, and overturning houses by the compression of the air

which they cause. Another kind of A. resembles a land-slip. When the snow begins
to melt in spring, the soil beneath becomes loose and slippery; and the snow slides down
the declivity by its own weight, carrying with it soil, trees, and rocks. The greatest

danger is where elevated tracts of moderate declivity are separated from the valleys by
precipitous walls of rock; the softened snow of spring beginning to roll or slide on these

slopes, is hurled over the precipices with fearful force into the valleys. The very wind
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caused prostrates forests and liouses. Ice A. are those that are seen and heard in sum-
me.- thundering down the steeps, e.g.. of the Jungfrau. They consist of masses of ice

that detach themselves from the glaciers in the upper regions. They are most common
!n July, Aug., and Sept.

AVALLON (ano. Aballo), a t. of the dep. of Yonnc, France, 26 m. s.e. from Auxcrre,
on a steep hill of red granite, nearly surrounded by the Cousin, -which here flows through
a mvine. Around the town runs :i broad terrace-walk, shaded with lime-trees, about 500

ft. above the bed of the river. The surrounding country is fertile, yielding much vine
and grain, and abounding also in excellent pastures, on which great numbers of cattle

and sheep are fed. The town is generally well built, and has broad and clean streets. The
church is ancient, and lias a curious Romanesque portal. Manufactures of various kinds
an; actively carried on, particularly of woolens and paper; and there are distilleries,

tanneries, glassworks, etc. There is also a considerable trade in the produce of the

neighborhood. A. is a very ancient town, of Celtic origin. It \\ as sacked by the; Saracens

in 731 A.D., and by the iN'ormans in 84o; taken by Charles VII. in 1433, retaken by
Philip the good, duke of Burgundv, in 1455, and pillaged by the troops of the league
in 1593. Pop. '76, 5337.

AVA'LOS, FERDIXANDO FRANCESCO r>', 1490-1529; Marquis of Leseara, and one of

Charles V.'s Italian officers. When a mere boy he married Vittoria Colonna, to whom
he was affianced when she was but four years old. At the battle of Ravenna he was
wounded and made prisoner, but was soon ransomed, and gained distinction at the

tight at Vicenza, 1513; at Milan, which he took from France in 1621; at Como; and in

several other engagements, including the plundering of Genoa. He won the highest
distinction in the great victory for Francis I. at Pavia, 1525, and was made generalis-
simo. But he ruined his fame by joining the conspiracy to drive the Germans and

Spaniards from Italy, and then betraying the plot to the emperor. His reward was to

have been the crown of Naples, but his wife induced him to decline it.

AVAJT TUEINE, a variety of quartz, remarkable for the brilliancy with which it

reflects light, which is supposed to result from small particles of mica inclosed in it. It

is of a yellow, red, or brown color. It is used in jewelry,
but is not so much valued as

amethyst or Cairngorm stone. It is found in India, Spain, and Scotland.

AVAEI, a tribe of eastern origin, made their appearance 100 years later than the

Bulgarians, in the countries about the Don, the Caspian sea, and the Volga. One part of
them remained at tne Caucasus, another part pressed forward (about 555 A.D.) to the

Danube, and settled in Dacia. Here they served in Justinian's army, and assisted the

Lombards to overturn the kingdom of the Oepidffi; and, about the end of the 6th c.,

under the mighty Khan Bajan, they conquered Pannonia. Later they made themselves
masters pfDajmatla; made devastating incursions into Germany, as far as'fhuringia;
and into Italy, whero they warred with the Franks and Lombards, and extended their

dominion over the slaves living on, and northwards from, the Danube, as well as over
the Bulgarians as far as the Black sea. These nations at last rose against them, and, in

640 A.D., drove them out of Dalmatia. Confined to Pannonia, they were subdued by
Charlemagne, and well-nigh extirpated by the .Moravians, so that, after 827, they di-ap-
pear from history. They usually surrounded their settlements with fortifications of
stakes driven into the ground, and earth, of which traces, under the name of Avarian

rings, are yet found in the countries formerly occupied by them. The results of the
most recent criticism show that, in all probability, the A. belonged to the same great
Turanian stock as the Huns, and that their original residence was the laud lying c. of
the Tobol, in Siberia.

AVAST, one of the peculiar terms employed on shipboard. It is a command to stop
or cease in any operation going forward such as, "avast heaving."

AVATAR' primarily signifies, in Sanscrit, a descent, out is specially applied to the
descent of a Hindu deity upon the earth in a manifest shape, cither for beneficent of for
retributive ends. It is thus almost synonymous in its 6jgaifi cation,,with the Christian
term im;irniilin. The word is sometimes rhetorically employed in English literature.

The avatars of Vishnu (q.v.) are the most famous in Hindu mythology.
AVAT CHA, a mountain and bay of Kamtcliatka. The bay is on tliee. coast, being l>\

far the best harbor of the whole peninsula, and containing the capital city of Petropau
lowsk (q.v.). The mountain, 9055 ft. in height, is about 20 m. to the n..and not far
lYom UK- sea, in lat. 52 15' n., and long. 158 50' e. It is a volcano with two craters
one at '.he summit, and the other rather more than half-way up, on the seaward side.

AVEBUEY, A'nuuy, or A'muv, a small village uf Wiltshire, situated in n. lat. 51
'

25,
and w. long. 1 50 , 25 in. n. of Salisbury, and (5 w. by n. of Marlborough. It is a place
of no importance in itself, having a pop. of 769; but it is remarkable as the site of the

largest socalled Druidical temple in Kurope in fact, occupying the most of the sacred
inclosure itself and as having in its neighborhood several remarkable barrows and
c.rotniechs of remote antiquity.

What is called the temple occupies a flat area of ground on the s. of the Kennet, a
diminutive tributary of the Thames. It consists, or rather consisted, of a hundred large
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blocks of stone, placed on end in a circular form, around a level area of about 470 yards
in diameter, bounded by a deep diteh and a high embankment forming the inclosure.

There are also the remains of two small circles of stones within the inclosure, supposed
to be inner temples. Of these, one consisted of two concentric circles of 43 upright
stones, having a single stone near the center; the other, a similar double circle of 45
Atones, to the n.w. of the former, with three large and high blocks in the center. The
stones that remain of this ancient work are not of uniform size; they measure from 5 to

"20 ft. in height above the ground, and from 3 to 12 in breadth and thickness.
The embankment, which is broken down in several places, had originally two entrances

to the temple, eastward and westward, from which issue two long walks, bending round
to the southward, each furnished with a range of blocks on either side similar to those
of the temple it.self. These avenues are each upwards of a mile in length, the width

varying from 50 to Co feet. .That which issues to the e., or rather s.c., after turning south-

ward, bends near its extremity to the s.c. again, and closes on a knoll called Overtoil hill

in two concentric oval ranges of blocks. That which issues to the w. also bends to the

s., and then to s.w., ending in a point with a single block.

Of the surrounding antiquities, that which appears most closely connected with the

temple is a large barrow, or lofty conical mound, called Silbury hill, lying clue s. of it,

at a distance of three quarters of a mile. It is situated nearly midway between the two
avenues, in the line of the ancient Roman road between London and Bath. Close to the

base, it measures 2027 ft. in circumference; the sloping height is 316 ft.
;
the perpendicu-

lar height, 170 ft.
;
the diameter of the level area at the top, 120 ft. ; the space covered

by the whole work, over 5 acres. What proves the structure to have been more ancient,

than the time of the Romans, if such proof were necessary, is that the Roman road, as it

comes from the w., is straight for several miles till it reaches Silbury, when it bends round
it to the s., and again proceeds in a direct line to Marlborough.

About a mile n. of A. there are remains of a large cromlech, the stones of which have
been overturned; and about 3 m. e. there is another, which has two upright blocks stand-

ing apart, with a larger one surmounting them. In the neighborhood, all round the

Marlborough downs, there are remains ot earthworks and upright stones, and the sites

of other antiquities now nearly obliterated.

Very little was known of A. temple and the antiquities in its vicinity till the year
1 MO, when Dr. Stukeley, a somewhat fanciful antiquary, published his work, Sttht^kt mjc-
nmf Ah'try, Tiro T>'iti]tltx U(xti>rcd to the British Druids; although Aubrey, an ardenf
student of antiquarian lore, had written an account of them in 1663, by command of
<'harles II., the manuscript of which still exists. None of the earlier topographers or

antiquaries appear to have left any description of them. When Sir Richard Iloare, in

collecting materials for his Ancient Wiltshire, made his examination of them in 1812, 72

years after the appearance of Stukeley's work, and 164 after the first survey by Aubrey,
a great number of the stones had disappeared, and in many places it was difficult to

Iran: out even the plan of the works. In 1849, in order to satisfy the curiosity of the
lovers of antiquity as to the nature and intention of the great barrow, Silbury hill, a
tunnel was cut to its center, but nothing was discovered to throw light on the subject.
Some modern areha-ologists altogel her reject the conclusions of Stukeley and his follow-

ers, and call for proof of any connection between the Druids and the stone circles which
it has been the fashion for the last century to call Druidical.

AVE IRQ, a maritime t. of Portugal, in the province of Beira, between Oporto and
C'oimbra, situated in an unhealthy locality at the mouth of the Vouga, which forms a
wide but shallow harbor, is the see of a bishop, has 5000 inhabitants, and trades in oil,

wine, oysters, sardines and other fish, oranges, and sea salt.

AVE'IEO (anc. An-fium}, a city of Portugal, in the province of Beira, 31 m. n.w. from
Ooimbra. It is situated on the Ria d'Aveiro, a salt lake or lagoon, extending five leagues
to the n., and separated from the sea by a narrow bar of sand. Into this lake the Vouga,
the Antua, and some smaller rivers flow. During a year of great drought, the sand-bar
closed up the seaward opening, a vast mass of sand quickly accumulated, and the low-

grounds were inundated, the water of the rivers escaping only by filtering through the
sand. In summer, the lake thus made is partially dried, and marshes are formed, the
effluvia from which have rendered the city very unhealthy, so that its pop. has fallen

from 14,000 to 5000, its present number. In 1808. the government opened a new
passage through the sand-bar, and executed other works which dried part of the inun-
dated grounds, and improved the sanitary conditions of the city, which, however, are
far from being good. A. is a bishop's see* but its cathedral is

"
a squalid and tawdry

room, up one pair of stairs." It is a place of considerable activity; it has manufactures
of earthenware, but the chief article of trade is salt, which is made in the marshes in

summer. Other important articles of trade are fish, wine. oil. and oranges. The anchovy,
sardine, herring, and oyster fisheries are actively prosecuted. The city has a deserted

appearance. Its streets are narrow and dark, and seamed with filthy canals of salt-

water.

AVEL'LA (ane. AhfUa}. a t. of central Italy, in the province of Avellino, 20 m. e.n.e.

from Naph-s. It is delightfully situated in a hilly district, and commands a very exten-
sive view. A ruined castle marks the site of the ancient city, which was founded by one
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of t;ic Greek colonies from Chalcis, and was celebrated in Roman times for its appes
and pomegranates. Virgil speaks of it as malifera Abella. Pop. of commune, 5228.

AVELLANEDA, GKRTRUDIS GOMKX, DK, 1816-64; poet and novelist; the dauglm:i

of a Spanish naval officer. In 1840, she produced, in Madrid, a successful drama
IsCoiilflti, and in 1845 was awarded a laurel crown for a poem praising the queen's-

clemency. Two vols. of lyrics, 8 vols. of prose, and 16 dramas are of her production.

AVTLLINO (anciently, Alwttinvm), chief t. of the province of the same name in I hi

8. of Italy. It is situated at the foot of monte Vergine, on which is the iamous monas
ten* founded bv S. Guerliclmo da Vercelli, on the ruins of a temple of Oybele. in 1119

Pop. 20.000. A", suffered greatly from earthquakes in 1694, 1731, and 1805. It has man
ufartures of woolens, paper, macaroni, and considerable trade in corn and ha/el-nuts.

The nnccs AwUance were famous even in Pliny's time. Between A. and Benevento is

the Val deGargano. where the Samnites defeated the Romans in 438 A.U.C. Pop. of

province, '71, 375,691.

AVELLI'XO, a province in s. Italy, 1409 sq.m. ; pop. '71, 375,691. It is a moun-
tainous region, but with fertile sc'l, yielding good harvests. It is watered by the Galore
aud Ofan to rivers. Chief t., Avellino.

AVE MABI'A, also AN-GEL'ICA SALUTA'TIO, or the angelic salutation, are names given
by the Roman Catholics to a very common form of address to the Virgin Mary. Ace
Maria are the first two words of the prayer, in Latin, which is taken from the angel
Gabriel's salutation (Luke i. 28): "Hail, Mary, highly favored, the Lord is with thee,
blessed art thou among women, and blessed is the fruit of thy womb." In this form,

according to an ordinance of Gregory I., the invocation was at first said by the priests

during mass, on the fourth Sunday after Advent. With the extended worship of the

Virgin since the llth c., the A. M. appears as a lay-prayer of nearly equal use with the.

Paternoster, and was sanctioned as such at the end of the 12th century. Accordingly.
not only did Urban IV. (1261)add the concluding words, Jcxnx Cftnxtvx. Atnfn. but since

the first half of the 16th c., the prayer begun to receive, more and more commonly, as an
addition to the old formula, what constitutes the conclusion of the modem form Holy
Mary, mother of God, pray for us sinners, now and at the hour of our death, Amen

" An
edict of John XXII. (1826) ordains that every Catholic shall, morning, noon, and even-

ing, at the warning of the bells, repeat three jives. This ringing of bens as a summons
to morning, midday, and evening prayers, is retained in some Protestant countries, and
is still called the A. M., or Angelus Domini. The aves are reckoned by the small

beads of the rosary, which are hence called Avc Marias, while the large heads are

devoted to the Paternoster. 150 Ave Marias form after the 150 Psalms a Psaltvriuni

Maria, aud are thought to possess high propitiatory power.
AVEMPACE (Ann BEKU MOHAMMED IKN JAHYA), probably b. in Saragossa near the

close of the llth c., d. at Fez, 1138; the earliest and one of the most distinguished Arab
philosophers in Spain. He was a physician, mathematician, astronomer, and poet,

though now known only from his metaphysical speculations. The most important of

his works, and one noticed by Averrhoes, \s lier/intf, or t'undiiH of tltc Military, which
the author set forth as a system of rules by which man may rise from the life of the

senses to the perception of pure intellectual principles, aud may participate in the divine

thought which sustains the world.

AVE NA. See OAT.

AVEXBRUG GER. See AUKXBKUG'OER.
AVENGER OF BLOOD. See BLOOD, AVENGER of.

A'VENS. See GEUM.

AVENTI'NUS, JOHANNES THUBMAYR, a scholar nnd historian, b at Abensberg.
Bavaria, where his father was a publican, in 1476. Having studied at Ingolstadt, he
went to Paris, where he took the degree of M.A. He afterwards taught Greek and
mathematics at Cracow, and poetry and eloquence at Vienna In 1512, the duke of

Bavaria called him to Munich, and 'intrusted him with the education of his sons. Here
A. wrote his esteemed HtM/tn-i/of Jhirnri<(- (Ann ales Boiorum), a work which occupied
him sixteen

years.
This work was not published until twenty years after his death,

which took place in 1534, and then only with large portions, more true than pleasant.
about the Romish church, excised. These, however, were all restored in Cisner's edition

of 1580. A. wrote several other learned works.

AVEN'TURINE, the name of certain specimens of feldspar and quart/, having the

property of reflecting or refracting light in various colors from points inside the stone

In some eases the effect is produced by the presence of mica in small scales. A. is

imitated by the Venetian glass makers, who outdo the original in beautiful effects. The
name siiriiilies "accident." and the discovery is said to have come from the dropping ol

brass filings into melted glass.

AVENZO'A 1{ (Ar.r Mi KWAN Aimu.n AI.KC TUN ZOHK), 107:2-1162; a Spanish Arabian

physician, pupil of his father. Hi- made earnest efforts to reduce medicine to the plane
of experimental science. Some of his works have been published, aud one is spoken ot

by Averrhoes.
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AVERAGE. If any number of unequal quantities are given, another quantity may
be found of a mean or intermediate magnitude, some of the given quantities being

greater, and others less, than the one found, which is called the average. The exact

relation is this: that the sum of the excesses of the greater above the A. is equal to the

sum of the defects of the less below it. If there are, say, 7 \essels unequally tilled with

sand, and if we take liandfuls from the greater, and add these to the less, until the sand

is equally distributed, then any one of the equalized measures of sand is the A. of the 7

unequal measures. If the qua'ntites of sand in the several vessels are stated in numbers,

as 5, 10, 12, 8, 11, 14, 3 oz., the A. is found by adding together the numbers, and

dividing by how many there are of them viz., 7. The sum being 03, this, divided by
7, irives 9 oz. as the A. The system of averaging is a very important and time-saving
one. By averages, the farmer calculates the value of his crops; the grazier, the value of

his cattle; and the forester, the value of his trees. Reflection, however, requires to be

exercised in striking averages; otherwise, serious errors may be committed. If a farmer,
for instance, has three lots of cattle, the first of which he averages at 25 a head, the

second at, 15, and third at 9, it might be thought that the A. of the whole sto- k made

up of the three lots would be got by taking the mean of '25, 1.1, and 9 viz.,

25 I 15 I 9^-= lGi. But this would be correct only if there were an equal number of
o

cattle in each of the lots. To get the real A. in case of the lots being unequal, he must
multiply the A. of each lot by the number of cuttle in it, add the three products
together, anil divide by the whole number of cattle in all three lota taken together.
If \ve suppose 9 head in the first lot, 20 in the second, and 15 in the third, tlie A- is

9+20-1-13

AVERAGE (in marit. law). A rule was established by the Rhodian law (q.v.), and
has prevailed in every maritime nation, that where a loss lias been sustained, or expense
incurred, for the general safety of the ship and cargo, a contribution should be made, in

proportion to their respective interests, by the owners of the ship, freight, and goods on
board; or, in modern times, by the insurers of these. To this contribution the name of

general A. is given. The apparel, jewels, and other personal property of the passengers,
not carried tor purposes of tratlic, and the seamen's wages and provisions, are not liable

for any share in this contribution. Goods thrown overboard are now estimated at the

price they would have yielded at the port of delivery at the time, freight, duties, etc.,

being deducted. See JETTISON. Particular A., again, is the loss of an anchor, the

starting of a plank, the leaking of a cask, the loss of goods washed from the deck, or
the like, where the common safely was not in question, and where there is, consequently,
no contribution. To losses of this description, the term A., though generally, is incor-

rectly applied. Pt'tf.// itreni
:/<

* are the duties of anchorage, pilotage, etc. If these occur
in the ordinary course of the voyage, they are not loss, but simply part of the expense
necessarily incurred. But if they'have been incurred in extraordinary circumstances,
and for the purpose of avoiding impending danger, they are a loss which is included in

the general A., and covered by the contribution. A. bond is a deed which parties liable

to a general A. are in the habit of executing, by which they empower an arbiter to
value the property lost, and fix the proportion which shall bo borne by each proprietor.

AVERDTJPOIS. See AVOIRDUPOIS.

AVERELL, WILLIAM W.. b. X. Y., 1830; a graduate of West Point; served on
the frontier and in the war against the rebellion, rising from lieut. of mounted riflemen
to maj.gen. He resigned in 18G5, and in the next year was appointed consul-general
to the dominion of Canada.

AVERNUS, in Gr. Aornm, or "without birds," called now Lacro d'Avenio, Ls a small,
nearly circular lake in Campania, Italy, situated between Cum;?, Puteoli, and Baise.
It is about a mile and a half in circumference, and occupies the crater of an extinct
volcano. It is in some places as deep as 180 ft., and is almost completely shut in by
steep and wooded heights. The sulphureous and mephitic vapors arising from the lake
were believed ill ancient times to kill the birds that flew over it: hence, according to
some, its Greek appellation. Owinir to its gloomy and awful aspect, it Iwrame the
center of almost all the fables of the ancients respecting the world of shades. Here
was located Homer's Xekyia. or entrance to the under-world; here the Cimmerians are
said to have dwelt a people who lived in deep caverns, without ever coming info the

light ol day, explored metals, and imparted Stygian oracles; here also were placed the
grove of Hecate and the grotto of the Cumean Sibyl. Agrippa caused the dense woods
to be thinned, by which the place lost much of its wildness; and by his orders Coeeeius
constructed the famous tunnel through the mountain to Cuma1

. a work of comparative
eonsiderin'jr that the hills roundabout are composed of volcanic tufa. The lake

was also connected in ancient times with the gulf of Baia3.

AVERRHO A. See CARAMROLA.
AVERRHOES

, properly. Ibn Ttoshd, or more fully. Abul-Walid Mohnmmed-Ibn,
Ahmed-Ibu, Mohammed-Ibn-Roshd, the most famous of the Arabian philosophers, was
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-1). at Cordova, in Spain, in 1149. His father, -who was chief judge and mufti, instructed

him in Mohammedan jurisprudence. In theology and philosophy, he had Thophail for

his teacher; and iu medicine, Ihn Zohr, the elder. His talents and acquirements made
him be appointed successor to his father, and afterwards chief judge in the province of

Mauritania. Being accused, out of envy, of a departure from the orthodox doctrines of

Mohammedanism, lie was dismissed from his office, and condemned by the ecclesiastical

tribunal of Morocco to recant his heretical opinions, and do penance. After this, he
returned to his native place, and lived in great poverty until the caliph Almansor rein-

stated him in his offices, on which he went back to Morocco, where he died in 1198 or

120G. A. regarded Aristotle as the greatest of all philosophers. He translated and
illustrated Aristotle's writings with great penetration ; but the influence of the Alexandrine
view laid down in the commentaries of Ammouius, Themistius, and others, is easily
seen iii his works, as in those of most of the Arabian philosophers. In opposition to the

Arabian orthodox school, especially against Algazali, A. stood fonh on the side of reason

us the defender of philosophy. The Arabians called him, by way of eminence, the

expositor (of Aristotle). Most of his writings are known to us only through Latin

translations (Yen., 1489). The Arabic text of A.'s philosophical works was published at

Munich in 18."j9 by M. J. Milller, whose German translation of the same appeared in

18T5. His commentaries on Aristotle nppeared in an addition of that philosopher's
works (11 vols.. Yen., 1560). He also wrote a sort of medical system, which, under the

name of CoUiyet, was translated into Latin, and repeatedly printed. The philosophy of

A. attained to importance- in the Christian church as early as the 13th c , although his

pantheistic doctrine of the unity of the active principle in the universe was often repudi-
ated as an error, and astrology was characterized as Averrhoisin. See Kenan's Averroiis

et VAverroisme.

AVER SA, a t. of southern Italy, in the province of Caserta, is situated between

Naples and Capua, 9 m. s. of the hitter, in a beautiful district rich in oranges and wine.
It is well built, with 20,000 inhabitants; lias a cathedral, and a number of monasteries,
in one of which Andrew of Hungary, the Darnley of Neapolitan history, was murdered
with the connivance of his wife, the beautiful but guilty Joanna, queen of Naples; an
excellent asylum for the insane, established by Murat; and a foundling hospital. A. was
built in 1029 by the Normans on a territory ceded to them by duke Sergius of Naples,
to be held in lief. About 2 m. from A. are still to be seen a few ruins of the Osean city
of Atella, famous as the birthplace of the satirical farces so popular on the Roman stage.

AVERT, WAITSTILI,, 1730-1821 ; b. Conn. ; a patriot of the American revolution.

He was one of the signers of the Mecklenburg declaration, a member of the Hills-

borough congress, of the North Carolina congress, and first attorney-general of the state.

During the war he was in active service as col. of militia.

A'VES. See BIKDS.

AVEYRON, a river and department in the s. of France. The river rises near Severae-

le-Chateau; flows, for the most part, in a westerly direction through the department of
the same name; and, after a course of 90 m., falls into the Tarn a feeder of the
Garonne below Montauban. It touches in its course the towns of Rhodez, Villefranche,
and Negrepelisse. The department of A. has an area of 3370 sq.m., and is one of the
most mountainous parts of France. Situated between the highlands of Auvergne and
the Cevennes, it slopes like a terrace s.w. to the Garonne, to the basin of which the

department belongs. The principal rivers flow through the department from e. to w.,
and between these, several ramified offsets from the chain of the Cevennes traverse the

country. The climate is healthy, but cold and raw, especially in the north and east.

North of the Lot, only rye and oats are grown; in the rest of the valleys, other kinds of

grain also thrive, as well as fruit, chestnuts, potatoes, and truffles. A third part of the

land is unfit for cultivation, but affords excellent pasture for the numerous herds of

cattle, goats, and sheep, which, along with the breeding of swine, form the principal
resources of the mountaineers. 18,000 cwt. of cheese is sold yearly under the name of

Roquefort cheese. The mineral wealth of the department is considerable. Coal, iron,

lead, zinc, copper, vitriol, alum, and antimony are found in abundance, the mining,
preparing, and sale of which form a principal means of support to ihe dS?f>) 413.S26
inhabitants. Besides these, the principal employments are paper-making, cotton-

spinning, tanning, the manufacture of woolen cloth and carpets, etc. The seat of the

departmental courts is Rhode/., which is also a bishop's sec.

AVEZAC, AtrarsTE GKNEVFEVE VALENTIN r>', 1777-1851. Tie was a native of

Hayti. a lawyer, and practiced with success in New Orleans. He had also practiced
medicine. After service in the war of 1812 he settled in New York. President Jackson
made him minister at the Hague in 1881, and he again filled the office in 18-15-49.

AVRZZA'NA, JOSKIMI, b. Italy, 1797, d. 1879. Tic fought under Napoleon. 1813-14;
served in the Sardinian army in 1821, in which year he was sentenced to death and
hanged in effigy for taking part in a students' insurrection in Turin. Tic; fled to Spain,
took part in a revolution, was captured, and escaped being shot only by the intervention
of an English consul. Next he appeared in Mexico, where IK- fought the Spaniards and
won the rank of gen., and was for a time commander-in-chief of the troops of the
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republic. In 1834, he came to New York, married an Irish lady, and engaged in mer-
cantile business. On the outbreak of the revolution of 1848, he returned to Italy, and
was in command of the national guards of Genoa. After an unsuccessful struggle he
went to Rome, then under republican government, and was made minister of war and
commander-iu-chk-f of the army. Being unsuccessful, he tied in disguise with Garibaldi
to New York. In I860, he went back and joined his old chief in the campaigns which
resulted in freeing Italy from her petty tyrants. He was elected many times to the

Italian parliament, and, when he died, was" chief of the "Italia Irredenta" society, lie

was at one time U. S. consul at Genoa,

AVEZZANO, a t. of s. Italy, in the province of Aquila, 22 m. s. from Aquila. It

is situated in a beautiful and fertile plain, covered with almond trees and vineyards,
about a mile from lake Fucino. It has a large square, in which is a palace of the

Colonna family. The town belongs to the Barberim family, whose baronial castle is a

conspicuous object from the shores of the lake. The castle and some of the churches
contain numerous ancient marbles with inscriptions recovered from the lake. The
present town is about 2 m. distant from the site of Alba, the city of the Marsi, calibrated
in the history of the Roman republic, which occupied the crest of a hill; a small village
on the site still retains the name of Alba. Pop. 5200.

A'VIARY, a place for keeping birds. The arrangements of an A. depend upon the
habits of its inmates, the climate suited to them, and other circumstances. A bird-cage
is a domestic aviary. Aviaries on the largest scale are to be seen in zoological gardens.

AYICEBROX , or SALOMON BEN GABIROL, about 1045-70; a Jewish writer on

philosophy and metaphysics, of Saragossa, Spain. Jews knew him only from his poems,
but Christian schoolmen of the century following his time were much influenced by
his works, iu a Latin translation called Fa/us Vita, or Sapuntia:, wherein A. seta forth hia

idea of the objects of metaphysics.
AVICEN NA, properly, Ibn Sina, or, more fully, Abu Ali Al-IIossein Ibn Abdallah

Ibn Sina, a famous Arabian philosopher and physician, whose authority for many
centuries passed for indisputable, was b. 98U, at Charmatain, a village near Bokhara,
where he received a very learned education. He studied with special fondness mathe-
matics, astronomy, philosophy, and medicine. lie was physician to several of the
Samanide and Dilemite sovereigns, and also for some time vizier in Hamadan, but
afterwards retired to Ispahan, and died during a journey of the Emir Ala-ed Datila to

Ilainadan in 10:57. He left a multitude of writings, amo'ng which his system of medi-
cine, Kanun fi 'l-Tibb, acquired the greatest reputation. It is distinguished less by
originality than by an intelligible arrangement and judicious selection from the writing's
of the Greek physicians, at a time when the knowledge of Greek was not widely .'-pread
A. himself knew the Greek writers only through Arabic translations. The Arabic text

of the Kartitn, and of several of his philosophical writings, among which those on

metaphysics especially attracted the attention of the schoolmen, appeared at Rome,
1593, in 2 vols. The Kamin was translated into Latin by Gerardus Cremonensis. and

repeatedly printed \Ycn., 1595, 2 vols.). His philosophical writings have also appeared
several times in Latin translations (Yen., 1490, 1523, 1504).

AVICEN NIA, a genus of plants of the natural order arirenne(rormi/o]marc(p. an order

very nearly allied to verbenarf.* (q.v.), and almost exclusively confined to the southern

hemisphere. The genus A. consists of trees or large shrubs resembling mangroves, and.
like them, growing in salt-swamps. Their creeping roots often curving for the space
of 6 ft. above the mud before they stick into it, and the naked asparagus-like suckers
which they throw up. have a singular appearance. A. tomenlosa, the white mangrove of

Brazil, has cordate ovate leaves, downy beneath. Its bark is much used for ianning.
A green resinous substance exuding from A. rettinffera is eaten by the New Zealanders.
The genus is named in honor of the Arabian physician Avicenna,

AVIC'TTLA. Sec PEARL OYSTER.

AVIGLIA NO, a t. of s. Italy, in the province of Potenza, 10 m. n.w from Potenza,
on one of the head-waters of the Sele, near the bifurcation of the Apennines. It

stands on the brow of a hill, part of which gave way, after long-continued rams in

1824. carrying with it a portion of the town. A. has an elegant collegiate church. The
pastures of the neighborhood are celebrated for their large and fine oxen. Pop. '71,

11,336.

AVIGNON (Arenffi Carnn/n>\ a city of Provence, in the s. of France, capital of the

department of Vaucluse. is situated on the left bank of the Rhone, which is here crossed

In a long bridge. The pop. is (1876) 33.189; the streets are narrow and crooked.

There is a multitude of churches and reliirious establishments, among which the cathe-

dral on the Rocher des Dons and the church of the Franciscans, as well as the old papal
palace and the tower Glaciere. are distinguished. Thodominican convent now serves ;u

a cannon-foundry. The city is the see of an archbishop, has a museum and picture-

gallery, and several other valuable institutions. The university, founded in 1303, was
abolished in 1794. A. has manufactures of silk, silk-dyeing. 'tannimr, iron founding,
etc.. and is famous for its garden produce, its fruit, wine, honey, etc. The country
about A. is delightful, and extremely fruitful in corn, wine, olives, oranges, and lemons.
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In A., Petrarch spent several years; it was here he saw Laura, whoso monument is to

be found in the Franciscan church. Yaw-lust.', which he has immortalized, lies about 3

leagues from Avignon. A. was the capital of the ancient Cavares, and preumts many
re-mains of the times of. the Romans. In the middle ages, it formed, with the surrounding
district, a co., which the popes, who had already received the co. of Yenaissin as

a gift from king Philip III., bought in 1348 from Joanna, queen of Naples and countess
of Provence. The pope governed both counties through a vice-legate, and continued in

the possession of them till 1790, when, after several stormy and bloody scenes, the city
with iis district was united with France. At the peace of Tolentino. 17D7, the pope
formally resigned A. and Yenaissin. A. is celebrated in ecclesiastical history as being,
for a time, the residence of the popes. By order of Philip IV., of France, pope Clement
V. and six of his successors from 1309 to 1377, were obliged to reside there. It was
afterwards the residence of more than one anti-pope. Two ecclesiastfcfcl councils were
also held at A. (1326 and 1337): the first took into consideration the relation of the clergy
to the laity; the other, the bad training of the clergy.

AVTLA, a t of Spain, capital of the province of A., in Old Castile, 53 m. n.w. of

Madrid; pop. 6000. The Spaniards declare that its original name was Abula, and please
themselves and amuse strangers with the belief tl.at it was built by Hercules 1660 B.C.

It is the birthplace of two highly remarkable persons the first was the learned Alfonso
Tostado de Madrigal, who d. in 1455. and whose doctrines (according to his biographer)
were so enlightened that they caused the blind to see, though, in the opinion of Don
Quixote, he was more voluminous than luminous: the second is "Our Seraphic- Mother,
the Holy Teresa. Spouse of Jesus," b. Mar. '28, 1515; she was made the lady-patroness of

Spain by Philip III., and shares the honors of worship with St. James. A. is the sec of a

bishop, with a beautiful cathedral, and was at one time one of the richest and most
flourishing cities of Spain. The university, which had been found d in 14tS2, and

enlarged in 1638, was abolished in 1807. It was at A. that the nobles of Old Castile

assembled in 1465 to depose king Henry IV., and raise his brother Alfonso to the throne
of Leon and Castile. At A., also, was held the meeting of the so-called Third Estate, or
of the Holy League, in 1520, under the leadership of Juan Padilla, to which nearly all

the cities of Castile sent representatives.

AVILA, a province in Spain; 2569 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 175,219. It is bounded n. by
Yalladolid, e. by Segovia, s. by Toledo, and w. by Salamanca. The n. part is level,
with marl soil not especially productive, and has a climate ranging from extreme heat
to extreme cold; agriculture is the chief occupation. Tims, part is a mass of rugged
ridges, with a few well-watered and fertile valleys; the winter is long and severe, but
the climate is healthful; cattle-raising is the main business. Five small rivers intersect

the province. There are minerals in the mountains, but no mines are worked. Quarries
of marble and jasper yield some profit. Merino wool has been the principal product;
but all industries are repressed by feudal rights and laws of entail and mortmain. Game
is plentiful, aud fish are abundant. Silk worms are cultivated; oil, olives, chestnuts,
and grapes grow naturally. There is very little trade or manufacturing industry.

AVILA Y ZUNIGA, DON Lnz DE; a Spanish general, diplomatist, and historian, b.

at Piacencia, in Estramadura, enjoyed the favor and confidence of Charles V., who
intrusted him with embassies to the popes Paul IY. and Pius 1Y., and made him grand
master of the order of Alcantara. lie accompanied the emperor on his expeditions to

Africa and against the princes of the league of Sehmalkald, and wrote an account of the
war which goes under that name, partial, indeed, but able and spirited. The ('<>i/ii/>c/it-

arioa de la Uuerra de Ali'mnmm Jm-ha jw Carlos V. en 1546 y 1547, have been published
repeatedly (first Yen. 1548). and translated into several languages. AVIT,A, Gu, GONZA-
LEZ DE, b. at Avila, in Old Castile, in 1559, and d. in 1658. was a Jesuit and canon of

Salamanca; also royal historiographer for Castile and the Indies. He composed a great
number of historical works, of which the following may be mentioned as containing
manv valuable facts: Hixtoriu <l /./ \"t<!<< 11 H-1i<>* del Ry Don Ifcnrir/"i' III. <> (.'n

(Madr. 1638); Jlintorin de la Vitlu // ffechos iti'l Mummi 1). fi}'li/x> Iff. (in Mendo/a's

Monarqitiade Enpafki, 3 vols. Madr. 1770); Ifixtorin nfSn'unnnirti (Salam. 160(1): and the
Tuiirn E'-c'esiastico de la primitica lylesia de lax India* Ocfidtntalc* (2. vols. Madr. 16-19-

1656).

AVILE S (Anc. Flarfffnfirffi), a t. of Asturias. Spnin. in the province of Oviedo. and
19 m. n. by w. from Ovicdo. at the mouth of the chief branch of the Aviles. which is

here crossed by a bridge, and is navigable at high water for vessels of the largest si/.e up
to the town. It has several good squares, but the streets are irregular and aivaded.
There are copper-mines in the vicinity, and a considerable trade is carried on in cnp|>er
vessels manufactured from their produce, as well as in coal, which is obtained not fur

from the town. Manufactures of earthenware, glass, linen, etc., are also carried on. A.

is one of the cradles of the Spanish monarchy, and contains a number of curious old

buildings. The charter granted to the t. by Alonso VII. in 1135 is preserved among the

public records. Pop. 7400.

AVI'TUS, AT.rtMts Knwirs. d. 525; a poet and bishop of Vienna, who was canon-
ized as a saint because of his opposition to Arianism. lie left a poem on the creation
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and original sin, which has been thought to have some resemblance to Milton's Para-
dise Lout.

AVIZ, an order of knighthood in Portugal, instituted by Sancho. the first king of

Portugal, in imitation of the order of Calatrava, aud having, like it, for its object the

subjection of the Moors. By the present usage, the king of Portugal, who is grandmaster
of all of them, wears decorations of the first three orders of Portugal those of Christ,

St. James, and Aviz united in one medal, divided into three equal spaces.

AVLO'NA, or VALONA; a seaport in Albania, the ancient Audon, in the pachalik of

Janina, oil the gulf of A.; pop. GOUO. Trade is in the hands of the Christian portion of

the people. The Turks manufacture arms and woolen goods.

AVO CA or OA'OCA (Celt, meeting of the waters), a small river in the s.e. of Wicklow
CO., formed by the union of two streams, rising in the hi'.ls of the center of the county.
The A. runs through a very picturesque vale only a quarter of a mile broad, with wooded
banks 300 to 500 ft. high, and after a course of 9 m., reaches the sea at Arklow. A. vale

is celebrated in Moore's Irtish Melxlic*.

AVOCA'DO PEAR, or ALLIGATOR PEAK (Fersi'a gratixsima), a fruit tree of the natural

order Lauracm (r\.\.), a native of the warm regions of America. It attains the height of

80 to 70 ft., and is a slender tree with a dome-like top. The leaves resemble those of

the laurel. The flowers small, and are produced towards the extremities of the branches.

The fruit is a drupe, but in size and shape resembles a large pear; is usually of a brown
color, and has a soft green or yellowish pulp, not very sweet, hut of a delicate flavor,

which dissolves like butter on the tougue, and is believed to consist principally of a fixed

oil. It is called vcgctatde butter in some of the French colonies. It is much esteemed
in the "\Ycst Indies, and often eou-'n with sugar and lime-juice or wine, or with spices.

AVOCET, or AVOSET (Uccurrirontra), a genus of birds, which, although having the

feet webbed nearly to the end of the toes, is usually ranked among the Cfraflte or G/uK<i-

tcrtx, upon account of the length of the legs, the half-naked tlngli*, the long, slender,
elastic bill, and the general agreement in habits with snipes. They are distinguished
from all other birds, except a few species of humming-bird, by the strong upward curv-

ature of the bill, which is much like a thin piece of elastic whalebone, and most probably
a delicate organ of touch, adapted for seeking food in mud, as their webbed feet are for

walking upon it, and their Jong legs for wading in the fens and marshes which they
frequent. They are birds of powerful wing. They are not much addicted to swim-

ming. They scoop through the mud with the bill, first to one side, and then to the

other, in quest of worms and other small animals; although Audubon has also observed
the American A. taking insects which were swimming on the surface of the water, and
expertly catching them in the air, running after them with partially expanded wings.
The common A. (U. awccthi), the body of which is about as large as that of a lapwing,
is sometimes, though very rarely, found in the fenny districts of England; it is also' a
native of the continents of Europe, Asia, and Africa, occurring even at the cape of Good
Hope. Other species are natives of North America, India, and New Holland. The
American A. (A*. Americana) has the bill less recurved than the common A.

AVOGADSO'S LAW. Sec ATOMIC TIIEOIIY.

AVOIDANCE, in English ecclesiastical law, the term by which the vacancy of a
benelice, or the fact of its being raid of an incumbent, is signified. A. is opposed to

pknarty, or fullness. See BERWICK.

AVOIRDUPOIS, or AVEKDUPOIS', is the name given to the system of weights and
measures applied in Great Britain and Ireland to all goods except the precious metals and
precious stones. The word is generally said to be derived from the French tiroir du pois,
to have weight; but the middle-age Latin word aceria or accra, used for goods in gen-
eral, or the middle-age Latin accrare, and French actre r, meaning to verify, seem to offer

more probable etymologies.
The grain is the foundation of the Avoirdupois system, as well as of the Troy. A

cubic inch of water weighs 252 '458 grains. Of the grains so determined, 7000 make,a
pound A., and 5760 a pound Troy. See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. The A. pound is

divided into 16 ounces, and the ounce into 16 drams. A dram, therefore, contains

27H grains, and an ounce 437* grains.

TABLE OP AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT.

277. \ grains are 1 dram, 1 dr.

16 drams or drachms.
16 ounces
28 pounds
4 quarters 9.

20 hundredweight.

1 ounce, 1 oz.

1 pound, 1 Ib.

1 quarter, 1 qr.
l hundredweight, 1 cwt.
1 ton, 1 ton.

A cubic ft. of water weighs 997'14 oz. A., or nearly 1000 oz., which gives an easy
rule for determining the weisrht of a cubic ft. of any suhslance from its spccinv gravity.
A. is the weight used in the United States of North 'America, where, however, in many
places, the cwt. contains only 100 Ibs., and the ton, 2000 Ibs.
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AVO'LA, a t. in Sicily, 13 m. s.w. of Syracuse; pop. 11,912. A. was ruined by an
earthquake in 1'693, but was soon rebuilt. It has a fishery and a sugar refinery; and
the neighborhood is still famous for honey, the '

honey of Hybla" so much praised by
ancient writers.

AVON, a word of British or Celtic orign, meaning "river" or "stream;" which seeme
allied to Aa (q.v.), the name of so many continental rivers. It is the name of several of
the smaller British rivers. Of these may be noticed: 1. The Upper or Warwickshire
A., which rises in northwest Northamptonshire, runs s.w. through Warwickshire and
Worcestershire, passing Rugby, Warwick, Stratford, and Kvesham, and joining the
Severn at Tewkesbury. It has a course of 100 in., and receives several tributaries. 2.

The lower, or Bristol, or west A., which rises in northwest Wiltshire, and runs 70 or 80
m. first s. in Wiltshire, and then w. and n.w. between Gloucestershire and Somerset-
shire. It traverses an oolitic basin, passing Bradford, Bath and Bristol, and empties
itself into the British channel. It is navigable for large vessels up to Bristol. It runs

generally between deep banks in a rich valley. A canal through the middle of Wiltshire
connects it with the Thames. 3. The Wiltshire and Hampshire, or east A., which rises

in trie middle of Wiltshire, and runs s. 70 m. through Wiltshire and Hampshire, passing
Amcsbury, Salisbury, and Ringwood, and entering the English channel at Christ church.
It is navigable up to Salisbury. It abounds in the small'delicate loach. In Wales two
rivers named A. one rising in Monmouthshire, the other in Glamorganshire fall into
Swansea Bay. In Scotland there are several of the same name, affluents of the Spey,
Annan, Clyde, and Forth.

A'VON SPRINGS, a resort for invalids, its mineral waters being valuable in cuta-
neous diseases and rheumatism. Avon is a village in New York, 19 in. s.s.w. of

Rochester, beautifully situated on a small plateau near the Genesee river.

AVOYELLES, a parish in Louisiana, on the Red river; SOOsq.m. ; pop. '70, 12,926
6175 colored. It is chiefly level and low, and subject to overflows from the river.

Corn, rice, cotton, and sugar are the leading products. Chief town, Marksville.

AVEANCHES (anc. Abrancai), a city of the dep. of Manche, France, near the left bank
of the Seez, 33 m. s.s.w. from St. Lo. It stands on the sides and summit of a high hill,

which extends in a long ridge, and the ascent of which is by zigzag roads on terraces.

This hill commands a very wide and beautiful view of a finely wooded and cultivated

district, with a winding river, which expands into a broad estuary, at the mouth of

which is the high islet peak of Mt. St. Michel. A. was formerly a bishop's see, and its

cathedral was one of the most magnificent in Normandy, but was pulled down in 1799
to prevent it from falling. A stone still preserved on the site of the cathedral is said to

be that on which Henry II. of England kneeled before the papal legates to receive abso-

lution for the murder of Becket. Before the Roman conquest of Gaul. A. was the

capital of the Abrincatui. It was a place of importance during the Roman period.

Charlemagne fortified it, but it was taken by the Normans in 86-~>. It was afterwards a

frequent object and scene of strife during the wars between the French and English. It

has manufactures of lace, tiles, and bricks, and a little trade in grain, butter, cattle, etr.

Pop. '76 77-14.

AWAJI, an island in the inland sea of Japan, between Shikolcu and the mainland,
celebrated for its crackle and yellow glazed pottery. In Japanese mythology, it was the

first created of all the islands.

AWARD, the decision of arbitrators or referees, or the document containing their

judgment. An A. must be consonant with and follow the submission, and nffcc only
the parties; it must be final, certain, specific, without palpable or apparent mi.-take, and
must be possible to be performed. The effect of an A. is a final judgment between the

parties in nil matters submitted. It transfers property as much as does the verdict of a

jury, and will estop the statute of limitations. An A. may be enforced by an action at

law or under a rule of court. Courts have no power to alter or amend an A., hut may
recommit to the referee in cases of uncertainly, mistake, etc.

AWATA. a village in the suburbs of Kioto, Japan, famous for its yellow faience.

A. pottery was invented in the 17th c., is decorated, and bv the Japanese is called

Tamairo Yaki (egg-ware). It is largely exported to the United States.

AWE, Locn, a lake in the center of Argyleshire, extending in a direction n.e. and
s.w. about 24 m., with an average breadth of from half a m. to2^ miles. It rarely

freezes, and its surface is 108ft. above the sea. The country around consists of mica
slate. The scenery is most striking at the n.e. end of the lake, where the water is studded
with numerous wooded islets, overshadowed by towering and rugged mountains, promi-
nent among which rises the dark and rocky ridge of Ben Cruachan. 3669 ft. high and 14

m. in circuit. Of the islands, the most noted is Fraoch^ilean, containing the remains of

a castle granted to Gilbert M'Naughton in 1267 by Alexander III. On a peninsula, in

the u. end of the lake, stands Kilchurn casle (Caesteal Chaoil -chuirn), once a fortress of

great strenirth, built about 1440 by Sir Colin Campbell of Glenorchy. and garrisoned, as

late as 1745, by the king's troops. The waters of the lake are carried off at its n.w. end

by the river Awe, which, after a course of 7 m., enters the sea at Bunawc on loch Etive

The magnificent "Pass of Awe," through which the road runs beneath the shoulder
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of Ben Cruachan, was the scene of a conflict, in 1308, between Robert the Bruce and the

M'Dougalls of Lorn, in which that clan was all but exterminated. At the n.e. end of the

loch, it receives the waters of the Orchy and Strae, flowing through glens of their own
names. Loch A. contains fine fish, especially trout, salmo fervx, and salmon; and the

small villages of Claddich and Port Sonachan, on the e. side of the loch, due n. of

Inveraray, are the general resort of anglers.

A-WEATHEE is a term denoting the position of the helm when jammed close to the

weather-side of a ship; it is the reverse of a-lee.

A-WEIGH, as applied to the position of an anchor, when just loosened from the ground
and hanging vertically in the water, is nearly equivalent to a-trip.

AWN (/Imto), in the flowers of grasses, a solitary pointed bristle, growing either from
a glume or a palea. The flowers of some grasses are entirely aimless; in many, the glumes
alone are turned (or aristafe), or only one of them

;
in others, the glumes are awnless,

and the pale:e, or one palea, awned. The awn is often terminal, and appears as a pro-

longation of the midrib of the glume or palea; from which, however, it sometimes sep-
arates below tli" point, and is then said to be on the back of it, or ilorxnl ; sometimes ii

is jointed ;it the ba-^e. and finally separates at the joint, sometimes it is knee-bent or genicu-

late; sometimes it is twisted, and liable to twist and untwist hygrometrically; sometimes

it is rough, or even serrate, at the edges, as in barley; sometimes it is feathery, as in

feather-grass (utipa), which also is remarkable for the great length of its awn. The
characters of irenera and species are ofien derived from it, but it is not always
invariable, even in the same species, and the cultivated varieties of wheat and oats differ

much in being more or less bearded. There appears to be a tendency to the diminution

or disappearance of the awn through cultivation.

AW YAW, AGA-OJO, or OYO, a city in central Africa, the capital of Yoruba; est. pop.
70,000.

AX, or DAX (anc. Aqwr, Augusta), a noted watering place in France, at the foot of the

Pyrenees, 2000 ft. above the sea, on the Odour river, 32 m. by rail n.e. of Bayonne. It

is a village of about 2000 inhabitants. There are more than 50 springs varying in tem-

perature from 100
'

to 200'. One of the springs is famous for curing leprosy.

AXAYCA'TL. Emperor of Mexico, the father of the second Montezuma. About
1467 he led his A/tecs to the conquest of Tehuantepec, and afterwards defeated a

rebellion that threatened his capital, the city of Mexico. He died suddenly, about 1477.

Half a century litter the soldiers of Cortes occupied A.'s palace, and discovered an

immense treasure of gold and silver in ore and bars, with
jewels,

and many curious

articles of manufacture.

AXE, the name of two small rivers in the s.w. of England. One rises in the Mendip
hills, n. of Somerset, runs first s.w. and then n.e., through a carboniferous limestone,

trias, and diluvial basin, past Wells and Axbridge, into the Bristol channel. The other

rises in west Dorset, and flows 21 m. s. and s.w., through east Devonshire, in an oolitic

and trias basin, past Axminster into the English channel. A. is only another form of

Exe. See AA.

AXE, one of the oldest tools used by man; formed in the early ages of stone, bronze,

copper, and iron. At present an A. is mainlj' of wrought iron, with a cutting edge of

fine steel. The butt or main part, is made of good rolled iron, cut into suitable lengths,
hollowed at the middle so that when the ends are brought together the hollow will

form the eye for the handle. Between the ends is welded in a cutting piece of steel,

projecting an inch or more bc3'ond the iron, and thinned down nearly to an edge.
Having been properly tempered and grcnnd, and fitted with a wooden helve, the axe is

ready for use. Forms and weights vary according to the use to which the tool is to be

put. For very hard timber the cutting <dge is narrow, and the whole instrument heavy;
for carpenter work on soft timber, the edge is of 8 to 12 in., as in the broad-axe. Com-
mon forest axes weigh from 3 to 7 Ibs. Besides these forms, there are the adze, a tool

used for chipping, or rough planing by carpenters, and the pickaxe (which is not an
axe in any sense) for digging in hard gvound. American axes have a high reputation in

Europe, and have to some extent supplanted the English article in the markets of that

country.

AXEL, or AB'SALON, Archbishop of Lund, in Denmark, "and also minister and general
of king Waidemar I., was b. in 1128, and d. 1201. He was descended of a distinguished
family, and, in his youth, studied at Paris. A. distinguished himself as well by wisdom
and uprightness in peaee, as by valor and address in war. The Wendish pirates were
not only driven from the coasts of Denmark, but attacked in their own settlements, and
subdued. lie defeated the Pomeranian prince, Bogislav, and made him dependent on
Denmark In the wise legislation of Waidemar and of his son, he took a great part.
He favored and promoted learning and art, and to his encouragement we owe the first

connected history of Denmark by Saxo Grammaticus. By building a fortified castle for

defense against the pirates, he laid the foundation of the future great city of Copenhagen,
which was then an insignificant village, inhabited only by fishermen. Owing to thin

origin, Copenhagen has sometimes got the name of A'xelstadt. A. lies buried in the
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Church of Soroc, where he had founded a monastery. The relics found -when his grave
was opened in 1827, the chief of which were a bishop's staff and ring, are described in

the latest complete biography of A. by Estrup, translate;! into German by I\Iohnike in

Illgeu'.s Zt'iMirlftfur-JIustorisclic Tkeo!ogic(2 vols. Leip. 1832).

AXESTONE, a mineral generally regarded as a variety of nephrite (q.v.). It is of a

greenish color, is more or less translucent, hard, tough, and not easily broken. It occurs
in primitive rocks, always massive, and is found in Saxony, in Greenland, and in New
Zealand and other islands of the southern Pacific. It derives its name from 1 lie use to

which it is put by the natives of these islands for making their hatchets. They also

make ear-drops (,!' it.

AX HOLME ISLE (A. Sax. holme, a river-isle), a low level tract in the n. of Notting-
hamshire, surrounded by rivers the Trent on thee. ; Don, n. andw. ; Tome and Idle, on
the w.; and Vicardyke, between the Trent and Idle on the south. This district, 18 m,
from n. to s., and five on an average e. and w., was anciently a forest, but afterwards
became a marsh. The marsh was drained into the Trent in 1034 by Yermuydcn, a

Dutchman, after five years' labor, and at the cost of 56,000. The reclaimed land
became very fertile under Dutch and French Protestant settlers, and after much litiga-

tion, it was, in 1091, divided, the original inhabitants receiving 10,533 acres, and the

settlers 2803. On the land are raised abundant crops of wheat, oats, rye, pease, beans,

clover, flax, rape, licinp, potatoes, and onions. Peat and turf fuel abound, and valuable

gypsum beds occur. The water is brackish, too hard for washing, and curdles milk
when boiled with it. A. I. includes seven parishes. There are two small towns,
Crowle and Epworth.

AXIL, Axilla, in botany, the angle between the npper side of a leaf and the stem or

branch from which it grows. Buds usually grow in tlie axils of leaves, although they
are not always actually developed ; but a bud may be made to appear in such a situation,

and to form a new shoot or branch, by artificial means, which direct the strength of the

plant more particularly to that quarter, as cutting over the main stem, wounding it

above the place where the new branch is desired, etc. Flowers or flower-stalks

(pedunde) growing from the axils of leaves are called axillary.

AXIM', a t. on the Guinea coast, Africa, 73 m. w. of Cape Coast Castle. In 1042, it

was taken from the Portuguese by the Dutch, who, in 1872, ceded it with the whole of
their possessions in Guinea to the English.

AX'INITE, a mineral containing oxide of iron, lime, alumina, and silica, occurring
in flat, sharp crystals, edged like an axe.

AXINOMANCY (Gr. axine, an axe, and manteia, divination), a mode of divination

much practiced by the ancient Greeks, particularly with the view of discovering the

perpetrators of great crimes. An axe was poised upon a stake, and was supposed to

move so as to indicate the guilty person ; or the names of suspected persons being
pronounced, the motion of the axe at a particular name was accepted as a sign of guilt.
Another method of A. was by watching the movements of an agate placed upon a red-hot

axe. This is only one of a multitude of analogous modes of divination practiced in all

ages and among all nations. See DIVINATION, and DIVINING-KOD.

AXIOM, a Greek word meaning a demand or assumption, is commonly used to signify
a general proposition, which the understanding recognizes as true, as soon as the import
of the words conveying it is apprehended. Such a proposition is therefore known
directly, and docs not need to be deduced from any other. Of this kind, for example,
are all propositions whose predicate is a property essential to our notion of the subject.

Every rational science requires such fundamental propositions, from which all the

truths composing it are derived; the whole of geometry, for instance, rests on, compara-
tively, a very few axioms. Whether there is, for the whole of human knowledge, any
single, absolutely first A., from which all else that is known may be deduced, is a ques-
tion that has given rise to much disputation: but the fact, that human knowledge may
have various starting-points, answers it in the negative. Mathematicians use the word
A. to denote those propositions which they must assume as known from some other
source than deductive reasoning, and employ in proving all the other truths of the

science. The rigor of method requires that no more be assumed than are absolutely

necessary. Every self-evident proposition, therefore, is not an A. in this sense, though.
of course, it is desirable that every A. be self-evident; thus, Euclid rests the whole of

geometry on 15 assumptions, but he proves propositions that are at. least as self-evident

as some that he takes for granted. That "any two sides of a triangle are greater than
the third," is as self-evident as that "all right angles are equal to one another," and
much more so than his assumption about parallels, which, it has been remarked, is

neither self-evident nor even easily made evident. See P\i; AI.I.I.I.S. Kin-lid's assump-
tions are divided into 3 "postulates' <>r demands, mid 12 "common notions" the

term A. is of later introduction. The distinction between axioms and postulates is

usually slated in this way: an A. is "a theorem granted without demonstration;" a

postulate is "a problem granted without construction" as, to draw a straight line

between two given points.
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AXIS, in geometry. The A. of a curved line is formed by a right line dividing the
curve into two symmetrical parts, so that the part on one side exactly corresponds with
that on the other; as in the parabola, the ellipse, and the hyperbola. The A. of any
geometrical solid is the right line which passes through the center of all the correspond-
ing parallel sections of it; in this sense, we speak of the A. of a cylinder, a globe, or a
spheroid. By the A. of rotation, we understand the right line around which a body
revolves. In physical science, the A. of a lens is the right line passing through it in

such a manner as to be perpendicular to both sides of it; and the A. of a telescope is a

right line which passes through the centers of all the glasses in the tube. The A. of the

eye is the right line passing through the centres of the pupil and the crystalline lens.

AXIS, in botany, a term applied to the central part both above and below ground,
around which the whole plant is regarded as arranged. The stem is called the attending
A.; the root, the descending axi#. The opposite tendencies of growth appear as soon as
a seed begins to germinate, in the radicle and plumule; the former of which is the

descending A., and the latter the ascending A. : the former descending deeper into the

soil, the latter ascending towards the air and light. That part of the stem around which
the flowers arc arranged is called ike foral A. , and, in describing some kinds of inflores-

cence, the terms primary floral A., secondary floral A., etc., are occasionally employed.
AXIS, Ccrnis axis, a species of deer, abundant on the banks of the Ganges, but

found throughout India and in many islands of the eastern Archipelago. Itwas'known
to the ancients by the name axis. One of its Indian names is chittra, and by British

sportsmen in India it is generally called the spotted hog-deer. By some naturalists, it

has been made the type of a genus of cerridte, called axis. The A. has a great resem-
blance in size and coloring to the European fallow-deer; it is generally of a rich fawn
color, beautifully spotted with Avhite, nearly black along the back, the under parts snow-
white. The horns, however, differ very much from those of the falloAv-decr, being
slender, sharp-pointed, little branched, and not at all palmated. The female has no
horns. The A. frequents thick jungles in the vicinity of water, and feeds during the

night. It is commonly found in herds of 15 or 20, of which 3 or 4 are males. Its sense
of smell is remarkably acute, and it is generally very shy and timid, so that sportsmen
find it difficult to get within shot. The males, however, sometimes exhibit great courage
in defense of the young. It is very easily domesticated, is very gentle in its manners,
has been frequently imported into Europe, and breeds freely in the parks in which it is

kept at a few noblemen's and gentlemen's seats in Britain and France.

AXLE, the bar of metal or wood, connecting the wheels and supporting the body of
a wheeled vehicle. In railway carriages the A. is fastened to and revolves with the
wheels.

AX MINSTEB, a small t. in e. Devonshire, on the side of a little hill on the left bank
of the Axe. Pop. in '71, 2861. A. was once famous for the manufacture of Turkey and
Persian carpets, which were little inferior to those imported. Two celebrated geologists
have been connected with A.: Dr. Bucklaud was born here, and Dr. Conybeare was
lord of the manor, and vicar.

AX MOUTH, a village at the mouth of the Axe, e. Devonshire. A mile e. of A.
occurred, in 1839, a landslip; an area of 200 ft. wide, for three quarters of a mile paral-
lel to the shore, having sunk 250 ft. below the sea, with a great noise. The chasm thus
formed became a lagoon, while the neighboring sea-bed rose 40 feet. Rather more than a
mile further e., occurred another but muffler landslip in 1840. The district around
consists of greensaud strata.

AXOLOTL, pronounced acJio'lall (r,yrinvs, or axolotes ednlis), a remarkable animal.
found in great abundance in some of the Mexican lakes, and particularly in the lake of
Mexico itself. It is a iuunu-hiau (q.v.) reptile of the family of the frotetekf or perenni-
/</<'//</, /'.'A

batrao/uanp,
in which the gills remain during life, and the lungs are never

sufficiently developed to maintain respiration by themselves. It is in general form very
like a tish; has a large and broad head; and tapers into a long compressed tail, which
has a thin membranous fin both on its upper and its lower side. It has four legs, with
toes not webbed; and on each side of the neck the gills form three long branched or
feathered processes, which give it a very remarkable appearance. It is brown, and mot-
tled with small black spots. When full grown, it averages 8 or 9 in. in length, though
sometimes measuring 16 inches. It is esteemed a great delicacy in Mexico, and is there

constantly brought to the market.

AXTJM, once the capital of the Ethiopian kingdom of the same name, is situated in

the modern Abyssinian province of Tigre, of which it is capital. Lat. 40 7' n. ; long.
39 2? e. It now lies mainly in ruins, among which stands the principal church of

Abyssinia, built in 1657. Pop. 2000. The former greatness of the city is testified by
yet remaining structures cut in granite, some of which have inscriptions. From these
it appears that the Axumite cmpip' \temled over Abyssinia, and even over Yemen and
Saba in Arabia, and possessed the < < mmand of the Red sea. It acquired political impor-
tance from the circumstance, that it formed on the s. a boundary to the world-embrac-

ing pov.-cr of Home, as well as to that of Parthia. which then extended as far as Arabia.
The By /.an tine emperors even paid an annual tribute to the sovereigns of Axum. This
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! v was also the furthest point southward that Grecian civilization reached ; through
ilium of Egypt, Greek philosophy spread into A., and the Greek language became

\'w lantruage of the court and of the priests. Under king Aizanes. who, in a still

i ":i:ii!'.inii- inscription, appears as a heathen, Christianity \vas introduced into the coun-

i:-y from Egypt by the two apostles Frumentius and Jfedesius, who were followed by
priests from the same quarter. The new doctrine soon spread over the whole

country; Frumentius was made the first bishop of A., and Frcmoiw was built in honor
of him. The stone churches, many of them very imposing, yet scattered over the whole
of Abyssinia, owe their architecture to Egyptian priests, and arose at that period, as

well as the most celebrated Abyssinian convents and hermitages. The Axumile empire
carried on, through Adule, an active commerce with Arabia and India; it formed the

outermost bulwark of Christianity; and, as such, particularly from about the (5th c., it

interfered in behalf of the Christians in Arabia, and became the natural enemy of Moham-
medanism. The contests in which it soon became involved with that power caused its

fall, as the kings gradually lost their possessions in Arabia, and the whole coast on the

Red sea and gulf of Aden. The outlets lor commerce were thus cut olf, and the empire
was at the same time so weakened by constant wars, that internal disorders brought oil

its complete dissolution.

AYACU'CHO, a department of s. Peru, on the e. side of the Andes, 24,213 sq.rn. ;

pop. 147,909. It has a rough surface and variable climate; little is done in mining; cat-

tle and honey-raising and agriculture are the principal employments. The battle of

Dec. 9, 1824,'fought in this department, secured the independence of the Spanish South
American colonies. The Spaniards, in largely superior force under Laserna, were effec-

tively beaten and their leader captured by the colonists under gen. Sucre, the result being
the capitulation of the Spaniards in Peru and the surrender of all their posts.

AYACU'CHO, a t. in a department of the same name in s. Peru. Here, on the 9th

Dec., 1834, the combined forces of Peru and Colombia the latter then comprising Ecua-

dor, New Granada, and Venezuela totally defeated the last Spanish army that was ever
keen on the new continent.

AYA'LA, PEUO LOPEZ DE, called El Viejo, to distinguish him from his son of the

same name, was b. at Murcia in 1333, of one of the first families of the CasUlian nobil-

ity. He stood high in the regard of several kings of Castile, and filled the first unices of

the state, latterly, that of high-chancellor and high-chamberlain of Castile. At the
battle of Najera, in 1367, he was taken prisoner by the English, then in league with Peter
the cruel, and confined for some time in an English dungeon; and again in loSo, by the

Portuguese, at the battle of Aljubarota. He d. at Calahorra, in 1407. A. lias acquired
a name, not only as a statesman, but as a writer, especially as a historian and poet. His
best known work is his Oronic-as de lo Itcyes de Camilla D. Pedro, D. Knri<i>n I !., I). ,1un,i

1., D. Enrique III. (2 vols. Madr. 1779-80 the older editions of 1495 and 1591 are imper-
fect). He was the first .among the Spaniards to give up the usual simple narrative of

events in the order of time, and to seek to give a more rational representation of them
according to the rules of historic art. It is only in recent times that the poetical works
of A- have been discovered , the most remarkable of which is the Lihro <>' I\im<i<li> <lc,

Palacio. This "Book in Rhyme on Court-life," as its singular title may lie translated,
was begun during the poet's first captivity in England, and is composed in the old
national form of rhyming Alexandrine stanzas of four lines; the contents are satirical

and didactic. A. appears also in his poetical works as a representative of that transition

epoch of Spanish national literature, when it was passing from a popular original litera-

ture to one of a more artificial imitative character.

AYAMON'TE, a t. of Andalusia, Spain, on the left bank of the Guadiana, and near its

mouth, where it forms the boundary between Spain and Portugal. It stands on an

acclivity. The upper part of the town consists of narrow and irregular streets; those
of the lower part are regular and wide. There are three public squares. The principal

occupation of the inhabitants is fishing. Boat-building and lace-making were once very
extensively carried on, but both have greatly declined. Pop. 8000.

AYE-AYE, Clteiromyn Ufadagatcariensis, a Quadruped about the size of a hare, a
native of Madagascar, which was at first placed by naturalists among squirrels, and was
ranked by Cuvier along with them in the order of rodents (mdenliii}, although Soimerat,
who discovered it, pointed out its affinity also to the makis or lemurs, to which family
it is now pretty generally referred. The principal reason for placing the A. among the

Rodent*, has been found in the conformation of its teeth; but the other characters of the

animal agree generally with those of the lemurs, and its habits resemble theirs. The A.
has large, broad ears, large round eyes, long brownish umy hair, and a large bushy tail,

which it does not carry over its back as squirrels do. It is very active din-ing the niulit.

but sleeps during the day. In confinement, it will subsist on boiled rice and fruits. It

seems to be able to make as good use of its front teeth for gnawing as any of the rodents

(irnawers). Mr. Ellis mentions one which ate its way through a barrel, and made its

escape. lie thinks it probable that there arc more species than one.

AYE8HAH, the favorite wife of Mohammed. Mas b. at Medina in 010 or 611 A. D.

Sh" was ordy nine years of age when she married the prophet. Her father's name was
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Abdullah, but he was surnamed Abu-Bekr,
"
father of the virgin," in consequence, it

is said, of his daughter being the only one of Mohammed's wives who was a virgin.

Although A. bore no children to Mohammed, she was so tenderly beloved by him, that

he was wont to say that she would be the first of his wives to whom the gates of Para-
dise would be opened. It is stated by Mohammedan historians, that to the charms of

her beauty she added a knowledge of mathematics, rhetoric, and music. But this state-

ment i.s improbable. She was accused of adultery, but Mohammed having produced a
revelation from heaven to the effect that she was innocent, punished her accusers, and
made it an article of faith for all time, that whoever should not believe in her purity
should endure the pains of hell forever. In his last illness, Mohammed, by his request,
was carried to her house, and expired in her arms. After the prophet's death, A. took
an active part in the plot which deprived kalif Othmau of his power and life, and headed
a force to resist the accession of Ali. After some partial success, however, the troops
under her were effectually defeated by Ali, and she was taken prisoner. Ali spared her

life, and allowed her to reside in any town in Arabia she chose, provided she did not inter-

fere with state affairs. She d. at Medina (677 A.D.). In spite of her political adver.-i-

ties, A. was highly venerated by all true Mussulmans, and named the prophetess, and
the mother of bclierers. She was consulted on divers points of the Koran, and her inter-

pretations were held to be binding. They have been collected in the Sunna (q.v.).

AYLES'BURY, a t. in the center of Buckinghamshire, on a rivulet which flows into

the Thame, an east branch of the Thames. The pop. of the electoral district in 1871 was
28,760; that of the town proper about 6000. A., with its hundreds, returns two mem-
bers to parliament. It is chiefly an agricultural town. Many fat ducks are reared in

the neighborhood to supply the London markets at an early period of the season, when
they fetch very high prices. A. is a very ancient town, having been taken from the

Britons by the "Saxons in 571.

AYLES FORD, a village near the center of Kent, on the right bank of the Medway, 3

m. n.e. of Maidstone. Remarkable ancient remains occur here. On a hill-slope 1| m.
to the n.e., there still stands a celebrated ancient dolmen, or burying-place, called Kits

Coity House a small truncated pyramidal chamber, open in front, and formed of four

large rude Kentish rag blocks, three of which are uprights, with a slight slope inwards,
ami the fourth laid on them. Of I he side-stones, one is 7 by 74- ft., 2 ft. thick, and 8J-

tons in weight; the second is 8 by 8 ft., weighing 8 tons; and the third is smaller and
more irregular in form. The capstone is 12 by 9^ ft., 2| ft. thick, and weighs 104 tons.

This dolmen seems to have been the center of a group of ancient monuments connected

by a long stone avenue with another grovip, 7 m. to the s.e. In this district also occur,
on the brow of the chalk-hills on both sides of the Medway, large circular sepulchral
pits opening at bottom into one or more chambers. Some of these pits are coven- 1

with flat stones, and filled with flints. At A. the Britons defeated the Saxons in 45-'),

and drove them from the island; but early in the 7th c. the Saxons were victorious here.

AYLMER, a village in Ottawa co., province of Quebec, Canada, on lake DeschSnes,
at the foot of steam navigation for the upper Ottawa. Pop. about 1700.

AYLMER, a lake about 50 by 30 m., in British America, 80 m. n. of Great Slave
lake.

AYLMER, or ELMER, JOHN, 1521-94; an English theologian, a graduate of Oxford
and tutor to lady Jane Grey. Mary's accession compelled him to abandon the country.
and he went to Switzerland, where he wrote a reply to John Knox's argument again>t
female sovereigns, in which A. highly flattered Elizabeth. He returned after E.'s

accession, and was made archdeacon of Lincoln, and one of the synod that settled the
doctrines and discipline of the church. As bishop of London, 1576, he went so far in

retaliating for Roman Catholic intolerance as to be rebuked by the privy council.

AY'LOFFE, Sir JosK.ru. an English antiquary of celebrity, b. about 1708 in the parish
of Framfield. Sussex. In 1731 he was elected a fellow of the royal society, and in the

following year, a fellow of the society of antiquaries. He was one of the first council of
this society, after it received its charter of incorporation in 1751; and he was made vice-

pn sident some years after. When the new state-paper office was established in 1763,
he was made one of the commissioners for the preservation of the state papers. In 1772,
he published a valuable work on the national records, lie also wrote several useful

papers for the publications of the society of antiquaries; and projected, and was engaged
in the execution of the work, afterwards continued by Gough, and known as Gough's
S, iinii-firnl .MIIHHIIH /</*, at the time of his death in 1781.

AYMAR, JAQUES, a celebrated French professor of the art of divination. A. was
the son of a peasant of Dauphine, and was b. at St. Veran in Sept., 1662. He \\as

brought up as a mason, but he forsook that trade for the divining-rod, which he u-ed
at first to point, out springs, hidden treasures, etc. In 1692, a nvurner and robbery was
committed at Lyon, and A. and his rod were called into requisition to detect the crimi-
nals. In some way or other, he succeeded in discovering one of the guilty parties. A.'s
fame having been spread by this incident, he was called to Paris to exhibit his art

lie fore the prince de Coude; but, unfortunately for his reputation, his power of diviua-
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tion utterly failed him; and being forced to confess himself an impostor, he was sent
back in disgrace to his original obscurity.

AYMARAS, the name of an aboriginal people of South America, now chiefly in

Bolivia, numbering about 200,000. They claim a very ancient origin from a people who
came from the north and made the head of their government on the sacred island in

lake Titicaca, and they also claim that they furnished the Quichian or Inca people with
their religious ceremonies and knowledge of arts. It appears that the A. tilled the

earth, built large and even splendid edifices, were familiar with
painting

and sculp-
ture, and probably knew something of astronomy. They venerated the dead, putting
them in a sitting position in large stone tombs that would hold a dozen, ranged so as to

face each other, their feet meeting in the center of a circle. Some tombs were of brick;
some of several stories with a body iu each story; and all had openings facing the east,

as the A. were sun worshipers. The present sun they called the fifth of a series, all of
which had risen from the sacred lake. The Peruvian Incas gradually subdued the A.
and took possession of their country. The existing A. are Roman Catholics. They are

of ordinary Indian complexion, but of intelligent though melancholy expression. Agri-
culture is their chief reliance.

AYMON, the surname of four brothers, called respectively Alard, Richard, Guiscard,
and Renaud, sons of Aymon or Haimon, count of Dordogne, who figure among the

most illustrious heroes of the chivalric poetry of the middle ages; but their historic

existence must be considered problematical, as the deeds attributed to them possess in

so large a measure a miraculous character. What basis of fact may underlie the fanci-

ful accretions of mythology, it is now impossible to determine. Their career belongs to

the cycle of marvels, of which Charlemagne is the central point, and their adventures
furnished rich material to the romantic narratives of Italy in the 15th and 16th c., and,
in fact, were the exclusive subject of some of these. A novel, entitled Let Qnntr/ I-'ilx

Aymon, by Huon de Villeneuve, a French poet of the age of Philippe Auguste, details

very minutely their exploits. Finally, Ariosto conferred a poetical immortality on the

family by the publication of his Roland, in which Renaud, the bravest of the four

brothers, plays continually the most distinguished part. The traditions concerning them
are not uniform or consistent. Some have a Proven9al origin; but the author or authors
of the popular German book which Tieck has edited and published, entitled The Beauti-

ful and Entertaining History of the Four Brothers Aymon, and of their Horse Bayard, irith

tlie Deeds and Heroic Feats that they Accomplished against the Pagans, in the Time of Char-

lemagne, seem to have drawn from a different source. The most probable hypothesis,
therefore, is, that the varieties in these poetic legends are due to the fancy and national

predilections of the particular authors, and that there originally existed a single tradi-

tion, out of which the whole sprang.

AYO'EA, a t. of Spain, in the province of Valencia, and 50 m. s.w. from Valencia, on
the upper part of a river of the same name, and situated in an extensive hollow at the

base of a limestone mountain. It has four squares and wide streets. On the summit of

the hill are the remains of an old castle, close to which the town once stood. The inhabi-

tants are chiefly employed in husbandry and oil-making. Pop. 5412.

AYE, the co. t. of Ayrshire, is situated on the left bank of the river Ayr, about the

middle of the coast of Ayrshire, 40 m. s.s.w. of Glasgow by rail. It lies in a coal dis-

trict. A. is a clean and handsome town, and its principal streets are well built. To the

south, between the town and the race-course, numerous elegant villas have recently

sprung up. The spire of the assembly-rooms is 217ft., and the Wallace tower, 113 ft.

high. Three bridges span the river and connect the town with Newton-upon-Ayr the

"mild brig" and the
" new brig" (taken down in 1877, and rebuilt) of Burns, together

with a railway bridge. Part of the tower of the old church of St. John, built in the 12th

c., and turned into a fort by Cromwell, is still standing. A. harbor is formed by the

estuary of the river, and is protected by piers and a breakwater. A large wet dock has

recently been built. The coasting trade is considerable. The chief export is coal.

180,000 to 200,000 tons yearly being exported from the Ayr collieries. A considerable

Quantity.

of grain and timber is imported. At one time, much wine was imported from

'rancc. At an early date, A. was a commercial and military place of some importance.
William the lion made it a royal burgh about 1202. During the Scottish wars of inde-

pendence, it formed a regular center of military operations, and, while in po-'^i<m of

an English garrison, it was the scene (according to ]>liinl Jf>>rri/) of Wallace's first

its. The principal objects of interest near A. are connected with the memory of

Robert Burns. See ALLOWAY KIUK. Pop. in 1871, municipal burgh, 7987; of the par

lianientary burgh, including Newton-upon Ayr, 17,954. A, unites with CampbeltOD.
Irvine, Ittverary, and Oban, in sending a member to parliament. Parliamentary con-

stituency (1875-1876), 2426; annual value of real property, 65,150.

AY'BER, JACOB, next to Hans Sachs the most prolific and important German
dramatic writer of the Kith century. His history is involved in obscurity; but it is

known that he was a citizen of Nttrnberg in 1594, nnd a procurator in the eouris of a\\ .

It -.vas not till after his death, in 1605, that a collection of his pieces was published, con-
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eisting of 66 tragedies, comedies, and carnival plays (Nftrnb. 1618). A. has the same

garrulous breadth of dialogue as Hans Sachs, but is inferior to him in wit and humor.

AYRES, ROMEYN B., b. N. Y., 1825; a graduate of West Point; served in the Mexi-

can and civil wars; for good conduct in the Richmond campaign made brevet maj.

gen. of the U. S. army and of volunteers.

AYESHIKE, an extensive maritime co. in the s.w. of Scotland, bounded, n., by Ren-

frewshire; w
, by the firth of Clyde and the North channel; s., by "Wigton and Kirk-

cudbright; e. and n.e., by Dumfries and Lanark. Its greatest length is 78 m. ; its

greatest breadth, 26 average 144-; area, 1149 sq.m., or 735,262 statute acres. It is the

seventh in size of the Scottish counties. The general aspect of the coiinty is
undulating

and hilly, the land attaining no great elevation, except a small portion in the n., and
some considerable tracts in the s. and s.e., which are mountainous. None of the eminen-
ces exceed 2000 feet. A. contains a great number of lakes and small streams, the hater

rising near the inland boundary of the county. The chief rivers only 20 to 35 m. long
are the Ayr, with its tributary the Lugar, and the Doon, which flow across the center

of the county; the Garnock and Irvine in the n. ;
and the Girvan and Stinchar in the

south. A. to the s. of Girvan consists of lower Silurian rocks, and to the n. of that river,

of patches of Devonian, carboniferous, and trap rocks. It is rich in valuable minerals

especially coal, ironstone, limestone, and freestone. The other minerals have been long
wrought, but it is only of late years that the working of ironstone has been established

and is now carried on on a large scale in the n. of the county. On the banks of the

Ayr is found an excellent species of whetstone, called water-ol-Ayr stone. The climate

of A. is mild and healthy, but moist. The soil along the coast is light and sandy, inter-

spersed with deep loam; the most fertile districts are in the center of the county, where

clay predominates. On the e. side are extensive mosses and moorlands. The three

ancient divisions of the county are Carrick, s. of the Doon, mostly wild and hilly;

Kyle, between the Doon and the Irvine, containing much rich level laud, but towards
the coast the soil is light, and, though well cultivated, is less productive; and Cunning-
ham, comprising all the country u. of the Irvine, mostly fertile. The characteristics of

these districts are rudely indicated in the old country rhyme:

Kyle for a man ;

Carrick for a coo;
Cunningham for butter and cheese;

t
And Galloway for woo.

Agriculture in A. till about 1800, was very backward
;
but since then, especially of

late, extraordinary progress has been made in furrow draining, improved rotation, and
road-making; while the condition of the peasants has been much improved. In 1878,

314,191 acres were under crops and grass, held by 3569 persons, the farms being generally
small. Dairy-husbandry is carried to high perfection in Ayrshire, the breed of milch
cows, of which it rears a greater number than any other Scotch county, being noted us

the finest in the kingdom for the quantity and quality of their milk. The Dunlop
cheese, so called from the parish of that name, is almost as celebrated as Stilton, but is

now almost superseded by that made on the Cheddar process. The breed of horses is

also excellent. Manufactures, especially woolen and cotton, are carried on to an

important extent. At Catrine there are extensive cotton-works; at Kilmarnock, dye-
works, iron-foundries, etc.

;
and at Cumnock, a large pottery. Of the minor manufac-

tures, the most characteristic is that of ornamental woodwork, often bearing tartan

designs, which is extensively carried on at Mauchline. Great iron-works exist at

Muirkirk, Hurlford, Kilwinning, Ardeer, Dairy, and Dalmellington. Maybole inanu-
tures shoes and agricultural implements. There are valuable fisheries on some parts of
the coast. Troon, Ardrossan, Ayr, and Irvine are thriving ports. Pop. '71, 200,809;
inhabited houses, 26.798: and the number of children, from five to thirteen, receiving
education, 30,576. A. county returns two members to parliament The chief town-;,

besides Ayr, are Kilmarnock, Girvan, Maybole, Dahy, Kilwinning. Beith, Irvine, Stewar-
ton, Ardrossan, Saltcoats, Troon, Mauchline. Galston, Newmilns, Kilbirnie, andLarns. ( 'f

antiquities, the most interesting are the ruins of Crossraguel Abbey, near Kirkoswald,
and of the castles of Turnberry, the family seat of Robert the Bruce, Dunure, Loch
Doon, Dean, Auchinleck, Dundonald, etc.

; also the ruins of Alloway Kirk.
A. was inhabited, in the time of Agricola, by the Damnii. with whom were afterwards

mixed the Scots from the opposite coast of Kmtyre. In the 8th c., the Northumbrian
Saxons seized the territory; and afterwards came the Normans, whose traces still e\i>r

in local names. During the religious persecutions of the Stuarts, A. was a stronghold of
the < 'nvenaiiters.

AYSCUE, Sir GEOKGE, 1616-76: an English naval commander. He was knighted
by Ciiarles I., and in the civil war took the side of tin- parliament, commanding in th<-

waters around Ireland. In 1651, he reduced Barlmdoes and Virginia to subjection, and
the next year assisted Blake in the struggle with I)e Ruytcr a. id Van Tromp. Four
years later he had command of a squadron in the "four days" battle, in which the

Rni/nl I'n'nct . his flair ship, stranded and was surrendered to the Dutch, who kept
him a prisoner for many years.
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AYTON, Sir ROBERT, a Scottish poet and favorite courtier in the reign of James VI.
He \vasa younger sou of Andrew Aytou of Kinaldie, Fifeshirc, where he was born in 1570.

He was enrolled as a student in St. Leonard's college, St. Andrews, in 15S-1, and took his

degree of M.A. in 1588. For purposes of study, lie next visited France, fror.i whence
tie addressed', in 1G03, an elegant panegyric, in Latin verse, to king James, on his acces-

siun to the throne of England. This poem appears to have been the making of A.'s

f ill une, for we find him afterwards appointed, successively, one of the gentlemen of the

bedchamber, private secretary to the queen, and master of requests. Subsequently, he held
the appointment of secretary to the queen of Charles I. King James employed him to con-

vey copies of one of his works, conjectured to be his Apology for the Oath of Alb'jinitfi \ to

the German courts. A. was on terms of familiarity with all the moot eminent men of

his time poets, wits, and philosophers alike among others, llobbcs and Ben Jonson. lie

v.-as himself a poet of considerable merit; but, unfortunately, a large number of his

effusions being complimentary verses to his friends, are characterized by conceit and

extravagant flattery. He was one of the lirst Scotsmen who wrote in English with any
degree of elegance and purity. His verses on general topics

"
are conceived in a reiiued

and tender strain of fancy, that reminds us more of the fairy strains of Ilerrick than

anything else." Burns had a great admiration of some of A.'s pieces, two or three of

which he paraphrased. A. is also said to have written verses in Greek and French, as

well as in English and Latin. Several of his Latin poems are preserved in the work
called DdicidK Po&tarum tScotvr-um, printed at Amsterdam in 1637. A. died in Whitehall

palace, Mar., 1638.

AY'TOUN, WILLIAM EDMONDSTOTJNE, was a native of Edinburgh, having been b.

there in 1813. He received his education at the metropolitan university, and was called

to the Scottish bar in 1840. In 1845, he was appointed regius professor of rhetoric and
belles-letters in the university of Edinburgh; and after the formation of the Derby
administration, in 1852, he was promoted to the shrievalty of Orkney and Shetland
He married a daughter of prof. Wilson. During many years, prof. Aytoun devoted
himself to literary work. The earliest work of his with which we are acquainted is

entitled The Life and Times of Richard I., published in 1840 a subject well treated, and

singularly in consonance with his chivalrous and romance-loving nature. Despite his

minstrel tendencies, he is a master of caricature and parody ; and many of the most suc-

cessful of the Bon Gaultier Ballads are understood to be from his pen. In 1849, he

published the Lays of the Scottish Caraliers and other Poems, which established his repu-
tation as a poet of the school of Sir Walter Scott, and which has run through many
editions. Among his subsequent writings are ffinnilian, a Spasmodic Tragedy, pub-
lished in 1854; and Bothwett, a narrative poem of considerable length, in the measure
and manner of Sir Walter Scott, which was, after its first publication in 1856, to a large
extent recast and improved. His edition of the Scottish Ballads, in 2 vols. , appeared in

1858. In the ensuing year, he issued, in conjunction with his friend, Mr. Theodore Martin,
translations of various minor poems of Goethe, in one volume. He was for main- years
one of the most frequent and brilliant contributors to Blackwood's Magazine. Prof,
A. was successful in quite opposite departments of literature he was distinguished at

once as a poet and humorist. His poems exhibit a ballad-like simplicity, and a fiery
flow of narration the special merits of the poetical school in which he graduated ;

while
his tales the best known and appreciated of which are The Glcniitn1clikin liniiirni/, and
llm- I became a Yeoman possess a certain robust humor and farcical abandonment, and
are related to the writings of the great masters of humor much in the degree that the

"screaming farce" is related to genteel comedy. His poetical powers appear in
r

their

greatest perfection in the Lays of the Scottish Carnlurx; the special merits of his humor
are best exhibited in Hoir 1 became a Yeoman. As a critic, he took up the knout of the

dreaded Christopher North of the Koch-*, which he wielded with considerable dex-

terity and force. Prof. A. died at Edinburgh, Aug. 4, 1865. His life has been
written by Theodore Martin (Lond. 1867).

AYUNTAMIENTO is the name given in Spain to the councils or governing bodies of
towns. Sprung from the institutions of the Romans, and firmly established during the

long struggles witli the Moors, the ayuntamientos acquired great influence and politin-1

power, the more so that the nobility were not excluded from them. Although this

importance was impaired through the insurrection of Juan de Padilla in liVJl; and at a
later period, under the Bourbon*, the last Shadow of municipal freedom was lost ; (he

remembrance of it continued to be cherished by th<: people. Accordingly, the cortes.of

Cadi/, in 1812, took up the leading features of the former system, adapting them, by
more democratic modifications, to the requirements of the time. On the return of Fer-
dinand VII , the ayunlamientos were abolished; they were again restored by the cortes,
in 1823; and after the invasion by France, once more set aside. During the civil war,

tUQ proposals were made regarding tno ayuntamientos: but at hist the arrangements
of 1812 were confirmed by the constitution of 1837. According to that statute, the A.,
with the alcalde as president, is appointed by the free choice of the people, and is entitled
in exercise the highest functions within the circle of its jurisdiction. The government
can provisionally annul its acts, but must afterwards procure the ratification of the

cortes, by which alone an A. can be dissolved. The ayuntamientos are empowered to
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make up the lists of electors and jurors, to organize the national guards, to command
the police within their own bounds, to direct the apportionment and raising of taxes,
and to manage the funds of the commune. In 1840, a bill was brought into the cortes,
formed on the model of the French law, proposing to deprive the ayuntamicntos of all

political power, and restrict their functions to purely municipal matters, and also to

limit the franchise to the most highly taxed. But the insurrection which this step
excited, and which ended in the expulsion of the queen, Maria Christina, prevented the

project from being carried out. At last, in 1844, a law, similar to that proposed in 1840,

was, through the intriguing of Christina, supported by French influence, adopted by
the cortes, then composed of moderados; and this law, with little alteration, continues
in force to the present day.

AZAD'IRINE, a bitter extract sometimes used in place of quinine. It is got from
the bark of an East Indian tree known in America as the "Pride of China "

AZAIS; PIEKRE HYACINTHS, 176G-1845; a French author and philosopher. He
was a teacher in the college at Tarbes, but not liking the duties he became secretary to

the bishop of Oleron; he soon gave up the place, and supported himself by playing the

organ in a church. When the revolution of 1792 broke out, A. was one of' its wannest
advocates, but the horrors perpetrated made him a vehement opponent, and a pamphlet
severely condemning the movement made immediate flight nceessarv. He returned to

Paris in 1806, and in 1809 published his DI.X ('//</>* imatiom dan* hx lltxfinitx lltitnuin<A,
an optimist's T* iew that good and evil are about fairly balanced, and that it is the duty
of good citizens to submit to a h'xed government. The idea naturally pleased Napoleon,
who made A. professor at St. Cyr. At a later period he was in the public libraries at

Avignon and Nancy. His Bonapartism kept him out of place for some years al'ter the

restoration, but he finally got a pension which placed him beyond the reach of want.

According to A., all existence, whose cause is God, is the product of two factors, matter
and force. Matter consists of primitive atoms. Force is expansive and subject to the
law of equilibrium. All the phenomena of the universe are successive stages of the

development of this one force acting on the primitive atoms; and this is traced in three

orders of facts: 1, the physical; 2, the psychological; and, 3, the intellectual, moral, and
political. In the physical, development can be traced from the simplest mechanical
motion up through the more complex forces of light, heat, and electricity to the power
of magnetic attraction, by means of which the second great order of facts is produced
out of the- first; for magnetic force acting on elastic bodies creates the primitive living

globule, which is shaped like a tube open at both ends. From this tirst vital element a

gradual ascent can be traced, culminating in man, who differs from other animals in

the possession of intellect, or consciousness of the ideas which external things impress
upon him. The immaterial in man, or his soul, is the expansive force inherent in him.
Moral and political phenomena are the results of two primitive instincts, progressive
and self-conservative, corresponding to the forces of expansion and represssion. From
the reciprocal relations of these instincts may be deduced the necessary conditions of

political and social life. The ultimate goal of life is the fulfillment of the law of equi-
librium, the establishment of universal harmony. "When that is accomplished, the des-

tiny of man will have been achieved, and he will vanish from the earth, and that event

may be looked for in 7000 years. For establishing complete universal equilibrium, 5000

years more will be requisite, at which period the present system of things will end.

AZA LEA, a genus of plants belonging to the natural* order Ericcce, and distinguished
from rhododendron (q.v.) chiefly by the flowers having five stamens instead of ten.

Most of the species of A. also differ from the rhododendrons in having thin deciduous
leaves. Some botanists unite the genus A. to rhodotloulmn. One of the species best

deserving of notice is A. pontieii, a shrub from 3 to 5 ft. high, a native of the

countries around the Black sea, with large obovatc 01 oblongolanceolate shining leaves

and umbellate yellow flowers, which are externally covered with glutinous hairy glands,
and are very fragrant. It may be regarded as, like many of the other mm? (heaths,

etc.), a Kiti-inl plant: and its golden flowers give great brilliancy to the landscape in many
parts of the Crimea, the s.e. of Poland, the Caucasus, etc. It covers many mountain

slopes, but does not ascend to great elevations, giving place to the more alpine ///'/

ilt /iilniii- iHiittifiiit. It is common in gardens and shrubberies in Britain, and varies

with orange, red, and almost white flowers. The whole plant is narcotic and poisonous,
and the honey collected by bees from its flowers, which verv much abound in honey, is

said to cause "stupefaction" and delirium, as happened to Xenophon's soldiers in their

famous retreat in Asia. North America abounds in azaleas as well as in rhododendrons,
and some of the species have been long cultivated in Britain, particularly J. ?/"<

and -1. r/'xr-w!, which, with .1. pontica, have become the parents of many hybrids.
Both have nearly white flowers, very beautiful, and of delicious fragrance. A. I

has the flowers covered with glutinous hairs like A. ]>nli<'<t ; but the flowers of A. until-

Jinni are nearly destitute of them. Both species abound from Canada to the southern

parts of the United States. They are taller shrubs than A. /i<>nfi<;/. Upon account of

its sweet smell, .1. rnnlijltirn is called in America the upright honeysuckle. A. <-n!tn-

tliilin-,,1, a native of the southern parts of the United States, is described as frequently
clothing the mountains with a robe of living scarlet. India and China produce several
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species of A., of which one of the finest is A. Indim, well known in Britain as a green-
housc shrub. Its flowers exhibit great brilliancy of colors. Many hybrids exist between
the more hardy species and this. Another extremely beautiful species is A. ledifolia, an

evergreen, which has been introduced into Britain from China.
A diminutive, procumbent, evergreen shrub, a native of alpine regions in Europe

and North America, plentiful on high mountains in Scotland, was long known as A.

jimcumben^, but is now called Loisdeuria procumbens. The flowers arc small and rose-

colored. The whole appearance of the plant widely differs from that of the genus of

Azalea.

AZARA, DON FELIX DE, 1746-1811; a Spanish general; wounded in a fight with the

pirates of Algiers in 1755. Six years afterwards he was one of the commissioners to

settle the boundaries between the Spanish and Portuguese settlements in South America.
He was there for twenty years, and developed a strong taste for natural history, pub-
lishing an important work on the QuadrujKils of Paraguay in Paris in 1801. His chief

work, issued in 1809, is the story of the discovery and conquest of Paraguay and the
river La Plata.

AZARI'AII, a frequent name among the Hebrews, signifying "helped by Jehovah."
Eleazer has the same meaning. A number of A.'s are mentioned in the scripture, the

most important being the prophet who met Asa on his return from a victory over the

Cushitcs, and warned the king to suppress the worship of idols; 2, a son of Jehoida,
who made special effort to restore the worship of the temple and put down Athaliah's

usurpation; 3, a high priest who assisted Hezekiah in purifying the service- of the

temple; 4, called in Chaldaic "
Abednego," one of the three cast into the liery furnace.

AZAZEL, the word inscribed upon the lots cast by the high priest of the ancient
Hebrews on the day of atonement, to determine which of the goats selected for a sin-

offering should be the scape-goat, and which one should be sacrificed. Critics are unable
to decide upon the meaning of the word.

AZE GLIO, MAS'SIMO Marquis d', famous as an artist, a publicist, a romance-writer,
and a statesman, was the descendant of an ancient and noble family of Piedmont, lie

was b. in 1798 at Turin, where his father held a high military position. In his

fifteenth year. A. followed his father to Rome, where he had been appointed ambas-
sador, and there contracted a love for the fine arts: but his study of music and painting
was cut short by his father procuring him an appointment in a Pieclmontcse cavalry
regiment. Here A. devoted his leisure with such intensity to scientific purMiits, that he

brought on an illness which forced him to quit the service. A journey to Rome, from
which he returned to Turin in 1820, restored his health, but deepened his passion for

painting. After some difficulty, he got his father's permission to devote himself entirely
to this art. A year had hardly elapsed ere A. had made himself a name in Rome as an
artist. In landscape-painting he soon attained complete artistic skill. After a residence

of eight years at Rome, during which he had pursued the study of history along with

painting, he returned to Turin. On the death of his father in 1830, he went to Milan,
where painting was then flourishing. In Milan he made the friendship of Alexander
Manzoni, whose daughter he married. A. now began to make himself favorably known
also in literature, his novels, Ettore Fieramosco (1833) and Niccoki di Lapi (1841), having
done much to fan the national spirit of the Italians. The political affairs of Italy soon

occupied him exclusively; he traversed the provinces, cities, and villages, seeking to

stir up the spirit of patriotism, and to conciliate the unhappy party divi>ions, and was
everywhere received with rejoicing and acclamation. A. never belonged to a secret

political society, but opposed conspiracies as mischievous, and exhorted the impatient
to moderation. While in Florence, he wrote his famous piece, Degli nHimi Oati <H

Bomagna, in which he lashed the miserable papal government, denounced the vain

attempts at insurrection, and proved to the Italian princes the necessity of a national

policy. After the election of Pius IX. as pope, A. returned to Rome, and to his influ-

ence were ascribed the reforms with which Pius began his government. He was
intensely active at this time, and wrote much on public questions. (An edition of his

political writings, collected in one volume, appeared at Turin 1851.) AVhen diaries
Albert, after the rising of Lombardy, crossed the Ticino, A. left Rome witli the papal
troops destined to support the Italian contest. In the battle of Vicenza. where he com-
manded a legion, he was severely wounded in the leg while fighting at the head of his

troops. Scarcely was he recovered, when with his pen he courageou.-ly opposed the

republican party, now intoxicated with victory. On the opening of the Bardmian par-
liament, he was chosen a member of the cliaml>er of deputies. After the unfortunate
event of the battle of Novara, the young king, Victor Emanuel II., appointed him
(1849) president of the cabinet, an office which he undertook solely out of love to his

kintr and country. His influence in this high position was most beneficial At the close

of the war in 1859, A. was appointed pr<> t, ,/>
/><!/<', general and commissioner extraordinary.

purely military, for the Roman states. On his retirement, he issued a proclamation to

the people, which greatly tended to strengthen their resolution by its noble yet temperate
advice. He died on the 15th of Jan., 1*66. Since his deatfe, fbtf&oJ <'<>i-r<xi>i>ii<l< are,

and other writings from his pen, have been given to the world; and his Autrtwyraphy
has been published by his daughter.
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AZEEEIJAN
,
or ADERBAIJAN', the ancient Media, Alropatene, is the most northerly

province of Persia. It is situated between lat. 36 and 40" n., long. 44 and 48 40' e. ;

bounded on the s. by Persian Kurdistan and Irak, e. by Ghilan, n.e. and n. by the

Russian territory, and w. by Turkish Kurdistan. It has an area of about 30,000 sq.m.,
and a pop. of 2,000,000. The surface of A. is very mountainous, many of the ranges

rising from 7000 to 9000 ft. in height. The peak of Savalan (an extinct volcano) reaches

an elevation of 18,000 ft. Alt. Ararat rises on the n.w. border. The chief rivers of A.
are Aras or Araaces, the Kara Su, and the Kizil-Uzen. The salt lake Urumiyah or Urum-

ieych (q.v.), the largest in Persia, is situated on the western border of the province.
The climate of A. is not unhealthy, but it is subject to the extremes of heat and cold.

The transition from cold to heat is very rapid. In the mountainous districts, the hail-

storms are occasionally so violent as to kill cattle. The principal products of A. are

rice, barley, wheat, maize, flax, hemp, cotton, tobacco, honey, and saffron; camels,

horses, cattle, and sheep are also reared; velvet, silks, stuff, carpets, woolens, and
leather are the most important articles of manufacture, and a little is done in hardware.

Lead, iron, copper, sulphur, saltpetre, and salt are found in the province. The capital
of A. is Tabriz, with a pop. of about 120,000. It has suffered greatly from earthquakes.
The other towns of note are Urumiyah, on the lake of that name; Maragha, famous as

the place where Nasir Eddin, the astronomer, fixed his observatory; Aliaua, Khoi, Selmas,
and Ardebil.

AZEVE'DO COUTIN'IIO, JOZE JOAQUIM(DA CTNIIA), 1742-1821; the last inquisitor

general of Portugal. He was bishop of Pernambuco in 1794, and became noted in 1798
for publishing in London an argument against the suppression of the slave trade. He
was appointed inquisitor general In 1818. He is the author of a narrative of the conquest
of Rio Janeiro in 1711 by Duguay-Trouin.

AZEVE'DO YZUNIGA, GASPARD T>E, d. 1606; Count of Alonterey and viceroy of

Mexico and Peru. He fitted out an expedition under Pedro Fernandez de Quiro to search

for the supposed great continent in the s. polar ocean. Some small islands were found,
but not the continent.

AZIMABA D, or TIROWLI, a t. of Sirhind, India, in 29 48' n. lat., and 77 e. long., on
the route from Kurnal to Lodiana, 9 in. n.w. from Kurnal. Its site is slightly ele-

vated above the neighboring plain, which is inundated in the rainy season. It is sur-

rounded by a high brick wall, pierced with loopholes for musketry, and having bas-

tions surmounted with a lower. A large caravansery is inclosed with a lofty embattled
wall having a tower at each corner, and surrounded by a deep ditch, capable of being
tilled with water.

AZIMGHTJE', or AZIM'S FORT, a name primarily applied to a t. in India, and thence
extended to its district, forming one of the n.w. provinces. 1. The t. is in lat. 26 n.,

and long. 83" 14' e. From Calcutta, it is 448 m. to the n.w. ;
from Benares, 81 to the n.

;

from Allahabad, 109 to the u. e.
;
and from Lucknow, 171 to the s.e. It is situated on

the north-eastern Tons, a considerable offset of the Goura, which is here crossed by a

bridge of boats, and which is navigable downwards a distance of 40 m., to its confluence
with the Surjoo. The t. contained, in '71, about 14,000 inhabitants, besides the troops
in garrison. During the mutiny in 1857, A. was so far, a creditable exception to the

general rule of ruthless cruelty among the insurgents. The sepoys did indeed mutiny,
actuated, apparently, by a wish to appropriate a passing treasure of 7 lacs of rupees, or

70,000 sterling. But having formed a square; round tlieir officers, and sworn to protect
them, they brought carriages for them and their families, anel escorted the whole 10 m.
towards Gha/.eepore. 2. The district stretches in n. lat. between 25 36' and 26 24', and
in e. long, between 82 45' and 84 12'. Its area is stated to be 2550 sq.m. ;

and its pop.,

'71, to be 1,531,410. This gives the average of (500 persons to the sq. mile. This excep-

tionally high average is the more remarkable from the circumstance that there are few,
if any, populous t. in the district besides the capital. The district is low and remarkably
level. The soil is fertile, excepting that a few tracts are irreclaimably barren, from being

impregnated with soda, nitre, and other saline substances. Magnificent crops of rice,

sugar-Vane, and indigo are produced. The principal manufactures are those of silk and
cotton, the value of which amounts to more than 100,000 a year.

AZIMUTH. The A. of a heavenly body is the angle measured along the horizon
between the n. or s. point, and the point where a circle, passing through the zenith and
the body, cuts the horizon. The word comes from the Arabic, and is said to be derived
from a word signifying a quarter of the heavens. It is usual to measure the A. west-

ward from the point most remote from the elevated pole, beginning at
J

, and returning
to it at 360. Thus, in northern latitudes, where the n. pole is elevated, the A. is

measured from the s. point, so that the e. point, for instance, has an A. of 270 . See

AKMH/LARY SPHERE. A. circles are those which extend from zenith to nadir, cutting
the horizon at right angles, or those in which all the points have the same azimuth.

A'ZINCOURT, or AGINCOURT, a village in the department of Pas-de-Calais. France,
celebrated for a bloody battle between the English and French, Oct. 25, 1415. The
internal distractions of'France under the imbecile Charles VI. (q.v.) had encouraged
England to attempt to make good her ancient claim on France. Henry V. of England
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had landed at Harfleur, had taken that fortress, and wished to march through Picardie to

Calais, in order to get into winter-quarters. The dauphin advanced against him with a

powerful force. A great number of the nobility accompanied him; and so great was
their confidence, tha.t the offered aid of the duke of Burgundy and of the city of Paris
was rejected. Henry hastened to the Somme, but wus followed by the French, who
opposed his passage; he at last managed to cross with his army at St. Quentin. Greatly
weakened in numbers, and suffering extremely from want of provisions, Henry ottered

to purchase peace by reparation of injuries. But the French would not hear of a treaty;
as they entertained the hope of completely annihilating the English army. They had,
in fact, intercepted the English march to Calais, by getting possession or the high road
behind the little river Ternoise, near the villages of A. and Framecourt. The invading
army, therefore, still (according to French accounts) 14,000 strong, of whom 2000 were
men-at-arms though no English writer makes it more than 10,000 prepared for an

engagement by posting themselves between two woods, in a single line of battle, with
the archers on the wings. The French, to the number of 50,000, under the command of

the constable D' Albert, were drawn up in two lines, the men-at-arms, of whom only
2000 were mounted, being in the first. The English were the first to begin the onset.

The French cavalry rushed forward to meet them, but were received with such a storm
of arrows that they took to flight, threw themselves upon the first line and put it in
disorder. On this, the light-armed English archers took to their billhooks and hatchets,
broke into the ranks of the men-at-arms that fought on foot, whose heavy armor and
close array rendered them almost incapable of resistance, and made the greatest havoc

among them. This being followed by a charge of the English horsemen, the first line

took to flight, the second was unable to arrest the victors, and the whole French army
was soon completely dispersed. The victory was decided. For a moment, Henry
believed that the rallying masses were going to renew the fight; and hearing also that a

troop of armed peasants were plundering his baggage, he gave orders to slay all the

prisoners taken. The order was already executed when he discovered the groundlessness
of his alarm. As many as 10,000 Frenchmen wyere slain, among whom were the constable

and six dukes and princes, the duke of Brabant, the count of Nevers, the duke of Alen-

9on, the duke of Bar and his two brothers. Five princes, among them the dukes of

Orleans and Bourbon, were taken prisoners. The English lost 1600 killed, including
the duke of York, the king's great-uncle, whom the duke of Alencon slew. Aleu9on
had even struck the crown from king Henry's head, when he was surrounded by all

present, and fell with many wounds. Henry, however, was too weak to pursue hia

advantage, and therefore continued his march to Calais, where he embarked for

England.

AZO, PROFESSOR, a distinguished rjrofessor.of civil law in the university of Bologna,
in the early part of the 13th century. A. was one of the most eminent of the glossists,
or commentators, of his time, and Savigny calls his works the mort important of that

school which have come down to us. The name is sometimes given to Azzo, or Ax./o-

lenus; also Azo Soldanus, from the surname of his father.

AZO'IC AGE, that period of geological time preceding the appearance of vegetable
or animal life on earth. Constantly occurring discoveries render it impossible to fix a

limit for the close of the age.

AZORES
,
a cluster of islands in the Atlantic, 800 m. due w of the southern half of

Portugal, ranging in n. lat. between 36 55' and 39 44', and in w. long, between 25 10'

and 31 16'. In the first half of the 15 c., the A. were discovered by the Portuguese, or

rather, it has been said, appropriated by them, after having been revealed to them by a
Flemish navigator, Joshua Vanderberg, of Bruges. They were at that time uninhabited

a fact which, so far as it goes, seems adverse to any notion that America could have
been colonized from Europe in this direction. That the A. were visited by the ( 'avtlui-

genians is proved by Phoenician coins found on Corvo. As early as I486, they an;

marked on a map of the world by the Venetian Andrea Bianco. The Portuguese colo-

nists called the whole group A., from acw or azor, a hawk; and they named the two
individual islands Corvo and St. Jorgo, from Corvos Marinos and'St, Jorsi, which,

according to the maps of the 14th c., had been previously seen in the western ocean. In

1466, Alfonso V. made a life-grant of the island of Fayal to his aunt, the dud

Burgundy, and from this circumstance many settlers migrated thither from Flanders.

Without reckoning mere rocks, the islands are nine in number. Taken from e. to w.,

they are as follows: St. Mary, St. Michael, Terceira, Graciosa, St. Jorgo, Pico, Fayal,
Flores. and Corvo. The area of the group is estimated at 980 sq.m. ;

while its
pop. is

'72, 260,072; yielding an average of 265 to a so. mile. In the order of pop. and impor-
tance, the islands stand thus: St. Michael, Terceira, Pico, Fayal, St. Jorgo. Flores,

Graeiosa, St. Mary, and Corvo. Their capital is Angra, in Terceira; but Pouta Delgada
and liiheira Grande, both in St. Michael, are larger towns.

As mav be presumed from the density of the population, the soil is fertile, and the

climate healthy. The islands are also well watered. The exports are oranges, wine,

brandy, grain,' pulse, pork, beef, cheese, and coarse linens; and the imports are woolens,
cottons, hardware, iron, glass, cordage, pitch, tar, staves, timber, oil, fish, nun, eoil'ee,

sugar, salt, and tea. Perhaps the greatest want of the group is a good harbor.
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The A. arc of volcanic origin a fact from which may probably be inferred their iden-

tity with the isles of Brazil or of Fire in the maps above mentioned, of the 14th
century.

Though most of the volcanoes themselves appear to be extinct, yet the islands contain
hot springs, and are subject to violent earthquakes. The coasts are generally steep and

rugged, while the interior parts abound in ravines and mountains. The mountains
range from 1869 ft. to 7613 the latter being the height of the lava-covered peak which
gives name to Pico.

AZOTE' (Gr. a, deprivcr of, and soc, life) is the name given by French chemists to

nitrogen (q.v.).

AZOTII, the panacea of Paracelsus, regarded by his followers as "the tincture of

life."

AZ OTIZED BODIES are those substances which contain azote or nitrogen as one of
their constituents, and which form part of the living structure of a plant or animal, or

are produced during its natural decay. The principal members of the group are ulbn-

'///< //, present iii white of eggs, and the juices of plants and animals; ybiJnilim ,
or ci\//*'<tl-

l
: n,

,
a variety of albumen found in the lens of the eye; vi1c1lim :

, another variety of albu-

men, composing the greater bulk of the yolk of the egg; j>r<i!bi<ntcii, a third variety of

albumen found in the animal system during certain diseases ;j\bri>ie, which occurs largely
in the seeds of cereals and in animal muscle; caseine(OT cheese matter), present in all

milk; /<//'///', a variety of caseiue found in pease, beans, and leguminous seeds in

general; f/<Intiue, which is present in the skin, bones, and other parts of animals; choii-

driiu'. a variety of gelatine obtainable from the cornea of the eye and the permanent
cartilages; /x<V//^xx. another variety of gelatine manufactured from the inner membrane
of the floating bladder of sturgeons and other fishes; glue and xizi', which are secondary
forms of gelatine; urea, uric acid, and Mppuric acid, which are present in the urine of

the higher animals; krn/ti/nM\d kmitiniiw, occurring in the juice of flesh; several forms
of in-' 'it, i r;/ nilfuli, which are found as stones in the bladder; and the very large and
important class of alktihthl*, including strychnine, morphine, quinine, etc. The princi-

pal members of the series of A. B. will be considered under their special headings; and
the use of several of them as articles of diet will come into notice under FOOD.

AZO TUS, the A#Mod of the Old Testament (now Esdud), a village on the Mediterra-
nean, 21 m. s. of Jaffa. Lat. 31" 45' n., long. 34 37' e. It was formerly one of the
chief cities of the Philistines, strongly fortified, and the scene of numerous contests

between that race and the Jews. Into this city the ark of the covenant was brought by
the Philistines, and placed in the temple of their god Dagou, whose image fell in pieces
before it. In the 8th c. B.C., the town fell into the hands of the Assyrians; and in the fol-

lowing century was captured by the Egyptians, after a 29 years' blockade and siege. In
the wars between Alexander Balas and Demetrius, A. was destroyed by fire. It was
afterwards rebuilt by the Romans, but never regained its early importance. It has now
a pop. of about 300, and the sea is gradually receding from its harbor.

AZOV, or A'sow, a fortress and port t. in the s. of Russia, situated on the Don, about
20 m. from its mouth. The sand and mud deposited by the river have choked up the

port, so that its trade and shipping have dwindled -Away, and the inhabitants now depend
mostly on fishing. Pop. '67, 14,017. A. was anciently a Greek colony, under the name
of TanaYs, and carried on extensive commerce with the northern peoples. In number of
inhabitants and in wealth it often rivaled Panticapai-um (now Kertch). In the 13th c. it

was taken possession of by the Genoese, who called it Tana. They were driven out of

it by Timur (Tamerlane) in 1392. In 1471, it was taken by the T*urks, and since then
has borne the name of A., the Turks calling the town ana the neighboring sea Asak.
After an obstinate struggle, at which Peter the great, then beginning his career, was
present, it was captured by the Russians about the end of the l7th century. It more
than once fell again under the dominion of the Turks, but at last, in 1774, remained in

the undisturbed possession of Russia. It was bombarded and destroyed by an allied Eng-
lish and French squadron in 1855.

AZOV, SKA OF. named after the town, is a large gulf of the Black sea. formed by the

peninsula of Crimea, or rather an inland lake connected with the Black sen by the long
narrow strait of KalTa. The Siwash or Putrid sea is the western portion of the sea of A.
cutoff by the long narrow slip of low sandy land called the tongue of Arabat. The
entrance to the Putrid sea is by the narrow strait of Genitsehi at the n. of the Tongue.
Tiie Putrid sea is little but a succession of swamps. The ancient name <>r the sea of A.
was I 'a! us Ma-otis. It gets the name of Balik-Denghis, or Fish-sea, from the Turks and
Tartars, from its abundance of fish. The water is almost fresh. The whole sea i.s shal-

low, and occupies an area of about 14,000 sq. miles. During the Crimean war. an expe-
dition, having on board 16,500 English, French, and Turks, was sent to this sea in -May,
1855. which devastated the ports, and cut off supplies intended for Seba-topol.

AZPE ITIA. a fortified t. in Spain on the I'rola, 15 m. s.w. of San Sebasiian: pop.
5800. During the Carlist movements in 1870-74. A. was the scat of the court for the

management of the war; and the famous monastery of San Ignacio dedicated to

Loyola, was used for military purposes. The birthplace of Ignatius Loyola was near
the town.
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AZRAEL, in Jewish and Mohammedan belief, the angel who attends the dying, and
separates the soul from the body.

AZTEC CHILDREN. In the year 1833, there were brought over to this country from
America two diminutive children, a boy and a girl, said to be aged respectively "IT and
11, and who were represented as descendants of the ancient Aztecs. The height of each
was under 3 feet. Their figure was slender and not ill proportioned; that which was
chiefly remarkable being their features. While the forehead and chin receded, the nose
was so singularly prominent as to suggest the idea of the face of a bird. Vet, with
dark lively eyes, "an olive complexion, and glossy long black hair, and a great fund of

good-nature, they were far from uupleasiug. They spoke no intelligible language, but
understood a few words of English, and seemed to have a taste for music. Shown to

the public as curiosities, they were usually exhibited on a large table, on which they ran
about amusing themselves. Their exhibitor told a very incredible story of how they
had been obtained from the ancient city of Iximaga, where they were reverenced as

gods. A certain senor Velasquez, accompanied by a Canadian and an American, pene-
trated into this ancient city of Central America, where they made the acquaintance of
one of the guardian priests of these undersized deities, who was so charmed with the
accounts of the outer world, that he resolved to steal the gods of his people, and escape
with the strangers. One after the other the Canadian, the American, and the priest-
were overtaken by disaster, and Velasquez alone was left to tell the wondrous talc, with
no attestation but such as the children themselves furnished. Prof. Owen considered
them mere dwarfs, and other authorities held a similar opinion. Belonging probably to

some Indian tribe, they were doubtless monstrosities; and this becoming apparent, inter-

est in them ceased.

AZTECS. The name of the dominant tribe in Mexico at the time of the arrival of the

Spaniards. See MEXICO, AKTKJCITIES OF.

AZU A, a t. of the island of San Domingo, not far from the s. coast, on the Bia, and
near its mouth, 60 in. w. from St. Domingo. Pop. 6000.

AZUA'GA, a t. of Estremadura, Spain, in the province of Badajos, 20 m. e. from
Llerena. It is situated in an elevated district, drained by the head-waters of the Mata-

chel, a branch of the Guadiana; the surrounding country produces much grain, is partly
covered with extensive oak forests, and contains large tracts of heath, bright in summer
with the blossoms of different species of cistus. Pop. 6400.

AZTJ'NI, DOMENICO ALBERTO, a distinguished jurist, b. at Sassari, in tlr1 island of

Sardinia, Aug. 3, 1749. He early applied himself to the study of law, devoting himself

particnlarly to the maritime relationships of nations. He became judge of tin tribunal
of commerce at Nizza or "Nice; and in 1795, after that city had been taken by the French,
he published a work in which he endeavored to reduce maritime laws to fixed principles,
and which, being recast, was published at Paris in 1805 under the title of Droit Huri-
time de VEurope. The work was sufficiently anti-British in tone to secure its author the
favorable consideration of Napoleon's ministry, by whom lie was appointed one of the
commissioners for compiling the new commercial code, the maritime portion being allot-

ted to him. Genoa having been annexed to France, A., in 1807, was appointed presi-
dent of the court of appeal there, where he remained until the fall of Napoleon. Among
other things, A. published an Esaai sur THistoire G<'!/r<i]>/ti(///e 7VMV///// it JA//W, <t>* It,

Sardaigne, and a Dictionary of Mercantile Jvri*ji/-u(/< nr?
t
and some controversial bro-

chures. For some time after he had withdrawn from Genoa, he resided at Nice, and
afterwards in his native island, where he was appointed, by king Charles Felix, judge
of the consulate of Cagliari, and librarian to the university of that city. He died in Jan.,
1827.

AZURE, a French word technically used in heraldry to signify blue. In engraving
arms, it is always represented by horizontal lines.

AZ'TJRINE, Ltnri*rit* cwrnleux, a fish of the same genus with the roach, chub, etc.,

and most nearly resembling the red-eye (q.v.) or rudd (L. f,rythrop7it/ili// >!*). from
which, however, it is readily distinguished by the slate-blue color of the back, and the

whiteness of the abdomen and fins. It is a fresh-water fish, and was first described by
Yarrcll from specimens received from Lancashire, where it is called the blue roach,
but it is also an inhabitant of some of the lakes of Switzerland.

AZURITE, a name which has been given to the mineral more commonly called

lazulite (q.v.), and to which, along with lapis lazuli (q.v.) or azure-stone, mineral tur-

quoise (see TURQUOISE), etc., the generic name, azure */>nr, is sometimes given. The
name A. is also given by mineralogists to an ore of copper, generally known as blue

copper (see COPPER), nearly allied to malachite (q.v.), and remarkable for its beautiful

azure color.

AZ'YMITES, the name given by the eastern to the western church, arising from a
difference about the use. in the Lord's supper, of leavened or unleavened bread. The
western, or Latin branch, insisted that unleavened bread might be used, and the Greek
church stinniati/cd the Latins as "azymitcs," from the Greek a, "not," and zume,
"
leaven." The Latins retorted with "

pro-zymites," but the terms, intended for reproach,
soon pas-e<l, with the whole discussion, into history as useless additions to polemical
nomenclature.
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BTHE
second letter in the Hebrew or Phoenician alphabet, and in all alphabets

derived from it, belongs to the order of labials, and is of the kind called medial or

tlar. See LETTERS, ALPHABET. Its name in Hebrew is btth, signifying "house,"

probably localise it? original hieroglyphic or picture form was an outline of a house or

tent. In the corresponding words of >ister-languages, we find b very generally replaced

by some one of the other labial letters [p, f(plt\ r\; these substitutions, however, take

place not by chance or caprice, but according to ascertained laws. See PHILOLOGY,
COMPARATIVE, and GRIMM'S LAW. The following are some examples of the inter-

change of b with other letters: Corresponding to Eng. bear are Sansc. bhri, Lat./mr,
Gr. plu-nin: Eng. be, Sansc. bhu, Lat. Jio and/w, Gr. phuo: Eng. bore, Lat. forarc: Eng.
of and off, Gr. apo, Lat. ab: Eng. irife, plural wires, Ger. veib, Old H. Ger. trip: Eng.
web, 'f"' ;. trift: Gr. ?i-iwpos, Eng. 'bishop, Fr. ettque. In several Latin words, b arose

out of u (pronounced like r or w). Thus, the original form of belhim, war, was dvelhim
or dcettum: of bonus, diwi*: and the d being dropped (as we drop the sound of k in

the c became hardened into b. Similarly, bit, twice, is for duis. A remarkable

interchange sometimes takes place between b and m, as in Sausc. mri, to die; Lat.

mart-, death; and Gr. brtrton, mortal.
The Greeks pronounced their b (ft) like a v, for they spelled VirtfiU-t/f, e.g., Birfjilios;

and this continues to be the case in modern Greek. In Latin, during the classical ages
at least, the letter was pronounced as it is in English, French, etc. But in the time of

the later emperors (beginning with the 3d c. of our era), b was softened down, in the

popular language at lea>t. to a slovenly sound like T; for in inscriptions of this period,
such spellings as Mf*a for ctrba, rnirarili for mirabUi, are quite common. The distinc-

tion between the two sounds being once lost sight of, the letter b was frequently substi-

tuted for r as berba for rtrim. /''.< for rims. This softening of b into r in the middle-

age Latin, has left traces in the modern Italian and French; as Lat. ftabov, Ital. tirere,

Fr. >> <>//; Lat. (<i'i!<(, Ital. tucola. A Spaniard, on the contrary, has a tendency to use
b instead of r; thus he pronounces rirere like bibcrc., and Joria as if written .Juln#.

B, in music, is the seventh degree of the diatonic scale of C', and the twelfth degree
of the diatonic-chromatic scale. In harmony, it is called the major seventh. Accord-
ine to the tempered system of tuning, the ratio of B, to the fundamental note C, is -fg.

In the ancient diatonic scale, B was never used as a
key-note,

as its fifth, F, was imper-
fect. In the German notation. B is called H, while B flat is called simply B. B flat is

half a tone lower that B, and in harmony is called the flat seventh. As a harmonic

arising from C, B flat, as produced by nature, is considerably flatter than in the tem-

pered system of tuning.

BAADER, FRANZ XAVER vox, 1765-1841; a German theologian. He was the third

son of the court physician, and his elder brothers were distinguished, Clemens as an au-

thor, and Joseph as'au engineer. Franz graduated at the university of Ingolstiidt in 1782;
assiMed his father in medicine, but disliked the profession; studied engineering in the

mining districts, and lived four years in England, where he became acquainted with ration-

alistic philosophy, which he thought little Tess than satanic. The religious speculations of

Eckhait. St. Martin, and especially Bohme, were more to his mind. He held intimate

friendship with Jacobi, and learned something of Schelling. Though deeply interested

in philosophy, he kept to his engineering practice, became superintendent of mines, and
was ennobled for valuable sen-ices. His first published work was Ftrnu nta C<-;//iHiom'it.

in which he combated modern philosophy, and recommended that of Bohme. In 1826,

he was appointed professor of philosophy and speculative theology in the new univer-

sity of Munich. Some of his lectures, while occupying that chair, have been published.
In 1838, he opposed the interference in civil matters of the Roman Catholic church, to

which he belonged, for which opposition he was interdicted from lecturing on the

philosophy of religion durinsr the last three years of his life. He also favored a recon-

struction of the church a church without a pope. B. is considered to have been the

greatest speculative Roman Catholic theologian of modern times, and his influence has

gone beyond the bounds of his own church.

BA'AL, a Hebrew word signifying lord, owner, or mfixter, and applied as a general
title of honor to mauv different gods." In Hosea ii. 16, it is mentioned as a name which

had been -_
riven to Jehovah himself: but when used with the definite article, it specially

de-Lniated the principal male deify of the Phoenicians and Carthaginians, as Baaltis or

Astarte was the principal female deity. In connection with Babylon and Assyria, the

same deity is spoken of under the name of Bel or Belus. Originally, B. was the god of

the sun. the ruler and vivifier of nature, and Astarte the goddess of the moon. In the

later star-worship of the western Asiatic nations, P,. was the name of Jupiter, the planet
of fa- -une suppose, of Saturn. The proper Phoenician name of B.. however,

wa> Mfikart. Melkrat, or Melchrat which is usually supposed to mean "king of the

city" i.e., Tyre; but others consider it a contraction of two words signifying "king
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of the earth;" while the learned Selden is of opinion that it is equivalent to "strong
king." B. was perhaps the same god as tlie Phoenician Moloch. The Greeks con-

founded B. or Melkart with their own Hercules; and, for the purpose of distinction,
termed him the Tyrian Hercules. From the earliest foundation of Tyre, he seems V) have
been the tutelar god of that city, and his worship apparently extended thence until it

was prevalent in all the towns of the Phoenician confederation, and was established in

their remotest colonies, such as Malta, Carthage, and Cadiz. It also overspread the

neighboring countries of Assyria and Egypt. Each country or locality had its B. or

chief god. According to Scripture, the temples of this idol (at least in Phoenicia and
a) were built on the tops of hills, or still more frequently in solemn groves, and

sometimes altars were erected to him on the roofs of houses. His priests were
numerous. Incense was the most frequent offering presented to him, but we also read
of sacrifices of bullocks, and even of children In 1 Kings, chap, xviii., we read that the

priests of B. danced about the altar during the sacrifice, and barbarously cut and man-

gled themselves, if their god did not speedily answer their prayers.
The word B. enters into the composition 'of many Hebrew, Chaldee, Phoenician, and

Carthaginian names, such as Jezebel, Hasdrubal ("Help of Baal"), Hannibal ("Grace
of Baal "), Ethbaal (" With Baal "), Baal-bee (" City of Baal "). The word is also fre-

quently' found in conjunction with some epithet, and in such cases appears to have
denoted a different deity, though it is not impossible that it may have been the same
person regarded in another aspect, and as exercising merely a different function. Thus,
we have Baal-Berith, "the Covenant Lord," who was specially worshiped by the people
of Shechem; Baal-Peor, the Priapus of the Moabites and Midianites; and Beelzebub,
or Baalzebub (the Fly-god), the idol of the Philistines at Ekron, where he had a

temple. The Celtic deity Beal is usually identified with Baal. See BELTEIN.

BAAL BEK, the name of a ruined city in the ancient Coele-Syria, signifies the "city of

Baal," the sun-god, and was by the Greeks, during the Seleucide dynasty, converted into

Heliopolis. Lat. 34 1'30" n., long. 36 11' e. It is situated in the plain of Buka'a, "at
the northern extremity of a low range of bleak hills, about 1 m. from the base of Anti-

lelmnon," in a well-watered and delightful locality, rather more than 40 m. n.w. of
Damascus. It was once the most magnificent of Syrian cities, full of palaces, fountains,
and beautiful monuments. It is now only famous for the splendor of its ruins, of which
three deserve special notice. The most imposing is that of the great temple of the Sun,
which was a rectangular building, 290 ft. by 160, having its roof supported by a peristyle
of 54 Corinthian columns, "19 at each side, and 10 at each end." Of these. (5 are yet
standing. The circumference of these columns is about 22 ft,, and the length < if the shaft

58; with pedestal, capital, and entablature, they measure about 89 ft. in height. The
approach to this temple was through two spacious courts, surrounded on all sides with

porticoesand other buildings. Except the columns mentioned, little of thegreat temple,
or of the buildings in front of it, is left standing, but the ground is covered with their

ruins. The vast size of the stones used in the substructions is remarkable, some of them
being 60 ft. long and 12 thick. South from the great temple is a smaller one, known as
the temple of Jupiter. It is similar in form, having its peristyle and the walls of its

cella still mostly standing. Its dimensions are 227 ft. in length, by 117 ft. in breadth,

being thus larger than the Parthenon at Athens. Both temples, as well as the summnd-
ing structures, are built of limestone, in a richly decorated somewhat fantastic Corinthian

style. Besides these, there stands at the distance of 300 yards from the others a circular

building, supported on six granite columns; style, mixed Ionic and Corinthian. It was
once used as a Christian church.

The early history of B. is involved in darkness; but it is certain that, from the most
distant times, it had been a chief seat of sun-worship, as its name implies. Julius <

made it a Roman colony, and under Augustus it was occupied by a Roman garrison. B.

had an oracle held in such high esteem that, in the 2d c. A.D., it was consulted by the

emperor Trajan prior to his entrance on his second Parthian campaign. To test, the

prescience of the oracle, Trajan sent to it a blank piece of paper, which was returned to

him blank. This gave him a high opinion of its powers, and he consulted it in all scrions-

ne-c-. a second time. The response was some dead twigs from a vine, wrapped up in

cloth. Trajan's decease some two years afterwards, and the transmission of his bones in

Rome, was deemed a sufficient interpretation of the symbolical utterance, and continued
the celebrity of the oracle. Antoninus Pius (138-161 A.D. ) built the great temple, which
the legend current among the modern Inhabitants counts a work of Solomon. This

temple is said to have contained a golden statue of Apollo, or of Zeus, which on certain

annual festivals the chief citizens of Heliopolis bore about on their shoulders. \Vheii

Christianity, under Constantine, became the dominant religion, the temple became a

Christian church. In the wars that followed the taking of the city by th< Arabs, who
sacked it in 748 A.D., the temple was turned into a fortress, the battlements of which are

yet visible. The city was completely pillaged by Timur Key. or Beg. in 1400 A.D. Both

city and temple continued to fall more and moit into decay under the misery and misrule
to which Syria has been subject ever since. Many of the" magnificent pillars were over-
turned by the pashas of Damascus merely for the sake of the iron with which the stones

were bound together. What the Arabs, 'Tatars, and Turks had spared, was destroyed by
a terrible earthquake in 1759. B. is now an insignificant village, with a pop. of some
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few hundreds. See Wood and Dawkins's Ruins of BaaJbccQ.157); Cassas, Voyage Pitto-

rr*que de la Syrie (1799); Murray's Handbook for Travelers in Syria and Palestine;
Baedeker's Syria and Pauxtine (1873).

BA'BA, a Turkish word signifv'mg father, originatiug, like our word papa, in the first

efforts of children to speak. In Persia arid Turkey, it is prefixed as a title of honor to

the names of ecclesiastics of distinction, especially of such as devote themselves to an
ascetic life; it is often affixed in courtesy, also, to the names of other persons, as Ali-

Baba.

BA BA, CAPE, a bold rocky headland near the western extremity of Anatolia the

Lectum of the Greeks in la't. 39 29' n., long. 26 4' e., about 12 m. from the northern

extremity of Mitylene, the ancient Lesbos. On a shelving point of the cape stands the

town of Baba, with a pop. of about 4000, who do some trade in cutlery of a superior

quality. The once large and prosperous, but now utterly ruined city of Assos, men-
tioned by St. Paul, is in the vicinity.

BABATAG', or BA'BA DAG, a city with 10,000 inhabitants, in the sandjak of Silistria,

in the north-eastern part of European Turkey. It is situated in a marshy district; has a

high school and five mosques, of which that built by Bajazet I. is the finest. It was

Bajazet that founded the city, which he peopled with Tartars, and named after a saint,

win 'sc monument, on a hill near by, is resorted to as a place of pilgrimage. Through the

port of Kara-Kerman, lying a short way to the s., the inhabitants of B. carr}" on a con-

siderable commerce with the Black sea.

BAB BAGE, CHARLES, b. in 1790, entered early at Trinity college, Cambridge, where
he took his degree of B.A. in 1814. In 1828, he was elected professor of mathematics in

his own university, an office which he filled for 11 years. B. united, in the most happy
combination, powers of invention and observation with thorough scientific culture.

Among his writings, we notice first his extremely correct and well-arranged Tables of
I/xjurithms (Loud. 1834). lie was the first to make the method of constructing such
tables the object of earnest study. The difficulty of securing accuracy in getting up
tables on a large scale, led him to the idea of committing the execution of the work to a
machine. Being commissioned by the government to superintend the construction, of

such a machine, before beginning the work, he visited a great many manufactories and
machine establishments, both in Britain and on the continent, in order to become

acquainted with all the resources of mechanical art, and thus be in a position to make a

combined use of them in his great undertaking. This survey" afforded him the neces-

sary information for his able work, On the Economy of Manufactures at"/ M.n-hinery
(Lond. 1832) a book which has run through several editions, and been translated into

several languages in which all mechanical processes arc classified from the most scien-

tific point of view, and the most interesting examples of the more important kinds of

manufacture are described. Besides his Comparative Vnir of the Different Life-asxvnmct
fcirUticx, his JJ/rf'tnntiul and I)ih;/ral Cvlcuhi*, his Decline of Science (1830), A yinth

Br>dijr<it,>r T/'nttixe, and Tlu E.i-]ixition f 1831 (1851), B. contributed a number of very
ineresting papers to the Transactions of the royal societies of London and Edinburgh.
With regard to B.'s calculating machine, which, from some cause not well explained,
was never completed, see CALC TL.VTING MACHINE. He died Oct. 18, 1871.

BABBITT METAL, an alloy containing 4 parts of copper, 24 of best Banca tin, and
8 of antimony. To the melted copper half the tin and the antimony are added gradually,
followed by the rest of the tin. The product is a soft metal, much used for reducing
friction of axles in heavy machinery, the journals being so made that the babbitting may
be readily renewed when worn. It was invented by Isa^c Babbitt, 1799-1862. a gold-
smith of Taunton, Mass. Congress rewarded him with a gold medal and s20,000.

BABCOCK. RUFVS. P.P.. 1). Conn.. 1798: a graduate of Brown university; Baptist
minister, ordained in 1823. and established at Pou<rhkeepsie, X. Y.. and afterwards at

Salem. Ma>s. : in 1833, he was president of AVaterville college; in 1836, pastor in Phila-

delphia: again in Poughkeepsie in 1S39. and lastly in Paterson. X. .1. He has been

secretary of the Pennsylvania colonization society, of the American Sunday-school union,
and of the American and foreign Bib1<- society; editorof the EatptietMemorial, and author
of History <>f Wattrcilh' (V//^//<. Tali* of Truth fur the Young, Tin' Emigrant Jfotht-r, etc.

BA BEL, TOWER OF. For an account of this building, and the confusion of tongues
which it brought about, see the llth chapter of Genesis. The distinction of being a
remnant of thetowerofB. has been claimed for three different masses: 1st. for Ximnid's
tower at Akkerkuf: 2d. the Mujellibo, 930 yards e. of the Euphrates, and 5 m. above
the modern town of Hillah; 3d. the Birs Xim'rud, to the w. of that river, and about 6 m.
to the s.w. of Hillah the whole situated in Babylonia (q.v.). The last of these has the

majority of opinions in its favor. Every one, it is said, who has seen the Birs Ximrud,
feels at once that, of the ruined mounds in this region, there is not one which so nearly
corresponds with his previous notions of the tower of Babel. According to Mr. Rich.
it is of an oblong form, the total circumference being 762 yards. At the eastern side it is

cloven by a deep furrow, and is not more than 30 or 60 ft. high; bat on the western
side it rises in a conical figure to the elevation of 198 ft. ; and on its summit is a soli ,1
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pile of brick 37 ft. high by 28 in breadth, diminishing in thickness to the top. which is

broken and irregular, and rent by a large fissure extending through a third of its height.
It is perforated by .small square holes, disposed in rhomboids. The lire-burnt bricks of
which it is Imiit hare inscriptions on them, and so excellent is the cement, which appears
to he lime-mortar, that it is nearly impossible to extract a brick whole. The other parts
of the summit of this hill are occupied by immense fragments of brickwork, of no deter-

minate figure, tumbled together, and converted into solid vitrified masses, as if they had
undergone the action of the fiercest fire, or had been blown up with gunpowder, the

layers of brick being perfectly discernible. These ruins stand on a prodigious mound,
the whole of which is itself in ruins, channeled by the weather, and strewed with frag-
ments of black stone, sandstone, and marble. Sir R. K. Porter has shown that the

intense vitrifying heat to which the summit has been evidently subjected, must have been
the result of lire operating from above, and was probably produced by lightning. This
is a curious circumstance, taken in connection with the ancient tradition that the tower
of B. was rent and overthrown by fire from heaven. Porter thinks that the works of the

Babylonish kings, especiall}' the stupendous temple of Bclus, which was erected on the
site of the old tower, concealed for a while the marks of the original devastation; and
that now the destructions of time and of man have reduced it to nearly the same con-
dition in which it appeared after the confusion. Mr. George Smith discovered the legend
of the building of B. among the Assyrian tablets in the British museum, and gave an
account of it in his Chaldean Account of Genesis (1875).

BAB-EL-MAN DEB (i.e. "the Gate of Tears") is the name of the strait between Arabia
and the continent of Africa, by which the Red sea is connected with the gulf of Aden
and the Indian ocean, so called from the danger arising to small vessels from strong
currents. The Arabian peninsula here throws out a cape, bearing the same name as the

strait, rising to the height of 865 ft. About 20 m. distant from this cape stands the wall-

like coast of Africa, rising in Ras Sejan to the height of 380 ft. Within the straits, bt:t

nearer to Arabia, lies the bare rocky island of Perim (q. v.), now occupied by the English
as a fort; the strait on the e. side of this island is called the little strait, and that on the

w. the great strait. The depth of the former varies from 8 to 12 fathoms; that of the

latter reaches 185 fathoms. The first is usually chosen by vessels on account of its afford-

ing good anchorage. Close to the African coast lie eight small islands, called the Eight
Brothers.

BA BER, or BA'BUB (Zohir-Eddin Mohammed), the first of the Great Moguls in India,
a descendant of Timur, was b. in 1483. He was barely 12 years of age when he suc-

ceeded his father, Omar Sheikh Mirza, in the sovereignty of the countries lying between
Samarcand and the Indus. With a view to the conquest of India, although constantly

contending with revolts in his own dominions, he made himself master, by fraud and force,

of the provinces of Kashgar, Kundez, Kandahar, and Cabul. Having thus opened the way
to India, he made two or three rapid incursions into Hindustan; and finally taking
advantage of the feeble government of Ibrahim Lodi, about the end of 1525, he crossed the

Attock (the Cabul branch of the Indus), quickly defeated some bodies of troops that

opposed him in the Punjab; and at last, in April, 1526, on the plain of Panipat, not far

from Delhi, encountered and fought a decisive battle with his enemy, whose army was
far superior in numbers. The 100,000 men and 1000 elephants of sultan Ibrahim were

dispersed; Ibrahim himself fled; and B. made his entry into Delhi. In the following
month, Agra, the second city of the empire, surrendered. B.'s enjoyment of empire in

India was short; he died in 1530, having had to contend during the five years of his reign
with numerous conspiracies and revolts. To the talents of a general and statesman.

which he manifested in his conquests, his improvements of public roads, measuring of

lands, adjustment of taxation, postal arrangements, etc., B. united a taste for science

and art. He wrote, in the Tartar language, the history of his own life and conque-r>.
which was translated into Persian by Abdul Rachim, and, more recently, from the Per-

sian into English. B. was succeeded on the throne of Delhi by the eldest of his four

sons, Humayun, and was the founder of the B. or Great Mogul dynasty.

BABETJF, FRANQOIS NOEL, generally known by the name of " Caius Gracchus," which
he affixed to his political articles, was b.' in 1764 at'St. ()uent in. in the department of A isne.

France. On the breaking out of the revolution in 1789, he became a fanatical advocate

of the popular demands. During the reign of terror he took up a position of hostility

to Robespierre and the terrorists. In his journal, established at Paris, in July, 1794, and
termed The 2'ribune of the People, he preached the sovereignty of the masses, and
defended the absurdest consequences flowing from that political doc-trine. He was in

favor of a new distribution of the land, of the abolition of every political order, and the

e<|'i;'!ity of all individuals, wise and foolish. His violent language cau.-ed him to be

imprisoned. On his release, he attached himself to the members of the extreme Jaco-

bin party, which had just been overthrown. A secret conspiracy was formed, the aim
of which was the destruction of the directory, and the complete re-establishment of the

democratic constitution of 179;}, which had been suspended during the IYU :M of terror.

The plot was discovered through the treachery of one of the member*. J 5. and other

chiefs were seized, imprisoned, and ultimately brought to trial. B. defended himself

with the courage of a fanatic, and overwhelmed his judges with abuse. lie was of
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course condemned to death, and was guillotined on the following day, May 24, 1797. B.

was a weak-headed enthusiast, without talent or culture; hut abler men in the conspiracy
made use of his furiously resolute character to secure the ends they had in vic\v.

BABIKTGTON, AXTONY, an English gentleman of the county of Derby, head of a con-

spiracy in favor of Mary Stuart of Scotland. The rivalry between queen Mary and

queen* Elizabeth of England was at the same time a contest between Catholicism and
Protestantism. Accordingly, the various plots for rescuing Mary from the power of her

enemy were of the same character, and have been misrepresented and judged of accord-

ing to the ecclesiastical prejudices of each historian, B., young, rich, a zealous Catho-

lic, and on that account already an enthusiastic admirer of the unfortunate .Mary, was
induced, through the agents of a determined conspirator, Morgan, who had been arrested

in France at the instance of the English court, to put himself at the head of a plot that

had for its object the murder of queen Elizabeth, and the rescue of Mary. The execu-
tion of the murder was undertaken by one Savage, in which he was to be assisted by a
number of the Catholic nobility, as circumstances might require. The day of action

was lixed for the 24th of Aug., 1586. B. reserved the deliverance of Mary for his own
share, entered into correspondence with her, and received letters purporting to be from
her in return, approving of the assassination of Elizabeth. The secretary, \Valsinghatn,
not only had all the threads of the plot in his hand, but contributed, through his emissa-

ries, to spur on the conspirators to the execution of their plans. When the right moment
was come. B. and his accomplices were arrested, and condemned. B. made no denial,

acknowledged the letters to Mary to be his, and, Sep. 20, 1586, laid his head on the

block. Savage, Barn well, Bollard, Abington, Tichburne, and Tilnec, had a like fate.

Mary Stuart herself had, four months later, to ascend the bloody scaffold; and her con-
demYiation was justified chiefly on the ground of those letters received by Babington.
Mary, however, denied to the last moment that the letters were written by her hand, or
with her knowledge; and her friends constantly maintained that they were the work of

\Valsingham himself, in order that the unhappy queen might be got rid of with a show
of justice. The rest of Walsingham's conduct in this affair, as well as the way in which
he was in the habit of supporting Elizabeth's views in general, give at least a high degree
of probability to the accusation.

BABINGTON, CHURCHILL, b. England, 1821; professor of archaeology; has written
on botany, ornithology, numismatics, archaeology, etc., and edited the orations of Hyperi-
des from recently discovered manuscripts.

BABISM (from BAIU, or BABY); the appellation of a sect in Persia, founded by Seyd
Mohammed Ali, b. about 1824, who assumed the name of "Bab," i.e. "the gate." On
returning from a pilgrimage to Mecca in 1843, Seyd appeared in his native city (Shiraz)
with a new commentary on the Koran, and soon became engaged in controversy with the

regular priests, who, exasperated by his free criticism of their conduct, obtained an order

forbidding him to teach in public and confining him to his house. Here he taught pri-

vately, increasing his pretensions, and declared that he was Nokteh, "the point;" not

merely the recipient of a new divine revelation, but the focus in which all preceding dis-

pensations would converge. He gained proselytes rapidly, among them a woman a
wonderful circumstance in any country of the east known as Gourred-Oul-Ayn (" Con-
solation of the Eyes,") because of her surpassing loveliness. The new religion made
rapid progress, and the efforts of the authorities to suppress it produced civil war.

Huvsier, one of Seyd's disciples, was taken, after defeating several expeditions sent

against him, and put to death in 1849; and the next year Balfouroushi, another leader,
was slain in battle. The Bab himself was imprisoned and executed, but his death did
not discourage his followers. They recognized Mirza Yahya, a youth of noble descent,
as his successor, who established himself in Bagdad, where he is now, or was not long
ago. living. An attempt in 1852 of some zealous Babis to assassinate the Shah led to a
terrible persecution, in which the beautiful "Consolation of the Eyes" perished. The
Bab doctrines are essentially a system of pantheism, with additions from gnostic and
other sources. All individual existence is regarded as emanating from the superior
deity, by whom it will ultimately be reabsorbed. Great importance is attached to the
number 7, as indicating the attributes supposed to be displayed in the act of creation;
and to the number 19, which mystically expresses the name of the Deity himself, and is,

moreover, the sum of the prophets among whom the latest incarnation of the divine
nature is conceived to be distributed in the present dispensation. The sacred college
cannot Income extinct until the final judgment, the death of any of its members being
immediately followed by a re-incarnation, as in the case of the grand lama. Moses.
Christ, and Mohammed are considered to be prophets, but merely precursors of the Bab.
The morals of the sect are good; polygamy and concubinage are forbidden; the veiling
of woman's face is omitted, and the equality of the sex is so far recognized that at le.tst

one of the 19 prophets must always l>e a female. Asceticism is discountenanced, men-
dicancy prohibited, and hospitality, chanty, generous living, and abstinence from intoxi-

cating liquors and drugs, are taught and practiced.

BA BOO, a title of respect equal to
" Mr." in English, given in India to educated and

wealthy natives noted for liberal views, public spirit, and generosity.
U. K. II. 6
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BABOON, Cynocf])Jialus, a genus of the monkey family, or simfad(r (see MONKEY), and
distinguished from all the rest of that family by the very elongated muzzle, "which ter-

minates abruptly, and is pierced with nostrils at the end like that of a dog. The face

has, indeed, a general resemblance to the face of a dog. The dentition agrees with
that of the other apes or monkeys of the old world, to which the baboons arc entirely
confined, being only distinguished by the remarkable strength of the canine teeth'.

Baboons, like almost all the monkey family in the old world, have callosities upon the

buttocks; and, like the greater part of them, they have cheek-pouches. The tail of some
of the species is of considerable length, that of others is a mere tubercle, with an erect

tuft of hairs. The physiognomy of all baboons is repulsive, and indicates the fierceness
which strongly characterizes them, and in which they differ from monkeys in general :

some of the larger ones are dreaded by the inhabitants of the country in which they
are found; the danger to be apprehended from them being increased by the numbers
in which they usually herd together. Their fore and hind legs are so proportioned.
that they walk easily, and run swiftly on the ground; but, like all other quadruma-
nous animals, they climb trees and rocks with great agility. Their hair is long, forming
a sort of mane on the upper parts. All of them are very susceptible of cold, and they
seldom live long when removed from their native tropical countries. They feed chiefly
on fruits and roots: some of them inhabit barren and stony places where scorpions
abound, which they seize, adroitly deprive of the sting, and devour. They are very
cunning, mischievous, and revengeful; troops of them sometimes enter a plantation, not

merely to plunder, but apparently to amuse themselves by destroying whatever they
can find; they seem, however, always to have some appointed to keep watch, and they
make off with great rapidity on the first signal of alarm. AVhen plundering, they cram
their cheek-pouches before they begin to eat. These cheek-pouches are very capa-
cious: a B., kept in confinement, has been seen to put eight eggs into them at once, and
then to take out the

eggs
one by one, to break them at the end, and deliberately to

suck their contents. The larger baboons are sometimes hunted by dogs where they
have not trees to take refuge in; but a single dog, however powerful, cannot safely
attack them; a B. will seize a dog by the hind legs, and whirl him round and round
till he is stupefied. Baboons are not so easily domesticated as many kinds of monkey:
however, they are not quite incapable of it when taken young.

"
Happy Jerry,

"
a

mandrill or rib-nose B., which was long a great object of attraction at Exeter Change,
used to sit with great gravity in an arm-chair, awaiting orders, which he obeyed with
slowness and composure. He smoked tobacco, but did not seem much to relish it,

and was rather induced to do it by a bribe of gin and water, for which his fondness
was unquestionable.

As examples of baboons with tails of considerable length, may be mentioned the

chacma, or pig faced B., also called the ursine B. (U. porcariug), a native of s. Africa; and
the dog-faced B. (G. hamadryas), a native of Arabia, Persia, and the mountains of Abys-
sinia. The latter species, perhaps the only one known to the ancients, is often sculptured
on the ancient monuments of Egypt, and it is supposed to have been the species of

monkey to which divine honors were paid. Its body was frequently embalmed, and
B. mummies are still found. The chacma is one of the largest of the baboons, about
the size of an English mastiff, and very much stronger;

it is common on the mountains
of Cape Colon}-, and in troops would be very formidable, but that they usually scam-

per out of the way, instead of attacking travelers, unless they are provoked, 'it is of

a dark-brown color, with long shaggy hair. The tail is rather more than half the

length of the body, and is terminated by a tuft of long "black hair.

The short-tailed, or almost tailless baboons, far exceed their longer-tailed congeners
in ugliness. Only two species are certainly known the mandrill or rib-nose B. (6

f

. //'/

mon), and the drill (C. leucophaeuii), both natives of Guinea. The mandrill is the largest,
fiercest, and most powerful of the whole genus. The colors of its fur are very tine, of ;i

light olive brown above, and silvery gray beneath; but besides other things unpleasant
to the sight, its face is peculiarly hideous; the cheek-bones in .the adult males being

enormously swollen, so that the cheeks are protuberant to the size of a man's list upon
each side, and ribbed with blue, scarlet, and purple. In their native forests, man
drills generally live in large troops, and are said to put to flight every other wild beast.

BA'BFIUS, a Greek fabulist, who lived about the close of the Alexandrian age, or
the beginning of the succeeding Roman-sophistic period, made a considerable collection

of jEsopian fables (see ^Esop), which he turned into verse, in a natural and popular
style. Several versions and transformations of these were made during the middle ages,
and have come down to us under the name of ^Esop's Fables. Bentlcy, who, in his

Dissertatio de Babrio wts the first to recognize in these fables of ^Esop the original work
of B., endeavored to restore portions of the verses, and pointed out other fragment of

the genuine B. in other quarters. A few fables were added from manuscripts by Furia.

Korais, and Schneider, and all that was known at the time was collected by Knoche
(Halle, 1835). At last, in 1842, a Greek of the name of Minoides Minas, employed by
the French government to explore the convents of the east, discovered a manuscript
with 123 hitherto unknown fables of B., a copy of which he made and brought to Paris,

where they were published in 1844. The best edition is that by Lachmann (Berl. 1845).
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BABUYA'KES ISLANDS, in the Pacific between the Loo Choo islands and For-

mosa; Calayan and Babuyan are the most important. They are fertile, and furnish a

large quantity of sulphur. Batan is the largest town. Pop. of the islands est. 8,000.

BAB YLON BABYLONIA. Babylonia was the name given in ancient times to the flat

country about the lower course of the Euphrates, called in modern times Irak-Arabi.

In the Old Testament, it is call Shinar, Babel, and also " land of the Chaldees;" and by
the later Greek and Roman writers, occasionally Chaldea. Its proper boundaries were:
on the n., towards Mesopotamia, the Euphrates and the Median Wall, which extended
from the junction of the Chabur with the Euphrates to the Tigris; on the e., towards
A--\ ria and Su>iana. the Tigris; on the s., the gulf of Persia; and on the w., the desert

of Arabia. During the wider extension of the Babylonian dominion, the name compre-
hended also Assyria and Mesopotamia. The country forms a perfect plain, which is a
continuation of "that of Assyria. The two rivers, Euphrates and Tigris, here approacli
each other most nearly, until their blended waters fall into the Persian gulf. The
country was once protected from flooding by numerous canals and embankments, and
several* artificial lakes, which are now mostly in ruin. The most important canal was
that now known as Nahr-el-Melik, which is undoubtedly the ancient royal canal that

joined the two great rivers. It was kept in repair by the Roman emperors, and was serv-

iceable as late as the 7th century. The soil, naturally fertile, was rendered more so by
the garden-like way in which it was cultivated, and yielded abundant crops, especially
of wheat, barley, and dates. The want of stone and wood was more severely felt than
in Assyria. The only building material was brick, for which the soil afforded abund-
ance of clay. The bricks were either dried in the sun or burnt, and were very durable,

resisting,' in the ruins, the effects of the weather to this day. Mineral bitumen, spring-
ing up everywhere in abundance, served as mortar. In this favored plain, the human
lace attained early a state of social and political organization, the oldest, indeed, that

antiquity gives us any account of.

Until recently, the early history of Babylonia was doubtful and dark. The only
sources were a few incidental notices in the Bible; some fragments derived at third hand
from the perished writings of Berosus, a Babylonian priest, who had translated the

annals of his country into Greek; and lastly, the notices of Greek writers, chiefly Herod
otus. But the whole is confused and contradictory, and history and mythology were

jumbled together.
But light is now breaking in upon the darkness. In recent years, multitudes of brick

tablets, stamped with cuneiform (see CUNEIFORM) characters, have been dug up from the

ruins of the great cities that once studded the banks of the Tigris and Euphrates; and in

these we find ourselves in possession of contemporaneous records of e\ents reaching
back 30 c. before the Christian era, and restoring a page of human history that was appa-
rently lost.

At the earliest period to which the records earn- us back, the population of the whole

valley of the Tigris and Euphrates consisted mainly of tribes of Turanian origin, their

language having remarkable affinities with those of the Ural-Altaic group of the

Turanian nations, e.g. the Finns, the Magyars, and Turks. Closely allied tribes ocou-

pied the whole region s.w. of the Caspian sea Media. Armenia, Elam, Susiana. In thai

region lies Ararat, the " Mountain of the World," and to that region the traditions of

those Turanians pointed as the cradle of their race. But the earliest records reveal the

exigence of a Semitic element in the population of the Euphrates valley, coming in

apparently from thesw. Arabia ami Egypt. The infiltration of this foreign element
went on increasing for centuries, until at last it got the upper hand, and the Babylo-
nians and Assyrians, when they became known to the historians of the west, were essen-

tially Semitic peoples. Their civilization, however, was merely a development of what
thev took up from the original inhabitants.

The dominant people in Babylonia in the earliest times were the Accad, or Acca-
dians. They had come originally from the mountains of Elam, to the e. of the

Tigris, and hence their name Accad, which means highlanders." They brought with
them the art of cuneiform writing, as well as other arts and sciences, especially astro

nomy. It is in the Turanian language of these Accadians that the cuneiform inscrip
tions'of Babylonia are written for many centuries. And when flic Semitic tongue had
become predominant, Accadian.now a dead language, was to the Assyrians what Latin

has been to the nations of modern Europe: Assyrian scholars translated the Accadian
literature into their own language, and their technical and sacred terms were borrowed
from it. Every day is bringing to light new proofs of the influence of these Accadians

upon the civilization of the Semitic nations, and through them upon that of Europe.
Greece, it is well known, derived its system of weights and measures from the Babylo
nian standards; but these have been proved to be of Accadian origin. The Greek minu
or mna, the fundamental unit of the Greek monetary system, is the maneh of Carchemish.
and nianffi is found to be not n Semitic but an Accadian word, showing the origin of the

system. The sexagesimal division of the circle: the signs of the zodiac: .a week of

seven days, named as we now name them, and the seventh a day of rest, are all Accadian.

Every large city had its public library. In the royal library of a Babylonian monarch.

Sargon (about 2000 B.C.), every tablet was numbered, so that' the reader had only to write
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down (he number of the tablet he wanted, and it was handed to him by the librarian.

Among the multifarious subjects of this extensive literature there are hymns to the gods
strikingly like the Ik-brew psalms; and in a long mythological poem there is an episode

giving an account of the deluge almost identical with that of Genesis, only more detailed.

ASSYUIA. The Accad religion was originally a Shamanism (q.v.). similar to "what

still prevails among the Turanian tribes ot'Siberia; but it gradually developed into a

huge system of polytheism, which was adopted and modified by the Semitic inhabitants.

The A'ccadians were great in magic, and the Greek mayo*, a magician, is derived from
an Accadian word equivalent to "reverend."

The city of Babylon was not the first seat of power. The earliest records yet dis-

covered are those of a monarch whose capital was Ur (now ilugheir). Art was already
far advanced, and the extent of the monarch's resources is seen in the ruins of the tem-

ple of the sun-god built by him; it is calculated that 30,000,000 bricks must have been
used in its construction. Centuries, apparently, after this, a fresh invasion from Elam
is recorded, to which the exact date can be assigned of 2280 B.C. Another Elamite

conqueror, named Cud ur-mabug, extended his sovereignty over Palestine, and it is in-

ferred that a sovereign of this dynasty is the Chedorlaomer of Genesis (the name in

Accad would be KufLuflag^meri,
"
worshiper of the god Lagamaru "). Some time after

this, the seat of power was finally fixed at Babylon, and the Semitic tongue now
began to supersede the Accadian.

The cities in the northern division of the country had been founded by colonists from
the 8., and were long ruled as dependencies of Babylonia. At length they grew into

the independent kingdom of Assyria; and in the 14th c. B.C. an Assyrian monarch cap-
tured Babylon. From that time the position of the southern state becomes more and
more subordinate to the northern, and finally sinks into a province. Babylonia, how-
ever, was not always a submissive vassal Under the leadership of Chaldean chiefs, it

made many struggles for independence. The Chaldeans are first heard of in the ninth
c. before Christ as a small Accadian tribe on the Persian gulf; but they became so

prominent in these struggles that they latterly gave their name to the whole prov-
ince of Babylonia, which came to be styled Chaldea. The name of one of those

Chaldean chiefs, Merodach-Baladan, occurs both in scripture and in the inscriptions.
From the former, we know that this king sent a message to Hezekiah, king of Judah.

ostensibly to inquire about his recovery, probably with a view to an alliance against

Assyria; and from the latter, that Merodach was expelled by Sargon, king of Assyria,
that he made a fresh attempt to recover his throne, and was finally dethroned by
Sennacherib. The complete subjection of B. to Assyria at this time (680 B.C.) is proved
also from the scripture account, which states that Esarhaddou, son of Sennacherib,

reigned in Babylon. About fifty years afterwards, Nabopolassar, governor of B. for

the Assyrian king, proved faithless to his trust, and entered into an alliance with the

Median king, Cyaxares, for the overthrow of the ruling state. See ASSYRIA. This under-

taking was successful, and B. now (625 B.C.) became, though it was but for a short

time, an independent and conquering power. The son of Nabopolassar, Nebuchad-
nezzar II., next defeated the Egyptian king, Necho, at Circesium (Karchemish), on the

Euphrates (604 B.C.), and thus annihilated the Egyptian dominion in Asia. He then
subdued Jehoiakim, king of Judah; and in consequence of repeated revolts, destroyed
Jerusalem, and put an end to the kingdom of Judah under Zedekiah (588 B.C.), carrying
the inhabitants captive to Babylon, The Phenicians submitted to him voluntarily,
with the exception of Tyre, which underwent an obstinate siege without yielding. After
a fortunate expedition against Egypt, Nebuchadnezzar turned his attention to the adorn-
ment of his capital; and the gre'ater part at least of those buildings usually ascribed
to a very early period, and especially to the mythical Semiramis, belong to him. After

^his death (562 B.C), the Neo-Baby Ionian empire fell to pieces as suddenly as it had

sprung up, and under Nabonedus(Nabunita, in the cuneiform inscriptions, and in Herod-
otus, Labynetos), who had entered into an alliance with Cro?sus of Lydia, against Per-

sia, it came under the dominion of Cyrus (529 B.C.). The Belshazzar of scripture is

thought to be the son of Labynetos, to whom was confided the defense of B., while
the elder prince held Borsippa. From this time B. appears on the Persian monu-
ments as a Persian satrapy, under the name of liabirus.

With the overthrow of the Persian monarchy, B. came under the short lived
dominion of Alexander the Great, who died in that city (323 B.C.). Seleucus I., to

whom it had l)een promised at the conference of Triparadisus, contested and won the

possession of it from Antigonus (312 B.C.). About 140 B.C., it was taken from the

Syrian mouarchs by the Parthians. It came into the hands of the Romans only
temporarily, first under Trajan (114 A.D.), under Septimius Severus (199 A.D.), and
auram, under Julian (363 A. p.). When, in 650. the successors of Mohammed put an
end to the new Persian monarchy of the Sassanides, the province of !>.. where Bag-
dad was built (762-766), became the seat of the califs till 1258. Since 1638, when
I lie Turks, for the second time, took it from the Persians, it has been under the

dominion of Turkey, divided into the pashalics of Bagdad and Basra.

ttic writers represent the civilization of the ancient Babylonians as of a
hiirh stamp. The government was despotic, of a kind to suit a crowded, luxurious.

'Tcminate population. Arts and commerce were highly flourishing the last was
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carried on by caravans with Bactria, Persia, and Media, perhaps as far as India, and by
shipping on" the Persian gulf with Arabia. 15. was famous for its dyes, its cloths, and
embroideries, especially for the manufacture of rich carpets with inwoven figures of

strange animals and arabesques, such as we yet see on the Nineveh sculptures. The

general prosperity was such, that B. and Assyria together were able to pay to Persia, in

the time of Darius Hystaspes, a yearly tribute of 1000 talents (upwards of 280,000) a
sum greater than that contributed by any other province.

The Babylonians were notorious for their effeminacy, luxury, and licentiousness.

Their religion was nearly allied to that of the Phenicians." The essential part of it was
the worship of the powers of nature, as they are manifested in the larger heavenly bodies

and in the fertility of the earth. At the head of their system of belief stood Baal (see

BAAL), reverenced through the whole of Mesopotamia and Canaan, who represented, in

a general way. the power of nature, without having any moral *iguilicance, and was

illy identified with the sun. Along with him stood, as feminine complement, the

goddess Baalt is, the receptive earth, with whose worship all manner of licentious rites

were associated. She makes her appearance principally as Melyta or Mylitta i.e.,
" the causer of generation." How nearly she is related to Ashtaroth (among the Greeks.

Astarte'i, whoi-e functions arc so similar, it is not easy to determine. Education and reli-

gion were in the hands of the caste of the Chaldees, who occupied themselves at the

same time with astronomy and astrology, and kept records, from the earliest times, of

their astronomical observations, associating with them the chronicles of their kings.
Their sc.ieiitilic acquirements must have been considerable. Engraved cylinders and

gems, and the remains of their pottery, testify to their progress in these departments
of art; and their architecture, according to the te.-timony of the ancients and the ruins

still remaining, deserves to be ranked high.

Apart from canals, bridges, embankments, and sluices, the interest on the subject of

Babylonian architecture is concentrated in the ruins of the capital, Babylon. The
accounts that we liud in the ancients of the origin, the great ne>s. and the structure of

the city, are exceedingly confused. The god Belus is named as its founder, and al.-o

queen Semiramis: how we are to understand the two statements is not explained.
Semiramis, according to the account of Diodorus, employed on it two millions of work
men, collected from all parts of her dominions. With the capital of the older kingdom,
the accounts of the ancients known to us have, for the most part, nothing to do; they
are all to be referred to the resuscitated and adorned residence of Nebuchadnezzar.
Herodotus gives a description of the city, apparently from his own observation. It

stot.d on both sides of the river, in the form of a square, the length of whose sides is

variously given; by Herodotus it is stated at 120 stadia, making the whole circumference
60 miles. It must be remembered, however, that the walls, like those of most oriental

towns, inclosed rather populous districts than cities, so that the whole mass of the popu-
lation might easily lind shelter within the space inclosed. It was surrounded by a wail
'Jin I cubits high, and 50 cubits thick, and furnished with 100 brazen gates the last num-
ber is raised by Diodorus to 250. The city was built with extreme regularity, with
broad straight streets crossing one another at right angles; and the two parts were con-
nected by a roofed bridge built of hewn stones, fastened together with iron clamps. Of
this bridge, not a trace has yet been discovered. The western part of the city is

undoubtedly the older, belonging to the early and properly Babylonish dynast)'. Here
stood, in the middle of the city, as it is described, the famous temple of Belus or Baal,
calied by the Arabs, Birs Nimrud. See BAI;EL. TOWER 01*. The next important
point on the WT

. side is the mass of ruins called Mujellibe, which was probably the royal
citadel of the old Babylonian monarchy. On the e. side of the river stood the buildings
til the Xeo Babylonian period, among which the "Hanging Gardens" of Semiramis are
to be singled out as one of the wonders of the world. Of these gardens, Diodorus has
left us a detailed description. Their ruins may be recognized in the mound called

EI-Kasr. The city suffered greatly from the Persian conquest. When it revolted under
Darius I., and. ai'ter a siege of two years, was recaptured through the ingenuity of

Zopyrus. the outer walls were demolished. Xerxes plundered the temple of Belus.
which had been hitherto spared, and Herodotus found it empty. Although the Persian

kings made B. their residence, nothing was done for the restoration of the city; and
Alexander the great, who, on his entrance, in 331 B.C., had piomised the inhabitants to

rebuild the ruined temple, was unable even to clear away the rubbish, although he

employed 10.000 workmen for two months. After his death in the palace of Nebuchad
ne/.zar. and the foundation of Seleucia on the Tigris by Seleucus Nicator, B. went
rapidly to decay. This was partly owing to the new city's' being built of the materials of
the old. and partly to the want of durable materials for monumental buildings. Stones
of any si/.e had to be brought from the mountains of Armenia: their place was nio-ily

supplied by burned brick. As early as the time of Pau^anius, there was little to be seeii

but the ruins of the walls. The older Arabian geographers know, indeed, of a village.
Babil. but speak more of the great masses of ruins. Since the time of Delia Va'le. who
erroneously looked upon the ruin Mujellibe as the tower of Belus (in which he is fol-

lowed by Kennel), the site of B. has been the object of many travels and researches.
The greater number of the explorers, among whom Rich is the most distinguished, con-
sider the town of Hillah, with TOCO inhabitants, a> the representative of the ancle;. t
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Babylon. The great masses of ruins, from which we must not, with Rennel, exclude
the Birs Nimnid, embrace, indeed, an enormous extent, but agree perfectly with the
accounts of the ancients in being arranged in the form of a square. Some time ago,
Itawliuson transferred the site of B. to Differ; but before anything can be determined,
researches must be made on the spot, which could hardly fail to lead at the same time
to valuable results, like those of Botta and Layard in Assyria, and increase the collection
of cuneiform inscriptions, which are yet only fragmentary. See Kich's J/<- tuoirs on the

Ruins of Baby fan, and his Personal Nmrratiw of a Jounu'y t-o England by Butwralt, Bay-
dad, the Ruins of Babyfan; Rawlinsou's Fire Great Monarchies; Layard's 3~inei\h and
Babylon; Leuormant's Lang tie Primitive de la Chaldee; Transactions of the Society of
Biblical Archaeology; Smith's Assyrian Discoveries; Sayce's Babylonia, in the JEncydopcadia
Britannica.

BABYLONISH CAPTIVITY, In the despotic policy of the east in ancient times, it

wras a rule to remove the rich and leauing inhabitants of a conquered province to a
distant part of the empire, where they were separated by nationality, language, customs,
and religion from the great body of the population, and thus rendered politically harm-
less; while the people that remained behind were by this means deprived of influential
leaders. The inhabitants of Judea underwent oftener than once a deportation of this

kind, after they came into conflict with the powerful kingdom of Assyria. Thus, the

kingdom of Israel was put an end to under king Hosea (722 B.C.), by the Assyrian mon-
arch Shalmaueser, who, after taking the capital, Samaria, carried the principal inhabit-
ants into captivity in Assyria, and brought stranger tribes into the land of Israel in their

stead; these, with the Israelites that remained, formed afterwards the mixed nation of
the Samaritans. The most remarkable exile, however, befell the tribe of Judah under
Nebuchadnezzar. Zedekiah, king of Judah, warned in vain by the prophet Jeremiah,
allied himself with the king of Egypt against the sovereignty of Babylon. Nebuchad-
nezzar soon appeared with a powerful army before Jerusalem, which he took (588 is.c.).

King Zedekiah had his eyes put out, and he and the principal part of the inhabitants
were carried captive to Babylon. It is this captivity, the duration of which is usually
reckoned at 70 years, although, strictly speaking, it lasted only 56 years, that is called,

by way of distinction, "the Babylonish captivity.
" The situation of the exiles was in

other respects tolerable. Most ot them settled down, and acquired property, and even
riches; many were called to court, and even raised to high offices in the state. They
were allowed to retain their organization by families, and lived bv themselves essentially
according to the Mosaic law. They had also their own chief, and were allowed the free

exercise of their religion. Nor did they want consolation and encouragement; for
Ezekiel raised among theiD his powerful prophetic voice, and the idea of the Messiah
became more clearly developed. When Cyrus overthrew the Babylonian empire i">:!S

u.c.), he allowed the Jews to return to their own country. Only the tribes of Judah,
Benjamin, and Levi availed themselves of this permission: the other ten tribes disap-
pear from history after the captivity. It is probable that they had become so mingled
with the Babylonians, a people of kindred origin, that they had ci ased to remember the

country of their race. Vain attempts have, in recent times, been made to discover the
ten lost tribes. Some learned men have sought for them in China and India, while
others have declared the Afghans to be their descendants, and even the North Ameri-
can Indians. A more probable conjecture, perhaps, is that they were the ancestors of
the Nestorians in the mountains of Kurdistan.

BABYLONISH CAPTIVITY (ante), the carrying into captivity of 200,000 people of
Jewish cities, about 713 B.C., by the officers of the king of Assyria. Before this, how-
ever, there was the "Assyrian captivity," the result of the invasion of the kingdom of

Israel bv three or more successive Assyrian kings. About 762 B.C., Pul imposed a tribute

upon Menahem. About 738 B.C., Tiglath-Pileser carried away in large part the trans-

Jordanic tribes and the inhabitants of Galilee. Shalmaneser made two invasions, and, in

720, after a siege of three years, took Samaria and carried many Israelites away as captives,

populating Samaria by Babylonians and other foreigners. It is supposed that Tiirlath-

I'ileser took the Israelites away to people his great city. His successor, Shalmaneser,
made Hoshea, the king of Israel, a tributary, and when the tribute was not paid he took
Samaria by way of punishment, and carried to Assyria the king and all the most desir-

able remaining population of the ten tribes. These were settled in distant cities, and
their places were supplied by colonies from Babylon and Susis. A.s captives, the people
were treated with no especial harshness. They were not bondmt'n. as one might suppose
from the term "captive;" but even in Babylon their elders retained the power of life

and death over their own people; and at a later period the Jews in the principal cities

were governed by an officer of their own nation, as was the case in Egypt under the

Ptolemies. The' Jews in Assyria themselves held slaves; the book of "Daniel" tells of

a Jew in high political station, and in "Esther" we find their power and consequence
in the Persian empire celebrated. Doubtless their lot was more comfortable than that

of other conquered nations among whom they dwelt. Much effort has been made to

discover the ultimate condition or fate of the fen tribes. Josephus in his day thought
Hiat they dwelt in large communities somewhere beyond the Kuphrates. Rabbi
tradition makes the same assertion, with many imaginative exemplifications. Christian
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writers have traced them all over the world. Some find them among the Afghans; some
it'll of a Jewish colony at the foot of the Himalayas; the "Black Jews" of Malabar claim
an affinity or descent from them; they have been supposed to he fathers of the Tartars,
of the Nestorians, of the North American Indians, and by some recent scholars of the

Anglo-Saxons. The best that can be done, in the light of established history, is to trace

their footsteps in four directions. After the captivity, some returned and mixed with
ihe Jews; some assimilated with the Samaritans and became enemies of the Jews; many
remained in Syria, mixing there with other populations, and forming colonies through-
out the east; but most of them probably apostatized in Assyria, adopting the idolatry of

the nation around them, and were finally merged into the stronger and more numerous

people.
The second, or "Babylonian captivity," consists of two distinct deportations.

Nebuchadnezzar made several invasions of Judea, and finally destroyed Jerusalem and
the temple, and carried the people to Babylon. The first principal deportation was in

598 B.C., when Jehoiachim, and all the nobles, soldiers, and artificers were carried away;
the second great deportation followed the destruction of the temple and the capture of

Zedekiah, 588 B.C. Although the number of persons carried away is in several instances

set down, it is not probable that such numbers represent the whole deportation, for the
sum total on record can be but a mere fraction of the Jewish people. The captives
were treated not as slaves, but as colonists. There was nothing to hinder a Jew from

rising to the highest eminence in the state or holding the most confidential office near the

throne. They had no temple and offered no sacrifices; but the rite of circumcision was
observed, and their genealogical tallies were kept so that they were usually able to tell

who was the rightfut heir to the throne of David. The first great event in the restoration

of the Jew* was the decree of Cyrus, 536 B.C., under which 42.360, with 7537 slaves and
cattle and personal goods, left Babylon under Sheshbazzar. They laid the foundation of
the second temple 53 years after the destruction of the first. The work was stopped
almost immediately. But under Darius the Jews found favor, and under the guidance
of Ezra, Nehemiah, and others Jerusalem was to some extent restored, and exiled

families doubtless returned and occupied the country round about. Nevertheless, the

great mass of the Jewish people remained in the countries over which the}' had been
scattered. Before the captivity, many Jews had settled in Egypt; others in Sheba.

Among those who returned to Judea, about 30,000 are said to have been of the tribes of

Judah, Benjamin, and Levi. Recent students conclude that about six times as many
Jews preferred to remain in Assyria, where they kept up the national distinction, and
were known to their brethren as "the dispersion," that is, Jewish people residing beyond
the limits of Palestine. This dispersion was in three directions or countries: in Baby-
lonia, in Egypt, and in Syria. A still later and more perfect "captivity" was that

suffered by the people of Palestine under the Romans, when, after the massacre of untold

myriads of their people, the Jews were reduced to abject bondage Josephus says that

1 100,000 people were slain in the siege of Jerusalem by Titus, and 97,000 were captured
and distributed among the Roman provinces, butchered in amphitheaters, thrown to

wild beasts, or sold to slavery in Egypt. Doubt is cast by some writers on the numbers
given by Josephus. The last stand of the Jews for national existence was about 133

A.D., when the struggle resulted in the practical extirpation of the people from their

chosen land; and since that event the rebellion of Bar-chobab the descendants of
Abraham liuve been unable to present, anywhere on the earth, even the semblance of an

organized nation.

BABYROUSSA, *>is babyroussa, a species of hog (q.v.) inhabiting the forests of Java
and the Molucca islands, remarkable for the extraordinary tusks of the upper jaw, which
rise like horns through the bone and integument, are long, somewhat slender, and curved
backwards; their use being probably similar to that of horns. The animal is sometimes
called the horned hog. Its limbs are much more slender than those of the common
hog.

BACCHANA'LIA. or DIONYSIA, festivals in honor of Bacchus. Four were held at

Athens. One was in Dec., after the vintage was over, when a nude and indecent proces-
sion was had. slaves were given brief liberty, and general drunkenness prevailed. One
was in Jan., after the new wine had been pressed out, when the state bore the cost of a

public banquet, a procession, and a dramatic entertainment. In Feb. came the flower
festival, lasting three days; on the first the new wine was tasted, and candidates were
initiated into the mysteries of Bacchus; on the second there were public games: on the
third flowers were offered to Dionysius, presents were made between friends, and slaves
were free for the time. The fourth, or great festival, came in Mar., and attracted

strangers from all parts of the country. It was conducted by the chief archon, and paid
for by the state. It included the giving of a prize for the best drama, a banquet, a

procession, and theatrical performances. Like all others, this festival was a season of
riotous and drunken indulgence. Bacchus was represented, accompanied by women
frenzied with drink or excitement, carrying cymbals, dancing, and singing songs in
honor of the god: and with them were men disguised as wild beasts, fauns, and satyrs.
In Rome the excesses became so gross that the state forbade such celebrations trito-

Ki'ther.



BACCIIAX TES, women who took part in the secret Bacchic festivals; also males,
when they were admitted. Jn the old universities a student in his lirst \ear was a B.,
and was made to pay for the drinks of his elders, and otherwise abused. There was also

an order of B. whose members were idle or dissipated students, getting more of their

living
1

by begging and theft than by honest occupation. Modern ''hazing" maybe a
reminiscence" of the medieval Bacchantes.

BACCHIGLIO N, a river of northern Italy, having its source in the Alps, and its

outlet in the Adriatic. It passes through the town of Vicenza, where it is crossed by a tine

bridge of nine arches; flovs through the plain of Padua, and enters the Adriatic about
3 m". s. of Chioggia. Its whole course is about 90 m., and it is navigable by large
boats from Yicenza to the sea.

BACCHUS, the god of wine (called in Greek, Bakchos, Dionysos, and also, especially
in the mysteries, lakchos), was the son of Zeus and Seinele, the daughtor of Cadmus.
Before his birth, Seinele fell a victim to the insidious counsels of the jealous Here, who
induced her to petition Zeus to visit her in his proper form and maje.-ty i.e., attended
with thunder and lightning. The mother was of course consumed, but the six-months-
old B. was saved by beiugluclosed for some time in the thigh of Zeus. He was lirst

consigned to the care of Ino, the sister of Seinele, and her husband Athamas; but when
Ino and Athamas were driven mad by Here, Zeus caused him to be carried to Nys-i. in

Thrace, and given in charge to the nymphs. It was here that B. taught the cultivation
of the vine, and prepared intoxicating drink from the grapes. In order to impart his

discovery to mankind, or, as some say, because Here smote him with madness, lie

wandered through many countries attended by the nymphs, who were crowned with

ivy and vine-leaves, and bore in their hands tbetittTOM, a pole bound round with leaves

and fruit. This expedition, according to a later form of the myth, extended to Baetria
and Media, to Egypt and India, where B. is said to have erected pillars as the eastern

boundary of the world. Wherever he came in his wide progress, there is a Nysa to be
found. The worship of the god, which came originally from the east, and was intro-

duced into Greece by Melampus, was thus spread over nearly the whole of the then
known earth, and at the same time the myth of B. was variously modified among the
different peoples, so that it has become one of the most perplexed and ditlicult. B.was,
besides, the protector of fruit-trees, and of fruits in general. His worship being thus

extensively spread, and his festivals being held with music and song, lie naturally
received a great many surnames; for example, he was called Lemeos, from the -wine-vat

(lenos); Bromius, from shouting, (broiiios); Euips (in Latin, Evius), from the exclama-
tion Euoi, etc. The mythical march or expedition above spoken of, was suggested to
the fancy by the bacchanalian festivals, at which bacchantes roved about in feigned
madness, and made midnight processions to the mountains by torch-light. B. met \\ ith

much opposition on his expeditions, many refusing to acknowledge his divinity. Thus,

Lycurgus, king of the Edones, opposed him, and also Peuthcus of Thebes, who was on
that account torn to pieces by his own mother and her sisters. The daughters of

Mynias (q.v.), who refused to celebrate his festivals, were punished by him with mad-
ness and metamorphosis. As he was crossing to Naxos, the Tyrrhenian sailors wished
to carry him off to Italy, and, with this view, bound him; but the chains fell off. vines
and ivy entwined the ship, and held it fast in the middle of the sea. B. changed him-
self into a lion, and the sailors from terror leaped into the sea, where they were trans-

formed into dolphins. Those, on the contrary, who received him with hospitality and
reverence, were rewarded; such as Midas (q.v.). In general, the character of B. is

mild. In works of art, his type is that of a youth inclining to effeminacy. His peculiar
ornament is the fillet. The long blonde hair is bound up in a knot behind, ana only a

few locks fall down on both sides over the shoulders; the hair is surrounded by a twig
of vine or of ivy. His figure is neither stout nor slim. He is usually represented quite
naked; sometimes with a wide robe negligently thrown over, which either covers a part
of the shoulders and thighs, or, though more rarely, enwraps the greater part of the

body. Frequently, a deer-skin lianas across the breast: at times, he wears shoes, more
rarely, buskins. From this, the properly Grecian B., the bearded or Indian B. is com-

pletely distinct. This last appears in a more dignified, lofty, regal form; he is clad in

a tunic reaching to the feet, over which he wears a wide and splendid mantle. As a

warrior, lie wears a short tunic girded round the waist, with buskins on the feet: a

panther's skin serves him for a shield. In addition, he is to be seen at times with horns.

After the institution of the Eleusinian mysteries, the service of B. was conjoined with

these; accordingly, Pindar makes him the companion of Pemcter. As the followers of

Orpheus held him to be also Apollo, he is associated with the Delphic oracle.

The worship of B. consisted in noisy rites. Thelx's. in 15<rotia. held t<> be the birth-

place of the god. v.'as considered the chief seat ,,,' those riles in Greece. In Athens, the

worship of the Lena-an B. was the most ancient, and may be traced back to ante-historic

times. The chief offerings made to him were goats and oxen; the last. because he him-
self was conceived and represented under the form of an ox. The Bacehic festivals

deserving special notice are 1. The Attic Dionysia. of which the minor, or country
Dionysia, was celebrated in the country in the month Poseideon, at the time of the

grape-gathering. Among the characteristic amusements of the occasion were the
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Askolia, which consisted in smearing full wine-skins (axl-oi) with oil, on which the

young peasants attempted to leap with one foot, and by their frequent falls produced
merriment. There were also dramatic entertainments. This festival was probably
held at the approach of the wine-harvest, and that of the Haloa at its close. These wen-
followed, in the mouth Gamelion, by the festival of the Lena?a, which was peculiar to

the city of Athens. The festivities on the occasion, besides theatrical representations,
consisted in a great banquet, for which the state provided the meat, and in a procession
through the city, attended with the jesting and raillery usual at Bacchic ceremonies.
After the Lena-a came the Anthesteria, on the llth, 12th, and 13th of the month Anthes-
terion, when the new wine was first drunk. On the second day of this festival, tin-

chief solemnity consisted in a great public dinner, at which the guests, crowned with
flowers, and to the music of trumpets, entered into regular contests in drinking, and in a

private sacrifice for the prosperity of the state offered by the "king archon's" wife, who
was at the same time symbolically married to the god. On the third day, a s-acriflce

was oiTered to the Chthonian Hermes and to the souls of the dead. Last came the great
Dionysia, which was celebrated in the month Elaphebolion, and at which new comedies
and tragedies were represented. '2. The Triateric Dionysia, which were celebrated

every third year in the middle of winter. The performers were women and girls (called
in Gr. , Hit intii.t*; in Lat.

,
Baccfuv or Bacchunti'*). and the orgies were held at night, on

the mountains, with blazing torches and the wildest enthusiasm. This mystic solemnity
came from Thrace, and its institution is referred to Orpheus. When it was adopted ill

Greece, cannot be exactly determined. It is earliest met with in Bo?otia, particularly at

Thebes, where the Cithajron was the scene of celebration. An important place in con-
nection with it is also Parnassus, on the highest summit of which the women of Attica
and Delphi celebrated nocturnal orgies in honor of B. and Apollo. The Ma'nades or
Bacchantes were dad on the occasion in fawn-skins, swung about the "thyrsus," made
a great noise with clapping of hands, and danced wildly with streaming hair. In this

ecstatic solemnity, the god himself was represented by the victim sacred to him, the ox,
which the Ma-uades in their fury tore in pieces. In the most ancient times, even human
sacriiiccs were not uncommon. Descriptions of these wild and terrible rites are not

uufrequent in the poets, i). The Bacchanalia of later times, the foundation of which
was laid in Athens during the Peloponnesian war, by the introduction of foreign rites.

From Greece they were carried to Italy. As early as 496 B.C., the Greek worship of B.
was introduced at Rome along with that of Ceres; and Ceres, Liber, and Libera were
worshiped in a common temple. In honor of these deities, the Liberalia were cele-

brated on the 17th of Mar., and were of a yet simpler and ruder kind than the great
Dionysia of Athens. Afterwards, however, these rites degenerated, and came to be cele-

brat<d with a licentiousness that threatened the destruction of morality and of society
itsdt'. They were made the occasion of the most unnatural excesses. At first, only
women took part in these mysterious Bacchic rites, but latterly men also were admitted'.
When the evil had reached its greatest height, the government (186 B.C.) instituted an
inquiry into it, and rooted out the Bacchanalia with the greatest severity. This was the
occasion of the well-known ,S /<.///'-> ('i>n*i.il1i.nn de Bacchanalibits. Mention of them,
however, still occurs at a later period under the emperors. Wild, excessive revels are
still called Bacchanalia.

BAG CIO BELLA PORTA, better known by the name of FRA BARTOLOMF.O m SAN
MAIII-O. one of the most distinguished masters of the Florentine school of painting, was
b. ;,r Savignano. in Tuscany, in 1469. His first teacher was Cosimo Roselli; but he owed
his higher cultivation to the study of the works of Leonardo da Vinci. His subjects are

mostly religious, and by far the greater part of his pieces belong to the later years of his

life, 'lie was a warm adherent of that bold reformer of church and state. Savonarola

(q.v.), after whose tragical end he, 1500, took the habit of the cloister, and for a con-
siderable time renounced art. The visit of the young Raphael to Florence in 1504 seems
to have been instrumental in stimulating him to return to it. He imparted to Raphael
his knowledge of coloring, and acquired from him a more perfect knowledge of per-

spective. The two remained constant friends B., on one occasion, finishing certain of

Raphael's unfinished works. Raphael performing a like kindness for him at another
time. B. died at Florence. 1517. The greater number of his works are to be seen at

Florence, in the gallery of the Pitti palace.

BACH. Baron ALEXANDER, an Austrian statesman, was b. Jan. 4, 1813, at Loosdorf,
in lower Austria, where his father held a judicial office. The young B. received a care-

ful education. At the age of 24. he was promoted to the rank of "doctor of laws, and
Then entered the imperial service, in which he remained about 9 years. During this

j
period also he traveled over the greater part of Europe and some of the countries of

Asia, lie was on terms of friendship with the members of the opposition of lower Aus-
tria, and belonged to that circle of young men who well understood the failings of the
old system, and the inevitability of a change in the organization of Austria. He took
an active part in founding the juridico-political reading club, and courageously defended
it against the police. On" the occurrence of the events of Mar.. 1848, B. took a distin-

guished place as a mediator. He formed part of the provisional committee of the com-
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mons, and was also chosen in April, by the states of lower Austria, one of their repre-
sentatives in the central commission of the provincial states of Austria.

In this, the outset of his political career, B. already showed a leaning to those views
which he afterwards manifested as minister. He advocated the centralization of the
Austrian monarchy, -and declared himself against the independence of Hungary, as well
as against the entry of the German provinces of Austria into the German confederation.

But he also desired an extension of the basis of the states, and of their parliamentary
influence in the direction of public affairs. During the occurrences of the 15th of May,
1848, B. kept away from Vienna. When, after these occurrences, the old liberal oppo-
sition came to the helm, B. undertook the ministry of justice. He now entered with
talent and energy into the remodeling of the whole system of Austrian law. On the

other hand, the part he took in the assembly brought upon him the hatred of the "left,"
and of the democratic party generally. The opposition was particularly bitter on the

question of removing the burdens from peasant proprietors, on which B. maintained
the principle of compensation, and wished a part of that compensation to be made good
by those who had hitherto borne the burdens in question. His policy, also, with regard
to Hungarian affairs met with violent opposition from the "left." In the events of the

6th of Oct., 1848, B. would have fallen a victim to popular fury, like the war-minister

Latour, had he not found an opportunity of withdrawing from pursuit. On the forma-
tion of the Schwartzenberg-Stadion ministry, he again took the portfolio of justice, and
participated in the measures regarding Hungary and all the other important steps taken

by that ministry. On the withdrawal of Stadion in May, 1849, B. took his place at the

head of the ministry of the interior, from which he was sent, in 1859, as plenipotentiary
to Rome a mission which terminated in 1865. Among his most important labors as

minister of the interior are the constitutions for the different crown-lands, as well as the

organization of their political administration.

BACH, JOHANN CHRISTIAN, 1735-82; eleventh son of Johann Sebastian B., was chosen
one of the organists of Milan cathedral, but was occupied mainly in composition for
the voice. In 1763, he produced, in London, the opera of Oriont, which was successful.

Schubert says:
" This man had it in his power to be whatever he would, and he may well

be compared to the Proteus of fable. Now he spouts water; now he breathes forth

flame. In the midst of the trivialities of his fashionable style, the giant spirit of his

father may be discovered."

BACH, JOHANN CHRISTOPH, 1643-1703; eldest son of Heinrich, and one of the best

organists and composers of his time. His compositions show "
that he was truly a great

man, as rich in invention as he was strong in the power of musical expression of
emotion."

BACH, JOHANN CHRISTOPH FRIEDRICH, 1732-95; tenth son of Johann Sebastian,
author of numerous compositions, ecclesiastical and secular. He was nearly all his life

kapellmeister to the duke of Lippe Schaumburg.
BACH, JOHANN SEBASTIAN, a celebrated musician, b. at Eisenach, upper Saxony, in

Mar., 1685. When he was ten years old, his father, who was a musician at Eisenach,
died, and B. sought the protection of an elder brother, who dying soon after, he was
again left destitute, and, to earn a livelihood, entered the choir of St. Michael's, Ltine-

burg, as a soprano singer. In 1703, he became court-musician at Weimar, and the fol-

lowing year, organist to a new church at Arnstadt. His reputation in this capacity soon
spread, and in 1708 he was appointed court-organist at Weimar, by the reigning duke.
While holding this office, he labored assiduously to make himself master of every branch
of music. In 1717, he was made director of concerts, and six years afterwards, director
of music, and cantor to St. Thomas's school, Leipsic, an appointment when he held to lii.s

death. About ten years later, the honorary distinctions of kapellmeister to the duke of

Weissenfels, and court composer to the king of Poland, were conferred upon him. B.,
who had a son in the service of Frederick the great, received a pressing request to visit

Potsdam on the occasion of a concert there. He went, and acquitted himself greatly
to the satisfaction of that monarch, some of whose music he played at first sight. B. 's

close studies affected his eyes, and an operation, designed to benefit them, left him totally
blind, and hastened his death, which took place in July, 1750. With the exception of

Handel, B. had no rival as an organist; and his compositions for the organ have a deserv-

edly high reputation. They are too elaborate, however, ever to become very popular,
though his fame as a composer is sure to advance with the progress of scientific musical
culture. The highly educated musician will best appreciate the grandeur of some of his

works. In 1850, a Bach society for the study and practice of his compositions was
formed in London, and since that time they have often been publicly performed in this

country. Three of his sons were also musicians of some note. One of them, Johann
( 'hristian, held the appointment of music-preceptor to queen Charlotte.

BACH, KARI- PHILIPP EMANHEL, 1714-88; second son of Johann Sebastian. He was
probably the most highly gifted of the eleven brothers, and his influence on the develop-
ment of certain musical forms gives him a prominent place in the history of the art. He
studied in the Thomas school, and afterwards in the university of l.eipsie. where juris-

prudence was his preference. In 1738, he went to Berlin, and soon afterwards was
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appomteo chamber-musician to Frederick the great. In 1767, he became kapellmeister
at Hamburg, where he passed the remainder of his life. His most ambitious composition
is the oratorio of Israel in the Wildi rm **. The greater portion of his numerous works
was written for his favorite instrument, the clavier (the piano of that day). His essay on
The True Metfuxl of HarpsifJiurd Playing was long a standard work, dementi professed
to have derived from B. his distinctive style of piano-forte playing, and Haydn is said to

have acknowledged his deep obligation to B.'s works. It was from these works that Haydn
learned the form of the sonata and symphony, of which B. "may fairly claim to have
been the originator, though Haydn enriched it and gave it permanence." As a psalm,
ode, and song writer, B. surpassed his contemporaries, and gained great popularity.
His idea of the purpose of music he explained by saying: "In my opinion the grand
object of music is to touch the heart, and this end can never be obtained by mere noise,

drumming, and arpeggios; at all events not by me."

BACH, YEIT, a German Protestant of Presburg, Hungary, by trade a baker; founder
of the remarkable musical family of Bach.

BACH, WILHELM FRIEDMANN. 1710-84; eldest son of John Sebastian. He was a
natural musician, nearly rivaling Mozart in precocity, and remarkable for extemporane-
ous composing. At Leipsic university lie studied jurisprudence and mathematics; but
music was not neglected. He was organist of St. Sophia's church, Dresden, and director

and organist at Halle. Though acknowledged to possess the highest genius, he was so

. rude, and ill-tempered as to be unbearable. He was also strangely absent-minded,
and a slave to drink.

BACH AEACH, a small t. of Rhenish Prussia, romantically situated on the left bank of
the Rhine, 22i in. above Coblenz. It has a pop. of (1871) 1687, with a brisk trade and a

good deal of commerce by river-craft. It is said to have derived its name from Bacchus
(H<i<rhi an?), and the vine is still largely cultivated in the neighborhood the wine pro-
duced beingof a superior quality. B. is noteworthy also as the place where Blucher
crossed the Rhine, on Jan. 1, 1814.

BACHE, ALEXANDER DALLAS, 1806-67, an American physicist; b. in Philadelphia.
He was great-grandson of Benjamin Franklin; graduated at West Point, as lieutenant of

engineers, in 1825, remaining some time in the academy as a teacher. He was employed
under col. Totten on the fortifications at Newport, where he married Nancy ClaVke
Fowler. B. was professor of natural philosophy and chemistry in the university of

Pennsylvania, and an early member of the Franklin institute, the journals of which

gave an account of his scientific labors. In company with others he built an observa-

tory in which, for the first time in the United States, the period^ of the daily variations

of the magnetic needle were fully determined, and other interesting observations made.
In 1836, he became president of the trustees of Girard college, and visited Europe to

examine educational systems for the information of the board, who were about to arrange
the plan of the institution. His report in 1838 was of great value in suggesting improve-
ments in our educational system. Before the college was organized, B. established a

system of free education in Philadelphia, serving for a time gratuitously, at the same
time assisting the British association in the examination of meteorological and magnetic
phenomena. In 1842, he returned to his professorship in the university, and in 1843 was
appointed successor to Hassler in the U. S. coast survey. This important service he

reorganized and brought to its present recognized efficiency. He was also light-house
commissioner, superintendent of weights and measures, regent of the Smithsonian insti-

tution, vice-president of the U. S. sanitary commission, received the degree of LL.D.
from several colleges, medals from foreign governments and learned bodies, was presi-
dent of the American philosophical society, president of the association for the advance-
ment of science, and associate of many important scientific institutions at home and
abroad. He gave $42,000 to the national academy of science for the promotion of its

object. His important works are: Ob*< /w //<//<* nt the Magnetic and Meteorological Obser-

vatory of Girurd College, reports on weights and measures, and various essays in the

Proceeding* of the Association for the Advancement of Science.

BACHE, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, b. Va.,1801; great-grandson of Benjamin Franklin;
graduated at Princeton, and in medicine at Pennsylvania university: assistant-surgeon
in the army in 1824, and surgeon in 1828; professor of natural science and natural

religion in Kenyon college; fleet surgeon of the Mediterranean squadron in 1841, and
of the Brazil squadron in 1848. He established at Xew York the laboratory that sup-

plied the medical department of the navy, and was director from 1855 to 1871, rendering
important service to the union armies during the rebellion by supplying the laboratory
from his own resources. In 1871, he was made medical director, with the rank of com-
modore.

BACHE, RICHARD, b. England, 1737; d. Penu., 1811; a Philadelphia merchant, son-

in-l-iw of Benjamin Franklin, and first U. S. postmaster-general.

BACHE. SAHAH, only daughter of Benjamin Franklin. 1744-1808. During the revo-
lution she was active in collecting clothing and money for the suffering patriot armies,
at one time employing more than 2000 women and girls in making garments for sol-
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diers. She also served in the hospitals, and was otherwise noted for patriotism and
benevolence.

BACHELOR (Fr. bachcUer, Lat. baccalaureus, or, as it is variously -written in old docu-
ments, bt-ca'uirc>iti,-l>acultri>is. and bacillarius). This word, which 'first makes its appear-
ance in middle-age Latin, is of very uncertain etymology, and its primary meaning is

consequently involved in obscurity. The usual derivation, from bucca (nuntt, a laurel

berry, gives us little help; but the Spanish bachiUir, which means at once <t bubbler and
a master of arts, taken in conjunction with the Portuguese bacltard and bacitlo, a shoot
or twig of the vine (from the Latin baculus or baculum, a stick or shoot), and the French
bachdttte. a damsel, seem to point to its original and generic meaning, which probably
was a person s/iooting, or protrudinf/ front <>/ xfttye of his career into anoilu r more adtaitfsta,
With this general signification, all the special meanings of the word given by Ducange
seem to have some analogy. 1. It was used, he says, to indicate a person who cultivated
certain portions of church-lands called baccatoria which he supposes to have been a

corruption of vasseleria a feu belonging to an inferior vassal, or to one who had not
attained to a full feudal recognition. 2. It indicated ecclesiastics of a lower dignity
than the other members of a religious brotherhood i.e., monks who were still in the first

stages of monkhood. 3. It was used by later writers to indicate persons in the first or

probationary stage of knighthood; i.e., not esquires simply, but knights who, from

poverty and the insufficient number of their retainers from their possessing, perhaps,
only the baccakiria above referred to or, from nonage, had not yet raised their banner
in the field (fcc/ banniere). 4. It was adopted to indicate the first grade or step in the
career of university life. As an academical title, it was first introduced by pope Gregory
IX. in the 13th c., into the university of Paris, to denote a candidate who had under-

gone his first academical trials, and was authorized to give lectures, but was not yet
admitted to the rank of an independent master or doctor. At a later period it was
introduced into the other faculties as the lowest academical honor, and adopted by the

other universities of Europe. See DEGREES, UNIVERSITY. 5. It came to be used in its

popular meaning of an unmarried man, who was thus regarded as a candidate or proba-
tioner for matrimony.

The legislation of almost every country, at some period of its history, has imposed
penalties on male celibates or bachelors, on the principle that every citizen is bound to

rear up legitimate children to the state. By the Jews, the command, " Be fruitful and

multiply," was interpreted strictly, and every Hebrew regarded marriage as a duty. In

Sparta, where the interests of the individual were entirely sunk in those of the state,

criminal proceedings were authorized by the laws of Lycurgus not only against those

who neglected to marry, but against those who, from marrying late in life, or any other

cause, formed such alliances as rendered the procreation of healthy children unlikely.

By the laws of Solon, celibacy was also treated as a crime, though the practice of inter-

fering with the feelings of the individual in this respect early fell into desuetude at

Athens. At Rom3, penalties and disabilities were imposed on unmarried men from an

early period, and latterly on unmarried women also. In the allotment of the C'ampanian
lands, Julius Caesar gave portions only to those who had three or more children; and in

later times we have the jus trium (quatuor et qui)ique)hbtrinn. The most important

provisions on this subject are contained in the law (or rather the laws, for it con-

sisted of an act and an amended act) called Lex Julia et papia poppaea, the first portion
of which belongs probably to 18 B.C.. and the second portion to 9 A.D. In addition to

various other provisions regarding marriage, this law imposed penalties on those who
lived in a state of celibacy after a certain age. No unmarried persoh could take a

legacy, whether of a portion or of the whole possessions of a deceased person, unites

lie complied with the law i.e., got married within 100 days from the testator's death.

Widows were at first allowed 1 year from their husbands' death, and divorced women
6 months from the time of the divorce, before they came within the penalties of the law :

and these periods were afterwards extended to 2 years, and 1 year and 6 months respect-

ively. The original provisions of the law did not apply to men beyond 60, or Avomen
above 50, but they were extended to them by subsequent enactments, and made perpet-
ual even in case of their marrying. The senatfis comn/ltum passed in the time of ('haul

ius, however, again exempted men above 60 Avho married wives under 50, as from
their unions it was supposed there was a fair prospect of issue. Childless married per-

sons, moreover, from the ages of 25 to 60 in males, and 20 to 50 in females, were sub-

ject to the penalties of the ler, to the extent of losing one-half of any inheritance or

legacy which might be bequeathed to them. The lex'papiq also contained a provision

by which a candidate who had several children was preferred to one who had fewer;
and various other premiums on fruitfulness were held out both at Rome and in the

provinces.
In Britain, there are numerous instances of additional or higher taxes being imposed

on bachelors and widowers, but apparently more with a view to the revenue than with

any other object. Of this 6 and 7 Will. III. c. li, which was passed in Hi!>5. and which

granted to his majesty certain rates and duties upon marriages, births, and burials, and

upon bachelors and widowers for five years, "for carrying on the war airahist France
with vigor," is an instance; and another, probably, may be found in the higher charge
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f.sr the servants of bacnelors, first imposed by Mr. Pitt in 1785, and continued for a ccn-
-Merable time. By 52 George III. c. to. unmarried daughters of persons alive were

exempted from the tax upon hair-powder: and in the income-tax of 1798, deductions
\vere made on account of children, 5 per cent being allowed to a person who had a

family, and whose income was above t>0, and under 46Q a year, corresponding deduc-
tions being made in other cases. Much might be said in favor of such distinctions, on
the ground of expediency, as they enable the government to impose a higher taxation,

by lessening the burden on those members of the community who are most likely to

complain; but their recognition in practice would, no doubt, be regarded as impossible

by the financiers of our day, who have hitherto failed to distinguish between income
derived from realized property and from personal labor.

BACHELOR, KNIGHT (qu. lax checulur), the lowest grade of knighthood, now only
conferred in the United Kingdom. Originally, like all knighthood, a military distinc-

tion, knighthood of this description came to be often bestowed on civilians, and in

recent times it has frequently been conferred for no weightier service than carrying a

congratulatory address to court. It is generally conferred by the sovereign by a verbal

declaration accompanied with the imposition of the sword, and without any patent or

instrument. The person who is to receive the honor kneels down before the sover-

eign, who touches him on the shoulder with a naked sword, saying, in French,
" N/w

'4er au nm dt L>UV (Be a knight in God's name), and then adds: "liUe, Sir A.
B." In exceptional cases, persons have been made knights bachelor by patent. The
lord-lieutenant of Ireland occasionally exercises a right of conferring knighthood. See
KMGIIT.

BACHIAN, one of the Molucca islands just s. of the equator, 127" e. It has about

800sq.ni. ;
is of irregular form, and mountainous. Hot sulphur springs bespeak vol-

canic action. The island is well wooded, and sago, cocoa nuts, and cloves are abundant.
There is one large grove of nutmeg trees. It is the most eastern point on the globe
inhabited by any of the quadrumana. The people are the Sirani. or Christian descend-
ants of the Portuguese, some Malays, a few Papuans, and a colony from the Celebes.

The government is headed by a sultan under the protection of the Dutch. The chief

town is called Amassing by the natives.

BACHMAN, JOHN, b. New York, 1790; naturalist and Lutheran minister, pastor in

Charleston, S. C., in 1822. He was assistant to Audubon, and chief author of the work
on North American quadrupeds. Among his own works are: A Defense <>f Luther, and
Clnn-actcriistifa of Species and Genera as Applicable to the Doctrine of the Unity of the

Human Rti>-> .

BACIOC CHI, M.vKiK-AxxK EI.ISA BONAPARTE, the eldest sister of Xapoleon Bona-
parte, was b. at

Ajnccip, Corsica, in 1777. When that island was occupied by the Eng-
lish, she, with her family, emigrated to Marseille. Here she married, at the age of 20,
a countryman of her own, capt. Bacciocchi. The elevation of Napoleon raised her also
to rank and power, and in 1806, the principality of Massa and Carrara was intrusted to
her administration, which was, on the whole, a beneficial one for the people. In 1809,
she was made grand duchess of Tuscany, .and appointed as administrator over that coun-

try iu Napoleon's name. Here the arbitrary measures of her brother, which she had to

carry out, and her own self-will and harshness, rendered her anything but popular.
Her' husband took no part in the government. When the allies entered Tuscany in

!S14, she of course had to leave Florence. She died, at Bologna, of nervous fever in

BACK, in maritime language, has many technical applications. To &<?. <n> anchor,
is to support the large anchor by a smaller one, iu order to prevent it from loosening and
ruining home in bad ground. To back and Jill, is a mode of tacking when the tide is

with a vessel, but the wind against her. To buck tin wilt, is so to arrange them as to
make the ship move astern or backwards; it is done when the tide or current is with
the ship, and light winds against her; and the maneuver is useful to avoid collisions
in narrow channels, to bring the ship into a particular position during naval engage-
ments, or to keep ships well asunder when crowded in convoy. To bck the ma&ntop-
xail, and analogous operations to other sails, is so to arrange a sail that the speed of the

ship's progress may be checked.

BACK, Sir GEORGE, a well-known traveler in the polar regions, was b. at Stockport
in 1796. He entered early on a naval career, and accompanied Franklin and Richardson
in their expedition to the n. coast of America. He volunteered to the government to go
in search of capt. Ross, who was supposed to have been lost in his attempt to discover
the north-west passage; and his offer having been accepted, he left London, Feb. 17,
1833, and on the 28th of June, started from Norwayhouse. a station of the Hudson Bay
Company, on his journey to the north. After passing a terrible winter with his com-
panions at Slave lake, he 'discovered, in 1834. Artillery lake, and the Great Fish river, or
Hack's river, which he followed to the Frozen ocean. Being hindered by the ice from
preceding along the coast as far as cape Turn-again, he returned by the river; but
although he had received news of the return of capt. Ross, he continued" his explorations
in the North sea, and did not return to England until 1835, when he was raised to the
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rank of post-captain for his services. In 1836 and 1837, he further explored the arctic
shores in the interests of geography the geographical society, in the latter year, bestowing
its gold medal upon him. Two years afterwards, he was knighted, and had a lucrative

treasury appointment bestowed upon him. He attained flag rank in 1857, and that of
admiral in 1867. He d. in June, 1878.

BACKERGTTN GE, a t. of Bengal, situated on B. creek, an offset from the Ganges, in
lat. 22 '.,3

'

T.., and long. 90 22' e. 125 m. to the e. of Calcutta. Till supplanted by
Burrisol, -which is 12 m. to the n., it was the capital of the district of the same name.

BACKEEGUN GE, the district named from the foregoing town. It extends in n. lat.

from 22 2' to 23 13', and in e. long, from 89 49' to 91, containing 4935 sq.m., and (1871)
2,377,433 inhabitants, or about 480 inhabitants to a sq.m. Like the rest of the great
delta of Bengal, B. is of alluvial formation and level surface, being watered at once by
the lower streams of the Ganges and the Brahmaputra, and also by the various branches
or offsets which interlace together those mighty rivers. In consequence of the great
number of water-courses, which at once cool the atmosphere and drain the soil, the

country is fertile, and the temperature is said never to rise above 88 in the shade. From
the same cause, the district is independent of regular roads for intercourse and com-
munication. In the season of high-water, as may be expected, inundations are common.
To guard against them, the houses are built on mounds; while the corresponding excav-

ations, like the natural "water-holes" of Australia, serve as tanks against the effects of
the dry season. As is often the case in alluvial regions, laud-slips are frequent, and also

the opening of new channels for the streams. The productions are rice, sugar, cotton,

pulse, mustard, cocoa-nut, betel-nut, mango, guava, plantains, limes, pine-apple, ginger,
and turmeric Buffaloes are said to be generally used instead of oxen, of which the
domestic breed is small and poor.

BACKGAMMON is the modern name of a game of considerable antiquity in England,
where it was formerly known by the appellation of "the tables." The words back-

f/aminon have been ascribed to the Welsh tongue, in which they are said to signify little

battle; but Strutt, with greater plausibility, traces the term to the Saxon "hoc tandgamen,
that is, back-game so denominated because the performance consists in the two

players bringing their men back from their antagonist's tables into their own; or because
the pieces are sometimes taken up and obliged to go back that is, re-enter at the table

they came from." Whatever be tlu etymology of the term, the game has been long
established in the country; and as a fireside amusement of a decorous nature, is a
favorite among clergymen, squires, farmers, and retired professional persons.

B. is played with an apparatus consisting of a board or tables, men or pieces, dice,
and dice-boxes. The* introduction of dice into the game, and their constant use in

determining moves, makes B. essentially a game of chance, and therefore brings two
players of unequal talents nearer a level than other diversions in which skill is the sole

or predominant element. The B. board consists of two parts or tables, generally united

by a liinge in the middle, by which they can be shut up as a box. Each table possesses
twelve points, six at each end. These points are colored white and black alternately:
but this variation of color has no reference to the game, and is only done to make the

points more easily counted. The game is played by two parties, and with 30 pieces or
men ; eacli party has 15 men, one set of 15 being black, and the other whh>. In begin-
ning the game, the men are placed on certain points on the tables, as shown in the fol-

lowing figure. The game is played with two dice and two dice-boxes. The dice are
common to both

;
but each party uses his own dice-box, and the throws are alternate.

Each die is a perfect cube, marked on its sides with dots from 1 to 6. The 1 is culled

ace; the 2, devce; the 3, ire or train; the 4, qvatre; the 5, cinque; and the 6, me-. At
every throw, the two dice are employed; consequently, a person may throw from 2 up
to 12 that is, two aces up to two sizes. If a player throw doublets, or both dice of one
number, double the number of dots is reckoned; thus, by a throw of two aces, the player
does not count 2, but 4. These numbers thrown or accidentally turned up by the dice,
bear a reference to the points on the tables. In order to understand this connection
between the dice and the men, the learner must observe how the men are placed on the

points, and the rules by which their shifting from one to another is governed.
The tables are here spread out as if two partners were seated, and about to begin to

play. The party owning the white men is seated at W, and the party owning the black
men at B. We shall call one party White, and another Black. White counts round
from the ace-point of Black, and Black counts round from the ace point of Whitw.
These ace-points are respectively seen to have two men upon them in opposite corners of

the same table. The grand object of the game is for each party to get all his men played
round into the table containing the aces, removing them from point to point agreeable
to the throws of the dice. In throwing, the number upon each die turned up may be
reckoned by itself, or collectively, with the number on the other die. Thus, if qiuitre
be thrown by one die, and size by the other, a man can be advanced 4 points, and another
6 points; or one man can be advanced 10 points, always providing that a point is open
to suit this movement to it. No point can be moved to if covered by two men belonging
to the adversary. If covered by only one man, which is called a blot, then that innn can
be hit, and be removed from the point, and placed on the bar between the tables, his
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place being taken by the man who lias won it. The removal of a man to the bars throws
a player considerably behind in the game, because the man must remain out of the play
till the dice turn up a number corresponding to one open point on the adversary's table.

Being fortunate to get an open point by this means, the man must be entered and

wrought round from thence, as in the case of others in the set to which he belongs.
The frequent occurrence of this hitting of a blot gives an adversary a great advantage,
and allows him to win the gammon. There are two kinds of victory winning the hit.

and winning the gammon. The party who has played all his men round into his own
table, and by fortunate throws of the dice has borne or played the men off the points
first, wins the hit. The gammon may be explained as follows: When you have got all

your men round to your own table, covering every point, and your adversary has a man
out, then you are enabled to bear or lift your men away. If you can bear all away, so

as to clear your table before the adversary gets his man placed by a throw on your
table, you win the gammon. If the adversary has been able to bear one before you have
borne all your men, it reduces the victory to a hit. Two hits are reckoned equal to one

gammon in playing matches. To win two games out of three is called winning the

rub, as at whist.

BACKHTJYSEN, LUDOLPH, one of the most famous painters of the Dutch school, a
master in marine painting, was b. at Emden ia 1631. His parents intended him for a
commercial career; but he had not been long in a mercantile office in Amsterdam, to

which he had been sent at the age of 18, before he resolved to devote himself to paint-

ing, ana with that object received instruction from Evendingen, and attained, in a

short time, extraordinary skill and readiness in execution. He was a close student of

nature; so much so, that on the approach of a storm he often put to sea in a boat, in

order to watch and sketch its effects, which he transferred to canvas immediately on
his return home. His most famous picture is the sea-piece in the gallery at Paris,

which he was commissioned to paint by the magistrates of Amsterdam, and which was,
in 1665, sent as a present to Louis XIV. In all his pictures, the utmost truthfulness

prevails, at the same time that they embody all the poetry of the sea. His coloring is

also excellent. After he was 71 years old, he began etching on copper. He also made
attempts in poetry, and gave lessons in writing, an art which he did much to promote.
He d., after long "illness, in 1709.

BACK-STAYS are long ropes which extend from the topmast-heads down to the

sides of a ship, where they are fastened in such a way as to assist the shrouds in sup-

porting the masts. Different kinds are distinguished as after-B., brea$t-B., and travel-

ing-stays. One rope generally forms a pair of B.
; being looped in the middle to pass

over the mast-head.

BACKUS, CHARLES, D.D., 1749-1803; a native of Connecticut, a graduate of Tale,
and Congregational pastor in Somers, Conn. He was for many years a teacher of theol-

ogy, and had the training of such men as Dr. Woods of Andover, president Moore of

Amherst, and president Davis of Hamilton college.

BACKUS. ISAAC, 1724-1806; a native of Connecticut. He left the Congregational-
ists for tlie Separatists, or New Lights, and these sympathized closely with the Baptists,
of whom B. became a leader, and by his own exertions largely increased the prosperity
of the denomination. He was a strong advocate of the entire separation of church and
state, and went before the continental congress in 1774 to ask for the Baptists the

same privileges that were granted to other sects. His principal work is a history of

New Englaad with particular reference to the Baptists. This history he abridged, and

brought nown to 1804.

BACOLOR
,
a t, of the island of Luzon, Philippines, the capital of the province of

Pampanga, 38 m. n.w. from Manila. Pop. 8737. It stands in a plain, near the river

Pampanga, with which it is connected by a canal.

BACON (from a root in the Teutonic languages which seems to be allied to the Lat.

raced [in mid. Lat. bacd], a cow, and to have signified an animal in general; bache. in

Ger. , signifies among hunters a wild sow; bake, in Dutch, a swine in general) is the

cured sides of a pig; while bacon-hams are the hind-legs cured. The mode of curing
will be described under HAMS; and their properties as articles of food, under PORK.

BACON, ANNE, 1528-1600; wife of sir Nicholas B., second daughter of sir Anthony
Cooke, sister of the wives of lord Burleigh, sir Henry Killigrew, and sir John Russell,
and mother of lord Bacon. Her father, from whom she acquired a superior education,
was tutor of Edward VI.

BACON, DELIA, 1811-59; sister of Leonard, eminent as a teacher; author of Tabs

of thf Puritans, The Bride of Fort Edward, and Philosophy of thf Play* of Shakespeare Un-

folded, in which she endeavors to prove that lord Bacon was the real author of the Shake-

spearean plays.

BACON, FRANCIS, Lord VERVLAM, Viscount ST. ALBANS, b. in London, Jan. 22, 1561,
was the son of Sir Nicholas Bacon (q.v.). His mother was the learned A-nne Cooke. In

early childhood, he manilested superior powers, and an ardent love of knowledge; hi

intelligence was so precocious, and his sedateness so remarkable, that the queen took
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pleasure in calling him her "
young lord keeper." At the age of 13, he was sent to the

university of Cambridge, which he quitted, after a residence of three years, with a low
opinion of the course of study pursued there, and, as well, of the Aristotelian philoso-

phy. On leaving the university, he went to Paris, in the suite of 8ir Annas Pauict, the
isb ambassador, and there occupied himself chiefly with statistics and diplomacy,

the result of his studies and observation being a work, afterwards published, Of the State

'>)>.
. The sudden death of his father, about the end of 1579, recalled him in 1580

to England, where, after failing to procure from the government a provision which would
enable him to devote himself to science and literature, he betook himself for several

years to the study of law. His professional progress was at first very slow, and, con-

trary to what might have been expected, it was long before he could obtain promotion
in the public service. This want of success was chiefly owing to the hostility of his

uncle, the queen's first minister, lord Burleigh (see CKCIL), who regarded him as a dan-

gerous rival to his own son. To lord Burleigh and his son, B., in the hope of advance-

ment, had paid court till it was clear no favor was to be expected from them, when he
betook himself to their rival, the earl of Essex, whose friendship he speedily won. But
the earl's influence could not counteract the continued opposition of the Cecils, through
whom he was defeated, in 1594, in an attempt to obtain for B. the then vacant office of

attorney-general. What he could do for his friend, however, he did; for shortly after

this disappointment he presented him with an estate at Twickenham worth 2000 a year.
It is painful to relate that B. repaid the generous friendship of his patron with flagrant

ingratitude. When Essex was subsequently brought to trial for a conspiracy against the

queen, B. came forward as his accuser with tongue and pen; he unnecessarily appeared
as counsel against the friend who had so largely obliged and confided in him, and used
all his great talents and ingenuity as a pleader to magnify his crimes and secure their

punishment. B. was straitened at the time in his circumstances, through his extravagant
mode of life, and, moreover, was anxious to conciliate the court, whose anger he had

provoked by having espoused the popular cause on his first entering parliament as mem-
ber for Middlesex in 1595. But whatever the temptation was, it cannot affect our opin-
ion of conduct so mean and immoral. It remains to be stated, that, after the earl's exe-

cution, he wrote, at the request of the queen, A D/'f'r<>f!<>r> of the Practice* and Trea-

sons Attempted and Committed by Robert Earl of E**e.r. which was printed by authority.
In 1590, B. obtained the post of counsel extraordinary to the queen, and a few years

afterwards he entered parliament as member for Middlesex. It was not. however, till

the reign of James I. that he made rapid progress. He was knighted in 1603, and in tin-

following year was appointed salaried counsel to the crown; by 1613, he had advanced
to the office of attorney-general, in which he unconditionally subserved the purposes of
the court. His conduct as attorney, in attempting to extort by the rack a confession of
treason from an old clergyman of the name of Peacham, has met with universal and
deserved condemnation. He did not, however, cringe to the kinz and the roval favor-

ite, Villicrs, except to good purpose. In 1617, he was appointed keeper of the great
seal, and in 1619 attained the dignity of the lord chancelbrship, with the title of lord
Verulam. In the year following, he was created viscount St. Albans.

Having attained the highest honors of the state by truckling to the king and his

favorite, B. proceeded to abuse his judicial functions to increase his revenues, which,
great as they were, were unequal to his extravagance. Though his official income was
great, and his means had been enlarged by a marriage with the daughter of a wealthy
alderman, he could only support his style of life by contracting debt and accepting
bribes from suitors. Nor was money his only motive to false judgments; he more than
once polluted the stream of justice, to maintain the favor of Buckingham. By 1?01.
the state of the courts had become so scandalous as to call for a parliamentary inquiry,
which resulted in his being convicted, on his own written confession, of twenty-three
acts of corruption. In consequence, he was condemned to pay a fine of 110,000, and
to be confined in the Tower during the king's pleasure; he was banished for life from the

court, and declared unfit to hold any office of state, or to sit in parliament. The tine.

however, was remitted; the imprisonment lasted only two days; he was allowed again
to appear at court, and, indeed, was summoned to sit in the very next parliament. A^-.
however, failing health, and perhaps shame, prevented him from appearing. Banished
from public life, he henceforth devoted himself to literature and science, enjoying from
the government a pension of 1200, and an annual income, in all, of 2500. His mode
of life still, however, continued to be so prodigal and ostentatious that, at his death, in

1626, his debts amounted to upwards of 02.000. The immediate occasion of hi< death (as

related by Aubrey, who probably got it from Hobbes, who was B.'s intimate friend) was
cold caught in making an experiment to test the power of snow to preserve flesh. He
died in the house of the carl of Arundel, to which he had been removed with the fatal

chill upon him which he had caught in the course of the experiment.
While, on the whole, the public life of lord B. is marked by meanness and dis-

honor, his literary and scientific works are everywhere irradiated by the powerful light
of an intellect which towered over those of other men. The first edition of his /

appeared in 15ft?. his two books of the .1" ' f r.<->irnin;/ in 1C.05; hh H7.vr///< <>f

the Ancient* in Latin in 1610: a third edition of 1. :reatly extended, in K>10:
his two books of the Ntnum Orr/anum, or ec-cond part of the 'install ratio Mayna,
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designed to consist of six parts also in Latin in 1620; his History of the Reign ofHenri/
\'I1., iu 1622; bis nine books, De Augmenti* fr.untiarum a Latin translation and exten-

sion of his Advancement, of Learning in 1623. Besides these, he wrote several minor
works, which need not here be specially mentioned. It is enough to say that his writ

ings embrace almost all subjects, from jurisprudence which he treated not as a mere

lawyer, but as a legislator and philosopher to morality and medicine. The 8< rmonat
rfilth x is a treasury of the deepest knowledge of human relations, conveyed in a gorgeous
and energetic style. Almost the only science with which he was unacquainted was that

of mathematics. Thus singularly gifted and accomplished, he appeared at a time when
science, from a variety of causes, started on that progress which has never since been
arrested. If it is now a question how far he contributed by his genius to that progress
at its commencement, it is a fact that he was long vulgarly regarded by his countrymen
as the father of inductive philosophy as having been the inventor and first teacher of
the method of interrogating nature by observation and experiment and inductive reason-

ing. Nor are his writings wanting in materials qualified exfade to support his title to

that eminence. His claim to the distinction, however, has of late been the subject of
much controversy, the result of which is that it has been generally disallowed. But if

it be true that he had a somewhat vague and imperfect apprehension of the philosophy
of induction, overestimated the province of observation, and undervalued the use of
deduction and hypothesis, and that even his classification of the sciences in the De
. 1 iiifnientis, on which his reputation long turned, has been properly superseded by the

superior and better reasoned classification of M. Comte; still it must be borne in mind
that he was one of the first that was aware of the true character of the positive philoso-

phy, and who understood its conditions, and foresaw its final supremacy; and as for his

cla>si!ication, that it was a marvelous effort of reason at a time when the sciences were
in their infancy, and many of them were yet unborn. Also, it must be said, that if B.
cannot be claimed by the physicists as the father of their science, and they must look
rather to Galileo, yet he may fairly be claimed in that character by the students of
man and society; for he was the first to aim at the extension of the methods of positive
philosophy to moral and social conceptions. If recent criticisms have dethroned him
from the position which for centuries he occupied in relation to the physical sciences,

by showing that neither his doctrines, experiments, nor writings have materially affected

their course, it is only to leave him free to be placed in a position no less dignified in

relation to human and social philosophy.
As a writer, B. presents us in combination an intellect at once one of the most

capacious and profound that ever appeared among men one of the most penetrating,
one of the most far-reaching and an imagination almost equally remarkable. In no
other writer is so much profound thought to be found expressed in such splendid
eloquence.

"
If," says Hallam (Literature of Europe, iii. 218),

" we compare "what may
be found in the sixth, seventh, and eighth books De Aiif/mcntis, in the Essays, the Hittory
f Henri/ VII.. and the various short treatises contained in his works on moral and

political wisdom and on human nature, from experience of which all such wisdom is

drawn, with the rhetoric, ethics, and politics of Aristotle, or with the historians most
celebrated for their deep insight into civil society and human character with Thucy-
dides, Tacitus, Philip de Comines, Machiavcl, Pavila, Hume we shall, I think, find

that one man may almost be compared with all of these together."
The collected works and life of lord B. were published bv Mallet in 5 vols. (Lond.

1765); a good edition is that of Montague (16 vols., Lond. 1825-34); but the best, it

is generally admitted, is the last (Works, 7 vols., edited by Spedding, Ellis, and Heath.
1858-59; Letters and Life, 7 vols., by Spedding, 1862-74). An able review of B.'s

character is to be found among Macaulay's Essays. The Encyclopedias Britannica and

MrtropoHtana contain valuable papers on his writings, on which also sir J. Herschel's

Preliminary Discourse in Lardner's Encyclopedia may be consulted.

BACOb', Joim, a distinguished statuary, was b. in London, 1740, and d. there Aug. 7,

1799. He was at first a painter on porcelain, and only began to work in marble at the

age of 23; yet in 1769 he received the first prize from the royal academy, of which he
was soon after made a member. His statue of Mars first established his fame.

Among his principal works are, two busts of George III., one in Christ Church college
at Oxford, the other in the university library at Gottingen; the monuments of lord
Chatham in Westminster abbey and in Guildhall; the statues of Howard and of Samuel
Johnson in St. Paul's, and that of Blackstone at Oxford. B. was deficient in imagina-
tion, and had no refined perception of beauty.

BACON, LEONARD, D.D., LL.D. , b. Michigan, 1802; son of a Congregational home
missionary from New England; graduated at Yale in 1820, and at Andover in 1824; the
iK-xt year, and until 1866, pastor of the First church in New Haven; acting professor of
revealed theology in Yale from 1866 to 1871, and since then lecturer on ecclesiastical

polity and American church history. He was one of the editors of the Christian Specta-

tor, and is still an editor of the Xeio Enrjlander, of which he was one of the founders.
He wa:~ also for 15 years one of the editors of the Independent. Dr. B. is the author of

Practical Writings of Richard Baxter, with a Life of the Author; Manual for Young
U. K. II. 7
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Church Members, KLamry Dixcutscd, and various liistorical discourses and essays. As a

thinker and writer he is noted for breadth and vigor.

BACON, LEONARD WOOLSEY,.D.D,, b. New Haven, Conn.. 1830; a writer and theolo-

gian, son of Leonard B., graduated at Yale, 1850. After officiating as a clergyman in

various places, he was pastor, for longer or shorter terms, of the First church, Latchrield,

Conn., of the New England Congregational church, Brooklyn, and of the First church,
Stamford, Conn.

; subsequently passed several years in Europe, chiefly in Geneva, as

student, preacher, and writer; now pastor of the Park Congregational church, Norwich,
Conn.

BACON, NATHANIEL, b. England, 1630-40; d. Va., 1677; a lawyer and member of

governor Berkeley's council, leader of an alleged insurrection against the colonial gov-
ernment under pretense of resisting aggressions of the Indians. Berkeley was forced to
make many concessions to demands for better government; but he broke his promises,
and a brief civil war followed, in which Jamestown was burned (1676), and the governor
took shelter in an English vessel. Before Bacon completed plans for re-establishing the

government, he died from disease taken in an Indian campaign, and the rebellion soon
came to an end.

BACON, Sir NICHOLAS, the father of lord Bacon, was b. in 1510, at Chiselhurst, in

Kent. He received an excellent education; and being gifted by nature with sound and

practical abilities, he quickly prospered in the legal profession, to which he attached
himself. At the age of 27, he was appointed solicitor to the court of augmentations;
two years later, on the dissolution of the monasteries by Henry VIII., he had the courage
to present to that irascible monarch a reasonable project for applying the wealth which
had been "

rescued
" from the church. It was this: that Henry should employ a portion

of it in founding a college for the study of politics and diplomacy. Unfortunately, the

king had already squandered it away in presents, and was unable to comply with the
wise suggestion of the young lawyer; but probably he remembered his good sense, for,
in 1546, Henry advanced him to the office of attorney of the court of wards, which he
retained during the reign of Edward VI. ;

but his Protestantism necessarily caused him
to be deprived of all public honors and emoluments after the subsequent Catholic suc-

cession. On the death of Mary, however, he was made a member of the Protestant

part of the privy council, by queen Elizabeth; and in 1558, received at her hands the

great seal. In the beginning of 1559, he opened parliament with a judicious speech on
the difficult subject of a national religion. He was also president of that assembly of

ecclesiastical disputants which met in Westminster two months later, to discuss the

points of controversy between Protestants and Catholics. In 1564, he suffered a tem-

porary eclipse of royal favor, on account of the too patriotic character of his religion;
but through the persevering efforts of his old and constant friend, sir William Cecil, he

was at length restored to the sunshine in which he had been accustomed to bask. Eliza-

beth even went the length of paying him a visit in 1577, at his magnificent mansion of

Gorhambury, in Hertfordshire. He died on the 20th of Feb., 1579. Sir Nicholas was
one of those solid and stately Englishmen to whose sagacity, high principle, and firm

demeanor his country owed its safety in that critical period when Elizabeth mounted the

throne.

BACON, ROGER, an English monk, who, through the force of his intellect, raised

himself far above his age, made wonderful discoveries in several sciences, and contrib-

uted much to extend the then scanty knowledge of nature. He was descended of a

respectable family, and b. at Ilchester, in the co of Somerset, 1214. He studied at

Oxford, and then at Paris, where he received the degree of doctor in theology; and soon
after his return home, he entered the order of the Franciscans, and settled at Oxford.

Physics seems to have been at that time the chief object of his labors; and liberal friends

of science supplied him with the means of pursuing his researches. In exploring the

secrets of nature, he made discoveries and invented applications which were looked

upon by the ignorant as the work of hellish magic. This prejudice was encouraged by
the jealousy and hate with which his brother monks regarded his

superiority. Besides,

he loudly denounced the ignorance and immorality of the clergy, especially of the

monks, and even wrote a letter to the pope, in which he represented to him the necessity
of clerical reform. Out of revenge, an accusation was brought against him at the papal
court, and the pope interdicted him from teaching in the university. He was shortly
after imprisoned, forbidden all human intercourse, and hardly allowed sufficient food.

Among the few clear-sighted men who admired Bacon's genius, and
pitied

his misfor-

tunes, was the cardinal-bishop of Sabina, at that time papal legate in England. He
desired to see Bacon's writings, but the interdiction of the Franciscans prevented a

compliance with his wish. On his ascent to the papal throne as Clement IV., B. wrote
to him, expressing his readiness to furnish him with whatever he desired, and Clement
in reply repeated his request to see B.'s works, in defiance of the Franciscan prohibition.
B. accordingly drew up his Opvs Majus (edited by Jebb, 1733), which he sent, along
with two other works, it is said, to the pope, by his favorite pupil, John of London, and
in which he represented the necessity of a reformation in the sciences through a diligent

study of the languages and of nature. How Clement received them is not very well

known ;
but they could only have reached him about the time he was seized with his last
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illness. For 10 years after Clement's death, B. was free from open persecution at least.

But iu 1278, under Nicolas III., the general of the Franciscan order, Jerome of Esculo,
declared himself against B., forbade the reading of his books, and issued an order for

his imprisonment, which was sanctioned by the pope. This new imprisonment lasted
10 years. When Jerome of Esculo became pope, under the name of Nicolas IV., B.

sent him a Treatise on the Means of warding off the Infirmities of Old Age (Lat. Oxf. 1590;

Eng. , by Brown, 1683), with a view to convince him of the harmlessuess and utility of
his labors, but in vain. What the pope refused to the representations of the old philos-

opher, was yielded to the intercession of several influential English noblemen, and B. at

last recovered his freedom. He returned to Oxford, wrote a compendium of theology,
and shortly after died according to some, in 1292, to others, in 1294.

B., although an extraordinary genius, could not rid himself of all the prejudices of
his times. He believed in the philosopher's stone and in astrology. His chief invention
is the magnifying-glass. There are also in his writings other new and ingenious views on

optics; for example, on refraction, on the apparent magnitude of objects, on the great
increase in the size of the sun and moon in the horizon. On other subjects, again, he
fell into the greatest errors. He made several chemical discoveries which were wonders
at that time. He knew, for instance, that with sulphur, saltpetre, and charcoal, we may
imitate lightning, and produce explosions. Mathematics, applied to observation, he
considered to be the only means of arriving at a knowledge of nature. He studied
several languages, and wrote Latin with great elegance and clearness. Deserving ot

honorable mention are his discoveries of the errors that prevailed in the calendar, and
his proposals and data for remedying them, in which he came very near the truth. He
prepared a rectified calendar, of which a copy is preserved in the Oxford library. On
account of his extensive knowledge, he received the name of "doctor mirabilis.

"

Several of his works have never been printed, and are preserved among the Cottonian

manuscripts in the British museum; some are to be found in French libraries.

BACON BEETLE. See DERMESTES.

BAGS, or BACSKA, a co. in Hungary between the Danube and the Theiss, 8972 sq.m. ;

level and very fertile. Its products are wheat, wine, tobacco, horses, and cattle. A
canal connecting the two rivers goes through the count}-. The chief towns are Zombor.
the capital, Maria-Theresiopel, and Neusatz. The town of Bacs is ou an affluent of the

Danube; pop. '70, 3606.

BACSAN'YI, JANOS (pronounced Bat-shan-yi), a Hungarian writer and poet, was b.

May 11, 1763, at Tapolcza, in the circle of Szalader. After studying at Vessprim.
Oedenburg, and Pesth, he became tutor to the son of gen. Qrczy, and while thus

employed, published his first work. The Valor of the Magyars ^Pesth, 1785). He received
the same year an appointment iu the finance department of Kaschau, and there, in con-

junction with Baroti and Pazinczy, he began the Magyar Museum (Kaschau and Pesth.

1788-92). In 1793, iu consequence of a liberal poem, he was deprived of his office, and
in 1794, having taken part in the conspiracy of bishop Martinovich, he was carried to

Spielberg, where he was confined till 1796. After recovering his freedom, he assisted in

editing the Magyar Minerta, then came to Vienna, where he held an office iu the bank,
and married (1805) the German poetess, Gabrielle Baumgarten an unhappy match.
When the French entered Vienna in 1809, B. translated Napoleon's proclamation to the

Hungarians, on which account he found himself afterwards obliged to take refuge in
Paris. After the peace of Paris, he was given up, and had Linz assigned him as a com-
pulsory residence, but was allowed to receive his French pension till his death. He died
at Linz, May 12, 1845; the Hungarian academy had in 1843 again elected the octogena-
rian a corresponding member. In the latter part of his life, B., besides other works.
published his Colkcted Poems (Pesth, 1827; Ofen, 1835). We are also indebted to him
for the collected edition of the poetical works of Anvos (Vienna, 1798), and of Faludi
(Pesth, 1824).

BACTE'RIUM, a minute and low form of vegetable organism, refractive, spherical,
and mobile. It occurs as a fossil; is found in the sap of plants; in the fluids of men,
animals, insects, larvae and imagines, and eggs; i.s abundant in incipient stages of fer-

mentation and decay of animal and vegetable tissues and substances. Bacteria act as a
ferment, changing cane sugar and starch to glucose. They are communicated as germs
floating in the air; they assist iu the ripening of fruit, and in the regeneration of organic
matter, during the formation of cell structure. They thrive equally well in acid, alka-

line, or neutral fluids. Many phenomena, otherwise attributed to spontaneous generation,
are caused by these minute and omnipresent organisms. Indeed, the difficulty attending
most experiments concerning spontaneous generation lies in the uncertainty of removing
such germs from an inclosed space, of killing such as remain, and preventing the ingress
of others.

, the ancient name of the imperfectly known land lying between the western

part of the liindu Kush mountains, and the river Oxus (Amu, or Gihon), which
separated it from Sogdiana on the n. and n.e. Its boundaries in early timee can-
not be precisely ascertained, but it is generally considered to have been identical with
the modern Balkh (q.v.). B. is supposed to have been the seat of the parent-people
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from which the ^ryan (q.v.) or Indo-European family of nations branched off. The
ancient Bactrians of historic times were akin to the Medefe and Persians, and used tin-

Zend language. B. was originally the center of a powerful kingdom, which Mtendcd
itself over the e. of Persia, but we have almost no record of its early greatness: we only
know that Minus, the Assyrian king, in spile of his vast army, found much difficulty in

conquering it, and that when Arbaces besieged the last Assyrian king, fSanlanapalus, iu

his metropolis, he was assisted by a large force of Bactrians. It is believed that the
ancient Persian religion was first developed in Bactra or Zariaspa, the capital of B. ,

which was the head-quarters of the Magi till the land was overrun by the Arabs, and a

center-point of the inland trade of Asia. The modern town of Balkh (q.v.) is built upon
its site. Alexander, on his return from Persia, left in B. a colony of 14,000 Greeks, who
here extended civilization. After tlie death of Alexander, B. was annexed to the king-
dom of Syria; but was raised to independence by its governor, Diodotus I., who
founded tiie Greek kingdom of new B. about 256 B.C. The history of this kingdom
was formerly little known, but has been recently elucidated by numerous Grseco-Bactrian
coins found in the topes or burial-places of Afghanistan. These coins give the names of
a series of kings, and bear indications of the political circumstances of the Greek king-
dom of B. On those of Eucralides, a monarch who flourished in the age of Mithriclates,
(here are found, beside the Greek characters, others which have been proved to belong
to a dialect of the Sanscrit, and have been very happily deciphered by Mr. Prinsep.

BAG IBIS, a genus of palms, of which nearly fifty species are known, all American.
The leaves of some are pinnate, those of others entire. They are generally small palms,
some of them very small, and with slender stems; that of B. tennis is not thicker than a

goose quill. Some are spiny, and form thickets not easily traversed. B. acantJtf/fiirjm
is called TUCUM, near Bahia, and from it an extremely tough thread is obtained, which
is used for making nets. B. inaraja, the MARAJA palm, produces large clusters of fruit,

resembling small grapes, with a thin pulp of an agreeable subacid flavor.

BACTBITES, a genus of fossil amvmonitiilcp-, with a straight shell, and indented but
not ramified septa. Five species have been described, all from Devonian strata.

BA CULITZS, a genus of the family of ammonitida', differing from the true ammonite*

(q.v.) in the perfectly straight form of the shell, which tapers to a point, and is either

round or compressed. The species, like the other ammonitidaB, are all fossil. B. are

characteristic of the upper chalk, and appear to have existed only towards the expiry of

the period over which the existence of the ammonitida? extended.

BA'CTJP, a rapidly increasing and very prosperous t. of Lancashire, and station of
the East Lancashire railway, situated in a beautiful valley near the borders of Yorkshire,
15m. n. from Manchester, and 12m. e. by s. from Blackburn. Great improvements
have been and are still being made in the condition and appearance of the town.
There are many churches of all denominations, a mechanics' and a literary institute.

reading-rooms, etc., and in Aug., 1867, was opened a beautiful market-house. The pop.
was 6981 in 1851, and 17,199 in 1871. B. has extensive cotton factories, dye-works.
brass and iron foundries. There are numerous coal-mines in the neighborhood; and
within a mile from the town, large woolen manufactories.

BADA GET, a seaport t on the gold coast of upper Guinea. Pop. 10,000. At one
time it carried on a large trade in slaves with the Portuguese, who here established SPY

eral factories. B. now belongs to Great Britain. It was from this place that Lander
and Clapperton started on their expeditions to explore the African interior.

i BADAJOZ , called by the Romans Pax Augusta, and bv the Moors Beledaix, i.e.,

"Land of Health," is the capital of the Spanish province of the same name. It is situ-

ated about 5 m. from the borders of Portugal, in a fruitful district on the left bank of

the Guadiana, which is here crossed by a stone bridge of 28arches. It has 22,195 inhab-

itants, is a fortress of the first rank, tlie residence of a
captain-general,

and the see of a

bishop, and has an old cathedral with a splendid organ, and paintings by Mateo Cerc/o
and Morales, who was born at B. ; a brisk traffic, chiefly contraband, is carried on with

Portugal. Its chief articles of manufacture are soap, coarse woolens, leather, and delft-

ware. As one of the keys of Portugal, B. has often been a place of importance in war.

It was besieged in vain by the Portuguese in 1660, and again by the allies, in the Span-
ish war of succession, in "1705. During the French war, B. was besieged by the French
in 1808 and in 1809, and again in 1811, when it surrendered. Mar. 11, to Soult. It was
thrice besieged by the English under Wellington: first on April 17, 1811, after the con-

quest of Ohvenza. on which occasion, the approach of Soult to its relief caused tlie

siege to be raised on the 14th of May; the second time, after the battles of Fuentes
d'Onor and Albuera, the city was invested from May 27 to June 10, 1811, but still in

vain. The third investment, Mar. 17, 1812, ended in the; taking of the city by storm.
on the night of April (5, after a murderous contest, and a loss, during tlie twenty day>'

siege, of 72 officers and 963 men killed, and 300 officers and 8488 men wounded" The
province of B. has au area of 8687 sq.m., and a population of (1870)431,922. See ESI :;i;

MADUKA.
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BADAKHSHAN', or BU^TJKHSHAN', a territory of central Asia, lying between 36 and
38 n. hit., and 69 and 73 e. long. B. lies between the chain of the Hindu Kush and
the Oxus. It is drained by the Kokcha, a tributary of that river, and is famous through-
out the east as a picturesque hill-country covered with woods, rich pasture, and fertile

i-.nd well-cultivated valleys. Eastern travelers speak with rapture of its rich orchards.
its fruits, flowers, and nightingales. In recent times no European traveler lias visited it

except capt. John Wood, who only saw it in the winter of 1838. The inhabitants are

Tajiks, or an Aryan race speaking Persian and Turkee. They are Mohammedans
Sheas in the mountains, and Sunuas in the plains. Their number is estimated at %0,000.
One of their chief occupations is man-stealing their captives being chiefly Kafirs and
Chitralis from the Indian side of the Hindu Kus'i. The people of B. seem*to have been

always under the immediate rule of their own chiefs, at the head of whom was "
the

Mir." They have generally, however, formed part of some great Asiatic empire. In

t!ie last century, B. formed part of the empire of Isadir Shah, after whose death it

became subject to the Afghans. In 1823, however, the U/becks, under Murad Beg,
taking advantage of the disturbed state of Afghanistan, defeated the tribes of B. in a

pitched battle; and two years after, their subjection was completed. Their conquerors
treated them most harshly, demolishing their towns, and either selling them as slave.-.

or carrying them oil to people the unhealthy swamps of Kuuduz. On the death 01 Murad
in 1845, B. seems to have become for a time independent. The Afghans, however, soon
reasserted their claims. In 1859, they conquered Kunduz, and were about to ancex B.,
when the Mir agreed to pay an annual tribute. In 1863, .Jehandar Shah, the Mir of B..
was superseded by Mir Mamud Shah, another of the royal family of B., supported by
the Afghans. This gave rise to a si niggle which ended in the nephews of Jehandar

acquiring dominion by means of Afghan help.
In 1873, England and Russia discussed

and agreedupon a frontier between U. and Afghanistan. B. is sometimes made to include

M'akan, on the upper Oxus, between B. proper and the I 'a mis Steppe (see BOI.OR). See
Yule's Marco Polo; Vambery's Central Asia, 1874; Quarterly and Edinburgh Ifciiews,

BADAR'KA, a t. of Oude, India, in the district of Bainswarra, 4 m. e. from the Gan-

ges, and 5 m. e. from Cawnporc. Pop. 8000.

BADDECK, a village and capital of Victoria co. , N. B., dominion of Canada, on the
island of Cape Breton, accessible to steamers.

BADDEKLOCKS, or HEXWAKE (ulcria csculfnla), a sea-weed (see ALG^E), of the sob-

order/^vrmr, growing on rocks in deep water on the shores of Britain, Iceland, and
the northern parts of ^Europe. It has a stem 4 to 8 in. long, pinnated with a few short

leaflets, which contain the seeds, and a membranous olive-green frond of 2 to 12 ft.

long, with a stout mid-rib. The frond being stripped off, the mid-rib forms an article

of food to the inhabitants of the sea-coasts of Iceland, Denmark, Scotland, Ireland, etc.

The thinner part of the frond is also sometimes eaten.

"BAPEAU. ADAM, a native of Kew York; served on Sherman's staff, and was
wounded at Port Hudson, in the rebellion. He was gen. Grant's military secretary, was
brevet ted as brig. gen. of the U. S. army, and was secretary of the American legation in

England. lie is the author of Militnry~in*tory of Gen. U. ti. Gnmt.

BADEN, THE GKAXD DUCHY OF, is situated at the south-western extremity of the

Herman empire. With an area of 5900 sq. in., it runs in the direction of the valley of

the upper Rhine and of the Black Forest, from the southern bend of the Main at Wert-
hfim to the Bodensce or lake of Constance, and is bounded on the n. by Bavaria and

Darmstadt; on the e. by Ilohenzollcrn. Wiirtemberg, Bavaria; and on the w. and
s. by the Rhine, which separates it from Rhenish Bavaria, Alsace, and Switzerland. It

is divided politically into four circles the circle of the "Lake," at the s., and the circles

of the "Upper Rhine," of the "Central Rhine," and of the
" Lower Rhine;" these are

again divided into 79 districts.

Surfnee and Hydrography. Physically, B. falls into two divisions the western plain,

lyinsr along the right bank of the Rhine, 'and the eastern highlands, the plain occupying
about a fifth of the whole duchy, and the hilly part, four fifths. Of the mountain-

ranges, the Schwarzwald, or Black Forest, is the most prominent. Sec BLACK FOKEST.
For a distance of 96 m., it belongs almost exclusively to Baden. It terminates in abrupt
declivities towards the w.. and on the e. descends by degrees into the plateau of the Nec-
kar in Wurtembersr. It decreases in height from s.'to n., its mean elevation being from
about 4000 to 2700 ft., and is cut up into sections by numerous deep and wildly romantic

valleys. The most remarkable summits are Feldberg and Belchen in the south. The
less elevated part of the mountainous division of B., which lies to the n. of the Murg,
receives the general name of the Neckar highlands, as far as to its intersection by the

Ncckar valley, on the n. side of which the Odenwald begins. Southward, in the circle

of the
" Lake." rise the extensive plateaus of the German Jxr.n. This table-land is known

by the local name of the Randen. In the plain of the "Upper Rhine," between Ali-

breisach and Endingen, stands the small isolated ba^a'tif group of the Kaiserstuhl, or

emperor's seat, rising to the height of 1100ft.. and overlooking the Rhine.

Being drained by the Rhine and the Danube, B. belongs to the basins of two opno-
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site seas; the sources of the Danube, however, drain only about 336 sqp.m. in the north-
ern part of the " Circle of the Lake." Beginning with the Bodensee, which projects
three arms or bays on the n.w. into B., the Rhine, in its tumultuous course, forms the

s. boundary, interrupted, however, by several encroachments of the Swiss territories

upon its n. bank. 'From Basel to below Manheim, the stream is the only and natural

boundary. The chief tributaries of the Rhine, on the B. side, are the Xcckar, the Kin-

zig, the Murg, the Elz, the Dreisam, and the Pfinz. On the n.e. the B: deu territories

are bounded by the Main, which there receives the Tauber. Except a part of the Boden-

see, B. has no lake of importance. In the Schwarzwald, however, there are the follow-

ing sheets of water which go by the name of lakes: Mummelsee, Wildsee, Feldsee, Titi-

see, nnd the Nonnenmattweiher, with a floating island.

Climate. As the difference between the highest and lowest poinst of B. Feldberg,
which rises to height of 4860ft., and Manheim amounts to something like 4500 ft.,

there is naturally a great variety of climate, especially in respect of temperature. The
mean temperature of the plains may be stated at 50% and that of the highlands at 44"

Fahr. , so that the Rhine valley of B. is one of the warmest and most fruitful districts,

not only of Germany, but of Europe; the land yielding often, in the case of maize, a
return of more than 300 fold. Walnuts, cherries, apples, and pears grow in abundance,
while the western terraces of the Schwarzwald are decked with vines. On these charm-

ing declivities, the walnut thrives at a height of 1340 ft., the grape at 1450 ft.; other
kinds of fruit are cultivated in the higher regions to an elevation of more than 2000 feet.

The wild cherry is found even as high as 2600 ft.
;
the cereals being profitably culti-

vated to at least an equal height. Oats rise as high even as 3600 ft., above which lie

the exclusively pastoral districts.

About two thirds of the population are engaged in the cultivation of the land, which,
as may be inferred from the description, yields rich returns. An area of about 3200

sq.m. is occupied with fields and gardens, growing wheat, oats, rye, barley, maize, pota-

toes, pulse, and vegetables of all sorts. Tobacco, hemp, rape, opium, etc., yield a large
revenue. Meadow-land and pasturage occupy about a fifth of the surface. An impor-
tant branch of cultivation is also the production of chestnuts, walnuts, almonds, etc.

The quantity of wine produced yearly is, on an average, 14 million gallons. About
1790 sq.m. are under wood. The Schwarzwald is one of the most remarkable pine-for-
ests of Germany. There whole tracts may be seen of pines of the height of from 160
to 180ft., which are exported to the Netherlands for ship-building. The rearing of
cattle is carried on to a large extent. The several kinds of stock may amount to the

following numbers: horses. 73,200; asses, 700; cattle, 481,000; sheep, 189,000; goats,

22,100; swine, 480,000; making a total of 1,246,000 head of animals, and representing a.

large amount of wealth. Honey is also an important product, more than 74,000 bee-
hives being kept in the duchy. Various societies exist for improving the breed of
horses and perfecting agriculture.

Minerals. The mineral wealth of the country does not seem to be valued yot ns it

deserves, if we may judge from the extent of mining operations carried on ; "but the

activity of the mining society at Carlsruhe is yearly bringing this department of the
national industry more and more into a fitting condition. Iron, lead, silver, copper, and
salt are among the chief productions; gold is extracted from the sands of the Rhine, near

Wittenweier, and cobalt, sulphur, marble, and several kinds of precious stones are found.
B. is rich in mineral springs; as many as 60 are enumerated, some sulphureous, some
chalybeate, and some acidulous. Hence there are a great number of much frequented
watering-places, as Baden-Baden, Badenweiler, Griesbach, Petersthal, etc.

Manufactures, elf. The increasing activity in the various branches of industrial art

is testified by the existence of over 1200 manufactories, with about 70,000 hands, and a

3
r
early produce of from 40 to 50 million marks. The industrial activity extends chiefly

to the following articles: ribbons and cotton fabrics, mostly at St. Blasia; toys and trin-

kets, and tobacco, which occupies the first place; chicory, paper, cloth, leather, beer,
wooden clocks, and articles of straw; the last two are characteristic of the Schwar/wald
districts, and known all over the world. Of clocks alone, over 600,000 are made annu-

ally. The chief articles of export are wine and timber, which last is sent almost e\< In-

clusively to the Netherlands, and brings in a sum of at least 6,000,000 marks (iMOO.OOOl
The principal imports are colonial goods, fruits, drugs, horses, wool, cotton, silk goods,
iron, steel, and articles of luxury. Money was formerly reckoned in guldens or florins

of 24 to the mark of silver, a florin being equal to 20'/. sterling; but now, under the ?ie\v

universal system of the German empire, in marks, approximately tHjual in value to shil-

lings. Weights and measures are divided according to the decimal system.
l'/ifittir>/i, R'lif/ion, E'hu'iition. The pop. of B. in 1875 amounted to 1.506,531. being

an increase of above 40,000 as compared with 1871. With the exception of .lews,
the inhabitans are exclusively German. The dominant church is the Roman < 'atholic,

whose adherents in 1871 numbered IM2.560. or about two thirds <>f the whole population.
Protestants numbered 491,008; Dissenters and Mennonites, 'J^(i5: and Jews, 12.475.

The school-system of B. is excellent; it offers the means of instruction to every indi-

vidual; and a multitude of libraries, museums, and collections of all sorts, are signifi-
cant indications of the higher elements of culture.

Government. The sovereignty of the grand duchy, which is strictly indivisible and
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inalienable, is hereditary in the eldest of the male line, and, failing that, of the female.

The heir-apparent is styled hereditary grand duke, and the other sous and d-.ughters are

called margraves and margravines. The sovereign is bound down by a parliamentary
constitution. The parliament, which meets regularly every two years, consists of two
chambers. The first chamber consists of the princes of the grand-ducal house, the heads
of the seigaorial families (7 princes and 3 counts), and. of the nobility on whom, when
they possess hereditary property, under feudal tenure, to the value of 500,000 marks, the

king confers the rank'of the high nobility the Catholic archbishop and the Protestant

prelate, 2 representatives of the universities, and 8 members chosen by the grand duke,
without regard to rank or birth. The second chamber consists of 63 representatives chosen
for 8 years, 22 for the cities, and 41 for the country districts, giving 1 representative for

about'21,540 inhabitants. As to the franchise, less regard has been paid in B. than else-

where to the properly qualification ; every settled citizen and all state officials may take part
in the nomination of electors, and may become electors; only representatives must either

pay tax on a capital of 16,000 marks, or about 800, or be in possession -of an ecclesias-

tical or secular office bringing in at least 2500 marks, or 123. The highest deliberative

and executive body in the country is the council of state. The grand duke is its presi-

dent, and it is divided, since 1870, into the ministerics (1) of the grand-ducal house, of

justice, and of foreign affairs; (2) of the interior; (3) of commerce. The expenditure,

according to the budget estimates for the year 1875, was 30,200,813 marks; the estimated

net receipts for the same year amounting to 29,896,478 marks. There is a particular

budget dealing with the finances of the railways, and the steamers on the lake of Con-
stance. 2tH millions of florins were added to the public debt of the country by the

events of 1848 and 1849. The general debt of B. in 1875 amounted to 91,369,656 marks;
that on the railways to 265,031,973 marks. The military affairs of B. are now exclu-

sively regulated by the imperial power; the troops of B. form the major part of the 14th

corps d'armee of the empire. The effective war-strength of the army in 1868 was 43,705;

peace, 14.263. There exists three orders of knighthood, besides a inedal for military ser-

vice, and other decorations of merit. The capital and residence of the sovereign is

C'arlsruhe; the capitals of the four "
circles

"
are Coustauz, Freiburg, Carlsruhe (formerly

Ilastadt), and Mauheim.

7//*to;v/. The original inhabitants of B. were Alcmanni. These fell under the

dominion of the Franks, the conquerors of Gaul, and submitted at the same time to the

Christian religion. Under their duke, Gottfried, they made repeated attempts to regain
their independence, but in vain; and the dukedom 01 the Alcmanni was abolished in 748

by Pepin the Little, In the llth e., a duke Berthold, said to have been a descendant of

the Alemannian Gottfried, built the castle of Zahringen in Breisgau. and with him
begins the unbroken line of the princes of the house of Zahringen. A descendant of his

second son took the title of margrave of B., and became the ancestor of the still flourish-

ing house of Baden. He died in 1130. The history of this house presents, for long, little

else but a succession of partitions of the territories among brothers, to be again and again
reunited by one or other of the collateral branches becoming extinct. The prosperity of
the country was thus greatly retarded. The present capital, Carlsruhe, was built in 1715

by tin? reigning count. Charles III. It is to his grandson, Charles Frederic, who suc-
ceeded in 1746, that B. owes considerable accessions of territory and political impor-
tance. By favoring the policy of Napoleon and joining the confederation of the Rhine,
he doubled his possessions in extent and population, and acquired successively the dig-
nity of elector and the title of grand duke. In 1811, he was succeeded by his grandson,
Charles Ludwig Frederic, who, five years before, had married Stephanie Louise
Adrienne Napoleone, an adopted daughter of Napoleon. After The battle of Leipsic,
Charles Ludwig seceded from the confederation of the Rhine, and (1815) joined the Ger-
man confederation, in which B. holds the seventh rank.

The original constitutions or "states "of the separate territories composing the grand
duchy having mostly become extinct, the grand duke Charles granted (1818) the charter
which forms the basis of the present constitution. Charles was succeeded in the same
year by his uncle Ludwig, who was inclined to absolutism, and had to contend at first

with a powerful opposition, which led him frequently to dissolve the chambers. He
succeeded, in 1825. in carrying through an alteration of the constitution, extendine the
duration of the parliaments; after which the government and the chambers acted more
harmoniously. Ludwig dying childless (1830). was succeeded by his brother Leopold.
The known liberal tendencies of this prince promised at first a new life to constitutional

government: but the tide of reaction, become strong since the fall of Warsaw, soon
seized the government, and the act establishing the freedom of the press, which in 1831
had l>een hailed with delight by B. and the whole of Germany, was, in 1832. declared

impracticable, and abrogated. A fluetuatinsr contest between a reactionary government
and a growing opposition was carried on till 18-16, when the constitutional Bckk was
made minister of the interior, and liberalism thus placed at the helm. The first effect
was to calm the public mind, and to cau<e a split between the liberals and the radicals.
The ninth parliament met (Dec . 1^47^ under the most friendly and promising auspices;
when the French revolution (Feb.. ]SJSV The vibrations of w'hich were first felt by B.,

suddenly called the radical party into the most violent activity.
"

; cd with a
multitude of liberal measures passed by Ihe legislature, the revolutionary leaders, llecker
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and Struve. aimed at establishing a republic, and stirred up au insurrection. The troops
having sidc-d with the insurgent;;, the grand duke fled, and a constituent assembly wa
called (May, 1849). The duke had recourse to Prussian aid, and, after several battle's, was
reinstated on his throne (July, 1849). The restoration was followed by some 30 execu-

tions, consisting chiefly of soldiers that had borne arms against the government, and of
a few political leaders. Upon the whole, the reactionary tendency lias been k^s marked
in B. than in most other German states, and many valuable reforms effected in 1848 have
been retained. See GERMANY.

BA DEN, a t. and fashionable watering-place in the canton of Aargau, Switzerland.
is situated on the left bank of the Limmat. It has a pop. of (1870) 3412. It is of
ancient date, being kmnvn to the Romans as Tin rnnf lUvfiiaT. The temperature of the
baths is as high as 117" Fahrenheit. B., from the 13th to the beginning of the 18th c..

was the seat of the Swiss diet.

BADEN BADEN, a town in the grand duchy of Baden, situated in a pleasant valley at
the base of the Black Forest. It contains (1875) 10,958 inhabitants; but its visitors dur-

ing the season, which is at its height in July and Aug., are often double the number of
the settled population. It is chiefly celebrated for its medicinal springs, which were
known in the time of the Romans. B. having been a fashionable place of resort so early
as the days of Antoninus and Aurelius, numerous Roman antiquities have been found
in the neighborhood, and are preserved in a museum here. There are several springs of
a saline character, varying in temperature from 117 to 154 F. 'I hese springs are impreg-
nated with iron, magnesia, and lime, with sulphuric and carbonic acid, and are especially
recommended in chronic cutaneous diseases, gout, rheumatism, etc. The chief spring,

discharges in 24 hours about 4200 cubic ft. of water. The gaming-tables of B , the mo.-t

renow ued in Europe, were closed with the rest of the licensed Germ;>it gaming-houses
in 1872.

BADEN BEI WIEN (i.e., "Baden near Vienna"), a much frequent eJ watering-place
It

'

of lower Austria, about 15 m. s.s.w. of Vienna. It was the Agues Pamunn'it or

of the Romans, and is still famous for its warm mineral springs, which are frequented

during the season by from 12,000 to 15,000 persons, chiefly from the Austrian capital.
The temperature varies from 90 to about 99 F. The baths are frequented by persons
of both sexes, who, in the bath, promenade arm in arm. Many of the Austrian nobility
have palaces here. The favorite walk in the neighborhood is along the romantic vallev,

the Helenenthal. Pop. '69, 7590.

BA'DENOCH, a highland district in the s.e. part of Inverness-shire, 30 in. long by 15

bread, bounded by Lochaber, Athole, Braemar, and Murray, and traversed by the Spey.
It is much covered with forest, and is chiefly composed of gneiss rock, with a little

granite. It was a lordship, held during the 13th c. by the eldest branch of the great
house of Cnmyn, on whose forfeiture Bruce bestowed it on his nephew Randolph. In

1371, king Robert II. gave it to his son, "the wolf of Badenoch,"on the failure of whose
descendants it reverted to the crown, which, about 1456, granted it to the earl of Iluntly.

BADGE, the term by which, in general, all honorary decorations and special cogni-
zances are known. Badges are either conferred by the state or sovereign, or assumed

by the individual for purposes of distinction, the former class having very frequently
had their origin in the latter. Of badges conferred by public authority, for the purpose
of inciting to exertion, and gratifying honorable ambition, numerous instances are to be

met with in every part of the world. The garter of the English knight, the golden
fleece of the Spanish grandee, and the button of the Chinese mandarin, will occur as

familiar examples. To the same class belong not only the stars and crosses with which

princes and other persons of rank are adorned in this country, and to a far greater
extent on the continent, but the medal of the private soldier, and even those not less

honorable decorations which are now frequently conferred by private societies for acts

of voluntary daring, such as the medal given by the humane society for saving from

drowning. Amongst the ancients, one of the most usual emblems of authority was a

gold ring, which was worn generally on the fourth finger. A ring of this description
was thi' mark of senatorial and magisterial dignity, and latterly of knighthood at Rome;
iron rings, during the earlier period, at all events, having been used by private citi/.ens.

The right of wearing a gold ring (jusannuli aurfi) was gradually extended, till at length
Justinian conferred it on all the citizens of the empire. In the early times of the

republic, when ambassadors were sent to foreign states, they were furnished with gold
rinirs. which they wore during their mission as badges of authority. From an early

period, <?very freeman in Greece appears to have used a ring, though the custom, not

being mentioned by Homer, can scarcely have belonged to the earliest period of the

histo.-v of that people, and is commonly supposed to have been of Asiatic origin. Rings
are often mentioned in scripture as badgM of authority both amongst the Jews and other

oriental nations. We read of Pharaoh taking off his ring and putting it on Joseph's
hand, as a token of the power which he committed to him (Gen. xli. 42); and still earlier

(Gen. xxxviii. 18), Judah left his signet with Tamar as a pledge. In the New Testa-

ment, riiiL's arc spoken of rather as marks of wealth and luxury than as badges of official

rank; e.g., James ii. 2. and Luke xv. 22, where, on the return of the prodigal son, the
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father ordered lhat a ring should be put on his finger. As to the workmanship and
materials of ancient rings, see KING, SIGNET, etc. Of badges assumed for the purpose
of distinction, none are more famous than the white and rect roses of York and Lancaster.

Henry VII. combined these two emblems, first carrying a rose per pale, white and red,

and afterwards placing the white rose within the red one. One of queen Elizabeth's

badges was a golden falcon perched on the stump of a tree between two growing branches
of white and red roses, a B. which is said to have been given to her mother, Anne
Boleyn, by Henry VIII. The bir<tit<l rugged taff, which still exists as a sign in London,
was "the B. of the great earl of Warwick. The whi1>' h<u-t and yf/ri-r ,*ir<nt, which arc

frequently met with as signs to inns, have a similar origin, the first having been the B.

of Richard II., and the second having belonged to the house of Lancaster. The f/arfi

<tn<l x/ckh\ the B. of the Hungerfords, is another very beautiful and less common example
of the same class of badges. Different countries have also distinctive badges, generally
connected with the history either of the actual ruling or of some former dynasty. Of
these, the fleur de Its of France, and the other badges, for which it from time to time

makes waj
r

viz., the cap of liberty and other emblems of republicanism, the eagles of

the empire, borrowed from Rome, and the bees and other insignia which the Bonaparte

I
family have assumed, may all be taken as examples.

B~. of Englaitd. The present B. of England is a rose white and red, ensigned with
! the royal crown. The initials V. R, ensigned with a crown, which are used on military

accouterments, is also a species of national badge.
B. of Scotland is a thistle ensigned with a royal crown.
B. <>f I/;'iii<(I. Ireland has two national badges the golden harp and the trefoil,

both of which are carried ensigned with the royal crown.
The three badges of England, Scotland, and Ireland, carried conjoined, may be seen

under any representation of the royal arms.
B. ofWa&ss is a dragon passant* wings elevated, gules, on a mount vert.

^B iif I istfr is on a shield or canton, or, a sinister hand erect and apaumee, rpt. Thi*

B., which is popularly known as "the bloody hand," is borne in the paternal coats of

English i aroncN.
B. <>f Xra Scotia, which is borne by the Nova Scotia baronets, is, or, a saltire mure,

thereon an escutcheon of the arms of Scotland, and ensigned with an imperial crown,
the motto being. Fax mentis horiestce yloriit.

One of the oldest and most celebrated badges in existence is the so-called jewel of

king Alfred. For the badges of the different orders of knighthood, see their respective

BADGER, M ?<
, a genus of quadrupeds of the bear family or ursidce (see BEAR), and

included by Linnaius in the genus nrsus or bear, but forming a sort of connecting-link
between this family and the mustdidas or weasel and otter family. To the skunks (q.v.),
which are ranked in that family, the badgers have a particularly strong resemblance,
and their dentition and habits are almost the same. The dentition of badgers differs
from that of bears chiefly in the large size of the tuberculous molar teeth at the bottom
of each jaw, showing a still greater adaptation to vegetable food.

. Badgers, like the rest

of the family to which they belong, are plantigrade, i.e., they waik on the whole sole of
the foot, and not merely on the fore part of it. The bodv is thus brought nearer to the

ground than it otherwise would be from their length of limb. The head is long, with a

pointed muzzle, the tail short, the skin very thick and tough, the hair long. The gait
is slow, the habits nocturnal and solitary. There are five toes on each, both of the fore
and hind feet, and the feet are peculiarly adapted for digging and burrowing. A
peculiar characteristic of the badgers, not found in any other quadrupeds of the same
family, is the possession of a bag, beneath the tail, for the secretion of a peculiar sub-

stance, of a disagreeable odor, which is supposed to be of use in directing the sexes to

each other in their solitary wanderings. The common B. (.V. taxus or M. vutgaris) is the

only quadruped of the bear family now found in the British islands. It is widely
diffused over Europe and the middle parts of Asia. It is grayish brown above and
black beneath; the head white, with a longitudinal black band on each side; the body
long but robust, in size about equal to that of a small fox, the hair coarse and reaching
to the ground as the animal walks. The average length is 2 ft. 6 in., and the height at

the shoulder 11 inches. It haunts the gloomy recesses of woods, or thick coppices on
the sides of hills, and digs for itself '"a deep and well-formed domicile, consisting of
more than one apartment, the single entrance to which is by a deep, oblique, and
even tortuous excavation." In this, or similar excavation, the B. sleeps through the
winter. The B. makes use of its nose in digging, scrapes with the fore-paws, flinging
the earth as far back by them as possible, and, when the accumulation is considerable,

pushes it away by means of the hind-feet. The B. is extremely cleanly in its habits. It

is one of the most perfectly omnivorous of animals, in a wild state as well as in confine-

ment; fruits, roots, beech-mast, egirs. young birds, small quadrupeds, frogs, snails,

worms, and insects, equally constitute its natural food. It has been known to visit a

garden for strawberries. It is also fond of honey, and of the larvae of wasps and wild
bi-es, for the sake of which it digs up their nests, its hide being impervious to their

slings. It is often caught by placing a sack in the mouth of its hole, when it is out at
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dogs are then sent into the wood to alarm it, upon which it flees to its hole. Dogs
sent into the hole are often foiled by earth which the B. throws back upon them to block

up their way; nor is it easy for a dog to contend with it, owing to its great strength,
and particularly the strength of its jaws. A barbarous sport was formerly, and to some
extent still is practised, called B. -baiting, or drawing the budge, . A B. kept in a barrel

was assailed by dogs, and at last, yielding to superior numbers, was dragged out, upon
which it was released and allowed to go back to its den, to recover itself, and be bailed

again, which happened several times daily, when the B. was kept as an attraction to a

public-house of the lowest sort. The verb to badger, expressive of persevering annoy-
ance by numerous assailants, was originally employed with reference to the practice of
B. -baiting. The flesh of the B. is said to be very agreeable, particularly when cured in

the form" of hams. It is much used in China. The B. is easily domesticated when
taken young, and becomes very familiar. In Scotland and the north of England, a B.

is still called a brock, its Anglo-Saxon name; and in some parts of England it is termed
a gray, from which some derive grayhouud. The balysaur of India, also called the sand
bear and Indian B. (M. cottaris), very much resembles the common B., but is taller, and
has a more hog-like muzzle, and a longer tail. Its habits and its food are similar to those
of the common B., and, when attacked,* it defends itself with great vigor. It is chiefly
found in hilly districts. The American B. (J\f. Labradoricti) was at first- supposed to be
a mere variety of the European B., but has proved to be very distinct, so that it has
been regarded by some naturalists as worthy of a separate genus (tax-idea), and is some-
times called taxel. Its teeth are more adapted than those of the B. for carnivorous

subsistence, and it chiefly preys on small animals, such as marmots, which it pursues
into their holes in the sandy plains near the Missouri and the Rocky mountains. It is in

that region that it abounds, over a considerable range of latitude, but it is not known to

exist in Labrador, so that its specific name is perhaps the perpetuation of an error. In
its pursuit of the smaller quadrupeds upon which it preys, it enlarges their burrows, and
renders some parts of the plains dangerous to persons on horseback. lis prevailing color

is hoary gray in winter, yellowish brown in summer, the under parts generally yellowish
white; a white stripe runs from the nose over the forehead to the neck. The hair

becomes not only very long but woolly in winter. The burrowing powers of this animal
are extraordinary. It sometimes makes burrows 6 or 7 ft. deep, running under ground
to a length of 30 feet.

BADGER, MILTON, D.D., 1800-73; a native of Connecticut, a graduate of Yale, and
in theology at Andover; pastor of a congregational church there; ofiicially connected as

secretary with the American home missionary society for 38 years, in which responsible
relation he was noted for wise and faithful service.

BADI'A-Y-LEBLICH, DOMINGO, known a1 o by the name Ali-Bei-el-Abbassi, one of
the most enterprising of modern travelers, was b. at Barcelona, April 1, 1767. lie

studied the Arabic language, and also physical science and mathematics at Yalentia.

Possessed of a lively and restless spirit, he formed the project of visiting Africa and
Asia, under the disguise of a Mussulman, both for the purpose of avoiding the suspicions
of the natives when visiting those places forbidden to Christians, and also forgiving
greater eclat to his adventures. In pursuance of this scheme, therefore, he resigned an
office under government in the year 1797, and went (o Madrid, to make proposals of a
scientific and mercantile tour of exploration in Africa. Having gained promises of

support from Don GodoT, the prince of peace, he betook himself for a short time to

London, to study commerce and politics. He also spared no labor to make himself
familiar with the manners and customs of the people he was about to visit; and in his

anxiety to escape detection, he even ventured to undergo the severe ordeal of circum-
cision. In 1803, he sailed for Africa, where he represented himself, under tin; name
of Ali-Bei, as a descendant from the Abbasides. His tact and talents gained for him
such esteem that he was invited to the court of the Emperor of Fez and Morocco.
After a two years' residence in Morocco, he set oxit on a pilgrimage to Mecca in 1805,
and after sojourning some time in Tripoli, Cyprus, and Egypt, arrived at the holy place
in 1807, being the first Christian that had visited it since the institution of Islam. Sub-

sequently, he visited Jerusalem and the chief places in Palestine and Syria, and in the

autumn of 1807 arrived .at Constantinople, whence he had soon to flee, the reality of his

Mohammedanism being suspected. After his return to Spain, he was made intendaat
of Segovia and prefect of Cordova; but the easy way in which he shelved his patriotism,
and submitted to the French conquerors, was fatal to his prospects, for, on the expul-
sion of the latter, he was compelled to leave the country. He went to Paris, where, in

1814, he published an account of his travels under the title V0}/<itj<'i< d' AH- II > < n Ai'ri'/nf

et en Ante pendant les Annees 1803 d 1807. His work was translated into most of the

European languages. Four years after the publication, B. set off on another journey to

the ( ast, but died suddenly at Aleppo on 30th Aug., 1818. The Pasha of Dama-cu- .-ei/ed

hi- papers, so that his second enterprise has been without results for Europe.

HADIUS, JODOCUS, or JOSSE, 1462-1535; an eminent painter in Paris, who previously-
studied at Brussels and Ferrara, and for several years taught Greek at Lyons. He illus-

trated and printed several of the classics, and produced a life of Thomas a Kempis, and
a satire on the follies of women, called Korirnl,i Multarunt Mulicrum.

'
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BADMINTON, a popular game closely resembling lawfl tennis, is played with battle-

dore and shuttlecock on a rectangular portion of a lawn. The ground is divided cross-

wise by a strip of net, not less than 3 in. wide, suspended from poles at a height of 5
feet. As in lawn tennis, the ground on either side of the net is divided lengthwise into

right and left courts. The first player standing on a specified part of his right court,
must strike the shuttlecock so as to fall across \he net into the back section of the right
court opposite. The opponent strikes it back, then it is returned by the first player,
and so on till the first player misses the shuttlecock. After the first 'stroke it suffices

that the shuttlecock be sent across the net, if it does not lly beyond the boundaries.

BADRINATH. See BHADRINATH, ante.

BAEL, or BHEL. See AEGLE.

BAENA, a t, in the province of Cordova, Spain, of about 12,000 inhabitants. It is

situated about 24 ni. s.s.e. from Cordova, on the river Marbella, and carries on a con-
siderable export and inland trade, chiefly in grain and oil. B. was a Roman town; and
a Roman sepulchre was discovered here in 1833.

BAER, EAKI, ERNST Vox, a distinguished Russian naturalist, was b. Feb. 29, 1792, in

Esthonia. During 1810-14, he studied medicine at the university of Dorpat, but con-
vinced that Russia as it then was presented very few advantages for the acquisition of
scientific knowledge, he went to Germany in 1814, where he studied comparative
anatomy under Dollinger in Wurzburg. He also made the acquaintance of prof. Xces
of Esenbeck, who exercised a considerable influence over him. In 1817, he went to

Konigsberg, where, two years after, he was appointed professor of zoology, and charged
with the organization of the zoological museum. In 18:34, he was called to St. Peters-

burg, and was soon known as one of the most active members of the academy (of which
he became an honorary member in 1862). As a naturalist, he has specially occupied
himself with the difficult subject of embryology; and to his laborious investigations we
owe several most valuable discoveries in regard to the development of organic bodies.

Beginning with his E/tixtoln df. Oi'i J/< niiinn^'iini <Y /////// mix (/</<<.<' (Leip. 1827), he still

further elucidated this subject in his llit<>ry ofA nmm I l)t r, !,>jnnfnt (Konigsberg, 1828-37)
and Ilixtttry of the Dci'do^mi'iit of Fixhe* (Leip. 1835). After his return to St. Petersburg,
he made the polar regions the objects of his study. He examined carefully the northern
shores of Russia, and published a minute description of their fauna and flora. He sug-
gested valuable improvements in the Russian fisheries. In 1864, the 50th year of his

doctorate was celebrated by the Esthonian nobility, at whose expense a splendid volume
was published, containing B.'s autobiography, tic d. Nov. 29, 1876. His Reclen and
KJiim Aufx'Uze appeared in 1864-75; the Beitriige zur Kenntniss des Russichen Btiichs (26

vols.) in 1804-75.

BAEZ, BUENAVENTURA, b. 1820; president of the republic of San Domingo and
thrice re-chosen. He was the son of a mulatto, inherited a large fortune, and was
prominent in securing Dominican independence. In 1853, he was driven from the

country by Santana; returned in 1856; was again driven out in Jan., 1858; again
returned in 1805, and was* elected for the third time. The next year an insurrection

drove him into exile; and in the following year he was again restored. B. endeavored
to secure the annexation of Dominica to the United States, but the U. S. senate declined
the offer.

BAE ZA, a handsome old t. of Spain, in the province of Jaen, from the capital city of

which it is about 23 m. distant in the n.e. direction. Pop. about 12,000. It was here
that the younger Scipio routed Asdrubal with immense loss, taking 10.000 Spaniards
prisoners. It was a flourishing city under the Moors, several of whose caliphs and kings
resided here, but it never fairly recovered its sack by St. Ferdinand in the 13th century.

Caspar Hecerra, the celebrated sculptor, was b. here in 1720; but B. is chiefly proud of

being the birthplace of the 11,000 virgins, usually named of Cologne. Its principal

buildings are the university, the old monastery of St. Philip de Neri, the cathedral, and
the Jesuits' college. 15. has manufactures of leather.

BAF FA, the Paphos of ancient times, a seaport t. on the s.w. coast of the island of

Cyprus. It has now fallen much into decay, and has but a small population, who trade in

cotton, silk, and grain; but under the Venetian rule, it was a place of considerable

importance. The present t. occupies the site of New Paphos, which, under the Romans,
was a beautiful city, full of fine temples and other public buildings. The Old Paphos,
famous as the place where Venus landed immediately after her birth from the foam, and
as her favorite residence, stood a little to the south-east. A hundred altars were here

erected to her name, to which numerous worshipers, male and female, from New
Paphos, trooped annually to pay their devotions. An earthquake in the time of Augustus
destroyed Ihe Rinnan Paphos, but it was rebuilt soon afterwards. The Roman deputy-
governor, Sergius Paulus, was here converted by St. Paul.

BAFFIN. WIM.IAM. 1584-1621; an English navigator of whose early life nothing is

known. In 1612, he accompanied .lames Hull in his search for a north-western pa>snge.
and in 1613, commanded the English whalinc fleet in the Arctic seas. In 1616, he went
north in the Di^con ry under Bylot, and explored the inlet now known as Baffin's bay.
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lu 1621, he was killed while trying, in conjunction with a Persian force, to expel the

Portuguese from Onnuz.

BAFFIN'S BAY, a gulf, or rather sea, on the n.e. coast of North America, extending
between that continent and Greenland; lat. 68

D

to78 n., and long. 51 to 80 east. It is

about 800 in. long, with an average breadth of 280. Its greatest depth is 6890 feet. The
tides do not rise more than 10 feet. The currents are generally towards tlie s., though
recent investigations would seem to show that on the e. side of Davis' strait and B. B. a
current from Spitsbergen flows northwards round cape Farewell. The shores are for the
most part lofty and precipitous, backed by ranges of snow-clad mountains. The pre-

vailing rocks are granite and gneiss. The principal animals inhabiting the coasts are, on
land, bears, black foxes, and hares; ia the sea, the black whale, walrus, and seal, gulls,

ducks, and other sea-fowls. The s. shore of Whale sound on the e. coast in lat.

77 20 n. was found by capt. Inglefield in 1852- to be inhabited. There are Danish set-

tlements on Disco and Whale islands. B. B. communicates with the Atlantic ocean by
Davis' strait; and with the Arctic ocean by Smith sound on the n., and Lancaster sound
on the west. Wellington strait, which forms the n.w. outlet of Lancaster sound, was
entered in 1832 by Sir E. Belcher. B. B. was first explored in 1610 by William Baffin,
after whom it was called, and who was pilot of the expedition, which, was commanded
by By lot. Baffin's title to this honor seems to have been most faithfully earned; and
the accuracy of his observations and descriptions has been confirmed by subsequent
navigators. Whale and seal fishing are prosecuted to a large extent in B. B., which, on
account of ice, is only navigable for some two months in summer.

BAFFO, a Venetian lady of singular beauty and talent, called "the pure." She was
captured by pirates in 1580, and made a slave in Constantinople, afterwards becoming
the sultana of Amurath III., over whom she had great influence. After his death she
was the counselor of her son Mohammed III., who drowned all his father's wives except
her. She died during the rule of her grandson.

BAGA BIA, or BAGHERIA, a t. of Sicily, in the province of Palermo, 9 m. e. by s.

from Palermo, with which it is connected by railway. Pop. about 12,000. It is beauti-

fully situated at the base of the isthmus which separates the Bay of Palermo from that

of Termini, and is surrounded by groups of palatial villas of the Sicilian nobility, aban-
doned after the proprietors had ruined themselves by the festivals here celebrated in

honor of queen Caroline, at the commencement of the present century.

BAGASSE, CANE-STRAW, or CAXE-TUASH, is the refuse matter obtained during the

expression of the saccharine juice from the sugar-cane. In the manufacture of sugar
(q.v.), the sugar-canes, in lengths of 3 to 4 ft., are passed between heavy rollers, which

only partly squeeze out the juice, and yield the bruised canes, or B., still retaining a

large percentage (usually about 18) of sugar. The only use to which the B. is put is a*

fuel in the heating of the boilers and pans in the sugar manufactory. The improved
apparatus introduced of late years has done much to save the large amount of sugar
wasted in the B. and other parts of the process, which at one time amounted to not less

than one half of the entire quantity of the sugar in the sugar-cane.
BAGATELLE (Fr. signifying primarily any trifle), the name of a game some-

what resembling billiards. A bagatelle-table is usually about 7 ft. long and 21 in.

broad; it is lined with cloth, and a game is performed on it with balls and a cue or
mace. The balls are small ivory spheres, and the sport consists in striking one or more
into the holes at one end of the board. To perform this and other feats, some skill and
experience are required, and the sport is far from unamusing in a cheerful parlor eircle.

Of late years bagatelle-tables have become very common in the houses of the middle
classes of society; they possess the recommendation of being purchasable at a small

expense.

BAQAUDM, or BAGATJDI, peasants of Gaul who resisted Roman oppression about
270 A.D.. capturing and destroying Augustodunum (now Autun). Claudius tempor-
arily repressed them, but Aurelian made concessions to them, and proclaimed general
amnesty. They rose again in 294, and Maximian was sent against them. Their first

leader was Victoria; subsequently there were two, yElianus and Amandus, the latter

calling himself emperor. Extant coins show that they had more than one emperor.
The two last named fell in battle, and Maximian utterly defeated their forces; but they
were troublesome to Rome until the end of the western empire.

BAGDAD, the name of a t. and pashalic in the s.e. of Asiatic Turkey. The pashalic
extends from lat. 30

D
to 38 n.. and from long. 40 to 48 e. ; and is bounded on the n. by

the pashalics of Diarbekir and Van; on the w. and s.. by Syria and Arabia; and on the
c. by Persia; while at its s.e. extremitv lies the Persian gulf. Extreme length, 5oO m. ;

breadth, 350. Pop. 2,000,000. It is watered by the rivers Euphrates and Tigris, which
unite their streams at the town of Korna, in lat. 81 n., and long. 47 east. The pashalic
of B. is usually divided into three parts. 1. That e. of the Tigris, comprehending the
districts of Khnzintan (anciently. .S'/.V/V///,M ; t nd Km'<li*tan (part of ancient Assyria), the
Conner of which is rich in grain and fruit. 2. That w. of the Euphrates, a sterile waste.

losing itself at last in the great Syro- Arabian desert. 3. That between the two rivers.

t lie northern portion of which is known under the name of Alyexfm/i, or "the island"
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(anciently, Mesopotamia}, and the southern under that of j.rak-Arabi (anciently Babylonia
and Chdldea). The last of these divisions, though now a barren wilderness, was in

ancient times luxuriantly fertile, the seat of mighty empires, and inhabited by industri-

ous populations. The barbarous misgovernment and wretched incapacity of the Turks
have reduced it to its present condition. The pashalic produces, in the better-cultivated

districts, crops of rice, wheat, maize, barley, with some hemp, flax, tobacco, etc., while
dates are brought to great perfection. The chief wild animals are lions not numerous

hyenas, jackals, wolves, gazelles, ostriches; the chief domestic ones are horses, asses,

mules, buffaloes, camels, and dromedaries. The inhabitants are composed of Turko-

mans, Armenians, Turks, Jews, Arabs, and Kurds; the last two of which races are

notorious for their open and audacious depredations, their mutual wars, and their utter

contempt for the authority attempted to be exercised over them. Principal cities Bag-
dad, Bassora, and Mosul. For a description of the cities which in ancient times adorned
this region, see ASSYRIA, BABYLON, NLXEVEH, CTESIPHON, SELEUCIA, etc.

BAGDAD, the capital of the pashaiic of the same name, is situated on both banks of
the Tigris, in lat. 83 20' n.. and long. 4-1

3

23' c. Pop. estimated at 60,000. The city is

surrounded by. a brick-wall, 5 in. in circumference; the two parts arc connected by a

bridge of boats, and the communication is guarded by a citadel. It has an extremely
picturesque appearance from the outside, being encircled and interspersed with groves
of date-trees, through which one may catch the gleam of domes and minarets; but it

does not improve on closer inspection. The streets arc narrow, crooked, unpaved, and

dirty, full of ruts, and strewed with dead carcasses, which, however, are for the most

part removed by dogs, the only public scavengers in the east. The exterior of the indi-

vidual houses corresponds with the rcmilsive aspect of the streets. They have, in gen-
eral, no windows towards the from, aim ... j built of old brick; but their interior is often

very gorgeously decorated. The vaulted ceilings, rich moldings, inlaid mirrors, and
massive gilding, bring back to the recollection of the traveler "the golden time of good
llarun Al-Kaschid." B. contains upwards of 100 mosques. These, together with the

khans, bazaars, and the palace of the governor, are the only noticeable buildings in the

city. The domes and minarets are said to be liner than those of Constantinople, and are

beautifully painted. The bazaars exhibit the produce of both Turkish and European
markets; but commerce has greatly decreased since Persia began to trade with Europe
by way of Trebizonde on the n.. and by the Persian gulf on the south. Nevertheless,

though no longer the chief emporium of merchandise between east and west Asia, and
though robber Kurds and Arabs lurk on all the roads that lead from the city, B. still

carries on a considerable tratlic with Aleppo and Damascus, and has manufactures of
red and yellow leather, silks, and cotton stuffs. The value of goods that passed through
the custom-house at B., in 1874-75, was 432, 498. Of the 60,000 inhabitants, the

greater part are Turks and Arabs; the remainder are Jews, Armenians, Hindus, Afghans,
and Persians. In summer, the heat is oppressive; rain does not fall on more than 20
or 30 days throughout the whole year; but when the snows melt on the Armenian hills,

the Tigris becomes a majestic, and often a destructive river. In 1831, an inundation

destroyed one half of the town, and several thousand lives. The plague visits it peri-

odically once every 10 years. In 1831, 4000 people perished daily for several days
from its ravages! B. is frequently chosen by Mohammedans of the Shiah sect as a per-
manent place of residence. Several steameVs now ply on the Tigris to and from B. ;

;tud here is one of the chief stations of the Anglo-Indian telegraph.
B. was founded by the Abbaside caliph Ahnansur, 762-766 A.D. It was built out of

the ruins of Ctesiphon and Seleucia. In the 9th c., it was greatly enlarged by llarun

Al-Raschid, who erected numerous edifices on the e. side of the Tigris, and connected
it-; two banks by a bridge of boats. The palace, built for himself, and the tomb of his

favorite wife, Zobeide, are said to have been of extraordinary splendor. A hundred years
later, B. was ravaged by the Turks. In 1253, the grandson of Genghis Kahn, Hulaku,
put an end to the old caliphate; but the descendants of this Tartar conqueror w^re

expelled by Timur, who took the city in 1393. After several vicissitudes, it remained
in the possession of a Turkoman chief, whose dynasty governed until 1470. In the

beginning of the 16th c., Shah Ismail, the founder of the Suffide dynasty in Persia, made
himself master of it; since which period it has repeatedly been a bone of contention
between Turks and Persians. After a memorably obstinate siege, it was conquered by
the sultan. Murad IV., in 1638. Nadir Shah vainly essayed to retake it in the 18th c.,

and ever since it has been under the sway of the porte.

BAGGAGE, in the marching arrangements of the British army, is placed under strict

rules, in order that accumulation of weight may not impede the movement of the troops;
and rules of an analogous kind are enforced in troop-ships, when soldiers are on a voy-
age. The term itself is made to apply chiefly to articles of clothing, and to small per-
sonal effects. A private soldier is allowed to carry nothing except that which his

knapsack and other accotiterments can hold; but those who are married with their offi-

cers' consent a small number in every regiment are allowed one small chest each, of
definite size, which may be carried on a march, but at the men's own expense. Staff-ser-

geants and pay-sergeants have similar permission. The baggage-wagons are not expected
to receive packages weighing more than 400 Ibs. each, or as much as four men can lift.
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Oflicers' B. is, of course, much more considerable in amount than that of the non-com-
missioned officers and privates. On board troop-ships, the weight to be carried for each

person is strictly defined from 18 cwt. for a tield officer, down to 1 cwt. for a married

private soldier, with his wife and children. In encampments, whether permanent or

temporary, and in armies on field-service, the ulmost care is taken to preserve the B.
from the enemy, by surrounding it as much as possible with defensive troops.

BAG GESEN, JENS, a well-known Danish poet, but who also has a place in German
literature, was b. at Korsor, in the island of Zealand, Feb. 15, 1764. lie first obtained a

reputation by his Comic Tale* (1785), the opera Holder Dannke (1790), as well as by his

odes and songs. Through the kind assistance of the prince of Augustenburg, he was
enabled, in 1789, to make a tour through Germany, Switzerland, and France. In 1811,
he was appointed professor of Danish language and literature at Kiel

;
in 1814 he removed

to Copenhagen, where he became involved in an unseemly strife with Ohlenschlager, and
in 1820 he left his native country altogether. Some years later, a home-sickness seized

him, aud he set out on his return, but died at Hamburg, Oct. 3, 1826. B.'s nature was a
curious compound of pride and humility, love aud hate, sensitiveness and reflective

power, free-thinking and faith; and these conflicting qualities also appear in his poems,
which possess an unfinished and inharmonious character. In 1803 appeared at Hamburg
a collection of his German poems; in 1806 he published an idyllic epic, entitled PartJx-
nais oder Alpenreise in twelve cantos, and written in hexameters, which greatly increased
his reputation. It contains single passages of great beauty. B. possessed no lyrical tal-

ent, in spite of his warm-hearted and enthusiastic character. Only a few of his songs
exhibit that simplicity and tenderness which are the essential requisites of song writing;
and, besides, they are almost all destitute of originality. Klopstock was the model whom
he had in view in the composition of his odes; but he was far from reaching the level of
his master. The sphere in which he shone most conspicuously was the serio-comic. His
"humorous epic" (as he called it) of Adam and Eve, published shortly after his death, is

a singular mixture of humor, pathos, levity, and earnestness. He left in manuscript a

poem of a similar character on the subject of Faust. His Poetical Works in the German
Language (Leip. 1836, 5 vols.) have been published by his son, who has prefixed to them
an excellent biography.

BAGHERMI, or BAGIRMI. See BEGHARMI, ante.

BAGLI'VI, GEORGE, a celebrated Italian physician, b. at Ragusa, in Sept., 1669. The
incidents of his life are almost entirely confined to his professional career. Origi-

nally descended from an Armenian family, he took the name of his adoptive father, who
was a wealthy physician of Lucca, and who bestowed on him an excellent education.
He studied at Salerno, Padua, and Bologna, and afterwards visited the principal hospi-
tals of Italy. In 1692 he went to Rome, where he enjoyed the anatomical prelections of
his friend Malpighi. Shortly after, he was appointed professor of anatomy at the col-

lege of La Sapienza, Rome, where he died in 1706. His great discovery in me'dical science
is the system of "solidism," as it is called. Previous to the time of*B., physicians had
held the doctrine of Hippocrates in reference to the primary seat of diseases viz. : that

it is in the fluids. B. came to the conclusion that this was erroneous, and that the real

seat of disease is in the solids. His reasons are, on the whole, sound, and the doctrine
is now all but universally prevalent, though it is admitted that cases do occur in which
the fluids appear to have been first affected. He published several treatises of great
merit, in which his then novel views were explained. B. was very honest and independ-
ent in his judgment, and used to warn his profession against a blind adherence to mere

dogmas on matters which were but imperfectly known.

BAGNA-CAVAL'LO, an inland t. of Italy, formerly belonging to the papal states, 11 m.
w. from Ravenna, in the province of that name. Pop. auout 3900. B. was a Roman
city, called Tiberiacum, in honor of Tiberius.

BAGNACAVAL'LO, BARTOLOMMEO RAMENGHI, 1484-1542; an Italian painter,
whose real name was Ramenghi, but he was called B. from the village where he was
born. At Rome he was a pupil of Raphael, and worked on the decorations of the gal-

lery in the Vatican. At Bologna he took the leading place, and did much to improve
the style of the Bolognese school. His works are distinguished by rich coloring and

graceful delineation. The best specimens, the "Dispute of St. Augustin," and a
" Madonna and Child," are at Bologna, where he died.

BAGNA HA, a seaport t. of south Italy, on the gulf of Gioja, 16 m. n.e. of Reggio.
F/xcellent wine is produced in the neighborhood. Pop. 6229.

BAGNEEE8, the name of two towns in the Pyrenees, France, both well known a.*

watering-places. B. DE BIGORRE on the Adour, in the department of the High Pyr-
enees, is situated at the base of Montalivet, and at the entrance to the romantic valley of

Campan. Besides its extensive bathing-houses, it has a college, a theater, a Pyrcneau
museum, a trades hall, and contains ('76) 7598 inhabitants. By the Romans it was
known as Vicus Aquenxis or Aqim Kii/<>rronum. It was destroyed by the Goths, but the

fame of its waters survived, and is now so great that it is visited by about 20,000 stran-

gers yearly.
The tepid, warm, and hot saline springs are numerous, and are recom

mended for cutaneous and nervous diseases. Woolens, linens, and bareges are maim-
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factured here. B. DE LTJCHOX the Aquae Conrcnamm of the Romans is situated in the

department of Upper Garonne, aud in a pleasant valley watered by the Pique. Its cold,

tepid, and hot sulphurous waters are recommended in rheumatism, gout, cutaneous dis-

eases, and paralysis. It has u pop. of ('76) 3982.

BAGNES, the convict-prisons of France. In ancient times, the severest punishment,
next to death, was that of the galleys (q.v.). In 1748, these were abolished, and the

convicts were emplojred in hard labor in arsenals and other public works; and the prisons
in which they were lodged were called bagnes, from the Italian bttyno, literally, a bath

a name supposed to have originated in the fact, that the slave-prisons at Constantinople
contained baths, or because they stood near the baths of the seraglio. The constituent

assembly of 1791 and 1792 mitigated the sufferings of convicts, and substituted for

the detested name gatires, that of travaux public*, to which succeeded the travail^ forces,
of the code Napoleon. The practice of branding criminals with a hot iron was not
abolished till 1832. The latest existing institutions of this class were at Toulon, Brest,
and Rochefort, at which the number of convicts, in 1850, was respectively 3873, 2831,
and 986. In these establishments, the labor of the convicts was turned to profitable

account, and the various handicrafts were taught in the prison under the direction of
overseers. Tfie industrious and clever were enabled to earn small wages, and good
behavior was rewarded with a gradual relaxation of restraint. Formerly the punish-
ment of the galleys was inflicted for comparatively slight offenses, such as removing
landmarks, begging, poaching, etc., but hard labor in the B. was reserved exclusively
for such as commit crimes which seriously menace the public peace and personal safety.
The number of these, however, is not less than 51. Of 7689 convicts (fvrfab) in 1850, 3070
were condemned to 5 to 10 years; 2239 to 11 to 20 years; 282 to 20 to 30 years; 41 to 30
to 40; 23 to 40 to 50; 9 to above 50; and 1965 for life. The principal crime was theft,

for which 4750 had been condemned; for murder, 1027. The greater proportion of the

criminals, viz. 4595. were from the rural districts; from towns, 2452; foreigners, 643;
most of them were of the age between 20 and 40; and 3902 were unable .to read or write.

The most numerous class were husbandmen, threshers, gardeners, 1278; next, day-
laborers, and terramers (navvies?) 1078. The number of pardons to convicts in 1848 was
90; in 1849, 52. In 1852, the imperial government decreed the suppression of the B., and
substituted in their place deportation to Guiana. But in case any of the prisoners then
in the B. might have considered deportation a greater punishment than what they were
condemned to, it was resolved to give them the choice of remaining in prison or of being
transported: 3000 chose transportation.

BAGNES-LE-CHABLE, a parish and village in the canton of Valais, Switzerland, on the
left bank of the Drause. The parish occupies the whole valley of the Bagne. Pop. '70.

4254. The valley was twice inundated during the 16th c. ; again in 1818, when 400

cottages were swept away, and 34 lives lost.

BAGNI DI LUC CA (Riths of Lucca), a large inland village of Italy, in the province of
Lucca, and 13 in. n. of the city of Lucca. Pop. of commune about 8200. It is one of the
most frequented bathing-places in Italy, and is situated in one of the finest valleys of

Tuscany, the valley of the river Lima, a branch of the Serchio. There are hot springs
of various temperature from 96

3

to 136' Fahr., scattered over a limited neighborhood.
BAGNO A RIPOLI, a famous Italian bathing-place, in the province and circle of

Florence, 5 in. e.n.e. from the city of Florence.

BAGNO IN ROMAGNO, a t. of Italy, in the province of Florence, and 35 m. e. by n.

from Florence city, on the right bank of the Savio, not far from its source. It is a
much frequented bathing-place, having hot springs of temperature 108 to 110 Fahr.

BAGNOLES, a summer resort in France, 13 m. s.s.e. of Domfront; noted for mineral

springs and baths. The village is nearly 200 years old, and has recently been greatly
improved and adorned.

BAGNOLO, a t. of Piedmont, in the province of Cuneo, 12 m. n.w. from Saluzzo, on
the left bank of the Graua, at the foot of the Alps. Another small t. near Brescia bears
this name; also a t. in the province of Reggio, in Emilia; and a t. in the province of

Lecce, in s. Italy, as well as many villages in Italy.

BAGO'AS, an Egyptian eunuch in the service of Alexander Ochus of Persia, who
aided that monarch in conquering Egypt ; but the sacrilegious treatment of the sacred

objects by Alexander so offended him, that on his return to Persia he poisoned the

king, and killed all the sons except Arses, the youngest, whom he placed on the throne.
This boy soon displeased B., and was poisoned to exalt Darius Codomannus. B. tried
to dispose of the last named by poison, but was detected and poisoned himself about
336 B.C.

BAGOT, a co. in the central part of tke province of Quebec, Canada, e. of Yamaska
river, intersected by the Grand Trunk railroad. Black limestone and copper are among
its products. Capital, St. Liboire. Pop. '71, 19,491.

BAGOT, Sir CHARLES. 1781-1843; an English diplomatist; under secretary of state
in 1807; special envoy to France in 1814; ambassador to Russia in 1820, and to Holland
in 1824. In 1842, he was appointed governor-general of Canada, and died in office.
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BAGPIPE, a wind instrument, which, up to the 18th c., was common in almost every
country ia Europe, and still continues in use among the country people in Poland, Italy,

Bfeily, the s. of France, Scotland, etc.
;
but being 1'ar from a sweet-toned instrument,

and limited in its range of notes, it has fallen into disuse wherever there is any preten-
sion to musical relinement. It consists of a leathern bag, which the player inflates by
blowing with his mouth through a tube. The music proceeds from three or four pipes,
whose mouthpieces are inserted into the bag; the wind being forced out by pressing the

bag under the arm. One of the pipes, the chanter, is a kind of oboe with eight holes,
and is similarly handled; the others, called drones, sound each only one continuous low
note. It is certain that the bagpipe was in use among the Hebrews and Greeks, and
there are plenty of proofs that in Germany and elsewhere in Europe it was among the
most favorite instruments in the 15th century.

Though fallen generally into disuse, the I?, is still a popular instrument in the High-
lands of Scotland, and wherever there are gatherings of Highlanders, and even of Low-
land Scotch, in England and other countries. Pipers in proper costume are also attached
to the Highland regiments, and in some instances pipers are retained by Scottish noble-
men to play on festive occasions. Skill in playing the B. is promoted by various High-
land societies, which, at periodical competitions, give prizes to the best players of

pibrochs (q.v.), reels, and other airs.

BAG'RADITES, or BAGRATIDES, a royal house of Georgia and Armenia, founded by
Bagrad; its members were permitted to crown the kings of Armenia. They became
Christians at the beginning of the 4th century. The Bagdad caliphs made several of
the B. governors of Armenia. The dynasty maintained their independence until the

occupation of the country by Russia.

BAOrEATION, PETEH, Prince, a distinguished Russian general, descended from the
noble family of the Bagradites of Georgia and Armenia, was b. in 1750. lie entered the
Russian service in 1783, and was trained under Suwarrow. In 1788 he was cngaired at

the storming of Oczakow; fought in 1792 and 1794 against the Poles; in 1799, in Ital}'
and Switzerland; and distinguished himself in the Austro-Russian war of 1805 against
the French, especially in the sanguinary engagement of Nov. 10 of that year, wh n, with
a small body of troops, he bravely stood during six hours opposed to the superior forces

under Murat, and thus enabled the Russian general, Kutusow, to reach Znaym with the

main army. Subsequently, prince B. was engaged in the battles of Austerlitz, Eylau,
and Friedland, and took apart in the Russian campaign against the Turks, especially in

the battle of Silistria, 1809. In the campaign of 1812, he commanded the second Russian

army of the west, and had the misfortune to fail in his attack on Davoust near Mohilcw
;

but succeeded in forming a junction with the west army at Smolensk. He was, how-
ever, mortally wounded in the battle of Mosaisk, and died Oct. 7, 1812.

EAGSHOT BEDS, the lowest series of strata in the middle eocene formation of Britain.

The name is derived from Bagshot heath in Surrey, where they were 1irst examined;
but, as they are more fully developed and better seen in the isle of Wight, the rocks
there are now considered the typical representatives of the series. The strata are

arranged into four groups: 1. The Upper B. B.
', composed of yellow and white sands

with ferruginous stains, generally unfossiliferous, though a remarkable exception exists

at Whitecliff bay, Isle of Wight, where a bed contains a large number of very friable

shells. 2. The Barton beds, consisting of colored clays interstratiried with sand and
loam. They are rich in fossils, chiefly the shells of mollusca, but contain also the

remains of a fish and several reptiles. Here, too, the nummulite (q.v.), so characteristic

of the tertiary formations, makes its first appearance in a descending order. This genus
dies out with the nummulites variolaris, the small species found in these beds. 8. The
Hrui'Idea/Him beds, so called from their extensive development at Bracklesham bay, near
Chichester in Sussex, are composed of marly clays and white sands, capped by a bed of

flint-pebble conglomerate, and resting on dark carbonaceous clays. This is the most

highly fossiliferous group in the series. Two species of plants have been noticed. The
remains of 6 reptiles and 21 fishes have been described, besides a long list of mollusca,

amongst which is the magnificent ceritlrium (q.v.) giganteum, so conspicuous in the

calcaire grassier of Paris, where it is sometimes 2 ft. in length. The prevalence of genera
now only known as inhabitants of tropical or sub-tropical seas, such as volutes and

cowries, together with their companion lunulites and corals, makes it highly probable
that a warm climate prevailed during the deposition of those strata. 4. The Lower B.

B., consisting of alternations of variously colored sands with gray, chocolate-colored, or

white pipe-clays. The white clays contains the only fossil organisms found in this

group beautifully preserved leaves spread out in the layers of the clay.
The series rests on the true London clay. Its maximum thickness is about 1200 feet.

BA'GTJL, or BITA'GTTT,, a small state in n.w. India, on the s. or left bank of the Sutlej.
B. is one of the native states in feudal subordination to the Punjab government. Pop.
estimated, '72. at 22,000. Its lat. is about 31 n., and long. 77 e. The surface is gen-

erally mountainous, presenting two summits, Bahndurgaru and I>ara Devi, respectively
6288 and 7003 ft, above the sea. B. has a supposed gross revenue of 0000, pays 3000

rupees as tribute, and has 2'22 men under arms.
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BAHA'MAS, or LVCAY'OS, a cliain of islands stretching in a n.w. direction from the

neighborhood of the u. coast of Hayti to that of the e. coast of Florida. From Florida

they are separated by the channel through which Hows the gulf stream (q.v.); and from

Cuba, by the old Bahama channel. These are the principal passages between the open
ocean and the gulf of Mexico. The chain extends in u. lat. from 20" 55' to 27 31', and in

w. long, from 72
J

40 to 79" 5', having an entire length from n.w. to s.e. of about 550 in.
;

and it rests mainly on two shoals the Great Bank to the s., and the Little Bank to the n.

There are upwards of 3000 islands and rocks, but only about 30 of any size. The chief

members of the croup, if reckoned from the n.w., are these: Great Bahama; Abaco;
Eleuthcrn; New Providence; Andros; Guanahani or Cat island, or San Salvador; Wat-

ling's island; Exuma; Longisland; Crooked islands; Maricuaua; Inagua; Little Inagun ;

Caicos; Turk's island.

The area is 3021 sq.m. ; and in 1871 the pop. was 39,102. The pop. of Turk's island,

officially separate from theB., is 4723. The revenue of the B. in 1874 was 36,573; the

expenditure, 36,627. The value of the total imports in 1873 was 226,306; of the

exports, 156.613. The islands generally are of reef-like shape, long, narrow, and low.

With very little appearance of soil, they derive considerable fertility from the tendency
of the porous rock to retain moisture. Besides excellent pasturage, they yield guinea-
corn, maize, cotton, pine-apples, lemons, oranges, pimento, and a species of cinnamon.
In the larger islands, too, there is excellent timber. Cotton cultivation received a great
impulse during the American civil war. During the summer, the temperature ranges
from 73 to 93

J

F. ;
but in the winter the climate is so delightfully temperate as to be

generally prescribed in the United States for pulmonary complaints. The annual fall of

rain is from 43 to 45 in., being heaviest in Oct., Nov., and Dec., but pretty equally
distributed over the other months. On Oct. 1, 1866, a furious and most destructive

cyclone visited the Bahamas.
The B. were Oolumbus's earliest discovery. But the precise spot of his first landing

has not been ascertained. Guanahani or Cat island has generally been believed to be
the San Salvador of Columbus; but recent investigations appear to have transferred the
honor to Watling's island, situated a little further to the east. The B. having been

depopulated, but not again colonized, by the Spaniards, were occupied by the English
in 1629 to whom, after various vicissitudes of fortune in the wars wit'h Spain and:
France, they were ultimately secured by the treaty of 1783. Nassau, in New Providence,
is the seat of government, and has recently been greatly improved both as town and
port. During the American civil war, Nassau became the station for vessels about to.

run the blockade of the southern ports, and thence derived unexampled prosperity; and
no far as agriculture is concerned, the impulse then received has been maintained by

'

the Bahamas.

BAHAR' (also spelt Bfhar and Bihar), one of the o.ld Mohammedan provinces of
India, occupying part of the valley of the Ganges, and named after its chief town, a city
which in Iis72 had a pop. of 44,295. ,B. is now one of the provinces of lower Bengal,;
and is divided into the two commissionerships of Patna and Bhagulpore, which are

again subdivided into 12 administrative districts. The area of the province is 42. 417

sq.m., and the pop. (1872) 19,736,101, giving an average of 563 persons to the sq. mile. .

The name B. was also given to one of the administrative districts, now officially called .

Gayah. Roads and bridges can neither be well made uor thoroughly repaired, where, .

during nearly half the year, the surface of the country is inundated, and torn by innu- i

merable torrents. In the dry season, the beds of the rivers present only detached pools.

Among the minerals, the most important are coal and mica. The latter, nearly as
,

pellucid as glass, is sometimes found in blocks, yielding plates of 36 in. by 18. Potatoes,

cabbages, cauliflower, lettuces, turnips, etc., have teen introduced from Europe, and .

acceed well. Of indigenous productions, the most considerable are rice, pulse, sgar,
cotton, indigo, and tobacco. The district is largely engaged in the manufacturing of ,

muslins, silks, carpets, Wankets, tents, tapes, threads, ropes, paper, glass, cutlery,

jewelry, leather, ink, soap, and potter}'. Ardent spirits, too, are extensively distilled

from the flowers of the bassfa latifolia (q.v.). Before the days even of Moslem domina-
,

tion B. appears to have been the center of a Hindu empire, which native account*
describe as of matchless splendor, and of fabulous duration. .

BAHAR', or BEHAR, a t. of Bengal, 34 m. s.e. by s, from Patna, the chief t. of a
British district of the same name (see BAIIAK). According to. the census .returns of 1871, i.

it contains a pop. of 44,295. The original city is .nearly deserted, and the present town
consists of houses scattered about its remains, and interspersed with fields, .gardens, and -

.groves. There are some remains of fine mosques. The ruin of this town began with its

ack by the Mahratt.is about 1742, and was completed by famine some years after. ,

The present district of Bahar is but a small portion of the great province which \ya <

c5riln by tbat name in the empire of De'hi.

BAHI A, capital of the Brazilian province of the same name. It<ia otherwise called
San Salvador the more usual term being taken from Bahia de Todos-os-Santos, or bay qf
AM Smife. on which it is situated, in lat. 13" 1' s., and long. 38 32' w. B. contained,

;

in 1874. 152,000 inhabitants, pretty equally divided between whites, blacks, and mulat-
toes. -B. fere an exchange, arsenal, and imperial 'dockyard, besides many ecclesiastical'

U. K. II.-8
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and public institutions; and is the point of departure for a railway line. It is connected

by submarine telegraph with Peruambuco, Para, and Rio. The value of imports of

foreign goods into B. in 1874, was 1,455,985; and the value of exports in the same
year, 1,384,349. The chief exports of B. are sugar, cotton, coffee, tobacco, rice, rum,
dye-stuffs, fancy woods, cocoa-nuts, horns, hides, diamonds, and bullion; and it imports
manufactured goods, provisions, flour, salt, iron, glass, and wines. B. is the oldest

city in Brazil, having been founded by the first captain-general of the country, and was
long the capital of the colony. As a port, B. is unrivaled.

BAHI'A, a province of Brazil, about the middle of the coast, taking its name from
its chief city. It extends in s. lat. from 10 to 16

:

, and in w. long, from 37 to 44.
Pop. hi 1873 was 1,450,000. The wealth of B., consisting invaluable timber, iu rich

mines of gold, silver, copper, lead, iron, in deposits of potash, alum, etc., is in great
measure lost for want of good roads. The interior contains lofty sierras; but the mari-
time districts are fertile, being well watered by the Itapicuru, Contas, and other rivers.

Besides the streams that flow through B.. the ban Francisco, a vastly larger river, forms
about half of the inland boundary, dividing this province from that of Pcrnambuco.

BAHI A HON'DA, a harbor on the n. coast of Cuba, 60 m. w.s.w. of Havana, pro-
tected by a fort, and formerly much resorted to by privateers and slavers.

BAHNA SA, or BEHXE'SEH, "a t. of central Egypt, on the Bahr Yousef (Joseph's
canal). It is noteworthy as the site of the ancient Ojryrynchus, celebrated for its numer-
ous monasteries, the ruins of which are still to be seen.

BAHR. an Arabic word signifying a large body of water, is applied both to lakes
and rivers. BAHK-EL-AEIAD (the White river), aud BAIIR-EL-AZRAK (the Blue river),
are the chief branches of the Nile (q.v.). BAHR-ASSAL is lake Assal (q.v.). BAHR-BELA-
MA (the Sea without Water), a long, deep valley iu the desert w. from Cairo. It is

completely barren, but has the appearance of having been once a watercourse.

BAHR, JOH. CHRISTIAN FELIX, an eminent German philologer and critic, was b.

1798, at Darmstadt. He was educated at the Heidelberg gymnasium and university,
where he gained the favor and friendship of Creuzer, whose symbolic svstem of inteV-

pretation in mythological matters he himself pursued at a later "period, lie was elected
a professor in 1826. Previous to this, he had occupied himself chiefly with the elucida-

tion and criticism of Plutarch, the result of which was an annotated edition of
.Alcibiades (Heid. 1822), and of Philopoemen, Flaminiiit, Pyrrhus (Leip. 18261 At the
same time, he collected and published the fragments of Ctesias. But a greater interest

was excited by his History of Roman Literature (1828), which is noted for its clearness

and comprehensiveness. Three supplements to this work also appeared: The Christian
Poets and Historians of Rome (1836), The Christian-Roman Theology (1837), and the

History of Roman Literature in the Carloringian Period (1840). One of his most
important w>rks is his version of Herodotus 1832-35. In 1835, he published his De
Unicersitftte Constantinopoli Quinto S&culo Conditd. He likewise contributed numerous
articles to Jahn's Jahrbucher fur Philologie, and other works. He d. 27th Nov., Ifc73.

BAHRDT, KARL FRIEDRICH, a German theologian of the extreme skeptical school,
was born, 1741, at Bischofswerda, in Saxony, and studied at Leipsic, where he soon

displayed extraordinary talents, and some restlessness of disposition. His early theo-

logical writings betrayed the skeptical tendencies which were afterwards more fully
developed. On account of his immoral conduct, however, he was, in 1768, compelled to
leave Leipsic, where he had been a popular preacher. In Erfurt, his next residence, he
was appointed professor of philosophy and Hebrew antiquities, and wrote Letters an a

Systematic Theology, and Aspirations of a Mvte Patriot, two works whose heterodoxy
involved him in controversies, and made his position untenable. In 1771. he went to

Giessen, where he delivered theological lectures, and preached with approbation. His
translation of the New Testament was regarded as so dangerous, that the author was
deprived of the privilege of teaching. His creed, in fact, was simple deism, and one of
the chief points in his theology was his rejection of miracles. Even the immortality of
the soul was not positively maintained in his works. Ultimately, after attempting to
establish various institutions, he was reduced to the position of a tavern-keeper: and as
he still persevered in his attacks on orthodoxy, he was imprisoned for one year at

Magdeburg, where he wrote an autobiography. Among his other works are 'ihe

Edlgioua Edict (a satire on the Prussian religious edict of 1788), and Tlie German Union.
He died at Halle, April 23, 1792.

BAHRDT, KARL FRIEDRICH, D.D., 1741-92; a German professor of theology,
whose attacks upon orthodoxy and the clergy resulted in a year's imprisonment at

Magdeburg. He contested the authority of miracles, and was In every way a severe
critic of Scripture. His conduct was notoriously irregular; atone time he lectured on
moral philosophy in the forenoon, and in the aftcrnoou officiated as landlord of a public
house.

BAHREIN 5

ISLANDS, or AVAL ISLANDS, a group of. islands lying in the Persian

gulf. The most important of these is Bahrein, or Aval, about 27 m. long, and 10
toroad. It is hilly in the center, but the soil generally is fertile, and produces dates,

figs, and other eastern fruit, besides wheat anil barley. Bahrein is badly cultivated.
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Spring-water is plentiful in the interior, but on Hie coast it can only be procured from
the bottom of the sea, where it springs up quite fresh, and is brought up by divers
in skins. Manama, the capital, in hit. 20 12' n., and long. 50 89' e., has a good harbor
on the n., but a safer though smaller one on the south. The B. I. arc chiefly remarkable
for their pearl fisheries, which were known in ancient times, and which employ, during
the season, from 2000 to 3000 boats, each manned with from 8 to 20 men. The annual
value of the pearls is estimated at from 200,000 to 300,000. Tortoise-shell, shar'.:-

fins, and dates arc also articles of export. The inlands, which have been subject to a

good many political changes, are now inhabited by Arabs. Pop. 68,000.

BAIJE, a small t. of antiquity, on the coast of Campania, 10 m. w. of Naples,
where the present castle of Baja stands. When the Roman empire was in its greatest

splendor, the beauty of its situation, the fineness of the surrounding scenery, and the
excellence of its mineral springs, made B. such a favorite resort of the Roman nobles,
that for want of space for their baths, and villas they encroached on the sea. Julius

C;rsar, Piso, Pompey, Marius, Julia Mamma'a. and others, had country-houses at Baia-.

Horace preferred B. to all other places in the world. Seneca warned everyone who
desired to maintain dominion over his passions, to avoid this watering-place. Cicero

thought it necessary to excuse himself for undertaking the defense of Marcus Co3lius, a
man who had often visited B., for B. was considered by the stricter moralists of those
times as the abode of voluptuousness and luxury, and a den of vice. The ruins, still

standing on the desolate coast, or rising from the sea, arc now the only evidence of the
former magnificence of B., whose population, dwelling in mean hovels, only amounts to
800. The ruins of three supposed temples one of Venus, one of Mercury, and one of
Diana Lucifera as well as the remains of a few thermae, or warm baths, slill attract the
attention of archa?ologists. The harbor, one of the largest belonging to the Romans, is

now much destroyed. The surrounding country is covered with the ruins of Roman
villas, sepulchral monuments, and other buildings.

BAIKAL (in Turkish, Bei-kul, i.e., Rich Lake) is, after the Caspian sea and the sea of

Aral, the largest lake of Asia. It is a fresh-water lake, and is situated in the s. of Siberia,
in the gov. of Irkutsk, near the great military road between Moscow, Kiachta, and the
mines of Nertschinsk. Lat. 51 20' to 55

C

*30' n., long. 103 to 110" e. It somewhat
resembles a sickle in shape, and varies considerably in breadth. Between the mouths of
the Selenga and the Buguldeicha, it is only 19 in. across. Its length is 870 m., and its

breadth 20 to 70 m.
; height above the sea, 13(53 ft.; depth in center very great. The

Baikal mountains, a spur of the AltaY, inclose the lake, which is fed by numerous streams,
the chief of which are the Selenga and Bargusin. Its outlet is by the lower Angara, a
chief tributary of the Yenisei; but the river is inconsiderable in size compared to those
which flow into the lake. It has several islands, the largest of which, Olkon, has a
length of 30 miles. B., which forms an important link in the chain of communication
between Russia and China, has two commercial ports, and of recent years, steamboats
have given a considerable impetus to its trade. Its sturgeon and seal fisheries are valua-

ble, and large quantities of a fish resembling a herring are also caught in it. A peculiar
fish, called the golomynka (c<ilUony/nitf< bnfcntcnxi*), which is almost one mass of fat,

yielding beautiful train-oil, was at one time caught in immense numbers, but it is now
much scarcer. The surface of the lake is frozen from Nov. to April, but the traffic is

carried on over the ice. Besides the Russians settled on the banks of the Selenga and
Angara, the shores of lake B. are also inhabited by tribes of the Burates and Tunguses.

BAIKIE, WILLIAM BALFOUR, 1824-63 ; a native of the Orkney islands. He joined the
British navy, in which his father was a captain, and was made surgeon and naturalist to
the Niger expedition in 1824. The senior officer died before reaching Africa, and B. took
command. lie explored the Niger for 250 m. in a small steamer, making a voyage of
118 days. In 1857, he was in a second expedition, the vessel of which was wrecked, and
all except himself returned to England. He remained and settled for a time, with none
but native assistants, at the confluence of the Benue and the Quorra. He formed a sort
of commonwealth, in which he was not only a ruler, but teacher, priest, and physician.
AVithin five years he opened the Niger to navigation, made roads, and established a
market for the native trade. He studied and made vocabularies of nearly 50 native dia-

lects, and translated into Housa portions of the Bible and prayer book. Only once during
his residence was he compelled to use armed force against the surrounding tribes.

BAIL is a technical term in the practice of the law both in England and Scotland,
with this difference, that, in England, it is used both in civil and criminal procedure,
whereas in Scotland it is applied exclusively to the latter. By B. is understood the

security given by sufficient sureties for the appearance in court on a day, and at a place
certain, of a person arrested or imprisoned, and who, in consequence of such security or

B., is in the meantime set at liberty, Such security, however, involves the assumption
of the custody of the arrested or imprisoned partv by his B.

,
the meaning of the rule

being that the party arrested or imprisoned is delivered into the hands of those who
bind themselves for his forthcoming, in order that he may be protected from prison
until he has to make his personal appearance; and in this sense, it differed from the old

term, fM&tJWMM, now obsolete, and which signified a mere security without any other or

corresponding guarantee, as in the case of bail. A technical and necessary dietinctioi
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is taken in law-books between what is called common B., or B. to render to prison , and ape-
ri'ii' II, or B. to tht action; but for general information, the following statement of the law
may suffice.

In civil process, the sureties give their bail-bond to the sheriff himself for the appear-
ance of the defendant-, according to the exigency of the case, and for nothing else. It
does not appear that any particular or limited number of sureties is to he taken; but it

would seem that the sheriff may insist on more than two, provided they have only sulH-

cient property within the county to answer the penalty; but if more than two be tendered.
it is not necessary that each should be worth the full amount. On the other hand, the
bail-bond will be good though there be only one surety; but in accepting such security
it would seem that the sheriff does so at his own risk. If there is reasonable ground for

believing the sureties to be sufficient, the sheriff has no discretion, but is bound to accept
the B. ; and if he refuses to do so, he is liable to an action.

The necessity of B., however, may be avoided by the defendant availing himself of
the provisions of statutes which are re-enactments of older laws, by "which it is

enacted that the arrested or imprisoned party may obtain his immediate discharge by
depositing with the sheriff the sum demanded by the plaintiff, together with 10 towards
tlu- cost, the same to remain in court to abide the event of the suit. The enactment,
however, contains a proviso that it shall be lawful for a defendant who has made Mich

deposit in payment, at anytime in the progress of the cause, before issue joined, or
final or interlocutory judgment, to receive out of court the sum so deposited and paid,
upon putting in and perfecting special B., and paying such costs as the court shall

direct; and, by another enactment of the same statute, provision is made for the case
where a defendant who has put in B., afterwards elects to deposit the plaintiff's demand,
and to pay the costs to abide the event of the action.

. As to those who may or may not be B., it would appear, from the nature of the

security undertaken, that persons privileged from arrest cannot be B., because the engage-
ment on the part of the B.

being, in default of the principal party, to pay the debt or

damages and costs, the plaintiff is entitled to require the security of persons who are
amenable to the ordinary process of the courts. Therefore, peers, members of parlia-
liament, ambassadors, and other privileged persons, cannot become B.

; nor, generally,
can attorneys or those employed in executing the process. But persons who are not in

such a position, but who are either housekeepers or freeholders, may be taken as B.
The possession of leasehold property is not enough, unless the party is also a housekeeper;
but the real owner of & freehold estate, however small it maybe, situated within the

jurisdiction of the court, and provided he can otherwise make up the amount required,
is qualified, though he be only a lodger, or merely an occupant by sufferance in the

house of another. Again, to constitute a "housekeeper," within the meaning of the

rule, the house must be within the jurisdiction of the court, and such a party must be
the bond-fide tenant of the house in his own right, enjoying its benefits and bearing its

burdens. A person, therefore, in lodgings in England, but with a house in Scotland, is

not admissible as B. ; and sucli
v
B. must strictly in this sense be a housekeeper. B. has

ceased to be usual since imprisonment for debt was abolished.

Besides these arrangements of the common law with regard to B., we may mention
two other forms of it namely, ft.. in. error, and B. in attachment. The former is regulated
by the common law procedure act (1852), 15 and 16 Viet., c. 76, by section 151 of which it is

(

provided that proceedings in error shall not stay or delay execution on a judgment, unless
the person alleging or pleading, such error shall be bound, along with two sufficient

sureties, in double the sum recovered by the judgment, in order to prosecute the proceed-,

ings in error with effect, and make.payment of the costs, in the event of the judgment
being affirmed, or the proceedings in error being discontinued. B. in attachment, again,

signifies the sureties required for a party arrested upon a writ of attachment, and brought

up before a judge in order to obtain his discharge from custody, the sureties undertaking
that he shall appear and answer such interrogatories as may be required of him. This,

however, only applies to attachment in the case of contempt of court; for it would appear
that an attachment for the non-payment of money, or the non-performance of an award,
is not bailable. In the court of chancery, also, there are rules for accepting B. ; as, for

instance, for a defendant against whom attachment has issued for his contempt in not

making appearance to the plaintiff's suit; but an attachment for non-performance of a

decree in chancery is not a bailable process.
In criminal procedure, the subject of B is at present regulated by the 11 and 12 Viet.

c. 42, which provides that if the justice or justices, before whom a prisoner is brought;
shall be of opinion that the evidence against the prisoner be sufficient, or even if it raise a

strong or probable presumption of his guilt, they shall either commit him to prison, or

admit him to B. that is, allow him to be discharged on entering into a recognizance
witli some sufficient surety or sureties to appear and surrender himself to custody, to

take his trial on such indictment as may be found against him, in resect of the charge
in question. *t the next assi/x.'s or sessions of the peace. The crime f treason, however,
is not a )>ailable offense, e,xcept by order of a secretary of state, or by the court of

r ju<-rn's bench, or by a judge thereof in vacation. But justices are bound to admit to B.

in nil case* of misdemeanor, excepting in the case of a misdemeanor in
receiving prop,

erty stolon or obtained by fftlse--rfret*Mis<w, etc-., or the case of any misdemeanor for the
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-prosecution of which the costs may bo allowed out of the county rate, as to all which

misdemeanors, as well as in all felonies treason excepted justices and magistrates have
a discretionary power either to admit to B. or to commit to prison. The court of queen's
bench exercises a paramount jurisdiction, and can bail in all cases whatsoever; but it is

not usual for that court or for justices or magistrates to admit to B. in any case of felony,

except under circumstances of a special and favorable kind.

In Scotland, the term B., as we have mentioned, is only used in the proceedings in

the criminal courts; and there the general distinction is taken between offenses that are

capital and not capital, the former not being bailable except by order of the high court

of justiciary, who exercise a power in this respect analogous to the jurisdiction of the

court of queen's bench; offenses that are not capital being bailable by magistrate*,
sheriffs, or other competent judges. In the eicil process of tae Scotch courts, "the term

corresponding to B. is CAUTION (q.v.).

BAIL (autf) in the United States is substantially the same as in England. One who
becomes surety for another is his B.

' ' B. above
"
are sureties who agree either to satisfy

'the plaintiff as to his claims and costs, or in case of judgment against a defendant, to

deliver him up.
"
B. below "

are sureties for the defendant's appearance, or that he will

give bail. "Civil B." is taken in civil actions; "common B.' amounts to entering an

appearance when fictitious sureties are named; "special B." applies to cases in which there

are responsible sureties. B. may be given in all cases of arrest in civil action. It is a gen-
eral rule that a person held to B. in a civil case cannot be held a second time for the >ame
cause of action, unless in another state. In criminal cases, except capital crimes, the

defendant may generally be admitted to B., and even in the higher crimes B. may be

accepted in the discretion of the court, or in the absence of legal provision to the con-

trary. In any case of offense against the nation, not punishable with death, any United

States judge or state judicial officer may take B. ;
but if the punishment be death, only a

United States judge can decide upon B." The form of entering B. is the same in the sev-

eral states as iii England. Mitigation of excessive B. is usually obtained by application
to the court; and the exaction of such B. is forbidden by the federal constitution. The
power of sureties over the person bailed is wide. They are technically his jailers, and

ma}' arrest him anywhere, or at any time, even on Sunday, or in the attendance at

court; they may command assistance, and may depute their power to another. Refusing
or delaying B. is an offense against personal liberty, but is not actionable unless malice
can be shown. Sureties must in most cases be citizens and freeholders, or possessed of

means that will satisfy the court.

BAIL COURT is the name given to a new and supplementary tribunal at Westminster,
called into existence by the 11 Geo. IV. and 1 Will. IV. c. 70, by which, after pro-
viding for the appointment of an additional puisne judge in each of the three courts of
common law, it is made lawful for any one of the judges of either of these courts, when
occasion shall so require, where the other judges of the same court are sitting in bane
(see BANC). to sit apart from them for the business of adding and justifying special bail,

discharging insolvent debtors, administering oaths, receiving declarations required by
statute, hearing and deciding upon matters in motion, and making rules and orders in

causes ami business depending in the court to which such judge shall belong, in the
same manner and with the same force and validity as may be done by the court sitting
in bane.

This statute has been hitherto acted on only by the court of queen's bench, wherein
one of the judges sits from time to time in the B. C. for the purposes above specified.
It may be remarked that a rule of the B. C. cannot be re-opened in the full court after

the term in which it is made, even though the judge who pronounced it sanctions the

application: and a judge sitting apart, under the authority of the statute, has equal
authority with the full court to reverse the decision of a judge sitting at chambers. See
Lush's Practice by Stephen.

BAILEE'. See BAILMENT.
BAIL EX, a t. in Spain, 24 m. n.n.w. of Jaen; pop. 7831; probably in or near the

site of ancient Brccula, where Scipio defeated Hasdrubal in 2G9, and Masinispa in

20<j B.C. Near B. was fought the great battle of Xavas de Toloso, in 1212, when the

Spaniards broke the power of the Moors, who are said to have left the incredible num-
ber of 200,000 of their dead on the field, with a loss of only 95 Christians. Here. July
23, 1S08, the French gen. Dupont capitulated, surrendering "l 7, 000 men to the Spaniards

the first great disaster to the French arms in the peninsular war. There is a ruined
castle here, formerly belonging to the counts of Benavente, but now to the Osuna
family.

BAILEY, derived through the French bailie, from the middle-age Latin BALLIOI,
which is a corruption of the Lat. rallum, a rampart. The B. was the whole space
inclosed within the external walls of a castle, with the exception of that covered by the

keep. This space was variously disposed of, and, of course, differed greatly in extent.
Sometimes it consisted of several courts, which were divided from each other by
embattled walls, so as to form a series of fortifications. When these courts were two in

number, they were known as the outer and inner bailey. The entrance to the B. was
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generally by a draw-bridge over the ditch, and through a strong machicolated and
embattled gate. The B. was often of great extent, containing the barracks for the soldiers,

lodgings for workmen and artificers, magazines, wells, chapels, and sometimes even a

monastery. In towns, the B. had even a wider signification, and was ofteu retained

after the castle or keep had long disappeared, as in the case of the Old B. iu London,
and the B. iu Oxford.

BAILEY, GAMALIEL, 1807-59; b. N. J. ; studied medicine in Philadelphia, and

graduated in 1823; visited China as ship's physician; was editor of the Methodist

Prutcttant in Baltimore; with James G. Biruey started, in 1836, the Cincinnati Phihtu-

thn.'pint, an abolition journal. His press was destroyed by a mob, but he continued the

paper until 1844. In 1847, he began iu Washington the Sationnl L'r<i, which was mob-
bed in the next year, but not suppressed. Wanting a stor}" for his paper, Dr. B. inclox-d

100 dollars to Harriet Beecher btowe, asking her to send him something. She sent one
of the chapters of Uncle Tom's Cabin, without the remotest idea of the stupendous fame
it was to achieve. Dr. B. died at sea while on the way to Europe for the benefit of his

health.

BAILEY, JACOB WHITMAN, 1811-57; a naturalist, graduate of West Point military

academy, and lieut. of artillery; professor of botany, mineralogy, and chemistry in

the academy in 1839, winning much distinction for microscopical researches, and pub-
lishing a volume of illustrations. He made a collection of 3000 objects, marked and

catalogued; and of alga? he gathered 4500 specimens. These, with his books, went to

the Boston society of natural history. He was president of the American association

for the advancement of science in 1857, in which year he died. His health, never very

strong, was broken by exposure while rescuing his wife and daughter from the steam-
boat Henry Clay, burned on the Hudson river five years before.

BAILEY, PHILIP JAMES, a distinguished living poet, was b. at Basford, in the co.

of Nottingham, in the year 1816. His early education was conducted in his native

town, and afterwards he became a student at the university of Glasgow. He was called

to the English bar in 1840, but never practiced. The first edition of Fcstus, the poem
by which he is best known, was published in 1839, and has in subsequent editions

received a large amount of new matter. It attracted considerable notice in England,
and was in America assailed by a perfect tornado of applause. While the enthusiasm

lasted, Mr. B. was in certain quarters mentioned in the same breath with Shakespeare,
Milton, and Goethe. This injudicious admiration was, however, certain to cool down,
and to prove more prejudicial to the real interests of the author than unmerited cen-

sure itself; consequently, in literary journals, Festusis frequently mentioned with a con-

tempt which it is far from deserving. It is a wonderful work, when the age of the

author at the period of its production is taken into account. It was commenced before

the author had reached his 20th year, and completed iu three years. Ffxtn* errs from
excess of boldness. Mr. B. speaks of universes as other poets speak of buttercups.
He has \beenlree to the highest heaven and to the regions of penal tire. He is on terms
of perfect familiarity with eternity. He lays his scenes in the "

center," "elsewhere,"
"
everywhere,"

" nowhere." Despite its extravagance, Fcstus is full of poetical thought
and felicitous expression, and has occasional dashes of grim humor in it, not unworthy
of Goethe's mocking fiend himself. The faults of the poem are as great as the beauties,
there is no congruity or proportion in it, and you lay it down with a sense of admiration

qualified with disgust. In 1850, Mr. B. published the Angel World, which possess*-* all

the faults and all the beauties of the former work on a reduced scale. If the reader's

admiration is less, his disgust is less. The Angel World is now incorporated with the

larger work. Mr. B.'s subsequent writings have lx;en the Mystic, the Age, a colloquial
satire, and the Universal Hymn (1867). The first production is in the writer's early style.
with all the beauties deleted. But whatever measure of success may attend Mr. 15. in

"elsewhere," and "nowhere," complete failure awaits him when he deals with man-
kind and the ordinary affairs of earth.

BAILET, SAMUEL, a writer on politics, political economy, mental philosophy, and
other subjects, was b. in 1791 in Sheffield, where afterwards he became a banker, lie

d. Jan. 18, 1870, leaving 90,000 as a bequest to the town. His works are: EMII/* <>n the

Pfirxiiit i,f Truth and on the Progress of Knowledge (1821); Qm^ti'imtfin- Dixruxxim, in /'.///-

tics. Political Economy, and oilier Department* of Knowledge (1823);.! CrUifiii 1)ixx,rtiitin

on th<: Nature, Mtaintres, and Causes of Value (1825); A Letter to a Political Economist,
occasioned by an Article in the Westminster Review on the Subject of Value (1826); Ex*ay*
on the Formation and Publication of Opinions (1829) a sequel to his work on the Pnr.-:>n'f

of Truth; A Dixcuxsion of Parliamentary Reform (1831); 1 he Rationale of Polificnl J!'p-
resentation (1835); The Right ofPriinoffdiifurf Examined (1837); Money nn<l it* Virlxxltml,:^

in TWtfC (1837); A Defense of Joint-stock Banks and Country Issues (1840); A Rerieir of
Berkeley'it Theory of Vision (1842); A Letter to a Philosopher in Reply to some Rfent

AtMnpttto Vindicate Berkeley's Theory of Vision (1843); The Theory ofReckoning (1851);
i rites on Various Subjects, Literary and Philosophic<i' (1S52); fatter* on the Ph&otopMi

of the Human Mind (three series, 1855, 1858, 1863): On the Received Text of Shakespeare's
Dramatic Writings, and its Improvement (2 vols., 1862, 1866).
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Mr. B.'s works on the Pursuit of Truth and the Publication of Opinions gave a great
impetus to liberal and advanced views. His writings generally are distinguished by inde-

pendent thinking, logical precision, a careful English style, and warm aspirations for
the improvement of mankind. His treatises on the mind, while abounding in original
suggestions, expand and enforce the views of the school of Locke in metaphysics, and
what is termed the doctrine of utility in morals.

BAILEY, TIIEODORUS, b. N. Y., 1805; a naval officer; midshipman in 1818; lieu-

tenant in 1827; commander in 1849; captain in 1855; commodore in 1862; rear-admiral
in 1806. He was in the service in the Pacific during the war with Mexico. In the civil

war lie was in command of the frigate Colorado, and led the right column of Farragut's
fleet in the opening of the Mississippi and the capture of New Orleans. In 1867, he was
placed on the retired list.

BAILEY, or BAILY, NATHANIEL, or NATHAN, d. 1742; an English lexicographer,
whose dictionary, published about 1721, was far superior to any then extant, and which
formed the basis of Johnson's great work. He was a school teacher at Stepney, and
author of several educational works.

BAI LIE, a Scotch term, with several legal applications. It chiefly, however, and
popularly, signifies a superior officer or magistrate of a municipal corporation in Scot-

laud, with judicial authority within the city or burgh. In royal burghs, the office is in
some respects analogous to that of alderman in England. The chief magistrate of a
Scotch corporation, called \keprovost (q.v.) and often one or more of the bailies, are, in
virtue of tlieir office, in the commission of the peace; and by the 6 Geo. IV., c. 22,
bailies are exempted from serving on juries. There are also bailies of regality and barony,
who are appointed by the superior or over-lord of the manor (q.v.), with limited powers
fixed by the 20 Geo. II., c. 43. There is a B. for the sanctuary or abbey of Holyrood,
appointed by the Duke of Hamilton as hereditary keeper, and having jurisdiction within
the precincts. See ABBEY, SANCTUARY. The word B. was also formerly a term in the

practice of Scotch conveyancing, and signified an officer who represented the seller, and
who, as such, gave main or sasine (q.v.), or delivery of the lands sold to the buyer or
his attorney; but by the changes and simplifications effected by recent legislation, the
office of B. in this sense may be said to be virtually abolished; indeed, by the 21 and 22

Viet., c. 76, s. 1, called The Titles to Land Act, seisin itself, as a separate and independent
documentary title, is declared to be unnecessary, and registration of the conveyance of
the estate held to be sufficient.

BAI'LIFF in English, BAILIE in Scotch, BAILLI in French, and BALIO in Italian, are

terms having a common origin namely, the middle Latin ballivus, which is again con-
nected with the older form, bagalus, or bajuhis. Through all the changes of application

they have undergone in the course of history, they have continued to agree in denoting
an overseer of some kind an officer exercising superintendence on behalf of some supe-
rior authority. At the Greek imperial court in Constantinople, the chief tutor of the

imperial children was called bujulos. The same title seems also to have been given in

Constantinople to the superintendent of the foreign merchants, who was appointed by
the Venetians, and it may possibly be for this reason that the title balio came at length
to be applied also to the Venetian ambassadors themselves. The title ballivus was intro-

duced by the knights of St. John into the s. and w. of Europe, as the eight members
of their chapter were called ballivi conrcntuales, whence also the name ballei, given to

the circles into which the possessions of the order were divided. In France, the royal
baillis were tt one time commanders of the troops, administrators of the royal domains,
and judges each in his district. In later times, the royal baillis were deprived of the

two latter offices, and were consequently then called baillis d'epee only. Proprietors of

estates, also, possessing supreme jurisdiction, appointed baillis to superintend these

courts of justice. As very little knowledge was required for these situations, and as

they might be purchased, they were held in little estimation; and in later times, the

baillis became standing characters on the stage, held up to ridicule on account of their

ignorance and their absurd pretensions, as well as for cheating and injustice. In Eng-
land, the name B. was introduced in the reign of William I., to designate the superin-
tendents of counties, which were called ballivse.

BAILIFF, in English law, is a legal officer, and may be described as the keeper, pro-
tector, or superintendent of some duty or charge legally imposed on him. As officers of

the law. bailiffs put in force arresting process, and they perform other duties within the

CO. or bailiwick required of them by the sheriff ,
who is their immediate official supe-

rior. In this sense bailiffs are either bailiffs of hundreds, or bound bailiffs. The duty of

the former is to collect fines, summon juries, attend the judges and justices at the assi/.es

and quarter sessions, and execute writs and process s in the several hundreds. Don /id

bailiffs, again, are officers usually joined by the sheriffs with the bailiffs of hundreds, and

employed on account of their adroitness and dexterity. They are called bound bailiffs,

because the sheriff, being civilly responsible for their official misdemeanors, they are

annually bound in an obligation, with sureties, for the due execution of their office.

There are also special bit iliff*, who are officers appointed by the sheriff on the application
of the party suing out the process to be executed; and whenever a party thus chooses
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his own officers, he is considered to discharge the sheriff from all responsibility for what
is done by him. There is. besides, another exceptional class of bailiffs, called bailiffs of
libcrtu'*. honors, manors, and other lordships and franchises, whose appointments, duties,
and responsibilities are regulated by the 7 Yict. c. 19. The co. courts likewise have
bailiffs for the execution of their process, as to whom see 9 and 10 Viet. c. 95, 12 and 13
Viet, c 101, 18 and 14 Viet. c. 61, and 19 and 20 Viet. c. 108.

The sheriff himself is the Quefn'x B., and, as such, it is his business to preserve the

rights of the crown within his bailiwick. He must seize to the sovereign's use all lands
devolved to the crown by attainder or escheat; must levy all titles and forfeitures; and
must seize and keep all wait's (q. v.), wrecks, estrays, and the like, unless they be granted
to some subject.

BAILIFF, HIGH. See HIGH BAILIFF.

BAILIWICK legally means the co. or district within which the sheriff's bailiffs may
execute their office. Blackstone says that this word was introduced by the princes of
the Norman line in imitation of the French, whose territory was divided into bailiwicks,
as that of England into counties.

BAILLET, ADRIEN, 1649-1706; a French writer and critic. His parents were poor,
but he found a friend in the bishop of Beauvais, who educated and advanced him to the

priesthood. In 1680, he was librarian to the advocate general of the parliament of Paris,
of whose library he made a remarkable catalogue in 35 folio volumes, all written with
his own hand. "He was an incessant worker, scarcely sparing time for needful rest. He
wrote a History of Hollandfrom 1609 to 1690 (a continuation of Groth's), in 4 vols. ;

Lice* of tJie Saints, Life ofDezcartrs, etc. ; but his most valuable production is The Judg-
ment of the Learned on the Prinrii>al \\\>rks of Author*, in 9 vols.

BAILLEUL, a t. of France, department of the Nord, with manufactures of woolens,
cottons, lace, hats, beet-root sugar, etc. the cheese of its neighborhood being also cele-

brated. Pop. in 1876, 8180.

BAILLIE, JOANNA, a modern poetess of distinguished merit, wasb. in 1762 at Both
well, in Lanarkshire, Scotland. Her father was a Presbyterian clergyman She received
a superior education, and soon began to manifest those talents which subsequently
excited the admiration of the public. Her career was a singularly happy oue, but devoid
of all striking incident. At an early period, she went to reside in London, where her

brother, Matthew Baillie, had established himself as a physician. Here she remained
till her death, which occurred on the 23d of Feb., 1851, when she had attained the
venerable age of 89. No authoress ever enjoyed a larger share of the esteem
and affection of her literary contemporaries. Au vied in showing her a courteous

respect, and even America sent its votaries to her little shrine at Hampstead. Her great
est achievement is undoubtedly the Plays on the Passions, which, though erroneous in

conception, are full of noble and impressive poetry, and often characterized by intense
dramatic power. The principle upon which Miss B. proceeded in the construction of these

works, was to take a single passion as the subject of a play, and to exhibit its influence
on an individual supposed to be actuated by nothing else. In point of fact, such persons
do not exist in society; men are swayed by a variety of conflicting emotions; ami even
when any one of these becomes dominant, it does not wholly destroy the re-t. otherwise
the victim of a ruling passion would lapse into a monomaniac. The leading personages
of Miss B.'s plays are, therefore, rather impersonations of certain elements of human
nature, than genuine human beings. They are vivid poetical studies in psychology;
not mirrors held up to nature, like the brilliant and variegated creations of Shakspearr.
Still, there are scenes, in her tragedies especially, where the interest of the reader is

intensely excited by the great art shown in the minute delineation of a particular pas
sion, and where he is forced to forget the artificial theory of the authoress. The first

volume of the Plays oftJie Passion* appeared in 1798, and met with remarkable success.
Four years afterwards, she published a second volume: in 1804. M /*/ in

1812, the third volume of her Plays of the Passions ; and in 1836. three volumes of dra
matic poetrv. The most popular as well as the most powerful of her works is the

tragedy of t>e Montfort. It was brought upon the stage in London. Kemble acting for

eleven nights the character of the hero. Manj
r of Miss'B.'s minor pieces arc very

simple, and beautiful; and are marked by a sprightly grace of versification, and a play-
ful serenity of spirit, which pleasantly remind oue o/ the personal character of the aii

thoress herself.

BAILLIE, MATTHEW. M.D.. a distinguished physician and anatomist, was b. on the
27th Oct.. 1761, in the Man.se of Shotts, Lanarkshire. Scotland. His father was de-eended
from the family of B. of Jerviswood. so noted in the history of Scotland during the reign
of Charles II.; his mother was u sister of the two celebrated anatomists. William and
John Hunter; and one of his sisters was Joanna B., the poetess. Talent seems to have
been both hereditary and abundant in the family. On account of his abilities, his father
was appointed professor of divinity in the university of Glasgow, where young B. went
through the usual curriculum, and "afterwards proceeded to Balliol collet-. Oxford, as
an exhibitioner on the Snell foundation. In 17SO lie commenced his anatomical studies
in London under the care of his uncle, and was frequently employed as demonstrator to
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the latter in his theater at Great Windmill street. His success in this capacity was so

great, that on the death of Dr. Hunter, in 1783, he was found qualified to become his

successor. In 1784, he began to lecture, and acquired a high reputation as a vigorous
and lucid expositor of the science of anatomy. In 1793, he published a small work
entitled Tiie Morbid Aimtomy of Some of the Moat Important Part* <>f th> llniinin, Body. It

made an era in medical science. In addition to the information formerly scattered

through the writings of Bonnetus, Lieutaud, Montagni, and others, it contained a
multitude of ingenious observations made by his uncle and himself, and greatly enhanced
our knowledge of the changes produced ion the human frame by di.se ase. It had a
remarkable influence on the study of medicine, and excited in a greater measure, perhaps
than any other book, a spirit of eyeful induction among professional men. In 1799,
Dr. B. relinquished his anatomical lectureship, and in 1800, his appointment as physician
to St. George's hospital, which he had held for 13 years. He now devoted himself

exclusively to his duties as a medical practitioner, and by his honorable assiduity
succeeded in realizing a large fortune. In one of his busiest years, when he had scarcely
time to take a single meal, his professional income is .said to have reached 10,000. In
1810, he was appointed physician to the king, and offered a baronetcy, which, however,
he declined. At last, worn out with incessant labor, he died on the 23d Sept. 1823.

BAILLIE. ROBERT, one of the most eminent, and perhaps the most moderate of all

the Scotch Presbyterian clergy during the time of the civil war, was b. at Glasgow in

1599, and educated at the university of that city. In 1622, he received episcopal ordina-
tion episcopacy being then nominally the established religion of the country from
archbishop Law, and was shortly after presented to the parish church of Kilwinning.
At first a maintainer of the doctrine of passive obedience, he seems to have changed his

opinions on this point some time during 1630-36. In 1638, he sat in that famous

general assembly of the Kirk of Scotland which met in Glasgow to protest against

episcopacy being thrust on an unwilling people, but conducted himself with greater
prudence and temperance than was quite agreeable to his excited brethren. However,
he soon threw himself eagerly into the national cause. In 1640, he was selected by the
Scottish leaders, on account of his pamphlet against Laud's party, as a proper person to

go to London, along with other commissioners, to prepare charges against archbishop
Laud, whose rash and tyrannical measures were alleged to have been the origin of the
recent hostilities against the sovereign. On his return to Scotland in 1(542, he was
appointed joint-professor of divinity at Glasgow, along with Mr. David Dickson, an

equally distinguished, but less moderate divine. In 1643, he was again sent to London as

a delegate to the Westminster assembly of divines, where he conducted himself in an
unobtrusive manner, but cordially concurred in the doctrines which were drawn up. It

is curious to notice, in connection with this incident of his career, that though Mr. B.
had himself experienced the injustice of intolerance, like almost every other theologian
of his age, he vehemently discarded the principle of toleration, and asserted the divine

right of presbytery with as much emphasis as Laud did the divine right of episcopacy.
After the execution of Charles I., in 1649, B. was chosen by the church to proceed to

Holland, anil to invite Charles II. to accept the covenant and crown of Scotland.

Though it was not easy to deal with one of Charles' slippery character, B. is admitted to

have borne himself in the matter with great prudence and dignity. After the restora-

tion, he was made principal of Glasgow university. He died July, 1662. His Letters a,re

a valuable contribution to our knowledge of the times.

BAILLIE, ROBERT, of Jerviswood. happily described as the Scottish Sydney, was a
native of Lanarkshire, and distinguished himself during the latter part of the reign of
Charles IT. by his bold opposition to the tyrannical misgovernment of the duke of Laud-
erdale. Having on a certain occasion (June, 1676) rescued a relative, the Rev. Mr. Kirk-

ton, from the "clutches of archbishop Sharpe's principal informer, a wretched profligate
of the name of Carstairs, who pretended that he had a warrant for the apprehension of
the clergyman, but refused to show it, B. was actually prosecuted for interfering to pre-
vent the illegal capture of his friend. For this purpose an ante-dated warrant was fur-

nished to ( 'arstairs, signed by nine of the councilors. The marquis of Athole afterwards
admitted to bishop Burnet that he was one of the nine who lent their names to this

infamous document. The case vras therefore made out to be a tumult against the gov-
ernment. B. was fined in 6000 merks (318). He refused to pay, and washout to prison:
but so strong was the indignation of the Scottish gentry that he was released at the end
of four months, in consideration of payment of one half of his fine to Carstairs. In 1683,

B. took a prominent part in a scheme of emigration to South Carolina, as he saw no other

refuge from the degrading tyranny of the government. About the same time, however, he
entered into correspondence with the heads of the new puritan party in London, whose
leaders were Russell. Sydney, and the duke of Monmouth, and subsequently repaired to

that city to concert measures for a vigorous insurrection against the government, not,
however, so far as be was concerned, with a view to revolution, but as the only means
of securing adequate reforms. On the discovery of the Ryehouse plot, B. was arrested

and sent down to Scotland. Accused of conspiring against the king's life, and of being
hostile to monarchical government, B. was tried at Edinburgh, and condemned to death

upon evidence at once insufficient and illegal. His bearing both on his trial and during
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his imprisonment was such, that his cousin, bishop Burnet, declared "it looked like the

reviving of th. spirit of the noblest of the old Greeks or Romans, or rather of the prim-
itive Christians and first martyrs;" and the celebrated Dr. Owen speaks of him as a

"great spirit," "a person of the greatest abilities I almost ever met with." The sen-
tence was curried into execution on the 24th Dec., 1684. It is to be regretted that so few
opportunities were afforded B. of achieving anything really great, for he seems from all

accounts to have possessed a remarkable strength of character and noble fearlessness of

spirit.

BAILLY, JEAN SYLVATN, a distinguished! French savant, president of the national

assembly of 1789, and mayor of Paris, was b. in that city Sept. 15, 1736. Originally
intended by his father for an artist, lie first turned aside into literature, until, becoming
acquainted with Lacaille, he was fortunately induced to study astronomy, which proved
to be the true sphere of his genius. In 1763, B. presented to the academic des sciences
his Lunar Observations; in 1766 appeared his Essay an the Satellites of Jupiter, iritli Tables

of their Motions; and in 1771, a treatise on the light of these satellites, remarkable for
the profundity of its astronomical views, and which classed him at once among the

greatest astronomers of his time. His historico-scientific works, especially his mgtory
of Indian Astronomy, are full of learning and ingenious disquisition, and written with

great elegance. In 1777 he published his Letters on the Otif/in of the Sciences; and in

1799 his Atlantis of Plato. In 1784 he was elected a member of the academic francaise;
and in the following year, of the academic des inscriptions. The elotjes which he wrote
about this period for the academic des sciences on Charles V., Moliere, Corneile, Lacaille,
Leibnitz, Cook, and Gresset, were very highly praised. Fontcnelle was the only French-
man before him who had enjoyed the honor of being a member of the three academics
at once. The revolution interrupted his peaceful studies. During the earlier part of
it he occupied a very prominent position. Elected president of the national assembly,
June 17, 1789, and mayor of Paris on the 15th of July, he conducted himself in these

capacities with great integrity and purity of purpose; but at last lost his popularity by
allowing the national guard to fire on the masses who were assembled in the Champs de
Mars, on the 17th of July, 1791, to demand the dethronement of the king. He now
threw up his mayoralty, considering it impossible to satisfy either party, withdrew alto

gether from public affairs, and went to live first at Nantes, and afterwards with his friend

Laplace at Melun. Here he was seized by the Jacobin soldiery and brought to Paris,
where he was accused of being a royalist conspirator, condemned and executed witii

the usual Jacobin preliminary of savage insult. Nov. 11, 1793. Among his papers were
found, and afterwards published, an Essay on the Origin of Fables and Ancient Religions
(1799), and Memoirs of the Revolution by an Eye- Witness (1804). There cannot be two
opinions regarding the outfit of B.'s style, but his historico-astronomical speculations
are now considered fantastic.

BAILMENT, an English law term, defined to be "a delivery of goods for a particular

purpose, upon a contract, expressed or implied, that the purpose shall be carried into

effect, and that, when that is done, the goods shall be restored by the bailee, or person
to whom they are delivered, to the owner or bailor, or according to its directions."

Tomlin's Diet

BAILMENT (ante), the delivery of something of a personal nature by one party to

another, to be held according to the purpose or object of the delivery, and to be returned,
or delivered over, when that purpose is accomplished. B. may be divided into three

kinds: 1. For the benefit of the bailor, or some person whom he represents. 2. For
the benefit of the bailee, or some person represented by him. 3. For the benefit of both

parties. In the first class, the bailee is required to exercise only slight care, and is

responsible only for gross neglect. In the second he must exercise greater care, and is

held for slight neglect. In the third he is to exercise ordinary care, and is responsible
for a neglect not extraordinary. A person receiving the goods of another to keep
without recompense, acting in good faith and keeping them as he would his own, is not

answerable for their injury or loss; for, as he derives no benefit, he is responsible only
for bad fault or gross neglect. This responsibility may be more or less by special

acceptance, and a spontaneous offer on the part of the bailee may require him to be
more careful. But the borrower who receives the entire benefit of the 15. must use

j

extraordinary diligence in the care of the property, and may be held for the slightest
j

neglect. It must be used by him only for the purposes for which it was borrowed; he !

cannot keep it beyond the specified time, nor hold it as a pledge for demands otherwise

made against the bailor. In the third class, the benefits are reciprocal, and advantage
accrues to both parties ; the parties stand upon equ,-il footing, and neither can rcquhgp
more than ordinary care and prudence. In B. the depositary lias the right of possession

against any but the true owner. A borrower has no property in the thing borrowed,
but may protect his possession by action against a wrong-doer. The hire of things for

use transfers a special property in them for the use agreed upon; the price paid is the

consideration for the use, anci the hirer becomes for the time proprietor of tl?e things
bailed, having the right to keep them for the time agreed upon. In general, the hire of

labor and services is the essence of every species of bailment in which compensation is

to be given for care and attention bestowed upon the things bailed. The contracts of
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warehousemen, carriers, forwarding and commission merchants, factors, and all who
receive goods to deliver, cany, forward, sell, or keep, arc of this nature, and involve the

hiring of services. In a more limited sense, a B. for labor aud services is a contract by
which materials are delivered to a laborer or artisan to be wrought into some other form.

The title remains with the party delivering the goods, and the workman acquires a lien

upon them for his services. The owner may reclaim his property after the work is done,
but the laborer can hold it until he is paid. Inn-keepers and common carriers are held

responsible for goods intrusted to them except against inevitable accident, or against the

public enemy. They are in effect insurers. The inn-keeper is responsible for the

property of a guest, though it may be lost by theft. The common carrier is responsible
in case of loss by tire, unless caused by lightning or tempest.

BAILT, EDWARD HODGES, R.A., an eminent sculptor, was b. at Bristol on the 10th

Mar., 1788. In 1807 he went to London, saw Flaxman, and entered his studio. In 1809

he gained the silver medal at the society of arts and sciences, and the silver and gold
medals at the royal academy. His works during this part of his career were chiefly, if

not altogether, classical figures. They exhibit great care in execution, and are simple
and pure in conception; but it was not till his twenty-sixth year that the full power and

originality of his genius manifested itself in his celebrated "Eve at the Fountain," a

figure of exquisite grace and loveliness. His next works were,
" Hercules Casting

Lycus into the Sea," "Apollo Discharging his Arrows, "and
" Maternal Love." George

IV. also employed him, along with other artists, to execute the sculpture in front of

Buckingham palace, the figures on the marble arch, and the "Triumph of Britannia,"
as also the fMtix.'-relitcl that surround the throne room. Besides these, B. executed a

great number of busts and statues of distinguished contemporaries, such as Telford the

engineer, earl Grev (14 ft. high), and Sir Astley Cooper. The statue of Nelson, in

Trafalgar square, is likewise the work of his hands. His "Eve Listening to the Voice,"
the "Sleeping Nymph,"

"
Girl Preparing for the Bath," and "TherGraces Seated," are

among the finest efforts of his genius. D. 22d May. 18G7.

BAILY, FRANCIS, an eminent English astronomer, was b. at Newbury, Berks, in

1774, and d. in London, in 1844. In the midst of active business as a London stock-

broker, he laid the foundation of his scientific fame, and during the years of life

usually di-voted to repose, underwent labors and rendered services to astronomy, which
entitle him to be regarded as one of the most remarkable men of his time. Among the

chief of these services were his share in the foundation of the astronomical society, aud
in the improvement of the Xantical Almanac, his laborious repetition of Cavendish's

pendulum experiments, and the production of the astronomical society's star-catalogue.
The latter, says his biographer, Sir J. Herschel, "put the astronomical world in posses-
sion of a power, which may be said, without exaggeration, to have changed the face of

sidereal astronomy." In addition to several standard works on life-annuities, etc.

(1808-13), and an "immense mass of contributions to the Memoirs of the Astronomical

*><<'(>/, he wrote a valuable Life ofttamtteed (1835), which gave rise to much hot discus-

sion on the subject of that eminent man's connection with Newton.

BAIN, ALEXANDER, writer on mental philosophy, was b. at Aberdeen in 1818. He
entered Marischal college and university in 1836, aud graduated!!! 1840. From 1841 to

1S44, he assisted the professor of. moral philosophy in Marischal college, and in 1811-15.

taught the class of natural philosophy. In the winter of 1845-46, he lectured on natural

philosophy in the Audersonian university, Glasgow. In 1847, he became assistant-secre-

tary to the metropolitan sanitary committee, and was thence transferred to the same
office in the general board of health, which office he resigned in 1850. From 1857 to

1862, aud from 1864 to 1869, he was examiner in logic and Inoral philosophy m the uni-

versity of London. For several years he acted as examiner in mental philosophy at the

India civil .service examinations. In 1860, he became professor of logic in the university
of Aberdeen.

Mr. B. began as a writer in 1840, by contributing to the Westminster Renew. He
also contributed a considerable number of treatises to the publications of "W. and R.

Chambers, especially in the educational department; among them was an edition of the

Moral Philosophy of Pbley, with Diasertatiom and Notes (1852). In 1855, he brought out
Iht .S /i.sr.x ,i)td the I/ttdkct, and in 1859, The Emotions and the Will, completing a system
of the human mind. In 1861, appeared The Study of Character, including nn, Examina-
tion of Phrenology. In 1863. he published an English Grammar, and in 1866, & Manual
ef English Composition and Rhetoric. In 1868 appeared his Mental and Moral Science, a

Com)Kitd!i/i . of Psychology and Ethic*; in 1870, Logic, Deductire and Inductive; in 1872,
.-1 Highir EngliA ffrttmmar; in 1874, Companion to the Higher English Grammar. In
1872. headed with prof. Robertson in preparing for publication Mr. Grote's posthumous
treatise on Art*Mi<'; and. in 1873, edited, with a critical introduction, Grote's minor
.works. In 1873, he brought out a work on the Inflation of Mind arid B<xly.

As a thinker and writer. B is remarkable for the subtlety and minuteness of his

analysis, and the clearness of his exposition. He belongs decidedly to the empirical or

experimental school of philosophy, in opposition to The a priori, or transcendental. His
chief work. The S-H.** and t/t, In1< 'l<ct. together with 'ihe Emotion* ttud th? Will, is the

most complete systematic exposition of the phenomena of the human mind in the
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English or perhaps in any language. B.'s psychology is based on physiology, after the

manner of Hartley's; but" instead of considering the'human organism" as capable only of

receiving impressions and of acting in response thereto, he rinds in it a power of originat-

ing active impulses (see SPONTANEITY), and thus obviates many of the defects alleged by
a priori philosophers to inhere in the system of sensationalism, as hitherto exhibited.

BAIXBRIDGE, WILLIAM, 1774-1 803: b. X. J.; a naval officer commissioned lieu-

tenant in the reconstruction of the service in 1798. In that year his vessel was cap-
tured by the French, and he and his officers were kept prisoners for more than a year.
In 1800* he transported a large sum of money to the dcy of Algiers, who compelled him
to convey an embassy to Constantinople. In the war against Tripoli he commanded the

frigate Philadelphia and captured a frigate from the enemy; but his ship got aground,
and he and over 300 men were kept prisoners until the close of the war. He was cap-
tain in 1806; and commodore in 1813, when he took command of the Constitution as his

flag-ship, and went on a cruise with the E**e.r and Hornet. Off San Salvador. Dec. 26,

he captured the British frigate Jam. In 1815, he commanded a fleet of 20 ships intended
to move against Algiers, but the impending war was avoided. During his career he
was in command in the Mediterranean some half a dozen times, and settled several dis-

putes with the Barbary rulers. For the capture of the Java congress gave him a gold
medal, and distributed $50, 000 to his men. In later life he was president of the board
of naval commissioners.

BAINI, GirsErpE, one of the most distinguished scientific musicians of modern
times, was b. in Rome on tlu> 21st Oct., 1775. In 1795, when still only a pupil in the

Seminario Romano, he was admitted among the singers in the Papal chapel, on account
of his fine voice and his musical acquirements. Having been initiated by G. Zaunaconi
into the art of composition, he soon gained distinction by his compositions. The severe

gravity and profound science of these contrasted strongly with the careless style and
shallow dilettanteism of the modern Italian masters. B. has secured for himself a

prominent place in musical literature, less, however, by his compositions than by his his-

torical researches, which he found both encouragement and opportunity to make, when
he was appointed director of the papal concerts in 1804, and general director of the

choir in 1814. His principal work is his 3hin<>rie Storico-crMcht di-Un Vita >: ddJe Opere
di Giov. Pitrluigi da Palestrina, etc. (2 vols. Rome, 1828). It is a valuable work, although
disfigured by prejudices. The German edition of B.'s work, additions and explanations

by Kandler, published by Kiesewetter (Leip. 1834), is especially deserving of notice,

as very soon after its first publication it became a rare book on account of the small
number originally published. Winterfeld published an edition with critical remarks

(1832). B. died in 1844.

BAIRAKTAR', or, more correctly, Bairak-dar, signifying standard-bearer, is the title

of the energetic grand vizier Mustapha. He was b. in 1755, and was the son of poor

parents.
He entered the military service at an early age, and soon distinguished himself

by his valor. When he was pasha of Rustchuk in 1806, he fought not without success

against the Russian army, which had advanced into Moldavia and Wallachia, and had
taken Bucharest. Afty; the revolt of the janizaries in 1807, by which Selim III. (q.v.)
was deposed from the throne, in favor of Mustapha IV., B. at first concealed his attach-

ment to the deposed monarch, and marched with his troops apparently against the

revolted Servians; but as soon as he reached Adrianople, he compelled the grand vizier

to return with him to Constantinople, in order to restore the throne to sultan Selim,
On their return, they found this prince murdered, and his dead body lying in the first

court of the seraglio. Filled with rage at this sight, B. caused all those to be executed
who had had any share in the murder. He deposed Mustapha IV., and proclaimed the

brother of this prince, Mahmoud II., sultan on the 28th July, 1808. B. was now
appointed grand vizier. In the exercise of this office, he deposed the grand mufti, the

leader of the janizaries, and all the ulemas who had taken any part in the last revolu-

tion: while at the same time he was careful to secure the tranquillity of the capital, and.

strengthened the regular army. His chief object was the annihilation of the janizaries;
but. like the unfortunate Selim, he also fell a victim to these fierce bands of soldiery,
who resisted everything like military discipline. Favored by the fanatical people, the

janizaries rebelled, and, with the support of the fleet, attacked the seraglio on the 15th

rfov., 1808, and demanded the restoration of Mustapha IV. B. defended himself bravely ;

but when he si\v that the flames threatened to destroy the palace, and that he was in

danger of falling alive into his enemies' hands, he strangled Mustapha, threw his head
to tlie besiegers, and then blew himself up.

BAIRAM. See BEIUAM, ante.

15A1KI), ABSALOM, b. Penn., 1824; an officer in the union armies during the rebel-

lion, a West Point graduate, captain in 1861, brig. gen. of volunteers in isiij. He
was in constant service during the war, accompanied Sherman in the march through
Georgia, and was at the surrender of .Johnston's army at Durham station. He was
brevetted maj.gen. of the regular army, and also of volunteers.

BAIRD. CHARLES WAfinixuToy. P.D., b. N. J., 1828; son of Robert: graduated at

the university of New York in 1848, and at I'nion theological seminary in 1851; Ameri-
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can chaplain in Rome, 1851-53; pastor of a Reformed Dutch church in Brooklyn.
1^59-61; since that time pastor of the Presbyterian church at Rve, X. Y. Dr. B. is the

author of a work on Presbyterian liturgies, 'A B'>k of Public Prayer, a History of Rye,
N. Y.; and has just completed an extensive and valuable history of the Huguenots, with

especial reference to their migration to, and course in, the United States.

BAIBD, Sir DAVID, Bart., a general in the British army, was b. 6th Dec., 1757, at

Xewbyth, Scotland. He entered the service in 1772 as an ensign in the 2d foot, was

promoted to a lieutenancy in 1778, and immediately after obtained a company in the

73d, a Highland regiment just raised by lord Macleod, with which he sailed to India.

In the course of a few moiiths, the young oth'cer was plunged amid the perils of a sud-

den and sanguinary war. The English had excited the hostility of Hyder AH by a

gross breach of faith; and in the July of 1780, the latter burst into the Carnatic at the

head of 100.000 nu-n, disciplined and commanded by French officers. On the 10th of

Sept., a portion of the English army fell into an ambuscade at PerambouQum, and was
cut to pieces. Among the few who remained alive to be taken prisoners was Baird,
whose heroism had actually startled the French officers who were opposed to him. He
was thrown into a dungeon at Seriugapatam, where he endured a captivity of four years,
that must have been peculiarly galling to a spirit so fierce, restless, and resolute a*s his.

He-leased in July, 1784, he obtained the majorit}- of the 71st in 1789, and in the Oct. of

the same year visited England. In 1791, he returned, a lieutenant-colonel, and took part
in several important sieges, attacks, and skirmishes: in 1795, he received a colonelcy; in

179s, he was raised to the rank of major-general; and in 1799 memorably sigmilixed
himself at the victorious assault of Seringapatam. He led the storming-party. having
obtained that perilous honor at his own urgent request, col. "Wellesley (afterwards
duke of Wellington) commanding the reserve. In requital of his brilliant services, he
was presented by the army, through the commander-in-chief, general Harris, with the

state-sword of Tippoo Saib, and also with a dress-sword from the field-officers who
served under him at the assault. His merit was likewise acknowledged by the home
government. In the following year, he was appointed to the command of an expedition

against Batavia, but which was afterwards sent to Egypt. On his return to India, he
found that the star of Wellesley was in the ascendant; and B.. who had already com-

plained of the preference given to that officer, and who was, besides, of opinion that his

own merits were constantly overlooked, applied for leave of absence, and sailed for

Europe in 1803. He was received at court with great distinction, knighted in June.

1804, and made a K.C.B. in the following August. In 1805, he commanded an expedition
against the Dutch settlements at the cape of Good Hope, which was successful; in 1807,

he commanded a division at the siege of Copenhagen; and in 1808. was sent to Spain
with an army of 10,000 men, to assist Sir John Moore. He distinguished himself in the

battle of Corunna, Jan. 16, 1809. Moore having been killed in the action. Sir David
succeeded to the chief command, find had the honor of communicating the intelligence
of the victory to government. On this occasion he received, for the fourth time iri his

life, the thanks of parliament, and was created a baronet. After this period, he retired

from active -ervice. He d. Aug. 18, 1829.

BAIRD, ROBERT, D.D., 1798-1863: b. Pcnn. ;. a clergvman and author, graduate of
Jefferson college in 1818. He passed several years in Europe, laboring especially for

temperance and the revival and consolidation' of evangelical Protestantism. He was

agent and secretary of the American and foreign Christian union. Among his works
are Rdiijioii in Aur ;rn, A Vii( to X'>rihcrn Europe, Pn>trxi,nifisin in Italy, History of the

Albigentai, History of 2\-inj>frttncc Socwtic* in the United States, etc.

BAIRD, SPENCER FTLLERTON. T,T..T>.. b. Ponn.. 1823; a naturalist, educated at

Dickinson college, where he was professor of natural science. After being for a time
assistant secretary of the Smithsonian institution,, and became secretary in 1878, on the

death of Joseph Henry. His works are a translation of the BiMer- Atlas- (in which he
was a-sistcd by others), published 'here as the

'

l^iHor/rajihir Encyclopaedia; papers on
natural history 'forming part of the R')*>rt* of the Surrey of Rnilfxtd KmttfS to the Pttctfic,

Th, 7>V/v/x ,,f yrth America, Th, M<;.,-./iils of North Aiitciva, and many papers in the

scientific magazines.

BAIRETJTH, a city, with a pop., in 1871, of 17,837, capital of the province of Upper
Franconia. Bavaria, and formerly the capital of the principality of the same name. B.

is beautifully situated on the Red Mayn. about 120 m. due n. from Munich. Its streets

are broad and well paved, and arc interspersed with groves, promenades, fine gardens,
and public fountains. Its principal buildings are the old palace, the new palace, con-

taining a gallery of paintings; the mint, "opera-house, ruling-school, infirmary, and
town-hall. A magnificent new opera-house for the performance of Wagner's music,
finished in 1*7.1. \\:is in the following year opened with a grand representation, lasting
several days, of a new work by that composer. B.'s chief articles of industry are leather.)

cottons, woolens, linen. toh;nvo. parchment, and porcelain. Jean Paul Richter d. here
m 1825, and a monument has been erected to his memory.

BAITOOL', or BEITOOI,. a fortified t. of British. India, in the presidency of Bengnl,.
and territory of Saugor and Xcrbudda. 50 in. n.e. from Ellichpoor.
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BA'JA, a market t. of Hungary, in the circle of Bacs, on the Danube, celebrated

for its annual swine-fair. Grain and wine, in large quantities, are produced in its neigh-
borhood. Pop. '69, 18,110.

BA'JAN. See BEJAN.

BAJAZET
,
or BAJASID (pronounced Bayazet') I., Sultan of the Turk?, was b. in 1347.

In 1389, he succeeded his father, Murad I., who fell in battle near Kossova, fighting

against the Servians. Immediately on ascending the throne, he inaugurated his rule,

after the fashion of eastern kings, by strangling his younger brother Yacub, lest he
should dispute the succession. In three years he conquered Bulgaria, a part of Servia,

Macedonia, and Thessaly; he also subdued most of the states of Asia Minor. From
the rapidity with which these extraordinary conquests were effected, he received the
name of Ilderim that is, Lightning. He even blockaded Constantinople itself for ten

years, thinking to subdue it by famine. To rescue this city, king Sigismund of Hun-

gary (afterwards emperor of Germany) assembled a large army, in which there were
2000 French nobles, under the command of the duke of Nivey. With this army, king
Sigismund attacked the city of Nikopohs, in Bulgaria, situated on the Danube. B.

hastened to meet him, and gained a decisive victory over the allied Hungarians, Poles,
and French, on the 28th Sept., 1396. Sigismund "escaped captivity only by a speedy
flight in disguise; but the greater part of the French, through whose impetuosity the

battle was lost, were taken prisoners, and were nearly all executed. B. would now
have entirely destroyed the Greek empire, if he had not been prevented by Timur (q.v.),

who attacked his possessions in Asia Minor, and completely defeated him on the 16th

June, 1401, near Angora, the capital of what was anciently called Galatia, on the very
spot where Pompey had formerly overthrown Mithridales. B. himself fell into the
hands of the conqueror, who treated him with great generosity. The story that he was
carried about imprisoned in a cage is without any historical foundation. B. died in

1403, in the camp of Timur. He was succeeded in the government by his son Soli-

man I. B. was honorably distinguished by his efforts to improve the administration of

justice. During the 14 years of his reign, he built a large number of mosques, among
others, one at Adrianople, and a second at Broussa, which two cities were then the

ordinary residences of the Ottoman princes.

BAJAZET' II., son of the sultan Mohammed II., the conqueror of Constantinople,
was b. in 1447, and ascended the Ottoman throne after his father's death in 1481. His

reign, which lasted 32 years, was a succession of uninterrupted wars against Hungary,
Poland, Venice, Egypt, and Persia, which were carried on with various success and
without any events of striking importance', yet which served on the whole to establish

the Ottoman power. The last years of his reign were much disturbed by disputes
between his sons about the succession to the throne. Influenced by the preference
shown by the janizaries for his younger son Selim, B. abdicated in his favor, but died
before he could reach the place of his voluntary exile, in the neighborhood of Adri-

anople, in the year 1513. B. was a friend to the dervishes, at the same time liberal

and fond of pomp and splendor. Many of the most beautiful mosques in Constantinople
and Adrianople were built by him, and fitted up in a style of the greatest magnificence.

BA'JIMONTS ROLL, the name given to a valuation, according to which the ecclesi-

astical benefices of Scotland were taxed, from the end of the 13th c. to the reformation.
It took its name from an Italian churchman, Benemund or Baiamund do Vicci, who was
sent from Rome by the pope about the year 1276, to collect the tithe, or tenth part of all

the church livings in Scotland, for an expedition to the Holy Land. Hitherto, the Scotch

clergy had been taxed according to a conventional valuation, called the iintitiun luraiio.

But Baiamund set this aside; and, in spite of their reclamations, assessed the benefices
at their actual yearly worth, or verus valor. Although more than once referred to as an
authoritative document in statutes of the 15th c., no complete copy of B. It., in its

original shape, is now known to exist. A contemporary manuscript of so much of the
roll as applies to the archdeaconry of Lothian, or that portion of the diocese of St.

Andrews which lies to the s. of the Forth (comprehending the counties of Berwick,

Haddington, Edinburgh, Liulithgovv, and part of Stirlingshire), is preserved at Durham.
The real value of the benefices in this district, asset down in B. R, exceeds the conven-
tional value in the antiqua taxatio in the proportion of 420 to 286. A copy of B. R. . as
it appears to have existed in the reign of king James V. (1513-42), is preserved in the
advocates' library at Edinburgh, in a hand of the beginning of the 17th century. It is

full of inaccuracies; and it omits all livings of less than 40 marks a year. Of the n/iti(/i/tt

taxatio, which was superseded by B. R., there are good copies in the handwriting of the
13th c., so far as concerns the benefices in the four dioceses of St. Andrews, Brechin,
Aberdeen, and Moray.

BAJ MAK, or BAJMOK, a large village of the Austrian empire, in Hungary, province
of Bacs, 16 m. s.w. of Theresienstadt. Pop. '69, 6446.

BAJOC'CO, or BAIOCCO (pi. B,\.iorriH\ was a copper coin in the Papal State*, value

nearly a half-penny. It was T jj5 th of the scudo, which was equal to 4*. 3^rf. In the island
of Sicily, the Neapolitan (jnmo, the iJjth part of the ducato (= 3s. 4(1.), was also called
a bajocco.
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BA JTTS, MICHAEL (properly, De Bay), one of the most distinguished theologians of

the Catholic church in the 16th c., was b. in 1513 at Melun. He studied at Louvain, and
became professor of theology there in 1550. He was present at the council of Trent in

1563, and also in 1564. He was the founder of a system of theology, hased directly on
the Bible and the writings of the Fathers, and setting aside the scholastic method. He
had studied much the writings of St. Augustine, and therefore confined himself closely
vithin the circle of ideas held by this father of the church, whose doctrines of the entire

inability of the human will to do good, and the absence of merit in all good works, B.
defended against the Jesuits. The assertions that the human will, so long as it is left to

its own freedom, can do nothing but sin, and that even the mother of our Lord was not
free from original and actual sin, together with other such doctrines, drew on him the
accusation of heresy. Seventy-six of his propositions were condemned by a papal bull.

B. submitted, but nevertheless did not give up his doctrines, and, in consequence, the

persecutions to which he was subjected did not cease. He d. Dec. 1(3, 1589, having
earned the reputation of great learning, pure manners, and singular modesty. He may
be regarded as the predecessor of the Jansenists, who inherited his Augustinian views,
which were at that time termed Bajanism. His writings, mostly of a polemical nature,
were published by Gerberon (2 vols. Cologne, 1696).

BAJZA, ANTON, a Hungarian poet and prose-writer, was b. Jan. 31, 1804, at SzQcsi,
in Hertes. His poems (2 vols. 1835), which were published in Pesth, earned for him a

place among the best Hungarian lyric poets. In the Kritixchen Blattern, to which he
contributed from 1831 to 1836, the Athcnanm, and the FiyyJniczij (Observer), to which
he contributed from 1837 to 1843, in common with many of the best literary writers of
the day, he exercised a beneficial influence on the rising literature of Hungary by his

severe criticism, and his solid and theoretically correct essays. He likewise materially
aided the Hungarian stage, then in its infancy, by the publication of the Ausl'indi&chdi

Btihnc (Foreign Dramas, Pesth, 1830), and also by his exertions as director of the National

Theatre, opened in Pesth on Aug. 22, 1837. At the same time, he had begun to occupy
himself with historical studies, and enriched the literature of Hungary, very poor in this

respect, with a T<>rt-'rtti Ki>nyrtdr (Historical Library, 6 vols., Pesth, 184345), which
contained translations from many excellent foreign historical works. He also published
a compilation from the German, Uj Plutarch (The Modern Plutarch, Pesth, 1845-47).
His Vildgt(-tt-r<t (Universal History. Pesth, 1847) is a rather unskillful compilation from
Schlosser, Heereu, Rotteck, and other German historians. After Mar., 1848, Ivos>uth

appointed him editor of his half-oflicial organ, the Ks#utlt IHrli't^jf. (.July till Dec., 1848),
in conducting which, however, he displayed no great editorial talent. B. was made a
member of the Hungarian academy in 1832. He d. Mar., 1858.

BAKALAHARI, one of the Bechuana tribes of Africa, in the Kalahari desert, s. of
lake Ngami toward Orange river. They mingle with the Bushmen, and make some
attempts at agriculture and traffic.

BAKARGANJ, a district in India between 23' 14' to 21' 48' n., and 89 55' to 91
r

-T

e., on the bay of Bengal; 4935 sq.m.; pop. 2,377,423. It is level, with not a single
hillock, and full of tidal streams and marshes, but well cultivated. In the s. part are

tisrers. leopards, and other wild beasts. Of its population, 1,540,935 were Moslems,
827,393 Hindoos, 4049 Buddhists, and 4852 Christians.

BAKER, a co. in central Alabama, on the Coosa; 665 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 6194 137
colored. Productions, corn, -wheat, oats, cotton, and sweet potatoes. Intersected by two
railroads. Co. seat, Grautville.

BAKER, a co. in n.e. Florida, on St. Mary's river; 570 sq.m.; pop. '70, 132590
colored. Products, corn, sweet potatoes, sugar, and molasses. In the 11. part is a por-
tion of the Okefenoke swamp. Co. seat, Sanderson.

BAKER, a co. in s.w. Georgia, on Flint river, 1400 sq.m.; pop. '70, 6843955
colored. It has fertile soil, producing chiefly corn and cotton. Co. seat, Newton.

BAKER, a co. in s.e. Oregon, bordering on Nevada and Idaho; about 6000 sq.m.;
pop. '70. 2804 680 Chinese. It has gold and silver mines, and produces wheat, barley,
etc. Co. seat, Auburn.

BAKER, EDWARD DICKTXSOX, b. England, 1811; killed in the battle of Ball's Bluff,
Va., 1861. He came to this country when a child; studied and practiced law: was a
member of the Illinois legislature, and in 1844 member of congress from that state ;

resigned, and volunteered in the Mexican war; commanded a brigade at the battle of
Cerro Gordo; after the war, was again chosen congressman, but resigned, and in 1852
settled in California. Thence he went to Oregon, and was United Stated senator from
that state. When the rebellion began, he raised a regiment in New York and neighbor-
hood, was offered a commission as brig.gen. but declined it, and fell at the head of his
favorite troops.

BAKER, OSMON- CI.EAXDER, D.D., 1812-71; b. N. H. ; a clergyman; educated at

Wesleyan university; began his pastorate in 1844; in 1847 occupied the chairof theology
in the Methodist Biblical institute at Concord, N. H.

;
was afterwards president of the
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institution until 1852. when ho was chosen bishop of the Methodist Episcopal church.
He is author of a work on ecclesiastical law and polity of the church.

BAKES, Sir RICHARD, author of the Chronicle of Mm Kings of England, a book long
esteemed and quoted on all matters of English history by the country gentry. Addison
makes his model squire, Sir Roger de C'overley, refer to it frequently" Notwithstanding
its reputation, however, among that class, the book had no lack of errors, and is now all

but forgotten. Its author was born in Kent, or, according to other accounts, in Oxford-

shire, about t,he year 1568. He was educated at Oxford university, and in 1603 was
made a knight. About 1620 he married and settled in Oxfordshire, of which county he was
made high sheriff; but he was soon after thrown into the Fleet prison for debt which his

wife's family had contracted, but for which he had become responsible. Here he wrote
his Chronicle, first published in 16-41, besides several pious works of less note. He died
in prison, in great poverty, in 1645.

BAKER, Sir SAMUEL WHITE, K.C.B., an African traveler, was b. in 1821. He is

the son of Mr. Samuel Baker, of Thorngrove, in Worcestershire. B. was educated as an

engineer, and at an early age went to Ceylon. There, led by the love of field-sports
into the recesses of the island, he gave evidence of that love of adventure which was to

make him famous as an explorer. In 1854, he published a work entitled Tfu Itifle and
tin' Ilntiid in Ceylon; and in 1855, Eight Years' Wand>:rhif/ in C(i/fn. B. afterwards

superintended the construction of the railway which connects the Danube across the

Dobrudsclia with the Black sea. In 1860, B. married Florence, the daughter of F. von
Sass, a young Hungarian lady of great talent and enterprise; and in company with her,
he undertook a journey of exploration on the upper Kile. They set out from Cairo in

April, 1861; ana B. devoted his attention first to the Atbara and Blue [Nile, the chief

affluents of the Nile, which descend from the highlands of Abyssinia. In June, he arrived

at the course of the Atbara, which was at that season dry, or marked only by a few stag-
nant pools. On the 23d, when the Abyssinian rainy season had set in, a noise like distant

thunder was heard, and in a few seconds the river-bed had been converted into a torrent

20ft. deep. Eight days later, it had become a great river, charged with mud. washed
from the hills, which it carried down to the Nile, to cause the inundations and mud
deposits of Egypt. B. reached Khartoum in June, 1862, and there he had an opportu-

nity of contrasting the Blue and White Nile. He found the former, like the Atbara, to

be a mountain torrent, rising and falling with the Abyssinian rains, but always free

from deposits of mud. The. -White Nile did not thus rise and fall, and its water,
never pure, had a disagreeable taste of vegetation, showing that it proceeded from lakes

and marshes.- When B., with his wife, quitted Kharfotim to ascend the White Nile, he
had in his pay an escort of 90 persons; 20 camels nnd asses, and three large boats. After

passing through a wonderful region of forests and marshes, the travelers reached Gon-

dokoro, a rendezvous of the traders qf the . ulterior. They had only been there a fort- -

night, when they were joined by Speke and Grant, who had penetrated into those regions
from the south. .Speke and Grant told B. of the.Victoria. N'yanza, which they had just
discovered and explored, and that the natives had described to them another great lake,

t

named Luta Nzige, which they had been unable to visit. B. resolved to reach this lake;
and after a series of adventures, he and his wife arrived, on the 14th Mar., 1864, on
the top of lofty cliffs, from which they beheld the vast inland sea, to which B. gave the

name of the Albert N'yanza. In 1869" an expedition for the suppression of slavery in'

the interior of Africa was organized by the
. pasha of Egypt, under B.'s command. B.

returned in 1873, and reported the success of the expedition. The resignation of his

successor, col. Gordon, however, and the deposition of the Khedive in 1879, again led to .

a suspension of government CQntrol.in the valley, of the. Nile. B. was knighted in 1866.

In 1866, he published
r
l he Albert yi/nnm; in 1871, Ihe Xilc Tributttrif* of Abyssfaia; in

1874, ItsmaiUa, an account of hia expedition of 1869-73; and in- 1879, Cyprus as I saw it
'

in 1879.

BAKER, WILLIAM MUMFORD, b. 125: a graduate of Princeton. He has written the

life of his father, Daniel B.; Inide, a Chronicle of Secession; Th<- X< ir Timothy; Tin' Vir-

ginians in Ttxas, etc. He has been & Presbyterian pastor in Texasund Ohio, and is now
a pastor in Boston, Mass.

BAKERIES, ARMY. Armies have generally the means of obtaining soft or loaf broad,

though not till recently could this be said of tin; British army. The French, ever since

the time of Louis XI V.. have been ;u-eu-tomed to take portable ovens with their an
those now used will each bake 450 rations at once. Outside

Sevastopol,
in the winter of

1854, the British soldiers sometimes willingly exchanged with the. French 3 or 4 Ihs.

of biscuit for 1 Ib. of soft bread. The efforts since made to improve the sanitary
condition of the army have included the establishment of traveling. Bakeries for ridu-

scrvice. Under the commissaries, the troops now rarely fail to obtain their daily rations

<rf fresh-baked bread. We were last among the greater nations to make this obvious

improvement; but the French depend more oh bread and less on ment than the English j

and this may partly account for the difference. .
The French soldiers are taught to con-

struct field-ovens, and to bake their bread in camp, while government B. are established -

all over France, entirely conducted by soldiers. Among other lessons afforded by th* .

of Bebastopol, was one relating loan improved supply of army-bread.' Two screw-
'
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steamers, the Bnrixer and the Alwnflance, were sent out to Balaklava, one provided with

machinery for grinding corn, and the other with machinery and ovtns for making and

baking bread. In each case the ship and the machinery were propelled by the same
steam-engine. When quietly anchored in the harbor, the mill ground 24,000 Ibs. of

Hour per day better in quality, and cheaper than could have been obtained by contract.

The bakery ship Ab/i/idnncc had four ovens of 14 bushels' capacity each; it baked in an
excellent manner 6000 loaves of 3 Ibs. each per day. which loaves were sent up to the

siege-army as soon as cooled. The ships and machinery were sold when the war was
over a proceeding which the commissariat otlicers much regretted; but the experience
thence obtained will not be lost. The improved arrangements suggested for meat-rations
are noticed under COOKERY, AK.MY.

BAKEWELL, a small but very ancient t. in Derbyshire, on the left bank of the Wye,
near its confluence with the Derwent, and 24 m. n.n.w. of Derby. It lies on the slope
of a hill, in the midst of very beautiful scenery, in a carboniferous limestone tract, and
in the vicinity of black marble quarries, and of coal and lead mines. Its chalybeate
springs and warm baths are much resorted to. The celebrated Arkwright first estab-

li<hed cotton-mills here. On the oppositj bank of the Wye are the traces of a ca-tle built

by Kdward the Elder in 924. B. is now the property of the duke of Rutland, whose seat
is Haddon hall, two m. from the town. B. is a center for visiting the tine scenery of
North Derbyshire and the Peak; and the streams in the vicinity are much resorted to by
anglers. It contains a spacious cruciform church, founded in isaxon times, and showing
specimens of ecclesiastical Gothic architecture of three different periods. The special

industry of B. is the turning, polishing, and inlaying of the local marble. Pop. '71,

BAKEWELL, ROBERT, a celebrated agriculturist, was b. in 1726 at Dishley, in the co.
of Leicester, and d. in 1795. He does not appear to have written anything, even upon
the subjects with which he was so well acquainted, so that his fame rests entirely upon
his successful efforts to improve the breed of domestic an-imals. His reputation was so

great as a breeder of sheep, that he is sai-l to have received the fabulous sum of 400

guineas for one season of a ram. The long-horned breed of cattle which he introduced
is still known as the Dishley or New Leicestershire breed. His horses were also famous,
and almost as profitable to him as his sheep. One of hisobjects was to produce a breed
of animals that would fatten on the smallest quantity of food.

BAKHTEGAN", a salt-lake of Persia, province of Farsistan. from which remarkably
tine salt is obtained. Its size is variously stated some writers making it 60 m. in

length, with an average breadth of 8 m.
; others, only 70 m. in circumference.

BAKING is the mode of cooking food in an air-tight chamber or oven. The term is

also applied in the manufacture of bricks (q.v.). porcelain (q.v.), etc. The B. of bread
will be treated under BREAD. The oven attached to kitchen-grates for cooking is simply
an iron chamber, with flues for conveying the heated gases of the fire round it. In B.

,

strictly so called, the oven is kept close, so that the steam and aroma arising from the
inclosed substances are con fined; but by opening ventilators a current of air is produced,
and then these ovens may be used for what is called ocfn.-rocusting. The rank taste that
often characterizes baked dishes is thus avoided. Ovens are now often heated bv water,
or by steam, and also by gas. Meat for B. is placed in a dish, from the bottom o'f which
it is raised on a wire frame or trivet. In M. Soyer's B.-dish, a wire frame rests on the

edge of the dish, and on this potatoes are laid; a trivet, rising above the frame, supports
the meat; while the bottom of the dish contains a Yorkshire pudding; the dripping thus
falls upon the potatoes and pudding below.

B., although a convenient mode of cooking, is not considered quite so good as roast-

ing (q.v.). The practice of having recourse to the baker's oven, saves both trouble and
expense in heating, and is a matter of necessity with those who have not menus of cook
ing at home; but it has this chief objection, that every dish becomes impregnated with
the steam and odors of all the rest. Soyer pronounces it to be semi-barbarous.

BAKO NY WALD (forest of Bakony), a densely wooded mountain-range of Hungary,
. of the Danube, dividing the great "and little Hungarian plains. Immense herds of
swine are annually driven hither to feed upon the mast of the forest. The keepers of
these swine furnished those notorious robbers who play so important a part in the ballads
of the Hungarian people, and in the imagination of travelers. The saintly king Stephen
founded a cloister in the forest 1030 A.D. Only in recent times has this dangerous tcrri

tory been thoroughly explored. The hills have an average height of 2000 ft., with
quarries of valuable marble, in which a considerable export trade is done.

BAKSHISH. The ordinary meaning of this word in Persian is a present; but in thd
east, in modern times, it has acquired the special signification of gratuity (Ger. Triiikgelct),
which, however, the orientals do not quietly wait to receive, but demand loudly, and
even insolently. Every travebr, whether in" Turkey or in Egypt, in Asia Minor" or in

Syria, if he receives the smallest service from any one. is immediately reminded by the

cry of "
Bakshish, Bakshish," to pay for the courtesy by a gift of money. Even wheu

the ambassadors to the supreme por'te obtain an audience from the sultan, or from anj
of the high dignitaries, they are obliged, by the prompt gift of a B., to avoid a peremp-
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tory demand for it on (ho part of the door-keepers and other servants. By degrees, the

B. ha- been ti\c<l by custom at certain sums.

BAKTSHI-SERAI (the "City of the Gardens"), the residence of the ancient princes or

khan* of tin- Crimea, stands in' a deep liiuestone valley, not far from the present capital,

Simferopol. Tlie city is kept in excellent repair, and had a pop. in 1^67 of 11,448, con-

sisiinir almost exduMvely of remnants of the old Tartar inhabitants. It thrs presents a

strik - to the modern towns of the Crimea, and is one of the most singular in

Kur !>'. The palace of the ancient khans has been completely restored by the Russian

government in the oriental style. It consists of a great labyrinth of buildings, courts,

and iranlens. and is situated about the middle of the town, dividing it into two parts.

The chief manufactures of the place consist of articles of copper, Turkish saddles, and
silk.

BAKU', a seaport t. of the Apsheron peninsula, in the Caspian sea. It is under the

dominion of Russia, and contains (iM'.Ti T,'.:;*:) inhabitants, chielly Persians and Arme-
nians. The whole soil around B. is impregnated with naphtha, which forms an

important branch of its industry, iconic of the fountains ignite spontaneously, and this

natural phenomenon has caused B. to be esteemed as a holy city by the Parsees or fire-

worshipcrs, manv of whom resort to it from very long distances. B., besides its trade

in naphtha, exports cotton, silk, opium, saffron, and salt. The Arabian, .Masudi, is the

lir>t \\lio mentions B.. about 9415, and he gives an account of a great volcanic mountain
in its vicinity, which is now extinct. B. was ceded by the Persians to the Russians in

1813. Capt. Baker states that the refuse of the oil drawn from the wells is. after the

naphtha has been distilled from it, used now with great success as a substitute for coal

in the steamers on the Caspian sea. The harbor, which is strongly fortified, is one of

the chief stations of the Russian navy in the Caspian, and is also of great importance as

a center of trade. A good deal of ship-building is carried on. B. is capital of a govern-
ment of Russian Transcaucasia, with a pop. (1871) of 513,560.

BA LA BEDS, a local deposit, occurring in the neighborhood of Bala, in North Wales,
and forming a group in the lower silurian of Murchison. They consist of a few beds,

rarely more than 20 ft. in thickness. The beds are chiefly composed of hard crystalline
limestone, alternating with softer argillaceous bauds, which decompose more freely, and
leave the limestone like a cornice molding, affording a characteristic by which, at a
considerable distance, the B. B. can be distinguished from the rocks of hard gritty slate

above and below. Trilobites and cyst idea- are the predominant fossils of the group.
Calcareous beds, containing similar fossils, have tieen noticed in the silurian district of
the s.e. of Ireland, and referred to this group.

BALAAM, the name of a prophet who figures prominently in the early history of the
Israelites, lie is first mentioned in Numbers xxii. 5. where Balak, king of the Moabites,
alarmed at the irruption of the chosen people into his territories, is represented as send-

ing messengers to Pethor, in Mesopotamia, the dwelling-place of the seer, to beseech him
:ne and curse the invaders. The narrative is, of course, familiar to every one, and

it is therefore unneec*siry to recount it; but it is marked by two peculiarities, which
have excited much speculation and controversy. The tirst is the admittedly prophetical
character of B.. who was a Uintlb ; the second is the curious miracle in the case of his
aRS. With regard to the supernatural powers attributed to U., the most prevalent
hypothesis is, that he was the last relic of the patriarchal age. during which communion
with God was not formally restricted to one race, but diffused more or less among all

tin Semitic peoples. Some, again, suppose that his knowledge of God, from whom he

apparently received miraculous communications, was derived from traditions of the
primitive faith, scattered over Mes. potamia by Abraham, Jacob, Laban. etc.; though

enhcrg conceives that he had been led to renounce idolatry by hearing of the
miracles which attended the exodus of the Israelites, anticipating, as .[ reward for his

change of worship, a f.irther insight into futurity, and a greater power over nature. 1'..

lia- ever been con-iccied a type of tho>e men who prostitute their powers aud hold the
truth in unrighteousness, receiving the wages thereof.

BAL.EWA. See WHAI.K.

BALJENOP TERA. See RORQUAL.
BALAOHAT DISTRICTS, the mune. given to a large tract of elevnted country in the s.

Of India. 'JV><5 <(\ m. in area, and extending from the rivers Tumbiiddra and Krishna
in tho n toih- furthest extremity ,r Mysore in the south. Part of theaneient Hindu kiri"-
dom of C.tnmtu. it was conquered by the Mohammedans, and fell into the hands of the
British on the final overthrow of Tippoo (q.v.). The name Balaghat signifies abo,

_ sea reel v to admit more than one vessel
To the e.. overlooking the bay from a rocky eminence, are the ruins of a

JcDoese fortrew. The foundation of the work i< eTnted into numerous chambers
11 '> " l.iintn of Stnabo; and the present name is mppos d by
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Dr. Clarke to be a corruption of the Genoese Iklla-cliiam, or Fair Haven. This was long
tlie seat of a Greek colony; in the 14ih c., it fell into the hands of the Genoese; about
the end of the loth, they were expelled by the Turks; and on the conquest of the Cri-

mea by Catherine II. of Kussia, it was made a military station for a regiment of Greeks
and Albanians. In 1854, a few days after the battle of Alma, the town was occupied by
the British army under lord Uaglau, and the harbor formed, during the ensuing cam-

paign, the head-quarters of the fleet, and the basis of operation of the army. Here ensued
those scenes of mismanagement and confusion that have rendered B. a synonym for chaos,
and the recital of which, with the resulting privations and misery to the soldiers, stirred

so terribly the heart of England in the winter of 1854-55. A terrible hurricane on
Nov. 14, 1854, in which 9 vessels were totally destroyed, and several others seriously

injured, tended greatly to increase the confusion which incapacity and divided responsi-

bility first occasioned at Balakhiva. Soldiers, 6 m. distant, were dying for want of food,

clothing, and medicine, which were hidden hopelessly beyond reach in store-rooms at

B., or stowed away in the holds of ships that were not permitted to enter the harbor.

Transport vessels, for which the country was paying enormous sums of money daily,
Avere kept lying idle in port with their most anxiously awaited cargoes (for lack of which
the troops were perishing by hundreds) unladen, while poor mutilated and dying sol-

diers lay miserably exposed "on the heights for want of ships to convey them to" the hos-

pitals at Scutari. The rebuilding of the greater part of the toAvn, the formation of a
Hue of railway l>etween B. and the camp, and certain official investigations in 1855,

completely remedied this disgraceful state of things. The 25th of Oct., 1854, was signal-
i/ed. 011 the height between the town and the Tchernaya, by those unparalleled cavalry
charges, the record of which is among the saddest but proudest memories of the British

army. See Kinglake's I/mix/un of the Crimni (5 vol.s., 1863-75), of which nearly the

Avhole of the fourth volume is devoted to a minute account of the events connected
Avith Balaklava.

BALANCE (of doubtful derivation), an instrument for ascertaining the weight of
bodies in grains, ounces, pounds, or any other units of weight. The ordinary B. con-
si-ts of a lever called n beam, whose point of support is in the middle of its length,
ami having dishes or scales suspended from either extremity. As it is of importance
that the Iwam should move easily round its point of support, it rests on polished
a irate or steel planes, by means of knife-edges of tempered steel. Avhich project trans-

versely from its sides, and serve as the axis of rotation. By this arrangement, the
surface of contact is reduced to a mere line, and the friction of the axis of the beam on
its support almost entirely obviated. The scales are hung by means of chains attached
to steel hooks, which rest also on knife-edges, but turned upwards instead of down-
wards, as in the first case. The essential requirements of a B. of this description are-

1st, That the beam shall remain in a hori/ontal position when no weights are in either

scale: and 2d, That the beam shall be a lever of equal arms, or have the distances
Itetween the central knife-edge and those at either end exactly the same. To insure
the first of these conditions, it is necessary that the tenter of gravity of the beam lie

vertically below the point of support, when the beam is horizontal. "When such is

I he case, the center of gravity at which the weight of the beam may IK> considered to

act, oscillates as in a pendulum round the point of support, and always comes to rest

right under that point, thus restoring to the beam its horizontal position when it has
been tilted out of it. If the center of gravity were above the

[
oint of support, the beam

would topple over; and if it coincided with that point, there being no restoring force,
the beam would occupy indifferently any position into which it was thrown, the B. in

both cases being useless. That a B. possesses the second of the above conditions, is

ascertained by putting weights into the scales which keep the beam horizontal, and
then transposing them, when, if it still remain so. the lengths of the arms are equal.
Should tht- arms be of different lenirths. a less weight at the end of the longer arm will

balance a larirer weight at the end of the shorter arm (see LKVEK): but when transposed,
the larger weight having the longer arm. and the smaller Aveight the shorter, the beam
can no longer remain horizontal, but will incline towards the larger weight. A balance
Avith unequal arms is called a false B. . as distinguished from an equal-armed or just
balance. \Vhenweighing\vitli a false B., it is usual to Aveigh a body in both scales,
and take the arithmetical mean that is, half the sum of the apparent Aveights for the
true weight. This is near enough to the truth when the apparent weights differ little

from each other; but when it is otherwise, the geometrical mean (q.v.) must be taken,
Avhich gives the exact weight in all c

Although the preceding conditions are of essential importance, they do not supply
all that Ave look for in a good balance. It is necessary, in addition, that the beam should
turn visibly from its horizontal position when there is a slight excess of weight in the
one scale a- compared with the other. This tendency is termed**-nuifu'lfti/. and depends
upon the Aveight of the beam, the position of its center of gravity, and the length of its

arms. Let ABD (fig. 1) represent the beam of a balance. C the point of suspension, G
the center of gravity, and ACB the straight line joining the knife-edges, which may be
taken as the skeleton lever of the balance. We shall here confine our attention to that
construction Avhere the three knife-edges are in a line, because it is the most simple and
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nt the same time the most desirable. We may, without
altering

the principles of equi-

librium consider the beam reduced to the lever ALJ, and embody its weight in a heavy

point
or small ball at the center of grav-

ity. G. connected with C by the rigid
firm ( 'G. The scales (represented .small

in the tig. for the sake of space), with
the equal weights in them being at an

equal distance from C, have their center
of gravity in that point; and their com-
bined pressure acting there, is met
directly by the supporting plane, so

that they have no influence in deter-

mining any particular position of the
- 1 beam. If a small weight, p. therefore.

be put into the scale at B, the position
of the beam h determined bv its rotating tendency (moment) round C. and the counter-

rotating tendency of the weight of the beam, W, acting at G. The question of sensibil-

ity is thin reduced to the action of the crooked lever GCB, with p acting at one end. and
\V at the other. The relations of the arms and forces of a crooked lever will be found
under I.KVKI:. It is only necessary here to state that the moment of the weight acting
at the end of a crooked lever increases with its size, the length of its arm, and the small-

f the angle which that arm makes with the horizontal line passing through the ful-

crum. Let us suppose that, under the effect of the opposing moments, the beam, as

represented by the line AB, takes up the position marked by the dotted lines. If, now,
we were to lengthen CB', and keep CG' as it is, CG' would rise nearer to the horizontal

line, and CB' fall further from it, before equilibrium would be restored; and the inclina-

tion of CB. or the beam to the horizontal line, thus being greater, the sensibility of the
balance would be increased. Consequently, the longer the arms of a B. are, ail other

thing* being the same, the greater will be its sensibility. But the same object would be
reached by keeping CB' its original length, and shortening CG', or bringing the center of

gravity of the beam nearer to the point of support. The weight of the balance then

having a shorter arm, the point G, for the same reason as before, would need to rise

hiirh'-r. and IV sink lower, before A'B' would find its position of rest. Here, also, the

nearer the center of gravity of the beam is to the point ofsupport, the greater will be tht>

bUity of the balance. If now, however, we keep the length of the arms CG', CB' constant,
but diminish the weight acting at G', while p acting at B remains the same, it is mani-
fest that to make up the deficiency in the weight W, the two arms will turn to the left,

as in the preceding cases, so as to give W a longer and p a shorter effective arm. The
smaller, therefore, the weight acting at G, or the smaller the weight of MM beam, the greater
will be the sensibility of the balance.

In the construe tion of the B., it is a matter of importance to have the sensibility inde-
pendent of the amount of weight in the scales, so that, when heavily loaded, a small
weight will

produce
the same inclination as when not loaded at all. This condition is

implemented, as we have already shown, when the three knife-edges are kept in the same
straight line. If the line joining the two terminal knife-edges lie below the point of sus-
pension, then the center of gravity of the equal weights corresponding with the middle
of that line, will, upon the turning of the beam, be forced from below that point, and
will accordingly have a tendency to resume its former position. The equal weights thus
counteract to some extent the effect of the additional wei-rht, in causing the beam to
incline, and their influence in this way will be all the greater asthtw themselves increase.
whenaB. is too heavily loaded for its strength, the three knife-edges, although previously
in a line, do not retain that position, for the arms of the beam yielding to the pressure

:!i- terminal knife-edges to sink below the one in the micidle, and the knife-e.Lv*
themselves losing their shape under the pressure, the sensibility is considerably diminished

WhenaB. is very sensible, the beam keep* oscillating for a considerable t'ime from one
i the other of the position in which it finally settles. Although such an instrument

may be iweful for physical and chemical experiments, it is not serviceable for the pur-
ges of ordinary life, where minute quantities of the substance to be weighed are of
ttle value, and where time, and consequently rapidity of indication, are matters of

llu- sensibility of a B. must, therefore.be adjusted to the purpose for
i is designed; sensible balances being employed for weighing liner, and ie-s

nensible or ttable balances, for weighing coarser materials. The stability, or the tendencyam to come quickly to rest, depends on requirements nearly the opposite o'f
L- which conduce to sensibility. In the construction treated of above, the stability-

's with the moment of the weight of the beam acting at Ground C, so that it thus
reuses with the weight of the beam, and the distance of the center of gravity from the

suspension. The stability is also increased, as already shown, by bavin- the
line joining the scale knife-edges below the point of support

f |^ VU'1* wx/ VJ U T V 1JJ.IIL IUVSV1UK 1-U < 01^1 C TT. IM t IJlilL

ihty may be increased or diminished, according as the weight is raised or
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depressed. In order that the knife-edge may not become blunted by constant contact

with the supporting plane, a cross-bar, with two projecting pins, is made to lift the beam
from the plane, and sustain its weight when the balance is not in play. The beam is

divided bylines marked upon it into 10 equal parts, and a small weight made of fine wire

bent into the form of a fork, called a rider, is made to slide along to any of the divisions.

If the rider be. for instance, T
l
ff
of a grain, and if, after the weight of a body is very nearly

ascertained, it brings the beam, when placed at the first division next the center, exactly
to its horizontal position, an additional weight of T^ of a grain will be indicated. The
use of inconveniently small weights is, by this arrangement, to a large extent obviated.

As the beam takes some time before it comes to rest, it would be tedious to wait in each
case till it did so, and for this reason a long pointed index Ls lixed to the beam below the

point of suspension, the lower extremity of which moves backward and forward on a

graduated ivory scale, so that when the index moves to equal distances on either side of

the zero point, we are quite certain, without waiting till it finally settles, that the beam
will be horizontal. The same is seen in ordinary balances, only the tongue or index is

above the beam; and according to its deviation on each side of the fork or cheeks by
which the whole is suspended, is the future position of the beam ascertained. The finer

balances are never loaded to more than a pound in each scale, and when so charged, will

deflect with
-j-,

1^ of a grain of additional weight in one of the scales, or will turn, us it is

technically called, with tr^Wo of the load. The finest balances turn with rtrvAoTTTr f tue

load, and some have been constructed which turn with much less. Even with the best

achievements of mechanical skill, no B. can be made whose arms are absolutely equal;
and to remedy this defect, the method of double-weighing is resorted to, when the utmost

accuracy is demanded. This consists in placing the body to be weighed into one scale,

and sand, or the like, into the other, until exact equilibrium is obtained, then removing
the body, and putting weights or another body in its place which exactly counterbalance
the sand. Both being thus weighed in precisely similar circumstances, must weigh
precisely the same.

The Roman B.,or stedyard (Ger. scJtnflhrage}, is more portable than the ordinary
balance. It consists of a lever AB, moving round a knife-edge or point at C. The body
to be weighed, \\, is put into the scale which hangs from A; and a movable weight, P,
is made to slide along the longer arm, until the lever A'B remains horizontal. The
weight of W is then read off from the division at which P rests. If the lever lie horizon-
tal when unloaded, then equal weights at equal distances from C will balance each other,
so that when W is balanced by P at a distance from C equal to AC, the two are of equal
weight; bvit if equilibrium take place when P, say, is ten times as far from C as A is,

then \Vwill be ten times the weight of P; and the same holds for any intermediate point
at which P may stand. W weighing as many times Pas P's arm is a multiple ofWs arm.
To wciuh a body of 10 Ibs. by the ordinary B., a counterweight of 10 Ibs. Is necessary,
making a total load of 20 Ibs.

;
but in the case just supposed, 1 Ib. balances 10, making

a total load of only 11 Ibs. The steelyard has, therefore, this advantage over the common
B., that the load on the fulcrum, and consequently the friction, is less. On the other
hand, however, there is this disadvantage, that the arms of the steelyard bend unequally
under the strain of great weights, which in a B. with equal arms cannot, to the same
extent, take place. As the steelyard is ordinarily made, the longer arm preponderates
when the lever is unloaded, so that the graduation of the longer arm begins at a point
between A and C, and not at C. The Danish B. differs from the ordinary steelyard in

having the weight fixed to the extremity of the lever, and the fulcrum movable.
Thebentltwrfi. (Fr.pcsim, Ger. Zeige'riragc), shown in fig.

2, is a lever of unequal arms, A, C, B, moving round the pivot
('.having a scale, Q, attached to the shorter arm, AC, and a
fixed weight, W, to the longer arm CB. The longer arm ends
in a pointer moving in front of a fixed graduated arc. When a

body is put into the scale, the pointer rises from the bottom or
zero point of the arc, and rests opposite the mark correspond-
ing to the weight of it. The higher the weight W rises, the

longer becomes its tjf'n-ttn arm. and the greater must be the
weight i: balances. The arc is generally graduated experimen- i

tally, the geometrical graduation being'somewhat complicated.
For other weighing apparatus, see SPUING- BAI.ANCK,

WEHUUXU-MACHIM-.S.

Fig. 2.

BALANCE AND BALANCE-SPEING. The balance of a
watch is a wheel finely poised on its axis; the pivot-holes in which it turns being fre-

quently in chronometers and clocks, as well as in watches jeweled, or made of small

rubies, diamonds, etc., for the sake of durability. The natural effect of an impulse
given to such a wheel would be a complete rotation on its axis. This, however, is con-
vertible, by the escapement (q.v.). and by the balance-spring, into a vibratory motion.
The balance-spring is held to be a crowning invention in the mechanism of the watch;
and the honor of its first suggestion has been claimed for no less than three very eminent
men for Dr. Hooke. an Knglislun-ni: for Abbe Hautefeuille. a Frenchman': and for

lluyghens, the Dutch astronomer. The honor, however, undoubtedly belongs to Hooke.
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The balance-spring consists of a coil of steel-wire, so delicately
manufactured that

4000 of them scarcely weigh more than one ounce, though often costing more than 1000.

In its application to the 'balance of a watch, one of the extremities of the spring is

... , ^ .

the escapement, the balance moves round just so far as the impulse given is able to

ome the elastic resistance of the spring. When that resistance becomes equal to

the impiil-e Driven, the balance stops for a moment, and then is driven back by the elastic

recoil of the sprint, and continues thus to vibrate so long as the impulse is repeated or

the watch is in motion.

The recoil of the spring is sufficient to drive back the balance to a distance nearly
double the length of its first motion; this is, therefore, called the long arc of vibration.

Hut when the motion of the balance is free, with a certain length of spring, the long

arc of vibration is made in less time than the short one, to which the impulse is given:
with a spring of greater length this relation is reversed; whence it was concluded by Le

Roy and Bei thoud. that equality of time, or ixwltriii*iii, in unequal vibrations, could be

more easily obtained by lengthening the spring than by tapering it. In England, where
time keepers have been brought to their greatest perfection, it is considered that isochro-

nism is most easily attainable by using the cylindrical helical spring, which is applied to

all marine chronometers.
An improvement in watches, or rather in chronometers, invented by Mr. Dent of

London, consists in coating the balance and balance-spring with golu by the electro-

metallurgic process, by which means they are secured from rust.

BALANCE OF POWEB, an expression used in diplomacy for that state of matters in

which no one of the European states is permitted to have such a preponderance as to

endanger the independence of the others. This idea is not, as some say. confined to

modern times. The Greek states acted upon it by a kind of instinct of self-preservation,

though it was not directly formulated. It has, however, become more distinctly
avowed as a motive of political conduct, and more systematically acted upon since the

time of Charles V., whose overgrown power and ambitious designs awakened the other

European powers to the danger of such overwhelming preponderance in one state. The
motive of preserving the B. of P. came first distinctly into the foreground in those
unions which England, Holland, and Austria repeatedly formed against the menacing
schemes of Louis XIV., for acquiring the dominion of all Europe. It was the same
cause that broke up the most dangerous (for Louis) of these coalitions; for in the war of

the Spanish succession, when the Hapsburg pretender to the Spanish throne became, by
the death of Joseph I., sovereign of Austria and emperor of Germany, and the power
which, in the hands of Charles V., had menaced the equilibrium of Europe, was thus likely
to be again wielded by one man, England withdrew from the coalition, and thus saved
Louis from a decided overthrow. The aggressions of Napoleon called all the powers of

Europe to arms against him in the name of the B. of P. ; and in readjusting the map of

Europe, the B. of P. was often invoked to cover the jealousy which 'resisted not a few-
claims to restitution of territory. For some time, the B. of P. in Europe has been
umlxulied. as it were, in a pentarchy or permanent congress of the five great powers, who
mutually wateh one another's movements. Tins mutual jealousy among the leading

ni on the score of extension of boundaries, is looked to as the great safeguard of
the smaller states, preventing their absorption by their powerful neighbors. It was the
dread of a coalition against him that made the emperor of Russia agree to the treaty of
1841, and the Crimean war arose out of Russia's renewed attempt to extend her dominion

Turkey. Latterly, the doctrine of non-intervention has to a certain extent gained
L'l-ound amoni: politicians; and the formation of the kingdom of Italy, the results of the

nan war of 1*70 -71, and the formation of the German empire have modified
the old ideas, and brought into play new combinations whose results can hardly vet be
foreseen.

BALANCE OF TBADE. In the "
mercantile system" of political economy, which

B u|...ii ih,. pn ( ion of gold as the grand aim. it not unnaturally came to be a
i that a nation becomes richer just in proportion as the money value of its export,

' of it, imports; the excess, it was thought, being paid in gold, is just so
nucb added to the national wealth. Now. the difference between the money value of

imports of a state is called the
"
balance of its trade;" and by 'the adher-

the mercantile system, this balance was said to be "in favor" of the country or
-t 'it, according aa the exports or the imports showed the excess.
this view of the matter restfl on a twofold error; for, in the first place the

national wealth is by no means to be identified with the immediate influx of
: nor H L'old the hiuhcM expression of national wealth, but onlv a meai

wealth and the faculty of labor to account. Further, the assumption that
s of income, is completely false. If tak'-s exports for

men! is received for them), imports for expenditure (because they
paid for), while it would be more consistent with tin- truth to say th:it export's
ical with expenditure, and imports with income; so that wealth increases in pro-
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]x>rtion as the value of the imports (what is received) exceeds that of the exports (what
is given away); and that whether these exports and imports consist solely of goods or

partly of money. It may sometimes be desirable to get payment of exports in gold
that is, to import bullion. But the case in which this will be beneficial to the merchant

seeking his own profit in the transaction, will be that in which it will be In-iicncial to the

community. In the majority of cases, however, the individual merchant rinds it his

best policy to lay out the money due to him in a foreign country in purchasing the ware*
of that country as return-value. The far-sighted Venetians early recognized the truth-

of the principle in a national point of view; for, by a law of 1272, they laid a tax of one'

fourth the value on the importation of all coined gold and silver. The mercantile system
of political economy, on the contrary, consistently following up the notion of the B. of

T., enacted laws prohibiting importation of foreign manufactures, or imposing high
duties upon them, and giving premiums and other protective encouragements for

exportation; as if it were possible to go on exchanging always for gold only ever

exporting goods and goods alone, and never importing any. If this could be, and
if it were true that a nation with the B. of T. constantly in its favor must become richer,

while, with that balance against it, it must become poorer, England, whose official

returns have for many years exhibited a large excess of exports over imports, must have
had at this time about 500,000,000 in precious metals, while in reality the amount does
not exceed perhaps 60,000,000. The truth is, that no safe conclusion can be drawn from
the B. of T. exhibited in official statements; from the way in which they are arrived at,

a great part of the facts of the cases are necessarily left out. Almost all nations exhibit
1'avi -ruble balances, and how could that be possible, if the whole affair were not decep-
tive? In the regular legitimate commerce between two nations, both actually gain,

though the gain may not be exhibitable in the form of a money-balance. If the gains of

nations from commerce consisted of differences between the amount of exports and of

imports to be compensated by balances in money, nearly all nations would be yearly
receiving accessions of gold and silver, the united amount of which would exceed, by
more than ten times, the produce of all the mines in the world.

BALAKTTS, a genus of cirrhnpoiJa (q.v.); the type of a family, including all those cir-

rhopods which are destitute of a flexible stalk, and of which the shell is symmetrical.
These characters at once distingui.>h them from barnacles (q.v.). In the genus B. the
base is usually formed of a thin calcareous plate, the sides of six valves; and four small
valves form the operculum, exactly closing the aperture at the top. The name (signify-

ing an acorn) was originally given* by the ancient Greeks, from a supposed resemblance
of some of the kinds to acorns; and acorn-shell has sometimes been adopted as an Eng-
lish name. There are many species, and they are found in almost all seas, attached to

stones, timber, shells, crustaceans, etc. They cover the rocks between high and low
water-mark on many parts of the coast as with a white calcareous incrustation, so that

arithmetic fails in computing, and imagination in conceiving their multitudes. They
may, however. l>e readily passed over as individually objects of little interest when they
are -ecu after the tide has left them, for then their valves are closed, and they exhibit no
sign of life; but if observed in a pool of the rocks, or anywhere under water, they pre-
sent a Very different and extremely pleasing spectacle, the opercular valves continually
opening and shutting with a quick but pretty regular motion, and an exquisitely delicate

apparatus of feathery arms or cirrhi (see CIRRHOPODA) being as frequently thrown* out
and retracted like a hand or a little net. to sci/.e and carry into the mouth the minute nutri-

tious particles or very small animals upon which the creature feeds. Thus, the little

balani. immovably h'xed to the rock, or carried about at the pleasure of mollusks or
cru.-taceans to which they adhere, obtain their food from the waters around them.

A remarkable fact in the natural historj- of these creatures has recently been discov-
ered by Mr. Thompson of Cork, that in the earlier stages of their existence they are not
fixed as in their adult state, but move about very actively in a succession of bounds, by
means of swimming-feet like those of the cydops (q.v.); having, however, a shell, appar-
ently of two valves, resembling a very minute muscle. Still more remarkable is the

discovery made along with this, that in their early locomotive state they possess large
stalked eyes, which disappear along with the organs of locomotion when they attach
themselves probably by the guidance of some peculiar instinct to their final place of

repose, undergoing a transformation into perfect cirrhopods, and acquiring as a covering
their many-valved shell.

ie of the larger species of B. were esteemed a delicacy by the ancient Romans.
The Chinese entertain the same estimation of B. tinti/malnilu m, which is said to resemble
lobster in taste; and B. psittacus, a South American species, which is in like manner
compared to crab, is exported in large quantities from Concepcion de Chili to Valparaiso
and Santiago. This species is sometimes almost 4 in. in diameter, the height considera-

bly more. It is chopped off the rocks with a hatchet. The two posterior opercular
valves are beaked, from which it receives the name of pica, and its scientific trivial name,
puittacug (a parrot).

BALASINORE
,
or BAI.ASIXKSIIWAR. a petty native state, or jar/hire, of India, in the

province of Gux.erat. protected by the British government, and politically connected with
the presidency of Bombay. It extends from li. lat. 22 53 to 23' 17', and' from e. long. 73
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17 to 78 40', nnd contains an area of about 80 sq. miles. The river Malii flows through

the i-i-hire The native ruler is styled nawab of Balasiuore. He has a revenue ot 41,

of which he pays 10,000 rupees as tribute to the British government. The

pop of 1'. is estimated at -i'l.9^4. The nawab maintains a force of only 8 horsemen ami

GO foot-soldiers who are employed in revenue, police, and other services. The capital

of the jairhire also bears the BUM of Balasinore. It is rather a thriving t. and is sur-

. rounded by a wall. It is ol in. n. from Baroda.

BALASOBE ,
a seaport in the district of Outtack and presidency of Bengal, near the

Booralmlliiii-r, which enters the sea to the w. of the Hoogly or Calcutta river. It is

situated in hit. 21 30' n., and long. 87 e., and has dry-docks and a coasting-trade; but

ititled to notice chiefly in connection with the past, having been the seat, succes-

sively, of Portuguese, Dutch, and Danish factories. It was only in 1846 that the Danes

sold their interest in the place to the English.

BA LATON, LAKE OK (Platten-See), a lake, the largest in Hungary, about 55 m. s.w.

of PcMh. Its extreme length is 48 m., with a breadth of from 3 to 10 in., and an esti-

.. including its frequently submerged marshes, of 420 sq.miles. Its greatest

depth is 39 feet. It is supplied by upwards of 30 streams the chief of which is the

as well as by numerous springs which rise on its margin. Its outlet is by the

Sio, which discharge- itself into the Sarvitz, a feeder of the Danube. The waters of B.

are clear and transparent, except when they are agitated by a storm, when they assume
a bluish color. They have a slightly brackish taste. Fish of various kinds are found
in abundance, and sand impregnated with iron, inteispersed with which are small

garnets, rubies, and other precious stones, is taken from it. Woods and vineyards cover

the hills which encircle its northern sides, and on its banks near the t. of Fiired there is

a spring of acidulous water. The surrounding country is rich in rare plants and
mineral treasures, and was the scene of several bloody conflicts during the Hungarian
war (1848-49). The lake itself figures prominently in the old romantic ballads of the

Magyars.

BALAUS TA. See BERRY.

BA'LAY, or BA'LAIS, the name now used to distinguish the ruby of a bright rose-color

from the ruby proper, which is of a bright red or cochineal color, and from the xpim ?>'<

ruby, which is of a red hue approaching to rose-color. This last kind of ruby has Ix-en

recognized only in times which are comparatively modern. In the middle ages, they
seem to have known only the B. ruby and the ruby proper, or le beau rubis, as it was
often called. M. de Laborde thinks that the term B. was anciently employed as a name
for all sorts of rubies.

BALBI, ADRIANO, well known by his geographical, and more especially by his statis-

tical works, was b. in Venice on the 25th of April, 1782. In 1808, he gained so much
credit in Italy by his first geographical work, that he was appointed professor of

geography in the college of San Michele at Murano, and in 1811 professor or physics in

the iyceum at Fenno. Subsequently he resided for a time in Portugal, and then went
to Paris, to superintend the publication of his Etssai Statwtique surle ll<>u<tnin<-<it' Portugal
ttd'Algane (2 vols., Par., 1822). This work was soon followed by the Vnri-'t.'x /v/?/y//,
et

Statutliquf*
de la Monarchic Portugaiae (Par., 1822). B. lived in Paris till 1832. He

was the intimate friend of Malte Brun, from whose papers he. jointly with Larenamliere
and Huot, published the Traite Eleinentaire de Geographic (2 vols., Par., 1830-34). He
also published several works of comparative national statistics. His Alia* Ethn<n;i-

ptiiqne du Globe (Par., 1826) is distinguished by its extensive accumulation of facts and
views, giving an account of German researches on the subject, and entering into ques-
tions of comparative philology. B.'s best known work is, however, the Abr,

graphie (3d ed.. Par., 1838), which has been translated into several languages. In the

year 1832 he returned to Italy, and settled at Padua, where he died 14th Mar.,
A collection of his St-rittf Geografici was made by Eugene Balbi (5 vols., Turin, 1841-42).

BALBI, GACPARO, a Venetian merchant of the 16th c., who is worthy of mention as
the tir-t traveler who lias left an account of India beyond the Ganges. In the pursuit
of hi> calling. B. was often led to Aleppo, and from "thence, on one occasion, he made
a vi-it to India, which lasted several years. After his return to Venice, he published,
in l.V.JU. the results of his travels in a volume entitled 1 7, i

</;/;<>
<i' . \

Latin translation was printed in De Bry's (',.//> rtf,,n f Voyages and Travel* i<> the AW
published at Frankfort in 1590-94 15. appears').) have set down, without .

i'l that h.- himself saw, and is particularly minute and exact concerning coiii-

mercial matters; hut there is scarcely any limit t.. his credulity with regard to what he
heard from others about the country. From Aleppo, his journey was down the Kuphrates
nntfl opposite Bagdad; thence down the Tigris to Ba-sorah, where he embarked for the
Mala) Having visited (;,,a and Cochin, and other Portuguese >ettlements. he

then an independent empire, where he remained two years, returning
by the same route. The m,,-t interesting ,

>;i ,., ,,f j ns M:in ... lt jve is that relating to IVir'i.

M .KM -\. f.r.lANTKNSIS. a Dominican friar of the 18th cen-
tury. He wrote a cyclopaedia whi.-h b, , ame one of the first of printed books, done at
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Met/ by Faust and Sehaeffer, in 1460, and several times re-printed before 1530. Its full

title is Summa Gram/natfculis Vahle Notahilis qu<% Cutlwlicon Nominatur.

BALBI NTJS, DECIMUS C^ELIUS, one of the two emperors of Rome whom the senate
elected on hearing of the death of the elder Gordiauus, and his son, in Africa, in oppo-
sition to Maximinus, who had the support of the legions in Germany. He was celebrated
as an orator and a poet, ami was a man of mild disposition. His coadjutor, .Marcus

Clodius Pupienus Maximus, was a bold and resolute soldier, who had risen from the

people. They had only reigned a few months, during which time Maximinus had been
killed by his own soldiers, who afterwards submitted to Maximus. when they were both
killed in 243 A.D. by the pretoriaus, who at that time were animated by bitter hostility
to the civilians, and extended it to the rulers who had been elected by them.

BALBO, C^SARE, an Italian statesman and author, was b. 21 *t Nov.. 1789, pt Turin.
When 18 years old, B. whose father had enjoyed the patronage of Napoleon, was

appointed auditor of the council of state in Paris, and in 1813 he was made commissioner
for the Illyrian provinces, ceded to France by the peace of Vienna. After the fall of

Napoleon, B. went to London as secretary of the Sardinian embassy. After leaving
political affairs, he devoted himself to the study of history, and among other works pro-
duced during the years 1831-43, were a History of Haly, which, however, extended only
to the reign of Charlemagne; and a translation with commentary of Leo's Denlojii/tt id <>f

the Constitution of the Loinbardic Tuictis. His Speraitze d'Italia (Hopes of Italy), pub-
lished in 1843, first extended his literary reputation to foreign countries. One of its

main objects was to prove that national independence must precede the enjoyment of
constitutional liberty; and that to strive after the latter, however good in itself, so long
as the former had not been secured, was both foolish and reprehensible. It gave a vivid

and intelligent picture of the political condition of Italy, its aims and prospects. His

compendium of Italian history (Delia /S/w/vW a'Jtal'tr, etc.) was also successful. B. took
a prominent part as a moderate liberal in the political movements of 1847-48, and subse-

quently supported the ministry of Azeglio. lie d. 3d June, 1853. lie was a man of

strict morality and unspotted character. In all his writings. B. adhered strongly to the
Roman Catholic Church, whose truth he conceived to be the healing of nations as well
as of individuals, and the only source of true culture.

BALBO A. Y.vsco NITNKZ DE, a Spanish conqueror, was b. of a noble but reduced

family at Xcres-de Caballeros in 1475. After leading rather a dissolute life in his youth,
he gladly took part in the great mercantile expedition of Rodrigo de Bastidas to the

new world. He established himself in St. Domingo, and began to cultivate the soil
;

but fortune proving adverse, in order to escape from his creditors, he had himself smug
gled on board a ship, and joined the expedition to Darien in 1510, commanded by Fran-
cisco de Enciso. It is curious to reflect that the man destined to discover the eastern
shores of the largest ocean on the globe, should have been compelled to secret himself
in a cask before he could share in the new enterprise. An insurrection which took

place obtained for B. the supreme command in the new colony. Confused accounts
which reached him of a great western ocean, impelled him, in 1513, to set out in quest
of it. On the 25th of Sept. of this year, he obtained the first sight of the Pacific ocean
from a mountain-top in the Isthmus of Panama. His natural enthusiasm at this great
discovery was shared by all the educated men of his time, and the descriptions of it by
contemporary authors may still be read with much interest. The governorship of the
territories conquered by B. was obtained in 1514 I y Pedrarias Davila, by means of his

intrigues at the Spanish court. B. resigned the command into the hands of the new
governor, a narrow-minded and cruel man, and, in a subordinate situation, undertook

many successful expeditions; but these, and all his other merits, only served to increase
the hatred of Pedrarias Davila towards him. The government of the mother-country
sought in vain to mediate between tli^n. and B. even married the daughter of Pedra-
rias. But on the first occasion of dispute which arose, B., having been induced by
Pedrarias to deliver himself up, was accused of a design to rebel, and in violation of all

forms of justice was beheaded at Santa Maria in 1517.

BALBRIG GAN, a small maritime t. in Dublin co., 22 m. n. of Dublin. It is a
seat of cotton, calico, and stocking manufactures. The cotton stockings made here are
remarkable for fineness of texture and beauty of open work. Many females are

employed in embroidering muslins. B. is a favorite watering-place. After the battle

of the'Boyne, William encamped here. Pop. '71, 2332..

BALBl'K'NA, BKUXARDO DE, 1598-1627; a Spanish poet and priest, educated in

Mexico, and bishop of Porto Rico. His chief works are The Age of Gold, a pastoral
romance: and El litrnardo, an epic poem.

BALBTS. Lucius COISNEMUS (MAJOR), b. Spain; made a Roman consul, and
accompanied (\-esar to Spain, 61 B.C.; manaired (Yesar's private property while the
owner was in the campaign in Gaul. Octavius made him a consul, the first adopted
c:ti/en who held that, olh'ce. He wrote a diary of his life, and by will left 20 denar,i

(nearly $3 present value) to every Roman citi/en.

BALBUS. Lucius CORNELIUS (MiNouX nephew of B. major: appointed pontiff <a

high priest of the pagan religion) by C.-exir. He v, as quester in Spain, but used his
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office for fraud and oppression: fled to Africa, where he became pro-consul; gained a

victory .
aiul wa> honored with a triumph in Rome the first bestowed ou an adopted

citizen.

BALCONY (Ital. Balcone), a projecting gallery in front of a window or of several

windows, with a balustrade or parapet before it, and supported by consoles, or brackets

MM-.I in the wall, or by pillars resting on the ground below. The B. was unknown in

; and Roman architecture, and is probably an Italian contrivance, as the earliest

:>les of it occur in Italy, to the climate of which country it is peculiarly adapted.
:,!> constructed of wood are of constant occurrence in the cottage architecture of

rland, to the picturesque character of which they add very essentially.

BALCONY, the gallery or stern-walk outside the stern of a large ship. Three-deckers

have two such balconies" and two-deckers one. Where there are two, the lowermost is

connected with the admiral's state-cabin, and the uppermost with the captain's cabin.

BALDACHIN (Ital. f><tUlnrfiin'>), signifies a kind of canopy, of the form of a tent or

umbrella, made of costly materials and richly adorned, which is either supported on

pillars, or fastened to the wall over a throne or couch, or over a pulpit, an altar, or other

sacred object. One of the most celebrated is the B. in the church of St. Peter's in Rome,
cast in bronze by Bernini, which is supported on four large twisted colums. B. was also

the name formerly given to a kind of umbrella of a square form, made of silk brocade or
other rich material, and supported on four poles, which was wont to be carried in the
middle ages at solemn processions, coronations, marriages, etc., over the heads of royal
personages or high dignitaries as a symbol of their rank. In Europe, the B. is now
chiefly used in the processions of the Roman Catholic church. It is generally borne
over the priest who carries the host. The word B., as well as the thing itself, comes
from the east. Partly as a protection from the burning rays of the sun, partly as a

symbol of their power and dignity, the rulers and great personages of the east seldom

appeared in public, whether on foot or on horseback, in a litter or on an elephant, with-
out a splendid canopy, often borne by the great men or chief officers of their kingdom
These canopies, generally made in the form of a tent or umbrella, were often sent, in the

early part of the middle ages, as presents from eastern princes to those in the west: as,
for example, from the caliph Ilarun-al-Raschid to Charlemagne. During the crusades,
and the consequent trade, with the east, they became well known to the Italians. Such
eanopie-;. as well as the rich stuffs of which they were made, were called, from the land
whence they came, Babylonica; and also Baldachins, from Baldach, the eastern name of
the city of Bagdad.

UAL DK, JAKOB, a Latin poet, 1G03-68, a native of Alsace. He was a Jesuit, and
f'-r a time court preacher and professor of rhetoric at Munich. He was especially
successful as an imitator of Horace.

I'.ALD (or WHITE-HEADED) EAGLE, IJaluiftus leucocephahts, so named because
the white smooth feathers of the head make \( appear as if naked: a native of Xorth
America, found near the sea-coast and in mountain chains; sometimes more than three
feet long, with wings spreading seven or eight feet. The female lays two or more
iu Jan., which are hatched the next month. She uses the same nest, usually in a hi^h

year after year, and will stoutly defend her young. The B. E. is omnivorous, but
dly fond of fish, which it catches, but oftener steals from smaller fishing birds.

This is the bird that figures upon coins and flags as the emblem of the American union.
BALDER or BALDUK, a divinity worshiped by the ancient Scandinavians, and

probably also by the other Germanic nations, is the hero of one of the most beautiful

r. from iron and all metals, from stones, earth, and plants beasts and birds the
serpent poison and all diseases, that they would not harm Balder. After this was done.

,, - J V 4 '. , T

lungs, animate and inanimate, had sworn not to harm him. with The exception of
tte shrub, the mistletoe. Loki went in haste to fetch this shrub, and repaired

toe assembly of the gods, where he placed it in tin- hands ,,f the blind Under.
the -rod of war, directed his !,, and B. fell pierced to the heart. The sorrow of the

inutterable. Prigga asked who. to win her favor, would ionrnev to ITel the
-s of Ha.ies or the grave-to release Balder. Hermoder or Hel.nod'(thc heroic)m 01 Odin. TCAdilj oil,. red |,U services, and He! consented to -rant his request on

Condition that nil tlungs should weep f,, r Haider. All men all living bein-s and all
^iv- the witch or -iantess Thock (the st-p-daughti-r of Loki) who refused

uiipailiiy.. , tli.- -i-m-nil mourning B. was therefore obli-c.i to remain in the
MI ol Hcl until the end of the world

The n.yihs of B. have hccii very differently interpreted. B., as the originator of all
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that is beneficent and good for B. aud the other sons of Odin (see SCANDINAVIAN
MYTHOLOGY) are only personified aspects or functions of the dimly-conceived one unseen
Power that moves all nature is represented as a hero of so lovely and graceful a manly
beauty, that a brilliant light streams from his person; the whitest of the northern flowers
is named B<ihlers-brow. As the god of peace of the Germanic nations, who conducts to

peace through battle and victory, he is a purely ethical conception, a mythical personifi-
cation, of the peace obtainable through conflict, and agreed to by compact among the

gods. The gods, foreseeing doubtless that peace cannot long endure, seek in every po-;-

siblu way to secure the precious life of B., as even the weakest and most insignificant
have it in their power to destroy peace. Loki, in his symbolical character as the god of
retributive justice, stirs up lloder, or War, through whom the god of peace falls, lloder,
indeed. is also slain by Wall, or Yal-fader. the battle-god, and the war is ended by a

bloody overthrow; but once violated and broken, peace is irrevocably lost along with
Balder. Hermoder or Helmod labors in vain to restore it, for the giantess Thock
(retaliation, revenge

1

) prevents it. Holy aud true peace can only revive again in a new
world, when the old sinful world and the old guilt-stained gods now ruling it shall have
been destroyed. Others (among them Max Midler) see in the myth of B. a representa-
tion of the. contest between winter and summer. Compare Weinhold, Die iSciycn von

Loki, in Ilaupt's Zcitschrift fur Deutsches Alterthum (Leip.. 184U;.

BALDI, BERNAKDINO, 1533-1617; an Italian mathematician and author. He was
master of more than a dozen languages, and wrote upwards of 100 different works, lie

was an abbot for 25 years, and on one occasion was envoy to Venice. B. had great repu-
tation as theologian, mathematician, geographer, antiquarian, historian, and poet.

BALDNESS, Alopecia. See HAIR. There are some rare cases on record in which the

hair has never been developed. This is termed confjcniinl bald it m*.

Accidental bald in-tin may involve UK? whole scalp, or may be only in patches; these

patches may run into each other, and hence some consider this condition a species of

ringworm. It is caused, says Mr. Erasmus "Wilson, by an atrophy of the hair-follicles

(q.v.). B. in the comparatively young and middle-ai:ed may occur from wearing water-

proof caps, which, by preventing evaporation from the head, occasion an unhealthy state

of skin. Naval and military officers are liable to B. arising from this cause.
&,,>'<' l,,i!dn<*n tcalvities) is not necessarily the consequence of age; it may arise, like

the preceding variety, from an atrophy of those parts 0:1 which the hairs depend for

nutrition. It generally commences on the crown of the head, where the supply of
blood is naturally less abundant. Women have a greater quantity of soft tissue under
the skin, therefore the vessels are less likely to be interfered with; hence they are not so

frequently bald as men.
The causes of B. are the defective supply of nutrition just mentioned, a family tend-

ency, late hours, dissipation, but especially old age. The hair falls off after severe ill-

or alter other causes of general debility. Dining pregnancy the hair falls out: and
in this country we ofteu see the long hair of young women, victims to consumption,
almost completely shed.

Tr< ntmint of buhlnt^ consists in attention to cleanliness, and in exciting the languid
circulation of the sculp to greater adiviiy, by using a hard hair-brush, and the applica-
tion of stimulants, as the bpanish-fly ointment in the proportion of two drachms to an
ounce of lard mixed with about the same quantity of pomatum. Or the stimulant:, may
be applied in the form of lotions. But at the same time constitutional debility should
be remedied by attention to the various functions of the body; tonics should be adminis-
tered: and. if possible, causes of anxiety or night-watching should be avoided. Shaving
the whole head is sometimes resorted to. If these remediesare successful, downy white

hair, like that of an infant, begins to grow, which may or may not acquire the color and
vigorous appearance of the former growth.

BALDO, MONTE, a mountain of Lombardy, on the e. of lake Garda, with an eleva-

tion of 7100 ft. It contains interesting petrifactions, and the fine green sand known as

the sand of Verona.

BALDPATE. or AMERICAN \VTI>OF.ON, Mitreca American^, a duck much prized by
epicures, found chiefly in the s.w. states, on the w. coast, and about the great lakes.

It is named from its white-tipped head; and is marked with brown, chestnut, gray,
or white.

BALDRICK. or BAFPRICK (Fr. btnidricr), is a band or sssh worn partly as a military
and partly as a heraldic symbol. It passes round the waist as a girdle, or passes over
the left shoulder, and is brought down obliquely under the right arm, or is suspended
from the right shoulder in such a way as to sustain a sword. Many of the em'gies of

knights contain representations of the B., mare frequently as a belt than a shoulder-
sash. Queen Victoria frequently wears a blue silken B. on state occasions. The name is

derived from the bulletin of the Roman soldier.

BAL DUNG, HANS, called also Hans Griln, a German painter and wood-engraver, a

contemporary of Albert Durer, to whom, in expression, coloring, and finish, he was little

inferior as a painter. He was b. in Gmiiud, Swabia, about 1470, and d. at Strasburg in
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1",2. UN masterpiece, a painting of the crucifixion, is in the cathedral of Freiburg;

hi> wood-engravings are numerous.

B \LD\VIX. a co. in s. Alabama, on Perdido river, the gulf, and Mobile bay: inter-

: by the M<>J>il> and Moni-romery railroad: l^ sq.m. : pop. '70, 6004 2845 colored.

The surface is level and sandy, but "supports a tine growth of pine timber. Co. seat,

Blakcly.

BALIUVIX. a co. in central Georgia, on the Oconee river; 257 sq.m.; pop. '70,

ln.r.lS 6774 colored. It produces corn, cotton, wheat, and sweet potatoes. Co

Milledgeville.

UALDWIX, name of counts of Flanders, from the 9th to the 12th century. Bald

v, in I. was son in-law of Charles the bald of France; Baldwin V. was son-in-law of

llobert of France; Baldwin IX. became Baldwin I., emperor of Constantinople.

BALDWIN I., the first Latin emperor of Constantinople, was b. at Valenciennes in

1171 A.D.. liis parents beinir Baldwin, count of Hainault. and Margaret, countess of Flan-

In ll!i:;. n succeeded to his mother's possessions, and in the year following, tb

the title and county of his father. In 1200, lie appointed his brother Philip, along with

other persons, to the regency of Hainault and Flanders, and joined the fourth crusade.

Part of the crusaders -B. among others were induced to assist the Venetians in recon-

quering Zani, in Dalmatia, from the king of Hungary. While at Zara, the young Alexis,

son of Isaac II., emperor of Constantinople, craved the assistance of the crusaders

against his uncle Alexis Angeius, who, having deposed and blinded Isaac II., had

usurped the throne. In return for their aid, he promised them a liberal sum of money,
and also to help them to recover Palestine. The crusaders agreed, and soon defeated

the usurper's forces, and restored the rightful emperor; but Alexis having some difti-

cultv in carrying out his promises, thev turned their amis against him. A revolution

breaking out in the citv at the same time, Alexis the younger was murdered, and his

father is said to have died of grief. Alexis Ducas Mureupblns then usurped the throne,
but was defeated by the crusaders, and the city was sacked the crusaders and Vene-
tians sharing the booty. B. was chosen emperor, and crowned on the 9th May, 1204;
but he received only about a fourth part of the empire Constantinople and Thrace
the Venetians obtaining the greater share of the provinces. A part also fell to the

French adventurers who accompanied the expedition, and several provinces remained in

the hands of Greek princes. The abilities of B. and they appear to have been of a

superior character were not able to cope with the evils necessarily attending so anoma-
lous a position. The Greeks were discontented, and. backed by Calo-Joannes, king of

Bulgaria, while B.'s brother, with the flower of his troops, was away on an expedition
in Asia, they rose aad massacred the Latins scattered throughout the towns of Thrace,
and made themselves masters of Adrianoplc. B. laid siege to the town with the force*
he had at his disposal; but he was defeated and taken prisoner by the Bulgarian king,
and died alx>ut a year after (1206) in captivity. lie was succeeded by his brother Henry.

BALDWIN II., Emperor of Constantinople, was b. in 1217. He was the son of Peter
de Courtenay and Yolanda. countess of Flanders, sister of Baldwin I. Being but 11

years old when, by the death of his brother Robert, he succeeded to the throne, he was
placet! under the

guardianship
of John of Brienne, titular king of Jerusalem, who died

about 1237. B. then assumed the rod of empire, but he had neither the means nor the

r.bility to wield it successfully against his powerful Greek and Bulgarian opponents.
Two begging-visits to western" Europe, in one of which he left his son Philip in pledge
at Venice for a debt, and disposed of several most holy relics for money, weie not
successful in procuringhim sufficient forces to resist his foes; and on the night of the loth
of July, 1261, his

capital
was taken by one of the generals of Michael Palfleologus, ruler

of Niceiea, and B. fled to Italy. With him terminated the Latin empire in ilie east,
after it had lasted 57 years. His descendants for more than a century retained the title of

emperor.

BALDWIN I., King of Jerusalem, 1100-1118, was b. in 1058. He was the youi
brother of Godfrey de Bouillon (q.v.), duke of lower Lorraine or Brabant, He took part
in the tir>t crusade; but having quarreled with Turn-red, he retired to Edosa. at the

reqiie-t of the Christian inhabitants of the place, and was soon after elected to be count of
Edessa. After the death of his brother Godfrey, in 1100, he became protector of the holy
sepulchre, and baron of Jerusalem, and immediately assumed the re sal title, which 1)18

brother had refused. He conquered C:e>an-a. Ashdod, and Tripoli*, and with the
assistance of a Genoese fleet he bi-came master also of Acre, and subsequently of
Sidon, but failed to reduce Ascalon. He d. in 1118. Unlike his In-other, u ho was a
disinterested ntlm-iasi 15 was \\orldly and ambitious. BALDWIN II. (Baldwin du
Boorg), COUMII of Baldwin I., who had made him count of Kdessa when he ascended the
throne ( ,f Jerusalem, succeeded him, and reigned from 1118 to mi Dunn" his reignTO taken, in 112-1. with the a-Mancc of a Venetian fleet; and the order of the
Pemplara wa- Instituted Having been taken prisoner by the Turks B endured a

Captivity .f six months. He d. on the 21st of Aug., li:!'l. leaving four daughters.
Short ly before his death he resigned the cn.\\n In favor of his eon-in law. Foulquesof
Anjou, who reigned till 1134.- BM.HWIN III., kin- of Jerusalem, 1143-1162, the son ai;d
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successor of Foulques of Anjou, was b. in 1129. He was a model of knighthood, which,

during the period of the first crusades, was a personification of honor, justice, devotion,

and love. Edessa was lost to the Christians during his reign. In 1152, he fought

victoriously at Jerusalem against Noureddin. the su.tan of Aleppo. In 1157, after he

had defeated the same prince at Jacoo's ford, on the Jordan, he again bumbled him

severely near Putaha. After this, he ruled in peace, and endeavored to improve both

the external and internal defenses of his kingdom. The authority and influence of B.

were so great, that even Saracens followed under him the banner of the cross. By his

marriage with Theodora, the daughter of the Greek emperor .Manuel, he gained a faith-

fully ally in that prince. Hed., it is believed, of poison, in the flower of his age. at

Tripolis, in Syria, on the 10th of Feb., 11>2. With his death the Christian power in

the east began to decline. He was succeeded in the government by his brother Amairie

or Amaury, who d. in 1173. BALDWIN IV., the son and successor of Amairic, surnamed

the Leper, reigned till 1183. When a child of 5 years old, BALDWIN V
,
the son of

Sybilla, sister of Baldwin IV., was called to the throne. He d. in 1187, a year before

Jerusalem was retaken by Saladin.

BALDWIN, JOHN DEXISON, b. Conn., 1809; a journalist; educated by his own
exertion, and licensed to preach in 1833. He wrote for magazines on archeology and

kindred themes; became editor of the Charter Oak, a Hartford newspaper; afterwards of

the Boston (Jo>ninon>r>'a'th. and. still later, of the Worcester Spy. He has been three

times chosen member of congress. In 1847, he published a volume of poems; in 1859,

Prehistoric A'otious; and in 1872, Ancient America.

BALDWIN", MATTHIAS W., 1796-1861; b. K J.
;
a machinist; recorded as the

builder of the first railway locomotive in this country; he subsequently built locomotives

on an extensive scale in Philadelphia.

BALDWIN", THF.KOX, D.D., 1801-70; b. Conn.; graduated at Tale; was home mis-

sionary of the Cougregationaltsts in 1829; one of the founders of Illinois college; organ-
izer of the Monticello female seminary, of which he was principal, 1838-43; and 27

years secretary of the society for promoting collegiate and theological education, in

whose service his work was of great value. In his latter years he resided at Orange, N. J.

BALDWIN'S PHOSPHORUS is a term applied to the nitrate of lime, which, on evap-
oration, parts with its water of crystallization, and then, as discovered b}' Baldwin in

1675, assumes a luminous appearance in the dark.

BALE, JOHN, Bishop of Ossory, in Ireland, was b. at the village of Cove, in Suffolk,
in Nov., 1495. He was educated as a Carmelite monk, but afterwards turned Protes-

tant, and, being persecuted by the Roman Catholics, fled to Flanders, where he remained

eight years, during which he wrote numerous works. He was recalled by Edward VI.,
and successively presented to the living of Bishopstoke, in Hampshire, and the bishopric
of Ossory. In this latter sphere he made himself so obnoxious to the Catholics by his zeal

in the Protestant eau-e. that on news of the death of Edward, his house was attacked,
and five of his servants killed. He himself escaped out of the country after great diffi-

culty, and the loss of all his effects. On the accession of Elizabeth he returned to Eng-
land, and was made a prebend in the cathedral of Canterbury. He died in 1563. His
fame mainly rests on a collection of British biography, which, notwithstanding that sec-

tions of a book are not unfrequently set down in it as distinct works, and that the names
of persons who never wrote anything are set down as authors, is a valuable work. It

was first published in 1548 under the title of lllustrium Mqjoris Brittanue Scriptorum, hoc

cut, Anglic, Cambria, et Scotia Summarium.

BALE. See BASEL.

BALEARIC ISLES, a group of five islands "Mallorca (Majorca), Minorca, Iviza, For-

mentera, Cabrera lying off the coast of Valencia, in lat. 38 4' to 40 5' N., and long. 1

to 5 E. They at one time formed the kingdom of Mallorca, which 'was united in 1289
with the crown of Aragon. They now form a Spanish province, and have unitedly an
area of 1753 sq.m. ,

with a pop., in '70, of 289,225. The soil generally is good. Vines,

olives, and other fruit-trees are cultivated abundantly; but "corn has to be imported.
The coasts are precipitous, with some excellent harbors Port Mahon, in Minorca, being
one of the finest in Europe. The Phenicians visited the B. I. at a very early date, and

they were followed by the Greeks, from one or other of whom they are said to have
received their name. If from the Phoanicians, the name is derived from a Phcnician
word equivalent to the Greek gymnetax, signifying light-armed troops; if from the

Greeks, then it is from ballein, to throw, and was given because of the expertness of the

natives in using the sling, to the use of which they were trained from their infancy.
Later, the B. I. became subject to Carthage; but after a short period of freedom, during
which their inhabitants became pirates, were annexed to the Roman empire by Metellus

(Balearicus), 123 B.C. From that time their history is involved in that of the peninsula.
See SPAIN.

BALECHOU, JEAN JAQTJES NICOLAS, 1715-65; a French engraver, whose best work
is a full-length portrait of Augustus III. of Poland. He also made some fine.plates after

Claude, Vernet, and Vanloo.
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BALE-FIRE. See BEACON.

HALKN. orBALLKN. HKXDHIK VAN, 1560-32; a painter of Antwerp, pupil of Adam
von Oort, llir teacher of Hubens. He finished his studies in Italy, and became instruc-

tor of Vandyke and Snyders. Some of his aliar pieces are in the Antwerp cathedral.

l',.\ I.i> TuA. AN IOMO, an Italian painter, 1660-1740. lie was one of the last great

ri
.j,

r , ,,f the Venetian school, and a member of the ueademy of St. Luke, in

Koine. \vhidi gave liim a prize for his
" Defeat of the Giants."

BALFE, Mil HAKI. WII.UAM, an English composer of operas, etc., was b. May 15,

1808, in Dublin. His musical talent received early culture, and several anecdotes are

ngular precocity. When only seven years old, lie played publicly
one

Hi's concerto.'- for the violin. At nine, he wrote the ballad entitled T/ie Lvr< r'a

.hich achieved popularity through the singing of Madame Vestris. At six-

teen, In- inaiU- his debut in London, at the Drury Jane theater, as conductor of the

orchestra. In 1825, he left this situation, in order to visit Italy, where he studied

counterpoint under Frederic! at Rome, and singing under Felippo Galli at Milan, and

began his successful career as a composer, with music for the ballet La Peyroust per-
formed at the theater La Seala. i:i Milan. In 1827, he returned to the stage and sang in

the Italian opera at Paris, where, in concert with Malibran and Son tag, he gained great

applause, and many warm friends. lie, however, returned to Italy, and devoted him-

self to composition, producing in rapid succession the operas 1 l\i>-<'ii 1 182!)), i'n An; /-

timento (1830), Enrico IV. (183 1), Siege of Rochelle (1836), Maid of Artois (1836), Joan of
Arc (1837), Falstaff (1838), K> >Jan the. (1841), The Bohemian Girl (1843), I^s Quatr>

Aymon (1844), TheBwdrnpn (184(1), The. Maid <>f llnwr (1847). The Sicilian Bride (1852),

The Roue of Cattile (1857), IV.am-h- delfeven (i860), The Puritan's Daughter (1861), The
Armorer of Nante* (1863), and others. II Tatismanp first saw the light in June, 1^74.

nearly four years after B.'s death, which happened on Oct. 20, 1870; and is perhaps his

greatest work. Of the others named, The JMu-mian Girl find The Ruse- of Caxtiif. have
been most permanently successful. If B. was not a very original writer, he had a very
thorough knowledge of effect and command of orchestral resources; and his compositions
are distinguished by fluency, facility, and melodic power, See Kenney's Memoir of
Balfe (1875). His daughter, Mdlle. Victoria Balfe who became duchess of Frias in

Spain was for some years a very acceptable public singer both in England and on the
continent. She died in 1871.

BALFOTTB, Sir JAMES, lord president of the court of session, and author of an able

book, l*ractick$ of Scot* Law, was a son of Sir Michael Balfour of Pittendreich and Mont-
quhany, in Fifeshire. In early life, he was implicated in the conspiracy against cardinal
Beaton, and being in the castle of St. Andrews when it surrendered, in 1547, he was
carried prisoner to France in the same vessel with John Knox. About two years after,

returning to Scotland along with other of his fellow-prisoners, he changed his religion,
his apostasy gaining for him the appellation of the "Blasphemous Balfour" from Knox.
but unusual honors and emoluments from the queen and court. B. was sagacious
enough to notice the increasing influence of Bothwell, and he immediately insinuated
himself into his confidence, joined the conspiracy for the assassination of Darnley, and
framed the bond for mutual support, signed by the conspirators. lie was afterwards
accused by lord Lennox as an accomplice in the murder of Darnley, but the trial was
hurried over before proof of his guilt could be broughtforward. In 1567, at the instance
of Bothwell, he was appointed governor of Edinburgh castle; and he repaid the kind-
ness of that nobleman and the queen, by handing over to the confederate lords the cele-
brated letters upon which they endeavored to found Mary's guilt, and which had been

without regard to the means by which that was accomplished. Accordingly, we find
him the recipient of favors under the regency, as he was under the queen. He was
made a privy-councilor, commendator of the priory of Pittenweem; and in exchange
for the clerk registry, lie received the lord presidentship of the court of session, and a

pension
of 500. When Morton was made regent, B. contrived to curry favor with

him. and received from him a commission to make a general diirest of the law. Not,
feeling

;

himself safe in Scotland, however, he left it for France, \v',,ere he remained for
me. When the young king ascended the throne, lie joined the partv hostile to

Morton, but again fled to France, when in 157!) Morton recovered his authority. In
1580 he returned, and was instrumental in obtaining Morton's death bv i.roducin"- the

>n,,,;,ssmir the murder of Darnley, which that nobleman, along with others? had
signed. He died in 1

BAT. Font. R..HF.RT. 1>. about 1550; a Scotchman, who was for mnnv vears principal'.menne roll,-,.. :i t Bordeaux; author of a r,, ,/,/, <,>/ <m tfx /.<><;/< ,i ,! Wn'rxof
',. Wttooe of the scholars of the middle ages who helped to spread ov.'-r

kur<
-.iry tame of Scottish writers

BAI.FOni. WA.TKTI. b. Scotland. 1776; d. Mass., 1862; educated in the Scottish
nh. but became a Baptist; and finally a Universalist, advocating with great ardor and

success the doctrines of that sect.
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BALFBUSH (or more correctly BARFURUSH, "iart of burdens"), an important
commercial t. in the Persian province of Mazandcran, and situated on the river Bahbnl,
about 12 m. from its mouth in the Caspian sea. The river, which is here about 50

yards broad, but shallow, is crossed by a fine stone bridge of 8 arches. It is not navi-

gated, all goods being landed at the port of Mesh-hedi-Ser, on the Caspian, from whence

they are conveyed to B. by an excellent road. To the s. of the town there is an artificial

ishmd, about ifalf a mile m circumference, on which the palace of Shah Abbas formerly
stood. B. has excellent bazaars, and several Mohammedan colleges; the pop. is

variously estimated at from 50,000 to 200,000. The latter estimate was made by Fraser,
Avho visited it in 1823, since which time it lias been greatly depopulated by plague and
cholera. Flax and cotton are much cultivated in the vicinity.

BALGUY, Jonx, 1686-1748; an English theologian and philosopher, graduated at

Cambridge, and ordained in 1710. B. was early in the warm religious controversies of

the time, taking the side of Iladley against the high church writers. In 1728, Hadley
made him prebend of Salisbury, and the next year he became vicar of Northallerton.
His chief works are, Letter* to a 1) ixt. l-'mi niJatlmi <>f Mortd (luodness, Inquiry Concerning
Virtue, Diciue liietitudi', The L<iw of Truth, and Exxay on Redemption.

BA'LI, an island e. of Java; area, 2300 sq.m.; pop. 760,000. B. is volcanic its

highest mountain, 12,879 1't., having been an active volcano as late as 1843. Agriculture
is the chief employment. The inlmb.tants grow rice, indigo, cotton, fruits, mai/e, and
edible roots, and possess buffaloes and cattle. Fisli is plentiful. Coffee culture is

extending; and in 1873 its export from Boleleng, the trading capital, reached 21,040

cwts., valued at .">s,333. B. is well situated for trade. The Balinese are a superior
race, and speak a language related to Javan. They excel as sculptors, and in working
gold, silver, and iron. Their legion is Brahmanism. Under the Dutch, the eight king-
doms are governed by native rulers. Chinese and a few Europeans are the chief traders.

BALIOL, EDWARD, son of John, makes himself momentarily conspicuous in history
by his daring and successful invasion of Scotland, then under the regency of Randolph,
carl of Moray, in 1332. Accompanied by some English noblemen bent on recovering
their forfeited estates in Scotland, he landed with a few hundred followers at Kinghorn,
in Fil'eshirc; defeated the earl of Fife; pushed boldly into the country; and on Dupplin
moor, in Perthshire, routed with immense slaughter an army upwards of ten times
more numerous than his own. On the 24th of Sept., seven weeks from the date of his

landing, he was crowned king of Scotland at Scone. He had only enjoyed the kingly
dignity for about three months, when he was surprised in his camp at Annan, and nearly
lost his life as well as the crown he had so recently assumed. His subsequent career is

the very reverse of what might have been anticipated from ?o adventurous a beginning,
being marked only by weakness, servility, and misfortune. He died at Doncaster in

1363, and with him ended the house of Ba'liol.

BALIOL, Jonx. Lord of Galloway, and afterwards King of Scotland, was b. in

1259, and on the death of the princess Margaret in 1290, became a competitor for the

crown of Scotland. As the grandson of the eldest daughter of David earl of Hunting-
ton, brother of William the lion, his claim was pronounced superior to that of the other

principal competitor, Robert Bruce, lord of Annandale, son of the second daughter.
The arbiter on the occasion was Edward I. of England, who found this a fit opportunity
for asserting his claim as lord-paramount of Scotland. That claim was acknowledged
by the Scottish estates in submitting the contest to his decision; and. consistently with

this ignominious submission, B., before and after receiving the crown (Nov. 30, 1292),

swore fealty to Edwr.rd as his feudal superior. He was soon made to feel that his

sovereiirntyVas merely nominal, and, abject as he had shown himself, the indignities
which he "experienced" at length roused him to an assertion of his rights as king. In

129.1 ho took upon him. by the advice of his nobles, to conclude an alliance with France,
then at war with England. This act of revolt was followed by speedy chastisement.

Edward invaded Scotland with a large force; defeated the Scottish troops; took B.

prisoner, and compelled him. after performing a humiliating penance, formally to

surrender his crown. July 2d, 1296. B. was confined for three years in the Tower, enjoy-

ing, however, a limited freedom, and something of royal state. At the end of that time

he was permitted to retire to bis patrimonial estates in'Xormandy, where he died iu 1314,

a short time after the battle of Bannockburn. The estimate by his subjects of this

unfortunate and poor-spirited prince was significantly indicated by the surname of

"Toom Tabard." or Empty .'acket.

BALIOL COLLEGE. See BALT.TOL COLLEGE, ante.

BALIS TA, or BAI.I.TS'TA (Gr. baUein, to throw), was one among the larger kinds of

military weapons in use before the invention of gunpowder. The B., the catapuUa, the

scorpion, and the onager, propelled large and heavy missiles, chiefly through the reaction

of a tightly-twisted rope of hemp, llax, catgut, sinew, or hair; or else by a violent move-
ment of levers. The scorpion was a kind of large crowbar: the B. threw stones; the

catapulta threw heavy darts or arrows, and was somewhat smaller than the B. One
man could manage the scorpion, but two or more were needed for the B. or the cata-

pulta. There was a good deal of mechanism necessary to bring about the propulsive
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force The milkers of those machines were very particular in the choice of women's

l i:i i r Lull's neck, and the tendons of the deer, wherewith to fashion the

plastic c<>nl. The OIKUXT was a kind of P>.. which threw a stone by the agency of a

arrows; the e*priiigal or spriuga!, which threw large darts; the ribaudequin, a

kind of cross-bow; 'the war-iffotf, a stone-throwing machine, etc. The arbalest

may lo regarded as a small portable arrow-throwing Balista.

BALIS TES, or FiLE-Fisn, a genus of osseous fishes of the order plfdognathi (q.v.) of

Cuvier; the type of a family. baR*&lat, the species of which are almost all inhabitants of

tropical and subtropical seas, frequenting rocky coasts and coral-reefs. Their colors are

generally brilliant. The body is remarkably compressed. The ossification of the skele-

ton, as in the other plectognathi, is very incomplete, and the external covering of the

body resembles that of the ganoid (q.v.) fishes, consisting, in some of the genera, of large
rhofnboidal scales, disposed in regular rows, and not overlapping; in others, of very
small rough scales, with stiff bristles, as densely crowded as the pile of velvet. But the

most interesting thing in connection with these fishes is the provision for fixing the first

dorsal spine in an erect position, or lowering it at the will of the animal. The spine is

articulated "by ring and bolt to the broad iuterneural osseous plate." "When the spine
is raised, a depression of the back part of its base receives a corresponding projection
from the contiguous base of the second ray, which fixes it like the hammer of a gun-lock
at full cock, and it cannot be let down until the small spine has been depressed, as by
pulling the trigger; it is then received into a groove on the supporting-plate, and offers

no impediment to the progress of the fish through the water. This trigger-like fixing of

the spine takes place also m the dead fish ; and when a B. is removed from the bottle for

examination, it is generally necessary to release the spine by pressing on the small trig-

ger-ray." The spine is roughened with enamel grains, whence the name file-fish. The
flesh of these fishes is generally regarded as unwholesome.

BALISTRA RIA (Ital. Balestriera), one of the names given to those narrow apertures
so often seen in the walls of old castles, and through which the cross-bowmen dis-

charged their arrows. See BALISTA. B. do not seem to have come into use till the 13th

century. The lower terminations of B. are generally circular, sometimes in the form
of a shovel. See LOOPHOLES.

BALIZE, BELIZE, or BRITISH HO>-DURAS, a British colony on the bay of Honduras,
in the Caribbean sea. extending in n. lat. from 16 45' to 18

3

30', and in w. long, from
88' 10' to 89. It forms the s.e. part of the peninsula of Yucatan, which here divides
the Caribbean sea from the gulf of Mexico. Its area is 13,500 sq. miles. In 1870, the pop.
was 24,710 877 white, and 24,333 colored; nearly half of the whole being in the town
of B.

, which stands at the mouth of a river also of the same name. The Balize traverses
the middle of the country for about 200 in., and the Rio Hondo and Siboon form res

pec4ivelv its n.w. and s.e. boundaries. The early British settlers were frequently
attacked by t!ie Spaniards; but since 1798, when they repulsed a fleet and land-force of
2000 men, their occupation has been formally acquiesced in. Since 1862, B. has ranked
as a British colony, and has bad a governor and local magistrates. The country has a
general tropical fertility, but its chief exports are mahogany, sugar, coffee, cotton. India-
rubber, and logwood with other dye-stuffs. B., the capital, is a depot for British goods
for Central America, and has a varying pop. of 8000 to 15,000.

BALIZE (from balue, "a beacon"), a village near the mouth of the Mississippi, inhab-
ited chiefly by pilots. Reporting a vessel "at" the Balize" means that she is at, or has
passed, the mouth of the river.

BALKAN', or H*:MUS, the eastern branch of that mountain-system which compre-ends the ranges of Montenegro, Herzegovina, and the Dinaric Alps. It extends from
the plain of Sophia to cape Emineh, on the Black sea, and forms the southern boundary

the basin of the Danube, and dividing the principality of Bul?aria from Eastern Ron"
s highest summit, Tchat-al-dagh. is 8340 ft, above sea-level- but the jrcneral

height of the range in about 4000 feet. Toward the Black sea, the mountains become
lower and diversified with wooded slopes. They send several offshoots n and s., and

r great strategical importance in the defense by Roumelia. The chief route across
Uiem is that of Trajan's Gate, which connects Constantinople with the w. of Europe.

ttempt by the Turks to regain possession of the Shipkapass was one of the fiercest
:.it8of the war of 1877.

BALKA8H , or TBNOIZ' (Tcnirhi/ or Ten-ruiz). a lake near the eastern borders of Rus-
rnn ( entral Asia, lat. 45 and 47 n.. long. 75 and 79 e. Its length is stated at about
Hn., and its greatest breadth 75 miles. Its principal feeder is the river Hi. It has no

outlet
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BALSH, a district of Afghan Turkestan, the most northerly province of Afghanistan.
It was for some time subject to the Khan of Bokhara. It corresponds to ancient Bac-
tria. aud lies between lat. &V and 3? n., and long. 04 and (!L> e. Il is bounded on the
n. by tlie river Oxus. on the c. by BuduUshan, on the s. by the Ilindu-Kusli. and on the
w. liy ihe desert. Offsets of the Hindu-Rush traverse it in a n.w. directirn, and slope
down to the low steppes of Bokhara. Its length is 2oO m.; its breadth, 120. Its situa-

tion was once important during the overland commerce between India and eastern

Europe before the .sea-route by the cape of Good Hope was followed. The soil has the

general characteristics of a desert land; only a few parts are made fertile by artificial

irrigation; and such arc the vicissitudes of climate, that where grapes and apricots ripen
in summer, and the mulberry-tree permits the cultivation of silk, i:i winter the frost is

intense, and the snow lies deep on the ground. The natives are Usbek Tartars; and their

character seems to depend very much on that of the country. In the barren regions,

they are simply plunderers of caravans; in the more favorable ones, they are peaceful
nomads; and in the most prosperous districts they are tillers of the soil, and artisans in

towns aud villages. Pop. estimated at about 1,000,000.

BALKU, the chief t., 23m. from the Amu, is situated where the Rudi Ilaaj is dis-

tributed in numerous canals. It is surrounded by a mud wall; but though bearing the

imposing title of Amu al Bulud (Mother of Cities), it has little of the grandeur of ancient

Bactra, on the site of which it is built. It was twice destroyed by Genghis Khan and
Timur; and as late as 182.1, it was plundered by the powerful ruler of Kunduz, 3Iir-

Murad-Bei. The neighborhood is famous for its corn and fruits. As a boundary town
lietwccn Afghanistan and Bokhara, B. assumed a prominent position in the British-

Afghan war. Pop., 2000.

BALL. Games with balls were among the most favorite gymnastic exorcises of the

ancients. They were played almost daily by all, young and old; by the 'highest states-

man equally with the lowest of the people.
"

The Greeks pri/.ed the" game as a means of

giving grace and elasticity to the rigure, and erected a statue to one Aristonicus for his

skill in it. The effeminate Ma?ceuas amused himself during a journey by playing B., as
we learn from Horace. In the gymnasia of the Greek, and in the Roman baths there

was a special compartment for Bab-playing (4pfa0rM0rMfmX'wliero certain rules and grada-
tions of the exercise were to be observed according to the state of health of the player.
The balls were of very various kinds; they were generally of leather, and filled with air;

others were stuffed with feathers. Ornamented balls, composed of 13 differently col-

ored segments (such probably as are to be seen in modern toy shops), are mentioned in

Plato's Pkasdon. There was also great variety in th kinds of game, each having a name.
In one, the B. was thrown up. and the players strove who would catch it as it fell;

another was the same as our foot-ball; in a third, a number of persons threw it at one

another, cither with a view to hit, or for the B. to be caught and returned; in a fourth,
the B. was kept rebounding between the earth aud the palm of the player's hand as often

as possible.

Ball-playing
seems to have been of equal antiquit ; in the west of Europe, and to have

come down uninterruptedly to modern times. In the 16th c., it was in great faVor in

the courts of princes, especially in Italy and France. The French jot de paume and the

English ten nt'x (q.v.). are often mentioned. Houses were built forplayingin all weathers:

and ia gardens and elsewhere long allevs were laid out for the purpose, the names 01

which still adhere to many localities. The B. was struck with a mallet It. iiKt^fn, Fr.

until or iiuii'li , Eng. imi'l. The mallet was also called by the compound name pnii-mftil,

jiffl-imU, or pll-in<dl, from It. palla (Lat. piht), a ball. The same names signified also

the game or the alley where it was played: hence the English malls and pall-malls. The
game is thus described in Blount's Glossographia, quoted" in Cunningham's Hand Book of
London:

" Pale maille (Fr.), a game wherein a round bowl is with a mallet struck through a

high arch of iron (standing at either end of an alley), which lie that can do at the fewest

blows, or at the number agreed on, wins. This game was heretofore used in the long
alley, near St. James', and vulgarly called pell-mell."

Towards the end of the 18th c., the game of B. ceased to be played at courts, and at

the same time went out of fashion in the higher circles of continental society, though it

is still practised by the people in Spain and
Italy.

The forms of it called cri-cket (q.v.),

ffolf (q.v.). ffMt-hiil (q.\.),fpes (q.v.), lawn tennis, polo, etc., are more or less practised
throughout Great Britain.

For cultivating graceful motion, agilitv, and strength, as well as promoting general
health of body and cheerfulness of mind, Ball-playing is one of the best gymnastic exer-

cises. Ancient physicians were in the habit of prescribing a course of balls to their

patients where most modern doctors would likely prescribe pills; and in this point at

least the ancient practice might be copied with advantage.
BALL. In the somewhat indefinite language of the military and naval arts, all kinds

of shot and bullets are occasionally called by the collective name of ball. This was
especially the case when nearly all such projectiles were solid and spherical, before th
era of hollow and spheroidal shells. At present, when the varieties are so numerous,
it is more usual to employ the terms BULLET and SHOT (q.v.). These, together'with

U. K. II. 10
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r are subdivided into numerous kinds, the most important of which will be found

noticed under their proper de-d-nations. A particular class of spherical combustibles

is described under BALLS. For BALL-CARTRIDGE, see CARTRIDGE.

BALL (Fr bat) a dancing entertainment. In England there are co. balls,

attended by the gentry of the shire or co. military balls, court balls, subscription

b-lN iR'Mdes balls on various festive occasions. Whether designated balls or assemblies,- R'Mes as on varo . ,

these entertainments are conducted with great decorum, according to certain established

i f of a general kind, it is expected that those who avail themselves of tickets

shall l)o of undoubted respectability; and, as a further voucher of propriety, a number

of ladv-patronesses (married ladies of distinction) take a lead in the management, and

erace the assembly by their presence. Ordinarily, the charge for gentlemen's tickets at

subscription balls is at least two-thirds higher than those for ladies. According to

etiquette no unmarried lady can attend a ball unless she accompany a gentleman, or a

married 'lady. All, of both sexes, are expected to be in full dress anything else would

be held disrespectful. Fancy balls are entertainments at which every person attending

is expected to be in a fancy "or peculiar national costume; in other respects, they are

conducted like ordinary balls. Masked balls, once so common, have now, for obvious

reasons, lost their repute. At all high-class balls, there is an appointed master of the

ceremonies, or "director." who superintends the proceedings, and, in the event of there

being no programme, prescribes the dances.

BALL, GAME OF. See BASE BALL.

BALL, THOMAS, b. Mass. ,
1819. A sculptor. Among his works arc statues and busts

of Washington, Webster, Everett, Choate, etc.

BALLACHTJ LISH, a quoad sacra parish, partly in Argyle, and partly in Inverness

shires. In the Argyleshire part of the parish, ll| m. s.s.w. of Fort William, on the s.

side of Loch Leven, an e. branch of Loch Linnhe, are the celebrated quarries of blue

rooting clay-slate. These quarries, which have been wrought for some time previous to

l?r.n, employ from 200 to 300 men. White and gray marble quarries exists also in the

neighborhood.
The slate is exposed on the mountain-side, and the quarries, commencing on the

shore, extend southwards along the side of the mountain. The face of the rock is laid

open by three workings fronting the w., and rising one above another in successive step
like terraces, all of them being entered from the n. end of the bed. The height from
the lowest terrace to the top of the workings is about 216 ft., and the race of rock

wrought about 586 feet. The situation of the quarries permits the water and debris of

broken and waste slate, which amounts to about six times the quantity of salable

materials raised, to be at once got rid of into the sea. A few ve:us airo. the annual prod-
Amounted to from 5,000,000 to 7,000,000 of roofing-slates, weighing about 10,000

tons. The village of B. contained in 1871, 944 inhabitants.

BALLAD. The name is of Italian origin (ballate), and meant originally a dance-song.
being derived from the mid. LaL battare or bnlaiv, corresponding to the'Gr. bftUizein, to

.dance. The B. is a kind of poem which it is -very difficult ^o characterize. In the
course of centuries it has undergone various transformations, and the name has been
transferred to pieces which in extent, subject, and character have no longer anything in

common with the primitive ballad. The confusion of ideas was rendered s' ill worse
from the circumstance that poems of exactly the same nature were styled sometimes
romances, sometimes ballads, sometimes epic or lyrico-epic, or poetic narratives; so that

M left to the caprice of the poet which of these generic names he would give io his

pro(luction. As early as the 12th c. the Italians gave the title of B. to short, purely
lyrical pieces, allied to the sonnet or still more to the madrigal, and which ire r. orally had
love-sorrows for their subject. Dante has such ballate. Akin to these are those French
ballads which Moliere set himself against, and which fell into disuse. The earliest bal-

lads, as the word is now understood, are those of England and of Scotland, beginning
about the 14th century. They in so far resemble the Spanish romances, that the subject in
both is narrative, and handled lyrically. See LYRIC. The Spanish romance, however.
has more of the lyrical element, and is of a gayer east, reflecting Ihe southern character
of the people; while the northern B. took a more earnest, somber shape, especially
among the Danes; though in the n. also there are ballads of a cheerful and sportive
tone.

As far as sublcct is concerned, the B. is a species of minor epic (q.v.). The name is

generally applied to a versified narrative, in a simple, popular, and often rude style, of
some valorous exploit, or somo tragic or touching story. Ballads are adapted to be sung

impanied by an Instrument They are comparatively short, the story being cir-

ibed. and not embracing ft combination of events, as "the plan of the grand epic
Then- r::n be little doubt that the R has been the first form of poetry among all

nations; and that th< -.if-s or heroic poems of the hiirlu-r kind, such ns the
iicCerman NibelUBgftn, grew OUl of such simple beirimiim-s. Of the
Hand, or more correctly the border-land of Scotland and England, is

allowed to have produced the best examples as Chevy Chase, Fair Hd, n of Kirkeonnel
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Lee, and many others. As a B. of modern composition may be instanced Goldsmith's
Edirin aiiii Angttout.

Many of the old popular songs of the Germanic nations are just narratives of epic
events and incidents in which the feelings of the composer manifest themselves. But
the name of B. was not then in use, and such poetical narratives were called simply

. or more specifically perhaps lays (Ger. kick). It was not till the last half of the

18th c. that the foreign name was transferred to them.
The B. has, in recent times, been cultivated chiefly by the Germans, and in their

hands it has assumed a more artificial development. B'iirger may be said to be the cre-

ator of the modern ballad. He was intimately acquainted with the more simple Scotch

and English B. poetry; but while adhering to its spirit, he gave to his own compositions
a far wider extent, surrounded his narration with descriptions of scenery and other

decorations, and by means of dialogue imparted to them the vivacity of the drama. His

Leonora has become at once classical and popular. Burger, Schiller, Gothe, and Uhland
are the greatest German names in this department of eompositiou. Following the practice
of these writers, it has become common to confine the name B. to an epic narrative with

something fabulous and supernatural in the background. In this sense, Gothe's Ei-lk<">ni(i

is a ballad; and Coleridge's Ancient Mariner is perhaps the best exemplification in

English.

BALLANCFIE, PIERKE SIMON, 1776-1847; a French theocratic philosopher, author
of Du sentiment consider?- ditn* la ?it>'r<tt>rrc ct duny h-s Art*, Antigone (fl, prose poem),
Ex*<n' tar l-t-s Inxtituti'ni* S<;:n las dans leu r Rapport arcc h-x Idi'cs noun-fan, Lc Vi< HUird
etle Jrnii,' HHIIDIK , L' Ifi'iniiK- sun* X<nn (a novel), PaJ#*gfa6tU Sociale, Vision iVH-'ml,

etc. The P<t j

iijt'n <*<<', which he did not finish, was to be an exposition of the workings
of God in history, and is considered his greatest work. B. became a member of the

academy, and is"represented as a warm-hearted, amiable man, whose intellect was over-

shadowed by his imagination.

BALLARAT, the oldest of the considerable gold-fields of Victoria, and in fact the old-

est but one of all th gold-fields of the colony. It is about 65 m. w. by n. of Melbourne.
It was first worked in Sept.. 1S.M. the. comparatively unimportant ground at Anderson's
creek, which dated from Aug. of the same year, having been the earliest result of the "

pros-

pect ing" which, a few months previously, had been stimulated by the newly discovered
"
diggings" of New South Wales. Though B. was speedily rivaled by Mount Alexan-

der and Beudigo, yet it has by no means lost its original pre-eminence. As its surface-

digging became exhausted, mines were formed some of them now as deep as average
Enjish coal-pits. In 1876 there were in B. (also spelt BaUaaraf) 142 steam-engines, of
46(>2 horse-power, working the alluvial mines, and 159, of 3866 horse-power, used in

quart/, mining, n. IIV.--/ was raised to the dignity of a city in 1870, and has a pop. of

nearly 50,000. It is connected by railway with Melbourne.

BALLAKD. a co. in w. Kentucky, on the Mississippi and Ohio rivers; 500 sq.m. ;

pop. '70, 12,576 1471 colored. Productions tobacco, wheat, corn, and oats. Co. seat,
Blamlville.

BALLAST is a heavy substance employed to give a ship sufficient hold of the water,
to insure her safe sailing with spread canvas, when her cargo and equipment are too light.
The amount of B. required by a ship depends not only on her size and cargo, but also on
her build; some forms of construction requiring more B. than others. It is not merely
the quantity of B. which a skillful mariner has to consider; he is required also to take
into account its distribution. If a heavy mass of B. be deposited within a small compass
near tiie keel, it places the center of gravity very low down; the ship will sail sluggishly,
and is said to be "stiff." If, on the other hand, the B. be massed too high up, the ship
becomes "crank," and cannot carry much sail without- danger of being upset. Under
average circumstances it is considered that a ship is well ballasted when the water comes
up to about the extreme breadth amid-ships.

In ballasting a ship, the cargo and B. are considered together, the quantity and dis-
tribution of the latter being made dependent on the former. In a ship of war, the B. is

made subservient to the requirements of the necessary stores and war material: in a mer-
chant or passenger vessel, to the convenience of the passengers and the careful stowage
of the cargo. Dunn:: the last great European war. the ships of the British navy were
supplied witii a certain conventional weight of B.. according to si/.e and armament.
Thus, a 100-gim ship had 550 tons of B.: an 80-gun, 440 tons; a 50-gun, 235 tons; a 3G-

gnn. 225 tons; a '..Mi-gun. 110 tons, etc. The recent revolution in the sizes and shape of

war-ships, however, and the introduction of steam-propulsion, have rendered all such
fixity of ratio inapplicable.

The substances used as B. are various chiefly iron, stone, gravel, sand, mud, and
water. Iron is now superseding the next three varieties in ships of any importance: and
water-lwliast is gradually being introduced in the collier-ships of the Tyne. "\Ycar. and

Water-ballast is employed in four different ways, liari-iratcr IV 'is contained in

water-proof batrs laid on the floor of the vessel, and tilled or emptied by means of a pump
and a hose. Ji/>ttii'ii-tr,it, / IV i- confined beneath a false bottom in the vessel. Hld-irnttT
B., first employed in screw-steamer colliers constructed by Mr. Scott Russell, is con-
tained in a large receptacle, which may be filled with the cargo when the ship is not in B.
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Tttnk-init'rK is contained in two fore-and-aft tanks, -which can easily be filled and

emptied. Tin- customs' laws relieve merchant-ships from certain formalities and pay-

ments when leaving a port in ballast.

The term B.'is employed by civil engineers to signify
the sand or gravelly material

which is laid as a packing between railway-sleepers, in order to give them solidity. No
FivlNIi railwav is considered to be complete or safe for transit until it is dressed and

finished bv ballasting. The possibility of procuring B. at a cheap rate, considerably

affects the" cost of railway undertakings.

BALLAST HEAVING has reference to the use of sand or mud ballast. In order to

t captains from rilling up, or otherwise injuring the entrance to rivers, ports,

B i-i .a.l -leads, etc., by the discharge of ballast, certain regulations have been made at

m.-t maritime places as to its disposal. The Trinity House corporation has a peculiar

jurisdiction over the bed of the Thames, and regulates all the proceedings touching the

reception and discharge of ballast, Before the use of water-ballast, the collier captains

ballasted their empty ships with grfcvel or sand, mostly dredged up from the bed of th

Thames in and near Woolwich Reach. Generally about 10.000 tons per annum were

thus used. The ballast-heavers were men employed by the Trinity House ballast-office in

transferring sand from the bed of the Thames to the empty ships. When the collier

vessels returned to the Tyne or its neighborhood, they were not permitted to empty the

sand in the river, but were under penalties to discharge it on shore. This is the origin

of the vast mounds or sand-hills on the banks of the Tyne, which have been made very-

useful in the construct ion of railways. Ships coming into, as well as those leaving the

Thames in ballast are equally subject to Trinity House control. The ballast-office

corporation of Dublin has similar powers in reference to the river Liffey.

BALLATEE, a village of Alwrdeenshire, Scotland, on the banks of the Dee. 36 m.
w.s.w. of Aberdeen, ft is remarkable as the resort of numerous visitors, on account of

its chalybeate springs. Pop. '71, 691.

BAL LENT ISLANDS, a group of 5 small volcanic islands discovered in the Antarctic

ocean, 1839. Lat 6(J 44' s., long. 163 11' east.

BALLET (of similar derivation with the word ball see BALLAD), a species of dance

usually forming an interlude in theatrical performances, but confined principally to

operas. Properly, a B. is a theatrical exhibition of the art of dancing in its highest per-

fection, and must therefore, in general, comply with the rules of the drama as to its

composition and form. The pantomimic sacrificial dances of antiquity, although they
may be regarded as the source of Attic tragedy, are not to be considered as directly the

origin of the ballet. The B., as known to us, undoubtedly originated in the service of

the courts. We find it existing in Italy in the beginning of the 16th c., especially at the

court of Turin, where it was enriched by the inventive genius of count Aglio; and where
the princes and

princesses
of the court themselves took part in it, in song and declama-

tion as well as in dance; for the B. at first appeared in combination with the other
theatrical arts, and completed the chaotic medley exhibited in these spectacles, which were
at once mythological, allegorical, fantastic, warlike, and pastoral. From these mingled
elements the individual species of dramatic entertainments were gradually evolved in
th ir distinct forms. Baltagerini, director of music to Catharine de' Medici, was the first

to introduce the B. into France, where it soon became such a favorite, that Louis XIII.
danced in one of these ballets, and his example was followed by Louis XIV. in his youth.
The latter made his last appearance on the stage in 1699, in the B. of Fiora. Hitherto.
the B. had always appeared in combination with the characteristic features of the opera,
and even of comedy, as is evident from the works of Quinault and Moliere, arranged by
Lully. Th! art of dancing possessed then little dramatic expression, and still required
to be introduced and explained by singing and recitation. In 1697, Antoine Houbart de
la Motte undertook to reform the B., to which he imparted both dramatic action and thu

exprcs.-ion of passionate feeling. About this time, women first made their appearance
in the B., as well as in plays and operas, which had till then been performed exclusively
by men. Then- is no mention of any female B.-dancer of note l>eforc 1790. About the
middle of the 18th c., Noverre separated the B. from the opera, gave it an independent
dramatic form, and laid the foundation in his writings of an imrenious theory on the

subject. The mythological B., a relic of the magnificence of Versailles, came to an end

iiis|c :id ,,f triving it the first place as formerly; and thus he gave to his ballets the char-
acter of irreat rhythmical pantomimes. These splendid and talented performances were

i kept up in the theater of Milan, where the most lifelike and magnificent tableaux
were exhibited in pantomime; and subjects were attempted far beyond the limits of the
ball.t. The story of ll,nn!,-t was turned into a B.,and the subjects of several other

similarly treated. In general, the B. has now become unfaithful to its

original design and its true artistic Signification; and exhausts itself in the exhibition of
mere (eats of bodily agility, ta-lc less displays of artificial dexterity, distortions of the

'dislocation, and balancings of the figure in attitudes often indelicate.
Consisting as it does more of external show than internal meaning, it contributes gradu-
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ally to blunt the public taste for the enjoyment of the legitimate drama, which speaks
more to the mind than to the eye.

BALL-FLOWER, so named from its resembling a ball placed in a circular flower; an
ornament peculiar to the decorated .style of Gothic architecture which prevailed in the

14th century. The B.-F. is supposed by some to be an imitation of a pomegranate, by
others of a hawk's bell.

BALLINA
,
a seaport t. on the confines of Mayo and Sligo counties, Ireland, but chiefly

in Sligo, on the Moy, 7 in. s. of its entrance into Killata bay. The Moy runs through the

town, is crossed by two bridges, and separates the two counties. B. proper is ou the

Mayo side, the Sligo portion being a suburb called Ardnaree. The tide runs up to the

town, but the river is only navigable from the sea up to a mile and a half below B.
B. has a brisk trade in agricultural produce, salmon, and cured provisions. Coarse linens

and snulf are manufactured here. Many anglers resort to the river Moy and lough
Conn. Killala bay was the rendezvous of the French invaders in 1798. They landed
and took B., but were, three weeks afterwards, defeated at Killala. Pop. '71, 5843.

BALLINASLOE
,
a small inland t. on the borders of Galway and Roscommon counties,

near the center of Ireland, on both sides of the river Suck which divides the two coun-
ties s m. from its continence with the Shannon, and 81 m. w. of Dublin. The Suck at

B. is divided into several channels, over which the road from Athlone to Galway is car-

ried by a succession of bridges and causeways 500 yards long. B. is noted for its great
annual fair in Oct., one of'the largest in the kingdom. It is the seat of a poor-law
union, and the station of the Galway militia staff. Pop. '71, 5052.

BALLINROBE
,
a small t. of Ireland, co. Mayo, picturesquely seated on the Robe,

about 3 m. from its mouth in iough Mask, and "about 16 m. s.s.e. of Castle Bar. B. is

a seat of petty and general sessions, and has a union workhouse and a barrack. It has
a weekly market and two annual fairs. Pop. '71. 2408.

BALLI OL COLLEGE, Oxford., was founded between 1263 and 12G8 by John de Balliol,
father of John Balliol, king of Scotland. The original foundation consisted of 16 poor
scholars, and the revenue for their maintenance amounted for many years to only Sd.

per week for each. In 1340, the establishment was enriched by benefactions from Sir
William Fenton and ar Philip Somervyle, the latter of whom* gave the college a new
body of staMites. Its most important subsequent benefactors were Bell, bishop of Wor-
cester, in 1566; William Hammond. Esq., in 1575; Peter Blundell's executors in 1615
and 1676: Lady Periam. 1620; Warner, bishop of Rochester, 1667; John Snell, esq.,
lf'>77; and Mrs. Williams. 1830. The society consists of a master, 13 fellows, and 24
scholars. The number of members on the books in 1877 was 600. The master and fel-

lows enjoy the privilege of electing their own visitor. John Wycliffe was master of
this college in 1361; among its scholars have beeii John Evelyn, and Bradley the astron-

omer. The Snell exhibitions for students of Glasgow university attract annually to this

college a few distinguished Scottish students. Among these have been sir William Ham-
ilton, J. G. Lockhart, and Dr. Tail, archbishop of Canterbury.

BALLIS TA. See BALTSTA.

BALLISTIC PENDULUM. An instrument so named was invented by Robins, in the
latter part of last century, to ascertain the velocity of projectiles, and to prove the quality
of gunpowder. It consists of a large block of wood suspended from a strong horizon-
tal axis: and it is so solidly constructed as to bear the heaviest blow of the heaviest shot
without injury. An excavated center on one side of the block is tilled with sand, packed
in leather upon an iron frame; four bags form a filling or core. The core, forming the

place of impact, is easily replaced after each firing. Straps of wrought iron suspend
the block from the wrought-iron axis or shaft. The shafi-euds have knife-edges, which
rest on V. supports. The construction is such, that a violent percussion makes only a

very slight oscillatory movement in the block. A brass graduated limb measures the
arc of vibration; and a brass slide is pushed forward by an index attached to a bar con-
nected with the suspension straps. Another form of instrument for similar purposes
is described under EPKOUVETTE; and some of the results of these experiments are
noticed under GUXXERY. Sec WAR-SERVICES.

BAL LIUM. See BAILEY.

BALLOON (Fr. ImUnn, a large ball). According to the principle of Archimedes (q v.),
Ixidies immersed in a fluid are buoyed upwards with a force equivalent to the weight of
the fluid displaced by them. If their own weight is not sufficient to counterbalance this

force that is. if they are lighter than the fluid they rise upwards with a force equal to

the difference of the weight of the displaced fluid and of their own weight. A B.,

therefore, which consists of an integument inclosing a gas within it, will rise in air in

the same way that a cork rises in water, provided that the weight of the whole be less

than that of an equal volume of air. If one, for instance, occupy as much space as 1000
Ibs. of air. but weigh itself covering, gas. and appendages 600* Ibs., it will be impelled
upwards with a force of 400 Ibs. The gases employed for filling balloons are either

hydrogen or ordinary coal-gas. The former, when pure, is between 14 and 15 times

lighter than atmospheric air," and the hitter generally about two and a half.
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The B., as it is at present employed, is a large pear-shaped bag, made of any pliable

silk cloth covered with a varnish, made by dissolving caoutchouc m oil of turpentine,

to render 'it air-ti^ht. The common size of this bag varies from 20 to 30 ft. in equatorial

diameter with a "proportionate height. The mouth or neck of this bag is just large

cnoii"-h to enable a man to get inside to make any necessary repairs, and is, of course,

turned downwards when the B. is inilated. A net-work of hempen or cotton twine is

accurately fitted to the B., and the separate cords, on which it ends, are tied to a circular

hoop placed a few feet below the neck. The car, generally a large wicker-basket, is sus-

pended by ropes from tliis hoop, and hangs at a considerable distance below, so that the

,aut may be removed from the vicinity of the gas. The net-work serves to dis-

tribute the weight of the car and its charge equally over the whole upper surface of the

balloon. One of the most important requisites in the construction is the valve, which is

introduced into the top of the balloon. It consists of a wooden clapper, 4 or 5 in.

square, opening inwards, and kept closed by a sufficient spring. A rope attached to this

valve descends through the neck into the car, where, to prevent accidental opening, it is

allowed to dangle freely. The furniture of the car are the ballast or sand-bags, by

emptying which the B. maybe lightened; the barometer, or corresponding apparatus for

telling the height ascended, or the upward or downward course of the B.
; the map and

compass, for showing the direction of the voyage; and the grappling-iron, tied to the end
of a long rope, for anchoring the B. at the descent. During his flight, the aeronaut has at

his disposal the means of guiding his air ship only in an upward or downward direction,

the motion of translation being wholly dependent on the wind by which it is borne. If

he wishes to ascend, he throws some of the ballast over the side of the car; and if to

desqeud, he pulls the valve-rope, so that, the gas rushing by virtue of its specific light-
ness through the passage made for it by the open valve, the buoyant material may In 1

lessened. It is evident that the power of thus directing his machine becomes more
limited with each exercise of it, for in each case there is an unrepaired loss of the

means necessary to it. All attempts at guiding balloons in a horizontal direction

have hitherto proved failures. In ordinary flights, the mouth of the B. is left open,
so that there is no danger of explosion arising from the expansion of the gas in the rarer

regions of the atmosphere. The diffusion that takes place through the open neck is

inconsiderable during the few hours lhat an aerial voyage lasts. Early aeronauts, who
kept, tlieir balloons closed, frequently ran considerable risk by inattention to the valve
when the imprisoned gas demanded vent for its expansion.

The art of traversing the air by means of balloons, generally called aeronautics, and
sometimes aerostation, is of comparatively recent date. The germ of the invention of
balloons is to be found in the discovery by Cavendish, in 1766, of the remarkable light-
ness of hydrogen gas, then called inflammable air. Prof. Black, of Edinburgh, seems to
have been the first who conceived the idea that a light envelope, containing this gas,
would rise of itself. He requested Dr. Monro, the professor of anatomy, to give him
some thin animal membrane for the experiment, but for some reason or other, it was
never made. The first practical attempts were made by Cavallo, who, in 1772, rilled
swine's bladders and paper-bags with the gas, but found the former too heavj', and the
latter too porous; and he only succeeded m raising soap-bubbles inflated with the <ras.

The invention of the B. is due to the two brothers Stephen and Joseph Montgolfier,
paper-makers at Annonay, in France, whose names are as distinguished in the develop-
ment of their own branch of manufacture as in the history of aeronautics. It immedi-
ately struck these brothers, on reading Cavendish's Different Kinds of Air, that the air
could be rendered navigable by inclosing a light gas -within a covering of inconsiderable
weight Led by their avocation, they fixed upon paper as the most fitting material for
the purpose, and first attempted to make balloons of paper filled with inflammable air.

Finding that these emptied themselves almost as soon as they were filled, instead of
abandoning the paper as an unsuitable covering for the gas, they sought after another
gas more suited to the paper. By a chain of false reasoning which need not here be
detailed, they thought they found such in the gas which resulted from the combustion
)f nightly moistened straw ami wool, which had, as they imagined, an upward tendency,
not

only
from its being heated, but from its electrical properties, which caused it to be

repelled from the ground. It is hardly necessary to say that this so-called Montirolfier
gas possessed no advantages for raising balloons other than that possessed by heated air
f any kind; in fact, the abundant smoke with which it was mixed, by adding to its

weight, rather detracted from its merit.. At Avignon, in Nov., 1782, Stephen Montgol
flcr first suc<ve, led in causing a silk parallelopiped. of about 50 cubic ft., to rise to' the

I a room. Encouraged by this success, the brothers made experiments on a larger
tale at Annoaay with an equally happy result; and finally, in June, 1783, in the pivs-

i <> t \ivaraix and of an immense multitude, they raised a B 35ft in
diameter, to u height of 1500 feet. This hist, nearly spherical in shape, was made of

;H,,th. covered witi paper, and was healed b v an iron choffer placed beneath it, in
Which IM II),. of UK >ist straw and wool were burned.

The new* ot this extraordinary experiment BOOB reached Paris, where it produced a
lively impression A commission was appointed by the acade.-y of sciences to

t upon it. Public curiosity, however, could not await the tardy decision of this
ouy, and accordingly u subscription was entered into to defray the expense of repeating
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the Annonay experiment. Such was the excitement that the subscription was filled in

a few clays, and the construction of the B. was intrusted to the brothers Robert, famous

philosophical instrument-makers of the day, and to prof. Charles, a young but experi-
enced physicist. As the detailed account of the Annonay ascent had not reached Paris,

and as nothing was therefore known of the Montgoltier gas, Charles fixed upon hydrogen
as the gas most likely to insure success. It was, however, a formidable undertaking to

produce it in sufficient abundance for a B., as it was at that time only dealt with in

small quantities in the lecture-room. By ingenuity and perseverance combined, he

triumphed over this difficulty, and succeeded in filling, in the course of four days, a silk

globe of 12 ft. in diameter. This B. was transferred to the Champs cle Mars, the largest

open space in Paris, where, on the 27th of Aug., 1783, it ascended in the presence of

300,000 spectators, half the population of the city. At the instance of the commission

already referred to, Stephen Montgolfier constructed a fire-B., 72 ft. high, and 41 ft. in

diameter. It ascended before the commission on the 12th of Sept., 1783, but being held

captive, it was much injured by a violent wind which blew at the time, and after it

descended it was finally broken up by heavy rains. Another was made of nearly the

same dimensions, which ascended on the 19th of the same month at Versailles, the king
and royal family

"
assisting" at the spectacle. This ascent is worthy of note, from the

fact that a sheep, a cock, and a duck were placed in an ozier-basket attached to the

lower part of the B., and that these first aerial voyagers reached the ground again in

safety.
The B. was now a fait accompli, and it began to be seriously discussed whether it

might not be serviceable as an air-ship for bearing men aloft as passengers. The solu-

tion of this question was first given by Pilatre des Hosiers. In a Moutgolfierc, as the
heated air-B. was called, 74 ft. high, and 48 ft. in diameter, supporting at its base a gal-

lery of wicker-work, he, in company with the marquis d'Arlandes, made the first aerial

voyage, 21st Nov., 1783. They remained in the air 25 minutes, and sailed across the

SeimTand over a considerable part of Paris. The year 1783, so fertile in the annals of
aerostation, was destined not to pass away without witnessing an additional, and even
more satisfactory, triumph. On the 1st of Dec., prof. Charles, along with Robert, rose
from the Tuileries gardens with a hydrogen B. then called a Charliere made from the

proceeds of a public subscription. This B. was made of alternately red and yellow gores
of silk sewed together, and coated with caoutchouc varnish. It was covered with a net
which supported the car, and was furnished with a valve, a barometer, and sand-ballast,
and was, in fact, a complete aerial machine. It may be said that the art of aerostation

at once attained perfection in Charles's B.
,
and no essential change or improvement has

taken place since. In consequence of the danger attending the use of fire-balloons, and
the engrossing attention which they demand of the aeronaut, they have now entirely

given way to the hydrogen or coal-gas balloons. Before they became obsolete, several

remarkable voyages were made in them. The same Pilatre des Rosiers made 30 leagues
in one of them, the longest voyage ever executed in a Montgolfiere. Among the names
of the first professional aeronauts, those of Lunardi, Blanchard, and Garnerin deserve

special note. Lunardi was the first who made the ascent in Great Britain ; and Blanchard,
along with the American Dr. Jeffries, crossed the English channel from Dover to Calais
in circumstances of almost unparalleled danger, Jan. 7, ITS"). Garnerin first descended
from a B. by a parachute (q.v.), Oct. 22, 1797. It is much to be regretted that the first

aeronaut, Pilatre des Rosiers, fell a victim to a blind devotion to his art. In order to

outvie Blauchard, he constructed a compound machine, consisting of a hydrogen B.
above and a Montgolfiere below, and started from Boulogne, accompanied by a young
natural philosopher named Romain, on the morning of the 5th of June, 1785. lie had
not ascended many minutes, when, as it afterwards appeared, on attempting to open the
valve of the hydrogen B. by the rope attached to it, he caused a rent of several yards in

it, so that it emptied itself almost immediately, and fell on the Montgolfiere beneath.
The fire in the latter not being kindled, the whole machine fell with a frightful rapidity
to the earth, and the ill-fated aeronauts perished on the spot whence they had risen. It
is worthy of remark, that though several melancholy incidents of this kind are 011 record,
the number of casualties in the navigation of the air has been less in proportion than in
the navigation of the sea. For 1500 aeronauts and 10,000 ascents, calculating approxi-
mately, only 15 lives have been lost, certainly a small proportion considering dangers
and inexperience.

In 1794, during the wars of the revolution, an aerostatic institution was formed at

Meudon, near Paris, for training a corps of "
aCrostiers," in order to observe the enemy

by means of balloons. A balloon under the management of this corps was present at
the battle of Fleurus, near Charleroi, fought against the Austriaus. During the siege of
Pans, 1870-71, the B. was extensively employed. Countless letters and several persons
left the beleaguered city in balloons. There was, of course, no attempt made to come
back in such a conveyance: carrier-pigeons were the return messengers.

Balloons have been enlisted in behalf of science. The first ascent for scientifi*

objects was made at Hamburg. July 18. 1803, by Robertson and Lhoost. The results

obtained, more particularly regarding the diminution of terrestrial magnetism, and
the general feebleness of electrical and calvanic phenomena in the rarer portions of
the atmosphere, were considered of such importance by the French institute, that



another asceut was determined on ; MM. Biot and Gay-Lussac were appointed to take

the management of the B. and of the physical experiments; and they started, accord-

inirlv on'the 20th Aug., l<-4. As this aerial expedition was not altogether successful,

a second was undertaken by Gav Lussac alone, in the same year, in which he rose to a

hei"ht of >:;, IMHI 1'eet. The observations of the French savants did not confirm those

made by Robertson, for after a series of experiments, as careful as their novel situation

would admit, they found that no diminution was perceptible in the intensity of electri-

cal phenomena in the upper air. Since then, many scientific aerial voyages have been

undertaken, ainoiiir which nm' be mentioned that by Humboldt in America; those made

by Mr \in>\\, in company with Mr. Green as steersman, on behalf of the British associa-

tion, during 1847-49; and that by MM. Barral and Bixio (1850) at Paris. Recently,

tfcft most remarkable ascents have been made by Mr. Glaisher for meteorological

observation. On one occasion he ascended to a height of 7 in., the barometer standing
at 7 inches. The B. contained l)o.()(>0 cubic, ft. of gas, and carried 600 Ibs. The

hygrometric and thermometric laws of ihe air may yet be ascertained by B. ascents, as

well as the nature of aCrial currents, at present so imperfectly understood. The intro-

duction of coal-gas, instead of hydrogen, by Mr. Green, is Ihe most important advance

in aerostation since the earliest days of the art. His large coal-gas B., in 1836, bore

MC-M--. Green, Holland, and Mason from London to Weilbnrg, in Nassau, distant 500

m., in 18 hours. Mention should also be made of the rpindle-shaped navigable balloons

of MM. Girard and De Lome.
In the United States, aerostation has been prosecuted

with great zeal. Mr. J. Wise
has more than once exploded hisB., when high up in the air, to show what he con-

siders to be always the case, that the fragments with the net-work form in such circum-

stances a parachute, which moderates the rapidity of descent, and shields the aeronaut

from danger. During 1859, the longest flight on record was made by Mr. J. Wise, Mr.
La Mountain, and others, who, starting from St. Louis with the intention of reaching
New York, succeeded in following the course they had mapped out for themselves
until they had crossed lake Erie; when they were caught in an adverse current of air,

and forced to abandon their original design, after having traveled 1150 m. in less than
20 hours. In Sept., 1859, Mr. La Mountain made a trip of 800 m. in 4 hours. Mr.

Lowe, another American aeronaut, constructed an immense B., which he called an
aCrial ship, the greatest circumference of which was 387 ft., with a capacity to hold
700.000 cubic ft. of gas, and a lifting-power of 22-^ tons, and furnished with many new
appliances for elevating, depressing, and directing the machine. See Voy(t<;i* A&rien*

(Eng. edit. byT. Glaisher, 1871); LenIfaUom dirigeables, Tissandier (1872); "Aeronautics"
in Lucy. Brit.; and Quart. Ren., July, 1875.

BALLOT (in French, ballotte) is a little ball used in the practice of secret voting,
which is thence generally called

"
voting by B. ," whether it be a ball or a ticket that is

used. Votes may be taken by B. in various ways e.g., the voter may deposit a ball

in either of two boxes, so conjoined that no one shall be able to say into which he drops
it; or he may be presented with two balls a white and a black and so drop one of
them into a IK>X that it shall be unknown which he used. Tickets marked "

Yes,
'

"No," or with the names of candidates, will clearly serve the purpose of balls in private
voting. The dicasts in Greece voted secretly by means of balls, stones, or shells, with
marks. From this use of marked shells (Gr. w/m/v>) in popular voting came the
Greek mtwriim,, or secret vote of the people, by which they drove into exile those who
lifcame obnoxious to them. Tabula.1 or tickets were chiefly used by the Romans. If
the vote concerned a change in the law, the tickets were marked V. K., the initial let-

ters of the words " Uti Rogas," expressing consent to the proposer's pioposition; and
A. for

"
Antiquo," expressing adherence to the old law. If the vote concerned the

election Of candidates to a public ollire, then the tickets bore the names of the candi-
dates.

_

The system of secret voting in Home was fixed by various laws, of which 1h
Gabiniana Lex most closely resembles the modern project of vote by ballot.

The system of vote by B. is much in use among moderns in private or social clubs,
and in the election of officers and other acts of public or joint-stock companies. The
propriety of employing it in private clubs has never been questioned, for to the harmony
of these it is essential that the votes of a few should suffice to exclude an obnoxious per
son; and looking to the personal and invidious nature of the vote, it is equally essential
to their harmony that the voting should be secret. A candidate for admission, who suc-
ceeds in the face of a few, though not a sufficient number of voters, could not but regard
those who voted against him as enemies. Hut. if the voting be by B.. all he can know,
if the voter- keep iheir own counsel, is that some persons are unfriendly. It is thus left

open for liim to associate on friendly terms with all the members a 'condition of the
-'I..-- and continuance of such MftociatUnMi But whether Ihe system was suited to
political and municipal voting, used to IK: in this country the subject of keen debate, at
n time when it was in use in France, in several of the United States, and in the Australian
coloni. -
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of Greece, on the other side, to the effect that they exercised the right most beneficially.
But if we have in Mr. Grote an advocate of tlie'B., in Gibbon we have an opponent of

it. In his DtcUiw and Full of tlte Roman Empire, that philosopher dates the decline of the

republic from the introduction of secret voting, which, he says, destroyed public confi-

dence in effect, broke up the a.icient relations of patron and client, and caused a gen-
eral demoralization of the people. To come to modern times, we find the B. in use in

the Venetian senate; and that in Britain it was first demanded, not for the purpose of

elections, but of votes in parliament. In Scotland, during the revulsions against the

court in the reign of Charles II.. the system was actually adopted in the legislature: but

it does not appear to have afforded voters in all eases the desired protection. No one
would now dream of demanding its introduction in parliament, whose proceedings,
according to popular opinion, cannot be too open and above-board. On this point it

may be mentioned that secret voting was the rule, for over rive years (from 1S-10 to 1845),

in the chamlxjr of deputies in Prance, when it was abolished, as being productive of

abuse. This, however, as we have said, bears on a use of the system that has now no
advocate-. Two illustrations remain of its use in elections. In the colonies of Melbourne
and Sydney, the B. is said to have worked well, though it has been doubted whether its

efficacy has been properly tested iu these countries, in which there is so much individual

independence, peculiar to new countries, that those who vote care little for concealment.
In the United States, on the other hand, it is said to be the general opinion that the sys-
tem has proved inefficacious. In the state of New York, where the B. was adopted sev-

eral years ago. there is now a party demanding open voting, as a cure for the evils

introduced by the secret system. They say it has among the Americans opposed no
effectual obstacle to coercion and intimidation from the majority, while those to whom
the arrangements for secrecy are intrusted, flagrantly betray their trust, and the voters

on either side are, as a rule,' well known to the public.
The advocates of the B. used to maintain that it would prevent bribery, intimidation,

and undue influence. They regarded its reputed failure in America as being beside the

question as to its suitability for this country, because in America what the voter has to

contend against is the pressure of the many, while with us he seeks to resist coercion by
individuals. The tenants, for instance, they said, want security, through concealment,

against the loss of their farms, should they vote against the wishes of their landlord.

They believed it would prevent bribery, through the uncertainty that the bribed party
would vote as he promised. And as a candidate would not give bribes, because he could
not trust that he would get value for his money, so intimidation would not be attempted
in the absence of any security that it would be of effect. To this it was answered, on
the other side, that the case of America was in point, inasmuch as intimidation might.
arise here, as there, from a majority, and that the case of a shopkeeper and his patrons
was tha' of many against one all over the world. If the B. failed to protect the unit

ngainst the crowd in one country, how could it succeed in another? As to the undue
influence of individuals over many as of a landlord over his tenants it could only bo

prevented providing the many, in all their public acts, contradict their secret votes. If
the many acted publicly as if they agreed with the few, and privately voted against them,
we should have had a state of things in which the professed public opinion would have
been in antagonism with the public policy, supported by private votes a stateof things
justly regarded as being impossible to be produced. The influence of individuals, then,
must remain i.e., the secret voting would be of no use, since, short of lifelong hypoc-
risy, it must fail to be a protection. As to bribery, the opponents of the B. thought
better of human nature than those who would purify it by machinery. "Honor among
thieves." they said: "he

wjip takes a bribe, either has no principle left in him for
which to vote contrary to his promise, or will be guided by his deceased sense of
honor." On the other view, they put it, you secure the vote of a rogue, through his

playing the knave doubly, by the public in taking the bribe, and by the briber in

not fulfilling his pledge. That men will be inclined to give and take bribes as formerly,
despite the somewhat diminished security, they appeared not to doubt.

An element in the controversy was the question whether the franchise Was to be

regarded as a public trust, or a private power to be used at the individual's discretion.
The opponents of the B. maintained the franchise to be a trust, on which view, cer-

tainly, it should he openly exercised. Its advocates, on the other view, held the object
of the franchise to be the ascertainment of the conscientious opinions of the people.
The fact is. the riirht partakes of both characters: it is a power of expressing opinion bv
the agent under a sense of responsibility. The B. gives greater security for independ-
ence of til- night; but the public vote is attended by the greater security for sense of

responsibility. It used to be common to sprinkle pleas against the B. with high praise
of the whole scheme of British politics, as open, manly, and candid, and with expres-
sions of contempt for the B., as sneaking, and dissonant with that scheme. But the
advocates of the B. were not unprepared with a ready and obvious retort to such argu-
ments. Public feeling was kept alive on this question by annual motions in parliament.
From 1835. its introduction was an open question with the wings. The radicals, in

1859, were greatly pleased to find lord John Russell expressing himself as being almost
a convert to their views. The controversy was put an end to in July. 1872. when voting
at parliamentary and municipal elections in Great Britain and Ireland was decreed to be

by ballot.
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BALLO TA. See HOREHOTJND.

BAL LOT FOE MILITIA. See MILITIA.

BALI,or. HO*KA. 1771-1*52; b. X. II.; minister of the Universalist denomination;

son of ;i Baptist minister, lie WHS self-educated; was expelled from his father's church

on declarint: his belief in the final salvation of all men; began to preach at 21 years of

age, and b< came minister of the Second Universalist church in Boston, in which he

II'- Carted the L'iti>-crali*t Mnijazint in 1819, and in 1831, with his

grand-nepi: : the I'm'ct raalist Rr^sitor, a quarterly publication. It is said that

1 over 10,000 sermons, none of which were written before delivery. His

brothers, David and Benjamin, were also preachers of the same faith.

BALLOU, HOSEA, 2d, D.D. ; 1796-1861; b. Vt. ;
the grand-nephew of Hosea of

Boston; was pastor in Connecticut and Massachusetts, and in 1853 president of Tuft's

collet'. He was one of the editors of the 1'nirtrinilM Muf/nzine, now published under

the name of The Trumpet. He was the author ot Ancient History of L'uictrxalism, etc.

BAI.I.or. MATI-KIX MTKKAY, son of Hosea of Boston; b. Boston, ISO,1 ; editor of

1 literary journals, author of a biography of his father, 77.-V.-Mv/ f (''"'. and com-

piler of the Treasury of Thought. He is one of the editors of the Boston Globe.

BALLS, HOLLOW. In military pvrotechny, many varieties of B. are made, differing
in purpose from bomb-shells, but, like them, tilled with iguitible composition. They
are used to give light, to produce a dense smoke, or to diffuse a suffocating odor. Some
of them, though called B., are not globular in shape. Ligh(-J>. consist of canvas
stretched over a skeleton frame, and painted; the frame is filled with a composition of

saltpeter, sulphur, re>in. and linseed-oil, rammed down hard; and is provided with a
fuse, the length of which determines the time that will elapse before the composition
ignites. Thc>e light B. weigh from 5 Ibs. to 70 Ibs. each, according to their size. They
are intended to give out a brilliant light, which may reveal the operations of the enemy
during night at a siege or in the field. Smoke-B. are made of several thicknesses of

paper, shaped by means of a globular core or mold. They are filled with gunpowder,
saltpeter, powdered aea-coal, Swedish pitch, and tallow; and are calculated, after being
fired off, to send out a dense smoke for nearly half an hour, in order to blind or incom-
mode the enemy. Miiik-B. are filled with a composition which, when ignited, diffuses

ail odor almost intolerable. Some of the contrivances of capt. Norton and other inven-
tors at the present day, noticed under AsruvxiAXTs, are extensions of the same prin-

ciple as these inflammable balls. It may here be added, that most of these projectiles,

especially light-B. and smoke-B., are fired from mortal's rather than from guns.
BALL'S BLUFF, on the Potomac, 33 m. above Washington, the scene of a defeat

of the union forces under col. E. I). Baker, in the first year of the rebellion, Oct. 21, l^'il.

The conflict was .severe, and the union troops, from 1500 to 1700 in number, were utterly
defeated, their lo exceeding 1000 men; the confederate loss was reported to be 155.
Baker was blamed for rashness, and gen. Stone was imprisoned, but afterwards released
and given a command.
BALLSTON SPA. seat of justice of Saratoga co., K Y.

;
7 m. w. of Saratoga

sprimr-: onc- much frequented as a watering place, but long since over-shadowed by its

neighbor. Pop. '70, 2970.

BA'LLT, or B.u,, a Celtic word or prefix, signifying "town
"

or "dwelling," enters
into the composition of hundreds of names of places in Ireland and Scotland. It is
allied (see letter B) to Gr. pdi*, city, and to the Lat., Ital., and Span, cilia.

harl*>r and pier <-..-! 'Ji:.(i.(iOO, but the former is now filled with sand. Coal was dug
least .Vto ears ago. Linen manufacture and salmon-fisher are carried on here.ears ago. Linen manufacture and salmon-fishery are carried on here.

.Near 15. an- the BonnamargJ Abley ruins. There is a singular fissure, called the
"
gray

SrVyEa*
'" tllC faCC a S"-'60810110 precipice near B. on the way to Fairhead. Pop.

BALLYME'HA, a small inland t. in the center of Antrim co., Ireland, in a plain, on
iL'ht bank of the Hraid. 2 m. above its junction with the .Maine, and :!:{ in n n w of

t lie* in a densely peopled and well-cultivated district, the inhabitants uniting /the pursuit of agriculture with the manufacture of linen. B. is one of the greatest linen I

arkets m Ireland, and its vicinity is covered with extensive 'bleach-fields.
Pop. 71, TvA\.

BALLY8HAHK01C, a Mnnll seaport t. in the s. of Donpsr.il co., Ireland, tho chief
I"- capital. It is ..imatedat the month of the river Erne

.r.nm.sr off from
Donegal hay. and 120 m. n.w. of Dublin. A bridffc of
Tli.' Knie discharges more water than any otl'cr Irish

md falls 140ft. over a rugged bed in the last 9 m.ofits course:
B the river falls in a cataract II, ft. hi-h at low water, and

ft. wide, over a limoione ledge of rock. The chief streets of B. are very steep
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There is a valuable salmon-fishery on the river. The export trade is small, in conse-

quence of the existence of a bar at the mouth of the harbor and the prevalence of w.
winds. Pop. '71, 2958.

BALM. J/i7ww officinalis, an erect, branching, perennial, herbaceous plant of tht
natural order laln'dti.?. a native of the s. of Europe, naturalized in a few places in

England. It has ovate crenate leaves, and axillary half-whorls of white flowers on one
side of the stem. The whole plant has an agreeable lemon-like smell, on account of
which it is frequently cultivated in gardens. The stems and leaves are used in medi-
cine as a gentle aromatic, stimulant, and tonic. B. is also employed for making an agreea-
ble and "somewhat exhilarating beverage called B. wine. B. was formerly in much
higher repute than now for its medicinal virtues. Its qualities depend on an essential

oifof a pale yellow color called oil of balm.
For medicinal use, the herb should be cut before the appearance of the flowers, which

begin to expand in July. It is nearly inodorous when dried. The taste is somewhat
austere and slightly aromatic. B. scarcely produces any remedial operation upon the

system. The quantity of oil which it contains is not more than sufficient to communi-
cate a pleasant flavor to the infusion, which forms an excellent drink in febrile com-

plaints, and when taken warm tends to promote the operation of diaphoretic medicines.
A variety of the common cat-mint (iu'.p<tn cntarin) with a smell like that of B. is often

mistaken for it. MOLDAVIAN B. .(dracoccpJialum Alvldavicum) is a native of the country
from which it derives its name and of Siberia, etc.

;
an annual plant having, when fresh,

a smell like that of B., but less pleasant. It is much used in Germany for flavoring
dishes. BASTARD B. (mditti* mekgaopJtyUwm\ a native of the s. of England and
of many parts of Europe, is a very beautiful plant which when dried has a delightful

fragrance and retains it long. All these are of the natural order labiata.

BAKMEZ, JAIME Lrcnpr, 1810-48 ; a Spanish ecclesiastic, philosopher, and author.
His most important work is JVtfteaton&wn (.'<>ini>itrcd irit/i Oatho&cumtn their Relation to

Ei/ri'j'Kin (.'iri'f,'^n'fi)>i. a very able defense of the Roman church. He wrote also Funda-
mental Philosophy, and a Course of Elemental Philosophy.

BALM OF GIL EAD. See BAXSAM OP GILEAD.

BALMO RAL CASTLE, the autumnal residence of her majesty queen Victoria, is

situated in a beautiful dell in Braemar (the s.w. district of Aberdeenshire) on a natural

platform that slopes gently down from the base of Craigan-gowan to the margin of

the river Dee in front and about 48 in. w. of the
city

of Aberdeen. The castle com-
mands a magnificent prospect on all sides. In 1848 prince Albert purchased the rever-

sion of a 38 years' lease from the representatives of Sir Robert Gordon, who had
held it under the earl of Fife, and in 1852 he acquired the fee-simple of the estate

from the Fife trustees for the sum of 32,000. The old castle not being sufficiently
commodious for the royal family, prince Albert erected a new one at his own expense,
in what is called the Scottish baronial style of architecture. The castle consists of two
separate blocks of building united by wings and a massive tower 35 ft. sq., rising to the

height of 80 ft., surmounted by a turret 20 ft. high. At a distance the castle, which is

built of granite, has a strong and imposing appearance, looking almost as if it had been
hewn out of one huge rock of that material. Great improvements have been made,
chiefly those projected by the late prince Albert, in the approaches to the royal residence.

The estate now includes Birkhall, Knock Castle ruins, Loch Muiek, and "dark Loch-

nagar," celebrated by Byron (which is about 7 m. s.w. of B. C.), and contains about
10,000 acres, in addition to 30,000 acres of hill-ground which have been converted into

a deer- forest.

BAL'NAVES. HEXRT, of Halhill, an eminent lay-reformer of the 16th century. Born at

Kirkcaldy in Fifeshire of poor parents, who, however, contrived to give him a univer-

sity education at St. Andrews, he went to tha continent, and entered a free school at

Cologne, where he greatly improved his scholarship, and received instruction in the

principles of the new faith which Luther had just promulgated. On his return to

Scotland, h<' studied law, and acted for some time as a procurator at St. Andrews. In
15:;s. James V. made him a senator of the college of justice; and on Arran being
appointed to the regency, B. was made secretary of state. In 1543, he was imprisoned
on account of his Protestantism, but appears to have been liberated in the following
year. lie now appears to have made himself active on the Protestant side; and it is

asserted that he was privy to the conspiracy formed for the murder of cardinal Beaton,
and that he acted for the conspirators at the English court. In 1547, he took refuge in

the castle of St. Andrew*, and was declared a traitor and excommunicated. When the

castle was captured by the French. B., with Kuox and others, were sent to Rouen as pris-
oners of war. While in prison here, B. wrote a treatise on justification, to which Knox
added marginal notes, and prefixed a dedication, and which was afterwards published
with the title of Tin. r///<W<>// <>f F<iith. When Mary of Guise was raised to the regency
in 1554, B.'s forfeiture was rescinded, and K> returned to Scotland, and took an active

part on the side of the lords of the congregation, by whom he was appointed one of the

commissioners who settled the treaty'of Berwick in 1559-60, which i>tablihcd by law
the reformed religion in Scotland. In 1563, B. was nominated a commissioner to revise
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The ]: '<>Un? He afterwards acted for the resent Murray in the inquiry into

V7y : on.- account says
for his piety, wisdom,

the ,;, , : ',t Marv for the murder of Darnlcy. lied, in 1.379; one account says
A Melville had a high opinion of him alike

and jeaming.
BALO TEA, a t. of India, in the Rajpoot state of Joudpore, oO m. s.w. of the

city
of

Joudporc. Ii i* si:n:i!i-d on the right bank of the river Loonec. Being on the high-

road irom Joudpore to Dwarka. a celebrated place of pilgrimage in the w. of Gu/.erat,

it ig a "Vt of pilgrims, with whom its ba/.uar is often crowded. Many of the

inhaiiiiants 01 the town subsi-t by providing for their wants. The town is supplied
with Lf'""l water from li."} wells, lined with masonry. Pop. ?27-~>.

BALSAM, a name formerly comprehensive of many resinous substances and oils, to

which important medicinal virtues were a>cribed, as well as of medicines compounded
of re>i:i< and oils. \Vhen the term B. is now used without addition, the balsams of

Peru and Tolu are generally intended. These two balsams are very similar in ail their

more important properties, and are both produced by trees of the genus w///v,.v/ //,-//'//< (or

of the natural order leguminowp, sub-order }><ipiUoii<i<-t', natives of the tropi-

cal parts of America. M. l\-rnifu-um, winch is called the quinquino. a beautiful tree,

common from Peru to Mexico, is generally regarded as the species which produces the

B. of Peru; and AT. Toluifenim, a very similar species, found on the mountains of Tolu,
the banks of the Magdalena, etc.. as tliat which produces thelJ. of Tolu; but it is doubt-

ful if the difference is not at least as much owing to the modes of procuring and pre-

serving tin- B ; and other species of the same genus (M.jnlwXattPm and J/. pubescent) are

supposed also to yield it. B. of Peru appears in two forms, known as irJutr J>. <>f Ptrn
nnd lilnfk 11. offlint; the former of which has been said to be obtained from the pods,
and the latter from incisions in the trunk of the tree; but it has also been stated that the

white B. llows from the trunk, and that the black B. is obtained by distilling down the

wood after the manner of tar-burning, or by boiling with water. The actual evidence
is insufficient to determine these points with certainty, and it is not improbable that dif-

ferent methods may be employed. White B. of Peru is at tirst of the eonMsteiice of
recent honey, and of alight yellow color; the black B. is of a reddish or blackish brown
color, and of the consistence of treacle. B. of Tolu, until recently, appeared in com-
merce dry and friable, but is now generally soft and tenacious when tirst imported,
becoming hard by age. Both balsams have a very fragrant odor. They are used in

confectionery, to impart a tlavor like that of vauille; also in perfumery, and for pastilles,
etc. In medicine, they are administered as gentle stimulants and tonics, and particularly
in chronic bronchial affections. Tolu lozenges are a popular and pleasant remedy for
troublesome coughs. These balsams are also used for cleansing ulcers. They contain
cinnamic acid, and a peculiar oily substance which has been called einnameine, and is

also known as oil of B. of Peru. The name white li. of Peru, is sometimes given to a
balsamic substance which flows from the tiquidambar styraciflua. See LIQUIKAMB vu.

--o-v prevalent opinion of its preciousi.. ,

and is celebrated by Stra!>o, Pliny, Diodorus Sieulus, and other ancient writers, almost
as a cure for every disease. Itis'stlll somewhat doubtful what tree furnishes it, but it

is generally believed to be a species of batttHno&Httrek (q.v.) a small tree growintr in
Arabia and Aby^inia, and known as R. GUeadtmic. The finest balsam, called opobal-sam or balm of Mecca, is obtained by incisions, is at first, turpid and white, but Finally
become! of a golden yellow color, and of a consistence like honey. Inferior kinds are
obtained by boiling the fruit and the wood. B. of Gilead is irritatin"- when applied to
the skin, anil is believed to resemble B. of copaiva in its effects upon the human svstem.
IMMMMMI00JI <it>l>al*<nnuin, a species very nearly allied to B. (fi'ft <t<f< /<*, is' some-
times said to furnish this balsam.

Other substances, sometimes designated balsams, and possessing a somewhat similar
are produced by different species of .nniir.'ilaw (q.v.). Amon<Mhem is one

ailed American balm of Gilead, the produce of a tree called irlm ,-<,mn<i BaNamic
lances are furnished aNo by a number of species of rVW,,* balsam of Umiri a

i tluid. by /itinunumjloribundum, a South American tree, of the natural
\unuruiem. CAX \IMAN BALSAM is a kind of turpentine obtained from the Balm

\r(ahies bnlMmea) . HuuSABUK BAMAlfj from the mugho or mountain pine
>nl, or ,/,/! .,; and (

'

uu-.vi .. IAN BALSAM, from (he st,,ne pine ,/,//,
>,

j.i,,,,,).

** IOPU'N A

IXK-~BAL8AMOir COPAI\A is the produce of different specie^. 1 Copa

. ,

BAI-SA "

union name of a natural order of succulent herbaceous plants.
botanists, of which the beautiful B. (wnpatfww l><ir*i<>,i,i<t

o ranch cultivated in gardens and green -hou-es. j^ a familiar
es nre known, native^ chietly of damp bushv [.laces in

' l"- V ',',"

1 lr

',

; ' n
-
V "' "'"'"1^'n.s of great beauty, fhev. are almos, all annuals.

'

'.">
'"" " "-> ti-

i ^ natural order 'is very closelv allied to
' and anrtVfe*

(4 . v .), wood s,,rrcl, el.-., bift is disiinguished
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from both by the extreme irregularity of the flowers, and from the former also by tho

beakless fruit, which is a live-colled capsule, bursting by five elastic valves. The leaves

are simple and without stipules, the flowers generally axillary. The common B. is a
native of the East Indies and Japan. Many line varieties have resulted from careful

cultivation. It, has an upright succulent stem, usually about I to 2 ft. high, but in

favorable circumstances will attain a greater si/.e. It often appears with flowers partially

double, but still capable of producing seed. In Britain, the seed is usually sown on a

slight hot-bed, and the plant is often kept in the green-house: although even in Scotland
it may be made an ornament of a sheltered border. It is one of the flowers frequently
to be 'seen in cottage windows. A vulnerary was formerly prepared from it, whence it

h:i- its name. One species of B. (iinp<it/i m rt<>U-nn -f<t n<i> r< \. called yellow B. or touch-

me-not, is a native of Europe, and a doubtful native of Britain. It has yellow flowers,
and one of the petals prolonged into a spur. Its ripe capsules burst on the slighest touch.

This and two other species are natives of North America.

BALSAMODENDBON (Gr. balsam-tree), a genus of small trees or bushes of the natural

order n >/< >///>;
/r ( a' (q.v.), having small green axillary flowers, small dry oval fruits, and

small pinnated leaves with 3 or 5 leaflets. Some of them ar-j spiny : they generally exhibit

a M-rr.hby appearance, and have little foliage. The)- are remarkable for the balsamic
substances obtained from their wood and fruit as balsam of Gilead (.q.v.). myrrh (q.v.)
bdellium (q.v.), and oriental elemi (q.v.). The red resinous wood of B. Kataf is a
common article of sale in Egypt; and a species called sclmee is much cultivated in

Afghanistan for its aromatic and stimulant properties. All the known species are natives

of the East Indie >, Arabia, and the c. of Africa, except that which yields African

bdellium, which is found in Senegal.

BALSAM OF STJLPHUR is a mixture employed for medicinal purposes, and considered
of service when applied to foul ulcers. It is prepared by dissolving 1 part of flowers of

sulphur in parts of olive oil, which yield a dark, reddish brown, thiekiah substance,
with a very unpleasant odor.

BALTA, a well-built and thriving t. on the Kodema, au affluent of the Bug, in the

government of Podolia, Russian Poland. Pop. '67, 14,528.

BALTARD, Eons PIKUUK. 1705-1846; a French architect and engraver. He is

known chiefly by his skill in engraving, specimens of which are found in Pnrix and
ft.i Monuments, Denon's Egypt, and illustrations of Napoleon's wars in L<i Colonne

;/rnml An/o'i . His son VICTOR, b. 1805, was architect for the French govern-
ment and the city of Paris, and a member of the academy of fine arts. He built St.

Augustine's church and other fine edifices.

BALTIC, a village in New London co., Conn., 42 m. e.s.e. of Hartford. It has one
of the largest cotton manufactories yet built, running about 60,000 spindles.

BALTIC PROVINCES (in Russia). This term, in a wider sense, comprehends the five

iiussia:i governments bordering on the Baltic viz. : Courland, Livonia, Esthonia, Peters-

burg, ami Finland: in a restricted sense, it often designates the first three. The B. P.
once belonged to Sweden, except Courland, which was a dependency of Poland. They
came into the possession of Russia partly in the beginning of the 18th c., through the

conquests of Peter the great, partly under Alexander in 1809. They have still very
various constitutions, though the usual "

government
"
machinery has been introduced,

and every effort is made completely to Russianize them. The five governments have an
area of about 200.000 sq.m., witlTa pop. in '70 (Finland iu 75) of 5,126,497, including
St. Petersburg.

4
BALTIC QUESTION, the controversy between the provinces of Esthonia, Livonia,

and Courland. and the government of Russia. Peter the great promised to the

provinces their own German administration, and freedom of conscience; and these rights
were confirmed iu IS.lt;. but in spite thereof, the Greek church endeavors to proselyte
the people, efforts are made to compel the substitution of the Russian for the German
tonuue in schools, and the press has been subjected to censorship.

BALTIC SEA, is the great gulf or shut sea bordered by Denmark, Germany, "Russia,
and Sweden, and communicating with the Kattegat and North sea. by the Sound and the
Great and Little Belts. Its length is from 850 to 900 m.; breadth, from 100 to 200; and
area, including the gulfs of Bothnia and Finland, about 160,000 sq. miles. Its depth is

on an average 15 to 20 fathoms, in many places not so much, seldom more than 40 to 50,
and never exceeding 167. Its shallowness and narrowness, the flat coasts of Prussia on
the one side and the rocky coasts of Sweden on the other, and above all the numerous
and sudden changes of wind accompanied by violent storms, make the navigation of the
Baltic very dangerous. The group of the Aland islands divide the s. part of the sea
t'r.'in the n. part or gulf of Bothina (q.v.). The gulf of Finland (q.v.). branching off

ea>; wards into Russia, separates Finland from Esthonia. A third gulf is that of Riga or
Livonia. The Kurisch and other haffs (q.v.) are not gulfs, but fresh-water lakes at the
mouths of rivers.

The water of the Baltic is colder and clearer than that of the ocean. It contains

only a fifth of the salt of the Atlantic, and ice hinders its navigation from three to five

months yearly. Tides, as in all inland seas, are little perceptible at Copenhagen..
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about a foot ; yet the water rises and falls at times, though from other onuses, chiefly from

ntity of water in the rivers at different seasons. Upwards of 250 rivers

flow into this s.-a." The chief from Germany are the Trave, Warnow, Oder, Rega,
Yi.-nila. J'regel, and Niemen: from Russia, the Windau. Diina, Narva, Neva,

and I ;. i: and from Sweden. Tornea, Lulea, Pitea. Umea, Angcrman. Dal. the water of

lake M:I. ;-r. and that of Wetter and other hikes through the river Motala. The basin of

. ;,ltic occupies at least SSO.OOO sq. in., or about one fourth of all Europe; and

only about a fourth of the boundary of the basin is mountainous. The principal islands

arc' Xea.and, Funen. Bornholm, SamaOe, Mocn, Laageland, and Laalaud, belonging to

-.vedish islands Gottland, Oland, and Hveen (in the Sound); the Aland
islan,:- :id Oesel, belonging to Russia; and Riigen, to Prussia. The number of

vessels that pass the Sound to or from tlie Baltic annually is very large. Sec SOUND
-i. Timber, hides, tallow, and grain are the chief exports from the countries

bordering on the Baltic. The Eider or Schleswig-Holstein canal, connecting the Baltic

near Kid with the North sea at Touuiugen, facilitates the grain trade in mild winters.

The two seas are also connected by the Gotha canal, which joins the lakes of s.

Sweden. The most important harbors in the Baltic are: in Denmark, Copenhagen and

Flen-burg; in Germany, Schleswig. Kiel, Travcmuudc (Lubcck). Wismar, Rostock,
Stral-und. Stettin, Swiuemiinde, Danzig, Elbing, KSnigsberg, Pillau. and Mcmel; in

_ra, Revel, Narwa, Cronstadt, and Sveahorg; and in Sweden, Stockholm,
Carlskrona" and Ystad. The shores of the Baltic in Prussia and Courland have been long
noted for the amber cast ashore by the waves in stormy weather. Another important

phenonemon connected with the'Baltic, is an alleged 'slow vertical movement of its

coasts, dmrmcard* in the s. of Sweden, but further n. upwards, being there sup-
posed to be at the rate of 3 ft in a century. See Lyell's Prinr^,* <,f (!<?i)ffy.

The Germanic nations call this sea Outset, or Eastern sea; the name Baltic is derived

by Dr. Latham from an island Baltia, mentioned by Pliny, and which Dr. Latham
considers to be Zealand.

BALTIMORE, a co. in n. Maryland, on Chesapeake bay ; 700sq.ni.; pop. 'TO, 330,-
741 47,921 colored. The surface is somewhat hilly. It produces corn, tobacco, wheat,
and garden vegetables. Co. seat, Towsontown.

BALTIMORE, a city, port of entry, and seat of justice of Baltimore co., Maryland,
U. S., in lat. :j!) 17' n., and long. 76 36' w. It stands round a small bay which runs
back from the left side of the Patapsco, about 12 m. from its entrance into Chesapeake
bay, and about 200 m., by a ship's course, from the open Atlantic. The city was
founded so late as 1729. The surest test of its prosperity is to be found in the rapid
increase of its population. In 1800, there were 26,514 inhabitants; in 1810. 40.4."); in

1880. 80.620; in 1840, 102,513; in 1850, 169,054; and in 1870 there were 3f?7.:4. Besides
fe and convenient communication with the sea, B. is connected by railway with

Philadelphia, Washington, Winchester, Annapolis, Cumberland. York, Lancaster, Har-
risliurg. etc. From e. to w., the city is about 4* m. long; and from n. to s., about 8i
broad, and covers about 10,000 acres. It is divided into two nearly equal parts by''
Jones's Falls," a rapid stream which, though troublesome from its floods, and expen-

sive from its bridges, supplies immense water-power, and an abundance of pure water
for domestic use.

In 1874, imports were $26,578,554; and exports, $28,617,590 B. has a very extensive
gTin trade, and is one of the largest flour depots in the world. It is the chief market
for tobacco in the country, and its manufactures are very important. In the year ended
June 30

;
1874, 2143 vessels, of 1,103,446 tons, entered and cleared" the port in the foreign

trade. There are 25 newspapers.
Am. .n- tii.- commemorative structures which have gained for B. the name of the

"Monumental City," the most interesting is an elegant 'obelisk, erected in 18!.-) to the
memory of those who had fallen in defending the town against the British. The Roman

iic cathedral takes the lead ;unong the ecclesiastical edifices of B. It is a massive

.w_*__/
churches out of 189. The new city hall is one of the finest buildings of the

kind in the I nited Suites, aud there are numerous handsome educational and charitable

BALTIMORE (ante), the chief city in Maryland. The colonial assembly in 1729
pMWd a bill forlaymp out a town in Baltimore co., on the n. side of the Patapsco The

-t patent for land then- was l,y Charles Gorsuch. a quakcr who rcceivi d 50 acres
on U beUtone Point, in 1662. Tu.-nty years later David Jones settled on the n side ofU; harbor, iriviii- his name to the stream known as "Jones's Falls" which divide."

old trom the "new" towns. In Jan., 1730, a small town waa lo.-at.-d n of
- Palls and named B . m honor of Culveri, lord B. At the same period William

rell.
hip-builder,

settled *4 Fell's p,,int, and two years later another town was projected
- 'I'''* 1 town was joined to B. in 174,-). dronpi,,- its name

'

ulements passed into B.. and in 17W the future < iM
dozui houses and 200 inhabitants. In 17.V,, a number of the people
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expelled from Nova Scotia came to B.
;
in 1767 R. was made the county seat, and the usual

courts were established, a court-house being built on the site of the present battle monu-
ment, standing

1

, with its antiquated whipping-post near by, until 1808. The first news-

paper was begun in 1773, a theater was built, and a stage line to Philadelphia and New
York established. "When the revolution came, B. had about 570 houses, and nearly 6000

inhabitants. In 1776, the continental or provincial congress, fearing British interference

at Philadelphia, met in B. in quarters thus described by Jobs Adams: " The congress
sit in the last house at the w. end of Market street, on the s. side of the street, in a long
chamber, with two tire-places, two large closets, and two doors. The house belongs to a

quaker, who built it for a tavern." A custom-house was opened in 17^0, and a market
in 1784, in which year a few oil lamps were set in the main streets, and watchmen were

employed. Trade and commerce began soon after peace, and the city grew rapidly.

Though originally a Koman Catholic colony, there came, after the revolution, a number
Of enterprising Scotch-Irish Protestants, whose energy and means were of great value

to the city. Stage lines and packets were established to distant places, turnpikes pro-

jected, and in 1789 the course of Jones' Falls within the city was changed, and the

original bed of the stream filled in. In 1792, there was an accession to the population of

many refugees from San Domingo. By 1796, the inhabitants numbered 20.000, and B.

was made a city and chose a mayor. During the last war with Great Britain, a force

under col. Ross advanced against B., Sept. 12, 1814, and a sharp conflict ensued, in

which the English colonel was slain; but the Americans were defeated with heavy loss,

Still the projected assault on the city was abandoned. The entrance to the port of B.

is defended by fort McHenry, on the point of land between t lie harbor and the Patapsco.
It was during an unsuccessful bombardment of this fort by the British fleet, in 1814,
that "Francis Scott Key, an American prisoner on one of the English ships, composed the

celebrated "Star-Spangled Banner." The city became conspicuous early in the civil

war. April 19, 1861, a portion of the 6th Massachusetts and 7th Pennsylvania regi-
ments was mobbed while passing through the city, and in the contest, nine citizens and
two soldiers were killed, and three citizens and 23 soldiers wounded. No more troop?
were sent through B. until the city was put under military rule.

B. is on undulating ground, covering about 10,000 acres, 4| m. from e. to w., and 3}
from n. to south. It is almost equally divided by Jones' Falls, which is crossed bv sev-

eral bridges. The region e. of the stream is nominally divided into two parts, Old Town
and Fell's Point. The Point is the resort of seamen, and a place of ship-building and
manufacturing. On the w. of Jones' Falls are the city proper and Spring Garden, the
former being the center of trade and the home of the wealthiest citizens: the latter

inhabited by the poorer classes and once noted for rowdyism; "My name is Jake Key-
ser; I was born in Spring Garden," is a song not, yet forgotten.

B. has more than 200 churches, three universities, a'number of colleges, and many
charitable and beneficial institutions, among which are the Bay View asylum: the Spring
Grove asylum; the Maryland institution for the blind; the Sheppard asylum for the

insane, endowed with $1,000,000 by Moses Sheppard; the Peabody institution, which
received over $1,000,000 from George Peabody; the Hopkins hospital, endowed with
x'J.oiM.uOO by John Hopkins, free without regard to color or condition. The Johns Hop-
kins university (which see) is a new institution, magnificently endowed, giving oppor-
tunity for post-graduate study, and advanced scientific research, and gradually develop-
ing its various courses of study on a far-reaching plan. There arc 1 about 125 public
schools, with 80.000 average attendance. The most notable building in B. is the new
city hall, occupying an entire square of more than half an acre: 355 ft. long, in renais-
sance style: the outer facing of the walls, the portico, and all the ornamental work of
white Maryland marble; the inner walls and floors of brick; four stories high, sur-

mounted by a mansard roof of iron and slate, with a dome and tower of iron, rising 240
ft. from a marble base. The interior is very elegantly furnished, and the whole cost

frafi *2,600,000. It is said to have been built entirely within the original estimate of

expense. The Peabody institute was incorporated in 1857; one wing of the building,
near the Washington monument, is completed. It is faced and ornamented with white
marhlr. and is simple, but massive and imposing in style. It contains a library of 56,000
volumes, mid halls for lectures, concerts, etc. The custom-house is a fine edifice, 225

by 141 ft. : the principal room is 53 ft. square, and is lighted by a glass dome. 115 ft.

above the street. On the four sides are colonnades, each column being a single block
of Italian marble.

B. is supplied with water from lake Roland (fed by Jones' Falls), an artificial pond
8 m. n. of the city, with a capacity of 500,000,000 galls. There are three other reser

voirs. with an aggregate storage of as much more. There are also numerous small

springs and fountains in the city. Of a number of public squares, Druid Hill park, of
700 acres, in the extreme n.w. of the city, is the chief, and possesses wonderful natural

beauty, including forests, lakes, lawns, and about 25 m. of carriage drives.
As a manufacturing city, B. takes high rank in ship-building; in products of iron.

wool, copper, cotton, and pottery; in sugar-refining, distilling, tanning, saddlery, the

making of agricultural implements, etc. "Near the city is clay* for bricks, which is not

excelled by any known in the world, and more than 100.000,000 B. bricks are made and
sold annually. The largest iron-rolling mills in the United States are the Abbott works,
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in the e. section of the city. As a flour market, B. is an important center; and it is also

promiu.-nt in exporting tobacco, and other products. One of its features is the oyster
The oysters an- taken from Chesapeake bay in immense quantities, canned, and

shipped to all parts of the world.

In order of population, B. is the sixth city in the United States. Its progress as shown
l.v lln- census has l K .

t -n rapid. 1700, 13,508; 1800. 26,514; l!SlO. 35.58:3; 1820, 62,738;

1880, aO,685; 1840, 10'J.:;UJ; 1S50, 109,054; 1860,212,418; 1S70, 207,354.

BALTIM< >1!K. Loun. Sir GEORGE CAT/VERT, of the Irish peerage created in 1624 by
.I-uii"s II. .who gave ;li" title to hi^, zealous Roman Catholic defender. Lord B. was

f Knirlish birth, a graduate of Oxford, principal secretary of state in 1619, and mem-
l>er of parliament hi 1620-21. He tried to establish a colony in Newfoundland, in

but failed. He visited Virginia, but not being well received, returned to England,
where he died. It wa< t< his sun. Cecil Calvert, that the Maryland patent issued in

1632. He never came to this country, but sent settlers under his brother Leonard. Cecil

succeeded to the title, whence it pas~sed to John and his heirs until 1771, when it died
with Frederick, who had no children.

BALTIMORE-BIRD, or BALTIMORE ORIOLE, fr'terus Baltimorii, a very beautiful
American bird, found in all parts of the United States, and as far u. as 55

J

n. lat.,

but migrating to tropical or subtropical regions in winter. The genus to which it belongs
is usually referred to the natural family of ntu //>/> !<r (>ee STAIU.ING). The B.-B. is iu

size somewhat less than a common starling; the bill conical, very acute, and a little

rurvi-d; the plumage brilliant, particularly in the adult males, glossy black finely con-

trasting with bright orange and vermilion; the tail longish, rounded, and slightly
tniked. The bird is remarkably active and lively; its song extremely agreeable. Its

nest is a curious and interesting structure a pendulous cylindrical pouch of 6 or
7 in. long, usually suspended from two twigs at the extremity of a lofty
drooping branch; the materials, which vary according to circumstances, being woven
together with great nicety. It is sometimes sewed through and through with long
horse-hairs. Thread, which may happen to be bleaching, is very liable to be appro-
priated to the purpose of nest-building.

The nests of other species of icterus are also pensile. Several are natives of Xorth
America, and others of South America. They are quite distinct from the true orioles

(q.v.).

BALTSCHIK
,
or BALDJIK', a t. of European Turkey, 18 m. n.e. of Varna, noteworthy

in consequence of being in the vicinity of the ruins of Tomi, to which place Ovid was
exited.

BALTZER, WILHELM EDUARD, b. 1814; studied at Leipsic and Halle; was hos-

pital chaplain at Delit/.sch. and in 1847 founded, at Nordhausen, a free relisrious com-
munity. In 1848, he was chosen to the Frankfort parliament, and subsequently to the
Prussian a-^embly. In 1868, lie established a society and a journal to promote vegeta-
rianism. He has written many works on religious topics, including a Life of Jesus.

BA LUCTIISTAN . See BKLOOCUJSTAX, anL
BALUSTER, popularly, hi >i inter or ballastcr (Ital. balaustro; Fr. balustre) the name

given to the small shafts or pillars set in a line at short equal distances, and supporting a
cornice or coping. These miniature pillars have generally either a pear-shaped swelling
at the lower end, or consist of two pear-shaped pieces, placed above each other, a ring
.f moldings being set between them. This makes the profile resemble an ancient bow
or balisiu (q.v.). from which some derive the name; others derive it from Lat, mtlus,
Kng. pole or pale.

BALUSTRADE, a range of balusters, together with the cornice or coping which they
support. '1 lie B. i- often used as a parapet for bridges, the roofs of large edifices, etc.,
or as a mere termination to the structure. It is also used to enclose stairs, altars, bal-
conies, etc. Balustrades are made of stone, metal, or wood.

_
BALUZE, ETIENNE, 1630-1718; a French scholar; librarian for Colbert, the famous

minuter of -late; in li>70. honored with the professorship of canon law in the roval col-
the chair being founded expressly for him. On the fail of cardinal de Bouillon he

lost Ins place, and was long kept out of Paris. His best known work is the Camtularia,
n //<! H >"> II ,,l.

BALZAC, HONOUR DE, one of the best of the modern French novelists, was b. on the
Dili .May, 1,99, at iouis. when- his father held a civil office. At the age of twelve he

entered the college of Vendome, but fmi>hed his .studies at the Pension Lepitre, in Paris.
her who bad been impoverished by the loss of Ins situation, then placed him with

to whom he acted as clerk. This occupation proving intolerably irksome, B.
.fli-r began his literary career, and wrote about 30 volumes, under the name of St.

Aubtn, M. de \ rihn-n-. St. Aline, etc. He received some trillimr I in writing
la, which were, however, so unsuccessful, that he lived in the trreatest pov-

-riy In the year 1820, be entered into partnership with the printer Barhier andpub-ued '"'' " -peculation turned out so ill, that he f 11 into debt and
Jrned once more to book-making. His perseverance was admirable Although' long
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utterly unsuccessful, lie continued to write on until at last he opened a path for himself

by his novel Les Derniers Chouam, ou la Bretafjne en 18UO (Far. 1829). In this book he
abandoned for the first time the manner of Pigault and Lobrun, which lie had hitherto

adopted. Among his best works are the PtgaMoffie du J/^nVf/<?(2 vols. Par. 1831). .

v

de la Vie Priree (5 vols. 1831), Stones de la Vie de Pmrince (1832), Scene* de la Vie Pan-
(1832), 7> Mf'(l~in //<' C'lim^tgne, f^e Pin- Griot, L<i Pean de Chagrin, La Recherche

de TAb-wlv, which were all received with much favor by the public. Of all his novels,
two only can lay claim to anything like artistic completeness. The}' are the Histoire Intel-

Itct'tiU'- (?' LOU!* LuinlH-rt, and Kuy'tne G ninth t. His other works suffer more orlessfrom
unnaturalncss, diffuseness. and tlie want of a solid knowledge of the world, although
there is a richness of description in portraying individual feature's of character, as drawn
directly from the heart, not to be denied. B. exercises immense power over the female

part of his readers. In his Contcg Drvlatiquc#, coUigez It Abbaiet de Tmiraine, et mi* en,

(umiitre par l-e Sieur de Balzac pour VedMttcintnt de Pantagrvctfste* ft nan aultres (2 vols.

Par. 1833), he follows exactly in the footsteps of Rabelais. Success madeB. conceitedly
ambitious. He thought himself equal to the most di.-tinguished authors of all time, and

represented the aim of his Ifoerary activity to be, to give a complete picture of human
life in all its varied phases. Asa dramatic author he decidedly failed. He d. Aug.,
lt>50. A collected edition of his works in 45 vols. was published in Paris,. 1856-59. An
English translation of his letters, with a memoir by his sister, was issued in 1878.

BALZAC, JEAN Louis GUEZ PK, b. at Angouleme in 1594. In his youth he was sec-

retary to cardinal la Valette at Home, where he cultivated his taste for elegant compo-
sition, and on his return to Paris devoted him>elf to the refinement of his native lan-

guage. Jlis efforts in this direction have given him a permanent place in the literature

of his country; and though his writings do not possess much intrinsic worth, they her-

alded the splendid phalanx of genius which adorned the subsequent age of Louis XIV.
lie was a favorite of cardinal Richelieu, a member of the French academy, a councilor
of state, and historiographer. His violent literary disputes with Father Goula caused
him to leave Paris and retire to his hereditary property of Bal/ac, where he died on the
18th Feb., 1655. A collection of the works of B. Appeared in Paris, edited by 1'Abbe

:

'_nie (2 vols. Par. 1665; 3 vols. Amst. 1084). Of all his works, his Lettrtf (8 vols.

Par. 1806) have been most generally admired, and are still read. A selection from his

writings was arranged by Malitourne (2 vols. Par. 1822). Compare Moreau de Mersan,
* de B. (Par. 1807).

BAMBA, a province in Congo on the w. coast of Africa, s. of the river Ambriz;
abounding in gold, silver, copper, and salt. It is said to be fertile, and densely popu-
lated. The clhnate is good for that part of the continent.

BAMBAE EA, one of the states of Sudan, western Africa, lying, so far as has been

ascertained, between hit. 12^ and 14' n., loiis^. 15 e., and 5 w., and occupying l>oth sides

of the Jolibaor Niger, which flows through its center from s.w. to n.e. The principal
towns of B. stand on the banks of this river. The mountains in which the Niger has its

source divide it on the s. from Guinea; the Sahara desert bounds it on the n. ; on the w.,
Scm g'imbia; and on the e., some of its sister-states. In its general aspect, the country
is said to bear a considerable resemblance to the agricultural districts of England; but

in the w. there are low chains of granite hills, forming continuations of the highlands
from which the Niger springs. The climate in some parts is intensely hot; in others, it

is more temperate, but it is generally healthy. The rainy season lasts from June to

November. The land is well watered and fertile. Double crops of corn, rice, maize,

yams, etc., are raised annually without much labor.

The butter-tree, cotton-tree, oil-palm, baobab, and date, are among the most impor-
tant indigenous growths. The manufacturing industry of B. is important; the women
making a soft coarse cloth, much esteemed for its beautiful blue color, and the men
articles in gold, iron, and ivory, in which a pretty extensive trade is carried on. The
inhabitants, chiefly Mandingocs, are said to be superior to their neighbors in intelligence,
and to be much sought after as warriors by the petty chiefs around them, who are at

constant war with each other. They generally lend their assistance on condition of a
certain payment. The upper classes profess Mohammedanism, but the lower are pagans.
The introduction of the former religion has had at least one good effect. It has supplied
the native dialect with a written speech through the use of Arabic letters. The chief

domestic animals are horned cattle, goats, sheep, and fine horses. The wild animals are

lions, leopards, elephants, wolves, panthers, etc.; and venomous reptiles, of which the

natives are much afraid. Crocodiles are numerous in the rivers, which also abound
with fish. The principal towns are Sego. Sansanding. Yamina. and Bammaku, which
are ail populous. The country has a nominal monarch, but it is in reality ruled by sev-

er:: 1 chiefs.

BAMBEBG, a citv of Bavaria, in the district of upper Franconia. beautifully situated

ou the banks of the Regnitz. not far from its continence with the Main, and in the midst
of vin.-yanis, orchards, and hop-gardens. B., which has considerably declined in

importance since the reformation, is a city of considerable antiquity, having originated.
it is said, with a colony of Saxons who settle'.! here in 804. The most noteworthy of its

public buildings is the cathedral, a magnificent edifice in the Byzantine style, founded

U. K. II.-11
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bv the emperor Henry II. in 1004, and restored after Crc in 1110. It contains, among
other monuments, the elaborately carved tomb of the founder and his empress, Cuni-

eunda \Uached t<> the cathedral is a library, with valuable missals and manuscripts

and \viiat is represented to IK- the prayer-book of Henry 11. There are several other fine

::i-tie.d structures of early date, and the- old palace of the former prince-bishops of

: he ruins of the ca>tle of Altenbunr. originally the seat of the counts of Baben-

beW. and the scene of many important historical events. st;:nd on an eminence about

a mHe and a half from the town. The educational institutions of B. are numerous.

Pop. '75, 26,958, chiefly engaged in the manufacture of beer, which is famous through-
out Germany, cotton, cloth, gloves, musical instruments, etc. A large export trade iu

licorice and'garden seeds is carried on.

BAMBI NO, a term in art descriptive of the swaddled figure of the infant Saviour,

which, surrounded by a halo, and watched over by angels, occasionally forms the

subect of altar-ieces in Roman Catholic churches. The Smiti-iti'mo B., in the church of

Ara Cu'li at Rome, is held in great veneration for its supposed miraculous power of

ved in wood, painted, and richly decorated with jewels and

subject of altar-pieces
Ara Cu'li at Rome, is

curing the sick. It is carved i

>us stones. The carving is attributed to a Franciscan pilgrim, out of a tree that

grew on mount Olivet, and the painting to St. Luke The festival of the B., which
occurs at the Epiphany, is attended by great numbers of country people, and the B. is

said to draw more in the shape of fees than the most successful medical practitioner in

Rome.
BAMBOC CIADES, in painting, are grotesque scenes from common or low life such

as country-fairs, penny-weddings, boors merry-making. The name is derived from
Peter van Laar, a painter, who, on account of his personal deformity, was suruamed
Bamboccio (cripple); but he was not the first painter of such scenes.

BAMBOO , Bambusa, a genus of grasses, of which most of the species attain a great
size, many of them 20 or 30 ft., some 70 or 100 ft. in height. The species are numerous,
and are found in tropical and subtropical regions, both of the eastern and western hemi-

spheres. They are of great importance to the inhabitants of the countries in which they
grow. All of them have a jointed subterranean root-stock (rhizome) which throws up
10 to 100 steins. These are generally straight and erect; although one large species i /,'.

agreatis), common in dry mountainous situations in the s.e. of Asia, has crooked
and sometimes creeping stems. The stems grow to their full height uubranched, but
afterwards throw out straight horizontal branches, especially in their upper parts, form-

ing a dense thicket; and many of them being strongly armed with spines, they are

planted for defense, presenting a formidable barrier, even against regular troops. Sonic
of the smaller kinds are often planted as hedges. The stems are jointed like those of
other graces, very hard, but light and clastic, hollow, containing only a light spongy
pith, except at the joints or nodes, where they are divided by strong partitions. They
are. therefore, readily converted into water vessels of various sorts; and when the par-
titions are removed, they are used as pipes for conveying water. They are also much
employed for house-building, for bridge*, etc. The smaller stems are' converted into

Walking-sticks, and are imported into Europe under the name of B. cane, both for that

purpose and to be employed in light wicker-work. In China, the interior portions of
in are used h>\- making paper. Some of the species grow to the height of only a
t; and almost all of them are slender in proportion to their height, although .B.

it. a native of New Granada and Quito, has a trunk 16 in. in diameter. The
f different species vary also very much in the thickness of the woody part, and so

in their adaptation to different purposes. The external covering of the stem is. in all

p cies, remarkably silicious; tin- stem of It. inhamrin is so hard that it strikes tire
when the hatdu-t is applied. This species is n native of Amboyna and Java: its slender

are polished, and used for the stalks of tobacco-pipes. The leaves of some kinds
an- u--d for thatch, and the Chinese plait hats of them; of the external membrane of

in- of some, they make paper. From the knots of the B. there exudes a saccha-
rine Juice, which dries upon exposure to the atmosphere, and which the Greeks called

- A0MV. It is also sometimes named T<il><iri* or r<ibm<lie<-r; but this name more
y belongs to a phosphorescent substance, containing silica and lime, and possess-

isr remarkable properties, which forms in the joints of some species of B and of other
graraea growing in dry Mtimiions. S, TAIIASHKKK. The young shoots ,,f some
of B. are eaten l,ke aspnra-us. or are pickled in vinegar. Those of I) Tnhlo a

:ion Bengalese species, are used for these purposes when about 2ft lon<>- The
Is of some species are us, d as rice, ami for nmkinsra kind of Ix-cr. Bamboos are

generally of very rapid growth, and they are often found in arid situations, which would
31herwise be destitute ofvegetation. It is not improbable that they may yet be employed.
where they do not naturally abound, to render districts productive which are now little

than deserts, in climates like thow of Arabia. the n. of Africa, and Australia- and
the quality of the gram of different specie- BeeflM to de-erve more attention than it has

i

'

-. *
8Pecir<> '"""""" i tin- We-t Indies (/>'. /v/fyrt/y*) is supposed to have

uced from the Ka-t Indies. A few specie- are found in the Himalaya to an
altitude of 12,000 ft., and a dwarf species from that region has been successfully tried in
the open air in England.
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BAM'BOROUGH CASTLE, on the site of -which Agricola is said to have built a Roman
fortress, is one of the oldest in Britain, having according to the Saxon chronicle, been
erected by Ida, the first Saxon king of Northumbria, in 550. It appears to have been a

royal residence for long after. In 643 it was unsuccessfully besieged by Penda, king of

Mereia; and during the Danish descents on England it was twice partly demolished.

Mowbray, carl of Northumberland, was besieged in B. in 1095 by William Rufus, and

having fallen into the king's hands, lady Mowbray surrendered under the threat of his

eyes being put out. When Northumberland was granted to Henry, son of David of

Scotland, B. C. was reserved for the English crown, and here B.'diol acknowledged
Edward I.'s supremacy in 1296. During the Avars of the Roses, it was the scene of several

conflicts, and so battered and destroyed that it has not been again used as a fortress. In
the time of queen Elizabeth, its governor was Sir John Foster, in whose family it con-
tinued till 1715, when it was bought, with the Forster estates, by lord Crowe, bishop of

Durham, who left it with other property to trustees for benevolent purposes. The
restoration of the castle, and its conversion to its present charitable uses, were chiefly
carried out by one of these, the Rev. Dr. John Sharpe, who bequeathed his library to the
institution. The income, which is about 9000, is expended in providing a market for

the sale of provisions and groceries to the poor at prime cost; a dispensary for gratis
advice and medicines to the sick; funds for maintaining, educating, and starting in life

poor children of the district; lifeboats and apartments for shipwrecked sailors; a con-
stant patrol during stormy nights for 8m. along the coast; repairing churches, and aiding
young men at the universities. B. village, near the castle, was a royal borough before
the conquest, and in the time of Edward I. returned 2 members to parliament. Its pop.
in 1871 was 320. Opposite B. C. are the Fame isles, where Grace Darling and her father
saved the crew of the Forfarshire steamer in 1838.

BAMBOUK
,
a country of Senegambia, western Africa, lying in the angle formed by the

Senegal and Faleme rivers. Its extent is roughly estimated at 140 in. in length, and
from 80 to 100 in breadth. The climate is unhealthy, especially during the rainy season;
but the valleys are remarkable for their fertility. Trees common to western Africa here
attain enormous proportions. Vast herds of wild oxen roam the hills, and most of the
wild animals of Africa abound. B. is chiefly remarkahle for its gold, which the natives

exchange for suit, cotton, and other manufactured goods. Its inhabitants, the Maudiu-

goes, are professedly Mohammedans, but they cling to many pagan superstitions, and
are very ferocious. B. was, four centuries ago, a short time in the possession of the

Portuguese.

BAMIAN', a fruitful valley and pass of Afghanistan, about a mile in breadth, and
inclosed by steep rocks, leading from Cabul to Turkestan. It is at an elevation of 8496

ft,, and is the only known pass over the Hindu Kush for artillery and heavy transport.
It was one of the chief centers of Buddhist worship, and with its two colossal statues was
described by the Buddhist monks who visited India in the 4th and 5th centuries. The
statues are found on a hill about 300ft. high, in which are a multitude of cells exca-
vated in the rock all round, and rising above one another in irregular tiers. The male
figure is about 160 ft., the female, 120. Both are natural in attitude, and clothed in light

drapery: the face of the former is the most perfectly preserved. Each figure is hewn
out of a deep niche, also elaboratelycarved, and representing royal personages and u

variety of symbols which resemble those on the coins of the Sassauidiv. Each contains
a winding stair by which it is possible to ascend to the head. The whole valley is

covered with the ruins of tombs, mosques, and other buildings, once belonging to the
town of Ghulghuleh. which more recently occupied this site, aud was destroyed by
Genghis Khan in 1221. Eight m. eastward of B. lies the ancient fortress of Zohuk,
attributed to the fabulous Persian serpent-king of that name. The fortress is preserved
for the purpose of guarding the important pass. Both there and in the valley of B., a

grear number of coins, ornaments, and oilier antiquities have been recently found, and
fully described by Masson. Wilson, Prinsep, Wood, and others.

BAMPTON, a small t. in the n.e. of Devonshire, chiefly on the left bank of the Batham,
a tributary of the Exe. and 22 m. n. of Exeter. There are here extensive carboniferous
lime-tone quarries. The manufa tnre of serge and pottery is carried on. St. Michael's
church was built in the 14th c., and has a tower 70 ft. high. Pop. '71, 1111.

BAMPTON IN THE BUSH, a small t in Oxfordshire, 14 m. s.w. of Oxford. It has
an ancient cruciform church, with a lame Norman tower, and examples of every period
of the pointed Gothic style. Pop. '71, 7<!4.

BAMPTON LECTURES. These lectures are so called after the name of their founder,
the Rev. John Bampton. canon of Salisbury, who left estates originally worth 120 per
annum, to the university of Oxford, for the endowment of eight divinity-lecture ser-

mons, to be preached at Great St. Mary's every year, and to be published, at the expense
of the estate, within tSvo months of their being preached. The preacher is to lecture on
one of the following subjects:

" The Confirmation of the Christian Faith and the Con-
futation of all Heretics and Schismatics;" "The Divine Authority of the Scriptures;"
"The Authority of the Primitive Fathers in Matters of Christian 'Faith and Practice;"
"The Divinity of Christ;" "The Divinity of the Holy Ghost;"

" The Apostles' and
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Nicenc Creeds." No person is qualified to preach these lectures who has not taken the

M \ either at Oxford or Cambridge, and the same person shall never preach
; wire. The first course was delivered in 1780. In 1834 and 1835, no lecturers were

appointed, and m> lecture was {.reached in 1841. With these exceptions, there has heen

MI unbroken scries of very valuable, but rather learned than popular discourses. The
reniaikal.le are the following: Those delivered in 1784, on "

Christianity and

Mohammedanism "
by Dr. White, who was accused of having obtained assistance in

their composition from Dr. Parr and Dr. Badcock; those by Dr. Tatham in 1790, on

"The Logic of Theology;" those of Dr. Xott in 1802, on "
Religious Enthusiasm" this

was directed airamst the pretensions of Wesley and Whitetield; those of Dr. 31 ant

in 1812; those, of Reginald Heber in 1815; Whately in 1822; Kilinan in 1827; Burton in

1829. on "The. Heresies of the Apostolic Age;" Soames in 1830, on " The Doctrines of

. agio-Saxon Church." But of the -whole series, none have caused greater excite-

ment and controversy than those delivered by Dr. Hampden in 1832, on " The Scholastic

Philosophy considered in its Relation to Christian Theology." They were attacked on

all sides, but opeciallv by the leaders of the Oxford tract association. Hampden was
accu>ed of rationalism and Socinianism. When he was appointed regius professor of

divinitv in 1836. a petition against his appointment was sent up to the throne; and upon
this being rejected, a censure was passed upon him in convocation by a large majority,

declaring his teaching to be unsound, and releasing undergraduates from attendance at

his lectures. Notwithstanding this, lie was raised to the see of Hereford in 1847, under
the government of lord John Russell thirteen of the bench of bishops protesting against
the appointment. The course of B. L. delivered by the late dean Manscl, in 1-S58, on
" The Limits of Religious Thought," caused a less bitter, but scarcely less interesting

controversy. Mr. Mansel possessed great power as a dialectician, and his lectures con-

tained many very eloquent passages. The main position which he took up was,
" That

the human" mind inevitably, and by virtue of its essential constitution, finds itself

involved in self-contradictions whenever it ventures on certain courses of speculation,"
i.e., on speculations concerning the infinite nature of God. He maintained that all

attempts to construct an objective or metaphysical theology must necessarily fail, and
that the attainment of a philosophy of the Infinite is utterly impossible, under the exist-

ing laws of human thought the practical aim of the whole course being to show the
"

right use of reason in religious questions." Mr. Mansel was accused by his critics of

condemning all dogmatic theology (e.g., all creeds and articles), and of making revela-

tion itself impossible. Mr. Maurice was one of his principal opponents. Canon
Liddon's lectures in 1866, on "Our Lord's Divinity," have been the most important
since dean Mansel's. The B. L. for 1874 were delivered by the Rev. Stanley Leathes,
M.A.. on " The Religion of the Christ; its Historic and Literary Development considered
as an Evidence of its Origin."
A course of lectures similar to the Bampton was founded about the same time at

Cambridge, by the Rev. John IIulsc. See HULSEAN LECTURES.

BAMPU RA, BnAMPtTRA, or BiTANPtmA, a town of Hindustan, in the territory of

Indore, on the Rewa, 1844 ft. above the level of the sea, about 180 m. s.w. of Gwa'lior.
It is situated at the base of a range of hills, is surrounded by a wall, and has an unfin-
i-hed fort, built of stone, which incloses an unfinished palace. Both palace and fort
were l>egun by Jcswunt Row Holkar, of whom there is a beautiful marble statue in the

palace. B. is the principal place of a pergunnah containing 70 villages. Pop. 20,000.

BAN. This word occurs in most of the modern languages of Europe, and its primary
.-iL'iiitication appears to have been,

"
to make a signal" (see BANNER), "to proclaim" o"r

"
publish." This meaning it retains in the phrase, bans or banns (q.v.) of marriage. In

Germany, the acht or Ixinnum was a sentence of outlawry pronounced in the middle
i^ain-t those who escaped from

justice,
or refused to submit to trial. We often

read of refractory princes, and even cities, being placed under the ban of tic empire. The
following are the terms of banning used in an old formula: "We declare thy wife a
widow and thy children orphans; we restore all thy feudal tenures to the lord of the
manor: thy private proj>erty we give to thy children; and we devote thy body and flesh
to the beasts of the forest and fowls of the air. In all ways and in every place where
others find peace and safety, thou shall find none; and we banish thee into the four
roads of the world in the devil's name." Besides these sentences of outlawry, many
other announcements were accompanied with denunciations and imprecations.' When

land v.a^ made for a religious purpose, or when a charter of liberties
.rallied, the transaction was proclaimed in public with certain ceremonies, ami
\\-re denounced against any one who should violate the deed. Thus banning, or

publishing, came to be associated with cursing; and hence the origin of the popular use
of the word. It occurs in this >cn*e in Shakespeare and Milton, and other old wrii

f. The ban. uho was appointed by the sovereign 'but not for life,
and whose appointment had to be ratified by the national diet, had originally very exten
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give, in fact almost unlimited powers. In political, judicial, and military affairs, lie

was the supreme authority. Within his own territory, lie exercised an influence similar

to that of the palatine in Hungary, and only lower than a kin-;. In time of war, lie

headed the troops of his bft>iat\q.v.), and if the campaign occurred within its limits, it

was his duty invariably to occupy the post of danger, lie led the van to battle,

or covered the rear in retreat. For these services, In- was recompensed partly in ready

money, and partly by a monopoly of salt. The most important banats were thoje of

Dalmatia. Croatia. Slavonia, Bosnia. Machow, and S/oreny, but their boundaries changed
so frequently, that at the present day it is impossible to ascertain what they originally
were. The encroachments of the Turks in the 16th c. rendered the union of the various

banats necessary: and after some time, the whole were formed into the double banat of

Dalmatia and Croatia. A still more complete unity was subsequently obtained by
centralizing the military power. In 1723, the authority of the B. was made entirely
subordinate to that of 'the supreme government of Hungary. After numerous vicissi-

tudes, his powers, rights, and titles were strictly denned during the reign of Mari-.i

Theresa. He was then acknowledged to be the third dignitary of the Hungarian kingdom,
appointed a member of the Hungarian council of government, and president of the council

of the banat, and at the coronation of the Hungarian king went before him. bearing the

?
olden apple, the symbol of sovereignty. Such was the position of the ban until the 4th of

lar., 1849, when Croatia, Slavonia, and Dalmatia were transformed into Austrian' crown-

lands, and the ban made wholly independent of Hungary. In 1868, Croatia and Slavonia
were reunited with Hungary. One of the Hungarian ministers superintends the affairs of

the
"
kingdoms of Croatia and Slavouia;" while there is a special local administration

for internal affairs. The head of this administration is called the ban.

BAN
;
ARRIERE BAN. Besides the civil use of the word ban, as a proclamation or

prohibition, there was a military application of the term in former days in France
When the feudal barons, who hefd their estates and honors from the king, were sum-
moned to attend him in the time of war, they were called the ban. or the levy first called

out; while the tenants, subordinate to these barons, formed the arriere ban, or secondary
levy.

BANANA, a fruit originally East Indian, but much cultivated in warm countries
over the whole globe. It is now generally regarded as a mere variety of the plantain
(q.v.); although they were formerly ranked by botanists as distinct species, the plantain
under the name of mum paradivaim, and the B. of M. napif/itum the specific name sig-

nifying "of the wise men," and being intended to convey an allusion to a statement by
Theophrastus concerning a fruit which served as food for the wise men of India, and
which, from his description, is supposed to have been the plantain or banana. The
names plantain and B. are somewhat vaguely used in their application to different culti-

vated varieties, which are very numerous; those called B. have generally dark purple
stripes and spots on their stems, and the fruit is smaller, less curved, and of more deli-

cate taste than the plantain, with a soft and luscious pulp. Each fruit is generally about
four or five inches long. The B. is always used in a ripe state, and never, like the plan-
tain, as a substitute for bread; unless when the pulp is squeezed through a fine sieve,
and formed into small loaves, which, when dried, ma\ be kept for a great length of

time, but which are saccharine, and not farinaceous. It is sometimes fried in slices; it

is often made into preserves; and its juice affords an excellent wine. It has been pro-
duced of good quality in hot-houses in Britain. The fruit of musa catendisftii is some-
times also called banana. See PLANTAIN.

BANANA BIRD, Xanthornus icterus, a beautiful bird, allied to the Baltimore bird

(q.v.), which it considerably exceeds in size; a native of the West Indies and warm parts
of America. Its colors are lawny and black, with white bars upon the wings. It is

very lively and active. It is gregarious, and a number of the nests may often be seen
near each other, suspended to the extremities of slender branches of trees, so as to be
out of the reach of snakes and monkeys. It is often kept in houses to destroy insects.

It is very easily domesticated, and delights to be care>sed.

BANANAL ', also called Santa Anna, an island 200 m. long by 35 wide, in theAraguay
river, Brazil; exceedingly productive of bananas, whence the name 1

.

BANAS, or BUNAS, the name of three rivers of India. 1. A river of Rajpootana,
rising on the western frontier of Mewar. in the Aravulli mountains, about n. hit. 24 47',

e. long. 7;r 28. Flowing through Mewar for 120 m.. in a generally north-eastern direc-

tion, receiving the Beris, or Beruch, on the right, and the Botaserfon the left, it
;

the town of Tonk, where it changes its course to the s.e. . and falls into the Chum,
bul in n. lat. 2.r 54'. e. long. 7H ~>() , after a total course of 820 miles. 2. A river which
also rises in the Aravulli mountains, and after a south-westward course of 180 m., is lost

in the Itunn of Cutch, terminating in a number of small and intricate channels. 3. A
river of Kewah, in Bundelcund. having a north-westward course of about 70 m., and
falling into the Sone near Rampur.

BA NAT, any district or territoiy under a ban, but specially applied to a province of
the Austrian empire, which has. curiously enough, ?t ban. It is bounded on the w.

by the Theiss; on the s. by the Danube; on the e. by the line of mountains which sepa-
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Hungary from Wallachia and Transylvania; and on the n. by the Maros. It con-

f the three Comitate. Temesvar, Torontal, and Krassowa. Pop. '69, 1,028,263.

partly mountainous and partly flat, but is everywhere copiously watered, and

.liugly fertile. The chief rivers are the Temes and Karasch. The climate is

. in summer, and comparatively cold in winter; but, though not unpleasant, it

i- far from salubrious in the w., on account of the swamps and morasses which

abound. Nevertheless, it is the most productive of the Austrian provinces, yielding
rich crops of wheat, spelt, and other grains; the vine is little cultivated. Wild-fowJ are

numerous, and the rivers swarm with fish. The mines are valuable: coal, iron, copper,
r. and zinc being procured in considerable quantities. The mineral springs

iiadia are in great repute. The principal town is Temesvar.

lie-longs to the Hungarian portion of the Austrian empire. It was formed into an

Austrian crown-land in 1849, but was restored to Hungary in 1860.

BANAWABAM', a t. of India, in the territory of Mysore, in a fine open country,

among the head-waters of the Hugri, 81 m. n.w. from Mysore. It is a town of Some

antiquity. It was taken in 1694, in a night-assault by Chika Deo, rajah of Mysore.
When it had fallen under the dominion of Hyder Ali, the inhabitants were in great part
removed to Xagapuri, a new town which Hvder had founded in the vicinity. Previous

M this removal, the pop. was about 10,000. Yhenew town proving extremely unhealthy,
the Mirvivors of the people of B. were permitted to return to their old habitations.

BANBEIDGE, a small t. in the w. of Down co., Ireland, on a steep slope on the left

li.mk of the Banu, 76 m. n. of Dublin. It is a thriving seat of the linen manufacture i:i

all its --ta^es, from the preparation of the soil for the flaxseed to the finishing of th-.-

linen. Miles of bleach ing-greens exist in the vicinity, and numerous factories

along the Bann. Pop. '71, 5599.

BANBUBY, a small t. in the u. of Oxfordshire, on the right bank of the Chcrwell.
0:' m. u. of Oxford. There formerly e.xi-ted here a very strong castle, which was built

about 1125, and sustained various sieges during the early English civil wars. At Danes
more, near B., the Yorkists were defeated in 1469. B. is the center of the famous rich

red land of Oxford county. This land is among the most fertile in the kingdom A system
of canals conneclsthe town with all parts of England. The vicinity of 13. is thickly studded
with villages. Numerous remains of the ancient Britons are found iu the neighborhood.
B. is noted for its manufacture of agricultural implements, and for its malt liquors,

cheese, and cakes. There are also manufactures of plush, shag, girth, and other web-

bing. B. returns one member to parliament. Pop. (1871) of municipal borough, 4122; of

parl. borough, 11,726.

BANG, legally, is a seat or bench of justice, and in this sense has given rise to the

expression of the courts of law at Westminster "sitting in bane," or in banco that is.

Mtting together on the bench of their respective courts, in term-time, and otherwise, as

is provided by statute.

BANCA, an island n.e. of Sumatra, 1 30' to 3 5' s. lat., and 105 10' to 106 53' e. long.,
has an area of 6883 sq.m. Pop. '71, 153 Exiropeans and 41,748 natives and Chinese.

Gold, iron ore, silver, lead, and amber are found, and the tin exported to Java for Hol-
land averages 4200 tons. The sales in 1872 had a value of 533,137.

BANCO (It), a commercial term meaning the standard money in which a bank keeps
i-ounts, as distinguished from the current money of the place. The distinction was

more necessary when the currency consisted, as it often did, of clipped, worn, and for-

eiirn coins. These the early bank's (Venice. Amsterdam, etc.) received at their intrinsic

v.orth, and credited the depositor in their books with this bank value. The term wat
. applied to the money in which the Hamburg bank kept its accounts, hi- fore t he-

adoption of the new universal coinage of the German empire. It was not represented
by any coinage. The Hamburg mark B. (= 1*. 5|rf. sterling) was to the current mark
(= 1*. 2|d.) as 20 to 16. Sweden had a peculiar bank money, 8 dollars B being equal
to 3 dollars specie. Genoa had at one time a bank standard, and the present Current
money being different from that, is still called "fuori banco," outside the hank.

I '.AN CROFT, AARON, D.D., 1755-1839; b. Ma<s. He graduated at Harvard, and
i at Worcester, in 178.Y He published, besides many sermons, an euloiry and a

life of Washington, tin- latter reprinted in England. He was a strong opponent of C'al-

vini-m. In-fore tiR.

(JoitaiiitU were known. Later in life he was president of the Unita-
rian association.

BANCROFT. KnwAUi). 1744-1831; b. Mass.; practiced medicine in British Guiana,
and resided several years in England. He was intimate with Franklin and Priestley.

'1 h'8 W( "
'.'/

'"i the Natural History of Guiana, Charltx Wtntirurth, a
novel, and SnjMnEmmtel lienearches concerning Permanent Colors.

BANCROFT. > \-neriean historian. 1>. 3d Oct., 1800, near Worcester, in Mass.,
D of I>r. Aa:oii Btneroft, sin eminent Unitarian minister. He entered Har-

1:5. and obtaining* valuable exhibition there, proceeded in
J to Gottmgcu. where he studied history and philology under Heeren, Plank, and
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Eichhorn, and in 1820 obtained the degree of doctor. At Berlin, he attended the lec-

tures of Hegel, and had frequent intercourse with Schleiermacher, W. von Humboldt,
Savigny, Varnhagen von Ense, and other literary men of note. Subsequently, he
traveled through Germany, and formed an acquaintance with Goethe and Schlosser.

Having visited Paris, London, and Italy, B. returned to America, and after some time

spent in tuition, devoted himself to politics. He soon became celebrated as a democratic

politician, and was made collector of customs at Boston. He still continued his literary
labors, especially in lectures upon German literature, philosophy, etc. When Polk was
elected president, in 1845, he appointed B. secretary of the navy. While in this office,
he established an observatory at Washington, and u naval school at Annapolis. In the
autumn of 1846, B. was sent by Polk as ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary
to England, where he remained till 1849, carefully collecting materials for a Hixtort/ of
Aim rii-ii. Hi' published the result of his labors in his History of the Revolution in North
America (Boston, 1852). He had already published his History of tfte Colonization of the

I niltd State* of North America (3 vols., Boston, 1834-40). The whole of these writings
are included in the author's History of Am-crica, a work of solid excellence, the 10th and
last vol. of which appeared in 1874. In 1866, B. delivered an oration in honor of Abra-
ham Lincoln. From 1867 to 1874, he was minister plenipotentiary at the court of Berlin.
For some years he was a principal contributor to the North American Review.

BANCEOFT, RICHARD, Archbishop of Canterbury, and a bitter opponent of the Puri-

tans, sou of John B. and Mary, niece of Hugh Curwyn, archbishop of Dublin, was b.

at Farnworth, Lancashire, in Sept., 1544. Educated at Cambridge, he took the degree
of B.A. at Christ's college, in 1567, and that of M.A. at Jesus' college, in 1570. He became
rector of Teversham, Cambridgeshire, iu 1575, of St. AndrewsT Holborn. in 1584, and
treasurer of St. Paul's cathedral iu 1585. In the latter year he was admitted D.D. By

S, 1597, he attended queen Elizabeth during her last illness. At the famous Hampton
court conference under James I., he was one of the chief commissioners on behalf of
the church of England, and took the lead in the disputations. In the convocation of
1603-4, he sat as president. In Oct., 1604, he succeeded Whitgift as archbishop of Can-

terbury: and was sworn in one of his majesty's privy council in Sept., 1605, and chan-
cellor of the university of Oxford, 1608. He d.* Nov. 2, 1610. B. had a high character
as a preacher and statesman; and was a vigilant ruler of the church. He is author of
two sermons, one of which, preached at St. Paul's, in 1588, contains a furious invective

against the Puritans, and of two treatises respecting church order and discipline. B.
left his library to his successors in the see of Canterbury forever. His nephew, JOHN
B., bishop of "Oxford, 1632, d. 1640, built the palace of Cuddesden for the bishops of
that see. Burned by the parliament troops, 1644, it was rebuilt, 1679.

BAND, iu architecture, is the name given to any kind of ornament which is continued

horizontally along a wall, or by which a building" is encircled. Bands often consist of

foliage, quatrefpils,
or of simple bricks. B. of a shaft is the molding or suits of

moldings by which the pillars and shafts are encircled in Gothic architecture. Several
bands are often placed at equal distances on the body of the shaft when it is long, in
which case they are known as shaft-rings.

BAND, or BANDS, a portion of clerical dress, and the only relic of the ancient amice,
n linen vestment which was used in the ancient church to cover the shoulders and neck
of the priest. It also forms a part of the full dress of the bar, the universities, and the

leading functionaries in schools of old foundation. At Winchester and some other
school-, it is even worn by the scholars themselves. The bands worn by lawyers and
other civilians may be a relic of the wide stiff collar which was a part of the ordinary
civilian dress in the reign of James I.

BAN DA, chief t. of a district in Bundelcund, in lat. 25 28' n., and long. 80 23' e.

In 1872, its pop. was 27.573. It is a great mart for cotton. It is situated on the right
bank of the Cane or Keyn. an affluent of the Jumna, being 95 m. to the s.w. of Allaha-
bad. 500 to the n. w. of Calcutta, and 190 to the s.e. of Agra. The district of B. contains
3030 sq.m.. and (1872) 692,909 inhabitants.

BANDAGES are used by surgeons to apply pressure on a pa T, or to retain dressings

upon wounds. The most common bandage is a strip of linen, calico, or elastic web,
from 3 to 5 or more inches in breadth, rolled longitudinally; hence the name roller.

There are also B. to suit special purposes, as the four-tailed for the head or knee,
which consists of a piece of cloth split up on each side towards and nearly to the center.

"When applied, the tails are crossed and tied so as to make an extemporaneous night-cap.
In applying the roller bandage to a leg, the surgeon first turns it round the foot, then
round the ankle; and so by repeated turns, each one of which should overlap about a
third of the previous one, till he reaches the calf of the leg, when he must fold at each
turn the bandage sharply back on itself, by which maneuver the bandage will lie flat

and smooth on the limb. The operator must remember that the bandage must be

applied more tightly at the foot than in the leg, so that it may not impede 'the course of
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the blood through the veins. This requires to be practiced, as the effect of a bandage is

always fur good or evil as it is well or ill applied.

BANDA ISLES a portion of tlie Moluccas, consisting of 12 islands, 6 of which are

uninhabited about 50 in. to the s. of Ceram. Pop. (1870) of Bauda and Amboyna.
>!(-, 737- of the former alone, probably about 110,000. Their mean lat. and long, respce-

tive'lv are 4' 30 s and 129' 50 e. Their chief production is the nutmeg, the annual

expo'rt of that spice being about 1,000,000 Ibs., with a corresponding quantity about

one third of mace. Like most of the islands in this neighborhood, they belong to the

Dutch. They are lofty and volcanic.

BANDAJAJT, a pass over the Himalaya, forming the southern boundary of Kunawnr.

It i.- amidst mountains of gneiss, and is covered with perpetual snow. The summit of

theViss is 14,854 ft. above the sea, and is in n. lat. 31 22 , e. long. 7^ I

BANDANA, a kind of printed handkerchief of Indian origin, now extensively made

in Britain, usually of cotton. The cloth is first dyed Turkey red, and then the pattern

is made by discharging the color with bleaching liquor in a powerful Bramah press.

The pattern to be discharged is cut out on two plates of such metal (lead) as may not be

acted on by the liquor, :ui"d of the full size of the handkerchief. A dozen or more are

Sut
in at once between the plates, and so many of these courses are entered together as

11 the press, when the pressure is applied, and the liquor is run in on the uppermost

plate, which is grooved oil the upper side to receive it, and holed to pass it from plate

to plate through all the cloth-folds in the press. The pressure on the cloth to make
clean work by preventing the spreading of the liquor, is enormous. The patterns in the

real B. style of printing are spots and diamond prints, the best suited for discharging,
and even for these a pressure of 500 tons is required to work them clean. See CALICO
PRINTING.

BANDA OEEENTAL, a state of South America. See URUGUAY.

HANDAR'RA, GONZALO ANNES, d. 1556; called the "Portuguese Nostradamus."
He was a shoemaker, composed religious verses, and pretended to give prophecies.
Several works purporting to be his were issued, but probably all were written by others.

Their burden was the resurrection and restoration of John IV., or of Sebastian, kings
of Portugal.

BAN DEL, KKXST Vox, an eminent modern sculptor, was b. in 1800, in Anspach.
While attending the academy at .Munich, he prosecuted his studies so diligently that in

is-jo lit- sent to the exhibition a plaster figure of Mars reposing, as large as life, which

procured for him considerable reputation. Of various models of this kind done by him.
one. a liuure of Charity, was executed in marble. This work occupied the artist about
tan years. It exhibits great chastencss of design, and a minuta carefulness of execution.

Among his best portrait busts, in which he excels, are those of Maximilian, king of

Havaria (1832), and of the artists D. Quaglio and Peter Hess. In 1834, he rentovel to

Berlin, where his chief works were a colossal statue of Hermann (q.v.), the foundations
of which were laid in 1841, but which was not inaugurated till 1875; a life-size statue of

Christ; a life-size statue of Hermann's wife; and a bust of the poet Grabbe. For
Hanover, where he has chiefly resided of late years, he has executed the statues of Shake
speare and Goldoni for the theater, and other works. For Gottingen, he executed a
statue of William IV.

BANDEL'LO, MATTEO, an Italian writer of norelle or tales, was born at Castelnuovo
in Piedmont about the year 1480. In early life, he became a Dominican monk, in the
convent delle Grazie at Milan, but soon abandoned this vocation for u more free and
independent life. His uncle, who had been elected general of the order in 1501, took
him to travel with him; and in Rome and Naples, B. devoted himself to the study of
belles-lettres. He then returned to Milan, whence he was driven by the Spaniard-
partisan of France, after the battle of Pavia in 1525. He accompanied Francis I. to

France, and was, in 1550, made bishop of Agen by Henry II. He left the care of his
-e to the bishop of Grasse, in order to be able to devote himself without disturb-
in the completion of his tales, which he published in the Italian lantrua^e in three

volumes (Lucca, 1554), to which a fourth was added after his death, which took place in
15<il. The talcs of B. rank next to those of Boccaccio in Italy. They are distiii-rc'

by unaffected simplicity of style, fluency and vividness of narrative, and a harmonious
I nevity of periods. It must be confessed, however, that they are not un frequently very
impure in tone. B. wrote several other works.

BANDE NOIRE <" black band") was the name given, during the first French revolu-
tion, to the societies of capitalists who bought the confiscated buildings which had
belonged to the church, emigrant*, etc. The opprobrious name was fixed on them on
account of Ihcir vandalism in the destruction of old relics, works of art. churches, Con-

abbeys, episcopal residences, etc., many of which possessed both a scientific and
historical interest. It ] i: ,,. hnwever, lx?en alleged, on the other ham), that these societies
have frequently done considerable service to the communitv. in remminir old and use

s edifices, and dial their minute subdivision into lots of "the old territorial domains,
ha* both favored agriculture and ameliorated the condition of the people.
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BANDERA, a co. in s.w. Texas, on the Medina; 938 sq.m. ; pop. '70,64918 col-

ored. It is a stock-raising region. Co. seat, Bandera City.

EANDEBOLE, a small streamer fixed immediately under the crook, on the top of the

staff of a crozier (q.v.), and folding over the staff. Also an architectural term for the

flat inscribed band used in the renaissance buildings, similar to those now used for

mottoes to coats-of-arms.

BANDETTI XI, TERESA, 1763-1837; an Italian poetess, who gained celebrity as an

improvisatrice. She was much honored, not only for talent, but for virtues and ;iccom-

plishments. Among her works are Rime diivrse, Da Morte d'Adone, and II Polidoro.

!5he wedded Siguor Fietro Landucci, a gentleman of Lucca.

BAND-FISH, or SxAKK-Fisii, Ctpola, a genus of fishes of the ribbon-fish (q.v.) family.
The body is much elongated and compressed. The bones are little more solid than a
mere lil.rous net-work, and everything else exhibits a corresponding delicacy, to that

specimens are seldom to be obtained in an uninjured state. All the species inhabit

quiet depths, and are incapable of contending with waves and currents. Their singular
form, and the beauty of their colors, make them objects of great interest. One species,
the red B. (f. rube,fceny}, not uncommon in the Mediterranean, is occasionally cast ashore

by storms on the British coasts. It is about 15 in. long. Its brilliant appearance, when
seen moving in the water, has suggested the names of tire-flame and red-ribbon, by which
it is known at Nice.

BANDICOOT, Perameles, a genus of marsupial (q.v.) quadrupeds, occupying in the

zoology of Australia a place somewhat analogous to that of shrews (q.v.) in Europe.
Their dentition is remarkable, as they have ten cutting teeth in the upper jaw, and only
six in the lower, the posterior ones of which are two-lobed: in other respects it nearly
resembles that of opossums. They have an elongated head and pointed muzzle: the

hind-legs are considerably longer than the fore-legs. The thumb and little toe of the

fore-feet are little more than simple tubercles, so that there seem to be only three toes;
and there is a fleshy tubercle in place of a thumb on the hind-feet. Their movements
are similar to those'of hares or rabbits. They live on bulbs, insects, etc.. make ravages
in potato-fields, and devour corn in granaries. There are several species. The loug-

: IJ. (P. nasiita) is about a foot and a half in length from the extremity of the nose
to the origin of the tail, which is not unlike that of a large rat, but better covered with
hair. It is chiefly found in the mountainous parts of New South Wales. P. gu/mii is

common in Van Dieman's Laud.

BANDICOOT, BANDICOOT RAT, MALABAR RAT. or PIG-RAT, Mas gigantcn*. the largest
known species of rat. The name B. is a corruption of the Telinga p<tn'li],-kv, literally

signifying pig-rat. The animal inhabits many parts of India, and is plentiful in Ceylon.
It is chiefly found in dry situations, and often in hilly districts. It attains the weight of
2 or I! Ibs.*, and is 24 to' 30 in. long, including the tail, which at the base is ~2\ in. in cir-

cumference. The body is thick, and greatly arched, black above, grayish b:>io\v. Its

fle>h is a favorite article of food with the coolies of India, and is said to be delicate, and
much to resemble young pork. It feeds chiefly ou grain and roots, and is very destruc-

tive in gardens. "Its nests, when rifled, are frequently found to contain considerable

quantities of rice, stored up against the dry season." Sir J. E. Tenneut's Ceylon.

BANDIE EA, ATTIIJO and EMILIO. two brothers well known for their tragic fate, were
descended from a distinguished aristocratic family of Venice, which had once held a

place in the red book of the republic. They were lieutenants in the Austrian navy, their

father being rear-admiral: but, instead of sharing the pro-Austrian sentiments of their

parent, they cherished enthusiastic dreams of the free and united republic of Italy. In
the year is4'3, they entered into correspondence with Mazzini, whom they regarded as

almost a demi-god. Their glowing and enthusiastic patriotism breathes in every line

of their letters. Both were noble spirits, ready for any sacrifice, but unfortunately
impressed with the delusive idea that their native country could be saved by means of a

conspiracy. Emilio, the younger, of a stronger bodily frame, but of a lighter disposition,
was under the influence of his graver and more thoughtful brother. In the year 1843.

they believed that the time was come for a revolution by force of arms; but their prema-
ture appeal finding no practical response, they fled to Corfu in Mar., 1844, where they
endured many bitter disappointments and much misery. Hope alone inspired them with
life; but at length, misled by false rumors of a rising in Naples, wi.th which it is sup
the Neapolitan police had something to do. they ventured to land with twenty companions
at the mouth of the small rive Nieto, in Calabria, believing that their appearance would
be the signal for a general insurrection. The Neapolitan government expected them;
one of their companions, a certain Boccheciampe, had betrayed them. They were
attacked by an overwhelming force, and were nearly all taken "prisoners at once. One

only fell on the spot, and two escaped. Nothing was ever allowed to transpire respecting
the trial of these unfortunate men. Attilio and Emilio were shot along with seven of

their comrades in the public square of Cosenza, on the 25th July, 1844. They died

joyfully, exclaiming
" Viva 1'Italia!" The public mind had not then become accustomed

to hear of bloody deaths for political causes. A cry of indignation resounded through
Europe at this "kingly revenge," as it was called in* a conservative paper of the day. A
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year later, their remaining companions were pardoned. The fate of the brothers B.

attracted much attention in England, from the circumstance that letters of M. Max./.ini,

then in London, had been opened in the post-office by authority of government, which
i of iMvuig such information to the Italian governments as enabled them to

entrap the insurgents.

BANDINEL Li, B.vccio, the son of a famous goldsmith of Florence, and one of the
i his time, was b. at Florence in 1487. His first instructions were

iblj received in the workshop of his father, for in those days goldsmiths wrought
from their own designs. He was afterwards a pupil of Rustic!, and the friend of

Leonardo da Vinci. He was an augry and jealous rival of Michael Aiigclo, whose

grandeur of conception he strove to equal, and who is said to have retaliated his enmity
-.tempt, it must he admitted, however, that we have only prejudiced sources from

which to draw our information regarding him. Benvenuto Cellini, whose language is

generally passionate and hyperbolical, is his chief accuser, although Yasari also speaks of

hi- proud and envious disposition. Whatever may have been his moral infirmities, it is

im;>o~-i!>k- to deny that as a sculptor he was in his day second only to Michael Angelo.
ul> with his brother-artists do not appear to have injured him in the opiuii

persons of distinction. He was patronized by Cosmo de' Medici, Charles V., Francis I.,

Clement Vil, and other powerful friends. Clement even bestowed on him an estate.

lie died at Florence, 1559-60.
His l>est works are bassi-rilievi, among which are those that adorn the choir of the

dunmo at Florence. On the high-altar in the same building is to be seen his corpse of
Christ. supported by an angel, with God the Father over it. His most ambitious work
is Hercules with Cacus at his feet, lu the Mcdicean gallery are his copies of the group
of the Laocoou a masterly imitation of the antique, in which he boasted that he excelled
even the ancients themselves. He also executed statues of some of his patrons; all his
works exhibit power, vigor, and skillful drawing, but it is alleged, apparently with con-
siderable truth, that

" he was too fond of the terrible graces of composition."

BANDIT, a word originally signifying a "banished "or outlawed person; then one
who. localise outlawed, wages war against civilized society; and finally a highway
robber. The banditi, or banditti, formed in Italy in earlier times, as it were, a separate
community or guild, who submitted to their own stringent laws, carried on both open
and secret war with civilized society, and kept up a certain romantic idea of honor. Hy
means of the severe measures which were adopted in 1820 by the papal government
against the banditti and their abettors, their haunts were broken up. Those who still

occasional! v disquiet the frontiers of Naples are in general people settled on the spot,
who regard robbery and murder as equally a branch of their trade with agriculture.
Peter the Calabrian, one of the most famous B. chiefs in 1812, assumed the titles of

"emperor of the mountains, king of the woods, and lord of the highroads from Florence
to Naples/' The government of Ferdinand I. found themselves obliged to conclude
treaties with them. The banditti must be distinguished from common robbers, who
were called nmirirenti. In later times, the banditti were joined by adventurers of all

kinds, to such an extent, that the Austrian troops who occupied Naples were obliged
to make frequent expeditions against them. In Sicily, the banditti are most numerous in
the Val Demonc. They formerly acquired so much power there, that the prince of
Villufranca, as a piece of policy, declared himself their patron, and treated them with
much confidence. In the years 1841-43, political fugitives united with robbers and
adventurers of all kinds in the Abruzzi, Calabria, and Romagna, and since then they
have never been entirely extirpated. The revolution of 1848-49 added irrcatly to their
numbers, and in several districts of Italy, especially in the states of the church,' between
Ferrari and Ancona, they reached an unheard of degree of boldness, notwithstanding
the Austrian army of occupation. Under the command of one Bellino (known br the
name of "

II Passatore"), a daring and talented man, who died in Mar. 1S">1, thc> 'kept
the country in terror, and even burned several villages to the ground. They also

d on a real guerrilla warfare against the military forces of the country. Recent
events in Italy, have, it is said, recalled numbers of these banditti to a more' honorable
life. See CAMOUKA.

BANDOLEER
,
or BAKTDALEER'. Two centuries ago, soldiers' muskets were providedwith mntchhxkt, a very slow and ineffective contrivance for firing. The inu-k

wen- furnished with gunpowder in small cylindrical boxes made of wood tin or
leather, ej.-cli containing rafflcfent for one charge. Twelve of these little boxes were
fixed to : , I,, it (all, ,1 a bandober, worn over the left shoulder. In what way these were
superseded by a superior arrangement, will be found noticed under CARTRIDGE

|
* . . .'
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laiii.d. ulnch , s afterwards scented with Eau de Cologne or oilier

perfumed spirit; second mode of preparing B. is to soak quince-seeds in mid waterf . I ' w ovfi*ix vi uiiJV,t'-^(JL:u.> in I mt I \>UILI
or two. then strain, and add perfume; and a third process is to heat gum

tragacanth with water, and when a mucilage is obtained, add the scent.
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BANDON, or BANDOXBRTDGE, a t. of the co. of Cork, Ireland, on the Bandon. 12 m.
s.w. from Cork, with which it is connected by a railway. The houses are built of
stone. There are several good streets and numerous ecclesiastical and other public
buildings. B. was originally peopled by a colony of English Protestants and was so

strictly Protestant that, till about the beginning of the present c. , no Roman Catholic
would" have been allowed to settle in it. More than three fourths of the population are
now Roman Catholics and there is a Roman Catholic convent. B. was at one time a pros-
perous manufacturing t., cotton-spinning and weaving being extensively carried ou; but
these branches of industry have been almost entirely relinquished, and the pop., which
was 9049 in 1841, had diminished to 6131 in 1871. It returns one member to the house
of commons. The country around B. Is very beautiful, well wooded, undulating, and
pastoral. The river Bandoii rises in the Carberry mountains and its mouth forms the
harbor of Kinsale. Spenser describes it as " the pleasant Bandon, crowned by many a
wood." It has a course of 40 ru., for 15 of which it is navigable to Innishannon, 4 m.
below B.

BANDONG, a commercial t. on the \v. coast of Java, in the vicinity of the volcano

Gunong Guntour, by an eruption of which 80 villages were destroyed in 1822.

BANDS, MILITARY, consist each of a body of skilled musicians, attached to a regiment
in the British service. According to military regulations, the only indispensable instru-

ments are drums, fifes, bugles, and trumpets, all of which are employed to give signals
on the march or in active service, either for infantry or for cavalry. To supplement
this meager musical establishmi nt, however, the officers of regiments organize, chiefly
at their own cost, effective military bands, who use a variety of instruments such :i?

flutes, clarionets, bassoons, horns, ophicleides, big drums, cymbals, triangles, etc. This

arrangement has assumed almost the force of a regulation; for ollicers above the rank of
subaltern are obliged to contribute a sum not exceeding 12 days' pay in the course of a

year and an extra sum when promoted to the band-fund. The members of these bands
are selected from the ranks; but the band-master, though in uniform, is often a civili n
who is hired for the purpose and who generally refuses to accompany the regiment
abroa-l, except at an increased rate of remuneration. The musicians, generally, are in

an anomalous position; for, whilst serving in the band, their pay and eventually their

pen.-iniis are restricted to those of the private soldier. Good musicians have at ail times
a tendency to quit the B. ; their better prospects as teachers and players in orchestras
and concerts induce them to obtain release by paying the amount of compensation pre-
scribed by regulation. An attempt made by the duke of Cambridge in 1856 to relieve

the commissoned officers of part of the expense entailed upon them by the present
system failed, except as regards subalterns, and with that exception matters remained as

they were. In. most of the regiments of the line the band consists of a baud-master and
about 15 musicians; but in the choice corps the number is often much larger. The
band plays on parade and at mess as a part of regular duty. When M. B. play at festi-

vals, concerts, etc.,
"
by permission of the commanding officer," the payment goes to

the musicians; and the chance of obtaining these fees is one of the inducements to the
men to remain in a service which has very few attractions in relation to the actual

regular amount of pay. The bands of the 3 regiments of foot-guards Grenadier, Cold-

stream, and Scots Fusilier are very frequently engaged in this way during the London
season.

BANEBEEEY. See ACTAA.
BANER, JOHAX, 1595-1641

;
a Swedish general under Gustavus Adolphus in the 30

years' war, commanding the right wing in the battle of Leipsic and defeating Pappen
lieim. After the death of Gustavus the regent Oxeustiern made B. chief of the army.
He was victorious at Wittstock and at Chemnitz and overran all Germany, where he was
accused of unnecessary harshness. He failed in an attempt in 1641 to capture the

emperor at Ratisbon and died soon afterwards. He had few equals in reckless gallantry.
BANFF (pron. Bamf), the capital of Banffshire, a seaport in the n. of the co., on

the left bank of the mouth of the Doveran, 45 m. by road, and 50 by rail, n.n.w. of
Aberdeen. It forms a higher or inland town, and a lower or sea town, on the Moray
Firth. On a height between the towns are some remains of a royal castle, on the site

ot which is now a large house the
"
castle." To the e. of B. is Duff house, the seat of

the earl of Fife, with a large park. The harbor is liable to be sanded up. A seven-
arched bridge over the Doveran unites B. with the seaport of Macduff, half a mile to

the east. The chief exports are corn, cattle, salmon, and herrings. In 1872, 429 ves-
sels of 70,386 tons, entered the port. Pop. '71, 7439 in B., and ^3407 in Macduff. In
1877-78, the valued rental of B. was 10,699. B. with Elgin, Culleu, Inverury, Kin-
tore, and Peterhead, sends one member to parliament. Robert II., in 1372, made B. a
royal buruh. Archbishop Sharp of St. Andrews was born here in 1613. Macpherson,
a noted robber, was executed here in 1700. Some houses and much property inB. were
destroyed by the Aug. flood in the Doveran in 1829.

BANFFSHIEE, a co. in the u e. of Scotland, bounded n. by the Moray Firth; e., s.e..

and s. by Abenlecnshire; w.. by Elgin and Inverness shires.* It stands 13th among the
Scotch counties in size, and 14th in population. Its greatest length is about 68 m., its
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great; st breadth almit 32 average 12; its extent of sea-coast about 30; estimated area,

Tin surface, especially in the s. and s.e., is mountainous, interspersed
with lentil-- valley.- and line pastures; but the surface near the coast is comparatively
level. Tin- chief mountain-ranges, rivers, and strike of the stratitied rocks, run from

-.1 n e and the whole co. is an extensive slope in thc_same direction, from

the
not

.

4-".i.~> ft., is partly in Banffshire. The chief rivers are the Spey, which bounds a third

of the co. on tin- \v. : and the Doveran. (50 m. long, and mostly included within the

countv. TJIC predominant r->,-ks an- granite, quart/ rock, mica-slate, clay -slate, syenitic

greenstone, gray \\acke. gray waekc-slate, old red sandstone with fossil fishes, metamor-

phic limestone, ::nd serpentine. The serpentine near Port soy has long been famous as

the "
Portsoy marble." Beryl and rock-crystal occur on Cairngorm. Lead, iron, anti-

mony, and plumlwgo occur in small quantity. The soil in many parts is very fertile,

and highly cultivated. lu 1878, a third of the surface of B. was in crop, the chief crops
U-hi:: oats, turnips, and grass. The breeding of cattle is the chief object of the farmer.
In 1878, B. had 7?!)? horses, 43,702 cattle, 51,905 sheep, and 3496 pie;s. The chief man-
ufactures of B. are weaving, bleaching, tanning, distilling, and artificial manures. Glcn-
livet whisky lias long been celebrated. The chief exports are grain, meal, and cattle.

There are 12 fishing towns and villages along the coast. The herring-fishery is exten-

sively carried on. The salmon -fisheries of the Spey and Doveran are very valuable, the

Spey ranking after the Tweed and Tay as a salmon-river. B. is divided into the dis-

tricts of Enzie, Boyne, Strathisla, Strathdoveran, Balveny, Glenlivet, and Strathavon.
The chief towns and villages are Banff, Macduff, Portsoy, Keith, Cullen, Buckie. Duff-

town, and Toraantoul. Pop. in 71, 62,023; with 107.7 females to every 100 males;
84.79 per cent of the children between the ages of 5 and 13 were receiving education.
There are 23 civil parishes in the co., and 81 places of worship (of which 33 belong
to the established church, and 24 to the free ch urch). Valued rental of B. (1878-78),
221,123. The parliamentary constituency in 1878-79 was 2552. B., along with the

counties of Aberdeen and Elgin, enjoys the Dick bequest (q.v.) for parochial education.
Two thirds of B. belong to 4 landed proprietors. The co. returns one member to

parliament, and Banff and Cullen unite with Elgin, Inverury. Kintore, and Peterhead in

fell on the neighboring field of Bloodv Pots having been built into its walls. Mortlach
wa- for a <-. the seat of a bishop, but bavid I., in 1139, incorporated the see with that of
Aberdeen.

BANGALORE, a fortified t. of Mysore, in a district of the same name, situated 70 m.
n.e. of Seringapatain, in lat. 12 58' n., and long. 77 38' east. It is the chief military sta-
tion of the British in the territory. In has a manufacture of silk; but that of cotton, is,
or has been, far more important, having been at one time estimated to employ 3000

The pop. of B. was (1872) 142,513. As the place is 3000 ft. above the sea the

under lord Cornwallis. Water is good and abundant; and European vegetables grow in
The district of B. baa an area of 2914 sq.m. and a pop. of (1871) 828.W.

BANGKOK', the capital city of Siam. is situated on the banks of the Meiuam about
m. from the mouth of that river, in the gulf of Siam, and in lat. 13 38' n., and Ion"

The population is about 500,000, about half of whom are Chinese, in whose
:tered nearly all the trade of B., which is large, as is shown by the commer-

cial return-. The exports in 1871 were $6,132,913; in 1872, $6,684,390. The imports
.1 amounted to $4.509,461; in 1872, to $5.247,729. For their right to trade here

the ( hineae pay a poll-tax of about $8 on entering the kingdom, and a similar sum la
eted from then every three years. The payment of this tax exempts them from the

- itude which all other oriental strangers resident in Siam are required to
The approach t.) B. by ;i,c Meinam, which can be navigated l,v ships of from

to ,00 tons burden is exceedingly beautiful, the banks bring skirted by tin r trees
town i<

geared, numerous temples present themselves and
imoo; and finally, the whole citv, with its rich gardens' and

temples and pal;,, full upon the view. A'large number of the houses
ad can be transferred from one place to another at pleasure Ther

'-
!; ..lilt of brick and stone, but the greater part are of wood There
ually m each house a division for males and OMC for females. The land-houses are

L-d upon piles. 6 or 8ft. from the ground, and arc readied bv rode ladders the dailyil.e tides and the annual inundations rendering this
,,! :l n necessary. Thelloatin-

bamboo-board.. : k . or palm | P;ivcs> and g^ gJSlllJ^
;.t with a small ,,], end The circumference of the wails of B.,vrlucb. are 15 ft. high and 12 broad, is said to be 6 miles. The internal traffic of B. is
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chiefly carried on by means of canals, there being only a few passable streets in the whole

city. Horses and carriages are rarely seen except in the neighborhood of the palaces.
The chief interest of the kingdom of Siam, according to sir John Bowring, concentrates
itself in Bangkok. B. is the constant residence of th> two kings of Siam and their

respective courts. The palace of the first king is surrounded by high walls, and is nearly
a mile in circumference. It includes temples, public offices, accommodation for some
thousands of soldiers, with their necessary equipments, a theater, and rooms for about
8000 females, 600 of whom are the wives of the king. The sacred white elephant has
also a place within the palace. Throughout the interior are distributed the most costly
articles in gold, silver, and precious stones. The palace of the second king, whose
functions are not very clearly delined, is nearly as large as that of the first king, but not
so ostentatious. See SIAM. The temples of B. are innumerable, and decorated in the

most gorgeous style, the Siamese taking a pride in lavishing their wealtii on them.
Some of them, according to the Catholic bishop Pallegoix, have cost more than 4.000,000
francs (160,000). In the neighborhood of B. are iron-mines and forests of teak-wood.
The chief exports are sugar, pepper, cardamoms, ivory, feathers, hides, line woods, rice,

salt, and fish. By the treaty concluded by sir John Bowring in 1855. the Siamese reserve

the right to prohibit the exportation of salt, rice, and fish, in cases of threatened scarcity.
The imports are tea, manufactured silks and piece-troods, opium, hardware, machinery,
and glass wares. In 1872, 336 vessels of 132.012 tons entered, and 294 of 136,148 tons,

cleared the port. See sir John Bowring's >/?..

BANGOR, an episcopal citv, borough, and seaport t. in the n.w. of Caernarvonshire,
North Wales, on thes.e. bank, of the Menai strait, 2.\ m. from the Britannia bridge, nnd
59i w. of Chester. It consists chiefly of a narrow crooked street, a mile long, stretch-

ing s.w. through a narrow^ fertile valley, bounded on the s. by steep precipices. The
grandeur and beauty of the surrounding scenery has long made it a favorite resort, and
the opening of the Chester and Holyhead railway, on the great line of communication
from London to Dublin, has greatly promoted its prosperity. The town has of late

years been greatly improved, and mostly rebuilt. Its chief trade is derived from the

great slate-quarries of Llandegai, 6 m. distant, and employing 2000 men. The slates are

exported to all parts of the world, and also manufactured at B. into tables, chimney-
pieces, etc. Pop. '71, 9859. B. unites with Caernarvon, C'onway, Criceieth, Ncvin,
nnd Pwllheli, in sending one member to parliament. B. is a place of great antiquity.
In 525, St. Deiniol founded a college here. It was raised to a bishopric in 550, the

founder being the first diocesan. The cathedral founded by him was destroyed by the

Saxons in 1071, rebuilt in 1102, and again destroyed by fire in 1402. The present edifice,

built between 1496 and 1532, is a plain embattled cruciform structure, 214 by 60 ft.,

with a pinnacled tower 60 ft. high. Several "Welsh princes and distinguished ecclesias-

tics are buried here. B. bishopric is the oldest in Wales.

BANGOR, a small seaport t. in the n.e. of the co. of Down, Ireland, on the s. side of

the entrance to Belfast lough, and 12 m. e.n.e. of Belfast, with which it is connected by
rail. Passenger steamers also ply dailj" during the summer months between B. and
Belfast. Pop. '71, 2560. Cattle and provisions are exported. Lead is found at Conlig
in the neighborhood. It is a favorite watering-place of the middle classes of Belfast.

St. Cungafl, in 555, founded Bangor abbey ("Ban-choir," the "White Choir," whence
the name Bangor). From this abbey, Alfred selected professors when he founded the

university of Oxford. In the 9th c. it had 3000 inmates.

BANGOR, a city in the state of Maine, 231 m. n.e. of Boston, on the right bank of the

Penobscot., about* 60 m. from its mouth, and at its confluence with the Kenduskeag,
which intersects the city, and affords an extensive supply of water power. At spring-
tides, which here rise 17 ft,, the harbor is accessible from the sea for the largest vessels,

and ns the navigation cannot go higher, B. is one of the largest lumber depots in the

world, absorbing and monopolizing the trade of the heavily-timbered basins of the

Penobscot and its tributaries. About 2000 vessels are annually employed in the trade.

B. possesses several churches, a theological seminary, foundries, planing and sawing
mills, etc. There are two daily and four weekly newspapers. Steamboats run between
B. and the adjacent ports of Portland and Boston, and it is a station on the Penobscot
and Kcnnebec railway. Pop. '70, 18,290.

'

BANGOR (ante), one of the most important cities in Maine. Fort Norumbega was
built here, in 1656, by the French; and it was thought that a great city of that name
existed (alluded to by Milton in Paradise Lost, in Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy, and

by other authors). In 1769, the settlement, now under English rule, was called Ken-

duskeag. Finally, it got its present name from the well-known psalrn tune, which was
a great favorite with its minister, Seth Noble. It was incorporated as a city in 1834,
since which time it has grown to nearly 30,000 in population. A navigable river, rail-

roads, and abundant water-power combine to make B. a great manufacturing city. It

is the seat of justice of Penobscot co., and a port of entry, with a capacious safe, and

easily accessible harbor. The city is on both sides of the Kenduskeag. over which there

are several bridges; and over the Penobscot there is a bridge a quarter of a mile long,

connecting the city with the suburb of Brewer. B. is one of the greatest lumber marts
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in the union, employing more than 2000 vessels in the business. It is the seat of a Con-

gregational thcoi.igieal seminary.

BANGOEIAN CONTEOVERSY. Dr. Benjamin Hoadley, bishop of Bangor, in a sermon

preached before (i.or-e I.. .Mar. 31, 1717, on tlie text",
"
.My kingdom is not of this

.." advanrc.il opinions regarding the constitution of the church which exeited strong

opposition from the/calous advocates of ecclesiastical authority. A controversy ensued,
\\ hi< d on with great heat for many years, and resulted in a ponderous collec-

tion <:'.' pai:iph:v.-.s. See iloADl.KY.

BANGOB-ISCOED (Bangor below the Wood), an inland village, beautifully situated, in

a fertile and richly-wooded country, on the right bank of the Dee. on the boni

Flint and Drill iirh shires. North Wales, 5 in. s.e. of Wrexham. Pop. of township (1871),
the --at of one of the largest monasteries in Britain. This monastery

wa< foundeil before 180A.D., and contained 2400 monks in the time of St. Augustine, in

the end of the <5th c.. when they distinguished themselves in resisting the claims of the

papal see. Ethelred. king of Northumbria, in 593, devastated the monastery, and mas-
sacred 1200 of the monks.

I>.\ ii.vx. D.D., 1778-1862; b. Conn.; a Methodist minister, commencing as

in itinerant in 1801. lie labored seven years in Canada, and came to New York in 1810.

In 1S20, he was chosen agent of the Methodist book concern; in 1828, chosen editor of
the Clirixtiitn A'/'-'"-''', mul Journal, and in 1829 elected bishop of Canada, but declined.
In 1S;52, lie was editor of the Methodist Magazine and (J>titrt(Hy Rtrieir; in 1863. secretary
of the church's missionary society; in 1841, president of the Wesleyan university, but
noon afterwards returned to pastoral work in New York. Dr. B. was the author of

i'r,i n: /n]. h'rfriniiir Reformed, Life of Arminius, History of Missions,
'/ <>f the M<tlt<li*t Episcopal ChurcJi, etc.

BANIALTTKA, a fortified t. of Bosnia, European Turkey, situated on the left bank of
the Vcrbas. with a manufactory of gunpowder, and numerous bazaars and public baths.

Pop. 8000.

BANIAN (from the Sanscrit bnnij, a merchant), a word used in India to designate a
merchant or trader

generally.
It is more particularly applied to the great merchants in

the w. of India, especially "in the seaport towns of 'Bombay, Surat, Cambay, etc., who
carry on a very extensive trade by means of caravans with" the interior of Asia, even
to the borders of Russia and China. Contrary to the general custom of the Indian

people, these merchants travel much, and the establishments and counting-houses of
Indian banians are to be found in almost every commercial town of anv note in Asia.
The banians form a class or division of the caste (q.v.) of the Yaisya, adopt a peculiar
costume, and are strict in the observance of fasts and in abstaining from the use of
flesh.

BANIAN DAYS, a sailor's phrase, nearly equivalent to the>wra maigres of the French.
Tlie term denotes the days when no meat is served out to a ship's crew. Banian dayshave no longer any existence in the royal navy. The term is derived from the practice
of tl,e banian (q.-v.) traders.

BANIAN-TEEE. See BANYAN.
BAN IM, JOHN, a celebrated Irish novelist, b. 1800. whose pictures of manners, in the

form of tales, have excited considerable interest in England. His nim was to beeome
for Ireland what Scott had been for Scotland. He has given proof of vigorous intel-

grasp and vivid fancy, in a series of pictures of life, in which he delineates the
ilianties of the Irish character in strong light and shade, and appeals forcibly to the

M| feeling His Tales of the O'Hara Family (London, 1825) were followed, in
jcond series, which did not disappoint the high expectations excited bv the

al have been translated into German by Undan. Next appeared
./

>'"
l>'.</ne. The

Croppy (1828), The Denounced (1830), Ihe SHI^. r (18811
''-' u '/'" >

Cfonnell, etc. In 1837, general sympathy having been
I towards B.'s privations, occasioned by disease that precluded all iitmirv

n * pension of i'ir,0 per annum from the civil list was awarded him by govern-inent .which was afterwards further inere^ed by 'J-tO for the education of hisMaiisrl.U-r.

Kilkemi
'" P Verty on the lst AuS-> 1842> at ^indgap cottage, near

IJ. lailed in his attempt to portray the manners and frivolities of the higher da-
-f in, predecessors. Midi at K.i^-worth. Moriran, and Crofton CroUer have

. in depicting so vividly and truly the Irish peasant, with his picturesquein his sulicrinirs and errors. Althon-h -eneraily happy in the piol and
'

n'V
'' 1

,

1(
'

1

ls

l

ton
'I'

1 "' 1 ' dfcpotecl t.. dwell on the horrible. Hisdenun-
1.8 .nay be we U founded, but they disturb the DOCtk , ffect B. was also i,,,t quitefrom :l M,mew hat tiresome minuteness of description, and his imitation of Scott is

ncqiieniiv very palpable.

1 ,W'?
HMENT< rx ' (i

l' tl "? in
,

tbe P^081 st> ^ f'f transportation (q.v.) with which it is
-. can only now be said to have a legal meaning historionj.

gland, parties who were required to abjure the realm that is renounca
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and depart from the country were, so to speak, lanuhcd; but the word appears to have
a more technical and precise significance in the Scotch law than in the English, and in

Scotch law-books, is defined as the punishment of exile from Scotland iuilicted on per-
sons convicted of certain offenses for which that punishment is provided. But as a

punishment, it has either been abolished in that country by express enactment or become
obsolete by disuse. See TRANSPORTATION, PENAL SERVITUDE.

BANISTER, a corruption of baluster (q.v.).

BAXISTER. See HALIFAX COURT HOUSE.

BANJEKMASSIN, a large kingdom on the s.e. of Borneo, has an area of 5880 sq.m.,
and a pop. of about 150,000 souls, chiefly Mohammedans. Since 1860, it is governed
by the Dutch resident for the s. and e. of Borneo, who has an assistant at Martapura,
where the sultans formerly lived. B. is watered by large rivers and intersected by a
chain of mountains, in several parts rising to 3000 feet. Excellent small arms are manu-
factured. The products are pepper, wax, edible nests, rattans, benzoin, dragons' blood,

coal, iron, diamonds, and gold-dust.
B., the capital of the residency, is built on the island Tatas, about 12 m. from the

mouth of the Banjermassin or Barito; pop. 35,000. In 1871, the population of the resi-

dency numbered 326 Europeans and 847,846 natives. There is a considerable trade in

native products, and the imports are piece-goods, gunpowder, rice, sugar, Chinese

porcelain, silks, and a few horses from Java.

BANJOEMAS', a t. of Java, 22 m. from the s. coast, in s. lat. 7 33' 45", and e. long.
109 19' 20". It is situated at the opening of an extensive and fruitful valley on the left

bank of the Serajo. It is well built, and carries on a considerable trade Pop. 9000.

B. is the residence of a Dutch governor, and has a fort and garrison. It is the capital
of a province of the same name, which produces coffee, sugar, indigo, rice, tobacco, etc.

BANK BANKING. A banker lends money at interest, usually for short periods on

satisfactory security, and receives money on deposit, for which he sometimes allows
interest and sometimes does not, but merely keeps it safely for the depositor. Some banks

notably the bank of Amsterdam, which, during the 17th c., was the great warehouse
for bullion in Europe were simply custodiers of coin and bullion lodged with them, for

which they granted receipts transferable from hand to hand, entitling the owners to get
back the gold or silver, in coin or bullion as originally deposited. But money lying in

such banks was unproductive, and indeed entailed upon the owners considerable charges
to pay the necessary expenses of management. In recent times the competition for

money by borrowers has become so keen, and the outlets for lending it safely so numer-
ous, that banks of this class are no longer needed. They hare in fact all passed away,
and the business of receiving money is now universally "combined with that of lending
it out. A banker does not hoard all the money deposited with him; he gives the greater

portion out on loan. The advantages accruing to society from the operations of banking
are thus immensely increased. A banker receives from all around him the sums of

money, both small and great, which would otherwise be useless in the coffers of the

owners, and lends it to those who can employ it to advantage and could not otherwise
obtain it. Capital hitherto lying useless and unproductive becomes through his agency
useful and productive. The direct advantages arising from such transactions are con-
siderable. The banker, if the money is allowed to lie with him for some time, will pay
the depositor interest upon it, will lend the amount to a borrower who will engage in

some business transaction with it and make a profit thereby; and the banker himself
will make a profit upon the difference between the interest allowed to the depositor and
charged to the borrower. But besides the direct advantages, the indirect advantages are
not Tess important. With the money thus lent out, manufacturers can purchase raw
material to be worked up, and procure food and clothing for their workmen; and
traders can go into the markets and purchase commodities for resale. Commodities are
thus more quickly turned to useful purposes, and a stimulus is given to the production
of more. But a banker deals not with the money only of others; he uses money belong-
ing to himself. This is his capital. Few would be found to deposit their money with
a person known to possess none of his own. If he should lend deposits to those who
fail to repay them that is, make bad debts he has the means from his capital of replac-

ing the deposits thus lost.

The services that a banker performs as the cash-keeper of his depositors are very
great. In the case of persons not themselves in business, it is quite usual for a banker
to make all their money-payments, beyond their small daily expenditure, and to receive
the money payable to them. The money transactions of such persons are thus contained
in their banker's books. This is effected by the depositor giving a check or order on
his banker for the sums he has to pay; and by handing to him all the check* or orders
the depositor receives for sums payable to himself. Suppose a person's income derived
from dividends on government stock: he sends a power of attorney or authority to his

banker to uplift the dividends for him. These are received by the banker as deposits,
and are drawn out by the depositor as occasion occurs, by checks issued by the deposi-
tor to those to whom he requires to pay it away. So he may receive money due to him
by a check given to him by his debtor. This check he sends to his banker, who will
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obtain payment. If both persons deal with the same banker, a simple transfer in his

- wifl cam- through the transaction; and if the bankers be different, and each has

received, in thv rour>e of his business, as is always happening, a check on the other,

will bra set-off between them: and two payments will be made as well as two
.! trouble to the persons concerned, and without the employment of any

v.

'

IJ:it this mode of managing one's pecuniiiry transactions is not confined to the

case of those not engaged in business; on the contrary, it is followed on a scrlc out of

all proportion greater in carrying through the money transactions of those in business or

trade in the principal industrial countries.

thus performing the function of cashiers to their depositors, in consideration

of th profit made on their deposits, many banks allow their depositors interest on their

deposits. The rate allowed is, of course, always less than that received by the banker.

..-nth- a depositor bar-rains with the banker not to draw out his deposit without

previous notice, longer or shorter as may lx- agreed on; and in this case the banker will

rule there being rather to allow interest on fixed deposits only, and to allow no interest

on money nt call or on current accounts. It has led, of late years, to a great increase

in the amount of deposits. Many persons prefer the low rate of interest which banks

give, to the hiirhcr rate which may lie obtained from individual borrowers, or to the

greater return which may be received if they traded on their money.
( )cea~ion~ are always" occurring for withdrawing^ deposits, as well as makingthem.

Traders and commercial men, for example, day by day, deposit with their bankers the

drawings or sums of money which they receive in the course of their business; and, on
the other hand, day by day, draw out such sums as they require to pay away in pur-
chases of goods, in" wages, rent, and other expenditure. A bank, therefore, while con-

tinually receiving deposits, is continually repaying deposits; and the amount uncalled
for is subject to a daily fluctuation. At one period of the year, or in a certain condition

of trade, the amount of deposits may be
hig^h;

at another, low. As it is a principle, at

the very root of banking, that money deposited shall be returned, either on demand, or

punctually at the expiry of a. stipulated notice, it follows that banks must always have
in their coffers as much of the money deposited with them as there is the least likeli-

tyood of being called for by depositors. When business is in its ordinary condition, a
bank can, after some experience, approximate pretty nearly to the amount of the greatest
demand for a return of deposits throughout the year, and provide accordingly. But
sometimes the credit of a bank becomes doubted, either from causes peculiar to itself,

or on occasions of a panic or general distrust, when all who own money wish to have it

in their own possession. In these cases, there is a run on the bank for repayment of its

deposits, and the amount called for may be far beyond the maximum demanded in ordi-

nary times. If the bank has not retained as much of the deposits in its coffers as meet
the demand, it is said to suspend payment, and, as a general rule, it must wind-up its

business; the confidence of the public that it will in future restore its deposits on
demand being now destroyed There are two prime rules in safe banking: the one is,

that the bank shall lend its deposits only on undoubted and readily reliable securities,
however low the profit; and the other is, that the bank shall retain a sufficient amount
of its resources and this is called the reserve to meet the possible demands of the

depositors, even in cases of a run, although there may be no reason to expect one; for
when a run comes, it seldom casts its shadow before." But it is evident that the greater
the reserrt of a bank, the less the amount of deposits which it can lend out and
draw interest for; hence the temptation which banks lie under of imprudently lending
out a too great proportion of their deposits; and it is their yielding to this temptation
which almost always precipitates the failures of banks.
The r>*rm of the banking department of the Bank of England is always in coin, or,

what is thi- same thing, in notes against which there is coin lying in what is called the
issue department of the bank. In the case of all other banks fn this country, the reserve

isonly partly in coin; sometimes the proportion of coin is very small. A great portion
"f tls

''ally in Bank of England notes, equivalent, of course, to coin.
oilier hanks aNo hold a portion of their reserve, in the shape of government
in whic-li they have invested it. In this way, the banks obtain a return on this

last portion of their reserve, in the dividends or interest paid by government on the stock
return In-ing less, indeed, in the uual case, than if the bank had lent out the

money in the ordinary course of business, but better than no return at all, a- must be when
- are lying idle. The reason why government stock, in Great Britain, is

iliai it U -ure to command a purchaser nt all times. If there be a run.
"" :l

''''I}" finds a purchaser f,, r the stock, and with the price, whether
:. or in Hank of Knirland notes, the only other letral tender, it meets the

i

\
ctn: ''

[tore. Sometimes, a bank has its reserve in the form of n deposit at
f England: or, if a provincial bank, with some London bank which has its

wn resn-v there. From the Bank .,f England being the channel through which.
[Urectly <>r

indirectly, payments - made, and moneys received, by other banks it is
.t for them to have their reserve lying as a deposit in it th;.n Ivi-
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sold -within their own walls. In the case of a demand on their reserve, the banks will

<lraw out their deposits, in notes, or, if gold be in demand, in gold, from the Bank of

England. Whether, therefore, the reserve of a bank is invested in government securi-

ties, or is deposited in the Bank of England, or is in Bank of England notes, it is from the

coin in that bank that the gold comes in the case of a run. It is apparent from this that

it is essential to the stability of all banks in this country, solongas they themselves do not

keep a suflicicnt reserve of coin in their rollers, that the Bunk of England shall always
be possessed of coin, and never be unable, on demand, to pay its depositors in gold, or

to give gold in exchange for all i's notes that may be presented to it. It maybe added,
that while banks gain, through the animal dividends, in keeping their reserve in gov-
ernment stock, they run the risk of a loss in the event of their requiring to sell it in the

time of a panic. For at such a time, when many securities and stocks become unsalable,

and all of them suffer depreciation in value, government stock itself falls in price.

although less so than the others. Banks often invest portions of their reserve in other

stocks than government stock. The higher return obtained on these other is, however.

outweighed by the greater risk of depreciation in their value, whether continued unsold
or thrown into the market for sale in times of panic.

; We have hitherto been treating banks as banks of deposit%n& loan; but many of these

hanks, in all countries where kinks are known, are also banks of issue. Banks of deposit,
as has been mentioned, make loans from their capital and deposits. If from capital, the

banker has no greater profit by the transaction than if he had lent out his money in any
Other way, equally safe, and involving the same amount of trouble. If from deposits,
the interest he receives, in so far as it exceeds the interest, if inv, paid to the depositors.
and a ratable proportion of the expense of carrying on the busiuc ;s of the bank, is pure
gain to him. But a banker may give the loan from his own notes, and in that case hu
gain is sti'.l greater. A bank-note is simply a written promise by the bank issuing it, to

pay to the bearer, on demand, a sum of money that is. in coin of the realm. Of course.
the borrower would not accept a loan from a bank in its own notes, unless he believed
that it could redeem its promise of paying in coin, and that the public were of the samo

opinion; for the moment that a suspicion arises that the promise will not be made good,
the note will cca.-e to pass from hand to hand as coin, or to perform all the functions
which coin performs. But when the loan is accepted in a bank's own notes, it is

evident that the interest which the bank draws for the loan of its promises to pay is pun:
profit, except the rateable proportion as in the other cases of the expense of carry-

ing on its business, and the expense of the paper and printing of the notes with tin-

government stamp duty. In other words, a bank which can get people to pay to it

interest for the loan of its promises to pay, draws the same income barring the com-

paratively trilling expense of manufacturing the written promises as a bank does which
has to provide itself with gold for making its loans. The motive which a bank has to

extend its issues on loans is therefore apparent, so long, of course, as it is not compulsory
on it to retain unemployed in its coffers as much in gold as it issues in notes.

But it does not follow that when a bank makes a loan in its own notes for a definite

period, it will really obtain the benefit of the whole of the interest on it for that period;
tor the borrower docs not apply for the notes that he may keep them beside him.
but that he may pay them away in making a purchase, or in liquidating a debt, and this,

most commonly on* the very day he receives them. If the person to whom the notes are

thus paid by the borrower has himself no purchase to pay for, or no payment to make,
he may, the moment he gets them, return them to the bank that issued them, to lie

there on deposit. If the bank pays interest on deposits, as most banks do, then out of
the interest drawn by it on the original loan, it will have to pay interest to the

depositor of the notes; in other words, the loan is no longer a loan of its notes, but a
loan from its deposits. Or, the person receiving the notes from the borrower, may
i .-nmediately present them to the issuing bank for coin, instead of depositing them.
Here, too, therefore, the loan that was made in notes is now converted into a loan of

i-oin, that was in reserve from previous deposits, or that was part of the bank's own
capital; in which cases, the bank obtains no advantage whatever in having made the
loan originally in i:s notes. It might equally well, so far as profit is concerned, have

originally made it in gold from its reserve of deposits or capital. Notes generally find
their way back to the bank that issued them through other banks, into which they have
been paid as deposits, or for the liquidation of debts due to them. These banks suffer

the loss of profit or interest on the amount of the notes thus received by them so long
as they keep them; they therefore immediately present them to the issuing bank for gold.
to replenish their own reserves, or to lend out; or, what is the same thing, they present
them to the issui^i: bank for government stock, or other securities bearing interest, and
which that bank has had to provide from its capital and deposits.

It will now be apparent to the reader that there are two checks which prevent a bank
issuing notes to any extent it pleases. In the first place, there must be a demand for its

notes by borrowers. It isonly to people in good credit, and likely to make a profitable
use of them, that a bank will "lend its notes, and such people will not take an increa-c of
loans unless trade is increasing, and new opportunities be presenting themselves for

profitably employing the notes borrowed. True, banks, when imprudently conducted.
> : when deceived in the character of their customers, frequently lend thtdr notes to reck
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less persons, who overtrade with them, and become bankrupt. But banks commit this

error when they do commit it, to a far greater extent by loans of their deposits and

capital than bv loans of their notes. In the second place, the immediate return of the

notes, chiefly through other banks for gold, or for other portions of the reserve of the

tattling hank, is 'a check to its issuing more notes than it lias a reserve to meet. This

return of notes through hanks is called the exchange of notes the notes issued by a bank

beiii.' returned to it in exchange for the notes held by it of another bank.

He-ides i. uim: its notes in loans, a bank may issue them in repayment of deposits.

In this ease, there is the same profit to the hank as iu the other case. The bank gels the

profit which it makes on the money which was originally deposited or lodged with it,

without having to pay interest to the persons who made the deposit or lodgment; the

deposit, or moncv lodged, having now been repaid in its notes. But here, too, these

notes are equally liable to be returned to the issuer as when they are issued on loans.

Of all the notes issued, in whatever way, by banks, a certain amount is not returned

to them. but is kept in circulation, being what is required by the necessities of the public
for use as money, passing from hand to hand. It is of course on this portion that the

banks make their profit; and. iu consequence of this profit, they are able to afford bank
iiiLT facilities to the public more cheaply than they could otherwise do. The profit is just
the interest on the notes in circulation less the expense of manufacturing the notes, a

ratable proportion of the expenses of conducting the banks, and the loss of interest or

profit on an unemployed reserve kept from prudence, or by the requirement of law, to

meet a return of notes. This interest is paid by the persons who originally borrowed
these note's from the banks, and who have not repaid them; or if the banks have repaid

deposits with the notes, the interest is paid by those to whom they lent what was origi

nally these deposits. The amount of the bank-notes in circulation varies at different

periods of the year: at lerm-times and quarter-days, when more payments than usual

are made, there is a greater quantity of money required by the public than at other times,

and the notes in circulation increase in amount. This addition to the circulation i$

drawn from the banks by the depositors or borrowers. After it bus served its purpose,
this additional quantity gradually returns to the banks as deposits or in repayment of

loans. If the credit of an issuing bank is at anytime suspected, the holders of note*
will present them for gold, just in the same way as its depositors will call for a return
of their deposits; and this risk must be provided against by a corresponding increase of
its general reserve, on which, of course, it makes no profit. It has been generally imag-
ined that, when issuing banks suspend payments on a run, the run is one on the part of
thj'ir note holders; but this is only a popular error. In a well-established bank, the
amount of its notes in circulation is of little importance compard to its i\ osits; and
though the holders of small sums in notes may be more apt than depositors to take
alarm and rush in a panic to the bank for gold for its notes, a small proportion of
its depositors suddenly demanding a return of their money in gold, as effectually drains
a hank of its reserve, as if its whole circulation were to be at once presented to it for

gold.
Banks make their loans chiefly in the form of discounts; that is, upon bills of exchange.

Commodities in the wholesale market are generally sold on credit. The buyer promises
to pay the amount at a certain date to the seller, and his promise is contained in a bill of
r\( hanire. The seller transfers it to a bank, which, on the faith of it. advances the
amount in loan to him, less dincaunt (q.v.), that is, interest of the money till the bill be
due. This is called dixf/)untii,rj. Rut banks lend on other securities. A holder of irov-
ernment stock, for example, will obtain a loan on the security of his stock; the banker
being entitled to sell it, and repay the loan from the price, if the borrower fail to make
punctual payment. So also, the holder of stock or shares in any public company, as a

railway company, or of a debenture or bond due by such, will. 'where the company is

b lieved to IHJ in a sound condition, or the security is salable, obtain a loan from a bank.
The owners of commodities lying in a public warehouse, mav obtain a loan on depositing
with the bank the ir,irr<int or certificates of ownership. 'Lo-ins, too, are occasionallymade for short periods on the mere note of hand of the borrower, when the banker

-tie,! of the ability of the borrower to repay the money. It i.s seldom in Scot-
land that banks lend on mortgages overland. Borrowers, in these cases, <renera!ly take-
loans to lie unpaid for a few years; but to have his money locked up in that way does
not -nit tli.- trade of a banker. Where a banker finds the security which he has re'eeived

lumfflcient, and repayment of the loan is not forthcoming, he will, of course, like

any other trader, to avoid making a bad debt, take any other security the debtor can
give him met) as a manufactory or a mine. Banks have in this way frequently Income
involved in manufacturing transactions, in their attempts to make 'more money of the
securities than tln-v would have done by an immediate sale of them; they have"become
manufacturers and miners, and suffered great lo-es in consequence. Ami it is not to
be supposed that batiks always abstain from making loans when the security is known

loubtfdl; far from it; banks, like other commercial estahlishmci.K have been, on
many occasions, recklessly managed. In trying to push business, they have made loans

mfflcicnl -ecunty. and hanks are under strong temptation, to .vhi'ch thev frequently
yield, when a trader largely indebted to them is app.oaching bankruptcy to sustain hf.
credit by additional advances, ia the hope that he may retrieve his affairs anil pay in full
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both the old and the new advances. The result is often the loss of both. Conduct of
this kind has been the ruin of many banking establishments in England, of two or three

in Ireland and Scotland, and elsewhere.

Bankers perform another very important function: they remit money from one place
to another. One illustration will serve to explain how this is managed. A debtor in

Edinburgh makes a payment to his creditor in London in this way: lie pays the money
to a banker in Edinburgh, who, for a small charge, called the exchange, gives him a
draft for the amount on a banker, his correspondent, in London. The debtor transmits
the draft to his creditor, who presents it to the London banker, and receives the money
from him. No actual transmission of the money, however, takes place, for there are

debtors in London requiring to pay money to cmfitors in Edinburgh, and these debtors
effect the payment by giving the money to the London banker, and obtaining his drafts

on the Edinburgh banker. The one set of drafts are thus set off against the other. Not
only may remittances between two places be thus made without the use of money, but
the payments in both places may also be made without it. The debtors may pay for the
drafts by checks on the banker who grants them, and the creditors may receive the money
by drawing checks on the banker by whom the drafts are made payable. For another
function of banks, see MAUGIX.M. CKEDITS.

The large amount of money transactions carried through without the intervention of
coin or bank-notes, in a country like England, is inconce ; vab!e to tt ose not engaged in

business pursuits. The manner in which these transactions may be effected without

money, would be at once apprehended, if all persons in the same locality dealt with the

same bank, and if all the banks scattered throughout the kingdom were only branches of
the same establishment. Hut in practice, matters are so managed as if this were the case.

The checks, bills, or other drafts which come into the hand.s of a banker, drawn on (that

is, payabl'- by) other bankers, are set off and liquidated by drafts, which they have
received, drawn on him. The balance or difference only is pa'd in money. In London,
the center of the money-world, there is an establishment ca.led the clearing house (q.v.),

of which most of the Condon banks are meni!>ers. There, at a fixed hour daily, attend-

ance is given by a clerk from each of these banks, who presents aii the drafts immediately
payable which his bank holds on the others: the balance or d fl'erence, on the whole, for

or against each bank is ascertained; and the bank which ho ds a less an.ount of drafts

on others than they hold on it, pays the difference by checks on the Bank of England.
The lowest clearing for an entire week between the 4th of Oct.. 1877, and 2d Get

, 1S78,
was 71.120.000, and the highest 133,921,000. The total tea rings fiom Oct., 1877,
to Oct., 1878, were 5, 066, 533,000. There are similar clearing houses in some provincial
towns.

Bank of England, This bank, the most important in the world, was projected by
William Paterson (q.v.), and was incorporated July 27. 1694. It was constituted as a

joint-stock association, with a capital of 1.200.000. which was lent at interest to the

government of William and Mary, at the time in a state of embarrassment. At its very
outset, therefore, the Bank of England was a servant of government; and in a lesser or

greater degree, it has enjoyed this character through all the stages of its subsequent his-

tory. At first, the charter of the bank was for 11 years only; but in consequence of the

great services of the institution to government, its charter has been at various times
renewed. The last renewal was in 1844, and the charter of that year still subsists,
its terms being subject to modification or revocation by the legislature at pleasure. By
the act or charter of 1844, the bank was divided into two departments the
tKKin' and the ban-kinr]. What led to the division was this: it was supposed that,
when a foreign drain of gold from us set in, it would, if the currency or circulation in

this country had been purely metallic, have produced a contraction of the circulation,
and a consequent fall of prices, and, as an ultimate result, the cessation of the drain.

It was further supposed that banks could issue their notes to any extent they pleased;
that their excessive issues increased the currency, and therefore increased prices, which
in their turn led to foreign drains; and that, on the occasions of these drains, the con-

tinued issues prevented the natural and desirable contraction of the circulation, and
aggravated the commercial convulsions occurring at such periods. The object of the
act of 1844 was to prevent issues of notes beyond a certain amount, unless against an equal
amount of gold held by the issuing bank, so that the mixed currency of notes and coin

might thus expand and contract like a self-acting metallic currency. Experience, how-
ever, has shown, that when these foreign drains occur, the gold exported is taken chiefly
from the reserves in the Bank of England, being withdrawals of deposits or loans by the

bank; and that the amount of notes in the hands of the public has not been affected by
the legislation of 1844. In practice, whenever there are signs of a foreign drain, and
the reserve of the bank is diminishing, the bank counteracts the tendency to a drain by
raising the rate of discount and restricting its loans; the purchasing power of the public
is thereby limited, and prices kept down; and, at the same time, gold is attracted to this

country for investment. The circulation is in reality not interfered with. It was also

intended by the act of 1844 to add to the sccuritv of "bank-notes by insuring a supply of

gold to meet the payment of them at all times. But the solvency of the Bank of Eng-
land is undoubted; its notes would at any time be taken as gold; and this effect of the
act of 1844, and the supplementary act of 1845, has in the case of the notes of other
banks been hitherto inappreciable.
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In the issue department of the Bank of England, its sole business is to give out notes

to the public. Beiore the .-eparution of the departments, the government was due to the

bank 11,015,100. This sum v. as declared to be now a debt due to the issue department,

and for the issues of notes to that amount, no gold requires to be held by it. This was

just the same thin- as if the bank had originally lent 11,015,100 of its notes to govern-

ment and these notes had found their way into circulation. The bank was also allowed

ue additional n^tes on securities that is, to lend them to a limit which at present

amounts to 3,9^4, IXH). and this also without holding gold. The amount of notes which

.lius 1x3 issued, without gold being in reserve against it, is 15,000,000. All notes

. above that amount can be issued only in exchange for gold. At the passing of

t in 1844, the limit of notes to be issued against the government debt and securi-

ties was fixed at 11,000.000 past experience having shown that there was not the least

ri-k <>f their being at any time less than that amount of Bank of England notes in the

hands of the public. The addition of the 1,000,000 is an extra issue, authorized by the

act, in consequence of certain issuing banks having since ceased to issue. The bank
. account to -jovernineut for the net profit of this issue loan of notes of 1,000,000,

and the profit the bank derives from its issue department is the interest received on the

14,000,000 of iiovernment debt and securities, which, at 3 per ceat, '.s 420.000 yearly.

But out of this 'the bank pays to government, for its banking privileges, and in lieu if

stamp-duties, 180,000. If we assume the expense of the issue department to be 160.-

000, the net profit upon it would be 80,000. The bank also makes a profit upon bul

lion and foreign coin. These are brought to the bank for notes; they are worth 3 17-.

lOid. per ounce; but the bank is obliged by its charter to purchase them at 3 17s. tkl.

The holders prefer taking this price to having their bullion and foreign coin coined, free

of charge, at the public mint, as the delay in the coining is equal to a loss of interest of

lid. per ounce. The amount of notes in the hands of the public averages about

'0,000; but the amount issued by the MM department is greater. The difference

is t lie amount lying in the banking department, and represents the reserve of gold of

that department; that is to say, the banking department retains only a half or three

fourths of a million of coin, and transfers the bulk of its reserve to the issue department,
in exchange for notes. We therefore require to regard the reserve of the banking
department as gold, though lying in the shape of notes issued by the other department.

Viewed in its banking department, the bank differs from other banks in having the

management of the public debt, and paying the dividends on it: in holding the deposits

belonging to government, and making advances to it when necessary; in aiding in the

collection of the public revenue, and in being the bank of other banks. For the manage-
ment of the public debt, the bank receives about 247,000, against which there has to be
set 124,000 of charges. The remaining profits of the bank are derived from its use of
its deposits, on which it allows no interest, and of its own capital. The capital was
originally 1,200.000; in 1816, it reached 14,553,000 the present amount. There is

besides a rest of about 3.500,000. In 1877-8 the public deposits varied from 3,422,248
to 19,852,358, and the private from 19,629,343 to 27,321,423; the maximum of depos-
its, public and private, was 43,047,038.

In 1797, the bank found itself likely to be obliged to suspend payments, and its notes
were declared by law a legal tender, although ao longer convertible into coin. This
state of matters continued till 1821. The notes during this interval not having been
convertible into coin on demand, there was no check upon the bank in the amount of its

issues; and the currency became depreciated that is, a 5 note would not exchange for
five sovereigns; and every man to whom 5 was due. was thus obliged to accci-i
ment in a 5 note, not worth 5. It is, however, said that, the value of gold at the time.
was enhanced owing to absorption by hoarding ami bv military-chests, and that the

depreciation was mo a- apparent than real. The export of gold following on a rise of
3 occasioned by an issue of bank or government notes is unlimited, except bv

exhaustion, if these notes are not payable in coin on demand, and are issued without
any check from without or self-imposed. But as prices estimated in these notes ri-e. the
price of bullion, like other commodities, rises too, and the price of coin which can 1:
converted into bullion, or be used abroad at its previous purchasing power, rises also.
Since 1821, the bank has Ix-cn oftener than once on the verge of a suspension of pay-
ments, owing to foreign drains of gold. The separation of the bank into two depart-
ment- is regarded by many as lyiving a tendency to produce a suspension in times of
panic, when the reserve is reduced by withdrawals to supply a foreign drain or to meet
:m internal run. Before the separation, the bank, in the case of withdrawals of gold,
bad the whole amount of gold within the bank to meet them; but now it loses the com-
mand of all the gold in the i-iie department. It cannot tret that yoUl unles>in exchange
tr notes, but, its reserve being n-duci-d or exhausted, it has none to spare. The r. stric-

1

credit consequent upon the approach to an exhaustion of the reserve of the bank-
ing department, it, that the fear of it occasions a panic; and in 1847, 1857, and

i the possible ,:i of payments by the hanking department, owing to a
Miuction of H being apparent, the government of the day took the responsi
ility of authorizing the bank to lend additional notes, not represented by gold which

was an indirect way of getting ut the gold in the issue department, where' the object of
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the borrowers was to obtain gold. In 1857, it was found necessary to take the benefit of

this authorization.

The bank of England is situated in the center of London
;
but it has a branch in the

w. end, and nine branches in the provinces.
Joint-stock Jlanks in England and Wales. In 1878, there were 119 of these banks, of

which 53 in the provinces were entitled to issue notes to the amount of 2,164,221 with-

out its being compulsory to hold any gold against them. But as they are prohibited
from exceeding their authorized issue, the amount of notes actually in the hands of the

public is always somewhat less. The deposits of the 10 joint-stock banks in London
which may he considered London banks, and excluding the national provincial bank of

England, the national bank, and the Scotch banks, who, although they carry on business

in London, have the great bulk of their business in the country, amount to about

30,000,000, and the acceptances granted by them to about 17,000*000. Their paid-up
capital is 9,270,000.

They all. it is understood, allow interest upon money deposited to remain for some
time, but generally do not allow interest on money lodged upon current accounts or at

call.

Private Bunks in England and Wales. Of these there were 248, of which 50 were in

London. Of the provincial banks, 108 had an authorized issue of 2,295,073.
In the case of all these banks, whether issuing or non-issuing, their profits are chiefly

derived from the use of their deposits.
There are also in London, 5(5 foreign, Indian, and British colonial joint-stock banks.
Jji/n/i-x in Si-otloixl. The earliest^banking institution in north Britain was the Dank

of Scotland, instituted by a charter of incorporation from the Scots parliament in 1695.

The original capital was '1.200, 000 Scots, or 100,000 sterling. In 1774, the amount of
stock was extended to 200, dOO sterling; now it is 1.250,000 sterling. In 1727, a new
and similar establishment was constituted under the tide of the royal bank of Scotland,
whose advanced capital is now 2,000,000. In 1746, another association was formed,
and incorporated by royal charter, with the title of the British linen company. From
100,000, its capital has increased to 1,000,000. Besides those three banks, there are

in Scotland other seven joint-slock banks, with capitals varying from 1,000,000 to

150,000. There are now no private banks. The amount of deposits is' probably about

70,000,000, on which interest is allowed. Their authorized issue of notes is 2,676,350,
but their actual issue is about double that amount. The western bank, with a capital
of 1,500,000, a circulation of above 400.000, having 1300 share-holders, and about 100
branches, suspended payments in 1857, owing to a reckless system of discounting bills.

The share-holders, howe'ver, being under unlimited liability (see JOINT STOCK COMPANY),
neither the de[K>sitors nor the note-holders sustained any loss. In Oct., 1878, the city of

Glasgow bank, with !:>:> branches, suddenly suspended payments; the liabilities amount-

ing to 12,400,000, and the estimated assets, i.:joO,000, leaving a probable deficiency of

6,100,000. It was found that for three years before the stoppage, the states of the bank's

affairs, issued annually to the share-holders, had been falsified, and that advances had
been made to four firms agai nst utterly inadequate securities, to the enormous sum of nearly
6,000,000. The directorsand the manager were tried for and convicted of tampering with

the reports, and sentenced to imprisonment. It has been arranged to wind up the bank
by liquidation, and if is feared that the calls to be made upon the share-holders will

involve nearly every one of them in utter ruin. In consequence of 400 of the stock

being held by the Caledonian bank in security of an advance, it has had temporarily to

suspend payment.
I.i consequence of allowing interest on deposits, the banks in Scotland may be said

to hold the whole capital of the country, minus only the money passing from hand to

hand. This wide-spread system of depositing is greatly aided' by the establishment of
branches from the parent-banks; and tiiese brandies are found in every small town in

the kingdom. The entire numlier of branch-banks in Scotland in 1879 was about 850.

At these branch-banks, the agent (usually a respectable person in business) discounts
bills wiilun certain limits, issues letters of credit, and pays out notes, and also gives
cash on demand for them; though, strictly, the notes of a bank are only payable on
demand at the head-office. By a strict system of supervision. Scottish branch-banks are

usually well conducted, and are of great service in every department of trade. For one
tiling, they have powerfully contributed to extinguish burglary and highway robbery,
as no one thinks of keeping money, except to a trilling amount, either in his house or
about his person. At all the great fairs, bankers attend to receive deposits, and to pay
checks. Forgeries of Scottish bank-notes are now unknown.

Th" banks in Scotland, like the banks in Ireland, but unlike the provincial banks in

England, are allowed to issue notes beyond their lixed issues, on holding gold equal in

amount to the extra issue. But as the gold thus retained is, like the other gold in

r 'serve, liable for all the deposits, as well as for the whole circulation of a bank, if it

should fail, the security of the establishment is increased only in a small degree by this

arrangenr nt, which, apart from the loss of profit to the bank on the gold unemployed,
is attended with inconvenience at those seasons when the circulation is extended. In

Scotland, and Ireland also, banks can issue one-pound notes; the English banks are not

permitled to circulate notes of less value than 5.
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Besides employing money in discounting bills, the Sottish bunks grant loans of

fluctuating amount, called eaA-<KCaunt* or i-.ti.'i-rrc-l-'f*. By a cash-account is signified a

process whereby an individual is entitled to draw out Minis as required, to a stipulated

amount, and bv an implied condition to make deposits at his convenience towards the

liquidation of "the .same. On entering into this arrangement, he tinds security to the

bank that he will repay to the bank, whenever called on. the balance of sums drawn out.

,.,)*e paid in, with the interest that maybe due. These accounts are balanced

vearlv, like current or deposit accounts. The only difference between the latter and a

cash account on the face of them is, that if the credit allowed on the cash-accc tint is

being made use of. the balance is in favor of the bank; whereas, on the other kind of

accounts, the balance Is in favor of the bank's customer.

Ii iik* in In In ml. There are nine joint-stock banks, having 448 branches and sub-

branches. Their authorized issue is .0,054,494; of which o, 738, 4:28 is that of the bank
of Ireland. It is a national bank, lending 2,680.769 of its capital to government, It u;-..s

established in 17NJ. with privileges resembling those of the bank of England. Its capital
,d it> rest ti.lKU.OOO. The capitals of the other banks vary fruu

250.000 to 1.500,000, and the total capital of the joint stock banks in Ireland is 6,800,-

230. Six are banks of issue. The amount of deposits in the joint stock banks in Irclard

in 1878 was 31,745,000; in 1868 it was only 22,163.599. Interest is allowed on money
deposited fora stated period, but not money at call, or as a rule on current accounts.

There are also three private banking linns in Dublin.

J-'-ireiyn and Coloniul Bunks. On the continent of Europe, there are both national or

incorporated banks and private banks. The national banks are, to a greater or lesser

extent, government establishments, managing the public debt and finances, and, unlike
the bank of England, subject to government influence or interference. In India and
the British colonies, there are joint-stock banks and private bankers. The joint-stock
banks of Australia are establishments of magnitude. The United States of America are

overrun with banks. Insufficient capital, reckless management, and the smallness of

the reserve kept, have frequently led to the suspension of payments of these banks.
At all times the number of forgeries of bank-notes in the United States is very consider-

able, and great caution requires to be exercised in accepting notes as payment.

BANK BANKING (nntr). The main principles of banking in the United States

agree generally with those in other business countries, with such exceptions as are involved
in the present system of national banks. Indeed, the modern English system of B.

originated in the United States, while they were English colonies. As early as 1090 the

colony of Massachusetts issued bills of credit to a considerable amount, making the paper
le-al tender for taxes and other debts, the notes being payable to bearer on demand.
This was two years before the establishment of the B. of England (opened Jan. 1, 1<J'J5),

and William Patterson, the fatherof that remarkable fiscal agency, had been in the colonies,
and took especial interest in the Massachusetts experiment. In the exigencies of the cam
paign against the French in Nova Scotia, in 1745, Massachusetts airain issued paper
currency: and when England paid nearly $200,000 for the cost of that expedition, the

colony redeemed her paper at the rate of $11 currency for $1 of silver. Other colonies
issued legal tender, and about th? tune of this redemption the paper of some of them

led per dollar par. as follows: New England provinces, 11 for 1 ; North Carolina.
10 for 1 ; South Carolina, 7 for 1 ; New York, 2 for 1 ; Pennsylvania, 1.80 for 1. In 1712,
South Carolina set up a bank, and issued nearly $'250,000 in bills, to be retired at the
rate of one twellth annually until all were redeemed. This provision increased their
value in the first year or two about 100 per cent. In 1723, Pennsylvania beiran by an
issue of $7~>.0<K), and half a century later doubled the amount. In 1739, Massachusetts
established a regular bank which issued bills of credit

The revolution had t;> be provided for by extraordinary means; in May, 1775, the conli
nental conirrcs>aui hoi i/ed the isMie of bills to the amount of$8,000,000, makingthem legal
tend,. r . Within two years this currency betran rapidly to depreciate, under constantly
increasing issues, which, in 1779. had reached $160,000,000. Congress then directed the

addit iotift] $40,000.000. and declared that to be the final" extent. Though this

promise was k pt. the depreciation continued, and by 1781 continental currency was
lor nothing ;is money. Some years after the foundation of the present national

government, the old currency was redeemed, at the rate of about 100 to 1. On the last

day o! the year 171. congress chartered the bank of North America in Philadelphia, and
lioih Pennsylvania and New York also granted charters to the same concern the next

though it d:d not LTO into operation for nearly two years. The bank of New York
bartered m 17*4. and the bank of Massachusetts, at Boston, in the same year. But

i -si- institutions were unable to supply the currency required, and other states began to
bills of credit, or to charter banks, and in some, personal property of certain kinds
i:.de le-d tender for ordinary debts. But all further Issues by states as such.
forbidden by the federal constitution, which went into operation in Mar 1789

I ben, among the early movements in congress, came a charter for a bank of tl:e United
which w.-,s curried after a long contest. The charter ran CO irears from Feb 25

i.'.U: capital. $8,000.000, of which the United States government took $2000000.
thereby having a share of the directors; and its bills were made good for the liquidation
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of all debts to the government. When the time cnme for renewing the charter, the

country was at war with England; there were nearly 90 state banks to oppose the

rechartering, and the effort failed. The old bank failing also to get a state charter,

immediately wound up its affairs. It had been successful and had paid 8 to 10 per cent

a year to its stockholders. State banks increased, ami in 1813 there were 150 of them,
with circulating notes amounting to $62,000,000. In 1814, the New England banks

suspended specie payments, but resumed at the beginning of 1817. Meantime, state

bank notes were depreciating. In 1814, those of Baltimore were down 20 per cent, and
those of New York, 10 per cent. The news of peace raised their value 5 and 10 per
cent; but they were subject to sudden fluctuations: the federal government had n<

control over the states, and the states had little over the bonkers. The old "regulator"
was seriously massed, and, April 3, 1810, congress chartered the second United States

bank at Philadelphia, with power to establish branches. Its capital was $35,000,000, of

which the federal government took $7,000,000; the bank with i;s branches was made Un-

official depositary of government money; its bills were legal tenders, and it was the agen(
for negotiating federal and state loans. This compelled the state banks to resume specie-

payments, and business again moved forward steadily. State banks, however, grew in

number rapidly. In 1816, there were 240, with $90,000.000 capital. In 1830, when the

recharlering of the United States bank was proposed, there were 330 state banks, with

$145,(00,000 capital. President Jackson in his message, Dec., 1829, expressed his oppo-
sition to the United States bank, and his expected veto of the bill to renew the charter

came in July, 1833. The next move was to remove the deposits of public money from
the bank. This could be done only by order of the secretary of the treasury, and'as thai

officer refused to conform to the president's wishes, he was summarily removed, and a
more tracts' ble man was appointed in his place. The old bank, that had more than
once saved the credit of the nation, was crippled, and went down. In the wind-up it

was found that its whole capital was lost, though it managed to pay its debts. Its last

operations were under a charter from the state of Pennsylvania.
The refusal fo continue the national bank gave full scope to state institutions, and

they irrew with mushroom rapidity. In 1837, there were 034 of them, with a capital of

$291, 000, < -00, $149,000,000 in circulating notes, $127, 000, 000 in deposits, and -$525,000,000
in loans and discounts. The crush surely impending was hastened by an enormous crop of

cotton in 1836, a consequent decline in prices, and the depreciation of the credit of
cotton dealers and their backers. The tumble began in 1837, and by the 1st of June there
was a i entire suspension of specie payments; values fell from dollars to shillings, all

busin.-^> was deranged, millions of people were reduced from comparative ease to sharp
poverty, and a period of wretchedness. began which continued nearly five years. How
ever, congress passed a general bankruptcy law, the states assisted, by limitation and
other laws, and by 1843-44 the country had nearly recovered. The banks had many
trials; some resumed, on\y to suspend again, and many went into liquidation. Congress
passed the independent treasury law, and thereafter the federal government had no
direct concern in banking until the rebellion broke out. The old United States bank had
its final downfall in the crash of 1837. That crisis taught wisdom to the state banks.
and a seneral retrenchment was the consequence. Between 1838 and 1842. the number
of banks was r-duced from 675 to 577; capital from 317,000,000 to $229,000,000; circu
lation from $116,000,000 to $59,000,000; and discounts from $486,000,000 to $254,000,000.
Further security was demanded by the public, and among the new measures were the
Suffolk hank plan in Massachusetts, and the New York safety-fund system. The Suf
folk bank plan was merely an arrangement whereby that bank was "made the channel

through which all notes of New Kngland banks that found their way to Boston, as most
of them naturally did, were at once forwarded to the issuers for redemption. The result

was that all solid bankers found it for their interest to deposit with the Suffolk a

redemption fund, as that insured the acceptance of their notes.

The New York safety-fund system, which is the cardinal principle of the present
national banking plan, required each bank to deposit, with the banking department of

the state, securities consisting of federal or state stocks, or bonds and mortgages, which,
in ease of the failure of the bank, were sold, and the proceeds applied to the liquidation
of its debts. In 1857. there was another crash, followed by a general suspension of specie
payments: but the depression did not long continue.

Some of the serious evils, avoided to a great extent by the issue of greenbacks and
national bank currency, were counterfeited or altered bills. When almost every bank
had its own plates for six or more denominations of notes, the land was full of counterfeits
and alterations, and no business man ventured to accept a bank-note not well known to

him, without previous comparison with a detector. In 1862, there were counterfeits on
the notes of 253 luinks, besides 1861 bills imitated, and 1685 entirely spurious notes.
On the best notes (here was a discount in the business centers of from" 1 to 10 or even
15 per cent; and exch.-.nge was more variable than the weather. The "wild-cat" and
"

red-dog'" banks of Michigan, and other western states, were notoriously unsafe. A
dozen of them would club together to make a show for one only, when the examiner came
along, and the same specie would be an hour in advance of him all along his route. The
"
red-dog'' bank was so-called because of its movable nature, and of the color stamped on

its notes. Established iu one place on Monday, the "banker" might pack his carpet bag
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at night, and on Tuesday open his bank 50 miles away ;
in which case he stamped in red

a the face of his "notes thr name of the place in which the "banking-house" was
-iablishcd.

The war of the rebellion made large issues of credit necessary, and among tlie earli-

est financial measures was a tax on banking, with certain inducements intended to Hi nit

governme 11 1 loans by means of banks, and the establishment of the national banking
:i. The measures were >uccc>sful, and the state institutions rapidly came into the

new sv-tcin, so that in the l>cginning of IStjG nearly 1600 of them had become national-

ized.
"

\\hcn tiie war In-gan in 1861, the paper in circulation in the country was
'

$200,000,000, of which about three fourths was the issue of loyal states. The specie
available for circulation was estimated at $075,000.000. The government soon borrowed
from the a>sociatcd banks in the large cities $50.000,000, for which demand notes were

i. that were not at the time lethal tender. In Feb., 1862, congress authorized the

of $150,000,000 in notes, of which $50,000,000 was for the withdrawal of the

demand notes. The last issue was legal tender, except for duties on imports and interest

on the public debt. The banking law of Feb. 25, 1863, still in force, created a cur-

rency bureau in the treasury department, at the head of which is the comptroller of the

currency, who has power to authorize banking by associations of not less than live per-
sons, and a minimum capital (unless in very small places), of $100,000, one half to

IHJ paid at once, and the remainder in six months. Before commencing business, the

association must transfer to the treasury of the United States interest-bearing bonds of
the national government to the amount of cue third the capital; whereupon they may
receive circulating notes, registered and countersigned, equal to 90 per cent of the
market value of the stocks deposited, but not beyond the amount of their par value.
The entire amount of currency to be issued is limited to $300,000,000, one half to be

apportioned among the states according to their representative population, and the other
half with regard to the existing banking capital, resources, and business of the several
states. Nearly all the states conformed to this national system, withdrew their o!d

notes, and took new ones from the treasury. The currency then came to consist of the
notes of these banks, and the treasury demand notes, or "greenbacks," the whole
amounting in 1865 to nearly $450,000,000. The national notes are quite as good as the
demand notes, and circulate as freely, their final payment being assured by deposits in
the treasury department.

Of course this flood of paper soon drove specie out of circulation, and little was seen
of gold and silver, except at the custom houses and sub-treasuries, until the general
rcMimption, Jan. 1. 1879. In the meantime there came another financial cri.-is." in the
autumn of 1873, precipitated by the failure of the'important house of Jay l/ooke & Co. ;

but there were no specie payments to be suspended, and the holders of national bunk
notes were amply protected" by the treasury deports. Still there was great financial
distress for live years, gradually relaxing in 1878-79, with recovery fully established
towards the close of the latter year.

Of the national banking system, it may be said that the rebellion presented to con-
is its first duty the invention of some plan for repressing the heterogeneous >ystem

of banking, providing one system of a homogeneous and absolutely safe character; one
which \\ould l>e truly national, operating alike in every part of the" United States. The

-iiies of the government inspired the new order, but the old was rapidly failinsr to
meet the wants of the people; the new, therefore, may be said to have grown out of th-

-itiesof business as well as the straits of the nation. The new system preserved all
the advantages of the old, and added many new ones. It gave absolute protection to the
holders of the national bank-notes, as government bonds were deposited with the I '. S.

treasurer in ten per cent excess of their issue for the security of their redemption. It

provided security of a uniform and almost absolute character for the deposits, making
the .-tockholder liable, in an equal amount of his stock interest, for the ultimate payment
of the depu>iis. It provided for a uniform bank-note of equal value in every part of the
country. >*> engraved and issued, that security against counterfeits was far better attained
than ever before. It provided for a system of redemption which made exchange merely
nominal, and gave to national bank-notes, issued in nut distant places, a uniform value
in all the great financial centers of the country. It provided a system of puhli>hcd
r.-iH.n- ..vcr the sworn signatures of the executive officers of the banks and a uniform
syMcm of examination under the direction of the comptroller of the currency.The national banks are required to pay to the revenues of the general government as

,alf of one per cent, seini-aiinually, on the circulation alloAved by law.
2. One quarter of one per cent, semi-annually, on the aven.-e deports for the half year.& One quartern! one per cent, semi-annually, on capital not in <coverninent bonds.
I heir stockholders an- subject t<> local taxation on the market value of their stoc

al properly. Each hank must keep with the treasurer of the United States in
egal tender Dotes, lor the redemption of its bills, five per cent of the amount of its cir-

<Mil.it ion; and mu-t retain eon.-Uantly in its own vaults two fifths of fifteen per cent of its

deposit-.
The distribution and extent of banks a ,,1 banking in the United States is shown in

toe lollowiug table, prepared by the comptroller of the currency:
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NATIONAL BANK CIRCULATION AUTHORIZED AND ISSUED.

Statement shmcing by geographical divisions the amount of CIRCULATING NOTES to which th
national Hanks in. operation on Jane 14, 1879, WERE KNTITLED, and alto the amount of notes
which hud been ACTUALLY isnued to them.

GEOGRAPHICAL DIVISIONS.
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Tlie antiquity of banks is very great. In Europe, the hank of Venice, the earliest on

record, started in 1157: the bank of Barcelona, in 1401; of Genoa, in 1407: anil of Am-
bterdam, in 1009. But in the metropolitan museum of art in New York are Babylonian
tablets bearing distinct records of transactions in banking that took plaee in the reign of

Nebuchadnezzar. 'The earliest tablet is of the year GO 1 B.C. On it are menaorandaof loam*

of silver made by Kudtirru as follows:! minaof silver to Suta, 1 raina to Balludh. 4 mi:. a

to Beluepus, 5 shekels to Nabu-basa-napsati, and 5 shekels to Nergal danu. Total, X

minas, 5 shekels of silver. No. 2. dated at Babylon on the 12th day of the month <i

Sivan, in the Sth year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, 597 B.C., bears tabletary evidence,

d by three witnesses, of the loan of 2 miuas, 10 shekels of silver, made by Nabu
suma-esir. son of Belu- * * *

-ilani, son of the * *
*, to Kudurru, son of Basa, sou of

Tebet, 6th day. 23d year of Nebuchadnezzar, 583 B.C., records the sale of 9 measure!*

of corn, or the promise to sell 9 measures of corn, by Belu-basa. son of Zira-yuquin,
son of Munnabitti, to Suta, son of Kudurru, son of Egibi. Three witnesses. No. 5, dated

Babylon, month Ab, 21st day, 81st year of Nebuchadnezzar, 574 B.C.. refers to the pay-
ment of 24 measures of corn" and 56 shekels of silver, by Kasir and Iddiu-Marduku, sons

of Basa, son of Nur-Sini, to Belu-nasi, son of Suzabu, son of Beludini. No. 6 is dated

at Satkrini, 25th Sivan. 37th year of Nebuchadnezzar, 568 B.C. No. 7 is dated at

Babylon, 12th Adar, 42d year of Nebuchadnezzar. 563 B.C. Nos. 8 and 9 are dated

at Babylon, in the 2d and 3d years of the reign of Neriglissar, 558 and 557 B.C. Nos. 10,

11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16, are'dated at Babylon, two in the 2d. one in the 4th, three in

the 6th. and one in the llth (?) year of Nabonidus. ranging, therefore, from 554 to 541

B.C. No. 17 is dated at Borsippa, in the 7th year of Nabonidus, 548 B.C. Nos. 18 to 30

date from the 8th to the 16th
year

of Nabonidus, 548 to 540 B.C. Nos. 31 and 32 are

dated at Babylon in the 3d and 7th years of Cyrus, 534 and 530 u.c. No. :>3 is dated at

Lakkarrinu. and Nos. :54 and 35 at Babylon, the first in the 2d and the two others in the

6th year of Cambyses, 528 and 524 B.C. No. 36 is dated at Kharsak-Kahuna, 25 Kislev.
1st year of Darius, 518 B.C. Nos. 38 to 43 date from Babylon and range from the 3d to

the 26th year of Darius, 516 to 493 B.C. An interesting tablet is No. 44, which, dated
at the city of Dhabi Belu. loth Nisau, 40th year of Nebuchadnezzar, 565 n.c. ,

records 7
shekels of silver lent by Qimillu, sou of Sarusa-zira ibni, son of Sinu-satnu, to Nabu-
. uma-iddin. son of Belu-balidh, son of Sakdidi, and Iddin-Marduku, son of Barsa, son of

Nur-sini, in the course of the month Nisan * * * *
by 1 shekel 5 times, give (back); 3

witnesses. Gimillu receives therefore 3 shekels interest. No. 45 bears an undated con
ira-t; No. 46, memoranda of loans, expenditures, etc. (undated); No. 47. also undated,
similar contents; No. 48, an account of the produce of certain lands in the 14th year of

Darius, with names of buyers and amounts; No. 49, an undated account of field prod
uce, and No. 50, rough memoranda. No. 51 is dated at Babylon on the 18th day of the
14th year of Darius, 505 B c. M. Lenorinaut divides these most interesting documents
into five principal types: 1 Simple obligations. 2. Obligations with a penal clause in

case ot non-fulfillment. One he gives which had 79 days to run. 3. Obligations with the

guarantee t.) a third
parly.

4. Obligations payable to a third person. 5 Drafts drawn
upon one place, payable in another. He gives the follow ing illustration of one of these
letters of credit

" Four minas 15 shekels of silver (credit) of Ardu-Mana, son of Yakin,
UIM>II Mardukabalussur, son of Mardukbalatirib, in the town of Orchoe. Mardukhala
tirib will pay in the month of Tibet 4 minas 15 shekels of silver to Belabaliddin. son of
Sennai '. Our, the 14 arakhsamna in the 2d year of Nabonidus, kinsrof Babylon." Then
follow tue names of witnesses. These Assyrian drafts were negotiable, hut from the
nature of thin sis could not pass by indorsement, because, when the clay was once baked,
nothing new could be added, and under these circumstances the name of the payee was
frequently omitted. It seems to follow that they must have been regularly advised It

is remarkable that 8U2U instruments, and especially letters of credit, should have prc
ceded the use of coins. The earliest banking firm of which we have any account is said
to be that of Egibi & Co., for our knowledge of whom we are indebted to Mr. Boscawen,
Mr. Pinches, and Mr. Hilton Price. Several documents and records belonging to this

family are in the British museum. They are on clay tablets, and were discovered in an
earthenware jar found in the neighborhood of Hillah, a few miles from Babylon. The, .

hou^e is -;,i,l to have acted as a sort of national bank of Babylon; the founder of the
house. K-ilii. probably lived in the reign of Sennacherib, about 700 n.c. This family
In hecn tneed during a century and a half, aud through five generations down to the
reign of Darius.

BANK NOTES, MAXUKACTI-KB OF. The chief object in the manufacture of bank-note*
to to render forger; impossible, or at least easy of detection. This is sought to be effected

uliarity of paper, design, and printing, or by a combination of the.se means
I'AIM:II '1 he main reliance has been on mechanical design the writing, the emblems, and
me ornament* being ao combined as to render forgery difficult. The ink. too, is pecu-
liar (:e INK), beim: the blackest and most indelible of inks. As a further' security
against forgery, a self registering machine was contrived by Messrs. Oldham. Copper
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plate printing was the only printing in use for bank-notes till 1837, when a great
improvement was made by Messrs. Perkins & Heath. This was the reproduction of

designs by the mill and die by mechanical pressure. The pattern is engraved on a soft
steel plate, which is then hardened, to transfer the pattern by pressure to a soft steel

roller, on which, of course, the pattern is produced in relief; the roller or mill is then
hardened, to reproduce the pattern in the plate from which the printing is to be done;
and thus almost any number of plates for all common purposes can easily be produced.
No bank of England notes are issued twice.

This system of siderography continued in use for bank-note printing in the bank of

England till 18.V5, when electrotype-printing was introduced by Mr. Smec, with the
a--i-lance of the mechanical officials (see ELK< TROTYPIXG); and since that time the notes
of the bank of England have been all produced by surface-priutin'Z by the electrotype.

The usual production of notes equals a value of about 24,000,000 per week; it" being
the policy of the bank to renew the notes before the paper loses that peculiar crispuesa
which distinguishes it, from all other paper, and is a safeguard against forgery.

There are seventy or eighty kinds of bank of England notes, differing in their denom-
inations or values, but similar in the mode of printing. The paper is expressly mado
for the purpose, by one firm only, and is remarkable for its strength, lightness, and dilli-

culty of imitation. The I ank of Ireland notes are printed on the copperplate plan, not

by surface-printing; but the use of delicate mechanism enables this to be done with

great accuracy and celerity; the bank of France notes are produced from plates, the
result of photography, electrotyping, and steel-plate printing. Zincography and lithog-

raphy are employed by some banks; and also acierage, a mode of hardening copper
electrotypes with a thin surface of steel.

BANK-NOTES, MANUFACTURE OF (ante). The bank-notes of the United States
are now manufactured by the government in the treasury department at Washington.
The processes of this manufacture are briefly described as follows: The design of the

note, including all the lettering and devices thereof, upon a sheet of the required form,
beini: in the hands of the workmen, they first proceed to make the die. A plate of soft,

highly polished steel is selected, and upon it is sketched the design, or such portions of
it as are of the same color, if more than one tint is to be used in printing. A separate
die is needed for every shade used. This is then carefully engraved. It will be under
stood that, unlike the method of wood engraving, the lines which take the ink are cut
into the plr.te instead of being raised above its surface. The engrav ris limited to such
parts of the work as can be done by hand; oti.er portions, such as the scrolls and elabo-
rate tracery, are done entirely by machinery. The principal apparatus used is a com
plicated piece of mechanism, which actuates a plate to which the steel for the die is

attached and caused to press against a diamond point. Perfectly true and delicate lines
are thus cut into the metal, making figures technically termed "cycloid rosettes." The
machine, in theory, somewhat resembles a kaleidoscope, as it requires to be set by accu
rate pointers and dials to some special figure, which, when the combination is changed,
can never be reproduced. One of these instruments is in use, and its work, together
with that of the geometrical lathes, can be readily recognized on the national currency.

The die being complete, is ready for the transfer process. Postage stamps, for

instance, are made in sheets of two hundred, so that the die must be transferred that
number of times on a single plate. It is first ease-hardened and then put, face up. in a

press which is made with a combination of levers actuated by the foot, so as to give the
tremendous pressure of twenty-one tons on a single line. A cylinder or "

roll" of soft

steel is. by careful gauging, placed so as to rest directly over the face of the die, and, at

the same time, is so jirrauged as to revolve easily along its surface even when under the
full weight. The pressure is then applied, with the result of forcing the soft steel of
the roll into the lines <.f the engraving, so that when complete, the periphery of the

cylinder shows an exact reproduction of the face of the die. only the lines sunk on the
die are now raised on the roll. Next, the cylinder is case-hardened. Then the plate
soft steel again to be used for the final printing is placed in the press and the roll is

arranged above it. Now the cylinder leave.- its impression on the plate, the hard steel

of the raised lines cutting deep into the surface, so that a precise duplicate of the origi-
nal die is obtained. This is repeated as many times as there are to be repetitions of the

stamp or note on the single plate, which is then ready for use.

The ink for printing is made on the spot. In a large room are ten or a dozen paint
mills, which are busily grinding the colors and oil together. Two large ones are filled

with green ink, another with vermilion, while others are making blue, red, and other
tinted inks. Nothing but the finest color and the best boiled linseed oil is here used.
We now pa*s to the paper room, where the paper is received directly from the govern
ment, cut in sheets of the required form. The fractional currency and larger notes are
made of a peculiar material containing colored fibers. The paper for postage stamps is

made of the best linen. It is of short fiber, very fine, and extremely strong. The sheet?
on which currency is to be printed are counted as soon as received, and the result

reported for verification. They are placed hi heaps, marked oil in sets of 100 and 1000.
When issued for printing, the workman receiving them has to present an order signed
by the superintendent. They are then charged against him in his pass-book, when he
carries them away to be damped, by simply wrapping them iu wet cloths. The presses
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used are simply cylinders moved by long-bandied levers, and are each attended by three

men and a gi'rl.

"

The plate rests upon a small iron box warmed underneath by gas

flames. A workman using a plate-printer's roller rapidly covers the plate with ink and

if to another. operative at his side, who wipes it with a soft cotton cloth, and then
. ;:h ilie palm of his hand covered with whiting, thus removing the ink from

but not from the engraved lines which remain filled. Phis done, the plate

is placed, face up, in the press. The girl stands ready with a sheet of damp paper
which she carefully lays upon the plate. The pressman turns the levers, the cylinder

revolve-, the plate passes under it, and the paper is removed bearing a perfect impn>-
sion. As soon as a printer has completed the work assigned to him. he hands it, made

up in "books "of KM) impressions, each sheet inclosed between two others of brown

j-aj-cr, to a clerk. lie is then credited with his delivery, spoiled sheets being counted

;ue as perfect ones, so that if his return is correct his debit account on his passbook,
which is kept in a different apartment and by other employes, h thus balanced. The
finished impressions are now carefully counte'd and inspected.

r
l he spoiled ones are

removed and sent to the proper agents to be burnt, while the others are hung in the

drying room. This apartment is heated by steam-pipes, and the paper is suspended by
. for a day or two, until perfectly dry. Then the brown paper is removed, and the

sheets, packed between leaves of press board, are subjected to the action of a powerful
hydraulic press. They are then once irore inspected and counted.

BANKBUPTCY. See INSOLVENCY.

BANKS, a co. in n.e. Georgia, on Broad river; 250 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 4973 924 colored.

Productions, wheat, corn, cotton, and sweet potatoes. Co. seat, Homer.

BANKS, in navigation, are elevations of the bottom of the sea; when tolerably smooth
at the top, they constitute sfui'Imr*, xhoalv, and Jlate; but when rocky, they become m/>,
ridge*, keys, etc. Pilots and captains of ships require to be intimately acquainted with
the B. along tbeir route; and a chart, if properly prepared, always defines them by
means of small dots, if sands, and small crosses, if rocky. In war-time, small vessels

often escape capture by running into shallows where larger vessels dare not follow
them. The Newfoundland and the Bahama B. are well known examples of this kind
of sea-bottom.

BANKS, Sir JOSEPH, a zealous naturalist, was b., according to some accounts, at

-by Abbey, in Lincolnshire, according too thers, in London, in .fan., 174;!. and d.

June 19, 1S20. lie was descended from a family of Swedish origin, which had been
settled in England for about 200 years. To this family belongs also John Hanks, who
made his name known as a writer of tragedies, in the latter half of the 17th century.
B. was educated at Eton and Oxford. In 1763, he made a vovage to Newfoundland
and Labrador, collecting plants; and from 1768 to 1771, he sailed with Cook round the
world in the capacity of naturalist, and wrote the botanical descriptions for the first

voyages. In the year 1772, he visited the Hebrides and Iceland, whence he brought back
a rich treasure of specimens for his studies in natural history. Before thi- voyage,

was hardly known beyond its immediate vicinity. It was carefully examined by
B., and through him its wonders were made known to the public. In 1777. he was
elected president of the royal society, an office which he held for 42 years; and in 1781
he was created a baronet, lie deserves particular credit for founding and managing the
African association; and the colony of Botany bay owed its origin mainly to him.

Through his efforts, the bread-fruit tree was transferred from Otaheite to "the West
Indies, and the mango from Bengal, as well as many of the fruits of Ceylon and Persia.

.Many naturalists and travelers Blumenthal, Honiemaiin, Burckhanu, Mungo Park,
and others were indebted to him for zealous and disinterested assistance in their labors.

During the French war, B. did much to alleviate the sufferings of all captive men of

science, and used his influence with government to procure the restoration of their

papers. Cuvier, in his ehx/e on him before the French academy of science, .-tales that
no less than ten times had collections, captured by the English, been restored to the
Jardin du Koi at Paris through the instrumentality of Banks. No man of science appealed
to him in vain for pecuniary assistance; and his splendid librarv of natural historv was
at the service of tlio-e who desired to consult it. With the exception of articles in

in.-s, an.l contribution! to the publications of learned societies, especially to the
II. has written nothing but two small works .1 Short, Account

* in Curn catted I: //-, ,{ AW, which was printed for
lii> fric -nds in 1803, and for the public in 1803; and Ci'>ru,,i*f<ii,<;x n<i,iti,;-t<> M,/-i Shcqp

."ii. 1M>9). He left a valuable library, of which an excellent catalogue was made
by hi- Iriend Dryander; and a rich collection of specimens in natural history, both of
which he bequeathed to the British museum.

BANKS, SAVINGS. See SAVINGS-BANKS.
BANKS. TIIOM \<. an eminent English sculptor, b. in Lambeth in Dec., 1735. B. wan

apprenticed t a lan< :

lener and architect, but he soon abandoned tl.cse practical
r the in. .re Imaginative one of sculpture. In 1770, B. \\as a succes>lul can-
tor the -old prize of the royal acad.-mv. otablished two vears before. In 1772,

with an allowance of 'J.'iO a year from the academy lor three years, he went to Rome to
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study the masterpieces of art there. After a residence of several years in Rome, during
which he exhibited two of his finest works,

" Caractacus Pleading before Claudius," and
"
Psyche and the Butterfly," and having gained much fame but little profit, he returned to

England. Here his refined imaginative style was little appreciated in comparison with

thc'popular but inferior performances of soire of his contemporaries; and after two

years, he went to Russia, where he was well received by the empress Catharine, who
purchased his Psyche, and gave him a commission for a group called " Armed Neutrality."

Having executed this, he returned to England, where lie completed perhaps his linear

work,
" The Mourning Achilles,

1 ' now in the British institution. B. now received several

(Commissions, and was elected a member of the royal academy The mouuments of Sir

Eyre Coote in Westminster abbey, and of captains Burgess and Westcott in St. Paul'*

cathedral, were among his last works. He died Feb. 2, 1805. It was in purely imagina-
tive works that B. most excelled; in practical subjects, his introduction of the ideal was

incongruous and inartistic, rendering them far less valuable than those of .-omc of his

rivals.

BANKS, NATHANIEL PRENTISS, b. Mass., 1816, a statesman and general. He learned
the trade of a machinist, studying in leisure hours; edited a newspaper in Waltham. and
another in Lowell, was admitted to the bar; elected to the legislature in 1849, and made
speaker in 1851 In 1852, he was chosen a member of congress In 1853, he %va*

president of the convention to revise the constitution of the state; in 1854, re-elected to

congress, and chosen speaker of the house of representatives after the longest contest

ever known (congress met Dsc. 3, 1855, and the speaker was not elected until the 133d

ballot, Feb. 2, 1856), he was again chosen to congress in 1856; and governor of. Massa-
chusetts 1857-59. He was commissioned maj.-gen. in the civil war. and was in active

service until its clo^e. After the war lie was chosen and re-chosen to congress, until 1872.

BANKSIA. a genus of Australian shrubs of the natural order proteac^e^ (q.v.), named
in honor of Sir Joseph Banks. A few of the species become small trees. They have
hard dry leaves, generally white or very pale green beneath, and present a remarkable

appearance from the umbellate arrangement of their branches, which bear towards their

extremities oblong heads of very numerous Mowers. The Mowers secrete much honey.
Some of the specie* are now frequent ornaments of greenhouses in Britain. They ar
abundant in all p.-irts of Australia, forming, indeed, a characteristic feature of its vegeta-
tion, and are called honeysuckle trees. B. grandix, found at Swan river, exceeds all the
rest of the genus in size, attaining a height of 50 feet.

BANKSIA, several genera of plants named after Sir Joseph Banks, but only on

properly so one of the family of proteacezc, named B., by Linnaeus. They are native ,

of Australia, of conspicuous and beautiful forms, with broad hard leaves, which closely
cover the branches; Mower and fruit in cones, the flowers projecting in spikes.

BANKS LAND, an island in the Arctic ocean, 70 m. to the s.w. of Melville island. It

is intersected by the parallel of 74 n., and by the meridian of 116
3
west.

BANN, the name of two rivers in the n.e. of Ireland; the one, the upper B., flowing
into, and the other, the lower B., out of Loch Neagh. The upper B. rises on the n. side
of the Mounie mountains, in tti3 s. of Downshire, and runs 25 m. n.n.w. through the
counties of Down and Armagh, successively in a granite, Silurian, trap, and tertiary
basin, into the s. side of Lough Neagh. It. passes Banbridge, Gilford, and Portadown.
At the latter place the Newry canal joins it. The lower B., strictly the continuation of
the upper, issues from the n.w. corner of Lough Neagh, and flows 40 n*. n.n.w., through
L-o^ugh Beg, and dividing the counties of Antrim and Londonderry. It runs past Port-

glenone and Coleraine, into the Atlantic ocean 4 m. s.w. of Portrush. One m. above
'oleraine it falls over a ledge of rock 13 ft. high. It bears the surplus waters of Lough
Neagh to the ocean, and has important salmon and eel-fisheries. Vessels of k!00 tons can
reach Coleraine by the river, 4 in. from the ocean.

BANNACKS, BOXNACKS, or PAUNAQUES. an Indian tribe of the Shoshone family,
frequenting the Yellowstone region, and the territory between toe Rocky mountains and
the Sierra Nevada; about 1,000 in number; usually friendly to the whites. The B. are
l>ravc and proud, and the men are usually good looking. They speak a dialect of
Shoshone.

BANNATYNE CLUB, a literary club deriving its name from George Bannat3"ne, to

whose industry we are indebted for the preservation of rmich of the Scottish poetry of the
15th and 16th centuries. The B. C. was instituted in Edinburgh in 1828 by Sir Walter
Scott, with the assistance chiefly of Mr. David Laing of the Signet library, Mr. .Archibald
Constable, and Mr. Thomas Thomson. The object of the institution was to' print rare
works illustrative of Scottish history, topography, poetry, miscellaneous literature, etc.,

in a uniform and handsome manner, either at the expense of the club, or as the contribu-
tions of individual members. As a general rule, the number of copies of each work
printed was limited to the number required for distribution among members, but in some
instances a few were printed for sale. The club originally consisted of 31 members only,
who paid an annual contribution of five guineas; but, owing to the anxiety of many
eminent men to become members, the number was gradually extended to 100, where it

was definitively fixed, the same annual payment being still required. Its first president
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-T Wa'ter Scott, who was succeeded by Mr. Thomas Thomson, and lords Cockburn

and Kuthcrfurd; uud its first secretary was Mr David Laing, who continued to Us close

meetings however were jrivi-n up, and the club itself, which, iu 1859, numbered about 80

member*, was finally dissolved on the 27th Feb., l^iil. Since its commencement it num-
- members many of the most distinguished Scotsmen, and printed 116

works, some valuable as they are rare, and all bringing high prices at sales.

BAN'NKKKR, BKN.TAMIN, 1731-1806, a negro mathematician, a native of Maryland.

BANNER, a piece of cloth attached to a pole and usually bearing some warlike or

heraldic device or national emblem. In this sense B. is a generic term, incuding many
species, such as standard, ensign, pennon, flag. etc. Banners have been used from the

earliest times and in all countries for the purpose of directing the movements of troops.

We rend of them constantly in the Old Testament, as in Numbers ii. 2: "Every man of

the children of Israel sha'll camp by his standard, and under the ensign of his father's

house." The earliest Roman standard was a bundle of straw fixed to the top of a spear.

This was succeeded by figures of animals the horse, the boar, etc., all of which soon

gave place to the eagle, which continued all along to be the chief Roman ensign, and was
afterwards assumed by the German and latterly by the French emperors of the Napoleon
dvnastv. In addition to the eagle each Roman cohort had a B., generally a serpent or

dragon woven on a square piece of ekth. The standard of the cavalry was a square

piece of cloth expanded on a cross, and it was to this that the term nxillum properly

applied. Examples of these standards are sculptured on the arch of Coostantine at

Rome. The top of the staff was also frequently adorned with a figure of Mars or of

Victory, and in later times with the head of the reigning emperor. After Constantino
embraced Christianity, the cross was substituted for the head of the emperor on the

purple B. of Byzantium. Standards were less in use amongst the Greeks than has been
usual with warlike nations; but a standard, and sometimes a scarlet flag, was employed
as a signal for giving battle. On the rise of chivalry in the middle ages, the ordering of

banners, like
every

other branch of military organization, attained to something like

scientific exactitude. From the B. -royal, which bore the national emblems, to the
small streamer attached to the lance, with its cross or stripes, there was a regular subor-

dination, each emblem having its place and its meaning. The pennon of the simple
knight differed from the square B. of the banneret (q.v.), it being pointed at the ends.
In addition to their varieties in size, shape, and color, these banners were distinguished
by the emblems which they bore. One of the earliest is the Danish raven, depicted on
the standard taken by Alfred, of which Asscr mentions the tradition, that "in every
battle, wherever that flag went before them, if they (the Danes) were to gain a victory, a

live crow would appear flying
on the middle of the flag; but if they were doomed to be

defeated, it would hang down motionless." Nor did the privilege of carrying banners

belong to princes and knights alone; bishops and abbots displayed similar ensigns, which
were carried before them in religious processions and under which their retainers
fou-rht in their defense. It was to these that the term "

Gonfalon," a word as to the
oiL'in of which much diversity of opinion exists, was more commonly applied. In

place of the heraldic emblems of the knight, the B. of the church and of towns and
communes usually bore the effigies of saints. Some banners, however, displayed no
en-i-ns whatever and were known simply by their color. Of this the ortfUunme, or

plain ruddy flag of St. Denis, was a famous example. The celebrated Bayeiix tape-try
(q.v.) throws considerable light on banners, as well as on other matters connected with
flu- warlike arrangements of the middle ages. Much curious information on this and
kindred subjects will be found in Hewitt's Anrient Armor and Weapons in Enrol*. By
every warlike people the B. has been regarded as the emblem of national honor, a- a

palladium for the defense of which the individual warrior was at all times ready to
Bee his life. From the converse of this feeling banners and Mags taker, from' the

MI my have always been regarded as special trophies of victory, and places of honor in
church and public building have, consequently been assigned them. As to the Hairs
borne by the -hips of different nations and the arrangements concerning them in peace
and war, see Fi.v<; : as to colors of regiments, see COLORS.

The relation which banners bear to other kinds of flags in their forms and uses will
be explained under Corona. MILITARY; Kxsi.,\ ; Fi,v<;

; I'KMUNT, etc.
/ is the term used by heralds to describe a B. open and flying.

BASNEKET, a hi-h-r grade of knighthood conferred by the sovereign for some
heroic act performed in the field, and so called because the "pennon of the knight wa*
then exchanged for the banner a proceeding which was effected by the very simpk>
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means of rending the points from the pennon. The first B. in England is said by Frois-
Bart to have been made by king Edward I., and the last time the honor was conferred
was by Charles I. after the battle of Edgehill, the recipient being an individual who
rejoiced in the familiar name of John "Smith. The ceremony of the creation of a

knight-B. must have been very impressive to persons filled with the ideas which were

prevalent in the ages of chivalry. The king, or his general, at the head of his army,
drawn up in order of battle after a victory under the royal banner displayed, attended

by all the officers and nobility of the court, received the B. elect, who was not neces-

sarily a knight previously, led between two kniglits of note or other men famous in

arms, carrying his pennon in his hand, the heralds walking before him and proclaiming
his valiant achievements, for which he deserved to be made a knight-B., and to display
his banner in the field. The king, or general, then said to him: "Advance, Banneret!"

(adcnnws imj bann<rel), and caused the point of his pennon to be torn off. The new
knight, with the trumpeters sounding before him and the nobility and officers bearing
him company, was sent back to his lent, where a noble entertainment was provided by
the king. Some attempts have been made to revive the tille in recent times, as when
George III., at a review of the navy at Portsmouth in 1773, conferred it on admiral Pye
8nd several other officers.

BANNOCK, a cake of home-made bread, common in the country parts of Scotland,
but now less so than formerly. It is usually composed of pease-meal or pease and

barley-meal mixed; prepared without any leaven, it is baked on a circular plate of iron

called a girdle. When made of mixed meal it is called a mashlum bannock. " Ban-
nocks of barley-meal" form the theme of a popular Scottish song. A superior kind of B.,

called a Selkirk B., from the place where it is made, rcsembk's the finer and lighter

species of tea-cakes prepared by bakers. The word B. is from the Gaelic bonuch, a cake.
In the w. of Scotland it is pronounced bun nock. There is an amusing fairy-tale
called 'llK' >'.'">// '//'//' ll'.r (little) ljnnn->i-k. The B. is doubtless of great antiquity,

being, in fact, the primitive cake, only varied in material, of every ountry.
BANNOCKBURN, a village in the e. of Stirlingshire. 3 m. s s.e. of Stirling, on the

Bannock rivulet, which falls a i'c\v miles below this into the Forth. Near this wru
fought the great battle of B. on Monday, 24th .lune, 1314. Robert Bruce, with 30,000
Scotch, gained a signal victory over Edward II. with 100,000 English, and secured
his throne and the independence of Scotland. The English are said to have lost 30.000,
and the Scotch 8000 men. The " bore stone." on which Bruce is said to have fixed his

standard on that eventful day. is still to IK.' seen on an eminence near the scene of Uie

fight. On the s.e. of the field of B., at Sauchie Burn, James III. was defeated in 1488

by his rebellious subjects and assassinated after the ba tie in a mill where he had taken

refuge. B. is now an important seat of the woolen manufactures, especially those of

tartan^ and carpets. It has long supplied the tartan worn by the highland regiments.
Tanning is curried on to some extent and the neighboring villages are noted for the
manufacture of nails. Coal abounds in the vicinity. Pop. '71, 22.58.

BANNS, or BANS, in the law of England means a proclamation, or public notifica-

tion, or summons, in which general sense, however, it may be said to have become
obsolete. Tt is now chiefly, if not solely, used in the publication of intended marriage?,
as to which see next article.

BANNS, or BANS OF MARTUAOK. This is one of three alternative preliminary forms
now essential to the legal celebration of marriage in England. The oilier two are

marriage by license and marriage by a registrar's certificate. B. of M.. like many of

our ecclesiastical regulations, has its origin in the ancient practice of the Roman Catho-
i

! c ( 'inreh. which our reformers wisely refrained from abolishing. By the publication
of these B. is meant the legal proclamation or notification within the parish, district, or

chape! rv. and in ill*- proper church or chapel, of the names and descriptions of the per-
sons who intend to be there married; the notoriety of the solemn act, so that all who
have objection-- to the marriage may l>c enabled to state them in time. According to the

o'.d EnLi i<h can. ni law, the publication of B. might be made on JioliiJays ; but a change
\vas made to -nirtuy* by the first important marriage act. the 26 Geo. II. c. 38: and
although that act was aftcrwa'rds superseded by the 4 Geo. IV. c. 76, the regulation
as to Sundays has been since continued. Seven days notice at least must be given to

the clergyman before publication of bans. The other acts in force are the 6 and 7 Will.

IV. c. S.1, the 1 Vic. c 22, the 3 and 4 Vic. c. 72, and the 10 and 20 Vic. c. 119. The
law. as contained in these acts of parliament, is as follows: By the 4 Geo. IV. c. 76, s.

2, it is enacted that all B. of matrimony shall be published in "audible manner, accord-

ing to the rubric prefixed to the marriage service in the Honk of Common Prayer, upon
three Sundavs preceding the ceremony, during the time of morning-service, or of even-

ing service (if on the day of publication there shall be no morning-service) immediately
after the second lesson. The rubric referred to is in the following terms: "I publish
the banns of marriage between M. of and N. of . If any of you know cause or

just impediment why these persons should not be joined together in holy matrimony,
ye are to declare it. This is the first [second, or third] time of asking.'' Bv the 22d sec-

tion of the same act, all marriages celebrated without such publication of !$., or without
license (or now, under the 6 and 7 Will. IV. c. 85, 8. 42, without a registrar's certificat< V
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re declared to be null and void. By the 2Cth section of the last mentioned act, the

\\iili consent of the patron and incumbent, may license chapels for the celebra-

if inarriaur < s in popular places; and by the 33d section of the 1 Vic. c. 23. B. may
be published in such chapels. By section 9 of the 4 Gco. IV. c. 7G, it is provided, that

if the marriage b<< not celebrat'ed within three months after publication of B., the

marriage shall not take place until the B. shall have been re-published on three several

Sum! - it be a marriage by license, or now, by certificate, which two latter

alternatives, however, must also be availed of within the three months. It only remains to

:i tin- law. a- contained in these marriage acts, that by section 8 of the last of

them, the 1!) and 20 Vie. c. 119, it is provided, that in every case in which one of the

parties intending marriage without license shall dwell in Scotland, a certificate of proclam-
iition of B. in Scotland, by the session-clerk or by the registrar of the district or parish
in which such proclamation shall have been made, shall, when produced to any person
iluh authorized under the provision of this act to solemnize a marriage, be as valid and
eiTcctu.il for authorizing such person to solemnize such marriage as the production of

:\ certificate for marriage of a superintendent register of a district in England would
be, in reference to a party resident within such district.

The purpose of the law is to secure public knowledge of intended marriages, and
therefore, although the 4 Geo. IV., following in this respect the 20 Geo. II., declares

that marriages sliall be void without publication of B. (where, of course, that is the

chosen preliminary), it is not necessary that such publication should be made in the
mil baptismal names of both or either of the parties; it is sufficient that the B. be

published in the names by which the parties are known, or either of them. Kay, it even

appears that where the baptismal names have been discovered, having been previously
concealed or unknown, it is better, if not necessary, that publication should be made
in the names by which the parties are familiarly known in the district, by which, indeed,

they may be said to be known to the world. There are numerous cases decided in

Kngland from which such doctrine necessarily follows. As the publication of. banns
invites people to object, if the parent or guardian express dissent, it is the duty of the

clergyman, when such objections are offered, to proceed no further; and if he, notwith-

standing, marry the parties, he will be liable to severe penalties by the ecclesiastical

law, though lie will not be liable to an indictment. Again, on the other hand, if he
refuse, without cause, to perform the marriage, he is liable to an action. It has also

Ix-eii decided, that a fraudulent knowledge of a wrong name in the publication of B. will

not void the marriage, unless the fraud should be on both sides.

In Scotland. B. have t!ie same Roman Catholic origin as in- England. Indeed, Mr.
Erskinc, one of the most authoritative Scotch legal writers, gives it as his opinion, that
the Scotch borrowed the practice from the decrees of the Council of Trent ; but a recent
able writer (see Phaser's Domestic Relations, vol. i. p. 113) considers this opinion erro-

'H'ous, and shows that B. were first sanctioned in Scotland by councils which were held
in that country long before the Council of Trent. After the reformation in Scotland,
the practice of proclaiming B., as the phrase is in that country, was continued. They
arc described in the Scotch act 1661, c. 34,

"
as a part of the laudable orderand constitu-

tion of the kirk;" and they have since been tueutioned in various acts of parliament
applicable to Scotland, such as the 10 Anne, c. 7, and 4 and 5 Will. IV. c. 28. By the
first, of these acts, the privilege of publicly celebrating marriage was extended to the

h'/>i*copalian clergy, but with a proviso that the B. should be duly published three

'1-iys, not only in the Episcopal churches which the parties frequent, but also in
ML- purish church or churches. Should the parish minister, however, neglect or refuse
to publish the B. of such parties, the act declares that it shall be sufficient to do so in any
Episcopal congregation alone. The 4 Will. IV. c. 28, put other dissenting bodies in

ad in the same position as the Episcopal church there. There is one other regula-
tion of the Scotch law on this subject which is deserving of notice for popular informa-
tionnamely, that when both of the parties have their domicile (q. v.) within Scotland,
;\nd enter into marriage in England or Ireland, they must have their B. proclaimed in
tbe parish of their domicile in Scotland, otherwise they are liable to the penalties of
clandestine marriage. By the marriage notice act, 1878, marriage certificates in
Scotland are also issued by the district registrars, after seven clays' publication, to

MS resident for fifteen days in the district; the fee for registry is Is. 6<l.

itch law differs from the English in regard to the effect of non-publication of
>anns. In England, in some cases, the consequence is to render the marriage absolutely
>ul. In Scotland, however, marriage, without proclamation of B., is valid; but in

lie parties celebrator, and \\itnessesare liable in the above penalties. See
MAHIUAGE, SPECIAL LICENSE, REGISTRATION on BIRTHS, DEATHS, AND MAKUIAGES.

BANQUETTE, in fortification, is a raised ledge or stop inside the parapet of a ram-
t. ot Mich a height that musketeers, when standing on it, may be able to fire over the
it of the parapet without too much exposure to the enemy. It is about four ft.

dc, and four or four and a-lmlf ft. below the crest. The musketeers ascend to it from
tho rampart either by a few steps or by a sloping path.
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ior of thc llth c -- ' progenitor of the royal house of Stuart.
100, he Joined Mac)>cth in a conspiracy against king Duncan, but was treacherously
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slain by his confederate. Shakespeare does not mention him as a conspirator, but only
as Mac be th's victim.

BAXSHEE. See BEXSHIE, ante.

BANSWAERA, a Rajpoot state in the w. of Malwa, bordering on Guzerat. It extends
from n. kit. 23

J

10' to 23 48', and from c. long. 74 2' to 74 41', and has an area of 1500

sq.miles. The pop. is supposed to be about 150,000. This state was dependent on the

empire of Delhi until the ascendency of the Mahrattas, by -whom it -was fearfully
oppressed. In 1812, the ruler made overtures to the British government, offering to

become tributary on condition of protection; and an arrangement to this effect was
concluded in 1818. The capital, .also called B., is on the route from Mhow to Deesa,
123 in. n. w. from Mhow. The majority of the inhabitants are Hindus, but the Mussul-
mans are also pretty numerous. The palace of the Rawul, or chief, is a large, turreted,
battlemented building, on a rising ground overlooking the town, near a beautiful tank,

overhung with trees.

BANTAM
,
a seaport, now decayed, in a residency of the same name, -which forms the

\v. end of Java. It is 40 m. to the w. of Batavia, being in lat. 6
3
2' s., and long. 106"

It' east. It w;is founded by the Dutch in 1G02, being their earliest establishment in the
island. Pop. of residency, 007,400.

BANTAM FOWL, a well-known variety of the common domestic fowl (q.v.), origin-

ally brought from the Enst Indies, and supposed to derive its name from Bantam, in

Java. It is remarkable for small size, being only about a pound in weight, and for a

disposition more courageous and pugnacious than even that of a game-cock. A bantam-
cock Avill drive to a respectable distance great dunghill-cocks five times its weight, and
has Ix-en described as "

a Ix-autiful example of a great soul in a little body." There are
sever;;] subvarieties of the bantam. Most of them have the legs much feathered. The
flesh and eggs arc good, although the eggs are of course small

;
and the bantam lays well

in winter.

BANTENO, Bos Banicng or B. Sondaicus, a species of ox (q.v.), a native of Java and
Borneo, which, in color, shape, horns, and want of dewlap, bears some resemblance to

the gaur (q.v.) of ludia, "but in the skeleton of the gaur, the sacrum consists of 5

vertebne, and the tail of 19, while in the skeleton of the B., the sacrum consists of but
4 vert clinr, and the tail of 18." The B. is black, with white legs. The hair is short and
sleek, the limbs slender. The muzzle is sharp. The back rises into a high arch imme-
diately behind the neck. The B. inhabits forests, and has been generally described as

untamable.

BANTING SYSTEM. See OBESITY.

BANTEY, a seaport t. in the s.w. of Cork co., Ireland, in a cove opposite Whiddy
isle, at the head of B. bay, and 44 m. w.s.w. of Cork. The two chief streets converge
into an open space towards the sea, and mountains, 933 ft. high, rise behind the town.
The chief trade is the export of agricultural produce. A little fishing is carried on. In
last century, there was an extensive pilchard-fishery here; but the pilchard has now
deserted the coast. Many tourists resort to B. in summer. Pop. '71, 2830.

BANTRY BAY, a deep inlet in the s.w. extremity of Ireland, between Crow point and
Sheep's Head point, in Cork co. It is 25 m. long, running e.n.e., with a breadth of 3 to

5 miles. It is one of the finest harbors in Europe, affording safe and commodious
anchorage for ships of all sizes. Near the entrance on the n. side is a fine large sheltered
harbor, formed by Bear island, with a safe passage on both sides. At the head of the

bay are two harbors: the one to the s., or the landlocked roadstead of B. harbor, is

formed by Whiddy isle, opposite B. town; the other to the n., or Glengariff harbor, is

also sheltered by an island, but is small, and narrow at the entrance. The coast around
B. B. is rocky and high, consisting of Devonian strata, and exhibiting some of the finest

scenery in the kingdom. On the ri. side, 17 m. w. of B. town, is the great cataract of

Hungry hill, where 3 lakes, at the heights of 1011, 1126, and 13GO ft. above the sea,

discharge their waters, by almost continuous cascades, into Adrigoole creek. Near the

opening of B. B. a skirmish took place, in 1689, between a small English fleet under
admiral Herbert (afterwards lord Torrington), and the French fleet, which conveyed
James II. to Kinsale. Several ships of the French invading expedition under gen.
lloche anchored here in 1796.

BANXEING, Tupinci. a genus of insectivorous quadrupeds, remarkably differing
from the oilier f/in,cf/ >'<! (q.v.) in their habits, as they climb trees with the agilitv of
lemurs or squirrels. They are also remarkable for their very elongated muzzle. They
have soft glistening fur, and a long bushy tail. The few species known are all native's

of the Indian archipelago.

BAN YA (XAC.Y), or XEU'STADT, a t. of Hungary, province Szathmar, with a royal
mint, and productive uold and silver mines. Pop. '69, 9082.

BANYAN, or BANIAN,^'/.'* Tndim, a tree, native of India, remarkable for its vast

rooting brandies. It is a species of fig (q.v.); has ovate, heart-shaped, entire leaves,
about 5 or 6 in. long; and produces a fruit of a rich scarlet color, not larger than a

cherry, growing in pairs from the axils of the leaves. The branches send shoots down-
U. K. II. 13
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wards -which when they have rooted, become stems, the tree in this manner spreading

OV.T R graft surface, and enduring for many ages. One has been described as having no

fewer than 350 steins equal to law oak*, and more than 3000 smaller ones, covering a

space sufficient to contain 7000 persons. The branches are usually covered with

mcmkeya birds, and enormous bats. The monkeys eat both fruit and leaves. The

vegetation of the M. seldom begins on the ground. The seeds are deposited by birds in

the crowns of palms, and semfdown roots which embrace and eventually kill the palm.

\s the B gets old. it breaks up into separate masses, the original trunk decaying, and

the props becoming separate trunks of the different portions. The wood of the B. is

li'rht porous and of no value. The bark is regarded by the Hindoo physicians as a

powerful tonic, and is administered in diabetes. The white glutinous juice is used to

relieve tooth-ache, and also as an application to the soles of the feet when inflamed.

Bird-lime is also made from it. Gum-lac is obtained in abundance from the B.-tree.

The B.-tree is beautifully described by Southey in his poem, The Curse of Kehama.

BANYTJLS-STJR-MEB, a t. of France in the Pyrenees oricntalcs, with a fishing-port on

the Mediterranean. The celebrated wines of Grenache and Kancio are produced in this

district. Near the town are 4 old towers, one of which marks the division between

l':aiice and Spain. B. was the immediate scene of many encounters between the French

republicans and the Spaniards during the first French revolution. Pop. '76, 2277,

BANYUWANGY, or BANJOUVAN'GY, an important seaport t. and military post

belonging to the Dutch, on the e. coast of Java, capital of district of same name, which
has a pop. of 45,000.

BANZ, a Benedictine abbey in upper Franconia, near Lichtenfels, on the Main;
founded in the llth c., and celebrated for the superior culture of its monks. During
the peasant's war in the 16th c., the abbey was destroyed, but immediately restored;

again destroyed in the thirty years' war, and again restored. In 1802, it was broken up,
the books and collections were scattered among German institutions, and the building
became the summer residence of the king of Bavaria.

BA OBAB. See ADANSONIA.

BAPAUME, a fortified t. of France, department of Pas-de Calais. A portion of the

allied troops advanced to this place after compelling the French to abandon their forti-

fied position, and to retreat behind the Scarpe, in Aug., 1793. Pop. '76, 3190.

BAPH OMET is the name of a mysterious symbol, which was in use among the tem-

plars. According to the oldest and most probable interpretation, the word is a corrup-
tion of Mahomet, to whose faith the members of the order were accused of having a

leaning. The symbol consisted of a small human figure cut out of stone, having two
heads, male and female, with the rest of the body purely feminine. It was environed with

serpents, and astronomical attributes, and furnished with inscriptions for the most part
in Arabic. Specimens are to be found in the archaeological collections of Vienna and
Weimar. Hammer, however, in his Fundgruben des Orients, derives B. from Gr. lapJie,

baptism; and metis, council or wisdom. He charges the knights with a depraved
Gnosticism, and makes the word signify the baptism of wisdom the baptism of fire; in

.-li<>rt, the Gnostic baptism a species of spiritual illumination, which, however, was
interpreted sensually by later Gnostics, such as the Ophites (an Egyptian sect of the llth
c. ). to whose licentious practices he declares them to have been addicted. But this

explanation is generally discredited.

BAPTISM (Gr. bnpto, to dip or wash, or to stain with a liquid), one of the sacraments

(q.v.) of the Christian church, deriving its name from the outward rite of washing with
water, which forms an essential part of it, B. is almost universally acknowledged among
( 'hrisiiaiisaua sacrament, and is referred to the authority of Christ'himself, whose express
commandment is recorded in the gospels (Matt, xxviii. 19; Mark xvi. 16). B. is fre-

quently mentioned in the New Testament as a divine ordinance.
The name and the rite were not, however, altogether new when the ordinance was

instituted by Christ. Hrligious meanings were early attached to washings with water,
both by heathens and Jews; they wen; among the ordinances of the Jewish law; and
it is not necessary to go Ix'yond that law to find the origin of the custom of washing or

''.'/ proselytes upon their admission into the Jewish church. Washing with water
was requisite for the removal of ceremonial uncleanness, and every proselyte must have
IM-I-II regarded as. prior to his admission into the Jewish church, ceremonially unclean.
John the Baptist hapti/.ed not proselytes upon their renouncing heathenism and entering
the Jewish church, but those who, by birth and descent, were members of it, to indicate
the necessity of a purification of the soul from sin a spiritual, and not a mere outward
change.

One nf the most important of the controversies which have agitated the Christian
church a to R.. is that concerning the proper subjects of B., Whether adults only who
profess faith in Cliri-t are to be baptized, or if this ordinance is to be administered to
their infants also. See P.M-TISTS, and BAPTISM, INFANT. The B. of adults was certainly
more frequent in the apostolic a;re tl,;ni it has ordinarily been where the B. of infants
has prevailed; for which an obvious cause presents itself in the fact, that the first mem-
bers of churches were converts from Judaism or from heathenism. It is, however, gen-
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erally held by those who advocate the B. of infants, that it was the practice of the apos-
tles and of the church of the apostolic age to baptize the infants of Christians; which,
on the other hand, is as stoutly denied, and infant B. is alleged to have crept in along
with other corruptions. For neither opinion can any positive historical proof be

adduced, the arguments on both sides being purely inferential.

It is admitted, on all hands, that at an early period in the history of the church, B.

was administered to infants, although, according to Neander, even after "it had been
set forth as an apostolic institution, its introduction into the general practice of the

church was but slow." He finds "the first trace" of it in Irenteus. It. was opposed by
Tei'tullian about the end of the 2d c. ; and was advocated by Cvprian, and acknowledged
as an apostolic institution iu the North African church and* in the Alexandrian and

Syro-Persian churches in the 3d c. ; but it is not until the 5th c. that it became fully
established as the general practice of the Christian church. It has unquestionably con-

tinued to be the general practice from that period to the present day; feebly opposed by,
some of the sects of the middle ages, and more vigorously by some of those who have

adopted the general principles of the reformation. See BAPTISTS.
Both the practice of infant B., and the neglect of it in the early ages of the church,

were connected with particular views of religious doctrine, and of the nature and

purpose of B. itself. The prevalence of the Augustiniau doctrine of original sin is gen-
erally regarded as a principal cause of the prevalence of infant B.

;
but Pelagius, whilst

opposing that doctrine, maintained the necessity of infant B., apparently upon the

ground that the kingdom of heaven can be attained by human beings only through God's

grace. No little influence in favor of infant B. must be ascribed to the growing belief

of the absolute necessity of B. to salvation, and of a sort of mysterious efficacy in the

rite itself. It is certain, on the other hand, that the belief in the forgiveness of sins iu

B. led to a practice of deferring it as long as possible, that all sins might be blotted out
at once; thus the emperor Constantino the great was baptized only a short time before
his death. The approach of a war or pestilence caused many to rush forward in haste
to be baptized, who ha.l previously delayed.

Two modes of B. are practiced: by immersion or dipping, and by aspersion or sprink-
ling, concerning which there has been much controversy in the early period of the
church's history, as well as in recent times. Affusion, or pouring, the common practice
of the Church of Rome, may be regarded as essentially the same with sprinkling. The
advocates of sprinkling universally admit the validity of B. administered in the other

mode, but the advocates of dipping generally refuse to acknowledge that B. by sprink-

ling can be true Christian baptism. The opponents of infant B., almost without excep-
tion, insist upon immersion; whilst aspersion or affusion of water is general, except in

the eastern churches, wherever the B. of infants prevails. The argument upon which
Baptists depend most of all is from the word B., and the verb baptizo, to baptize, which
also, in classic Greek, signifies to immerse. On the other side, it is contended that a
strict limitation to this sense does not well accord with its character as a "frequentative"'
form olbapto; and instances are adduced from the New Testament itself, iu which this

signification cannot easily be attached either to the noun or to the verb, as 1 Cor. x. 2,

where Paul says that the Israelites were "baptized unto Moses in the cloud and in the

sea;" and lleb. ix. 10, Mark vii. 4, and Luke xi. 38, where both verb and noun are

employed concerning the <c>i*hi/i3s of the Jews, and the noun even of their washing of

"cups, and pots, brazen vessels, and of tables." To the argument in favor of immer-
sion, derive I from the phrases employed when B. is mentioned in Scripture, as when we
arc tol 1

i,
Matt, iii. 6) that Joim the Baptist baptized "in Jo(-dan," that our Lord after his

B. (Matt. iii. 16)
" went up out of the water," that Philip and the Ethiopian eunuch (Acts

viii. 3S) "went down both into the water;" it is replied that, all the passages of this

(!'-(: -iption. even if their meaning were certainly as precise and full as Baptists suppose
it to be, are insufficient to sustain the weight of the conclusion as to the necessity of a
particular mode of B. ; that, however, it is far from being clear that these passages must
be interpreted or the meaning of the Greek prepositions so strictly denned as the argu-
ment requires; and further, that there are instances mentioned in Scripture which afford
a presumptive argument in favor of another mode of B., as where we are told of great
numbers added to the church in one day; whilst we have nowhere any intimation of
converts being led to any pond or river to be baptized. To the argument drawn from
the languag" of Paul in Rom. vi. 4. Col. ii. 12 (see BAPTISTS), it is replied that it depends
upon ;i fanciful interpretation of these texts. According to most of the advocates of B.

by sprinkling, the great error of their opponents is that of attaching too much impor-
tance to the queslion of the mode of baptism.

It is. however, indisputable that in the primitive church the ordinary mode of B. was
\>y immersion, in order to which baptisteries (q. v ) began to be erected in the 3d, per-
haps in the 2d c . and the sexes were usually baptized apart. But B. was administered
to sick persons by sprinkling; although doubts as to the complete efficacy of this cHuif

(sick) B. were evidently prevalent in the time of Cyprian (middle of 3d c.). B. by
sprinkling gradually became more prevalent ; but the dispute concerning the mode of B.
became one of the irreconcilable differences between the eastern and western churches,
the former generally adhering to the practice of immersion, whilst the latter adopted
mere pouring of wuter on the head, or sprinkling on the face, which practice has
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generally prevailed since the 13th c. ; but not universally, for it was the ordinary practice

in F.ML'l'and before tlie reformation to immerse infants, and the fonts (q.v.) in the

Chun-lies W.TC made lanre enough for this purpose. This continued also to be the

; the rci'irn of Elizabeth; and the change which then took place is ascribed to

tin- KiiL'!i>h divines who had sought refuge in Geneva, and other places of the continent,

duri:v_' tlie n-L-n of Mary. To this day the rubric of the church of England requires,

that if tlie '^ xlt'aihers and godmothers
''

shall certify him that the cliild may well endure

it." the ofrieiatinir priest "shall dip it in the water discreetly and warily;" and it is only,
if they shall -certify that the child is weak." that "it shall suffice to pour water upon

it," which, however," or sprinkling, is now the ordinary practice.

B. was accompanied, from anVarly period in the history of the church, with various

forms and ceremonies, be-jdes the simple rite of washing with water and the pro-

nouncing of the formula which declares it to be
"

in the name of the Father, and of the

and of the Holy Ghost." These ceremonies are almost all retained in the church
of Home, and also generally in the oriental churches, but have been entirely or almo>t

entirely laid aside bv Protestants. Tlie church of England retains the sign of the cross

made upon the forehead after 15., but the other Protestant churches iu Britain reject it.

It \\as an ancient custom that the cnlech'iincn*, as candidates for B. were called whilst

receiving instruction with a view to that sacrament, when they were to be baptized,

publicly made a profession of their faith and a renunciation of the devil and all his

work-;. The profession of faith is still retained by Protestant churches as the formal

ground of the administration of B. : the renunciation of the devil and his works is

required by tlie church of England of the person baptized, if an adult, or of the tsfx>n>-t;

or "
sureties" of a child. Sponsors (q.v.) were, early admitted to answer for those who

could not answer for themselves, ;md particularly for infants. The belief in the

ab-olute necessity of B. to salvation Jed even to B. of the dead among the Montanists in

Africa, in which sponsorship was also introduced. Presbyterian and independent
churches generally reji'Ct all sponsorship, and regard the profession made by parents as

simply a pro!Vion of their own faith, which entitles their infants to baptism. The
ancient practice of exorcism (q.v.) immediately before B. has been rejected as supersti-
tious by almost all Prote.-tant churches; as have also that of immersing three times

. or sprinkling three times, with reference to the three persons of UK-

Godhead that of breathing upon the baptized person, "to signify the expulsion of the

devil, and to symbolize the gift of the Holy Spirit that of anointing with oil (chrixm,

q.v.) to
symtxilize the same gift, or to indicate that the baptized person is ready, as a

wrestler in the ancient games, to fight the good fight of faith that of giving him milk
and honey, in token of his spiritual youth, and of his reception of spiritual gifts and

Cces
that of putting a little salt into his mouth, to signify the wisdom and taste for

venly things proper' to a Christian that of touching his nostrils and ears with spittle,
. nify that his ears are to be ever open to truth, and that he should ever feel the
' odor of truth and virtue and that of clothing him after B. with a white robe (the

ehryaomt), in token of the innocence of soul which by B. he was supposed to have
acquired. The white robe and the anointing with oil were retained in the church of

England for a short time after the Reformation. The giving of a name in B. (see the
article NAMK.S) is no essential part of it, but is a custom apparently derived from that of
the Jews in circumcision (Luke i. 59-63). The church of Home prefers the use of holy-
water (q.v.) in B., but regards any water as fit for the purpose in case of necessity.

to sin ancient usage, long obsolete, the ordinary administration of 1!. 'was
limited to the two great festivals of Easter and Whitsuntide. Whether B. may be.

administered in private, has been much debated, both in ancient and modern times.
Tli administration of B. in private houses, and not in the presence of a congregation.

'ie of the things earnestly contended against by the, Presbyterians in Scotland in
the first half of the 17th c. ; their opposition Being grounded, not only upon hostility to

church of England; yet it has become very frequent both in the church of England and
among the Presbyterians of Scotland.

of tlie most important questions concerning B. will be most appropriately
noticed in th- article S\CHAMI:NT, particularly those relating to its place, in the Chris
'"' -

' arn-iiLT the means of grace.
"

The opinions early became prevalent
that forgiveness of sins is obtained in B.. and spiritual life begun, and that it is j t ,dis'

pensably ivation exception being only mrule, if any was made at ; d!
" f '' believers, adult persons, who desiring B., were prevented from being
baptized, and particularly of those who suffered martyrdom, which was "vnerillv held

equivalent to baptism. The church of Home still owns, s supplviii- the place
!. by water, these two -B bvd'-sirr. and H. by blond i.e., in rnnrtvrdom \ccord-

ing to the general doctrine of the Protestant churches, B. is
"

a Blttn and seal
"
of the
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symbolic reference to regeneration alone. One of the most Important points disputed
concerning B., is that of baptismal regeneration. See RK;KM:U v; ION.

Some early Christian sects appear to have rejected B., on grounds somewhat similar

to those on which it is rejected by Quakers (q.v.) at the promt day, \\ho explain the

passages which relate to it symbolically, and insist that a spiritual B. is the only real B.

of Christians. The Socinians also in modern times have maintained that B. is not an
ordinance of permanent obligation, but a merely symbolical rite of little importance.

Much controversy has taken place co^snnng la;/ Wherever there is a rec-

ognized ministry in "the church, there is a general agreement in referring the ordinary
administration of B. to those who hold this office. It might be expected that the more
strongly the necessity of thn transmission of ?/!>/ onU-rn by apt stolical succession is

asserted, the more strongly also would exclusiveness be manifested with regard to the

ri<:ht of the cltrgy to administer B. But this tendency is counteracted by the belief in

the necessity of B., or at least of its great importance to the salva'ion of infants; so that

from an early period lay B. was allowed, although not without a struggle, in cases of

apprehended danger; and in the church of Rome, this principle is logically carried out
to the fullest extent, and even women are authorized to administer B. in casos of neces-

sity. On the same ground, lay B. was at tirst permitted in the 1'rotestaut church of

England; but the prevalence of other views led to a kind of formal restriction of the

right of administering it to "lawful ministers," although in practice the validity of lay
B. is still generally recognized.

Another question much agitated in the church from early times, is that concerning
the validity of B. by heretics. The opinion ultimately prevailed, that B. by heretic.- i>

valid, except in the case of those who do not baptize in the name of the three Persons of
the Godhead. This continues to be the almost universal opinion. Few Protestant

theologians hesitate to acknowledge the validity of B. administered in the church of
Rome.

The B. ofbeUs is a custom supposed to have been introduced about the 10th c., and
still retained in the church of Rome. The term beimlirtion is sometimes substituted for

B. ; but the rite itself is very similar to that of B., and is accompanied with many similar
ceremonies "a sort of exorcism," sprinkling with holy-water, anointing "with the
oil of catechumens," and " with chrism," a formula of consecration "

in the name of the

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost," and sometimes also, if not always, the giving of a name
to the bell consecrated, and even a kind of sponsorship as by godfathers and godmothers
in baptism. This custom has no doubt greatly fostered the notion of an efficacy in the

ringing of bells for protection in storms, and Jor other benefits; indeed, it is expressly
avowed that

"
the bells are blessed to turn off storms and tempests from the faithful."

'

BAPTISM, INFANT. The chief arguments in favor of infant B. arc based upon the

proposition that the church is one throughout all changes of dispensation. From this

it is argued that as infants were, >o they still must be included in the visible church. It

is maintained that in all covenants which God has made with men, their children have
been included; that the covenant with Abraham was a renewed revelation of the cove-
nant of grace, the temporal promises made to him being connected with the greatest,

spiritual promises; that circumcision was a seal of the covenant with respect to these,
in which the children of Christians have the >ame interest that Jewish children had; and
that B. is a seal of the covenant now as circumcision was, the things to which it has
immediate reference being also bles>ings which children are capable of. It is contended
that the arguments in favor of infant salvation derive additional strength from that view
of the place of infants in the church according to which they are entitled to baptism.
The passages which connect B. with faith are regarded as exclusively relating to

adults, like the passages which connect salvation with faith and repentance. In reply
to the argument that there is no express command for infant B., it is argued that

the state of the case rather demands of those who oppose it the production of an.

express command against it. without which the general command must be held to

include it: th" words and actions of our Saviour (Mark x. 14) with respect to children

are quoted as continuing the opinion that the place of infants in the church is precisely
what it was under the Jewish dispensation; and it is contended that it would have been
a very great restriction of privil< ge in the new dispensation if infants had been excluded
from a place which they held before, as entitled to a seal of the covenant, whereas it is

evident that the new dispensation is characterized not by restriction but by enlargement
of privilege. Those who hold the doctrine of infant B. are styled PedobaptN

The Roman Catholic and Lutheran churches retrard the T>. of infants as admitting
them into the church, and making them members of Christ's body. The reformed u|.v.i

churches hold that the children of Christian* are included in the vi>ible church from
their birth, and therefore entitled to baptism. These are the natural starting-points
of very different systems.

BAPTISTERY (Gr. l><ij<ttxfsri<>n. a large vase or basin), the name given sometimes to

irate building, sometimes to the portion of the church itself in which the cere-

mony of baptism was performed. In the latter case, the B. was merely the inclosure

containing the font, to be seen in most English churches. According to the earlier

arrangements of the Christian church, however, the B. seems usually to have been a
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building standing detached from, though in the immediate vicinity of the church to

which ft appertained. Baptisteries, at first, were either hexagonal or octagonal, but

afterwards became, polygonal, and even circular. The B. of St. Giovanni in Foute, at

Rome, commonly known as the B. of Constautine, is octagonal, whilst the church of

.nstantia, which was originally a B., is circular.

The celebrated B. of Florence is an octagonal structure, measuring about 100 ft. in

diameter. It stands detached from, but in the immediate vicinity of the cathedral. It

is built of black and white marble, in the style which Giotto is said to have introduced,

and which is still peculiar to Florence. Internally, a gallery, which runs nearly round

i!i.- whole buildimr, is supported by 16 large granite coin:. ,n>, and the vaulted roof is

decorated with mosaics by Andrea "Tafi, the pupil of Cimabue. But the magnificent
bronze d-'.-rs. with their beautiful bass-reliefs, are the most remarkable feature of this

famous baptistery. The most celebrated of the three doors was executed by Lorenzo

Giu'berti. the earliest being the work of Andrea of Pisa. Fifty years were required for

their completion; and it is remarkable that the contracts for their execution are still

: \ ed. Next in importance, and of even greater size, is the B. of Pisa. It is circular

in form, the diameter measuring 116 feet. Externally, it is divided into three stories.

the two under ones being surrounded by columns, of which the upper arc smaller and
more numerous than the under. The building is raised from the ground on three steps,

and terminates in a pear-shaped dome, which is famous for its echo, the sides acting as

whispering-galleries. The largest B. ever erected is supposed to have been that of St.

Sophia, at Constantinople, which was so spacious as to have served on one occasion for

the residence of the emperor Basilicus.

BAPTISTS (sometimes called Autip<-<l<>b(tpti#1*, as opposed to PedobaptUtt, or those

who advocate infant baptism*). This denomination of Christians refuse to acknowledge

j

-.-at name as founder of their sect. They trace their origin to the primitive church
itself, and refer to the Acts of the Apostles and their epistles as ivtiordiug, in their

opinion, incontestible evidence that their leading tenets had the sanction of inspiration.
When Christianity became corrupted by the rise of Antichrist, they point to the main-
tenance of their scripture practice among the Cathari and Albigeuses and other sects of
the middle ages, who, in the midst of surrounding darkness, continued to hold fa>t

the apostolic testimony. They sprung into notice in England under Henry VIII. and
Elizabeth. They were persecuted under both reigns, but they received freedom to meet
lor worship from James II., and complete religious liberty under William III. Ever
since, they have diffused their principles extensively in Great Britain and ZS'orth

America; many of their ministers have done good service to the cau.-c of science a;.d

literature, and, both as preachers and writers, have taken a position of eminence in

society.
The B. hold the plenary inspiration and supreme authority of the Holy Scriptures as

a revelation from God; the equal deity of the Son and the Holy Spirit in the unity of
the ever blessed Trinity. But, as a condensed view of opinions cannot be expected in
this work, it may be as well to state that the denomination are distinguished bv almo.-t
all the shades of belief which exist in other bodies. They have among them Calvinists
both hyper and moderate, also high and low Arminiaus, diverging off in every variety of
.shade from a common center. The great body of them in Britain and America hold the
doctrine of Calvinism in a modified form; that is to say, they maintain the Kujfiiii.nci/ of
the atonement for all men: the limitation for which some have pleaded, they consider,
lit-- in its application to the sinner by the sovereign grace of God through faith. They
maintain the necessity of regeneration and holiness of life as essential to true religion,
and that " without holiness no man shall see the Lord;" and their conduct, in general,
will )>ear a comparison with any class of. their co-religionists.

Particular B., so called beuftttse holding that Christ died for an elect number, nnd
.. who maintain that he died for all men, constitute the two leading sects into

which the body is divided. /;////'/.</<. B., j n their church order and government, are the

theirs. Seventh-da* B., we U-lieve. are to 1-e found almost whollv in America who
vo not the fir-t .lay of the w.-ek, hut the seventh, as a day of rest. There are.

these great divisions, various small associations of B. scattered over Great
Mam, America, and the continent of Kurope, whose opinions cannot be gathered up

. systematic arrangement, and who would not approve of being identified with any
ot the sectarian designations h>-rc set down.

Thr
!

i; rl '<-"l B ..ii-h characterizes B. among their fellow-Christians is, that
baptism is an ordinance the validity of which depends on an intelligent faith on the

..IE?!,',
1

,

1 '' 1
'

-t' Britain an.l Am.-ru-a ivj,.rt tho nnme of Anabaptists, as expressing only anl-Mi.-il .in-Miiisfi,,.
:
.,,., ,,,- ,.,,, lv ,. rts fl,,m ,,11,,-r sects, who happen""" ''"I' 1

;'-

1
' " ' -.M-iiirin- tliHin with tun scandals of the German \na-
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part of the recipient. Their views cm the matter of baptism may be reduced to two
heads the subjects and mode of bnptism. The subjects of the baptismal rite they hold
to be believers in the Lord Jesus Christ. They ground their faith in this matter on the

following positions namely: 1st, The Lord in his commission to his apostles associates

teaching with baptism, and limits the administration of the rite to Ike tauyht. 3d, The
Acts of the Apostles shows how they understood their Master, for they baptized none but
believers, or such as appeared to be so. 3d, That the kingdom of Christ as it appears in
this world is restricted to credibly converted persons, as is shown in lib discourse with
Nicodemus: "

Except a man be bora again, he cannot see the kingdom of God;" and
his subsequent statements on to the hour when he emitted his memorable confession
before Pilate, "My kingdom is not of this world," uniformly proves that its subjects
and institutes form a distinct and separate community from the Jewish theocracy, which
embraced parents and children in nonage in one commonwealth. 4th, They maintain
that the ordinance, as explained in the New Testament, always points to a moral and
spiritual change, apart from which it were indeed a meaningless ceremony.

As respects the mode, the B. hold that only immersion in water is baptism. They
argue, that the original term laptizo conveys this meaning, and no other; that nothing
less can possibly answer to the apostle's explanation in Rom. vi. 4, 5, and Col. ii. 12,
"buried with him in baptism, wherein also ye are risen with him;" that the many
allusions in the epistles to the churches manifestly bear out this interpretation ; and,

finally, that the fact of John baptizing at a spot selected for the purpose "because there
was much water there," is perfectly conclusive.

Their form of church government is congregational. They maintain that the only
order of officers remaining in the church since inspiration ceased are pastors (otherwise
called elders and bishops), deacons, and evangelists; that the number of official persons
in each of the apostolic churches cannot be ascertained from the record, but must of

necessity have depended and always must depend on circumstances; that each church
is possessed of the power of self-government under its exalted head, Jesus Christ, sub-

ject to no foreign tribunal or court of review; that discipline is to be exercised by the
rulers in presence and with the consent of all the members, and parties received or ex-
cluded at their voice.

The B. are divided among themselves regarding communion one portion receiving
conscientious Pedobaptists to the Lord's table and membership; the other refusing this

privilege to any but Baptists. The churches of the former are called opeii communion-
ists; the latter, strict communionists.

Next to the Moravians, the B. were earliest in the field of missions. They have been
honored to plant Christian churches in many parts of continental India, Ceylon, in
the Bahamas, the West Indies, Africa, and China. No mission band has arisen in any
denomination, within the century, who have surpassed the agents of the B. missionary
society in ardent zeal, patient perseverance, and invincible fortitude, in carrying out
their Lord's commission to preach the gospel to every creature. The names of Carey,
Marshman, Ward, and Knibb will be had in grateful remembrance by all succeeding
generations; and their footsteps are now being trod by a long list of Christian mission-
aries of all evangelical persuasions, who are "the messengers of the churches and the

glorv of Christ."
This section of the Christian church was probably less zealous than their brethren, at

one time, in preparing their ministers for their work by a sound course of study in the-

ology and general literature; but this reproach has been long rolled away. They have
schools of learning inferior to none for training young men of piety for pastoral duties,

presided over by men of great ability. At Bristol, Rawdon (near Leeds), Regent's
park. (London), Pontypool, Haverfordwest, and Nottingham, there exist seminaries of

learning which are entitled to give certificates qualifying for matriculation at the uni-

versity of London; and many of the students have already taken degrees and honors
there. There are also the Pastor's college, in connection with the Taljernacle, London,
and theological institutions at Edinburgh, Manchester, and Llangollen.

In the Bavptist Handbook for 1876, the returns of B. churches and members are as fol-

lows: British, 2620 churches, 263,729 members; colonial, 1084 churches, 98,149 mem-
bers; foreign, 22.124 churches, 1,815,868 members; total, 25,828 churches. 2.174,746
members. The United States possessed, in 1874, 21,510 churches and 1,761,171 mem-
bers. England, in 1875, had 4572 churches and chapels, with 191.763 members; Wales,
1136, with 62,221 members; Scotland, 192, with 8155 members; Ireland, 74, with 1610
members.

BAPTISTS (antf). The history of this denomination in the United States can be
traced far bark towards the first "colonizing of New England by the pilgrim fathers.
The first B. churches, however, were founded by Roger Williams, in Providence, R. I.,

and by John Clark, in Newport, R. I., during the year 1639. Williams at first met con-
siderable opposition and persecution for declining to recognize the power of the civil

magistniie in matters of religion ;
but in 1644 he obtained a charter for the land which

he and his followers had colonized. It is now called Rhode Island, and was among the
first states to grant religious liberty. In the other colonies the persecution of the Bap-
tists lasted many years, occasioned not altogether by their religious views, but in part



by their extreme views regarding civil government. Laws were made against them in

iiux'tt-s in 1644, aud some of them were banished in 1669; they were proscribed
x York in 1662, and in Virginia in 1664, but about the beginning of the 18th c.

the authorities U-cume more tolerant. It may be said here that the article on religious

liberty to IK- found in the amendments of our constitution is in no small part duo to

UK- strenuous efforts of the B. in 1789.

The 15. in the United States are divided into several denominations. After the revo-

lution their cause Mcudily advanced; and the regular or associated B. denomination has

now in the United States alone, according to the Baptist Year Book for 1879, 107.") associ-

ations. 24, !!!* churches. 14.954 ministers, 11,845 Sunday-schools, with 827.770 volumes

instructors; the total value of property $1,685,178, and the endowment amounting to

$1,245,545. They have 31 colleges and universities, of which Brown university, founded

in 1764 at Provid'ence, R. I., is the most celebrated. The more prominent of the others

are Colby university,
at Waterville, Me. ; Madison university, at Hamilton, N.Y.

;
Colum-

bian university, at Washington, D.C. ;
the university of Rochester, N.Y. ;

the university
of Chicago, 111.; and Vassar college for women, at Poughkeepsic, N.Y. Total number
of students in all the colleges, 4897, with 269 instructors; total value of property,

$7,096,726; amount of endowment, $2,962,275; and 208,835 volumes in the various

libraries of the colleges. According to the Tear Book, they have 47 academics, semina-

ries, institutes, and female colleges, with 4632 students; a property value of $2, 361, 000,
and endowment of $392,545. The home and foreign statistics for the year 1878 were,
for the five continents, as far as reported:

Associations. Churches. Ministers. Members.

North America 1,096 25,325 15,525 2,192,454

Europe 60 3,053 2,089 308,913
Asia 1 576 234 34,784
Africa 54 35 2,794
Australia 4 135 85 7,002

Total l.HU 29,143 17,968 2,545.947
In 1877 1,132 28,513 17,931 2,472,790

As to doctrine, government, and worship, the Calvinistic B. in America, as in Eng-
land, agree in all essential points, except as to the subjects and mode: of baptism, with
the evangelical Congregationalists. They require baptism by immersion to entitle them
to church membership, denying that any other mode is scriptural or valid. They disallow
the baptism of infants, administering that rite to none but believers on the confession
of their personal faith. In respect to communing at the Lord's supper with persons not

regularly immersed, there is difference of view and of practice among B. some holding
to "open "and some to

"
close

"
communion. Open commvmionists, common among

English B., are in this country a very small minority of the denomination.
The B. have been distinguished for xcal and success in evangelizing the newer por-

tions of the country, and must bo recognized as supplying much of the Christian force
with which American society has been molded. A a denomination, they are positive
and aggressive. They are represented in nearly all the great cities by powerful, weil-

cquippcd, and rapidly augmenting churches. In missions among the heathen. Ihcv
have shown great x.cal; and though they have not sought to cover a great number of
fields, they are not surpassed in modern times in diligent and persevering ell'orts. In
some countries, notably in Burmah formerly, and in northern India recently, their suc-
cess in missionary labor has risen to grand proportions.

The associated B. in the United States meet annually in stated convent.ions for the
promotion of missions, education, beneficence, etc. They have a publication society at

Philadelphia.

I'.A ITISTS. ANTI-MISSION. See BAPTISTS, OLD SCHOOL.
UA ITISTS, CAMPBELLITE. See DISCIPLES OP CHRIST.

BAPTISTS, I-'KI'.i; WILL, had their origin in a discussion which arose (1779) among
B. in New Hampshire on the doctrines of Calvin, during which Benjamin Randall, one
of Ya hiteticld's converts, was called to account for preaching a general atonement and
the ability of sinners to accept Chri>t. Having united with a church which agreed with
biBViewB.be was Qrdaintd at New Durham (1780), and, in connection with' others of
like faith, labored with y.cal and success in preaching and establishing churches. They
\vi>hed to be known simply as Baptists, but their opponents called them "

free willers,"
and both names having been combined, the denomination has adopted

" Fire will I'.ap-
tUU" as their dUtinctlvfi appellation. Tlicir government, like that of the reLMilar Bap-

ia congregational, and they hold that scriptural baptism is the immersion of
believer* Their peculiar doctrinal views an- the general extent of the atonement, the
free offer of salvation to all men, the freedom of the will (involving ability to accept or
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refuse Christ), and the right of true believers to participate in the Lord'c supper. By
this last tenet they rauk as "open communionists." In 1784, the first quarterly meeting
was organized among them; ill 1792, the first yearly meeting, composed of delegates
from the quarterly meetings; in 1827, a general conference was formed, which nov,- meets

tricimially. lu 1841, the Free-communion Baptists, a denomination which had arisen in

the 18th c. in Rhode Island and Connecticut, and owed its origin to AVhitefield's preach-

ing, united with them. The whole body have uniformly held anti-slavery views, and, a
few years before the war of the rebellion, withdrew fellowship from 4000 members in

North Carolina because they were slave-holders; and, for the same reason, declined to

receive 12.000 members in Kentucky who sent delegates to their general conference.

At the fifth conference (1831), the subject of foot-washing having been discussed, liberty
was given to the churches to retain or give up the ordinance, as each might prefer.

Many of them have since chosen to give it up. They have flourishing literary institu-

tions in several states: among which are Bates college at Lewistou, Me.
;
Hillsdale col-

lege, Mich.; a theological seminary at New Hampton, N. II.; and a-printing establish-

ment at the same place They have about 1500 churches, 1800 ministers, and 75,000

members, most of whom are in the northern states and Canada.

BAPTISTS, GERMAN, commonly called DUNKERS or TrNKERS (from the German
tunkfii, to "dip"), and, among themselves. BRETHREN, originated at Schwar/.enan, Ger-

many, 1708, but were driven by persecution to America about 1723. In 17'JO, a party
who held universalist views having separated from them, the whole denomination were,
somewhat perversely, supposed to agree with them. But they have always denied the

charge and, with the Meuuonites, appeal to the confessions of faith published in Hol-
land two centuries ago. They practice trine immersion (placing I he candidate forward
instead of backward) with the laying on of hands while the person is in the water. Their
officers are bishops, elders, teachers, and deacons. The bishops are chosen from among
experienced and faithful teachers. It is their duty to itinerate among the congregation,
preach, officiate at marriages and funerals, and be present at love feasts, communions,
ordinations, elections of teachers and deacons, and when an officer is to be excommuni-
cated. An elder is the oldest teacher in a congregation where there is no bishop. His
duties are to appoint meetings, exhort, preach, baptize, travel occasionally, and to per-
form all the work of a bishop when none is present. Teachers are elected. Their
duties are to exhort and preach at stated meetings, and, when requested by a bishop or

aji elder, to officiate at baptisms and marriages. The deacons take care of the poor
widows and their children, visit the families of the congregation to exhort, comfort, and
instruct them, reconcile offenses and misunderstandings; and, upon occasion, to exhort,
read the scriptures, and pray at meetings. An annual meeting of bishops, teachers,
and delegates is held about May, at which a committee of five bishops decide cases pre-
sented to them by the teachers and delegates. In plainness of speech and dress German
Baptists resemble the society of Friends. They do not go to law, will not fight, and
seldom take interest on money loaned to their poorer brethren. They are opposed to

statisiics, as savoring of pride^ but, according to recent reports, they have 500 churches,
1.200 preachers, and 50,000 church members, chielly in Pennsylvania, Maryland, Vir-

ginia. Ohio, and Indiana.

BAPTISTS, OLD SCHOOL, a sect frequently called ANTI-MISSION or ANTI-EFFORT
B., from their opposition to missionary societies, Sunday schools, and all

religious
organizations that make man's salvation dependent on human effort. They have neither

colleges nor theological seminaries. The}' are mostly to be found in the western and
south-western states. They have 900 churches, 400 ministers, and 40, 000 members. At
present they are not increasing.

BAPTISTS, SEVENTH-DAY, as their name implies, are distinguished from other

Baptists and other denominations by regarding the seventh day of the week as the Sab-
bath. They believe that the first day was not "generally observed as such in the Christian
church before the time of Constantine. Traces of seventh-day keepers are found in the

days of Gregory I. (590), Gregory VII. (1075), and in the 12"th century. In Germany
they appeared late in the 15th century. In England they were organized as a denomi-
nation in 1650, under the name of Sabbatarians, and' at the close of the c., had 11

chuivhes, of which only three remain. In America they date from the last quarter of
the 17th c., having formed their first church at Newport, R. I., about 1671. They com-
menced their yearly meetings at the opening of the 18th c., and their general conference
at the beginning of the 19th c., holding it at first annually, but nowtriennially. In 1M s

they adopted the name Seventh-day Baptists instead' of Sabbatarians; a'nd in 1^45

arranged themselves in five associations, eastern, western, central, Virginia, and Ohio.

They favor total abstinence from strong drink, and other reforms; have a department
for publishing tracts and books, and support missionaries in China and Palestine. At
the general conference in 1878, 55 churches were represented by letter. They have 75

churches, 82 ministers, and 7,336 members. Their literary institutions are a university
at Alfred Center, N. Y., colleges at Shiloh, N. J., and Milton, Wis., De Ruyter institute,
N. Y., and several academies.

BAPTISTS, SEVENTH-DAY GERMAN, n denomination in the United States
which seceded from the German Baptists, or Dunkers. They recommend celibacy as



a virtue, but do not require it, and worship on the seventh day instead of the first day
of the week. Their largest settlement is at Snowhill, Franklin co., Pa. They have

probablv a few hundred members, and a dozen ministers.

BAPTISTS. SIX-PRINCIPLE, a small denomination, first heard of as a separate

organiy-ation in Rhode Island in 1639. They are of the Arminian persuasion, holding
toa general atonement; and their creed consists of the six principles to be found in

. i. 1. -'. namely: repentance, faith, baptism, laying on of hands, the resurrection,

ami the eternal judgment. Their ministers are poorly educated and poorly supported.
a:nl tin- denomination is confined to Rhode Island, New York, Pennsylvania, and Massa-

Tin y have 20 churches, 12 ministers, and 3,000 members.

BAPTISTS THE CHURCH OF GOD. See

BAE is any elongated piece of wood, metal, or other solid substance. In the iron

manufacture. 'B. is a rod, either round or square shafted. The round ones are made by
drawing the iron red-hot through a bore or hole in a plate, and the square ones by pass-

ing it likewise red-hot through a roller-mill between two rollers counter-grooved, with
their triangular-grooved faces forming the square opening for the passage of the iron.

Railway and knee iron arc made in the same manner. See IKON.

BAE, in hydrography, is a bank opposite the mouth of a river, which obstructs or

.e entrance of vessels. The B. is formed where the rush of the stream is arrested

bv the water of the sea, as the mud and sand suspended in the river water are thus

allowed to be deposited. It is thus that deltas are formed at the mouths of rivers. The
navigation of many streams (as the Danube) is kept open only by constant dredging or
other artificial means.

BAE, in music, is a line drawn across the stave, to divide the music into small por-
tions of equal duration; each of these small portions is itself called a Ixtr.

BAB, or BARR, in heraldry, one of those more important figures or charges in her-

aldry which are known as ordinarfa. By the heralds of this country, the ordinaries, or
. way of eminence, they arc called, the "honorable ordinaries," are commonly
ned as ten in number, the subordinaries, or minor charges, being greatly more

numerous. The B., like the fess (q.v.), is formed by two horizontal lines passing over
the -!iicld, but it differs from it in size, the fess occupying a third, the B. only a fifth

part of the shield. There is this further difference between these two ordinaries, that
the fess is confined to the center, while the B. may be borne in several parts of the
shield. There is a diminutive of the B. called the closet, which is half a B.

;
and again

of the closet, called the barrulet, which is half a closet, or the fourth part of a bar.
BAR-GEMEL is a double bar, from the French jumeau, f. jumctte, a twin.

BAE, in law. This word has several legal meanings; thus, it is the term used to

signify an inclosure or fixed place in a court of justice where lawyers may plead, or

perhaps more correctly, where they can address their advocacy on behalf of their
clients. A veiled-off space within the houses of parliament is similarly called the B.
See PLEADING. The dock, or inclosed space where persons accused of felonies and
other offenses stand or sit during their trial, is also called the B.

; hence the expression."
prisoner at the B." This word is likewise applied to the gate or rail thrown acns a

turnpike road for the levying of the toll-duties. It has also a general meaning in legal
procedure, signifying something by way of stoppage or prevention. There is al>o a trial
at B., that is, a trial before the judges of a particular court, who sit together for that

purpo (q.v.). See BAR OF DOWER, PLEA, TRIAL AT BAR, TOLL, FELONY,
I'KI.VMIN, BARRISTERS, ADVOCATE.

BAE, PLEAS IN. See PLEADING and PLEA.

BAE, TOLL. See TOLL.

BAE, THIAL AT. See TRIAL AT BAR.
BARABA , a steppe of Siberia, extending between the rivers Obe and Irtish, and occu-

pying more than 100,000 sq.m., and covered with salt lakes and marshes. It was colon-
ized by the Russians in 1767, who have since cultivated parts of it.

BAR'ABOO. chief t. of Sauk co., Wis., on B. river; pop. of township '70 2758 It
has a number of manufactories.

BAR A II RA. or BKKAII'KKA, people of a district in upper Nubia, different from the
Ik-rlx-rs. '1 hey trade in cattle with Egypt.

BAEACO A, seaport t. on the n.e. coast of Cuba belonging to the Spaniards. Lat.
-J n., long. 74 80 w. In its vicinity is a remarkable mountain called the anvil

of Baracoa.

MARA DA, -iippi,*,-,! to 1* the Abana of the Bible; a river of Syria risin- in \nti-
Llbanus, and ending in marshy lakes e. of Damage,,.. which citv is on the maili streamam being made to divide in the city, but uniting again after passing it.

ISA I! A <; \. ;\. n,. in n. .Michigan, taken from Houston eo. in 1875.
I'Kin.mni. i,

. 17-.i7-ls.5S: a Roman Catholic bishop and missionary
native of ( arniola. He came to this country in 1830, and spent his whole life in the
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Chippewa and Ottawa missions in Michigan. He wrote a Chippewa grammar and

dictionary, and in German, the History, Character, and llabits of tlte North American
Indians.

BABAGUAY D'HILLIEBS, ACHILLE, a French general, the son of the succeeding, was
b. in' Paris 011 the 6th of Sept., 1795. He rose rapidly through the inferior military

grades, and obtained, in 1832, the appointment of governor in the military school of St./

Cyr, where he suppressed a republican conspiracy that threatened to break out in the

institution. After he had served with various success in more than one campaign in

Algeria, he was promoted to the rank of lieut. gen., on the 6th of Aug., 1843;
and iu 1847, he was made inspector gen. of infantry. After the revolution of Feb.,

1848, he was chosen a member of the national assembly, in which he joined the party
of reaction, and was in favor of the restriction of the press. In the beginning of Nov.,
1849, lie went to Rome, as commander-in- chief of the French army sent to sustain the

authority of the pope. He returned in 1850; and in Jan., 1851, obtained the command
of the army of Paris, in the place of Changarnier. B. concurred in the policy of the

coup d'etat of Dec., 1851, and was made a member of the consultative commission.

During the Crimean war, he received the command of the French expeditionary corps
of the Baltic, and co-operated with the British fleet in the capture of Bonmrsund. He
was afterwards made a marshal of France, and commanded in the Italian war of 1859.

In 1871, he was made president of the court appointed to investigate the conduct of the

generals who surrendered fortresses during the late war. He d. 6th June, 1878.

BABAGUAY D'HILLIEBS, Louis, a distinguished general of the French empire, was
b. in Paris iu 1704. After serving under Custine and Menou, he received an appoint
nient in the army of Italy from ^Napoleon, and was a sharer in all the success of the

campaigns of 179G-7. He was made a general of division; and in virtue of Napoleon's
treaty with the Venetian republic in May 16, 17D7, commandant of Venice. B. accom-

panied the expedition to Egypt; and afterwards successively held appointments in the

armies of the Rhine and the Tyrol, and in Catalonia. He headed a division in the
Russian campaign of 1813; but on the retreat, he incurred the displeasure of Napoleon.
He was sent as governor to Berlin, where he soon after died of grief and exhaustion.

BARAIIAT, a t. in n. Hindustan, in the Himalayas, 30 43' n., 78' 29' erst. The t.

was nearly ruined in 180;') by an earthquake, most of the houses (built of stone with slate

roofs) being thrown down. In the neighborhood is a trident in honor of Siva; a copper
pedestal upholding a brass shaft 12 ft. high, with forks 6 ft. long. Though this curious
trident bears a legible inscription, no one has yet translated it, and the origin of the

work is unknown. The temple in which it stood was destroyed by an earthquake.

BARANOFF, ALEXANDER ANDREYEVTTCH, 1746-1819; first governor of Russian
America. In 1796, he established a colony on Behring's strait; in 1799 took possession
of one of the Sitka islands (now Baranoff island), began trade with the natives, and sub-

sequently extended his operations to Canton, Sandwich islands, Boston, New York, and
other distant places. He died while on his return to Russia.

BARANTE, AMABLE GUILLAUME PROSPER, Baron de Brugiere, 1782-1866; a
French statesman and historian of the dukes of Burgundy. While yet young, he was

employed in political missions in Germany, Poland, and Spain, and was prefect at

Nantes at the time of Napoleon's return from Elba, when he at once resigned. On the

second restoration he was made councilor of state and secretary-general to the minister

of the interior, and was elected to the chamber of the deputies. In 1819, he was made
a peer of France, and took an active part in the debates of the chamber. After the revo-

lution of 1830, he was sent as ambassador to Turin, and five years later filled the same

position at St. Petersburg. He supported Louis Philippe, and retired from public life

on the fall of the monarchy in 1848. His great work is the Hutoi'y of the Dttkes of Bw-
r/niuty <tf the House of Valou, which procured for him membership in the academy. He
was the author of historical and literary miscellanies, a work on constitutional questions,
a history of the national convention, a history of the directory, studies in history and

biography, etc.

BARAN'YA, a co. in s.e. Hungary on the Danube and the Drave, on the border of

Slavonia; 1966 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 283,506, more than half Magyars. It is fertile, producing
cereals, tobacco, and wine, and is rich in cattle. Chief towns, Pees, the capital, and

Mohacs, where, in 1526, Hungary's king, army, and independence were lost.

BA BAS KHOTUN', or BARS KHOTAN', a ruined city on the banks of the Kherlon, one
of the head-streams of the Amur, in the Mongol country. Some suppose it to have
been built by the emperor Kublai; others, that it was erected by Toghon Timur in the

14th c., after the expulsion of the Mongols from China. The remains of the mud walls

show that the city had been 5 m. in circumference.

BARATIERE, or BARETTIER, JOHN PHILIP, 1721-40; a wonder of precocity, a

native of Nuremberg, the son of a Protestant pastor, exiled from France on the revoca-

tion of the edict of Nantes. Before his 5th year he read and wrote French, German, and
Latin, and afterwards, with almost no assistance, mastered Greek, Hebrew, Syrine,
Arabic, and Ktliiopie. Before be was 9 years old he made a catalogue of the more diffi-

cult words in Chaldee and Hebrew, ahd in his 13th year made a translation of some of the
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Hebrew writings of Benjamin of Tudela, with notes and historical disquisitions. About
time In- published theological disquisitions, and amused himself with abstruse

tiomical aiul other mathematical calculations. When but 14 he was made master

iie university of Halle, oa which occasion he defended 14 propositions before

an i::. iience. "The royal society of Berlin made him u member, and the king
her a living. Some time before his death lie began a history of the church.

Tie was never -trong in health, and the active mental labor, which he would not relin-

quish. took him away 4 months before he was 20 years old.

UAUATYNsKl. JKWUKNI.T AuuAMovnvir. 1702-1844; a Russian poet. He served

idicr in Finland, win-re he imbibed the ideas that api>ear in his poem of Ec>t. His
other notable work i> G'.yy-v/. a picture of Russian high life.

BARB, the designation of a noble breed of horses cultivated by the Moors of Barbary.
and introduced by them into Spain. Barbs are less remarkable for their beauty and
svmmetrv. than for their siKvd, endurance, abstinence, and gentle temper.

BAEBACAN. See BAIUIICAX.

BAEBACENA, a city of Brazil, in the province of Minas Geraes. 150 m. n.w. from
Rio de Janeiro. It is Minuted on the top of two hills in the Sierra Mantiqueira, and at

an elevation of about 3500 ft. above the sea, so that, although within the tropics, it

enjoys a mild climate. The streets are broad and straight, the principal ones paved and

provided with footpaths. The houses are low, and have gardens behind. The inhab-
itants are chiefly engaged in gold-mining and in exporting coffee and cotton to Rio de
Janeiro. B. is the center of a productive district, the pop. of which is 12,000.

BAEBA DOES, the most easterly of the Caribbees, and the residence of the governor-
general of the British Windward islands. See ANTILLLS. The hit. and long, of its

d, Bridgetown, are 13 4'n. and 59 37' west. Its area is about IGo sq.iu., or"l06,240
acres the unprecedented proportion of 100,000 being under cultivation. Besides the

capital. 1}. contains .'5 other towns, all more or less in a state of decay Jamestown,
Speights-town, and Oistin. B. affords no harbors, being almost encircled by coral-reefs,
which here and there extend as much as 3 in. to seaward. Inside of the coral-reel's, the

coast, excepting at two points, presents long lines of sandy beach one of the most
remarkable being Carlisle bay with its exposed roadstead, on which Bridgetown stands.

Setting aside occasional attacks of yellow fever, the climate is healthy. In 1844. the
fall of rain was 72 inches; and the temperature is said to have ranged only between
76} ami N:'M F. Shocks of earthquake are sometimes felt, and thunder-storms ;i r<> fre-

quent and >ev< re. But hurricanes are the grand scourge of Barbadoes. In 17SO, one of
them destroyed 4396 persons and property to the value of 1,320,564 sterling; and in
1831, another destroyed 1591 persons and property to the value of 1.602,800' sterling.
Of tin- former of these, the violence appears to have surpassed all belief the winds and
the waves between them having carried a 12 pounder gun a distance of 140 yards.

- of emancipation. Between 1833-75 the revenue had increased from 20!'J75
': the imports, from 481,610 to 1,187,493; the exports, from 4()S,363 to

1.174,010 (value of .sugar exported, 976,886); the total tonn:, i and cleared in
.19. 176 tons. Being universally cultivated in regular plantations, the inland

affords no room for the squalling of negroes on unreclaimed lands, as in Jamaca and
other West-lnd: ;is. On this account, if from no other cause, the neirro pop-
ulation have IM-CU compelled to labor diligently for hire, and are generally in a condition
most creditable to their industry and prudence, contrasting favorably wi'th some of the
lower i lasses among the whites. Altogeihcr. however, the Barbadians are a shrewd and
clOYcr people. 15. is the see ,,f u bishop. It contains also many well-endowed semina-
IC8 Codnngtou college, in particular, having a revenue of 3000 a year. It was first
colonized by the English in Ii25, having previously been depopulated by the Spaniards.The jK-ace of B. was seriously disturbed in 1K76. by riots occasioned by the pro;
confederation of the Windward islands, in which several lives were 'lost, and'
damage done to property.

BAEBA DOES CHEEEY, the name given in the We-t Indies to the fruit of two small
trees. .I/./,

'

. which are cultivated for its sake Clusters of fruit
'"from tli the leaves. The fruit of .\f. urens is small, that, ofjf!

cUelty in si/e and appearance, but inferior in flavor Kadi
us three i run-alar seeds. The leaves of M. /,/,* have Minting hairs on the

under Bide. See M Ai.iMum \< i

BAEBA DOES GOOSEBEEEY, fi-retlda aculwta, a pleasant West Indian fruit, pro-duced by a plant of the natural ord- pv.), with a round stem, thick flat alter-
The fruit has expectorant properties.

BABBADOES LEO, which st-ems to be identical with the ,/, /,/,/, //,/*/.< of //,- 1 ,./,* js
lisea*! u inch is characterized by hypertrophy of tin- skin and of the subcutaneous

twithsUnding its name, it may ailed the arm. female breast etc.
i with acute febrile symptoms, and Inflammation of the superficial lymphatic
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vessels. The part swells, and becomes uneasy from tension, the glands being especi-

ally large and lu^rd. The skin varies in appearance, being sometimes white and
shining, and in other cases of a dark color, and studded with projecting veins. The
swelling is sometimes very grer.t, and quite hard. In some parts of the body, skin
which would naturally weigh less than a couple of ounces, is thus converted into a
tumor weighing from 100 to !""/<) Ibs. The disease is endemic in the tropics; and in

the ca<c-; which we see in Great Britain, it always appears that the disease commenced
in a hot country.

Iodine is recommended by some doctors, and well-regulated pressure by others.

The leg has been amputated, in consequence of the annoyance caused by its great weight;
but this should be regarded as an ultimate resource, and ligation of the femoral

artery, which often causes great subsidence of the swelling, should be first tried.

BARBARA, SAINT, who suffered martyrdom at Nicomcdia, inBithynia, about 236, or,

according to other accounts, at Ileliopolis, in Egypt, about 306, was of good birth, and
well educated by her father, Dioscorus. To avoid disturbance in her studies, he had
a tower built for her, where she spent her youth in the deepest solitude. While in

this retirement, she was led. through Origen, as is said, to embrace Christianity. Her
father, a fanatic heathen, learning his daughter's conversion, and failing to induce her
to renounce Christ, delivered her up to the governor, JIartianus, to be dealt with bj
the law. Martianus, struck with the intelligence and beauty of the maiden, attempted
first by arguments to make her relinquish Christianity, and when that failed, had
recourse to the most exquisite tortures. At last, the blinded father offered himself
to strike off his daughter's head. Scarcely was the deed done, when he was struck
with lightning. Hence St. B. is to this day prayed to in storms. For the same rea-

son, she is the patron saint of artillery, and her image was at one time frequently
placed on arsenals, powder-magazines, etc. The powder-room in a French ship of
war is to this day called Saiute-Barbe. St. B.'s day is the 4th December.

BABBAREA. See CRESS.

IJAKIJARKL'LI, GIORGIO. See GIOHCIONE, ant<.

BARBARIAN (Gr. imr !>,n-<>^. among the Greeks, as early as the time of Homer, signi-
fied one who could not speak the Greek language; and this restricted signification
was not wholly obsolete even in the a;re of Plato, for the latter divides the entire

human race into H<U<-n<' and Ihrharoi. The origin of the word is unknown, if it be not

artificially formed, on the principle of imitation, to represent a meaningless babble of

sound, such as the Greeks conceived all foreign languages to be. It first began to

acquire its secondary and invidious signification at the period of the Persian wars.

The Greeks, who always exhibited a proud consciousness of their superior intellect

and privileges, employed the term to designate the character of their enemies. It then
meant whatever was opposed to Greek civilization, freedom, or intelligence; but it

could not yet have attained the degraded sense in which it is now used, for the
Romans in the time of Plautus accepted the appellation, and called themselves Bar-
In /"/'. Subsequently, when Rome, under Augustus, became the mistress of the world,
the word v>as applied to all the Germanic an 1 Scythian tribes with whom she caine
into contact. In modern times, B. signifies savage, uncivilized, or ignorant.

BARBAROS SA. Sec FREDERICK I.

BARBAROSSA, AKOOPJK or HARITDJ and KHAIR EDDIN, two brothers, renegade
Greeks, natives of Mitylene, who, as Turkish corsairs, were the terror of theMcdkerranean
duritiir the first half of the 16th century. They made themselves masters of Algeria (q.v.)
and Tunis, and brought these countries under the sovereignty of the Turkish sultan.

BARBAROTTX, CHARLES, one of the most distinguished and energetic of the Girond-
ist-, was b. at Marseilles in 17<i7. The new ideas of equality and fraternity found in B.

a warm advocate, and he did much to promote their spread. He was elected the special
delegate of Marseilles, to attend the constituent assembly at Paris. There he opposed the

court, and took part with the minister, Roland, then out of favor. After the events of
the 10th of Aug.. lie returned to his native town, where he was received with enthusiasm,
and was soon after chosen delegate to the convention. In the convention, he adhered
to the Girondists, and belonged to the party who, at the trial of the kins, voted for an

appeal to the people. As B. boldly opposed the party of Marat and Robespierre, and
even directly aceu-cd the latter of aiming at the dictatorship, he was, in M.iy, 1793, pro-
scribed as a royalist and an enemy of the republic. He wandered about the country,
hiding himself as he best could, for thirteen months, when he was taken and perished at

Bordeaux by the guillotine. June ^o. 1794. B. understood tiie revolutionary crisis much
better than the mo-t of his party. Had the Girondists generally possessed anything like-

his encriry and sagacity, the Jacobins must have succumbed, and much bloodshed and
horror would have been spared to France and the world.

BARBARY, an extensive region in northern Africa, comprising the countries known
in modern times under the names of Barca, Tripoli proper, Fez/an, Tunis. Algeria, and
Morocco, together with the half-independent province of Sus; and in ancient times, under
those of Mmntitnia, Xnniiiti<T. .If'/vVv /*/<>/<>. and fyrf-nai'fi. It stretches from Egypt
to the Atlantic ocean, and from the Mediterranean to the desert of Sahara, or between
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The n.w. of this region is divided by the
long, lu w. and 2-") e., Mn lat.

which form-* the ba-in of the Mediterranean. It is watered by man\ small Mrcams, which

either flow into tin- Mediterranean or into the .salt- lakes mi the edge ot the desert, accord

in" as thev ri-e on the northern or southern slopes of tin- Atlas mountains. A large

portion of 'the country is capable of cultivation, and sandy or rocky tracts are rare, except

on the southern margin. During the times of the Carthaginians, Greeks, and Romans.

it was richly fertile, and all the natural conditions of its ancient productiveness Mill

remain. For an account of the climate, geology, productions, etc., see the various

countries.

Among the people, besides the French and other Europeans, seven distinct races ma\

be enumerated: Berbers (or Kahyles), .Moors, Bedouins. Jews. Turks. Kuluglis, and

Negroes. The Berbers and Bedums inhabit the open country, while the Moors, on the

other hand, reside in the towns. .Most of the Berber tribes are either wholly free, or

subject to' the mere nominal jurisdiction of native chiefs, kaids, judges, etc. The

Beduins luxuriate in equal liberty. Jews had scaled here in ancient times, luit the

greater number of that race Immigrated when the Moors were expelled from Spain. The
Turks entered B. in the 16th century. They form the dominant race in Tripoli and Tuni.-.

but never established themselves permanently in Morocco. Their sway in Algeria wa>

brought to an end by the French. The Kulugfis(the children of Turks by native mothers)

are excluded from the possession of all the paternal rights and privileges. The negn>e>
are not natives of B., but are brought thither as slaves, principally from Sudan and

Guinea. Thcv are for the most part domestic slaves. The population, exclusive of

Jews and Christians, is about 11.000,000, all Mohammedans. Arabic is the language of

commerce and intercourse, and in Morocco, the language of government, and the

mother-tongue of Beduins, Moors, and even Jews; but in Tunis and Tripoli, where, as

we have said, the Turks are still dominant, the language of government is Turkish. The
Berbers proper, or Kabyles, especially in the highlands, to which they have been driven

by foreign conquerors, use a peculiar speech among them-< IMS.

In the oldest historical times, we find the Mauri (the ancestors of the modern M
mentioned as residing in the u.w. of B., the Numidians in the interior and ea.-tern parts,
and the Phenician colonies on the coasts. These, last people formed settlements and
founded cities amongthem I'tiea, Hippo, Hadrumetum, Leptis, and afterwards Carthage.
about 1000 B.C. It does not appear that they ever penetrated far into the interior.

fining themselves to the coast between the Great Syrtis and the straits of Gibraltar.

they maintained commerce with the people of the interior and the seaports of the Medi-
terranean. In the 7th c. B.C., the Greeks founded Cyrene, considerably to the e. of Car-

thage, and colonized the plateau of Barca, now styled Jebel-el-Achdar by the Arabs.
While the Phenician colonies held sway on the coast, the Mauri and the Numidians
were divided into several independent tribes, and like their neighbors the Givtuli, were

wholly uncivilized. After the second Punic war, the Romans extended their -way over

Carthaginian Africa, which became a Roman province at the close of the third Punic
war, when the city of Carthage was sacked and destroyed. Numidia was annexed"
after the victory over Jugurtha, and. Mauritania after the defeat of king Juba, the ally of

Pompey's party. The son of Juba, bearing the same name, was allowed to reign
as a nominal sovereign by Augustus, but Mauritania was, in fact a Roman prov-
ince. Thus, the Romans had acquired a territory in Africa extending from the (iivai

Syrtis to the Atlantic (corresponding to the modern states of B.). which formed some of
the largest and most flourishing provinces of their vast empire. Everywhere they built

large towns, whose extensive ruins are still to be seen scattered ovor the whole land, even
to the verge of the desert

; as, for instance, those at El-llaman, in the regency of Tunis,
at Sava. Musulupium, and especially the splendid citv of ruins. Lambasa, not far from the
desert of Sahara. The Romans laid, in general, only two legion>, numbering 24. (HiO

men, in their African provinces; nevertheless, their authority was un< oiitesU d. and they
were enabled to undertake important works, such as the cisterns and aqueducts at

Ru-ieada. Hippo, and Cirta, and the temples and amphitheatres of ( alama and Anuna.
which clearly show that the inhabitants enjoyed the benefits of a safe and powerful ci\

ilization.

I nder Constantine. North Africa wa- divided intothe several provinces. Mauritania,
Tingitana. Mauritania-Civsnriensis (on the e. of the former). Mauritania-Sitifensis, Nu
midia. Xeugitatiia, Byzacium. Cyrenaiea. and the Rc<;io Syrtica. At the division of the

empire, tin- whole of these provinces, with the exception (if the last, fell to the share of
the Wc-terri empire. About this time, Christianity wa- promulgated in Africa, and with

RQCC6M, that in the three Mauritania-; there were more than 160 dion --. A-
Roman power declined in Europe, the con.s<-quencc> were severely felt in the African

igious disturbances, native revolts. and the ambitious aspirations of the
Roman governors after independence, loosened the political bands which bound the
prov;: ther, and made them an easy prev to the Vandals, who landed in Africa.
in 429 A.D., under Hie fer-. .md ban incredibly short space of time over
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ran the country, which they savagely misgoverned until 533, when they were defeated

by Justinian's great general, Belisarius. Meanwhile the Numidians and the Mauri had
made themselves masters of the interior and of the coast of Mauritania-Tingitana, and
the Greek-Roman territories were restricted to the neighborhood of Cartilage and some

points on the coast. The whole country of B. was thus made an easy prey lor the Arabs,
and in 647, Abdallah-ben-Said, with 40,000 fanatical Mohammedans from Egypt, defeated
and slew the Greek prefect, Grcgorius, at Tripoli. He did not, however, follow up hu
victories; but in 665-670 A. D., the Arabian general, Akbah, conquered the coast towns
of Tripoli, founded Cairo, and extended his sway almost to the desert. Hassan, the

general of the calif Abd-el-Malek, in 692, stormed, plundered, and destroyed the new
Carthage, and, in fact, annihilated the Greek-Roman dominion in Africa, "in the course
of less than a century, the greater part of the native tribes were converted forcibly to

the faith of Islam. In 789, the western provinces separated themselves from the others,
and Edris-ben-Abdallah founded there the dynasty of the Edrisites. After 800, when
the governor, Ibrahim-ben-Aglab, declared himself independent, and founded the

dynasty of the Aglabites, Africa was lost to the califs. From this time down to 1269,
the changes of dynasty in B. were so frequent, that we cannot here describe them in

detail. The rcsidts were, that independent states arose in Algeria, Oran, Bugia, Tenez,
etc. About this time, also, began the reaction of the Christian world against Moham-
medanism in North Africa and Spain. St. Louis undertook an expedition against Tunis.
The Moors were, by and by, expelled from Spain, and settled themselves on the coast of

northern Africa, there to begin that course of piracy by which they became odious to

Europe, first as a fierce retaliation against their Christian persecutors, but ultimately as

a barbarous profession. As early as the time of Ferdinand the Catholic, the Spaniards
sought to check their insolent ravages, and landed in Africa on several occasions, cap-

turing the ports of Ceuta, Melilla, Oran, Bugia. the island before Algiers, and Tripoli.
The Portuguese landed on the coast of Morocco, where at first they had great success;
but they were ultimately compelled to leave the country. After various changes of for-

tune, Algiers, Tunis, and Tripoli were brought under the government of the sultan.

Since 1830, however, the first of these (see ALGEKIA) has been under French sway, while
for many years the other two have been only nominally dependent on the Turkish
ruler. A similar fate, at a much earlier period, befell the western part of B., where
the successors of the Arabiah sherif, Mula-Mehemed, overthrew the kings of Morocco
and Fez, and established the Sherif dynasty, which rules to the pn sent day over these
lands. Shaw's Trarel* and O'lxa'rationn relative to wrcral Parts of 13,; Mauroy, Du Com-
merce dcx Peupks de VAfrique Septentrionale (Par. 1845).

BARBARY APE, PIGMY APE, or MAGOT, a small species of ape or tailless monkey,
interesting as the only one of the monkey-race which is found in Europe. The only
European locality, however, in which it occurs is the rock of Gibraltar, and it is said

to have been originally brought from the n. of Africa. It inhabits the precipitous sides
of the rock, inaccessible to human foot, and enjoys a certain measure of protection from
firearms in return for the amusement afforded by its manners. It is gregarious, and
large numbers are often seen together, the females carrying their young upon their backs.
In some parts of the n. of Africa, the B. A. is extrc'mcly abundant, inhabiting rocky
mountains and woods. It displays great agility in passing from tree to tree, and its

bands often plunder gardens, one of their number keeping careful watch. It feeds on
fruits, roots, etc.; and its fondness for eggs is supposed to have given rise to the
ancient story of the battle of the pigmies and the cranes. It is of a greenish-gray
color, paler underneath; and in size resembles a large cat. The characters agree with
those of the genus IH<IC<H->IX (\Vanderoo monkey, q.v., etc.), except that the tail is reduced
to a mere tubercle. The muzzle is somewhat elongated, although not nearly so
much as in the baboons, with which this ape has sometimes been classed, and the
facial angle is much higher than in them. The face Is almost naked, and somewhat
wrinkled. The ears are in form not unlike human ears. The eyes are round, reddish,
and of great vivacity. The B. A. is one of the monkeys most frequently to l)e seen in

captivity, at least in Britain; and possessing a considerable degree of intelligence, is capa-
ble of being trained to many tricks. In order to this, however, it must be taken

young, as the older ones are often sullen and mischievous. It usually walks on four
feet, although it can be trained to stand or walk, in a more awkward manner, on two.
It is filthy in its habits.

BARBASTELLE. See BAT.

BARBAS TRO, a walled t. of Spain, in the province of Aragon. It is situated on the
Vero. has a cathedral with some paintings by Antonio Galceran. Pop. 6500.

BARBATTLD, AXXA LETITIA. an English authoress, was b. at Kibworth-Harcourt, in

Leicestershire where her father, the Rev. John Aikin. a dissenting clergyman, kept an

academy on the 20th June, 1743. Her private education, the religious influence of
her home, and secluded life in the country were well fitted to develop early her natural
taste for poetry; but it was not until 1773 that she was induced to give her effusions to
the public, who appreciated them so highly that four editions were called for durinsr the

year. Encouraged by this, she the same year, conjointly with her brother, published
Miscellaneous Pieces in Prose (Lond. 1773), which also passed through many editions.
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In the following year, the poetess married the Rev. F.ochcmoct Barb:r.:ld, a dissenting
in SuliOlk, in which village the newly married pair opened aboarcl-

ho<>l for boys. The literarv fame and the assiduity of Mrs. B. soon made it celc-

I. During (tic ten years Mrs. B. Was engaged in the duties of tuition here, she

puh!i
' ".I'lli-i a, and }I_-iti< in 2'roxc. works which have been

::tcd in England for youthful readtrs, and translated into several languages.
Hi-r } published daring this period. In 1792. she c.xnmi

with the brother ])reviously mentioned who wrote the most of them t!:e wcil-kr.own
i "' ][ni>', which were completed in three years. In l?!).j. .she edited

> Pleasure* of Imagination, and Collins's Odtt. prefixing to each a critical

sue began to edit a selection from the ^peetoto% Guardian, T*>''cr. etc.;

and 'in 1810 published a collection of the British novelists, the task of editing which she
had undertaken to divert her mind from the loss she had sustained two years previous in

the deatli of her husband. Tl:e h\ nmlc ^furtator (Loud. 1811) contains a selection from.

her writings. Her last poetical effort was an ode. entitled Kiiinh-. n Unix 1nil <ind ]'.

(Lond. l.-TJi. All her competitions are chanicteri/ed by simplicity of feeling, an easy.
_' >tvle, and pure and elevated sentiment, and give token of a mind well versed in

da leal literature. She lived in quiet retirement till her death, which happened on the
9th .Mar.. ISO"). The life of Mrs. B. has been written by Lucy Aikin, also known as an
authoress, and prefixed to the collection of the Work* of A. L. Barbauld (3 vols., Lond.

The same lady also published from the posthumous papers of the authoress, A
L-'jacyfor Young Ladiw (Lond. 1826).

BARBED and CRESTED, heraldic terms, by which the comb and gills of a cock arc

designated, when it is necessary to particularize them as being of a different tincture
from the body. The corumon'Euglish term is wattled and combed, gules, or whatever
else the tincture may be.

BARBEL, Barbu*, a genus of fishes of the family of the cyprinida (q.v.), differing
from -

arp, gold-fish, etc.) in the short dorsal and anal tins, in having one of
the rays of the dorsalflu strong and serrated, and the mouth furnished with four soft
barbules (whence the name B., from Lat. barba, a beard), two near the point of the
snout, anil one at each angle of the mouth. The upper jaw also extends considerably
beyond the lower, The .species arc numerous. Like the other cyprinida?, they are all

inhabitants of freshwater, and ircnerally of muddy ponds and rivers, where they seek
food by plowing up the mud with their snouts, like swine, and arc said often to sci/.-e

the small fishes which come to share with them the worms and insects of the mud. They
also feed upon the leaves and root- of aquatic plants. The common B. (B. otlgari*) is

abundant in many of the rivers of the temperate parts of Europe. It is the only Bpccjcs
found in Britain, and only in some of the still and deep rivers of England. It is very

by pushing it with a pole
net fastened to an iron hoop. It grows to a large size, sometimes 3 ft. in lenirth. and 1")

to 18 Ibs. in weight; it is rather of a long shape, in section nearly circular: the ireueral
color of the head and upper part of the body greenish-brown, becoming yelTo'wish-
green on the sides, the belly white, the tail somewhat forked, and of a deep purple
color. It affords sport to anglers, but is a very coarse fish, and little used lor food,

pt by the poor, who often boil bacon with it to give it a relish. The larger barbels
are esteemed the best. The roe has poisonous qualities, although its effects are disa-Tee-
able r.ther than permanently injurious.

Another species, called the binny, or B. of the Nile, is very abundant in that river;
lltt;1J ''

ize, 70 Ibs. or upwards; is much esteemed* for food; and is taken bv
hooks bated with dates steeped in honev. A number of baited hooks, each attached to

.rate strong line, are inclosed in a mass of clay, flour, dates, etc., which is sunk in
the river, and to which, as it Ix-gins to dissolve, the binnies are attracted; when borinsr

BARBEL ::. The B. is a ground-feeding fish, grubbing on the bottom
ttenonce. The baits principally used to capture him are worms and ma

greaves. 1100 cneesc; ami the means of nnsling for him are chiefly with -i dead-line
'

a ledger, or with float-tackle. Tin- l<-dg,. r is a perforated leaden bullet; through
tins th.> line runs freely. To prevent its slipping down on the hook, a lar-e shot or

<

fffetened
on the line, about a yard above the hook. The hook (about

r I) in .MI/I-) is baited either wilh a lob-wonn or p < the lead H ni*t into
and remains motionlew on/tbe bottom- When a tish bites the an-ier feel*

, and strikes smartly; as th<- fin* of |h P.. are
Iftrge, and his mus -les powerful.

The nil used for Ibdger-flshing is short
uT. In float-fishing for B.. the tm-kl.- i~ linn-, ar.d tin- hook smaller. A'eork-iloat

n i" the depth and rapidity of the riv.-r N u>,-l, : tnd it i. fixed at such a h-i-'ht ui)on

J'
touchos the l.,,it,,m . The inMant the nV.t disapp^ara. tlie

gler tnkw, but not 30 forcibly as in ledger-fishing. Previous to angling tor B it is
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desirable to bait the place to be fished, for the purpose of drawing the fish toe-ether.

This is accomplished by chopping up and casting into the water from 500 to 1000 lob-

worms, and it should be done 18 or 20 hours before fishing. .In float -fish ing for B.. the

float should be allowed to travel down a considerable distance of water, at least 30 or 40

yards, in order that no spot where a portion of the worms may have lodged should be
missed. This is sometimes done by tlie use of a float called a slider, which is not fixed

on the line, but. by the management of the angler, accommodates itself to the depth of

the water. In this fishing, the bait trails along the ground, and the rod should he at

!ea~t 14 or 15 ft. in length, and the line very light and tine. B. will sometimes take a

spinning bait, and arc often caught by the angler while trout-fishing; but this is by no
means a certain method of angling for them. The B. may be said to be gregarious; it

spawns in May or June, choosing some gentle shallow for that purpose, but soon recovers
its strength again. About the end of July, the B. seeks the deep rapid streams, and

may be seen vigorously springing from the water in his endeavors to rid himself of the

parasitical insects which attach themselves to him during his quiescence. Here he
remains the greater part of the summer and autumn. Frosty weather renders the B. tor-

pid, and he takes shelter under some large stone or weed, where he can lie up during the

winter. Although the B. is by no means an estimable fish for the table, it is much used

by the Jews in their fasts and festivals.

r.ARBK-MARBOIS, FUA.NVOIS DK, 1745-1837; a French statesman. He was consul-

general of France for the United States, where lie wedded a daughter of Win. Moore,
of Pennsylvania. In 1785, he was governor of San Domingo, where he made many
reforms. In 1797 he was exiled to Guiana for political reasons, but recalled in 1801 and
made minister of finance. lie negotiated the sale of Louisiana to the United States, and

got for it 25,000,000 francs more than Napoleon really asked, for which he was liberally
rewarded. lie was a member of the senate in 1813, and favored the restoration of the

Bourbons, for which Louis XVIII. made him a peer of France. After the overturn of

July he swore fealty to Louis Philippe. Among his works are Reflexion* am- la Vnlonie

lit Sfai&t-Ifamutffue, Complot<fArnold <f cV >'// 11 nry Clinton cont/r lea Efutx- 1'm'x d'Ati/cr-

ique et contre le QenerolWcuhington, De la Guyane, and History of tJie Cestfian of Louisiana
to tfie Unit! 1 1 Sid fix.

BAHBER (Lat. bnrba, the beard), a shaver of the beard, and who ordinarily includes

hair-cutting in his profession. Barbers are of great antiquity, if not for the shaving of
the beard, at least, for shaving a portion of the head. The office of the B. is referred to

by the prophet Ezckiel : "And thou, son of man, take thee a barber's razor, and cause
it to pass upon thine head and upon thy beard." Ezek. v. 1. In all oriental countries,

including China, the shaving the whole or part of the head continues to be performed by
barbers. In even" part of the world, the professional B. and hair-dresser is celebrated
for his garrulity and general obliging qualities, such being required by those who place
themselves in his hands. The amusing character of the B. in one of the tales in the
Anglian Air/tits Entert<nnment8, and also of the B. in Rossini's opera of Fir;ar<>, will

readily occur to recollection. As will be seen from the succeeding article, barbers at

one time acted as a kind of surgeons, and accordingly occupied a higher social position
than they now enjoy. Latterly, on account of the simple mode of trimming the hair,
and of the prevalence of private shaving, the business of the B. in England has greatly
declined, and his services are chiefly confined to the humbler classes. In the United
States, the business of the B. is almost exclusively in the hands of the colored popula-
tion. Anciently, one of the utensils of the B. was a brass basin, with a semicircular gap
in one side to compass a man's throat, by which means, in applying the lather to the

face, the clothes were not soiled. Readers will recollect thatDon Quixote crazily assumed
a barber's basin as a helmet. At the end of a pole, the brass basin is still hung out as a

sign at the door of the B. in Great Britain, France, and other countries.

BARRER, FRANCIS, 1751-83; nn American revolutionary colonel, graduate of the

college of New Jersey, and one of Alexander Hamilton's preceptors. He volunteered
when the war began, was in several engagements, was severely wounded at Moumouth,
and again at Newiown. At the time of the mutiny of the Pennsylvania and New Jersey
troops, B. was successful in speedily suppressing the revolt. In the autumn of 1788, on
tin- day that he was invited by Washington to come to Newburg and hear the news of

p -ace. B. was killed by a tree falling upon him. His brothel's John and William were
oflicers in the New Jersey line.

BARBERI NI. the name of an Italian family who settled in Florence in the llth c.,

whose members were for 500 years foremost among traders, besides figuring largely in

high offices. In 1623. MATTED B became pope Urban VIII.; his brother Antonio and
two nephews were made cardinals, and his brother Carlo general of the papal forces.
< 'arlo was succeeded in the command by his son Taddeo, the husband of Anna Colonna.
Taddeo became prefect of Rome after the death of the duke of Urbino, whose posses-
-inr.s were added to the papal territories. Other Italian princes became jealous of the

B. family, and made war upon and defeated Taddeo's papal forces. Urban'* successor.

Innocent X., became hostile to the Barberini, and Taddeo fled to Paris, where he died.

The principality of Palestrina still belongs to the family, and their magnificent palace
and library in Rome attest their vast wealth and magnificence.
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BARBERI NO-DI-MTJGEL'LO, a t. of Tuscany on the Siere, 15 m. n. of Florence, with

a pop. of 5000. ensured in ihc manufacture of straw-lints. The roval villa of Caffegiolo,

the ancient re.M.lence of the Medic-is, stands in the environs. B. Lh VAL-D'ELSA, a vil-

' tin- >ame district, with a beautiful situation on the ridge between the valleys of

ind Elsa, and celebrated as the place where pope Urban VIII. was born. One
of the palares of the Barberini is here.

BARBERRY, Iirr?>eri*, a genus of plants, of the natural order berbcridacR (q.v.). All

the specie-;, which arc numerous, and found in temperate climates in most parts of the

world except Australia, are shrubs with yellow flowers, having a calyx of six leaves, a

corolla of six petals, and six stamens, which, when touched at the base, display a con-

siderable decree of irritability, starting up from their ordinary position of reclining upon
the petals, and closing upon the pistil apparently a provision to secure fecundation.

The fruit is a berry with two or three seeds. Not a few of the species are evergreen.

They are divided into two sub-genera, sometimes ranked as genera; those with simple
leaves fnnmnir the sub-genus berberis, and those with pinnate leaves the sub-genus
nut/ii'<r. or ash-leaved B'. The common B. (B. vulgari*) is a native of most of the tem-

perate parts of Europe, Asia, and North America. It produces its flowers and fruit in

pendulous racemes; has obovate, slightly serrate, deciduous leaves; and numerous
straight three-forked spines. It is a very ornamental shrub, especially when covered

with fruit. Its berries are of an elongate oval form; when ripe, generally of ft bright
red color, more rarely whitish, yellow, cr almost black. They contain free malic acid.

The fruit of the ordinary varieties is too acid to be eaten, but makes excellent preserves
and jelly. Malic acid (q.v.) is pretty extensively prepared from it in France. A yellow

feftgofl, ojeuKum for.V /////:*, is very general upon the under-side of the leaves of the B. ;

and a notion prevails that it produces rust in corn, which is erroneous, the rust (q.v.) of

corn being a totally different fungus, which, like this, is apt to appear in humid weather.

The prevalence of this notion, however, appears to have prevented the general employ-
ment- of the B. as a hedge-plant, for which it is admirably adapted, hedges made of 'it

being easily kept free from gaps, and becoming more and more impervious by new shoots
thrown up*from the root. The yellow root of the B. is used for dyeing yellow, and espe-

cially the inner bark of it, and also of the stem and branches. The bark is capable of

being employed for tanning leather. In like manner, 13. r/Untca, B.ilicif'>U<t., 11. tmne.n-

toKft, and /!. 'h/tt'a are used for dyeing in Chili and Peru; J>. tinctoria by the inhabitants
of the Ncilgherry hills, and B. arixtata in Nepaul; and a strong similarity of properties
apjiears to pervade the whole genus. B. lycium, a native of the n. of India, is charac-
terized by great astringeucy, and an. extract prepared from it is valuable in ophthalmia.
Host of the species are more or less spiny, and some of the evergreen species might be
very ornamentally employed for hedge-plants; as B. dulcis, now frequent in shrubberies
iu fJritaiu. This species, sometimes called the sweet B. ,

is a native of the s.w. coast of
America. Its leaves much resemble those of the common B. ; it has solitary flowers on
rather long stalks, and globose black berries about, the size of a common black currant.
Tiie fruit is produced very copiously in Britain, is quite sweet when fully ripe, and
makes excellent jelly. When unripe and very acid, it is used for tarts. Pleasant fruits
are

produced
also by B. arUtuta and B. Axiatiai. the berries of both of which are dried

in Nepaul, after the manner of raisins; B. eoneinna, also a Himalayan species; J>. vtirro-

p/iyll<i, found in the southern parts of South America, and *Ji. trifoKaUt, found in
Mexico. Those of some of the other species are either disagreeable or insipid, which is

particularly the case with most of the ash leaved barlx-rries, natives of North America
aud the u. of India. Numerous species of B., both from the Himalaya and (South
America, are daily becoming more frequent in Britain as ornamental shrubs.

BARBER-SURGEONS. In former times, as staled in the foregoing article, barbers
acted as a kind of surgeons, or at least phlebotomists, and such appears to have been the
case in all countries. Till this day, on the pole on which the barber's basin is sus-

pended, there i> represented ;i twisted or spiral ribbon, -which symbolizes the windinjr
ofaribbon round tin- arm previous to blood-letting. In London^ Edinburgh, and else
where, the H. formed corporations with certain privileges. The sunrica! duties of these
bodies now pertain to the corporations of surgeons. The existence of 15 as professors
ot the bealingart, in England, can be traced as far back us ihc rign of Edward IV in
Mill, when they were first incorporated; and from thence till the rei-m of Henry VIII
when they were united with the surgeons, until the time of Georsre II when the B.

i to be anything but barbers, as we now under.-tand the term 'in the latter re i 071
an art was nawed, the in Ceo II. <. in. from the preamble of which we learn that not

then bad the discovery been made that the business or trade of a barber was " foreign
1 independent of, the practice of surgery;" and it therefore proceeds to dissolve

Uie connection between the two bodies, anil to remit the B. to the more humble func-
tions they now perform. But this is done with an cypress saving ( ,f a n their privi]e<r,. s
aa a company or corporation, ami as such they cxi*t to the present rlav See an inter-
esting aru.imt of them in Knight's ///,//_,/ /' hmih.i,. vol. iii. pp. ITT^MJ-' which con-
elUde* With the following curious e.xtraci from the list of ollicers to Hcriot's hospital in
the HUtutes of that chanty compiled in KKT: " One ehirurircon barber who *l,,,fr cut and
pole Uu hair of all the cholar of the hospital; and ulw look to the cure of all those within
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the hospital who anyway shall stand in need of his art." And see the report of the royal
commissioners appointed to inquire into the corporations of London, and printed in 1837,
in which all particulars relating to the government and working of this company at the

present day are given. The report states that the company exists "for using and exer-

cising the art and mystery of barhers, which includes hair-dressers within the suburbs
and liberties of the city;" and it concludes as follows: "The company possess exten-

sive powers for the regulation of the trade, but in practice none are exercised except the

power of compelling all persons using the trade or business of barber (which, as before

mentioned, includes hair-dressers) within the city to become free of the company." The
barbers still retain their ancient hall which they possessed before the surgeons were
disunited from them in Monkwell street, Cripplegate, in the city of London. See

SURGEONS, TRADE CORPORATIONS.

BARBES, ARMAND. 1809-70; a French revolutionist, and leader in secret political
societies, at various times imprisoned, and in 1839 sentenced to death as the main leader
of an insurrection in which a lieutenant was murdered; but he was spared. While in

prison he wrote Tiro Days under Condemnation of Death. In 1848, he was chosen to the
constituent assembly, and in the same year, with Raspail and others, he was sentenced
to life-imprisonment. When set free he refused to receive pardon, asking to be allowed
to return to jail, but this was denied him, and he left the country.

BARBET, KHCCO, a genus of birds generally placed by ornithologists in the family of
the IKeidtK, or woodpeckers (q.v.), but regarded as the type of a very distinct sub-family,
exhibiting points of resemblance to the cuckoos. They have a large conical beak, sur-

rounded with tufts of bristles directed forwards a characteristic from which tne name
B. is derived (Lat. barba, a beard). They prey on insects, and some of them also on
young birds; some arc at least partially frugivorous. They inhabit warm parts both of
the eastern and western hemispheres, and most of them are birds of gay plumage. The
Limuean genus has been subdivided, and includes, besides the true barbels, the barba-
cous (moruisa). South American birds the barbicans (pogoiiiax) of Africa and India the
American puff-birds (tmnatiii), etc. The puff-birds are remarkable for erecting their

plumage till they resemble a round ball. Being birds of short wing, both they and the
true burbots wait for their prey, generally sitting with great patience on some withered
branch till it conies near them, when they suddenly dart upon it. They often choose

positions close to human habitations, and show little fear.

BAEBETTE, an earthen terrace inside the parapet of a rampart, serving as a platform
for heavy guns: it has such an elevation that the guns may be fired over the crest of
the parapet instead of through the embrasures, to give them a freer scope by swiveling
round into different directions.

BARBEYRAC, JEAN, 1G74-1744; a French writer on law, the son of a Protestant
minister expatriated by the revocation of the edict of Nantes. B. taught in Lausanne
and Berlin, and was professor of international law in Groningcn. His tame rests chiefly
on the preface and notes to his translation of Puffeudorf's De pure Ji'tittine et Gentium.
He also translated Grotius' Late in War <tnd P> <r. Among his own works are a Hixtory
of Ancient Treatise, and Traitedu, Jeu, in which he defends the morality of games of
chance.

BARBICAN (Ttal. bdrbaMfae), a projecting watch-tower, or other advanced work,
before the Lra1e of a ensile or fortified town. The term B. was more specially applied to
the outwork intended to defend the drawbridge, which in modern fortifications is called
the (etc du ponf. "To begin from without, the first member of an ancient castle was the

B., a watch -tower, for the purpose of descrying an enemy at a greater distance" (Grose's
Antifjnitu'y <>f Eni/lainl /mil \\'nt<*), and. to the same effect, Camden, speaking of Bedford
Castle, says it was taken by four assaults; in the first was taken the B. ; in the second,
the miter balia. See BAILEY. Sec also Parker's Glossary <f Arelitccture. There are a
few perfect barbicans remaining in England, as at Altiwiek and Warwick; but the best

examples of it, as of the other parts of the fortification of the middle ages, are probably
to be seen in the town of Careassnne (q.v.). A very curious and minute account of the

siege of Carcassone in 1240, in the form of a report to queen Blanche by the seneschal
who defended it, preserved in the archives of France, has been published in Hewitt's
Aiir'.'-ul Armour (\\ 355, et xerj.\ in which the uses of the B. are fully illustrated. The
street called Barbican in London, near Aldersgate street, marks the site of such a work,
in front of one of the gates of the old city.

BARBIER, ANTOIXK A LEXANDRE, 1765-1825: a French librarian, who took orders
as a priest, but abandoned the church for literature. He collected for the new insti-

tutions established in 1794 the books and works of art of the convents previously
abolished; in 1798 he was librarian for the directory, and afterwards for Napoleon,
making up the libraries of the Louvre, of Fontainebleau, and of Compiegne. Under
the restoration he had charge of public libraries until 1822. B. was the author of
Nonvette bibliaUieque (fun homme de gaut and a dictionary of pseudonyms and anony-
mous writers.

BARBIERI, GIOVANNI FRANCESCO. See GUERCINO, ante.
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BAR BITOX, or BAR'BITOS, a stringed instrument of the ancient Greeks, made of

ivory, in the form of a lyre, with seven strings, and said to have been invented by
Anaereon.

BARBOTJ, tho name of a celebrated Frencli family of printers, the descendants of

John B. of Lyon. who lived in the ItHh century. From his press issued the beautiful

edition of the works of Clement Marot in 1539.' His son, Hugh B . removed from Lyon
.:non<r other works, his celebrated edition of (Wv/v/.v Ltlfrr* to Atria/*

appeared in l.>0. Joseph Gerard B., a descendant of the same family who in the

iK'irinnimr of the 18th c. settled in Paris continued in 175.") the series of Latin classics

in duodecimo rivals to the Elzevirs of an earlier date which had been begun in 1743

ustelier. at the instigation of the learned Lenglet Dufresnoy. This series of

Ha ie*. which is much prized for its elegance and correctness, was purchased, along
with the rest of the business, by Delalaiu.'irom the heirs of Hugh B., who died in 1809.

There is a complete set of the B. classics in the royal library of the British museum.

HARBOUR, a co. in s.e. Alabama, on the Chattahoochie, adjoining Georgia; 900

sq.in. ; pop. 70. 29,309 1 7. 165 colored. It is fertile, producing corn, cotton, moi.

and sweet potatoes. Co. seat, Clayton.

BARBOUR, a co. in s. Kansas, on the border of the Indian territory; 1.134 sq.m. ;

pop. '75, 1,388. It has an undulating prairie surface. Co. seat, Medicine Lodge.

B ARBOUR, a co. in n.c. West Virginia; 330 sq.m.: pop. '70, 10.312386 colored;

in '80, 11,810. It is hilly, and good for grazing; coal, iron, and salt mines are worked.
Co. seat, Philippi.

BARBOUR, JAMES, 1775-1842; a lawyer, member of the Virginia legislature. 1796-

1812; governor two terms; United States senator two terms; secretary of war in 1S.V2:

minister to England in 1828, but recalled by Jackson. He presided over the national

convention that nominated Harrison and Tyler.

BARBOUR JOHN, an eminent Scottish poet of the 14th c., regarding whom history
has not much to record beyon,d the production of the national epic, entitled The Bruce.

Nothing is known of his parentage, and of his birth it can only be conjectured to have
been about 1320. The ascertained facts of his life are few. AVc nre informed only that

in his own age he was accounted a man of great learning and worth: that he was arch-

deacon of Aberdeen as early at least as 1357, and held that office till his death in 1395;
that in 1357 he traveled into England, accompanied by three scholars, for the purpose
of studying at Oxford; that he repeated his visit to England for the same purpose in

i:5i>4; that in 1365, he obtained a passport "to travel through England with six com
panions on horseback towards St. Denis and other sacred places;" that in 1368, he again
received permission to travel through England with two servants and two horses, on his

way for scholarly purposes to France; that in 1373 he was cleik of audit of the house-
hold of king Robert II., and one of the auditors of exchequer; that in 1375 his great

poem was more than half finished; that in 1377 he had a gratuity of 10 from king
Kol>ert II. ; that in 1878 he received from the same prince a'perpetual annuity of 20.C,
which in 1380 he bequeathed to the dean and chapter of Aberdeen, under the condition
that they should sing a yearly mass for the rest of his soul; that in 1381 he had a gift
from the crown of the ward of a minor, whose estate lay within the parish of which he
was rector; that in 1383. and again in 1385, he was one of the auditors of exchequer;
that in 1388 king Robert II. granted him a pension of 10 a year; and that he died
between Martinmas 1394 and Whitsnndav 1395, probably on the 13th Mar. of the \<ar
last named, his anniversary in the cathedral of Aberdeen being celebrated on that day
until the reformation. Besides The Brm-c. B. wrote two other poems. Tin l>n:.t<\ now
lost, in which he recounted the origin and history of the royal house of Stuart, and The
Hook of Legends of the Sai/ih. recently discovered in Cambridge university library.
The Bruce is distinguished by great purity and clearness of style, the language and versi-

fication contracting advantageously with those of any contemporary Kn'!i>h poet, not
: ing even Chaucer. His imagery is not rich, but he is seldom oilier than lively,

simple, and energetic. II.- ha* depicted, in rough but faithful outline, the life, mai
ind deeds of a truly heroic time, and given to liis country the first poem in her literature,
and the earl ie-4 history of her lx;st and greatest king. The Bnia was first printed by
Dr. Jamieson in 1820; and edited by Cosmo Innes. for the Spaldinc drib, in 1*56. The
early EngUall text society also published an edition edited by Rev. W. \V. Skeat.

BARBU DA, one of the British Caribbees. lyinir 30 m. to the n. of Antigua. Of its

n. end. the lat. and long, are 17 33' n, and 61^43' w. Its area i* estimated at 75

.-.<|. m.. and the number of its inhabitants in 1871 was HIS. The proportional density,
there/Ofe, of population is only about

,' of that of Barbadocs (q.v.). In fact, the
I, small as it k ha* never been cleared for cultivation, the greater part of the

interior being a .h-n-e forest, Interspersed with patches ( ,t savanna. The agriculture,
Aiich ,-is it is. U confined to \\\<- rearing of stock and the irrowiiu; of provisions. B. i.s

of coral formation, and i* be--t with reefs. It has a roadstead, but no harbor.

BARBY, a. walled t. of 1
-
tvony. on tlio left bank of the Kibe 15 m s e of

Ma.l-eburg. It is w.-ll built, and ha* an old castle. Pop. '75, 5084, chiefly engaged in
the manufacture of woolens and linens.
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BAECA, a country in the n. of Africa, in lat. 26" to 33 n., and long. 20"' to 25" e.,

between the Great Syrtis (now called the gulf of Sidra) and Egypt. It forms the eastern

division of Tripoli, having the rest of that dominion on the w., the Mediterranean sea on
the n., the Libyan desert on the s., and it is .separated from Egypt on the c. by no
definite line, bu'i by a number of roving independent tribes. It nearly corresponds with
the ancient Cyrcuaica (q.v.). Pop. variously estimated from 300,000 to 1,000,000. The
climate is healthy and agreeable in the more elevated parts, wnich reach a height of

about 1200 ft., anil in those exposed to the sea-breeze. There are none but small streams,

but the narrow terrace-like tracts of country are extremely fertile, realizing all that is

said of the ancient Cyreuaica. Rice, dates, olives, saffron, etc., are produced in plenty.
The pastures are excellent: the horses still celebrated, as in ancient times. But the

soil extends over only about, a fourth of B.
;
the e. exhibits only naked rocks and loose

sand. Many ruins in the north-western parts attest a former state of cultivation much
superior to the present. So early as the time of Cyrus. B. became a state, -which proved
dangerous to the neighboring state of Gyrene: but within a single century it sank, and
became subject to Egypt, In the Roman period, its inhabitants were noted for their

predatory incursions. It was afterwards a province of the Greek empire, and had
declared itseli independent when the Arabs invaded and conquered it in 641. The pre-
ent inhabitants consist of Arabs and Berbers, who profess the Mohammedan religion,
and are subject to the Pasha of Tripoli, to whom each of the beys pays an annual tribute.

BARCA, or BAKCE, an ancient city in Cyrenica. in the district of B., Africa, the

ruins now being known as El-Medinah. It was on high ground, about 11 m. from the

sea, founded by a Cyrenean colony about 554 B.C. The Persians captured and pillaged
the city about 510 B.C., and many of its people were led as captives into Bactria. B.

existed for several centuries after the Christian era, and appears to have risen to import-
ance under the Arabs.

BARCA, or BARCAS, signifying "lightning," applied to Hamilcar and other Cartha-

ginian commanders, because of the rapidity of their military movements.

BARCAROLLE
,
a species of song peculiar to the gondoliers of Venice. The name is

applied to musical compositions for voice or pianoforte of a, similar character.

BARCELLO NA and FOZZO DI GOT TO, two towns of Sicily, in the province of Mes-

sina, standing close together, so as really to form one t., the two parts of which are

separated by a small stream, the Fiume di Castro lieale, supposed to be the Longauus of

antiquity. Pop. of the two towns, 14.471. The chief street is a long street of mean
houses (if a single story. B. is situated in a broad plain, between the mountains and the

sea, abounding in corn, wine, oil, and fruit. It is 22 m. w.s.w. from Messina.

BARCELO NA, the most important manufacturing city in Spain, in the province of
the same name, is beautifully situated on the Mediterranean between the mouths of the

Llobregat and the Besos, in the midst of a district as luxuriant as a garden. It is walled,
and possessed of a citadel, which, however, is effectually commanded by the fortress of

Montjouy on the southwest. B.. like Edinburgh, is divided into two parts the old town
and the new by the nunbUt (river-bed), which has been planted with flowering shrubs,
and formed into a beautiful promenade. The streets of the old town, forming the n.w.
division, are crooked, narrow, arid ill-paved. Those of the new are much more spacious
and regular There is a large suburb to the e. of the town, where the seafaring portion
of the population chiefly reside. In 1864, the pop. was 190,000; but in 1868 it had been
reduced to 167.090, chiefly by a frightful cholera epidemic in 1865. B. is the see of a

bishop. It has a university, and colleges and schools for general and special educational

purposes; public libraries, in one of which there is a splendid collection of M8S. : sev-

eral hospitals and other charitable institutions: the finest theater in Spain; and numerous
ancient and elegant churches, with a cathedral which, begun in 1298, is not yet com-
pleted. B. manufactures silk, woolens, cottons, lace, hats, firearms, etc., which for.m
its principal exports. It imports raw cotton, coffee, cocoa, sugar, and other colonial

produce: also Baltic timber, salt fish, hides, iron, wax, etc. Next to Cadiz, it is the
most important port in Spain. In 1x7:2, between 7<K) and 800 foreign vessels, with a ton-

nage of 360.000 tons, discharged their cargoes in the port. The harbor was extended
and its entrance improved in 1875. The imports in 1874 amounted to '1.943,310. and
the exports to about 300,000. B. is a place of great antiquity, and associated with

many historical events. Local tradition fixes the date of its foundation 400 vears before
the Romans; and it is said to have been refounded by Amilcar Barca, the father of Han-
nibal, from whom its ancient name. Barcino, was derived. An important city under the

Romans, Goths, ami Moors, B. in 878 became an independent sovereignty, under a Chris-
tian chief of its own. whose descendants continued to govern it, and to hold the title of
counts of Barcelona until the 12th c.. when its ruler adopted the title of king of

Aragon. to which kingdom it was annexed. During the middle ages, B. became a flour-

ishing seaport, rivaled in the Mediterranean by Genoa only. To its commercial code,
framed in the 13th c. . much deference w;is paid by the whole of Europe: and it was at

this time, says Ford in his Humlfx*,], a city of commerce, conquest, and cour-

tiers; of taste, learning, and luxury; and the Athens of the troubadour." Columbus
was received here in 1493 by Ferdinand and Isabella after his discovery of America. In
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1640, it appealed to France against the tyranny of Philip IV.
;
but it turned against that

country in the war of the Spanish succession, and adhered to Austria. In 1703, the for-

~ion of it in 1SUS; and with one or two reverses, and in the face of great difflcul-

lu-ld !>v the French until tlie treaty of peace concluded in Paris in 1814. For

:rs, B. remained quiet under the iron rule of Espafia; but in 1827 its old turbulent

.-pi-It returned, and it rose in favor of Don Carlos. Since that time, B. lias generally

rted the government But a progressist rebellion in 1856 caused much bloodshed,
and "in 1874 the federalists raised an insurrection here. The province of B. has au urea

' sq.m., and a pop. of (1870) 762,553.

BARCELO'NA, a state or department of Venezuela, between the Caribbean sea and

the Orinoco; 13,812 sq.m.; pop. '73, 101,3%. Besides many cattle, it produces colfee,

cocoa, cotton, cane, corn, and tropical fruils.

BARCELONA, formerly NEW B., the capital of the state of B. on the Neveri, near

the ocean, 160 in. c. of Caraccas; pop. 7644. The city is dirty and unhealthy, yet has

considerable export trade in hides, cattle, indigo, cotlou, etc.

BARCLAY, AI.KXANDER, a poet and prose writer, b. about the end of the 15th c.,

whether in England or Scotland is not certain. He studied at Oxford, and then obtained

through his patron, bishop Cornish, an appointment as one of the priests or prebendaries
Marv Ottery, in Devonshire. He afterwards became a monk of the Benedictine

monastery of Ely,
where he continued until its suppression in 1539. He d. in June, 1552,

six weeks after he had been presented to the rectory of All-Hallows, London. His claim

to notice rests chiefly upon his famous poem. Tfa 8/iyp ofFolya of the WorM? partly a

translation, and partly an imitation of the German A '<<//( u^-hiff by Brandt printed by
Pyuson in 1509, and since often reprinted (best edition by T. 11. Jamiesou, 1?4.) It is

interesting as showing the manners and customs of the times satirized. He published
tl works besides; amongst others, The Myrrour of Good Manners, TheCasteU <if La-

bour, The Egloges, the first eclogues that appeared in the English language; and also

made a translation of Sallust's History oftheJvf/iirt/iinc War. In his lifetime, he was
admired for his wit and eloquence, and his writings exhibit a refinement not common
in that age.

BARCLAY, JOHN, a clever poet and satirist, was b. about 1582, at Pont-a-Mousson in

Lorraine, where his father, William B., a Scotsman, who d. in 1605, had held the oflice

of professor of law. He studied in the Jesuit college of that place; and the dis-

tinguished talents which he early displayed, caused the Jesuits to try to induce him
ler their order. On account of his rejection of their proposals, he, as well as

his father, suffered much persecution. He accompanied his father to England in

1603. where he soon attracted the attention of James I., to whom he dedicated one
of his works, Eupfionnioui* Satyricon (Lond. 1603), a politico-satirical romance, chiefly
directed against the Jesuits. Next appeared his Conxpinitio Auglicaivt (Lond. 1605),
and his Icon Animarum (Lond. 1614). In 1615, he left England, and went to Home,
where he d. Aug. 12, 1621. In the same year his celebrated work Ar;-/<ntn appeared
in Paris (Paris, 1621). It was written in Latin, and has been translated into several

languages. There are no fewer than three translations into English; the last appeared
in 1772. It is a political allegory, containing clever allusions to the state of Europe,
more particularly of France, during the time of the league. Aryenis was admired
both by Cowper and D' Israeli.

BARCLAY. JOHN, 1734-98; the founder of a small sect in the Scotch church culled
Bereans. or Barclayites. He was assistant minister at Fettercairn, where he attracted

la by his novel doctrine; the presbytery disapproving refused him the iiMial testi-

monials, and he was dismissed from his position. The general assembly sustained the

presbytery, whereupon B. left the church, but continued t preach in Edinburgh, Lon-
don, and other cities, but with no great success. The Bereans claim to found the;:

tern ujxm the gospel alone, without reference to human authority. As a sect they
are not important in number or influence.

BARCLAY, JOHN. M.D.. lecturer on anatomy in Edinburgh, and eminent for his
attainments both in hum-in and comparati"e 'anatomy, in physiology, and in other
branches of natural science, was b. Dec. 10, 1758, at Cairn, near Drummaquhance, in

Perthshire, Scotland, and was educated at the parish school of Muthil, and after-
at the univernHy of St. Andrews. He studied for the ministry of the church
itland, and was licenced as a preacher, but afterwards devoted himself to the
-inn ,,f medicine, and

particular]?
to the study of anatomy. He obtained the.

i.D. from the university of Edinburgh in 1796 After spending a year in
London, li.- l..-eam<- a private leeturcr on Human and Comparative Anatomy fii Edin-
burgh. He published in 1*0:5. .1 jff.,n Anntoint>-.ii Nomenclature; and in 1808 a

nan />'->///. In 1812, appeared his De-
s of Hit JIm>, llxtu. a work of vast labor and accurate obser-

vation. In 182o, not long before his death, he published An, Inquiry into tiie
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i<ms. Ancient and Modern, wnf-erninn Life and Organization, lie d. at Edinburgh on 21st

Aug., 1826, leaving to the royal college of surgeons in Edinburgh liis admirahle ana
toink-al collection, for the reception of which a suitable and splendid hall was erected.

BARCLAY, ROBERT, the celebrated apologist of the Quakers, was born on Dec. 23,

1648, at Gordonstowu in Morayshire. Scotland. His father was the son of David Bar-

day of Mathers, the representative of an old Scoto-Norman family, which traced itself

through 15 intervening generations to Walter de Berkeley, who acquired a settlement in

Scotland about the middle of the 12th c.
;
his mother was the daughter of sir Robert

Gordon, the premier baronet of Nova Scotia, and historian of the house of Sutherland

Young B. received the rudiments of learning in his native country, and was afterwards
sent to the Scotch college at Paris, of which his uncie was rector. Here he made rapid
progress in his studies, and excited the admiration of his preceptors, as well as of his

relative, who offered to nu.ke him his heir, if he would remain in France, and formally
adopt the Roman Catholic religion, to the ceremonies of which lie had been habituated

during his residence there. This, however, B. refused to do; and in compliance with
the wish which his mother had expressed on her death-bed, he returned home in 1664.

Though only 16. B. was an excellent schol-ir, and could speak in the Latin language with
wonderful tluency and correctness. In 1007, he embraced the principles of the society
of Friends, for reasons more highly respected in our day than in his. He states in his
Troifixi ,n, I'nir, -i-tail l.ocr. that hia "

first education fell among the strictest sort of Cal-

vinists," those of his country "surpassing in the heat of zeal not only Geneva, from
whence they derive their pedigree, but all" the other so-called reformed churches;" that

shortly afterwards, his transition to France had thrown him among the opposite "sect
of Papists," whom, after a time, he found to be no less deficient in charity than the

other; and that, consequently, he had retrained from joining any, though he had listened
to several. The ultimate effect of this was to liberalize his mind, by convincing him of
the folly and wickedness of religious strife. In both Calvini.-ts and Catholics, he found
an absence of "the principles of love." "a strait ness of doctrine," and a "practice of

persecution," which offended his idea of Christianity, as well as his gentle and generous
nature. He therefore allied himself gladly to this new sect, whose distinguishing feature
was its charity and pure simplicity of Christian life, and soon became one of its most
devofd adherents and its ablest advocate. In the course of his life he made several
excursions into England, Holland, and Germany, earnestly propagating his peaceful
views wherever he went, and occasionally enjoying the companionship of William Penn.
His tirst publication was Truth Cleared of Calmnnux. It appeared in 1670, and was
intended as a refutation of the charges many of them notoriously false made against
the new sect. In 1673 appeared .1 Catt-clu'tin it /iff ( 'i>//j'<x*/n/i of J-'aitfi, the answers to the

questions bciim; to avoid theological dogmatism in the words of Scripture. This was
followed by Tin' A>t.urr./iy af the linufi /*, etc. In 1675. he published his magnum opus,

elaborately entitled An A />"'<>'/?/ // the True Christian Dirii,iti/, nx tlif. y<nne tx held forth
nuil rri,i,-Iiei1 //// Hi,' l'>/i'< ((ilied in worn Quaker*: J>n'//g a J'vll Explanation, etc. It

contains a statement and defense of 15 religious propositions peculiar to the Friends.
The Leading doctrine which runs through the whole book is, that divine truth is made
known to us not by logical investigation, but by intuition or immediate revelation; and that
the faculty, if it can be technically defined, by which such intuition is rendered possible,
is the

"
internal light." the source of which is God, or, more properly, Christ,

" who is

the light that lighteth every man that comcth into the world.
'

The identity of this

doctrine with that held by Mr. Maurice and others of the Broad church in the present
day has been more than once remaiked. In 1677 appeared his Treatiseon l'nmr*<il Lore.
It was the first of that long series of noble and gentle remonstrances against the crimi-

nality of war that has so honorably distinguished the society of Friends, It was
addressed to the ambassadors of the sever.il princes of Europe, met at .Nimeguen. In
1686, he published his last work, which was a defense of the doctrine of " immediate
revelation." He died at Ury, in Kincardineshire, Oct. 3, 1690. His estate remained in

the possession of his descendants till 1854, its owner at that time being captain Barclay,
the famous pedestrian. "The Apologist's Study," which remained much as he left it,

was long an object of pilgrimage with members of the society of Friends; it was de-

stroyed a few years ago, when the old house of Ury was pulled down.

BARCLAY. WILLIAM. U,.D.. 1541-1605: a Scotch writer on law. He studied in

France, under the famous Cujas; became professor of civil law in the university of Pont-

a-Mous-on, and was made councilor of state by the duke of Lorraine. He married a
French lady, and their son John became celebrated as the author of the Arginix. This

boy the Jesuits desired to educate, but the father opposed it, which roused the enmity of
the Jesuits so that B. was compelled to leave France. King James offered him prefer-
ment if he would join the church of England, but he refused and returned to France,

becoming professor in the university of Angers. He was the author of a number of

important works on law.

BARCLAY AND PERKINS' BREWERY, one of the largest establishments of the
kind in the world, is situated in Park street, Southwark. London, the buildings cov-

ering upwards of ten acres. The brewery was founded by Dr. Johnson's friend,

Henry Thrale, who, in 1773, according to a statement made' by the doctor on his



HcbriiU-an tour, was paying as much as 20,000 auuuullv to the excise. After Thrale's

death,

d 24 malt-bins, each as large as a Ibrec-Storied house; a brewing-room nearly as

/Ulster hall; 10 coppers averaging 120,000 gallons capacity each; 4 for-

back
ment had

- of 1500 barrels capacity each; a cooling-floor of 1000 sq. yards area; 300
Is of 300 gallons capacity each; and 150 store-vats, one lar_v

:in 100.000 gaPlons. The operations consumed 2000 quarters of malt

''K),000 gallons of water wcekiy; while the carting of the beer employed 200 horses

and drays. These quantities most have greatly increased since; for although then-

has been a va-t increase of population since 1841 in the metropolis, the num1<> r of

porter breweries (of which those of Barclay & Perkins, and Truman & llanbury, are

the chief) remains nearly uniform.

BARCLAY, or BARCLAY-ALLARDICE, ROBERT, 1779-1854; a captain in the

British army, and a descendant of Barclay of Ury; noted as a pedestrian, at his greatest
effort walking 1000 m. in 1000 consecutive hours. In later life lie was a breeder of
cattle and .-hecp.

BARCLAY DE TOL LY, MICHAEL, Prince, one of the most distinguished Russian

generals. was descended from a branch of the same Scotch family to which the two
preceding Barclay the poet and the apologist of the Quakers belonged, some of whom
had M-itled in .Mecklenburg and Livonia. He was the youngest of three brothers, and
was b. in 1759 in Livonia, where his father, Gottlieb B. d"e T. at one time a member of
the town-council of Riga possessed an estate. Having been adopted by gen. van
Verrnoulen, B. de T. entered a Russian regiment of cuirassiers, at first with the rank of

sergeant. He fought with great bravery in the Turkish war of 1788-89; in the campaign
against Sweden in 1790; and in those against Poland in 1792 and 1794. In the ye u- Ifsoii,

at Pultusk, as maj. gen., he commanded Beuuiugsen's advanced-guard. He !<>-t an arm
at the battle of Eylau. Although much hated by the Russian national party, because
regarded by them as a German, he was appointed minister ot war by the emperor
Alexander in 1810 an office which he held till 1813. In 1818, he was made commander-
in-chief of the army of the west. His retreat to Smolensko, and the loss of the battle

fought there on the l?th of Aug., raised the hatred of the Russian national party to a

greater height than ever, and he was obliged to yield the chief command to Kutiisow.
It h-.is been maintained by many, that B.' de T. was the originator of thj Russian system
of defense in 1812. He had indeed advised a retreat to the interior, and recommended
the avoidance of a battle; but the system of defense, as a whole, originated with gen.
Pfuel, who had left the Prussian service, and constantly accompanied the emperor
Alexander from the year 1807, without holding any distinct official appointment. At
Moskwa, B. de T. commanded the right wing. After the death of Kutusow. he airair.
obtained the chief command of the army, which he held. at the battle of Baut/.eii. 'and
retained till the truce. He afterwards commanded the Russian army in Bohemia, and
took part in the battles of Dresden, Culm, and Leipsic. He was commander in-chief of
the Russian army in France, and in consequence of this was made a prince and a n'eld-
marshal. He died in 1818 at Insterburg, on his way to the Bohemian baths. Two or
three years before his death, the estate of Tolly or Towie. in Aberdeenshire, the old
inheritance of his family, was for sale, and he was pressed to buy it, but refused, on the
ground that his family had been so long expatriated that Scotland was now to them a
strange country.

BAR-COCH BA, SIMON, the leader of the Jews in their great insurrection n^ainst the
lomans, under the emperor Hadrian, from 131 tol35A.D. Three times had the oppressedJews revolted without success, from 115 to 118; and in 130, soon after Hadrian's return

i Syria a new rebellion broke out, for which they had been secretly pn-pariii" At
it was one Simon, who assumed the name of Bar-cochba. i.e , "son of the

star, pretending that the prophecy was to l>e fulfilled in him. "There shall come a star
out of Jacob (Numb. xxiv. 17). He fought at first with great success against the
tomans. and even obliged them to evacuate Jerusalem, where he was proclaimed kin"
and caned corns to be struck with his name. The war spread over all the countrv of

'tine, and fifty towns, besides many villages and hamlets. came into the possessione Jew* But on the arrival of Hadrian's general, Julius Severus, Jerusalem was
: and m August, i:W. Bother, the very last strong fortress held bv the Jews, Waflstormed by the Romans. B fell on the day of this Woody conquest. During the war.
* of thousands of Jews were destroyed, many wen- executed, and very cruel

subsequently issued apbul them. From this last struggle dates the tinalm of the J,,ws over the face of theearth. Thr holv citv was razed to the ground.ami rebuilt undo, another name. The Jews still retain' in their li.ur-v hymns which
hey char.t m innunilul memory of thb tragic event. Fora particular historv of the

- />, /' jMi.xc/u: kn,,j unter </ Katem Traj.ui nd ILt.lw,. \Aitona.

BARD, tin- name known to the Romans since 200 B.C.. by which the O-uils ind other
Celtic peopk, .British. Welsh, Irish, and Scotch) designated tlu-lr mlnstVels Like ii
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Scops of the Anglo-Saxons, and the Scalds of Scandinavia, the bards celebrated the deeds
of gods and heroes at religious solemnities, and the festivities of princes and nobles,

accompanying their recitations with the harp or chrotta (Ir. emit and chmearh); they
excited the armies to bravery, preceded them into the fight, and formed the heralds of

princes, and the mediators of peace. The institution early disappeared among the Gauls,
but lingered long in Wales, Ireland, and Scotland. The bards formed a hereditary
order, and exercised a decided national influence. The minstrels among the Celts, as

among the Germans, were the organ of the people, and the channel of all historical tra-

dition. It is supposed that in Wales, about 840 A.D., their privileges were defined and
fixed by the laws which bear the name of king Howel Dim; and in 1U78 the whole order
is said to have been reformed and regulated anew by Gryilith ap Conau. At Caerwys,
Aberfraw, and Mathraval, there were held from time to time great competitions in min-

strelsy, called eisteddfods, at which the judges were appointed by the prince. When
Wales was conquered by Edward I. (1284), the bards lost their privileges, and were,

according to tradition, persecuted and put to death; but succeeding princescountenanci -d

the institution, and eisteddfods were repeatedly held under royal commission down to

the reign of Elizabeth. Since then, exertions for the revival of national Welsh poetry
and the bardic profession have been made by several societies: the G \vyneddigion, founded
in 1770; the Cambrian, in 1818; and more recent!}', the Metropolitan Cambrian in>titu-

tion. To these societies, and to the patriotism of individuals, we owe collections of the

relics of the lays of the Welsh bards, none of which, it should be added, can be traced
to MSS. of an older date than the 12th century. The most interesting of those relics are

tho-e of Liwarc'h-Henn, Aueurin, and Taliesin. See Jones's /,'"'>> <>f tlu: \Vclxh Bard*,
(1794); Owen's Mi/cyn'<t-n Archarolvfiy of WnlfS (3 vols. , 1SU1-7); Palmr* </V.< /,'>/</,.< />'/>-

tons du r/" >,; -'V, //.// T. II. de la Villetoargui (Paris, lt-30), etc. See WELSII LANGUAGE
AND LlTKKATCKE.

Iii Ireland, the bards are believed to have been a hereditary guild, divided into three
classes: the Filcdha, who sung in the service of religion, and in war, and were the
counselors and heralds of priftces; the Braithcamhaiu. who recited or chanUd the laws;
the Seauachaidhe, who were chroniclers and genealogists to princes and nobles. Their

ample privileges and endowments of land gave them an exorbitant influence, which
both princes and people had sometimes to rise against and curb. The great skill of the
Irish bards ou the harp was acknowledged everywhere. After the conquest of Ireland

by Henry II., the profession began to sink. Still many of the chiefs maintained bards
in their families, whose songs and legends kept up the national feeling. This occasioned
several measures of the English rulers against the Irish bards; Elizabeth ordered the
bards that were captured to be hanged, as the instigators of rebellion. Turlogh O'Caro-

lan, b. 1G70, d. 1707, is reckoned the last Irish bard; his poems were translated into

English by Furlory. Other lays of the bards have been translated bv Miss Brook,
&Kc*ofIrish Poetry (Dub., 1789), and Ilardimau, Irtxk Minstrd*y (Dub., 1831).

The bardism of Scotland may be conjectured to have been similar to that of Ireland;
but nothing is certainly known of the subject beyond the fact that there were poets r

bards, of different degrees, in the highlands down to the 17th century.
The name of B. was unknown among the Germanic nations; though a corrupt read-

ing in some MSS. of the d ////<//</</ of Tacitus (bnrdituif for b-tritux, the "war-cry") led

Klopstock and others to write wild religious and war songs, which they called
"

baidits."
under" the notion that they were restoring a -branch of the national literature. This
Ossianic aberration soon came to an end.

BARD, a fortress and village of Piedmont, situated on the left bank of the Doire,
about 2o m. s. s.e. of Aosta. When the French crossed the St. Bernard in 1800, the for-

tress of B. offered a resistance to their further advance into Italy, which might have,

proved effectual had the Austrian garrison been sufficiently on tlTe alert. The French
failed to take the fortress by storm, but they succeeded in dragging their artillery under
and past the guns of the fort during the night, and were far on the road to Ivrea before
the Austrian commander was aware that they had passed. B. was taken a short time
after by the French, and razed, but it has since been restored. Pop. about 550.

BARD. Jonx, 1710-99: b. Penn. : a physician, nnd first president of the medical
society, lie established the first quarantine on Bedloe's island, in New York harbor.

BARD. SAMI-KI.. I.I..P., 1712-1821; b. Philadelphia; son of Dr. John; studied in

Columbia college and the Edinburgh medical school: organized the medical school of
Columbia college, and became dean of the faculty. While the federal government was
in New York he was Washington's family physician. In 1813, he was president of the

college of physicians and surgeons.

BARDESANES (properly Bar-DcisanX the founder of a Gnostic sect, was a native of
Edessa. in MeMipotamia, and flourished towards the end of the 2d century. He stood

high in favor with the monarch Abgar-bar-Maanu. but little is known regarding him.
I: \--- stated that he held a disputation with the philosopher Apollonius. who appeared
in Edessa in 105 A. p.. in the suite of L. Antonius Vcrus. lie was first a disciple of
Valentinus, whose heresy 'he afterwards abjured, and wrote against it, and also against
other heresies; but ultimately he relapsed into partial agreement with his old master.
His G/wst'y was not purely dualistic. He did not consider evil the eternal coefficient of
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but merely the result of a temporary reaction of matter on spirit. Yet, inexpli-

cably cnou-h. hi' maintained the devil to be a. self-existent, iiulependent being. He
denied the doctrine of the resurrection of the body, and, in conformity with such a con-

viction, as-, -rted that Christ's body w:;s not real, but only an illusivr image brought do\vn

from Heaven. Hi- diffused his opinions through the medium of hymns, of which he is

the first writer in Syria. These hymns, fragments of which are still extant.

exhibit i\ rich and pure fancy. His followers were called Bardesanists. They never

formally separated themselves" from the orthodox church, though they continued to exist

as late as the 5th century. See Halm's B. Gnostic u* St/rofu/n primus Hymnologus (Leip.,

BARDI. a small t. of Italy, on the left bank of tho Ceno, 31 m. w.s.w. from Parma.

in the province of Piacen/u." The town is commanded by a castle, situated on a hill,

erected in tlie'.nh century. In the vicinity are noble forests of chestnut, beech, and oak. B.

was formerly the capital of the duchy uf Bardi.

BAKIMNGS. or BAUD, such parts of horse-armor as protect the animal's head, neck,

and rump; the "champfront," the "
manifaire," the "poitrel," and the "croupier."

BARDOLI NO, a t. of northern Italy, with a harbor on lake Garcia, and about 14 m.
w from the fortress of Verona. The battle of Rivoli was fought in its vicinity in Jan.,

UAHDSTOWX, or BAIKDSTOWN, the seat of justice of Nelson co.
, Ky. : 40m. s.e. of

Louisville, on a branch of tlie Louisville and Nashville railroad; p< p. '7U, Ibo5. It is

.t of St. Joseph's (Roman Catholic) seminary and college, a college lor women,
an academy, and several important manufacturing establishments.

BAREBONES, or BAKBONK, PKAISE GOD, a London tanner and fanatical member of

the parliament of 1633, which became known by his name. After a short imprisonment
at the restoration he was lost sight of.

BAREFOOTED (Lat. (Uxralctati, i.e., shoeless), an appellation given to certain monks
and nuns who abstain from wearing any covering on tHe feet, either entirely (as the

Alcantarines, who originated at Placentia, in Spain, in 1540, but who are chiefly found
at present in the kingdom of Naples), or for a specified period of the year (as the r.unsof

our Lady of Calvary); or who, instead of shoes, wear merely sandals, i.e.. soles of wood,
leather, rope, or straw fastened by thongs. They do not constitute a separate order in

the Roman Catholic church, but are to be found" as a higher grade of asceticism with
more or less severity of observance, among most of the orders, Carmelites, Franciscans,
Anvils-tines. Eremites, Capuchins, etc. They are, however, steadily ignored by the more
dignified Dominicans, though the latter are themselves mendicant friars. The origin of

this form of religious austerity is to be traced generally to the custom which prevailed
among the Jews and Romans of putting off their shoes on the occurrence of public
calamities, that in this condition of mourning and humiliation they might implore the
Divine Being for deliverance; but perhaps more particularly to the command which
Christ gave his disciples (Matt. x. 10; Luke x. 4).

BAREGES, a small watering-place in France, situated in the Pyrenees, about 18m.
from Bagneres de Bigorre The mineral water for which it is celebrated contains prin-

cipally sulplmret of sodium, with portions of carbonate, muriate, and sulphate of soda,

nitrogen, and sulphureted hydrogen. Its efficacy in the cure of wounds, rheumatism,
stillness of joints, and scrofulous complaints is said to very remarkable. See Murray's
ILaiKl-litjok tu l-'rniti-<'.

BAREGES, mixed ti<-iies adapted for women's dresses, called in France cri-pe <U
'1 'he name is derived from the place noticed in the above article; in reality,

however. B. were never made in that little watering-place, the seat of the manufacture
l>eiiiir at Bairncres de Bigorre. B. are usually a mixture of silk and worked: an inferior
kind

JK-imr composed of cotton and worsted. They vary in color, and are .sometimes

light in tint, with printed patterns. All are of a slight fabric for summer wear. The
lH.->t are still manufactured in France.

BAREGINE. Mnny alga> are found growing in mineral springs, especially those of a
sulphuric nature. The product of their growth is a mucus-like substance somewhat

Ming the white or glair of an egg. This deposit is particularly abundant in the
hot springs al Ban -res. whence the name of naregine. It imparts a flesh-broth flavor
and odor to the water, which is pri/ed, and Is sometimes imitated by adding animal
gelatine to the sulphur baths where B. is deficient.

BAREILLY, the chief city of a district of the same name in Rohileund, British India
a district which, with an area of 21)82 so. m.. contains (IST'J* l..1<i7,i:>!) inhabitants, and

which i bounded on the e. by Oude and N'epuul. The city itself, with a pop. of 102.-
N in lat. 2S 2:!' n.. and long. 79 28' c.. being 78 in. n.w. of Calcr.tta. ar.d
! Delhi. It i> pleasantly siiinted in a well-wooded country on the left bank

of the .Tooa. an affluent of the western llamgunga. Beside-; a brisk and lucrative com-
. it has considerable manufactures, more particularly in the article of ornamental
and tables. It is the seat of a college attended by more than :'.()() students. B.

became a name of notoriety in the great mutiny of 1857* On the :Jlst of .May the city
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'\vas a scene of ray.inc and bloodshed. The native garrison, without any European
troops to overawe them, rose against their officers and seized the public treasure. They
murdered every European who had not the means of escaping. But fortunately, from
a suspicion of the outbreak, the ladies and children of the company's servants, both
civil and military, had previously been sent oil in safety. 13. was recovered by Sir

Colin Campbell, afterwards lord Clyde, in May, 1858.

BAPiEXTZ, AViLi.EM, one of the early explorers of the northern ocean; sailed from
Holland in June, l.",.)4, to find a n.e. route to China; explored a great part of Nova
Zeinbla and returned. Next year he sailed with seven vessels laden with rich goods for

eastern trade, but too late in the season to succeed. In May, 11596, he went as pilot of

two ships sent out 1 y the city of Amsterdam
;
at Spitzbergen the ships separated, and

B. guided his own around Nova Zernbla until frozen in at Ice Haven, Sept. 1, where

they passed the winter in great misery, the sun being below the horizon 81 days. June
'14, 15 'J7, those who survived started in open boats for the mainland; B. died the second

day; the others rcachi'l Lapland, where they found the other vessel, and were rescued.

Interesting relics of B.'s expedition have recently been discovered.

BARE POLES. A ship with all her sails furled, either scudding before the winder
lying-to from stress of weather, is said to be " under bare poles."

BAREEE DE VIEUZAC, BERTRAND, a member of the French national convention, b.

at Tarbes, 10th Sept., 1753. He became an advocate in the court at Toulouse. After

acting as a deputy in the national assembly, the department of the Hautes-Pyrcnees
elected him to the national convention in 1792. He is said to have been naturally in

favor of moderate measures, but he was easily overawed by the influence of the party of
the mountain, with whom he generally acted and whom he supported by his eloquence,
which was so ilowery and poetical in style that he came to be designated the Aiiacreon
of the guillotine, lie was president of the convention when the sentence was passed
upon Louis XVI. lie rejected the appeal to the people, and gave his vote with these

words: " The law is for death, and I am here only as the organ of the law." His natu-

ral mildness, warring with the instinct of self-preservation, made him alternately a sup-
porter of merci'ul measures and an advocate of the guillotine, and his whole public
conduct betokens a man much more selfish than patriotic or humane. After the death
of Robespierre, in which he had concurred, B. nevertheless proposed the continuation
of the revolutionary tribunal, for which he was denounced by Lecointre and afterwards

impeached an i sentenced to transportation; his sentence, however, was not carried into

effect, and he partook of the general amnesty of the 18th Brumaire. He was elected as

a deputy to the chamber in 1815, during the hundred days. After the second restoration

he was banished from France and went to Brussels, where he devoted himself to

literary work till the revolution of July permitted his return. In the year 18o2 he was
once more elected as a deputy by the department of the Halites-Pyrenees; his election,
however, AYas annulled, on account of errors of form, whereupon the government called
him to be a member of the administration of that department, which ollice he continued
to hold till 1840. He died on 14th Jan., 1841. He bestowed upon the younger Carnot
his .)////<///,.<, which have been published ('3 vols. Par. 1843). His many other political
and historical writings are now of 110 importance.

BARET TI, JosK^ii, an Italian \vriter, b. at Turin, 1716. He was intended for the
laAv, but devoted himself to literature. In 1751, he established him>elf as a teacher of
Italian in London, where, in 1757, he published the Itcifid/i Libniry, giving an account
of the most eminent Italian authors and their works. He was about this time appointed
secretary for the foreign correspondence of the Royal Academy. In 1762, he published
an account of his travels through Portugal, Spain, and the s. of France to Italy in L tti re-

ftiiitt;/!i<irt. which, witli additions and a new title, were afterwards republished in Eng-
land. B. now lived some time in Italy, and published at Venice a journal called the

Literary Stourfp, which brought upon him many prosecutions. On his return to Eng-
land, he published, among other works, an Italian grammar, and an Italian and English
dictionary, which have since gone through many editions. One evening, he became
involved in a street-brawl in London, and stabbed' with his penknife a man, who died
soon after. B. was tried for murder, made his own defense, and was acquitted Ur.
Johnson, Burke, and Garrick testifying to the excellence of his character. He died in
1789 in London.

BAEFLETJE, a seaport t. of France, in the department of La Manohfi, about 15 m. e.

of Cherbourg. It is now a place of little importance, but it is notCAvorthy as being the

port from whence, according to report. William the Conqueror set out on his invasion
of England. In the 13th and 14th centuries, B. was twice pillaged by the English.

BARGA, or BARGA DE GARFAGNANA. a t. of Italy, in the province of Lucca, 25 m.

p.
n.e. from Pisa, near the left bank of the Serchio. B. has a fme collegiate church, and

is celebrated for its gunpowder manufactories. The sides of the neighboring mountains
are covered with noble chestnut fore.-ts.

BARGAIN AND SALE, in the UIAV of England, is a mode of conveyance whereby
property, real and personal, may be assigned or transferred for valuable consideration.
It finds a chief place, however, in laAV-books in connection with the conveyance of real
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estate. In regard to personal estate, a.Wy/i nu-nt (q.v.) appears to be the more appro-

priate, a- it is t!;e in. .-re usual term. B. and S., then, maybe described as a conveyance,
in tin- \vav <>f a real contract, by means of which property in lauds and tenements,
whether that property be in possession, remainder, or reversion, is conveyed from one

:i to another. I'D its terms, it consists of a B. and S. by the seller to the intended

vendee for money; and by the statute of frauds, 29 ('has. II., c. 3, it must be inirrit/i.y;

and by tin: statute of enrollments, the 21 Hen. VIII. c. 16, it cannot pass a freehold,
unless'it IK; by in<!t ,/////< , urulltd within six months after its date, or with a cu*fon rotulunini

of the county. But hereditaments lying within any city or town corporate, the ollicers

of which have authority to make enrollment of deeds, are excepted from this statute.

A B. and S. for a term'of years, however, will be effectual without enrollment, But see

LEASE and I;;.;

No particular form of words is essential to the validity of a B. and S. ; "bargain and
sell" are the words of transfer ordinarily used. But other words will have the same

, and the distinctive character of the conveyance is determined by the considera-

tion on which it is founded. This consideration, however, is held to be a mere matter
of form, and sutlicieiitly complied with if the conveyance purport to be KG founded.
To this end, any trivial sum may be inserted in the conveyance, though the considera-
tion which really passes between the parties be of larger amount; or even though it be,
in fact, not of a pecuniary nature. It is also immaterial whether the sum so inserted be

actually paid or not. Stephen's Commentanes, vol. i., pp. 535-537. See GUSTOS ROTU-
LOUUM, POSSESSION OP PROPERTY, REMAINDER, REVERSION, INDENTURE, LEASE, and
RELEA-K.

There is no such title to land or other real estate in the Scotch law, bnt in that system
there may be a bargain as to land, the evidence of which must be in writing, the Scotch
law in this respect agreeing with the regulations of the English statute f frauds above
referred to. The term bargain is also used by Scotch lawyers to signify a contract or

agreement for the sale of personal or movable property, and to such a bargain the inter-

vention of writing is not necessary, but it may be proved by witnesses.

BABOA PASS, in the Himalaya, in n. lal, 31 16', e. long. 78 19', the highest part of
it about 15,000 ft. above the sea.

BARGE, an ancient t. of Piedmont, in the province of Cuneo, 30 m. s.w. of Turin.
Pop. '71, 2429, who are engaged in the manufacture of lire-arms and the quarrying of
slate. A brisk general trade is also carried on.

BARGE. Various forms of vessel receive this appellation. The admiralty and city
of London barges, used on ceremonial occasions, are elegantly fitted out, and supplied

clumsy, Mat-bottomed ve.-sel of burden, employed either in conveying goods from one
town orq;:ay .0 another, and to aid in bringing stores to and from ships. There are

il kinds of this last-named craft namely, coal-barges, sand-barges, west-country
barges, etc. For the chief points of difference between barges and other boats, see
BOAT.

BARGE-BOARD. Where the roof, in Gothic houses, extends oveY the wall, the gable
is generally furnished with a board, which either covers the rafter, or occupies the place
of a rafter \i^\t. These B.-B. were often very richly ornamented, particularly in the
llth and loth centuries. The accompanying illustration is copied from Parker's Glos-

tary of Architecture.

BARIIAM, RICHARD HARRIS, 1768-1845; an English humorist known as "Thomas
logoldflby.

He began to study law, left it for the church, and was ordained in is]:
1

,.

(31. he was appointed minor canon of St. Paul's, London, and three years later
one of the priest* j,, ordinary of his majesty's chapel royal. In IN:;:', lie be -ran

in li'/iUey'* Magazine the grotesque Inyoldsby Legend*, which gave him immediate and
enduring fame as a humorous writer, one with scarcely aVi\al since Duller wrote
Uudtbrat. \ et his life was grave and dignified, and he was held in high honor. Though
a tory in politics, he was the life-lone friend of Sydney Smith, the prominent liberal;and Iheodore Hook was also among his friends. He published one novel, .)/// (',,nfn
Mew**, and contributed largely to the Kiinh,,,;,!, /,v,-/, ,r and the Literary Qaseth
besides furnishing a third of the articles for a large biographical dictionary. "His
ound judgment and kind heart made him the tru-ted counselor the valued friend
and the frequent peace maker; and he was intolerant of all that was mean base and
fal-e.

BARI (ancient li,irfn,n). a city in the kingdom of Italy, capital of a province of the
same name, la situated nn a peninsula in the Adriatic, in lat. 41 8' n. and Ion" 16 53'
r and about 110 n,. n.n.e. from Naples. pop. '73, :.<l,.YJl. It is strongly fortified, and

I by a masMve old castle of Norman origin, nearly a mile in 'circumference.
'.

">' |s divided int.. the old town and the new. The streets, with some few CXCep-
ed and gloomy. B., which is the see of an archbishop, has manuiae-

ton, silk, linen, soap, etc., and carries on an active export trade in oil corn,
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and fruit with Trieste and Dalmatia. Its harbor does not admit of the entrance of large

vessels; but its quay and roadstead are good. It has some tine ecclesiastical structures,

the most notable of which is the prior}' of St. Nicholas, a noble specimen of the Lombard

style of architecture, founded irn4U87* and liberally endowed by the brothers Guisc.ard.

Within the walls of this building. Urban II., in 1098, held a council of Greek and Latin

bishops, with the view of settling the differences between the two churches: and Roger
II. was here crowned king of Sicily. The priory contains some interesting monuments
:md relics, the most remarkable of which is the tomb of Bonn Sfor/.a. queen of Poland,
who died in the castle in 1557. B. is one of the cities believed to have been founded by
lapyx, son of Daedalus. Its coins show it to have been a place of considerable note

among the Greeks as early as the :5d c. r,.c. The Romans appear to have held it in but
little repute; but it ro>e in esteem when, in the 10th e.. il fell into the hands of the

Greek emperors, who made it the capital of Apulia, and the residence of a viceroy, k
WHS twice taken in the llth c. by the Normans, who added to its >tren;rUi and import-
ance. The province of B. contains 2280 sq.m., and a pop. of (1872) 004,040.

BA'RI, or BARIS. a savage negro tribe on the "White Nile, living under chiefs. They
are polygamists, and generally at war with traders, or among themselves. The poorer
classes are employed in manual labor.

BA'RI, TERRA m, a province in Italy, on the Adriatic, n. of Otranto: 2406 sq.m.;

pop. '71, 604,540. The surface is mostly level, s"il calcareous, covered with loam; the

summers very hot, but other reasons pleasant. The Ofanto is the only river of any size.

The province is well cultivated, producing grain, tobacco, flax, cotton, wine, oil, almonds,
etc. Fine-wooled sheep are numerous, and salt and niter works are important. Besides

the capital of the same name, the chief towns are Barlefta, Trani, Bi<ceghe. Molfetta,

Monopoli, and Tasano, on the coast, and Andria. Ruvo, Nola, Bitonto, and Conversano,
inland.

BARIGAZ ZO. a village of the province of Modena, remarkable for the streams of fire

several feet high which issue out of the soil in the vicinity, and continue to burn for

days without intermission.

BARIL LA, an impure carbonate of soda, procured from plants which grow in salt-

marshes or other places near the sea, and which forms a considerable article of com-
merce, being used in the manufacture of soap and of glass, and for other purposes in the

arts. The greatest quantities of B. are produced in Spain and the Balearic islands; but
the Canary islands. Italy, and France, also contribute a part. It is procured !>} burn-

ing the plants, much in the same way that sea-weeds are burned upon the coasts of
Scotland to procure kelp. The Spanish B. is most esteemed, especially that produced
near Alicante, which is chiefly obtained from the wlxoln xirtira, a plant of the natural

order cfn n<>)i<><1inr>'n . This plant is there cultivated in grounds close by the sea, embanked
on the side nearest it, and furnished with floodgates, through which the salt water is

occasionally admitted. It is cut in Sept., dried in small heaps, and then burned in

a hole in the ground. Other species of .-(tfso'ft (salt-wort), as .S tr/iffus and >'. kali (the
latter a common native of the shores of Britain), are also burned for B., although they
yield it in smaller quantity than S. wfiru. B. is made in France from iiJi<'<>riil<i berbaeat

or irnntta (glass-wort), another of the ehenemdineeaa, plentiful also in salt-marshes on the

shores of Britain and other parts of Europe. The manufacture of B. has greatly
declined, from the fact that soda can now be made artificially from common salt. See
SALT-WORT.

BARI'NAS, or VARTNAS, a state in s. central Venezuela; 17,494 sq.m.; pop. 210,000;
a fertile region producing coffee, indigo, tobacco, and tropical fruits in abundance,
besides immense herds of cattle, sheep, asses, and mules. Barinas. the city of the

same name, is on the Santo Domingo, 262 m. s.w. of Caraccas; pop. 81150. It was once

prosperous, but was sacked by royalists during the war of independence. Tobacco
of excellent quality is its chief export. The streets are regular, and the houses neat and
clean.

BARING. The firm of Baring Brothers is one of the greatest commercial houses in

the world. Its founder was John B.. a German, who settled in a small business in Exe-
ter. England, in the first half of the 18th century. Two of his sons, Francis and John,
establish d in London in 1770 the now existing house.

FRANCIS became a director of the East India company, and being a stanch supporter
of Pitt, was created a baronet by that minister in 1793. He took an active part in the

discussions relative to the bank restriction act of 1797.

Sir THOMAS B., eldest son of the above, b. June 12, 1772, succeeded his father in

the baronetcy. He appears to have taken no active part in the business of the firm, being

chiefly remarkable as an admirer and encourager of art. His magnificent collection of

paintings was dispersed by public sale after his death in April, 1848.

ALEXANDER B., brother of the above. See LORD ASITBURTON.
Sir FRANCIS THORNHTLL B., son of sir Thomas, whom he succeeded, was b. in 1790,

was educated at Oxford, where in 1817 he took a double first class. H^ entered parlia-
ment as M.P. for Portsmouth in 1826. Under successive whig governments, he was a
lord of the treasury, secretary to the treasury, chancellor of the exchequer, and first lord
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a 15.. brsitheY of tlie first lord Northbrook, b. in 1800, devbted himself early to

commercial ] urstiits, and a'so to politics, taking the opposite side to his brother, lie

\ cr, much more widely known as a partner in the firm of B. Brothers than as

I. lie died in Nov., 1873.

The linn is en'-raired lo a larce extent in the negotiation of national loans, in ex-

change and money-broking, in the produce trade, home and colonial, and in importa-

tion and exportation from and to foreign countries.

BAKING. Cii \KT.KS. b. 1807; son of sir Thomas; a graduate of Oxford; bishop of

Gloucester and Bristol in 1850; in 1861, the successor of Montague Villiera in the see of

Durham.

BAKING, THOMAS GEORGE, b. 1826; the second lord Korthbrook. lie has been a

lord of the admiralty, under-sccrctary for war. member of parliament, and in 1872 was

appointed viceroy ami go vernor-geiieral of India.

BARING-GOULD. SAIUNK. b. 1834; an English author educated at Cambridge; in

1863 he published Ict-iuai, its Xe-enes and Sagas. He subsequently took orders, and v, as

curate in several places. Among his works are Post-Mediaeval Preachi-m. Th<- Bookvf Wart-

Wolrejt, Curious Myths of the Middle Age*, Origin and Development of Religious J

Tlie Golden Gate, Legends of Patriarchs and Prophets, etc.

BARITAH, Rtri'Ui, a genus of large Australian birds, placed by some ornithologists
in the family of shrikes (q.v.), (laniada), and by others in that of crows (q.v.), (corrn/ff).

The bill is large, conical, scarcely curved, the base of it extending remarkably backward
on the forehead. The best known species is the piping crow, or piping grakle. or Jar-

ra-warnaug of New South Wales ('. tipiceri). It preys on small birds, is gregarious, lias

a melodious voice, is easily tamed, soon learns to whistle tunes, and exhibits a great

power of mimicking the voices of other birds.

BARIUM (sym. Ba. eq. 68.5, in new system 137) is the metal present in heavy spar

(sulphate of baryta) and baryta. It was regarded as a white metal, until the researches

of Dr. Matthiesen demonstrated that it possesses a yellow color. As yet, the metal B.

has not been obtained in mass, but only as a powder. It decomposes water readily at

ordinary temperatures, and exposed to the air, quickly combines with oxygen, forming
the oxide of li (BaO), or BARYTA. The latter substance is an earth resembling ordinary
caustic lime, and may otherwise be prepared by adding finely divided black oxide of

copper (CuO) to a solution of sulphuret of B. (BaS), when the sulphuret of copper (CuS)
is thrown down, and the baryta (BaO) is left in solution. On evaporation the water of
solution passes off as steam, and leaves the solid earthy-looking substance, baryta. A
third mode of preparing baryta is to heat strongly the nitrate of baryta (BaONO.0, when
the nitric acid (NO) flies off, and leaves the baryta (BaO). The stilphuret of B. (BaS)
is obtained when the sulphate of baryta (BaOSO 3 ) in powder is mixed with finely-pul-
verized coal, and the whole being placed in a crucible, is raised to a red heat in a fur-

nace. The result is, that 4 atoms of the carbon (C) of the coal carry off the 4 atoms of

oxygen in the sulphate of baryta as carbonic oxide (CO), whilst the B. united solely with

sulphur is left behind as the sulphuret of B. (BaS). The chloride ofR is prepared by
adding h .

drpchloric acid (HOT) to a solution of the sulphuret of B. (BaS). when hydro-
sulphuric acid (HS) escapes, and chloride of B. remains behind, and on evaporation, of
the liquid, is obtained in crystals.

BARK. See BARQUE.
BARK (fortef), in phanerogamous or flowering plants, is the external covering of the

stem. It is composed of layers of cellular tissue, whilst the woody stem, to which it

fbrms a -ort of sheath, is vascular. In endogenous plants (palms, etc.). there is not. in

general, a very marked line of separation between the B. and the vessels or vascular

marked. The outermost layer of the B. of exogenous pbnts is the fp!<1<
>w'< (q.v.).

r, is in general only to be wen in annual stems, and in the youngest part*
.f v o< id v stems; peeling off as the stem becomes older alonjr with the outer laver-ot the

Hi th<-
epidermis

is the true B., of which 'the outer layer is' called the
(Gr. outer bark), and consists of cells, usually rectangular and flattened, with

tine . walls. 1 he inner layer of the true B. is called the mfsnpKlafum (Gr. middle bark).
(rally formed of a cellular tissue of roundish cells with thin w.tlls These

;J

r|i ! ry distinctly separated from one another, and someiime<
ally into one another; sometimes there is merely a continuous cellular tissue.

\Nitlim the true F,. ]v ; , very distinct layer, the inner B.. 'liber (LaU or ei,<l<>)>l!,<;nn (Gr.inner bark), alBO frequently culled bast, which is c<.mp..s-d of bundles of wo<>dv fiber or
ue mixed with cellular tissue. The layer of cambium iq.v.) is often regarded

belonging l<> the inner B., but rather l>elongs to* the vascular part of the stem, 'in the
inner B. are sometimes found cells containing a milky juice, as in the apocyna>*
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ressels for a milky juice, as in the common fig. The combined strength and flexibility
of the fibers of the inner B. render it in many cases useful for various purposes. See
FIBER and BAST. In the true B., the peculiar juices and most characteristic substances
elaborated by the plant are very generally found, for which reason that part is often of
the greatest importance in medicine and the arts. The B. of many trees abounds in

tannin or tannic acid (q.v.).
The B. of a stem or branch of not more than one year old exhibits only a cellular

integument or epidermis with an interior lining of woody fiber the inner B.
;
but new

layers are added from year to year, the B. as well as the woody stem being increased
from the cambium, the mucilaginous layer which is interposed between them, and which

particularly abounds in spring, when the separation of the B. from the stem is most

easy. The annual layers, however, cannot long be distinctly recognized in the B. as in

the wood; and in the older portions of woody stems, the outermost parts of the B.
become desiccated and lifeless, and are in general gradually thrown off. On this account,
those mosses, lichens, and other plants which attach themselves only to the outermost

layer of the B. of trees, and derive their nourishment from it, cannot be regarded as true

parasites, as they are in no degree supported l>y the juices of the stem, but only consume
and remove external matter already destitute of lite. The B. of some trees is remark-
able for the thickness which it acquires, as thut of the cork-tree, in which the epiphla'nin
is formed of many layers of cells. The outer parts of thick barks very often crack, to

admit of the expansion of the stem within; in the lace-Lark tree of the 'West Indies, the
fibers of the inner B. become partially separated as it is distended, forming lo/enge-
shaped meshes arranged with beautiful regularity.

The connection between the cellular tissue of the B. and that of the pith in the center
of the tree is continually maintained by means, in exogenous stems, of the medullary
rays. See EXOCKMH s PLANTS and PITH. The B. is a protection to the young and
tender wood: ii appears al>o to exercise functions analogous to those of the leaves,
which, when young, it resembles in its color, and which are regarded as dilatations of it,

o that it has been called the " universal leaf
"
of a plant.

BARE, in medicine, etc. The principal barks use:! in medicine will be found noticed
in separate articles. See ANDIHA (Cabbage B., Surinam /?.); ANGOSTURA B. ; CAUIBBEE
B. (JaiMiica B., St. Lucia B., Piton B.); CAPCAIUI.I.A (('</', / ri'/a B., Elcuthcnn B.);
CINCHONA ((.'ii<cjt <>:,n J>., Pi-n/cian B., Jesuits' B., China, Casearilla, Aricu B., Calasaya
B., Cunibay.i I'., JIu<t,;iui>'<-x B., Huanuco B., Jaen ]>., I^>.r<t B., Maracaibo B., Ash B.,
Crwrn B., Silrcr JJ., Y<l<<>in J>.. Tan B., etc.); CLOVE B. ; COPALCHE B. ; CULILA \v.\\

B. ; WINTER'S BAKK. When B. is mentioned without any prefix, it is always cinchona,
othcrwi>e called Peruvian or Jesuits' B., which is intended.

The barks used for dyeing, tanning, and other purposes in the arts, being generally
named from the trees which produce them, particular references here are unnecessary.

"

BARK, FOU TANMNC. The B. of many trees is capable of being used for tanning
[.v.), but those kind.* of B. are preferred which particularly abound in tannic acid. Oak
. is principally used in Britain and throughout Europe; also in North America,

although that of America is obtained from species of oak different from the European;
in Spain, the inner hiyer of the B. of the cork oak, or cork-tree, is employed, and it

is to some extent imported into Britain for the use of tanners. The B. of the chestnut
is also much esteemed. Larch B. and willow B. are used in preparing some kinds of
leather. The B. of the birch and that of the alder are also employed; birch B. being,
however, more esteemed for steeping fishermen's nets and cordage, to preserve them from
rotting, than for the preparation of leather. Different species of acacia (q.v.) and of

ffu.cali//ifi< (q.v.) furnish barks used for tanning in Australia, some of which hare, to a
small extent, become articles of commerce.

The Ixirh'iuft of trees can be accomplished with facility only in spring, when the sap
has begun to circulate. The tree being felled, the rough "external lifeless parts of the B.
are removed as useless, by means of a sharp instrument called a *> rnpfr; the smaller
branches are cut into lengths of about 2 ft., and their B. is loosened by beating with a
mallet, and easily taken off as boys at the same season make plane-tree whistles; the
B. of the trunk and main branches is cut through by a chisel-like instrument, called a

barking-iron, into similar lengths, each of which is divided longitudinally, and finally
stripped off by the aid of mallets, chisels, etc. The B. is sometimes dried in sheds
being plac"d on narrow shelves or frames in such n way that there may be a very free
circulation of air about it; sometimes in the open air. when it is very generally made to
rest in a sloping position against trunks of trees placed horizontally at a little distance
from the ground, the larger pieces of B. being placed so as to protect the smaller both
from sun and rain. Great care is necessary in the drying of B.. as it is much spoiled if

allowed to get moldy, and is liable to suffer injury from rain or from the exposure of
its inner surface to the sun. Oak and birch B. are usually about equal in their price,
which, however, varies very much, from 4 to 8 per ton.

'

Larch B. is much less valu-

able; it is also of much greater bulk in proportion to its weight. The B. is a very
important source of the revenue derived from many woods and coppices.

BARK BEETLE, or BAHK-CTTAFKR, a name common to many of the large family of

coleopterous insects (q.v.), called by entomologists rylopJmyi (Gr. wood-caters). They
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arc all small, and generally of uniform color; they have hard bodies, and short, often

Most iif the fnmily live in wood or other vegetable substances, as

:ooms, dried plants in herbariums, etc., and sonic of them are extremely injurious

to liviiiL' trees. Those called B. beetles or bark-chafers b<>re holes in the bark, and deposit
their eir-rs in the inner bark, in which the larva- excavate pathways, olten causing the

death of the tree. One species in particular, sometimes called the common bark-chafer
.

/;w/(//''.). and sometimes the typographer beetle, from the figure of its bur-

iri-i from time to time appeared in extraordinary numbers, ravaging the forests of

;ny. In l?s;{. it caused the death of a million and a half of pines in the Harz
done. This insect is mentioned in some of the old German liturgies under the

popular name of
"
the Turk," which its dreaded ravages obtained for it.

BAR KAL, or JE'BEL BAR'KAT,, a singular sandstone rock in Nubia, situated in lat.

n., and long. 31 46' e., about a mile from the right bank of the Nile. It is quite

ted, perpendicular on the side facing the river, and very steep on all. It is about
-,
1

in. in circumference at the base, and 409 ft. in height, its summit forming a pretty
broad plateau. Between it and the river are the remains of some magnificent temples,
the two principal ones being known as the typhonium, and the great temple, one of

the largest monumental ruins of Nubia. The ancient city of Napata is supposed to have
lx>en situated in the vicinity. The two red granite lions, now in the Egyptian room of

the British museum, were brought from here in 1S32 by lord Prudhoe.

BARKER. EDMfxn HKXRY, a well-known English philologist, was b. 22d Dec., 1788,
jit Hollym, in Yorkshire, and studied at Cambridge. Besides editions of several Latin

cla^ic-s, and numerous contributions to periodicals, particularly to the Clamcal Journal,
he was led, during a residence with the famous philologist Parr, to undertake a revision

of Stephens's Thesaurus Lingua Grtrca. This gigantic work was violently assailed in the

Quarterly Rttiew by Blomfield, against whom B. wrote his Anstarchus Anti-Blomfield-
i'tnus (London, 1818); yet he and his publisher, Valpy of London, carried it on and

completed it in a spirited manner (13 vols., 1816-28). In 1812 appeared the first

volume of his Clasnical Recreations. He also supplied materials for the composition of

Sturt/'s Etymologicum Gudianum, He likewise translated some works of German
philologists, among others, Buttmann's Greek Grammar for School*. He collected the

if anecdote and criticism relative to his friend Dr. Parr, which was published in

2 vols. in 1828-29, under the title of Parnann, a work well-nigh unreadable, from the

superabundance and ill-digested nature of its matter. He also assisted prof. Dunbar in

the compilation of the Greek and English Lexicon published in 1831. He lost all that

he had in a lawsuit about a valuable inheritance, so that he was obliged to sell his tine

library, and was put into the debtors' prison. He died in London, Mar. 21, 1839. in

extreme poverty.

BARKER, FORDYCE, b. Maine, 1810; graduated at Bowdoin, and studied medicine
at Harvard, Paris, and Edinburgh; professor of midwifery at Bowdoiu, and in New
York medical college; president of the New York state medical society, and professor of
clinical midwifery and diseases of women in Bellevue medical college. He wrote, in

1872, a treatise on puerperal diseases.

BARKER, GEORGE F., b. Mass., 1835; graduate of Yale scientific school; chemical
!V9istant in Harvard medical school; professor of chemistry and geology in "Wheaton
(111.) college; acting professor of chemistry in Albany medical college; professor of

physiological chemistry and toxicology in Yale; profes'sor of chemistry in the univer-

sity of Pi nnsylvania, and vice-president of the American association for the advance-
ment of science. He has lectured in many cities, and is author of a Te.rt-Sook of Elcintnt-
ii nj

BARKER, JACOB. 1779-1871: b. Maine; an eminent merchant and financier. He
l*?gan trade in New York; lost his fortune in 1801; recovered soon after, and in the war.
of 1812 raised a loan of $5,000,000 for the government. He was a state senator in New
York when the senate was the court of appeals. He established a newspaper to advo-
cate the election of De Witt Clinton for governor; founded the exchange hank in N<-w
York, and became a heavy operator in stocks; failed, was indicted with others for

conspiracy to defraud; defended himself in person, and the jury disagreed; was tried
f.vice more, and then the indictment was quashed. He removed to New Orleans in 1853
and built up a fortune, but was impoverished by the rebellion, in which he was loyal to
the union.

BARKER, JOHN, descended of an English mercantile family, became, in 1799. agent
for the East India company at Aleppo; in 1826, British consul at Alexandria ; and
afterwards conaal-ffMftenu in Egypt. In the year 1834, he removed from this situation
t.. the lonely but lovely valley of Suedia on* the Orontes, four leagues from Antioch,
where he employed himself in the cultivation of the choicest fruits of Asia and Europe.We are indebted to him for the Hanwiek nectarine, the most delicious yet introduced

to our gardens. The good terms on which he stood with the people around him and
With the government, enabled him to render many valuable services to European
trarelcre. He died at Suedia on the oth of Oct., 1850.
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BARKER'S MILL (Fr. roue a reaction, Ger. Segner'swasserrad), a water-wheel invented

by Dr. Barker towards the end of the 17th century. It is represented in its simplest or

typi^l
form in cut. A is a wide metal pipe, resting at its lower end by the steel spindle

T, on a metal block B, and kept in a vertical position

by the spindle S. at its upper end, which passes through
the frame of the machine, so that it can easily revolve

round its axis. Near its lower end, two smaller pipes
or arms, C, C. are inserted, which project horizontally
from it, and tiu-M have each, at the outer extremity,
a hoiecut vertically in them, opening towards opposite
sides. The water is supplied by the pipe P, which

opens over a funnel-like widening on the upper part of

A, and the quantity is so regulated that while the

pipe A is kept nearly full, no more is admitted than
Issues from the lower orifices. The reaction caused

by the water gushing from the arms, forces them back-

wards, and gives to the whole machine a rotatory
motion. This reaction is much the same as is seen

in the recoil of a gun when fired, or in the pushing
back of a small boat by the foot on stepping ashore.

It may be also thus explained: Suppose that the arms
were closed all round, the water would press against
the sides with a force proportional to the height of
the water in the pipe A, and the pressure against any
particular surface of the side woula produce no motion
of the arm, because an equal pressure is exerted in a

contrary direction by a corresponding surface opposite
to it. Now. if one of these surfaces be cut out, the

pressure against the other being uncounteracted, forces the arm in the opposite direction

to that of the side in which the whole is made. This being done to both arms on

opposite sides, two equal pressures are produced, which conspire in generating the same
motion of rotation. As soon as motion ensues, centrifugal force comes into play, which,
throwing the water out towards the ends of the arms, increases the rapidity of its dis-

charge, and also its reacting power. When the wheel is in action, the water thus acts

under the influence of two forces one being the pressure of the column in A, and
the other the centrifugal force generated by the rotation of the wheel itself. The motion
of the wheel is transmitted by the spur-wheel fixed to the spindle S, to the machinery
which is to be driven by it. or, in the case of a corn-mill, the spindle passes directly

through the lower millstone, and is firmly fixed into the upper one.

The power is manifestly increased by heightening the water-column, or by lengthening
the arms the former increasing the pressure of the water, and the latter increasing the

leverage at which this pressure acts. In the mill shown in the figure, the column in A
cannot be advantageously heightened, for the higher it rises, the greater must be the

weight which the conical spindle, T, has to sustain, and the greater, consequently, becomes
the friction. It is from this circumstance that such mills are found, in practice, to yield
but a small mechanical effect the friction consuming too large a proportion of the work
of the wheel. Hence, in the reaction wheels now in use, the original B. M. has l>eeu so

modified as to allow of the water being conducted from the reservoir below the arms
instead of above. This is effected by making the vertical pipe revolve below in a

stuffing box at its junction with the conduit, and above, by a pivot moving in the fixed

frame. By this arrangement, the friction attending the rotation is reduced to a minimum,
for not only is the weight of the water placed out of account, but also a large proportion
of the weight of the wheel itself, which is borne by the upward pressure of the water.
The mechanical performance of such wheels is said to be highly satisfactory, producing,
with a limited supply of water falling from a considerable height, a useful effect, hardly
to be otHained by any other contrivance. The power of these machines may be also

increased by using curved instead of straight arms. With straight arms a considerable
loss of force is incurred by the sudden change of the direction of the current when it

leaves the arm, which does not take place to the same extent with curved arms, where
this change is effected gradually. In Whit claw's mill (hence called the Scottish turbine),
the form of B. M. generally met with in Scotland, there are three instead of two curved
arms of this description. Considerable difference of opinion still exists as to the merits of
15. .M., some considering it as the most perfect way of applying water-power, and others

putting it in the same rank as an undershot wheel, with the same water-supply. Of late

years, it has been more extensively employed than formerly, both in this country and on
the continent. See WATEH-POWEK.

BARKING, a t. of the co. of Essex, England, in a low flat situation, on the left bank
of the Roding. about 2 m. above its junction with the Thames, and 5 m. n.e. of London,
on the North Woolwich railway. Pop. '71, 5766, among whom are many fishermen,
who pursue their occupation on the Thames, the tide flowing up the Roding to the
town. The mouth of the Roding is often called Barking creek. The neighborhood
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sends lanrc quantities of potatoes and vegetables to the London market. There is also a

transit trade in coal and timber. The church of St. Margaret is an edifice of consider-

able beauty, in the perpendicular style, and probably of the beginning of the 15th c. ;

but it confains three columns of the early Norman style, supposed to have been brought
from the ruins of' the adjacent abbey. liarkiiiff AMicy was one of the richest nunneries

in England. It was founded about 677 A.B., in the reigns of Sebba and Sighere, kings
,,f th. ns, by St. Erkcnwald, bishop of London, whose sister, St. Ethelburga,
was the fir- 'In S 7<>, it was burned to the ground by the Danes, and the nuns
killed r disn^fir It was rebuilt and restored to its former splendor by king Edgar,
in tin- middle of the 10th cei-tury. The abbess of Barking was one of four ladies who
held the- rank of baroness in right of their office. She lived in great state, and always
furni.-lied a quota of men to tlie. king in time of Avar. She was required also to maintain

certain embankments on the Thames. Several queens of England, and other ladies of

very high birth, assumed the olHee of abbess of Barking. After the suppression of con-

vents by Henry VIII., the abbey buildings soon went to ruin, and scarcely any remains
exist except the gate-house.

BARK-STOVE, in gardening, a kind of hot-house intended for those plants which

require not only the greatest heat, but also a continually moist atmosphere. It derive?

its name from the use of tanners' bark, for the purpose of producing this atmospheric
condition. The bark is placed in a pit, lined and paved with brick, and pots containing
tropical plants are sunk in it; by which means the plants not only enjoy a moisture

resembling that of their native climates, but the earth around their roots is kept uni-

formly and moderately heated. The principle of the B. is adopted in pineries, palm
hou-cs, etc.. also in fo'rcing-stoves for producing the ordinary fruits and vegetables of

temperate climates at unusual seasons. A considerable heat results from the fermenta-
tion of tanners' bark, but it is not upon this that its value in the B. chiefly depends.

BAR LAAM AND JOS APHAT, one of the most widely-spread religious romances
of the middle ages, relating the conversion of the Indian prince Josaphat by the
hermit Biirlaam, and thereby illustrating the power of Christianity to overcome temp-
tation, and proving its superiority over all other creeds. The story, however, has
been discovered to be nothing more or less than a Christianized version of the

legendary history of Buddha, agreeing with it in all essentials and many details.

The celebrated divine, John Damascene, is regarded as the author of the original
Greek MS., which was first published by M. de Boissonade in the 4th volume of his
Anecdota (Paris, 1832), and translated into German by Liebrecht (Munst., 1847). But
even in the middle ages, a Latin version of this romance had been extensively circulated.
About the end of the 15th c., it was often printed in a detached form, 'and later it

appeared amongst the works of John Damascene (Paris, 1609). Vincent de Bcauvais
wove the story into his SjM'rnln>n Hixtoriale. From the Latin version sprung three
French

poetical versions belonging to the 18th c., and a.s yet imprinted. 'I he Italian
Btoi-uidi S. Burlaam (latest edition, Rome, 1816) may be traced to a Provencal original
as early as the beginning of the 14th century. In Germany, .Rudolf von Kins derived
his poem. It. <tndj., first printed at K5nigsberg (1818), and" later at Leipsic. from the.

Latin of John Damascene. There is also an Augsburg impression of a prose translation
of the ancient Latin text, belonging to the close of the 15th century. The Spanish
Historic dc B. y J., by Juan de Arze Solorzano (Madrid, 1608), the Polish poetical ver-
sion, by Kuli/owskv (Cracow, 1688), as well as the Bohemian (Prague, l.V,):!). are all
borrowed from the Latin; while the Icelandic Barlaams Saga, and the Swedish popular
tale, B. och J., have a German source. A Norwegian version, printed from an old vellum
MS. of the beginning of the 13th c., said to have been transmitted by kimr Hakon Svcrre
son, appeared in 1851. This romance has even been rendered into the Tairala lauiruaiv
of the Phi ippines, and there printed (Manilla, 1712).

BAR-LE-DTTC, or BAR-ST-H-ORXAIX, a t. in the department of the Mcusc, France. It
ntuated on the Ornain, about 125 m. e. from Paris, with which it is connected by

railway, and with the Rhine by canal. Pop. 76, 16,643, who manufacture cotton and
calicoes, and carry on a considerable trade in timber from the Vosges, for the use of
Pans, jind in iron, wool, and wine. B. has a communal college, normal school, and
public library. Its origin dates from the 10th century.

BABLETTA, a fortified seaport of Italy, province of Ban, on the Adriatic. Pop.-
It..,, who rnrry on a large shipping-trade with Greece, the Ionian islands, and

r>t her ports of the Adriatic. The town is well built, handsome, and clean- lias a fine
'Ural, a colossal statue supposed to represent the emperor Hcraclius. a college

tneater, and castle, formerly one of the most Impregnable fortresses in Italy. A feature
the lar-e and mairnificent irateway which leads to its harbor." During the

blockade of B by the French in 1502-3, which ended in the defeat and death of their
m-imler the duke of \, moms, the celebrated combat Ix-twrcn eleven cavaliers of

r;mee. and as many Of Spain, in which the chevalier Bayard so distinguished himself,
(lace, and ended in a drawn battle.

i.'Ui'lTA. CAMUIKI.I.O. :m Italian Benedictine preacher of the 18th c. farnousfor
eccentricity as well M elequeaoe, Interlarding the readinir of litanies with sharp practical
i onmients. His collected sermons passed through many editions
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BARLEY, H'mlcum, a genus of grasses, to which belong one of the most extensively
cultivated kinds of grain. The genus is distinguished By spiked inflorescence, three

spikelets being always situated upon each tooth of the rachis, of which sometimes only
the middle one is fertile, and sometimes all the three, so that in the former case the

fruit-bearing spike is two-rowed, and in the latter case, six-rowed; the glumes are two,

containing a single floret; the pales two. the outer one awned; and the seed is sur-

rounded by the paleo?. The species of this genus arc almost all annual, although some
varieties of B. arc sown in the end of autumn, and the cultivation of them extends over
the winter. B. is mentioned in the books of Moses and other books of the Old Testa-
ment, also by the Greek and Roman writers, and lias been extensively cultivated from,

remote antiquity. Beer made from it was known to the Greeks, the Egyptians, and the
ancient Germans. The cultivation of it appears to have extended from

Italy
northwards

in Europe, but it is better adapted than any other grain to the most northern re.

some of its varieties being cultivated with advantage where the climate is too cold, or

the summer too short, for an}' other cereal crop; and it is deemed probable that its

native country is northern or central Asia. It is capable, however, of being cultivated
in very warm climates, and extends over a wider climatic range than any of the other

grains. 15. -meal is used for bread in the northern parts of Europe, but in other parts L f

the world, B. is more generally converted into malt for the making of beer (see BREW-
ING), or merely deprived of its outer skin, and so used as an article of food. B. intended
for brewing is first subjected to the process of malting, by which it is converted into
MALT (q.v.). B. simply deprived of the husk (palccR) in a mill is called pot B. or
B. When the pellicle of the seed is also removed, and the seed itself rounded and
polished, it \<> jixtrl B. What is sometimes called pnft nt 7>., is a farina obtained by grind-

ing pearl B., and differs from B.-meal in being quite free from a degree of acridity which
the latter derives from the integuments of the seed.

It is doubtful if this grain is produced by more than one species, or whether what
have been described as distinct species by botanists, are not really mere varietie

result of long cultivation. //. rub/are is usually distinguished as having the graii

posed in four rows; H. Jte.rn#tif1n>n, as having them in six rows; and //. dixtirlifn, as

having the lateral spikelets abortive, and the grains, therefore, in two rows. But the
lower part of the spike m the varieties ranked under B. rulgare is often six-rowed, and
only the tipper part four-rowed, and in rich soils, a tendency to resume the -ix-

rowed form is otherwise manifest. Nor are the kinds known as naked B. , in which
the seed separates readily from the paleic, to be looked upon as more distinct. The
four-rowed or six-rowed varieties are generally coarser, but more productive than
the two-rowed; and some of them, often called BEAR or BIGG, are regarded as
most suitable for exposed situations and inferior soils. A. kind with naked seeds,
called >'//* ///.'/< B. (II. c&ltste of some writers), is extensively cultivated in some parts
of Europe, and its straw is regarded as affording a richer food lor cattle than that
of most other kinds. The Nepaul or llimaliiya B., another variety with naked seeds,
and further characterized by the irregular manner in which the grains are placed
in the spike, pale;e threc-lobed at the end, and very short awns and which is therefore

regarded by some botanists as a distinct species (If. trifurcatum or //. Auji?< H*) has
been recommended as particularly adapted for cold mountainous regions, yielding good
crops in the Himalaya at an elevation of 14,000 ft. above the level of the sea. Of the
two-rowed B. there" are many varieties, of which the common or early English B., the
Italian B., and the Un roller B. are among the most esteemed, the latter being in particu-
lar demand for the brewing of the finest ales. It takes its name from 31. Chevalier, who
introduced it. The Sprat or Battledore B. (II. zc'friton of many botanists) is also two-
rowed, but is distinguished by the grains standing out from the spike, their awns spread-
ing very widely. It is sometimes called (.nnntm rice, as it swells by boiling in the way
that rice does, "and for some purposes forms a good substitute for it. It is scarcely cul-

tivated in Britain, but is in much esteem in Germany, and succeeds well in the Alps at

an elevation of 3360 ft.

Three species of Jtordcnm are natives of Britain, of which one (//. mnriiiuni), a small

grass, is preity common on waste-grounds, especially in England, and is apt to prove
troublesome by its long awns causing inflammation in the mouths of cattle. Still more
injurious in ibis way is the North American IT. j>'lmtmn, or squirrel's tail. Another
MEADOW B. or MEADOW B.-GnAss (H. j>rat< use), frequent in meadows in England, is

reckoned a good pasture grass. //. bnflxmim, a native of the s. of Europe, and n. of

Africa, is cultivated in Britain for herbage, of which it yields a large quantity, much
relished by cattle, and particularly by horses. Several species are natives of North
America.

BAR'LEY, CUMTVATION OF. Barley was cultivated largely by the Romans, as well

as many other nations of antiquity. Though sometimes used as food by the soldiers, it was
most generally used as food for horses. The ancient inhabitants of Gaul prepared a spir-

ituous liquor, a kiud of beer, from it. Many of the other western nations latterly applcd
it to the same v.~e. and it also became an important article of food. Being a plant
which is most productive where the climate is moderately dry and warm, the e\<

heats of some parts of Europe are adverse both to the quantity and quality of its grain
It is, however, cultivated to a large extent in some parts of the continent where the soil
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ially suited to it, such as in Belgium, Holland, Prussia, and Denmark. Indeed,

while mo>t of tlie countries of Europe send us wheat, it is chiefly Denmark and Silesia

that supply us with barley. For this reason, the prices of B. have been relatively higher

intliisrountrytli.au those of wheat, since the introduction of free-trade in grain. No
count rv seems to possess a soil and climate so well suited to its growth as many parts of

Britain. In former times, this grain was largely used in the Briti>h Islands as human
food ; but this is not the case now, except in some parts of Ireland and, in a stray instance,

in the highlands of Scotland, where the condition of the population has undergone com-

paratively little amelioration. In Scotland, however, a considerable quantity is made
;' iii the making of broth. In this case, the grain is denuded of its husk by the

frift ion of revolving millstones, and goes under the name of pot barley.
_

But the

larirer proportion of the B. grown in Great Britain, as well as that which is imported,
is employed in the distillation of spirits, and in the manufacture of beer, ale, and por-
ter. The moderate qualities are taken up by the distillers, while the brewers of ale

only grown better than any other grain with the British farmer, but has commanded
relatively the lx>st prices.

Perhaps the cultivation of B. occupies as prominent a share of the arable lands of

Suffolk and Norfolk as of any other part of Britain. Fine malting qualities are grown
on the turnip-soils of these counties, as well as throughout the s.e. counties, where
the four-course rotation is adopted. In this rotation, the B. follows the turnip-crop,
which is usually consumed on the land by sheep. The ground is carefully prepared by
plowings and rollings, to pulvcri/e it thoroughly before the reception of the seed, which
is usually sown by a drill machine at the rate of about two bushels to the acre. On the

strong lands of Suffolk and Huntingdon, the B.-crop is sown after a summer-fallow or a

green crop, in which case the soil is plowed before the frosts of winter sets in, to render
it friable by spring. As soon as the weather permits, after the first week of February,
the seed is committed to the ground. A fine mold is in this way obtained, and the

crops are usually abundant and of good quality. In the s. of England, the grain is

allowed to stand till it is fully ripe, when it is either cut with the scythe or mo>t

commonly now with the reaping-machine. In some parts, it is not bound up into

sheaves, but remains in the swath for a few days, when it is afterwards carted, and
stored into barns. A small portion of the B.-crop is still thrashed out by the flail, owing
to the maltsters being under the impression that the thrashing-mills injure the germinat-
ing powers. The chief varieties grown in England arc the Chevalier, the common, the

early English, and the Norfolk. The first named is the most largely sown, as the qualitv
is superior to any other, and, under liberal treatment, the yield is greater. The produce
is more influenced by the seasons than that of wheat, as it is" liable to suffer from
droughts in the early part of the year. On well-farmed land, from 48 to 60 bushels and
upwards are got to the acre. In the peaty soils of the feus of Lincolnshire, B. is not
raised, as it is too liable to lodge with the rain; neither is B. a favorite crop in the moist
climate of the w. of England. It does not endure the rains so well as wheat, nor do
so well on highly farmed land. In Wales and Lancashire, it is generally grown after
a crop of wheat, and the cultivation and management are not so careful as'iii the east.

Barley has long been grown in Scotland, and conies to great perfection where the
soil and climate are suitable. The level parts of the Lothians and other counties in the
s. of Scotland, with Moray, Inverness, and Ross in the n., are the districts in which the
finest crops are raised. In these rich districts, B. is commonly sown after a portion of
the turnip-break. For this reason, it does not occupy ro large a proportional breadth as
it <lnr- under the Norfolk four-course. The produce is equally abundant, however, and
the quality of the grain is often not inferior. Chevalier is the favorite variety there also.
The crop, when ripe, is cut by sickle, scythe, or reaping-machine; bound up at once,
and put into stocks, to defend it from the weather, till ready to cart, and to be built up
n neat round stacks. The grain is invariably thrashed out by machinery. In the higher
districts of Scotland, where the soil and climate are not so good, the inferiority of the
gram unless in an especially favorable year, both in quality and quantity is considera-

te only in fine seasons that the quality is such as to render it an object to malt-
sters, and m wet. cold unsuitable seasons, distillers can only make use of it at a reduced

Chevalier variety is a little late for inferior climates, and the early English
other kinds ti, : ,t come sooner to maturity are often preferred. In Berwickshire

en-lure, Banffshire, Kincardineshire, and Forfarshirc, the five-course rotation-
's grass, oats, turnips, and B. is more irencrally adopted than in some other

iland, and a large quantity of this grain is raised, but the finality is sren-
rrally inferior to that of the crops in e. Lothian. Along the light soils frin'<nn<- the
Moray and Cromarty tirlhs. as fine quality of -rain is -ot as in e. Lothian Moray-

f. ha- Ion- been famous for its fine sample, and is in -rrcat demand with English
rs. On the other hand, in the less genial climate of the western counties and also
e upper parts of Aberdeenahire, Banffsbire, and Perthshire less B is sown and

oats frequently succeed the green crops. ! t | 1( .^.
,
urts (]l( ,

variety known as bear or
Mgg, was for many a day preferred to any other, as it is not so liable to lodge and it with-
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stands wet weather far better, and comes earlier to maturity. Bear, too, is the variety
which is cultivated by many of the small cotters in the highlands and islands. Instead

of a rotation in which green crops find a place to husband and spare the natural resources

of the soil, a succession of corn crops are taken, with an occasional rest to the soil, and
then a resumption of the cropping.

As to the manuring of the crop, on the turnip soils of the s. of England, the land is

enriched by the droppings of the sheep. In the strong soils of Norfolk and Huntingdon,
guano, rape-cake, and other manures abounding in nitrogen, are applied when the seed
is sown. In the w. of England, the moist climate renders the application of manures
more precarious, and B. is frequently taken after a crop of wheat without any applica-
tion of fertilizers. "When the turnip crop is drawn from the land, as it often is in Scot-

land, guano is the manure held in most estimation; the quantity applied is from 2 to 4
cwt. per acre. In Berwickshire and Morayshire, as in Norfolk, the prevalence of the

five course- shift, and the practice of eating the crop oil the ground, secure a sufficiently
liberal manuring. In other parts, where B. is taken after wheat, farm-yard manure is

often applied, as well as guano and phosphoric manures. In some northern counties,
the n.ot crops arc laid down with artificial manures, and the roots carted off, farm-yard
manure spread on the land and plowed in with the " seed furrow." B. requires a fine

tilth and soil in rich manurial condition. The earlier it is sown in the season, the more
liberal ouidit to be the application of nitrogenous manures. The later it is sown,
manures containing nitrogen should be used more sparingly, and a portion of phosphoric
manures substituted iu their stead.

BAP.LEY-BRE.riX, a popidar amusement, very common in the reign of James I., and
with certain modifications, in name and practice still existing among young persons,
both in England and Scotland. Originally, it was played by six people, three of each

sex, who were formed into couples. A piece of ground was then apportioned into three

parts; and into the center one, called lui>
,
a couple was doomed by lot. The sport con-

sisted in the two in the condemned part "catching" one of the other couples while they
were in the act of changing places, when the couple caught had to go into the center.

It was, however, no easy matter for the two in the center to capture another couple, for

by the rules of the game, they were bound to keep united, while the others, when hard

pressed, might sever. Thus, sir Philip Sidney, in describing the game, says:

Soon as the middle two
Do, coupled, towards either couple make.

They false and fearful do their hands undo.

"When the whole had been caught, the game was ended, and the last couple taken was
said to be in hell. Their punishment appears to have consisted in kissing each other.

Ilerrick says, in referring to the game:
If kissinp be of plagues the worst,

We'll wish in hell we nad been last and first.

In Scotland, the game consisted in one person chasing the rest round the stacks in a

farmyard ;
and when one was caught, he or she had to assist in capturing the rest. The

origin of the name is doubtful. Dr. Jamieson suggests that, in Scotland, the locality of
the game may have given it its name "

barla-bracks, about the stacks." The same
authority also adds: "Perhaps from barley and break, q., breaking of iheparley, because
after a certain time allowed for settling preliminaries, on a cry being given, it is the
business of one to catch as many prisoners as he can." This supposition is not improba-
ble. In the modern games of "shepherds a-warning" and "tig," which appear to have
been derived from B., a "

barley" means a parley.

BABLEYCOEN, JOITN, a personification of the spirit of barley or malt-liquor, used

jocularly, and also in humorous poetical effusions. There exists a whimsical English
tract of old dale, under the title of The Arraigning and Indicting of Sir John Barleycorn,
Knt., printedfor Timothy Tosspot, in which sir John is described as of

" noble blood, well
beloved in England, a great support of the crown, and a maintainer of both rich and
poor." See Hone's En-rydny Book, vol. i.

BARLEY-SUGAR, a confection prepared with sugar and a decoction of barley. See
SUGAK.

BARLOW, FRANCIS CITAXNIXO, b. N. Y., 1834; a graduate of Harvard; served
in the union armies of the rebellion, and rose to be maj.gen. He has been secretary
of state and attorney-general of New York.

BARLOW, JOEL, an American poet and politician, b. in 1755 at Reading in Connec-
ticut, lie studied at Yale college in New Haven. He was intended for the profession
of the law, but served as a military chaplain during the war of independence. In 1787,
he published a poem called Th<' Vision of Columbus, which in 1805 appeared anew in an
enlarged form as The Cl>in<biad. It abounds in beautiful passages, but is overburdened
with political and philosophical disquisitions, and disfigured by singularities of expres-
sion. B. accepted a commission in 1788 to prosecute the sale of lands for the Ohio com-
pany in England and France, where he signali/ed himself by zealous republicanism;
published in 1792 in London a poem entitled The Conxpirucy of Kings, and endeavored
also to work upon the public mind in England by political pamphlets. In autumn 1793
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he was deputed by the London reformers, with whom he was associated, to proceed to

where h<- received the rights of French citizenship. He spent some years on the

sent of Europe in political literary, and mercantile pursuits, and was for a short

time American consul at Algiers. He returned to America in 1805, and was appointed
ambassador to France in 1811. He died in Oct., 1812, at Zarnawiczc, near Cracow, when
ou his way to a conference with the emperor Napoleon at Wilna.

BAEM. See Y :

BARMECIDES, or B.\it'MKKinr.s. a Persian family, distinguished amongst the most

powerful in the province of Khorassan, the cradle of the greatness of the Abbaside caliphs,

who.-e caii>c the rltiiiinit. <>f 1'xinntk espoused. Khaled-ben-Barmek, the first of these

whose authentic history has reached us, was the prime-minister of Abul Abbas Al-Saffah,

the first Abbaside caliph; and his influence enduring through the reigns of Al-Mansur and

Mohdi, the latter intrusted him with the education of his son, the celebrated Harun Al-

Raschid. Yahya, the son of Khaled according
to eastern historians, equally conspicu-

ous for virtue and talent was made vix.ier by Harun upon his accession to the caliphate

(786 A.D.), and both by his military skill and civil administration, contributed largely to

the prosperity of the reign the caliph himself bestowing on him the appellation of father.

Harun, however, afterwards becoming jealous of the growing power and popularity of

two of Yahya's sons, Fadhl and Jarfar (the Giafar of the Arabian Nights), had them

executed, and the whole of the B. throughout the kingdom arrested, and their goods
confiscated. H;irun even carried his enmity so far as to forbid the mention of their

name on pain of death, but their virtues and their glory are celebrated by almost all

Mohammedan poets and historians.

BAR MECIDE'S FEAST, a phrase originating most probably in the story of the barber's

sixth brother, recorded in the Arabian Nights, and abridged in the Guardian, No. 1G2.

The substance of the story is as follows: One Schacabac being in great want, and not

having tasted food for two days, ventured to visit a rich Barmecide (see BARMECIDES)
noted both for his hospitality and eccentric humor, in the hope of generous entertain-

ment. The Barmecide, on learning his condition, invited him to dinner. Schacabac
was presented with an empty plate, requested to

" make himself at home," and by and

by, asked " how he liked his rice-soup." It was apparently a cruel jest to play off on a

starving man. Schacabac, nevertheless, feigned to enter into the humor of his host,
and expressed his conviction that the rice-soup was delicious. The Barmecide continu-

ing the imposition, next asked his victim if he ever saw whiter bread. Poor Schacabac,
wiio saw neither broad nor meat, nor indeed anything eatable, made a prodigious effort

to look happy; he even went: the length of gently remonstrating with his host for not

supposing him completely satisfied. In this way a magnificent but fictitious dinner was
disposed of. When wine, however, was produced, Schacabac pretended only to taste

it on the ground that he was "quarrelsome in his liquor," and might do his host an

injury. The Barmecide forced him, however, and at last Schacabac, who was really in

a most excusable rage at being so elaborately tantalized, feigned to have got flustered,
and gave the eccentric old gentleman "a good box on the ear." This put a stop to the

joke. The Barmecide was mightily pleased with the patient humor of his guest, a visi-

ble dinner was immediately ordered up, and Schacabac now enjoyed in reality what he
had previously partaken of only in imagination.

BAR MEN, a most charming valley, about leagues in length, on the Wupper, about
2 leagues from Elberfeld, in the province of Rhenish Prussia. It is divided into

upper and lower B., and contains five towns or villages,which united form the town of i ,

now continuous
witl^ Elberfeld, with (1875) 86,504 inhabitants, chiefly Protestants.

Nowhere in Germany is so much manufacturing industry accumulated in a single spot.
B. is the principal seat of the ribbon-manufacture on the continent. Its fabrics go to
all parts of the world. It produces linen, woolen, cotton, silk, and half silk ribbons.
cloth of varipus kinds, stay-laces, thread, etc. It has also considerable manufactures of

soap, candies, metal wares, buttons, machinery, and pianofortes. There are, besides, in
the valley, numerous bleachfields and Turkey-red dye-works. Lower B. has a mineral
spring and a bathing establishment.

BARNABAS, SAINT, properly Jo-es. mentioned in the Actsof the Apostles as a follow -

laborer of Paul, and even honored with the title of apostle. He is also supposed to have
founded the tir-t Christian community nt Antioch. According to tradition, he became,
t lie first bfshonof Milan, but lie is differently reported to have died a natural death,
and to have suffered martyrdom at the hands of the Cypriot Jews, 61 A.D. The epistle
MCTibed to him is of very doubtful authenticity.

BARNABAS, SAINT, KIMSTI.K OK. This epistle contains 21 chapters. Its aim is

Obviously
to strengthen the faith of believers in a purely spiritual Christianity. It com-

by declaring that l.-jal sacrifices are abolished, and then proceeds to show, I

h nnt iii a very coherent or logical manner, how variously Christ was foretold in the
Old Testament. In the Kith chapter, it spiritually allegorize**) the coirnmnnds of Moses

<iinir clean and unclean hearts; in the 15th. it explains the "true meaning" of the
Sabbiith; and in the Kith, what the temple really pretiirurcd. This concludes what
may be termed the doctrinal portion of the epistle; the remainder, which is of a practi-
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cnl character, describes the two ways of life the way of light and the way of darkness,
and closes with an exhortation that those who read it may so live that they may be

blessed to all eternity. It is a simple, pious, and earnest work; but makes a far more

judicious use of the New Testament than of the Old.

BARNABITES, an order of monks which sprung up at Milan in 1530. They were so

called because the church of St. Barnabas in that city was granted them to preach in.

They were approved of by pope Clement VII. and pope Paul III. Their special duties

were, to attend the sick, to preach, to instruct the young, and to take the charge of

souls. They soon established themselves in Italy, France, Austria, and Spain, and

enjoyed the privilege of teaching theology in the schools of Milan and Pavia. Many
eminent men have been sent forth by them. Besides the three usual monastic vows,

they took a fourth, viz., not to sue for church preferments. In France and Austria

they were employed in the conversion of Protestants; but they have now, as a body,
almost fallen into oblivion. Only a few monasteries exist here and there in France and

Italy.

BARXABY LECTURES, of the university of Cambridge, where four persons
are chosen annually on St. Barnabas day to lecture on mathematics, philosophy, rhetoric,
and logic.

BARNACLE, or BERNICLE, Lcpas, also called Anatifa and Pentalamis, a kind of shell-

fish, a genus of cirrliopoda (q. v.), the type of a family of articulate animals distinguished

by a long flexible stalk or peduncle, which is provided with muscles, upon the summit
of which, in the true barnacles, are shelly valves five in number, inclosing the principal

organs of the animal, and opening and closing on one side like the opercttlar valves of

bdtanriK (q.v.), to admit of its spreading out and retracting its net an apparatus similar

to that by which the animals of that genus obtain their food. Barnacles abound in

almost alfseas, attaching themselves in great numl>ers to logs of wood, ships' bottoms.
etc. They grow very rapidly. Some of the species are eaten in some parts of the

world, and perhaps they were among the lalaiii which the ancient Romans esteemed a

delicacy. In some cirrhopods, very nearly allied to the true barnacles, and resembling
them in general form, the shelly valves almost entirely disappear.

In former times, the B. was supposed to be the e'mbryo of a goose or bird of some
kind; a notion which doubtless arose from a fancied resemblance between the convolu-
tions of the fish in its shell and the embryo of a bird in the egg. It was, therefore,
believed that the barnacle goose, described in next article, sprung from these marine
shells. Ilollinshed gravely affirms that such was the case; and the most learned men of
their time were weak enough to give credence to the absurdity.' Gerard, in his ll< rind

(1597), declares, that after "a thing in form like a lace of silke finely woven, as it were,
together" which he correctly enough states to be "

the first thing that appeareth" when
"
the shell gapeth open" there next follow "the legs of the bird hanging out;" and at

last the bird, increasing in size,
"
hangeth only by the bill," and "

in short space after it

conieth to full maturity, and falleth into the sea, where it gathereth feathers, andgroweth
to a fowl bigger than a mallard, and lesser than a goose," etc. All this was represented
as constantly taking place on the coast of Lancashire and the Hebrides, and continental
writers of greater name reported in like manner the s;:me fable, against which Ray and
other early naturalists were obliged seriously to argue. The B., however, really under-

goes transformations not less wonderful than the fabled ones, which have rendered it an

object of so much interest. See CIHRHOPODA.
BARNACLE GOOSE, or BERXICLE GOOSE, often also called BARNACLE, or BERNICLE

(anser bernicit ui-uitcopxix), the bird which the fables of former days represented as deriv-

ing its origin from the cirrhopod of which it bears the name. It'is in size smaller than
the common wild goose, being only a little more than 2 ft. long, and about 5 Ibs. in

weight. It is very prettily marked, having the forehead, cheeks, and throat white, the
bill black, and a black stripe extending from it to the eye; the crown of the head, neck,
and upper part of the hrea>t black; the rest of the plumage on the upper parts of the

body chiefly ash gray and black, in undulating bars on the lower parts, white. It is

a common winter visitant of the western coasts of Britain and of Ireland, but in the
eastern parts of Britain it is rare. It retires in spring to more northern regions, where
it breeds, vast numbers passing northward along the coast of Norway to the Arctic
ocean. It is highly esteemed for the table.

The brent goose, or brent barnacle (anser brentn or torqnatii*, A. bernirla- of some
Bfttnralists), has frequently received the name of the B. G., and no little confusion has
existed concerning lliem in books of science, although the birds are sufficiently distinct.
The bent goose is smaller than the B. G., being only about 21 in. in length. It is also of
much darker plumage, the whole head, throat, and neck being black, except a small

patch on each side of the neck, which is white, mixed with a few regularly placed black
feathers; the upper parts of the body generally almost black, and the lower parts slate-

gray, except the vent and under tail-coverts, which are white. It is remarable for length
of wing and powerful night, and for its distant migrations. It is very common in win-
ter on the British shores, but breeds in high northern latitudes. It is a winter-bird of

passage in the United States and Canada, as in Britain and on the continent of Europe.
It is excellent for the table.
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Yt ry nearly allied to these species is the red-breasted goose, or red-breasted barnacle

(anter ntfMMt), a beautiful bird, of which the neck and upper part of the breast are of

a rich chcMimt ml. In >i/.e, it resembles the brent goose; it is a very rare visitant of

Britain and of the continent of Europe, and is abundant only in the extreme n. of
Asia. Anutlier species. called Hutehius' goose or barnacle (.1. Hutchinm), of dark

plumage, and with a triangular patch of white on each side of the head and neck, is

abundant in Hudson's bay, and the extreme n. of America.
These species are regaYded by some naturalists as constituting a genus bernicla, dis-

tinsrui-hcd chiefly by a shorter and more slender bill from the ordinary or true geese.
The Egyptian goose or bargander (anscr Egyptiacus) is sometimes ranked with these,

sometimes made the type of a distinct genus, chenalopex, upon account of the longer
bill, a short spur with which the bend of the wing is armed, and the anatomical pecu-
liarity of a hollow bony enlargement at the bottom of the trachea of the male. It has

long been kept in parks and pleasure-grounds in Britain, chiefly on account of the beauty
of its plumage, and has become partially naturalized. It is a little smaller than a com-
mon goose; its voice more resembles that of a wild-duck. The prevailing colour of the

plumage is light chestnut-brown, minutely rayed with darker lines; the neck and part
of the wings are white. Large chestnut patches surround the eyes. It is very abundant
on the Nile, and is frequently figured in Egyptian sculptures. It is much esteemed for
the table, and was kept and fattened for it by the ancient Egyptians. It is the chenalope*
of Herodotus.

BAENACLES, in heraldry, resembling what are now called twitchers, were instru-
ments used by farriers to curb and command unruly horses. B. are frequently intro-
duced into coats of arms as a charge. The term BARNACLES, applied to spectacles, is

derived from beryllus, a transparent stone; dim. beryllicula, berynic>/l<i, bernifi.iln. Old
Fr. has bericle; the dialect of Berri, berniques. Twitchers resembled the original
spectacles that clasped the nose.

BARNARD, FREDERICK AUGUSTUS PORTER, S.T.D., LL.D., L.H.D., b. Mass.,-'1809;
graduated at Yale in 1828; in 1831, teacher in the Hartford deaf and dumb asylum;
1837^8, professor of natural philosophy and mathematics in the university of Alabama,
and of chemistry until 1854, when he took orders in the Episcopal church. In 1855, he
was professor of astronomy and mathematics in the university of Mississippi, and presi-
dent of that institution in 1856. He became president of Columbia college, N. Y., in
1864, and is in office now (1880). He was U. 8. commissioner to the Paris exposition of
1867, and published a report on machinery and industrial arts, in 1869. He is author of
a Treatise on Arithmetic, Analytical Grammar irith Symbolic Illustration, Letters on Col-

legiate Government, History of tJie U. 8. Coast Surcey, Recent Progress of Science, The
Metric System, and various smaller papers. In 1860, he was one of the party sent to
Labrador to observe an eclipse of the sun; in 1862, he was at work on the reduction of

illis's observations of the stars of the southern hemisphere; in 1863, he superintended
the publication of maps and charts of the U. S. coast survey; he was president of the
American association for the advancement of science in 1860; a member of the board of
experts of the bureau of mines in 1865; and a member of the American institute in 1872.
He is a member of many distinguished societies in other countries, and also a frequent
contributor to home and foreign scientific publications.

BARNARD, HENRY, I.L.D., b. Conn., 1811; graduate of Yale ; admitted to the bar
353 ; member of the Connecticut legislature, 1837-40, where he labored for common

school and
prison reform; eight years superintendent of schools, when he improved

school buildings, established teachers' institutes, high schools, and a normal school. He
was also school commissioner for Rhode Island; in 1859, became president of Wisconsin

3 university, but soon resigned for ill health; afterwards president of St. John's
ge. Md.; in 1867-69, U. 8. commissioner of education. He is author of six works

on schools, and has edited two or more journals in the interest of education.
BARXARD ' J nN . 1681-1770; a graduate of Harvard; chaplain of the Port Roval

itipn;
was offered appointment as chaplain in England, but refused to conform;Tdamed at Marblehead. Mass., in 1716, and held that pulpit through his life. lie pub-

: tue Psalms, and was active in promoting the business interests of th

BARNARD Sir JOHN. 1685-1764; an English merchant; represented London in
parliament for 40 years; wa* k.nirhted in 1732, and was lord mayor in 1737. He wa*
ie originator of a scheme for reducing the English national debt. There is a statue ofhim in the royal exchange.

nafnUPw' ^{P-^^o^ D"
?'

***" 1815; brother of Frederick A. P. ; militaryrncmeer of West Point 1848; employed as constructing engineer until 1846 rising
1

' " '"' "" lj -'' 1 - " f tlieU" 8 " & - 1" tho M,'xiran war hefortd T t l

-- " " - M,'xiran war he
lainpico. In 1851 was rhi.-f engineer of the Tehuantepee surrey; in 1856,

supennt-mlent of \\ c<t o,nt academy; ;md for four years in charge of the' defense of

,- '"", ,r ,

re 1
.

10 ' 1 "" 1 > roperintwided the defenses of Washing,,,,. on ren>MfflM was chief enpmeer of tl U! armies in the field, and since the war has beena member of the boards having charge of fortifications and river and harbor obstruc-
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tions. He has published Problems in Rotary Motion, Dangers and Defense* of New
York, Notes of Sea Coast Defense, The C. S. A. and the Battle of Bull Run, Artillery

Operations of tlie Army of the Potomac, etc.

BARNARD CASTLE, an inland t. in the s. of Durham co., on the right bank of the

Tecs, about 40 m. from its mouth, and 26 in. s.w. of Durham. It stands on the slope of
an eminence rising from the river. Its chief manufactures are hats, carpets, shoe-
makers' thread, leather, plaids, and stockings. It has one of the largest corn-markets in

the n. of England. On a rocky height over the river are the ruins (covering 6| acres) of
a castle, founded about 1180 by Barnard, son of Guy Baliol, a follower of the conqueror,
and ancestor of John Baliol, king of Scotland, who was born in the castle, and founded
an hospital for the poor in the town. B. C. is the scene of part of sir W. Scott's poem of

Rokeby. Pop. '71, 4306.

BARNAUL', a t. of w. Siberia, in the government of Tomsk. It is situated at the

junction of the Barnaul with the river Oby, and has a pop. of (1867) 12,928, who are

chiefly engaged in the mining and smelting of the metals found in the vicinity, which
consist of silver, lead, and copper. B. has 120 furnaces at work, is the seat of a ruining
board, and has a magnetic and meteorological observatory.

BARNAVE, A:<ToiNE-PiERRE-JosEPH-MARTE, a distinguished character and victim
of the French revolution, was b. at Grenoble in 1761, was the son of an advocate,
adopted his father's profession, and early attracted attention in the parliament of Greno-
ble by the talents which he displayed. A pamphlet which he published against the
feudal system led to his being returned as deputy from his province to the states-

general in 1789. He zealously advocated the proclamation of the rights of man, was
vehement in opposition to the absolute veto, carried through the confiscation of church
property to the use of the nation, the emancipation of the Jews, and the abolition of the

religious orders, and was mainly instrumental in the liberation of the slaves and reor-

gani/.ation of the colonies. As a leader of the extreme party in the earlier stages of the

revolution, he became the idol of the people, and particularly- after his victory over
Mirabcau, in the question of the power of peace and war, which Miraheau wished to
remain with the king, and B. successfully claimed for the national assembly. He
subsequently, however, became inclined to a more moderate course, defended the invio-

lability of the king's person, and resisted the assertion by the assembly of power to
remove ministers. This conduct led to his being regarded as a renegade from the
national party, and to his being assailed by the fierce vituperations of the daily press.
He retired to his native place on the dissolution of the national assembly; but after the
10th of Aug., 1792, he was impeached, along with Lameth and Duport-Dutertre, on
account of correspondence with the court; was brought to Paris, tried before the revo-

lutionary tribunal, condemned, and guillotined on the 29th of Nov., 1793.

BARNBURNERS, a section of the democratic party in New York about 1848,

opposed to the extension of slavery, and supported Van Buren for president against
Cass, the 1

regular nominee. Their vote, dividing the democratic strength, gave New-
York, Connecticut, and Massachusetts to Taylor, the whig nominee, and secured his
election. The name was suggested by the story of the farmer who burned his barn to
clear it of rats. The other section of the democracy in New York was called "Old
Hunkers.

"

BAR'NEGAT, a village in Ocean co., N. J. , frequented by sportsmen in search of
wild fowl, and peopled chiefly by seamen. It has an academy, and is a good place for

sea-bathing

BAR'NEGAT BAY, on the Atlantic, in Ocean co., N. J., 23 m. long and 1 to 4 m.
wide, separated from the ocean by Squan beach. At the mouth is a light-house, 39 45'

48" n., 74 6' 3" w., showing a white flashing light.

BARNES, a co. in e. Dakota, crossed by the North Pacific railroad and by the

Sheyenne river; 1584 sq.m. ; pop. '80, 1615. ft is an agricultural region, raising wheat
being the chief business. The river affords good water-power. Co. seat, Valley City;
pop. 527.

BARNES, ALBERT, an American theologian, b. in the state of New York, in 1798.
He was minister of the first Presbyterian church of Philadelphia, from 1830 to 1867.
He is best known by his Notes on various parts of the Old and New Testaments, spe-

cially adapted for the use of Sunday-schools and Bible classes, which have had an

extraordinary circulation. Two editions of 18 vols. were published in England, 1860-62.
Mr. B. d. at 'Philadelphia, 1870.

BARNES, AI.HKRT (a ate), 1798-1870; b. N.Y.; a theologian; graduate of Hamilton
college and of Princeton seminary; licensed to preach in 1823. and after occupying pul-

pits in several New Jersey towns, was called to the First Presbyterian church in Phila-

delphia, where lie officiated more than 30 years, resigning only because of failing eye-
sight. He was a thoughtful and spiritual preacher, but is better known for his Notes on
various books of the Bible, those on the New Testament having at one time a wider cir-

culation than any similar work. Just before he died he had completed a new version
of the Note*, with many additions, which was published in six vols. in 1871-72. During
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the disruption of the Presbyterian church, he was tried for heresy and silenced for a

short time, but the accusation failed to command public assent. In the final separation.

he went with the new school side, and A\as among the most liberal of their leaders. He
was also a firm, thonirh never violent, opponent of slavery. Besides the JW- *, and many
articles in periodicals. B. is author of an introduction to Butl,-r'* Analogy. Scriptural

\\'</i/f*il,-uti"/<, Th, At"i,, iin-nt. Claim* ofEin*ci><in/, Church Man-
neet f Christianity in the Xim-ticnth C,ntury, Prayers for

several volumes of sermons, and a series of Sunday-school manuals.

H, , .r a balanced judgment, and for Christian meekness and fidelity.

BARXKS. .IAMKS. 1806-69; b. Mass.; a graduate of West Point in 1829; a promi-
nent military and civil engineer. In the civil war he was col. and brig. gen. of vol-

unteers, and' brevet maj.gen. He was wounded at Gettysburg, and died in Spring-
field, Mass., from disease contracted in the service.

BARNKS, JOSKI-H K., b. Philadelphia, 1817, surgeon and brig.gen. in the U. S.

jinny; appointed surgeon in 1856; in 1863, medical inspector; in 1864, surgeon-general.

BARNES, Rev. \Viu.i.\sr. poet and philologist, is author of three collections of poems
written in the dialect of Dorsetshire, the first entitled Poems of Rural Life in the Dorset

Dialect, with a Di**ertation and Glvswiry (Loud. 1844); the second, Ifwoim 'y Rhyun.x, etc.

(Lond. 1859); and the third, Poems of Rural Life, etc. (Lond. 1862). The first of these

collect!" ins reached a second edition in 1847, showing that at least some interest was
taken even at that early period in Mr. B.'s

"
hwomely rhymes." The}' were not critically

ed, however, so far as has been ascertained, until Nov. 1859, when a highly eulo-

gistic review of them appeared in the Xurth British Rt-rific, pronouncing Mr. B. to lie
" the

riter of rustic; eclogues since Theocritus." The reviewer also says, speaking of
Mr. B.'s poetry,

"
that it combines in a high degree the special merits of Wordsworth

and Burns, but in a way which is so perfectly original, as to bear no trace of even a

perusal of those poets by the author." Such praise, although exaggerated, is not alto-

gether without foundation. Mr. B. is a true poet, combining with a genuine love of
nature, as seen in the rich grazing-lands of Dorsetshire, a keen sympathy with the rustic

population, their hopes and fears, loves, joys, sorrows, and superstitions. It is for this
audience that Mr. B. professed to write, and it is only such that can thoroughly appre-
ciate his verse. He has, however, also written a collection of poems, called Poeims of
Rural Life in Common Enfflidt (1868). Attention was again called to Mr. B.'s poems by
a writer in Ma'-.uiilan'* Muyazine for June, 1862, in an article evidently from the same

that in the North British, and claiming for Mr. B. a place "at the very head of the

iy idyllic poetry of Kngland." In that article, we are informed that in the previous
i861), the pension-list, which announced a yearly grant of 50 to Mr. Close, in con-

sideration of his deserts UK a poet, mentioned one scarcely larger in amount conferred on
Mr. B. in consideration of his acquirements as a philologist. Mr. B. was born of humble
parentage at Rush-hay. Bagber, Dorsetshire, in 1810, and was for many years master of
the grammar-school at Dorchester. He is B.D. of St. John's college, Cambridge, was
ordained in 1817. and was promoted from the curacy of Whitcombe to the rectory of
Winterbourn-Came, in Dorset, in 1862. Besides the collections of poems mentioned,
Mr. B. is author of An Inceti{]ation of the La,r* of fW in L,,/i;/,f,/<' (Lond. 1810); An
Arit/,, f Commercial Dictionary (Lond. 1840); The Elena '/>'< of EnyUxh Gran, mar
(Lond. 1842); The Elements of Linear Perspective (Lond. 1842); *. C, /,'//.-/" (th, U> '>/): an

Lond. 1.S19); Notes on Ancient Britain and th, :Briton* (Lond 1858)-
'f Isibor and Gold (Lond. 1859): Th,- *>./ of fr>l,,mon in the 1) from th*

EngUth Version (Lond. 1859) printed at the expense of prince Louis Lucien
Bonaparte; Tiir.nra Vlfir of the Root* and Stems of tin' En</U*h ax a . //if/im
CLond. 1868); Surly Bogtand and Xuun English (18Q9). The philological works of Mr.
B. now considerable learning and ability.

BAENET, CHIPPING, a t. in the s. of Hertfordshire, on a hill-top. 11 m. n.n.w. of
ttH>. H, Sm It was formerly a place of importance on the -real northern

r>/\Q/-n_r/\fH I ..>,. .,...*!,...: __i 111 ^ A. ,

... iH.. iv-jv, me Kiiig-iuHKer, Kiiiea, o\' wnicn event
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iral war, L. pr..!,,.,^ an Bccleaiasticttl a-emhlv, which resulted in'
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to a general toleration in respect of the disputed points. The states at first concurred in

this wise measure; but the intrigues of the Orange party brought about a change of
views by representing the Remonstrants as secret friends of Spain. B.,who sympa-
thized with the more tolerant principles of that party, was attacked in scurrilous publi-
cations, and was insulted even in the meeting of the states by the mob, with whom
Maurice was an idol. The strife between the Remonstrants and Gomarists became hotter

every day, and threatened to end in civil war. On Aug. 29, 1018, B. was illegally
arrested, along with Grotius and Hoogerbcets, and thrown into prison. In the following
Nov., Maurice procured the summoning of the synod of Dort (q.v.), which condemned
the Remonstrants with the utmost rigor and injustice. In Mar. 1619, while the synod
was still sitting, B. was brought to trial before a special commission of 24 judges, who
condemned as a traitor the innocent man to whom his country owed its political exist-

ence. It was in vain that his friends and relations raised their voice; equally vain was
the interference of the Dowager princess of Orange and of the French ambassador;
Maurice was not to be moved. On May 13, 1619, the venerable man of 71 years of age
mounted the scaffold, and laid down his head with the same firmness that lie had shown
through all the events of his life. His sons, Wilhelm and Rene, were at the same time
dismissed from office. Four years after their father's death they took part in a con-

spiracy against the life of the prince, which, however, was discovered. "\Vilhclm escaped
to Antwerp, but Rene was seized and beheaded. See Motley's Life of B. (2 vols. Lond.
1874).

BARNEY, JosnrA, 1 795-1818; b. Baltimore. Before he was 17 years old he was
made lieutenant, for gallant service in capturing an English brig in Delaware bay.
During the war of the revolution, in which he was three times taken prisoner, but

exchanged, he made some important captures, particularly that of the Gen. Mottle, of 20

guns, oil the cape of Delaware in 1782. In that vessel he went to France and brought
back a large amount of money, a loan by France to the colonies, and also news that the

preliminaries of peace were agreed upon, lie was made a captain in the service of
France in 1795, but resigned in 1800. In the war of 1812 he commanded the fleet that
defended Chesapeake bay, and was wounded in the battle of Bladensburg. In 1818, he
started for Kentucky, where he intended to settle, but died on the way.

BARNELEY, a t. in the West Riding of Yorkshire, 39 m. s.w. of York. It is situated
on a hill, has coal and iron mines, linen manufactures, bleaching and dye works, manu-
factures of iron and steel, wire-works, and glass-works. Besides ample railway com-
munication, it has the advantage of two canals. It has a large number of educa-
tional and benevolent institutions, and a public park of about 20 acres. Among the
chief buildings are the county court and bank. Pop. '71, 23,021.

BARN8TABLB, a co. in s.e. Massachusetts, including cape Cod and some islands;
290 sq.m. ; pop. '75, 32,144. Its surface is low and level. Most of the inhabitants are
fishermen and seamen. Co. seat, Barnstable.

BARNSTABLE, a t. and seat of justice of B. co., Mass., on B. bay, 65 m. s.e. of
Boston ; pop. '70, 4793. Its inhabitants are mostly fishermen and seamen.

BARNSTAPLE, a t. in n.w. Devonshire, on the right bank of the Taw, 6 m. from its

mouth, and 34 n.w. of Exeter. The Taw is here crossed by an ancient bridge of 16
arches, which has been widened by iron-work on each side. In consequence of the river
and harbor having become filled up with sand, much of the trade of B. has been trans-

ferred to Bideford. It has manufactures of pottery and lace. It sends two members to

parliament. B. lias existed since the reign of Athelstan, who built a castle here. The
poet Gay was born near the town, and educated at its grammar-school. Pop. '71, 11,790.

BARNUM, PIIINEAS TAYLOR, American showman, was b. at Bethel, Conn., July 5,

1810. His father was a tavern-keeper; and while young B. attended the village school,
he traded with and played practical jokes upon his father's customers. At the age of

13, he was employed in a country store
;
and about five years afterwards, went largely

into the lottery business. When only 19, he married clandestinely, and then moved
to Daubury, where he edited The Hernhl of Freedom, and was imprisoned 60 days for a
libel. In 1834, he removed to New York, where, hearing of Joyce Heth, nurse "of gen.
Washington, he bought her for $1000, and with the aid of forg'ed documents and puff-

ing, exhibited her to considerable profit. Reduced again to poverty, he sold Bibles,
exhibited negro dancers, and wrote for newspapers, until he bought the American
Museum in New York, which he raised at once to prosperity by exhibiting a Japanese
mermaid, made of a fish and monkey, a white negress, a wooly horse, and finally, a
noted dwarf, styled gen. Tom Thumb," whom he exhibited in Europe in 1844. In 1847,
he offered Mademoiselle Jenny Lind $1000 a night for 150 nights, and received $700,000

the concert tickets being sold at auction, in one ease for $650 for a single ticket. He
built a villa at Bridgeport, in imitation of the Brighton pavilion, and engaged in various

speculations, one of which a clock-factory made him bankrupt. Settling with his
creditors in 1857, he engaged anew in his career of audacious enterprises, and made
another fortune. In I860, he stood as n candidate for a seat in congress, but was unsuc-
cessful. His Autobiography (1854, since greatly enlarged) has the merit at least of frank-
ness. In 1865, he published Ihc Humbugs <>f the World; and Stntyyks and Triumphs in
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1869 In 1871 he a"-ain returned to the business of showman, from which in 1868 he

hail withdrawn. His exhibition of u
"
petritk-d inau" iu 1878 was not a success.

B \KN V IT F a co in s w. South Carolina, separated from Georgia 1 y the Savannah

river : l.V.n Bq.tn.'; pop. '70. :. 724 22,146 colored. The soil is fertile and produces

wlu-a't. is, cotton, rice, etc. Co. seat, B. Court House.

BABOACH', r>uc).vt-Ji, or BHAIU-CII, a large t. of British India, in the province of

Bombav. It is situated on an elevated mound, supposed to he artificial, on the n. bank

Situated in tlic mictsi 01 a mosi lenue uismci, n v\,i iyiuuii a fj uuuuowug iv<..u,

with a lar population; but fell, iu consequence of political troubles, into decay.

has of late Iwiruu to recover prosperity, and its commerce is increasing. Its present

pop is estimated at 15,000, within the walls; hut including the suburbs, which are

extensive, the pop. in 1872 was 36,963. B. belonged to the Mussulman kingdom of

ut, on the overthrow of which by the emperor Akbar, it was assigned to a petty

uawab; and falling under the dominion of the Peishwa, was taken by the British in

1772. ceded to Scindiah in 1783, in acknowledgment of the kind treatment of some

British prisoners; and again stormed by a British force in 1803, since which date it has

remained in the possession of the British. The heat of B. is often excessive, and the

situation is regarded as unhealthy. B. carries on a considerable trade with Bombay and

Surat the principal exports being raw cotton, grain, and seeds. It was long famous for

its manufactures of cloth; but that of the riner kinds has fallen off very much, in conse-

quence of the importation of English goods. Many of the weavers of B. are Parsees, of

whom also some are of the more opulent classes as ship-owners and ship-brokers. B.

has one remarkable institution a Brahmanical hospital for sick animals, into which

horses, dogs, cats, monkeys, peacocks, and even insects are received. It is ostensibly
attended by a number of Brahmans, who derive a good income from lands devoted to

it, and from voluntary contributions. Pop. of collectorate (1872) 350,322.

BAROCCHIO, or BAROZZI GIACOMO DA YIGKOLA, 1507-73; an Italian architect,

who succeeded Michael Angelo as the architect of St. Peter's, and constructed other

great works in Rome. He also supplied the designs for the Escorial. His Five Orders

of Architecture is an excellent and useful work.

BABOCHE, PIERRE-JULES, an eminent French politician, was b. at Paris on the 8th

Nov., 1802. He passed a* an advocate in 1823, and distinguished himself by his talents

as a pleader. In 1847, he was sent to the chamber of deputies as representative of

Rochefort, took his position among the moderate reform party, and was one of those

who signed the accusation drawn up against the Guizot ministry. During the republic,
he voted at lirst along with the democratic party, but subsequently supported gen.

Cavaignac, and, after the 10th Dec., the politics of Louis Napoleon. B. was now made
orocureur-general of the republic at the Paris appeal court. In 3Iar., 1850, he succeeded
Ferdinand Barrot as minister of. the interior, after which he became a decided Bona-

partist. In April, 1851, he was appointed minister of foreign affairs, with Leon Fau-
cher as colleague. After the coup d'etat of the 2d Dec., 1851, B. accepted the vice-

presidency of the consultative commission, and was authorized to make known officially
the result of the ptcbiscitum. He became minister of foreign affairs in 1860, and minister
of justice and public worship in 1868. He received the grand cross of the legion of

hpnor in 1855. His death took place on the island of Jersey in 1870.

BARO DA, a city of Guzerat, and capital of a state of the same name. It is 40 m.
from Tunkari.i and 231 n. of Bombay, with which it is connected by railway. It stands
on the Biswamintri, which is here crossed by a stone bridge of singular construction
nn upper range of arches resting on a lower one. B. is the residence of the GuicoAvar,
a protected Mahratta prince. Pop. '72, 112,057; trade considerable. It occupies nn

important position between the coast and the interior. In 1878, numerous complaints
having beon made to the British government about the misrule of the Guicowar, Mitlhar
Rao. a commission was appointed to examine into the state of affairs, and as a result
tin- (luicowar was allowed 18 months in which to reform his administration. His mis-
rule, however, continued, and a suspected attempt to poison col. Phnyre, the British
resident at his court, led to his arraignment before a mixed British and native tribunal
in 1875. The court was divided in opinion as to his guilt, but the British government

'1 the duieowar for his obvious misrule.

BAR OF DOWEB. Dower, the estate or provision which, by the law of England, a
widow is entitled to out of the lands and tenements of her deceased husband, may be
barred or defeated l.y her elopement, her divorce on the grouni of her own adultery" the
trea-onof her husband, and other disabilities, and by detaining the title-deeds orevidences
of the ( -late from the heir until she restore.- them.' A woman might also, -while lines and
recoveries W9TB in force.be barred by the-e assurances.;; she now may by the new
method of c,,n\eyaiice appointed by the statute 3 and 4 Will. IV. c. 74. in substitution
for a tine or reeoverv. in the case of a married woman. And another method of barring
dower i- by jointure, as regulated by the statute 27 Henry VIII. c. 10 Stephen's Com-

vol. i. p. 273. See DOWKK, JOINTURE, WIDOW, and FINE OF LANDS.
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The term corresponding to dower in Scotch law is Tercc (q.v.). which may also be
barred or excluded in various ways; as, for instance, by the widow's express discharge
or renunciation, by the deeds of the husband affecting his real estate, by the husband's
conviction for treason, by the wife's express acceptance of a different provision in. lieu

of the terce, and by her divorce on the ground of adultery.

BAROMETER (Gr. baros, weight; metro n, a measure), an instrument for measuring
the weight or pressure of the atmosphere. The term is generally understood to refer to

one in which the measure is the height of a column of liquid sustained by atmospheric
pressure. The fundamental principle of the construction of the B. is best shown in the

experiment which led Torricelli to the first discovery of the pressure of the air. A glass
tube, about 33 in. in length, open at one end, is completely rilled with mercury, and,
being firmly closed by the thumb, is inverted and placed vertically in a cup containing
mercury. When the thumb is removed, the mercury sinks in the tube till it stands,

generally, about 30 in. above the level of the mercury in the cup, leaving in the upper
part a space free of air, which receives the name cf the Torricellian vacuum (fig. 1).

The mercury within the tube being thus removed from the pressure of the air, while
that in the cup is exposed to it, the column falls, till the pressure at the section of the

whole, in the same plane as the surface of the mercury in the cup, is the same within
and without the tube. A similar experiment is seen when, in a U-shaped tube, having
one branch much wider than the other, a column of mercury in the narrow branch
balances a column of water nearly 14 times as high in the other. In the Torricellian

experiment, we have the air and the space occupied by it taking the place of the wide
water branch of the U-shaped tube, and the glass tube and mercury forming the narrow
branch, as before; the narrow branch, however, in this case being closed above, to pre-
vent the air from filling, as it were, both branches. In both cases, the heights of the
columns are inversely as the specific gravities of the liquids of which they consist; and,
as air is about 10,000 times lighter than mercury, we should have the aerial column
10,000 times 30 in. high. It will be found, under ATMOSPHERE, that from the air lessen-

ing in density as it ascends, the height is considerably greater. Any changes that take

place in the height or density of the aerial column will be met \)y corresponding changes in

the height of the mercurial column, so that as the latter rises or falls, the former increases
or diminishes. We have, then, in this simple tube, an infallible index of the varying
amount of atmospheric pressure, and, in fact, a perfect barometer. The changes, how-
ever, are indicated on a scale at least 10,000 times diminished, so that the variations in
the tube show very considerable changes in the weight of the atmosphere. If water be
used instead of mercury, the water column would be 14, or, more correctly, 13.6 times
as high as the mercurial column, or about 34 ft.; and the scale on which the changes
take place would be correspondingly magnified, so that a water B. should be much more
delicate than a mercurial one. Water is, however, exposed to this serious objection, that
its vapor rises into the empty space above, and causes by its elasticity a depression of
the column, the depressions being different for different temperatures. At zero, Fahren-
heit, for instance, the depression thus arising would be

-J-
an inch, and at 77, more than

1 foot. It would be doubtful, likewise, at the time of any observation, whether the

space referred to was filled with vapor of the elasticity corresponding to the observed
external temperature or not, so that the necessary correction could not with certainty be
made. The vapor of mercury, on the other hand, at 77 F. a temperature considerably
above the average produces in the B. a depression of only rsW f an inch, an amount

practically inappreciable. After 200 years of experience and invention, we have yet no
better index of the pressure of the atmosphere than the simple mercurial column of Tor-
ricelli, and in all exact observations it is taken as the only reliable standard.

Simple as the B. is, its construction demands considerable care and experience. It is

of the first importance that the mercury to be used is chemically pure, otherwise its

fluidity is impaired, and the inside of the tube becomes coated with impurities in such a

way as to render correct observation impossible. Mercury, as usually sold, is not pure;
and before being employed for barometers, must be shaken well with highly dilute but
pure nitric acid, to remove extraneous metals and oxides. The same object is effected
more thoroughly by keeping it several weeks in contact with the dilute acid, stirring
every now and then. After either process, the metal must be thoroughly washed with
distilled water, and dried. In filling the tube, it is essentially necessary to get the col-

umn free from air and moisture. To effect this, the mercury, after filling, is boiled in
the tuba, so that air and moisture may be expelled, partly by the heat, and partly by
the vapor of the mercury. This process demands great experience and skill, but the
same end may be more easily and as effectually attained by boiling the mercury, in the
first instance, in an atmosphere of carbonic acid, and then pouring it into the previously
heated tube by a filler reaching to the bottom of it. Such care is only expended on the
best instruments; ordinary weather-glasses, not needing to be quite accurate, are more
simply filled. Notwithstanding all these precautions, minute bubbles of air manage to

keep secreted, and creep up in the course of time into the Torricellian vacuum. To
obviate this risk of error, an air-trap is recommended by which any air that may acci-

dentally find its way into the tube is arrested in its ascent to the top, and the instrument
sustains no damage from the accident.

Barometers are usually divided into two classes cistern barometers, and siphon
barometers. The simplest form of the cistern B. is that shown in fig. 1, which only
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requires to be set properly in a frame, and provided with a scale, to make it complete.
Fig. 2 presents another form of that

class, being that generally seen in

_
I

E
| 1>3fe F\ A weather-glasses or ordinary barometers.

e&s I p| The tube is bent at the bottom, and the

P *i.' cistern is merely an expansion of the

at .'" lower end. Very generally, the cistern

is hidden from view, and protected
I L)|

from injury bv a wooden cover in front.

li fil There are two causes of inaccuracy in

cistern barometers one being the capil-

larity, which tends to lower the column,
and "the other being the dilTerence of

level in the cistern caused by the fluctu-

ations in the tube, which renders the

readings on the fixed scale above at one
time too great, and at another too small,

according as this level rises above or
falls below the original level from
which the scale was measured. The

g^j I
tl effect of capillarity may be avoided by

Sn LjtJ using tubes of more than half an inch

BflJ ^S*' yy in bore, in which the depression be-
ig&fr-Ai I 1 comes so small, that it may be left out

* "
of account; and in smaller tubes it

may he estimated from tables constructed for the purpose. Wide tubes have the addi-

tional advantage, that atmospheric changes are seen earlier in them than in narrow-

tubes, there being less friction in the former than in the latter. It is worthy of notice

that the capillary depression is less in boiled than in unboiled tubes, in consequence of
the admixture of a minute quantity of the oxide of mercury,- formed in the process of

boiling, which lessens the repulsion between the mercury and glass. Witli refer-

ence to the error of level, it must be borne in mind that the height of the column
sustained by the atmosphere is always to be reckoned from the lower level.

This error becomes all the less the larger the capacity of the cistern is compared
with that of the tube, for then a very considerable rise or fall in the. tube, when
spread over the surface of the cistern, makes only a slight difference of level in it.

Can: must be taken, then, in ordinary barometers, to make the cistern as large as possi-
ble. The only B. in which the error of level is completely obviated, is that invented by
Fortin, which, from its being in every respect the most perfect cistern B., deserve"*

particular notice. The cistern', and the lower portion of the tube of this B., is shown in

fig. 3. The cistern is made of boxwood, with a movable leather bottom, bb, and a glass

cylinder is inserted into it above, ail except
the glass being incased in brass. In the

bottom of the brass box a screw works, on
the upper end of which the leather res

that by the sending in or taking out of the

screw, the bottom of the cistern, and with
it the cistern level of the mercury, can lx;

raised or depressed at will. A small ivory
pin, p, ending in a fine point, is fixed to

the upper frame of the cistern; ami when
an observation is made, the surface of the

mercury is made to coincide with the point
of the pin as the standard level from which
the barometric column is to be measured.
The tube of the B. the upper part of
which is shown in fig. 4 is inclosed in one
of brass, which has two directly opposite
slits in it for showing the height of the

column, and on the sides of these the grad-
uation is marked. A brass collar, c<\ slides

upon the tube with a vernier (q.v.), rr,
marked on it for reading the height with
the greatest exactness, and in which two
oblong holes are cut, a little wider than the
slits in the brass tube. When a n adimr is

taken, the collar is so placed that the 'last

streak of light is cut off In- th- two upper
ndire- of i'ie holes, or until they form a tan

gent to the convex mercurial curve. By
this means, the observer is sure thai hi'*

, 4, . .. ,. eye is on a level with the top of the column.
ami that the rending is taken exactly for this point. This is the contrivance usually
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adopted to prevent the error of parallax, or that caused by the eye being slightly above or

below the top of the column, by which the scale and the top of the column are projected
too high or too low, the one upon the other, as the case may be. The only other

arrangement worthy of mention for effecting the same object is that by Weber, who
etches the scale on'a piece of silverized glass placed over one side of the tube; and
when the mirror and tube being vertical the image of the eye appears along with
the vertex of the column, the eye is in the same horizontal line 'with it.

Fprtin's B. is

generally arranged so as to be p'ortable, in which case the screw, ,
is sent in until the

mercur}" fills the whole cistern, by which the air is kept from entering the tube during
transport, the leather yielding sufficiently at the same time to allow for expansion from
increase of temperature. It packs in a case, which serves as a tripod when the instru-

ment is mounted for use. On this tripod it is suspended about the middle, swinging
upon two axes at right angles to each other, so that the cistern may act the part of a

plummet in keeping the tube vertical the position essential to all correct measurements.
The siphon B. consists of a tube bent in the form of a siphon, having the same

diameter at. the lower as at the upper end. Fig. 5 represents a simple form of it. The
tube travels along the board on which it is placed by passing easily through fixed rings
or collars of brass. A scale, divided in inches and parts of an inch, is fixed on the upper
part of the board; and when an observation is taken, the tube is adjusted by the screw g,

working below it, so that the top of the lower mercurial column may be on a level with the

fixed mark, a, which is the point from which the fixed scale is measured. In the best forms
of the siphon B., both tube and scale are fixed, the latter being graduated upwards and
downwards from a zero-point near the middle of the tube, and the height of the column is

ascertained by add ing the distances from it of the upper and lower levels. The siphon B.

is in many respects a more perfect instrument than the cistern barometer. In the first

place, the bore at the upper and lower ends of the tube being the same, the depression aris-

ing from capillarity is alike for both, and the error from this cause disappears in taking the

difference of the heights. In the second place, since the final reading is got from a refer-

ence to both upper and lower surfaces, the error in the cistern B. produced by the different

capacities of the tube and cistern, is effectually avoided. On the other hand, the taking
of two readings, one for each column, is a serious addition to the labor of observation.

Gay-Lussac's siphon B. (fig. 6) is bent near the bottom, so as to allow of the lower branch

being placed in the same straight line as the upper one a position highly favorable to

accurate observation. When constructed for transport, the tube at the bend is nar-

rowed, as in the figure, to a capillary width, which effectually excludes the air: and
when the tube is inverted (fig. 7), being the position in which it is carried, the mercury
is nearly all held in the longer branch. Such a tube when mounted, like Fortin's B..

makes an excellent traveling instrument, and is comparatively light, from the small

quantity of mercury it contains. See ANEROID BAROMETER.
The wheel B., originally invented by Hook, and generally seen as a parlor ornament,

has little to recommend it as a trustworthy instrument. Fig. 8 shows the main features

of its construction. It is essentially an ordinary B. like the siphon B. below, but having
a cistern above, to increase the amount of variation in the lower branch. A small piece of

iron or glass, /, floats on the open surface, and a thread is attached to it, and passed over
a small wheel, a, -fixed to a horizontal axis, to which it is kept tight by a small weight, c.

hanging at the other end. A pointer, p, is fixed to the other extremity of the horizontal

axis, which moves to the right or left of the dial, dd, according as the mercury falls or

rises in the lower branch. The great sweep which the index takes, as compared ivith

the comparatively minute variations of the mercurial column, is the only merit of this

instrument. It is easy to see, that with so much intervening between the mercury and
the index, the chances of error from friction and other causes are very considerable.

The correction of the B. for temperature is of importance. Mercury expands &fan
of its bulk for every decree of Fahrenheit's thermometer; consequently, a column of 30
in. at 32

D

P., or the" freezing-point, would, at 05
:

P., for instance, be VWo3 times 80 in., or

nearly TVof an inch longer, for 30^ in. of mercury at 60 produce the same pressure as 30
in. of it at 32. In order, therefore, that all observations may be compared correctly with
each other, the observed heights are reduced to what thev would be at 32 F. as a standard

temperature. The rule for reduction is very simple: Multiply the number of degrees
above o^

'

Jelow32 F. by the observed heiglit, divide the product by 9990, and subtract

or add trie quotient from or to the observed height for the reduced height. Tables for

this purpose have been published by the royal society, from which the corrections are

found at once.
The variations of the B. are found to be both periodical and

irregular.
Periodical

variations are those taking place at stated and regular intervals, and irregular, such as

have no regular period of recurrence. The only truly periodical variation is the daily
one. which varies from 0.150 to 0.001 inch. In most regions of the globe there is also a

well-m,.rked annual variation, widely different for different regions. Accidental varia

tions have a range of about 3 inches." S.T ATMOSPHERE.
The uses of the B. may be classified into physical, hypsometrical, and meteorologi-

cal. It is of essential use in all physical researches where the mechanical, optical, acous-

tical, and chemical properties of air or other gases are dependent on the pressure of the

atmosphere. Its use in hypsometry, or the art of measuring the heights of mountains,
is very valuable. When a B. is at the foot of a mountain, the pressure it sustains is
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srrcater tlian that which it experiences at the top by the weight of the column of air

intervening between the top and bottom. A formula of considerable complexity is given

by mathematicians for finding very nearly the true height of a mountain from barometri-

cal and thormometrica! observations made at its base and summit, the interpretation

of which does not come within the compass of this work. The following rules give
vcrv nearly the same result: 1. Reduce the mercurial heights at both stations to 32

F.
"

2. Take the logarithms of the corrected height*, subtract them, and multiply the

result by 10.000, to give the approximate height in fathoms of the upper above the lower

station. 8. Take the mean of the temperature at both stations, take the difference
,

U-tween this mean nml32. multiply the difference by the approximate height, and divide

the product by 435. This last re'sult is to be added to the approximate height, if the

mean temperature is above 32, and subtracted, if below, to find the true height in fathoms.

rtin's or Gay-Lu->.ie < 1>. is employed in measuring heights.
The best known use of the B. is as a meteorological instrument, or as a weather-glass.

Opticians have attached to certain heights of the B. certain states of weather, and at cer-

tain points of the scale the -words "rain," "changeable," "fair," etc., are marked; but

the connection thus instituted is very misleading. Those who have observed most care-

fullv the connection of barometric heights with changes of the weather, discard entirely
the use of these terms; and state that it is not the actual height of the B. at any place,
but this height as compared with that of surrounding regions which indicates the com-

ing weather. Several elaborate codes of rules have been drawn up to serve as a key to tin;

variations, but as these are more or less of a local character, they would be out of place here.

Generally speaking, a falling B. indicates rain, a rising B. fair weather. A steady B. fore-

tells a continuance of the weather at the time; when low, this is generally broken or bad,
and when high, fair. A sudden fall usually precedes a storm, the violence of which is in

proportion to the barometric gradient. An unsteady B. shows an unsettled state of

weather; gradual changes, the approach of some permanent condition of it. The vari-

ations must also be interpreted with reference to the prevailing winds, each different

wind having some peculiar rules. The connection between changes of weather and
the pressure of the atmosphere is by no means well understood. One reason is given,
which may to some extent account 'for the B. being lower in wet than in dry weather
viz., since" as has been shown by Dalton, moist air is lighter than dry air, wherever a

large amount of aqueous vapor has displaced a part of the drier air, the barometric
column will read relatively low. Hence much depends on the nature of the winds.
Thes. ands.w. winds, which are, in western Europe, more than any other, the rain-bring-

ing winds, are warm and moist winds. Now, a column of such air, to be of the same
weight as one of cold dry air, must l>e higher; but this it cannot well be in the atmos-

phere, for no sooner does the warm moist column, by its lightness, rise above the sur-

rounding level of the upper surface of the aerial ocean, than it flows over, and becomes
nearly of the same height as the cold air around it. The interchange taking place less

interruptedly, and consequently less slowly, in the higher strata than in those near the

ground, it is some time before the equilibrium thus disturbed is restored, and meanwhile
the B. keeps low under the pressure of a rarer atmospheric column. On the other hand,
the northerly and easterly winds, being comparatively cold and dry, are accompanied
with fair weather and a high barometer. It is thus to the warmth, as well as to the
moisture of these winds that the low pressure is to be ascribed. Hence, then, the rain
attendant on a low B., as well as the fine weather accompanying a high B., arc the neces-

sary concomitants of our geographical position of our having the land to the e., and
the ocean to the w. of us. In Great Britain a high and rising B. frequently accompa-
nies e. winds with a drenching drizzle; and on the La Plata river, things are the reverse
of what they are with us; there the cold s.e. wind, coming from the ocean, brings rain
with a high barometer, and the land winds, warmed by the plains of South America.
maintain fine weather with a low barometer. That the temperature, as well as the mois-
ture of the air, is at least an important cause of the changes of the B. , is also shown by
the fact, tint, in the tropics, where the variations of the temperature are slight compared
with the temperate zones, the B. experiences almost no change. In central Asia, the
summer pressure is nearly an inch less than that of winter, and at Deuiliquiu, towards
the interior of Australia, it amounts to 0.250 inch.

BA Hi >METRIC LIGHT, a faint electric light produced in the vacuum of a mercurial
Imromcter by swinging the instrument to and fro, causing friction of the mercury against
the inside of the tube.

BAEOMETZ, or Tartarian or Scythian lamb, the prostrate stem (rhizome) of a fern
*pifltit?n btironiftz) winch grows in the salt-plains near the Caspian sea. It is shaggywith a silky down, and has a sort of general resemblance to an animal. In the davs of

ignorant credulity, when the story ofthe phoenix was received as a truth of natural his-
tory, and barnacles were believed to grow into geese, and horses' hairs into eels, marvel-

t.ilr, w.re told of the B., which was supposed to partake of the natures of a plantd an animal, to grow on a stalk, and eat grass like a lamb, etc. Erman (7><//* m
txdena) supposes that the fables regarding the B. may have some connection with the
cotton plant
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BASON, This term, as to the origin of which much difference of opinion exists, is

probably derived from the Latin word baro (allied to vir, a man, a hero), which originally
signified a stupid, brutal man, afterwards came to signify a man simply, and latterly, by
one of those strange transmutations which are not uncommon in language, a man pre-

eminently, or a person of distinction. Teutonic, Celtic, and even Hebrew derivations

have also been assigned to the word; but the fact of its having been introduced into this

country by the Normans, seems in favor of a Romanic origin. It is now the title which
we apply to the lowest degree of hereditary nobility. The degree of B. forms ft species
of landing-place, corresponding amongst noblemen, in a certain sense, to that of gentle-

man, at a lower stage of the social pyramid. It was in this eense that tho word was
used in former times to include the whole nobility of England, because all noblemen
were barons, whatever might be the higher ranks in the peerage which they occupied.
Tho word peer has recently come to be used with the same signification, perhaps
because it is no longer necessarily the case that every nobleman should be aB., there

being instances in which earldoms and other honors have been given without a barony
being attached to them, and in which the barony has been separated from the higher

degree by following a different order of descent. The general theory of the coustitu-

tion, however, still is, that it is as barons that all the peers sit in the upper house; and
it is on this ground that the archbishops and bishops are said to sit in virtue of their

baronies. The distinction into greater and lemur barons seems from an early period to

have obtained in most of the countries of Europe. The greater barons, who were the

king's chief tenants, held their lauds directly, or in capite, as it was called, of the crown;
whilst the lesser held of the greater by the tenure of military service. The greater
barons, who corresponded to the freilierren (free lords) of Germany, had a perpetual
summons to attend the great councils of the nation; whereas the latter were summoned
only in case of their lands embracing a certain extent, which in England was thirteen

knights' fees and a quarter. See KNIGHT'S FEE. When the representation of the mid-
dle class in England came to be confided to the knights of the shire and burgessess of

towns, the minor barons ceased to receive the royal summons, and by degrees the title

15. eaine to be applied to the greater barons, or lords of parliament, as they were called,

exclusively. For an account of the barons of England immediately after the conquest,
and of the lands which they held, see DOOMSDAY-BOOK. The habit of conferring the
rank of B. by letters-patent, by which it was converted into a mere title of honor, apart
from the possession of landed property or of territorial jurisdiction, was first introduced

by king Richard II., who, in 1388, created John Beaucharnp, of Holt castle, B. of Kid-
derminster. In Germany, the old barons of the empire were for the most part raised to

the dignity of grafs (counts) and princes; whilst the lesser, in place of passing into the
ranks of the unlitlcd gentry, as in England, constituted a grade of the lower nobility, to

which no duties were assigned, and scarcely any political privileges belonged.
When a B. is summoned to the house of lords by writ, a letter, in the sovereign's

name, directs him to repair to the parliament, to be holden at a specified time and place,
to advise with his sovereign, the prelates, and nobles, about the weighty affairs of the
nation. On the arrival of the new peer, he is presented by two barons to the lord-

chancellor, his patent or writ being carried by a king-at-arms. This having been read

by the chancellor, he congratulates him on becoming a member of the house of peers,
and invests him with his robe. The oaths are then administered by the clerk of parlia-
ment, and the new B. is conducted to a seat on the barons' bench. In addition to

barons by writ and barons by patent, barons by prescription are ui ally mentioned, but

incorrectly according to Blackstone, who remarks that "those who claim by prescrip-
tion must suppose either a writ or patent made to their ancestors, though by length of
time it is lost." (Kerr's ed., vol. i. p. 406.) There are some distinctions between a
creation by writ and by patent which ought to be mentioned. " The creation by writ,"

says Blackstone, "is the more ancient way, but a man is not ennobled thereby, unless he

actually takes his seat in the house of lords; and some are of opinion that there must be
at least two writs of summons, and a sitting in two distinct parliaments, to evidence an
hereditary barony." In consequence of the inconvenience thus attending it, the creation

by writ may now be considered as obsolete, although the eldest son of a peer is still fre-

quently called up to parliament by means of it, there being in that case no danger of the
children losing their nobility even should their father never take his seat. But though
creation by patent is thus in general the surest way of insuring the hereditary character
of the peerage, it labors under one disadvantage as compared with a creation by writ

viz., that whereas in the latter case the dignity once insured by possession passes to the
heirs of the holder without any words to that purpose, in the former there must be words
to direct the inheritance, else the dignity endures only to the grantee for life. Where
the patent, again, in place of being silent as to the succession, expressly sets forth that
the dignity is for life merely, it was held, in the Wensleydale case, that it does not make
the grantee a lord of parliament at all.

The coronation and parliamentary robes of a B. differ very slightly from those of an
carl. The right of wearing a coronet was conferred on barons for the first time by king
Charles II. ; their head-dress till then having consisted of a cap of crimson velvet, lined
with ermine, and having a plain gold band. A baron's coronet is adorned with six

U. K. II. 16
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pearls, set at equal distances on thechaplet. Coronets are worn only on great occasions

tte ceremonial. In ordinary garb, there is nothing to distinguish a B. from a com-

moner. A B. has .the title of
'

right honorable lord, "ete.. and is addressed as "my
lord." or "your lord-hip." His wife has also the title of "

right honorable." and is

addressed as "madam." or "your ladyship." A B.. in signing, sinks his Christian and

family surname, and subscribes his titular designation. His children enjoy the prefix

of honorable, as t lie
" honorable

"
mentioning Christian and surname. In literature

and conversation, a deceased 1> is referred to by his Christian name, according to his

number in the list of peers of the same title, as M
Henry, eighth baron." The barons of

exchequer (q.v.) and of the cinque ports (q.v.) are examples ?till existing of the ancient

barons by ottice.

In the united kingdom, there arc persons who possess the title of B. imparted bj-

some foreign power; as, for example, "baron Rothschild." No such honor can be

legally enjoyed without the consent of the sovereign; but at best the title is only honor-

arv, and eoinmunic; ies no special privileges.
A good article on the bfronnge will be

found in the Cycfapadia nf Political Knowledge, published by Bobn, Lev don, 1853. See
PEKU.

BARON, r.Kuvvun, 1700-62; a French engraver of merit, who lived several years in

England, where he died, lie engraved for Crozat's collection of prints.

BARON AND FEME, or FEMME. These are two Norman-French words used in

English law-books to denominate Hrsn.vNU AND WIFE (q.v.); and see MARUIAUE.

BARON AND FEMHE, in heraldry, is the expression used to designate the bearing
by \\hieh the arms of husband and wife are carried per pale or marshalled side by side

on the same shield. The husband's arms are always carried on the dexter side. Where
the wife is an heiress i.e., the representative of her father's house her husband carries

her arms, not per pale, but in a shield of pretence; and they are quartered with the

paternal coat by the issue of the marriage.

BARON, or BAYRON. MR HAET,, 1653-1729; a French actor, instructed by Moliere.

He was also a writer of plays. As an actor he was excellent in tragedy nnd in comedy,
but he was inordinately vain of his personal appearance, and very frequently connected
with the .scandals of the time. He was stricken with apoplexy while on the stage, and
died two weeks afterwards.

BARONET. This title, which is the diminutive of baron, is the lowest degree of

hereditary honor in the united kingdom. Baronets were instituted, for the first time,

by king "James I., on the 2'Jd May, 1611. The ostensible object was to promote the

plantation of Ulster, in Ireland, with English and Scottish settlers; but the real aim was
to raise money. Kaeh B. was bound to maintain 80 soldiers in Ireland for 3 years, at
the rate of Ba. per diem for each man; the wages of one whole year to be paid into the

exchequer on the passing of the patent The sum thus exacted, with the fees of honor
due to the officers, amounted to upwards of 1000 on each patent. It is a striking proof
of the passion for hereditary distinction, that 200 persons were willing to accept the
honor on such terms. It was part of the bargain that no title should be created between
a B. and a baron, and that the number of the former should be permitted to diminish a*
the families of the original 2(K) died out, thus enhancing the value of the title to those
that remained. Bnt the Litter stipulation was very speedily departed irom, and a newcom-
mi ion was appointed to rill up the vacant places, and even to treat with new applicants.
Such WAS the origin of English baronets. From the date of the union, in 1707, those
created in England and Scotland were baronets of Great Britain. Irish baronet* were
created until 1800. since which period all baronetcies are of the united kingdom. There
is no limit to the creation of baronets but the will of the sovereign. At hm stitnre there
is no ceremony. The rank is communicated by patent or writ, issued under authority
of the crown; the fees of office bcin-r considerable. There are differences in the terms
on which the honor '

:;i_
rire-ted. perhaps, by the recipient according to family

ehennwttn -

netimes, according to the patent, the rank is confined to direct heirs-

male: sometime- ii embraces heirs male collateral; and sometime-;, in default of direct
male h.'ir-. it pa&es to the hmbatids of heirs-female. For the style and privileges of
baronet*, in matters of ceremony, see Burke's Peerage and Rnvftftaffe. Baronets have
precedence of all knights, except those of the garter, bannerets made under the royal
banner in open war, and privy councilors. They are entitled to have xir prefixed to
th'-ir name, wlong with B. a- an atlix. The wife of a B. is legally styled dame; but in
common sjvech -lie i- called lady, and addressed as "your ladyship."" The rank of B.

person above the degree of commoner; but many baronetcio have, in
course of time, been heritably acquired by peers, which lessens tlic ostensible number.

Baronet* of Scotland and Nova Scniia originated in a project of James I.; but were
not instituted nil Hi-.'.-,. l, v Charle- I. The professed object was t,, encourage the settle-
ment of Nova S.oiia in North America; and a grant of a certain portion of land in that
province, to I..- ] !d of BIT William Alexander, afterwards earl of Stirlinir, who was then
ms " utenant in Nova Scotia, actually accompanied the title the grants of
land being of course illusory, for their very designations were a fiction. Tiie first personwho received the honor of a Nova Scotian baronetcy was Robert Gordon of Gordonstone.
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a younger son of the earl of Sutherland, whose patent bears date May 28, 1625. There
are no new additions to this branch of the baronetage: the latest creation having been in

1707, the year of the union of Scotland and England. In point of title and popular
recognition, there is no distinction between these and other baronets.

BARONIUS, C.KSAH, an eminent Roman Catholic ecclesiastical historian, b. at Sora,
in Naples, on the 30th Oct., 1538, and educated at Naples and Home. He was one
of the first pupils of St. Philip Neri, who founded the congregation of the Oratory, of

which B. became superior in 1593. He soon after became father confessor to the pope,

apostolical prothonotary, and finally, in 1596, cardinal, and librarian of the Vatican

library. On the death of Clement VIII., in 1605, 30 voted in conclave for the election

*>f B. as pope; and but for the opposition of the Spaniards, who were indignant at him
for his treatise De M<>n<nr!tni SicHue, in which he argued against Spain's claim to that

country, he might have been elected. The controversy against the work called the

Mttgilrdtirg Centuries (q.v.), which had already been weakly attempted by Muzio in 1570,
seemed at that time the most important undertaking for the learning of the church of
Rome. B. entered upon this controversy with great energy and in a position most
favorable for access to authorities, composing his Annalvs Ecdesi<i*tiri a Christo nato ad
ami. 1198 (12vols., Rome, 1588-1607), in which work he labored till his death, 30th

May, 1607. As his object was to prove that the church of Rome has not departed in

doctrine or constitution from the Christian church of the 1st c. , B. has been accused of
not using his authorities according to their proper historical sense, but artfully conceal-

ing, obscuring, and falsifying many things sometimes, perhaps, from ignorance of the

Greek, but more frequently with design. His Annaia have been frequently reprinted,
but the reprints are often incorrect and incomplete. The most recent, provided with

copious notes, etc., and containing Pagi's Critiml J-J.r<n//iii<if/<>ti and Rinnldi's continua-

tion, although not yet entirely correct, is the edition of Mansi (43 vols. 1738-57). The
Crifif'i in . t /nut': * A' - HiD'oitii of Anthony Pagi, the Franciscan (4 vols., Ant-

werp, 1705. improved by Francis Pain, Antwerp, 1724), corrects B. in many points,

especially of chronology. Among the continuation of the Annuls, all of which are

inferior in value to the work itself, the most rich in matter are that of B/ovius, extend-

ing to 1572 (9 vols.. Rome, 1616-72), and that of Rinaldi (10" vols., Rome, 1646-77), who
availed himself of the materials left by B., for the period from 11US to 1571. Amongst
the other works of B., his publication of the Martyrolvyium Hoinanum deserves to be
noticed (Rome, 1586, and repeatedly).

BARON OF BEEF, a large piece of beef, consisting of both sides of the back, or a
double sirloin, and weighing, according to the size of the animal, from 50 to 100 Ibs.

This monstrously large piece of beef, roasted, is served only on particular festive occa-
sions at the English court, and at great public entertainments. "When served according
to ancient custom at civic feasts in Guildhall, London, the B. is honored with a distin-

guished place on a kind of elevated rostrum, where it is ceremoniously carved for the
assembled guests. The term B. probably originated in a fanciful allusion to the word
sirloin; inasmuch as a hnrun is superior m rank to a air.

BARONS OF THE EXCHEQUER. See EXCHEQUER, COURT OF; COMMON LAW; COM-
MON LAW, COURTS OF; REVENUE.

BARONY is, or, it may rather be said, was a manorial and hereditary right arising
out of land, known to the law both of England and Scotland. In England, manors
were formerly called baronies. In the Scotch law, a right of B. is a right in relation to

lauds which have been erected, or at least confirmed by a clause in crown charters mak-
ing the grant in liberam baroni<un, as it is called; and by the crown alone could such a

right be conferred. It involved a civil and criminal jurisdiction to which, in theory, all

the inhabitants of the B. lands were amenable. But such jurisdiction has, by modern
legislation, been so limited and obstructed as scarcely cv'T to be exercised; ami, indeed,
in regard to the right of B. itself, the clause in crown-charters erecting baronies has,
since the abolition of heritable jurisdictions by the 201 h Geo. IT. c. 43. become obsolete.

But by the 35 Geo. III. c. 122. they are permitted on the sea-coast for encouragement of
fisheries, and the bailies thereof (see BAILIE) arc to have the. powers of justices of the

peace. In England, the lord or baron of the manor may hold his COUHT BAROX (q.v.;
see also MANOU. JURISDICTION).

BAROSMA. See BUCKU.

BAROTSE. a valley in s. Africa, 15 20' to 16 30' s.. and 23 to 24' c.. traversed by
the Zambesi river, and subject to its inundations. The natives build their villages on
natural or artificial mounds to escape this overflow. The Barotses reverence the sun,
pray to the alligator, which animal abounds in the river, and believe in some future
existence. Their chief town is Xarile. The soil of this valley is fertile, and will produce
two crops in a year. -but not much of it is cultivated.

BARQUE, or BAKK. is a name frequently given to ships, but with no very definite

meaning. Sometimes it denotes a ship of small si/ -nes a bropd -lerned vessel
without a figure-head: but more technically it applies to lliree-ma.-teu ve.-seis whose
mizzen-sails are fore-:.nd-aft instead of being square. An tinned B. is one variety of a

special sort of vessel noticed in another article. See AKMKD Siur.
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BARQUESIHE TO, a city of Venezuela, the capital of a province of the same name,
situated <.n an affluent of the Portuguesa. in a high plain, 15(5 in. w.s.w. from Caraccas.

B. wa< founded l>y the Spaniards ill 1662 ; land in the beginning of the 19th c. was a

flourishing town, with straisrht wide streets and some line buildings, the pop. about

13.1X10; but iii 1802 it was almost totally destroyed by an earthquake. The existing town

has been mostly built from the ruins. The pop. is supposed to be about 12,000. The

province of B. exk-nds along the coast of the Caribbean sea, contains an area of 9305

sq.m.. and :i pop. of about {{13,000. Wheat, maize, coffee, cacao, indigo, and cattle are

its principal products.

BAKU, a t. in Alsace, at the foot of the Vosges. 18 m. s.w. of Strassburg; pop. '71,

5(551. In 1592 it was destroyed by the cardinal of Lorraine. Near the t. is Alt. Odilia,

on which a daughter (canoni/.ed as St. Odilia) of duke Attic of Alsace, established a mon-
astery. The building was sold during the revolution of 1789.

BABE, or UAKKA, a petty Mandingo kingdom of western Africa, at the mouth of the

Gambia, with an estimated area of "about 250 sq. leagues, and a pop. of 200,000, the

males being remarkable for their line proportions. The surface, which is fertile, but

rather marshy, is well cultivated.

BARRA. a pleasant suburban t. about 3 m. e. of Naples, with a pop. of 9000. It has

numerous line country residences. .

BAR BA, a sm.--.ll island near the s. extremity of the Hebrides, Scotland, belonging to

Inverness-shire, and 42 m. w. of Ardnamnrchan point; hit. of Barra-head, 56 48' n.,

long. 7" 88' w. It is 8 m. long, and 2 to 4 broad, with deep inlets of the sea. A low

eandy isthmus, over which the sea nearly breaks at high water, connects the two parts
into which B. is divided. The s. or larger part contains a rocky mountain, 2000 ft. high,
and is divided into small valleys. The island is formed of gneiss. The soil ia sandy,
but sheep and eattle are fed on the hill and meadow pastures. Pop. '71, 1563, chiefly
Roman Catholics, speaking Gaelic with great purity; and among the most industrious

of Scott isli fishermen. Their boats are sharp fore and aft, and are built by the fisher-

men themselves, who engage extensively in the cod, ling, herring, and shell-hNh fisheries.

Two hundred horse-loads of shell-fish (cockles, limpets, mussels, razor-fish, lobsters,

crabs) have been taken off the sands in one day during the summer spring-tides. The
lighthouse on Barrahead, the loftiest in Britain, is 680 ft. above the sea, and is seen '<'<

m. off. The parish includes several smaller islands, the total pop. of the group in 1871

being 17".:;.

BARRACKPORE
,
n native t, and military cantonment on the e. bank of the Hoogly,

nnd 16 m. up the stream from Calcutta. Pop. '72, 9591. From the salubrity of its air,

B. is a favorite retreat for Europeans from Calcutta, the governor-general having here
his country residence. In fact, B. appears to have long enjoyed this kind of distinction ;

."Mr. Job Charnock, the founder of Calcutta, having er eted a bungalow here as far back
as 1689. In 1857, B. became famous as the cradle of (he formidable mutiny or rebellion

of that year. Several regiments of native troops were stationed at B. The me-i

objected to bite off the ends of the cartridges for the Eulield rifle, believing the paper
to be polluted by animal fat. Tlie troubles connected herewith a mere prelude to the

fatal outbreak at ALeerut in Alay commenced about the beginning of February, and
continued to assume various degrees of intensity, till at last two regiments of Bengal
native infantry had to be disbanded the 19th, on 31st Alar.

;
and the 34th, on 5th May.

It was in the last-named corps that the first blood would appear to have been drawn, an
intoxicated

sepoy having attacked and wounded his officer, lieut. Baugh, with sword
and pi.Mol. This fellow, whose name was Alungal Pandy, would seem to have had the

equivocal honor of giving the local designation of Pandics to the entire body of insur-

gents.

BARRACKS are permanent structures for the accommodation of soldiers, as distin-

gui-hed from huts and tents. Originally, the word, derived from the Spanish han-ant*,

applied to small cabins or huts; but in Exgland, the term is now always considered to

relaie ID structures of brick or stone. Great opposition was made in this country to the

On the other hand, it was contended that the older system of billeting the soldiers on
Hie people j- vexatious and burdensome; and that the morals of towns-people and vil-

are liable to he vitiated by the constant presence of soldiers. The permanent B.
were few in Dumber down to the year 1792, when Gconre III. obtained the consent of

parliament
for the Cmurruction of several new ones, and for the founding of the ollice of

barrack master ireneral. Various chanires in the arrangements were made from time to
time. The expenditure fur B.. in building, rebuilding, enlarging and rep.-iiring between
1798 and 1804, was 4.100.000; between iwi-j and lsi<). 8,380,000; and between 1*19
and 1*5}) (including Aldershott B .). upwards of 7.000,000. It was found that in IT B.,

ueted beisseen L883(Uld 1*57. the cost varied from {x>7 to. 209 per soldier aee.ommo-
ilafed. acco.-dinir to the inclusion (ir exclusion of officers' quarters, etc. The funds pro-
vided for the construction and maintenance of B. in 1879-80 was 436,850.
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The condition of British soldiers has. ever since the disasters In the Crinwa in the

winter of 1854, been an object of much public solicitude. This solicitude was so

strongly expressed as to break through the cold formalities of the official departments.
Returns were ordered, and commissions and committees appointed, partly to inquire into

existing fads, partly to surest improvements. The barrack-mastcr-general was replaced
at the beginning of this century by commissioners for barracks, whose functions were
absorbed by the now extinct board of ordnance in 1822. Barracks. are now under the

supervision of the surveyor general of the ordnance, who provides for their construction
and maintenance through the royal engineers; and for their victualling and daily service

through commissaries of the control department. Under these commissaries are bar-

rack-clerks and barrack-sergeants, to assist them in the duties. The furniture of the B.
is bought by the war office. The French have a singular plan of hiring such furniture
at 1.") t'r. per man per annum; the English cost is about 25*. per man, and some of our
officers are of opinion that it might with advantage be superseded by the French plan.
The barrack-rooms have arm and accoutenuent racks, shelves, and pegs; with a regular
order for depositing everything thereon. During the day, all the bedding is placed in

exact array; as well as dishes, tins, and canteens. A subaltern officer visits every room
every day. The iron bedsteads are turned down every evening, and up every morning.
One non-commissioned officer (sergeant or corporal) has control over each room, and is

responsible for quiet, cleanliness, etc. Married women, in the ratio of 6 to a company
of 100 soldiers, may live in the B. with their husbands, in separate rooms known as

"married soldiers' quarters," but not unless the marriage has been with consent of the

commanding officer. The married soldier may, however, sleep out of B., and is allowed
an extra 2d. per day if he does so. Each soldier in a barrack has an iron bedstead, a

rug, a paillasse, a bolster, two blankets, and two sheets; he pays nothing for these. Each
soldier has his name and number written near his bed and knapsack.

Notwithstanding the order and regularity established in B., committees of inquiry
appointed in 1855 and 1857 ascertained the existence of grievous defects. It was found
that, out of 252 B., only 20 had separate sleeping-rooms for married soldiers; the wives
of such soldiers, in the other 232, being obliged to put up with arrangements repugnant
to all decency and propriety, or else sleep away from the B. altogether.

In regard" to sanitary arrangements, great efforts have been made at vast cost in recent

years to improve all the h\-gienic conditions, such as drains, ventilation, means of ablu-

tion, recreation, circulation of air, etc. The result has been very apparent in the reduced
rate of mortality. Army-physicians recommend 600 cubic ft. of room space per soldier;
and this is the standard now demanded in all practicable cases by the war office. It

has been estimated that a new barrack for 1000 footguards in London would cost

150,000, ?>!-*,'<!'* I<n<(?, the cost of which would depend wholly on the particular site

selected. The necessity for grounds for exercises, stores, surgery, offices, etc., renders
a barrack a very costly congeries of buildings. Twenty acres may l>e taken as the mini-
mum space needed for 1000 men. In relation to all the various subjects of barrack-life,
a eummittee of military officers has drawn up a most comprehensive scheme of reform;
but unfortunately the cost of making these improvements would be so enormous, that

nothing better than a very gradual adoption can be expected.
The finest existing B.'in this country are perhaps those at Aldershott. attached to the

camp noticed in another article. See ALDKKSHOTT CAMP. The buildings extend in

two long lines, branching out of the Farnborough and Farnham road, with a large

parade ground between them. The infantry and artillery B. are on the u. side of this

space, and The cavalry B. on the south. The infantry B. are divided into blocks, forming
each a spacious quadrangle, with a court yard in the center. Each block is a complete
barrack for a full regiment, with all the men's rooms, store-rooms, school-rooms, offices,

etc. The officers' rooms are. however, separate, and occupy open spaces between the
blocks of buildings. All the four sides of each quadrangle are occupied by various rooms
and buildings; the men's living and sleeping rooms being mostly on the side next to the

parade-ground. The sleeping-rooms, each for 24 men, are very large and airy; the

washing-rooms are ample and well-fitted; and the cooking-rooms will each cook for 350
men. Dry play-grounds and drill-yards under glass roofs are provided. A broad bal-

cony outside every ran ire of -lecping-rooms enables the soldiers to look out upon these

grounds. The married soldiers and their wives are comfortably provided for, in rooms

wholly apart from the rest. The artillery and cavalry B. resemble in their general fea-

tures those for the infantry.

By the military forces localization act of 1872, 3,500,000 is to be raised and expended
in building and adapting B. for the 70 sub-district brigades among which the infantry is

now divided.

BARRACKS (ante). The "
Regulations" of the U. S. army prescribe 225 to C2f5 eq.

ft. of space for even- six soldiers, with height of 12 ft., giving each one 450 to 512 cubic
feet. There are few masonry-built B. in the United States. Mot of them are of \<

lighter timber. Of the more permanent are Madison B., at Sackett's Harbor. X. V. :

Citadel, nt Charleston: Pensacola, at Pensacola: Jackson, at New Orleans; Jefferson

(now an arsenal), at St. Louis; Baton Rouge arsenal. La. : Mt. Vernon arsenal. Mi--.;

Oglethorp, at Savannah; Beuicia, in California; Carlisle, in Penn.
;
Ft. Leavenworth,
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at Omaha; Newport, in Kentucky; San Francisco; Ringgold and Fort Brown, in

Tc\av There are B. for marines at. the various navy yards.

BARRACOON, the appellation given to a depot for newly captured slaves on the coast

of Africa, aud where they remain under restraint until carried off by vessels iu the

slave trade.

BAREA'DA, or BURADA, a river of Syria, which rising in lat. 33 50' n., long. 36 e.,

Hows in a s.s.e. direction towards Damascus, above which it divides, one branch being
diverted to irrigate the city and its gardens, while the oilier passes on the u. side. The
brunt-he-, which it is supposed were the PJiarpar and Abuttu of scripture, afterwards

unite, and flow into the marshes and lake of Bahr-el-Mcrj.

BARRAFEAN CA, a t. of Sicily, in the province of Caltunisetta, about 10 ni. s.e. of

the t. of Caltanisetta, with a pop.' of about 9000.

BARRA MANSA, n t. of Brazil, in the province of Rio de Janeiro, and 70 in. n.w. of

the city of that name. It is situated on the right bank of the Parahiba. Pop. 6000.

BARRAS, PAUL-JEAN FRANCOIS-NICOLAS, Count de, a distinguished character of

the French revolution, was b. at Foy, in Provence, 30th June, 1755. In his youth he

served as a lieutenant against the British in India, and after his return home, wasted
his property in Paris in dissipation. He eagerly joined the revolutionary party, and was
a deputy of the 7VV/-.< K'nf in the states-general in 1789. He was actively concerned in

the storming of the Tuileries, was appointed administrator of the department of Var.
and afterwards of the county of Nice. In the convention, he voted for the execution of

the king without d-lay of appeal, and on the 31st, May, 1793, declared against the

Girondists. The siege of Toulon, and triumph of the revolutionary party in" the s. of

France, were in a great measure owing to his activity and energy; and after the victory.
he was deeply concerned in all the bloody measures which were adopted. Yet he wa,
hated by Robespierre and the Terrorists, as one of the less decided revolutionists; aud
their overthrow was accomplished mainly by him, the convention appointing him
comniander-in chief, and viriually investing him with the directorship for the time.

While holding this high office, in which he acted witli great decision and vigor, and
on the same day on which Robespitrre fell, he paid a visit to the Temple, and provided
for the better treatment of the king'.s son; he hastened also to the Palais de
Justice, and suspended the execution of a largo number of persons \\lio had been con-
demned to death. On subsequent occasions, he acted with decision both against the
intrigues of the Royalists and the excesses of the Jacobins; and on loth Ycmlemiaire
(5th Oct., 1795), being again appointed commander in-chief by the convention, he called
liis young friend Bonaparte to his aid, and crushed the sections with mercile-s disehargcs
of artillery. The directory being appointed in Nov., 1795, B. was nominated one of the
five members, and in this capacity he procured the nomination of Bonaparte as com-
mamler-in-chief of the army in Italy. It was he who arranged the marriage of Bonaparte
with the widow Bcauharnais. On 18th Fructidor (see FKUCTIDOK, and FKANCK), he
was again invested with the dictatorship, and was again victorious. His authority now
became preponderant in the directory, and he affected the pomp of a king, and began
to give splendid entertainments in the palace of the Luxembourg. This continued for
about two years, till the decline of the power of the directory. After 30th Prairial,

- and he hat! the whole executive power in their hands" and whilst B. sccreily
negotiated, it is said, with the Bourbon princes, demanding a large reward fo'r

their restoration. Sieves, in secret understanding with Bonaparte, brought about the
revolution of 18th Hrumairc. Notwithstanding the favors he had formerly conferred on
Bonaparte, lie was now, perhaps unavoidably, an object of suspicion" to him. was

; led to remove from the neighborhood of Paris, resided in Brussels, then in

:lles, was banished to Home, and thence sent to Montpellicr. being kept under
constant surveillance of the police, and actually found to have been ciisra-red in eon-pira-
cies for the restoration of the Bourbons. After the restoration, he returned to Paris, and
pui chased an estate in the neighborhood of it, where he died on 29th Jan., IS",

1
!). He

'1 a considerable fortune in the revolution. His m.-moirs, which must be of
historic importance, w.-re -ei/.e 1 by the government.
BARRATRY, COMMON, or, as h lacalled in old English law-books, ban; in/, is the offense-

of iii'-itm- aud stirring up suits and quarrels among the queen's subjects 0^ offen
MVC- act of the kind is not -iifhVient j M order to maintain an indictment for this oil".

but it must lx- shown that the party aecused //><//////////. or at ii-ast on more thai.
occasion, conducted himself in the way imputed; and therefore the principle of the law
appears to strike at the Arti/r or rf*pb)V*o;j of evil-minded per.-on- who would incite to
Quarreling, or tasybndiea, a- they are in fact called in old hiw-n-ports- who to use a
familiar expression, "gel people by the cars." This term is suppo.-ed by some to 1x3

i from the French word bavrattur, which sij lecefver; by" others, from
the Latin word barratro, a vile knave. Some, airain. account for it by the ^suggestion

t is made up of torn*, tli- bars of courts of justice, and i\-t1mn, an' old word si-ni-
tymi: an offimse; while, by other antiquarian lawvr- it is supposed to have been bor-
rowed from the Norman-; ihe A n-lo Norman /^m/ signifying a quarrel or contention.
In old hngUsh indictment.-, charging this offense, the accused is not only described as
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pacts domini regispcrturlator, but also oppressor vicinorum, suorum; that is, he who is

guilty of B., is not only a disturber of the public peace, but a nuisance to his neighbors.
The punishment for this offense is tine and imprisonment; but if the offender belongs to

the profession of the law, as is too frequently the case, he may besides be disabled from

practicing his profession for the future. And, indeed, it is the existing statute law of

England, that if any one who has been convicted of B. shall practice as an attorney,
solicitor, or agent in any suit, the court, upon complaint, shall examine the matter in a

summary way; and if the fact of such conviction be proved: may direct such offending
attorney, solicitor, or agent to be kept in penal servitude for not more than seven or les*

than three years.
Akin to this offense is another of equal malignity and mischief; namely, that of suing

another in the name of a fictitious plaintiff. If committed in any of the superior courts,
this offense is treated as a high contempt, punishable at discretion, and in inferior courts,

by six months' imprisonment, and treble damages to the party injured.

B., in the sense above explained, is not a technical term in the law of Scotland. But
in that system there is a word Ixiratry, which is denned as the crime committed by
a judge who is induced by a bribe to pronounce a judgment, or who barters justice for

money.
There is also baratry of manners, which signifies in the law not only of England

and Scotland, but also of France and other European states the fraud of the master or
mariners of a ship tending to their own advantage, but to the prejudice of the owners.
Such conduct, however, is one of those risks which arc usually insured against in marine

policies of insurance. See INSURANCE.

BAR'RE, a t. in Massachusetts, on the Ware river, 21 m. n.w\ of Worcester; pop.
'70,2572. B. is a town of farms and dairies, and has important manufactures, but is

notable chiefly for an institution which has been very successful in the training of feeble-

minded children.

BARRfc, ISAAC, b. Dublin, 1726-1802. He was in Wolfe's army as lieut.col., was
wounded in the capture of Quebec, and was with Wolfe when he died. In 1761, he
was chosen to parliament, where he attracted attention by a violent personal attack upon
Pitt, who led the opposition to Bute's administration. In 1765, he opposed the stamp
act, supported the appeal of the colonies, and continued friendly to the Americans

throughout North's administration. B. held various offices of importance, and was. in

parliament until 1790, when he retired in consequence of loss of sight. The authorship
of the Juniim letters has been attributed to him, but is not known.

BARREGES. See BAREGES, ante.

BARREL (It. barile; Fr. brm'l = barriqiie), primarily, a large vessel for holding liquids

=probably from bar, in the sense of to guard, confine, contain and then a certain mcctfoin;
but varying in every locality, and almost for every liquid. In the old English measures,
the barrel contained 31i gallons of wine, 32 of ale, and 36 of beer the wine gallon itself

differing from that of ale and beer. In imperial gallons, their contents would be: old
wine barrel= 20J gall. ;

ale do.,3U; beer, 36^. The Italian barile varies from 7 to 31

English gallons; the French barrique of Bordeaux = 228 French litres = 50 English gal-
lons. Four barriques make a tonneau. In many case$, B. signifies a certain weight or
other quantity of goods usually sold in casks called barrels. In America, flour and beef
are sold on the large scale in barrels: a B. of flour must contain 196 Ibs.

;
of beef, 200 Ibs.

A B. of butter = 224 Ibs.
;
of soft soap, 256 Ibs.

;
of tar, 26 gallons.

BARBEL, GUN. The relation which the barrels of small-arms bear to the stock, lock,
and other parts, is described in such articles as MUSKET, PISTOL, RIFLE, REVOLVER,
BREECH-LOADING ARMS, etc. ;

but the remarkable processes of manufacturing these bar-

rels may be briefly noticed once for all.

The iron for all good musket-barrels contains a portion of steel, or undergoes some
kind of steeling process. Horseshoe nails or stubs, after much violent usage, yield a

very tough kind of iron when re-heated; and English gun-makers have been accustomed
to buy such refuse on the continent; but the foreign makers now use the old nails them-

selves; and Birmingham has to rely mostly on various home supplies of old tough
iron. The best barrels are now made in England of laminated, twisted, and Damascus
steel. To prepare l<<ni(ititt] nt><?, Mr. Greener, a celebrated Birmingham gunsmith, col-

lects scraps of saws, sterl-pens. files, springs, and steel-tools, from the various workshops;
cuts them into small and nearly equal pieces; cleans and polishes them by revolving La a

cylinder: fuses them into a semi-fluid state; gathers them into a
" bloom" or mass;

forges this bloom with a three-ton hammer; hardens and solidifies it with a tilt-hammer;
rolls it into rods; cuts each rod into pieces 6 in. long; welds these pieces together;
repeats the rolling, cutting, and welding, several times: and thus finally brings the metal
into a very hard, tough, fibrous, and uniform state. T/rMfrl xted for barrels is made by
taking thin plates of iron and steel, laying them alternately one on another in a pile,

welding them by heat and hammering, and twisting them by very powerful mechanical

agency, until there are twelve or fourteen complete turns to an inch; the length becomes
reduced one half, and the thickness doubled by this twisting. Dnnm^n^ xtl barrels are

made of steel which has undergone a still further series of welding and twisting opera-
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lions. Stub Damascm barrels are made of a mixture of old files with old horse-nails,

the files are heated cooled i'i water, broken with hammers, and pounded in a mortar into

small fragments; three parts of these fragments are mixed with five of stub; and the

mixture is fused, forced, rolled, and twisted. An inferior kind of Damascus twist is

made by interlaying scraps of sheet-iron with charcoal, and producing an appearance of

twi-t. but without the proper qualities. Thrcepi nny-xkdp aud tteapmuty-^celp are inferior

kinds of barrel-iron; and the worst of all is sham-dam skelp, of which gun-barrels are

made for hawking at a chettp price at country-fairs, and for barter with the natives in

Africa and the backwoods and prairies of America.

The gun-barrel manufacture of England is now almost wholly conducted at Birming-

ham and at Enfield, very few barrels being made elsewhere. The best barrels are all

twisted into form. The skelps, or long strips of prepared steel, are twisted into a close

spiral a few inches loiiir: several of these spirals are welded end to end; and the fissures

are closed up by heating and hammering. The rough barrel, with a core or mandril tem-

porarily thrust* in it, is placed in a groove, aud hammered cold until the metal becomes

very dense, close, strong, and elastic. The interior is then bored truly cylindrical by a

nicely-adjusted rotating cutting-tool. If, on narrow inspection, the interior is found to

be straight and regular, the exterior is then ground on a rapidly revolving stone, and

finally turned in a lathe. Commoner barrels are not twisted; the skelps are heated, laid

in a semi-cylindrical groove, hammered till they assume the form of that groove, placed
two and two together, and heated aud hammered until one B. is made from the two

halves. See PROOF OF FIKE-AKMS; and RIFLED ARMS.
Common barrels are browned externally with some kind of chemical stain; but the

best are rubbed with fine files, and polished with steel burnishers.

BAREEL-BULK, a term denoting a measurement of 5 cubic ft., used chiefly in the

coasting-trade.

BARREL-MAKING MACHINERY. The saw for cutting staves is a cylindrical

sheet, having teeth upon one end; the blocks of wood are clamped in the usual manner,
and the staves fall within the cylinder. They are then laid upon an endless conveyer,
which carries them against two circular saws* that cut them a definite length. Each

piece is then placed in a pair of clamps, and moved against a rotary wheel provided with

cutters, tliat aress the edge to the required bilge and bevel; the bilge is the increased

width midwav between the ends, which causes the enlarged diameter of the cask at the

middle; the betel 19, the angle given to the edge conforming to the radius of the cask.

The surface of the stave is smoothed by passing it under revolving cutters: a late form
of machine takes off the surplus wood from riven staves without cutting across the

grain, following winding or crooked pieces as they are split from the block. The heads

are usually made of several flat pieces jointed and fastened with dowels, or pins of

wood. The edge of each piece is pushed against the side of a rotary disk, provided with
cutters that instantly straighten it; it is then pushed against bits that bore holes for the

pins to be afterwards inserted by hand. Several boards being pinned together, enough
to make a head, the whole is first smoothed on one side and dressed to a uniform thick-

ness: then it is clamped between two disks, and as these disks turn, a saw trims the

head into a circle with a beveled edge; if the wood is green, an oval form may be given
to provide agniu.st shrinking

The barrel has next to be "setup." A sufficient number of staves are set into a
frame, their edges refitted if necessary: stout iron hoops, called "truss hoops.' pushed
up from below grasp the lower ends tightly, and the whole may be lifted from the mold.
One end of the barrel is formed but the other is open and flaring. A rope is passed
about the open end and taken to a windlass, and the staves are drawn together by tight-

ening the rope; in this stage the barrel is heated to cause the staves to yield more easily
to their required form. The barrel is now leveled by placing it upon a horizontal bed
and bringing down upon it a powerful disk that presses upon its ends and forces the
staves into their proper position. A machine is devised which trusses and levels the
barrel at a single movement. The slack barrel stands in its truss hoops, two on each
end; those of the lower end rest on strong supports; those of the upper end are sei/.ed

by hooks whose handles pass down through the platform to a common lever: when all

the part- are in place, powerful machinery pulls the upper trusses down, at once driving
the barrel into the lower trusses, drawing together both ends, and leveling the whole.
Each end of the shell, thus made, parses under a rotary cutter which forms a a-

groove, to receive the head, and chamfers, or bevels, the endsof the staves. The heads
an- put in. and tin- hemps set by hand. The barrel is then made to turn under a smooth-

ing tool and rapidly finished.

BARREL-ORGAN, an organ (q.v.) in which the music is produced by a barrel or

cylinder, -et with pins and -laples, which, when driven round by the hand, opens the
valves for admitting the wind to the pipes according to the notes of the music. The
number of tunes that anyone instrument can play K of course, very limited. Barrel-

organ.- an- ir'-ni-rally portal. le. and mostly used by street -musicians. A street or<_r;m costs
from '. according to si/.e. The most perfect barrel-orpins are those which ar
driven by a motive-power, of which the best are made in Vienna, and cost from 100 to
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300. The orchestrion, made by Kaufmann in Dresden, is a large self-acting barrel-

organ.

BARREN, a co. in s. Kentucky; 500 sq.m.; pop. '70, 17,7803623 colored; the soil

is fertile, producing cereals and tobacco. Co. seat, Glasgow. The name comes from

"barrens," applied to large tracts that are sparsely timbered.

BARRETT, BENJAMIN FISK, b. Me., 1808; a graduate of Bowdoin, and of Cam-

bridg* divinity school ; pastor of the First New church (Swedenborgian) of New York,

1840-18, and in Cincinnati, 1848-50; subsequently over a Philadelphia society. His
works are Life of Swedenborg, Lectures on the New Dispensation, Letters on the Di<:ine

Trinity, Vie Golden Reed, A New View of Hell, etc.

BARRHEAD, a t. of recent growth, in the e. part of Renfrewshire, 6 m. s.w. of Glas-

gow. It has cotton-mills, and bleaching and print works. Pop. '71, 6209.

BARRI, GIUALDE. See GIKALDUS CAMUUENSIS, ante.

BARRICADES are defense-works employed both in the military and naval services.

Military engineers, and sappers and miners, are instructed in the art of barricading
streets and roads with beams, chains, chevaux-de-frise, and other obstacles, either in

defending a town against besiegers, or in suppressing popular tumults. In a ship, a

strong wooden rail, supported on stanchions, and extending across the foremost part of

the quarter-deck, is called a barricade; during a naval action, the upper part of this

barricade is sometimes stuffed with hammocks in a double rope-netting, to serve as a
screen against the enemy's small-shot. B. have been made use of in street-fights since

the middle ages, but they are best known in connection with the insurrections in the city
of Paris. As early as 1358, the streets of Paris were barricaded against the dauphin,
afterwards Charles V. A more noteworthy barricade-fight was that in 1588, when 4000
>\viss soldiers, marched into Paris by Henry III. to overawe the council of sixteen,

would have been utterly destroyed by the populace, firing from behind B., had the court
not consented to negotiation ;

and the result was, that the king fled next day. The next

barricade-right of importance in Paris was that of 1830, which resulted in the expulsion
of the Bourhons from the throne of France, and the election of the citizen king, Louis

Philippe. During the three days which this revolution lasted, the number of B. erected

across the streets amounted to several thousands. They were formed of the most hetero-

geneous materials overturned vehicles, trees, scaffolding-poles, planks, building-mate-
rials, and street paving-stones, men, women, and children taking part in their erection.

In Feb., 1848, the insurrection against Louis Philippe commenced with the erection of
B.

;
but the most celebrated and bloody barricade-fight was that between the populace

and the provisional government, which, commencing on the night of the 23d June, 1848,
lasted throughout the three following days, when the people had to surrender. The
national losses by this fight were estimated at 30,000,000 francs; 16,000 persons were
killed and wounded, and 8000 taken prisoners. The emperor Napoleon III. has so
widened and macadamized the principal streets of Paris since he ascended the throne, as
to render the successful erection of B. next to impossible. There was a remarkable
barricade-erection in London in 1821. The ministry desired that the body of queen
Caroline should be conveyed out of the country to Germany, for interment, without the

populace having the opportunity of making any demonstration. On the matter becoming
known, a vast barricade was erected at the point where the Hampstead road joins the
new road; and as nothing but the use of artillery could have forced the way, the officer

in charge of the funeral cortege deemed it prudent to change his course, and pass through
a more central part of the metropolis. During the revolutions of 1848, B. were success-

fully carried in Paris, Berlin, Vienna, and other places, by abandoning the attack in

front, and1

breaking through the houses of contiguous streets, taking their defenders in
the rear.

BARR1E, at. in Canada, capital of Simcoe co., 60 m. n.n.w. of Toronto, at the w. end
Of lake Simcoe. It has manufactories of woolen goods; pop. '71, 3398.

BARRIER ACT, the name commonly given to an act of the general assembly of the
church of Scotland, 8th Jan., 1697, intended as a barrier against innovations, and a
hindrance to hasty legislation. It provides that no change can be made in the laws of
the church without being submitted, by that general assembly which first approves it. to
the consideration of all the presbyteries, and approved by a majority of them; after
which it still remains to be considered by the next general assembly, which then may or

may not pass it into a law. The B. A. is regarded as of the greatest importance, both in
the established church of Scotland and in the Free church. Analogous regulations have
been adopted by other Presbyterian churches.

BARRIER BEEF, an immense coral-reef extending along the n.e. coast of Australia
for nearly 1300 m., at a distance from the shore of from 10 to upwards of 100 miles.
The reef is, in general, precipitous, and in many places rises out of great depths, lines
of 280 fathoms having failed to reach the bottom on the outer side. Formerly, igno-
rance of anything like its precise extent and character led to many shipwrecks, but
within the last thirty years it has been surveyed, and pretty accurately laid down on
charts. In the course of its length there are several breaks or passages in it. In the

voyage from Sydney to Torres strait, the inner route is usually taken. It is narrow,
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and requires delicate steering; but it is safe, and not so much exposed as tlie outer route,

which enter.- Turn-; strait by Flinders entrance.

BARBJNG OTJT, a practice formerly very common in schools, but now almost, if not

altogether, abandoned. It consisted in the scholars taking possession of the school, and

fastening the doors asainst the master, at whose helplessness they scoffed from the win-

dows The usual time for B. O. was immediately prior to the periodical vacation. It

h:i\e been an understood rule in B. O. that if the scholars could sustain a

period tin- insurants were entirely at his mercy. The masters, in most cases, appear

to have acquiesced <rood-humoredly in the custom; but some chafed at it, and exerted

their strength and tlteir insenuity to storm or surprise the garrison. Addison is said

to have been the chief actor in a B. O. of the master of Lichfield. One remarkable

and fatal case of B. O. occurred at the high school, Edinburgh, in Sept., 1595. The

.scholars had to complain of an abridgment of their usual holidays by the town-council,

wlm on being remonstrated with, refused, even though the claim was supported by
the master, to grant more than three of the eight days which the boys demanded as

their privilege. They, accordingly, took advantage of the master's temporary absence

tn lav in a store of provisions, and having done so, they barricaded the doors. The

iiiaL-istnites, the patrons of the school, in vain sought admission, the boys saying they
woidd treat with their master only; and after a day and night had passed, it was resolved

to force an entrance. The result was, that one of them. Bailie Macmoran, was shot

dead on the -pot by a scholar named Sinclair. The scholars of Witton school, Cheshire,

were directed bv the statutes drawn up by the founder, Sir John Deane, to observe the

practice: "To the end that the schollars have not any evil opinion of the schoolmaster,

nor the schoolmaster should not mistake the schollars for requiring of customs and

orders, I will that upon Thursdays and Saturdays in the afternoons, and upon holy-

days, they refresh themselves and a week before Christmas and Easter, according to

the old cttxtom, th<y bar mid keep forth the school the tt&ttttoMufe*, in. xi'f/i ort as other

tchollitrs do in great school*." This school was founded in 1558. See Brand's Popular

Ant:rjtu'ti<s, Chambers's Do)nestic Annals, and Carlisle's Endowed Grammar Schools.

BARUINGTOX, DAINES, 1727-1800; third son of John Shute; antiquary and natu-

ralist. He followed the law, and wrote Observations on the Statutesfrom Magna, Charta to

2l#t James I., bt.imj a l*r]>ogalfor Remodeling them," a work of high reputation. In 1771,
he published 0/vW".v in English, with king Alfred's Saxon version; and two years later,

Tract* on, the Probaltility of Reaching the Xorth Pole. Among his most curious produc-
tions is Experiments and Observations on the Singing and Language of Birds.

BARRINGTONIA CE^E, a natural order of exogenous trees and shrubs, natives of

tropical countries, and generally very beautiful both in foliage and flowers. Few plants,

indeed, exceed some of them in beauty. The stamens are very numerous, and form a

very conspicuous part of the flower. The fruit is fleshy, with bony seeds lodged in

pulp. That of some species is eaten, as careya arborea, an Indian tree, the stringy bark
of which is used in the countries along the foot of the Himalayas as a slow-match for

matchlock guns. Humboldt nnd Bonpland mention that children become quite yellow
after eating the fruit of an American species, i/nxtnria sjH'cioxa, of which, however, they
are very fond: but that this color disappears in a day or two. The MOOKDILLA (bitrrinr/-
t, i, in tt/Mi-itixin is described by Sir J. E. Tennent as a tree which much attracts the atten-
tion of travelers in Ceylon. It has dark, glossy leaves, and delicate crimson-tipped
white flowers. " The stamens, of which there are nearly 100 to each flower, when they
fall to the ground, might almost be mistaken for painters' brushes." Some botanists
include this order in myrtacea (q.v.).

BARRISTER, RKVISINU. See REVISING BARRISTER.

BARRISTERS, or BAKUASTEKS, as sometimes spelt in old books. This is the distinctive
name by which the advocates or pleaders at the English and Irish bars arc known: and
thus its derivation is perhaps sufliciently accounted for. They are admitted to their
otlire under the rides and regulations of the INNS OF COURT (q.v.), and they are entitled

hiMve audience in all the. superior courts of law and equity, and generally in all

courts, civil and criminal, presided over by a superior judge. In the whoipbf the county
courts, aiiunievs are allowed to practice without the assistance of counsel; also at petty
sessions, though at thequatter sessions where four counsel attend, the justices always give
them exclusive audience. In Scotland, the same body arc styled ADVOCATES (q.v.), and
they have the same exclusive pririteges that B. enjoy in Emrland and Ireland. These

i advocates, however, are members of the'faculty of advocates, or Scotch bar,

properly ^-n called, and are not to be confounded with the advocates who practice under
uiie in the town and county of Aberdeen, and who, as explained in a former article,

are merely country nftorn.
;.

9. S.-e ATTOKNKYS AND SOLICITOUS.
were tir-t Bftyted dgprmttieM, who answered to the bachelors of the universi-

ties^
as the state and de-Tree of a sergeant did to that of a doctor. These apprentices or

MNMttltMB to have been first appointed by an ordinance of kinur Kdward I. in parlia-
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ment, in the twentieth year of his reign (Stephen's Commentaries, vol. i. p. 17, and authori-

ties there referred to). Of barristers, there are various ranks and degrees, ami among
each other they take precedence accordingly; the general name,

"
counsel," being, in the

practice of the court, common to them all. But they may be divided into three leading
bodies. l*f, barristers simply or utter barristers, who occupy the position of junior
counsel, wearing a plain stuff-gown and a short wig; 2c7, sergeants-at-Law, a legal order
of very ancient state and degree, and who are distinguished by tlie rw/and other pecu-
liarities (see SERGEANT-AT-LAW); and 3d queens counsel, or her majesty's counsel learned

in the law, as they are more formally called, and who may be selected either fro n the

outer or junior bar, or from the sergeants. They may be described as the ordinary
leaders of the bar, and are distinguished by n silk gown, and on state-occasions, and
always in the house of lords, they wear a full-bottomed wig. For further details, see

QUEEN'S COUNSEL. Besides these three orders or gradations of rank at the English bar.

the crown sometimes grants letters patent of precedence to such barristers as her majesty
may think proper to honor with that mark of distinction, whereby they are entitled lo

such rank and pre-audience as are assigned to them in their respective patents. See
PRECEDENCE.

Thus constituted, the English bar perform their functions, enjoying many profes-
sional privileges and immunities, and a high social position. As we have before stated,

they have exclusive audience in all the superior courts, whereupon terms and condi-

tions, and according to an etiquette, which are all well understood by attorneys or solici-

tors, they take upon themselves the protection and defense of any suitor, whether plain-
tiff or defendant. With the briff(q.\.) or other instructions, by means of which their

professional services are retained, B. receive afet, or such fee is indorsed on the brief

or instructions, and afterwards paid. Such, generally, is the exi^t:::g practice at the

English bar, differing in this respect from the practice of the bar in Scotland and, wo
believe, to a great exteut in Ireland also where prc payment of the fee is the rigid

etiquette. The amount of this fee in England depends, of course, on the nature of the

business to be done, the time to be occupied, and the labor to be bestowed, and it is

u>ually, especially in the case of leading counsel, a liberal sum. The barrister's fee.

however, is not a matter of express contract or stipulation, recoverable at law like an

attorney's bill of costs, but is regarded as a mere honorary reward ff>n\Mim hattoi-ftriimi.

as it is' called in law-books. There is, therefore, no means of enforcing its payment, and
indeed, in this respect, the barrister has nothing to rely upon but the honor and good
faith of those who employ him. Where, however, it can be proved that the client or

party gave money to the solicitor or attorney, with which to fee the counsel, the latter

may maintain an action against the former for the amount in some special cases.

In order to encourage due freedom of speech in the lawful defense of their clients,

and, at the same time, to give a check to unseemly licentiousness, it has been held that

a counsel is not answerable for any matter by him spoken, relative to the cause in hand,
and suggested in his client's instructions, although it should reflect upon the reputation
of another, and even prove absolutely groundless;* but if he mentions an untruth of his

own invention, or even upon instructions, if it be impertinent to the cause in hand, he
is then liable to an action from the party injured; and counsel guilty of deceit or collu-

sion are punishable by the statute "Westm. I. (3 Edw. I., c. 28) with imprisonment for a

year and a day. and perpetual silence in the courts a punishment which may be inflicted

for gross misdemeanors in practice, although the course usually resorted to is for the

benchers of the inn of court, to which the person so offending belongs, to rft'gbar him.
See Stephen's Cmniiientiir}/. and Ker's Blacktfone, and see BENCHERS and DISBAR.

But besides advocacy and forensic disputation, B. in England have other business to

which they have extend'ed their practice, to the great advantage of the public. This
additional practice consists in advising on the law by their opinion on a case stated, by
means of which harassing and fruitless litigation is often prevented (see OrrxiON OF
COUNSEL) ; in drawing or preparing the pleadings or statement, of facts on which an action
or suit is founded (see PLEADING): and in preparing the drafts or scrolls of legal instru

ments, indentures, deeds, contracts, or other conveyances. See CONVEYANCING and
CONVEYANCER. As a correlative privilege of the position in which they stand in respci t

of their fees, barristers are not personally liable for the injurious consequences of any
erroneous advice they may give; and they claim absolute control over the conduct of
all litigation in which they may l>e engaged, even to withdrawing it from court, unless

the client expressly dissent; and until lately, it was the opinion of the profession that

counsel might at any time, during the progress of a cause, compromise the matter in

dispute: but the exercise of such discretion was successfully opposed in a recent case,

and it is now admitted that B. have no ex ojficio privilege beyond the guidance and con-

duct of actual litigation in court.

It is from the body of B. that all the judges in England, superior and inferior, are

appointed: and B. are also always chosen for the office of paid magistrate. The only
exception to the exclusive appointment of B. to judicial offices, is the case of justices
at jH-tty and quarter sessions, chiefly a criminal jurisdiction, but which works well in

practice, and has many claims to consideration. See QUARTER SESSIONS.

* But the publication of the counsel's statement by a third party may expose such third party to an
action.
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The bar in Ireland stands on the same footing, and has the same ranks and degrees.
and is subject very much to the same rules and regulations, as the English bar; and
in that country, banister also is the name by which the profession of an advocate is dis-

tinguished, hi Scot land, l lie same office is simply called by its own name of advocate.

8, F.UT1.TY OK.

At the bar of the house of lords, and before parliament generally, before the privy-
council, ami also, it is beHeved. in all trials for high treason, whether in England. Ireland,
or Scotland, the three liars rank on a footing of equality, taking precedence accord-

ing to tin- date of their call and admission to their own respective bars, with the excep-
tion of those who are queen's counsel, who recently have also been introduced into Scot-

land, and now are n 'xt in precedence to the lord advocate (see ADVOCATE, LORD), the

tolifi:
:
f &c '-I nd (q.v.), and the titan offaculty (q.v.). It was at one time dis-

puted In-tween tlielo d advocate of Scotland and the attorney-general of England, which
of them should lead the other at the bar of the house of lords; and a case occurred in

1834 in the house of lords, before lord chancellor Brougham, in which very high pre-
tensions were urged on behalf of both functionaries. These were the late lord chancellor

Campbell as attorney-general, and the late lord Jeffrey as lord advocate, who contended
that as he was not only the first law-officer of the crown in Scotland, but also a high
political officer, he was entitled to lead the former. But the house decided that the

attorney-general of England has precedency over the lord advocate of Scotland, in all

matters in which they may appear as counsel at their lordships' bar; and it is presumed
that the same rule would be followed before parliament generally, the privy-council, and
in all trials for high treason, whether in England, Ireland, or 'Scotland. The relative

rank of the Irish law-officers to English is the same.
It only remains to be added, that as the three bars are on a footing of equality in the

house of lords, and the other imperial and supreme tribunals above mentioned, the

English bar have no exclusive audience in these, even in English cases; but all causes
whatever there, whether English, Irish, Scotch, or colonial, may be equally and indis-

criminately taken and advocated by English, Irish, or Scotch counsel.

BARRON, a co. in n.w. Wisconsin, on the upper streams of Red Cedar and Hay
rivers; 1080 sq.m. ; pop. 75, 3337. It is for the most part covered with forests. Pro-
ductions, agricultural Co. seat, Barron.

BARRON. JAMES, 1768-1851; b. Virginia; commodore in the United States navy
and son of a commodore of ihe same name. B. commanded the /-, n <>?.< when th'e

British ship Leopard undertook to search her for deserters, Jan. 22, 1807. B. resisted.
but If. .as in no condition to tight, and he was compelled to surrender. This act

precipitated war with England. B. was suspended and tried on various charges, but not
Convicted. After some years spent

in merchant service, he sought restoration to the
navy, but found many of the officers opposed to him, among them Decatur, whom B.
Challenged, and they fought at Bladensburg, Mar. 23, 1820. At the first shot both fell;

ir dic-d in a few hours, and B. recovered some mouths later. In late life B. was
in office on shore duty, and was offered but declined the command of the Pacific
squadron. At his death he was the oldest naval officer of the United States.

BARROX. SAMI-EL, 1763-1810; b. Virginia, brother of James. He was conspicuous
in the war with Tripoli, but in consequence of ill health resigned his command in favor
o| commodore John Rogers. Just before his death B. was made commander of the
Gosport navy yard.

BARRON, SAMUEL, b. Virginia; an American naval officer who went over to the
confederacy in 1861. He was in the /ir.imlvirine when she took Lafayette to France
in 1835. and became captain in 1S.V}. When Fort Halt eras was taken. Am:. 29 1861 B.

lade a prisoner, but exchanged in 1862, and went to England to fit out privateers.After the war he engaged in fanning in Virginia.
BARROS, Joio DE, the most distinguished of Portuguese historians was born of an
i.-nt and noble family at Viseu in 14SH5; became a pace to kins Emmanuel andafter-

iiipnmmi to the crown Prince. He pursued his classical and other studies with
i.i-enee. and wrote a historical romance in his 24th vear. which attracted much
tion by the peculiar beauty of its style. Hereupon the kin- assigned him the

Ik of writing tl.e history of the Portuguese in India, which he undertook, but of which
three decades proceeded from his pen, under the title of A*i<i Portugueta,

the continuation extending to twelve decades, was the work of Diego
(Anew edition of the wl,,,l,. appeared at Lisbon, in 8 vols.. in 177--me tune -rovernor of the Portuguese settlements in Guinea, and after*

reamirer and general agent for the Indies. i n ],-,;;.,. tht.

killJI bl ,st(Wl .a on him tlu .

! Maranhao m l,ra/.il. that he might found a colony there; but he was obliged
to renounce the enterprise after much loss. i\ v di,.,l at his e.state of Alitem on the 20th
OI i let. 1

BABBOSA. a
village

of Spain 16 m. S.B.P. of Cadiz, celebrated in history as the
i (,ral,:un afterwards lord Lynrd..,-!,,. in Mar. 1811, with a' handful

T
h t;

; '" wii"ir over the French, after his Spanish allies had
ed. one of tlu- most glorious victories of the Peninsular campaign More than 2000
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French were killed and wounded (some authorities give nearly 3000 killed alone), 300

prisoners taken, 6 pieces of cannon, and an eagle the first captured in the war.

BABBOT, CAMILLE HYACIXTHE ODILLOX, a French jurist and statesman, son of a
member of the convention, and afterwards of the council of five hundred, was b. at

Villefcrt, Lozcre, 19th July, 1791. In 1814, he Ix-came an advocate in the court of
cassati JD, Paris, and soon acquired a high reputation as an eloquent pleader. Entering
the chamber of deputies young, he in time came to be regarded as one of the most
influential leaders of the liberal opposition. At the revolution of 1830, he was one of the
three commissioners appointed by the provisional government to accompany Cha:
from Rambouillet to Cherbourg, on his embarkation to England. Under the new govern-
ment, he was appointed prefect of the department of the Seine: and in Lafayette's
ministry, a member of the council of state. In n few mouths, however, he leagued his

office of prefect, and declined the post of ambassador at Coustaiitinople. offered him by
Louis Philippe. After Casimir Perier became minister, he lost also his place in the
council of state. He now began his opposition career in the chamber of deputies against
the reactionary policy of the government, and Ijecamc the rallying-point for all who

1 the carrying out of the principles of the July revolution. He essentially con-
tributed to the removal of the doctrinaires (q. v. ) from office, in Feb. 1836, and energetically
opposed the ministry of Mole, even supporting the doctrinaires in accompli.-h;
overthrow, in Jan. 1839. The same year he visited England aud Scotland. When, in

Mar. 1840, Thiers was placed at tlie head of the government, B. for the first time
declared himself in favor of the ministerial policy on the oriental question. On the
return of Guizot to office in Oct. following, his opposition to the government was renewed.

Taking a conspicuous part in the reform movement of 1847. he attended several of the

provincial reform banquets, which led to the revolution of 1848. On the outbreak of the

struggle of 23d Feb., when Louis Philippe called upon Thiers to form a new ministry. B.
was appointed president. His advice to the king to withdraw his troops proved fatal to the
throne of Julv. In the last sitting of the chamber of deputies. B. supported the claim of
the count de Paris to the throne, and the regency of the duchess of Orleans. Under the

presidency of Louis Napoleon he was for" some time a minister, and conducted the

government with sue 5 1 . when he retired from active political life. He, however,
took part in the conference in favor of Poland, held at Paris in 1864. In 1872, he w.-ss

made a councilor of state and vice-president of the council. In his retirement, he wrote
a pamphlet, De la Centralitativn et de tes Effett (1861), etc. He died in 1^73.

BABBOW, a distinctive term applied to two prominent localities of the Arctic ocean,
in honor of the secretary to the aamiraltv of the same name, the prime mover in the more
recent era of northern" discovery. 1. Point B.lu lat. 7i~ 23' n., and long. 156' 31 wv,

generally received as the most northerly spot on the American mainland; see, howf ver.

BELLOT STIIAIT. From this circumstance, it has also been called (.'ape Sorth a designa-
tion inconveniently ambiguous, as tending to confound this headland at once with cnpe
North in Asia, and North cape in Europe. 2. &/rrr S f

rait. the earliest of Parry's
discoveries, leading to the w. out of Lancaster sound, which Parry's immediate predeces-
sor, captain, afterwards sir John Ross, had pronounced to be landlocked in that direction.
Besides its main course, B. strait throws off Prinre Regent's Inlet to the ?., and Wellington
^hannd to the north. The passage averages about 40m. in breadth, extending pretty
nearly along the parallel of 74

3

n., from 84 to 90' west.
The interval between these two localities, thus spanning 66" of long, or at least 2000

m., only one navigator has ever traversed the indefatigable M'Clure, carrying his good
ship, the Inrfftigator, round point B. and leaving her behind him only when almost in

sight of B. strait.

BABBOW, a river in the s.e. of Ireland. Of the Irish rivers, it is in importance next
to the Shannon. It rises in the n. of Queen's co., on the n.e. slope of the Slieve Bloom
ridge of mountains. It flows first e. past Portarlington to the border of Kildareco..
and then s. between Queen's. Kilkenny, and Waterford counties on the w., and Kildare.
Carlow, and Wexford counties on the e., passing the towns of Athy, Carlow, and New
Ross. It has a course of 100 m. through a carboniferous, granitic, and silurian basin.

TWO m. above New Ross it receives the Nore (q.v.), and eight m. e. of Waterford. it is

joined by the Sub* (q.v.i. These three rivers (called the Three Sisters, from their rising
in the same mountain-ridge, and joining near the sea, after flowing through different

counties) form, near the sea. the large and secure estuary of Waterford harbor, 9 m. long.
The B. is navigable for ships of 300 tons to New Ross. 25 m. up, and fpr barges to Athy,
60 m. up, whence the grand canal communicates with Dublin. The B., below Port-

arlington. falls 227 feet.

BABBOW, ISAAC, an eminent English mathematician and divine, was b. in 1630. He
received his early education at the Charter-house, where he was distinguished chiefly by
his negligence and pugnacity. At Ff-Mead school, in Essex, to which he went next, he

greatly improved; and in 1643, he was entered at Peter-house, Cambridge, under his

uncle, Isaac Barrow, then a fellow of that college, and finally bishop of St. Asaph. On
the ejection of his uncle in 1645, he removed to Trinity college, where he became B.A.
in 1648, fellow in. 1649, and M.A. in 1652. Finding that to lie a good theologian he must
know chronology, that chronology implies astronomy, and astronomy mathematics, he
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applied himself to the latter science with distinguished success. To the classics lie had

already devoted much study, and on the vacancy of the Greek chair, he was recom-

Germany and Holland.
'

On the voyage from Leghorn to Smyrna, his determined
ins to have been" instrumental in scaring away an Algcriue pirate,

after a bri-U exchange of shots. Soon after his return he took orders, and in the follow-

ing year was appointed professor of Greek. The neglect with which he was treated after

the restoration is celebrated in his couplet addressed to the king
Te m;ii_'is optavit redditurum, Carole, nemo,
Et nemo sensit te redisse minus.

In 1662, he was appointed to the Gresham professorship of geometry, which, on his

being appointed to UK Lucasian professorship in 1663, he thought it his duty to resign.

The latter also he resigned in 1669, in favor of his pupil Isaac Newton. On quitting his

professorship, he obtained from his uncle a small living in "NYalcs, and from Dr. Beth
:. bishop of Salisbury, a prebend in that cathedral. He devoted the revenues of

both to charitable purposes, and resigned them in 1672, on being appointed by the king
master of Trinity college. To him, while in this office, is due the foundation of that

valuable library, which is one of the chief ornaments of the university. In 1675, he was
nominated vice-chancellor of the university; and in 1677, he d. at the early age of 47,

having achieved, by his numerous able works, and the force of his noble personal char-

acter, a reputation which time has left unimpaired. Of his original mathematical works,
the principal are his factions* Geometric and Lcctiones Opticae, of which it has been said

that they are "a mine of curious interesting propositions, to which geometry is always
applied with particular elegance." As a theologian, his fame rests chiefly on his sermons,
which are very remarkable as specimens of clear, exhaustive, and vigorous discussion.
U\- sermons, it may be added, were generally of excessive length. One, on charity,
lasted three hours and a half; and at Westminster abbey, he once detained the audience
so long that they got the organ to play "till they had bfowed him down." B.'s English
works, consisting of sermons, expositions, etc.,'have been edited by Dr. Tillotsou. dean
of Canterbury, and prefaced with a life by Mr. Hill. His works, besides those already
mentioned, are very numerous, and include Eudidis Elementa, Euclidis Data, Mathe-
tiiatifte Lectiones, Opuscula, containing Latin sermons, poems, speeches, etc. Lectiones
Mathematics and L. GeometriccK have been translated by Kirby and Stone. Euclidis
Elementa has also been translated.

BARROW, Sir JOHN, Baronet, an English traveler, -was b. on the 19th June, 1764, at

Dray ley beck, in Lancashire; was early instructed in mathematics; and after having
published a small volume on land-surveying, filled a situation in a Liverpool iron-

foundrv, visited Greenland with a whaler/and after his return taught mathematics in

an academy at Greenwich. He received an appointment as private secretary and keeper
of accounts to lord Maeartncy. who went as ambassador to China. He availed himself
of his residence in China to learn the Chinese language, and to collect valuable materials
for the account of China, which he afterwards gave to the world, partly in articles in

the Quarterly Rerieir, and partly in his Tracds in China (Lond., 1
S04V When lord

Macartney afterwards became governor of Cape Colony, Barrow availed himself of his

rcsidenee in s. Africa to make extensive excursions in the interior of the country,
which he described in his still valuable Travel* in the Interior of SouthernAfrica (2 vols'.,

Lond.. 1801-3). Having returned to London, in the year 1804, he was appointed by
lord Melville secretary to the admiralty, which situation he continued to hold till 1845,

! fora short time in 1806. Besides the works above mentioned. B. published .1

'"- Y'lir* 1792 and 179:5 (Lond., 1806), Ihc Life nf Macartney
(2 vols., Lond.. 'hrnnnlorjifal lli*tt>n/ r,f Voyages into the Antic Jtfffions (Lond.,
18181; also a >erie> of lives of English naval' worthies. Under Peel's ministry in 1835,

s and promoting scientific expeditions; with him also
f>ri_rin:i'. (' the i lea i. aphical society, founded in 1880, of which he was vice-

pre-idenl Mil IIN death.

BARROW-IN-fcDRNES8, a seaport and rapidly increasing t. of n. Lancashire. Eng-
land, situated on the south-western coast of the peninsula of Fun:-. .-, opposite to a
small island called Barrow island, which is trauiticmallv reported to have been in

bUlriaT-t>lace'ot Norse rovers. It is 8 m. s.w. from 1 : 18 m.
W.n.W. from 1. ;

:
i eonn.-.-t--d by railway with Dalfnn. from which it is not

quite : ot, ari'l so with the whole railway system of England. The irrowth of

kpid a> : it" unparalleled in the history of the
nd. In 1st;, it was an Insignificant iHiing-villa-re of about 800 inhaWt-
le population was more than 2000, n lanre proportion hi in-: sailors and

fl*ner ilation had increased to 18,245: and by 1*75. i! was above
40,000. This rapid increase is owing to the great quantity of iron ore, of the best
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quality red hematite which exists in the neighborhood, and the establishment both of

mines and smelting-works. A small qantity of iron ore from this neighborhood was,
for many years, exported to be smelted elsewhere; but about the year 18-"">9, smelting-
works were established at B. by Messrs. Schneider, Hannay, & Co., which soon gave
employment to a great number" of men, and converted the old fishing-village into a

prosperous town. In 1865, these works produced about 160,000 tons of iron. In 1866,

the Barrow iron-works were taken over by the Barrow hematite steel company, which
has now 12 blast-furnaces in constant operation, and 18 converters for making Bessemer
steel. The company partly rai.su their own ore. employ at their works and mines

nearly 5000 men, and utilize about 500,000 tons of ore annually. The amount of pig-
iron made weekly is about 5500 tons, of which nearly 1000 tons are taken to the steel-

works, and their converted by the Bessemer process into steel. Great quantities of

limestone and coke are used in the iron -furnaces and steel-works. The red hematite of

B. yields an average of 57 per cent of iron. The B. steel-works are the largest Bes-
semer steel-works in Britain, producing about 110,000 tons of steel annually. In the B.

works, the iron is convoyed in a molten state from the blast-furnaces to the "convert-

ers," where it is made into steel. Some of the steam hammers employed have heads of

five tons weight, and some of six tons. Copper as well as iron ore is obtained in con-
siderable quantity near B., and is exported to the amount of about 3000 tons annually.
About 20,000 tons of slate are also annually quarried in the neighborhood, and sent by
coasters or by rail to other parts of Great Britain.

The town of B. is built on a regular plan, mostly in rectangles. St. George's church
is a handsome Gothic building, erected chiefly at the expense of the dukes of Devon-
shire and Buccleuch, the principal land-owners of the town and neighborhood. There
are other places of worship belonging to the church of England and other denomina-
tions.

The Furness railway company have recently expended a large sum of money in

converting the channel between the mainland and Barrow island into docks. The total

cost is estimated at 200,000. There are three principal docks. The Kamsdeu dock,
when completed, will give a water area of 200 acres. Barrow island has become a great
seat of iron ship-building. A large jute-work employs 2000 hands. Other branches
of industry have also begun to be attracted to Barrow. Its foreign trade is increasing;
the imports include timber from Sweden and Canada, coal from Wales, and preserved
provisions from New York. The chief exports are ore, steel rails of which about
20,000 tons are shipped annually and pig-iron. Steamers ply regularly between Bel-

fast, Glasgow, and Douglas, Isle of Man. The interesting ruins of Furness abbey lie

within 2 in. from the town; while on Piel island there are the ruins of a castle built

by the abbot of Furness. From the excellence of the harbor, the abundant facilities of

railway conveyance, and the mineral wealth of the district, it may confidently be
expected that B. will still rapidly increase in importance.

BAKROW-ON-SOAE, a village in the n. of Leicestershire, 10 m. n. of Leicester. It is

noted for its blue lime or terras, which makes good cement under water. It lias manu-
factures of lace and stockings. It has free schools and several charities; and is the seat
of the poor-law union of the district, with a workhouse capable of accommodating 500
persons.

BAEBOWS, artificial mounds of earth generally believed to have l>een erected for

sepulchral or monumental purposes. They arc very numerous in Great Britain, and
many of them are supposed to belong to a period long prior to the Roman invasion.
The counties of Wilts and Dorset arc especially rich in these remains, and the B. of the
former have been thoroughly explored, described, and classified by sir H. C. Hoare in
his Ancicrit Wi'fxtiirc (2 vols. fol. 1810-21). In the sepulchral B., the human remains
are buried either in a rude stone "

cist" or chest, in which the body was doubled up. or
are laid at full length in the earth, accompanied by arms and other utensils. "Where
the body was burned, the remains were laid on the floor of the barrow, in a cist exca-
vated on the <iiot. or ;;t a later epoch, in a clay urn. Sir R. Iloare considers the Wilt-
shire B. as indicating three stages in the progress of society. The first class contains
spear and arrow heads of flint and bone: the second of brass; and the third contains
anus and instruments made of iron. One of the largest barrows in Europe is Silbury
hill, near Marlborough, in Wiltshire, which covers 5 acres, 34 perches of land, and has
a slope of 816 ft., with a perpendicular height of 170. According to sir R. Honre, bar-
row-burial \\ ;:s practiced down to the 8th c., from a period of unknown antiquity. The
practice of erecting sepulchral mounds prevailed among all the principal nations of

antiquity both in Kuropc and Asia, and they are found in great numbers in Central
America. Many barrows are only partly artificial: natural mminds having been shaped
by human hands into the form, round or oblong, which it was wished they should take.

language _. ._
Andover theological seminary,

and afterward in Oberlin theological seminary. He is
the author of Companion to the Bible, Sacred Geography and Antiquities, and has pub-
lished many essays in religious periodicals.
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BARRUN'DIA, JOSE FRANCISCO, 1780-1854, a Guatemalan statesman, early opposed
to Spain, and in 1813 sentenced to death for treason. He escaped, hid for six years in

the mountains, headed a party of revolutionists, and continued conspicuous through the

war for independence. He was president of Guatemala in 1839, and again in 1852. In

1854. lie came t<> the United States as minister from Honduras, with the purpose of pro-

curing the annexation of that territory to the American union, but died from apoplexy
soon after his arrival.

, a co. in s.w. Michigan, traversed by a branch of the Michigan Central rail-

road; 576 sq.m. ; pop. '74, 22,051; in '80, 25,320. The surface is undulating prairie and
woodland, dotted with small lakes. Cereals and dairy produce are the staples, Co.

seat, Hastings.

BARRY, a co. in s.w. Missouri, on the Arkansas border; drained by White river;
703 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 10,373 53 colored; in '80, 14,498. It produces cereals and tobacco.

Co. seat, Cassville.

BARRY, a small island, of about a mile long, in the Bristol channel, off the s. coast
of Glamorganshire, 10 m. s.w. of Cardiff. It has the ruins of an ancient castle and of
two rhai>eis. On Nell's point, in the s. part of the island, is a tine well, to which great
numbers of women resort on Holy Thursday, and having washed their eyes in the

spring, each drops a pin into it.

BARRY (in Heraldry), the term applied to a shield which is divided transversely into

four, six, or more equal parts, and consisting of two or more tinctures interchangeably
disposed.

Barry-bendy is where the shield is divided into four, six, or more equal parts, by
diagonal lines, the tincture of which it consists being varied interchangeably.

Barry-ptty is where the shield is divided by diagonal lines, the colors being inter-

changed as in the example.

BAERY, COMTESSK Dr. See DC BARRY.
BARRY CORNWALL. See PROCTER, BBYAX WALTER.

BARRY, Sir CHAKLBS, R.A., architect of the two houses of parliament, son of Walter
Barry, esq., Westminster, was b. there in May, 1796. Educated at private schools in
I.eieester- hire and Bedfordshire, he was indentured to Messrs. Middleton and Bailey,
architects, Lambeth. In 1817, at the age of 22, he went to Italy. A wealthy country-
man of his own, attracted by the lieauty of his drawings, took him with him "to Egypt
as his companion, defraying his expenses. He also visited Greece and Rome. On his
return to England after an absence of three and a half years, he became the successful

competitor for the design of a church at Brighton. He \vas also the architect of the
Manchester Athenoeum, a building in the Grecian style, and of the grammar school of

king Edward VI. at Birmingham; the latter esteemed the most l>eautiful of his works.
In London, he designed the traveler's club and the reform club, both in Pall Mall, and
the college of s i rgeons, Lincoln's Inn Fields. After the burning of the old houses of

parliament in 1834, on a public competition, B.'s design for the new building was
adjudged the best. The work was commenced in 1840, and on 3d Feb., lx.-,2. her
majesty opened the Victoria tower and royal gallery in state, and on the occasion
knighted the architect. Chosen a royal academician in 1842. sir Charles was also a
fellow of the royal society, of the society of arts, and of the institute of British archi-
tects. He died May 12, 1860.

BARRY, EDWARD MIDDI,ETOX, b. 1830, an English architect, pupil of his father,
whom he succeeded as architect of the houses of parliament. He is the architect of the
new Covent Garden theater, the Charing Cross, and Star and Garter hotels, and of the
new national gallery.

BARRY, JAMES, a historical painter, b. at Cork, Oct. 11, 1741, and distinguished more
by the force of his conception than the excellence of his manipulation or the beauty of
his color. Dr. Johnson's criticism on his works was: " Whatever the hand may have

protein. ,,f Edmund Burke. He was of irritable temper, which led' him into m my
quarrels, and the result of one with the royal academy was his expulsion from the
academy. He died on the 22d Feb., 1806, in poor circumstances, while some friends
were engaged in raising subscriptions to purchase him an annuity.

I:\1JUV. .Jon.v 1745-1803; b. Ireland; came to America about 1760; one of the
st American naval oili.-crs. In ITTfi. in command of the /s'.n////i 14 "uns he

captured the tender Klirunl. the tlr-t -hip ever taken by a OOlUMMwioned otlieer of the
I B. navy. In 1781, while returning from France in the AUi<n;<, he captured

Iwing severely wounded in tin- eontlict. He was the first senior officer with
the rank of commodore on the establishment of the present navv.

BARRY M M. TIN. a physiologic of eminence, was b. at Fratton, Hampshire, in 1802.
, at the medical schools of London, and also at the university of Edinburghwhere he took his degree of M.D. in 1833. Ik- wrote much on physiological subjects
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and especially on animal development and embryology, for discoveries in which he is

best known.
"

Until the publication of his papers in the PkSosopJucal Transaction* of the

royal society of London in 1840-4:3, it was not known that spermatozoa actually pene-
trate within the ovum, and physiologists are also indebted to him for the knowledge of

the segmentation of the yelk in mammals. In his private capacity, B. was amiable and

greatly benevolent. His means being ample, he gave his professional services largely to

the poor, and he acted as house-surgeon to the Edinburgh royal maternity hospital. He
died at Beceles, in (Suffolk, in April, 1835.

BARKY, WII.I.IAM FAKQUHAH, b. New York, 1818; col. of artillery and brevet

brig.geu. of the U. S. army; was in the Florida Indian war. and aid to gen.
Worth in the Mexican \var. In the rebellion he was chief of artillery of the army of the

Potomac, and participated in a number of battles and in the siege of Yorktown. In

1867, he was made commander of the artillery school at Fortress Monroe, where he
remains.

BARS, a province in n.w. Hungary around the head streams of the Danube. It is

mountainous, but rich in gold, silver, and other minerals. The mines of Skleno and
Vihnye are the most remarkable. The chief towns are Rremnitz and Kuesohl. Pop.
'69, 137,191, mainly Roman Catholics. .

BAESCH, or BARS, a fortified town of Hungary, capital of the county of the same
name. It is situated on the Gran, which divides it into old and new Barseh. It is a
mart of some importance for grain and fruit. Pop. '69, 910.

BARSV'MA. or BAUSUMAS I., a Nestorian bishop of the 5th c., who induced the

king of Persia to expel the Christians who followed the Greek fathers and to put Nesto-
rians in their place. He founded the school at Kisibis, which sent missionaries to

various countries. He married a nun. and maintained the right of all priests to marry.
In Persia the Nestorians venerate him as the founder of their faith.

BAS-SUR-AUBE, a t. of France, in the department of Aubc, situated on the right
bank of the river of that name. It is an ill-built ancient town; numerous old coiusand
urns attesting that the Remans must have had a station here. B. was destroyed by the
Huns in the oth c., but rebuilt a<rain soon after, when it became a place of commercial

importance. A chapel built on the bridge which here cros.-es the Aube, now marks the

spot from which the bastard of Bourbon was hurled into the river by command of
Charles VII. in 1440. E. is also noteworthy as the place where the council of the allied

M>\-ereigns. which decided the plan of the campaign ending in ihe first fall of the empire,
was held on Feb. 2~), 1814; and where, two d->ys after, the French were defeated by the

allies, under the chief command of Schwarzenberg. B. has a pop. of (1876) 4495; a good
trade in wine, wood, hemp, corn, and wool. Its principal industrial products are cali-

coes, table-covers, brandy, paper, vinegar, and nails.

BAR-SUB-SEINE, an ancient t. of France, in the department of Aube, pleasantly situ-

ated on the left bank of the Seine. It has a trade in grain, brandy, wool, and wine.

Pop. '7C>. 2.">7~. It is celebrated as the place where the allies, under the prince of

Wiirtemberg, defeated the French under Macdonald, in Mar., 1814.

BARTAN
,
a t. of Anatolia, situated near the mouth of the Chati-su (ancient Partfie-

ni>m) on the Black sea. Pop. 10,000, who carry on a brisk trade with Constantinople.

BARTAS, Grii,i,AUME DE SAT.I.VSTK, a soldier, diplomatist, and man of letters, was
b. at Montfort, in Armagnac, abovit the year 1544. His reputation was great during his

life-time, alike in
"
the court, the camp, the grove." His chief poem is The Divine Weeks

ami V"'7.v. which gives an account of the creation, and the history of the Jews as far

as the book of Chronicles, and is said to have had a considerable influence on Milton's
l'(H-(i(J>'*c //<.< Thirty editions of the work passed through the press in six years. Dry-
den, when a boy, thought his verse incomparably superior to Spenser's; an opinion, how-
ever, which he lived to be ashamed of having ever entertained. B.'s name is now quite
forgotten, or remembered only in connection with bad taste. It is not to be denied, how-
ever, that his fancy, though "generally grotesque and lawless, occasionally strikes out
most picturesque imagery and epithets. His use of compound words first led to their

introduction into England, through his translator Sylvester (q.v.), and to the consequent
enrichment of our poetry. He died of wounds received at the battle of Ivry, 1590.

BARTER, in commerce and political economy, a term used to express the exchange
of one commodity for another, as contrasted with the sale of commodities for money.
It is* usual to suppose that in the history of any community B. preceded the other
methods of commerce, as people would find the convenience of exchanging one article

for another before they were acquainted with money or credit. In point of fact, ships
visiting savage countries are generally to some extent freighted with weapons, tools, or

ornaments, to be used in B., if it be desirable to carry on a trade with the inhabitants.

Under old artificial systems of political economy, there was much useless discussion about
the question whether a B. trade or a money-payment trade was more advantageous to

the community at large, and which of them should be encouraged while the other is

depressed. On the one .side, it was maintained that nothing but an export sale for cash
was really profitable; on the other, that it was more advantageous to get goods in return,

U. K. II. 17
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because thus there was a double transaction and double profit. See BALANCE OF

TKADK. But the simple doctrine of the present day, that whatever the merchant rinds

n .i>-t profitable to himself will also be most profitable to the community, saves the neccs-

; making these distinctions, and of acting upon them by interference with com-

miTce. B. is, in reality, one of the commonest forms of trade, taken at large iu the

present day.

'

The exporter sends goods to his agent, who, without probably ever touch-

in ir hard cash in the course of the transaction, lays in a cargo of import goods with the

value, and these are literally brought home in exchange for those sent out.

In' law, BARTER, or EXCHANGE, as it is now more generally called in law-books, is a

contract for transferring property, the consideration being some other commodity; or it

may he described as a contract for the exchange of two subjects or commodities. It

thus differs from tale, which is a contract for the transference of property in considera-

tion of a price in money. See EXCHANGE; SALE OF GOODS.

BART FA, or BART'FELD, a small but very old free t. of n. Hungary, in the province
of Saros, on the Tepla, 155 m. n.e. of Pesth. Its position on the borders of Galicia has

frequently made it a place of refuge for Poles and Russians. Its hot baths are much
frequented, and a trade in wine, brandy, linen, and earthenware is carried on. Pop.
'69, 5303.

BARTH, or BARDT, a t. in Pomerania, on the river B., 17 m. w. of Stralsund; pop.
'71,5774. It was once the residence of the dukes of Pomerauia, and from 1630 to 1815

belonged to Sweden.

BARTH, CHRISTIAN GOTTLOB, 1799-1862; a German philanthropist and pastor,

especially devoted to missionary work. He founded a school for the training of poor
children. His Bible history and Bible stories have had an immense circulation.

BARTH. HKINKICH, PH.D., D.C.L., an enterprising modern African traveler, b. at Ham-
burg, 19th May, 1821, received his education in his native town, and afterwards went to

the university of Berlin. In his youth his favorite studies were the Roman and Greek
classics and antiquities, along with the geographical sciences. Hence he imbibed a

strong desire to explore the shores and countries of the Mediterranean. After visiting

Italy and Sicily, he embarked, in 1845, at Marseilles, and from Gibraltar passed over to

Tangier in Africa. Proceeding along the Algerian coast he made excursions into the

interior, to Tunis, Tripoli, and Bangazi. On his journey thence to Cairo, he was
attacked by a band of Arab robbers, whom he bravely resisted, but was severely
wounded, and lost all his effects and papers. He afterwards extended his researches
into Egypt, Sinai, Palestine, Asia Minor, and Greece. These travels occupied him for

nearly three years, and in 1849 he published, at Berlin, an account of a portion of them
in a work entitled Wanderungen durch die Kuxtmliimltr des Mittelmeeres. On the 8th
December of that year he again sailed from Marseilles, having been (along with Dr. Over-

weg) appointed by the British government scientific companion to Mr. James Richard-
son, then charged by the foreign office with a political and commercial mission to cen-
tral Africa. Starting from Tripoli on the 4th Feb., 1850, Dr. B. and his companions
crossed the great desert amid much difficulty and danger. B. soon separated from his

friends, and pursued his researches for the most part by himself. Both Mr. Richardson
and Dr. Overweg succumbed to the climate, and thenceforward B. was quite alone, lie
did not, however, return disheartened, but continued his explorations, which, when he
returned to Tripoli in Sept., 1855, had extended over 24' of lat. and 20 of long., from
Tripoli in the n. to Andamawii in the s., and from Bagirmi in the e. to Timbuctoo in the
w., upwards of 12,000 miles. The result of his researches was given to the world in his
Travel* and Ditooverte in Central Africa, 5 vols. (Lond., 1857-1858). Afterwards, he
made several journeys in Greece, Turkey, Asia Minor, and other countries on the Medi-
terranean. Shortly after returning from one of these, he d. at Dresden. Xov. 25. ]H.r>.

In 1858, appeared his lieise von Trapezunt dureh die i<t,r<il. Jln :

ft, A'< //,</*,<> //.* nark
Skutari; in 186^3, his Kunmlunff und Bearbeitung central-afrik. Vocabularies,

BABTH, JKAX, or BART, a French naval hero, the son of a fisherman. 1). in 1651 nt
unkirk. but, according to others, in the Netherlands. At an early a-e lie entered the

Dutch navy, but on the commencement of the war with Holland he passed over to the
French service. As persons not of noble birth could not then obtain the rank of officer
in the navy, he became captain of a privateer. In this capacity he displayed a-tonishing
bravery so that Louis XIV. dispatched him on a special mission to the Mediterranean.

tfl at last induced the king to appoint him lieutenant of a man-of-war. In an
against a sup, no English force he was taken prisoner, and carried to Plymouth,

<>m winch he made his escape in an open fishing-boat to France, where the kin" now
I bin to the rank of captain. In the year 1696, Louis XIV. received him will! dis-

it Versailles, hut at the same time spoke continually of the mischance which
had befallen him tin- year before. Stung by this, B. hastened to Dunkirk, and in spite

the blockade of the harbor by the Knglish, undertook a cruise, in which he was
etnarkably successful. Louis XIV , in a nersonal audience in 1697, appointed him to

command Of a squadron, upon which I',, exclaimed: "Sire, you have done well in
Tto courtier* laugbed, as at piece of gross rudenew; but the king took tbe answer

in good part, aim I>. very soon showed how well he merited such an appointment The
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peace of Ryswk-k terminated his active career. He died at Dunkirk in 1702. His rough
frankness and course wit, in which he spared neither high nor low, made him popular,
no less than his boldness and readiness for battle. When the prince de Conti was nomi-
nated king of Poland, B. was required, by command of Louis XIV., to convey him to

Elsinore, and the ship being attacked by the English on the voyage, was near being
taken. After the action, the prince expressed to him his great delight that they had
escaped from the enemy.

" We had no need," was the reply, "to be afraid of being
made prisoners; I had dispatched my son with a match to the powder-magazine, to blow

up the ship on the first wink !"

BAETHELEMY, AUGUSTE-MARBEILLE, a French poet and politician of some emi-
nence, was b. at Marseilles in 1796. "Whilst still very young, he was sent to the college
of Juilly; and he had scarcely completed his studies when he began to acquire reputa-
tion in h.s native town as a poet of distinct promise. He was naturally attracted to

Paris, where, at first, his verses, published without his name, did not attract much atten-

tion. Gradually, however, he became known; and in 1825, in conjunction with his

fellow-townsman, M. Mery, he issued a collection of satirical epistles, under the title

Les Sidiennes; and the year after, a mock-heroic poem, La Villeliade, on la Prise du
Chateau de Rivoli. This vigorous political squib had a great success: in the course of
the year, it ran through fifteen editions, and is said to have put into the pocket of the

young authors some 24,000 francs. Continuing to work together in opposition to the

government of Charles X., and in the interest of Napoleonic ideas, they put forth

upwards of 20 pieces of a like satirical cast before 1830. The revolution of July of
that year found B. in prison, for an offense done to the government in one of his later

publications. His liberation, of course, was immediate; and along with his friend Mery,
lie celebrated the victory of the people in a poem dedicated to the Parisians, and entitled

L'Insurrection, which is characterized by the great critic, M. de Saiate-Beuve, as one of
the happiest productions of the writers. A pension of 1200 francs, bestowed on him
by Louis Philippe, did not deter B. from attacking his ministers with the same asperity
he had exercised towards those of the dethroned monarch; and in consequence, it was
within a year or two withdrawn. During all the changes which followed, B. was inde-

fatigable as a versifier on the political events of the day; but, except for readers inti-

mately versed in the detail of these, the mere list of his numerous productions could
have only the very faintest significance. The force and brilliancy of his satire is on all

hands admitted
;
and though, in his later years, his popularity somewhat declined, his

writings throughout exercised considerable influence in determining opinion among the

lively population of Paris. He was, from the first, a warm supporter of the second Napo-
leonic regime. His death took place Aug., 1867, at Marseilles, of which city he was
librarian.

BAETHELEMY, JEAN JACQUES, a historian and antiquary, b. 20th Jan., 1716, at

Cassis, near Aubagne, in Provence. He was educated under the Jesuits for the church,
but soon abandoned all thought of becoming a priest, and devoted himself to the study
of the Greek, Hebrew, Syriac, Arabic, and Chaldee languages, though he retained the
dress and title of an abbe. He first acquired distinction by the discovery of the Palmyran
alphabet. In 1745, he was appointed assistant-superintendent of the royal cabinet of medals,
and in 1747 elected a member of the Acadcmie d<:s Inscriptions et Bdles-lettrts. To com-
plete his studies, he visited Rome in 1704, in the suite of M. de Stainville, afterwards
duke of Choiseul, and then French ambassador, where he was courteously received by
pope Benedict XIV. After his return, he was again employed in the arrangement of
the royal cabinet of medals, which he augmented by a great number of costly specimens.
The due de Choiseul, who became minister in 1758, placed him, by means of a pension
and other favors, in a position to devote himself entirely to learned researches, which
he quietly pursued till the revolution of 1789 deprived him of his offices. In Sept., 1793,
he was imprisoned on charge of being an aristocrat, but almost immediately released.

Shortly after, he was offered the situation of national librarian, then vacant, but his age
and infirmities compelled him to decline it. He d. April 30, 1795.

His most celebrated and popular work is the Voyage du jeune Anacharzix en Greet
dan* U Milifn da quatrwmc, Siecle arant I'ere Utrttienne, Paris, 1788, 4 vols. (Travels of
the Young Anacharsis in Greece about the Middle of the Fourth Century B.C.). The
work (see ANACHAUSIS) is a very pleasing and agreeable performance; exhibits an exten-
sive knowledge of the ancient world, especially of Greece and its colonies; and abounds
in observations which, if not profound, are at least judicious. Later and more severe
criticism has. however, pointed out many deficiencies and anachronisms. It has been
translated into almost every European language. Among Barthelemy's other works may
be mentioned a romance, "entitled Caryte et Polydore (Paris, 1760); Explication de la

Momtque de, Palestrine (Paris, 1760); I&flexions sur VAlphabet et la Langue de Palmyre
(Paris^ 1754).

BAETHELEMY SAINT HILAIEE, JULES, a learned Frenchman, member of the insti-

tute, and a representative of the people, was b. at Paris on the 19th of Aug., 1805. He
first held a subordinate office under the minister of finance. During 1828-30, he was
one of the editors of the Globe, a Paris paper. After the July revolution, he took part
with the society Aide-tot et le Ciel fowfera(q.v.), revised several of its democratic mani-
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festoca, established the /Am &'na, and continued to attack the government of Louis

Philippe in the Conxtiliitimttul. tiie Gourrier-JfaMfCtit, and the Rational. In 1833, he

desisted from political stiit'e. and betook himself to toorequtet studies. In 1834, lie was

named Kepetit,-ur for the French literature class in the Ecole Potyteehruque; and in 1838,

professor of Greek- and Latin ])hilosophy in the college tie France,. The revolution of

February, however, brought hint once more into the political arena. He was appointed

secretary to the provisional government, but refused his support to the government of

Cavaignac, and even appeared as his accuser, though he failed to establish his charges

against the suppressor of the June insurrection. B. was at first in favor of Louis Napol-

eon, but the coup dt'tat on the 2d of Dec., and the overthrow of the constitution, com-
-'--* He then retired for a time from public life, and

bly for the department
the ?." life-members of the new senate.

Cfl

for

fEcole cCAkxandrie , , .

tique de Platon et (TArutote, avec Ics Doctrines des plus grands Philosopher Modcrnctt (1854);

Des TV(//(18o4); Da Bouddhvsme (1835). An enlarged edition of this last, with an

account of Buddhism in Ceylon at present, was published in 1860.

BAETHEZ, PAUL JOSEPH, one of the most learned physicians of France, son of a dis-

tinguished engineer, b. in Montpellier, llth Dec., 1734. After serving as an army phy-
sician, he founded at Montpeilier a medical school, which rose to a high European
reputation. His Nourm.r Kemattt dc. la Science de I'Routine (Mont pell. 1778; 2d ed., 2

vols., Par. 1806), in which he set forth a system founded on dynamical principles, was
translated into most of the languages of Europe. He became, in 1785, titular chancellor

of the university of Montpeilier; and consultations with him on serious cases were

Bought from all parts of the civilized world. The revolution deprived him of the greater

part of his property and his places, and compelled him to leave Paris; but Napoleon
recalled him, and heaped honors and dignities upon him in his old age. He died in great

suffering, after an operation for stone in the bladder, on 15th Oct., 1806. Of his

numerous writings, the following deserve special mention: No-urelle Mecaniqvedes Monte-
inents de I'JIomme et des Animavx (Carcassonne, 1798); Traitemenl des Maladies Gouttevses

(2 vols., Par. 1802; new ed., 1819;) and Consultation de Mfdccine (2 vols., Par. 1810.

Bee. Lordat, Exposition de la Doctrine Midiccde de Barthez, et Memo-foes wr la Vie de c

Medeein (1818).

BARTHOLIN, the name of a Danish family distinguished for learning and authorship,
and the members of which have filled many important offices, especially in the university
of Copenhagen. KASPEII B., b. 12th Feb., 1585, at Malmo, where' his father was a

minister, studied theology and philosophy at Rostock and Wittenberg, and afterwards
studied medicine. In the year 1610, he was made doctor of medicine at Basle. lie

practiced for some time in \\ittenberg. and in 1613 accepted an invitation to be professor
of the Greek language and of medicine at Copenhagen, where, in 1624, he became
professor of theology. He died at Sora in 1629. His Institutions A-nntoniicff (Wittenb.,
1611, and often reprinted), which were translated into the Merman, French, English, and
oriental languages, served in the 17th c., in many universities, as a text-book for prelec-
tion-*. Of his sons, who are all known in the learned world, the following especially

ve to be mentioned: the orientalist, JACOB B., b. 1623, d. at Heidelberg, 1653,
known as the editor of the cabalistic works, Bahir and Mnjan Hacjiochmu; and THOMAS
L, equally celebrated as a philologist, naturalist, and physician, who was b. 20th Oct.,

1616. He became, in 1647, professor of mathematics, and in 1648 professor of anatomy,
at Copenhagen; demitted these office* in 1661, and thereafter lived in retirement upon
his c.statc of Ilagestad. In 1670, the king appointed him his physician in ordinary,
which situation he tilled till his death. 4th Nov., 1680. He enlarged' the new edition of,
his father's anatomy (Leyd., 1641; often reprinted) with a mass of new observations.'
Hrsidi's many other valuable anatomical and medical works, his works on biblical and
<>!|HT antiquities, and on natural philosophy, are particularly worthy of notice. He was
one of the most learned and studious of physicians, and warmly defended Harvey's
doctrine of the circulation of the blood. H'is son, KASPKU B.,'b. 1<>54, d. 1704. \\as
likewise an accomplished anatomist; and another son, THOMAS B., b. 1659, d. 1690, is

Hie author of a standard work on northern antiquities the Anti<i>n'fafnm Dainmrum
Libri Trf* (Copenh., 1689); also of De. Canxi* <;<itnn)>t<t> a Ihniix adlmr f/cntililnts Morti*.

BARTHOLOMEW, a co. in s.e. Indiana, intersected by the Jeffersonvillc, Madison,
HIM! Indianapolis railroad; 375 sq.m.; pop. '79, 21,133; level in the e. and hilly in the
w.; produces cereals, butter, and wool. Co. seat, Columbus.

BARTHOLOMEW, SAINT, one of the twelve apostles, supposed to be. the same person
itlmniel. He was a native of Galilee, but nothinir authentic is known regarding his

hie and labors. According to the traditionary record of Euscbius, lie carried Christianity
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luto India; Cbrysostom ppeaks of him as a missionary in Armenia and Asia Minor, while

a .-till later legend declares that be was crucified at Albania Pyla, the modern Derbend,
a t<i\vn on the Caspian sea. The relies of St. B. "appeared

"
at Home in 1*83 A.D , and

are preserved there in the church bearing his name. The Roman and Anglo-Catholic
churches hold a festival in his memory on the 24th Aug. ;

ihe Greek church, on tlie 1 1th

June. The primitive church possessed an apocryphal gospel under hi.; name, but it is

: now lost.

BARTHOLOMEW, ST., a Caribbean island, bought by Sweden in 178-1 from the

French West India companv. and acquired again by France through purchase in IS?^.

It lies about 30 1.1. to the n.'of St. Kitts. in about 17 40' n. hit. and 63 e. long. "With

an area of only 35 sq.m., St. B. contains about 2UOO inhabitants. The soil is fertile,

though, as is generally the case in the group, fresh water is scarce. Like most of its

neighbors. St. 15. is difficult of access, its only harbor (Le Carenage) being on its \v. side,

near the chief town, Gu.stavia.

BARTHOLOMEW, EDWARD SHEFFIELD, 1822-58; b. Conn. He was first a dentist,

then a painter, and lastly a sculptor. Among his productions are " Youth and
"The Shepherd Boy." "Ganymede and the Eagle,"

" Eve after the Fall," and a monu-
ment to Charles Carroll.

BARTHOLOMEW BAYOU, a channel or outlet beginning in Arkansas and run-

ning in a very crooked course to Washita river in Louisiana; navigable 200 in. for steam-
boats.

BARTHOLOMEW FAIR, formerly held at West Smithfield, London, but discontinued
since 1855. The charter of this fair was granted by Henry I., in 1133, to a monk named
Raver or Rahere, who had been his jester, and had founded the church and priory of

St." Bartholomew, with an hospital attached. The fair was held annually at the festival

of St. Bartholomew (Aug. 24, old style), and, like all ancient fairs, was originally con-
nected with the church, under whose auspices miracle plays (q v.), founded on the

legends of saints, were represented, which gave place to mysteries, and these again to

moralities; afterwards, profane stories were introduced the origin of the modern English
drama. After the opening of the fair, it was customary anciently for wrestlers to exer-

cise their art. Wild rabbits were hunted for sport by the mob, and the scholars from
the different London schools met at the priory for disputations on grammar and logic,
and to wrangle together in verse. In the tirst centuries of its existence, B. F. was one
of the great annual markets of the nation, and the chief cloth-fair of the kingdom. The
clothiers of England and the drapers of London had their standings, during the fair; in

the priory church yard. A peddler's court, or court of pie poudre (see PIEPOWDER
COURT), was held within th-j priory gates, for debts and contracts, before a jury of

trailers formed on the spot, at which the prior, as lord of the fair, presided by his repre-
sentative or steward. In 1445, four persons were appointed by the court of aldermen as

keepers of the fair and of the court of pie poudre, the city being thus in that court

represented as joint lord of the fair with the prior. As the fair prospered, its chief
articles of traffic; were, in the first instance, cloth stuffs, leather, pewter, and live cattle:

while it was rendered attractive to the crowds that attended it by a variety of popular
amusements. All manner of shows, exhibitions, tluatrical booths, etc., thronged the

fair; and tumblers, acrobats, stilt-walkers, mummers, mountebanks, and merry andrews
resorted to it in great numbers. On the suppression of the religious houses, the priory
was disjoined from the hospital, and the latter, on 2?th Dec.. 1546, was. by Henry VIII.,
transferred to the corporation of London, a new hospital being established on the site

of the former. The priory was purchased for 1004, 11,". &/. by Sir Richard Rich.
chancellor of the court of augmentations, afterwards lord chancellor under the title of
lord Rich, and became his to .vn house. Towards the close of the 16th c., streets of

houses be.,an to be built on the site of the cloth-fair, a name which is still retained. In
1593, the keeping of the fair was. for the first time, suspended by the raging of the

plague. The same thing happened in 1603, in 1625, in 1630, in 1665, and in 1G66. At
this fair, foreigners were at first licensed for three days, and the city freemen as long as

they would, which was six or seven days. In 1661, after the restoration, the fair lasied

for 14 days or more. In 16*5. it was leased by the city to the sword-bearer. Af'er this

period, it began to decay as a place of trade. In 1691, the continuance of the fair was
limited to three days, besides the proclamation day. In 1701, it was represented as a
nuisance. In 1750, it was again limited to three days. By the alteration of the calendar

, in 1752, UK- fair, in the following year. was. for the first time, proclaimed on 3d Sep-
tember. In 17U8. the question of abolishing the fair was discussed by the corporation.
It had long ceased to be a place of traffic, and was only considered as a haunt of amuse-
ment, riot, and dissipation. The fair had latterly been attended only by the keepers of

a few gingerbread-Stalls; and in 1S3!). measures were first seriously adopted for its sup-
pression. In 1S40. the exhibitions were removed f> Islington. Wild-beast shows were
allowed, but dwarfs and giants were excluded. I i 1S50, the last proclamation by the

lord mayor took place, and in 1X55. the once, famous B. F. came to an end. An octavo

volume, entitled Memoirs of Bartholvintw Fair, by Henry Morley, was published in

London in
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BARTHOLOMEW'S (ST.) DAY (Fr. La St-.-Barthflemy; Ger. BartTiolomdusnaclit, i.e.,

Bartholomew's niirht, or Bluthochzeit, i.e., blood-wedding), the appellation given to the

icre of the Protestants in Paris on the night of St. B. D.. between 24th and 25th

Auir.. 1572. After Hie death of Francis II. in 1560, Catharine de' Medici (q.v.), as regent

forher son, Charles IX.. a minor, in order to annoy the Catholic party of the duke

Frauds of Guise (q.v.), had granted an edict of toleration to the Reformed, at whose
head wu-s the prince of Conde. Both parties took up arms, and there ensued a war which
lasted for eight years, the cruelties of which, through mutual exasperation, are almost

incredible. The duke Francis of Guise was murdered by an assassin, and the prince of

Conde was taken prisoner in the battle of Jarnac, in 1569, and shot. The young prince
Henrv of Hearn, afterwards king Henry IV., a nephew of Conde, then became leader

of the Reformed, along with admiral Coligny (q.v.). It was not till the st-.-cngth of both

sides was exhausted, that the peace of St. Germain-en-Laye was concluded in 1370,

whereby the Reformed obtained the free exercise of their religion. Catharine de' Medici

now expressed much friendliness towards the Reformed, and even endeavored to

lull them into negligence by the marriage of the youthful Henry of Beam with her

daughter Margaret, 18th Aug., 1572. Admiral Coligny was drawn to Paris, and the

kinir not only made him costly presents, but gave him an important office in the council

of slate. However, all this was only the basest hypocrisy. When, by means of the

marriage of prince Henry, the most eminent of the Reformed had been allured to Paris,

admiral Coligny was wounded by a shot from a window of the palace on 22d Aug., l.">?2.

The king, indeed, hastened to him, and swore to avenge him
; but, on the very same

day, the king was persuaded by his mother that the admiral sought his life.
"
By God's

death !" he exclaimed, "let the admiral be slain, and not him only, but all the Hugue-
nots, till not one remain that can give us trouble !" That night, Catharine held a coun-

cil, and appointed St. B. D. for carrying into effect the long-contemplated massacre.

After Coligny had been murdered, a bell in the tower of the royal palace, at the hour of

midnight, gave the signal to the assembled companies of citizens for a general massacre
of the Huguenots. The king himself fired from his palace upon those that were fleeing

past. The prince of Conde and the king of Navarre only saved their lives by going to

mass, and appearing to conform to the Catholic church. The provinces were at the

same time summoned to similar slaughter; and although in some of them the officials

were ashamed to publish the murderous commands which had been transmitted to

them, there were found bloodthirsty fanatics enough, who perpetrated the greatest hor-
rors for several weeks together in almost all the provinces, so that it was reckoned that

30,000 (some authorities make the number 70,000) persons were murdered. The pope
celebrated the events of St. B. D. by a procession to the church of St. Louis, a grand
Te Deum, and the proclamation of a year of

jubilee. Many of the Huguenots fled to

pathless mountains and to La Rochelfe, to which the duke of Anjou laid siege. Upon
receiving intelligence, however, that he had been elected king of Poland, he" made an
arrangement on July 6, 1573, according to which the king granted to the Huguenots an
amnesty, and the exercise of their religion in certain towns.

BARTHOLOMEW'S (Sr.) HOSPITAL, Smithfield, London, was originally a part of the

priory of St. Bartholomew, founded in 1102 by Rahere, the first prior. At the dissolu-
tion of the religious houses, it was founded anew by Henry VIII., and the endowment
has been subsequently enlarged from various sources, public and private. Ti e hospital
contains more than 600 beds, and affords relief to 70,000 patients annually. There is a
medical school attached. The revenues are large and ample.

BARTIZAN, a small stone closet, thrown out upon corbels over doorways, and on
other parts of media-val castles, generally for defense, but sometimes only for conveni-
ence to the inmates and defenders.

BARTLETT, ELISHA, 1805-55; b. R. I.; a physician, graduated at the medial
department of Brown university; lecturer on pathological anatomy; professor in Tran-
sylvania (Ky.) college, and in the universities of Maryland and New York, and pro-
fessor of materia medica, etc., in the New York college of physicians and surgeons. He
wrote Es*ay on tti, PkOotophy <>f M,-<U>;il Science, Fevers oftiie United States, and a volume
of verses from subjects in Dickens' novels. He was also editor of the Monthly Journal
i>f Mxiti-nl Literature.

BARTLETT, ICHABOD, 1786-1853; b. N. H.; a lawyerof Portsmouth, N. H., edu-
cated at Dartmouth; was in the state legislature and in congress. He was a conspicuous
forensic opponent of Daniel Webster and Jeremiah Mason.
BAKTLKTT. J.ISKIMI, 17W-1^J7: b. .Mass.; a lawyer of Massachusetts, graduate of

Harvard; author of / / ^>>,,r \ ,,-,ir of Bray, and other satirical verses. His life was
remarkable. He visited England, fell to gambling, was put in prison wrote a play to
Bcure his release, and went upon the stage. He came back with a great quantity of

goods procured on credit, and was wrecked on cape Cod. Then he went into law busi-
ness and polities, and was elected to the legislature.

HAirn.KTT. .losiui. 17-J'J !).-.; b. Ma. : a self-educated physician, bee-inning prac-
ttee in New Hampshire, wtew h.- sm-i-i^sfully introduced the use of Peruvian barkHe was in the legislature from 1765 until the revolution. He was a member of the
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oommittee of safety, a justice of the peace, colonel of a regiment, delegate in congress,
the first member to vote for the declaration of independence, and the first (afterMohn
Hancock, the president) to sign that document. He was judge of the common pleas,

justice of the supreme court, and chief justice. He was a member of the state conven-
tion called to adopt the federal constitution, and the first governor of New Hampshire
under its tirst constitution. He was president of the New Hampshire medical society,
and always the friend and patron of learned men.

BARTLETT, SAMUEL COLCORD, D.D., LL.D.; b. K H., 1817; graduate of Dart-
mouth, and of Andover theological seminary; professor of intellectual and moral phi-

losophy in Western Reserve college, and of Biblical literature in Chicago theological
seminary; Congregational pastor in various places; at present (1880) president of Dart-
mouth college. He is known as a vigorous writer in support of the old forms of doc-
trine. He has traveled in the east, and has published, besides many essays,
&kvt>-li<'* <>f

/;, WxxtHiis of tfie American Board, Life and Death Eternal, and special
articles for Smith's Dictionary of the Bible.

BARTLETT, WILLIAM, 1748-1841; b. Mass.; a philanthropist who accumulated
a large fortune in trade. He contributed $30,000 toward the founding of Andos
ver theological seminary, and distributed more than a quarter of a million to missiou-
aud other benevolent objects.

BARTLETT, WILLIAM FRANCIS, b. Mass., 1840; graduated at Harvard; served
with conspicuous honor in the civil war from private" to brevet maj.gen. of volun-

teers; lost a leg at the siege of Yorktown; was wounded at Port Hudson, and the battle
of the Wilderness, and once more while leading an assaulting column near Petersburg,
when he was takeu prisoner. He died, greatly lamented, Dec., 1876.

BABTLETT, WILLIAM HENRY, an artist and popular writer, was born at Kentish
Town. London, on the 29th Mar., 1809. He was a pupil of the eminent architectural

antiquary, Mr. John Britton, of London, and during his apprenticeship displayed more
than ordinary talent for drawing, which was fostered by his master sending him into

many of the most interesting counties in England to make sketches from nature. Mr.
Britton afterwards employed him to make drawings for his Cathedral Antiquities and
also for his Pi&tur^ue Antiquities of Engl/uh Cities. Subsequently B. visited the conti-

nent, the Holy Land, and America several times, on each occasion enriching his portfolio
with innumerable interesting scenes. No fewer than 19 quarto volumes, containing
about 1000 engravings from his sketches ind letterpress from his own pen and those
of his fellow travelers, Dr. W. Beattie, N. P. Willis, and Miss Pardoe, were devoted to

these countries. Several other volumes, oi which fie was the sole author as well as

artist, have also been published. Some of the booKs had a wonderful success, espe.

dally those on Swizerlaud, the Holy Land, and Egypt. B. died on the voyage from
Malta to Marseilles on Sept. 25, 1854. He had been revisiting Palestine, and the mate-
rials he had collected were published under the title Jerusalem Henyitfd.

BABTLETT is also the name of several American authors, the most eminent of whom
is John Russell B., born at Providence, R. I. (U. 6.), m Oct., 1805. He was employed by
the United States government, in 1850-53, as a commissioner for determining the Mexi-
can boundary line, and, in 1854, published -an account of his explorations and adven-

tures, etc., in that capacity. In 1855, he became secretary of state of Rhode Island.
He is also the author of The Progress of Ethnology, a popular Dictionary of Americanisms,
Bibliography of Books Relating to Hie Cicil War, etc.

BARTOL, CYRUS AUGUSTUS, D.D., b. Me., 1813; graduate of Bowdoin college, and
of Cambridge divinity school, and became a Unitarian preacher, pastor of the West
church, in Boston. In doctrine he ranks among the radicals of his denomination; in

style he is clear and picturesque. He has published Discourses on the Christian Spirit
and Life, i,hri*tiaii Body and Form, Pictures of Europe, Radical Problems, 2he Rising
faith, and many essays.

BARTOLI, DANIELE, 1608-85; a native of Ferrara, educated a Jesuit, and commis-
sioned to write a history of the order, which he did in an elaborate work, treating espe.

cially of Christianity in Japan, and other parts of the east. He also wrote a history of
the English Roman Catholics, the life of Loyola, several other biographies, books on
religion and morals, on physical phenomena, grammar, etc.

BABTOLI NI, LORENZO, a celebrated Italian sculptor, was b. at Vernio, in the n. of

Tuscany, in 1777. Circumstances brought him to Paris while still a young man, where
he practiced his art for some time with very little pecuniary success; but at length,

having obtained an academy prize for a bass-relief of Cleobis and Biton, he was suddenly
ushered into notice and prosperity. Several influential persons patronized him, such as

Denon and Regnauld de St. Jean d'Angely. Through the first, he obtained a commis.
sion to execute one of the bass-reliefs in the hall of the Vendome palace, and also the
bust of Napoleon over the door of the institute of France. Napoleon himself gave hinj
a multitude of orders, many of which, unfortunately, were never executed. In 1808,
the emperor sent him to Carrara, to establish a school of sculpture. Here he remainecj
till 1814, when he accompanied his imperial master to Elba. After the battle of

Waterloo, he repaired to Florence, where he was subsequently appointed director of thf
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sculpture department in the ncndemy of the fine art", an office he retained till hk
drath in lNo(). Bartolini was a very prolific artist. Besides ihe works already mentioned,

.i-ii executed busts of Clierubini, Mehul, .Madame Regnauld, a magnificent statue;

<>f Naimleon 1. (now in America), several exquisite sepulchral monuments, such as that

of ladv Stratford Canning in the cathedral of Lausanne, and various groups the most cele-

brated df which are his
"
Charity," and " Hercules and Lyons." In England and France,

tyle i- in uvncral greatly esteemed; in Germany ,
it is less highly thought of. His fig-.

ure> arc characterized by tlieir truthfulness of proportion and classic: repose, though they

,
also po--e-; a remarkably life-like expression. After Canovu, Burtolmi is reckoned thu

most distinguished Italian sculptor of modern times.

I BAIITOLO, or BAR TOLL TADDEO
pr, 1390-1414; an Italian painter whose works

arc found at Padua, Pisa, and Volterra, with some remarkable frescoes in the chapel of

the pla/.a at Sienna.

BARTOLOME 0, SAN, a t. of Italy, in the province of Benevento, with a pop. of 5400.

UARTOLOMME'O, FUA. See BACCIO DELLA POKTA, ante.

BARTOLOZ ZI. FRANCESCO, an eminent engraver, was b. in Florence about 1730.

After practicing his art under Wagner of Venice, he went to Koine, where he executid
his admired plates from the life of St. Nilus. He was afterwards commissioned by Mr.

Dalton, librarian of George III., to engrave a series of drawings by Guercino, and was
induced by the same gentleman to settle in England. Here Bartolozzi produced his spirited
and highly finished engravings of the "

Virgin and Child" after Carlo Dolci, and "
Ciytie"

after Auuibiile Carracci. which entitle him to occupy the front rank in his profession.
He also engraved numerous specimens of the works of his friend Giovanni Cipriani, of
Michael Angelo, Cantarini. Cortona, etc., with equal truth and effect. Bartoloxxi likewise
enriched alderman Boydell's Shakespeare gallery with many fine engravings. In 1802,
he received a fluttering invitation from the prince regent of Portugal, to take the super-
intendence of a school of engravers at Lisbon, whither he repaired three years after-

wards, in his seventy-fifth year, and there resided until bis death, in 1818. lie was the

grandfather of Madame Vestris, the celebrated comedian.

BARTOLUS. Osso. or BAUTOLUS DE SAXO FEKKATO, 1314-57; professor of civil

law in the university of Perugia, and the most famous master of the dialectical school
of jurists. He won great reputation by his lectures and writings; among the latter,
treatises On Procedure, On Evidence, and Commentary on the Code, of Justinian. His
magnificent monument in the church of San Francisco bears simply his name.

BARTON, a co. in central Kansas; 1333 sq.m. ; pop. '78, 8251: in '80, 10,768. The
co. in intersected by the Arkansas river, and by the Atchison. Topeka and Santa Fe rail-

road; surface undulating and soil productive. Co. seat, Great Bend.

BARTON, a co. in Missouri on the Kansas border- 600 sq.m. : pop. '70, 5087: in '80,
10,143. It is chiefly forest and prairie, with fertile soil, producing corn, wheat, and live
stock. Coal and limestone are found. Co. seat, Lamar.

BARTON. BKXJAMIX SMITH, 1766-1815; a native of Pennsylvania; educated at

Philadelphia, and in Germany; graduated at Gottin^-jo; professor of natural history,
botany, and materia inedica in Pennsylvania college. Besides many papers in the
philosophical and medical journals, he published Observation* on Some 'Party of Xalnrnl
UUtory, New View* of the Origin of the Tribes of America, Element* ofBotany, Collection*
toward* a Materia Medica of the United States, aiid other medical works.

BAETON, BKHNAKD. an English poet, b. 31st Jan.. 17S4. in London His parents
were nemben of the society of Friends, to the tenets of which body B. adhered through
ife. In 1810. he became clerk to a banking house at Woodbridge in which situation he

ued until within two yearsof hisdeath. jlis first poetical efforts, pub'.ished in 1812
the title of Metneal Sftuion*, brought him into correspondence with the poet

bouthey. R*m by an Amateur (1818). and Petn (Lond., 1820), increased his reputationand gained him the friendship of Lamb and Byron. Napoleon and other P< HI* appeared
in 18V,. and was followed within live years by several other productions. All the poemsH. are pervaded by pious sentiment, and some passives di^plav much natural tender-
ness and rebgu.us fervor; but he is. on the whole, rath,:,- a fluent; pleasant versifier than
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slie was a teacher in early life, and founder of variouafree -,l,o,,l- m New J.-r^y In H.V1 ,|,, h :i l a .-h-rkship in Washington. but resi-nied athe berinniug of the war of the rebellion and went into hospi, ;> l service. After peace
united

and earned on at her ,,wn <-,^ a ^tema.ic search for missing soldiers.
Going to Lurope for her health, she was assistant to the grand duchess of BadJn in estab-
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lishing hospitals in the Franco-German war, followed the German army, and was hon-

ored with tlie golden cross of Baden and the iron cross of Germany.

BARTON, ELIZAKF.TIT, commonly called "the holy maid of Kent," a wretched crcu-

tnre, subject to spasmodic nervous affect ions, during which she gave utterance to inco-

herent exclamations and phrases. About the year 1533, she was servant in a tavern at

Aldington, in Kent; and the cunning priest of the parish seeing her in her paroxysms,
on the strength of her misfortune conceived the idea of presenting her to the world as a

prophetess. Under his directions, she played her part so well that not only the common
people, hut even men of intellect and education like sir Thomas More, and Barhain, the

archbishop of Canterbury, were deceived by her. The former, however, afterwards

recogni/ed her true character. She became a nun, and when, in 1532, Henry VI II.

quarreled with the court of Home, she was induced to denounce loudly the king's sepa-
ration from his first wife, arid his marriage with Anne Bo!eyn. and even to prophesy hi*

death. Being arrested by the king's command, along with her accomplices, she made
before the judges a confession, v.'hich was afterwards publicly repeated before the people,
of the fraud which had been perpetrated, and was sentenced to ecclesiastical penance ami
to imprisonment. She was afterwards accused of high treason, and executed along with
some of her accomplices in 1534.

BARTON, WILLIAM, 1747-1831 ; a native of Rhode Island; and a col. in the revolu-

tion. On the night of July 10, 1777, lie led a small party across Narragansett bay, pa.-snl
unobserved by three British war vessels, and near Newport captured the English gen.
1'rescott. For this act congress gave him a sword, a colonel's commission, and a tract,

of land in Vermont. lie was for many years in prison for debt in Vermont, but was
released through the influence of gen. Lafayette, who paid the claim on which he was
held.

BARTON BEDS, a group of strata, composed of clay and sand, and forming part of

the middle eocene formation, included in theBagshot series (q.v).

BAETON-ON-HTJMBER, at. in n. Lincolnshire, on the s. side of the Ilumber, 6 m.s.w.
of Hull. It is a very ancient place, having been one of the chief ports of the Ilumber
before the foundation of Hull. It was once surrounded by a rampart and fosse, as a pro-
tection against the incursions of the Danes and Saxons. The ferry across the Humber.
on the great road from London to Hull, used to be here; but the London and Hull
inland tratiic has now been diverted from B. by the steam ferry at Mew Holland, 6 in.

below Barton. The chief manufactures are ropes, sacking, bricks, tiles, pottery, and

whiting. There are quarries of chalk and oolite. The tower of St. Peter's church.
which was built about the time of the conquest, has both round and pointed arches; and,
with the part, of the building to the w., constitutes one of the few existing examples of

undoubted Anglo-Saxon architecture. St. Mary's church is a handsome structure of the

14th century. Pop. '71, 4332.

BARTON'S BUTTONS, exceedingly minute lines engraved on metal by a dividing
engine, which produce a surface reflecting various colors. These line lines are stamped
from dies on buttons, etc., which rival gems in brilliancy. John Barton was the inventor.

BAR TOW, a co. in n.w. Georgia, intersected by the head waters of the Coosa river,

and by the Western, and Atlantic and Rome railroads; 550 sq.m.; pop. '70, 1(3.50(5

G774 colored; in '{SO, is.072. It is hilly, with fertile soil, producing grain, cotton, and
wool; has mines of copper, lead, marbfe, an t limestone. (Jo. seat, Gartersvllle.

BARTRAM, JOHN, 1099-1777; a Pennsylvania!! farmer, who became, according to

Linmeus, "the greatest natural botanist in" the world." He visited many sections of
the present United Slates, collecting trees and plants for European gardens, for which
the botanists <>f the time repaid him in books and apparatus. On the Schuylkill near

Philadelphia be established the tirst American botanical garden, and \va< a memlwr of
several foreign societies. He published Description of Enxt Florida, trith a journal.

BARTRAM. WILUAV, 17H9-1S23; a nntive of Pennsylvania, son of John, and like
him a botanist, though he declined a professorship on account of imperfect eye-sight.
He settled in Florida and wrote Tnm'x Thrnrili Xorth and &ifh (\irlui<i, fjtixf aitf/

WeM Floriiln, and the Clicrol.-c,' Country, and 0'M'i-rntiiiii* <>n 1h<', Cri'<k <in<l C/ifrnfov

Indians. He made the most comprehensive list of American birds, previous to that of

Wilson, with whom he was a co-laborer.

BARTSCH, JOIIAXN ADAM BKRNTIAUD. vox, 1757-1821; a German engraver of

superior acquirements, member of the academy of fine arts, and director of the imperial
collection of engravings; author of La- Ptintr>'-f/r<ir<>i/r. in 21 vols. . a ditiilnijiH

1

of the

wn'ksoflicmorandt, and other catalogues. He produced more than 500platesof hisown.

BARTJ, a fine woolly substance found at the base of the leaves of the xaguenu
lacthnrifer (also called arf/if/n nfieefiuriferti), one of the most valuable sago-palms of the
Indian archipelago. It is much employed in calking ships, in Bluffing cushions, and
for other similar purposes.

BA RT7CH (i.e. the blessed), the son of Xeriah, was the person to whom the prophet
Jeremiah dictated his oracles. During the siege of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzer, both
he and the prophet were, by their own countrymen, shut up in a narrow prison, but
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obtained from the conqueror freedom and permission to choose their oven residence.

B. remained for some time in Palestine, but afterwards accompanied Jeremiah to Egypt.
His Mibsequent history is unknown. An apocryphal work in the Greek language lias

come down to us under his name viz., the book of B., which contains words of com
fort for the I>raclites, and predicts the rebuilding of Jerusalem. There is usually

appended to it, as chapters vi. and vii., a letter also apocryphal of the prophet
Jeremiah to the exiles in Babylon.

BAR WOOD. See CAMWOOD.

liAUVK. A.NToiNELoris, b. 1795; a French sculptor, and teacher of the art of design-

ing subjects in natural history, lie produced allegorical, mythological, and historical

works; statues of public me'n; "Amazon" and "Angelica," modeled from his two

daughters; and many other figures remarkable for accurate physiological construction.

lie also produced many figures of animals in action, such as a lion crushing a boar, and
a tiger killing a goat. He was a chevalier and officer of the legion of honor, member
of the academy, etc.

BABY TA, or BARY'TES, or Oxide of Barium (q.v.) symbol BaO is the earth present
in the minerals witherite (carbonate of B.) and heavy spar (sulphate of B.). It maybe
prepared in several ways: 1. By acting upon the carbonate of B. (BaOCO 2 ) by nitric

acia (NO S), which causes the disengagement of the carbonic acid (CO 4 ), and the nitric

acid combining with the B. forms the nitrate of baryta (BaONO s). On evaporating the
latter substance to dryness, and igniting the residue, the nitric acid volatilix.es, and leaves

the baryta (BaO). 2. Another mode of preparing the same substance is to act upon a
solution of sulphuret of barium (BaS) by the black oxide of copper (CuO), when an

interchange of elements occurs, the sulphur uniting with the copper, producing sulphuret
of copper (CuS), and the oxygen with the barium, forming B. (BaO). which remains
dissolved in the water, and, on evaporation, deposits crystals in the hydrattd condition

(BaO, HO). B. belongs to the group of alkaline earths, and has the property of acting
like an alkali (q.v.) on coloring matters. It has a very harsh taste, is

highly caustic,,
and is very poisonous. A solution of B. is used by the chemist as the be^t indication of
the presence of carbonic acid gas in the atmosphere, for when a plate or other \

containing the solution is exposed to the air, the carbonic acid floating across the surface
combines with the B., and forms a film of white carbonate of baryta (BaO.C ().,). Other-

wise, B. possesses little interest, as it is not put to any commercial or medicinal use.
The compounds of B. are, however, of considerable importance. The *>itplate of B.
(BaOSOs), otherwise called ponderous or heary tpar, is found in the mineral kingdom,
diffused in fissures or cracks, passing through other rocks, especially in Cumberland,
Durham, and Westmoreland, and in the island of Arran, At the latter place, an exten-
sive mine of heavy spar has been worked for many years.

In its native condition, the sulphate of B. occurs of a crystalline texture, is sometimes
found pure and white, but generally presents a flesh-red color, from the red oxide of
iron (rust) incorporated in it. The rust can be got quit of by reducing the sulphate of
B. to a fine powder under rollers or traveling-wheels, and* subjecting the pulverized
material to the action of dilute sulphuric acid, which dissolves the red oxide of iron, and
leaves the sulphate of B. as a white dense powder. The principal use of /,<-"// x/mr is as
a pigment under the name of permanent white; but having little opacity, it cannot he

employed by itself, but only when mixed with ordinary white lead. When added to
the latter, however, it must be regarded as an adulteration, for the little opacity it

possesses renders it of service only as an increaser of the bulk of the white lead.
Several mixtures of sulphate of B. and white lead are manufactured, and arc known in
commerce.

_

Venice white contains 1 part sulphate of B., and 1 part white lead. Hantlmrg
"Int, contains 2 parts sulphate of B., and 1 part white lead. Dutch w/W<- contains 3
parts sulphate of B., and 1 part -white lead. The native sulphate of B. has been
employed by the celebrated potter Wedgwood in the manufacture of jasper ware, and
for the formation of white figures, etc., on colored jars and vessels. The carbonate of B.found native as teitfterite, and the nitrate of B., have been previously referred to in this
article and that on BARIUM.

BAR YTON (Viol di Bardoni), an old chamber-instrument, somewhat like the viol di
gamba in tone: had a broader finger-board, with 7 gut-strings, while under the neck
there were 16 strings of brass wire, which were touched with the point of the thumb,
to pro nee a M.und. while the gut-strings were acted on by a bow.

BAR YTON, that species of the human voice which lies between the bass and the
ior, the tone-character of which is more allied to the bass. The compass of a B. voice

" fr m
[SF~J =N but the PrinciPal notes f tne voice are from r^ | ^~j:

and these should possess the energetic character of a bass voice, and above all~U
Produced from rhr d^t. excepting perhaps the highest. In former times, the music

Uktt -pecies of voice was written on a stave with the F clef placed on the 3d line,

thus: [m
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BAS, or BATZ, a small island in the English channel, belonging to France, and situ-

ated off the n. coast of the department of Finisterre. Its length is about 8 in., anil its

breadth 2. It has a light-house, in lat. 48
D
45' n., and long. 4 !' w., on an elevation

223 ft. above the sea, and is defended by 2 forts and 4 batteries. Pop. above 1000,

whose chief occupation is fishing.

BASALT', strictly a variety of trap rock (q.v.), although some writers use the words
as synonymous. It is composed of the same materials as greenstone (q.v.), and other

varieties of trap, viz., hornblende and felspar, with a small quantity of iron; but these

exist in a state of finer division than in greenstone, showing that the crystalline action

has been stopped at its commencement by the more rapid cooling of the mass. To this

is owing its sharp conchoidal fracture and its hardness. As the hardness is frequently

accompanied with tenacity, it makes B. a valuable' material in the making of roads. It

is of a more uniform dark-gray color, approaching to black, than the other varieties of

trap.
A rock of a similar appearance and structure occurs as a variety of lava, in volcanic

districts. This lava B. differs from the older trap B. in the form which the silicates of

magnesia and lime assume when crystallizing. In the newer rocks, they appear as

augite; in the older, as hornblende. These two minerals can scarcely be distinguished

by their chemical composition, the different formulas given by mineralogists being the

result of the presence, in the specimen analyzed, of accidental ingredients or impurities.
The slightly differing crystallographic angle has been accounted for by the supposed
more speedy cooling of the volcanic rocks. Rose, indeed, has shown that the hornblende
of melted greenstone, in recooling, crystallizes as augite; and we have observed that the

same change has taken place in specimens of recrystallized B., obtained from works
which existed lately at Birmingham for converting this rock into an opaque glass for

various economic uses.

The remarkable columnar structure which B. frequently assumes, is its most striking
characteristic. The columns vary in the number of their angles from three to twelve;
but they have most commonly from five to seven sides. They are frequently divided

transversely by joints at nearly equal distances. The direction of the columns is always
at right angles to the greatest extension of the mass, so that when B. occurs as a bed,
either overlying, or interstratih'ed with the regular strata, the columns are perpendic-
ular. while they are horizontal when the B. exists as a dike.

The columnar structure was at first believed to be owing to a modification of the

crystalline force. Such a supposition was favored by the external form of the columns;
but the total absence of internal structure showed that the explanation must be sought
elsewhere. In 1804, Mr Gregory Watt propounded a theory of the origin of the struc-

ture, ascribing it to the pressure of numerous spheres on each other, during the process
of cooling, such spheres being produced in planes of refrigeration or absorption. They
increase by the successive formation of external concentric coats, until their growth is

prevented by the contact of neighboring spheres; and as in a layer of equal-sized spheres,
each is pressed on bv six others, the result is that each sphere will be squeezed into a

regular hexagon. Watt published this theory as the result of his celebrated observations

on the cooling of a mass of molten basalt, in which he noticed the production of numer-
ous spheroids, having a radiate structure. Many greenstones, in weathering, present
such a structure, giving often to the rock the appearance as if it were composed of a
mass of cannon-balls, and Watt's experiments satisfactorily explain this phenomenon;
but they will not go further. Anxious, however, that they should throw some light on
the structure of basaltic columns, he manages it by the following remarkable assump-
tion:

" In a stratum composed of an indefinite number in superficial extent, but only
one in height, of impenetrable spheroids, with nearly equidistant centers, if their periph-
eries should come in contact in the same plane, it seems obvious that their mutual action
would form them into hexagons; and if these were resisted below, and there was
no opposing cause above them, it seems equally clear that they would extend their

dimensions upwards, and thus form hexagonal prisms, whose length might be indefi-

nitely greater than their diameters. The further the extremities of the radii were
removed from the center, the greater would be their approach to parallelism; and the
structure would be finally propagated by nearly parallel fibers, still keeping within the
limits of the hexagonal prism with which their incipient formation commenced; and the

prisms might thus shoot to an indefinite length into the undisturbed central mass of the

fluid, till their structure was deranged by the superior influence of a counteracting
cause." Unfortunately, such dreams

top
often meet with more acceptance than the

drier deductions from observed facts; which must, however, in the end, form the only
basis of all geologic science. But there is no occasion here to urge even the most imag-
inative to resort to hypothesis, for the formation of columns in other substances than B.
is quite familiar, and their producing causes evident. In starch, columns having the
external prismatic appearance, and the internal earthy structure, are produced simply
from the escape of vapor, and consequent shrinking of parts. We have seen singularly

regular joints produced in the argillaceous ironstone at Wardie, near Edinburgh, on its

exposure on the beach, the contractions forming the columns evidently resulting from
the escape of the moisture retained by the bed while it was covered by other strata.

The same occurs in beds of fine clay that have been recently exposed. But the most
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regular series of columns that have been noticed by us, were produced on bricks which
ii i la- hotiom of a public oven. The. long-continued mid powerful heat to which

tlii v h;.d been Mii.jecU-d. though it h:id not caused fusion, had so affected them its to

p-.-oduee. a bcautiiul series of icgular hexagonal prisms. The columns had a. diameter of

iicarlv half an inch. Their direction was at right angles lo the oven floor. The earthy
structure < f the I. rick remained. The columns, in short, were ill every respect, except
the material of which they were formed, true basaltic columns. It is surely better to

'

look for an ( xphuiatioti of this structure in causes similar lo those which have produced
the examples adduced, than to find it, in such groundless assumptions as are at the foun-

dation of the generally received theory of Walt. The columnar structure of 13. seems
to have been pr.iduced subsequently lo the cooling of the mass, by changes in the solid

rock, probably from the escape of some volatile matter.

The two best known and most beautiful examples of columnar B. arc Fingals Cave,
in the island of Italia, on the west coust of Scotland, and the Giants' Causeway, on the

n. coast of Ireland.

BASANTGANJ ,
a walled t. of India, in the chief-eommissioncrship of Oude, 55 in.

n.w. from Allahabad. Pop. GOUO, of whom one half are .Mussulmans.

BASAIMIK, HA.JEE-OULOO BAZARJEEK (Turkish, "market-town"). One in e. Bul-

garia, 25 in. n. of Varna, has 5000 inhabitants, and an annual fair. It was tuiee taken

by the Russians, 1774 and 1810. Another, called TAKTAU B., is in the government of Adria-

nople, on the Maritza; pop. about 5000, one fourth Christians. Trade iu rice is the main
business.

BASCINET. See HELMET.

BASCOM, HENHY BIDI.EMAN, D.D., LL.D., 1790-1 850; b. N. Y.; bishop of the Meth-
odist church (south). He was licensed to preach before he was 18 years of age, and
iK-gan in the Ohio conference; was transferred to Tennessee, and in 18:23 was chosen

chaplain to congre.-s at the solicitation of Henry Clay. In 1S27, he was president of .Madi-

son college; 18iJ9-31, agent of the American colonization society, and professor of moral
science in Augusia college (Ky.), remaining until 1841; the next year becoming president
of Transylvania college (Ky.). He was the writer of the protest of the Southern dele-

gates in the general conference against the action of that body in the case of bishop
Andrews, and afterwards a leader in the organizatiou of the southern branch of the
church. He was prominent in all questions before the church; was editor of the Qu<tr-
t<rly Jlccittr, and published Mcthwlisin <uid Slavery, and a great number of sermons. In
the pulpit he was eloquent and impassioned.

BASCOM, JOHN, D.D., LL.D., b. N. Y., 1827; a graduate of Williams college and
of Andover theological seminary, and professor of rhetoric in the former. lie has pub-
lished Political Ec<in<nn>/, Trmtixi: on ^AV///rv, Element* of Psychology, Scienct, riiilo*-

ophy, dud It< Union, etc. His style is elaborate, though clear, and his thought profouhd.
He is president of the university of Wisconsin, at .Madison.

BASE, in heraldry, the lower portion of the shield is called the B.
;
there is a dexter

base, middle base, and sinister base. The chief ov principal part of the escutcheon is the

top. The shield is always supposed to be on the arm of the wearer, and that it is his right
and left hands, not those of the spectator, w.ihh are kept in, view. The <ir<n,<t or
surface of the shield, on which all the cJuirgeis or figures are depicted, is called the
ft'ld.

IN BASE. When any figure is placed in the B. part of the shield, it is said to be in
k/.s/'

BASE (Fr. and Ttal.), the foot or lower member of a pillar, on which the shaft rests.
Of the classical orders, the Doric column alone had no base. The height of the B. is

isually about half the lower diameter of the shaft; and it is divided into the pfint/i, or
flat projecting square block or blocks, immediately above the ground, and the m!<lin(/K
(q.v.), or fillets, which surround the column, and are usually circular. In the earlyNorman style, the liases of pillars still retained, from the Romanesque, forms closely

ibling the Tuscan order. As Gothic architecture advanced, and emancipated itself
rom the arbitrary rules by which the classical orders were governed, bases became

infinitely vai (! m detail, though something approach inc: to the original conception of a
strong and firm foundation for the column, adhered to them throughout.

BASE, in chemistry, is a term applied to a compound body, generally consistin" of a
meuil united with oxygen. Thus, the metal potassium (K), when it combines with oxv
pen (01 Innus the B. potash (KO); sodium (Na) and oxvgen. the B. soda(XaO); lead
(I b, and oxy-en. the B. oxide of lead or litharge (PbO). A distiniruishiiisr feature of a
J. i- that it unites with an oxygen acid, such as sulphuric acid (SO,) lo forma 't i.v.).
I bus. the IJ. jxitash (KO) combines with sulphuric acid (SO,) to make the salt sulphate
>f potuh (IvOSO,); potash with nitric acid (NO>) lo form the salt nitrate of potash, or
Her (KO.NO,). Occasionally sulphur replaces the oxygen in a base. Thus the metal

Mini (K) un.les with sulphur (S) to form the xuh.hnr base, sulphuret of potassium
.hieh can timle with a sulphur acid like sulphars".ious j.eid or orpiment ( \-S,)

t.. nuk,- the s:i |t sulpharseiiite of potash (KS, AsS 3 ). The metal half of a IJ need not be
* .simple 'element, but may be a compound body which, for the time, plays the part of a
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simple substance. Thus, the compound ethyl (C 4H 5) can combine with oxygen to form

ordinary ether ([CillsJO); and the B. thus produced can, in its turn, combine with acids

to form salts. A base may be soluble or insoluble in water. Thus, the bases potash
iKO),. soda (XaO), ammonia (X1I<O), baryta (BaO), strontia (StO), liuie (I'aOi, ;ii;d mag
nesia (MgO), are more or less soluble in water; whilst the oxide of iron or rust (FeU 3 ),

the red oxide of lead (PhbOO, the red oxide of mercury (IlgO), are insoluble in water, but
.soluble in acids. See CHEMISTRY.

BASE, or BASS (from bast*, tho foundation), in music, is the deepest or lowest part, by
whatever instrument it may be performed. The B., next to the upper part, is the most

striking, the freest in its movements, and richest in effect. Its movement downwards is

unfettered, unconcealed, and undisturbed, whereas the middle part* are circumscribed
and concealed. In respect to harmony, the B. is the most important mrt in music, cpn
taiuing more frequently the fundamental notes of the chords, while on it is formed that
most important and effective figure in music called "organ-point" (q.v.1 B. is ;:lso the

name of the lowest and deepest quality of the human voice. The compass of a 13. voice

is generally from
EjjSrn:-

1 which should all be chest notes, except, p( rhaps, the
' ^ &

highest. The most useful range, however, is from RSfE ~l J. In the characteris-

tic use of the B. voice, the old masters were unquestionably the greatest, especially Han
del and Bach. The B. voice only begins to show itself at The years of manhood. And is

generally a change from the alto voice of a boy. B. is also the name of an old stringed
instrument, with from live to .-ix >t rings, tuned variously to suit the music, and played
with a bow. It was a sort of middle instrument between the contra bass and violon-

cello, but is now out of use. Double B. (contra-bass) is the deepest toned of stringed
instruments.

BASE-BALL, GAMK OF, is sometimes said to be the national field-game of the

United States, holding the same position in this country as cricket in Great Britain; it

has, moreover, the advantage of being a more spirited pastime and far more interesting
both to players and to spectators. Tne average time of a base-ball match is from 2 hours
to 2^ hours, whereas a crick ;t match may extend to 3 days, and then remain unde-
cided. Base-bull was founded on the olclEugli.-h game of "rounders." but bears hardly
any resemblance to it in its present form. The first regular B. ]. society, called the

"Knickerbocker club," was founded at New York in 184-3. In 1^57, the popularity of
this game had increased to such an extent that a national association of base-ball players
was formed out of the Knickerbocker, Gotham, Eagle. Empire, Baltic, and Harlem clubs
of New York; the Putnam. Excelsior. Atlantic, Eckford, and Continental clubs of

Brooklyn, and the Union of Morrisania, all of which were founded bel ween 1845 and 1856.

Prior to 1857. the club that was the first to score 21 aces, or runs, was declared winner
of the game, but the national association decided to award the victory to the club that

scored the largest number of runs, after each side had played 9 innings. The war of
the rebellion was a serious interruption to all sport of this character, but in 1865, base

ball began to regain its popularity and to be studied as a profes.>ion by many who devoted
to it their whole time and energy, becoming experts and receiving pay. It natu-

rally followed that base ball players vere clarified as either professionals or amateurs,
and thr.t the latter could not be expected to play with the same degree of excellence a*

the former; the amateurs, therefore, broke up the old association and founded, in 1871,
tiie national association of amateur base-ball players. The other class organized the

national association of professional base-ball players, which gave way in 1876 to the

leaaue association of professional clubs. In the'summer of 1874, the Boston base-ball

club and the Athletic club of Philadelphia sailed for Europe, to play a scries of exhibi-

tion matches in England and Ireland, and caused much surprise at their skill in the game
of cricket, acquired by their training as base-ball fielders. From 1871 to 1876. the Boston
club, called "lied Stockings," held the championship pennant of the league association of

professional clubs.

The ground chosen for a game of base-ball should be a clear, level piece of turf, not
less than 500 by 300 ft. : a square of 90 ft. is then marked out by locating its diagonals,
and a base is placed at each angle; the home baso at the upper point, the second base at

the lower point; standing on the home base and looking down ibe ground, the apex of
the triangle on the right hand is the center of the first base, and the apex of that on the

left hand the center of the third base. Forty-fi ve feet from the front angle of the home base
is then to be measured down the diagonal of the square, in order to fix the center of the

pitcher's position, which is 6ft. square. Lastly, the lines which join the home with the first

and third bases respectively, are prolonged, and posts, called foul-ball posts, are set on
these lines not less than 100 ft. from the centers of the first and third bases. A ball is

fairly hit if it first touches the ground, a player's person, or other object, on or in front of

the foul-ball lines. There are nine players on a side, and the theory of the game is that

one side takes the field and the other side goes to the bat; the positions of those in the

field arc as follows: The pitcher stands on his square facing the batsman at a distance of

45 ft. from the home base. The catcher stands at an optional distance behind the bato-
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man at the home base, and a man is placed near behind each of the other three bases.

Tin- short fielder is between the second and third bases, behind the pitcher, as a general

backer up of the in-field. The out-fielders are in the left, center, and right fields, at some

distance behind the second base, to catch the balls and return them to the pitcher or the

base men. One of the nine generally acts as captain, stationing and giving directions to

his men durin-r the <rame. After the choice of first innings has been settled by a toss,

the pitcher delivers the ball to the batsman by a toss, a jerk, or an underhand throw. If

the batsman hits the ball and it is not declared a foul by the umpire, he must endeavor

to reach the first base, and afterwards, as occasion offers, the second, third, and home
But if, before the batsman can reach a base for which he is running, a fielder,

ho'din-l the ball, touches that base, or the person of the runner; or if the ball, hit by the

bat, is caught before touching the ground; or if a foul bad be caught after touching the

ground but once;' or if, after the batsman has struck at the ball three times in vain, he

fails to touch the first base before the ball is legally held there he is declared out by the

umpire. After a batsman has reached the first base he is not compelled to leave it until

the next batsman has struck a fair ball. A run is scored when a base-runner reaches

the home ba*e after touching the others in numerical order; if three players of the side

are out before the runner makes all his bases, he fails to score. The umpire must be

thoroughly conversant witli the game, and all the minutiae of the rules. He is the sole

arbiter of "every point of play; whether pitching, catching, fielding, striking, or running.
The catcher's dm v is to catch all balls pitched to the batsman. The pitcher holds the

most difficult position of the field side. His tactics are to deceive the batsman as to

where a ball is coming, and he must be able to catch any balls hit straight at him. The
tir>t, second, and third basemen must all be sure catchers, swift and accurate throwers,
and good judges of which base to send the ball to. in order to put an opponent out.

The right, center, and left fielder must all be sure catchers, good long-distance throwers,
and active runners. The ball must weigh not less than 5 or more than 5J ozs., avoir-

dupois; must not be less than 9 or more than 9 in. in circumference, and be com-

posed of 1 oz. avoirdupois of vulcanized india-rubber, covered with worsted and
leather. The bat must be of wood, a round stick suitable for handling and striking,
and 42 in. long. The bases must be 1 ft. square. No game can be scored unless 5

innings have been concluded on each side, and no game can be drawn unless the play is

stopped by darkness or the weather when the scores of the two sides are even. A ball

which hits the bat without being struck at, or hits the person of the batter or umpire, is

a dead ball, and out of play. The foul-ball lines are unlimited in length, and extend in

a straight line from the front angle of the home base, through the centers of the first and
third bases respectively. A ball is fairly hit if it first touches the ground, a player's per-
son, or other object, on or in front of the foul-ball lines.

The eight clubs which represent the league this year (1880) are Chicago, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Buffalo, Boston, Providence, Worcester, and Troy.

BASE-COURT (baA*e-cour), the outer court of a feudal mansion, which contained the

stable-yard and accommodation for servants. *It was distinct from the principal quad-
rangle, and was sometimes constructed of timber.

BASEDOW, JOH. BERNfi. (properly, Joh. Berend Bassedau, or Bernh. von Nordal-
bingen, as he is often called), a remarkable educationist of the 18th c., was b. 8th Sept.,
17.':!. at Hamburg, where his father was a peruke-maker. He attended the Johannenm
there from 1741 to 1744. and afterwards studied theology and philosophy at Leipsic,
from which he went in 1746 as a private tutor to Holstein. In the year 1758. he was
appointed a master in the academy for young noblemen at Soroe. In 1761. he was
removed from the gymnasium at Altona on account of heterodox opinions. Rousseau's
Kni'-'i- awakened in him. in 1762, the thought of improving the method of education,
and of reducing to practice Rousseau's maxims and those of Comenius. Contributions
from priuces and private persons, amounting to 15,000 thalers (about 2171 sterling),
covered the cost of his Eleincntarioerk, which, after the most pompous announcement*,
appeared as an orbit picttt*, with 100 copper-plates by Chodowiecki, and was translated
into French and Latin. Therein the young receive a large number of representations
of the actual world, whereby B. sought at once to delight the eyes and to awaken a
aotimeot of cosmopolitanism, at which his whole method aimed. As a model school on

this method, he established in 1774 the PManthropfn at Dessau, to which place lie Ixid
lieen called in 1771. His restlessness of disposition, and the quarrels in which he was
Involved, especially with his active but capricious coadjutor Wolke, caused him to leave
the

Philanthropic;
but he proceeded with as much cairerncss as ever in endeavors to

give etr.-et to his ideas by educational works, which, however, aimed more at popularity
than xolidity, until, after many changes of residence, he died at Magdeburg, 2~t(\\ July,
1?JO. His Influence i the public mind of his age, particularly in Germany, was very
gp-it. He has been justly reproached with disparaging the ancients, a consequence

ot his ,,wn want of sound scholarship, and with a multitude of exaggerations.
mistakes, and conceit-; yet it cannot be disputed that his numerous philosophical and

itional works powerfully awakened attention and interest in the much neglected
i of education, and that he set many excellent ideas and weighty truths in rapid

circulation among men.
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BASEDOWS DISEASE, GRAVES' DISEASE, or EXOPHTHALMIC GOITRE, a disease

characterized by palpitation of the heart, enlargement of the thyroid glands, ana-mia,
and prominence of the eyeballs; caused, according to some authorities, by paralysis of
the vasomotor nerves. It is seldom incurable or dangerous.

BA SEL, or BA'SLE (Fr. Bale}, a city and canton of Switzerland. The canton was
divided in 1833 into two sovereign half-cantons, called Ttancl-dty (Basel-stadt; in French,
Basle-ville)and Basel-country (Basel-landschaft; in French, Basle-campagne). The half-

canton of Basel-city consists only of the city, with its precincts, and three villages on
the right bank of the Rhine: the remainder of the canton forms the half-canton of Basel-

country. The canton of B. is bounded by France and Baden, and by the cantons of

Aargau, Soleure, and Berne, and has, according to different estimates, an extent of from
170 to about 200 sq. miles. Lying on the northern slope of the Jura, it is a countrv of
hills and valleys. The mountains attain an elevation of from 2000 to 3000 feet. The
chief rivers of B. are the Rhine (wnich flows through the n. part of the canton) and its

tributaries, the Birz, and Ergloz. The soil is fertile and well cultivated. The climate,

except in elevated situations, js very mild. The inhabitants are chiefly employed in

agriculture, the cultivation of fruit-trees and of the vine, cattle-husbandry, fishing, salt-

works, the manufacture of ribbons (which are manufactured to the value of 400,000

sterling annually), paper, woolens, linens, and leather. The transit trade is very con-
siderable.

The city of B. arose out of the Roman fortified post of Basilia or Basiliana, near Augusta
Rauracorum, of which once more important place the little village of Angst, near B.,
exhibits a few ruins. On the division of the Frank empire, the district of B. fell to

Louis or Ludwig the German. The emperor Henry L, in the earlier pail of the 10th c.,

rebuilt the town, which had been destroyed. It then became a place of importance, and
belonged for a time to Burgundy, but after 1033 formed part of the German empire. It

became at an early period the. seat of a bishop, who, from the llth c., shared in the

supreme power with the imperial governor, a number of noble families, and the bur-

gesses. Amidst many internal and external disturbances, the power of the nobility v. as

gradually broken, that of the bishop restricted, and the authority of the burgesses
extended. Surrounding towns were also destroyed, or conquered, and purchased, along
with their territories, so that the city extended its dominion over a country district

which until very recently was kept in a state of dependence and subjection. Involved
in many feuds with the house of Hapsburg, B. closely allied itself to the Swiss confed-

eracy; "and after the peace between the emperor Maximilian I. and the confederacy, B.

formally joined it in 1501. From 1519 onwards, the writings of Luther were printed in

B. ;
anil at the end of twenty years from that time, the reformed doctrine had become

generally prevalent, the chapter of the cathedral had left- the city, and the convents had
been suppressed. After the union with Switzerland, the triumph of the burgess party
became also more complete, part of the nobility emigrated, and those who remained were

placed upon the same level with the freemen of the municipal corporation. Orderly
industry, economy, and an external severity of manners, became the characteristics of
the citizens; but the peace of the city was not unfrequently disturbed by strifes conse-

quent upon the assertion of what was deemed undue authority by the magistrates. The
government of the city, to which the whole canton was subject, was intrusted to a great
and a little council, under the presidency of alternate burgomasters and chief wardens
of the guilds; but the little council, uniting legislative and judicial functions with the

highest executive authority, became gradually more and more preponderant. All par-
ties in the city, however, remained always well combined against the country district;
and persons belonging to the city were appointed to all offices, civil and ecclesiastical,
whilst the depression of the country district was completed by the neglect of a proper
provision for education. This state of things caused great dissatisfaction, which repeat-

edly broke out in fruitless rebellion. Under the impulse communicated by the French
revolution, equality of rights was conceded in 1798. but in 1814, although the equality
of rights remained apparently intact, the new constitution of the canton'was so framed,
and the representation so distributed, as virtually to make the city again supreme. The
discontent of the country district became so great that, after unsuccessful attempts to

obtain redress of grievances by petition, civil war broke out in 1831, which did not
cease till the troops of the Swiss confederation took possession of the canton, and the
diet recognized the separation of the city and the country district, as sovereign half-

cantons, in 1833. The constitutions of the two half-cantons are in most respects similar,
and are framed on the basis of the old constitution, modified in accordance with the

principle of universal suffrage. According to the census of 1870, the half-canton of

Basel-city contained 47,760 inhabitants, of whom 34.457 were Protestants; and Ba--c!-

country, 54.127, of whom 10.245 were Roman Catholics. By the federal constitution,

proclaimed May 29, 1874, the half-canton of Basel-city sends'two, and the half-canton of

Basel-country three, members to the national counc.il. The capital of Basel-country is

Liestal. Since its separation from the city, more ample provision has been made for

education, and there has been a rapid increase of material prosperity. Both Roman
Catholic and Protestant clenry are paid by the state, and the parishes, of the reformed
church have received the right of choosing their own pastors.
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Tin citv of B. was much more populous in the middle ages than it is now. Its

population in l.s;0 was 44.834. In the 14th c., the number of its inhabitants was greatly
d by the plague, or " black death" (q.v.). which raged in it with terrible severity.

and aometimea mentioned as tlie "death of Basel." It is well built and clean, but its

appi irancc dues inn proclaim it the wealthiest city in Switzerland, which, however, it is.

Amount its buildings are a cathedral, founded in the beginning of the lithe., by the

emperor Henrv II., anil bridge over the Rhine, built in 1226. The Rhine divides the

citv into two parts great B., on the s. side, and little B., on the north. B. is connected by
r.ii'lwiiv with Strasburg on the one hand, and Berne, Lucerne, Zurich, etc., on the other.

1; lu.s 'ninny benevolent and educational institutions, among which are an orphan asylum,
:i institution for deaf mules; a university, founded in 1439, which has a library of

1^0,000 volumes, and a very valuable collection of manuscripts, a numisinatological
collection, a botanic garden, and a museum of natural history; the new museum, in which

- vcral pictures of the younger Holbein, who was long resident in B. (some
i y lie was born here); a public library of 70^000 volumes. During the reforma-

:iie university was a central point of spiritual life, and it has numbered among its

professors men of great eminence in learning and science, including Erasmus, who (lied

here in 1536, and the mathematicians Eider and Bernoulli, who were natives of B. ; but
it is now little frequented. Ti.e pop. of the whole canton in 1876 was 107.063.

BASEL, Corxm, OF, a memorable and important ecclesiastical council, held in the

city of Basel. It was summoned by pope Martin V.. and his successor, Eugenius IV., in

accordance with an announcement made at the council of Constance, and was opened on
14th Dec., 1431, under the presidency of the cardinal legate Julian Cesarini of St Angclo.
The hall in which it met is still shown at Basel. It addressed itself to the reconciliation

of the Hussites with the Roman Catholic church, and to the reform of abuses in the
church itself. But the first attempt to conciliate the Hussites, whom an army of crusaders
had in vain sought to subjugate, was met with resistance by the pope, who not only
nlused his sanction, but empowered the cardinal legate to dissolve the council. The
council strongly repelled the pope's pretension of right to dissolve it, and proceeded with
its business. His injunctions, that it should remove to Italy, were equally disregarded.
It renewed the decree of the council of Constance, asserting the right of a general council
to exercise authority over the pope himself, and on his persevering to issue bulls for its

dissolution, caused a formal process to be commenced against him, and cited him to

appear at its bar. It assumed the papal powers, and exercised them in Erance and Ger-

many, where its authority was acknowledged. It concluded a peace, in name of the

church, with the Calixtines, the most powerful section of the Hussites, by the Prague
compact of 20th Nov.. 14:):{. granting them the use of the cup in the Lord's supper. By
this, the emperor Sigismund was much helped in obtaining possession of Bohemia; and
he in return sought to reconcile the council with Eugenius IV.. who, being hard pressed

-tirreciions in the states of the church, and afraid of losing his whole influence in
France and Germany, solemnly ratified all its decrees, by a bull dated 15th Dec., 1433.
Desirous, however, of limiting the papal prerogatives, the council restored to the chapters
of cathedral and collegiate churches the free right of election to stalls and benetices,
of which the pope hud assumed the right of disposing; and with a view to the re forma-
tion of gross abuses, restricted the power of granting interdicts, and prohibited a mints
and other grievous exactions. It left the pope the right to dispose of those benefices
only which belonged to the diocese of Rome, and prohibited the bestowal of reversions to

-iastical oih'ces. It also appointed punishments for certain immoralities in the

Hcrgy; and prohibited festivals of fools, and all the indecencies which had been com-
monly practised in churches at, Christmas. It adopted decrees concerning the election of
pope*, and for the regulation of the college of cardinals.

Eugcnius. exasperated to the utmost, complained loudly to all sovereign princes. At
tin's time, a prospect was opened up of the union of the distressed Greeks with the church
of Rome; and both the pope and the council endeavored to make use of this for the
advancement of their own interests and influence. Both despatched galleys for the

I dine or Florence as the place of conference. The ordinance was a forgery, anc
th.s proceeding put an end to forln-arance on the part of the council, which, on jiily 31,

::?. again cited the pope to its bar; and not only on his failing to appear, declared' him
Contumacious, but on his opening an opposition council at Fcrrara, went so far as, on
Ian. 24, 143#, to decree his suspension from the functions of the popcdom. His party,
however, was so strong ,| lfll this decree could not he carried into effect; and some of

who had been among the most influential members of the council, the cardinal
Julian himself, and the greater number of the Italians, left B.. and went over to
le. All the more resolutely did cardinal Louis Allemand. archbishop of Aries, a

man of most superior understanding, courage, and eloquence, nowiruide the proceedings
of the council, which, on May 16, 1439, declared the pope a heretic, for his obstinate
disobedience to its decrees; and in the following session, formally deposed him for

Imony, perjury, and other offenses. On this occasion, the holy relics which werem B. were deposited in the places from which the Spanish and Italian members of
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the council had disappeared; and the sight of them produced much emotion, and reani-

mated the courage of the assembly, still consisting of 400 prelates, priests, and doctors,

mostly French and German. On Nov. 17, 1439, the council, notwithstanding the still

further diminution of its numbers, caused by the plague in B., elected duke Arnadeus
of Savoy to be pope, who then lived as a hermit in Ripaglia, on the lake of Geneva. He
accordingly styled himself Felix V., but was recognized only by a few princes, cities,

and universities. The emperor Sigismund was dead, and even France and Germany,
although they accepted the reforming decrees of the council, thought proper to remain
neutral in the question regarding the popedom. The friendship of the emperor Frederick
III. strengthened the party of Eugenius; and the council gradually melted away, till

careful only for personal security, its members, after three years of inactivity, held its

last session at B. on May 16, 1443, and removed its seat to Lausanne. Here a few

prelates still remained together under the presidency of cardinal Allemand, till in 1449,
after the death of Eugenius, and the resignation of the anti-pope Felix, an amnesty was
offered to them by the new pope, Nicholas V., which they joyfully accepted. The B.

reforming decrees are contained in no Roman Catholic collection of decrees of councils,
and are held to be invalid by the canonists of Rome; yet they are of authority in canon
law in France and Germany, where they were included in pragmatic sanctions, although
their application has been modified by more recent concordats.

BASEL, TKEATY OF. Basel gives its name to two important treaties of peace,
concluded there on 5th April and 22d July, 1795, between the representatives of the

French republic, Prussia, and Spain, by which Prussia withdrew from the coalition

against France, took under her protection all the stales of northern Germany which should,
like herself, relinquish the war in which the German empire was engaged, and also gave
up to the victorious republic her possessions beyond the Rhine; whilst Spain gave up her

portion of St. Domingo, and prepared the way for that alliance with France which was
afterwards productive of consequences so important.

BASEL LA, a genus of plants, generally regardsd as belonging to the natural order
i-'K u"i'0ili,i'-nr iq. v.). but by some botanists as a type of a distinct order, IxtseUacear.

The species arc all tropical. B. alba and B. rubra are known in Britain as stove bien-

nials. They are plants with twining stems, in commn use as pot-herbs in the East
Indies, and cultivated in China. In the neighborhood of Paris, they are raised on hot-

beds, transplanted into warm borders, and furnish a substitute for spinach in summer.
/>'. i-i'brn yields a very rich purple dye. The great flesh root of B. tubei-osa, a South
American specie.*, also with a twining stem, is edible.

BASE OF OPERATIONS, in military maneuvers, is some spot or line which the gen-
eral of an army relies upon as a stronghold and magazine. An army cannot take with
Stall the food, forage, and ammunition for a long war; the consumption is enormous,
and a constant supply is indispensable. Again, the sick and wounded cannot accom-

pany the army through toilsome marches; the commander endeavors to send them back
to some place of safety. Furthermore, fresh troops must have some spot from -which

they can safely advance through the enemy's country. To secure all these advantages,
a B. of 0. is necessary. It may be a port, a stretch of sea-coast, a river, a mountain-

range, according to circumstances; but it must be such as to serve as a magazine of

Mipply. a place of retreat under disaster, and the end of a line of open communication
extending to the spot occupied by the army. When lord Raglan and marshal St. Arnaud
Advanced from the Alma towards Sebastopol, in Sept. 1854, they intended to attack the

great, fortress on the north side: but the tactics of the Russians prevented this; and the
allies, changing their plan, resolved on the celebrated flank-march toBalaklava, by which
i hey secured the whole coast from Balaklava to Karniesch as a B. of O. during the siege
of Sebastopol. See BALAKLAVA. In the military contests arising out of the Indian

mutiny, in 18.">7 and 1858, Cawnpore was the chief B. of O. whence Havelock, Outram.
and Clyde made those advances toward Lucknow which led ultimately to the suppres-
-ion of the revolt. In the Italian war of 1859. the Austrian B. of O. was very fluctuating,

owing in part to the disaffected state of the Lombard population around the great for-
- of Mantua, Peschiera, etc. : and indeed the only reliable base was furnished by

the eastern and Tyrolese Alps. The French and Sardinian base, in the same war, was
virtually Genoa, and the line of country extending thence to the great stronghold of
Alessandria.

BA SHAN, or BATAIMEA, a country of Palestine, stretching from mount Hermon in

the anti-Libanus on the n.. to the brook of Jabbok on the s., and bounded on the w.

by the Jordan, its eastern limits not being very clearly denned. Ashtaroth and Edrei
were its chief cities, and the residence of its kings during the Amoritish dynasty. The
last of its Amorite rulers w;is Oir, who with all his sons was killed by the Israelites under
Mo^es. at the battle of Edrei: and the half tribe of Manasseh settled in the land. The
men of B. were remarkable for their stature, its pastures for their richness, and its sheep
and oxen for their si/e and fatness. B. belonged to the tetrarchy of Philip, and after-

wards to that of Agrippa II.

BASHAW (Turkish, bascJi; Arabic, basha; Persian, pasha, the way in which the
word is now commonly written) signifies head, or master, a Turkish title of honor given

U. K. II.-18
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in viceroys, provincial governors, generals, and other distinguished public men. The
K-rm U. is also used to characterize a man of an arrogant and domineering disposition.

BASHEE' or lUsm ISLANDS, a small cluster in the line between Luzon, the chief

of the Philippine chain, and Formosa, the Int. and long, being respectively 21 n. and

v>cre di.-cnvcml in 1(>S7 by Dampier, who called them the Bashi Islands, on account of

the popularity among the "islanders of an intoxicating liquor of that name. Pop. about

BASHI BAZOTTKS' are irregular troopers in the pay of the Sultan. Very few of them
are Europeans; they are mostly Asiatics, from some or other of the pashalics in Asiatic

Turkey. They are'wild turbulent men, ready to enter the Sultan's service under some
leader whom they can understand, and still more ready to plunder whenever an oppor-
tunity offers. During the Kusso-Turkish war of 1854, etc., they had many encounters
with 'the enemy in that kind of irregular warfare which the Russians intrust to Cossack

horsemen; but the peaceful villagers had almost as much distrust of the B. B. as of the

Russians. When the British government resolved, in 1855, to take into pay a Turkish

contingent, to aid in the operations of the war, a corps of B.B. was put in charge of an
Indian officer, but the task of reducing them to discipline was not completed when the

war ended. Their ferocity was exhibited in the Servian war, but most relentlessly in

the massacre of Batak, where, in May 1876, under Achmet Agha, they slew over 1000
defenseless Bulgarians in a church in which they sought refuge.

BASH'KIRS, or BASHKTJKTS; a people in Orenburg and Perm, Russia, on the slope
and plains of the Ural. They are a mixture of Finns, Tartars, and Ostyaks. Until the

arrival of the Hungarians, about the middle of the 13th c., the B. were strong and inde-

pendent, and troublesome to their neighbors. In 1556, they voluntarily accepted the

supremacy of Russia, and the city of Upha was founded to defend them from the

Kirghiz. Three times they rebelled., in 1676, 1707, and 1735, but were reduced to sub-

jection. They are now divided into 13 cantons, under the jurisdiction of the gov. gen.
of Orenburg. They maintain a military cordon, escort caravans through the Kirghiz
steppes, and are employed in various other services. They are divided into settled and
nomadic, the former chiefly agriculturists, and the latter cattle raisers. They are hospi-
table, but suspicious, poor* apt to steal, and exceedingly lazy. They have large heads,
small foreheads, eyes narrow and flat, ears standing straight out, and black hair; but
re muscular and strong, and capable of enduring much labor and privation. They arc

of limited intellect, and their Mohammedanism is rather a profession than a practice.

BASIDOH . or BASSADOKE', the principal station for British ships in the Persian gulf.
situated at the w. end of the island of Kishm.

BASIEirTO, or BASEX'TO, a river of Italy, which, rising in the Apennines, w. of

Potenza, flows in an e.s.e. direction through the province of Basilicata to the gulf of

Taranto, which it enters 25 m. w.s.w. of Taranto city. Near its mouth are the remains
of the once famous city of Metapontum, where Pythagoras died.

BA'SIL, Ocymum, a genus of plants of the natural order Labiatce (q.v.). The species
are all natives of the tropics, or of the warmer temperate parts of the world, and arc

generally characterized by a pleasant aromatic smell and taste. They are reckoned
among mcect herbs. SWEET B. (0. Basilicum) is an annual plant, a native of the Hast
Indies, about one foot high, with ovate or oblong leaves, and flowers in whorls of six.

\vhichhaslongbeen cultivated in Europe for culinary purposes, be in <* used as a sea-

soning. It has also enjoyed the reputation of being a palliative of the pains of child-
birth. Brsn B. (0. minimum), also a native of the East Indies, is cultivated for tin-

same purposes, and possesses the same qualities. It is a plant about 6 in. hicrh, with an
orbicular bushy head. In Britain, the seed of both species, obtained from the s. .f

Europe, is generally sown on a hot-bed, from which the plants are afterwards removed
to the open ground. A native British plant of the same order (Cft'/t^** //////.' rn!

:-/urf) bears
the 11:1,11. of WILD B., and another (Aeinos rulgarix, formerly Tlujrnu^ Adno) is known
asB. TIIYMK. Unth arc fragrant and aromatic. B. vinegar la made in the same manner
as mint vim-irar. hy steeping the leaves in vinegar. It is used for seasoning, in winter.
when the fn-.-h plant cannot be obtained.

BASIL, surnamed THE GREAT, and called St. B., one of the most eminent and do
qucntof the Greek fathers, was b. about 329 at Ca?sarea, in Cappadocia; studied under
the heathen philoeopherVal Athens, and became an advocate in his native city, but
afterwards founded a monastic society; was ordained a presbyter in 363- and succeeded
Busebius as bishop of Cawarea in 370, in which office he continued till his death in :J7i

olutely resisted invitations to the court of Julian the Apostate, with whom he had
contracted an intimacy as a fellow-student at Athens, and displayed great constancywhen the emperor Valens began to persecute him, on account of his opposition to
Ananism. He w .1 in most of the controversies of his time, but conducted con-

troversy
in a peaceful and generous manner. His rules of monastic life are still fol-

lowed in the Greek and other oriental churches, in which he is highly honored as one of
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the greatest of saints. In the Roman Catholic church, also, they are followed in a few
convents, styled of the order of BasHians. The influence of B. was greatly felt in the

promotion of monasticism throughout the west as well as the east, and to him is

ascribed the introduction of the three universal monastic vows of obedience, chastity,
and povertv. The best editions of his works are that of the Benedictines (8 vote. Par.
lT'21-30, f<>!.), and that of the brothers Gaume (3 vols., Par. 1835-40, 8vo); but tin-

authenticity of many of the moral and ascetic pieces is doubtful. His anniversary is

celebrated.' in the Greek church, on the 1st of Jan. the day of his death; in the
Latin church, on the 14th of June the day of his ordination.

BA'SIL I., the Macedonian, emperor of the east, was b. in a village of Macedonia,
in 813 A.D., or, according to others, in 826. His early life is differently related, but his

biographers agree that he came to Constantinople when still a young man, and was
appointed chamberlain to the emperor Michael in 861. Subsequently, the emperor made
him his colleague in the sovereignty. B. now used his influence to restrain Michael
from committing those excesses which rendered him hateful to the people; but when he
found his remonstrances unavailing, he headed a conspiracy against him, the result of
which was the assassination of the emperor in 867. His first care was to heal th-
wounds both of the church and the state. He replaced Ignatius upon the patriarchal
throne, and dismissed Photius, whom, however, he re-established in his authority th--

year after. His valor made him the terror of the Saracens, from whom he reconquered
Asia Minor. The prodigality of Michael had exhausted the public treasury: by a wise

economy, B. refilled it. All extortioners, moreover, were sought out and punished.
The profligate companions of the late manarch were condemned to disgorge one-half of
the largesses which Michael had showered upon them. B. also entered^ into a treaty
of alliance with the Russians of Kiew, to whom lie sent missionaries to preach the gos-
pel, and who, from that time, began to embrace Christianity, and acknowledge "the

authority of the Greek church. He died in 886, from wounds which he received while

hunting a stag. Several letters of his are still extant, besides a book full of wise ad\ :(<.

addressed to his son.

BASIL II., 958-1025; emperor of the east. He and his brother Constantine were
kept from the throne by their stepfather, Phoeas. until 976. Constantine left the gov-
ernment to B.

,
who had a stormy reign and almost constant war. He suppressed a for

midable revolt, defeated the attempt of the emperor of Germany to seize certain Italian

districts, and had several conflicts with the caliphs of Bagdad and the Sicilian Arabs.
In 987 war began with Bulgaria, and continued with brief interruptions nearly 20 years,
when Bulgaria became thoroughly subdued. After one of the hard earned victories in

this war, B. ordered the eyes of 99 in every 100 of 15,000 prisoners to be put out, the
one spared having to guide his blind companions back to Bulgaria. When the cries oi

those tortured men were heard by the Bulgarian king, he was so shocked that he died
three days afterwards.

BASILE AN MANUSCRIPTS, two valuable MSS. of the Greek Testament now in

the public library of Basle. I. A copy of the four gospels entire except that Luke iii.

14-15, and xxiv.' 47-53 are wanting, and that Luke i. 69, ii. 4. xii. 58, xiii. 12, and xv.
5-20 are by a different hand. It is written in uncial letters, round and full, with accents
and breathings. Each page contains only one column with the Ammonian sections:

and, instead of the Eusebian canons, there are references at the foot of each page to

the parallel sections of the other gospels. There are indications of its having been used
as a church MS. at Constantinople and it is a good specimen of the class of texts derived
from that city. It seems to belong to the 8th c., and the additions to the 9th century. It

was presented to a monastery at Basle, in the loth c., by cardinal Kagusio. It has been
collated by several of the best critics, but has never been published." II. A MS. of the
entire Greek Testament except the Apocalypse, also presented to the monks of Basle by
cardinal Ragusio. It is written in the cursive characters and different parts of it are of

very unequal value. The text of the acts and epistles is of slight importance, but that
of the gospels is very remarkable and adheres closely to the oldest uncials. There are
38 lines on a page; the writing is excellent, with accents, breathings, iota subscript*, and
some illuminations. It is assigned to the 10th c.. and seems to be the source from which
codex 118 of the Bodleian library was copied.

B ASIL'IAN MANUSCRIPT, an uncial copy of the Apocalypse found among ancient
homilies of Basil and Gregory of Nyssa. It is named from the Basilian monastery at

Rome, to which it formerly belonged. It is now deposited in the Vatican library. Tisch-

endorf, in 1843, was allowed to "make extracts from it, and -having compared its whole
text with a Greek Testament, published the result, which Tregelles afterwards had the

opportunity to compare again with the manuscript, and to correct. The letters are

simple and unornamented^ holding a middle place between square and oblong. The
breathings and accents are by the first hand. It probably belongs to the early part of
the 8th century.

BASIL!AN MONKS, or MONKS of ST. BASIL; an order founded by St. Basil in the
4th c. : it grew to 90,000 in number before the death of the founder. The principal

monastery now is at St. Saviour, in Messina. They are numerous in Spain, Italy, and
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Sicily, and the greater portion of the monks of the Greek church in Russia are of the

unk-r.' Their records show that the order has furnished 14 popes, many cardinals, and

nearly 1-2,000 martyrs.

BASILICA, a code of laws of the Grecian empire, the compilation of -which -was

fo^un in therein of the emperor Basil I., the Macedonian, who died in 8So from

whom it is generally supposed to have derived its nairn;; completed by his sou Leo, the

philosopher; and re'vi-ed, in 945, by order of Constantine Porphyrogenitus, the son of

Leo. There is some doubt whether the work has come down to us as completed by Leo,
revised bv (.'onstantine. and unfortunately we do not possess the whole of the

:xK)ks of which it originally consisted. It was very much an adaptation of the

i Justinian to altered"circumstances, and is of great value for the interpretation
of the C'orpux Jurt*. The principal editions are that of Fabrott (7 vols. fol. Par. 1647),

and the recent one of Heimbach (vols. 1-5, Leip. 1833-50), which includes portions dis-

covered since Fabrott';} time. The B. has been the subject of many commentaries.

BASIL ICA (Gr. basilikf, from basilc'is, a king). Originally, the B. seems to have
been the hall or court-room in which the king administered the laws made by himself

and the chiefs who formed his council. When monarchy was abolished at Athens, the

second of the magistrates who succeeded to the kingly power was called the archon-

!<a-ileus, the first being styled the archon by pre-eminence; and it is as the court or hall

in which the archon-basileus administered justice, that the B. first appears in

authentic historv. But it was amongst the Romans that the B. attained its chief impor-
tance; and in addition to its original use as a court of justice, became a market-place, an

exchange, a place of meeting for men of business generally. It was not till a compara-
tively late period, however, that a B. was erected et Rome. The first we hear of is the

K. Porcia in 182 B.C. From this period till the time of Constantine. they were constructed
in great numbers. Some twenty are known to have existed in Rome, and latterly, every
provincial town, even those of small extent, had each its B. , as that of Pompeii, which
is now the most perfect example, still testifies. The most frequented part of the city
was always selected for the site of a B. ; and as this was almost always the forum, the

words forum and B. are occasionally used as synonymous by ancient writers. The ear-

liest basilicas were entirely open to the external air. It was usual, for this reason, as
well as for the convenience of those who might be compelled to frequent them in bad
weather, to select for them a sheltered and convenient position. Latterly, an external
wall was substituted for the peristyle of columns with which the original basilicas were
surrounded; the external columns, if continued at all, being used only as a decoration,
;md confined generally to the vestibule. It was in this form that the B. suggested the
idea of the Christian church, as has already been explained under apse (q.v.); and the
readiest mode of explaining the structure of the B. to a modern, is to imagine the process
which was then performed reversed, and in place of converting the B. into a church, to
convert the church into a basilica. This will be effected by simply removing the roof
from the nave, the aisles remaining covered, and even being frequently furnished with
galleries, as in Protestant churches. The judge's seat was generally in a circular portion
of the building which protruded from its further end, in which the altar was afterwards
placed (see APSE), the great entrance to the B. fronting it, as the western door of a cathe-
dral fronts the high-altar. The space required by the pretor for his court was separated
by a railing from the other portions of the building, which were devoted to the various
purposes we have mentioned. It must not be supposed from this description, that the
form of the B. was always the same. Sometimes there was no hemicycle or apse, as in
(he B. at Pompeii, in which case the tribunal was cut off from the nave; sometimes
there were two; as in the B. of Trajan. Again, the B. was sometimes entered, not from

,1110 end, but from the side*, where the transepts of a modern church are situated; and at
the end opposite that in which the tribunal was placed, there was often a row of small
Chambers, the uses of which do not seem to be very accurately ascertained, and probably
were not invariable. In the plan of the B. of Pompeii, there was an outside stair which

> the upper gallery, which in this case passed entirely round the building. The
gallery was the place to which loiterers usually resorted for the purpose of watching the
ismcss proceedings below; and the one half of it is said to have been devoted to men,

: other, to women. Of the vast size of some of these buildings, we may form a con-
ception from the accommodation which must have been required for the tribunal alone,
where, in addition to the curule chair of the pretor, and space required by the suitors
and their advocates, scats had to be provided for the indices or jurymen, who* occasionally
amounted to as many as 180.

Many of the principal churches in Italy, and particularly in Rome, are stifl called
basiliche.

The term B. was also applied in the middle ages to the large structures erected over
noofl of distinction, probably from their resemblance to small churches;

the tomb of Kdwaru the confessor, in Westminster, is called a B. (see-chronicle of
IM mayors of London, quoted by Parker).

BASILICAT A, or as it is also called. POTENZA. a province in the s. of the kingdom
-.I Italy, includes nearly the -am.-

territory as ancient Lucania. Foggio and Avcllino
bound it on the n . Unri and Leccc on the u.e. and e.

;
tho gulf of Taranto/and Cosenza.
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s.c. and e.
;
and Salerno and the Mediterranean, on the west. Its area is 4000 sq.

miles. Pop. '71, 508,880. The capital is Potenza; the other chief towns are Franca-
villa and Turn. B. lies mainly on the e. side of the main ridge of the Apennines,
between it and the gulf of Taranto. The interior is wild and mountainous, and though
there are some large forests in the province, the general aspect is bare and barren. Four
considerable rivers the Basiento, Brandauo, Agri, and Sinno flow through it from the

w. in an e.s.e. direction, forming as manj- valleys, which slope gradually into an exceed-

ingly fertile plain, varying in breadth from 4 to 10 miles. Here corn is raised in abun-

dance, also wine, hemp, tobacco, and liquorice. Swine, sheep, and goats are reared in

the mountainous districts, and silk forms a product of the valleys. B. is greatly in need
of good roads, and is much subject to earthquakes.

BASIL ICON (Gr.
"
royal," or of great virtue), a name given to an ointment composed

of yellow wax, black pitch, resin, and olive oil. Hence it was called umjuentuin, tctra-

pkarmacum (tctra, phannaka, four drugs). The resin, wax, and pitch are melted together
over a slow lire; the oil is then added, and the mixture, while hot, strained through
linen. The straining is directed in consequence of the impurities which resin often con-
tains. B. ointment, or resin cerate, as it is sometimes called, is much used as a gently
stimulant application to blistered surfaces, indolent ulcers, burns, scalds, and chilblains.

BASIL ICON DO RON (Gr. royal gift), a celebrated prose work of king James VI. of

Scotland, written for the instruction of his son, prince Henry, a, short time previous to

his accession to the English throne. It consists of three books. The first treats "Of a

King's Christian Duty towards God;" the second, "Of a King's Duty in. his Oliice;'' and
the third, "Of a King's Behavior in Indiil'erent Things." It was lirst published in l.j'JS);

afterwards in London in IGOo, 8vo; uud translated into Latin by Henry Peacham, who
presented it, richly illuminated, to the prince. This Latin version was published in Lon-
don in 1G04, 8vo. A French edition appeared at Paris in 1603, 8vo, and another in

1604, IGmo. Like the royal author's famous work oil Deinunology, and his Counterblast

to lobucco, the B. D. is now only considered as a literary curiosity.

BASILIDES, an Alexandrian Gnostic, who flourished during the reigns of Trajan,
Hadrian, and Antoninus Pius. Regarding his life, little is known. He is said to hav

taught in Antioch; afterwards in Persia; and, finally, in Egypt, where he is supposed to

have died shortly before the middle of the 2d century. He was a disciple of one Glaucias,
not elsewhere mentioned in history, but whom he terms an interpreter of St. Peter, and
from whom he alleges that he had received the esoteric faith of that apostle. B. probably
considered himself a Christian, but his fantastic speculations bore a greater resemblance
to the doctrines of Zoroaster, and in some points to the Indian philosophy, than to the

religion of Christ. According to the system of B., there are two eternal and independent
principles the one, good; the other, evil. Whatever exists, emanates from these. The
good principle i.e., the supreme God, or Father constitutes, with his seven perfec-
tions, viz., the mind, the word, the understanding, power, excellences, princes, and

angels, the blessed ogdoad (combination of eight}. These seven perfections, or powers,
in which the supreme God is reflected, are in their turn themselves reflected, but more

feebly, in seven other angelic powers, which emanate from them; and so on through the

whole circle of emanations, which amount to 365, the mystic number so often inscribed
on the symbolic stones in the Gnostic schools(see ABRAXAS STONES). Each of these angelic
powers governs a world. There are, consequently, 865 worlds, to each of which B. gave.
a name. The head of the 365th, or lowest world, rules the material universe, which, along
with other angels, he also created. He is the God or Jehovah of the Old Testament, and
when the earth was divided among the rulers of the material universe, the Jewish nation
fell to the share of himself, who was the prince of the lowest class of angels. But wish-

ing to absorb all power himself, he strove against, the other angels, and to make them
subject to his "chosen people," the result of which was war, strife, division in the

world, together with the loss of the true religion, to restore which the supreme God sent
the first JEoa(JV0ltt, or intelligence), who united himself to the man Jesus at his baptism,
and so taught men that the destiny of their rational spirit was to return into God. This

Nous, however (who was the true Christ), did not really suffer crucifixion, for, changing
forms with Simon of Cyrene, he stood by laughing while Simon suffered, and afterwards
returned to heaven. B. also taught the doctrine of a purgatorial transmigration of souls
in the case of the wicked. His disciples (Basilidians) were numerous in Egypt, Syria,
Italy, and even in Gaul, where they continued to exist till the 4th century. They were
accused by their enemies of Autinomianism and "

magic," but whether on good grounds
or not, cannot be ascertained.

BASILIS'CUS, d. 477, Emperor of the East. In 468 A.D. he commanded the arma-
ment that Leo I. sent against Genscrie, who defeated him. B. seized the throne of the
east in 474, but was deposed two years later by Zeno.

BASILISK, according to ancient and median ;d authors, a terrible creature, which,
however, may be regarded as entirely fabulous the fables concerning it being so many
arid so monstrous, that it is vain to seek for any foundation of truth, or to inquire if any
of them originally had reference to any particular creature whatever. The ancients, as

Dioscorides, Galen, and Pliny, describe it as a serpent: in the middle ages, it was gener-
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-. nted as more of a li/anl appearance, but provided with eight instead of four

'li appears to have Ix-en at last pretty completely identified with the cockatrice

i.|.v.), which was believed to be generated in a very wonderful manner, being produced
from an esrg laid bv an extremely old cock, and hatched by u toad; for which reason \ve

lind the B. sometimes ti-ured w'ith something like a cock s head. Tiie B. was the king
of drasrons and serpents, allot' which left their prey to it whenever it approached; whence

its name,
'

'

r.), diminutive of bayilt >/#, a king sometimes exactly translated into

Latin ; had s.ime prominences on its head, which, when it was figured in

nned very exactly the appearance of a, crown. It inhabited the deserts of

i. and. indeed, could only inhabit a desert, for its breath burned up all vegetation;
tin- tlesli fell from the bones o'f any animal with which it came in contact, and its very
look was fatal to life; but brave men could venture into cautious contest with it by the

use of a mirror, which reflected back its deadly glance upon itself. These things are

still necessary to be mentioned, were it only on account of the allusions to them by poet*
and other writers. The blood of the B. was, of course, extremely valuable to magicians.
It occupies an important place in some of the legends of the saints, and pope Leo IV. is

.-aid to have delivered Rome from a B. whose breath caused a deadly pestilence.
The word B., and its equivalent regnlit*. are sometimes used in the Latin Vulgate,

where the authorized English version of the Old Testament sometimes has <t<i>l< r, anil

-omctimes c<#k<ttric; but no trace of any of the marvels concerning the B. is to be
found there.

BASILISK, B<i*!U.*r>t8, in modern zoology, a genus of saurian reptiles of the family
of igunnida (see IGTANA), differing from the iguanas in the want of the dewlap or

appendage of skin under throat, and of the series of the pores on the inside of each

thigh; also in having a continuous elevated crest along the back and tail, capable of

ieiug erected or depressed at pleasure, and apparently intended to aid the motions of

.nimal in water like the corresponding till of a fish. The basilisks are remark

ably adapted both for climbing trees and for swimming. Their feet are not

webbed, their toes rather long. They arc perfectly harmless creatures, very
active and lively, and it is difficult to say "why the}

r should have received the

inline of the fabulous monster of antiquity, unless because their appearance is

far from agreeable to those unaccustomed to it, and perhaps because an append
i he back of the head may have been thought to represent the crown of the dragon king.
This appendage is most conspicuously developed in the mitred or hooded B.(L'. mttratu*),
a native of the

tropical parts of America, and consists of a hood or membranous bag.

capable of being dilated with air, and then about the size of a pullet's egg, which is

supposed, notwithstanding its extremely different situation, to have a use somewhat
analogous to that of the air-bladder of fishes. The mitred B. is from 25 to 30 in.

iniiii, including the long and very tapering tail. Another and larger species, of a gen-
erally greenish color (B. Atnboinensin), inhabits the islands of the Indian archipelago,
and is much used there for food. Its flesh is said to be very white and tender. It is

often seen on the branches of trees above water, into which it drops when alarmed.

HASILOSAU'RUS. See ZEUOLODON.

BASIN, a geographical term of considerable importance. The B. of a river is the
whole tract of country drained by that river, and is, of course, more or less concave.
The line of boundary which separates one river-basiu from another is called the water-
shed. By tracing these water-sheds, the whole of a country or continent may be divided
into a number of distinct basins; and this is one of the most instructive elements in the

physical geography of a country. The B. of a lake or sea, again, is made up of the
basins of all the rivers that How into it.

BASIN, in geology, is n term applied to depressions in the strata, in which beds of a
later age have been deposited. Thus, the London B., consisting of tertiary sand-

occupies a hollow in the chalk, which is bounded by the North Down-; on
and by the chalk-hills of Berk*. Wilts. Bucks, and Herts on* the north. The term has also
leen applied to synclinal depressions of strata, Avhich have been produced bv the eleva-
tion or depression of all the strata contained in the B., as the coal- basin of s" Wales.

BASINGSTpKE, a t. in the n. of Hampshire, 46 m. w.s.w. of London. It is a place
of much activity, bein-z situated at the junction of live main roads to London from the
>. and w. of Krigland. The counjry around is fertile and wooded. The chief trade is

;n corn. mult. coal, and timber. ^ear the town is a tract of 108 acres, on which evcry
householdcr has the ri-ht of |a-tura-_'e. There is also, not far from the town, ah
ancient camp, surrounded by an invirular oval embankment, 1100 yards in circum-
'erencc. with an entrance on tin- e. and w. side-. Basing llou-e castle, belonging to
the marquis of Winchester, long withstood the forces of the commonwealth, but Crom
well at last took it by storm, and burned it to the ground in 1645. Pop. '71. 5574.

BASKEEVTLLE.Jo, .; K, 1!r]j sh primer ,u ,,i letter-founder, was b. in 1706
verley. in Worcestershire. lb- became a wntin-master in Birmingham, and

Of japanninir there with He he-ran
about 1750 to m ;! <i co-tly experiment- ia letter-founding, and
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iii making types, -winch have scarcely yet been excelled. He printed an edition of

Virgil, at Birmingham, in 1756, which was followed by other Latin classics, a few Eng-
lish and Italian authors, and a New Testament (Oxf. 1763), much admired as speci-
mens of printing, although not otherwise possessing high merit. His services to the

art of printing met with little encouragement and no requital. He d. in 1773. He was
a man of obliging disposition, but of a gloomy temperament, and condemned all

religious service as superstition. Baskerville was buried in a tomb of masonry in the

shape of a cone, under a windmill, in his garden; but the ground becoming valuable

for building purposes, his remains were exhumed in the summer of 1821, and deposited
in the vaults of Christ church, in the neighborhood of the spot where they were origin-

ally interred. Baskerville editions of works are now prized by persons of taste.

BASKET (Welsh, basged, or basgawd, a netting or weaving of splinters), a domestic

utensil, usually made of willows, reeds, or chips, interwoven, although sometimes the

materials are gold, silver, iron, glass, etc. Baskets have been in use from very early

ages. The Israelites were commanded (Deuteronomy xxvi. 2) to offer unto the Lord,
as -oon as they came into possession of the land of Canaan,

" the first of all the fruit of

the earth" in a bankft. The baskets used on such occasions by the rich Jews were
made of gold and silver, and were returned to the offerers; but those used by the

majority of the people were of barked willow, and were retained by the priests. The
ancient Britons were remarkably expert in the manufacture of baskets, which were
much prized by the Romans for their neatness and elegance. The process of basket-

making is very simple, and appears to be well known among the rudest peoples even

among the aborigines of Van Diemeu's land. In this country the willow is chiefly used
in the manufacture of baskets. In several parts of England and Scotland, great atten-

tion is paid to the cultivation of the willow; and judging from the statements of some of

the cultivators, the returns yielded are very satisfactory. One calculates his profits at 18,

10$. per acre, and another at 10 per acre. The tools required being few and inexpen-
sive, a large number of poor persons are engaged in the manufacture of baskets, that

are hawked about the streets by their wives and children. Basket-making also forms a

part of the industry of almost all blind asylums. Baskets arc of all shapes and sizes,

and their uses are so well known to all as to obviate the necessity of description here.

Baskets to the value of 30,000 or 40,000 are annually imported from the continent.

BASKET FISH, a species of the genus axtrophylon, or star-fish, having a most
remarkable development of arms. Its body is a five-sided disk, surmounted by the

numerous arms. The disk (in one specimen measured) has a diameter of 2f in.
; and

one of the arms is, in its entire length, 9 in., but as it lies coiled up, like a basket, it is

about 8 in. across the whole. The size varies with age, but the above is about the

average, many being less than half as large, and others twice as great. The upper side

of the disk has 10 radial ribs bearing short, blunt spines. The mouth is on the under
side, and central. It is set with spiuiform bristles hiding 24 thorn-like teeth. From
around the star-shaped mouth branch 5 stout arms, each of which is divided at the

edge of the disk. The animal is wholly covered with an epidermis, granulated above,
but smooth beneath, except that it seems to have a double line of stitches under each
arm. The general color is light buff; but the inter-brachial spaces in the living animal

vary from dark purple to bright pink. The constant division of each arm at regular
intervals into 2 smajler ones is a most .remarkable peculiarity. Each of the 5 main
branches is divided into 2, making 10 in all; each of the 10 is divided, making 20 and
so indefinitely down to the least visible filament. Wmthrop counted 81,920 of these

"small sprouts, twigs, or threads." On capture or disturbance the creature instantly
i'olds its arms closely about its body, shrinking from the touch like a sensitive plant,
and assuming the basket shape from which it gets its familiar name. The attempt to

untwist these coils generally ends in breaking the delicate, but tenacious threads. The
basket fish is a voracious feeder, and its peculiar construction aids it in taking its prey.
The microscope shows each arm and spine to terminate in a minute but sharp hook.
The animal, in moving, lifts itself on the extreme end of its long arms, standing, as
it were, on tiptoe, so that

"
the ramifications form a kind of trellis-work all around it

reaching to the ground, while the disk forms the roof." This latticed bower is but a

trap for entangling heedless little fishes and shrimps, whose escape from those coils is

as hopeless as the efforts of a fly to break loose from a spider's web.

BASNAGE DE BEATJVAL, JAQUES, the most distinguished of a distinguished French

family, mostly supporters of the Protestant cause, was the son of Henry Basuage, an
able advocate in the parliament of Normandy, and was born at Rouen, Aug. 8, 1653.

Having studied theology at Geneva and Sedan, he became pastorof the Reformed church
in"Rouen (1676). That church being interdicted in 1685, Basnage obtained leave to

retire to Holland, where he finally settled as stipendiary minister of the Walloon church
in the Hague, having gained the friendship of the grand pensionary Heinsms. lie-re,

while zealously discharging his religious duties, he was called upon to take an active

part in state affairs, particularly in negotiating the defensive alliance concluded between
France, England, and the states-general, 14th Feb., 1717. Amid all these duties and dis-

tractions. Damage cultivated literature with ardor, and was no less distinguished for his

extensive learning than for the polish of his manners and the integrity of his character.
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Rasnnjo. who commanded in a singular degree the esteem both of Protestants ami

Catholics, <lk-<l on the 'JOd Sept., 17:23.

Hi- chief work.-!, which have liecn frequently laid under contribution without being
named, a: union N////fc (Unit., 10SS)."a work approved even by Catholics, and

cuin-i-. (Amst. 1(596, 2 vols.); lliaioirc de UEtfixe. (Rott.often reprinted; Traite de la Comcuin-i-.

1699, 2 vels. ful.); Histoire dcs Juifs (Hott. 170(5, 5 vols.), one of Basnage's best produc-

tions, and translated into English by Tli. Taylor (Lond. 1708); Dissertation Ifistoriqut

gur It* Dm Itt it l>* (Mln.t de C/ttcalcrie (Amst. 1720).

BASQUE PROVINCES, a district of Spain, in lat. 42' 25' to 43 28' n., and long. 1 44'

to 3 '2~> w., ami comprising the three provinces of Biscay, Guipuzcoa, and Alava. which
constituted the ancient Cantabriti. They form a sort of triangle, the base of which is

the bay of Biscay on the n., and the apex the town of Logrono in the s. ; the boundary-
lines of NavafTB on the e., and Santander and Burgos on the w., forming the two
sides. The total area of the provinces is about 3000 sq.m., and the population iu 1870,

471,989. The surface of the B. P. is very mountainous, particularly that of Alava,
which is everywhere cut up into deep narrow valleys by offsets from the main chain of

mountains. The rivers of Biscay and Guipuzcoa, none of which are important, empty
themselves after a short course into the bay of Biscay; those of Alava flow down the-.

opposite slopes into the Ebro, which carries their waters to the Mediterranean. The
climate in all the three provinces is, on the whole, mild and salubrious. The general

aspect of the country is very picturesque, the hills in most cases being covered with wood
to the very summit. The principal trees are oak, beech, and chestnut. The fruit of the

chestnut forms an article both for diet and of export. The soil in the valleys and plains,

though not very rich, has been rendered productive by the energy of the people, who
spare no labor in the cultivation. But as yet, science and machinery have done little or

aothing to assist nature and manual exertion. A spade, or prong-fork, is the chief

mechanical aid the Basque peasant has. The farms are small, usually only about four
or live acres, and rarely more than can be managed by the farmer and his family. Not-

withstanding, the roads and agriculture of these provinces contrast very favorably with
ili<e of Spain generally. The products are wheat, barley, inaize, flax, hemp, etc. ; the

wheat, however, only ripening in the most favored localities. Iron is found iu abundance ;

also copper and tin, marble, porphyry, and jasper. The fisheries on the coast are pro-
ductive.

The Basque race is not confined to the B. P., or to the southern side of the Pyrenees.
The greater part of the inhabitants of Navarre (q.v.) are pure Basques. And on the
French side of the Pyrenees, three cantons of the department Basses Pyrenees, with u

pop. of 145,000, are inhabited by Basques, who, though they retain their own tongue,
Jiave not so fully preserved the characteristics of the race as their Spanish brethren.

The Spanish Basques are a simple, brave, and independent people, willing to undergo
#ny hardships rather than surrender their mountain-freedom. None of their many
invaders were ever able to effectually subdue or expel them. The B. P. retained till 1876
a separate constitution, guaranteeing them many political and fiscal privileges not pos-

'1 by the rest of Spam (see FUEROS). But on the suppression of the C'arlist insurrec-

tion, which had all along its stronghold in the B. P. and in Navarre, the old immunities
were abolished. The Basques are even prouder than Spaniards, and the mere fact of

Venc, laxq of Italy and Iberia." The origin of the Basques is doubtful. Humholdt
considers them descendants of the ancient Iberi, who once occupied the whole of the

peninsula, and spoke the language now confined solely to theB. P. ; while Mr. Sorrow's
opinion is, that the language is of Tartar origin. The Basques are fond of music, and on
their chief holiday, Sunday, they indulge in singing, dancing, and single-stick, which
they enjoy immensely. For a more particular account of the B. P., we would refer to
that excellent manual, Ford's Hand-book of Spain.

BAS-RELIEF . See ALTO-RILIEVO.

BAS-RHIX, now a part of the German territory of Alsace-Lorraine; but once a
department of France.

BASSE, Ltilrnr, n genus of sea-fishesof the perch (q.v.) family, distinguished from the
true perches (perm) by having the tongue covered with small teeth. The species are
found on the shores both of Europe and America. The only British one is the common

(L. /"/'"">. a li^li which in its fins, scales, etc., much resembles a perch, but has a more
elongated and .salmon-like form. It is pretty abundant on some parts of the British
coasts, ;nid is not infrequently taken by angling from the rocks, or by small seine-neU

idy shores; often, also, by the hand-line and by the lontr line. It is a strong active
lish. and was well known to the ancients; \<it,rx is its Greek name; the Romans called it

wolf), from its reiimrkable voracity. It is much esteemed for the table It
ittaina a hr-<- rize, r> ll.s. or more in weight, but is generally much smaller.

n frequently ascends rivers to RQmc distance, and the experiment of keeping it iu
water pond | 1U , ,-ven been tried with success. The striped 15.. or rock fish of the

L. Uneatut), very nearly resembles the common B., but attains a larger
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size, and is marked by seven or eight longitudinal black lines. The name stone B. is

given to Ihu polypritm cernium, a lish very rare on the coasts of Britain, but abundant in

more southern parts of the Atlantic ocean, as 1'ar as the cape of Good Hope, and found
on the American coasts and in the Mediterranean. In tie nc nil appearance it resembles
the common perch more nearly than the B.

,
but differs from both in having only a single

elongated dorsal liu. It sometimes follows ships of which the bottom is covered with

barnacles, is easily taken, and is esteemed excellent for the table.

BASS, Labras, a family of fresh-water and sea fishes, abundant in the United States.

The sea-bass, centroprMis nigricam, never comes into fresh water. Its general color is

blue black, and the black edges of the scales give its surface a netted appearance; fins

pale blue, the anal and dorsal spotted with darker. Teeth arc set over all the bones of
the mouth. Its weight is very rarely as much as 17 Ibs. The striped bass, hibrax liiuatux,
is the rock fish of the Delaware and Potomac. Color, bluish brown above, silvery below,
with seven stripes of chocolate brown. This fish in spring pursues the smelt into shal-

low water, and devours the spawn of the shad. Its weight reaches 50 to 70 Ibs.; it is

excellent food, and furnishes choice sport for the angler. A variety which has the lateral

bars broken into spots is L. notatus, or the bar-fish. The black bass of the lakes, r/ri//<tt*

nigrienitx, is blue-black, marked with darker bandings. It frequents all western waters
from the St. Lawrence to the Mississippi. Its weight runs lo 8 Ibs. It is a favorite

both before and after it is caught. The Oswego bass, O. mfrjaxtoiiHt, often confounded
with the black bass, is distinct by the greater si/e of its mouth. It is taken in the shal-

low waters of lake Erie. The white bass. G. multilineatus, or white perch, abounds in

all the upper lakes. The grass bass, ceiilmrrlnix hexacanllnis, is found in company with
the Oswego bass. Its weight rarely exceeds 2 Ibs. The rock bass, (.'. aennts, is dark

copper yellow, with darker clouds; fins bluish green. It is common in the St. Law-
rence, in the canals, and in the Hudson. The growler, grystes salmonus, is the white
salmon of the southern states. Color, deep bluish green, with 25 or 30 longitudinal dark
bands.

BASS. See BASE.

BASS, or BASSWOOD. See LIME, or LINDEN.

BASS, EDWARD, D.D., 1726-1803; b. Mass.: graduate of Harvard; ordained in Eng-
land by bishop Sherlock in 1752, and in 1797 consecrated first Protestant Episcopal bishop
of Massachusetts, his diocesal functions being afterwards extended over New Hampshire
and Rhode Island.

BASSA, or BAF'FA, an excellent port on the Grain coast, Guinea, formerly much
resorted to by trading vessels for coarse pepper; latterly for slaves. The country around
produces lemons, oranges, and bananas in abundance.

BASSA NO, a t. of Italy, in the province of Yicenza, 19m. n.e. of the city of Vicen/a.
on the Brenta; pop. '71, 7769. It is situated on a rising ground in an extensive plain,
and has a considerable trade in wine, olives, silk, leather, etc., as well as a great printing
establishment. It has 30 churches, and a number of fine palaces. One of its gates, the
work of Palladio, is greatly admired. It is famous for a victory of Bonaparte over the
Austrian field-marshal, Wurmser, on 8th Sept., 1796, and was the scene of other battles

between the French and Austrians in the wars of that period.

BASSA'NO (or, more properly, GIACOMO DA PONTE), an artist of great eminence, was
b. at Bassano, in the n. of Italy, in 1510. He was first educated in the principles of his

art by his father, Francesco da Pontc, who was himself a painter of considerable merit,
and afterwards visited Venice, where he became a pupil of Bonifazio Yeneziano. Here
he enjoyed opportunities of studying the designs of Parmegiano, Titian, Tintoretto, and
others. The earlier stages of his professional career clearly indicate that these great

painters had kindled a rich and emulative enthusiasm in B., for his works display a
loftier genius, both as regards conception and execution, than at a later period. His

principal effort, belonging to this higher epoch, is a fresco painted on the front of the house
of the Michelli family. It represents Samson destroying the Philistines; the figure of
the mighty Israelite being considered not unworthy of Michael Angelo. After his father's

death, lie returned to Bassano, where he devoted himself to a simpler style of art. From
this time, however, dates his celebrity. He may even be said to have founded a school,
whose peculiarity was the delineation of common things, markets, fairs, country inns,

farm-yards, etc. He had a passion for introducing cattle into his pictures, even under
the most inappropriate circumstances. The special merits of this lower style, into which
B. finally lapsed, are its vigorous and picturesque coloring, and its accurate imitation of
nature. B.'s landscapes, however, betray a comparative ignorance of perspective. Occa-

sionally, during his later years, B. showed that his early love of the sublime was not

wholly extinguished, by painting several altar pieces, which exhibit a noble grandeur of
execution, such as the "Entombing of Christ." in the church of St. Maria. Padua; a

"Nativity," now in the Louvre, Paris; "St. Roche interceding with the Virgin for a

People infected with the Plague," at Yicenza; "The Wise Men's Offering," and the
" Seizure of Christ in the Garden." His rural pictures are abundant in the Italian gal-
leries and in English collections. B. also painted heads of several of his contemporaries,
Tasso, Ariosto, etc., and was in high favor with the emperor Rudolph II., for whom he
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also executed several works. lie d. in 1592. lie left four sons, who all followed their

11, but were not marked by any special originality of manner.

iJASSA'XO, Ilrci-Ks HKKXAKU MAKKT, Duke of, 1763-1839; a French statesman.

At the commencement of the revolution he edited the JJulie-tin (the original of the Moni-

1' '//). containing thc'procecdintrs of the constituent assembly, a position which gave him
much jx.lit ieal influence. In 1791, he was at the head of a bureau in the ministry of foreign

affairs, and was sent to England to re-establish suspended diplomatic relations, but he

was unsuccessful. In 1793, he was appointed ambassador to Naples, but while on his

way was captured by the Austriaus, and kept two years a prisoner, being finally

.lured for the daughter of Louis XVI. In 1797, he was one of the negotiators of

p-acc with England. Bonaparte employed him as his private secretary, and he after-

\\ anls became secretary of state, in which position he managed the newspapers and exer-

cNcd great influence over Napoleon, assisting in all his diplomatic business. In 1811, he
had direction of foreign affairs; Napoleon made him duke of B., and retained him as

his most intimate adviser. He was in exile during the restoration, but Louis Philippe
:.-d him to the peerage in 1831, and for a short time he acted as president of the

cabinet

BAS'SARIS, a genus of animals in North America representing the civet of Europe.
They are about as large as common cats, and may be easily tamed. They live in trees,

and catch birds, mice, etc. The tail is bushy, and marked with rings like that of the

raccoon.

BASSE-CHANTANTE, in music, the higher of the two basses in a score, partaking of
more melody, and performed by the violoncello.

BASSE-CONTEAINTE, a French term in music, meaning a bass melody of a few bars

repeated throughout the piece, while the other parts vary.

BASSEIN
,
the name of two cities in India. 1. B., in Pegu, the capital of a district

of the same name, stands on the left bank of an arm of the Irrawaddy, which joins the

bay of Bengal a few miles to the s. of Cape Negrais. It lies in lat. 16 45' n., and long.
94

J

50' e. ;
and though it is 90m. from the sea, yet it is easily and safely accessible to

the largest ships. In a military view, also, the place is important, as it completely com-
mands the navigation of the stream. It was captured by the British in 1852. Pop. '72,

20,688. The district of B. has an area of 8954 sq.m., and apop. of (1872) 316,833. 2. B.,
in the presidency of Bombay, is situated on an island of the same name; lat. of the island,
19 20' to 19 28' n.

,
and long. 72 48' to 72 54' e. It appears to be the mere wreck of for-

mer grandeur, having been found by bishop Heber, in 1825. with many churches and
convents, to be altogether uninhabited and desolate. In 1534, it was ceded to the Por-

tuguese; in 1765, after a possession of 231 years, it was wrested from them by the Mah-
rattas; in 1780, it surrendered to the British, after a regular siege of 12 days. The
island, which contains about 35 sq.m., is separated from the continent by a narrow
channel, which, as a shelter for shipping, constituted its value in the eyes of the Portu-

guese. Historically, B. is of some interest, having been promised, though never deliv-

ered, as part of the dowry of Charles II. 's Portuguese consort.

BAS'SES, two ledges of rocks to the s.e. of Ceylon, distinguished as Great and Little
the former group being more to the s.w., and the latter more to the n.e. They lie in

n. lat. 6 11' to 6 26', and in e. long. 81 40' to 81 59'. Their importance arises merely
from their position, which is in a great thoroughfare of traffic.

BASSES-ALPES, a department of France on the Italian border, 2685 sq.m. ; pop. '76,

136,166. It is sparsely populated, only 20 persons to a square kilo; watered by the
Durance; mountainous, with good pasturage, and famed for raising plums. Chief
town, Digne.

BASSES-PYRENEES, a department of France bordering on Spain and the bay of
scay; 2943 sq.m.; pop. '76, 431,525. The rivers are the Nive, the Odour, and'the

liidou/.e. About half the surface is marshy. There are mineral springs of value, and
much industrial activity; trade is carried on through the city and port of Bayonne.
Capital, Pau.

du-ty place, standing at the outlet of a lovely valley of the same name. Its pop. is
100, and its trade, as the port of the island, is considerable. The designation of

6 valley and town is a memorial of the former occupation of the half of St Kill's by
the French. 3. The capital of Guadeloupe, giving its name to the larger of the two

s into which Guadeloupe is divided by an arm of the sea, known as Salt river B
stands .n the s.w. coast, in lat. 16 n., and long. 61 44' w., having nothing worthy of
tUc name ot harbor, but merely u roadstead. It contains about 13,000 inhabitants 3

I lie chief town ol .Man,- Qalantft a dependency of (iuadaloupe, which is about 12 m to
the n.w. li H otherw be ambitiously called Grand Bourg.

BAS SET HOBN (corn., di basctto). the richest :m d softest of all wind-instruments
1!1Vr " ;i "' '" n:

. improvi-d by Lot/ in Presburg, in 1782. It i* similar to a
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clarionet in tone and fingering; its compass is two and a half octaves, the notes written

M.

for it being from Ecir^. r~"|,
but the instrument sounds a fifth lower than the notes

are written.

BAS'SI, LAURA. MARIA CATERINA, 1711-78; an Italian lady of Bologna, distinguished
for learning. She received a doctor's degree, and was made professor in the philosoph-
ical college, where she lectured on experimental philosophy until her death. She was a

member of many societies, and conducted au extensive correspondence with eminent
men of learning; was well acquainted with the classics, and also with the literature of

Italy and France. In 1738 she married Dr. Giuseppe Verrati.

BASSIA, a genus of plants of the natural order *apotnc.r (q.v.). The species are trees,

tropical or sub-tropical, the flowers of which are remarkable lor their lle.-hy corolla, and
for the abundance of oil or butyraceous fat which the seeds contain, and which is used
for many purposes by the inhabitants of the countries to which they are indigenous.
The fruit has a pulpy rind, and three or four one-seeded cells. The ovary has eight cells;

but some of them are always abortive. The BUTTER-TREE, described by Mungo Park
as growing in the interior of Africa, in the country of Bambarra, has been supposed to

belong to this genus, and named B. Ptirkii. According to the eminent botanist, Robert
Brown, however, the seed of the butter-tree, as figured by Park, scarcely belongs to the

genus B., but rather to the nearly allied genus riteUar/a or Intfuma. It produces the

galam butter, also called shea butter (i.e., tree butter), which is highly valued, and forms
an important article of internal commerce in the interior of Africa. The seeds of the

fruit, which resembles an olive, are dried in the sun, or in a peculiar kind of oven, and
the kernels are then boiled in water, in order to obtain the butter from them, which not

only keeps for a whole year without salt, but is also whiter, more solid, and more pleas-
ant' to the ta.-tc than the butter of cows' milk. This butter is used both as an article of
food and of medicine. It has been supposed that the introduction of this tree might be
of great importance in other tropical countries. The MAIMHTA. MAHWA, or MAIIOWA
tree of the East Indies (B. latifolid} is described as resembling a good oak in size, and is

a valuable timber-tree. It is found in the mountainous parts of the Circars, Bahar, Ben-

gal, etc. Its flowers are eaten raw, and a kind of arrack or spirit is distilled from them.
The seeds yield, by expression, a considerable quantity of a concrete greenish-yellow oil,

which is used for lamps, and occasionally for frying articles of food. The Indian BUT-
TER-TREE, or PHULWAKA or FULWA TREE (B. mttyraced), is found in some of the more
mountainous parts of India, and attains a height of 50 feet. Its timber is light and of

no value. The leaves are 6 to 13 in. long. The fruit is of the size of a pigeon's

egg, and although eaten, is not much esteemed; but from the seed, a concrete oil or

butter is obtained, by expression, of a delicate white color, much valued for medicinal
uses, and as an unguent. The seeds of the ILLUPIE-TREE, or Indian OIL-TREE (B. iongi-

folin}, a native of Coromandel, yields a large quantity of oil, Avhich is used for lamps, for

soap-making, and in cookery. The flowers are much esteemed for eating; and the wood
is almost as hard and durable as teak.

BASSIM, a t. of India in the district of that name in the province of Berar Pop. in

1872,8531.

BASSINET. See HELMET.

BASSOMPIEEEE, FI:AN;OT- DK, Marshal of France, wash, in 1579, at Harnel, in Lor-
raine. Belonging to one of the oldest French families, he came, at the age of 20, to the
French court, where he gained the favor of Henry IV. After the murder of Henry IV. .

he attached himself to the party of the queen,"who appointed him col. of the Swiss

guards: but on the murder of Coneini, he sought to establish himself in the favor of the

young king, and when the quarrel broke out betwixt mother and son. he particularly
contributed to the overthrow of the former. lie was raised to the rank of marshal of
France in 1022: was sent on embassies to Spain, Switzerland, and England: was actively

employed in the siege of La Kochelle; took the pass of Susa by storm in 1629; and com-
manded for a little while the troops raised in Lauguedoc against the Huguenots. He
beeeame, however, an object of suspicion and dislike to Richelieu, who caused him to be
cast into the bastile in Feb., 1631, from which he was not liberated until the death. of

Richelieu, in 1643, after he had been 12 years imprisoned. He d. in 1646. He was an

accomplished courtier, extravagant, and excessively addicted to gallantries. At the time
of his arrest, lie destroyed 6000 love-letters. His Wini'n'# (2 vols.. Cologne, 1665: 4

vols., Amst., 1723), written in the ba.stile, are rendered interesting by their spirited style.

BASSOON (Ital. f,i;/'>ff], a well known wind-instrument of the reed species, made of

maple-wood or plane-tree. The B. is an Italian invention: its name fagotto, meaning a
liHmfli'. probably from its being made in different pieces laid one against the other. The
French call it i>nxw>n <lt- hiniUioi*; the Germans retain its Italian name. Its invention is

attributed to Canonicus Afranio. in Ferrara. in l."i::<). In the middle of the 16th c
,
it had

already reached great perfection. Signv.nd Schnitzel', in Nuremberg, who d. in 157S,
was a celebrated maker. The I>. consists of a bored-out tube of wood in several pieces,



n'xid t.'^i thcr ulong.-ide each other, so as to bring the holes and keys within the reach

iif tin- fingers of each haml. The B. has, in general, not less than 8 holes and 10 keys.

In the narrow cud of the- wooden tube is fixed a small tapering brass tube in the form of

an S, on the end of which is placed the reed for producing the tone. The compass of

the B. is from E^EErffiEjrEi
but the best tones are those from &

^ESpgrzj.
The

\f^

lowest C sharp, and B natural, are wanting. The notes for the B. are written on the

:.-f for the lower part, and on the tenor clef for the higher. The best keys for the

E flat, B flat, F, C, G, D, and A; all the other keys are more or less difficult. For

military bands there are different sizes of bassoons one a fourth lower; another, the

contra "B, an octave- lower; and a third, the tenor B, a fifth higher all of the same con-

struction. The best instruction books for the B. are by Almenrfider, Frohlich, O?.i, and

by the Paris conservatorium. B. is also the name of an organ-stop, the pipes of which
are made to imitate the tones of the instrument.

BASSO EA, BUSSORA. or BASRAH, a t. of Asiatic Turkey, pashalic of Bagdad, is situ-

ated on the western bank of the Euphrates, here called the Shat-el-Arab, about midway
between the mouth of the Tigris and the Pers an gulf, from which it is 70 in. distant.

:;<J 30' n., long. 47 34 e. There are many gardens within the walls of the city.

and many plantations of roses around it, but it is very dirty. The river, which is navi-

gable up to B. for ships of 500 tons, is there divided into a number of channels, and by
evaporation and frequent overflowing makes the climate very unhealthy. The inhabit-

ants, once 150,000, now only 5000 in number, are for the most part poor Arabs and Per-

sians; the officials and military alone are Turks. Commerce is in the hands of Armeni-
ans. Most of the houses are low huts, built of unburned bricks. An extensive trade is

carried on in the exchange of the productions of Turkey and Persia with those of India.

and also in European goods, particularly articles of British manufacture. Amongst the

exports are strong and beautiful horses, and dates, which are grown in great abundance.
Caravans travel to Persia, and also by Bagdad and Aleppo to Constantinople. It has
steam communication with Bombay and Bagdad. To guard against the incursions of

the Arabs, a wall of about 94 m. in length has been erected in the neighboring desert,

at all the gates of which a watch is maintained. B. was founded in 636 by the caliph
Omar, and soon became one of the most famous and opulent cities of the east. The
possession of it has been the subject of many contests between the Turks and the Per-
sians. It is a place of great note in the history of Arabic literature.

BA8SORA GUM, a whitish or yellowish-opaque substance resembling gum-arabic, but

differing from it by being mostly insoluble in water. Its source has not been satis

factorily ascertained.

BASSO-BILES VO. See ALTO-RILIEVO.

BASS BOCK, a remarkable island-rock near the mouth of the firth of Forth, about 2
m. from Canty bay, Haddingtonshire, opposite the ruined castle of Tantallon. It is

composed of hard granular greenstone or clinkstone, and is about a mile in circumfer-
ence, nearly round, and 400 ft. high. It is inaccessible on all sides except the s.w., where
it shelves down to the water, and there the landing is difficult, and almost impossible.
when there is any swell. On the w., n., and e., the precipices rise perpendicularly out
of the sea, to a great elevation. These are the abode of immense numbers of solan gee<e
(it is estimated that 10.000 to 15,000 of these fowls resort here annually) and other aquatic
birds, which give to the surface of the precipices a snowy appearance in the distance.
A cavern traverses the rock from w. to e., and is accessible at low tide. There is a

spring on the island, and a few sheep are pastured on it, the mutton of which is much
prized. How early the Bass was tenanted, is doubtful; but there is a tradition to the
effect that St. Baldrcd resided on it as early as the 7th century. It is also not very

certainly
known when the Bass was first fortified, but it formed a retreat for the son of

Robert III., afterwards James I. of Scotland, before his nineteen yenrs' captivity in Eng-
land. James VI. visited the Bass in 1581, nnd was anxious to obtain it for state purj
but its owner. "Lander of the Bass.

"
refused to part with it. The registers of the

church ..f Scotland were sent to the Bass in 1651, for preservation from Cromwell; but
the protector forced their surrender in the following year. In 1671, Charles II. purchased
tin- n.ck for 4000, and within its dreary dungeons many of the most eminent of the
< ov.-naniTs were confined during that and the following reign. It is a somewhat curi-

t that the Bass was the last spot in the British islands which held out for the
Htuarts. A mere handful of adventurers in the Jacobite interest. 24 in number, had the
address to capture the island, and to retain it in name of king Jnmes. from June,
1691. till April, Ki94, again*! all the forces which the government of William III. sent
against them; at last, the spirited little garrison surrendered on honorable terms, and
only from a consciousness of failing provisions. For an account of this romantic inci-
l!(-nt '' Uitary vol. iv. p. 16. new edition. In 1701, the fortirica-

.ere demolished In order of William III. Five years afterwards, the I'

into the possession of Sir Hew Dalrymple, to whose lineal descendant it now belongs.
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Tlie king of the Belgians (then prince Leopold) visited the rock in 1819, nnd three years
afterwards, George IV., on passing it on his voyage to Scotland, was honored with a

royal salute from some guns then on it. It has also been visited by the prince of Wales.
The Bass is let to a "keeper," who pays a considerable sum for it annually, the rent

being made up by young geese, which are used as food; by eggs, feathers, and oil; also

by feQS exacted from visitors to the rock. There is an interesting volume on the Bass,

historical, geological, and botanical, the joint production of Dr. M'Crie, jun., Hugh
Miller, and professors Fleming and Balfour.

BASS ROCK, an island of stone near the firth of Forth, Scotland, about a mile in

circumference, and 400 ft. high, traversed by a cavern. The rock is accessible only on
the s.w. side. It is a favorite haunt of aquatic birds. Charles II. bought the B.K. for

a prison for Covenan tere; and a few partisans of James II. held it nearly three years
against frequent attempts at capture by large bodies of Protestants.

BASS'S STKAIT separates Tasmania from Australia. It contains many islands,

chiefly in its southern section, and is greatly beset by coral-reefs. It runs almost due e.

and w., has an average breadth of about 200 m., and is pretty nearly bisected by the

parallel of 40.
B. S. deservedly bears the name of its explorer, who, without having been profes-

sionally a seaman, is entitled to a very high place among maritime discoveries. After

having made shorter excursions from Port Jackson, in a mere wherry of 8 ft. in length.
Mr. Surgeon Bass resolved to settle, in a whaling-boat, the question as to the connection
<>r separation of New Holland and Tasmania. In his frail craft, he penetrated as far as

Western Port, near the entrance of Port Phillip, where, from the trending of the land
and the swell of the sea, he inferred that he had most probably reached the open ocean.
He did not rest contented, however, until, in a tiny bark of 25* tons, he actually circum-

navigated Tasmania. The discovery, so deliberately prosecuted, and so satisfactorily

completed, soon proved to be fertile of results; for in 1802, only four years after the

exploration of Bass, Port Philip was entered; in 1804, Tasmania was colonized; and
now the strait is the highway for a trade of more than a million sterling between Victoria
and Tasmania a trade which has very recently received an additional impetus from the

laying of a telegraphic cable between the two colonies at their joint expense.

BASSU TOS, a tribe of the Bechuanas in s. Africa, estimated 100,000 in number.

They have made some progress in agriculture and civilization under the influence of

French missionaries. In 1866, the B. were obliged to cede a part of their territory to
< Jrange Free state, and in 1868 the remainder was united with Natal.

BAST, or BASS, also called inner bark, liber, or endvphlceum (see BARK), the fibrous
inferior layer of the bark in the stems of exogenous plants, which is particularly con-

spicuous in exogenous trees, as a peculiar substance interposed between the true bark
and the wood. It consists in great part of sap-vessels (laticiferous vessels, see LATEX
and SAP) lying close together, and assuming the appearance of tough fibers. In a fresh

state, it has generally a whitish color; and it is often composed of several layers, to

which, however, the collective name of bast-layer is very often applied. The uses of
this part of plants in the arts are very numerous; the fibers of hemp, flax, jute, etc., are

nothing else than bast. The name B., however, is more commonly applied to the inner
bark of trees, and is originally Russian, designating the inner bark of the lime-tree (q.v. )

or linden tree, which is employed for making a coarse kind of ropes, mats well known
as bast-mats, and a kind of shoes much worn by the Russian peasantry. The trees are
cut when full of sap in spring. For B. to be plaited into shoes, young stems of about
three years old are preferred; and it is said that two or three are required to make a single

pair of shoes. Trees of six or eight years old are cut down for the better kind of mats,
which are exported in large quantities from Russia, and particularly from the port of

Archangel, and so much used for packing furniture, for covering tender plants in

gardens, supplying strands with which plants are tied, etc. The trees from which the
I), is taken are very generally burned for charcoal. After the bark is dried, its layers
are easily separated by steeping in water. The finest layers are the inner, and the
coarser are the outer ones. The manufacture of bast-mats is nearly confined to Russia
and Sweden. Not fewer than 8,500,000 are annually exported from Russia, and from
500,000 to 800,000 are annually imported into Britain. A few are made in Monmouth-
shire. Lime-tree B. is used in the s. of Europe for making hats. The name bast-hat is.

however, very often given to a hat made of willow-wood planed off in thin ribbons, and
plaited in the same manner as straw-hats. The inner bark of grewia didyma, a tree of

the same natural order with the lime-tree, is used for making ropes in the Himalaya
mountains.

BASTARD BAR. In popular speech we frequently hear of a ?>rtr-$i>tisfer, as a mark of

bastardy. But a bar-sinister, strictly speaking, is an impossibility, inasmuch as the bar

I.Y.) is not formed of diagonal but of horizontal lines. A bend-sinister (q.v.), which,

by the French, is called a bar, has with more reason been confused with the true mark
of illegitimacy, and has on that account been avoided even by heralds. But the real

B. B. differs very essentially from the bend-sinister, being half of the scarp, which again
it half of the bend-sinister.

" The- half of the scarp," says Nisbet,
" with the English, is
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called a baton-sinister; by the French, baston-sinist-r; it is never earned ia arms but ;is

:i mark of illegitimation, commonly called the ba-tard bar." In modern practice, the

baton docs not touch the extremities of the shield, or of the quarter in which the paternal
arms arc placed, but is ctii*<l that is, cut short at the ends. In this form the baton.

when used as a mark of illegitimacy, is placed over the paternal coat of the bastard,

whether used singly or in a quartered shield. Xi.-bet informs us that the baton-sinister.

in Enirland and Scotland, is comparatively of modern invention, natural clrildren

in earlier times not having been permitted to assume the arms or even the names of their

fathers. "The unlawful children of John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster, begot on
irine. daughter of sir Payen Roat Guyn, king of arms, did not carry the arms of

their father the king, though" nobilitate, with a baton-sinister, as now used; . . .

but after the legitimation of these three natural sons by act of parliament, they then
,ed the sovereign ensigns of England, within a bordure gobbonated (q.v.), argent

and azure."

According to the practice of France, which probably was followed in England also,

the bastard could not cancel or alter the baton without the consent of the chief of the

family, or the authority of the sovereign. Even where the baton was not removed, it

was common for the sovereign to grant his permission to carrv it dexter, in place of

sinister. Charles VII. of France allowed John, the bastard of Orleans, for his valor

against the English, to turn his sinister traverse to the dexter, with which he and his

i^ue afterwards bndwd the arms of Orleans, as dukes of Longueville. The same

privilege was granted to James, earl of Murray, natural son of king James V. of

Scotland, by his sister queen Mary, and he thenceforth carried the lion and tressure of

Scotland thus bruised, quartered with the feudal arms of the earldom of Murray. The
general practice of the milder heraldry of our own day is to substitute the gobbonated
bordure for the B. B., not only in the case of the legitimate children of bastards, but of
bastards themselves.

BASTARD EIGNE is the name given in English law-books to an eldest son illegitimate
by birth, but whose father and mother were subsequently married, and had other children
born in wedlock. See BASTARDS AND BASTARDY.

BASTARDS and BASTARDY. Bastards, as described by Blackstone, are such children
as are not born either in lawful wedlock, or within a competent time after its determina-
tion. The Scotch lawyers, again, true to their peculiar law of marriage, define a bastard
as a child born of a woman, who was not married to the father at the time of conception,
and who was never thereafter married to him. It was at one time the law of England.
when divorces a mcnsa et thoro were adjudged by the ecclesiastical courts, that if the
wife had children during the legal separation occasioned by the former kind of divorce.
such children were i>rim>i facie bastards for the law presumed the parties to live con-

formably to the sentence of separation. But in modern times, the presumption ha*
changed, and now always favors legitimacy.

Bastards are incapable of inheriting real property; nor can they claim any share (/
personal estate a> next of kin to a party dying intestate. They are said to Itojiffi nxlli**,

orJttHpepuK, the sons of nobody, or the sons of the people, having no inheritable blood
in them. As laid down, however, in many authorities, and among others in the last

4th) edition of Stephen's Commentaries, there is an exception to this rule in the case of a
1 eigne and mnlifr puisne, and where, it may be observed, the principle of thr

Scotch law of legitimation appears to some extent to lx? admitted Thus, where a man
bastard son. called a bastard eigne (q. v. ), and afterwards marries the mother, and

by her lias a legitimate son. who, in the language of the law, is called a //,<///</ />>//.<///--
: the father dies, and the h,ntt,,rd eigne enters upon his land, and enjoys it to his death.
id dies seized thereof, whereby the inheritance descends to his issue! the unili, / ////.-,,.and all other heirs are totally barred of their right, because the laws of England pay such

ml to a person in the situation of the /*/.,'. that after' the land hail
led to his i-ue, they would not unravel the matter again, and suffer his estate to

shaken. But this indulgence was shown to no other kind of bastard; for if the
mother was never married to the father, such bastard could have no colorable title at all.

ibove except ion would almost appear to be the law of England at the pn-en:Hut ardent ,taiute renders this opinion somewhat doubtful', for bv the 3 and 4

QQ , n,2
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S ' 39 ' lf
.
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f ' 1(1 tll:lf "" -' after the 31st dav of Dccemlwr
11 defeat any right of entry or action for the recoverv of land Bv Beseem

meant nn heir of a party who had contrived illegally to enjoy the land with-
it challenge d;mng lr< life, and WAS thereby enabled to transmit it to his heir, who
.oneeforward had a title which could not be impeached either by the original ri-htnu
.wner. or by any of his descendants. The above statute, however, has cut oil them th.s behalf of all such dements cast, and the true owner can now under
the provisions oi the act. always recover. But is the son of a baxtard firjnc such a

\

' 'ontempla.ed by the :j and 4 Will. IV. c. 27V It may be doubted
The expression "descent oast" is gcnen.lly applied in law-book^" '" who. under a forcible, wrongful, and lleiral entry on 11..-and had M,,,,,, led , darting the inh, ri, ail ce from the direct ami orirfnnlVhanm-i.But such IH not the position of .,,,.. lk. j, , lot inanv scngtr of thc wm,i
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a stranger; r.or is the above privilege or favor allowed him and his family at all in

respect of his position towards, or of anything that can he called his title to the A' /''.

hut such privilege and favor are given him solely because of Ins jK-ruliar In.-

In fact, it is just hecause lie is nut a stranger, hut his father's eldest son by hiriii,

that the law from ancient times decided that lie should not he altogether deprived
of what otherwise would have been his natural rights. The rule, as we have sug-

gested, appears to be founded on the principle of the Scotch law of subsequent
legitimation; and the intention probably was to give effect to the good feeling of tin-

second or other legitimate son, who, from a regard to his mother's character, as well
as his brother's position, might find himself excused from asserting his claims
Whether the above statute can, by its general terms, be understood arbitrarily t<>

alter such a reasonable and natural law of family succession, is a question for law\<r-
and law-courts. The point, however, is important for popular explanation. In all

other cases, the law of England appears to be as distinct as it is severe. It has
even been decided that a child born before wedlock in a foreign country, and accord-

ing to whose law such child was legitimate, could not inherit land in England when!
las bastardy was indelible.

There can be no collateral succession through bastards; for as they cannot be heirs

themselves, so neither can they have any heirs but those of their own bodies. A bas-

tard is not entitled to the name either of his reputed father or of that of his mother,
though he may acquire for himself a surname by reputation ;

nor can he take property
by the mere description of child of his reputed parent, until he has acquired the reputa-
tion of standing in that relation to him. Nor does a bastard follow, as legitimate chil-

dren do, his father's place of parochial settlement under the poor-laws, but he has and
follows the settlement of his mother until he attains the age of 16, or until he acquires a
settlement in nis own right, and after that age his primary settlement is in the parish
where he was born. Another peculiarity of the status of bastardy is, that a bastard

being filius nullius, the consent of his father or mother to his marriage is not required,
and is of no avail; but a guardian may be appointed by the court of chancery for tin-

purpose, or a license may be granted upon oath made that there is no person authorized
to give consent. To this may he added, that although in general a father may by deed
or will appoint a guardian for his infant child, in the event of his decease, he has no
such privilege if the child be illegitimate.

Such may be stated to be the principal peculiarities attaching to bastardy in the law
of England. In other respects, a bastard is very much in the same position as a legiti-
mate person. Thus, he can hold land in fee-simple, and can dispose of it as he rmiy
think proper, making an unlimited alienation of it; and of course he can make a will

bequeathing his whole estate; a simple and reasonable privilege, however, which, strange
to say, was not conceded to bastards in Scotland dying without lawful issue, till the year
1836, when an act of parliament was passed, the 6 Will. IV. c. 22, which, on the preamble
that "it was just, humane, and expedient," empowered bastards in that country to dis-

pose of their personal property by testament or will in like manner as other persons
might do, any law or practice to the contrary notwithstanding! In regard to his whole
estate, although the crown is entitled to such in the case of a bastard dying intestate.

the royal claim is not strictly enforced; but upon petition, the crown's right will be trans-

ferred to the nearest member of the deceased bastard's family. In the Scotch law, also.

the crown may, by what is called a gift of bastardy, grant not only the personal, but tin-

real estate of an intestate bastard to the "donatory," or person similarly entitled, as in

the case of personal property in England. It is also to be observed, that the prohibitions
as to marriage which extend to collaterals, and to those related by the half-blood only,
also apply although one of the parties be a bastard. Again, the laws relative to incest

apply to a bastard with equal force as to others: the principle of the two latter points
being that, although the bastard be>

filius ituUius as to many civil consequences, his rela-

tionship to his natural parent is recognized for moral purposes. Of course, it need not
be added that a bastard may be made legitimate by an act of parliament for all pur-
poses, even for tliat of inheriting land, "as was done," says Blackstone, "in the case of

John of Gaunt's bastard children by a statute of Richard II."

The paternity of a bastard or illegitimate child in England is ascertained by several
statutes 7 and 8 Viet. c. 101. 35 and 36 Viet. c. 65. 36 and 37 Viet. c. 9; and the father is

bound to make a proper allowance for the child's support till 16. But it is on the

mother herself that the maintenance of the child in the rirst instance devolves. She is

for this purpose entitled to its custody in preference to its father: and she is bound to

maintain it as part of her family while she remains unmarried, or until the child attains

the age of 16, or gains a settlement in its own right, or (being a female) is married ; and
in the event of the mother's marriage, the same liability attaches to her husband. If

the mother be of sufficient ability to maintain the bastard, while he is so dependent on
her, and neglect that duty, so that he becomes chargable to a parish, she is liable, by 7
and 8 Viet. c. 101 s. 6, to be punished under the provisions of the ragrant act. Whether
the mother is of sufficient ahility or not, she can, by affiliation proceedings, compel the

father to pay a sum not exceeding five shillings a week till the child is 16 (35 and 3H
Viet. c. 65).

Besides the points in the Scotch law to which we have adverted, it is to be observed
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that in that system, the maintenance, or "aliment," as it is called, of illegitimate chil-

dren. is a joint" burden upon both parents. The mother is entitled to the custody of the

child, but it d'.'-s not appear \vhethi-r she is to have such custody for any fixed time.

It i^ in the discretion of the court of session to determine this, and it would seem that

the period may varv according to circumstances, from 7 to 14 years. During this time,

the father is bound to contribute his proportion of the expense; and if neither the father

nor the mother can support the child, it must be maintained by the parish in which the

mother has a settlement.

There is a nice and curious difference in the laws of England and Scotland as to the

mode of ascertaining the paternity of a bastard child. According to the statutes we
have referred to. that fact may be proved in England by the evidence of the mother,

provided her statement is supported in "some material particular" by other testimony.
But in Scotland, the order of the inquiry is reversed ; the woman's evidence in that coun-

trv beintr taken l<i*t. and only where the other uud independent evidence amounts to what
is" called iiHemfplctui probntio that is. such evidence as induces a reasonable belief,

although not complete evidence, in which case she is admitted to give what is called her

oath in tupplemtnt.
Both in England and Scotland, the widow of a bastard, whether there be issue or not

of the marriage, is entitled to dower, terce, jus rcUctcc, and all the other legal rights of

widows. See LEGITIMACY, SEPARATION, DIVOKCE, MARRIAGE, INHERITANCE, FEE-

E, SUCCESSION, ULTIMUS H^ERES, VAGRANTS, and SEMIPLKNA PROBATIO.

BASTAEDY, GIFT OF. Sec under the preceding article.

BASTABDY, DECLARATOR OF. This is a suit which may be instituted in the court
of session in Scotland, for having it declared that the lands or effects which belonged to

the deceased bastard, belonged to the donatory in virtue of the gift from the crown.
The "defender," or person against whom the suit is formally brought, is the party
who would have succeeded to the bastard, had he been legitimate. B. can also be judi-

cially declared by a similar mode of proceeding at the suit of a party who lias any other

interest, or, indeed, any interest whatever, to have such illegitimacy determined.

By a recent act of parliament, the 21 and 22 Viet. c. 93, the same conclusion may be

substantially obtained by the English proceeding, directed by the act in the court for

divorce and matrimonial causes. The act in question, it is declared, may be cited for

all purposes, as the "legitimacy declaration act, 1858."

BASTI A, the former capital of Corsica, is picturesquely situated on the slope of a
mountain, rising from the sea in the form of an amphitheater, in the north-eastern part
<.f the island, in hit. 43' 42' n., and long. 9 27' east It has (1872) 15.580 inhabitants.
The streets are narrow and crooked. It has a harbor suitable for small vessels, defended
by a mole, at the mouth of which is a rock resembling a lion couchant, and designated
"II Leone." There is a considerable trade in leather, skins, wine, oil, ligs, and pulse;
and many stilettos and daggers are manufactured here, which are principally exported
to Italy. Until recently, the printing-presses of B. were actively employed in the pro-
duction of Italian publications that would not have been permitted to appear in that

country itself. B. was founded in 1380 by the Genoese Leoncl Lomellino. During last

century it was oftener than once taken by the British. It was made, in 1791. the capital
of the French department of Corsica, which rank was afterwards transferred to Ajaeeio.
I: is the seat of the higuest courts of the island.

BASTIAN, HENRY CHARLTON, b. England, 1837; an eminent physician and physi-
ologist. lie was admitted to the royal college of surgeons in 1860; was assistant curator
ia the museum of university college, London, 1860-63; professor of pathological ana-

tomy in the same college, 1867, and in 1871 physician to the university college 'hospital.He lias published The Mode* of Origin of Lmre*t Organvmis, The "Beginning* of Life, and
many contributions to medical and philosophical journals. He is recogn'ized as an
authority in the pathology of the nervous system. He has carefully studied the modes
of origin of the lowest forms of life, and is now foremost in the school of heterogcnists,
or believers in the theory of spontaneous generation.

BASTIAT, FREDERIC. an eminent political economist, was b. at Bayonne on the 29th
of June. 1,'iOl. His father was a merchant, and educated his son with a view to the
vime profession. After completing his studies, B. entered the commercial house of one

s uncles, established at Bayonne. and employed his leisure hours in the study of
I WJl it.ll '! I 1 f'fV 1 T1OTT1 V ( S psitimofo *\ i*, > nn 11 . , , 1 t t _ C3__ ! .._J Tfc ___ i * . , 4 . i ___ %. __

quality with other nations in matters of finance and political economv. Mis lirst

appearance as an author was in 1844. when he published, in the Journal nite,On the Influence ol French and Knirlish Tariffs on the- Respective Futures of
two People*

'

It contained in germ H.'s theory of political economy, who. from that
anent, wns a decided opponent r,f the syst-m of protection. Subsequently, in the
v- journal, he combated the economic fallacies of socialism and the rightoW labor

During a vi-it to England, h-- made the acquaintance of Cobden, and on his return to
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France, ho translated, 1845, the speeches of the free-traders, which he published with an

introductory, preface, entitled Cobden and the League, or the English Agitation in- F<itor <>f

Fret Trade, in which he leathered up into one solid mass the inconveniences of the

protective system. B. now went to reside in Paris, where he continued to propagate
his views with considerable success; he became secretary of the societies, and chief
editor of the journal established to vindicate the principles of free trade. After the
revolution of 1848, he was elected successively a member of the constituent and legis-
lative assemblies. In 1850, he came forward as the antagonist of the socialist writer,
Prudhon. Suffering from pulmonary disease, he repaired to Italy for change of climate,
but died at Rome on the 24th Dec. 1850.

Besides the writings mentioned, B. published Sophiamet Econvmiqiies Propriete et Lai,
Justice et Fraternite Protectinnisme et Communimne, ]Iar)noni<x JScptwriM/yHet, and several
other important tractates, all of which exhibit extensive knowledge of the subjects
discussed, convincing logic, and a power of sprightly and biting satire. The Harmonics

wiuiuHi's has been translated into English by P. J. Stirling (Harmonies of Political

i, Murray, Lond. I860). The soundness of the principles which the writings of
B. uphold, notwithstanding the protectionist tendencies of the government, is now
generally acknowledged in France.

BASTIDE, Jt'LEs, a French journalist and politician, minister of foreign affairs in

1848, and member of the constituent assembly, was born at Paris in 1800. In 1831, he
became one of the first members of the French Carbonari; and after the July revolution,
he was conspicuous among the writers of the radical opposition. On the reconstitutiou
of the national guard, B. was elected commandant-in chief of the legion of artillery, in

which the republicans were grouped, and took part in the two insurrectionary move-
ments, for the second of which the emente at Paris, 5th June, 1832 he was condemned
to death, but escaped to London. Pardoned in 1834, he returned to Paris, arid again
devoted himself to politics in the columns of the Rational. B., however, being one of
tlio<e Nco-catholic republicans who regarded the church of Rome as the religious

synonym of democracy, could not heartily sympathize with the tone of that newspaper
on religious topics, and in 1847 he founded the He rite Rationale, in which he advocated
his peculiar opinions. During the revolution of 1848, he was a supporter of gen.
Cavaignac, and an opponent of socialism. In 1858, he published La Rvpubliquc Fran<jaie
et ritulie en 1848; and in 1859 Guerres de Religion en France.

BASTILLE was, in France, a general term for a strong fortress, defended by towers
or bastions (q.v.), and in this sense it was used in England also after the Norman con-

quest. The famous prison to which the name latterly was appropriated, was originally
the castle of Paris, and was built by order of Charles V., between 1370 and 1383, by
Hugo Aubriot, prevot or provost of Paris, at the porte St. Antoine, as a defense against
the English. Afterwards, when it came to be used as a state-prison, it was provided,
during the 16th and 17th c., with vast bulwarks and ditches. On each of its longer sides
the B. had four towers, of five stories each, over which there ran a galleiy, which was
armed with cannon. It was partly in these towers, and partly in cellars under the level
of the ground, that the prisons were situated. The unfortunate inmates of these abodes
were so effectually removed from the world without as often to be entirely forgotten,
and in pome cases it was found impossible to discover either their origin or the cause of
their incarceration. The B. was capable of containing 70 to 80 prisoners, a num-
ber frequently reached during the reigns of Louis XIV. and Louis XV. Though small

compared to the number which an ordinary prison contains, these numbers were con-
siderable, when we reflect that they rarely consisted of persons of the lower ranks, or
such as were guilty of actual crimes, but o'f those who were sacrificed to political despot-
ism, court intrigue, ecclesiastical tyranny, or had fallen victims to family quarrels and
were lodged here in virtue of lettre* de cachet (q.v.) noblemen, authors, savans, priests,
and publishers. On the 14th of July, 1789, the fortress was surrounded by an armed
mob, which the reactionary policy of the court had driven into fury, and to the number
of which every moment added. The garrison consisted of 82 old soldiers and 32 Swiss.
The negotiations which were entered into with the governor led to no other result than
the removal of the cannon pointed on tire faubourg St. Antoine, which by no means
contented the exasperated multitude. Some cut the chains of the first drawbridge, and
a contest took place, in which one of the besieged and 150 of the people were killed, or

severely wounded; but the arrival of a portion of the troops which had already joined
the people with four field-pieces, turned the fortune of the conflict in favor of the besieg-
ers. Deiaunay. the governor who had been prevented by one of his officers, when on
the point of blowing the fortress into the air permitted the second drawbridge to be
lowered, and the people rushed in, killing Deiaunay himself and several of his officers.

The destruction of the B. commenced on the following day, amid the thunder of
cannon, and the pealing of the Te Deum. This event, in itself apparently of no great
moment, leading only to the release of three unknown prisoners one of whom had been
its tenant for thirty years and four forgers, and in which it is said only the 654 per-
sons whose 1 names now appear on the column in the Place de la Bastille, took part,
nevertheless finally broke the spirit of the court-party, and changed the current of events
in France.
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BASTINA DO (from the Fr. fowtfon. or baton, a cudgel), the name given by Europeans to

Ibe punishment in use over the whole east, which consists in blows with a- stick, gener-

ally upon the soles of the feet, but sometimes upon the back.

BASTION, in fortification, is one of the principal defense-works in a fortified place.

It I- a kind of tower, very broad in relation to its height. The plain wall, called the

wftifii, which often surrounds a fortified town, is usually apolygon of many sides; and
in *hat case, bastions occupy all, or nearly all. the salient angles. Bastions are mostly
fiT-sidcd : the two outermost sides are ihc faces, meeting in an angle towards the enemy ;

tho two on either side of these are the flanks, meeting two curtains or portions of wall;

and the fifth side, open to the interior of the fortified place, is the gorge. Bastions may
be regarded as projections, which enable the defenders to watch the approach of the

enemy to the foot of the wall, and to frustrate them by a flanking fire. Taking the aver-

age range of modern ordnance and muskets as a basis, engineers decide on a distance of

BOO to 400 yards between B. and B. ; but if Armstrong or Napoleon guns, and Martini-

H-inry orMinie rifles, should hereafter be employed in attacking and defending fortified

plices, these figures will probably need modification. The length of each face and flank

of a B. is so regulated, that two bastions can defend each other and the intermediate por-
tion of wall. This principle was partly acted upon in the middle ages; but sonie of the

Italian military engineers of the 16th c. first constructed the B. proper. The main sub-

stance of a B. is an immense mound of earth, capable of supporting heavy guns, and of

receiving the fire of the enemy; but it is faced and strengthened in many parts with

biick and stone. The top is broad enough to allow room for the large guns, and for

infantry and artillery soldiers. A hollow' B. has the space within it kept down to the

level of the town or natural ground; but a solid B., filled up to the top Avith firm mate-

rials, is considered to be the best defensive construction. Vaubau, the great French

engineer, devised the plan of having large detached bastionsopposite the chief angles of thtf

place, with a ditch behind each; a tower or small B. being placed at the real angle of

I he wall behind. This was intended to enable the besieged to hold out for some time,
even after the great bastions were taken.

The relation which bastions bear to the general system of attack and defense, is

noticed under FORTIFICATION and SIEGE; while various details on the subject will be;

found under BATTERY, CASEMATE, CURTAIN, DITCH, EMBRASURE, ESCARP, PARAPET,
KAMPART, etc. In woodcuts illustrating many of these articles, the relative position
of the B. will be better shown than by any diagram in this place.

BASTROP, a co. in central Texas, intersected by the Colorado river and the Hous-
ton and Central Texas railroad; 880 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 12,2905233 colored; in '80, 17,135.
The surface is undulating and fertile; corn and cotton are the principal crops. There
is abundance of lignite coal. Co. seat, Bastrop.

BA8YLE is the name given by chemists to a simple or compound substance which
can unite with oxygen to produce a base (q.v.). Thus, all the metals are examples of

simple basyles, ana ammonium (NH 4 ), ethyle (C^s), methyle (CH 3), etc., represent
compound basyles. Another property which a B. possesses is. that it can unite with a
salt radical (q.v.), like chlorine or cyanogen, to form salts. Thus, the B. sodium (Na)
combines with chlorine to produce a salt in fact, common salt (NaCl): and mercury
(Hg) unites with cyanogen (Cy) to form the salt cyanide of mercury (HgCy).

BAT, the common name of all animals of the class Mammalia which are furnished
with true wings, and so are capable of really flying or propelling themselves in the air.

They were all included by Linneeus in the genus vexpertilio (old Latin name), now sub-

divided and forming the family vespertilionidce, which is very generally regarded as of

precisely equal extent with the sub-order cheiroptera (Gr. band-winged), although some
naturalists still follow Cuvicr in regarding the galeopithecidce (colugos or flying lemurs)
as another family of cheiroptera. But besides other characters which connect the

columns with lemurs rather than with bats, they greatly differ from bats in having a mere
e\ii-nsi(iii ( if tho skin of the flanks attached to the limbs as in the flying squirrels and
|H't:niriMs or flying phalangers, and in the flying dragon among saurian reptiles capable
of sustainm-: them in the air like a parachute in a very extended leap, but not of being
i-xpanded ami closed by a succession of strokes for tnie flight. The power of true

flight, h:its, on the contrary, possess; and some of them not only fly rapidly, but wheel
about very nimbly in the air, in pursuit of their insect prey.

It is
very interest in:/ to compare the organs of flight in'bats with those of birds. l>oth

a* to the points in which they agree, and those in which they differ. They beat the air.

*s birds do. with their anterior members; but the requisite extension of'surface is not
obtained by quills, but by a great elongation of the arms mid fingers, upon which a thin
membrane is stretched, folding close to the lx>dy by means of their joints, when the wing
is iic.t in use. A little :ittention to the accompanying figures of the' skeleton of a bat and
if :i hat Myinir. will make plainer than mere words can the relation of the bones of

unt: to the bones of the human arm and hand, or to the ordinary bones of fh
nnt< rior c\ir< rnities in quadrupeds whicji have fingers or toes. The thumb, a (in fitrur*
<f skeleton), is short, armed with a strong nail, and not at all included in the wing-mem-
brane, nor used in flight. The bones most elongated of all are the metacarpal bones, or
bones of the hand, b; the true finger-bones, c, arc not so much so. The fore arm, (/, ha*
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not two bones (radius and ulna), but only one (the ulna), with a sort of rudiment of the

other: the rotatory motion, of which these two bones afford the means, being not only
unnecessary to bats, but at variance with the purpose chiefly designed in this part of

their structure, of a powerful stroke in one

particular direction. For a similar reason,
"the lingers of this strange hand arc incapa-
ble of closing towards the palm, as ours do,
when grasping an object: their only move-
ments are such as fold up the wing against
the side of the body, by laying the flngers close

along the side of 'the fore-arm, as in closing
a fan." Great strength, however, was requi-
site in the shoulder; and, accordingly, we
find an analogy to birds in the si/.e and solid-

ity of the bones in this part, as well as in the c

thickness of the muscles by which the wings
are moved, and still more in the great dimen-
sions of the sternum, or breast-bone, to which

they are attached. The sternum is also fur-

nished with a medial ridge, as iu birds, for

the better attachment of the muscles. The
ribs are large; but the other bones generally,
as those of the head and of the pelvis, are

delicate, and appear designed for lightness. The winged membrane of bats extends

along the flanks to the hind-legs, although these aid little in flight; but it is attached to

them so as to leave the feet free, which are much like the feet of ordinary small quad-
rupeds with toes and claws, and arc employed along with the thumbs of the anterior

limbs in creeping upon the ground, in climbing perpendicular rough surfaces, or for

hanging with the head downward in that remarkable posture of repose in which bats

pass great part of their lives, and iu which they differ from all other animals.
In the greater number of species of B., the wing-membrane extends not only to the

hind-legs, but beyond them to the tail, which is included in it, a peculiar bone (e in rig. of

skeleton) also arising from each heel to afford further support to this part of it, which
seems to serve purposes analogous to the tail of birds, acting as a rudder, and enabling
the animal to make those rapid evolutions in the air, which it is so pleasing to see as bats

flit about in the summer evening. The fruit-eating bats of tropical regions, which have
no need to perform such evolutions, are destitute of this interfemoral part of the mem-
brane; and according to the habits for which each species has been designed, the

tails are long or short, entirely included in the membrane, or only for part of their

length, or produced a very little beyond it, and terminating in a hard tip, so that the

tail is capable of being used to aid in creeping or climbing, evidently possessing consid-

erable power, and being curved and moved in a manner which suggests a slight analogy
to the prehensile tails of monkeys.

Bats were placed by Linmuus in his order primates, along with monkeys and lemurs,
with which they agree 'in their pectoral teats and in other characters, particularly of the

organs of reproduction. Iu one genus (dywpux), there is an additional resemblance to

the primates in the partially opposable thumbs of the hind-feet, and a trace of this char-

acter is to be found in the fore-thumbs already noticed. Bats are now, however.

generally placed by naturalists in the order fenv or carnnrin, although, like many other
animals of that great order, most of them are by no means exclusively carnivorous. The
greater part of them feed chiefly on insects, some chiefly on fruits.

"

They exhibit con-
siderable variety both in the number and character of their teeth, as might be expected
in animals which differ so much in their food. All of them have four rather large
canine teeth; the incisors vary much in size and form, as well as in number. Tfie

digestive apparatus exhibits a variety corresponding with that of the teeth: the intestinal

canal of the vampires (q.v.). which Jive by sucking the blood of animals, proceedi::g
almost in a straight line from one extremity 'of the body to the other, whilst that of some
of the frugivorous bats, as the kalong (q.v') (pteropus) of Java, is seven times as long as

the body.
Except in the power of flight and things essential to it, bats present no resemblance

to birds. The old English name Jfittcnmnutc, and the German flfrtermnu*. indicate :m

early popular recognition of their true place in creation. They are generally nocturn:;)

animals, or, at least, prefer the twilight, although one of the British" species may occa-

sionally be seen pursuing insects during winter at midday. They generally spend the

day in eaves, hollow trees, and other dark recesses, often under roofs of houses, and i:i

crannies of ruined or deserted buildings. They are found in almost all parts of t he-

world, except the very coldest, but are most numerous and of greatest size within the

tropics. Those of temperate climates generally spend the winter in a state of torpidity,
in which, although circulation continues very languidly, respiration does not ordinarily
take place. The whole number known to Linnanis amounted to a very few species, not
half so many as are now known to inhabit Great Britain alone. Upwards of 180 si

have been described, and there is great probability that the actual number existing is
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very much prater. It is not unlikely th.it some exaggerated accounts of the great bats

in climate- jravc rise to the fable of the Harpies, which Virgil introduced into the

i. The bat's of Europe are fill small; the body of the largest British one is not
- a moil*', and the fullest stretch of its wings about 15 in., whilst the com-

mon British species are much smaller; but in the kalong, already mentioned, the stretch

of wh:_r i-s 5 feet. Of British species, tlu largest is the noctule B. (?>>> rtilt'o noctult).

ies. found chiefly in the s. of England: the pipistrelle B. ( T. pf^tnilmt)
is perhaps the most common. It was long confounded by British naturalists with

the common B. of the continent of Europe (V. -tit'triii'i*), which is much larger
and vcTV rare in Britain. la some parts of the country, the long-eared B. (plcr'tiu*

- very common. It is' distinguished by its enormously large and very beau-

tiful ears, which, when it is asleep, are folded up in a remarkable manner under the

arm. the long tnift'.t* then resembling a slender ear. This great development of the

is churacteriiiic of certain genera of B.. that part of the ear called the trfif/ux

Mtainimr also a remarkable size, so that it seems like a smaller ear in front of each
larir<! one. In many species, only two of which arc found in Britain, there is a
still more remarkable membranous or leaf-like appendage on the nose, which in

some is simple, in some complex, and often of large size, giving an extraordinary
appearance to the face. Some of the larger species, having a nasal crest, are called

specter bats (q.v.). Only two species of B. (rhinolophit), possessing such an appendage,
are found in Britain, both of them very rare; from the form which it assumes, they are
called horseshoe bats. It is supposed that this nasal appendage is of use as a very deli-

cate organ of touch, perhaps also of smell ; as the great ears may be of use both for touch
and hearing. These senses must often guide bats when that of sight cannot be employed ;

and the sense of touch appears to be possessed in no ordinary degree even by the winged
membrane. By supposing it to be affected by the pulsations of theair, Cuvier accounted
for the power displayed by bats which had been cruelly deprived of sight, of avoiding
objects amongst which they flew, without the necessity of ascribing to them, as Spallau-
zani had done, the possession of a sixth sense.

It deserves to be here noticed that amongst the peculiarities which distinguish certain

genera of bats, is the absence not only of the upper cutting teeth in the East Indian and
African genius mtgadcrma, but even of the bone in which these teeth are usually placed;
and that another tropical genius, nycteris, of which the species are found in Africa and
Java, have the skin attached to the body only at a few points, and capable of beini:
blown up like a bladder, at the pleasure of the" animal, by means of air. which is inhaled

through the nostrils into cheek-pouches communicating by small apertures with the gen-
eral skin-bag. The use of this is wholly unknown.

Bats waw or creep awkwardly upon the ground, one side of the body being jerked
forward, and then the other, yet they run with considerable celerity. There is a com-
mon notion that they cannot rise easily from a level surface, but must find some emi-

from winch to throw themselves. Of the fallacy of this, any one will soon b
Convinced who gets a B. and places it upon the floor. Bats commonly produce one or
two young at a birth. Some of the species are very gregarious; others often fly about in

pairs: great numbers, and of different species, arc often found congregated in their
- of hylK-ruation or repose. Some of the species are easily tamed, and become vcrv

familiar; but their odor is disagreeable, and it is generally found difficult to keep them
long alive.

Fossil remains of cheiroptera are occasionally found in eocene rocks, but owing to the
delicacy of the bones, great difficulty has been experienced in the determination of the
genera and species.

BAT, or BAT (Fr.) in military matters, was originally the name of a kind of pack-
saddle; and hence a bat-horse was a basrgaffe-horse'bearing a bat or pack, and a bat-man
was a servant in charsre of the horse and bat. By a modification of meaning, a batman
is now any soldier allowed to act as servant to an officer. When British troops ar

i forci-ii service, bat-horses or mules are provided (if carriages are not forth-
coming)for carrying the regimental books, the kettles, and tents, the medicine-chest,
the veterinary medteme-chest, intrenching tools, armorers' stores, saddlers' stores etc
about 90 such horses or mules to eacli battalion. Bat-horses and bat-men arc also pro-
vided for carrying officers' camp equipage. An allowance for procuring these accom-
modations is iiMially called bat-money.

JJATAK. See HATTAS, ante.

BATA1TGAS. a seaport t. of the Philippines, island of Luzon, and capital of the
province of the same

nairn^
Lat. 13^ 4;V n.. long. 121 -T east. Distance from Manilla,

: founded 1581. Pop. of town and district, 17,000. B., which is well built,
elppant :ipp.-ar:inrr-. Is finely (situated on an extensive bav which opens into

ndoro. Considerable advantage is taken of its facilities for commerce.
BATARDEAU, a strong wall of masonry, built across the outer ditch of a fortress, to

[Stain the prosure of water when one part of the ditch is drv and the n^t wet It is
lit up to an ang,e n t the top, and is armed with spikes, to prevent the enemv from
ismg; and sometimes a ston- twer i< provided to strengthen the defense There is

Late to regulate the admission of water
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BATA'TAS, or SWEET POTATO (Convolvulus batatas, or batatas edulis, the genus
latntus having recently been separated from convolvulus (q. v.), chiefly upon account of

the four-celled ovary), a perennial plant with long creeping stems, heart-shaped leaves
on long stalks, and variously lobed, large purple flowers much resembling those of the

best known species of convolvulus, and very large oblong acuminated tubers. It is a
native of the East Indies, but is now cultivated in all tropical and sub-tropical countries
for its tubers, which are highly esteemed as an article of food, and are eaten either

roasted or boiled; they are sweet, wholesome, and nutritious, but somewhat laxative.

The 13. forms, next to maize, the principal food of the poorer classes in some parts of
America. Its cultivation is very easy; it is readily propagated by tubers or by cuttings
of the stem, requires little attention, and soon produces its tubers. In hot-houses in

Britain, these are without difficulty obtained at 1 Ib. or 2 Ibs. weight. The cultivation
of the B. has been introduced into the s. of Europe. In America, it is little cultivated
to the n. of 2s ew Jersey, and even there is inferior. The leaves are used as a boiled

vegetable. It is the B., or sweet potato, which is usually meant by the older English
writers, when they mention potatoes. Its tubers were imported into England by way
of Spain, and sold as a delicacy, before the potato was known batata* f.anicnlatu, or

convolvulus pantculatus, a nearly allied species, is cultivated in the same way as the
common B., and its tubers are similar in quality. To the new genus batata*, has been
referred also the plant formerly known as ijioina-a macrorhiza, now bfttcttrt* jit^ipa, so
called from supposed purgative qualities of the root, which, however, it is found not to

possess, being white, insipid, saccharine, and farinaceous, and of great size, 50 to 60 Ibs.

in weight. The plant inhabits sandy soils in Georgia and Carolina.

BATA'VI (or, according to some MSS., VATAVI), the name of a German people, who
anciently inhabited a part of the present Holland, particularly the island which was
called alter them, Batavia, formed by the branch of the Rhine which falls into the sea
at Leyden. the Waal, and the Meuse. Their country, however, extended across the

"Waal, but its boundaries cannot now be precisely determined. According to Tacitus

they were originally a branch of the Chatii, who emigrated across the Rhine. They
were conquered by Germanicus; became subject to the Romans, and served them so

well, that they obtained the honorary title of friends and brothers of the Roman people,
were exempted from taxes and assessments, being only required to provide a proportion
of troops; and were permitted to choose their commanders from amongst themselves.
Their cavalry were particularly good, and were often employed by the Romans. The
first who terms the insular district inhabited by these Gauls* Batavia, is Zosimus, who
also informs us that in the time of Constantius (358 A.D.) it had fallen into the hands of
the Salii, a Frankish tribe.

BATA VIA, properly the name of the island occupied by the ancient Batavi, became
at a later dale the Latin name for Holland and the whole kingdom of the Netherlands.
The name BATAVIAN REPUBLIC was given to the Netherlands on their new organization
of 16th May, 1795, and they continued to bear it till they were converted into the king-
dom of Holland, under Louis Bonaparte, 5th June, 1806.

BATA'VIA, the capital of the empire of the Netherlands in the East Indies, stands
on the n. AV. coast of Java, at the mouth of the Tjiliwong, frequently called the Jaccatra,
from the former native toAvn, on the ruins of Aviiich the present city was built. There
is good anchorage for large ships in the offing, and it is navigable for smaller vessels

towards the interior. The influence of a vertical sun on this Holland in miniature led

it to become proverbial as the grave of Europeans. Latterly, however, the climate has
been greatly improved by draining. The temperature, though not extreme, is oppres-
sive from its uniformity, the mean of winter being 78.1 F., and that of summer
only 7S.<i . The hit. is 6' 7' 40" s., and the long. 106 52' east. Pop. 65,000. Notwith-

standing Ihe growing prosperity of Singapore, B. continues to be the commercial empo-
rium of the far east," Its markets present at once all the productions of Asia, and all the

manufactures of Europe. In 1811, while Holland Avas under France, B. Avas taken by
the English, but Avas restored to its former owners in 1816. Latterly, B. has found Sin-

gapore a formidable competitor for the trade between east and west. The Dutch gov-
ernment has laid a telegraphic cable of 600 m. from B. to Singapore. There is a railway
from B. to Buitenxorg, 3(3 miles.

The province of B. is low, but rises gently towards the south. The forests have all

been cut down for the use of the sugar factories. It is well adapted for fruit -trees and
vegetables, which are cultivated bv Chinese irardeners. B., including Buitenzorg. had
a pop. (1st Jan., 1874) of 983.868, consisting of 6081 Europeans, 69,397 Chinese, 907.426

natives, and 964 other orientals. The peculiar character of the people has l>een lost by
the influx of and intermarriage Avith strangers from all districts of the Indian archipel

ago. The language is a mixture of Sundauese, Malay, and other tongues, and is called

low Malay. The largest estates are held by Europeans, the smaller by Chinese and
natives. The religion is chiefly Mohammedan. There are good post roads and some
canals. The industries continue to increase, and chiefly consist of factories for making
machinery for distilling and for sugar works; distilling arrack, copper and tin work, dye
ing. etc. The nutmeg" cacao, and cocoauut tree are successfully grown. The stock
consists of buffaloes, horses, and cattle.
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BATA'VIA, a village and township in Kane co., 111., 39 m. w. of Chicago,with which
it is connected by the Chicago. Burlington and Quincy, and the Chicago and Northwest-

ern railroads: pop. '70, 8018. It has a private insane asylum, manufactories, and valuable

quarrir<.

BATA VIA, a village and seat of justice of Genesee co., X. Y., 36 m. e. of Buffalo;

with railroad connections to all points; pop. of village and township '75, 7067. It has

the state institution for the blind, a ladies' seminary, a library, and several manufac-

tories.

BATCHIAX. or BATJAX. See BATSHIAN, ante.

BATK.MAX. KATI: JosKrinxK, an American actress, b. Maryland, 1842. With her
.-i-t'-r Ellen she appeared on the stage almost in infancy, and exhibited unusual talent.

In 1861, she began her adult career in New York m Julia, Pn uliite, Juliet, etc., and in

the next year made a remarkable success in Leah. She played in several American
and then in England, having the management of a theater in London, and accu-

mulating fame and fortune. In 1866, she became the wife of George Crowe, an English
physician.

BA TENBURG, a t. of the Netherlands, in the province of Gelderland, situated on the

right bank of the Maas, 9 in. w. of Nymegen. It is worthy of notice only on account of
its association with the Romans, whose vppulum- batarurum it was.

BATES, a co. in w. Missouri, on the Kansas border: traversed by the Missouri,
Kansas, and Texas railroad, and intersected by Osage river; 900 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 15,960
320 colored; in '80, 25,080. It is a pniiric region, producing grain, tobacco, and cat-

tle. There are beds of coal and carboniferous limestone, and plenty of timber. Co.

seat, Butler.

BATES, BARNABAS, 1785-1853; b. England;
advocate of cheap postage in the

United States; Baptist minister in Rhode island; established the Christian Inquirer in

New York, and while assistant in the post-office there, he became interested in the reduc-
tion of postage. After many years of writing and speaking, his object was achieved iu

respect to land postage.

BATES, EDWAKD, LL.D.. 1793-1869; b. Virginia; an early settler and lawyer in Mis-
souri, member of the legislature, of the constitutional convention, and representative in

congress. He was an unsuccessful candidate for president in the convention that nomi-
nated Lincoln in 1860, and was attorney-gen. in Lincoln's first cabinet.

BATES, JOSHUA, 1788-1864; an English hanker, b. in Massachusetts. He estab-
lished a hou.se in London in connection with John Baring, son of sir Thomas Barinsr,
and subsequently went into the tirm of Baring Brothers. He gave $50.000 towards found-

ing the Boston public library. His only child is Madame Van de Weyer, the wife of n
Belgian diplomatist.

BATES, WILLIAM, D.D., 1625-99: an English non conformist divine, one of the com-
missioners for reviewing the public liturgy, and one of those concerned in drawing up
the exceptions to the book of common prayer He was appointed chaplain to Charles
II.. and became minister of St. Dustan's. but was deprived of his benefice for non-con-

formity. He published in Latin, Select Lives of Illustrious aiidPwus Persom; other works
appeared after his death.

BATH, the chief city in Somersetshire, England, is beautifully situated in a wooded
vallev in the n.e. part of the co.. on the Avon. 20 m. from its mouth, and 106 in. s.w. ot
London. The houses are built wholly of white freestone "bathoolitc." worked in the
neighboring quarries bricks being entirely discarded. The city has a liner appearance
than anv other in England, the variety of level giving very commanding sites for its
fine and regular stive;*, crescents, and public buildings. "The beauty and sheltered
character of its situation, the mildness of its climate, and especially the curative ctlicacy
of its hot chalybeate springs, have long rendered B. a favorite fashionable resort. The
springs, which are four in number, were known to the Romans, who built baths on thct

spot in the 1st c., of which extensive remains were discovered in 1775. The tempera-
ture of the springs varies from 97' to 117 F. ; they rise near the river bank, in the
renter of the city, and discharge 184.320 gallons of water daily. The water is most
uaefill in bilious, nervous, and scrofulous complaints, palsy, rheumatism "-out and
utan.-o us diseases. ThCMEfgh the irayety of B. lias -really waned since the days of tho

prince recent, there has been a -real general improvement in the citv, but 'the popomewhat diminished during tin- twenty years ism -71. It has two parks, and many
public walks and open places; theater, concert-rooms, and other places of amusement;
i&scrtptlon library, museum. club-bOUM, educational institutions etc The ablwychurch is a cruciform structure i,, the latest perpen.licular style, with a fine roof in the

style of Henry \ II.'s chapel, and a central tower ir>0 ft. } e\i. About a mile to the n w. .

Beckford s tower, built by the eccentric author of \',> ///.; but now a cemetcrv chapel
154 ft. high. B niturns two members to parliament. Pop. '71. 53 704 "at times

much increased by vi-,t ( ,r-.. B. has no manufactures of any note. Coal is found in tho
neighborhood. The Great Western railway from London to the w. passes through
tli. , ity. B. is of great antiquity; it wus a Roman station called Aqua Soli*, at the inter-
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section of the great Roman ways from London to Wales, and from Lincoln to the s.

coast of England. Richard I. granted B. its earliest extant charter, which was subse-

quently confirmed by Henry III. and greatly extended by George III. A greater
number of Roman remains have been found in and near B. than elsewhere in Britain;

they form a collection unrivaled in extent and value.

BATH, KNIGHTS OF THE. The name of this order is derived from the ceremony of

Irathiug, which used to be practiced at the inauguration of a knight, as an emblem of
the purity henceforth required of him by the laws of chivalry. The ceremony is of
unknown antiquity, and is spoken of by writers of the 13th c. as an ancient custom.
See KNIGHT. The earliest authentic instance of its observance which we have in this

country, is in the time of Henry IV., who, in preparing for his coronation, made forty
-

six knights at the tower of London, who had watched all the night before, and bathed
themselves. The last knights of the B. created in the ancient form were at the cor-

onation of Charles II. in 1661. From that period till the accession of the house of

Hanover, the order fell into oblivion. It was revived by George I. in 1725, and is now
the second order in rank in England, the first being the Garter. By the statutes then
framed for the government of the order, it was declared that, besides the sovereign, a

prince of the blood, and a great master, there should be thirty-five knights. At the
conclusion of the great war, ii was thought expedient, with a view to rewarding the
merits of many distinguished officers, both military and naval, to extend the limits of
the order, which was effected on the 2d Jan., Ibio. But the order was still purely
military, and it was not till 1847 that it was placed on its present footing by the admis-
sion of civil knights, commanders, and companions. The following is its present
organization.

First (Y</.v<. Knights grand cross (K.G.C.); the number not to exceed, for the

military service, 50, exclusive of the royal family and foreigners; and for the civil

service, 25.

Second din*. Knights commanders (K.C.B.); military, 102, and civil, 50, exclusive
of foreigners. These, like the first, have the title sir, and take precedence of knights
bachelors.

Third Claxs. Companions (C.B.); military. 525, and civil, 200. They take prece-
dence of esquires, but are not entitled to the distinctive appellation of knighthood. No
officer can be nominated to the military division of this class unless his name has been
mentioned in the Isnuhm Gazette for distinguished services in action; and the order has
never been conferred on an officer below the rank of a major, or commander in the

navy.

BATH, a co. in n.e. Kentucky, on the Licking river; 220 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 10,145
1702 colored. It has abundance of iron and coal, and several medicinal springs, and pro-
duces cereals and wool. Co. seat, Owingsville.

BATH, a co. in Virginia in the Alleghanies, on the West Virginia border; 725 sq.m. ;

pop. '70, 3795 889 colored. Its surface is hilly, with fertile valleys, producing wheat,
corn, oats, and cattle, and there are medicinal springs of value. Co" seat,Warm Springs.

BATH, a city and port of entry in Maine, on the Kennebec, 4 m. below the junction
with the Androscoggin, 12 in. from the sea and 35 in. s. of Augusta; the seat of justice
of Sagadahoc co. ; pop. '70, 7371. Ship-building is the main business, in which it ranks
next after Baltimore. The harbor is never frozen, and being easily accessible it renders
B. an important commercial place. It was incorporated as a town in 1780, and as a city
in 1850. There is ample railroad connection in all directions.

BATH, a village in Steuben co., N. Y., 74 ra. s.s.e. of Rochester on Conhocton creek;
pop. of township, '75, 6704; in '80, 6779. It is the co. seat, and has an orphan asylum,
court-house, and the New York state soldiers' home.

BATH. EAUI, OF. See PULTENEY, WILLIAM.

BATH BATHING. By bathing is usually understood the immersion of the body, or
a part of it, in water In a more extended signification, it means the surrounding of the

body with any medium differing in nature or'temperture from its usual medium; thus,
we speak of a blood-bath, a vapor-bath, a cold-air bath, a compressed-air batli (q.v.). an
earth-bath. A fourfold division may be made of baths: 1. According to the substance
with which the body is surrounded into water, oil. milk, gas. sand, and other baths;
2. According to the manner of application into river, slipper, plunge, shower, dropping,
vapor, and douche baths: 3. According to the parts of the body subjected to the appli-
cation into whole, half, sitz, foot, hand, and eye baths; and 4. According to the tem-

perature of the substance applied into cold, tepid, warm, and hot baths.

The practice of bathing undoubtedly reaches back to the earliest times in the existence
of the human race, and the most ancient historical accounts as well as popular myth*
make mention of it. Among the Egyptians, the bath was practiced as a religious rite;

and. in general, we find the opinion prevailing throughout antiquity, that purification
of the body induced or signified moral purity. Man." it was thought, ousrht to present
himself pure in body and soul, when he engaged in the service of hN irc.-l. or in any
transaction that brought him into immediate contact with that l>eing. In making
the bath a religious ordinance, Moses may have had in view the prevention or mor
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The Mosaic law prescribes-needy cure of those skin-diseases so prevalent in the east. The Mosaic law j

cxpre's-lv in some cases, the use of running water, which has given rise, through a mis-

understanding to the deleterious cellar baths of the Jews. In Palestine, the wealthier

Jews had private baths in their houses, and ponds in their gardens, an arrangement

which prevailed in all the civilized parts of the east, and which docs so still. There

wi-iv besides, public bath-houses among the Jews, as among other nations. Among the

ta also, bathing was very early In tide. The practice is often alluded to in Homer.

Bathing among the Greeks, as among other nations, was counted a religious rite, and was

connected with the preparations for sacrifice, for the reception of oracles, for marriage,

etc We possess, however, no detailed accounts of the construction and arrangements
'

either of private or of public baths in Greece, which last were mostly connected with the

gymnasia. The men bathed together; that there were public baths for women, appears

probable from various indications.

Among the Romans, although warm-baths (thermal were in use from the earliest

times, yet it was only at a late period that they were so extensively adopted; and then

the increased and universal spread of luxury had driven the primitive object of bathing
into the background, so that the public baths were looked upon as places of general
resort for pleasure. The most of these public baths were built under the emperors.
Thev were numerous in Rome and in the provincial cities. Their constrii' tion may be

izathVrcd from their numerous remains, and from the description of them given by Roman
writers; they resembled the Turkish and Russian baths.

The essential parts of a Roman bath were as follows; 1. The hypocavt, or stove, in

the basement-story, for heating both the bath-rooms and the water. The water was
contained in three receptacles or boilers, so arranged that the undermost, immediately
over the tire, contained the hot water; the one in the middle, the tepid water; and th*

uppermost, the cold water, These vessels were so connected by pipes, both with the

bath-rooms and with one another, that the hot water that flowed from the lowest boiler

was replaced by tepid water from the one above; and that, again, by cold from the

uppermost. 2. "The apodyterium, or room for undressing. 3. Toeftigidarfum, a room
with a basin for cold bathing. 4. The trp.'ddrium, the purpose of which cannot !>*>

exactly determined, but which seems to have been intended for bathing in tepid water.

and also for allowing the body to cool down In a mild temperature. 5. The <'<'

in which sometimes the sudutio, qr sweating-bath, and sometimes the real hot water

bath, were taken. This room had hollow walls, and the floor rested on low pillars over

the hypocaust, so that it was surrounded on all sides with heated air The ln-^nhirn,

which is spoken of as a part of the caldarium, was probably a kind of stove that was
heated from the hypocaust, and contributed to raise the temperature. In the bath

rooms there were basins (altei) for holding the water, and round the walls were benches
its, which, in the caldarium, were raised as in an amphitheater, in order to givp

the bathers the choice of the higher temperature of the upper part of the room, or of the

more moderate of the lower. The caldarium contained also a labritm or vase of several

feet diameter, rilled with cold water, into which the bathers dipped after the hot bath.

With these essential parts of a bath, there were usually connected an nnctnarlinn or
.'.it'uiit i.e., an anointing-room, and often gardens, covered walks, rooms for

games, etc

The processs of batiling was this: After undressing in the apodyterium. the bather
was anointed in the ela othe.-iuin with a cheap coarse oil, and then proceeded to a spa

apartment devoted to exercises of various kinds, among which games at ball held
a prominent place (hence the hall was called spJiarutenum). After exercise, hi- went
into the caldarium, either merely to sweat or to take the hot bath; and during this part
'" the process, the body was scraped with instruments called #trigifi'*. Being now dried
with cloths, and slightly anointed all over with perfumed oils, he resumed his dress, and
then passed a short time successively in the tepidarium and the frigidarium, which
softened the transition from the great heat of the caldarium into the open air.

The public baths for women were of similar construction, and were much frequented
oven by the most respectable. The women bathed in company, like the men. The
irregularity of men and women bathing together is also alluded" to by ancient writers;
and in later times, the baths in general became the scenes of all sorts of debauchery, as
was the eae at Bai.-e.

The most remarkable remains of Roman baths are those of the baths of Titus, of
Oaracalla, and of Diocletian in ROJIX-. and the recently excavated theiin;e at Pompeii:
remains of the kind are also to be found in Germany, France, and England. The extent
and nuurnMoeoce of those edifice- it is difficult for us now to conceive. Speaking of

(
the bath* of Caraealhi. Mr Ferguson, in his H<iit(1-l><>!c <

:
i' Arch iffct tire, says:

George's hall, at Liverpool, is the ir.o^t exact copy, in modern times, of a part of thes
h:ith-. The hall itself i> a reproduction, both in scale and design, of the central hall of
QMMCalla'ft hath*, 0Bl improved in detail and design, having live bays instead of only
thn !. With the two courts at each end, it makes up a suite of apartments very similar
to thosr found in the Roman examples. The whole building, however, is less than one
fourth of the si/.e of the central mass of a Roman bath, and therefore gives but little idea
of the magnificence of the whole."

The ancient Germans seem, according to Tacitus and other writers, to have been
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fondest of the cold river-bath. When Roman luxury was driven out by German habits,
nml the n. of Europe got the upper hand of the s., baths ceased to be of public impor-
tance, and amid the tempestuous irruptions and fluctuations of the different nations,
those splendid edifices fell into ruins. Christianity, however, by the institution of bap-
tism, had preserved for the bath its religious signification ; and in the middle ages,
amonsr the ceremonies preceding the solemnity of conferring the honor of knighthood,
the bath was held essential. The Arabians and the Mohammedans generally had more
completely adopted bathing into their manners and customs. Lstam enjoins on the

believer the careful preservation of corporal purity; and for this purpose
1

, prescribes

repeated daily ablutions. Besides these, certain circumstances and times make the use of

the B. ritually obligatory on both men and women. For this end, not only did the rich

erect splendid baths in their houses and gardens, but bath-houses for the people in gen-
eral were established in every town in which there was a mosque. The public baths of

the Turks of the present day are a copy of those ancient Arabian baths. The construc-
tion of those oriental baths, imitations of which are now to be found in some. European
cities, is as follows: The building is of stone, the bath-rooms have a floor of marble,
which is heated from below, and tubes in the walls conduct the heat in all directions.

The bather undresses, wraps himself in a blanket, puts on wooden slippers, 10 protect
him from the heat of the floor, and enters the bath-room. Here a general perspiration
soon breaks through the skin, which is washed off with cold water. The body is then
rubbed with woolen cloths, and smeared with a soap or salve beneficial to the skin. This
is generally accompanied by the operation of "kneading." The bath-attendant stretches

the bather on a table, pours warm water over him, and then begins to press, squeeze,
and twist his whole body with wonderful dexterity. Every limb is straightened and
stretched, and when he has finished one side, he begins on the other. Hi kneels upon
the bather: he seizes him by th-3 shoulders, makes his backbone crack, and every verte-

bra quiver, or applies soft blows to the fleshy parts. He then takes a hair-cloth, and
rubs the whole body, rubs olf the hard skin of the feet with pumice-stone, anoints the
bather with soap and perfumes, and finishes by cutting his hair and beard. This treat-

ment lasts some three quarters of an hour; and the feeling after it is as of being born
anew. An inexpressibly delicious sensation of comfort pervades the body, and soon
ends in a sweet sleep. Alter bathing, people repose in a cooler room, stretched on
couches, and finally partake of coffee, Sherbet, or lemonade.

In Kngiand. France, and Germany, public establishments for bathing were long
unknown. It was during the crusades, which brought the east and west into contact,
that Europeans first became acquainted with the baths of the Asiatics: and the want of
such institutions came to be more sensibly felt from the leprosy and other skin-di-
which intercourse with Asia introduced' into western Europe. The evil was at first

sought to be met by establishing hospitals; but as these were found insufficient, baths
and bath-rooms were erected, which gradually became public establishments.

Besides the kinds of baths already described, there are now to be found in the larger
cities of Europe, generally in connection with water-baths, imitations of the vapor-baths
which have b en long in common use in Russia. The Russian bath consists of a small

apartment built of wood, with broad benches running round it, on which the people He
undressed. By throwing water upon glowing hot "pebbles, a dense hot steam is pro-
duced, which envelops the bathers, and throws them into such a heat, that the perspira-
tion breaks out over the whole body. In this atmosphere of steam, the thermometer
often rises to 112 -140 F. After they have sweated for some time, and from time to
time cooled themselves again, by having cold water poured over them, the skin is rubbed
with soap, and with towels made of inner bark, or with brushes; they are flogged with
softened birch-twigs, and then washed with tepid, and afterwards with cold water; and
at last have cold water dashed over them. A bather will also go direct from the sweat-

ing-bath, and plunge into a river or a pond, or roll himself in^the snow. These baths
are a necessary of life in Russia, and are to be found in every village. The German
vapor-bath uili'ers in this, that the steam is produced in a boiler, and that the bather
remains for some time in an adjoining room of moderate temperature, wrapped in
blankets, to allow the perspiration to go on, and the blood to become calm. A ruder
kind of sweating-bath, in a hole in the earth, or in a baking-oven, is practiced among
many nations; among the Finns, the natives of Mexico and South America, etc.

A- regards deterrence, the vapor-bath is the only kind of bath that is really effectual.
Seated naked in a room filled with hot vapor (which produces no inconvenience in

breathing), the scurf, which, notwithstanding all sorts of previous ablutions, has accu-
mulated on the skin, is gradually softened and loosened, and is rubbed off in a surpris-
ing manner by the hands of the 'bath-man who is in attendance at these establishments.
As in the Turkish bath, the person is cooled down by being dashed with tepid and cold
water. After this kind of bathing, the sensition is exceedingly agreeable. The process
just mentioned may be said to resemble that in use by the Romans; the hands of the

operator having much the .same effect a.s the xtri;/ /'(<.< of the ancients. Few of the ordi-

nary bathing establishments in Great Britain have vapor-baths, at least not on a proper
fooling: and the great value of this species of bath as a purifier of the skin is little known.

Bathing is a very important agent in the preservation and restoration of health.
Besides promoting cleanliness, the refreshing and invigorating effects of cold bathing in
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its various forms have always been more or less understood, as have also the soothing
effects of the warm bath. But the virtues of water as a curative agent have been
more fully developed in modern times, since the rise of the system of therapeutics
known as the water-cure or hydropathy. With that exaggeration which is incident to

evervthinsr new, the first promoters of this system gave it out as a panacea
"
for all the

ills that lioh is heir to." But now that these quackish pretensions are all but univer-

sally given up, it is very generally admitted that water is capable of a large range of
t

clfc'eis, some of them apparently of the most opposite kinds; while the mode of action
,

is nothing mysterious, but capable of explanation on the recognized principles of physi-

ology. The fuller exposition of this part of the subject will be more conveniently [

considered under HYDROPATHY. i

A MEDICATED BATH is one in which some substance, intended to act as a medicine,
has been mixed with the liquid. This is one of the most important methods known
to medical art of bringing remedies to bear upon the system. The skin is by no means

impervious to foreign substances; and no other organ presents at once so large a sur-

face to the matter to be imbibed; at times, also, the other channels by which remedies
nre introduced into the body cannot be used. Baths of this kind are partly imitations

of natural mineral waters, and partly other remedial mixtures. The mineral substances

used are common salt, chloride of lime, nitric acid, corrosive sublimate, potash or soda
caustic or carbonated, ashes, soap, iodine, sulphur, iron, etc.; the vegetable are wine,

vinegar, solutions of essential-oils, infusions of thyme, rosemary, lavender, wormwood,
willow, oak, and Peruvian bark, etc.; such animal substances as milk, blood, bouillon

!' meat, etc., are also sometimes employed as baths, with a view to impart nourishment.
but whether much is taken up into the system, is doubtful. In the case, also, of vapor-
haths, medicaments are added to the water with good effect; these must, of course, be
volatile. If the whole body is to be immersed in the vapor, nothing must be used that

might injure the organs of respiration; when the application is partial, and by a special

apparatus, this precaution is less necessary. In connection with this may be mentioned
the so-called SMOKE-BATHS, or medicated fumigations, in which the whole body, with

exception, of course, of the head, or particular parts of it. are brought in contact with
the vapors of dry medicinal substances. Resinous aromatic substances, incense, myrrh.
l>enzoiu, amber, sulphur, cinnabar, and mercury are used for this purpose. The appli-
cation must be made in what is called a fumigatiug-box, in which the particular part of
the body alone is inclosed along with the vapor, in order that the respiratory organs may
not be incommoded. The utmost precaution is requisite with the vapors of sulphur and
mercury, as they are apt to occasion serious accidents.

Another species of vapor-bath is what is called an ANIMAL BATM, which was known
to the ancients, and was in great reputation in cases of lameness. Either the whole body
of the patient is wrapped in the skin of a newly slaughtered anrmal. or an opening U
made, and the diseased limb inserted into the breast or belly of the animal while \ t

alive, or into the newly drawn blood. Sometimes smaller animals are killed, split up,
and immediately applied to the diseased part.

Of GAS BATHS, the most generally used are those of sulphuretted hydrogen and car-
lK>nic-acid gas, which are to be had at certain mineral springs. The first, mixed in snmll

quantity with atmospheric air, lowers the irritability of the air-tubes, and ait'ords relief

in many diseases of the respiratory organs. A stronger mixture of it, brought in con-
tact with the outer surface, is of use in disorders arising from depression of the func-
tions of the skin. Carbonic-acid gas gives a gentle stimulus to the skin, promotes men-
struation, and is much used in many places in the form of half-baths. In recent times,
at Ischl and other places, the vapors that arise from the mineral springs loaded with
saline particles, are received in close rooms, in which the patients walk about, and allow
the vapors to act upon the lungs and skin.

The terms irnt, r-lMitl, and uuul-lxtth have been adopted in chemistry, to signify a
contrivance by which vessels that are to be heated to a certain temperature are not
brought into immediate contact with the fire, but receive their heat through the medium
of hot sand or water, BO that the heating takes place uniformly, and overheating is

avoided

BATHOATE, a t. in the center of Linlithgowshire, 17 m. w.s.w. of Edinburgh. The
old town lies on a steep slope, and the new on a more level site. Freestone, coal, and
carboniferous limestone, are wrought in the vicinity. In 1663, kingCharles II. granted
B. a charter, since which time it has l>een a free burgh or barony. In the. vicinity is the
site of an ancient castle, which .Margaret, daughter of Robert the Bruce brought as a|
part of her dowry to her htttband, Walter, great steward of Scotland, who died here.
I he celebrated gas coal called Torbanchill mineral, which has been tin- subject of so
much litigation, and of discussion and difference of opinion among scientific men. 13
worked here. B. has manufactures of cotton goods, but mining is the chief occupation
of the inhabitant*. Pop. '71, (\\

I! \'l IIM KTKH. an instrument invented by C.William Siemens, for indicating the
rteptli of the wft beneath a

i ,!. The density of sea-water is about 1 0','6 white
that ot 90lid earth or rock has an average of about 2.7.-,. Hence, the attraction emanat-
ing from the water Wkicil lies beneath the >hip, isles, than that which would be exerted
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by earth or rock occupying the same relative position, and the greater the depth of the

water, the greater the loss of attraction. Hence, further, the weight of a given mass of
matter on board the ship will be greater when the ship is ashore than when afloat, by
an amount which may be made appreciable by an instrument of sufficient delicacy, and
this diminution of weight may become a recognizable function of the greater depth of

water. Dr. Siemens tills with mercury a vertical steel tube of small l>ore, fitted below
with a cup-shaped expansion closed with a corrugated steel-plate diaphragm. The pres-
sure of the mercury upon the upper surface of the diaphragm is antagonized by a plate
adjusted to bear upon the center of its under surface, and this plate is supported by steel

spiral springs that are attached to the top of the column. In the construction of the

instrument, care has been taken to compensate for the variations caused in the density of
the mercury, and in the elasticity of the steel springs, by change of temperature. As the
tension of the springs varies with their extension, while the pressure of the mercury on
the diaphragm varies with the attraction from deep or shallow water, the two forces

adjust themselves by a movement of parts, and the motion is so magnified by a microm-
eter screw, having an electric tell-tale, that the apparatus indicates a change of a fathom
iu depth of water for each division on the scale of the micrometer.

BA'THORI, ELIZABETH, the niece of Stephen Bathori, king of Poland, and wife of
count Nadasdi, a Hungarian nobleman, was born iu the latter half of the 16th century.
Her diabolical cruelty has condemned her memory to eternal infamy. By means of large
bribes, she induced an old man-servant and two female servants to 'kidnap and convey to

her, cither by stratagem or force, young girls from the neighboring country, whom she

slowly put to death iu the dungeons of her castle by the most horrible tortures. It is

related that on a certain occasion, having violently struck one of her victims, the blood

spirted up into her own face, and, as she fancied, left the skin whiter when itwas wiped
off. An infernal idea instantly possessed her. She invited to a grand banquet all the

young girls round about, and caused 300 of them to be put to death, being under the

impression that a bath of blood would renew her youth. So monstrous a story is proba-
bly exaggerated, but it at least shows that she was conceived capable of it. Inquiry waa
at length made into the appalling rumors, when it was discovered that this female fiend
had murdered, in cold blood, not fewer than 650 maidens. The domestics who assisted
her were either beheaded or burned alive: but the countess, whose crimes merited infi-

nitely the greater punishment, was merely imprisoned for life in her fortress of Esej,
where she died in 1614.

BATHOS (Gr. bathos, depth) is a term employed by critics to designate a ludicrous
descent from u lofty thought to a mean one, or a sinking below the ordinary level of

thought in a ridiculous effort to aspire. See CLIMAX. It is of the essence of B. that 1 c
who is guilty of it should be unconscious of his fall, and while groveling on the earth,
should imagine that he is still cleaving the heavens. A good example of B. is the well-

known couplet:
And thou, Dalhousie, the great god ofwar,
Lieutenant-general to the earl ofMar.

BATHS AND WASH-HOUSES, PUBLIC. The last few years have witnessed the

erection of a number of public establishments, at which the masses may enjoy a bath for

the merest trifle of their weekly earnings. Where steam-engines are employed in con-

nection with cotton-factories or other works, there is usually a certain quantity of waste
steam or waste hot water at disposal, which could, at an insignificant cost, be directed

into baths for the use of the workmen of the establishment. We are aware of one
instance where seven baths were comfortably fitted up at the small expense of 80, in

which the men and women bathe on alternate days, to the number ot from 30 to

80 a week paying a mere trifle to the keeper, who attends an hour and a half each

evening, and finds towels, soap, etc., nothing being charged by the proprietors for the

original outlay. But this is only a small part of the cure for a great evil. Where the

masses are densely packed in lanes and alleys, where house-accommodation is dear
and limited, where the necessaries of life have to be continually struggled for, and these

conventional evils increased, in too many instances, by improvidence the house is but
n ni.irht-shelter, affording little or no convenience for the necessary operations of the

housewife. Independent of this, a public wash-house is, in point of economy, prefer-
able to any number of isolated efforts. By co-operation, superior accommodation,
better apparatus, and a cheaper and more satisfactory result can be obtained; and
thus the public wash-house, where self-paying and self-supported, may be classed

among the co-operative arrangements which characterize the social features of the

age.
Mrs. Catherine Wilkinson of Liverpool, in a year of cholera, bravely offered the use

of her small house, and the value of her personal superintendence, to her poorer neigh-
bors, to facilitate the washing of their clothes at a time when cleanliness was more than

usually important. The success attending the exertions of a single individual led to the

formation of a benevolent society, and ultimately to important municipal arrangements.
In 1844, a public meeting was held at the Mansion House, attended by many persons

of wealth and influence, to encourage the formation of B. and W. in London; hence
resulted an "Association for Promoting Cleanliness amongst the Poor." Independently
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of this movement, a reform had already been commenced by a " Committee for the

Poor," uii". aiiio!i- other tilings, purchased or rented an old roomy Imildingiu
i. Mirrounded bv tin- pour and dense population of the London Docks

id a wash-house were lilted up; baths, ci>ierns, boilers, cold and
hot water, i"\u !-. soap, soda, were provided; and the poor were invited to come in,

aud w.i-li and bathe without expense to themselves. There were also provided pails,

:<l whitewash, to those who would take the trouble to give a little cleanliness

ir poor dwellings. This- was etlVctcd mainly through the, benevolent exertions of

Mr. i. ,r::eon. who applied him.-"lf with earnestness to the subject. The associ-

ation. afterwards founded at the city meeting, sought two objects to induce a wish for

cleaniin-'s-; amoni: the pnor; and to render public B. and \V. adj'-tminn'j. as a guarantee for

their pennaiienev. Having olitaiiied plans and estimates from architects, liie associa-

lii: a model establishment in Goulstou square, Whitechapcl; but the outlay
unfo; innately readied 26.000. In the mean time, another society had succeeded in

-.;in_;- B. and \V. in George street, llampstead road, favor, d by a liberal arrange-
ment on th' 1

part of the N--W Kiver company in the supply of water: this establishment
i in Aug.. 1846. In the same year, parliament passed an act to enable

borough-councils and parish vestries to establish public B. and \V., supported by Ixmm^h
and parish rates, if the householders should sanction such a proceeding. In 1S47,
another act strengthened the former; and the two together contain the necessary clauses

for defining the tie ails of the plan (see the following article). The parish of St.. Martin's-

in th. --Fields was the first to take advantage of the new act: and before the close of 1852,
six parishes had erected public B. and \V. At the beginning of 1836, the list had nearly
doubled. The original free but humble building in Glasshouse yard has been abandoned;
and s<> likewise has the establishment in the llampstead road; but the model building
in Goulston square still remains. There were, in 1877, more than 20 of these public
aud parochial B. aud W. in the metropolis.

It is not to be supposed that t he.se efforts have l)eeu confined to London. Liverpool
took precedence in date, and has since worthily maintained her interest in the matter.
Manchester. Oldham, Hull, Bristol, Birmingham, Preston, Bath. VTolverharapton.
Coventry, Plymouth, Chester. Sunderland. Bolton. Macclcsfield, Oxford, Maidsior.e,

Exeter, Rotherham, Colchester, South Shields, Dublin, Belfast, Glasgow, Dundee.
Ab-rdcen. and other towns, have since adopted a similar course; aud it may safely b
predicted that borough and parochial B. and \V. will increase in number year by year;
for if the}- do not actually pay their full expenses at the low tariff charge, the deficiency
will be so small as to be practically unfelt by ratepayers.

When the legislature took up the subject, the purpose of the committee appointed in
1844 was in great part answered; but that committee continued to exist until 18.")5: and
the exertions of its members Were attended with very beneficial results, in drawing the
attention of influential persons in various countries to the advantages of public B. and
W. The French government voted 600,000 francs to assist the" promotion of such
institutions in France, after the plan of the model establishment; and a scheme w;
on foot for erecting fourteen establishments in Paris, for which 2,000.000 francs would

I
tired. The municipality of Venice marked out an expenditure of :J3.000 in the

erection of B. on the same plan. The Norwegian government applied to the coinmit-
r the plans, etc., of their wash-house at Goulston square, as a guide for the erec-

tion of one at Christiania; and a subscription was made for the erection of B. and W.
at Copenhagen. The Belgian government, and the authorities at Hambunr. Turin.
Mun lam. Lisbon, New York, aud other places, were m like manner furni.-hcd
with information on the subject.

In nearly all the London establishments, which may also be taken as types of those in
the country, the characteristic features are as follows: The B. for males and fema',
on opp,,>ne sides of the building. The separate B., in large well-lighted and well-
ventilated rooms, ar.- shut in by walls, generally of slate; and the B. themselves, supplied
with .")() or 60 gallons of water for each bather, are either of y.inc or enameled iron.
Th> ivurc two. three, or four classes of B.. charged differently according to the amount of
accommodation afforded At the St. Martin's establishment, where ihere are only two

il. it has been found that the second-class bathers are thrice as numerous OK
the first. Arrangem-iiK slightly varying in different establishment-, afford mean- for

conveying hot and cold water to every bath. In some instances, there are tepid as w.-ll a.
i-old

swimming
or ptangfag B. ; while two or three of them afford faciii;i.-> iW shower

and vapor baths. The washing-rooms, in most of these establishments, are pn>\ ided
with numerous sm-ill compartments, doorless and rootles . each for one person. Each
compartment contains a boiler and a washing-tub. with taps for hot \va!er. cold water.
wa.sU? water, and steam: all unlimited in quantity, willful waste of course beinir guarded
IMlinst. An American washing-board assist he op,- rations; and a rack- work^and pi

feet
v

I lie Meam from all the compartments is carried upwards to one -real ventilating
The '*

wringing" of the wet washed linen is effected bv putting the articles infc)

pf perforated cylinder, which is then rotated with great velocity; the centrifugal
drives oul tin- water through the perforations and interstices, leaviii" the linen

though damp, much drier tbu it can be made bv the familiar laundrv process Th
clothes are then taken to the drying-room, where they are hung ou frames or " horsea"
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in small chambers heated with hot air to about 900" or 210''. 10.000 articles of washed
olothing can now be dried with about i'l worth of fuel, or much less in the towns of the
north In some of the improved establishments, then- is a drying compartment belonging
to each washing compartment, effecting a manifest saving of time to the washer-; in

some of them, too, there is an ironing-board to each compartment: but the general plan
is to have a large irouing-room, well provided with irons, ironing-blankets and boards,
mid heating arrangements. The charge is from lc/. to 2<l. per hour, according to the
dass and the accommodation.

One particular establishment at Manchester may usefully be described more in detail,

as a type of the general class of IJ. and W. There is a men's swimming-bath, 70 ft. by
25, w'ith a pavement of polished York >tone on a foundation of concrete and cement;
the >ides are of porcelain tiles laid in cement. There are :W inclosed dressing-closets.
Over these, on iron pillars, are 17 men's warm baths, each 8 ft. by 7. Separated from
this gallery by an open passage are 5 extra first-class baths, larger in si/.e, and having
shower-baths. There i- a second-class swimming-bath nearly like that for the tir.^t class;

with its gallery of small baths over. The women's baths, in a different part of the

building, comprise 4 lirst and 7 second class. The laundry is at one end of the building.
The washing-room is 04 ft. by 88; it comprises 6 first-class and 30 second-class compart-
ments, each of the former provided with three tubs, and each of the latter with two.
There is provision for drying any amount of clothes in 20 minutes after the washing and
wringing are completed. All the women have access to two patent wringing-machincs.
There is an ironing-room adjoining, fitted up with stoves. The water-tank has a

capacity of 3000 gallons; the baths, if all full, would hold 50, 000 gal Ions.

Since the taking up of this subject by the municipal authorities of various towns,
there have been few reliable statistics obtainable relating to the extent to which these
valuable establishments are use 1; but it is known that the 15. and \\~. established by the

several parishes either pay their working expenses wholly, or approach so near to it as to

cue-roach very little on the parish rates.

One satisfactory feature connected with the system is, that when the local authorities

nre slow to establi>h 15. and W.. wealthy manufacturers or townsmen often take up the
matter at their own expense, and then "leave the ratepayers nothing more to do than to

provide the small balance of annual working accounts. As an example of free baths for
men and boys (without wash-houses), may be cited the establishment opened at Derby in

June, 1^7:5, and presented to the corporation by Mr. Ball, M.r. for the borough. It com-
prises two swimming-baths, one for men and one for boys, each 100 ft. long by 50 in

width. There are 57 lialf-closcd dressing-boxes around the men's bath, and 72 open boxes
around the boys'. The two baths together hold 260,000 gallons of water, which is

renewed once a week.
The least satisfactory part of the system in its practical operation, is that which

relates to the wash-houses. Laundresses, boarding and lodging house keepers, and
families in the middle ranks of life, use these "W. rather than really poor families; they
do 60 because the expense is very low, not because they are unable to pay higher. It is

sometimes believed that those for whose benefit the system was established are ashamed
to bring their scanty, coarse, and much-worn apparel to a place where it may meet the

eyes of others: if this be so, surely a remedy might be applied !

BATHS AND WASH-HOUSES. ACTS REGAUDTNG. The establishment of public T>. and
AY. is regulated in England and Wales by two acts of parliament the 9 and 10 Viet. c.

74. and 10 and 11 Viet. c. 61 which are to be considered as one act. The sanitary
regulations so legalized are merely permissive, and in no respect made compulsory on the

public: but their wisdom, benevolence, and consideration for the health of the people,

strongly recommend their adoption. The provisions of the act may be adopted for

any incorporated borough, or for any parish not within any such incorporated
borough; subject, however, in the case of a parish, to the approval of one of her

majesty's principal secretaries of state. In the case of a borough, the adoption of the

net is left to the discretion of the council of the borough; and the expense is to be

charged upon the borough fund, the council being empowered to levy, either as part of
the borough rate, or by a separate rate, such sums as may from time to time be necessary.
In the ca-e. again, of a parish, it is left to the vestry, with the sanction of one of the
secretaries of state, to decide on the adoption of the act; and in such case, the vestry
shall appoint not less than three, and not more than seven persons, ratepayers, to be
i-tinit/iixxi'.in- }>< for carrying out the provisions of the act. Regulations for the proceed-
ings of these commissioners are prescribed in the act. The expense is to be charged upon
the poor-rate. The vestries of any two or more parishes may concur in carrying out the
act.

The act contains numerous other provisions and regulations relating to the facilities

required for the operations of the borough councils and parish commissioners: thus, they
may borrow money with the approval of the treasury: they may have money advanced
to them by the public works loan commissioners; they may avail themselves of the rail-

way companies clauses consolidation act of 1845 for certain limited purposes, such as

borrowing money on mortgage, the accountability of officers of the company, the making
of by-laws subject to other provisions, and the recovery of damages and penalties.
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After these preliminary facilities, the act proceeds to specify the powers of the

borough councils .-mil parish commissioners, as to erection or purchase of buildings, etc.,

for the purposes contemplated. Among other things, it is provided that the number of

baths and the number of washing-tubs for the laboring-classes shall not be less than twice

the number of those for any higher class or classes.

The council and commissioners respectively are empowered to make by-laws for

regulating the use of the K. and W., which, however, shall not be enforced until they
have been approved by a secretary of state. These by-laws must make sufficient provi-
sion for a variety of purposes specified in the schedule (A) to the act 9 and 10 Viet. c. 47;
the scope of those purposes being to secure order, cleanliness, and decency. The charges
for the use of the B. and W. are regulated by another schedule attached to the act 10 and
11 Viet. c. 61. In the baths for the laboring-classes, a single cold bath is not to exceed
one penny; a single warm or vapor bath is not to exceed twopence. B. for any higher
class are not to exceed three times the charges for those of the laboring-classes. In the

wash-houses for the lalxmng-classes, the use of a single washing tub, and other con-

veniences, is not to be charged more than one penny for one hour, or threepence for two
hours together.

The various local management acts, passed since the above-cited acts of 1846 and 1847,
have strengthened the powers of town-councils, etc., for the establishment of B. and W. ;

but the principle of operation remains nearly uniform viz.. that any surplus outlay,

beyond the receipts from bathers and washers, shall be defrayed out of the rates. It

may safely be asserted that no item in house-rate is more wisely applied than this.

So great is the importance attached by medical men to bathing, that the metropolitan
board of works has been urged to establish free public swimming-baths in the metropolis,
to supplement the parochial B. and W. ; but the question is still undecided.

BATHS and WASH-HOUSES, PUBLIC (ante), are not established in the United
States to any considerable extent except in some of the larger cities. In New York,
Brooklyn, Boston, and some other places, there are large floating structures, with general
and single dressing rooms, and an open space in the middle for swim-ming. There are

separate baths, or separate days, for females, and the whole management is conducted
and paid for by the city authorities. In 1879, there were four or five in the two rivers

at New York; and during the hot season the bathers number many tens of thousands

per day.

BATH-STONE, a building-stone extensively used in England on account of its beauty.
is obtained from quarries in the Lower Oolite, in Wiltshire and Somersetshire. It is

fine grained, of a rich cream color, and is composed of about 94i per cent of carbonate
of lime, and 2J per cent of carbonate of magnesium, but is free from silica. It is

easily wrought in the quarry, some beds cutting almost as readily as chalk, and hardens
on exposure to the air, but is not very durable. Within twenty-five years after the

reparation of Henry VII. 's chapel, in Westminster abbey, with this* stone, it had
begun to decompose. The name is derived from the neighborhood of several of the

quarries to Bath.

BATH URST, a name applied to various localities in honor of earl Bathurst, colonial

secretary at the time. 1. B. in Ifew South HW/v*. the first county that was settled"

beyond the Blue Mountains (q.v.), long believed to be impassable. It was not before
1813 that a practicable route was formed: and in April, 1815, governor Macquari?
crossed the range by the newly made road with his lady and a numerous retinue, in

order to mark with becoming "pomp and circumstance" so important an epoch in Up-

growth of the colony. B. has been still further distinguished in the history of New
South Wales as the seat of its gold-fields. As early as 1844, the precious metal had, on
geological grounds, been

supposed
to exist in Australia; but it was only on 12th Feb.

1851, that Mr. Hargreaves, a digger of California experience, washed the "glittering prize
out of a tin di>h of gravel on the Bathurst Plains. The county is bounded on the n.e.

by the Macquarie, and on the s.w. by the Lachlan. The whole district is admirably
adapted to pastoral pursuits. It is we'll watered, and, being 1970 ft. above the level of
the ea, it has a moderate temperature. Its chief town, which is now the third in New
South Wales, is a handsome city with numerous elegant public buildings, and was
erected into a municipality in 1862. Pop. '71, of city and district. 16,826. 2. Bathurst
Island, "if Xorlh Australia, about lat, 12'

J

s., and long. 130 east. It is fully 2
C
due w.

of Port
Essingtpn. with Melville Island between. Its area mav be estimated at 1000 sq.

miles. Excepting the w. end. which is barren, the island is densely wooded. 3. B..
the principal settlement of the British colony on the Gambia. It is situated on a small
island at the mouth of the river, in lat. 13 '28' n., and long. 16' 32' west. Pop., about
3000. ciiietly neirroe^. The principal buildings are the government house, an hospital
for liberated Africans, and \Vesleyan schools. The exports consist of gum, wax, hide*,

ivory. -,,1,1 tortoise shell, rice, cotton, teak, palm-oil, and native cloths. f. B.. in UPJMT
: .. :i li-irict on the right bank of the Ottawa, here the boundary between the two

1 1 contains the Kideau river and canal, thus occupying an important position
with regard to the Intel-provincial trade. The removal, in 1S>,S. of the seat of govern
ment to <M!;I,S:I. tended still further to promote the prosperity of the district. 6. B., an
island in the Arctic ocean, intersected by the 100th meridian', and situated immediately
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beyond the 75th parallel. Sherard Osborn here found the vertebrae of an ichthyosaurus
one of the few instances of organic remains occurring on the American side of the

polar basin. See ARCTIC OCEAN.

BATII'URST, ALLEN BATH'UKST, Earl of, 1684-1775; an English statesman. He
was sent to parliament, in 1705, and distinguished himself as a supporter of the union
of England and Scotland. In 1711, queen Anne made him a baron, and he won further

distinction in the upper house by impeaching the directors of the notorious South Sea
scheme. B. was a determined opponent of Walpole, and when that minister was forced
to resign, B. was made a member of the privy council. In 1757, lie became treasurer to

the prince of Wales, and when the prince became George III., B. still continued in the

privy council, but on account of age took no further action in politics. Lord B. was a

generous patron of literature, and such writers as Congreve, Van burgh, Swift, Prior,

Rowe, Addison, Pope, Arbuthnot, Gay, and others, were happy in his acquaintance.
Pope dedicated his Epistle on t/ie U*e of Riches to Lord B. , and complimented him in

characteristic lines. B. received further elevation to an earldom in 1762, and lived to

see his son a baron and lord chancellor of England.

BATHTJRST, Earl HENTCY BATH'UKST, an eminent tory statesman, b. 22d May, 1762,
son of second earl (lord chancelor from 1771 to 1778), was in 1804 appointed masu-r
worker o the mint. In 1807, he became president of the board of trade, and was

secretary of state for foreign affairs from llth Oct. to 6th Dec. 1809. Appointed, llth

June, 1812, secretary for the colonies, in the administration of the earl of Liverpool, he
held that office for sixteen years. In 1828, in the Wellington administration, he became

president of the council, which office he retained till the resignation of the ministry in

1830. He died 26th July, 1834. At the time of his death, he was a teller of the

exchequer, clerk of the crown, and elder brother of the Trinity house, K.G., D.C.L.,

F.U.S., F.S.A., etc. He was much esteemed by his party. His son, Henry George, suc-

ceeded as fourtn carl. He died in 1866, and was succeeded by his brother, William

Lennox, fifth earl.

BATH'URST, RALPH, 1620-1704; uncle of lord B., an English physician, prelate,
and wit. In medicine he rose to eminence, and in the time of the commonwealth was
appointed physician to the state. After the restoration he abandoned medicine, took

holy orders, was chaplain to the king, and afterwards dean of Wells. Later he was vice-

chancellor of Oxford, and was offered the see of Bristol, which he declined. He was a

perfect master of ridicule, and made that his weapon to correct college delinquents.
Some of his verses in the Miisce Anglicance are excellent of their kind.

BATH'URST INLET projects s. about 75 m. from Coronation gulf in the Arctic

ocean, 68 u., 111 w. ; 300 m. from Great Slave lake.

BATHYANI. See BATTHYANYI, ante.

BATHYB'IUS, the name given by Huxley to a low form of protozoan found in cal-

careous mud brought up by sea dredging. Prof. Huxley supposes this substance to

cover a large part of the bed of the ocean, and to be a living expanse of transparent.

gelatinous, or protoplasmic matter, growing at the expense of inorganic elements,
Others regard B. not as an animal, but as slime enveloping foreign bodies and the
remains of once living organisms, and also numerous living forms. Similar growth in

fresh water is called
' '

pelobius.
"

BATHYL'LUS of ALEXANDRIA, a freedman or favorite of Mecaenas. He excelled
in pantomimic dancing, and in the representation of comic characters.

BATIGNOLLES, a thriving t. of France, in the department Seine, n.e. of Paris,, of
which city it forms a suburb.

BATJAN. See BATSHIAN.

BATLEY, a Yorkshire t., near Dewsbury (q.v.).

BAT MALTH.E'A, Malthcea rexpertilio, a fish of the Atlantic ocean, noted for X*
extreme ugliness of shape; a monstrous aggregation of hideousness. It is something
like a bat, and something like a scorpion; is covered with prickles and warts, with fins

like wings armed with claws, goggle-eyed, and of a shape that defies measurement or

delineation.

BATN-EL-HA GAR (womb of rocks), a stony district, stretching along the Nile, in lat.

21 to 22' n., and long. 30
3
40' to 31 10 east. The Nile, in the upper portion of the dis

trict, is often forced by the approaching rocks into a very narrow channel, and its

navigation is frequently interrupted by small islands, rocks, and cataracts. The district

is peopled by Beduins, and other Arabs, who go naked and derive a scanty subsistence
from beans and the fruit of a wild shrub called

BATON variously written Battoon, Batune, and in old French Baston is the figurw
in heraldry commonly known as the Bastard Bar (q.v.).

BATON is the name of a short staff presented by the sovereign to each field-marshal,
ns a symbol of his newly bestowed authority. It is also the name of the long staff cur
ried by the drum-major of an infantry regiment.
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]>AT() XI. POMPKO GIUOI.AMO. 1708-87; a native of Lucca. lie was regarded in

Italy ns i lie irieat painter of the ]sih c., and did much to rescue the art from the intense

mannerism into which it had fallen. His works, though not of a high order, are gener-
ally weil designed and graceful. The group "Peace and War" is considered his best

production. ~lle painted a great number of pieces, and Avas also celebrated for his

p -rtraits.

BATON BOUGE, a city on the e. bank of the Mississippi. 129 m. above Xew Orleans,

and formerly capital of the state of Louisiana. As far back as 1838 it was the seat of a

K. its' pop. in 1>70 was (>498, in 1880, 7,235. B. It. contains a national arsenal

and barracks, a military hospital, an asylum for the deaf and dumb, state university,

penitentiary, an elegant state-house, four churches, and two newspaper oiiices.

The district is very fertile, producing large quantities of cotton, sugar, and mai/.e. B. R.

was more than once the scene of important operations during the civil war.

BAT.RACHIA (from Gr. batracJios, a frog), in zoology, nearly synonymous with
: in- name of what is now generally regarded as a distinct class of the sub-

kingdom ?</'<-brata, intermediate in many respects between fishes and reptiles (q.v.).

The B. usedoften to be treated as one of four orders into which the reptiles were divided.

The most important difference between the B. and the reptiles is that the young B.

undergo metamorphoses, and breathe by gills alone, in the earlier part of tjieir life;

whilst in their adult state they either breathe by lungs alone, or possess at once both

lungs and gills. The body is also covered with a soft naked skin, through whic-h water
is imbi I ied, and through which the aeration of the blood appears to be in part carried

on. The \\. are all oviperous; their eggs are not covered with a hard shell, but merely
with a soft membrane. Fecundation commonly takes place after the eggs have been

deposited. It is sometimes given as a distinctive character of B.. that, in. their adult

state, they have limbs, but in some genera these are very rudimentary, and they are

altogether wanting in Cacilitt (q.v.), a genus which is now decidedly referred to this

order, because it has been found to undergo the metamorphosis from a gill-breathing to

a lung breathing state, and which Cuvier, with hesitation, placed among serpents,
bi-cause the fact of its metamorphosis had not then been ascertained. The ordinary
munlier of limbs is four, but in the siren (q.v.) there are only two. Another character

frequently given as distinctive of the B., that their feet are destitute of claws, is in like

manner only general, and not universal.

In the earlier period of life, the form of the B. is fish-like, of which the common
tadpole, the young of the frog, is a familiar example; and this form some of them retain
with comparatively little modification, whilst some of them ultimately acquire a form
n-M-mbling that of lizards, with which the, newts were indeed ranked by Linna'us as

species of the same genus; and others, as frogs and toads, assume a peculiar quadruped
form, the tail entirely disappearing, except in the elongated coceygeal bone which repre-
sents it to the anatomist.

In their anatomy, the adult B. present some important points of resemblance to fishes;
in some important points, they differ both from fishes and from other reptiles. The
skull resembles that of fishes in its general form, although rather agreeing with other

reptiles in the parts of which it is composed. Teeth are often entirely wanting, some-
times they are present only in one jaw; when present, they are generally small and
numerous, either in a single row or aggregated. In some of the fossil genera, however,
which are referred to this order, the teeth are of large size. The B. have either no ribs,
or they have mere rudimentary ribs. They have, however, a breast-bone, often in great
part cartilaginous, to which some of the most important muscles are attached. They
breathe air by a sort of gulping. The heart of the B. was long believed to have only one
auricle and one ventricle, but the apparently single auricle is now known to consist of
two di\ isions. As in the class reptiles, only a part of the blood received from the circu-

lating system is sent to the organs of respiration, and another part returns immediately
into the circulation. See RKI'TILES.

in the wonderful transformations which the B. undergo, the circulation of the blood
.is changed in accordance with the change in the organs of respiration. These, in the

ailiest Mane, are external gills, which appear as long colored fringes, hanging loosely
upon each side of ih,. neck. In someB., these external gills, which resemble those <if

1'iatic molliisca. remain till the lungs arc sufficiently developed for re-pi ra; inn ;
in

:is (he Mxolotl (q.v.>, they arc permanent during the whole of life. In the greater
Pftrt Of the B. however, the external gills soon disappear, and are replaced by internal
gills, when the tadpole exhibits its most perfectly fish-like form, its mode of progression
also corresponding with that of fishes. Its respiration is carried on essentially as in
tNi' -. water entering the cavity of the mouth, and being forced out through the gill open-
in^-;,

so a- to come In contact with the minute filaments of the gills. The gills arc attached,
i- in fishes, to arches connected with the hyoid bone. In this stage of existence, the large
Arterial trunk which proceeds from the ventricle of the heart, sends forth, from a bulb-
ous enlargement which it forms, as in fishes, an artery to each of the -ills, and the blood

aerated in them, is collected into an aorta, "and proceeds into the iceneral cir-
culation. Hut an art'-ry is also provided on each side for the conveyance of blood to
th- lungs, both the lungs and their arteries being at first rudimentary, but increasing,
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whilst the gills, on the contrary, diminish along with the blood vessels connected with

thorn; and the gill-breathing is gradually transformed into a lung-breathing animal, no

longer perfectly aqualic, as at first, or capable of existence only in water, but amphibious,
or almost entirely terrestrial, and incapable of remaining long under water without

coming to the surface to breathe. Whilst the.se changes take place, others no less

extraordinary are also going on. The tadpole which subsisted on vegetable food, und

possessed a mouth Adapted to the purpose of feeding on it a small horny beak

acquires a mouth fitted 1'or seizing and swallowing small insects, slugs, etc. .upon which
tlie adult B. chit-fly or exclusively feed, and his habits change accordingly. The mouth
of the siren, however, always retains a character somewhat similar to that of the tad^

pole. In the course of transformation, a pelvis is formed, and limbs sprout forth,

which in some B., as frogs, become very perfect and powerful. Whilst the limbs grow,
with all their bones, joints, muscles, blood-vessels, and nerves, the vertebra?, in many
B., diminish in number, and the tail gradually shortens and disappears.

The extremely different characters of the adult B. suggest the idea of an arresting of

the metamorphosis at different stages; but whilst this idea may be helpful to our under-

standing of the close affinities which really pervade the whole order, it must be remem-
bered that it does not equally apply to all parts of the animal system; and that even as

to those which have been particularly mentioned in the brief account above given of the

metamorphosis of the B., some in their perfect state appear to have one part in what,
for convenience, may be termed a more advanced state than another; whilst all are

adapted with equal perfection to the situations in which they are appointed to live, bolh
with reference to the wants of their own existence and the preservation of that of their

species.
If the limbs of the tadpole or the frog arc injured or destroyed during their growth,

the loss is wonderfully repaired. This power of reproducing lost limbs continues to be

possessed in an extraordinary degree by the adult newt (q.v.).

B. are generally inhabitants of warm or temperate climates. Those which inhabit

temperate climates generally become torpid during winter. They ore either almost

entirely aquatic or arc found in moist situations. The British species are very few. In
eoriie of the Scottish isles they are unknown.

B. are commonly divided into two sub-orders cadxribranclriata, in which the gills

(
J -a xrfn'w) disappear (are cadnmus], and pertnwibrancfciata, in which they are persistent

(/:< n'nniul). The perennibranchiate Batrachia arc comparatively few. Axolotl, siren,

and protcus are examples. The c:uhicihranchiate Batrachia are subdivided into tailless

ur anourous, as frogs, toads, etc.; and tailed, as newts, salamanders, etc. Some of the

frogs and toads of warm climates are much larger than those of Britain; but the largest
known B. arc the ,*i<tiltf><r maxima of Japan, and protoiiopxix horrida of the Ohio (vari-

ously styled hellbender, mud devil, ground puppy, young alligator, and fish salamander),
both creatures of the newt or salamander form, the latter of which is 2 ft. long, and the

former is of still greater size.

Fossil remains and footprints in rock attest the existence, in former geological

periods, of B. of large size. "It is only in tertiary and post-tertiary strata that extinct

species referrable to still existing genera or families of this order have been found."
These occur both of the tailed and tailless forms. One of them has been a subject of

particular interest, because its remains, when first discovered by Scheuchzer, in the

l>cginning of the 18th c., were mistaken for the remains of a human being, and the

discoverer enthusiastically urged them upon the attention of his contemporaries as a proof
of the deluge. To this s'alamandroid fossil the name nndrfas (from the Gr. for man)
xi'ht uchzeri has been given. Footmarks in the sandstones and shales of the coal-measures
in Pennsylvania seem to'have belonged to B. resembling frogs or toads, but of great
si/.e, some of the footprints being 2 in. in diameter, and a breadth of nearly 4 in.

between the right and left footprints. Some of the older batrachian fossils differ so

widely from all existing types that new sub-orders have been formed for them. Those
of the sub-order ffanocepnala of which archegosa urns (q.v.) is the best known are

remarkable for having the head covered with bony plates; those of the order labyi*int?>o-

dontia, for the labyrinthic structure exhibited in the transverse section of the teeth.

See

BA'TRACHOKYOMA CHIA (the War of the Frogs and the Mice), a Greek mock-heroic

Kem,
erroneously ascribed to Homer, with whose works it has been generally printed.

jrros of ('aria, who lived in the times of the Persian wars, was named amongst the

ancients as its author. It is a parody on the Iliad, in which the military preparations
and contests of beasts, with single combats intervention of the gods, and other Homeric
circumstances, are described with much humor.

BATRACHTJS. Sec FKOG-FISH.

BATSHIAN' (correctly BATJAK), one of the Moluccas, lies w. of Gilolo, between 0*

VI to 0' .">' s. lat., and 127 22' to 128 e. long. It belongs to the Dutch residency
of Tomato, is formed of two peninsulas, and has many mountains. B. produces
gold, copper, much coal, sago, coacoa-nut trees, rice, cloves, and fine timber. There are

sulphur springs. Area. 900 sq. miles. Pop. 1*00. a mixed race of Portuguese, Spaniards,
Dutch, and natives. Chief t., Batjan. with ~00 houses, on the e. coast.

U. K. II. 20
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BATTA, in relation to the British army in India, is an allowance in addition to the

ordinary pay of officers. The pay is fixed; but the B. varies according to the part of

the count r\
;
in which the troops are placed, and also depends on the circumstance of

their licit:!: in the field or in cautonmcnts. If in the tield, or more than 200 m. from the

presidential government cities, the oliieers receive full B.
;

if in the garrison, or in

cantonment within that distance, half haita. During the troubles of 1857 and 1858, the

rovernment was frequently embarrassed in determining whether particular officers were

entitled to full or half B., owing to the confusion into which the whole military system
Was temporarily thrown.

BATTALION is the unit of command in infantry. It comprises the largest number
of men who, when drawn up in array, can conveniently hear the word of command
from an officer. In whatever ways the armies of Europe differ in other particulars,

they seldom depart very far from a mean tear strength of 1000 men per battalion. Two
or more of those units combine to form a regiment (with exceptions presently to be

noticed); and those regiments are further aggregated into brigade*, division*, and carps

fTarmee, or other large groupings. The unit, or B., is divided into wingx, and these

into i-.-.iiijiiiiiu-x and xqmul*. The continental regiments are for the most part so large
:is to comprise several battalions each; but the British infantry regiments, in time of

peace, have mostly only one B. each. The usual way of increasing the British infantry
in war-lime is, not by creating new regiments, but by increasing the number of bat-

talions per regiment, and of companies per battalion. In 1878, there were 110 regiments
of line- in fan try; of these, 83 had only 1 battalion each, 25 had 2 battalions, and 2 had
as many us 4. The full complement of a B. is usually 12 companies; and when these

are drawn up on parade, two ranks in depth, the two choice companies, called the

"grenadier" and the "light- infantry" companies, are placed at the right and left extremi-
ties of the whole line; the other eight companies, each designated by a number or letter,

being between them. In this form, the front of a B. of 1000 men is about 31)0 yards in

length.
An English B. of 900 private soldiers approaches near 1100 strong when the officers,

etc., are included. The following may be taken as the component elements, under the

average war arrangements of the British service: 10 regimental staff-officers (lieu i

2 majors, adjutant, instructor in musketry, surgeon, paymaster, and quartermaster); 30

company officers (capt., lieut., and sub-lieut.); 1 warrant officer (regimental school-mas-

ter); 10 non-commissioned staff officers (staff and chief sergeants); 50 Don-commissioned
company officers (color-sergeants and sergeants); 900 rank and file (50 corporals, 850

privates, and 24 drummers).
The relation which the B. bears to the regiment, in various details of discipline and

service, will be better noticed under REGIMENT; while a few related matters of a more
general nature will be found treated under BRITISH ARMY.

BATTALION (ante). In the U. S. army, infantry regiments have one B. ; cavalry and
artillery have two. Detachments of more than a company and less than a regiment are

frequently called battalions.

BAT TAS, a people inhabiting that part of Sumatra between 0" 20' and 2 30' n. lat.

They claim to be the first settlers of Sumatra, and cling to the customs of their ances-
tors. The B. are light-brown, of middle stature, have somewhat prominent features.
and long hair. They believe in a supreme Creator, and the influence of good and evil

spirits. The men are la/.y, and engage in hunting, while the women grow rice, collect

pepper for trade, weave and dye cloth. They make white earthenware, iron imple-
ni'-nts, and ornaments of gold, copper, iron, and shells. Their houses are of wood,
and the villages have earthen walls. The B. are nominally governed by the rajahs of
Batii, Simatnore, Sa-limlong. and Batar. The language is a Malay dialect, written on
bamboos, in a peculiar alphabet, from the bottom

'

upwards, but laid horizontally, and
read from the left. A man may have many wives, paying a dowry of ten buffaloes for
a chief's daughter, and live for one of lower rank. Cannibalism formerly prevailed,
the victims being only murderers, prisoners of war, and adulterers. Women were never
eaten.

BATTASZEK', a market-t. of Hungary, co. Tolna, on the w. of the Danube. Pop.
69, 0542.

BAT'TEL, TRIAL HY, or WACJER OK BATTEL. This relic of our legal barbarism is

happily o! the things of t!ie past, having been abolished by act of parliament, the 59
111. c. 46, and might have IHTII passed over with a brief notice, had it not been

for a circumstance which we shall presently mention, and which affords a curious and
king illustration Of a principle peculiar to the character of Enj'lish law as distin-

guished from the legal systems of other countries.
The trial by I',, was a proceeding i,y W;1V of appeal, and it obtained in civil and crimi-

nd aN(, m military matters, to which, indeed, it was more appropriate Jt
d of a personal combat between the parties i,, presence of the court itself- and it

rounded ,, M the impious idea of an appeal to Providence, the expectation being,
that Heaven would give the victory to the innocent or injured party. In civil cases the
i was waged by champions, and not by the parlies themselves; but in criminal cases
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the parties fought in person, unless the appellor were a woman, a priest, an infant, or a
man of the age of CO, or lame, or blind, all of whom might refuse the wager of B.,
and compel a trial by jury. Peers of the realm also could not be challenged towage B.,
on account of their personal dignity, nor, by special charter, could the citizens of Lon-
don, fighting being considered foreign to their education and employment. Whether by
champions or in person, the mode of proceeding was the same. The appelle*^ or defend-

ant, as lie might be called, threw down his glove, and declared that he wouid prove his

right, or defend himself with his body. The appellor, or prosecutor, in accepting the

challenge, took up the glove, and replied that he was ready to make good his appeal,

body for body; and thereupon the parties, holding each other's hands, joined issue before
the court in a very formal and solemn manner. The weapons used were batons or staves

an ell long, and a four-cornered leathern target, and the combatants were obliged to

swear that neither of them would resort to sorcery or witchcraft ! The B. lasted till the
stars appeared in the evening, and the party who by that time had either killed or got
the better of his opponent, was considered the successful suitor of justice. In a charge
of murder, if the accused was slain, it was taken as proof of his guilt, and his blood was
attainted; and if so far vanquished as not to be able or willing to light any longer, he
was adjudged guilty, and sentenced to be hanged immediately!

So late as the year 1818, this barbarous procedure was solemnly decided by the court
of king's bench to be a valid and legal mode of trial, which the king's subjects were free

to adopt ! Of course, the principle was, that all laws, no matter how unsuitable to the

times, could be enforced, unless expressly repealed by act of parliament. As a matter
of curiosity, we may give the names of the parties (they were of the laboring-class) who
seriously submitted* their contention in the above form before lord chief-justice Ellc-H-

boro-igli and his brother-judges of the period. The case is that of Ashford c. Thornton,
and is reported in the first volume of Baruwall & Alderson's /'t'/w/x, p. 405. As we
have stated, the court decided in favor of the validity of the trial, one of the judges
remarking that sufficient had not been stated to induce their lordships to refuse the B.,
and another more plainly and unequivocally observed that the defendant was "entitled
to this his ht/rfti! mode of trial." But lord Ellenborough put the matter more clearly by
stating, that

"
the general law of the land is in favor of the wager of B., and it is our

duty to pronounce the law as it is, and not as we may wish it to be; whatever prejudices,
therefore, may justly exist against this mode of trial, still, as it is the law of the land,
the court must pronounce judgment for it." Happily, the pugnacious litigant who
obtained this judgment was induced to go no further, and the above statute, the 59 Geo.
III. c. 46, was passed, by which the shocking ordeal was wholly abolished.

In Scotland, we believe the matter would have been differently disposed of; for the

judges there, following the doctrine of the Roman law, would have held the proceeding
to have been in desuetude and obsolete, and there the matter would have ended. Mr.

Rush, the then American envoy to the British court, thus justly remarks on this case in

his Residence at the Cmirt of London (published 1833). "To repeal laws belongs to the

legislature. Courts expound and apply them. Free government is complex, and works
slowly: tyranny is simple, and does its work at once. An absurd law may sleep in a
free code, because overlooked; but whilst there, it is the law. It is so, I suppose, that
we must reason: and generally, the reason would be right. Yet it might have been

thought that, in a case like this, long disuse added to obvious absurdity, would have
worked the silent repeal of the law, according to the doctrine of desuetude under the
Roman code."

Montesquieu, in his Spirit of IMWS, book 28, chapters 20 and 22, very ingeniously and

plausibly deduces the modern practice of dueling and the so-called laws of honor from the
above barbarous judicial combat. See OKDEAI,.

BATTEN, or LAY, or LATHE, is the swing utensil of a loom, by which the weft or
woof is struck home, and in which the shuttle runs. B. and lay are synonymous, B.

being the English name, and lay the Scotch. See WEAVING.
BAT TENS, a species of sawn fir timber, of smaller dimensions than the kind called

planks. B are usually from 12 to 11 ft. long, 7 in. broad, and 24 in. thick. Cut
into two boards (1 in. thick), they are used for flooring; cut into three boards, they
are put on roofs below slates; in narrower pieces, they are put upright on walls for fixing
the laths for plastering. The best B. are brought fn-m Norway, and sold wholesale by
wood-merchants.

BATTER, in architecture, used as a verb to express the manner in which the walls of
towers, which are smaller at the top than at the bottom, slope inwards. The walls of
wharfs, and those built to support embankments and the like, usually batter.

BATTERING-RAM, an engine of war used in ancient times, and in the middle ages.
It consisted of a beam of wood, with a mass of bro ::/,< or iron on one end, resembling
the head of a rum (in Lat. nri>}. In its simplest form, it w s borne, and impelled by
the hands of the soldiers; afterwards, it was suspended in a frame, and made to swing.
Another form moved on rollers. The alternating motion was communicated by ropes.
To protect those working it, a wooden roof (tsutiirfn was constructed over it, and the
whole was mounted on wheels. Tie ocam of the ram varied from 60 to 120 ft. in

length, the head sometimes weighed above a ton, and as many as 100 men were employed
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in impelling the machine. When the blows were long enough continued, hardly any
wail could ix-Nt. When or where it was invented, is unknown. It is mentioned by
Ezekiel. Tin- Koinuns derived it from the Greeks.

BATTEBSEA, a s. w. suburb of London, situated in Surrey, on the s. bank of the

Thames, at the !> rid ire to Chelsea, which is nearly opposite. It lies in B. parish, which
is partly laid out in market-gardens for London, and has many manufactories. The
church'has a monument to th- celebrated lord Boliugbroke. The flats, called 15. Fields,

once famed a> a rich botanical station, are now formed into a public park. Adjacent to

the park, the Thames is crowed by 15. bridge (lately rebuilt), Albert bridge, Chelsea sus-

pcnsiim bridge, and a railroad bridge. Tin- first asparagus raised near London was

grown by the market gardeners of Battersea; but railways have much changed the

locality.

BATTEBY, in criminal law, means the beating or wounding, or more correctly, an
: by beating or wounding of another. Violence or torce is not a necessary clement

in this offense, but the least touching, however trifling, of another's person in an angry,
rude, insulting manner, is a B. ; for the law, says Blackstone, cannot draw the line

between different degrees of violence, and therefore totally prohibits the first and lowest

stage of it, every man's person, being sacred, and no one having a right to meddle with
it in any the slightest manner. The remedy for an injury of this kind may be cither by
a civil action, as for damages, or by indictment, as for a misdemeanor. Where the B.

is on a man's wife, the former may sue for damages by action of trespass, and it must
be brought in the names of the husband and wife jointly; but if the maltreatment be so

serious as to have deprived the husband for any time of his wife's company, the law then

gives him a separate remedy, by an action in which he may recover >pecial damage, on
the ground of the loss oi' liis wife's society, whilst suffering from the beating. 15y the

common law procedure act, the 15 and 1(5 Viet. c. 76, the remedy for such ill usage is

further varied, for by section 40 of that act, it is provided, that in any action brought
by a man and his wife for an injury done to the latter, it shall be lawful for the husband
to add thereto claims in his own right, and separate actions brought in respect of such
claims may be consolidated, if the "court or a judge shall think fit.

It is a good defense to prove that the alleged B. happened by accident, or that
it v. as not in anger, or that it was merely the correction which a parent or master is

entitled tu use to a child, or scholar, or servant, or that it was done in self-defen>e. or

in defense of a wife, a husband, a parent, a child, a master, or a servant; or that it

was such personal force as a proper officer was entitled to employ, or that the defend-
ant has already been summarily proceeded against under the 2-1 and 25 Viet. c. 100, by
sections 44 and 45 of which act it is provided that further proceedings shall be barred
where the complaint has l>een disposed of by two justices either by conviction or dis-

missal of the case, provided, in the former case, the defendant has paid the penalty, and
suffered the imprisonment awarded; and, in the latter, the magistrates have di.-missed
the case, because it was justified, or so trifling as not to merit punishment, and this

be forthwith certified under their hands.
In the Scotch law, there was what was called a B. pe-ndente lite, which consisted in

assaulting an adversary in a lawsuit during its dependence. This peculiar offense was
created by two old Scotch statutes passed respectively in 1584 and 1594 and which
curiously provided as a punishment the loss of the cause to the offender but they were
repealed in 1826 by the 7Geo. IV. c. 19.

BATTEEY, in military language, has two meanings: the one relating to field opera-
tions; the other, to fortification. A B. in field-operations consists of from 4 to 8 (in the
British army, usually 6) pieces of ordnance, together with tin- necessary gun-carriages,
nmmunition-wagons, horses, artillerymen, and officers. A B. of foot artillen
A.BTILLKRY. liov.u. KKI.IMKNT OF) is'usually called a/cWB., as distinguished from a
lti-*t- B. There are also 7/mr.y and light batteries, according to the weight of the ord-
nance. The term B. is also applied in a narrower sense to the pi rxn >'/, or complement
of nit-ii and officers attending such asetof guns. The designation for this used to be. in
the foot artillery, a mmpar.y, and in the horse artillery, a^troop; but by an order issued
in 1>;.V>. both these terms are now nearly superseded by the word B, thereby giving
complexity to a term already used in two different meanings. The personnel of a field

x 12 pounder rifled guns, is thus composed : 1 major, 1 captain, 3 lieutenants. 1
Minn-oil. 1 batten sergeant-major, 1 battery quartermaster-sergeant, 6 senreants, 4 cor

1 bombardiers, 6(5 gunners, 2 trumpeters, 1 farrier and carriage-smith. :! shoeing-
2 collar-makers. 1 wheeler, Cl drivers (privates) in all 158. In war. -runners

and driven would be added till the total strength of the battery became 277. Two bat
leries together form the command of a lieut.col., and have the services of a veterinary
surgeon between them.

1 jl f * 12-poiinder B. of 6 guns comprises 6 carriages for the iruns, 1 spare
gji" <-;irn.i_ : -tore-cart. 1 forge-wa^on, 1 roi ket-wa^.m. 12 run-amnm-
mli< "' ill-arms ammunition for the use of the infantry.To draw tln->e -runs and vehicles are n-i|uired in war about 212 horses. touelhcr with o5

i:id S bagga; The vehicle- and boxes : , ,( lor ihe recep-
tion ot 1-js-i poun l->f ammunition for the iruns. 15(1 rockcls, and 98,280 ritle cartridges.
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There is also carried a supply of empty cartridges, port-fires, fuses, quick match, slow

match, and an immense number of tools and small articles, besides stores for the wheel-

ers, shoeing-smiths, and collar-makers. Nearly all these supplies arc equally divided,

so as to make each independent of the others; but some of the stores are in reserve, for

the use of the whole battery.
A B., in fortification, is a row of large guns of any number from 2 to 20 or upwards,

mounted on an earthwork or other platform. It differs from an artillery or field B. in

having no horses or vehicles immediately belonging to it. Siege-guns ore mostly placed
in or on such batteries; and when an army is preparing to resist the occupation of a

particular place by an enemy, a B. of position is frequently one of the defensive means

adopted. On the other hand, the fortifications on and within the walls of a stronghold

generally obtain other names than that of B. ; although particular rows of guns in cer-

tain places may be so called. Military engineers distinguish many different kinds of

batteries, according to the nature of the duty which they are to fuliill, or of the ground
on which thev are placed. An elecated-'B. has the parapet raised above the ground; the

earth for forming it being obtained from a ditch in front. A luilf-siinkm B. has the

interior slope sunk a little below the surface. A sunken, B. has the base from 24 to 43
in. below the level of the ground. The guns mounted on these three kinds of batteries

partake in the varying elevations of the batteries themselves, and are adapted to different

modes of firing on the enemy. A siege B. consists of a range of heavy guns, for silencing
the enemy's fire, ruining parapets and buildings, and making a breach through which

infantry may enter. AdoeO&rB. is especially elevated, to fire over a parapet without
embrasures. In the Moncrieff B., the gun is mounted so as to fire over a parapet 10 ft.

high, the recoil causing it to descend after the shot. Enfilade, tn A <rr*, enecJuirpe, rico-

chet, crofts, oblique, etc., batteries differ chiefly in the direction iu which they pour out
their fire. The distinction between <7(//i-batteries, fane&er-batteriea. and mortar-batteries,

depends on the kind of ordnance employed. A mortar B. has a ditch of extra width, to

afford spare earth for a platform of extra strength and solidity. A military engineer, in

planning a B., makes his calculations in such form that the quantity of earth taken out at

one spot may about equal that heaped up in another.

These batteries are all nearly alike in the general principle of their construction.

Thej* consist primarily of an epaulement, or built-up shelter, behind which the guns are

placed; the platform on which the guns actually rest may or may not be above the ordi-

nary level of the ground, according to the nature of the battery. The epaulement or

parapet is of immense thickness, to resist the action of the enemy's cannon balls. The
thickness at the top is seldom less than 12 ft., and may be as much as 20; for it is found
that a 24-pounder ball will penetrate 18 ft. of earth. The guns are placed about 20 ft.

apart, behind the parapet. Some batteries are straight, with all the guns parallel; while
others may be portions of a triangle (reibtit) or a polygon, and the earthwork has to be cou-

ptnicied accordingly. There is'generally a ditch" from ]2 to 20 ft. wide, outside the
-, ork; and the depth from the crest of the parapet to the bottom of the ditch is 12

to 10 feet. For gun and howit/.er batteries, there are embrasures through which the

firing takes place; but mortar batteries are without those openings.
Sometimes the epaulement is thrown up loosely, in haste; but for the better kindsof

batteries, fascines, gabions, and sand-bags are largely employed. The main structure is

lined witii fascines 9 ft. long, and the embrasures lined with other fascine", 18 ft. long
40 or 50 of the two kinds beinu; required per gun. The fascines here spoken of are long
bundles of brush-wood, weighing 30 to 200 Ibs. each. Sometimes sand-bags are used
instead of fascines, each containing about a bushel of sand or earth; ami sometimes

gabions, which are wicker cylinders filled with earth. A 6-gun sand-bag B., made
wholly of these materials, requires nearly 8000 sand-bags.

The fate of a field B. often decides a battle. At the battle of the Alma, when once
the guards and highbinders had reached the Russian batteries on the hill, the day was
won. At The battle of Inkermaun, the issue depended mainly on the possession of asmall

2-gun sand-bag B., which remained, after many vicissitudes, in the hands of the allies.

BATTERY (ante), in criminal law, any unlawful beating or other wrongful physical
violence or constraint inflicted upon a person without his consent. B. must be wilfully
commit ted or result from want of care. An injury done in an angry, rude, or spiteful
manner, such as spitting on a person, or even touching him in anger, or to insult, or

annoy, is a B.
;
or it is a B. if one strike a cane in the hands of another. But B. may be

justified, as in a parent's correction of a child, or a schoolmaster's discipline of a scholar,
or as a means of preserving the peace, or of defense, or the protection of others; but in

such cases the B. must not exceed the necessary amount; and a B. may also be justified
in dei'eiise of one's property.

BATTERY, FLOATING. See F~LOATING BATTERY.

BATTERY, ELECTRIC and GALVANIC. See ELECTRICITY and GALVANISM.
BATTHYAN YI, one of the oldest, richest, and most celebrated families of the Hunga-

rian magnates, which can trace its origin as far hack as the invasion of Pannonia by the

Magyars, in 884 A.r>.. and which has L,
riven to Hungary many warriors and statesmen.

The surname is derived from landsobtained in the 14th c. Balthazar von B., who was
the head of the family in the latter half of the 16th c., fought with distinction in the
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Turkish wars, and constantly maintained at his own expense 1200 infantry and 500 cav-

hv. Charles, prince of B., a h'etit. field-marshal of the empire, distinguished himself

in the Bavarian war of succession, and particularly by a victory over the French and

Bavarians at PfahVnhofen on 15th April. 1745. Count Casimir B., a' member of the

principal branch of the family, was b. 4th June, 1807. He was minister of foreign

affairs in Hungary during the insurrection in 1849, in which he also distinguished him

M'lf as a military governor. After the catastrophe of Vilagos, he fled, along with Kos-

jsuth, into the Turkish territory, where he remained till 1851. He then went to France,

mid d. at Paris, 13th July, 1854. Count Louis B., In-longing to another branch of ihe

slime family, and b. at Presburg in 1809. having espoused the national cause, yet seek-

ing to maintain the connection with Austria and his alleg.auc in t..e Austrian sover-

eign, was appointed president of the ministry, when Hungary obtained a ministry of its

own, in Mar. 1848. His ability was not equal to the goodness of his intentions, and the

circumstances in which he was called to act were very difficult and embarrassing, lie

did not hold the office long, and afterwards took part in public affairs, chiefly as a

member of the diet, and with great moderation. Yet, a.ter the Austrians entered Pesth,

!) was arrested in Jan. 1849, and on 6th Oct. was executed by sentence of martial law.

His condemnation was unexpected, and awakened the more sympathy, because all men
regarded it as unjust. A prince B. occupies at present a prominent position on the turf,

winning the Derby of 1876.

BATTICALO'A. a t. in the eastern province of Ceylon, on an island, 7 44' n., 81

.
r
>2' e. ; pop. 335;}. It is important for its haven and adjacent salt lagoons. There is a

fort, and a small English settlement. Pop. of the district, 93,220.

BATTLE, a t. in e. Sussex, 8 m. n.w. of Hastings, where the country rises in

wooded swells. Consisting of one street, built along a valley extending from n.w. to

s.e. Pop. '71, 341)5. It is noted for its manufacture of gunpowder, well known t >

sportsmen as B. powder. It was anciently called lletheland or Epiton, and derives i.s

it name from the battle (usually called the battle of Hastings), fought on the healh
between it and Hastings, on 14th Oct. 1000, when the Normans, u'uder'Willi.im lh.;

conqueror, final overthrew the Saxon dynasty in England. "William, to commemorate
Itis victory, founded in 1067, on the spot where Harold's standard was taken, a splendid

abbey, which was endowed with all the land within a league of it. The abbey had Iho

privileges of a sanctuary, and the conqueror's sword and a roll of his barons were depos-
ited in it. The existing ruins, which belong to a building erected after the original

abbey, occupy 3 sides of a quadrangle, and are a mile in circumference.

BATTLE is a combat between large masses of troops, or whole armies. Every B.

ought to have for its object the determination, if possible, of the whole contest, or at

least the effecting of some important step to that end. It is therefore the aim of a gen-
eral to bring about an engagement at the decisive point. This constitutes strategy,
while tactic is concerned with" the handling of the troops in the actual battle. Victory
on the battle-field is not enough for a general; it is only by following up his victory to

the annihilation, if possible, of thebeafen army, that its fruits are secured. OHDKK OK
BATTLE is the particular way in which the several corps of different arms are di-j.-^-A
for entering into an engagement. It varies at different times, and is modified according
to locality.

No general account of a B. can be given. Information on the various elements of
which a B. consists will be found described under such heads as ATTACK. AUTIM.KRY,
OAVALBT, INFANTRY. CHAIUJK, FI.EKT. GUNNERY, TACTICS, etc. The more important
individual battles will be found described, in their causes and results, under the names
of the places with which they are associated.

-idered in their }>olitical relations, ihe importance of battles is not always in pro-
portion to their magnitude. "There an- some buttles which claim our attention, inde-

pendently of the moral worth of :h:- combatants, on account of their enduring import-
ance, and by reason of their practical influence on our own social and political condi-
ti'.n, uhirh u,. can trace up to the results of those engagements. They have for us an
actual ami abiding interest, both while we investigate the chain of causes and ell'cets. by
which they have helped to make us what we are; and also while we speculate on what

bably should have been, if any one of those battles had come to a different termina-
ti. .n."-- Prof. Civa-y's l-'iftfn DecMc* Battlet f the World, from Mam*],,,,, l,> \\'f, //<>.
The fifteen battles which, in prof. Creasy 's opinion, have had thu most decisive influence,
arc the following:

B.O.

490. Battle of Marathon. 1066. Battle of Hastings
t 13. Defeat of the Athenians at Syracuse. 1429. Joan of Arc's victory at Orleans.
:!i. Battle of Arbela. K.S8. Defeat of the Spaui.sh Armada.

20 '-
"

the Mctaurus. 1704. Battle of Blenheim.
*" 17W. " " Pultowa.

9. Defeat of the Roman* under Vanis. 1777. Defeat of Burgovne at Saratoga.
tie of Chalons. 1792. Battle of Valmv'"

Tours. 1815. " "
Waterloo.
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BATTLE, WAGER OP. See BATTEL.

BATTLE-AXE was a weapon much used by the early northern nations, Celtic and
Scandinavian, requiring great strength in its use. Some were held with one hand, some
with two; the former kind could beVielded equally by horse and foot, but the latter was
for foot-soldiers only. The B. had a longer handle, and a broader, stronger, and sharper
blade than the common axe. During the middle ages, and somewhat earlier, it was
much used in sorties, and to prevent the escalading of a besieged fortress. The j:vl(-ar
differed but little from the battle-axe. The black bill and brtncn bill were a sort of hal-

bert, having the cutting part hooked like a woodman's bill, with a spike projecting from
the buck, and another from the head. The glaice was a kind of. pole-axe or bill ustd by
the Welsh.

BATTLE CREEK, a city in Calhoun co., Mich., on Kalamazoo river, at the crossing
of the Michigan Central and the Peninsular division of the Chicago and Lake Huron
railroads; 121 m. w. of Detroit; pop. 5323; in '80, 7592. There are manufactures of flour,

woolens, etc., and in the neighborhood are quarries of superior sandstone.

BATTLEMENT, a notched or indented parapet used in fortifications. The rising
parts are called cops or merlons; the spaces by which they are separated, en mix.

embrasures, and sometimes loops. The object of the device is to enable the soldier to

shelter himself behind the merlon, whilst he shoots through the embrasure. The bas-

reliefs of Nineveh, and the Egyptian paintings, testify to its antiquity, and there is per-

haps no nation by which it has not been adopted.

BATTLE OF THE SPURS, the first important conflict between the burghers
and the nobles at Courtrai, in 1302, the French nobility being utterly defeated! They
rushed forward with loose reins and fell into a great ditch; their army was annihilated,
and mnoug the spoils were 4000 spurs of gold.

BATTLE-PIECES are paintings representing battles. The modern mode of warfare
is less favorable for this branch of art than the ancient, where personal valor had more
room to display itself. Among the greatest paintings of this kind are the battle of Con-
stantine. sketched by Raphael, and executed by Giulio Romano; Lebruirs battles of Alex-

ander; and the battle of the Amazons by Rubens. In smaller scenes, such as skirmishes
and surprises, Antonio Tempesta, Hans Sneliuk, Pet. Snyders, Fulcone. Phil. Wouver-
mau, etc., are distinguished. The most eminent of recent battle-painters is Horace
Vernet.

BATTUE (from Fr. ba.ttre, to beat). The B. is a method of killing game on a great
scale, by causing animals to be driven forward to a point where a number of shooters
are waiting to shoot them The driving is effected by beating the bushes; hence the
term battue. This term, like the practice which it imports, is only of modern date; yet
a plan of killing deer by driving them forward in herds in an ever-narrowing circle to a

place where they are to be shot, is an old usage in the Highlands, where it is called the
tinehei. The B. is at best, a commonplace and butcherly amusement, for it can scarcely
be said to have the merit of being attended with even a reasonable degree of exercise
and excitement. It is practiced chiefly in extensive preserves of pheasants and hares

during the autumn and winter months, when country gentlemen invite acquaintances to

their mansions for the sake of field-sports. The B. takes place early in the day, and
with good arrangements it is attended with neither fatigue nor danger. The number
of shooters is usually eight or ten, each provided with at least two guns, which are
loaded \ty an assistant as quickly as they are discharged. When the shooters are sta-

tioned at safe distances from e'ach other, and ready to commence work, the beaters

begin theirs by driving the game before them. Sometimes, however, pheasants will run
u long way before rising on wing, and to make them take to flight on approaching the

guns, a low net is stretched across their path. It should be stated, however, that in the

B., h:\res. rabbits, etc., arc shot as readily as pheasants; and at length the ground is

covered with slain, like a field of battle. By means of the B., large quantities of game
are killed, and sent to market; the profits derived from this species of stock on some
estates amounting to no inconsiderable sum annually. For an account of battue shooting,
we refer to The Shot-gun and Sporting Riflf, also Stontftenge's British Rural Sports (Lon-
don, 1875).

BATTLT
S, founder of the Greek colony of Cyrene, in Libya, directed there by the

Delphic oracle, about 650 B.C. He ruled 40 years and was succeeded by his son B'. II.,

called "the prosperous," under whom the colony rapidly increased, land being given
free to immigrants from Greece. The next of the Battiadse on record was Arcesilaus
11.. about 554-44 B.C., who was defeated by the revolted Libyans, and strangled by his
brother Learchus. The next heir, B. III.* was lame; Demonax of Mantinea was the
real ruler. The wife and son of the lame king, however, recovered the sovereignty,
but the son, Arcesilaus III., was slain by fugitives from Cyrene while hiding from ven-

geance in Barca. The mother made war upon Barca and perpetrated great cruelties in

revenge for the death of her son, but she soon after died miserably in Egypt. There
followed a B. IV., and soon Arcesilaus IV.. with whom the dynasty ended. The latter

won a victory in chariot racing during the Pythian games, and was'eulogized by Pindar
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BATUM', or BATorst', formerly a Turkish fortified city, now a Russian free port on

the eastern shores of the Black sea. The Berlin congress of 1878, in sanctioning the

:i of B. to Russia, stipulated that it should not be made into a naval station, but

should remain un essentially coinmercif'.l port. The harbor is one of the best ou the

e coast of tlm Bhick ?ea. A pretty extensive trade is carried on. Hides, wax, honey,

and, above all, ouk for ship-building, arc the principal experts. B. has about 8000

inhabitant*. mo?tly Turks and Lasians. or Luz. Great rums of Greek churclies and

othi-r buildings are found in the neighborhood.

BATURIN, a t. of Russia, in the government of, and 78 m. e from, the city of Tcher-

niirov, on the Seiin. It was founded by Stephen Bathory, king of Poland, and was at

oiie time the favorite residence of the hetmans of the Cossacks, of whom Mazeppa,
who, in 1708, sold himself to the Swedes, is the most notorious. The palace of the

lietmaus, with its ouce beautiful grounds, is now going rapidly to decay.

BATU'TA. In\ (MoFiAMMED-iHN-Ar,r>\i.i..\ii), 1302-78; a Moor who traveled exten-

sively in Asia and the eastern islands, Africa, and Spain. He wrote full observations,

but only extracts or epitomes have been preserved.

BAUD, a t. of the dep. of Morbihan, France, situated on the Evel, 20 m. TI.W. from
Vannes. Pop. 70, 1490. B. has some trade in grain, cattle, hemp, butter, and honey.
Near B. i* a statue of granite, known as the "Venus of Quinipily," worthless as a work
of art, but remarkable on account of its history. Its origin is unknown, but it is sup-

posed, from its Egyptian character, to be a Ga'llic Isis. Down to the 17th c., it \vas wor-

shiped with foal rites, and even now is regarded with superstitious veneration by the

peasantry. It appears to have been n'rst called Venus in inscriptions on the pedestal set

up in 1689,

BAH DEKYN, a corruption of Baldachin (q.v.).

BAUDELAIRE, CHARLES, 1821-67; a French poet, one of the curious class noyr
known as

" Bohemians." Some of his writings are gross, while some, especially his

little poems, are very beautiful
; but nearly all are in the romantic, or rather ecstatic, vein

of affectation peculiar to writers of intolerable egotism. The only work of B.'s which
has a living power is his translation of the writings of Edgar Allan Poe, which is pro-
nounced one of the most brilliant and faithful translations of the age.

B.U'DKLOCQUE, JEAN Locis, 1746-1810; a French surgeon, especially devoted to

obstetrics, in which he gained great reputation. He was one of the earliest to use for-

ceps in difficult parturition. Napoleon selected B. to attend on the confinement of
Maria Louisa.

BAUDRILLART, HENUI JOSEPH LEOV, b. Paris, 1831; a political economist and
author, editor of the Journal des Economist!.*, and connected with !)< l)<!><it*. beii:g son-
in-law of the editor. In 1866, he was appointed professor of history and political econ-

omy in the college of France. He has written many works, chiefly upon his fuvorit*
themes of political economy.

BAU'ER. I.KKNAHD, of a Jewish family, b. Hungary. 1829; served in the French
army and became a convert to Roman Cathonciam, joining the Carmelite- He was
chaplain at the Tuileries, and a special favorite of the empress Eugenie. During the
cieire of Paris he was chaplain of the ambulances of the press. His lectures and som
political pamphlets are published.

BAU EB, Bufxo, a celebrated biblical critic and philosopher, belonging to the extreme
school of German rationalism, was b. at Eiscnhcrg. in the duchy of Saxe-Altenbuig. on
the Oth Sept, 1809. He is the son of a porcelain-painter, and studied at the university of

natural, and not a supernatural origin, and ought to be subjected to the same process of
philosophic il analysis as other human productions an-. In 1839, B. became a j>ri,;it-
docent in the university of Bonn, but in 1843 was forbidden to deliver any more theo-

logical jectures. He then removed to Berlin, where he has since resided. He has pa.->ed
through various stages of anti-supernaturalisni. At first, he contented himself with
believing that the substance of the Christian religion might be extricated from the

h
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)on - '' ivanced so far in hfe "scientific" demands, that it became quite
clear the Scriptures, in his eyes, had lost even the moderate authority which he originally
supposed them to possess To this jn-riod belong his D.vt,,,- II llerlin. 1839),
nd tfu I. Lihurck fPnutia nnd Selena (Leip. 1840). In the former of tlu-e

works. B. appears as an opponent of the school of apologetic theologians and exposeswhat he conceive- to be the weakness of th,.jr sy.-tem a< a method of apprehending char-
stie differences in the historical development of Christian doctrine: in the latter he

mined to prove that true philosophic union is the dissolution of the outward dogmatic*
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church in the realm of the universal and free self-consciousness language which is not

very intelligible to the finite Anglo-Saxon mind. In his Critique of th< Kntn</< lical History

ofJohn(Brem. 1840), and Critique of the Evangelical SynopticM*<(\jV\\>. 1840), he attempted
to show that the so-called facts of the gospel never really had a historical existence, and
that those artistic compositions which we term the gospels, were simply the product of the

human self-consciousness. B. considers Strauss, a mere apologetical theologian, a com-

paratively orthodox writer! and regards his conclusions with the supercilious contempt of

one who has reached a far higher elevation, while he conceives that his own special work
in this world has been to strike off the last head of the hydra of the tradition-hypothesis.
The persecutions to which he was now subjected brought about a complete rupture
between him and the church, the consequence of which was a brochure entitled The

Question of Liberty, "//'/ my oirn Prinite Affairs (Zurich, 1843). Then followed his Chris-

tianity Unveiled (Zurich, 1843), in which he expressed the same conviction that he had

previously done in two ironical treatises viz., that a dogmatic religion was opposed to

our self-consciousness. About this time he broke with his old friends, the liberals, by
writing a pamphlet against the emancipation of the Jews, Die JwU'nfruge (Brunswick,
184:3). This tractate forms the transition point to the third period of B.'s intellectual

activity, in which he seems to have abandoned theology altogether as something hope-
less. He now occupied himself exclusively with literature and political philosophy. The
number of his writings in this department is very great. The principal are, History of
the Politic*, Civilization, and Enlightenment of the 18t7t 6V/t?r?/(C'harlotteuburg, 1843-45);

History of Germany during the French Revolution, and the R<.i'jn of Xapoleon (Charlotten-

burg, 1840) ; Ilint<try of the French Rivolittwn until the jEytabltahmt ut of (he Republic (Leip.
1847); Wtxfd'n Dictatorship; Tlie Actual Position of Rnxxi<i; Germany and Russia: A''/.W<t

and Kinjland. The prominent idea in the whole of his works belonging to this period
is, that the failure of the popular and national struggles in the 19th c. results from the

essential weakness of the "enlightenment" of the 18th century. More lately B. luus

again returned to theology. In 1850-51, appeared his Critique of the Gospels and the Hia-

tori/ 'fthtir Orii/iu, and his Critique of the Kpi.?tl<* of M. Piinl, the latter of which the

author considers wholly apocryphal, and written during the 2d century. Besides the
works mentioned, B. has composed various other treatises on important points of history,

theology, and politics. All B.'s writings exhibit great learning, industry, research, and
acumen; but are completely antagonistic to the received opinions in theology, or to any
form of evangelical religion. He is generally admitted to be quicker in the discovery of

error than of truth. His latest work is Philo, Strauss, Rtnan, and das Urchristenthum
(1874).

BAU'ER, GEORG LOREXZ, 1754-1806; a German theologian who taught that the

Bible, like the old classics, must be interpreted by historical and grammatical lights, and
not with regard to religious doctrines. He was the first to write a systematic exposition
of the Christian dogmas as they are contained in the Bible, and in each book in particu-
lar. He was an accomplished oriental scholar, translating much from the Arabic and
other eastern tongues.

BAUGE, a t. in the department of Maine-et-Loire, France, 23 m. c.u.e. of Answers.
The English, under the duke of Clarence, were defeated here in 1421. Pop. '76, 8318,
who are engaged in the manufacture of linens and woolens.

BAUHIX GASPAUD, 1560-1624; a French physical) and botanist, b. in Switzerland;
professor of anatomy and botany in the university of Basel in 1588. afterwards rector

and dean of the faculty. His works on botany, catalogues, etc., were better than others

of his time, and a work of his on anatomy is commendable.

BAUHIN, JEAN, 1541-1613; brother of Gaspard. a student of the botanist Fuchsand
companion of Gesnerin collecting plants. He also practiced medicine, and in his later

life was physician to the duk e of Wurtcmburg. He wrote a work on the medicinal
waters of Europe: but his great work on plants was left unfinished. B. is considered
one of the founders of botanical science.

BATJHIN'IA, a genus of plants of the natural order, Ifrjnminos, sub-order ctrsal/'

The upper petal is somewhat remote from the rest. The leaves are generally divided
into two lobes. The species are natives of the warmer regions of both hemispheres, and
some of them are remarkable for th;> six.e and beauty of their flowers. Most of them
are twining plants or fin mix, stretching from tree to tree in the tropical forests; but
some arc small trees, as /A porrecta, the mountain ebony of Jamaica, so called from the

color of its wood. The inner bark of B. racemosa (the Maloo climber), of J3.

wanden*, and of B. pa-rriftont, East Indian species, is employed for making ropes. E.
r<tns,i and />'. enxinjintttit, also East Indian, exude a brownish colored mild gum: whilst
the astringent bark of B. raricgata is used in Malabar for tanning and dyeing leather,

and also in medicine. The leaves of various species are used in Bra/.il as demulcent
medicines, having mucilaginous properties Livingstone mentions a species of 15. in s.

Africa, called the mopaue tree. It is remarkable for the little shade which its leaves

afford. They fold together and stand nearly erect during the heat of the day. On them
the larva? of a species otpsyUa cause a saccharine secretion, in circular patches, beneath
which the pupa of the insect is found. The natives scrape it off and eat it as a dainty.
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ANTOIXE, 1728-1804; a French chemist, distinguished for success in the

practical application of the science. He became a professor in the college of pharmacy,
kept a i'lMimcnt for the preparation of drugs, and published many papers on

chemistry, and arts.and manufactures. Among his inventions and improvements were
n proco* to bleach ra\v silk, the manufacturing of sal ammoniac, of improved scarlet

dyes, and a cheap process for purifying saltpeter. He published several works on his

favorite theme of chemistry. He made for the areometer a scale which is still used.

BATJMGAR TEN, ALEXANDER GOTTLIEB, a clear and acute thinker of the school

of Wolf. \vas b. at Berlin on the 17th of July, 1714, studied at Halle, and in 1740
I eeame profcor of philosophy at Frankfort-on-t'he-Oder, where he died on the 26th of

i?i;-J. He is the founder of aesthetics (q.v.) as a systematic science of the beauti-

ful" though his mode of treatment is objected to by the more transcendental Germans, as

beinir purely psychological; that is to say, he makes aesthetics only a portion of the

philosophy of the senses, and contrasts it with logic, which belongs to the sphere of the

reason.
r

)The idea of a science of the beautiful first appears in his treatise. DC ^unnullis

<td Pot-nut l\rtiiu ntHt*, published at Halle, 1735. In 1750-58, he issued two volumes of
his jEfthftica, but his death hindered the completion of the work. His writings in other

departments of philosophy are marked by clearness and precision; his Metaphygiea
(Halle, I7ol): 7th edition, 1779) is still considered one of the most useful books for the

study of the Woitian philosophy.

n.U'MGAKTKN, MICHAEL, b. 1812; a German theologian; studied at Kiel, became
professor at Rostock, and a prominent and energetic defender of the Protestant asso-

ciation.

BATJMGARTEN-CBT7SITTS, LUDWIG FRIEDRICH OTTO, a German theologian, b. at

Mcrscbuig. ITSS.and d. at Jena, 31st May, 1843. He studied theology at Leipsic.and in 1810
l>ecame university preacher. In 1817, he was appointed professor of theology at Jena,
and always distinguished himself as a champion of religious liberty, on behalf of which
he wrote various treatises. In 1820 appeared his Introduction to the Study of Dogmatic*
d,eip. 1820). a work of considerable originality and richness of thought. More complete
exhibitions of his opinions are to be found in his Manualof Christian Ethi,-* (Leip., 1827);
Outline f Biblical Theology (Jena, 1838); and Outlines of frotestant l)i.f/tnatic (Jena,
1830). In 1831-32, he published a Tart-book of the History of Doctrine* ; in 1834, a
work on tehlrirmuirhfr, his Method of Thought, and his Value ; and also Considerations
on cei-ti'in Writing* of Lamennais. After his death, Kimmel published the whole of
his exegetical prelections on the gospels and Pauline epistles.

Baumgarten was conspicuous for the breadth and solidity of his learning, the origin-
ality of his spirit, and the acuteness of his understanding, but was nevertheless deficient
in clear and vivid expression. He attached himself to no school, theological or philosoph-
ical. At an early period, he had been greatly influenced by the metaphysics of Schelling,
from which, however, he ultimately emancipated himself. His thinking was, to a certain
extent, rationalistic, but on the \\hole approached more closely to the direction of the

spiritual Schleiermacher.

BATTMGASTNEB, ANDREAS RITTEK VON, or Chevalier de, was b. at Friedberg,
in Bohemia, 23d Nov., 1793, and studied at Vienna, where, in 1823, he became
professor of natural philosophy. Whilst filling this office, he gave popular lectures on
Sundays upon mechanics, etc., for artisans and operatives, which met with much appro-
bation. A result of these lectures was his Mechanik in ihrer Armendunr/ auf Ki'oixte nnd

'' C2d ed.. Vienna, 1823), and his Naturlehre (Vienna, 1823). An ailment of the
throat induced him to resign his professorship, but he was appointed director of the

imperial porcelain, mirror-glass, and smalt manufactories, and afterward.- superintend-
ent of tobacco manufactories. In the year 1846. the setting up of the electric telegraph
vas committed to him, and he was intrusted with the principal charge of the making of
the Austrian railways. After the events of Mar., 1848, he was minister of minis and
of public buildings, and chief of one of the departments in the ministry of finance. In
-May. 1851, he was appointed minister of commerce, trade, and public buildings. At
the same time, he was appointed president of the Austrian academy of sciences, of
which he had been vice-president for a number of years. He published, in 1862, T//< ///<<?

vndd '

himmettkSrpernadl de ftyectmlanaly*e ; in 1864, Die mc<>han. Tlieorie
tier W'irinc. He d. in 1865; and Freihcrr Von B., Eine Lebensffc,'^ was published
during the following year.

BAl M<;.\irr.\i:U. GALLI-S JAKOB, 1797-1869; a politician nnd historian of Switzer-
land. the son of a mechanic. He studied law. and was a leader of the liberals, but after-
wards associated with tlie ultramontanes. He has been a member of a number of

BAUPET TAH, a t. of British India, in the presidency of Madras, 29 m. from Guntoor.
Pop. mpptwed to be about 80,000,

BATJB, Fi:i:mv\M> CHI:ISTIAN, the founder of the "New Tubingen School of
I beology,

' was b. on thr21-t of June, 1792. In 1817, he became professor in the seminary
m.-iubeuren. where hr -tve the first indications of his remarkable abilities by the publi-

. and Mythology, or the Nature-religion of the Ancu >,/.< (Stuttgart, 3
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vols., 1824-25), a work which indicates the influence of Schleiermacher over tlie author.

In 1826, he was called to Tubingen, where he held the chair of Protestant theology.
His whole life was consecrated to religious studies the history of doctrines, the symbol-
ism of the church, and biblical exegesis. On account of the universality of his culture,
the wonderful activity and fertility of his mind, his rare combination of speculative

thought with solid knowledge, and that faculty of historic divination or insight which
enabled him to draw decisive results from separate, obscure, and neglected data he has
been regarded by many in Germany as the most massive theological intellect since

Schleiermacher. Unlike Bruno Bauer, he made comparatively little use of the Hegelian
philosophy in his writings; and when he did, it was professedly only that he might more

clearly understand historical phenomena in their internal spiritual connection, and be
enabled to represent the logical process of their development. His method of investi-

gating the progressive history of religious opinion, however, incurred the reproach of

formalism from its adversaries, who said that he applied it too rigorously, and made
dogmas develop themselves with a kind of abstract inevitable regularity from previous
historical conditions, without allowing for immediate and extraordinary providences.
His most important works in the history of doctrine are Dii cfm'xt/ichc Qribtit <"/>/ <li>'

christ'iche Rcliyionsphilosophie (Tubingen, 1835), (The Christian Gnosis. or the Christian

Philosophy of Religion); a work which makes the Christian Guosis of the 2d and 3d
centuries the starting-point of a long series of religio-philosophical productions traceable

uninterruptedly down through middle-age mysticism and theosophy to Schelliug, Hegel,
and Schleiermacher; Die chriatliclie Lehre vn der Vrryvlm >in<j (Tubingen, 1838), (The
Christian Doctrine of the Atonement); and Dis- chrixtlicJt<' Lhn run der Dreieinir/ktit und
V .'/'--, /////(// Oottes (Tubingen, 1841-43), (The Christian Doctrine of the Trinity and
the Incarnation). In reply to MOhler, the celebrated Roman Catholic theologian, who
had attacked the Protestant church, he wrote D.r G-<j< nxatz <l * CathoUcismui und Pr>>t<'x-

t.-nif/xinus (Tubingen, 1836), (The Opposition between Catholicism and Protestantism).
Besides these works, based on a historical treatment of religion, to which class also

belongs his /.//.'/.// tl< r ehrtetlicJwn Dogmengtochfahte (Compendium of the History of
Christian Dogmas), (Stuttgart. 1847), he published various critical treatises on parts of
ill- New Testament; such as 1) :

- (Jlirixtnxpurtei in <hr K<>rintftinehen Qemeiiidt; dfr
/': i~t.-< P.t>i'iii' ''it Chrixteitthumx; der Apostel Ptfni* in, Rom

tl^'l), (The Christ-party in the Corinthian Community; the Opposition of the Pauline
and Petriue Christianity: the Apostle Peter in Rome), a work in which the author
cnd.-avors to de.nonstrate the existence of deep-rooted differences in that sphere of

primitive Christianity, in which we are accustomed to see nothing but unity and
harmony. His inquiries concerning the Gnosis led him to study minutely the pastoral
epistles, the result of which study was Die sorjeiuinten Pastoralbriefe des Apottett Paulas

(Stuttgart, 1835), (The So-called Pastoral Epistles of the Apostle Paul), in which he
combats the idea that St. Paul was their author, and refers them to the 2d century. Of
a similar nature is his Pit/tin*, <l, r Apostel Jesu Christi (Stuttgart, 1845), (Paul, the

Apostle of Jesus Christ). His work on the Gospel of John produced a startling
effect, as up to B.'s time that gospel had generally been held prior in date to the three

synoptic gospels, whereas B. strove hard to show that it was of post-apostolic origin. In
1847, appeared his Kritixche. UnterxncJi ungen fiber die canonixchen Ecangeiien, ihr Verhaltnm

>';!, i/trt'n Ui'ftprmir/ und OKarwcter (Critical Inquiry Concerning the Canonical

Gospels; their Relation to each other; their Origin and Character). In 1851, he published
l).tx .\Ln-1cn*-! vangelium n<t<'h *<in<-in. ('/*:intny und Cluti-dl.ler (The Origin and Character
of St. Mark's Gospel). B. died Dec., 1860. In these and other works of a similar nature,
II. maintained that we must extend our notions of the time within which the canonical

writings were composed to a period considerably post-apostolic, and which car. only be
determined approximately by a careful investigation of the motives which apparently
actuated their authors. The chief characteristic, therefore, of the "

Tubingen School,"
as exhibited in the works of its founder, is the union <>f a subjective criticism with a

strong conviction of the historic reality of the New Testament writings. The most
distinguished adherents of this new school of German theology are Zeller, Schwegler,
Kostliu, and Hilgenfeld.

BAUTAIN, Loms-EuGENK-MARiE, a French philosopher and theologian, b. at Paris,
Feb. 17. 1796. He studied under Cousin at the normal school. In 1816, he was
appointed professor of philosophy in the college of Strasbourg, and soon distinguished
himself by the influence he exerted over the earnest youth of that city, who carried their
admiration even to the length of imitating his walk and dress. The religious tendencies
of his character, however, not finding a satisfactory expression in philosophy, he threw
himself into the arms of the church, and became a priest in 1828, After the events of

1830, he resigned his professorship, which until then he had retained: but his reputation
for orthodoxy, never very strong, had been destroyed in the ej*es of his bishop by his

work La M<n;tl< ilt /' Ei'iiit'jilt' nmijMin'i <i l<> J/'//w'< lit-x P/iilwjihex, published a few years
before, and he was in consequence suspended from sacred oilices for several years, but
reinstated in 1841. In 1838, he was made dean of the faculty of letters at Strasbourg,
and afterwards director of the college of Juiliy. At a still later period, ho was translated
to Paris, and appointed vicar-gen, of the metropolitan diocese. In 1848, he attempted
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Rapports
(1848), La Miiralt' dc I'Ecangile comptiree aux dircn |fflfcMb de Morale (1855). He diet! in

1807.

BAUTZEN, or, in official language, BU'DISSIX, capital of the circle of the same name,

kingdom of Saxonv. It lias a pop. (,1875) of 14,709, including many We nils, remnants of

the Old Vandals, "it is situated ou a rising ground overlooking the river Spree, and is

the scat of the chief ofriecs of justice in the circle, which has a pop. (1875) of 339, 203,

including 50,000 Wends. It has several churches, a royal palace formerly the residence

of the markgrafs of Meissen numerous schools, and two public libraries and hospital.

The chief branches of industry are manufactures of woolens, fustian, liuen, hosiery,
leather, and gunpowder. B. is a place of considerable antiquity, and was known in the

time of Henry I. (931), but was first made a town under Otho L Its several privileges.
tind the reputation of certain holy relies preserved in St. Peter's church, made the place

important.' It suffered greatly iii the war with the Hussites, and still more during the

thirty years' war. Meissner, the poet, who died in 1805, was born here. B., however,
is eh'ieily celebrated as the place where Napoleon, with an army of 150,000 men, after an
obstinate resistance, won a barren victory over 90,000 of the allied Russians and Prus-

sians, May 30-21, 1813. The allies lost in the two days 15,000 in killed and wounded;
in addition to 1500 prisoners, mostly wounded, which the French captured. The French
left 5000 dead upon the field, and upwards of 20,000 were wounded. The result of
the battle, and the splendid retreat of the allies, were most disheartening to the French.

army, and even to Napoleon himself.

BAVA EIA (Ger. Buirrn, and officially, Bayeni), one of the states of the German
empire; according to its size, the second in importance. B. is divided into two unequal
parts, which are separated by the Baden and Hesse-Darmstadt dominions. The eastern

portion, comprising fully eleven twelfths of the whole, is situated between lat. 47
3

20',

and 50
J

41' n., and long. 9 and 18 48' east. It is bounded u. by the Prussian province of

Hesse-Nassau, the Thuringian principalities, and the kingdom of Saxony; e., by Bohemia
and Austria; s., by the Tyrol; and w., by Wurtemburg, Baden, and the grand duchy of
1 Ie-M'. The western part, occupying the Rhine Palatinate, on the left bank of the Rhine,
lies between lat. 48

J

57'aud 49 50' n., and between T 5 and 8
3

27' east. Rhenish Prussia,
the grand duchy of Hesse, and Baden bound it on the w., n., and e., and France on the
south.

B. is divided into eight circles, as follows:

Circles. Area in sq. m'nes. Pop. in 1875.

Upper Bavaria 6,535 894,404
Lower Bavaria 4,091 622.377
Palatinate 2,272 641,507
I'pper Palatinate 3,679 503,422

Upper Franconia 2,632 555. 04:}

"Middle Franconia 2,914 607,0^5
Lower Franconia 3,409 597,056
Swabia and Neuburg 3,648 601,950

Total 29,180 5,022,904
At the census of 1871 the pop. was 4,863,450.

8urf,K'e. llydrf*jr<ii>hy, HtHtruy*. ctr. B. maybe described as a mountainous country.
It ia walled in on the s.e.. n.e., and n.w. by mountains ranging from 3000 ft. to close on
10.0(K) ft. in height. The highest elevation is reached on the s., the Zu^spit/. of
the .\oric Alps iK-ing JW>5 ft. high. On the e., the highest points of the Bohmerwald,
dividing B. from Bohemia, are the Arber and Rachelbertr. which are respectively
4618ft and 4X00 ft. high. On the n.e., the Schneeberg, in the Fichtelirebinre ranire,
attains a height of 34S1 feet. A branch of this chain, which is connected on the n.'w.
with the Thuringerwaid; cxtemU s. between the rivers Re-rnitx. and Vils. The
RbOngebirge, tb height of which is 3000 ft., forms the northernmost chain of
Bavaria. In the Rhino palatinate, ihe principal mountain is the Mardt. whose culminat-
taf peak is about .':',(() it. high. In the interior, M. is intersected in several directions
by various less elevated ranges, alternating with extensive plains and fertile valleys.B is nob in wood, nearly one third of its surface being covered with forests, mostly of
pine and fir.

'.. its A >/,//'/ /-,//,/,,/. B. has the Rhine tlowins alon<_r the whole eastern boundarv of
tin- circle of the palatinate, which is also watered by (lie Speyer, the Lauter and'the
Queich. The Danube enters H. proper at rim. where it is joint'-d by the Iller,'and pur-
8 es i In an e. n.e. direction through the center of the country, until it

|

out at I'assau into the AiMrian dominions. Including its windings, the length of
the Danube m 1',. i- about 270 m., \\bidi can l,e navigated throughout. In it- passage
through B., it receives no fewer than ;,'s rivers, the chief of which, ou the rMit bank,
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are, besides the Iller, already mentioned, the Lech, tlie Isar, and the Inn; and on the

left, the Wornitz, the- Altmuiil, the Kocher. the Naab, the Regen, and the Ilz. The
n. part of B. is in the basin of tlie Main, which, rising in (lie north, flows with many
windings through the kingdom in a s.w. direction to the Rhine, with which it unites

at Maycnce. Its most important tributaries are the Reguitz, the Rodach, the Tauber,
and the Saale. B. has several lakes, the principal of which are the Chicin. which has a

circumference of 35 in.
;
the Wurm. with a length of 14 m., and a breadth of 4 in. ; and

the Animer. with a circuit of 27 miles. These lakes are situated in the south, at the

foot of the northern slope of the Xoric Alps. A corner of lake Constance also belongs
to Bavaria. The lakes and rivers abound in fish. There are a few canals in the country,
the most important of which is the LudtHgt-Kunal, which, taking advantage of the rivers

Main, Regnitz, and Altmiihl, unites the Rhine and Danube, and, through them, the

German ocean with the Black sea. This canal was executed b) government at a cost of

upward* of 800,000. B. has altogether about 1700m. of railway in operation. One of

the chief is that between Aug<burg and Lindau on lake Constance, a distance of 80
miles. These lines join Munich with Augsburg, Donauworth, ^Nurnbcrg. L'amberg.
Ulm. Kut'stein, etc. B. has about 1)000 in. of public roads, and over 1">(M> of telegraphs.

Climate, Soil, Products, etc. The temperature of B. varies considerably, being cold and
Weak in the mountainous regions, and very hot in summer in the plains and valleys.
The climate may be described generally, however, as mild and salubrious. The soil, par-

ticularly in the valleys of the upper a:id lower Danube, is very fertile, second to none
hi Central Germany ;

but its capabilities as yet have not been fully developed, although
even now the wealth of the country consists almost wholly of its'agricultural produce.
The plain s. of Munich has been described as the granary of Germany, in conse-

quence of its great productiveness, while the circles of upper and middle Franconia are

styled the hop-garden of Bavaria. Wheat, rye, oats, and barley are the chief articles of

produce, but buckwheat, maize, and rice are also grown to a small extent The vine,

as well as the hop-plant, is cultivated extensively in Franconia, ami the wine is held in

great esteem. Rhenish B. also produces good wine. The quantity annually produced
in B. is estimated at upwards of 16,000,000 gallons. Fruit, tobacco, flax, hemp, linseed,

licorice, and beet-root are cultivated. Cattle rearing forms the exclusive occupation of

the inhabitants on the slopes and at the foot of the Alps, pasturage being found at an
elevation of 8500 feet. Sheep, goats, and pigs are reared in middle and upper Frau-
conia, and horses chiefly in upper B. and Swabia. but the live-stock is far from bei:.g

adequate to the extent and capacity of the country. The forests of B. annually furi' ; -}\

large quantities of timber. The soil is rich in mineral wealth, which as yet lias not be' n

drawn upon to anything like its full extent. The chief minerals are salt whicli is a vov-

crnment monopoly, and obtained by evaporation, principally from the rich mines in the

s.e. corner of the Alps coal and iron, which is worked almost everywhere throughly*
the territory. In Rhenish B.. copper, manganese, mercury, and cobalt are found; quick-
silver and black lead are obtained in some places; marble in great variety is common,
so also are gypsum, alabaster, and some of the finest porcelain clay in Europe.

Manufactures, ttr. The manufacturing industry of B.. like its agriculture, is gen-
erally in an undeveloped state, and not centered in the hands of capitalists, who can

largely take advantage of new inventions to prosecute it with energy and success, hut
distributed among numerous small manufacturers.

This is not the case with beer, the manufacture of which is carried to great perfec-
tion in B.. and to an extent, if we take population inlo account, quite unparalleled in

Europe. There are upwards of 5000 breweries in B., making about 110.000,000 gallons
of beer annually, which are mainly consumed in the country, the quantity of beer that

a Bavarian can imbibe being quite marvelous. Nearly two thirds of the revenue of

the state are said to be derived from this source alone.* Next to beer, coarse linen is

the most important product of manufacturing industry, and of late years some consid-

erable cotton-factories have been erected; but the supply of cotton, woolen, and worsted

goods is not equal to the home consumption. Leather is pretty extensively manu-
factured, so also are paper, articles of straw and wood, porcelain, glass, nails, needles,

jewelry, beet-root sugar, and tobacco. The mathematical and optical instruments of

Munich are held in high repute. The exports consist of timber, grain, wine, cattle,

wool, salt, hops, fruits, beer, leather. glas. jewelry, optical and mathematical instru-

ments, butter, cheese, etc. The annual value of these is estimated at about 1,500.000
The principal imports are sugar, coffee, woolens, silks, stuffs, drugs, hemp, and flax.

The position of B. gives it the transit trade between n. Germany and Austria, Switzer-

land and Italy.

/'(/,/',
V ',>///. E,lifii,>n, Education. The growth of the population of B. is much

checked by the regulations which relate to marriages. No marriage can take place
until the authorities who superintend the relief of the poor are fully sa'i-f'ed that the

persons wishing to marry have adequate means to support a wife and family; and cer-

tain military obligations have also to be fulfilled before a man can enter into wedlock.
These restrictive laws have another consequence besides that of preventing a rapid
increase of the population: they have tended to increase inordinately the number of

illegitimate children. B. has a very bad pre-emincr.cc in this respect on the continent.

In the capital, the illegitimate births about equal the legitimate; and over the whol
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kingdom the proportion ranges from 1 in 4.5 to 1 in 5 of the total births, equal to a per-

centairc of from 22| to 20 illegitimate births. In 1817, the population was 3,564,757;

in is;{:!. 1.1^7.:;:i:i; an 1 in 1805. it had only increased to 4,541,556. During recent

years, however. I he increase lias been more rapid, the population in 1864 amounting to

;;n ; and in 1871, to 4,863,450. The Bavarians, notwithstanding their beer-bib-

bing propcn-itv. ;ire < ssentially a sober and industrious people. Though all of German
origin, tlicv dilTcr materially in character. The Franconians are intelligent, diligent,

and >t.a'lv: the Suabiuns, good-naturedly indolent; and the inhabitants of the Pala-

tinate, lively and cnierprisinir; while the Bavarians proper are dull and superstitious.
A - t<> rel '';

:
<>n, in 1871, the Roman Catholics numbered 3,464,364; Protestants, 1,342,592;

."i.i.iiil.'; and other minor sects, 5453. The state allows perfect toleration, guaran
: th" -am*- civil rights to Catholic and Protestant alike. Individuals of every sect

have the privilege of worshiping privately without fear of molestation
;
and on appli-

cation to the king by a sufficient number of families, the right of public worship can be

secured. A concordat with Koine divides the state into 2 archbishoprics and 6 bishop-
ric-. The consistories of Anspach, Baireuth, and Speyer, under the superior consistory
of Munich, govern the Lutheran church, the Munich consistoiy being in some degree
subject to a section in the home department, which manages the temporal concerns of

all the churches. The president of the Munich consistory has a seat and vote in the

council of the state. The revenues of the church of Rome are derived from lands and
endowments, the Protestant church is supported by the state. Of late, the Bavarian

government lias become conspicuous by opposing the Ultramontanes, and encouraging
the

" Old Catholics."
B. has a good system of education, under the supreme direction of a minister of

public instruction, to whom certain members of the provincial governments, specially
instructed to watch the educational interests of the communities, are subordinate.

They, again, have numerous inspectors under them, who make systematic reports.
Nevertheless, in upper and lower B., about one fifth of the children are yet without a
school education. Besides elementary schools, there are about 30 (/ymna*ia, and
numerous Realschulen and technical schools of various kinds. The three Bavarian
universities are at Munich. Wftrzburg, and Erlangen, the latter being Protestant. There
are several extensive libraries in B., that of Munich being the largest in Germany. Art
has been zealously cultivated in B., and since the days of king Louis I. has beeu
peculiarly fostered by the state. There are numerous institutions for the furtherance
of painting, sculpture, and music.

Ooternment, Revenue, etc. B. is a constitutional monarchy, the throne hereditary in
the male line. Its constitution dates no further back than 1818, when it was declared a
part of confederated Germany. The king is the executive. The legislature consists of
a chamber of senators, and one of deputies. The senators are hereditary, the king,
however, having the power, within certain limits, to nominate members for life. The
chamber of deputies consists of five different classes one eighth of the whole members
l>eing chosen from landed proprietors, who exercise judicial powers in right of their

property, and have no seat in the upper house; another eighth from ecclesiastics of the
Protestant and Roman Catholic churches; a fourth from the inhabitants of cities and
market towns; and a half from landed proprietors who neither possess judicial rights,
nor a seat in the other chamber. There are, besides, three members from the universi-
tiesone from each. There is one member in the chamber of deputies for every 7000
families, or 35,000 inhabitants. In the event of there not being a dissolution, the cham-
ber lasts for six years. The usual length of the annual session is two months. The
chambers, in ordinary circumstances, meet once a year for the dispatch of business, and
it is compulsory on the king to summon them once in three years. No deliberation can
take place unless two thirdsT>f the deputies are present. All matters relating to public
burdens, etc., come first under the consideration of the chamber of deputies; with refer-

(;!)
to other questions, the king exercises his own discretion as to which chamber shall

3 them. No alteration in taxation, and no new law, can be promulgated with-
out the consent of the legislature; but the royal prerogative is loosely defined.

met consists of seven members, chiefs of the departments of foreign afMrs,
'<v. borne affairs, public worship and instruction, finance, commerce, and publicworks and war. They are not necessarily members of the chambers, though they are

(rtvfleged to be ]>:> vn\ at the deliberations. The privy council is composed of the
ii'.:, certain royal princes, the ministers of state, and six councilors nominated by the

L 1 1 1 (
**

HP about 1., p,. r cent of the whole expenditure! the army, 18 per cent; and worship ami

^cation
about 1 1 per cent. In ISTC, lh e public debt amounted to 1.108,9.14,854 marks

8.845,148 marks being contracted for railways. In 1858, the public
5 nonns . a*141 the debt on railways was 88,643,834 florins total,

The raising of the army of B. was in 1871 adapted to the Prussian method of con-
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scription. Every Bavarian is liable to service for seven years, and no substitution is

allowed. The period of active service is four years, the remaining three being spent in

the army of reserve; and the soldier, after quhting the reserve, is bound to servu other
live years in the landwehr. When B.

,
in Nov.. 18TO, became one of the kingdoms of

the German empire, her army, on the established conditions of its formation, was formed
into two corps of the imperial army, each consisting of two divisions, under the com-
mand of the king of B. in times of peace, but controlled by the emperor of Germany in

war. On the peace-footing, the infantry consists of 16 regiments, 48 battalions, 20,638
men in all; besides which there are 10 battalions of chasseurs, 5510 strong, and 32 bat-

talions of landwehr. There are 10 regiments of cavalry, of 7192 men: 5-144 artillery,
1214 engineers, and 1126 of the military train in all, 47,2:24 men, without including the

landtcehr. In time of war the total force is 149,892, rather more than trebled.

Ilixtnry. The Boii, a race of Celtic origin, were the first inhabitants of B. of whom
tradition furnishes any account. From them, its German name, Baiern, as well as its

old Latin name. Boiaria, is said to have been derived. They appear to have conquered
the country about GOO H.C., and they retained it until shortly before the Christian en,
when they were subjugated by the Romans; the country being made an integral part of
the Roman empire, under thc'namcs of Yiudelicia and Noricum. After the decay of the

Roman power, the Ostrogoths and Franks successively held possession of it, until

Charlemagne conquered it. After his death, it was governed by lieutenants of the

Frank and German kings, until 1070, when it passed into possession of Ilia Guelph
family; and it was transferred by imperial grant, in 1180, to Otho, count of Wit elsbach,
whose descendant now occupies the throne. The Rhenish Palatinate was con lerred on this

family by the emperor Frederick III. in 1216. Now followed quarrels bet ween relatives,

and divisions of territory, until the dukedom of B. was severed from the Rhenish and upper
Palatinates (see PALATINATE); of the latter, however, it repossessed itself in 1621 the

peace of Westphalia, in 1648, confirming the title of its princes to that possession, as

well as its right to the electoral dignity to which it had been raised in 1624 In the

war of the Spanish succession, B. supported France, and suffered considerably in consc"

quence; but in 1777, on the extinction of the younger Wittelsbach line, it received the
accession of the Rhine Palatinate. In 1805, B. was erected into a kingdom by Napoleon
I. The king assisted Napoleon in his wars, and in consideration of his aid received

lurgc additions of territory. In 1813, however, the Bavarian king opportunely con-
trived to change sides, and thus managed to have confirmed to him, by the treaties of

1814-15, an extent of territory nearly as valuable as the possessions which the treaties of

Presburg and Vienna had given him, and which he had now to restore to Austria.
In 1JS1S. as already intimated, the new constitution came into existence, but owing

to various causes, it *did not secure that measure of popular freedom and content-
ment that had been expected. In 1825, Louis I. ascended the throne. He was a

well-meaning, lilxral, and intellectual monarch, and was favorable to the liberty of
the people and the press; but he lavished the wealth of tise kingdom to an extrava-

gant degree on the embellishment of the capital, and on works of art, while he

neglected to a considerable extent works of practical value, that would have tended
to enrich the country, diminish the public burdens, and consequently increase the wel-
fare of his people. In 1830, a wave from the French revolution swept over the

country, disturbing its equanimity, but not to any serious extent. The Bavarian

government, however, took alarm, and restricted the freedom of the press. These
restrictions excited so much opposition, that they were soon after rescinded, but new
dissatisfaction was created by the imposition of new taxes. The Jesuits now obtained
an immense influence with the king, which they used to the detriment of popular
rights. The wrath of the people was further aroused against their monarch by his con-
nection with the notorious Lola Montcz, who was looked upon as an agent of the Ultra-
monUinists an imputation which that lady, in her autobiography, published in 1858,

indignantly repudiates, maintaining that she was the inveterate enemy of that party,
and the true friend of the people. In March, 1848. following the example set by thd

French revolutionists, the people of Munich seized the arsenal, and demanded reforms
and the expulsion of Lola Montez. The king had to consent; but in the same month he
abdicated his throne, in accordance, says Lola Monte/, with a promise made by him to

her. His --.in, Maximilian II.. ascended the throne. lie died in 1864; and Louis II., a

distinguished patron of Wagner, the great musician, now reigns. Sec GKHMANY.

BAVA SIA, a colossal female statue at Munich, which bears the name of the country
of which it is a personification, is said to be second in size only to the famous Col<><-u>

of Rhodes. It was erected by king Louis I., the model having been executed by
Schwanthaler. Externally, the figure bears a German aspect. A long folding garment
reaches from the middle to the naked foot; over the half-naked breast a skin is cast, and
the hair falls freely over the back. The brow is adorned with sprigs of oak; in the left

hand, which is raised, she holds a wreath of oak; and in the right, which is bent towards
the brea>t. a sword; at her side reposes the Bavarian lion, the guardian of her kingdom,
in a sitting attitude. The statue is 65 ft. high, the pedestal being 30, so that the whole
monument has a height of 95 feet. The statue was cast from the bronze of Turkish and
Norwegian cannon. Internally, it is very remarkable. Through the back part of the
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pedestal, a door leads to a stone; staircase, consisting of 60 steps. The figure itself is

hollow, and resembles a mine, with side-passages which lead into the lion. A Staircase

of ca-t iron, ot .">! steps, leads through the neck up into the head, where there are two

sofa-, and .-.-vend' opening-: fnr the enjoyment of the view. At the highest part of the

had. there is the following inscription:
" This colossal figure, erected by Louis I., king

designed and modeled by L. von Schwanthaler. and cast in bronze, in

!M-1 t > I **><>. by Ferdinand Miller."" The head contains standing-room for 31 per
.*ons. The whole tig'ure consists of seven pieces, and the lion, of five. The monumeul

nnally uncovered, amidst great rejoicings, on the 7th Aug., 1850.

BAVINS, in the pyrotec buy of warfare, are small bundles of easily ignited brush

wood, from 2 to 3 ft. in length" They are made by arranging the bush-ends of the twigs
all in one direction, tying the other ends with small cord, dipping the bush-ends into\
kettle containing an inflammable composition, and drying them. They are employed
among the combustible materials in fire-ships.

BAWBEE, or BABEE, the popular designation of a half-penny in Scotland, now drop,

ping out of use. The origin of the term is obscure; but it is most probably a corrup-
tion of has billon, Fr., applicable to debased copper money. In the plural form, the word
is often popularly used in Scotland to signify money generally. In Scottish song, B. is

synonymous with a girl's fortune or marriage-portion as, Jenmjs Bairbee.

BAWR, ALEXANDRINE SOPHIE COUUY DE CIIAMPGRAND, Baroness de; 1773-1861; a

French novelist and dramatist, wife of Saint Simon, who got a divorce because he did

not think her tit to be the wife of "the first man in the world." In 1806, she wedded
baron de Uawr. who wa.s killed by accident a few months after the marriage. Some of

her plays are still occasionally acted.

BAXTER, a co. in n. Arkansas, on the Missouri border, bounded on then, by White
river; about 600 sq.m. ; pop. '80, 5901. The surface is hilly and undulating, and the

soil fertile. Farming and stock-raising are the main occupations. Co. seat, Mountain
Home.

BAXTER. ANDREW, 1686-1750; a Scotch philosopher, author of An .Inquiry into the

Nntun of tin' Ilt/instii .i<n.(l, whtrein it* Immateriality it evinced from the Principle* of Ren-
ton and FMmtpby. He also wrote on questions of science for the teaching of children.

BAXTER, RICHARD, one of the most eminent of the nonconformist divines, was b.

Nov. 12, 1615, of poor but genteel parents, at Rowton, in Shropshire. His early educa-
tion was somewhat neglected. Instead of attending, as he wished, one of the universi-

ties, he was obliged to content himself with a course of private study, in the midst of

which he was induced, singularly enough, for he was habitually serious, to try his for-

tune at court Hither he accordingly hied, fortified with an introduction to the master
of the revels. A month sulfic d to'convincc him that he was out of his element at

Whitehall, and a protracted illness after his return helped to deepen the earnestness of

liis religious convictions. Soon after, at the age of C3, he was oid: ined. and entered on
the mastership of Dudley grammar-school, from which he removed to act as assistant to

a clergyman at Bridge-north, where he re-sided nearly two years. In 1640. he was invited

to Income parish clergyman of Kidderminster, an offer which he accepted; and within
a comparatively brief period, not only did he establish his reputation as one of the most
remarkable preachers of the time, but what was better, succeeded in effecting a wonder-
ful improvement in the manners of the people. On the breaking out of the civil war.
his position Ix-came somewhat peculiar. Sincerely attached to monarchy, his religious
sympathies were almost wholly with the Puritans; and though a Presbyterian in principle,
he \\ :^ far from admitting the unlawfulness of episcopacy. These Views, which, some
time iK'fore the restoration, became extremely popular, were now too catholic for the

general taste, and the open respect shown by B. to some leading Puritans exposed him

water, Kx;er. Bristol, and Worcester. His influence was at all times exerted to modify
the Intolerance of partisanship, and to promote "the spirit of love and of a sound
mind." On the urgent invitation of his parishioners, he returned to Kidderminster,
when i'lh'-alth forced him to leavo the army, and continued to labor there for some
time. During this period, he greatly extended his fame by the publication of his SVn'wAx'

ni <\ ill i,i the Unconverted. He never dissembled his sentiments with regard to
the execution of tl-.> king and the usurpation of Cromwell, even in the presence of the

protector bin. -elf. who endeavored, without success, to enlarge his ideas on the subject
of rCTDlutfoilS. On the return of Charles. ]]. \V ;is appointed one of his chaplains, and
took a leading part in the conference held at the Savoy to attempt a reconciliation
between the contending chim-h factions, u project defeated by the bisroted obstinacy of
the bishop i; tempted with the offer of the sec of Hereford', but declined the

praying i-Mea-l to be permitted to return to his beloved tloek at Kidderminster.
'v. but his request was refused. The act of uniformity at lendh dro\e
r.nirlMi church, and in July. Ififi:;. he retired to At ton. in Middlesex.

where he spent the greater part of nine years, ciiielly occupied in the conip<n
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some of the most important of his numerous works. These he produced with a rapidity

unparalleled in modern generations, at least in this one respeet, that (he quality was not

always in the inverse ratio of the quantity. The act of indulgence in 1672 permitted
him to return to London, where he divided his time between preaching and writing.
At length, iii 1685, he fell into the brutal clutches of judge Jefferies, who condemned
him, for alleged

" sedition" in his Paraphrase f the Xew Testament, to pay a line of 500

marks, and in default, to lie in the king's bench prison till it was paid. The circum-

stances of the trial are graphically described by Macaulay in the second volume of his

history. After a confinement of nearly 18 months, B. was released and pardoned, on
the mediation of lord Fowls. He lived after this to see better times, and died on the

8th Dec., 1691, in the 75th year of his age.
B. is said to have preached more sermons, engaged in more controversies, and written

more books than aijy other nonconformist of his age; and Dr. Isaac Barrow has said of

him, that
"
his practical writings were never mended, and his controversial seldom con-

futed." The total number of his publications exceeded 160. Of these, by far the

most popular a.u'.l celebrated are his Saints' Rest, Dying Ihoughts, and Call to the Uncon
;>/// 20,000 copies of which last were sold in a twelvemonth, and it was translated

into all European languages. More important, however, in a theological point of view,
are his Methodm Theologian and Catholic Theology, in which his peculiar system a com-

promise between Arminius and Calvin is embodied. His autobiographical narrative is

historically valuable; the review of his religious opinions is spoken of by Coleridge as

one of the most remarkable pieces of writing in religious literature. A complete edition

of his works, in 25 vols., with a life by Onne, was published in 1830. His practical

works, in 4 vols., were published in 1847.

BAXTERIANS is the term .that was formerly applied to those who adhered to Bax-
ter's theological system, the peculiar doctrines of which were: 1st, That though Christ

died in a special sense for the elect, yet he also died in a general sense for all; 2d, The
rejection of the dogma of rebrobation; 3d, That it is possible even for saints to fall

away from saving grace. The tendency of Baxter's views was towards a more lilx?ral

theology, but they are deficient in logical consistency. Nevertheless, they have been,
and still are, embraced by many pious people especially among the dissenters who
shrink from accepting what they consider the hard conclusions of Calvinism, or the lati-

tudinarian views of Arminianism. The two most eminent B. are Dr. Isaac Watts and
Dr. Philip Doddridge.

BAY (from a Saxon root, "to bend ") is properly applied to an indentation of the sea
into the laud, with an opening wider than the depth. A gulf is understood to be deeper
than a bay. and has often a narrow opening. These terms are often loosely applied;
Baffin's buy, e.g., is really a gulf. When the body of water is large, and the entrance

narrow, it becomes a shut sea, as the Baltic, the Red sea, etc. Hudson's bay, the Per-
sian gulf, and the gulf of Mexico might with propriety be termed seas.

BAY, a name given to a number of trees and shrubs more or less resembling the lau-

rel or victor's laurel (laurus nobili*), which is also called SWEET BAY (see LAUREL"*; the
name b<tye, which was once exclusively applied to the fruit, having been extended to
the whole plant. The common laurel or cherry laurel (prtumx binron-raws) is sometimes
called BAY LAUREL. See LAUREL. The RED BAY of the Southern states of America is

tin/run raroUnieiisis. See LAUREL. The WHITE BAY of America is magnolia, glauca
(see MAGNOLIA), and the LOBLOLLY BAY of the same country is gontonia lasianthus. See
GORDON i.\.

Prom early times, bay-leaves have been associated with popular superstitions and
usages. Along with other evergreens, they have adorned houses and churches at Christ-

inas; and in token of rejoicing or of some meritorious deed, sprigs of bay, as well as
of laurel, have been worn in the hat, or wreathed around the head. There appears to

have been a notion that the B. was an antidote against the effects of thunder. In an old

play, The White Devil, Cornelia says :

" Reach the bays:
I'll tie a garland here about his head,
'Twill keep my boy from lightning."

According to Shakespeare, the withering of bay-trees was reckoned an omen of death.
Thus Richard says:

"
'Tis thought the king is dead ; we'll not stay.
The bay-trees in our country are withered."

The following passage occurs in Parkinson's Garden of Flowers, 1629, p. 598:
" The bay-

leaves are necessary both for evil uses and for physic, both for the sick and for the
sound, both for the living and the dead. It serveth to adorn the house of God, as well
as niim; to crowne or enriche, as with a garland, the heads of the living; and to strike
and decke forth the bodies of the dead ; so that from the cradle to the grave, we have
still use of it. we have still need of it." For other notices of this kind respecting the B.,
we refer to Brand's Popular Antiquitits, also to Hone's Year Book. Bay-leaves are some-
times used in cookery for the sake of flavoring.

U. K. II. 21
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H.VY. a co. in n.e. Michigan on Saginaw bay; intersected by Saginaw river and a

branch of tin- Michigan Central railroad; 750 sq.m.; pop. '74, 24,832. There is little of

agriculture, lumber being the main article of trade. Co. seat, Bay City.

BAYA, Plocfit* Philippine*, a small East Indian bird, of the great family of the

fringillidte (q.v.), and of a genus to some of which, from their remarkable manner of

uctiiiir their nests, the uam weaver bird (q.v.) is often given. It is described by
the older ornithologies under the name of the Philippine grossbeak, orlarift PhiUppina.
It i- yellow, spotted with brown, the throat black, the beak conical and large. Its nest

is very curious. Suspended from a slender twig of a lofty branch, so that monkeys,

squirrels, and serpents may not reach it. it is rendered still more secure by its form,
which is very like that of a common Florence flask, the entrance, however, being from

beneath, and not from above, with lateral openings to separate chambers, in one of

which the female sits upon the eggs, whilst another is occupied by the male, who there

pours forth his song. It is composed of fine fibers of leaves and grass. The B. is very
easilv tamed, will perch on the hand, and can be trained to fetch and carry at command.

BAYADE'RES (from the Portuguese bailacteira . that is, dancing-girl) is the name given

by Eurojwans to the dancing-girls and singers in India, who are divided into two great

classes, each comprising many subdivisions. The first of these classes, who are called

Devadasi that is, slaves to the gods are divided into two distinct grades, according to

the rank of the families whence they have sprung, the dignity of the idol to which they
are devoted, and the authority and riches of the temple to which they belong. Those of

the first rank are chosen from the most influential families of the Vaisya caste, to which
the rich landed proprietors and merchants belong. Those of the second class are chosen
from the chief Sudra families, who correspond to our mechanics. No girls can be
admitted among the Devadasis but such as are still in childhood, and free from any
bodily defect. The parents of the girl must renounce by a solemn agreement all right
to their child, who then receives the necessary instruction. The employment of the

Devadasis is to sing the praises of their god at festivals and solemn processions, to cele-

brate his victories and great deeds, and to dance before him, to weave, the wreaths with
which the images are adorned, and in general to perform subordinate offices in the tem-

ple and for the priests. On the other hand, they are excluded from the celebration of
such rites and ceremonies as are accounted peculiarly sacred, as, for example, at sacri-

fices for the dead, suttis, etc. The Devadasis of the first rank live within the inclosure
of the temple, which they are not permitted to leave without the special permission of
the high priest. They must remain unmarried for life, but are, notwithstanding, per-
mittee! to choose a lover, either in or out of the temple, provided he belongs to one of
the high castes. A connection with a man of low rank would be punished with the
utmost severity. If they have children, the girls are brought up to their mother's pro-
fession, and the boys are educated for musicians. The Devadasis of the second rank
differ but little from those of the first, but they have more freedom, as they live without
the temple. A certain number of them must attend daily at the temple service, but at

public processions they are all obliged to appear. They not only dance and sing before
the images for which they receive a fixed allowance of rice-money but when sum-
moned by the nobles, they perform at marriages, banquets, etc. All the Devadasis
reverence, as their special patroness and protectress, the goddess Ramhha, one of the
most beautiful dancers in the paradise of Indra. They bring a yearly offering in spring
to her and to the god of love. The singing-girls who travel about 'the country are of
an eentinlly different class from the Devadasis. They perform only at private

'

entertain strangers in the techultris, or public inns, and get different names according to
tii- -pecial aris in which they excel. Some of them live independently in bands, con
slating of from 10 to 12 persons. They travel about the country, and divide their -rains
with the musicians who accompany them. Others are under the authority of dni/ii*. or
old dancing-women, who receive all the money they gain, and give the girfsonly enough
for food and clothing. Some are really the slaves of such old women, who have pro
cured them in their infancy either by purchase or by capture, and have instructed them
in their art. To one of these classes belonged those B. who visited several of th.-

European capitals in 1839. The costume of the- B. is not without a certain allurinii-
charm. Their dances do not resemble what we are cxcustomed to call dancinsr. but arc
rather a species of pantomime, which is explained by the somrs recited by the accom-
panying musicians. The themes of these songs are usually either happy or despairing
love, jealousy, etc. Europeans have spoken with much enthusiasm of' flie rlmrms of
tlieM- pantomimes; but to judge by the performances of the above-mentioned B. during
their vi>it to Europe, these descriptions must be looked upon as very mv.ch exaggerated;
for although these dancers possessed great physical agility, their movements were want
ing in dignity and grace.

BAYA MO, or SAN S U.V.VDOR, at. in the eastern part of the Hand of Cuba, 60m. n.w.
from Santiago. It is situated in an unhealthy plain, near the left bank of tho, Canto a
Mii.-Ul river which falls into an arm of the sea called the canal of Bavamo The town
carries on a considerable trade. 1'op. about T.'KX).

BAJ AR1) -lAMi;s ASIIKTOX, 1767-1815: b. Philadelphia; a descendant of Nicholas
B., a French Huguenot; educated at Princeton; began law practice in Delaware; was
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elected to congress; declined the mission to France; was chosen U. S. senator in 1804;

was one of the commissioners of the United States at Ghent to negotiate for peace with
Great Britain in 1814; afterwards offered the mission to Russia, but refused it.

BAYARD, JAMES ASHETOX, son of the first James Asheton; U. S. senator from
Delaware for two terms, resigning in 1869. He was an eminent lawyer, and for years
chairman of the senate judiciary committee.

IJAYARD. JEAN FRANCOIS ALFRED, 1796-1853; a French dramatist, working with

Dumanoir, Scribe, and others, and husband of Scribe's niece. He was the author of

more than 200 plays.

BAYABD, PIERRE DU TEKRAIL, Chevalier, the knight sans peuret sans reproche, b.

1476, at Castle Bayard, near Grenoble, was perhaps the only hero of the middle ages
who deserved the unmingled praise and admiration bestowed upon him. Simple,
modest, a sterling friend and tender lover, pious, humane, and magnanimous, he held

Together in rare symmetrical union the whole circle of the virtues. After acting as

page to the duke of Savoy. Bayard entered the service of Charles VIII., whom he accom-

panied to Italy, and gained renown in the battle of Verona, where he took a standard
from the enemy. At the beginning of the reign of Louis XII. , Bayard was engaged
in a battle near Milan, where he followed the defeated and retreating forces with such

impetuosity that he entered the city with them, and was made a prisoner, but the duke
Ludovico Sforza released him without ransom. At Barletia. in 1502, Bayard, with ten

other French cavaliers, fought a tournament with an equal number of Spaniards, in

order to decide their respective claims to superiority ; and although seven Frenchmen
were overthrown in the first charge, the result, chiefly through Bayard's bravery, after

a six hours' combat, was declared equal. Next, we rind him righting bravely in Spain,
and against the Genoese and Venetians. When pope Julius II. declared war again>t
France, Bayard hastened to support the duke of Ferrara; but failed in his scheme f<r

making the pope a prisoner. Subsequently, lie won fresh laurels in Spain. In the war
with Henry VII 1. of England who had threatened Picardy. and besieged Terouane, in

1513 when the French, on one occasion, were about to lay down their arms. Bayard
made a sudden attack on an English officer, and, pointing his sword at his breast, said:

surrender, or I take your life.'' The Englishman gave his sword to Bayard, who
returned his own. saying:

"
I am Bayard, your prisoner: and you are mine." The

emperor and the king of England exchanged their prisoners without any demand of
ransom for Bayard. When Francis I. had ascended the throne, Bayard was sent into

Dauphine to make a way for the army over the Alps and through Piedmont. In this

expedition, he made Prosper Colonna a prisoner. Next, Bayard gained, at Marignano,
a victory for the king. who. in consequence, submitted to receive the honor of knight-
hood from Bayard. When Charles V. broke into Champagne, at the head of a large

army. Bayard defended Me/ieres against all assaults, and on his entry into Paris, lie

was hailed as the saviour of his country, was made knight of the order of St. Michael,
and appointed over a company of 100 men, led in his own name, an honor which until

then had been confined to princes of the blood-royal. He was slain by an arrow from
an arquebuss, while crossing the Sesia, April 30, 1524. So highly was 'he esteemed for

all noble qualities, that his death was lamented not only by the French king and nation,
but also by his enemies. His love of virtue, especially of that kingliest of virtues, justice.
was so passionate, that he was wont to declare that all empires, kingdoms, and prov-
inces where justice did not rule, were mere forests filled with brigands. His body was
taken by the enemy, but was restored to France, and interred in the church of the Mino-
rites' monastery, near Grenoble.

BAYARD, RICHARD BASSETT, 1796-1868, b. Del.; son of the first James Asheton.
He wa- I'. S. senator from Delaware from 1836-39. and from 1841-45.

BAYARD. THOMAS FRANCIS, b. Dal., 1828; son of the second James Asheton
;
sue

cecded his father as I". S. senator in 1869.

BAYAZID , or BAYEZEED', a t. of Turkish Armenia, in the pashalic of Erzeroum.
from Which place it is distant e.s.e. about 150 miles. It is situated about 15 m. to the
s. w. of the foot of Mt. Ararat: is fortified: and has a pop. of about 5000, mostly Kurds.
Prior to 1830. its pop. was estimated at upwards of 15.000, and it had a brisk trade: but
since that time, on account of Russian interference, its commerce and inhabitants have

gradually decreased. B. has repeatedly been the scene of conflict. The Berlin congre--
of 1878 restored B. to Turkey, though "it had been ceded to Russia by the preliminary
treaty.

BAYAZID I. See BA.TAZET.

BAYBERRY. See CAMH/EBERRY.
BAY CITY, seat of justice of Bay co.. Mich., on Saginaw river, near its junction

with the bay of that name; on the Jackson. Lansins and Saginaw railroad, and the ter

minus of the Detroit and Bay city, and East Saginaw roads; pop. '74, 13,690; in '80.

38,088. It is growing rapidly and has an important trade in timber, salt, and fish.

BAYER, JOHANN, a German constructor of charts of the stars, was born either at

Augsburg or at. Rhain, in Bavaria, in the latter part of the 16th c., and fulfilled the
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duties of a Protestant pastor HI several places. His zeal for the Protestant church was

so conspicuous, that he obtained the cognomen 0* Protetlantium (the Mouth of Protes-

tants); other accounts Mate that he was an advocate atAugsburg. It matters little which,

a- he is no\v renieinhered only on account of his Uranoinetria (1603, and 2d ed. 1639),

in which he nave '51 maps of the heavens, constructed from the observations of his

predecessors, and followed by explanations; In his IC.ri>ii<:aii Cnrni'ttrum ./.',> t* Tttbuli*

Stras. Ifi-jti. Although his maps are not remarkable for accuracy, even

for his time, he has the merit of introducing
the simple plan of distinguishing the stars

df a constellation by means of letters. The largest star of the constellation he named by
the first letter of the Greek alphabet (a), and the rest in the order of their apparent bril-

liancy, by the following letters. This convenient plan is still followed

BAYEUX, a city of Normandy, in France, dep. Calvados, situated on. the Aure, not

far from its mouth. Pop. '76, 8315. B. is chiefly built of wood and plaster, is famous

_ g ......
librai*y of'the place. B. is the seat of a bishop, and has a college.

BAYEUX TAPESTEY, a web of canvas or linen cloth, 214 ft. long by 20 in. wide, pre-
served in the public library, Bayeux, upon which is embroidered, in woolen thread of

various colors, a representation of the invasion and conquest of England by the Nor-
mans. Tradition averts it to be the work of Matilda, wife of William the Conqueror,
and it is believed that if she did not actually stitch the whole of it with her own hand,
she at least took part in it, and directed the execution of it by her maids; and afterwards

presented it to the cathedral of Bayeux, as a token of her appreciation of the effective

assistance which its bishop. Odo, rendered to her husband at the battle of Hastings.
Some antiquaries contend that it was the work not of queen Matilda (the wife of the

conqueror), who died in 1083, but of the empress Matilda (the daughter of king Henry
I.), who died in 11(57. According to Mr. Bruce, the latest authority on the subject",
the tapestry contains, besides the figures of 505 quadrupeds, birds, sphinxes, etc., "the

figures of 623 men, 202 horses, 55 dogs. 37 buildings. 41 ships and boats, and 49 trees

in all, 1512 figures." The tapestry is divided into 72 distinct compartments, each rep-

resenting one particular historical occurrence, and bearing an explanatory Latin inscrip-
tion. A tree is usually chosen to divide the principal events from each other. This pic-
torial history for so it may be called, and indeed, in several particulars, it is more minute
tliau any written history we have opens with Harold prior to his departure for Nor-

mandy, taking leave of Edward the confessor. Harold is next observed, accompanied
by his attendants, riding to Bosham with his hawk and hounds; and he is afterwards

-ucces^ively, embarking from the Sussex coast: anchoring in France, and being
made prisoner by Guy, earl of Pouthieu; redeemed by William, duke of Normandy,
and meeting with him at his court; assisting him against Conan, earl of Bretagnc;
swearing on the sacred relics never to interfere with William's succession to the Saxon
throne, etc.; and finally re-embarking for England. The tapestry then represents
Harold narrating the events of his journey to Edward the confessor, whose death and
funeral obsequies we next see. Harold then receives the crown from the Saxon people,
and ascends the throne; and next we have the news brought to William, who takes
counsel with his half-brother, Odo, bishop of Bayeux, as to the invasion of England.
Then follow representations of the active war-preparations of the Normans; their em-
barkation; disembarkation; march to Hastings, and formation of a camp there; the
battle and death of Harold, with which the tapestry finishes.

The B. T. gives an exact and minute portraiture of the manners and customs of the
times; and it has teen remarked that the arms and habits of the Normans are identical
with those of the Danes, as they appear in the miniature paintings of a manuscript of
the time of kiim ('nut, preserved in the British museum.

M. Lancelot appears to have been the first to direct attention to the existence of this
curious monument, by a

description
of an illuminated drawing of a portion of it he had

discovered, in ;i paper presented to the academy of inscriptions'and belles-lettres, in 1724.
This led to the discovery of the tapestry itself, in the Bayeux cathedral, by pere Mont-
faucon, who published an engraving of it in 1730, with a commentary on the Latin
inscriptions. In 17<>7. Dr. Ducarel gave an account of it in his Anglo-Norman An1/'t/'il-

From that time until 1803, when Napoleon had it conveyed to Paris, the B. T.
excited 1: tile attention. Its exhibition, however, in the national niuseum there awakened
public curiosity concerning it, and gave rise to various speculations as to its !Ure, inten-
tion, etc. The discussion satisfactorily established it to lie what tradition asserted it a

contemporary pictorial record of the events of the Norman conquest. The society of
antiquaries (London) published an engraving of the whole in the 6th volume of

"

the
'a Monumenta. The B T. would have been destroyed at the revolution had not a
fortunately succeeded in conceulimr j t frora tue n

*

oll who ( i c, m;lll( ] (>( i j t t() cover
the guns. It was formerly preserved in the cathedral of Bayeux, where it was wont to

Minted on certain days everv year, in the nave of tie- church, round which it exactly
went. Bruce', Bayeux Tapestr^ Elvcidatod (London, ls.v>); A ,-rhavloyia , vols xvii xviii

i 'etotta Monumenta, vol. vi. ; Pictorial History of England.
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BAYFIELD (formerly LA POINTE), a co. in n.e. Wisconsin, on lake Superior, includ-

ing several islands; 1450 sq.m.; pop. '74, 1032; in 'SO, 680, or, with Indians counted,
about 1100. The surface is uneven, and in great part covered with forests. Co. seat,

Baytield.

BAY ISLANDS, a small group in the bay of Honduras, about 150 m. to the s.e. of

Balize. embracing only '.25' of lat., and 1 15' of long. The cluster was proclaimed a Brit-

ish colony in 1S52. The chief islaud is Kuatan (q.v.); and the others of any consequence
are Bonacca, Utila, Burburet, Helena, and Moral.

BAYLE, PIERRE, one of the most independent thinkers in the 17th c., was b. in 1647

at Carlat, in the old co. of Foix, France, and studied philosophy under the Jesuits ;;t

Toulouse. The arguments of hi.- tutors, but especially his friendly intercourse and quiet

disputation with a Catholic clergyman, who lived in his neighborhood, led him to doubt
the orthodoxy of Protestantism, and shortly prevailed so far that he openly renounced
his father's creed, and adopted the Catholic one. In the course of about 17 months,
however, the conversation of his relatives brought him back to the Protestant profession.
To escape ecclesiastical censure, he now went to Geneva, and thence to Coppet, where
he studied the philosophy of Descartes. After a few years, he returned to France, and
in 1675 was elected to till the chair of philosophy in the university of Sedan. In this

office he remained until 1681, when the university was disfranchised. His next appoint-
ment was that of professor of philosophy at Rotterdam. The appearance of a comet in

1680 having given occasion to a widely spread alarm, B., in 1682, published his Pensees

Direr*'* fUf !<i '',//,,< v. a work full of learning, and treating, in discursive style, many
topics of metaphysics, ethics, theology, history, and politics. This was followed by his

Crit'i/'it Generate de >' llixt<,!r< <iu Calmnixme de JfaimboUTQ." In 1684, he commenced
a periodical, JV0 relic* <!>' l/i ]t>'}i}>'iqnc (fix Lrfti-cx. The religious persecutions in France

gave B. occasion to write his ('"inn'nt<iirc P)iilt>x<>fJtl<iti< *>/r <<* J'<u-'/f<x <1, r /.'/< i ngile:
"(.'"//'/"///.< li.f <l\i<in r," which professed itself to be a translation from the English, and
contained a strong defense of the principle of toleration. In consequence of the accusa-
tions brought forward by the theologian, Jurieu, who regarded B. as an agent of France,
and the enemy of Protestants, B., though he skillfully defended himself,was deprived of his

license to teach (in 161):!). He now assiduously devoted his leisure to the Dictioninn'r,'

llixtoriqii'' it Ci-it/i/iic (1st edition, Svols., Rotterd. 1696 last edition, 16 vols., Paris,
1820). This was the first work published under his own name. Again Jurieu came for-

ward as B.'s adversary, and induced the consistory of Rotterdam to censure the diction-

ary, chieily on account of the supposed irreligious tendency of the article on '-'David,"
and the commendation bestowed on the moral character of certain atheists. B. prom-
ised to expunge all the objectionable matter; but afterwards, when he found that the

public entertained a different and more favorable opinion of the peculiar passages than
the Rotterdam consistory, he judged it best to allow them to remain as they were, or
made only slight alterations. New opponents were called into the arena by his Rvponae
nu.c Qiiixiioii* <r>m Proi'incinl, and the continuation ofhlsP&nsSesnurla Gamete. Jacque-
lot and Lcclcrc now attacked his religious opinions, while others persecuted him as the

enemy of Protestantism and of his adopted country, Holland. These literary and theo-

logical controversies had a had effect on his failing health, and a disease, for which he
refused to employ medical aid, proved fatal. He died Dec. 28, 1706.

B. stands at the head of modern sceptics and logicians. Accustomed to view every
question scrupulously on all sides, lie was apparently led to doubt on religious matters

generally; at least, it is not to be denied that his scepticism carried him the length of

doubting the worth or the wisdom of the religious dogmatism that ruled both Catholics
and Protestants in his day. B. was thus the antithesis of a bigot, but his hostility to

bigotry rather originated in his indifference to the doctrines about which theologians
quarreled, than in any clear or high perception of the iniquity of religious persecution.
With great eloquence and persistency, he vindicated the doctrine that moral characteris-
tics and convictions may exist and flourish independently of particular religions opinions;
and considering the barbarous manner in which the rival churches in B.'s time sought
to enforce conformity of sentiment, and crush the liberty of private judgment, it is not
to be wondered at that this doctrine, however objectionable abstractly, should have
found a wide acceptance in Europe. Voltaire calls him " a more admirable logician than
a profound philosopher:" and adds that

" he knew almost nothing of physics." This

probably means no more than that be was ignorant of the then recent discoveries of

Newton; for the scientific articles in the dictionary presuppose a knowledge of the
theories of Descartes (q.v.), with which he was conversant enough. The style of B. is

clear and natural, but diffuse, and often impure. The articles in the dictionary seem to
have been chosen merely as vehicles to introduce numerous digressions in notes, many
of which are prolix and uninteresting: but the greater number of the articles are charac-
terized by good sense, logic, critical acumen, and great learning. Though it is impos-
sible to detect the presence of a religion- or n philosophical system in the work, it every-
where gives indications of the high intelligence, honest principle, and universal knowl-
edge of the author. It was proscribed both in France and Holland, and was consequently
very widely diffused in both countries, and has exercised an immense influence over the
literature and philosophy of the continent. It was the dawn of scepticism in the 18th
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. :i:ul may be historically regarded as the protest of the enlightened human intellect

t the irrational dogmatism of the churches. In his personal character, B. was

amiable, obli^iinr. disinterested, and modest, but at the same time morally courageous

and independent 11'^ </;<///, .</>,>< rues were published in four volumes at the Hague,
17:>5-:;i. Sec life of B. by Des Maizeaux (Amsterdam, 1712), and by Feuerbaeh (1838).

BAYLEN
,
a t. in the province of Jaen (Andalusia). Spain, situated 22 m. n.n.e. of

It lias manufactures <>f linen, glass, bricks, tiles, soap, etc. Pop. 8000. B. is

ritcd a* the place where the Spaniards won their first and only victory over the

ii in July. 1808, and that more by accident, and the errors of the French com-

mander. Dupoiit, than by good generalship on their part, About 18,000 French soldiers

hud down their arms at lX the only condition being, that they should be sent to France;

and other detachments of French troops afterwards offered their submission. The

Spaniards, however, basely broke faith with them, and sent them to the hulks at Cadiz.

The capitulation had the worst effect on the French arms. Joseph Bonaparte at once

fled from Madrid, and Napoleon could tind no words strong enough to express his indig-

nation at the folly and pusillanimity of the surrender.

BAYLEY, JAMES ROOSEVELT, D.D., 1814-77; b. N. Y.; a graduate of Washing-

lettres at St. John's college. Fordham, X. Y.. and president thereof. From 1846 to 1853

he was secretary to archbishop Hughes, and in the latter year was consecrated bishop of

Newark, N. J. He founded Seton Hall college, and many schools and other institutions.

In 1*72, he was made archbishop of Baltimore. He published a history of the Roman
Catholic church in New York, P<mtorls fur the People, etc. He was much esteemed for

his social as well as his intellectual gifts.

BAYLEY, RICHARD. 1745-1841; b. Conn.; became a physician; studied in London
hospitals; practiced in New York in 177:2; went to Europe in 1775, and the next spring
returned as staff-surgeon to sir Guy Carleton. He lectured on surgery, and published
a work on croup; was professor of anatomy and surgery in Columbia college; first

health officer of the port of New York; wrote on yellow-fever, which he did not believe

was contagious, and finally died of ship fever taken while on duty as health officer. His

sister, Mrs. Seton, who with his son (afterwards bishop B.) became Roman Catholic,
founded the order of sisters of charity in this country.

BAYLOR, a co. in n.w. Texas; 900sq.ni. ;
thus far unsettled. It has a mountainous

surface, with rich bottom lands.

BAYLY, LEWIS, d. 1632; b. in Wales; educated at Oxford; in 1616, made bishop of

Bangor. He was the author of The Practice of Piety, the most popular religious book

untilBunyan's work appeared. His son, Thomas, became a conspicuous Roman Catholic,
and published, among other works. The Eiulnf Controversy.

BAYLY, THOMAS HAYXES, 1797-1839; an English poet. He was intended for holy
orders, and educated at Oxford; inherited a large fortune, but lost it, and in 1831 began
to write songs for music, and, with Henry Bishop, published Mr/mli<s of Various X<tti<>UK.

Within a few years he wrote 36 pieces for representation, a number of stories, and hun-
dreds of songs. Some of the more popular were Tin- &il-)i<r* '/''/; II 'hy l)>i't tit,

Propose? We Met, 'twas in, a Crowd; I'd be a Butterfly, etc. His larger works were

Alymers, Kindness in Women, Weeds of Witchery, etc. Two volumes were published
after his death.

BAYNE. PETER, b. 1829; a Scotch author; educated in Marischal college, Aberdeen;
studied theology at Edinburgh, and philosophy under sir William Hamilton. He wrote
criticisms on Alison, De Quincey, Hugh Miller, and others. In 1855, he published Tl,e

Okmtiam /./'/I. *.,/,/' <//,>/ fadMtkial; BUayt in 7/%/v;y>/<// <n,(f Critii-ixni. He was editor
of the Glasgow Commonwealth, traveled and studied in Germany, and married the

daughter of a Prussian general. His more recent works are a defense of Ilusrh Miller's
T&ttmtin* of Vie Rocks, testimony of Christ and Christianity, and The Days of Jezebel, n
historical drama.

BAY OF ISLANDS, near the northern extremity of New Ulster, the more northerly
of the New Zealand isles. Lat. 35' 14' s.. lonsr. 174

3

11 east. On its coasts, which are

pretty nearly the antipodes of the Straits of 'Gibraltar, are the British settlements of
Russdl and Koronirika.

BAYONET, supposed to be named from Bayonne, as the place of its invention, is a

dagger or small spear fixed at the end of a musket or similar weapon. The first

bayonets, used in Franc,- in K',71. called //////</.< ,;.//,,/. had handles which filled into
the nuzzle of the -runs; but at a later date were introduced the bayo<-t-,'i-<!>i <7<V, or-

t-bayonets. having a <ockct which enabled the B. so to be used as not to interrupt
the firing. The use of pikes went out when that of bayonet-; e;;inc in. It seems very
probable

thai the tir>t B. was a da^er. which the musketeer stuck by means of its
handle Into the muzzle of his weapon, to shield him from a cavalry charire; and that
the usefulness of the contrivance suggested a permanent arrangement. Bayonets are
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now made with great rapidity at the government rifle factory at Enfield. Two pieces
of metal are first selected viz., a piece of the very best cast steel, Tin. long by f in.

square: and a piece of the l>est wrought-iron rod, 4 in. long by about 1 in. in thickness.

The steel is to form the blade, and the iron the socket-handle. The steel being properly

shaped at one end, is joined to the iron by welding. A forging-machiue is next

employed to give a rough outline of the required shape. Then comes the action of a

gwaging-machine, with dies which come down upon the metal in great force and
counter-dies beneath the metal. The metal is then annealed; turned in a cutting
machine to remove a wire edge thrown up in the act of stamping; cut to a proper
length, and the socket-end made square: drilled and bored, to make the socket hollow:

shaped and furrowed along the blade; bent at the neck; hardened and tempered; and
finished by a numerous train of minor operations. The Bayonet charge is now one of

the most terrible maneuvers of trained infantry, in which each nation fancies itself to

excel all others.

BAYONNE, one of the most strongly fortified towns of France, in the department of

the Basses-Pyrenees, situated at the confluence of the Adour and Nive, about 3 m. from
the mouth of their united waters in the bay of Biscay. These rivers divide the towu
into three parts Great and Little Bayouue" and the suburb of St. Esprit. Pop. ill 1870.

22,307. B. is beautifully situated at the foot of the Pyrenees, and is itself a handsome

place. It has extensive ship-yards, rope-walks, glass-manufactories, sugar-refineries,
and distilleries, and a brisk export trade in hams, for which it is famous, chocolate.

liqueurs, timber, tar. and cork. Its chief imports are wool, olive-oil, and liquorice. . It

is the see of a bishop, has a cathedral, a mint, and schools of commerce and navigation.
B. is also historically interesting. It is said that here Catharine de' Medici and the

duke of Alba planned the massacre of the Huguenots, which took place on St. Bartholo-
mew's day, 1572. Here the great Xapoleon cozened Charles IV. out of the crown of

Spain, after he had ineffectually endeavored to get Ferdinand VIII., to whom Charles
had previously resigned it, to give it up. The forcing of the passage of the Nive, imme-

diately in this vicinity, by tin; British, in Dec. 1818, occasioned some of the most blood}'
conflicts of the Peninsular campaign. The place was invested by the British early in

the following year, and a sally from it by the French, in April 14, was only repulsed after

great loss on the side df the British. B. is also famous as the place where the bayonet
was invented about the year 1670.

BAYOU, a stream not fed with springs, but running from one body of water to

another, like a canal. Tidal channels in tlie states on the gulf of Mexico often have tho
name.

BAYOU SAilA, a village in Louisiana, parish of W. Feliciana, 165 m. above New
Orleans, on the Mississippi; an important point for shipping cotton.

UAYRHOFFER, KARL THEODOH, b. 1812; German philosopher and politician;

professor of philosophy in the university of Marburg. He was prominent in the revo-

lutionary movement of 1848, a member of the diet of Hesse-Cassel, and for a tirm;

president of the chamber. After the defeat of his party (the democratic) he migrated
to America.

BAY-SALT is a name applied to common salt which is obtained from sea-water by
solar evaporation. It is extensively obtained from .*<<'/-//'/,</.>.< which exist along t Ill-

coasts of France and on the shores of the Mediterranean. Sec SALT.

BAY-WINDOW, or (corruptly) BOW-WINDOW, a window peculiar to Gothic architec-

ture, so called because it forms a bay or projecting space outwards from a room. Tho
external walls of bay-windows are, for the most part, either rectangular or polygoual,
the semicircular form from which the term tx>/r was probably derived having been
unknown previously to the introduction of the debased Gothic. Though mentioned by
Chaucer, bay-windows are not found in any of the styles before the perpendicular,
during the prevalence of which they were frequently introduced, particularly in halls.

Bay-windows generally reach to the" floor, and are frequently supplied with a seat, which
is called the b<ty-*t<iU.. There are many very beautiful examples of bay-windows in the

colleges and halls of Oxford and Cambridge. AVhen used in upper stories, such windows
are supported ou corbels, or large projecting moldings. See ORIEL.

BA ZA (the Hn*ti of the Romans), a t. of Spain, in the province of Granada, and about
50 m. c.u.e. of the city of that name. It lies in a rich plain, is generally ill built and
irregular, with no feature of architectural interest. Pop. about 11,000, who are chiefly

>1 in agricultural pursuits.

BAZAINE, FRANCOIS ACHILLE, a marshal of France, b. 13th Feb., 1811. Entering
the army in 1831, lie served with distinction in Algeria, in Spain, in the Crimea, and in

the Italian campaign of 1859. He took part in the French expedition to Mexico in 1862,
and from 1863 till the end of the war held supreme command of the French forces.

When in Africa in 1836 he had gained the cross of the legion of honor: in 1*5(5. he had
been promoted to lx> commander of the legion; in 1863. he received the grand cross; and
in 1869, he wa> made commander-iu-chicf of the imperial guard. At the outbreak of the

great war with Germany, Bazaine was at the head of the 3d" army corps near .Met/.. After
the 1 tattles of Worth and Forbach he took command of the main French armies, and on
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Aug. 14. 1870, bewail a retreat from Metz. Defeated at Mars-la-Tour and Gravelotte,

ired within the fortifications of Metz, which was immediately invested by prince
Frederick Charle<. Attempts to escape failing, Ba/.aine capitulated Oct. '27; when 3

marshal-, <-vcr t>(M) officers, anil 173.000 men laid down their arms and IK came pris-

oners of war. In 1873, Bazaine was tried by a court martial, and sentenced to degra-
dation and death for having failed to do his' duty. The sentence was commuted to 20

impri-onment. But in 1874, Bazaine contrived to escape from the fortress on the

lie Stc. Marguerite., on the s. coast, where he was then confined, and ultimately made his

way to .Madrid.

BAZALGETTE, JOSKIMI WII.I.I.VM, b. 1819; an
English

civil engineer (of French
de-rent) who executed the great drainage works of London, and planned others at home
and abroad. He was also one of the engineers of the Thames embankment.

BAZAXCOURT, CESAR DE, Baron, 1810-65; a French author; director of th

library at Compiegne, and author of History of Sicily under Sornxtn Domination. He
was the official historian of the Crimean and Italian campaigns; wrote an account of

the French expeditions to China and Cochin China, and a work on fencing.

BAZAR , or BAZAAR', an oriental market-place, either open or covered, where various

articles, including slaves, are exposed for sale, and where eastern merchants meet for

tran-aetion of business, as on 'Change or at the Bourse in England and France. In

Kuropean cities, handsome establishments, especially for the sale of fancy goods, are

now often styled bazars.

BAZAED, AMAXD, a French socialist, was b. at Paris, 19th Sept., 1791. After the

restoration he helped to found the revolutionary society of the "Friends of Virtue;''

and in 1820, an association of French carbonari (q.v.), which soon had 200.000 members.
He was the leading conspirator in the "plot of Befort." After some time, Bazard,

impressed with the necessity of a total reconstruction of society, attached himself to the

school of St. Simon. In 1825, he became one of the editors of a St. Simonian journal,
termed I* Producteur. In 1828, he delivered at Paris a series of prelections on his

politico-religious creed, which met with extraordinary success. His socialistic views
were afterwards published in the cfitf-d'tfutrc of the sect, Exposition of the Dwt/// ,,f Sf.

Simon (1828-30), of which only the first part was by Bazard, the second, containing the

principles of the new social religion, being the composition of Enfantin. After the July
revolution, a larger scope was afforded to the St. Simonians. The masses were attracted

by the Haltering doctrine, that "all social institutions ought to have for their end the

moral, intellectual, and physical amelioration of the poor." In a short time, Bazard
and his coadjutors had "created a new society, living in the midst of the old," with

peculiar laws, manners, and doctrines. But Bazard's connection with it was of short
duration. He differed from Eufantin on the doctrine of a " community of wives." and
in Nov., 1831, seceded m disgust. His efforts to found a school of his own proved
unsuccessful, and during a heated discussion with his former friend Enfantin, he was
struck with apoplexy, from the effects of which he never recovered. He died at

Courtry, near Montfermeil, on the 29th July, 1832.

BAZIX, ANTOINE PIERRE ERNEST, b. 1807; a French physician and professor of

dermatology. His works relate chiefly to syphilis, and diseases of the skin.

BAZIX, AXTOIXE PIERRE Louis, brother of A. P. Ernest, a French professor of
rhinese, translator from that language, and author of a Chinese grammar.

BAZOCHE, or BASOCHE, a kind of burlesque translation into French of the Latin word
bfts&ea, i.e., royal palace. When the French parliament ceased to be the grand council
of the king, and confined itself exclusively to administering justice, a distinction of name

irily sprang up between those noblemen who formed the royal train and the lmf>i-

tue of the court of justice. The former were called courtiers; the latter, li<tx<M'hi<n>i<,

or parliamentary clerks. But inasmuch as the word basilica necessarilv presupposed a

king, the batochian*, to keep up their dignity, gathered round a mock one of their own
making, who resided at the Chateau dcs Tournclles or the hotel St. Pol, just as the cour-
riersdid round the reality at the Louvre. Such was the origin of the basochian king
and kingdom. Their historical existence can be traced to the' beginning of the 14th c..

when 1'hilip the fair conferred on the brotherhood certain privileges. The principal
authorities in this harmless monarchy, after the sovereign himself, were the chancellor,
the ma-ters of requests, the referendary, and the attorney-general. Henry III. sup

I the title of king, and conferred all the privileges and rights attached to that oilier
on the chancellor. Still the H. continued to exist as a kingdom, minus it- head, and
affected on all occasions the language of royalty. Its jurisdiction included the consider-
ation and decision of all proces-e- and d. hates that arose amonu: the clerks. I' adminis-
tered justice twice a week, ami also caused a species of coin to be struck which had cur-

rency among its meml>ers; but if we are to judge from the proverb about la mmKi>', 'If

*0**A/', it did not enjoy an immen-e credit in the outer world of hard ca-h. The mock
monarch al-o posse-s,.,l the extensive privilege of selecting at his pleasure, yearly, from
the Preach royal fore-t-. a tall tree, which his subjects, the clerks, were in'the habit of
planting, on the l.-iof May, before the grand court of the palace, to the sound of tarn-
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bourines and trumpets. But this was not all. In the public sports, this fantastical little

kingdom was worthily honored; its chancellor had rooms at the hotel de Bourgogne; at

the carnival, the bawchians joined themselves to the corps of the prince of fools, aiid to

the performers of low farces and ''mysteries." They acted m their turn a species of

satirical
"
morality" (q.v.), in which they made extensive use of the liberty granted to

(hem. iu ridiculing vices ;tnd the favorites of fortune. Of course, they could not fail to

provoke enmity and occasion serious scandal. Louis XII. patronized these amusements.
In 1500, he gave the brotherhood of the B. permission to perform plays in the grand
saloon of the royal palace. Francis I. witnessed them in 15JJ8; but in 1540. they were
interdicted as incorrigible. This interdict only applied to those of Paris, for several

years after, we read of the basocliian farces of Bordeaux. In their later development,
they seem to have resembled the ftmtitttctitxpu'lc (Shrove-Tuesday plays), so popular in

Germany both before and after the reformation. They were the beginning of French
comedy.

BDELLIUM, a gum-resin, resembling myrrh (q.v.) in appearance and qualities, but
weaker, and at the same time more acrid. High medicinal virtues were ascribed to it

by the ancients, but it is now little used. It is supposed to be the produce of btdf:iin->-

dtitdrun ll'.'.rlnirijlii in India, and of B. Africa n n in (also called A< ndilotiu Africnna) in

Senegal trees or shrubs belonging to the natural order mni/ridm; iq.v.}, so remarka-
ble for the number of similar substances which it produces. EGYPTIAN B., however, is

obtained from the doom (q.v.) palm, hi/plia
:uc 'J'/t</><n\'rt. A similar substance is yielded

also by cer/r<ti<i fi/mif<t, a half-succulent plant of the natural order <"//<;W.V;. inhabiting
the most sterile regions of the s.w. of Africa; whilst the SICILIAN B., formerly used in

medicine, is prodeced by dn'/i-nn
<-/?/ nunift r, a species of the same genus to which the

carrot belongs, growing on the coasts of the Mediterranean.- The B. mentioned in Gen.
ii. 12 is probably not a gum-resin at all; but what it is, is uncertain.

BEACH. MOSKS YALE, 1800-68; b. Conn.; in early life a cabinet maker; inventor of
a rag-cutting machine for paper mills, and of an engine for propelling balloons. After

trying paper manufacturing, In 183S he acquired tn interest in the >>'>//;. a penny daily

paper begun in New York about three years earlier, lie soon became sole proprietor,
and was for years one of the pioneers of the penny press. Leaving the paper tolas sons
he retired in ls57 with an ample fortune.

BEACHES, RAISKD. Modern geology teaches that the frame of the land is liable to

risings and depressions, even in tin- present age. Several districts .in different parts of
the world have been raised, in consequence or earthquakes, within the remembrance of
the present generation. There is good proof that certain parts of eastern Sweden, bor-

dering on the gulf of Bothnia, have been elevated about 3 ft. within the last hundred

years. Tiie-e tacts prepare u> to learn that, around the British islands, and in other

parts of the earth, there are tracts of ground at various elevations above the present sea-

level, which have evidently been sea-beaches at a former time. The evidences consist of

first, the levelness- of the ground in the general direction of the present shores over con-
siderable spaces; second, the alternating beds of sand and gravel, such as we see com-

posing the present B. : and, third, the presence of marine shells, which, in our country,
are generally of species now living in the boreal seas. There are also what may be called

terraces of erosion indentations made in a rocky coast by the lip of the sea in ancient
times usually consisting of a flat platform presenting patches of gravel, and of a back-

ing wall or sea-cliff, the latter sometimes penetrated with deep caves. In Scotland, there
is a very decided terrace of erosion all round the bold coasts of the w. Highlands and
Western islands, at an elevation of about 25 ft. above the level of the similar, but

scarcely so well-marked indentation which the sea is now making. In Lapland, there is

a similar Id-race, but .stooping from 220 to 85 ft. in the course of 30 miles. There is also

a clear and well-marked terrace of the same kind, at about 520 ft. above the present sea-

level, behind Trondlijem in Norway. The whole subject is treated elaborately in

A>K'.i< nt Sea-margins, by H. Chambers. 1848. where a series of gravelly terraces are

described as existing in Scotland at various heights above the sea, telling of an uprise of
the frame of the land in stages, and indicating by their uniformity of level that this

movement was equable.

BEACH PLUM. Pnimix inariiiina. a sea-beach shrub of the Atlantic coast of the

United States, bearing frait much Like the common iranlen plum. It abounds on tin-

low sandy shore at the eastern end of Long island toward Montauk, and occurs from
Massachusetts to Virginia.

BEACHY HEAD, the loftiest headland on the s. coast of England, projecting into the

English channel. 2_
l m. s.s.w. of Eastbourne, Sussex. It consists of perpendicular chalk-

cliffs. 5C>t ft. high, forming the e. end of the South Downs. Several caverns ha-'e been
cut out in the rock, for shipwrecked seamen to take refuge in; but shipwm KS have
been far fewer since 1808, when the Bell Tout lighthouse was built here. This light-
house is 285 ft. above the sea., in lat. 50 44' 24" n., long.

:

12' 42' e..aml is seen above
20 m. off. The view from B. II.. in clear weather, extends to Hastings, the Isieof Wight,
ftnd France. The cliffs arc the resort of myriads of sea-fowl. Off this point, the French
fleet beat the combined Endi-h and Dutch" fleets in 1690.
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BEACON (allied to beck or beckon, to give a signal), denotes any signal set upon a

height, Imt especially the alarm-tires at one time used to spread the intelligence of for-

eiirn invasion or other great event. These fire-signals were in use in the earliest times,

Hnd notices of thorn are found in the literary remains of ancient Persia, Palestine, ami

B. Thev went made by kindling a pile or bale of wood on the tops of lofty moun-
tains, and keeping the flame" bright by night, or having the lire so covered as to emit a

-moke by day. There were various preconcerted modes of exhibiting the light or

smoke, so as to Indicate the nature of the intelligence. Thus, an act of the parliament
of Scotland, in 1455, directs that one bale on fire shall be warning of the approach of the

KnirlNh in any manner; two bales blazing beside each other, that they are coming indeed;
nnd four bales, that they are coming in great force.

An early instance of B. signals is found in the book of the prophet Jeremiah, in his

call, in chap. vi. 1, to the people of Benjamin to kindle a fire signal on one of their moun-
tains: "Set up a sign of tire in Beth-haccerem; for evil appeareth out of the north, and
irivat destruction." An instance of the use of a line of beacons in very ancient times is

given in a passage of the tragedy of Agamemnon, by the Greek poet ^Eschylus. Th
eommandcr-in-chief of the Greek army at the siege of Troy is represented as communi-

the intelligence of the fall of the city to his queen, Clyteinnestra, at Mycena', in

the Peloponnesus. The line consists of eight mountains, and the news is supposed to be

conveyed in one night from Troy.
In England, the beacons were kept up by a rate levied on the counties, and had

watches regularly stationed at them, and horsemen to spread the intelligence during
the day, when the beacons could not be seen. They were carefully orga-iized while the

Spanish Armada was expected. In the beginning of 1856, an old B. work on Malvern
hiil, in Worcestershire, which had done its part in the former days in spreading th

intelligence of the appearance of the Armada, of the approach of the Young Chevalier,
and of that of the Dutch fleet afterwards, dealt with by admiral Blake, was lighted up
in anticipation of the close of the Crimean war, and afforded an interesting amusement
to scientific persons in estimating the distance at which the blaze could be seen from
distant mountains.

BEACON, in maritime affairs, is a signal for warning against dangers, or for indicat-

ing the proper entrance into a channel, harbor, or river. Generally speaking, a B. is

fixed; whereas a buoy floats. The power of constructing these beacons rested at one
time in the sovereign ; but in 1565 an act of parliament empowered the Trinity house
corporation to erect them on such parts of the sea-coast and forelands as appeared to be
most in want of those safeguards; and tolls were levied on the maritime counties for
their maintenance. In recent times, the construction of floating beacons has occupied a

good deal of attention, as it is conceived that they might in many cases supply the place
of much more costly light-houses. Messrs. Brown and Lenox have constructed for the

Trinity board a B. for the Goodwin Sands comprising a hollow wrought-irou floating
with 6 water-tight compartments; a tower 28 ft. high, tapering in diameter from

7 to 3i ft.
;
and a ball at the top of 3 ft. diameter. This B was visible from a con>id-

erable distance; but some leakage frustrated its continued use. Mr. Herbert, in 1N.14.

introduced a new B., intended to float upright in all states of the winds, tides, and cur-
rent-;; and others of similar character have since been invented. Many beacons are now
made in which a bell is sounded instead of a light shown, as a warning". One by Messrs.
Brown and Lenox is so constructed as to yield a continuous bell-ringing,. so lonu as tide
or current is flowing. There is a keel at the bottom, to make the B. turn with the tide.
Then- are channels below the line of flotation, through which the tide water or current

the water causes two undershot wheels to revolve; and this revolution, by means
63, crauks, rods, guides, and levers, is made to bring the force of a hammer to bear

ou a bell. Some beacons on this principle have a bell of 2 cwt. Nearly allied with
beacons, although not strictly such, are gong-be&cons, of which about 40 have been sup-
plied to light vessels on the English and Welsh coasts. Fog sirens, fog whistles, and fog
horns, are similarly employed; and a parliamentary paper, published in 1873, gives
Interesting details on this subject; but these audible signals are connected with light-
houses or light-ships, and are only beacons in an indirect sense. See BUOY and LK. in
HOLM;.

BEAD, BKADE. or BEDE (allied to "bid"), in Anglo-Saxon and Old English, signified
ft prayer, and hence fame to mean the small perforated balls of gold, silver irlass.

ivory, hard wood, etc., used for keeping account of the number of prayers repeated. A ,

certain number strung on a thread makes a rosary (q.v.). A bedesman or bedetwvmstn is '

ie who prays for another. Persons of station and wealth in old times " had regularly
appointed bedesmen, who were paid to weary heaven with their supplications." Bedes-
men appointed to pray for tin; king and state, sometimes lived together, and hence
bedehov, is >ynonymous with an almshouse. A common form of signature at one time

Your boundeii bedesman," or,
" Your obedient servant."

BEAD, in architecture, a small round molding, sometimes railed an astragal. It is

frequent occurrence in architecture, particularly in the classical styles, and is used in
and other objects carved in wood
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BEADLE is an inferior parish-officer chosen and appointed by the vestry. His busi-

ness is to attend the vestry, to give notice of its meetings to the parishioners, to execute
its orders, to assist the parish constable, and generally to do and execute all the orders
and business of the vestry and of the parish, as their messenger or servant. Shaw's
Parish Laic, c. 19. See PAKISII; YESTHY. The B. holds his office during "pleasure,
and IK; m;iy therefore be dismissed at anytime for misconduct by the parishioners assem-
bled in vestry."

BEADS, a variety of personal ornament, made of various materials, as glass, pottery,
metal, bone, ivory, wood, jet, amber, coral, etc., and perforated so that they can be

strung on threads and made into necklaces, bracelets, rosaries, etc., or worked on cloth
as a kind of embroidery. Their use is of great antiquity, for they are found in the most
nncient of the Egyptian tombs as decorations of the dead, and beads supposed to have
been used as barter by the Phoenicians in trading with various nations in Africa are still

found in considerable numbers, and are highly valued by the natives under the name of

"Aggry" beads. Ever since the 14th c., the manufacture of glass beads has been chieily

engrossed by the Venetians, and the glass manufacturers of Murano still produce fully
nine tenths of all the beads made; the imports to this country alone in 1873 were
2,093,503 Ibs., of the value of 105,488. The manufacture is curious; the melted glass,
colored or uncolored, is taken from the pot by two workmen, who slightly expand the

gathering by blowing down their blowpipes; they then open up the expanded glass, and
join the two together whilst still very soft. This done, they walk rapidly away from
eacli other in opposite directions, in a long shed like a small rope-walk, and draw the

glass, which retains its tubular character given by the blowing, etc., into rods of great
length, and often extremely small diameter. On cooling, which takes place very quickly,
the.M- long rods are broken up into short lengths of about a foot, and a small number of
these shorter rods are placed on a sharp cutting edge, after being annealed, and are

chopped into lengths. The roughly cut beads are next mixed very thoroughly with fine

sand and ashes, then put into a metal cylinder over a brisk fire, and turned round rapidly
as they begin to soften with the heat. They are then agitated in water, which cleans

away the sand and ashes, and leaves the holes free, after which they are strung.

BEADS, ST. CUTIIIJERT'S, a title popularly given to the single joints of the articulated
stems of encrinites (q.v.). The central perforation permitted them to be strung as beads;
and from the fancied resemblance, in some species, of this perforation to a cross, they
were formerly used as rosaries, and associated with the name of St. Cuthbert:

On a rock by Lindisfarn
St. Cuthbert sits, and toils to frame
The sea-bom beads that bear his name.

They are also known as entrochites, or wheel-stones.

BEAGLE, a small variety of hound, formerly much used in England for hare-hunting.
It has now been almost wholly superseded by the harrier (q.v.), to which its name is

.ilsci sometimes given. The true B. is smaller than the harrier, not above 10 or 11 in.

in height at the shoulder, sometimes considerably smaller, stout and compact in make,
with long pendulous ears, smooth-haired, sometimes dark-brown, with a streak or spot
of white about the neck, sometimes white with black or reddish spots. There appears
to have been also a rough-haired variety. The B. is remarkable for its exquisite scent
and perseverance; and although much distanced by the hare at first, is almost sure to
kill it. It was customary in England, in former times, when beagles were used, to follow
the chase on foot, a hunting-pole being employed to assist in leaping. During the chase,
the B. gives utterance to a cry which has been regarded as particularly musical; and
queen Elizabeth had little

"
singing-beagles," one of which could be placed in a man's

glove. The smaller beads were preferred, perhaps, at first, for the prolongation of the

chase; and the diminutive size of a pack or "cry" of beagles became a boast. The
smallest are sometimes called lap-dog beadles. The origin of the name B. is uncertain.

BEAK. See BILL.

BEAKED, BECQUE. When the beak of a fowl is of a different tincture from the body,
it is then said, in heraldry, to be beaked of such a tincture. If its legs are of the same
tincture, it is then beaked, and membered so and so. In place of beaked, Guillim com-
monly says

' ' armed.
"

BEAKER, a term formerly in use, signifying, a kind of drinking-bowl or cup, derived
from the same root as the German beefier, the Italian bicchiere, or the barbarous Latin
baccuriuiit. The Scotch call a hooped wooden dish a "

bicker."

BEALE, LIONEL SMITH, b. 1828; an English physiologist and microscopist, professor
in the university of London. lie has written in opposition to Darwin's theories. Among
his productions are How to Work irith th,' J/iVvvw/y*;, The Structure of tlie Tissues of the

Body, Protoplasm, etc.

BEAM (Ger. banm, Dut. boom, Ang.-Sax. beam, signify "a tree"), any piece of wood,
long like a tree. In the arts, the word has many special technical applications. It is tho

name, for instance, of three parts of a weaving-loom (q.v.), for a part of the balance

(q.v.), and for a part of the steam-engine (q.v.). In ship-building (q.v.), it is applied to
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any of the transverse pieces of framing extending across the hull. In ship measurement,
it ,",.. ans i the wales. Sec TONXAOK. B., in engineering, is a strong stay of

wood or of iron, for supporting lateral pressure. See STRENGTH OP MATERIALS.

BEAM, of a ship, is one of the main timbers which aid in supporting the decks.

vh across i'rom side to side, aiding to strengthen and uphold the sides of the

hull as \\vil as the deeks; and they are themselves supported at the ends by massive

.. culled knees, standards, and damps. Kadi is made of one tine piece of timber,

ible; hut if the length be too great for this, two or more timbers are scarfed

icr. \\ lierever it is practicable, the beams are upheld at or near the middle by
3. In the Grxtt Ka*t<ru steamship, the beams are of iron, and, like most other

of the vessel, are cellular in construction. In the old timber-built sailing ships-of-

war, now rapidly becoming obsolete, the butk-head B. was the broadest in the ship; the

longest; the"/V'/^was that which supported the orlop deck, and strength-

ened the hold. The old 74-gun ships had each 24 beams under the lower deck. ^lany
of these characteristics still prevail; but others have given way to change, owing to the

increased length of war-steamers, and to the necessity of making room for the machinery.
The beams of all ships are generally made deeper in the middle than at the ends, in order

that, the decks supported by them may have a slight convexity on the upper surface, to

carry olf the rain-water readily, and to lessen the recoil of the guns.

the
board _. __ ___

., ........
the starboard or right hand as viewed from the stern side of the ship.

" On the lar-

board H." similarly applies to the left hand. " On the weather B." is that side of the

ship which receives or is towards the wind. " Before the B." is the bearing of any object
when seen more in advance than on the beam. "Abaft the B." is the reverse of the

expression just noted.
" On her beam-ends" is applied to the position of a ship when so

much inclined to one side that the beams become nearly vertical.

BEAMAN, FERNANDO C., b. Vt., 1814; practiced law in Adrian, Mich., where
he was probate judge, presidential elector, and member of congress. lie was an early

opponent of the extension of slavery. His standing in the legal profession is high.

BEAMING is a handicraft process in the cloth-manufacture preliminary to weaving,
and was formerly done by the weaver himself; but it has long since become a special

employment, followed by workmen trained to the business as beamers, and, like hand-

weaving, is tending to extinction by machinery warping and beaming, in weaving by
power, being conjoined into one operation. See WEAVING. B. is simply the art of

winding the web on the weaver's beam in a manner suitable for weaving the two essen-

tial requirements being firmness in the winding on of the web sufficient to withstand the
reaction of weaving, and evenness in the spreading of the yarn at the required width.
This is effected by what is called a beaming machine, which is simply a kind of roller-

mill, extending from end to end of the beamer's shop. The weaver's beam, on which
the web is to be wound, is set horizontally on two upright standards at the one end of
the shop, and at the other end there is a friction-roller, set likewise level in a heavy
frame, lixed to the floor, on which the web is wound like a rope, with the thrum-
end out.

The number of pins or strands in the web being known, the beamer has merely to

take a ravel (a comb-like utensil) with the corresponding number of teeth in the breadth

required for the web, and filling each tooth successively with its respective pin, the

spreading j s completed ;
and the web being attached to the beam, the winding on of the

weh is a common crane operation, in which the tension on the yarn is regulated by the
friction on the friction roller. The beamer may thus beam for"400 weavers. The price
of beaming a web varies from 3d. to perhaps 8d. or lOrf.

BEAM-TREE, WHITE (pymg aria, see PYHVS), a tree of 20 to 40 ft. in height, a
native of almost all parts of Europe and of corresponding climates in Asia, not uncom-
mon in the mountainous districts of Britain, and frequently planted. It has been

variously referred by botanists to several allied genera, xtir/iux, crtitttyiix, and iiuxpilu*.
It lit- a straight erect trunk, and a round or oval head; the leaves are ovate, cut and
serrated (in some varieties, deeply loped), white, and downy beneath; the (lowers in

large terminal corymbs; the fruit scarlet, of the size of small peas. The fruit is acid
ana astringent, but becomes agreeable by incipient decay; it is sometimes called .-orb or

serVice-beny, and resembles the true service (q.v.) in quality, although much smaller.
Peer is made of it by fermentation. The wood is very hard 'and fine-grained: it is used
for COL-S f,, r the wheels of machinery. The whiteness of the foliage makes the tree

sparingly introduced ornamental in plantations.

BEAN, Wihi. a genus of plants of the natural order leguminosae, sub-order /itt/i/f-

. included by l.inn:eus and many other botanists in the .ire n us r'n-in (see YKTCH),
from which it is distinguished chiefly 'by the leathery tumid pods, spomry within, and
by th'- iron the end of the seed. The COMMON B. (F. vulqaris, oicia fuba of

Linnaeus) U >om-wliat doubtfully supposed to lie a native of the borders of the Caspian
ea; it has been in cultivation from remote antiquity in Europe as well as in Asia. It is
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an annual plant, generally from 2 to 4 ft. high, with thick angular stem, leaves with
3 to 5 oval leaflets,and destitute of tendrils. The pods are thick.long, and wooly within:

the seeds more or less ovate and flattened. The flowers, which are almost without

stalks, are ordinarily white, with a black spot in the middle of the wing: but there is a

variety with flowers entirely white, and another in which they are scarlet. The flowers

are deliciously fragrant. Burns alludes to this in the lines

" The zephyr wantoned round the bean,
And bore its fragrant sweets alang."

A field of beans perfumes the summer air for a considerable distance. The varieties and
sub-varieties in cultivation are very numerous, differing in the size and form of the seed,

the color of the flower, the period which they require for growth, the height, the stem in

some uubranched, in others divided at the base into a number of stalks the pods in

some mostly solitary, in others clustered, etc. The B. is cultivated both in fields and

gardens, and the seeds (beans) are used for feeding cattle, also for making a sort of meal
for human food, and in a green state are put into broths or boiled for the table. They
are very nutritious, containing when ripe about 36 per cent of starch, and 23 per cent

of legumine, a nitrogenous substance analogous to the caseine of milk. Whether for

man or for cattle, however, they particularly require to be mixed with other food. The
straw is used for fodder, and la very nutritious when cut before it is fully ripe. The B.
suceerds bc>t on a dry and moderately rich soil. A well-drained clay is very suitable

for it. Its tapering' ami deeply penetrating root unfits it for shallow soils. The
varieties of B. preferred for the garden are generally much larger, both plant and seed,
than those cultivated in the field. The Windsor B. has seeds of a flattened, almost cir-

cular shape, fully an inch in diameter; whilst those of the horse B., or tick B., culti-

vated as a field-crop, are often not more than half an inch in length, and not quite three

eighths of an inch in breadth. Garden-beans, in Britain, are usually sown in spring, in

rows 2 ft. or more apart; and sowings are made at different dates, that there maybe
a >u<v!'s-ion of unripe beans for culinary use. The Windsor, Long Pod, and Early

;in are among the most approved garden varieties.

The roots of the B. are diuretic, and a decoction of them has been used with advan-

tage in cases of dropsy.
B. crops are very liable to be injured by a species of aphis (q.v.) A.faba, sometimes

called from its color the collier aphis, and sometimes the black dolphin fly, which

destroys the leaves, and so renders the plants incapable of bringing the ordinary amount
Is t i perfection. The most effectual remedy known is to cut off the tops of the

plants, which are always first attacked, as soon as the aphis appears, and so to prevent
it~ multiplication. The topping of beans is regarded by many gardeners as a good prac-
tice, even when they are quite free of the aphis.

The kidney B. (q.v.), or haricot (jJumohts xulgaris), is an entirely different plant from
the common bean.

BEAN, in agriculture. The B. was cultivated to a small extent at least in ancient

times, both in Palestine and Egypt. The Roman family of the Fabii are said to have
derived their name from this plant. It requires a rich or alluvial land to grow the B. in

perfection, and hence it is only found entering into a regular rotation of cropping upon
soils of the be>t class. Since the introduction of maize into the s. of Europe, the land
under this plant has been considerably restricted. The maize thrives better, and is far

more productive than the B.. in warm climates. In the n. of Europe, too, the potato,
flax, beet, and other fallow crops are more productive and certain. Indeed, the high
summer temperature of the continents of Europe and America is by no means favorable
to the growtii of the B. In the w. of England, the summers are rather too moist for its

yieldi . 3 in abundance. The straw and haulm are apt to be developed too much,
and the blossoms do not set well. Beans are largely cultivated on all the better descrip-
tions of clay soils in the eastern counties, such as Kent and Suffolk. The variety most

generally grown there is the common tick or field B. , having much resemblance to the

Scotctt or horn -tint n.

The modes of cultivation are very various, and a large breadth is still sown broad-
cast. The great objection to this mode is the liability of weeds to spring up and check
the growth of the crop. Beans are considered one of the fallow crops; but the soil, after

it has borne a crop of beans, is little fitted for a cereal crop, unless it has been hoed and
kept clean in summer. To effect this end, beans are usually sown in rows, and hoed
during their early growth either by the hand or horse-hoe. In preparing the land for a
B. crop in England, the stubble, after being liberally dressed with farm-yard manure
in autumn, receives a deep furrow, so as to expose the soil to the winter frosts. The
surface is then scarified, and after being harrowed, the beans are sown in drills of 18 in.

in width, at the rate of 3 to 3^ bushels per acre.' The sowing begins as soon after the

month of Jan. as the soil admits of the necessary operations, and may be practiced up to

the middle of March. The earlier the crop is put in. the better in general is the chance
of its being productive. The greater liability of the eastern counties to drought, renders
the crop more subject to the attacks of insects, sxich as the " black dolphin," or B. aphis,
which usually makes its appearance as soon as the plant suffers from the want of moisture.
For this reason, the B. crop is rather au uncertain one in the climate of the eastern coun-
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.nd other crops are gradually encroaching on the breadth which it used to occupy.
The 1'ussian or winter beans are sown in these counties to sonic extent in autumn, and

from ripcninir earlier, often escape the attacks of vermin, and suffer less from the drought

Perhaps Ka<t Lothian is as favorable, in respect both of soil and climate, to the culti-

vation of the field !>.. as any part of Europe. The summers are comparatively cool, and

crop is sown broadcast, when the land is clean and well manured; and it is said that as

large crops have been raised in this way as by sowing in roAvs. The produce by this

mode of cultivation, however, is much more irregular, and the land is often left in a foul

condition. Drilling is therefore the general practice in cultivating this crop in the

Lothians. The stubble is usually manured and plowed in autumn, and when the Aveathcr

admits, in spring it is plowed again, and the beans are sown by a Miiall machine in every
third furrow; or the land is merely plowed in autumn, and farmed into drills or ridges

by the double mold-board ploAV in spring. Into these the farm-yard manure is put
and spread, and the beans are sown above it either broadcast or by a three-barreled

machine. The seed is then covered by the double-molded plow, as in the planting of

potatoes. By this mode, the plants receive a plentiful supply of nutriment in their early

stages of growth. When land is out of condition, or Avhcu the crop is sown upi-n lighter

and inferior descriptions of soil, this is perhaps the most advisable method to folloAV.

Mr. Hope, during his tenancv of Fentonbarns, introduced the English method of culti-

A-ation into East Lothian. T"he stubble is dunged and ploAved in autumn, and as soon as

the land is dry in spring, about three bushels of beans are drilled, 18 in. apart, by means
of Garrett's machine. As soon as the crop appears above ground, Garrett's lever horse-

hoe is put over the ground, to stir the surface, and keep it free from weeds. During the

spring and early summer, the horse and hand hoeing are repeated as often a^ it is deemed
advisable, until the crop covers in the land by its abundant foliage, and keeps down all

weeds. Mr. Hope's experiments indicated that the yield of grain is greater by the nar-

roAV than by Avide drilling.
In England, the crops of beans vary from 20 to 40 bushels per acre; but in dry and

warm seasons the produce often falls below the first-named quantity. The Aveight per
bushel is from 60 to 64 Ibs. On some of the best soils in Fife, and in the Loiiiians. as

many as 60 bushels per acre are obtained in favorable seasons, and the weight of the

bushel is sometimes as much as 66 Ibs. In Scotland the stra\v is more abundant than
in England. It forms good fodder both for cattle and horses, us Avell as supplying
material for the dung-heap. Beans are usually cut by the sickle, allowed to lie a 'few

days unbound to winnow, and Avhen bound, put up into stonk*. In late s.>as,jn<, when
there has been a considerable growth of leaves, they are often long before they are

ready for carrying to the stack. Notwithstanding the relatively high price of beans,
the breadth under this crop has been diminishing also in Scotland. It is .-aid that tin-

draining of the soil has not been so beneficial tolhe B. as to other crops. The greater
returns which the land gives under potatoes in the B. soils of Fife and the Lothians since
the opening of the railways, has encroached upon the extent formerlv as^imieil to it in

the six-course rotation. In the Carse of Stirling and Falkirk, it refains its hold much
better, and forms the chief preparation for the wheat crop. The field B. is now little

used as an article of human food. It is considered to bo special I v adapted for the feed-

ing of horses which are subjected to hard work. For this purpose, it is usually roughly
ground, and mixed with a little bran. In the winter season, a portion is often boiled".

and given to them at night. When the price is moderate, a mixture of ground beans
and oilcake, or linseed, is much esteemed for milch cows, as Avell as for fattening cattle
and sheep. Special or light manures are less applied to the B. crop than to any other.
In many instances, nitrate of soda and sulphate of lime have been used Avith advantage,
but farm-yard manure is almost essential to its free growth.

BEAN, ST. Ir.NATTUs's. See STRVCRXOS.
BEAN-CAPES. See ZYGOPHYLLACE.E.
BEAN GOOSE. See GOOSE.

BEAN-KING'S FESTIVAL, a social rite principally observed in France, from which
country it would seem to haA-e been transplanted "to Germany. On the cvenimr of
Twelfth day (q.v.), or. as the Germans call it (in allusion to the legend, that the wise
men of the east who mine to Avorship Christ were three kintrs). Three Kings' day (/>/; /

/////x companies assemble to spend a few hours in mirthful relaxation. A larsrt-

cake is baked, with a bean hidden somewhere in it. The cake is then divided into
each pf-rson present receiving one, and whoever obtains the piece with the bean

i- kin ear. In this capacity he holds a mock-court, and receives the homa-
of theCompany, who also amuse themselves \vith other diversions. The liean kins;, how-
ever, is

compelled
to pay for his dignity, for he has to <rive an entertainment on the next

Twelfth night, that an Opportunity may be jilTorded to choose another kintr. In France.
this custom was at an earlier period <o common, that even the court indulsred in it,

although the church, in the 17th c.. exerted itself zealously for its supprc-ion Th
opinion that the B. K. F. owes its oriirin to the Roman saturnalia, when even the chil-
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dren, partaking in the universal glee, were wont to elect a king, is not destitute of prob-

ability.

BEAR, Urvis, a genus of quadrupeds, the type of a family called tirsidce, belong-
ing to the order fern, sub-order carnivora, and tribe pkintigrada. In the ursidre or B.

family, are included not only the true bears, but also badgers, gluttons, and wolverines,

racoons, coatimondis, binturongs, the kinkajou, the panda, etc. (See these articles.)

Walking on the whole sole of the foot (plantigrade), the animals of this family are not,
in general, capable of running very swiftly; and the nearly equal length of 'their fore

and hind legs mints them for leaping; most of them are also heavy both in form and

gait. But whilst thus deficient in the powers which other carnivorous animals pos-
sess for obtaining prey, they really exhibit the same beautiful mutual adaptation of'

endowments and wants; they are, in fact, by no means strictly carnivorous: no animals
are more thoroughly omnivorous than some of them; whilst others, even of the true

bears, always give a decided preference to vegetable food when it can be obtained, and
their teeth 'and digestive organs are in exact accordance with such tastes. Their jaws
are much more elongated than those of feline animals, and their bite proportionally le^s

powerful, although some of the bears are still very formidable from their great general
strength and the size of their canine teeth. Their claws are not retractile, and are

adapted for digging in the earth, or for climbing trees, rather than for seizing prey. All
animals of the family have five toes to each both of the fore and hind feet.

Bears have six cutting teeth above, and six belowr

, one canine tooth on each side in

each jaw, with four false molars and two molars (or grinders) on each side above, and
four false molars and three molars below. The false molars are, in general, soon lost by
the more carnivorous species. The true molars are very large and tuberculous, the false

molars comparatively small. The tuberculous crowns of the molars exhibit the adapta-
tion to vegetable food. The tail in all species of B. is very short, so that some of them
almost appear tailless. Most of them may be described as nocturnal in their habits.

Bears are found in Europe, Asia, and North and South America, and both in warm
and cold climates, the species belonging to cold climates being in general the most fierce

and carnivorous. The ancients mention them as occurring in Africa; it must, therefore,
be regarded as a curious circumstance that no recent accounts make certain the existence,

of an}' species in that continent. Nor is any known to belong to Australia.

The common B. of Europe, or brown B. (Ursus Arctos), w;as at one time a native of

the British islands. Bears were carried from Britain to Rome, for the cruel sports in

which the Romans delighted, and they certainly were not exterminated in Scotland

before the latter part of the llth century. The brown B. is usually about four ft,

long, and two and a half ft. high. Its claws are about two in. long, and much curved.

It lias a convex forehead, and generally a brown fur. which is somewhat woolly In the

younger animals, but becomes smoother with age. It produces from one to three young
ones at a birth, which remain blind for about four weeks. It te generally believed to be

the only European species, although different varieties occur ;
and one, the black B.,has

been regarded by some naturalists as specifically distinct. The common B. is very widely
distributed over the whole of Europe and of the n. of Asia, Japan, and North America. In

America it is known as the Barren Ground Bear. It is a solitary animal, and generally
inhabits mountainous regions or thick forests It sometimes preys on lambs, kids, etc. ;

is fond of fish, which in some countries, as in Kamtchatka, constitute a great part of its

food; climbs trees in quest of honey, eats also fruits and vegetables, and in confinement,

exhibits a strong appetite for bread' It usually prefers vegetable to animal food. The
skin is valued for making fur-cloaks, etc. ; the flesh is used as food, often in the shape
of hams, as is that of the American Black B. ; the paws are esteemed a delicacy. The
fat (bear's crease) is in great request as an unguent for the hair. The intestines are used
in Kamtehatka, instead of <zlass, for windows. To the people of Kamtehatka, indeed,

bears, which are there very abundant, afford many of the necessaries and comforts of

life. The common B., like others of the genus, *in cold climates, usually spends the

winter in a torpid state. It selects a cavern or the hollow of a tree for its hybernation.
or makes a hole for itself by diirsrinsr: it is also said, but this needs confirmation, some-

times to eonstnict a sort of'hnt 'with branches of trees, lined with moss. The winter

being spent without food, it is said to be very lean on the return of spring. This and
other species of 15. are very often killed in their winter dens.

The American black B' (vrmt* Amerimniis} is found in all parts of North America.

Its total length seldom exceeds 5 feet. The fur is soft and smooth, and generally of a

glossy black; but there are varieties of other colors, as the cinnamon B.. the yellow B..

etc. 'The American black B. usually exhibits a timid disposition; seldom attacks man:
feeds chiefly on berries, when they can be obtained; occasionally visits gardens for the

sake of cabbages and other vegetables; and strongly prefers vegetable to animal food,

but has recourse to the latter when pressed by hunger, and in such circumstances occa-

sionally approaches human habitations and captures pigs, which it endeavors to cam-
off. Iu such cases the B. walks on its hind-legs, the pig being firmly squeezed Ixmveen

its fore-paws and breast, making a noise which frequently leads to a rescue. This and

other species of B., when assailed, not unfrequently hug their adversaries in the manner
here described, when their strength renders them very dangerous. The skin of th



American l>lack B. is used for caps, rugs, etc., and great numbers are annually killed

upon this account, chicllv by the Indians in the employment of the Hudson's bay com-

pany. Almost 10.000 skins are annually imported into Britain, of which, however, the

Lrrea'ter part arc a-ain exported. In the beginning of the 19th c., the number imported
\\:is more than Uvife a- i^reat as now; the skins were also of much higher price. A B.'s

skin is -till worth from 1 to 3. The grizzly B. (U. fcrox) of North America, found

chiefly on the Koekv mountains and the plains to the eastward of them, from Mexico to

lat. 6P n., is much 'larger than either of the speeies already noticed, and much more
fierce and carnivorous. It sometimes measures more than 9 ft. from nose to tail, and
the claws of the fore-feet more than 6 in. in length. It has a lengthened and narrowed

muzzle, a verv short tail, and long grizzled hair. No animal of the new world is more
fnrmiilable than the grizzly B. It is capable of overpowering the bison, and dragging

away the huge carcass. It feeds, however, also on fruits and roots. The arctic B., or

polar B., aKo called the white B. (U. maritimus), resembles this species in size and fierce-

ness, hut is very distinctly characterized by its flat head and comparatively long neck.

It has a smooth white fur. It is the only known species of B. which is strictly marine
in its habits, never being found far from the sea. It inhabits the most northerly shores

nf A-ia and America, Spitzbergen, etc., where it pursues seals, both in the water and

upon the ice, and preys upon "fishes, birds, etc. Amongst the articles of its food are

eggs and berries in their season, and in confinement it will subsist long on bread and
other vegetable food. Like other species of the genus, it displays great affection for

its young, and will brave all dangers in their defense. Of other species of B., the

Syrian B. (U. Syriacus) may be mentioned, as perhaps the species particularly
intended by the name B. in the Old Testament. It is generally of a dingy-white
or brown color, and has a stiff mane of erect hairs between the shoulders. Flocks
are not safe from it. yet it more frequently commits ravages on crops of pulse.
In its habits generally, it much resembles the common B.

; as do also the Thibet B. (U.

'/''Mam/*), and the spectacled B. (U. ornatus), so called from semicircular yellow marks
above its eyes, a native of the Andes of Chili. The long-lipped B., or sloth B. (U. labi-

iitnn), of the East Indies, is the kind commonly led about by Indian jugglers. Its long
hair, short limbs, high back, peculiarly uncouth appearance, and gentleness of disposi-
tion, recommend it for this purpose. In a wild state, it is said to feed chiefly on fruits,

honey, and ants. It possesses in a remarkable degree the power, common in some
measure to all the bears, of protruding the lips in order to lay hold of food. Some other
East Indian species, which feed chiefly on fruits and honey, are known as sun-bears, as
the Malayan li. (U. Malayanus) and the Bornean B. (U. curgspilus). They are charac-
terized by an extremely long extensile tongue. They are of gentle disposition, and
become very affectionate when tamed. Sir Stamford Raffles had a Malayan B., which
was very playful and quite harmless, although a powerful animal, and which showed
refinement of taste in refusing to eat any fruit but the mangosteen, or to drink any wine
hut champagne. This species in a wild state does much damage to cocoa-nut planta-
tions, by climbing the trees, and eating off the terminal bud, when it is said also to drink
the sap (toddy) which flows out in abundance.

Remains of several extinct species of B. have been discovered in caves in Germany,
Knuland, and other countries, some of which appear to have been larger than the present
hears of Kurope, and of more decided carnivorous propensities. Of these, the U. sp/'ltn/n.
or great cavern B., lias the skull of considerable vertical elevation from the upper end of
the muzzle, and larger than that of the biggest brown bear. The U. arctoMevx has a skull

nearly of the configuration of that of the U. Americanus, and of the size of that of U.

gpdanti. The r. />/v>w*. or ancient B., has the skull of a smaller size, and differing less
from that of living bears.

ANT B. is a name of the great ant-cater (q.v.).

BEAE, BKKK, or BEEU. See BARLEY.

BEAR, GUKAT AND LITTLE. See URSA MAJOR AND MINOR.

BEAE-BAITINO. In different countries, bears were formerly made objects of cruel
S'"i-t, by being baited with dogs. In England, B. was one of the established amuse-
ments, not only among the common people, but among nobles, and even royalty itself;

1 i- related that r|iieen Klizaheth did not consider it unbefitting her sex or rank to attend
these rude entertainments. Pennant, in his Zool'tyy, quoting from The l[<ni*ehM 1M-
offfu hn-lxoj M>rtAunb*flafi4, says: "Our nobility also kept their bearward; twenty
shillings was the annual reward of that officer from his lord, the fifth earl of Northum-
berland (who died 1527),

' when lie comytii to my lorde in Christmas, with his lord-
shippcs beesis for making his lordschip pastyme the said twelve days.'" The placeswhere bears wen; kept and publicly baited were called bear-gardens. There is a spot in
the neighborhood >) the court at Westminster, which, until lately, was known as the
bear-garden. B., like bull and badger baiting, has long been unknown in England.

BEABBEEBT. See ARBT-IIS.

BEARD, the hair which grows on the upper lip, and on the chin and cheeks of the
It la usually, though not always, of the same color as the hair of the head,

somewhat shorter, stronger, and more wiry; it is invariably the color of the hair on
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the eyebrows. The B. is the distinctive sign of manhood. In women, an incipient B.

sometimes appears in the later years of life. Instances also occur of women with a B.

almost equal to that of the male sex, but these are recorded as prodigies. The B. is

generally luxuriant in persons of the Slavic and Celtic races. The aborigines of Amer-
ica, who are naturally almost beardless, make themselves entirely so by plucking out

the hairs of the beard. In early times, the B. was considered by almost all nations a

sign of strength and an ornament of manhood, was carefully cherished, and even

regarded as sacred. Among the Turks, Arabs, Persians, and many other nations, the

removal of the B. was, and is yet to a very great extent, regarded as a severe punishment
and an extreme degradation. The case of David's ambassadors, recorded in 2 Samuel,

chap, x., illustrates the same feeling as prevalent among the ancient Jews. The Mos-
lems carry combs constantly about with them for the purpose of dressing the beard. It

is common to do so immediately after prayers, the devotee remaining on his knees

during the operation. The hairs that fall out'arc then carefully picked up and preserved
for entombment with their owner when he dies; frequently he himself deposits them
beforehand in his destined tomb. The ancient Jews did not dye their beards, and the

Turks rarely, but the practice was common among the Arabs and Persians. The Arabs

dyed the B. red, not only because dye of that color (being merely a paste of henna,

leaves) was easily obtainable, but because it was an approximation to golden yellow, the

color recommended by their prophet Mohammed, who hated black, the color the

Persians preferred. The Persian kings are said to have interwoven their beards with

gold thread. It is customary among the Turks to anoint the B. with perfume, and to

smoke it with incense. The Jews also anointed their beards. The Moslems commonly
clipped their whiskers, the Jews did not. The Egyptians shaved their beards except in

time of mourning, when they let them grow. From some of the ancient Egyptian
statues, however, it would appear that beard-cases were worn, which would seem to

indicate that the practice of shaving was not universal. The fashions of beards have
been very different at different times and in different countries.

A neglected B. was a sign of mourning among the Jews. According to Levi's Suc-

cinct Account of the liites and C<.rcinoni(x of the Jetrs at this Present Time, they are forbid-

den to shave or cut their nails, or bathe for 30 days after the death of a father, mother,
brother, sister, son, daughter, wife, or husband. In Greece, the B. was universally worn
till the time of Alexander the great, who ordered shaving, that the beards of his soldiers

might not be laid hold of by their enemies in battle. Shaving was introduced among
the Romans about 300 B.C. Pliny says Scipio Africanus was the first Roman who shaved

every day. Subsequently, the first day of shaving was regarded by the Romans as the

entrance upon manhood, 'and celebrated with great festivities. Under Hadrian, the B.
was allowed to grow again; and this fashion prevailed till the time of Constantino the

great, when it was discontinued. Peter the great compelled shaving in Russia by impos-
ing a heavy tax upon the B., and further, by having the beards of all whom he found

wearing them plucked out by the roots, or shaved with a blunt razor. The B. was com-
monly worn in France till the time of Louis XIII., when, because the monarch was

young and beardless, the fashion changed at the court and throughout the kingdom. A
similar change took place in Spain on the accession of Philip V. With regard to our
own country, the Anglo-Saxons wore beards for a considerable time after their invasion
of Britain; and the B. appears to have been general among the people at the time of the

Norman conquest. But the Isormaus not only shaved themselves, but compelled the

conquered to do so likewise; and many of the English preferred to leave the country
rather than submit to have their whiskers shaved. It would appear, however, from the

sculptured representations on the tombs of kings and nobles, that not very long after the

conquest some of the Normans adopted the custom they had prohibited among the van-

quished. Edward III is represented on his tomb in Westminster abbey with a very
long beard. In the time of Elizabeth, beards were of the most varied and fantastic cut.

Taylor, the "
water-poet," thus satirizes the extravagance of beards prevailing in that

and the succeeding reign :

Some seem as they were starched stiff and fine,
Like to the bristles of some angry swine:
Some cut anil pruned like to a quick-set hedge.
Some like a spade, some like a fork, some square.
Some round, some mowed like stubble, some stark bare;
Some sharp stiletto-fashion, dagger-like.
That may with whispering:, a man's eyes out-piko.
Some with the hammer-cut, or Roman T,

That heights, depths, breadths, triform, square, oval, round.
And rules geometrical in beards are found.

The B. gradually declined under Charles I.
;
in the reign of Charles II., whiskers and

mustaches only were worn; and the practice of shaving the whole face soon became
sreneral all over Europe; and it is only within the last 70 years that the B. has been in

some measure restored, the soldiers of Bonaparte setting the example. But until within
the last 30 year*, it was regarded by some of the continental governments as a badge
significant of democratic sentiments, and as such was interfered with by police regula-
tions. Physicians recommend that the B. should be allowed to grow on the chin and

U. K. II.-22
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throat in cases of liability to inflammation of the larynx or of the bronchia?: and nuts

ta.-lies and whiskers are reckoned useful for prevention of toothaches and nervous dis-

>f the face. The British soldiers in the Crimea were allowed to wear their beards;

and with some limitations, the British army generally are now permitted to do so. The

wearing of the B. 'ha*, in short, been a matter of fashion in all ages and countries an

extreme in one way usually leading to an extreme in the other. At present, the tendency
in En-Maud and elsewhere is to let the B. grow, though in a way suggested by the taste

of the individual. The H. is itself liable to the .same diseases with the hair of the head,

Satire, etc.

BEARD, JAMES II., b. N. Y., 1813; brought up in Ohio, and began to paint por-

traits at the age. of 14; settled in Cincinnati, and became conspicuous in hi profession.

In 1846. he exhibited his nr.st composition, "The North Carolina Immigrants," which

gave him a national reputation. Among later works are
" The Land Speculator,"

' 'The

Long Bill," "Out all Night," etc. He has painted portraits of Clay, Harrison, Taylor,
and inauy other public men.

BEARD, RICHAUD, D.D., b. Tenn.. 1799; graduate of Cumberland college, and

in 1843 president thereof; from 1854 professor of systematic theology in the Fame insti-

tution. He is a leader in the Cumberland Presbyterian organization, and Ins work on

Systematic Tlu <>'';# is tin- embodiment of their doctrines. Dr. B. has teen a zealous

worker for the church and for the education of the people.

BEARD, WILLIAM II., b. Ohio, 1824; brother of James H. and also a painter. He
began portrait-painting, when young; visited Europe, and settled in New York in 1860.

His compositions are mostly "grotesque or satirical; some of them are "Bear* On a

Bender," "Dance of Silenus"," and "Court of Justice."

BEARDIE. By this name is the little fish called the loach known in Scotland. See

LoACir.

BEARD MOSS. See USKEA.

BEARDSTOWN, seat of justice of Cass co., 111., on the Illinois river, nnd the Rock
ford, Rock Island and St. Louis railroad, at the terminus of the Springfield and Illinois

Southern railroad ; pop. 2528. It has some manufacturing establishments, and good
trade in agricultural products.

BEARING, of a ship at sea, is the direction in which she sails, in reference to the

points of the compass. Or, in a more comprehensive sense, it is the direction in which
each of two objects is situated in reference to the other. When the latitudes and longi-
tudes of two places are known, their respective hearings from each other can be calcu-

lated by trigonometry. On shipboard, seamen often conveniently refer the B. of another

ship, or of an object on shore, not to the points of the compass, but relatively to the

line followed at the moment by the ship's keel. Thus, the B of the distance object

may be ahead, (intern, on the ntarbo<ird boi&, on the larboard quarter, etc. ; the bow being
between the head and the midship, and the quarter between the midship and the stern.

Bearing, or rather the verb to bear, is much used as a technical direction on ship-
board. Thus, to

" bear in with the land," to
" bear off from the land." to " hear up,"

to "bear away," etc., are nearly equivalent to sailing, or steaming, or steering, in such
and such directions.

BEARING THE BELL, a phrase which signifies to take the lend or first place in any-

thing, or to carry away the prize. This old colloquial phrase is said to have originated
in a

practice,
Ht the ea'rly part of the 17th c.. of giving a small golden or silver bell ;i<

a prize to the winner at horse-races. See BELL. In Dudley lord North's F&reet of
Varieties, p. 175, we read:

Jockey and his hnrse were by their masters sent
To put in for the hell-
Thus riKbt, and each to other fitted veil.
They are to run, and cannot mis.se the bell.

BEAB LAKE, GnE.vr, in British America, in n. Int. 65" to 67, and w. lone. 117' to123.
It is the most northerly of that chain of fresh-water seas Huron, Superior. Winnipeg.
Athabasca. Great Slave. Great Bear which mark a continuous hollow in the middle of
the continent. (Jivat Bear lake is irregular in

shape,
with a surface estimated s;t 14.000

sq.m., equal to about half the area of Scotland. It send- forth a river of its own mime
to the Mackenzie. Its height above the ocean is computed at 280 feet. The clmuilc is.

of cour-e. - vrro. The rigor of the winter maybe inferred from the f;;ct. that boats
arc sometimes blocked up by solid ice, after the crews have begun to suffer J~ym the
heat and the mosquitoes.

BEAR-LEADER. In former times, hears were led about with a chain, mr./z'pd. oncl
made to dance or stand on their hind-legs for popular entertainment, small dancing-
dogs being usually added, for the sake of attractiveness. As ;t ni i-uiv of police, these
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somewhat dangerous and painful exhibitions arc now stopped. From this old practice
lias been taken the phrase, bear-leader, now used jocularly to signify a discreet person
who lakes charge of a youth of rank on his travels to see the world.

BEAR MOUNTAIN, in Dauphin co., Penn., containing valuable beds of anthra-
cite. The " mountain" is only about 760 ft. high.

BEARN, formerly one of the 32 provinces into which France was divided, and now
formula; the greatest portion of the Basses-P\ renees. B. was a portion of Aquitania
under the Romans, and after the downfall of lliat empire, under its ruling dukes, it

was a country of considerable importance. From the intermarriage of the ruiiug family,
the counts of Foix, with that of Navarre, sprang the French monarch Henry IV., who,
because he w:is born and brought up in B.. was derisively called the Bearnois. When
he ascended the throne of France, it, of course, virtually became a part of that country:
but was only formally incorporated with it in 1620 by Louis XIII. In 1813, after the
British had Crossed the Nive. and established themselves in t'rogne, St. Jean de Lux. etc.,

the rich fields of B. furnished them ample supplies, the peasants taking their produce,
for which they were well paid, as regularly to the British stations as to market.

BEAR-PIT, a pit prepared for the keeping of bears, usually seen in zoological gardens.
A pit of this kind is circular, measuring about 25 ft. in diameter, and 20 ft. deep. The
sides are built with brick: the bottom is level, and paved with stone; and around are
vaults with doors for the residence of the bears. From the center of the pit rises a stout
and tall pole, on which are cross-spars at proper distances, to enable the bears to climb
to the top. As is well known, the animals are fond of climbing up these poles, and

catching morsels of bun from the visitors. The poles are sufficiently distant from the
sides to prevent the bears from leaping out. The vaulted receptacles require to be cool
and dry.

BEAR RIVER, in Utah: 400 m. long; flows into and out of Idaho, and empties into

Great Salt lake. There are magnesian and oth'T mineral springs on its banks. Coal is

found where the Central Pacific railroad crosses. Oue of the peculiar features isagroup
of soda springs occupying 6 sq. miles.

BEAR'S GREASE. Under this name there are sold by perfumers and others, large
quantities of pomades, tastefully done up for the toilet, and which are represented to be
of great efficacy in nourishing and promoting the growth of hair. These so-called

preparations of B. G. are for the most part composed of purified beef marrow, hog's-
lani, or fat of veal, and spermaceti, along with almond oil. and some scenting ingredi-
ents. The genuine bear's fat or B. G. would appear to possess the virtue of encouraging
the growth of, and strengthening the hair, in an eminent degree; but the scarcity of the

commodity is such that substitute fats are employed to supply the demand. See HAIR.

BE'AS. anciently H>/ph(t$i*, one of the live rivers which give name to the Punjab, or
land of five waters Jelum, Ch nab. Havre. Beas. and Sutlej. It rises on the verge of
the Ritanka pass of the Himalaya, in lat. M2 34 n., and lon^. 7? 12' e., its source being
13,200 ft above the sea-level. After a course of about 220 m., it joins the Sutlej. 35 m. to
the s.s.e. of Amritsir. It is subject to periodical rises and falls. l>eing in the dry season

generally fordable; but after the rainy months, it is sometimes nearly half a mile in breadth
about 20 m. above tiie point of confluence.

BEASLEY, FRKDKRTCK, D.D.. 1777-1845; b. N. C. : an Episcopal clergyman: from
1813 to 1828 professor of moral philosophy in the university of Pennsylvania; author of
a defense of Locke called Stin-h of Tn'itJt in the &-it'nce 'oj'the Haitian Mind ; also of
works in opposition to the doctrines of Dr. Chauuimr.

BEAT, in music, a species of embellishment written thus : p(& *~\ , and played as

follows :

EEJZresEiLj Beat a^ nieans n signal given by the hand or foot in music to

7T SC ^~ insure simultaneous performance the hand or foot being raised
on the unaccented, and lowered on the accented part of the bar.

BEAT, IN Music (it nt<-'), a term used in the plural for the pulsations or throbbings
resulting from the vibrations of two sounds of the same strength and nearly the same
pitch, or two sounds alike in intensity but not in exact unison. In tuning unisons,
as in the case of two or more pipes or strings, the operation is guided by beats; until the
unison is perfect, more or less of beating will IK- heard; when the unison is very defec-
tive, the B. have the effect of a rattle. The complete absence of B. affords the best
means of attaining by trial a perfect harmony.

BEATIFICATION, is a solemn act in the Catholic church, by which the pope, after

scrutini/.ing the life and services of a deceased person, pronounces him blessed. After
this he may be worshiped in a specified portion of the church, and the act holds out
the prospect of future canoni/.ation, which entitles him to general worship in the church
universal. B. was introduced iu the 12th century. It may be regarded as an inferior

degree of canonization (q.v.1.

BEATING AND WOTJNDING, or simply iroinxlfnff, is the name sometimes found in law-
books for the offense of inflicting on another some dangerous hurt or wound; and it has
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been otherwise described as an aggravated species of battery (q.v.). A still more aggra-
vated and atrocious offense of this kind used to appear in the list of offenses against the

criminal law of England under the term MAYHKM, which was a violently depriving
another of the use of a member proper for his defense, such as an arm, a leg, a finger,

an eye, a fore-tooth, and some others; but it was laid down quaintly enough, that the

loss of one of the jaw-teeth, the ear, or the nose, was no mayhem in common law,

because these members can be of no use in fighting.

The offenses to which we have referred viz., battery, beaiinfj and wounding, and

mayhem can, however, be lx;st considered under the important and well-known term

I,T, which is indeed often used to express the above injuries, and which is implied
in them all. The above offenses, it will have been observed, all involve an actual attack

on and injury to the person of the party assaulted. But there may be an assault without
such actual 'hurt. This is a common axminlt, and hence, in criminal law, assaults arc

distinguished by their being common or ar/f/r<ic<it<'d. A common assault lias been defined

a- an attempt or offer to do n corporal hurt to another, as by striking at another with a

stick or weapon, or without a weapon, though the party striking misses his aim. The
principal is, that it is .sufficient, in order to constitute such an offense, that there has
been such an exhibition of a violent and offensive animus as to show at once the inten-

tion, and the power, to commit it. So, drawing a sword or bayonet, or even holding up
a list in a menacing manner, throwing a bottle or glass with intent to wound or strike,

presenting a gun at a person who is within the distance to which the gun will carry,

pointing a pitchfork at a person who is within reach, or any other similar act, accom-

panied with such circumstances as denote at the time an intention, coupled with a

present ability, of using actual violence against the person of another, will amount to

an assiult. Ilussell on Crimes and Misdemeanors, vol. i. p. 750. It has even been laid

down, that to present a pistol, purporting to be loaded, so near as to produce danger to

life if the pistol had gone off, is an assault in point of law, although, in fact, the pistol
was not loaded.

But no words, however provoking or irritating, can amount to an assault. On tho
other hand, the injury need not be effected directly with the hand of the person
making the assault. Thus, there may be an assault by encouraging a dog to bite, by
riding over a person with a horse, or by willfully and violently driving a carl, etc., against
the carriage of another person. Nor is it necessary that the assault should be immediate,
as where a defendant threw a lighted squib into a market-place, which, being tossed
from hand to hand by different persons, at last hit the plaintiff in the face, and put out
his eye, it was adjudged that this wr.s actionable. And the same has been held where a

person wantonly pushed a drunken man against another, and thereby hurt him. A
defendant put some cantharides into coffee, in order that a female might take it; and
she did take it, and was made ill by it; and this was held to be an assault. It is also an
assault, willfully and of malice, to expose another to the inclemency of the weather; so
is the taking indecent liberties with females without their consent, although they did not

actually resist; and to such indecent liberties a very wide application has been given,
even to the extent of holding a medical practitioner guilty of assault, who stripped a

young girl of her clothes, on the pretense that he could not otherwise judge of her illness.

Philanthropists and benevolent people will likewise be glad to be told, that not only
does the striking that takes place at a pi-ize-fight constitute an assault as between the com-
batants themselves, but all persons present in concert and co-operation may be punished
as aiders and abettors. Again, an assault may be committed by unlawfully imprisoning
or detaining the person of another; and by such detention is meant every confinement of
the person, whether it be in a common prison or in a private house, or by a forcible

detaining in the public streets. Numerous other cases could be stated, showing how
nicely nd

protectively^
the law on this subject has been elucidated; but the explanation

we have given is sufficient for its popular illustration.

Generally, it may ! laid down, that the essential thing is the intention with which the

alleged act is done, so that no matter how violent or menacing the conduct of the accused
may have appeared to be, nor even how serious the injury, if it can lx: shown that the
wlmlu was unintentional or accidental and undesigned, there is no assault. It remains
to l>e added on the subject of common assaults, that the party injured may proceed
against the defendant summarily or by action or indictment for the same assault; but
the court iii which the action is brought will not compel him to make his election to
pursue either the one or the other. Yet if the party has obtained a conviction beforfe
justice* of the peace, this will l>e a bar to any other remedy, civil or criminal; and if the
Justices grant a certificate that it was not proved, or was trifling, this also, as must be
quite appaient, wili be a bar.

With re<p-et to <tffffrin;if>if assaults, their special character arises from the great crim-
inality of the object intended to be effected. Thus, attempt- to murder, or to do great
Ix-.lily harm, to ravish, and to obstruct officers of the law in the execution of legal prd^ne all of the nature of aggravated assaults; as are also attempts to commit rob-

r any other felony. The remedy for an aggravated assault is usually by indict-
ment, but justices of the peace may also, at least in the first instance, decide some cases.
In certain cases the punishment is regulated by recent statutes: thus, by the '.'t and 35
Viet. cc. 96, 100. it i< enacted that persons unlawfully and maliciously starving an
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apprentice or servant, whereby the life of such person shall be endangered, or the health

injured, shall be- guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction maybe imprisoned, with
or without hard labor, for any term not exceeding two years; and where the offense

shall be against a young person under the age of 16 years, and shall amount in point of

law to a i'i louy, or to an attempt to commit a felony, or to an assault with intent to com-
mit a 1' lony, the guardians of the union or parish, or, where there are no guardians,

' the overseers of tiie parish, are authorized and required to prosecute, the costs of the
'

prosecution being paid out of the common fund of such union or parish. Again, by
uii act of 24 and ~5 Viet. c. 100, it is declared expedient to make further provisions lor

the punishment of aggravated assaults, and it is therefore enacted that if any person
shall unlawfully and maliciously inflict upon any other person, either with or without

any weapon or instrument, any grievous bodily harm, or unlawfully and maliciously cut,

etab, or wound any other person, every such offender shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and being convicted thereof shall be liable to three years' penal servitude, or to be impris-
oned, with or without hard labor, for a term of two years: provided, however, that,

nothing contained in the act shall be deemed or taken to repeal other enactments of the

act, by which it is provided that if any person shall unlawfully and maliciously, by any
means, wound any person, so as thereby to endanger the life of such person, or so aV

thereby to inflict upon such person any grievous bodily harm, every such offender, being
convicted thereof, shall be liable to be sentenced to penal servitude for life, or for the
term of three years, or to be imprisoned, with or without hard labor, in the common jail

or house of correction, for any term not exceeding two years: and, if a male, to be once,

twice, or thrice publicly or privately whipped, in addition to such imprisonment, if the

court shall think tit. The only other enactment that it may be necessary to notice is

one in the same statute of 34 and 25 Viet. c. 1)6, which provides that any person con-
victed of any indecent assault, or of any assault occasioning actual body harm, shall be

liable to be imprisoned for any term now warranted by law, with hard labor during the
whole or part of such imprisonment.

In Scotland, the principle of the law of assault, and of its aggravations, is very much
the same as that above stated. In the Scotch system it is laid down that it is of the
utmost importance in all cases of actual assault to ascertain who struck the first blow,
and the party who receives it will be excused for retaliating, if he do not exceed the just
and fair measure of resentment. There, too, the highest of all aggravations is the assault

with intent to murder. It is also an aggravation that the assault has been committed in

pursuance of an old grudge, and on a principle of revenge; where, also, the offense ha*
been accompanied with an intent to compel a rise of wages, or to deter from working at

a certain rate, or in pursuance of a combination entered into for these illegal purposes.
Another aggravation of the offense in Scotland is its being committed by a child on its

parent, by a husband on his wife, or by any person upon another within'his own house,

although the latter crime falls more strictly under the antiquated term of haintxiicken

(q.v.1. The remedy in Scotland is. as in England, by civil action of damages, and by a
criminal prosecution, both being maintainable, and the latter usually at the suit of the
lord advocate, as public prosecutor: but the private injured party may prosecute crim

inally should the lord advocate decline to so. See, on the subject of this article gener-

ally, Russell On Crimes and Misdemeanors, in England, and Alison's Principles of the

ixotch Criminal Late.

BEATING JUDGES, in the Scotch law, is the strange title of a strange offense, accord

ing to the enlightenment of the present age nameTy, that of committing a personal
assault on a judge. By the provisions of an old statute now in desuetude, an assault on
a judge sitting in court is a capital offense.

BEATING THE BOUNDS is the popular expression in England for those periodical

surveys or perambulations by which the ancient boundaries of parishes are preserved.
The procedure, according to common custom, is in this wise: On Holy Thursday or

Ascension day, the clergyman of the parish, with the parochial officers and other parish-
ioners, followed by the boys of the parish school, headed by their master, go in pro-
ces-ion to the different parish boundaries, which boundaries the boys strike with peeled
willow-wands that they bear in their hands, and hence the expression beating the

bounds. The correct legal term is wrainljubition (q.v.). See Brand's Popular Antiqni-
t(t*. vol. i. pp. 174. 175; Lyson's Environs of LoncUrn, vol. ii. p. 146; Hone's Every-day
Book, vol. i. p. 651 : Steer's Paridi Lair, by Hodgson; and Toulmin Smith's Parixli Laic.

According to these and other old authorities, the beating was not confined to the

above performance of the boys with their willow-wands; but where it was desired to

preserve evidence of particular boundaries, the singular expedient was used of whipping
the boys themselves on the spot, or one of them, who received a stated fee for ihe

]
er

mitted castigation out of the parish funds it being thought that the impression made
on the memory of the whipped boy was calculated to have a beneficial effect on the

preservation of liis evidence. A similar ceremony appears anciently to have prevailed
in Scotland, ana for the same purpose. See lord Stair's Inxtitute* of the Scotch Lair,

book iv., title 41, s. 7. where it is stated that the boys were "
sharply whipped.'

BEAT OF DRUM, in military matters, is a signal or instruction conveyed by a par-
ticular mode of drum beating. It is an audible semaphore, a telegraph that speaks to
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tlu> car instead of the eye. There are many varieties, known by the names of the gen-

eral the reveille, tin- assembly, the foot-march, the grenadiers' march, the retreat, the

, or tattoo, the call to arms, the call to church, the pioneers' call, the sergeants'

call the drummers' call, the chamade, the rogue's march, the long roll, etc. Some of

,:ne instructions or commands are also given by the bugle, and some by the

trumpet.

BEATON, or BE'THTTNE, DAVID, cardinal and primate of Scotland, a zealous oppo-
nci't of the reformation in that country, descended from a celebrated French family,

was a younger son of John Beaton of Halfour. Fifeshire. Born in 1494, he became, in

Oct., 1511, a student at the university of St. Andrews, and afterwards studied theology

and the canon and civil laws of Paris. Early entering the church, he was preferred by
his uncle, .James Beaton, archbishop of Glasgow, to the rectory of Cauipsie, Stirling-

shire. UN tact and general abilities recommended him to the duke of Albany, regent

duriutr the minority of .James V., who, in 1519, appointed him resident for Scotland

at the French court. In 1525. he took his seat in the Scots parliament as abbot of

Arbroath; his uncle, on being translated two years before to the archbishopric of St.

Andrews, having resigned to him that abbey, with the half of the rents. In 1528, B.

was appointed lord privy seal, and is said to have been the adviser of .Tames V., in

inMitutin<r the college of justice or court of session in Scotland, the idea of which was

by the constitution of the parliament of Paris. B. subsequently became
'

ter of the duke of Guise. The king's union with the latter he solemnized, in 1537, in

the cathedral church of St. Andrews. During his residence at the French court, he was
admitted to all the privileges of a French citizen, and appointed by Francis I. bishop of

Mirepoix in Languedoc. After his return, he became coadjutor to his uncle in the Bee

of St. Andrews, and on 28th Dec., 1538, on the recommendation of the king of France,

was, by pope Paul III., elevated to the dignity of a cardinal. On his uncle's death, in

1539, he succeeded him as archbishop of St. Andrews and primate of Scotland, and soon
commenced a furious persecution of the reformers, already numerous and increasing.
That he might be invested with supreme authority in all matters ecclesiastical, he
obtained from the pope the appointment of legntus a latere in Scotland, and induced the

king to institute a court of inquisition, to inquire after heretics in all parts of the king-
dom. To maintain the French influence, and prevent all danger to the Roman Catholic
church in Scotland by a friendly connection with England, he contrived to frustrate a

proposed meeting of king James with his uncle, Henry VIII., and even prevailed on
the former to declare war against his royal relative. On the death of James, after the
disastrous overthrow of the Scots at Solway Moss, Dec. 14. 1543, B. produced a forged
will of the late king, appointing himself, with three others, regents of the kingdom
during the minority of the infant queen Mary. The nobility, however, rejected the
fictitious document: and elected the earl of Arran regent, 'who then professed the
reformed faith. The following month, B. was arrested and imprisoned, accused,

among other charges, of a design to introduce French ttorps into Scotland, in order
to stop the negotiations then in progress with Henry of England for a marriage.
between the young prince of Wales, afterwards Edward VI., and the infant queen of
Scots. He was soon after liberated, and reconciled to the regent, whom he induced to

abandon the English interest, and publicly to abjure the reformed religion. On the

young queen's coronation in 1543, B. was again admitted of the council, and appointed
chancellor. He now renewed his persecution of the reformers: and. in Jan., 154*5,

accompanied by the regent, he made a diocesan visitation of the counties under hU
jurisdiction, and punished with the utmost severity all the Protestants he could rind.
At Perth, a number of persons, accused of heresv, were banished the city, others w< re

imprisoned; three men were cruelly hanged, and'one woman drowned, bv'iiis direction.-:.

During a provincial council of Ibe clergy held at Edinburgh, at which he presided, he
caused the celebrated evangelical preacher, George Wishart, to be apprehended, and
conveyed to the castle of St. Andrews, where he was burnt at the stake, B. and other
prelates witnessing his sufferings from a window. A conspiracy havinir been formed
Against him. at the head of which were Xorman Leslie and his brother, B. was as>a-.-i-

m his own castle of St. Andrews. 29th May, 1546. Thousrh endowed with <rreat

talents, B. possessed little learning. He is said", however, to have written .)/- ;//.>* f
-. a treatise (MI St. /', 1, ,-'* Suftn nuifi/; and r^ft>rx t<> S, nnil Persons,

of which Dempster observes there are several copies' extant in the imperial librarv at

Haughty, eru.-l, and intolerant, he was also licentious in the extreme. He 'had
\ natural Children, three sons and three daughters the latter married into families of

distinction. One of his sous became a Protestant. His death was scarcely lamented by
any parly in the state.

\Ti;i(T. PniJTIXA HI. Dante's poetical idol; daughter of a Florentine noble,
.ably graceful

and accomplished. Dante first saw her when she was but nine
years old, and but seldom afterwards; but in his vivid imagination she <TCW to be the
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persoTiincntion of divine truth, and so appears in the Dii-ine Comedy. In 1287, she mar-
ried a citizen of Florence.

BEATTIE, JAMKS, poet and moral philosopher, was b. 25th Oct, 1735, at Laurence-
kirk, Kincardineshirc, Scotland. He studied ;it Marischal college, Aberdeen, where he

acquired u high reputation a.s a classical scholar. In 1758, he was appointed one of the
masters of the grammar-school in that city, and in 1760, professor of moral philosophy
in Mai ischal college. Ten years afterwards appeared B.'s famous E*sayon Truth, which
nn-t with most extravagant success. It was intended as an antidote to Hume, whose

penetrating skepticism had found its .way into all the enlightened circles of Scotland,
and alarmed the friends of revealed religion. Drs. Reid and Campbell had previously
attempted to rei'utc the skepticism of the great historian, but, in the opinion of many,
too deferentially. 11, whoso nature was poetically vehement, and whose zeal was con-

sequently very ardenl, assaulted Hume more violently, if not more powerfully, than his

predecessors. The author himself naturally shared the popularity of his essay. He was
introduced to George III., and solicited by dignitaries of the English church to take

orders; high preferments wore also promised, which, however, he magnanimously
refused, shrinking with delicacy from doing anything which might give his adversaries
n chance of saying that he had written on behalf of religion for hire. It was thought
for a time that B. had demonstrated "the immutability of truth," and exposed the
"
sophistry of skepticism;" but if we may judge from the neglect which has overtaken

his treatise during the last fifty years, his achievements had been overestimated. B. was
deficient in logical acumen and in extent of philosophic erudition, but his poetical fancy,

pure enthusiasm, and pious intentions, recommended the essay to multitudes. In 1771,

apjieared the first p:irt of The Mitixtn.'!, and in 1774, the second part It is a delightful

poem. Time has dealt gently with it, for it still retains the freshness of its youth. It

overflows with a .sweet poetic emotion, and is rich in picturesque descriptions, while
the versification has ^ quiet fullness of melody. The author's gentle yet fervent spirit
beats in every line. The poem clescriljca "the progress of a poetical genius born
in a rude age, from the first dawning of fancy and reason, till that period at which he

may be supposed capable of apjiearing in the world as a minstrel." B. intended to have
added a third part, but circumstances hindered him. In 1776, he published a series of

essays 021 J^'fry, .V'/x.r, etc.; in 1783, Dix.wrbi.tirHii Moral an 1 Critical; in 1786, The
Ecmeneet <4 th;- Christian Religion brifffbg and plainly *tat<nl; and in 17i)0-93, The W.e-

unitH ,>f MHIII> Xr/ctn'e; all of which works are written in a clear and elegant style, and
with a high, appreciation of whatever is beautiful and good. He died Aug. 18, 1803.
His life has been written by his friend, sir William Forbes.

BEATJC AIRE, a well-built commercial t. of France, situated on the right bank of the

Rhone, in the department of Card, opposite Tarascon, with which it is connected by a

magnificent suspension bridge. Pop. '70, 795(3. The harbor is commodious for ves-

sels, wbieh enler it by a canal communicating with the Mediterranean, and avoiding the
sand-banks at the months of the Rhone. The main feature of B. is its great fair, estab-

lished, it is said, -is early as the 12th century. It is In Id annually, beginning 22d July,
and lasting six days. In former times, when this fair was free from duties, it "was

attended by merchants and manufacturers from almost all parts of Europe, from the

Levant, and even from Persia and Armenia; and as the small town could not contain
the vast concourse of traders, thousands of wooden huts and of tents were erected iu

the neighboring valley. But tl3 numerous imposts demanded since 1632, foreign
wars, and the competition of Marseilles, Lyons, and other large places, reduced the traffic

of B., which sank still lower in the days of the revolution. The fair, however, is still

held in much repute, the number attending it being estimated at 50,000, and the amount
of property changing hands at 1,200,000. The chief articles of commerce are silks,

wines, oil, almonds, and other fruits, spices, drugs, leather, wool, and cotton. B.

appears to have been known in ancient times as Ugeruum, which, in the 7th c., was
a place of importance in a military point of view.

BEAUCE, a co. in Canada, province of Quebec, on the Maine border; 1100 sq.m. ;

pop. '71, 27,25:5; traversed by Chaudiere river. Chief t., St. Joseph.

BEATJCHAMP, ALPHONSR DK, a French historian and publicist, b. at Monaco, 1767;
d. in Paris, June 4, 1832. He received his education in Paris, and entered the Sardin-
ian military scwi.-e. At the outbreak of the war with France, he refused to bear arms
against his country, and obtained his discharge; but being suspected of treasonable

designs, lie was imprisoned for some months. After his liberation, he returned to

Paris, where he took part against Robespierre; and on the establishment of the direc-

tory, obtained a situation in the office of the minister of police, and had the surveil-

lance of the press. Here he commenced his Hi*ti'iv dt la Veiutit ft den Clwii.n*(j& vols.
,

Par. 1806; 4th ed., 1820), for which Fouehe supplied the materials. As this work dis-

pleased the emperor, B. was banished to Rheims, but was recalled in 1811, and again
received a s"bordinatc. appointment (on condition that he should publish nothing con-

cerning his political contemporaries), which he lost in 1814. Under the restoration, he
received a pension (1820). and wrote for the Moniteur, the Guzcttf dr Fr<tn<; , and the

Bwyraplrie d*'# Honnni'n Viratit*. edited by Michaud. The numerous historical writings
of B. are interesting, but bear the impress of party-spirit; but in his Uintoire du Brestil
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(Par. 1815), and Hi.itoire, fls In C!<rnfjuete du Perou (Par. 1807), he found no opportunity

Afu-r the Julv revolution. In- was employed ou several Legitimist journals; and the sup-

posititious .\l<'-ni "//'< * of Fouehe (4 vols., Par. 1828-29) have, with good reason, been

ascribed to Bcaiichamp.

BEATTFOET, an inland district of the w. division of the cape Colony, divided into 9

_

'of Cape" Town, and 144 to the w. of Grauffrcinet.

BEAUFOET, Cardinal, and bishop of Winchester (b. about 1370), was a natural son

of John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster, and was ball-brother to king Henry IV. He wa.'

cduciied in England and Germany, and in 1404 became bishop of Winchester. Ho
repeatedly tilled the office of lord chancellor, and was involved in all the most important
political movements of his times, lie was preseutat the council of Constance, and voted
for the election of pope Martin V., by whom he was subsequently made a cardinal.

When the cardinal's nephew, Henry V. of England, proposed to levy a new impos.t on
the clergy, in order to raise money for carrying ou the war against France. H. was the

chief opponent of the measure; but nevertheless he lent the monarch, out of his own
private purse, 28,000 an almost incredibly large sum in those days, and one which

justifies the belief that he was the wealthiest subject of his time in all England. Hi- ser-

vice in this affair was soon recognized by the pope, who sent him as legate into Ger-

many, there to organize a crusade against the followers of John Huss. This undertaking
failed; and the cardinal, having expended, in levying an English army a-rainst France.
the moneys granted from Home for other purposes, now fell under papal -displeasure. In

1431, B. conducted the young king, Henry VI., to France, to be crowned in Paris as

king of France and England. Here he also endeavored, but vainly, to reconcile the duke
of Bedford, regent of France, with the offended duke of Burgundy. Cardinal B. died at

Winchester in 1447. Ilia memory is stained by his suspected participation in the mur-
der of his great political rival, the duke of Gloucester, who headed the lay opposition
to the despotism of ecclesiastical statesmen; and by the fact that he presided over the
tribunal which sentenced the maid of Orleans to perish at the stake.

BEAUFORT, a co. in e. North Carolina, on Pamlico river and sound; 1000 sq.m. ;

pop. '70, 13,0114632 colored. It has a level, sandy, and marshy surface; products,
tar, turpentine, corn, sweet potatoes, rice, etc. Co. seat, Washington.

BEAUFORT, a co. in s.e. South Carolina, on the sea-coast and the Savannah river;
1540 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 34,35929,050 colored. Productions, corn, rice, sweet potatoes,
and Sea island cotton. Co. seat, Beaufort.

BEAUFORT, a t. and port of entry, the seat of justice of Carteret co., N. C., at

the mouth of Newport river, 11 m. n.w. of cape Lookout; reached by the Atlantic and
North Carolina railroad; pop. '70, 2340 1243 colored. There is a good harbor, the
entrance to which id protected by fort Macon. The principal trade is in tar and tur-

pentine.

BEAUFORT, a t. and port of entry in Beaufort co., S. C., on Port Royal island
and Broad river, 14 m. from the ocean; pop. '70, 17391273 colored. It is at the
terminus of the Port Royal railroad; it has a good harbor, and is a popular summer
resort.

BEAUFORT, Sir FRANCIS, 1774-1857. He served in the British navy, and was in
the fight off Brest in 1794; commodore in 1800, and wounded in the fight near Malaga.
He traveled in the east, and wrote a description of his route; in 1812. was wounded in a
conflict with Turkish pirates, and returned to England; became rear-admiral in 1846.
He contributed much to the science of geography, hydrography, etc., and was a member
of most of the English learned societies.

BEAUFORT. FRANCOIS DK VENDOME, Due de, 1616-69; grandson of Henry IV. of
France; served in the thirty year*

1

war; conspired withCinq-Man ajrainst Richelieu, and
fled for safety. Under Louis XIV. he was in a conspiracy airainst Ma/.arin, and was
imprisoned. He escaped in 1648, became a leader of the froodeurs and was called by
the PterMaa populace "kins of the markets." He killed the duke of Nemours, hfs
brother-in-law, in a duel; afterwards made his peace with the court, and was appointed
to command the navy. In 1664. he defeated the African corsairs; in 1666, led the licet
which was to aid the Dutch against England; in 1669. he assisted the Venetians, who
were beneged by Hie Turks in Caiidia, and was there killed in a sally.

BEAUFORT, MAIMS MIKT. 1441-1509; countess of Richmond and Derby daughter of
the duke of Somerset, wife of the earl of Richmond (half-brother of Henry VI ) and byhim mother of Henry VII. of England. She was afterwards wife of Sir ifenrv Stafford
and of Thomas, lord Stanley. She endowed Christ's and St. John's colleges in Cam-
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bridge, establishing a divinity school in each, but Henry VIII. recovered the property as

her heir. She translated some devout works from the French.

BEAUGENCY, an ancient t. of France, in the department Loiret, and situated on the

right bank of the Loire, 15 in. s.w. of Orleans. B. was at one time surrounded by walls.

flanked with lowers and bastions, and defended by a strong castle, now ruined. In tin-

history of the wars of France, B. occupies a conspicuous place. It was successively in

the hands of the Huns, Saxons, Normans, and English, but it sustained ino.-t damage
during the religious wars of the 16th century. B. "manufactures woolens, leather, etc.,

and has a trade in wine, wool, and corn. Pop. '7(5, 3901.

BEAUHARNAIS, ALEXANDKE, Yicomte de, b. 17GO, in the island of Martinique,
served, under Marshal Rochambeau, in the American war of independence. After-

wards, he went to France, but though well received by the French court, he embraced the

popular cause. Elected deputy to the stales-general by the nobility and the justiciary
authorities of Blois, he was among the first of his order to fraternize with the Tiers Etat,
or democralic parly. On the night of Aug. 4, 17b9, he voted for the abolition of all

privileges, and the political equality of all citizens. As a reward for his constancy to

the cause oi' liberty, he was named secretary of the national assembly, and subsequently
member of the military committee, but lost his popularity con.Mderably by venturing to

praise and defend the conduct of gen. Bouille in the sanguinary suppression of the insur-

rection at Nancy. The manner in which he received the news of the flight of Louis
XVI. exhibits a curious mixture of contempt and dignity.

"
Gentlemen," said he to

the assembly over which he presided,
" the king has just gone off; let us pa-s to tin-

order of Uu; day." In 1793, he declined the ollice of minister at war, and tendered his

resignation as 'gen. of the army of the Rhine, because it had been determined to

exclude the nobility from the service. During the reign of terror, his enemies revived
the report that he had participated in the surrender of Mcntz, because he had remained
idle with his troops for 15 days. In consequence of this accusation, he was called from
his country residence at Ferte Imbault to Paris, where he was tried and sentenced to

death by the revolutionary tribunal. lie submitted to his fate with firmness, and died
on the scaffold, July 23. 17i>4. aged 34 years. His widow, Josephine, mairied Napoleon
Bonaparte, who adopted Eugene and ILortensia. son and daughter of Beauharnais. Hor-
tensia was married to Louis Bonaparte, king of Holland, and became the mother of the
late emperor of the French.

BEAUHARNAIS, ETGEXE DE. Viceroy of Italy during the reign of Napoleon I., and
afterwards duke of Leuchtenbcrg. and" prince of Eichstadt, was b. Sept. 3, 1781, and
was the son of the viscount Beauharnais. After his mother's marriage with Bonaparte,
he accompanied him in his campaigns in Italy, and in the expedition to Egypt. He
rapidly rose to the highest military rank; and in IN)."), after the erection of the imperial
throne, he was made a prince of France and viceroy of Italy. In Ib06, he married the

princess Amalie Augusta of Bavaria, and not long afterwards was created prince of
Venice, and declared by Napoleon his adoptive son, and heir of the kingdom of Italy.

Although his political power was much limited, he conducted himself in Italy with
much prudence, energy, and moderation, and in all the various scenes of his life main
tained an honorable and virtuous character. It is to be regretted, however, that he
considered himself so entirely a vassal of Napoleon, and bound to carry out the often
harsh decrees of the latter iu regard to Italy. His military talents were 'great, and were

displayed particularly in the Italian campaigns, in the wars against Austria, and iu the
retreat from Moscow, in which the preservation of the French army from total destruc-
tion was very much to be ;uscril)ed to the skill and resolulion of the viceroy and of Ney.
The victory of Liitzeii was decided by his conduct in that battle. Napoleon sent him
from Dresden to Italy, which he ably defended, even after Austria had joined the coali-

tion, and Murat had deserted the cause of the French empire. After the fall of Napo-
leon, he entered into a convention with count Bcllcgarde. In the affairs of the Hundred
Days, he took no part; and in the treaty of Fontainebleau and congress of Vienna, he
was allowed to retain his possessions in the March of Ancona; and large sums were
granted to him in compensation for his other Italian possessions, with which he pur-
chased from his father-in law the landgraviate of Leuchtenberg and principality of Eich-

stadt, and took his place as duke of Leuchtenberg among the nobles of Bavaria. He
d. at Munich on the 21st of Feb., 1824. His eldest son. Charles Augustus Napoleon,
duke of Leuchtenberg, married the queen Donna Maria of Portugal on the 2~>th of

Jan., 1805, but d. on the 25th of Mar. in the same year. Another son. Max Eugene
Joseph Napoleon, who succeeded his brother as duko of Leucbtenberg, married the

grand duchess Maria Nikolajewna, a daughter of the emperor Nicholas of Russia; and
his children bear the name of Romanowski, and are ranked among the members of the
Russian imperial family. He d. l<t Nov., 1S.V2. of disease of the lungs, consequent
upon a scientific tour in the Ural. He was a zealous mineralogist, and left large collec-

tions, which are preserved at St. Petersburg.

BEATIIARNAIS. HOUTENSE EIT.ENIE. See BONAPARTE. nitt>\

BEAUHAKXOIS. a co. in the province of Quebec, Canada, on the St. Lawrence,
and includinu- Grand island; 200 sq. m. ; pop. '71, 14,759. Chief town, Beauharuois, 18
ui. s.w. of Montreal.
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BEAUMAXOIR, Pini.iri'K DE, d. 1296; a French writer on law. In 1273, he was
ilt :it S n!is and in 12SO held a similar office at Clermont. His chief work, Coutumes

i -
hi;rh!y commended by Montesquieu.

BEArilAECHAlS, PIKHUE AVUVSTIN CAKON DE, a French poet, b. in Paris, Jan. 24,

17:;.'. ti. Hay 17, 1799, was the sou of a watchmaker, and was brought up to his father's

jfim, he- devoted his talent's to literature. His first play, Eugenie (1767), was successful,

.:d was followed by Lt* Deux Ami* (1770). Havin? become involved in lawsuits with

Lublachc and Gotzmau, he revenged himself on the latter who was a member of the so-

:tt Matipcou by "publishing his famous .'/;< w'/v. (Paris, 1774), which
united the bitterest satire with'the sharpest logic, and gained for him a reputation that

made even Voltaire uneasy, who could not bear a rival in his own department. Despite
his wit, however, he lost his suit. His fame now rests on his two comedies, I^e Btirbier

de Secille (1775), and Le Mariuge df Figaro. Of his later works, we may mention AT*

".">t/ii< *, iii which he describes the perils through which he had passed in the first

period of the revolution. During the American war of independence, he entered into a

speculation for supplying arms, etc., by which he realized a considerable profit, but was
a great loser by his expensive edition of Voltaire's works, and other speculations. The
desire of gain and love of distinction were the leading motives which actuated B. His

literary merits have been differently estimated. The most judicious critic of his writ-

ings and character is M. de Lomenie, whose B. and his Times is full of interesting literary
anecdote. An edition of B. was published at Paris in 1809.

BEAUMA BIS, a seaport and chief t. of Anglesea, North Wales, is situated on the w.
side of the picturesque bay of B., near the n. entrance to the Menai strait, 3 m. n. of

Bangor, and 239 in. u.w. of London. B. has the ivy-covered remains of a castle, erected

by Edward I., and a free grammar-school, and is a favorite sea-bathing resort. The bay
is a safe anchorage in stormy weather. B. unites with Amlwch, Holyhead, and Llangctiu
in sending one member to parliament. It exports copper and other ores, slates, marble,
etc. Pop. '71, 2291. The vessels which entered this port in. 1875 numbered 2209, of

tonnage 528,447; which, cleared it, 2060, of 477,490 tons.

BEAUMONT, a t. in the department of Ardennes, France, on the Meuse, 10 m. s.e.

of Sedan; pop. estimated, 1400. In the neighborhood, Aug. 30, 1870, the French under
Marshal MacMahon were defeated by the Germans under the crown prince of Saxony,
who gained by the battle such advantages as compelled the immediate surrender of
Sedan.

BEAUMONT, FRANCIS, poet and dramatist; FLETCHEE, JOHN, poet and dramatist.
The>e writers were so closely associated in their lives and labors, that llieir names have
become indissolubly united. Francis Beaumont, the third son of sir Francis Beaumont,
one of the justices of the common pleas, was b. at Gracedieu, in Leicestershire, in 1586,
ten ye;,rs alter Fletcher; and d. in 1615, ten years before him. When 10 years of a-e,
he became a gentleman commoner of Broadgate hall (now Pembroke hall), and in 1600
w;is admitted a member of the Inner Temple. Two years thereafter, he published cer-
tain translations from Ovid. When about 19 years of age, he became the friend of
Ben Jou.-ou, and wrote commendatory verses to some of his dramas. At the
iheaicr, which attracted to its service most of the intellect and wit of the time,
lie became acquainted with Fletcher, and drawn together, they lived in the same house
till B.V marriage in 1613. He married Ursula, daughter and coheir of Henry Isley of

Sundlidge in Kent, by whom he had two daughters. He died at the early a-e of :50.
iMid was interred in \\Ystminstcr abbey. Poetry seems to have run in the blood of the
15. aiiinonts. Several memU-rs of B.'s immediate family wrote vers" S

, and the elder
brother of the dramatist, sir John Beaumont, is said by the critics to have much improved
our rhyme couplet.

John Fletcher was b. in 1576. His father was a clergyman, and appears to have
inherited many of the honors of the church. He was for soine time incumbent of K\c,
in Sussex; thereafter, lie was appointed dean of Peterborough, and is said to have

iK '< i n i red si

reputation for classical erudition, "it is uncertain how lone he remained at the univei"
stty, or whether h<- took a de-ree. The Wnmn-h,it,-r. produced in HKW-07 is the

t play ot his which H known to .-xist. It is not known precisely in what cJrnim-
ttm pamed MB life. HenSBerta hi, independence in some verses introductory to

I,,
FhttAfulS/iepturrbM, published about KJ10. y.-t he wrote more rapidlv than most men

n writing for bread. I'll,- laM four years of his life produced eleven new plavs ft

swiftness surpassing that of Shakespeare himself. Tarrying in London it is said 'for a
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suit of new clothes, he caught the plague, and died. Hi-; death occurred in 1025, and he
wa* Luric'd in the church of St. Saviour's. F. also could boast of poetic descent and
connection. Dr. Giles Fletcher, the bishop's younger brother, has been called "an
excellent poet;" and two sons of his, Giles and Phineus, distinguished themselves by
their verses. The one wrote, Christ's Victory and Triumph; the other, lite Purpit1

Island.
The works of B. and F. comprise in all 52 plays, a masque, and several minor poems;

but it is difficult to allocate, in any satisfactory manner, the authorship of these. F.,

being the longer lived and more prolific -writer, of course contributed the largest share.

Rowley assisted F. in TheMaid f the Miff. Some critics think that the hand of Shakes-

peare liiav be delected in The Ttro S/Me Kinsmen, and not without some show of reason.

There is'a tone of music and a step of thunder in some of the passages to which no

parallel could be found in any of the companion-dramas. Two plays left unfin-

ished at F.'s death were completed by Shirley. Out of the 52 plays. B". is supposed
to have had a share in the composition of 17, and only 3 out of that small number were,

during F.'s lifetime, published as joint productions. Two of these IVii'ttxfer and The
Mu id'a Ti'tifjedy are, with the exception of the great passages in Tin 1 Tim 5<Me AY/,*//// //,

the glory of the collection. The question has been often discussed. why these plays are

called by the name of B. and F., thus giving precedence to the younger and le>s volu-

minous writer. Mr. Dyce thinks, that of the three plays published as joint productions
during F.'s life, B. had either the greater share, or that, through feelings of natural

courtesy, F. placed the name of his deceased associate before his own, and that future

editors naturally followed the arrangement which they found to their hand. Mr. Dar-

ling is inclined to give no reason at all, i'.nd ascribes the whole thing to accident. From
all that can be gathered, it would appear that B. possessed the deeper and more thought-
ful genius; F.. the gayer and more idyllic. There is a strength as of granite rock in TJie

Mil ill's Tr'if/ti/y; there is a glad exuberant music, and a May-morning light and freshness
in The Faithful >'//- iJi< /<//.<,<, which Milton did not disdain to accept as a model in the

lyrical portions of Coin us, and of which the Endyinion of Keats i.- but an echo. In these

plays, B. and F. are the cleverest, gayest gentlemen. They never sound the deep sea of

pas>ion; they disport themselves, dolphin-like, on its surface. They have nopcv. erof
serious characterization, and their numerous creations are seldom consistent, Uit they
say the most clever, pleasant, and glancing things. Morally, little can be >aid in their

praise. >Jo audience of the present day could sit out the representation of their i urest

plays. Some of the impurest are almost beyond conception, yet there i> aiways an air of

good-breeding about them, and the tilth is handled in the most gentkman'.y ir.ai.mer.

It wa.s a great intellectual period in which B. and F. lived; but Shakespeare siai.ds above
them and the rest of that dramatic brotherhood like Mont Blanc abo\i- the summits of
the lower Alps conspicuous not only from his altitude, but from h.s purity.

BEAUMONT, GVSTAVE DE, a distinguished French publicist, b ;
reh 6. 1802. at Eeau-

mont-la-Chartre, in the department of Sarthe. He studied law, ana was made procurator-
substitute in the superior tribunal of the Seine, but lost thisoilice afh r the July revolution.
In 1831, B. and Tocqueville were commissioned by the French govcrnment'to study the

prison discipline of America. When B. returned' to Paris, ne riiud a place under
government, but was soon deposed, as he refused to com:u< t UH JM .Mention in the
scandalous process against the Baroness dc Feucheres. in 18-.'0. lie was elected deputy
for the department Sarthe, and distinguished himself, UK ineiiibcr t f the opposition, by
his information and readiness on all political questions. Alter the Feb. revolution, 1848,
he was returned as a member of the legislative as.>embly, and here n.aintained the charac-
ter of a sincere but moderate republican. After the 2d Dec., 1851. he w;.s arrested and
imprisoned for some time in the fortress of mout Valerien. After regaining his liberty
he lived in retirement, until his death in 1866. B. was the grandson of Lafayette, and
in 1836 married his cousin, the daughter of Georges Lafayette. The writings on which B 's

reputation is founded are 3'te twrle >//*//'>< JY/itti i:tmre (1831); JJ" >>^<'/>" /'
'

niit-ntiarc-

vx Eintx-l'ni*. it tie futu Appliration en France (2 vols.. 1S32; partly by Tocqueville):
)f<irii,ti I'ExclitrtifK <in.r Etat*- Unit (2 vols., 1835); and L'lrla nde, Sv//<. Plitiq >i<

,
it

Reliyii it xi (2 vols., 1S39). Bi. VTMONT-YASSY. Er>or.\RD YICOMTE DK, a relation of the

former, has acquired a reputation as the writer of I'm- Mitei/iii* <l'it "in li* (1838), and
other romances, and some historical works, especially a Uitivry of the European Mates

the CoHtjnit* of Vienna (vols. 1 to 6, Par. 1843-1853).

BEAUMONT (Ei,iE DK), JEAN BAPTISTS, late chief engineer and professor of geology
in the school of mines at Paris, and in the ('<'!,':>, ,/, Fratice. was b. at Canon in 1798.
He was distinguished not merely as a practical geological investigator, but also as a clear
and acute speculator. The prevailing theory regarding the elevation of mountain
systems was elaborated ehieth by him. His views as to the separate periods of eleva
tion were published in several treatises. He was occupied for 23 years, in conjunction
with Dufrenoy. in the preparation of a geological map of France, and its accompanying
text. Among his writings are: (}<ip (TGSttwr (>* Mine*. 1S24: O'-> rrntions C" >'<>rii<i\i(x xvr
lea Difftrente* Pbrmotion* dan* le >;//>,'///,./ //,.< Vn*f;e*. 1S29: J&ekcrtlui tur ifuiHf#-mM) dtt
]l<

:
i-<-ili<ti,>i t x tli In SnrfiH'e rin Globe, 1835; and Voyage Metatturmque en AityUlenv (2d ed.,

1837-39). He died iii 1-7!.
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BKAT M)\T, WILLIAM, 1796-1853; b. Conn.; a surgeon In the U. S. anny, noted

for discoveries in the processes and laws of digestion, made in watching the operations

of the stomach in the case of Alexis St. Martin. On the 6th of June, 1822, St. Martin,

then supposed to.be 22 years old, while at Mackinac, Mich., was accidentally shot,

receiving the entire charge of the musket in his left side, the muzzle of the gun being
about three feet from his body. The discharge tore away portions of his clothing,

fractured two of la's ribs, lacerated his lungs, and lodged in his stomach. Dr. B., who
was then stationed at Mackinac, restored St. Martin to good health within a year, renew-

ing his former strength and spirits, though the aperture made by the shot was never

closed. Two or three years afterwards, Dr. B. commenced a series of experiments upon
the stomach of the royngeur, studying its operations and secretions, the action of the

<:a-tric juice, etc. These experiments he continued from time to time, his patient pre-

senting the spectacle of a man enjoying good health, appetite, and spirits, with an

openini: in his stomach, through which the action of that organ could be satisfactorily
noted from the exterior. Dr. B. was the first individual who obtained the ga-tric juice
from a living human l>eing, and he has demonstrated, beyond a doubt, its chemical

properties anil digestive power* He published the result of his experiments in 1883.

St. Martin was still living in Dec., 1879.

BEAUMONT DE LA BONNIERE, GUSTAVE ATJGUSTE DE, 1802-66; a French
advocate who in 1831 came to the United States with De Tocqueville to examine our peni-
tentiary system, and with him published a book on the subject. Beaumont de la Bon-
niere also wrote Marie, or Slavery in the United States, a novel; and in 18o9, Ireland.

Political, Social, and Rdiffions. In 1840, he was chosen to the chamber of deputies; in the

constituent assembly of 1848 he was a member of the committee of foreign affairs, and

Cavaignac sent him as minister to England. After 1851 he retired from politics. His
wife was a granddaughter of Lafayette.

BEAUNE, capital of an arrondissement in the French department Cote d'Or, formerly
included in the duchy of Burgundy, is situated in a pleasant district, on the river

Bouzeoise, about 23 m. s.s. w. of Dijon. The town is well built; has a fine parish
church. Notre Dame, founded in 976 by duke Henri of Burgundy; and a splendid
hospital, founded in 1443 by Nicholas Rollin, chancellor of Philip, duke of Burgundy.
There are manufactories of serges, wooleu cloth, and cutlery. A considerable trade
is carried on in Burgundy und Champagne wines. B. gives its name to one of the best

of the Burgundy wines. Pop. '76, 10,696.

BEAUNE, FLOIUMOND, a distinguished mathematician, and friend of Descartes, was
b. in 1601, at Blois, in France, where he d. in 1652. His labors and discoveries con-
tributed greatly to the improvement of the modern analytical geometry first introduced

by Descartes Algebra was also enriched by B.'s showing that, in equations to the fourth

degree, the limits of positive roots might be found from the coefficients. B may be

regarded :1 s the proper founder of the integral calculus, as he first endeavored to deduce
the nature of curved lines from the properties of their tangents. Theso-called

" Beaune's
Problem" (which has been completely solved only by Jean Bernouilli), still given in the
integral calculus, was for his time new and remarkable, it turns also on the determina-
tion of the nature of a curved line from a. property of its tangent. The only work of
his we possess is De sEqiuttionum Limitibus Opusculu duo. et Node Brenx.

BEAUBEOABD, PKTKR GUSTAVE TOUSSAINT, A gen. of the army of the confed-
erate states of America during the war of secession, was born of a family of Canadian
French descent, on his father's plantation, near New Oilcans, La., about 1817. He
graduated at the military college of West Point in 1838; was appointed to the artillery,
and transferred to the engineers; won his brevet of capt. at the battles of Contreras
nnd Cliurubusco, in Mexico, and of major at Chepultapec, where he was twice wounded.
After the Mexican war, he was engaged upon the fortifications on the coast of the irult
of Mexico, and was, for a few days in Feb., 1861, superintendent of the military academy
at West Point. At the secession of Louisiana, he resigned, Feb. 20, 1861. and was
appointed by the confederate government to the command at Charleston, S. C., where.
April 11, he commenced the Avar by the bombardment of Fort Sumter (q.v.). Julv 21.
lie won th.- battl.- of Bull Run. March 5, 1862, he took command of the army o'f the

Mississippi,
under gen. A. 8. Johnston, and on April 6. fought the battle of Sh'iloh on

the tir*t day a victory, and on the second, when the federals had been reinforced, a par-
tial defeat to the confederates, with the loss of gen. Johnston. After holding uvn.
Ilalleck in chcch for two months, he was obliged, hv his failinir health, to retire lor a
time Horn active service; but in 1863 defended Charleston; and in 1864. commanding at

Petersburg, aided gen. Lee in the long and irallant defense of Richmond, the capture of
which closed the war. He has since been president of the New Orleans and Mississippi
railway: and in 1866, in the interests of the company, he visited New York London,
and Paris, being everywhere received with the highest distinction. He has also been in
the service of the khcdive of Egypt.

i:i:.USO|',HK. ISAAC I>K, 1639-1738: a Protestant writer of French orio-in ordained
jit the a ire of -J2. Having broken the royal seal put upon a church door to prevent the
reformers from exercising their religious rites therein, he was ordered to make UK?
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amende honorable, but declined, and fled to Holland. ITc was afterwards chaplain to

the kins of Prussia, Among hi.* works are a defense of the doctrines of the reforma-

tion; essays on providence, predestination, grace, and the eucharist; a translation of the

New Testament with notes; a curious book on the Adamites of Bohemia; a criticism on

Manicheisru, and several dissertations ou the Bt'olioth^uf Britannique.

BEAUTEMPS-BEAUPRE. CHAKLES FKAN<;OIS. 176*1-1854; b. France: hydrographer
to the expedition sent in search of La Perouse. lie made valuable charts of many of

the places visited. In 179(5. he completed his Atla* of the Bn Hie, and for several years
afterwards he labored in connection with marine surveys, making many valuable charts.

He became fellow of many scientific societies, and was in active duty in his profession

nearly all his life. In England he has been styled
" the father of hydrography."

BEAUTY. See ^KSTUETKS. ART.

BEAUVAIS, an important manufacturing French t., capital of the department Oise.

It is situated iii the valley of the Therein (* tributary to the Oise'1

, about 41 in. n.n.w.

if Paris, and surrounded by rising woodlands. Formerly, B. was included in the old

province, lie de France. It is i;u\v the seat of government for the department, and the

residence of a bishop, and contains a literary and economical society, a public library,
a museum. etc. Among its several tine buildings, the most noteworthy is its um- >m-

pleted cathedral, the choir of which is the loftiest as well as one of the finest specimens
of Gothic in France. The manufactures of B. -include woolen cloths, shawls, carpets,
(iol>e!in taixrstry, etc. Pop. '7t>. IG.'M. B. is an ancient town. It was included in

the country of the power! I'gtf<i. and was known by the Romans
as O . atterwai <!//. In the middle ages, it was styled Btlfntum.
In 850, and at other times, B. was desolated by the Normans. The Jaf/'urii. or peas-
ants' war. broke out in the neighborhood of B., Mar. '21. li3S. In 1443, B. was lx--

by the English, who were repulsed by the heroic self-sacririce of Jean Ligniere. A
in 1472. it was In-sieged by Charles the bold of Burgundy, with an army of bO.OOO

men. when the women of B.. under the leadership of the heroine Jeanne Laine. sur-

named La Hachette for her daring, displayed remarkable valor. The standard which
the Burgmidians had planted on the wail was torn down by Jeanne Laine. and borne
off by her in triumph. The banner is preserved in the town hall, and a procession, in

which it is carried by young girls, annually commemorates the heroic deed. B. is UM
birthplace of the learned Dominican Vincent de Beauvais (Viuceutius Bellovaceusis).

BEAVER, Castor fiber, a quadruped of the order glire*, or rodtntut (q.v.), valued
for its fur, and for the peculiar substance called eattorettm (q.v.), which it yields, and
also much noted for its instincts. Some naturalists regard the American B. as distinct

from that of Europe and Asia; but the differences observable either in external or

anatomical characters an- v.-ry inconsiderable: and the opinion that a great difference
- in instincts and habits, appears to have been too hastily adopted. If there is

only one species of B., it is very widely distributed in the northern regions of the

world, reaching in America almost as far s. as the gulf of Mexico. It once
existed in the British islands, where, however, it has long been extinct; and it has
l>eeome rare in Europe, in many parts of which it was once common. It lias become
rare also in the United States, disappearing before man; but is nowhere so abundant
a- in that wide region of lakes and rivers which lies to the n. and w. of the

settled parts of North America. Considerable numbers of beavers are found on the

banks of the Obi and other rivers of Siberia, and in Kamtchatka.
The incisors or cutting teeth of the B. are remarkably strong, and exhibit in the

highest degree the distinctive character of the order to "which it belongs the front

of hard enamel, which in the B. is of a bright orange color; the back of the tootk
formed of a softer substance, more easily worn down, so that a sharp, chisel-like edge
is always preserved; the bulbs being also persistent, so that the teeth are continually
growing, as by their employment in gnawing wood they are continually being worn
away. There" are four flat "molar teeth (or grinders) on each side in each jaw. Each
foot has five toes: those of the fore-feet are short, and not connected by a web;
those of the hind-feet are long, spreading out like the toes of a goose, and webbed
to the nails. In accordance with this remarkable peculiarity, the B., in swimming.
makes use of the hind-feet alone, the fore-feet remaining motionless and close to the

l>ody. Another character, to which nothing similar appears in any other rodent, is

the large, horizontally flattened tail, which, except at the root, is not covered with
hair, like the rest of "the body, but with scales. The caudal vertebra?, however, do
not exhibit a flattened form.

The B. is usually at least 2 ft. in length, from the nose to the root of the

tail: the tail is of "an oval form, about 10 in. in length, fully 3 in. in greatest
breadth, and scarcely an inch in thickness. These dimensions arc sometimes
exceeded. The general form of the animal is thick and clumsy, thickest at the hips,
and then narrowing abruptly, so that it seems to taper into the tail. The head is thick
and broad, the nose obtuse, the eyes small, the ears short and rounded. The fur con-

>f two kinds of hair; the longer hair comparatively coarse, smooth, and glos<v;
the under coat dense, soft, and silky. The color Is generally chestnut, rarely black.

spotted, or nearly white.



nearer.

The B. is very aquatic in its mode of life, and it seldom wanders far from some
lake or river, "in consequence of its habits, it is also limited to wooded districts,

and the northern range of the species is everywhere terminated by the limits of the

wood upon the river-hanks.

The food of the 15. consists of the bark of trees and shrubs (birch, poplar, willow,

etc.), and of the root-; <>t \\ater-lilics (ntiphar liiffum) and other aquatic plants. In

summer, it eats also berries, leaves, and various kinds of herbage. There is reason to

think that it never, as has been supposed. kills or eats fish. Like some other rodents,

it lavs up stores of provisions for winter; but these, in the case of the 15.. consist chiefly
of bark, or of brandies, and even trunks of trees. Its extraordinary powers of gnawing
are exerted to cut down trees of several inches in diameter, both for food, and for the

constructionoftlio.se houses and dams which have rendered it so much an object of

admiration to mankind. A tree of 18 in. in diameter has been found thus cut down

by heavers, although smaller ones are usually preferred; and when a tree of this size is
1

cut. the brandies only, and not the trunk, are employed in the architectural operations
of the animals. These operations are very wonderful, although the statement, at one
time commonly made, that beavers drive stakes into the ground. has no foundation in

fact; and some of the other particulars which parsed em-rent nlonjr with it, were equally
fabulous. The houses or lodges of leavers are grouped together near the edge of the

water, the mud hfing scraped away from the front, so that there may be a sufficient

depth of water there to allow free egress, even during the most severe frost. The
winter stores of the animals, consisting of piles or heaps of wood, are also always under

water, at such a depth that they cannot be locked up in ice. When the depth of water
is not sufficient, the beavers construct a dam across the stream, by the side of which the

lodge is placed; the dam is sometimes as much as 300 yards in length, convex towards
the current, and most convex in the strongest currents, sometimes extending on both
sides Ik-yond the natural channel of the stream. The materials of which it is composed
are sticks, roots, and branches, with stones, moss, grasses, and mud. strangely com-

mingled, but in such a iranner that the structure becomes absolutely watcr-ticht.

Branches of which the bark has been used for food, or taken off for winter provender,
are very generally employed for building purposes. In their building, beavers interlace

small branches with each other and with the larger; and a B. kept in confinement has
been known to manifest this instinct, by interlacing branches wi;h the bars of its cage,
whilst it also tilled the interstices with "c:.i rots, and other vegetables, given it for food,

nicely bitten to the proper sixe, and packed in snow, to protect itself from the cold. B.
dams are built with the sides inclining towards one another, so that although 10 or
12 ft. wide at bottom, they have a narrow top. The dams and houses are annually
repaired, before winter comes on. the work being performed by night.

" In places,"

says Hearnc, "which have been long frequented by beavers undisturbed, their dams,
by frequent repairing, become a solid bank, capable of resisting a great force, both of
water and ice; and as the willow, poplar, and birch generally take root and shoot up,
they by decrees form a kind of regular planted hedge, which I have seen in some places
so tall that birds have built their nests among the branches." Abroad ditch is often

dug all around the lodge, so deep that it cannot.freexe to the bottom, and into it the
IH -avers make the holes by which they go out and bring their food. The larger

lodges are in the interior,' about 1 ft. in diameter, and between 2 and 3 ft. high.
The top is formed of brandies of trees, matted with mud. grass, moss. etc. The walls
are very thick, and the whole structure not only secures much warmth, but is a sufficient

protection from wolves, wolverines, and other beasts of prey. Different apartments
have often one common roof, but they have usually no internal communication. The
sleeping-places of the animals are around the wall of their lodge, the center being left

free; they are formed merely of a little grass or tender bark of trees. A .single house
seldom contains more than ten or twelve beavers, but many such families are often con-

gregated in one place. Beavers, both in a wild state and in confinement, are scrupu-
lously cleanly in their habits.

Beavers often sit on the hind-feet and tail, and eat in this posture, holding up the
food in their fore paws. They also walk on the hind-feet, with support of the tail,

when I hey carry materials to their buildings, except branches, which are draggi d. They
have considerable power in the tail, and not unfrequently Hap it. which lias given rise
to an opinion, perhaps not altogether erroneous, that th'ev use their tails for plastering
their

btuldtep,
or beating and adjusting the mud which is employed in them.

vers do not usually eat in their lodges, but in holes or burrows in the bank of
t'.ie river, the entrance to which is from beneath the water, and which thence proceed
Obliquely upwards, often to a distance of many feet. To these holes the beavers also
flee when thHr lodire is broken up; and it is' therefore a common practice of the H.
hunters to break up the B. lodges, that they may take the animals in their holes or
vault-, Beaver- are also taken by nets and traps.

It is diietly in winter that beavers congregate together. During summer, they
wander about a little. The young are generally produced in April or May, from two to

:i at a birth. Their e\e- are OJM-II when they are born.
Single beavers are frequently met with, which live apart from all others of their
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species. All of these are males, which, it is supposed, have been conquered and driven

<iway by others of their sex.

In the parts of North America where beavers have now beeo:r j rare, they live mostly
in burrows in the river-banks, like those which are siii. lound in Europe. Circum-
stances prevent them from following out their gregarious tendencies. That the beavers
of Europe and Asia construct lodges a.id dams, when tney have opportunity of congre-
gating iu sufficient numbers, appears to be no Jess certain than that those of America
do so.

Large glandular pouches, two in number, closely connected with the organs of repro-
duction, contain the substance called aiNtoreiuri (Q v.,. its uses in the animal economy
are by no means well known; they are probably analogous to those of musk, civet, etc. :

but- its peculiar pungent odor is so attractive to beavers, that use is made of it as a bait

for B. traps.
The B. is very easily tamed; hut r.o wooden cage will keep one confined. Except

in the extraordinary building instincts already noticed, the animal exhibits no remark-
able sagacity. The use of tliu 15. 's fur for making hats is well known. See HAT. An
act of the English purliamjnt, in 163S, prohibiting the use of any other material for hat-

making, contributed to the rapid diminution of the number of beavers in the parts of
North America from which the'r skins were then obtained. During great part of the
18th and the earlier part of the 19th c., tl" number of B. skins anmrilly exported from
America appears to have been not less t:ian 200,000. It is now greatly diminished, but
is si ill large. The flesh of the B. is much esteemed as an article of food by trappers
and others who frcq'ieiu thy fur-countries, but it is very oily.

Fossil remains of beavers, apparently of the same species with that now existing, are
found in the d -posits referred by geologists to the pliocene and pleistocene periods.
Other remains are a'.-ID found O K a much larger animal of ihe B. kind, which must have
existed in Europe ahd Asia along with the present species, but which seems to have
become extinct beib"^ ihe historic period. They were different, however, not merely
in size, but in other particulars so important, that Owen has constituted for the "great
B." a distinct genn>- rminntltcrimn, (Gr., a chewing or gnawing beast).

Of existing animals, tn^ most closely allied to the B. is the roi//m (q.v.), sometimes
called the Chilian B. (myopofamus coyputs), which yields the fur called racwuda (q.v.).

BEAVER. See HELMET.

BEAVER, a co. in w. Pennsylvania, intersected by the Cleveland and Pittsburg, and
the Pittsburg, Fort Wavne and Chicago railroads, 600 m. square. Pop. '70, 36,148.
The soil is fertile; products, hay, grain, butter, cheese, etc.; and there are mines of
coal and Iim-j4one. Co. seat, Beaver.

BEATER, a co. in s. Utah on the Nevada border, drained by Beaver river; pop. '70,

2007. A large portion is an arid plain with little water or timber; yet there is consider-
able agriculture. Iron ore is found. Co. seat, Beaver.

BEAVER DAM. a city in Dodge co., Wis., 61 m. n.w. of Milwaukee, on the Chicago,
Milwaukee, and St. Paul railroad, at the outlet of Beaver lake; pop. '80, 3441. It i*

t:ie m.irket center of a fertile district, with factories, flour-mills, etc.

BE.VVEK FALLS, a village in Beaver co., Penn., on the Beaver river near its junc-
tion with the Ohio, 34 m. n.w. of Pittsburg; on the Pittsburg. Fort Wayne and Chicago,
and the Erie and Pittsburg railroads; pop. 5000. There are many manufactories, nearly
a'.i of which are controlled by the "

Harmony" society of economy.
BEAVER HEAD, a co. in s. w. Montana, on Jefferson river, about 4393 sq m. ; pop.

'70, 722. The surface is rough. Stock-raising and mining arc the main occupations.
Co. seat, Banuack city.

BEAVER INDIANS, a tribe on Peace river, in British America, allied to the Chip-
pewas.

BEAVER ISLANDS, in lake Michigan, w. of the straits of Mackinac. forming the
co. of Manitou. A band of Mormons settled on the principal island iu 1846, but did not
long remain iliere. Chie:' town and co. seat, St. .James.

BEAVERTAIL. in Narragansett bay, the s. extremity of Canonicut island. It has
a light house with lixcd white light, 96 ft. above tide, and 'a fog-horn.

BEAVER WOOD. See MAGNOLIA.
BEBEE RINE is one of the alkaloids, and is obtained from the grcenhenrt bark or
rt n/ of Demerara. It is used in medicine in place of quinine, which it resembles in

properties, though it is not so powerful in its action as a tonic and febrifuge. The con-
dition in which it is generally sent into market is as the sulphate of B.

"

occurring in

shining scales of a pretty brown color, and soluble in water.

BEBEE RTJ, BEEIJEE ur, or Btui'ui. See GHEENHEAKT.
BECCAFI CO, <SyZwVt ?wrten*ix, or Cnrrnca linrtcn*ix, a little bird of the family of the

sy?ri<ufiF, or warblers (q.v.). sometimes called the pettychaps, and sometimes the garden
warbler, rather rare in Britain, but abundant in soine of the more southern parts of

Europe, and in great deinaud tor th:3 table in Italy, its tiesii being rcguru.d as of pecu-
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liar delicacy. It is a mere summer bird of passage, however, not only in Britain, but

even in the" s. of Europe. The upper parts are most!}' of a brown color, the lower parts

whitish. It is a bird of very pleasing song. B. is an Italian name, aud is sometimes

extended to other. birds of the same family used for the table.

BECCAFU MI, or MECIIERINO, DoMKNtco, b. about 1488, d. 1531 ;
an Italian painter,

Hie sun of a peasant. Loren/o Beeeafmni, a rich nobleman, took the boy into his ser-

vice, and fn-icred his natural taste for art, by sending him to study in Rome. B. painted

inanv religious pieces for churches, and mythological works for private patrons. He
also continued the wonderful pavement in the cathedral of Siena, his native place.

For 1-Vl years the best artists worked upon this pavement, which was of white marble, the

subject being engraved in black outline, and the border inlaid with rich patterns of many
colors. Bin mfumi was occupied in this work 27 years. He also made a triumphal arch

and an immense mechanical horse for the procession at the entry of Charles V. into

Siena.

BECCAMOSCHI NO, Sylvia cifttfcola, a little bird of the family of the warblers, found
in Italv, and remarkable for its nest, which resembles that of the tailor-birds, being

usually placed in a bush of lengthened herbage, the leaves and stalks drawn together
over it, and a flooring formed for it by leaves curved across below, and sewed together

generally with some kind of vegetable libers.

BECCARI A. CRSARE BONKSANA, a political and philanthropic writer, was b. at Milan,
1735 or 1738. The opinions of the French encyclopaedists, especially those of Montes-

quieu, had the greatest influence in the formation of his principles and sentiments. The
work which most favorably exhibits the character and genius of Beccana is his Trattato

(hi Dditti e dettv Pern (Treatise on Crimes and Punishments), first published in 1764, in

which he argues against the severities and abuses of criminal law, especially capital pun-
ishment and torture. The work was extremely popular, and was translated into several

European languages. It is marked by eloquence, sensibility, and lively power of imagin-
ation. Kant unfairly accuses the author of an affected humanity,. though it must be ad-

mitted that the German philosopher has exposed the invalidity of some of the arguments
brought forward. On the whole, however, the work of Beccaria is acknowledged to

have done great good, and the subsequent reforms in the penal code of European nations

have generally taken the direction he has pointed out. He was among the first to advo-
cate the beneficial influence of education in lessening crime. This naturally brought
upon him the hatred of the priesthood, who, according to their usual formula of perse-
cution, accused him of impiety; but their malice was frustrated by the efforts of count
Firmian, the Austrian governor of Lombardy, a man of liberal and enlightened senti-

ments. In 1768, Beccaria was appointed professor of political philosophy at Milan,
Had achieved great success as a lecturer. He died of apoplexy in Nov., 1793. In the
course of his life he published several works.

BECCARI'A, GIAMBATTISTA, or GIOVANNI BATTISTA, 1716-81; an Italian astronomer
and electrician. He was professor of experimental physics at Palermo, Rome, and Turin.
In 1775, he was elected a fellow of the royal society of London. In 1759, he was com-
missioned to measure an arc of the meridian in the neighborhood of Turin. His prin-
cipal work was Electricity, Artificial and Natural.

BEC-FIN, the common French name for different species of birds of the family of

tyhiadcB, or warblers (q.v.). It is sometimes to be met with in English books.

BECHE-DE-MER, or TKEPANG, an article of luxury among the Chinese, consisting of
the dried bodies of several species of holothiiria (q.v.), or sea-CAicumber, which are found
in great abundance in the shallow waters of lagoons, and on reefs, from the s.c. coasts of
Asia to New Holland. The traffic in bOche-dc-mer is very extensive, and the Malays
catch the animals, and prepare them in large quantities for the Chinese market. They
:nv usually about 8 or 9 in. long, but some are 2 ft. in length, and 7 or 8 in. in girth.

They are often found nearly buried in the coral sand, their feathered tentacula alone
floating above it. The larger ones are sometimes speared in shallow water; but most of
them arc taken by divers in depths of from 3 to 5 fathoms. An expert diver will bring
up 8 or 10 at a time. They are split down one side, boiled, pressed flat with stones,
dried in the sun, and afterwards in smoke, and packed in ba-rs, in which state they
;ire bought by the Chinese, and conveyed in junks to China. Fleets of Malay proas are
employed m the search for this curious production of the sea. Macassar is the great
staple-place of the trade, and from it above 8000 cwt, of b6che-de-mer arc annually sent
i" ( Una, the price varying according to the kind and quality, from SWR to 10 per cwt.
I here is also a considerable export of beche-de-mer from Manilla. B6che-de-mer is ex
tremety gelatinous, and is very much used by the Chinese as an ingredient in rich soups.

BECKER, JOHANN JOACHIM, author of the first theory of chemistry, was b. at
Bpeier in 162.). In his youth he had many difficulties to contend with, but his zeal and

severance overcame them all. He acquired an extensive knowledge of medicine,
ics, chemistry, and even polities, and in 1660, was made a rrember of the imperial
:il at Vienna. While residing in this city, he assisted in establishing several manu

ctures, and drew up the plan of an East Indian commercial society, but unfortunately
I into disgrace, and had to leave the city. He next went to Mainz, and subsequently
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lived in Munich, Wurzburg, Haarlem, and finally London, where he died in 1682. He
had many enemies, and was accused not altogether unjust]}' of charlatanry. Never-

theless, he rendered important services to chemistry. His Fnyucn Snbtcrra nea was the

first attempt made to bring physics and chemistry into close relation ;
in these two lie

sought the causes of all the inorganic phenomena in the world. He at the same time began
to construct a theory of chemistry, and also investigated the process of combustion.
Becher taught that every metal was composed of an earthy substance common to all

metals; of a combustible principle also identical in all; and was differentiated from other

metals only by the possession of a peculiar mercurial element; when a metal was heated,
until it had changed its form, the mercurial substance was discharged, and nothing
remained except metallic calx. Herein lies the first germ of Stahl's phlogistic theory,
which obtained universal currency until the time of Lavoisier.

BECHUANS. See BETJUAKS.

BECK, JOHN BRODHEAD, 1794-1851 ; b. N. Y. ; a graduate of Columbia college,
and professor of materia medica in the New York college of physicians and surgeons.
Among his works is Infant Therapeutics.

BECK, LKWIS C., 1798-1853; b. N. Y.; brother of John Brodhcad; a graduate of
Union college; professor of chemistry in Albany medical college; author of works on
botany and chemistry, and of an elaborate report on the mineralogy of the state of New
York.

BECK, TIIEODORIC ROMEYN, LL.D., 1791-1 855"; b. X. Y. ; brother of John Brodhead;
an American physician; he graduated at Union college, practiced in Albany, and in 1841
was professor of materia medica in the medical college of that city. He was author of
Elci< nt* of Mediad Jurisprudence.

BECK, or BEEK, DAVID, 1621->56; a Dutch painter, trained by Van Dyck; and
acquiring many of that master's excellences. He was portrait painter and chamberlain
to queen Christina of Sweden, with whom he was in high favor. For her gallery he
made portraits of nearly all of the sovereigns of Europe.

BE.CKER, a co. in n.w. Minnesota, at the head of the Red river of the n. ; inter-

sected by the Northern Pacific railroad; 1400 sq.m. ; pop. '75, 2256. The surface is about
1700 ft. above tide and dotted with lakes. The soil is generally good. Co. seat, Detroit

oily.

BECKER, GOTTFRIED WII.HELM, a German author, b. at Leipsic in 1778, entered the

university of that city with the view of studying medicine, and having taken his doctor's

degree in 1801, settled* there as a practicing physician and a writer of medical works,
(several of which readied many editions. The wars of the period led him, however, to
turn his attention to history and modern languages, and he became well known by his
contributions to periodicals, his series of popular histories, and his translations from the

English, French, and Italian. In 1833, Becker entirely relinquished practicing medicine,
and devoting himself to literature, became a fertile and admired contributor to many of
its more popular branches. He died at Leipsic, 17th Jan., 1854. He published several
attractive volumes of travels in his own country, peculiarly adapted to the young,
among which, we may instance his Tour to the liars, Sketches of Southern Germany, etc.

His historical writings, which are not less numerous, chiefly narrate the events of his
own time. Amongst them we may particularize Andreas Hofer, Egypt as it Now Is, The
b\(t< of fyain in Modern Times, etc. In light literature, also, he was very successful as a
translator. All his works have been published at Leipsic.

BECKER, HERMAN HEINRICH, b. 1820; a German radical politician, whose extreme
views led to his imprisonment for several years after 1848. He has since been a member
of the Prussian house of deputies and of the North German parliament, and a leader on
the liberal side.

BECKER, JOHN PHILIP, one of the most active radical politicians of late years, was
b. Mar., 1*09, at Frankenthal, in the Palatinate on the Rhine, and brought up as a brush
maker. The French revolution of July, 1830, gave a political bias to his tendencies, and
he took part in the political agitations of the day, in consequence of which he was
imprisoned; but in 1833 he was released, and exerted himself warmly on behalf of his

brothers in opinion. In 1837, he settled in Switzerland, taking a part in several radical

publications, and organizing in 1838 and 1845 volunteer corps. In the autumn of 1847,
be was summoned to the military bureau at Berne, and being chosen adjutant of Ochsen-
hem's division, fought against the Sondorbund with acknowledged bravery. Up< n the

failure of Becker's attempt to revolutionize P>aden in 1848, Becker, who had organized
troops for his support, returned to Switzerland, to plan an expedition of German and
Swiss auxiliaries, to support the cause of freedom in Rome and Sicily. Their move-
incnls being frustrated, he led his troops in the summer of 1849 into the Palatinate and
the duchy of Baden, where a rising had taken place, and acted a prominent part in many
ciiLra_-cni('iits. Subsequently, he settled in Geneva, and engaged successfully in com
mevco. \ history of the "revolution of 1849, in s. Germany, has been published by
him and Esselen. Becker has Ir.telv been known as a leader of the socialist party,
and is an active agitator on behalf of the association known as the

"
International."
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BECKEE, KARL FERDINAJTD, b. at Leipsic in 1804, may be named with Kiesewetter

and Winterfeld, as one of the Itest German writers on the'history of music, and also as

an excellent composer for the organ, as is proved by his trios and other compositions
well adapted to the srenius of thelnstruim-nt. Among his works maybe mentioned: a

Uir<ii-book. or collection of psalm and hymn tunes (Leipsic. 1844); Choral Mtlodies for

Spitta's Psalter and ilarp. 1S41 : a Catalogue of his musical library, one of the most

extensive in German v. On the Clmra' Ci>l'tc'i->im <>f Vttri't Christian Church^, 1841;

Tiie Choral Comi>*iti<'in* of the 16//< and 17th Centuries, 1847; and The Composers of th*

19/A Century, 1849. He died Oct., 1877.

BECKER. KARL, FERDINAND, one of the most distinguished German philologists, was
b. at Liser, in the old electorate of Troves, in 1775. At lirst a teacher, he afterwards

studied medicine, and ultimately settled as a practitioner at Offenbach. Here he
educated his own children with such success that several families induced him to take

charge of theirs, and thus his house was coo verted into an academy (1823), which he
conducted till his deatli in 1849. This gave scope to his early predilection for linguistic

studies, to which his scientific training Jed him to give a quite new direction. Becker

contemplates language as an organism, pervaded by strict logical laws. From this point of

i" wrote his Drnteche Gra>nniatik(2A ed., 18*0). He neglects too much the histori-

cal development of language, and thus, as might be expected, comes at times into conflict

with the results of comparative philology; yet his work is valuable for its logical conse-

quence, and for its leading idea of organism in language. Besides a Schulqrammettlk
(10th ed. 1872). which is an outline of his larger work, he published several other treatises

on the German language. ,

BECKER, WILIIELM ADOLF, a distinguished German author, was b. at Dresden in

1796. Originally intended for comnurcial life, he soon abandoned a pursuit which he
found uncongenial to his tastes, and devoted his time to the acquisition of learning. Ju
1816, he came to Leipsic, where he studied theology, and more particularly philology.
In 1840, he traveled through Italy; and in 1842. was appointed professor of archaeology
at the university of Leipsic, where his prelections on the Latin authors were numerously
attended. He died at Meissen, 30th Sept., 1846. His lively fancy, aided by a thorough
knowledge of the classic languages, enabled him to make quite a novel use of antiquity.
In Im Ckarieles (Leip. 1840), he ventured te reproduce the social life of old Greece; and
in his GiMns (Leip. 1833). to give sketches of the Augustan age at Rome. The learning
which he has contrived to stuff into his picturesque sentences is marvelous, not to speak
of the quantity buried in his exctirsut, or disquisitions, which in the English translation
of the works by Metcalfe, are transferred from the text to the end of the volumes.
Lockhart's Valerius is the only thing in English literature which corresponds to these

compositions of the German author. Becker's treatise, De Comicis Romanorinn Fabnlis

(Lcin. 1837), is a valuable contribution to the history of Roman dramatic poetry. His
most important work, in a scholastic point of view, is his Hand-book of Roman Antiquities
(1843-4'j). which, after his death, was continued by Marquardt.

BECKEB&TH, HERMANN VON, one of the most remarkable public characters of Ger-
many, was Iwrn at Krefeld (in Prussia,) Dec., 1801. He sprang from a commercial
family, and made a considerable fortune as a banker. But he gave himself also to pur-
suits of a more intellectual character, and especially to the studies of jurisprudence and
politics. The accession of Frederick- William IV. to the throne roused B. to a sense of
the political condition of his country, and he devoted himself to work out its constitu
tional freedom. In 1843. he was elected representative of his native town in the provin-
cial diet, and continued for several years to take a prominent part in Prussian politics,
lie was a deputy in the national assembly which sprang up in the eventful year 1^:\
and held its sittings at Frankfort. His eloquence exercised considerable influence on
this assembly. He was appointed minister of finance, and shortly after called to Berlin,
to construct a cabinet; but in this he failed. His strictly constitutional advice was not
apparently agreeable to the court, and he returned to Frankfort. An advocate for Ger-
man unity, it was he who made use of the expression: This waiting for Austria is
death to the union of Germany." But he refused his assent to any revolutionary meas-
ure. When the retrograde movement set in. he resigned the posts he held under gov-
ernment, but continued, as a member of the second Prussian chamber, a vigorous oppo-
ution to the Manteuffel ministry-, which had deserted the cause of German unity. He

rom the arena of political strife in 1&52. After the return of Manteuffel to
power, in 1858, B. was airam elected a member of the Prussian second chamber; but he
Was obliged to decline the honor, on account of failing health. He devoted his later

years i the affairs of Krefeld, his native town, where lie died in May, 1870.

BECKET. THOMAS \
, archbishop of Canterbury, was the son of a merchant, and was

born in London in 1119 The ^\nry which makes his mother a Sarncen is Hiarmimrly
romantic, but there are doubts if it has any historical basis. He studied theoloirv at
Oxford and Paris, and afterwards law at Bologna, and at Auxerre, in Burgundy 'llav
Ulg been recommended to Henry II by Theobald, archbishop of Canterbury who had
had experience of his abilities. H was promoted to the office of hi-di chancellor and
thuj (according to Thierry) resuscitated th,. hopes ,,f the Kim-iish as tjie first native En"
hshman, since the Conquest, who had filled any hiirh office His duties as hi"-h chancellor
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were numerous and burdensome, but he discharged them vigorously. He was magnifi-

cently liberal in his hospitality. Henry himself did not live in a more sumptuous man-
ner.

*

As yet, B. seems to haVe regarded himself as a mere layman, though, in point of

fact, he was a deacon; but in 1162, when he was created archbishop of Canterbury (an
ollice which, as it then involved the abbacy of the cuihedral monastery, had never but
twice before been held by any but a monk or canon-regular), a remarkable change became
manifest in his whole deportment. He resigned the chancellorship, threw aside sud-

denly his luxurious and courtly habits, assumed an austere religious character, exhibited

his liberality only in his "charities," and soon appeared as a zealous champion of the

church against all aggressions by the king and the nobility. Several noblemen and lay-
men were excommunicated for their alienation of church property. Henry II , who, like all

the Norman kings, endeavored to keep the clergy in subordination to the state, convoked
the nobility with the clergy to a council in 1104 at Clarendon (near Salisbury), where the
so-called

"
constitutions" (or laws relative to the respective powers of church and state)

were adopted. To these, the primate, at first, declared he would never consent; but

afterwards, through the efforts of the nobles, some of the bishops, and, finally, of the

pope himself, he was induced to give his unwilling approbation. Henry now began to

perceive that B.'s notions and his were utterly antagonistic, and clearly exhibited his

hostility to the prelate, whereupon B. tried to leave the country. For tins offense the

king charged B. with breach of allegiance, in a parliament summoned at Northampton in

1164, confiscated his goods, and sequestered the revenues of his see. A claim was also

made on him for not less than 44,000 marks, as the balance due by him to the crowu
when he ceased to be chancellor. B. appealed to the pope, and next day leaving North-

ampton in disguise, fled to France, where he spent two years in retirement at Pontigny,
in Burgundy. The French monarch and the pope, however, now took up his cause.

B. went to Rome, pleaded personally before his holiness, who reinstated him in the see

of Canterbury. B. now returned to France, whence he wrote angry letters to the Eng-
lish bishops, threatening them with excommunication. Several efforts were made to

reconcile Henry and B., which, however, proved futile; but at length, in 1170, a formal

agreement was come to at Fretville, on the borders of Tourame. The result was, that

B. returned to England, entering Canterbury amid the rejoicings of the people, who were

unquestionably proud of B., and regarded him whether wisely or not is another ques-
tion as a shield from the oppressions of the nobility; but he soon manifested all his

former boldness of opposition to royal authority. At last, it is said, the king, while in

Normandy, exprosed impatience that none of his followers would rid him of an inso-

lent priest. The fatal suggestion was immediately understood, and carried into effect

by four barons, who departed by separate ways for England. On the evening of the 29th
Dec., 1170,they entered the cathedral, and having failed in an attempt to drag him out of
the church, there slew B. before the altar of St. Benedict, in t'.ie n transept. Henry was
compelled to make heavy concessions to avoid the ban of excommunication. The mur-
derers, having repaired to Rome as penitents, were sent on a pilgrimage to Palestine;
and, two years after his death, B. was canonized by pope Alexander III., and the anni-

versary of his death was set apart as the yearly festival of St. Thomas of Canterbury. In

1220. Ins bones were raised from the gra've in the crypt where they had been hastily
buried two days after his murder, and were by order of king Henry III. deposited in a
splendid shrine, which for three centuries continued to be the object of one of the great
pilgrimages of Christendom, and still lives in English literature in connection with
Chaucer's Canterbury 2"nlf*. At the reformation, Henry VIII. despoiled the shrine,
erased B.'s name from the calendar, and caused his bones to be burnt and scattered to

the winds. It is extremely difficult to estimate properly the character of Becket. We
do not know what his ultimate aims were, whether, as some suppose, they were patriotic,
i.e., &t.ron, as opposed to Non/uni, or, as others believe, purely sacerdotal. At all

events, the means he used for the attainment of them was a despotic and irresponsible
ecclesiastic-ism, lie admitted nothing done by churchmen to be secular, or within the

jurisdiction of civil courts, not. even murder or larceny. Fortunately, the Plantagenets
were as dogged believers in their own powers and privileges as B. in those of the church;
and by their obstinate good sense, England was kept wholesomely jealous of the preteu-
eions of Rome. See Dr. Giles' Y',l,i , t Ki,istnl,i- X. Thomre Cantuarienxi-x ; canon Morris' Life
of St. TJn'iiniiK Bo-kit; canon Robertson's Life of Betket; canon Stanley's llixlorir.al Me-
morial* of Canterbury; Freeman's Historical /iW//*; Hook's Lieea of the Archbishops of
Canterbury; Froude's articles on B. in the Nineteenth Century.

BECKETS. on shipboard, a general name for any large hooks, short pieces of rope,
or wooden brackets, used for confining ropes, tackles, oars, or spais in a convenient

place.

BECKFORD, WII.T.IAM, the only legitimate son of alderman Beckford, was b. in 1760.
When he was about 9 years of age, his father died, and he inherited the larger

portion of an enormous property, consisting for the main part of estates in Jamaica, and
of the estate of Fonthill, in Wiltshire. His annual revenue is said to have exceeded
100,000. Young Beckford evinced unusual intellectual precocity; for in 1780 he

printed a satirical essay, entitled Biofiraphivil M'-nuiirx of Extraordinary Painters, in
which he does not spare living artists, and assails the cant of criticism with the polished
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weapon of bis wit. In 1778, he visited the continent, nnd met Voltaire at Paris. Two

lack Mariraret Gordon, daughter of Charles, fourth earl of Aboyne; and in the follow-

in^"\i ar he entered parliament as one of the members for Wells. In the same year, he

published Vuthtk in French. Beckford informs us that he wrote? this tale, as it now
stands, at 22 years of age, and that it was composed at one sitting. "It took

me," he savs. ""three days and two nights of hard labor. I never took off my clothes

the' whole time. This severe application made me very ill." Immediately on its publi-

cation. Vail" I; was translated into Knglish; Beekford professes never to have known the

translator, but thought his work well done. In 1790, lu sat for Hindon; in 1794, he'

accepted the Chiltern Hundreds, and again left England. He fixed his residence in

Portugal, purchased an estate near Ciutra, and occupied for a time that "paradise"
which Byron commemorated in Uiihk ILimld. Tormented by unrest, he returned to

England; and in 1801, the splendid furniture of Fonthill was sold by auction, and the

next year his valuable collection of pictures was disposed of in London. These disper-
sions were no sooner made than he began a new collection of books, pictures, furniture,

curiosities, and proceeded to erect a new building at Fonthill. the most prominent
feature of which was a tower above 260 ft. high. Beekford resided at Fonthill till 1822.
when in one of those strange vagaries of feeling, of which his life was so full, he sold

the estate and house, with all its rare and far-gathered contents, to col. Farquhar for

350,000. Soon after, the great tower, which had been raised on an insecure founda-

tion, came to the ground. On the sale of Fonthill, Beekford removed to Bath, and

immediately proceeded to erect another lofty building, the plan of which also included
a lower, but this time not more than 100 ft. high. While residing there, he did not

mingle in Bath society, and the most improbable stories concerning the rich and morose

genius in their neighborhood were circulated among the citizens, and were believed by
them. During all his life, Beekford was a hard-working student, and was devoured by a

passion for books. Some of his purchases were perfectly imperial in their way. He
bought Gibbon's library at Lausanne, to amuse himself when he happened to be in that

neighborhood. He went there; read in the fierce way that he wrote, three days and two

nights at a sitting; grew weary of his purchase: and handed it over to his physician,
Dr. Scholl. Up till 1834, he had published nothing since Vathek. but in that year the

literary silence of half a century was broken by the appearance of a series of letters,

entitled IMy, inth Sketches of Spain and Portugal, in two volumes. In the same year he

republi-shed his Memoir* of Extraordinary Painters; and in 1835, he issued another

volume, entitled Itfcollections of an Excursion to the Monasteries of Alcobaca and Jkitalha,
made in June, 1794. From the period of this last publication till his death, which took

place on the 2d of May, 1844, he lived in the .deepest retirement.

Beekford, since the publication of his Arabian tale, has been a power in English
literature. His wit, his sarcasm, his power of graphic description, may be seen in his

journal and letters; and his higher faculties of imaginative conception and delineation

reign in the unmatched passages that shadow forth in gloom and glory the
' Hall of

Eblis."

BECKMAWN, JOHAXN, a German author, known by his works on natural history and

agriculture, was b. at Iloya, in Hanover, June 4, 1739. After holding, for about two
ye;ir<. a professorship of physics and natural history in St. Petersburg, he made a tour

through Sweden, where he gained an acquaintance with the working of mines, and
received for some time instructions from Linnaeus. In 1766, he was appointed professor
of philosophy, and in 1770 ordinary professor of political economy at GiHtingen, where
he died, Feb. 4, 1811. He was the first German author who wrote on agriculture in a
scientific style. Among his works may be mentioned: Principles of German Agriculture
(6th ed. 1806). Introduction to Technology (5th ed. 1809), Introduction to the JtMcnce of Com-
merce (1789), and Contributions to the History of Intentions (1780-1805).

HKCKX, PIERRE JEAN, b. Belgium, 1795; a general of the order of Jesuits. He
a member of the society of Jesus in 1819, and was the head of the order in 1853.

Soon after receiving orders, his superiors recognized his rare abilities, and sent him on
several delicate missions. When the duke Ferdinand of Anhalt-Kothen became a con-
vert to the. Roman Catholic religion, young Beckx was appointed his confessor, and he
officiated for some years as priest of the new church which was built at Kothen. After
the death of the duke. B. continued at the court with the widow, the countess Julia,
whom, at a later period, he accompanied to Vienna. In 1847, he became procurator

college at Louvain. When the Jesuits were re-established in Austria, he zealously sup
ported the projects of the government, which were highly favorable to the: interests of
tin- church. He lent his powerful aid to the primate (if Hunirary. cardinal S/eitow.sky,
who succeeded in obtaining the reinstatement of the Jesuits "in that portion of the

empire, and in founding the noviciate- at Tyrnan. Being sent to the assembly at Konie
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in 1853, to choose a successor to father Roothan. ho was elected superior of the order.

The success of the Jesuits since thut time, especially in non-Catholic countries, is due,
in no slight degree, to the ability and fore-sight of father B. Besides some minor

writing.-; and occasional discourses, he has published a Month of Miry, which has passed
through numerous editions, and been translated into many languages.

BEC3T7EREL, ANTOINE CESAR, a distinguished French physicist, was b. 7th. Mar.,
1788, at Chatillou-sur-Loing, in the department of Loirct. In 1808, he entered the

French army as an officer of engineers, arid served with distinction in Spain under
marshal Suchet. He took part in the sieges of Tortosa, Tarragona, Valencia, and other

places. On his return to France, he was appointed inspector of the Ecol,- PolyUtAnigut;
in 1814, he went through the campaign of France; and at the peace of 1815, retired

from the service, that he might pursue his scientific studies with greater advantage. In

1819, he published a volume of geological and mineralogical researches, utter which, his

attention was principally devoted to electricity and magnetism. While studying the

physical properties of yellow amber, B. had occasion to make experiments on the libera-

tion of electricity by pressure. This led him to investigate the laws by which the phe-
nomena of liberation are governed in chemical action. The result of his inquiries was
the overthrow of Volta's theory of contact, and the construction, by him, of the tirst

constant pile. He next discovered a method of determining the internal temperature of

human and animal bodies, and by physiological applications demonstrated that, when a
muscle contracts, there is a development of heat. B. is besides one of the creators of

electro-chemistry. His labors in this branch of science opened for him, in 1829, the door
of the Academic, de Sciences. Since 1828, he had begun to apply electro-chemistry in the

reproduction of mineral substances, and in the treatment by the humid way of silver,

lead, and copper ores. In 1837, he was elected a member of the royal society "of London.

Among his works were the Traite de VElectricite et dit Moffnetume; Traite d'Elrctro-

chii/tit'; Traite de Phyxiqne; Elements de Physique ferrtxtrc it d<- M>'tt'''1<ir/ic. He died on
the 19th Jan., 1878. BECQUEREL, ALEXAXDRE EDMOXD, son of Antoine Cesar B., an
eminent physicist, was b. at Paris, 24th Mar., 1820. He was decorated with the legion
of honor in 1851, and was appointed professor of physics in the Conservatoire des Art* it

Jft'fu-r*, 1853. He is a member of the Academie des Sciences. To his conjoint labors

with his father are due interesting researches concerning the solar spectrum, and the

elements of electric light (C&mptes Rendues de VAcademie, 1839-40); Elements de Phyxique
Terrextre etde Meteorologie (1847); Memoires sur les Lois qui president a la Decomposition,

electro-chimique des Corps (1849); and a Note sur le trace des Lignes IsotJiermes en France;
des Recherches sur les Eff'cts Electriques (1852 and 1855); and La Lumiere, ses Causes et ses

EffeU (1868).

BECSE, NEW, a market t. of Austria, about 4 m. e. from Old Becse. Pop. 6472.

BEC3E. OLD, a market t. of the Austrian empire, in the Servian Woiwodschaft, 24 m.
n.n.e. from Neusatz. Pop. 11,222.

BECSKEBEK NA GY, or GREAT BECSKEREK, a t, of Hungary, in the co. of Torontal,
situated on the left bank of the Bega, about 45 m. s.w. of Temesvar, with which place
it is connected by canal. B. N. is an important market t., and has a pop. (1869) of

19,666.

BED (with some variations in spelling, the word is common to all Germanic lan-

guages), an article of household furniture on which to sleep. Beds have been and are
of various forms, almost every country having its own kind of bed. In ancient times in

Palestine, the B. seems to have been a simple kind of couch for reclining on during
the day, and sleeping on at night, and readily removable from place to place, as is

referred to in different parts of Scripture. About the heat of the day, Ishbosheth lay
on his B. at noon (2 Sam. iv. 5). In receiving visitors, the king bowed himself upon the
bed (1 Kings i. 47). Jesus saith,

" Take up thy B
1

., and go unto thine house" (Matt. ix.

6). Yet in these early times, beds or couches must, in some instances, have been highly
ornamented: thus,

"
1 have decked my B. with coverings of tapestry, with carved works,

with tine linen of Egypt" (Prov. vii."l6). The ancient Greeks had an elegant kind of
beds in the form of open couches; they rested on a frame-work with posts; their mat-
tre-ses were stuffed with wool or feathers; and they had coverings of a costly nature.
The Romans had latterly beds of great riclmes< and magnificence. They were of two
kinds the lfffn.1 triclin in rif>. or couch for reclining upon at meals: and the Icffi/x cubii'u-

lin-i*. or B. placed in bed-chambers for sleeping in during the night, In eastern coun-
tries, at the present day. beds are for the most part simple couches or mattresses, which
can be easily rolled up and carried away. In India, these couches are called cJmr\mji^.
It will be understood that, in hot climates, few bedclothes are used in general, there

being only a single sheet employed; care is taken, however, to use mosquito-curtains,
without which rest would be impracticable. See Mosqrrro.

Throughout the continent of Europe, beds are of the open couch form, suitable in

width for one person. They consist of a frame or bedstead, loss or more ornamental,

bearing one or two hair or wool mattresses: they are often provided with curtains,
which depend from the ceiling of the room. In French hoteR such beds, neatly done
up. are & en in sitting-rooms. In Germany, there is a common practice of placing large



flat bags of down above the other coverings of beds, for the sake of warmth; and some-

times a bed of down altogether supplies the place of blankets. Throughout America,

the beds are usually of the French, or open couch, form. The simplest kind of B. yet

invented except, Indeed, the oriental rug spread on the floor is one frequently to be

seen in America. The bedstead consists of a folding trestle, constructed with canvas

on the principle of a camp-stool, with a movable head-board at one end to retain the

pillow. With a hair-mattress, a pillow, and the necessary coverings laid on it. this

makes one of the most comfortable beds imaginable. Its great advantage consists in its

bung easily folded up and put away in small space. In some of the hotels in the United

j, when the arrival of guests exceeds the ordinary accommodation, a number of

trestle-beds can be improvised in a few minutes in one of tl.c lar;-.- hall.?.

To prevent the falling of dust on the face, the Romans, in same instances, used cano-

pies (aulaa) over their beds; in no country but England, however, has the canopied bed-

stead been thoroughly perfected and naturalized. The English four-posted B., or B.

proper, is a gigantic piece of furniture, to which all persons aspire; and when tastefully
titled up, it offers that degree of comfort and seclusion which is characteristic of the

domestic habits of the people. Like most English beds, it is made of sufficient size to

accommodate two persons the husband and wife and is hence known as the family-bed.
The dimensions of a good family B. are as follows: lying part, 6 ft. 6 in. in length, by 5
ft. 2 in. in breadth ; height from the floor, 2 ft. 9 in. ; height of the posts from the floor

to the top of the cornice, 9 feet. The roof or canopy is supported by the four posts,
which are of mahogany, finely turned and carved. On rods along the cornice, hang
( ;;rtains, which can be drawn around the sides and foot. The top stands towards the

wall, so that the B. can be approached on the two sides. The curtains are composed of

silkorworsteddama.sk; in old times, they were of tapestry. With a spruig-mattress
below, and a wool-mattress above, the B. is complete, all but the blankets, sheets, bol-

ster, and pillows. Ticks with feathers, laid on a hair-mattress, are also common. Fully
equipped, a B., as just described, costs from 50 to 80. The great B. at Ware, in

Hertfordshire, is one of tlie curiosities of England, and is referred to in the T<r-[fth

Night of Shakespeare : "Although this sheet were big enough for the bed of Ware in

England." The famous B., which is still seen in one of the inns at Ware, measures 12
ft. square, and is said to be capable of holding a dozen persons.

Latterly, a species of B. has been introduced into England, called the Elizabethan
bed. In point of size, it resembles the four-poster, but it has only two tall posts, with
a canopy and curtains at the head, leaving more than half of the B. exposed. The tent

B. is an inferior kind of four-poster ; it has a semicircular light frame roof, and light
calico curtains. A more novel variety of bedsteads are those made of iron or l>ra>s,

formed like open couches, which have come into very general employment. The cold
and humid climate of the British islands, independently of the habits of the people, has

greatly influenced the form of the B. ; for although it may be more wholesome to sleep
without than with curtains, it has been difficult to make the practice of doing so gen-
eral, particularly during the winter and spring months. In the humbler class of rural

cottages in Scotland, there still lingers the old custom of sleeping in wooden bedsteads
with sliding doors. This box variety of B. is considered as unfavorable to ventilation,
but it is the only kind of sleeping-place which is endurable where there are damp earthen
floors and imperfect ceilings. Its use is disappearing in the progress of cottage improve-
ment.

In old times in England, beds were formed with straw instead of wool, hair, or
feathers, as at present; hence the phrase of a "

lady in the straw," signifying that she is

being confined. By the humbler classes in the rural districts, straw is still used for

beds, and also ticks stuffed with chaff. According to an old superstition, no person
could die calmly on a B. of feathers of game birds.

For invalids, there have been invented air-beds and water-beds, which are now in

use, and justly appreciated. See AIK-BEDS, also WATER-BED.

BED, or STRATI-M. is a layer of sedimentary rock of similar materials, and of some
thickness, cohering together so as to be quarried and lifted in single blocks. Beds are
often composed of many tine laminae or plates. The lamina' are the results of intermis-
sions in the supply of materials, produced by such causes as the H>1> and tl.nv of the
tide, river-floods, ()r the more or less turbid slate of the water under which they were

ted. When the intervals Ix-tween the supply of materials were short, the numer-
ous laminae closely adhere, and form a bed cut off from the superior deposit, hy the
occurrence of a longer interval, durinir which the bed became consolidated more or less
before the next was deposited. When the lamination is obscure, or not distinct from
the stratification, it would seem to indicate that the materials had been supplied without
any intermission.

BEDA, or BEDK (surnamed, on account of his learning, piety ard talents, VENKR-
AiM i;i. the greatest name in the ancient literature of Britain, and probably the most
diftinffuished scholar in the world of his a ;:'. was b. about the year 673 A.p. The exact
pot of his birth is a point in dispute amontr antiquaries, but fs commonly believed to

1 in what iv now the parish of Monkton. near \Vearmouth, in Durham. In his
h year he entered the neighboring monastery of St. Peter, at Wearmouth, where
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he remained for 13 years, and was educated tinder the care of the abbot Benedict Big-

cop, and his successor, Ceclfrid. His religious instructor was the monk Trumberct
;
his

music-master, John, chief-singer (arcfticf(ntr) in St. Peter's Church, Rome, who had
been called to England by the abbot Benedict. After these studies at Wearmouth, B.

removed to the twin-monastery of St. Paul at Gyruum (MOW written Jarrow), founded
in 682; here he took deacon's orders in his nineteenth year, and was ordained priest in

his thirtieth, by John of Beverley, then bishop of Hexham. In the shelter of his quiet
and sacred retreat, while the tempest of barbaric strife raged without, and the hearts of
all men in England were torn by sanguinary passions, B. now began earnestly to conse-
crate liis life to such literature as was possible in those days, including Latin and Greek,
and at least some acquaintance with Hebrew, medicine, astronomy, and prosody. He
wrote homilies, lives of saints, hymns, epigrams, works on chronology and grammar,
and comments on the books of the Old and New Testament. His calm and gentle spirit,
the humanizing character of his pursuits, and the holiness of his life, present a striking
contrast to the violence and slaughter which prevailed in the whole island. To none is

the beautiful language of Scripture more applicable
" a light shining in a dark place."

When laboring under disease, and near the close of his life, he engaged in a translation
of St. John's gospel into Anglo Saxon, and dictated his version to his pupils. He d.

May 26, 735, and was buried in the monastery of Jarrow: long afterwards (in the middle
of the llth c.), his bones were removed to Durham. His most valuable work is the
Historic F.'*':!c!<i<is1i<'a Geiitis Anglorum, an ecclesiastical history of England, in five books,
to which we are indebted for almost all our information on the ancient history of Eng-
land down to 731 A.D. B. gained the materials for this work partly from Roman writers,
but chiefly from native chronicles and biographies, records, and public documents, and
oral and written communications from his contemporaries. King Alfred translated it

into Anglo-Saxon. In chronology, the labors of B. were important, as he first intro-

duced the Diouysian reckoning of dates in his work, De Sex jfctatlljux Mu-ndi, which
served as a basis' for most of the mediaeval chroniclers of leading events in the world's

history. Among the editions of B. 's history may be noticed: the first, published at

Straining about 1500; a much better edition, by Smith (Cambridge, 1722): one not less

valuable, by Stevenson (Lond., 1838); another," by the late Dr. Hussey (Oxf., 1846); a
fourth in the Mn 'inn ntn Hixtvrica Britannica (Lond., 1848); and that* included by Dr.
Giles in his edition of the whole works of B., with an English translation of the histor-

ical parts (6 vols., Lond., 1843-44). Entire editions of B.'s writings have been published
in Paris (1544-54), Basel (1563), and Cologne (1612 and 1688). English versions of his
Ecrl-xiuxticitJ, Hixtory were published bv Stapletoc, in 1565; by Stevens, in 1723; by
Hurst, in 1814; by Wilcock, in 1818; and by Giles, in 1840. See Gehle's De Bedce Ven-
erabilis Vita et Scriptix (Leyden, 1838); Wright's Biographia Britannica Litteraria, vol. L

(Loud., 1843); Surtees's History of Durham, vol. ii., pp. 2 to 6, 66 to 69.

BEDARIETJX, a t. of France, department of Herault. situated on the river Orb, well
built, and second to none of its size in industry. Pop. '76, 7372, who are engaged in the
manufacture of fine and coarse cloths, stuffs, cotton and woolen stockings, hats, paper,
oil, soap, leather, etc.

BEDCHAMBER, LORDS OP THE, officers in the British royal household, twelve in

number, who, in the reign of a king, wait in turn upon the sovereign's person. They
are under the groom of the stole, who attends his majesty only on state occasions.
There are also thirteen grooms of the B., who take their turns of attendance. The salary
of the groom of the stole is 2000 ; of the lords of the B.

,
1000 ; and of the grooms. 500 a

year. These offices in the reign of a queen are performed by ladies. Corresponding to the

groom of the stole is the mistress of the robes, and to the grooms of the B. are B.
women. Her majesty, queen Victoria, has usually had from ten to twelve ladies and
extra ladies of the B. , and eight B. women. These offices are objects of high ambition,
from the access they give to the person of the sovereign, and are for the most part filled

by "the prime nobility of England." They are not usually vacated on a change of

ministry, and sir Robert Peel's departure from the usual etiquette on this point, in 1839,
excited no small commotion.

BEDDOES, LOVELL THOMAS, eldest son of Dr. Thomas B., and of Anna, third

daughter of Richard Lovell Edgeworth, of Edgeworthstown, Ireland, sister of Maria

Edgeworth, the distinguished novelist, was b. at Rodney place, Clifton, on the 20th

July, 1803. In 1809, Dr. Beddoes died, leaving his son* to the guardianship of Mr.
Davies Giddy, who, under his after-name of sir Davies Gilbert, became the president of
the royal society. By this gentleman, young B. was placed at the Bath grammar school;
from thence, in 1817, he removed to the Charterhouse; and in May, 1820, he entered as a
commoner at Pembroke college, Oxford. In 1821 he published the Impronxatore. On
this, his earliest poetic offspring, he looked with no favor at a later period, and was
wont to hunt after stray copies in the libraries of his friends, and to disembowel them
mercilessly when he effected a capture. In 1822, he published 'The BridS* Tragedy,
which achieved for its author a great reputation. In 1824. he went to Gottingen to

rtudy medicine, and from this time forth continued to live in Germany and Switzerland,
with occasional visits to England. While engaged at Frankfort (1847) in dissecting, he
received a slight wound, which was the means of infusing a noxious virus into his sys-
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t.-ni. Ills health now bcjan to fail. la 1848, he went to Basel, where he fell from his

;i;ul injured his leg. An amputation following, he died on th" 26th Jan., 1849,

ami v, as buried in the cemetery of the hospital.

During his waiuk-riuns in Germany, B. was engaged at intervals in the composition
of a dram* entitled Death's Jest-book. This work, together with his other manuscripts,
coiiM.-tintr chiellv of poetry, he, on his death-bed, confided to the care of a friend in Lng-
laml, desiring him to use his discretion as to (heir publication. In consequenco, in 1851,

his poetical works, with a memoir attached, appeared in two volumes. The merits of

these dramatic fragments are quite peculiar. The author exhibits no power of charac-

terization, no ability in the conduct of a story; and, on the other hand, the crush of

thought and image, the tone of music, and the depth of color, are quite wonderful. Mr.
B. never could nave become a dramatist, and of this, during his later years, he seems
to have become aware. His works pall with splendor, and are monotonous by very
richness. They are like a wilderness where nature has been allowed to pour herself

forth in all her waste and tropical excess, unrestrained by a pruning hand, and

unpierced by any path.

BEDDOES, THOMAS, a physician of remarkable talents, and a popular writer on

chemistry, physics, physiology, disease, etc., was b. at Shiffnall, in Shropshire, 1760.

In his studies at Oxford and^Edinburgh, he distinguished himself by his knowledge of

ancient and modern languages the modern he acquired without the aid of a teacher and

by his varied attainments in botany, mineralogy, geology, chemistry, etc. In Edin-

burgh lie attracted the notice of Dr. Cullen, who employed him to add notes to Berg-
man's Physical and Chemisal Eays. In 1785, he published a translation of Bergman's

<>n Khrtirc Attraction.*, with valuable original notes. In 1787, he was appointed
to the chemical lectureship in the university of Oxford. Here his lectures became
exceedingly popular; but his unconcealed sympathies with the French revolutionary
party in England, appear to have rendered his post so uncomfortable that he resigned it

in 1792. and retired into the country. While in retirement, he wrote his work On iht

future of Demonstrate re Evidence, with an Explanation of Certain Difficulties Occurring in

the Elements of Geoimtry, which was intended to show that mathematical reasoning pro
ceeds entirely on the evidence afforded by the senses, and that geometry is based on
experiment Several patriotic pamphlets followed, and the History of Jxniic ,], n/,-i/ts, in
which he laid down, in a popular style, rules of sobriety, health, etc., for the benefit of
the working classes. Of this work, 40,000 copies were sold in a short time. In 1798,
after having spent considerable time in studying the use of artificial or medicated pises
in the cure of diseases, especially consumption, aided by his father-in law, Mr. Edge
worth, and pecuniarily assisted by his friend, Thomas Wedgwood, he opened a pneu-
matic hospital at Bristol. This institution did not succeed in its main object, which was
to show that all diseases being, as B. maintained, referrable to an undue proportion or

deficiency of some elementary principle iu the human organism, could be cured by
breathing a medicated atmosphere; and B., whose zeal had abated, retired from it about
a year before his death, in 1808. The only results of the enterprise were several works
by B. on the application of medicated air to diseases, and the introduction to the world
<>f Davy (afterwards sir Humphry), who was thj superintendent of the institution. Sir

Humphry Davy says of B. : "He had talents which would have exalted him to the pin-
nacle of philosophical eminence, if they had been applied with discretion." A life of
B. was published in 1811 by Dr. Stock.

BEDEAU, MARIK AI.PHONHE, a distinguished French gen., was b. at Yertou, near
Nantes, Aug., 1804. In 1817, he entered the military school of La Fleche; in 1820. St.

Cyr; and in 1835 received a commission in the army. Iu the Belgian campaign of 1831-
32, he was aid-de-camp to gcu. Gerard, and attracted notice at the sieire of Antwerp.
In 1836 he was sent to Algeria, as commandant of a battalion of the foreign legion. Here
he acquired his great military reputation. He took part in most of the military opera-
tions by which the dominion of France was established over the natives, and ro.-e 10 the
rank of gen. of brigade. In 1847, he was for a short time governor of Algeria, but
was superseded by the due d'Aumale.

When the revolution of Feb. broke out, B., who was in Paris on leave of absence
was commissioned by marshal Bugeaud to suppress the insurrection. This he found it

ible to do, but his conduct on the occasion has been severely blamed Bv the pro
il government he was appointed minister of war, an office, however which he

immediately changed for the command of the city of Paris. On the formation of the
itiient assembly, he was named vice-president, and always voted with the republi-can paity. Along with Cavaignac, Lamoriciere, and others, 'he Avas arrested on the 2 1

-..1 and went into exile. B. was a Roman Catholic, and the fervor ,.f hi< convic
ve rise to the groundless rumor that he had entered into holy orders. II. died

III I'^OO.

BEDEGUAR, a remarkable gall (q.v.) often found on the branches of various species
ose. particularly of the sweet-brier, upon which account it is sometimes called sweet-

t is produced sometimes by <,/ ,/,.< rota, sometimes 1>\- other species
[ gall insect. It is usually of a roundish shape, often an inch or more in diameter- ita

nucleus is spongy and iibrous, containing numerous cells, iu each of which is a small
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larva; externally it is shaggy, being covered with moss-like branching fibers, which are

at first green, afterwards purple or red. It was formerly in some repute as a diuretic

and as a remedy for stone; it has more recently been recommended as a vermifuge, and
as a cure for toothache.

BEDELL, GREGORY THURSTOX, D.D., b. N. Y., 1817; son of Gregory Townsend;
educated in Bristol college, Penn. ; was rector of the Protestant Episcopal church of the

Ascension in New York city from 1843 to 1859, when he was chosen bishop of Ohio.

Among his works are The Divinity of Christ, The Profit of Godliness, Principles of Payior-

skip, Sacred/less of the Grave, The Age of Independence, etc.

BEDELL, GREGORY TOWNSEXD, D.D., 1793-1834; b. X. Y.
;

a clergyman of the

Protestant Episcopal church; graduated at Columbia college, and won high position as

a preacher. He published Onward, or Christian Progression, Renunciation, Haymarkcte,
I 'ition, Bible Studies, sermons, etc.

BEDELL, WILLIAM, one of the best prelates that have adorned the English church,
was b. at Black Notlcy, Essex, in 1570. He was educated at Emmanuel college. Cam-
bridge, and after his ordination, officiated as a clergyman for several years at Bury St.

Edmunds. In 1604, he accompanied Sir Henry Wotton as his chaplain to Venice.
There he resided 8 years, deeply engaged in study, and honored by the friendship of

many distinguished men, in particular of father Paul Sarpi, then engaged in the compo-
sition of his celebrated Ilistury of the Council <>f Tr< nt. While residing here, he translated

the English Common Prayer Book into Italian, which was highly appreciated by many of
the Venetian clergy. On his return home, he resumed his pastoral duties at Bury, where
he lived for some time in such retirement, that when his friend Diodati came to England,
he inquired in vain for the admirable B., whose merits were so well known at Venice.
He had given up hopes of finding him, when one day he encountered him in the streets

of London. In 1G15 B. was presented to the living of Horingsheath, in Suffolk, where
he remained 12 years. His retired life and his Calviuistic theology long hindered the

recognition of his merits. At length, in 1627, he was unanimously elected provost of

Trinity college, Dublin, to which the fame of his learning and piety had extended. He
refused to undertake the charge till positively commanded by the king. At the end of
two years, he was promoted to the united bishoprics of Kilmore and Ardagh, the latter

of which he resigned in the following year, 1630. He immediately set himself to reform
the crying abuses that prevailed in his diocese, and with so happy a combination of wis-

dom, firmness, and charity, that even his enemies were constrained to do homage to his

virtues. Among his other remarkable acts, he removed his lay-chancellor, and took

upon himself the ancient episcopal jurisdiction of hearing and deciding causes. The
chancellor obtained a decree against him in chancery, with costs, but was so impressed
with the superiority of the bishop's services to his own, that he dropped his claim, and
even appointed a surrogate, with orders to pay implicit obedience to the authority of the

bishop. The translation of the Old Testam 'lit into Irish was accomplished under B.'s

direction (the New had been already translated), as well as some of the homilies of Chry-
sostom and Leo on the reading of the Scriptures. On the breaking out of the rebellion
in 1641, his popularity for some time saved his family from violence, his being the only
English house in the county of Cavan that was spared. At length, on his refusal to

dismiss his tlock, he was seized, and imprisoned in the castle of Cloughboughtcr. Thence
he was removed to the house of a Protestant clergyman, where he continued to minister

officially till his death, at the end of a few weeksT Feb. 7, 1642, in the 71st year of his

age. The rebels followed his body to the grave in the churchyard of Kilmore. Besides
some other works, B. translated the last two books of father Paul's history. His life

was written by Burnet.

BEDESMAN, one who solicits or prays for something. The Anglo-Saxons called a

prayer
"
bead," and in manuscripts of the loth c. are the expressions before the name,

""iour humble bedesman," or
" bedeswoman."

BEDFORD, a co. in Pennsylvania on the Maryland border, drained by the Juniata,
and readied by the Bedford division of the Pennsylvania railroad; 1000 sq.m. ; pop. '70,

29.635. It has a mountainous surface, but is good for cattle raising. Coalmining is also

carried on. Co. seat, Bedford.

BEDFORD, a
cp.

in central Tennessee, on Dutch river, intersected by the Nashville
and Chattanooga railroad; 550 sq.m.; pop. '70, 24,333 6484 colored. It has an undulat-

ing and fertile surface; produces corn, wheat, tobacco, cattle, etc. Co. seat, Shelby ville.

BEDFORD, a co. on the James river in s. Virginia, intersected by the Ohio. Mi i<

sippi and Atlantic railroad; 504 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 25,327 10,770 colored; in 'SO. 31,026.
The chief crops are cereals, tobacco, and wool. The peaks of Otter in this co. pre-
sent magnificent scenery, and the Bedford alum springs are valuable. Co. seat, Liberty.

BEDFORD, a village and capital of B. co. in Penna., on the Huntington and
Broad Top railroad, 94 m. w.s.w. of Harrisburg; pop. '70, 1247. The B. springs are a
fashionable summer resort. There are iron and other manufactories in the village.

BEDFORD (Saxon, Bedcanford, town of the ford), the chief t. of Bedfordshire, is

situated on the Ouse (which is navigable thence to the sea, a distance of 74 m ), about
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63 m. n.n.w. of London by rail, and in the midst of a broad expanse of rich pasture,

wheat, ami hurley lauds. The town is clean and well paved, and the drainage has been

recently greatly improved by the board of health. The charitable and educational insti-

tutions of B. are mostly due to sir W. Harpur, alderman of London, in 1561, who founded
a free school, and endowed it with 13 acres of land. The enormous increase in the value

of the property (from 150 to 14.000 or upwards a year) enables the trustees to main-

tain grammar.'modern, and preparatory schools for boys, the same class of schools for

girls, and 45 almshouses. Formerly, much of the charity was under the control of pop-
ularly ( lected trustees, but under 'the endowed schools act, the constant ion has been

changed. Now, the governing body consists of 27, instead of 52, members >.r officio

(the mavor of B., the lord-lieutenant of the county, and the members of parliament for

the town and county), 9 nominated, and 12 representative. The eleemosynary element
A 11 in the maintenance of almshouses, the giving of marriage-portions and appren-

tice-fees, etc. used to be predominant in the distribution of the charity, but now the

educational prevails, the funds being annually divided thus: One eleventh to the main-
tenance of the nlmshouses ;

two elevenths to elementary education; four elevenths to the

grammar-school, and high-school for girls; and four elevenths to the modern schools. The
only important manufacture of B. isthatof iron goods, especially agricultural implements.
Lace-making and straw-plaiting employ many poor women and' children. A considerable
tratlic in malt, timl>er, coals, and iron is maintained with Lynn Regis, by means of the
Ouse. B. is of great antiquity, and is mentioned in the Saxon chronicle under the name
of ik-dcanford, as the*scene of a battle between the Britons and Saxons in 571. The
Danes burnt it in 1010. Afterwards its old castle, said to be built by Edward the elder,
is frequently mentioned in history. B. has returned two members to parliament since
1295. Pop. '71, 10,850. John Bunyan was born near Bedford. He dreamed his
immortal dream in B. jail, and ministered to the Baptist congregation in Mill lane from
1671 to his death in 1638. The inhabitants still hold his memory in deep veneration,
and some relics of him are preserved. A handsome new building. Italian in style, for
the Bimvan M-hools, was completed in 1867. A bronze statue of Bunyan was erected by
the duke of Bedford in 1874.

BEDFORD, DUKE OF. There have been two distinct dukedoms of B. That to be
noticed here existed in the person of John Plantagenet, regent of France, and third son
of Henry IV. of England, who was born about 1389. During his father's lifetime, he
was governor of Berwick-upon-Tweed, and warden of the Scottish marches. In 1414,
the -second year of his brother's reign, he was created duke of B. ;

and he was made com-
mander-in-chief of the forces in England while Henry V. was carrying on the war in
France. After the death of Henry V. (1422), B., in accordance with the dyinir wish of
the king, left the affairs of England in the hands of his brother Gloucester, and went to
France to look after the interests of the infant prince, his nephew. The regency of
France, in compliance with a request of his deceased brother, he offered to the duke of

Burgundy, who refused it; he then assumed it himself, but not without consulting Bur-
gundy as to the best method of carrying out the treaty of Troves, by which Charles VI.
declared Heary V. next heir to the French crown. On the death of Charles VI., a few
months after Henry V., B. had his nephew proclaimed king of France and England, as

Henry VI. In the wars with the dauphin which followed, B. displayed meat neneral-
ship, and defeated the French in several battles most disastrously at Verneuil, in 1424.
But, in consequence of the rather parsimonious way in which men and money were
doled out to him from England, and the withdrawal of the forces of the duke of Bur-
gundy, he was unable to take full advantage of his victories. The appearance of Joan
of Arc, notwithstanding the utmost energy of B., was followed by disaster to the Eng-
r-h arms; and in 1435, B. was mortified by the treaty of peace'negotiated at Rouen
between Chi rles VII. and the duke of Burgundy, which effectually ruined En dish inter-
ests in France. The death of the regent, which took place Sept. 19, 1435, 14 days before
the ratification of the treaty, was mainly, if not altogether, occasioned by his anxiety and
vexation on account of the union thus formed. B., who was a patron of letters" pur-
chased and removed to Ixindon Hie royal library of Paris, consisting of 900 volumes.
tor the present family of B., see RUSSELL, HOUSE OF.

BEDFOH1) <;t NNTNG 8., 1806-70; b. Baltimore; a graduate at St. Mary's college,
Md. :^was professor in Charleston, S. C., in Albany medical college, and of midwifery in
the New York university. Among his works are 'treatises on obstetrics, Lectures on Di-

of Womtn. etc.

BEDFORD LEVEL, an extensive tract of flat land on the e. coast of Enclnnd, embrac-
ing nearly all the marshy district called the Fens. It extends inland around the Wash
into the <\ counties of Northampton. Huntingdon, Cambridge, Lincoln, Norfolk, and
Suffolk, and has an area of about 450,000 acres. Its inland boundary forms a horseshoe
of hiirh lands, and reaehcs- the towns of Brandon. Milton 3 m. n.n.c of Cambridge

li, Peterborough, and Boliagbrofca, It is divided into three parts the n level,
iK'twe.-ii the rivers Welland ami N.-ne; Hit- middle, between the Nene and the old Bed-
ford nv.-r; and the s . extending to Stoke, Fellwell, and Mildenhall. It is inters.-eted

MV artificial Channels, as well as by the lower parts of the rivers Nene. Cam Ouse
(Great and Little). "V\ dland, Glen, Lark, and Stoke. It receives the waters of the whole
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or parts of 9 counties. Tliis district seems to have been a great forest at the time of the

Romans, who cut the forest down ; formed great embankments, to exclude the tide ; and
rendered the tract for a time a fertile inhabited region. The emperor Severus, in the 3d

c., made roads through it, one of which is now covered with 2 to 5 ft. of water. In the

181 h c., violent incursions of the sea stopped the out-flow of the rivers; and it became a

morass. The practicability of draining this extensive region seems to have been thought
of as early as 14:J6, and many partial attempts were made after this. The first < ilectual

effort was in 1634, when Francis, earl of Bedford, after whom the district was thence-

forth called, obtained, along with 13 others, a charter to drain the level, on condition of

receiving 95,000 acres of the reclaimed land. The work was partially accomplished in 3

years, at the expense of 100,000; but was pronounced by the government to be inade-

quate. Charles 1. tried to get the work, with a greatly increased premium, into his own
hands; but the civil war stopped further progress. In 1649, parliament confirmed Wil-

liam, earl of Bedford, in the rights granted to his father; and after a fresh outlay of

300,000, the contract was fulfilled. In 1688, a corporation was formed for the manage-
ment of the level. The middle level has always been the most diilicult to manage, bt.

Germain's sluice, at the confluence of the great drain in this district with the Ouse, was
considered perfectly secure. But in May, 1862, this sluice gave way under the pressure
of a strong tide, and the western bank of the middle level drain burst, speedily flooding
about 6000 acres of fertile land. This led to the construction of a permanent coffer-dam
of pilo work, to shut off the tidal waters; and for the drainage of the middle level,
Slaters-Lode sluice, the old outlet to the Ouse, was taken advantage of; and siphon
pipes were laid over the coffer-dam, the flood-waters let oil by them and by drains; the

siphons acting as a permanent sluice.

BEDFORDSHIRE, a midland co. of England, bounded n.e. by Huntingdon; e. by
Cambridge; s.e. and s. by Hertford; s.w. and w. by Buckingham; and n.w. by North-

ampton, it stands 37th of the 40 English counties in size, and 37th also in popu-
lation. Extreme length, 31 in.: breadth, 25. Area. 4(>3 sq.m., live sixths being arable,
meadow, and pasture lands. The general surface is level, witli gentle undulations. In
the s., a range of chalk-hills, branching from the Chilterns. crosses B. in a n.e. direction
from Dunstablc. and another parallel range runs from Ampthill to near the junction of
the Ivel with the Ouse. Between the latter ridge and the n.w. part of the county, where
the land is also somewhat hilly, lies the corn vale of Bedford. No hill in B much
exceeds !HK) ft. in height. The chief rivers are the Ouse (running through the center of
the county. 17 in. in a direct line, but 45 by its windings), navigable to Bedford; and
its tributary, the Ivel, navigable to Shefford. By these rivers, B. communicates with
the counties of Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Norfolk. The s and s.e. parts of the

county consist of chalk, and the n. and n.w. of oolitic strata. Freestone is quarried, as
well as chalk or chinch, to be burnt for lime. Tha soil varies greatly. In the s. of the

county, it is chalk thinly covered with earth, and lit only for sheep-walks; but three
fourths of the county is clay, which is very stiff between the Ivel and Ouse. A rich

gravelly loam exists along the rivers. In the vale of Bedford, the soil is chiefly rich

clay and deep loam; and to the n. the clay is stiff, poor, and wet. There are extensive

market-gardens, especially on the rich deep loams. The chief crops are wheat, beans,
and barley. The total acreage of B. under all kinds of crops, bare fallow, and grass,
for the year 1876. was 256,567; of wheat, 46,767; barley or bere, 34,164; oats. 11,611;
rye. 4>6; beans, 16,036; peas, 6376; total under corn crops, 115,426. B. is the most
exclusively agricultural county in England. The principal proprietors are the duke of

Bedford, the marquises of Tavistock and Bute, earl de Grey, lords Holland, Carteret,
and St. John. Lace-making and straw-plaiting for which Dunstable is celebrated are
the only branches of industry practiced to any extent, and they arc carried on almost

entirely by women. B. is divided into 9 hundreds, and contains 10 market-towns, 124
parishes, and 6 poor-law unions. Pop. '71, 146,257. Two members of parliament are
returned for the county of B., and two for the town of Bedford. Many British and
Roman antiquities exist in B., as well as the ruins of several monasteries, and some fine
relics of Anglo-Saxon, early English, and Norman architecture among the parish
churches. Three Roman ways once crossed the county, and several earthwork camps
still remain.

BEDLAM, a popular corruption of Bethlehem, the name of a hospital for lunatics, in
St. George's Fields, London. It was originally founded in Bishopsgate street Without,
in ItMii. by Simon Fitz-Mary, one of the sheriffs of London, as

" a privy of canons with
brethren and sisters." When the religious houses were suppressed by Henry VIII., the
one in Bishopsgate street fell into the possession of the corporation of London, who con-
verted it into an asylum for 50 or 60 insane persons. In the year 1675, the hospital was
taken down, and a new one, affording accommodation for about 150 patients, was
reeled in Moorlields. at a cost of about 17,000. In 1814, the hospital was again

pulled down, and the patients transferred to a new hospital in St. George's fields,
erected for IDS patients; but in is;}s extended so as to accommodate 1(!<> more. The
building, with its grounds, now covers an area of 14 acres, and is lacking in nothing
likely to insure the comfort or promote the recoverv of patients. In former times, the

management of B. was deplorable. The patients were exhibited to the public, like wild
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beasts in caeres, at so much per head, and were treated and made sport of by visitors, as

if they had Leeo animals in a menagerie. The funds of the hospital not being sufficient

to meet the expenditure, partially convalescent patients, with badges affixed to their

arms, and known as Tom-o'-Bedlams, or "Bedlam beggars," were turned out to wander
and beg in the streets. Edgar, in- Shakespeare's Lear, assumes the character of one of

these. This practice, however, appears to have been stopped before 1675; an advertise-

ment in tli of that date, from the governors of B., cautions the public

against giving alms to vagrants representing themselves as from the hospital, no per-

mission to iH'lr bein:r at that time given to patients. Now, the moral and physical man-

agement of the patients is so excellent, that annually more than one half of their number
are returned as cured.

BEDLINGTON TERRIER, a dog so called from a village and parish of that name in

Northumberland, one of the districts in which the race has been extensively bred.

The chief points of a model B. T. are the following: Muzzle, rather long and fine, but

powerful; head, high and rather narrow, the hair on the top being more silky and of a

lighter color than on the rest of the body; eyes, small, round, and rather sunk
; ears, filbert-

shaped, hanging close to the head, slightly feathered at the tips; neck, long, slender, but
muscular; bod}', well proportioned, slender, and deep chested; toes, well arched; legs,

straight and rather long; tail, tapering to a point, with no feather; coat, somewhat fine

but not silky, short and rather thin ; color, liver or sandy, with dark flesh-colored nose,
or blue-black, with black nose; height, 13 to 15 inches. The B. T. is greatly valued ou
account of its unsurpassed courage, its speed, and its sagacity. It is determinedly hostile

to all kinds of vermin, and will face even the otter, fox, or badger without flinching. It

is also a capital water-dog. The n. of England is the district par excellence of the true

B. T., the dogs reared by breeders at or in the neighborhood of Newcastle usually receiv-

ing the awards of merit at dog-shows. The origin of the B. T. is not very certainly
known, but it seems proved that the breed existed in Rothlmry (also in Northumberland,
to the n. of Bedlington) before it was known in the district whence it takes its name.

BEDLOE'S ISLAND, in the bay of New York (named after an early owner); ceded
to the federal government for the purpose of harbor defense, and now occupied by fort
Wood. It is a mile and a half w. of the Battery, or s. point of the city.

BEDMAR, ALFONSO DE CCEVA, Marquis de, was b. in 1572. He has won an endur-

ing notoriety on account of his daring and unscrupulous plot for the destruction of Ven-
ice, to which city he had been appointed ambassador from the court of Spain in H!(>7.

It was a difficult office to fill, for Venice and Spain cherished most unfriendly feelings
towards each other. Bedmar probably conceived that he was acting a patriotic and jus-
tifiable part, in taking advantage of his position to play the spy and conspirator; but
whether or not, his scheme was contrived with admirable ingenuity. He first leagued
himself secretly with the duke of Ossuua, viceroy of Naples, and Don Pedro of Toledo,
governor of 31ilan, whom he made his confidants and coadjutors. lie then purchased
the services of a large number of foreign mercenaries, and scattered them through the

city, to prevent suspicion. Ossuna furnished him with a band of semi-pirates who
\u-re to enter the Venetian fleet, corrupt the sailors, and hinder operations in any way
they could. The conspirators were to set fire to the arsenal of the r

epublic, and sci/.i> ail

the important posts. At this precise moment, the Milanese troops were to appear at the

extremity of the mainland, and those sailors who had been seduced from their allegiance
were to convey them rapidly over to Venice. A Spanish fleet was to creep up the Adri-
atic, in order to assist if necessary. The city was then to be plundered and destroyed.
The day cho-en \\ as that on which the doge wedded the Adriatic, when all Venice 'was
intent on beholding the august ceremony. Fortunately, the niirht before the crime was
to have been perpetrated, one of the conspirators betrayed the whole. Several per-
sons were executed; but curiously enough, Bedmar, the arch-delinquent, was only dis-

d. This has excited the skepticism of many writers as to the truth of the accusa-
tion; but the evidence in favor of the historic reality of the plot is generally held to be
incontestable. The event forms the subject of Otway's popular and pathetic play, I

Preferred. Bedmar now went to Flanders, where he became president of the council,
and, in 1622, was made a cardinal by the pope. lie then went to Rome, and finally
rdunied to Spain as bishop of Oviedo'. where he died in 1655. He is said to liav- been
the author of a pamphlet published in 1012, directed against the liberties of Venice. It
is entitled

BEDNORE
,
or NUGGUK, a decayed city of Mysore, India, situated in the midst of a

in a rugged tableland of the western (ihauts. jit an elevation of more than 4000 ft.
Mie sea, in n. lat. \:\ r,0

,
,.. I,,IILT. To (i . ISOm. n.w. from Serinirapatam. It was at

one Mine the scat of government ,,f a rajah, and its pop. exceeded 100,000. In 1763. it was
taken by Hyder .Mi. who pillaged it of property to the estimated value of 12,000.000,
and subsequently made it the seat of his own <:ovcrnment. calling it llydernuir<nir
Hyder s town). ,,f which the name Nu-;rur is an ahridirment. It 'was taken by the

ish under gen. Matthews in 17S:j. but soon retaken by Tippoo. at the head of a v'astlv
BUperiorforcc, when -en. Matthews and all the principal British officers were put to
death. 1 he neighboring country is mostly covered with dense and luxuriant forests.
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BED OF JUSTICE (Fr. lit de justice), literally, the seat or throne occupied by the French
monarch when he was present at the deliberations of parliament. Historically, a B. of J.

signified a solemn session, in which the king was present, to overrule the decisions of

parliament, and to enforce the acceptance of edicts or ordinances which it had previously
rejected. The theory of the old French constitution was, that the authority of parlia-
ment was derived solely from the crown: consequently, when the king, the source of

authority, was present, that which was delegated ceaseu. Acknowledging such a prin-

ciple, the parliament was logically incapable of resisting any demand that the king in a
B. of J. might make, and decrees promulgated during a sitting of this kind were held to

be of more authority than ordinary decisions of parliament. Monarch* were not slow
to take advantage of this power to overawe any parliament that exhibited signs of

independence. The last B. of J. was held by Louis XVI. at Versailles in Sept., 1787.

BEDOS DE CELLES, Don JEAN FRANCOIS, a Benedictine monk of the congregation
of St. Maur, and the most learned and practical master of the art of organ building in

the 18th c., whose work on the art is to the present day of the greatest importance. He
was born about 1714 at Chaux, and entered his order in 1726 at Toulouse, where he built

several large and superior church-organs. He was elected a member of the academy of
sciences in 1758; in 1770, he completed for the academy his great work. J,' Art <1 Factew
d'Orr/ucs, in 4 vols., large folio, with 137 copper plates, beautifully executed. This work
has never been translated into English, hut the greater part of it has been translated into

German, B. de C. died in 1797.

BEDOUINS (Ar. Bedrori, plur. Bedmin, "dwellers in the desert") are Arabs who lead a

nomadic life, and are generally regarded, according to tradition, as the descendants of

Islnnael, and the aborigines of Arabia. The most ancient notices found in Scripture
agree, in their descriptions of the manners and customs of the B. ,

with the facts of the

present time. As nomads, the Bedouin Arabs have no united history, but only a collec-

tion of genealogies. They have but seldom appeared as a united people, taking a

prominent part in the world's politics, and have never been entirely held in subjection
by any foreign power. The desert of Arabia, especially the plateau of Xedjid, is iheir

central place of abode; but, even in ancient times, they had spread themselves over the
deserts of Egypt and Syria; and, in later times, after the decay of ancient civilization,

they entered Syria, Mesopotamia, and Chaldea. The conquest of northern Africa, in

the 7th c., opened up to them still vaster tracts, and they soon extended themselves over
the Great Desert to the shores of the Atlantic ocean. At present, they are to be found
scattered over an immense breadth of territory viz., from the western boundary of
Persia to the Atlantic, and from the mountains of Kurdistan to the negro countries of
Sudan. In the cultivated lands of Mesopotamia. Chaldea. the Syrian confines. Barbary,
Nubia, and the n. of Sudan, the Arabs are found intermingled 'with other nations: but
in the deserts they have maintained their distinct character and independence. The
characteristics of the B. , as herdsmen and robbers in the desert, are intimately connected
with the nature of their habitation. Their abstinent, precarious, and often solitarv

mode of life, makes them disposed to exercise mutual hospitality: but their independ-
ence, love of liberty, and other good qualities, are associated with violent passions and
an infamous love of plunder, which is utterly reckless of the rights of property. They
are generally well-made men, lean, sinewy" and active; but, on account of frequent
hardships and privations, are commonly below middle stature. Their senses, especially
sight, are keen, and their carriage is 'free and independent. The nose is commonly
aquiline, the face rather lengthened, and the eyes are well shaped and expressive of both

daring and cunning. In complexion, they have various shades of brown. With the

exception of certain tribes in Syria, all the B. are professedly Mohammedans, but by no
means strict in the observance of their religious rites and duties. Their marabout* (q.v.)

a class of ascetics take the place of priests, and exercise considerable influence in all

social and public affairs. As the Arabs have no settled government or policy, religious
traditions and customs form the only bond of order and union among them. Though
their intellectual powers are naturally good, they are miserably destitute of solid

knowledge. Their endless tales and poetical effusions show a wonderful activity of

imagination and an oriental love of hyperbole. The relation of the sexes to each other
is less constrained than among the settled peoples of the east, and a substitute for

polygamy is found in a frequent interchange of wives. Their favorite pastimes are the

rha^e. ball-play, dancing, songs, stories, and the dIre far niente (pleasant laziness) of

drinking coffee and smoking narghiles. Their diet is principally derived from their

herds, but includes a few vegetables and even locusts and lizards. Honey is also a

principal luxury with all classes, and. moreover, one which has a religious sanction, for

is was indulged in by Mohammed himself, who makes copious mention of it in the

Koran. They manufacture their own woolen clothing, which con>ists of the haikh a

long, wide garment fastened on the head and descending to the feet and the Intrnoose,

a large mantle. Only superior men wear breeches and linen or cotton shirts. The hair

of the head is shaven, but the beard is a favorite object of cultivation. The political
condition of the B. may be styled patriarchal. One or more families, the males of

which bear the title of theik, form the core of a tribe, and, alon-r with the marabouts, or

priests, constitute a kind of aristocracy. Out of their number, the superior sJieik, or
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kaid, is elected, who rules in patriarchal style over the whole tribe. This general sketch

of the 15. applies chictlv to the true nomads. or "dwellers in the desert," and is subject

to several modification* with regard to trills located in Barbary, Syria, and Mesopo-
tamia. who practice agriculture, and dwell in houses.

BED-SORES a iv often a verv troublesome complication of disease, to which a patient

is liable when f r a long time confined to bed, and is either unable or is not allowed to

change his position. Thus they are liable to occur in cases of continued fever, or any
Other prolonged debilitating disorder, iu paralysis from injury of the spinal cord, and in

'.f fracture of the thigh. The skin, at certain projecting bony parts, chiefly about

gioo of the buttocks, or on the heel, is apt to inflame, ulcerate, and slough, espe-

cially"^" the patient is not kept perfectly clean as, for example, when the evacuations

and urine escape involuntarily. The patient sometimes complains of a sense of discom-

fort at the parts, as if he were lying on dry crumbs of bread; at other times, he seems to

feel nothing. Hence, in all cases of prolonged supine position, the parts naturally
.1 upon by the weight of the body should be carefully examined every day or two,

as prevention is far easier than cure. When a long confinement to bed is expected,

attempts should be made to thicken the cuticle, and enable it to bear pressure better, by
nibbing the skin with a stimulant such as spirits or eau-de-Cologne. If the part, when
tir-t <cen, looks red and rough, further damage is often prevented by covering it with a

piece of calico, on which soap-plaster has been spread; the local pressure may be

removed by air-cushions specially constructed for cases of this kind, and in many
instances, Arnott's water-bed (q.v.) affords great comfort. If the case is one in which
it is admissible, the patient should be made to alter his position frequently. When there

arc excoriations, and a threatening of sloughing, a poultice composed of equal parts of

breadcrumbs and of finely-grated mutton suet, mixed over the tire in a saucepan, with a
little boiling water, is often a comforting and useful application. After sloughing has

fairly began, stimulating applications, such as resin ointment, must be applied. It is

worthy of notice that bed-sores come on earlier in cases of fractured spine than in any
other:" they generally appear by the fourth day, and have been seen two days after the

accident. They commonly form one of the most powerful agents in destroying life in

cases of this accident, diseases of the urinary organs being the other.

BEDSTRAW, G<tliiim, a genus of plants beloning to the natural order rubiawce (q.v.),
and distinguished by a small wheel-shaped calyx, and a dry two-lobed fruit, each lobe

containing a single seed. The leaves, as in the rest of the order, are whorled, and the
flowers minute; but in mauy of the species the panicles are so large and many-flowered
that thev are amongst the ornaments of the banks and other situations in which they
grow. The species are very numerous, natives chiefly of the colder parts of the northern

hemisphere, or of mountainous regions within or near the tropics. About 16 species
are found in Britain, some of them very common weeds. Amongst these is the YEL-
LOW B. (6. r, TII in) sometimes called CHEESE RENNET, because it" has the property of

curdling milk, and is used for that purpose a small plant with linear dellexed leaves
and dense panicles of bright yellow flowers, very abundant on dry banks. The flower-

ing tops, boiled iu alum, afford adyc of a bright yellow color, much used inlcelaud; and
the Highlanders of Scotland have long been accustomed to employ the roots, and espe-
cially the bark of them, for dying yarn red. They are said to yield a red color fully
equal to that of madder, and the cultivation of the plant has been attempted iu England.
The roots of other species of the same genus possess similar properties, as those of (!.

''tin, a species abundant in low marshy grounds in Canada; and those of G. *<;-

tentrionalf, another North American species, used by some of the Indian tribes. Like
madder, they possess the property of imparting a red color to the bones and milk of ani-
mals which feed upon them. Medicinal virtues have been ascribed to some of the species,
as 0. rigidum and G. Mollngo, which have been extolled as useful in epilepsy. The
roasted seeds of .-.mi-. as a. ,//////, the troublesome goosegraxs, ordeavers, of our hedges

remarkable for tiie hooked prickles of its stem, leaves, 'and fruit have been recom-
mended as a substitute for coil'ee: but itdoes not appear that they contain any principle

rous to caffeine. This plant is a native of the northern parts equally of Europe,
Asia, and America. Its expressed juice is in some countries a popular remedy for cuta-
neous disorders. Tin- roots of (}. tubi-mxHm arc farinaceous, and it is cultivated in
China for food. Tii H.IM : I}, is supposed to be derived from the ancient empiovment
OTomfl ot ''. i !, herbage of which iss;>ft and fine, for strewing beds.

BEDWIN. <;>;i vr. a t. of Wiltshire, on the Kennel and Avon canal and the Great
11 railway, W.) in. w. by s. of London. Pop. Tl, 200S. A licree indeci>ive battle

occurred here 1:1 liTI. 1. -iween the kings of Mercia and We-s,.\. St. Marv'- elmivh was
t in the beginning of the 14th a, and is constructed of flint, except the piers, arches,

and dressings, which are of freestone. Jane Seymour, one of the queens of Henry VIII.
r. Willis, an eminent physician of the JTii, c,, were born here. In the" ei.d of

'

a Roman villa were discovered, including tes.-era-. bricks, a
tewelated pavement, a huire leaden cislern, and the foundations of baths.

BEDWORTH, ;l ' '" Warwickshire. 5 m. n. of Coventry, and % in. n.w. of London.
trimmings are made in the town to >ome extent, and silk-mills, malt-kilns,

e kilns, bnck fields, and collieries iu the neighborhood furnish employment to a
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large number of the inhabitants. B. is a station on the Coventry and Nuneaton rail-

way. The pop. in 1871 was 3405, a decrease from that of 1861, which amounted to 3968.

BEE, the common name of a very large family of insects, of the order liymenoptera

(q.v.), belonging to tlie section of that order called ac\tle<tta, in which the females are

furnished not with an ovipositor, but (usually) with a sting. Bees were all included by
Linnaeus in the genus apis (Lat. for B.), but are now divided into many genera; and the

name anth"]>hi(a (Gr. flower-loving) or mcllifera (Lat. honey-bearing) is given to the

family which they constitute. All bees in a perfect state feed exclusively or chiefly on
saccharine juices, particularly tire nectar or honey of flowers; and the ordinary food of

their young, in the larva state, is the pollen of flowers, or a paste, often called bee-bread,

composed of pollen and honey. They evidently perform a very important part in the

economy of nature, in the fertilization of flowers, which depends upon the contact of

particles of the pollen with the stigma; and, as if to secure this object more perfectly,
in their search for honey and pollen, they usually some have perhaps too hastily said

always pass from flower to flower of the same kind, and not to flowers of different

kinds indiscriminately. They abound in almost all parts of the world, but particularly
in the warmer parts of it. Ifot fewer than 250 species are known as natives of Britain.

To enable them to reach their liquid food at the bottom of the tubes of flowers, and
in the little receptacles in which it is produced, bees have certain parts of the mouth the
maxillfe and labium (see INSECTS), or lower jaws and lower lip, with their feelers

(palpi) elongated into a sort of proboscis: and the lignla is elongated, sometimes, as in

the common hive B., assuming the form of a filament, is capable of extension and
retraction, and is folded up when not in use. This is the organ sometimes called the

tongue of bees, although the name cannot be regarded as very appropriate, it being a

part of the labiuni or lower lip. The other elongated parts o*f the mouth serve as a
sort of sheath for this organ, when it is folded up. It is not tubular, and employed in
the manner of suction, as was at one time supposed, but is generally more or less hairy,
so that the honey adheres to it as it is rolled and moved about, and is conveyed up
through the mouth into the honey-bag, sometimes called the first stomach, an'appro-
priate receptacle, in which it apparently undergoes some change without, however,
being subjected to any process analogous to digestion, and is ready to be given forth

again by the mouth, according to the habits of those species of bees which are social, as
food for the members of the community that remain at home in the nest, or to be stored

up in cells for future provision. See HONEY. But the mouth of bees is also adapted
for cutting and tearing, and to this purpose their mandibles or upper jaws are especially
appropriated. Of these, some of them, as the common humble B. (q.v.), make use to

open their way into the tubes of flowers which are so deep and narrow that they cannot
otherwise reach the nectar at the bottom. Others make use of their mandible's to cut
out portions of leaves, or of the petals of flowers, to form or line their nests; the com-
mon hive B. uses them in working with wax, in feeding larva? with pollen, in cleaning
out cells, in tearing to pieces old combs, in combats, and in all the great variety of

purposes for which organs of prehension are required. But it is not by means of any
of the organs connected with the mouth that bees collect and carry to their nests the

supplies of pollen needful for their young. The feathered hairs with which their
bodies are partially clothed, and particularly those with which their legs arc furnished,
serve for i he purpose of collecting the pollen, which adheres to thorn, and it is brushed
into a hollow on the outer surface of the first joint of the tarsus of each of the hinder

pair of legs, this joint being therefore very large, compressed, and of a square or tri-

angular form a conformation to which nothing similar is found in any other family of
insects. It is also worthy of observation, that in $jie social species of bees, the males
and the queens, which are never to be employed in collecting pollen, do not exhibit this

conformation adapted to it, but only the sexually imp- Tfect females, commonly called
neuters or workers.

Bees, like other hymenopterous insects, are extremely well provided with organs of

sight, and evidently possess that sense in very great perfection. In the front of the
head, they have two large eyes, the surface of each consisting of many hexagonal plates,
which perhaps may not unaptly be likened to the object-glasses of so many telescopes;
and the faculty which these insects certainly pns^s, of returning in a direct line to
their hive or nest, from the utmost distance of their wanderings, has been with greatest

probability ascribed to their power of sight. But besides these larc<' eyes, they have,
like the rest of the hymenopterous order, three small eyes on the very top of the head,
which are supposed to he intended to give a defensive vision upwards from the cups of
flower^. They are evidently, however, possessed of organs which enable them to guide
their movements in the dark as accurately as in the full light of day. at lea^t within the nest
or hive; and this power is generally ascribed to the nntfiimr (q.v.). which are sometimes

supposed to be not merely delicate organs of touch, but also organs of hearing, or of
some special sense unknown to us. It is certain that the social bees have some means
of communicating with each other by means of their antenna1

; and that they avail
themselves of these organs both for their ordinary operations, for recognition of each
other, and for what may be called the conduct of the affairs of the hive. There can be
no doubt that "bees possess in a very high degree the sense of smell

;
and their possession



of the senses of taste and hearing is almost equally unquestionable, whatever difficulty
there may be iu determining the particular organs of the latter sense. The wings of

like those of. other hymenepterous in.-ccts. are four iu number; thin and membra-
naceous; the hindir pair always smaller than the others; and iu tiight, attached to them

by a number of small hooks, .so that the four wings move as if they were two.

The sting of bees is a very remarkable organ. It consists of two long darts, with a

protecting sheath. A venom bag is connected with it, and powerful muscles for its pro-

pulsion. The wound appears to" lie first made by the sheath, along which the poison
a by a groove; ami the darts thrust out afterwards iu succession, deepen the

wound. Thedarts are each furnished with a number of barbs, which render it so diffi-

cult to withdraw them quickly, that bees often lose their lives by the injury which they
sustain in the effort. The males are destitute of sting.

The great family of bees is divided into two principal sections called andrenctce and

apiarut, or aiuln nidir and apida; the latter names, however, being sometimes employed
in senses more restricted. In the first of these sections, the ligulu is comparatively
short and broad ; in the second, it is lengthened, and has the form of a filament. All
the uitdi-i'iittir live solitarily, as well as sevral subdivisions of the apuiria. These soli-

tary bees do not lay up stores for their own winter subsistence; but they display very
wonderful and various instincts in the habitations which they construct and the provi-
sion which they make for their young. There are among them males and perfect
females only, and no neuters. The work of preparing nests and providing food for the

young seems, in all of the species, to be performed exclusively by the females. Cottetes

fuccinctn, a common British species of the ttndreiirfa, affords an example of a mode of

nest-making, which, with various modifications, is common to many species of that

section. The parent B. excavates a cylindrical hole in the earth, usually horizontal, to

the depth of about two inches, in a dry bank or a wall of stones and earth. The sides

of this hole are compacted by means ota sort of gelatinous liquid, secreted by the insect,

and it is occupied with cells, formed of a transparent and delicate membrane, the sub-

stance of which is the same secretion in a dried state. The cells are thimble shaped, fit-

ting into each other, a little space being left at the furthest end of each for the reception
of an egg and a little paste of pollen and honey. The last cell being completed, and
its proper contents deposited in it, the mouth of the whole is carefully stopped up with
earth. Some of the solitary bees, possessing great strength of mandibles, excavate tbeir
nests in old wood. Xylocopa tiolacea, one of the apiaricf, not uncommon in some parts
of Europe, makes a tunnel not less than 12 or 15 in. long, and half an inch wide, which
is divided into 10 or 12 cells; an egg with store of pollen and honey is deposited in each

compartment, and as the lowest egg is hatched first, a second orifice is provided at that

pan of the tunnel, through which each of the young ones in succession comes forth to

the light of day, each larva, as it is about to change into the pupa state, placing itself

with its head downwards in the cell. Numerous species of solitary bees excavate their

tunnel shaped nests in the soft pitli of decayed briers or brambles, of the particles of
which they also form their cells. Some species of int-gacliHe oxmia, etc., line them and
divide them into cells with portions of leaves or of the petals of flowers. See LEAK
ct Ti'KK BI:K. Some of the solitary bees make their nests, not in the earth, but in cavi-

ties of decaying trees, or other such situations, where they construct their cells without

ty of excavation; but some of them, by a very admirable instinct, sur-
round their nest with down collected from the leaves of plants, an excellent non-con-
ductor of heat, so that a nearly uniform temperature is maintained in situations in which
tli" changes would otherwise be great and rapid. Some bees make their little nests in
old oak galls, and there are species which appropriate empty snail shells to that use.
Some species of the genus megachile^ build their nests of a sort of mason-work of grains
of sand glued together with their viscid saliva. Theuestof M. mnraria, thus constructed,
i~ -<> hard as not to be easily penetrated by a knife, and very much resembles a splash of
mud upon a wall.

The social bees live in communities like those of ants, which also, like theirs, con-
sist of males, females, ami neuters these last being females with ovaries imperfectly
developed, and characterized by peculiarities of form and structure, as well asof instinct
and employments, remarkably different from those of the perfect females. The social
be.- are conveniently divided into humble bees (q.v.) and honey bees, of the latter of
which the common hive B. (see the next section of this article) may be regarded as the

Before proceeding to a more particular account of the hive 'B., it may l>e proper
to remark that th. -|- cies of honey B. (the restricted genus apix) are not few. and that

they are natives of the warm parts of the old world: the hive bees (</;//.< mettifica} which
no-.v abound in some parts of America, and which have become naturalized in the

!( Table distance beyond the abodes of civilized men. beinir tin- pro^-ny
of those which were conveyed from" Europe. The hive B. is said nol toha\e been found
to the w. of the Mississippi before 1797, but in fourteen years it had advanced 600 m.
further in that direction. The different species of honey B. in a wild stat" uenerally
make their nesi- in IK.Mow trees, or among the brandies of trees, sometimes under ledges
or in clef l.s of rocks; and their stores of honey are not only souirht after by man. but
afford fnod To numerous animals, some of which equally delight to prey upon their
larva-. The li. was amongst the ancient Egyptians the hiefoglyphieal emblem of royalty.
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The B. domesticated or cultivated in Egypt, is not, however, our common hive B.. but
another species called api faxcinta ; and in Italy and Greece a species culled A. lifjuttica

is employed, which has been recently introduced into England, and is now domesticated
at the B. house of the apiarian society, Mu>well hill, near London. These species differ

little from the common hive B., and their honey is very similar; but that of some species
is considerably different. -I. -unicolor, of Madagascar and the Isle of France, yields an
esteemed honey of a green color. It is domesticated, or is the object of human care and
attention then', us are also .-1. lndi<-a in some parts of India, and .-i. (iditit-tsonii in Senegal.
We regret that our limits do not permit us to give a particular account of any of these

species. The genus mdiiHim is nearly allied to api#. The species are natives of South
America, and Hieir honey is extremely sweet and agreeable, but very liquid, and apt to

ferment. They make their nests in the cavities or on the tops of trees.

The Rite Bee. Xntnml History. The instincts and social economy of the HIVE B.

(apis in'-Uijirrt) have been studied with great attention both in ancient and modern times,
and discoveries than which, perhaps, nature presents nothing more interesting and
wonderful have rewarded the patient observations of Huber and others who have devoted
themselves to this subject. Apiarian socittu* have been formed for the purpose of pros-

ecuting this single branch of natural history, and of promoting successful apiculture, or
the economical keeping of bees.

The hive B. is probably not a native of Britain, and may even have been brought to

Europe from the east. Its communities seem ordinarily to number from 10, 000 to 60,000
individuals, and there appears no reason to think that the care bestowed upon the insect

by man. or the hire* which he has provided for it, have made any important difference
in this respect. One member of each community is a perfect female the queen or
mother B. ; from 600 to 3000 at certain seasons are males; and the remainder are n< /./.*

or workers, the real nature of which has been explained in the previous part of this
article.

The workers have a body about half an inch in length, and about one sixth of an inch in

greatest breadth, at the upper part of the abdomen. The antenna' are twelve-jointed,
and terminate in a knob. The abdomen consists of six joints or rings, and under the

scaly coverings of the four middle ones are situated the ir<i.r-}-k<:tx or organs for the
secretion of wax. The extremity of the abdomen is provided with a string, which is

straight. The basal joint of the hind tarsi is dilated to form a pollen-basket, and the

legs are well provided with hairs for collecting the pollen and brushing it into this recep-
tacle. The males or drones, so called from the peculiar noise which they make in their

flight, are much larger than the neuters, and thicker in proportion. The antenna? have
an additional joint. The eyes are remarkably large, and meet upon the crown. The
perfect females are considerably longer than either the workers or males; they are also

distinguished by the yellow tint of the under part of the body, and very remarkably
differ from all the other inmates of the hive in the shortness of their wings, which,
instead of reaching to the extremity of the abdomen, leave some of its rings uncovered.

Neither males nor queens have wax-pockets, nor have they pollen-baskets. Their legs
also are less hairy. The sting of the queen B. is curved. The mandibles both of the
males and perfect females are notched or toothed beneath the tip, which those of the
workers are not. It will be seen from this brief description that the sexes differ so

widely as to appear, if the contrary were not well known, insects of different species;
but still more remarkable is the difference between the females and the workers when
we consider that it is all to be ascribed to the different forms of the cells in which the

eggs are hatched and the young bees reared, and to the different kinds of food with
which they are supplied. All doubt upon this point is removed by the interesting
discovery of Schiraeh. that when a hive is deprived of its queen, the bees provide them-
selves with another, if there are eggs or very young larva? in the cells appropriated to
the breeding of workers; proceeding immediately to transform, for this purpose, one of
these cells, and sacrificing, without scruple, the eggs or larva1 in the cells adjoining that
selected for transformation and enlargement. These are facts well ascertained, but of
which science has yet been unable to give any explanation.

The greater part of the life of the queen or mother B. is spent in laying eggs for the
increase of the population of the hive; and this increase goes on at a rapid rate, as the

queen not (infrequently lays 300 eggs in a day. The number, however, varies greatly.
In cold weather it is very small, but the invariable presence of brood in different stages,
in a well-stocked hive, proves that some eggs are laid even in winter. During the later

spring months the number is very great; many practical apiarians considering that as

many as 1000, or even 2000, are deposited daily. The community, however, is not
destined to an indefinite increase; but in certain circumstances, sirarming takes place,
and new colonies are founded.

The impregnation of the queen takes place in the air, and usually within a few days
after she herself has emerged from the cell. It is the only occasion of her ever leaving
the hive, except that of swarming, and there is no repetition of it during her whole life.

The question has therefore been asked, why there are so many males in a B. community;
but no very satisfactory answer has been given to it. The ma'les are not known to fulfill

any other purpose than that of the propagation of their species; and after the swarming
season is over, the irreater part of them are ruthlessly massacred by the workers, as if in

U. K. EL 34
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dr, ml of tlu'ir consuming too much of the common store. The greater part of the

Avorkers themselves an- supposed scarcely to live for a year; the duration of the life of

quern tiers i> often more than three years.
The queen B.,.A\hcn about to l>cgin to lay eggs, is the object of great attention on the

part of the workers, and so continues. She" moves about in the hive, attended by a sort,

of retinue of about 10 or 15 workers, by some of which she is frequently supplied with

honey. But the name of queen B. appears to have originated in a mistaken notion that

"!iing analogous to a monarchy subsists in the bee-hive; and imagination being per-

mitted very free scope, many thing's have been invested with a false coloring derived

from this analogy. The queen or mother B. appears to be the object of particular regard.
as Indispensable to the objects for which the B. community subsists, and to which the

instincts of all its members are variously directed. She moves about, depositing her

eggs in the cells which ths workers have prepared, and they are ready to take charge of

each egg from the moment that it is deposited. Her employment requires that she

should be fed with food collected by others, and many of the workers are in like manner

supplied with food whilst busy within the hive, as well as the larva1 in the cells; but
there is no evidence whatever of anything like authority exercised by the queen, or,

indeed, of any superiority of one over another in the whole multitude.

The queen B. at first lays eggs which give birth to workers, and afterwards there

takes place a laying of eggs which become drones. AVith unerring instinct, she places
each egg in the kind of cell appropriate to it; whilst also, at the proper time, cells of the

proper kind are prepared beforehand by the workers, the drones' cells being larger than
the workers' cells. The cells in which "future queens are to be reared arc very unlike
all the others, but the eggs differ in no respect from those deposited in workers' cells.

It is a curious circumstance, that queens, of which the fecundation has been prevented
till they are considerably older than usual, lay only drone eggs. It occasionally also

happens that some of the worker bees lay eggs, and these invariably produce drones.

The eggs of bees are of a long shape and bluish-white color, about one twelfth of
an inch in length. They are hatched in about three days. The larva? are little worm-
like creatures, having no feet, and lying coiled up like a ring: they are diligently fed by
the working bees, until, in about five days, when large enough nearly to till the cell, they
refuse food, upon which the attendant bees seal up the ceil with wax, and the larva.

spinning itself a fine silken envelope or cocoon, is transformed into a pupa: and about
the 18th day or, in the case of drones, the 24th day from the deposition of tht

egg, the young B., in its perfect state, breaks the covering, and issues from the cell.

It is caressed and supplied with food by the attendant bees, and is believed not to try
its wings until the following day. T'he cell from which a young B. has issued is

speedily cleaned out, and prepared for the reception of another egg or of honey. The
fine silken envelope of the pupa, however, remains attached to the cell, of which the

capacity thus becomes gradually smaller, until the cells of old combs are too small to

receive eggs, and can be used for honey alone, a fact of which the importance in rela-

tion to the economical management of bees is obvious. The spinneret, by means of
which the larva spins the cocoon, is a small organ connected with the mouth. The food
with which the larva; are supplied is a mixture of pollen, honey, and water, with the

addition, possibly, of some secretion from the stomachs of the working bees, in which
it is prepared, ll varies a little, according to the age and kind of the larva, and the

peculiarities of that given to young queens appear to be indispensable, to their fit no.-*

for their future functions. Polhn is constantly found stored up in the colls of the hive,
and is often called bee bread. Most people have met with such cells in honey-comb, and
have observed the bitter and peculiar taste of the contents.

The combs of a bee-hive are parallel to each other, forming vertical strata of about
an inch in thickness, and distant about half an inch from each other. The cells art-

therefore nearly horizontal, having a slight and somewhat variable dip towards the cen-
ter of each comb ^Tbe central comb is generally first begun, and next after it thos*>
next to it on each side. Circumstances frequently cause some departure, from this uni-
form and symmetrical plan, which, however, stil'l remains obvious. Each comb con-
sists of two sets of cells, one on each side; and it may be mentioned as an illustration
of the wonderful industry of bees, and the results of their combined labors, that, n pi-en
of comb. M in. long by Tin. wide, and contnining about 4000 cells, has IM-CII frequently
constructed in 24 hours. The greater part of the comb usually consists of the kind o'f

ell- tilted for breeding workers, a smaller part of it of the larger or drone cells. After
the principal breeding-season is over, the cells of some parts of the com)) are often
elongated for the reception of honey; and sometimes comb of -rreater thickness, or with
nmuunlly lonir cells, is constructed' for that purpose alone, in which case the montli^ of
the cells are inclined upwards, more than is usual with the ordinary brood-colls. When
a cdl has bccii

completely tilled with honey, its mouth is x<!tlc<l or covered with wax.
It H Impossible to look at a piece of comb taken from a bee hive. Avithout atlmirinir.

not only iN In-auty. but the perfect regularity of the si/e. form, and arrangement of th
and the more carefully that it is examined, the more must it he admired. For in

practically solved, by an instinct which can only bo referred to the infinite wisdom
the Creator, some problems difficult to human science, particularly in the oombina-

ti'-n of the greatest economy of materials and of space, with the most perfect convenience
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and the greatest strength. It appears oven at a glance, that the cells are hexagonal or

six-sided, ilie hexagons perfectly regular, and in thisway there are no interstices between
the ceils. Now, the mathematician knows that there are only three regular figures, that

is. figures of which all the sides and angles are equal, bounded by straight lines, with
which a t-pace can be perfectly filled up in this way the equilateral triangle, the square,
and the hexagon; and of these the hexagon is at once the most suitable for the larva of

the 13. in its form, and the strongest in its nearest approach to the circle. The circular

form itself would have left large"interstices. But this is not all: the same wisdom which
has given the solitary bees, already noticed, their instinct to surround their nest with u

cottony substance, which serves as a non-conductor of heat, has directed the hive B. to

the constant adoption of a mode of constructing its combs, which adds greatly to the

strength they would have possessed with the same amount of materials, if the cells had
been merely regular hexagonal prisms, and the partition in the middle of the comb,
between the cells of the one side of it, and those of the other, therefore a simple plane.
It is so far from being so, that when carefully examined, it appears, if the expression
may be used, the most ingenious part of the whole structure. It is composed of a

multitude of little rhombs, or four-sided figures, with equal and parallel sides, and two
obtuse and two acute angles, the obtuse angles being invariably angles of 109 28', and
the acute angles of 70 32 , agreeing precisely with the results of mathematical analysis,

applied to the difficult question of the form of the facets of a three-sided pyramid. Which
should terminate a six-sided prism, so as to combine the greatest economy of materials

with the greatest strength. On looking at a piece of empty honey comb, placed between
the eye and the light, we readily perceive that the cells are not opposite to each other.

cell to cell; but that the point of meeting of three sides of three cells, on one side, is

opposite to the center of a cell on the other side a circumstance which of itself we
cannot but regard as calculated greatly to increase the strength of the whole fabric. It

follows also from this, that the terminating pyramids of the cells on the one side do not

interfere with the form of the cells on the other side, hut the three rhombic facets, which
terminate each cell, belong likewise to three distinct cells on the opposite side of the

comb.
The only departure from perfect regularity in the form of the cells, is in the transi-

tion from the smaller or workers' cells to the larger or drones' cells, which, when it

takes place, is managed with great simplicity and beauty of contrivance. Our limits,

however, do not permit us to enter further into this subject.
The material of which the cells are built is chiefly wax (q.v. , and see BEES-WAX),

which is at first of a white color, but becomes brownish-yellow with age, and in very
old combs, almost black. Although wax exists as a vegetable product, yet bees-wax
is now known to be produced by a chemistry which is carried on in the bodies of bees,
and it has been found that they produce wax and build combs when supplied only with

honey or saccharine substances. The irax-jxickctx in the abdomen of working-bees have
been already referred to. The bees which are about to proceed to wax-making, suspend
themselves in clusters in the hive, attaching themselves to each other by means of hooks
with which their feet arc provided; and whilst they remain motionless'in this position,
the wax appears to be formed, in small scales, which they afterwards take in their

mouths and curiously work up with a secretion from the mouth itself, passing the wax,
in the form of a minute riband, through the mouth, first in one direction and then in the

opposite one, and finally depositing it in its proper place for the foundation of the

comb. One B. always begins the comb alone, the rest, in gradually increasing numbers,

proceed in aerordance with what has been already done. The bees which elaborat

dcpo.-.it the wax. do not, however, construct the cells, which is done by others, partly at

least by a process of excavation in the wax deposited. It is supposed by many natural-

ists, that some of the working-bees are exclusively wax-workers, some mirses, etc.; but

others think that there is only one class of working-bees, all ready for any kind of work
according to eireumstances.

But wax. although the chief, is not the only material of the combs. Propolis (q.v.)
is also employed in small bands to give greater strength to the cells, the mouths of which
are surrounded with it, and made thicker than their walls. This substance, which is

obtained by bees from the viscid buds of trees, is also employed for more firmly attach

ing the combs to the hive, for closing up apertures in the hive, for covering up obnox-
ious subMances. intruding slug. etc., which are too large to be removed, and for a

variety of similar pur]
It "has been already stated that queen-l>ees are hatched and reared in cells diffen :;t

from the rest. They are. indeed, very different, being vertical and not horizontal in

their position not hexagonal, but rather oval in form and much larger than the oilier

cells, even in proportion to the si/.e of the animal that is to inhabit them: th

generally placed on the edge of a comb, and when they have served their purpose, are

partially removed, so that during winter they resemble acorn-cups in appearance.
Two queens cannot exist in the community together. There is implanted in them

the mo-t deadly rivalry: and the mother-bee, if permitted, would even tear open
queen eell of which 'lie inmate has nearly approached maturity, and infiict death by hvr

sting. One of those wonderful instincts, however, witli which bees are endowed.
counteracts this at tho^e times when, upon account of the increased numbers of the
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community, and in order to the formation of new colonies, it is requisite that it should

bo counteracted. The workers throng around the queen, hem her in, and prevent the

execution of her purpose. The cell of the young queen is also carefully guarded, and
she is not permitted to leave it. At such times peculiar sounds, producqd pmbably by
tin 1 urti>:i of the wings, arc emitted both by the actual queen under restraint in her

movements, and by the young one in the cell, which may be heard by an ear applied to

the n-ifsi !. of the hive, and are familiar to B. cultivators as one of Uie sfjiv-t signs of

..inc. The quern now becomes restless; her agitation communirates itself to those

around her, and extends through the hive; the ordinary work of the community is in

great part neglected; fewer bees than usual are seen to leave or return to the hive; and
at la-t the queen-bee rushes forth, preceded and followed by crowds which press and

throng upon each other, form a buz/ing cloud in the air, and very generally settle

uponli bush in the neighborhood, where they soon congregate closely together, hanging
by their claws in a dense cluster. Sometimes they rise up in the air, and lly off at once
to a considerable distance, apparently to some previously selected place in the thick top
of a tree in the chimney or roof of a house, where they happen to find an aperture or
in some such situation. More frequently, they settle not far from the hive which they
have left, often on some very humble plant, or even on the grass, and soon rise again. It

is the care of the cultivator to prevent this by providing them immediately with a suit-

able habitation in a new hive, invitingly placed above them, or into which he puts the
swarm after they have congregated closely together as above described. It sometimes
happens that bees hurry out of their hive without their queen, in which case they do not
in. general congregate so closely together where they settle, and soon .return to the hive
a-j-ain. Swarming generally, takes place on a fine day; and When the bees seem on
the ver}

r
point of Mining of, a cloud passing over the sun is enough to retard it. Bad

weather occasionally not only retards but prevents it, the j*oung queens being at last

killed iu their cells. When the first swarm of the season has left the hive with the old

queen, as is usually, if not always the case, the imprisoned young queen is set at liberty;
and if the B. community is a large and prosperous one, other young queens also come
forth from their cells, and leave the hive with successive swarms, the number of which
depends upon the climate, the season, etc. In Britain, it is not uncommon for a bee-hive
to send off three swarms in a summer, the first being almost always the largest, and not

unfrequently itself sending off a swarm before the season is over.
Bees left without a queen, and with no means of supplying the want, appear to feel

themselves cut off from the very purpose of their existence; the labors of the commun-
ity arc relinquished, and its members are dispersed and die. It has already, however.
been stated, that bees left without a queen can provide themselves with one, by trans-

forming and enlarging a worker's cell which contains an egg or very young larva. This
process ir. sometimes carried on as if by several distinct parties, in different parts of the
hive at once; and as if aware that time will be gained, the -bees generally prefer cells

containing larvae of two or three days old to those containing eggs.
Bees become partially torpid diiring cold weather, consuming much less food than

they would otherwise require. They are readily aroused from this state, however, as.

may at any time be proved by tapping on a bee-hive, when it will be found that the
temperature of the interior of the hive rises rapidly. Respiration is considerably
lessened in the state of partial torpidity, and the temperature rises when it i's

resumed. The respiration of bees takes place by air-tubes or 1rnchc<r (see I.NSI.CTS).
and is very active when the insect is in a state of activity. The respiratory move-

are easily seen in looking at a bee. The consumption of oxyiren by this pro-
cess might IK; expected soon to reduce the atmosphere within a hive to" a state in
which it could no longer support animal life; but in summer, when respiration is
active and the hive populous, a constant circulation of air is maintained by the

themselves, some of which are employed in a rapid vibration of their wings

to be reckoned certain species of moth, which, notwithstanding the daiurcr of the
tmirs of the bees, enter the hives and deposit their eggs. After the c"--s are hatched,
the larva feed upon the combs. Mice sometimes cat their way into the hives in
wi'.tcr. and

destroy and plunder unmolested.
ire sometimes very destructive to each other in their combats, as when one

ommunity is awaited by others for the purpose of plunder. To this the weaker
communities are liable, particularly when flowers are few, and bees are awakened to

vity in the warm days of
early spring. The narrower that the entrances of

are at this season, at least of the less populous hives, the less likelv is the
ner to suffer loss from this cause, as the narrow entrance is more easily

defendcd even against very numerous invaders.
Management of Ree.fyc do not think it necessary to enter largely into the sub-

ject of ajttraglfjv the cultivation or management of bees
t

It is of course necMMrt that tin- njaary or stock of bee-hives should be situated
in a neighborhood where flower* sutlieiently abound for the supply of honey It is

however, by no means certain to what distance bees roam. Some authors mention
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one mile as the probable distance; but the opinion has apparently been hazarded on
mere conjecture, and there seem to be good reasons for supposing that a much
greater distance might more correctly be named. But whatever distance bees may
be capable of

traveling
in quest of honey, it is undoubtedly of great importance that

they should have good feeding ground in the immediate neighborhood of the apiary;
and in many parts of the world, the practice prevails of removing them from place
to place, according to the season, in order that advantage may be taken of the greatest
abundance of flowers. Thus in the s. of Scotland, bee-hives are very frequently
removed to heath-covered tracts in the beginning of August, and remain there till the

heath is out of flower: and this affords in many parts Of the country the most plentiful

honey-harvest, although in other
parts, especially where white clover abounds, the

greatest, quantity of honey is obtained earlier in summer. The difference between
li.itlnr //"iit>/ nm\Jl<nrt r Itoiuij is well known in Edinburgh. No small number of bee-

hives from that city and its immediate vicinity are annually conveyed for a few weeks
to the IVntland hills. The conveyance of bees "

to the heather" "is generally accom-

plished either by a handbarrow or a spring-cart of easy motion, so that the combs may
not be displaced by shaking; and the mouth of the hive is carefully closed with a plate
of perforated x.inc, or other contrivance for keeping in the bees and permitting circula-

tion of air. Fifty or one hundred bee-hives may often be seen collected in one place,
and under the care of one person, during the heather season. In Egypt, far greater
numbers of hives (of <ipi*fn*ritit<i), are often kept in a single vessel on the Nile, and are

conveyed from place to place on the river, according to the succession of flowers in the
different districts. A somewhat similar practice prevails on the Rhone; and the trans-

porting of bees (ttpix Itr/i/xtim) from pasture to pasture has been usual in Greece, in Asia
Minor, and in Persia, from remote antiquity.

As to the form of bee-hives, and the material of which they should be made, there are

great differences both of opinion and practice. Glass hives, and hives with glass w in-

dows, \\hich can lie covered at pleasure with wooden slides, are employed by those who
wish to observe the movements and habits of bees ; but for profitable purposes, wood and
straw are in Britain the only materials in common use. For the material of a hive,
wood has the advantage over straw in its greater neatness and durability; but there is a

disadvantage la the greater likelihood that, unless shaded from the sun, portions of the
comb may he so much melted as to fall in hot weather. In some parts of Europe,
cylindrical cork-hives are much used, made by removing the wood of a portion of the

cork-tree, and leaving the bark uninjured; and hives of earthenware are common in

Greece and Turkey. "The form of hives is of little consequence; but it is important that
the owner should have facilities for giving increased room both above and below the
stock-hive: increased room above is required for the reception of pure honey-comb
unmixed with brood, and the capability of adding to the hive below, by raising it up au
additional story, is often requisite to prevent swarming, which is incompatible with the
collection of a large store of surplus honey.

Bees require attention at the time of swarming, that they may not fly away and be
lost. They require also to be fed during winter, when, on account of a bad season, the
lateness of the swarm, or other cause, they have not enough of honey to support them. A
common rule is, that the weight of the contents of the hive must be at least 20 Ibs.

,
that

the bees may survive the winter without being fed; and even in this case a supply of
food for a short time in spring promotes the activity of the bees, and their summer pros-

perity. The food ordinarily supplied to bees is either the coarser kind of honey, or

sugar and water. Strong ale and sugar boiled are also frequently given as food. The
practice has very largely prevailed in Britain and elsewhere, of killing bees by fumes of

sulphur, in order to take from them their honey in the end of autumn, a portion only of
the increase of the stock being kept through the winter. This practice still has its advo-
cates; but many now take only what they can by top boxes or wipers, or by cutting out
combs, preserving all hives which are not" so light that there is no good hope of "their

surviving the winter. It may be doubted if, in almost any part of the country, the
number of bees kept is so great as nearly to exhaust the floral resources, and in all prob-
abilitv this may yet become a much greater source of wealth than it is in Britain.

When honey is to be taken from bees, the person doing it must be carefully
protected from their stings by gloves, veil, etc. It is best done during the heat of a fine

day, when the bees more readily leave the combs of the xnper that is taken away, and
return to their hive. A little gentle tapping generally causes them to leave the combs,
and a feather is used for brushing off those which are slow to do so. The smoke of the
common puff-ball (q.v.> causes them to fall down in a stupefaction from which they
speedily recover, and its use is very convenient. It is gathered and dried for the

purpose. Chloroform is also sometimes used for the same purpose, but the effect is apt
to IM? fatal, unless care is taken to choose the morning of a fine day, so that the stupefied
bees may have time to recover in the air and sunshine.

Hectare much less apt to sting when swarming than at other times, and in general
all the necessary operations are performed without gloves or veil, and with perfect

safety. The sting of a B. is to many persons a thing of no great consequence, although,
in some, it causes great local inflammation and swelling, and general derangement of
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health. The application of a little ammonia usually relieves the pain; or an onion cut

through the middle; or the common "blue-bug" of a washer-woman,
The jipiary should, if possible, be in a sheltered place, and where it enjoys a good

amount of simshine. The hives are very generally placed at small distances in the open

Around. but SOUK; bee keepers protect them by a shed. In the former ca.se, each hive is

usually covered with a straw-hood in winter, to keep away the rain, as damp is partic-

ularlv"injurious to bees. For the avoidance of damp, and to prevent the bees from

coininir in contact with the ground when they hang in a great cluster at the door of the

l,iv ( -as thev oi'tcn do before swarming, when the weather is hot, and the hive very

populous each hive is raised to a height of at least 15 or 18 in. from the ground.

F.KKS, Lvw Ki;i..VIINU TO. Bees are stated by Blackstone to be wild by nature (f< r<$

). but when hived and reclaimed, are regarded in the nature of property belonging
to the person on whose ground or soil they have swarmed; and in support of this doc-

trine he refers to the charter of the forest" 9 Henry III. c. 113, which allows every free-

man to be entitled to the honey found within his own woods. The qualified property
which may be thus held in bees" continues while the swarm remains on the soil; and in

the event of flight, so long as the owner can pursue it. Indeed, so clearly are they con-

sidered in law to be of the nature of property, that it has been decided in England that

bees may be the subject of larceny (q.v.)
The same appears to be the Scotch law. Mr. Erskine, who may be described as the

Scottish Blackstone, founding on the Homan law, lays down that when bees have
abandoned their hive, not being observed and followed, they are understood to have
recovered their original liberty; and if they light on the grounds of another, and are

inclosed by him in a new hive, they become his property. See OWNEKSHIP.

BEE, HUMBLE. See HUMBLE-BEE.

REE, a co. in s. Texas, on the Arkansas river; 900 sq.ra.; pop. '70, 1082 69 colored;
a level, sandy, cattle-breeding region. Co. seat, Beeville.

BEECH, J''<iyn#, a genus of trees of the natural order cupitliferce (q.v.). The male
catkins are almost globose, stalked, their flowers consisting of a bell-shaped 5 to (i cleft

perianth and 8 to 15 stamens. The female flowers, which grow on the same trees, consist

chiefly of a germen with three awl shaped styles, and are situated two or rarely three

together within a stalked involucre, which bears on its outer surface many fleshy threads.

Tin's involucre, after the flowering is over, closes and forms a husk resembling a sort of

c.ipstiie, which when ripe opens in four valves, is externally covered with soft spines,
and incloses one or two (rarely three) triangular nuts, which bear the name of hncliinnxt.

The species are not numerous; all of them are forest trees of great beauty. The COM-
MON 15. (/[ xylnitii-it) forms whole forests in many parts

of Europe, li grows to a height
of 100 to 120 ft., and a diameter of 4 ft. ; and particularly when standing alone becomes
:v very ornamental tree with far-spreading branches, which ofU'D droop gracefully almost
to the ground. It lias thin, ovate, obscurely toothed leaves, finely ciliated on their mar-

gins. Its bark is smooth, often of a whitish color; and it is remarkable for the frequency
with which hard wooden knobs abortive branches occur in its bark. Grass does not

grow readily under the shade of the B., but in B. woods may sometimes be found rare

plants almost peculiar to such situations. The B. thrives best in light soils; and [does
not send its roots deep into the ground, but rather horizontally under the surface.
The wood is more or less of a reddish-brown color, as the tree has grown in a dense for-

est, or has been freely exposed to sun and air. It is very hard and solid, but brittle: and
when exposed in the open air, very liable to rot and to be eaten by worms. It is there-
fore not adapted to the purposes of the -house-carpenter; but when kept always under
water, it is very durable, and is accordingly employed in the erection of mills', and for

weirs, sluices, etc. It is also employed for many purposes by cabinet-makers and turn-
ers. It is very much used in France for making \\wxnltot* or" wooden shoes of the peas
antry, being preferred for this purpose to every other wood except walnut, on account
of its property of not absorbing water. It is one of the best kinds of firewood in

Europe. Its ashes yield much potash and of excellent quality. The raspings of the
wood are u<ed in the preparation of vinegar. See YINEOAK and PyuoLUiNEors Ac ID.

The bark is sometimes employed for tanning when oak-bark is scarce. The B. bears

lopping well, and is often planted for hedges; and it is a curious fact that when it is

prevented fiom attaining a tree-like si/.e. and is kept closely pruned, the withered leaves
remain on the branches all \\inter. which is not the case in ('(her circumstances. In some
countries, a- Dauphiny and Swit/erland, the leaves of the B. are collected in autumn
lie fore they have been much frost bitten, and are used for making beds or mattresses.
He. el.ina-t, when fresh, has a sweet taste, like that of a walnut. It contains in large
quantity a bland fixed oil, along with a starchy farina, a little sugar, and an astringent
BUDSiance. A volatile, narcotic, poisonou- principle, called ////////c, is also found in it;

put
more in the rind than in the kernel; and when not only the smooth leathery outer

,

rind, but also the thin brown inner pellicle have been removed, it is wholesome food.
is, however, more generally u^ed for feeding swine. pouU"v. etc., and is muck

employed in France and other part> of Europe for the manufacture of l>,',rh oil, which,
w1 "'" ; without the application of heat, and well clarified, lias an agreeable
taste, is fit for use us food, and keeps long without becoming rancid. When less pure,
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it is used for lamps and in the arts. The oil-cake which remains is good food for poultry,
for swine, and even for oxen, but is injurious to horses. Many manufacturers of cocoa
adulterate it with beechmast. first depriving the cocoa of its oil, which they sell sepa-

rately as cocoa-butter, and trusting to the oil of the B. for supplying its place. B. for-

ests anciently abounded in England, and great herds of swine were fed in them. The B.

is not, in general, found in Europe n. of lat. 59
, although it occurs 2 further 11. in the

Scandinavian peninsula. It is found in the temperate parts of Asia and in North
America; the WHITE B. of that country being generally regarded as the same species, a

very common tree in some parts of the United States. In gardens and pleasure grounds
a variety i> very frequently to be seen, of which the leaves have a blood-red color. The
same color appears also in some degree in the leaves of the RED B. of North America
(F. ftrr>'f///i/<i). which is distinguished by elongate-ovate, coarsely serrated, and much
acuminated leaves. Ii forms extensive forests in the u.e. states and the adjoining British

ions; and its wood, which is of a somewhat red or rusty color, is more valued
than that of the white B. Two species of B. are found on the mountains of Java; four
are natives of the more elevated parts of the s. of New Zealand; several belong to the s.

of South America. The genus is, in fact, more characteristic of the colder latitm.

the southern than of the northern hemisphere. F. betuloithx (also known as /' Forxteri)
is the "myrtle tree" of the mountains of Tasmania a very large tree with evergreen

leathery leaves, in form much resembling those of the birch, although the general habit

of the tree agrees with that of other beeches. The same species is the evergreen B. of
Terra del Fuego, where it forms forests of which the dark-green foliage contrasts strik-

ingly in winter with the da/./.ling snow. There can be little doubt that it will soon
became a favorite and common ornamental tree in Britain. The wood is too heavy and
brittle for masts, but makes tolerable planks, and is carried to the treeless Falkland
islands for rooting h-mses. F. .\ntu n-fi<- 1 ascends higher on the mountains about the

strait of Magellan, it has deciduous leaves, and much resembles the common B. F.

procera grows in the Andes of Chili, and attains a majestic size. It is a valuable timber
tree.

BEECH-DSOPS. See CANCER ROOT.

BEECHEB, the name of a celebrated American family of preachers and litterateurs.

LYMAN B. was b. at New Haven, Conn., U. S., Oct., 1775. He devoted himself to

theology; and after holding the pastorate of Congregationalist churches at Litchlield
and at Boston, he was in 1832 appointed president of the newly founded Lane theologi-
cal seminary near Cincinnati. lie died at Brooklyn in Jan.. 1863. He was a powerful
preacher and platform orator. His sou EDWARD, b. ia 1804, became distinguished as a

theologian. Another son, HENRY WARD B., was b. at Litchfield, Conn., in 1813, and
after graduating at Amherst college, Connecticut, studied theology under his father at

Lane seminary. After ten years' pastorship of two churches in the state of Indiana, he
removed to Plymouth church, Brooklyn, >i. Y. ,

" an organization of Orthodox Congre-
gational believer-/' where he .still remains. He is said to have the largest congregation,
in the United St.-it<-<. and his popularity as a pulpit speaker and as a lecturer speedily
became prodigous owing partly to his rich fund of illustration, his dramatic manner,
and his keen sense of humor. For nearly 20 years B. was editor of the JV* " Yorkliufc-

', a religious newspaper; in 1870 he became editor of the Christian U><i<>n. a
similar publication. Intense interest was shown when in 187o B. was tried for adultery.
The jury were unable to agree on a verdict, the majority inclining to acquit him. I).'.*

influence is said hardly to have suffered, and the fidelity of his congregation is unshaken.
His sermons known as the Plymouth Pulpit, his Lectures l<> Yvnn<j Men, Life Thoughts,

Christ, and Yah: lecture* in Pmtchiit'j, have been largely read here and at home.
He has visited Europe twice, last in 1864.

CATIIKKINI: B.. eldest daughter of Lyman B., was b. at East Hampton, L. I., in 1800.
From 1822 to 1832. she was principal of 'a female seminary at Hartford, Conn., and after-

wards of a similar institution at Cincinnati. She is a fertile and popular writer, chiefly
on subjects coining within the sphere of her own sex, but also on physiology, theology,
mental and moral philosophy, etc.

HARRIET B. Sec STOWK, II. B.

BKECHER. CATHERINE ESTHER (nn.ie\ 1800-78, b. N. Y.; eldest child of Lyman.
Her mother died when C. was about the age of 1(5. and for two years she had the care
of her father's house at East Hampton. When she was about" 1'J years old she was
engaged to prof. Fisher, of Yale college, but lie was lost in shipwreck on a voyage to

Kuropf, and she remained unmarried In 1822, >!ie began a school at Hartford,"Conn.,
and kept it until 1832, when she went with her father to Ohio, and opened a seminary
for young women in Cincinnati, but was compelled to give it up two years later on
account of ill health. She made it the business of her life to improve and advance the

intellectual, physical, and practical education of women. She organi/ed societies and
schools for training teachers and sending them to new states and territoiics. In pur>uit
of this object she published I)*,,

-
.',,, Duty ,,f Ann riom Women to their Country,

D'Hiifxtte Receipt Book, l'n/> /,'- m/y f<- tin- H '/////* f Wfimn. L- tf, ,: i-> f/

Jlcii'th ti.iid IIiij>/n',i>.t^. Plii, i f'nuxt!,. .'HIM Truiniiii] f ( !ii!'ir,n, 1h
American- \Vonttius Home, etc. She also published Common Ni,7.v applied to J~!<'i>jion,
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Tntth Stranjer than Fiction, a memoir of her brother George, and Appeal to the People as

! <i1hri:id Interpreter of the Bible.

BEKCIIER, CII.UU.KS, b. Conn., 1815; fourth sou of Lyman; ordained in 1844, and

became Comrrc^atior.al pastor in Newark, X. .!., and afterwards in Georgetown, Mass.

He assisted llciirv Ward B. in the compilation of Plymouth Hymns and Tunes, and has

published The Incarnation, Review of Spiritual Manifestation*, Pen Pictures of tlie Bibk,

and, jointly with Mrs. Stowe, Sunn'y J/< murks of Foreign, Land*.

BEEOHER. EDWAUD, D.D. (ante), b. 1804; second son of Lyman; graduate at Yale,

and in theology at Andovrr; Congregational pastor in Boston from ISM to 1831; in the

latter year president of Illinois college, where he remained 13 years, and in 1844 was

again in Boston, pastor of Salem street church. In 1856, he became pastor of the Con-

gregational church at Galesburg, 111. About eight years ago he retired from the ministry
and removed to Brooklyn, where he now resides. Dr. B. has written on the theme that

man is in a progressive state, the present being the outcome of a former life, and a

preparation for one to succeed after death; that the struggle between good and evil will

not end with this life, but in some future era all conflicts will be ended, evil will disap-

pear, and harmony become established. These views are set forth in The Conflict of

Affea, and The Concord of Ages. He has also published a work on Baptism, and one
entitled The Papal Conspiracy.

BEECHER, HENUY WARD (ante), b. Litchfleld, Conn., June 24, 1813; third son of

Lyman; a graduate of Amherst college and of Lane theological seminary. He began
his pastoral work over a small Presbyterian church in Lawreuceburg, Ind.' in >;!?: and
in 1*39 was settled at Indianapolis. In 1847, he was called to take charge of "Ply-
mouth church," a new Congregational organization in Brooklyn, N. Y., where he has
continued until the present time, a third of a century. Mr. B. soon became one of the
most popular, as he was one of the most effective, pulpit speakers, and the growth
of his congregation was unprecedented in church history in this country. There are at

present (1880) nearly 3000 members, and the congregation has a good proportion of the

intellectual, social, and financial force of the city. H. W. Beecher was a writer before
he came to the pulpit, and his pen as well as his voice has been constantly active, lie

was, in 1837, editor of a journal in Cincinnati, and while preaching in Indianapolis he
took charge of an agricultural publication, his papers being afterwards issued in a vol-

ume called Frnit, f'tvicen, and Farminy. As soon as he came to Brooklyn he began,
and continued for nearly twenty years, to write for The Independent, and was for two

years its editor, 1861-63. His well known signature (a star. *) suggested The Star

Papers, made up of select contributions to The Independent. About ten years ago he

became, and is now, the editor of The Christian Union, published weekly in New Vork.
As a preacher he is known perhaps more generally among the people" than any other

occupant of a pulpit in this country, and not only citizens but strangers make it a point
to attend his church, which, though one of the largest in America, is almost always full

when he is to preach. As an orator he is original in manner and matter, avoiding most
of the routine and convi ntionalism of the ordinary service, and addressing himself as a
man to his fellow. He brings in all manner of topics and illustrations, and sometimes
ventures so near to the comic that laughter is scarcely restrained. As a lecturer he has
had a long and successful career. In the long conflict with slavery he was an early and
an earnest soldier, and from the pulpit of Plymouth church came" many of tin- severest
denunciations of human chattel-hood. Nor have other questions been neglected: tern-

ix-ranee has had his earliest support, and politics arc not ignored, for it is his belief that
all things which concern the welfare of the people and the country are fit subjects for
the public teacher. In his fierce denunciations of injustice he is singularly free from
uncharitableness toward persons. Though a man of peace, he is enough of a soldier to
don the uniform and appear on parade as the chaplain of a regiment. Of his more per-
sonal tastes, it may be said that he is fond of domestic and rural life, a student nf
nature, a lover of animals, flowers, and gems, and a judge and patron of art. During
the civil wfar he visited England, and took especial care to enlighten the people as to
the real issue* and purposes of our great struggle, thereby materially aiding in the simi-
lar work undertaken by archbishop Hughes, Thurlow Weed, and others.

'

For twenty
years his sermons have l M -<>n taken down in shorthand and printed, comprising now-
more than a dozen volumes, known as The Plymouth P'/lpif. Amon<_' other works of
his ar- L-<-t'fi-t:t t Ynmj Moi, li,<lu*trti and Idleness. Life Thoiif/ht*, & n/,>,x ,>n /,V*r/y
and War. >h //////,/,* ,/// T">,f*. Noneood (a novel), Yul, I.<;-t,nr* on I'rxirh-

ing,Utf Life, of Chrixt. K-rmonx from Published and Unpublished 7/;>w///m.v. etc. Mr.
B. i> of -tout build, florid, and of strong physical constitution. Recently he has built
H Charming residence at Peekskill on the Hudson, which he occupies duririw a large part.
of the summer.

:< -\\V.\i. I.YMXN. n.n. (,//,/, i. b. New Haven, Oct. 12, 1775: d. Brooklyn. Jan. 10,
1868: descended from one of the N'cw Haven colony of 1638. He lost his father when
an infant and was adopted us a son by Lot Benton; graduated from Vale in 17!7, and

fear becam.- pa-tor of the Presbyterian church at East Hampton, Long Island, and
thf-re married Roxann Foote. who increased their slender means by teaching school.
Mr. H.'s sermon on the death of Alexander Hamilton (killed in a duel with Aaron
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Burr in 1804) gave him immediate fame that rapidly increased until lie was recognized
as one of the foremost preachers in the country. In 1810, he went to Litchlield, Conn.,
where he was pastor of the Congregational church sixteen years. In 1814, he delivered
and printed a series of sermons in favor of temperance, which added greatly to his repu-
tation for eloquence and power. He was also foremost in the Unitarian controversy
which pervaded eastern New England. In 1826. he became pastor of the Hanover
street Congregational church, Boston. In 1833, he became president of Lane theological
seminary, a new institution near Cincinnati, O., and held the office for twenty years,
during ten of which he was pastor of the second Presbyterian church in Cincinnati. In
1835, he was tried by his presbytery for teaching false doctrines, but was acquitted on
appeal to the synod. When the Presbyterian church separated, he went with the new
school branch. In 1852, he returned to Boston, intending to revise and publish his

writings, but his mental powers faded, and not very long afterwards he retired from
public work. He was married three times, and had thirteen children, of whom all but
three are now living (1880). George, a clergyman, was killed in 1843 by the accidental

discharge of his gun. Dr. B.'s works have been published in three volumes.

BEECIIEIl, THOMAS KEXSICUT, b. Conn., 1824; son of Lyman; a graduate of
Illinois college. He spent some time in teaching; became pastor of a Congregational
church in Williamsburg (now the eastern part of Brooklyn), and afterwards of a similar
church in Ehnira, N. \. lie is the author of Our /Sccen Churches. He is a vigorous
and spiritual preacher, a strong opposer of sectarianism, and a studious deviser of prac-
tical methods for bringing the influences of Christianity to bear through the church

upon all classes in the community.

BEECHER (STOWE), HARRIET ELIZABETH. See STOWE, HARRIET ELIZABETH
BEECH KR, ante.

BEECHEY, FREDERICK WILLIAM, sob of sir William B., the portrait-painter, was b.

in London. Feb. 17, 1796. He entered the navy when he was 10 years of age, and at the

age of 15 was present in an engagement off the coast of Madagascar, in which three
French frigates were captured. In 1818, he took part under Franklin in a scientific

voyage of discovery to the north pole, of which the results were published by order of the

admiralty (1843). For the services he rendered with his pencil during this voyage, B.
received a grant of 200 from parliament. In 1819, he was engaged in another arctic

expedition under sir Edward Parry ; and in 1821, rendered other important services to
science by his exploration of part of then, coast of Africa, of which the results were
published in 1828. After being appointed commander, capt. B., in 1825, received a com-
mission to proceed by the Pacific ocean and Behring's strait to the Polar sea. in order to

communicate, if possible, with Franklin, who was to make the journey overland from
North America. The explorers did not meet, although at one time they "were within 150
m. of each. other. He returned in 1828, having been two years and a half away, and
in 1831 published a narrative of his voyage, which was afterwards followed by an account
of the botany and zoology of the Arctic regions. Port Clarence and port Grantley, to

the s.e. of cape prince of Wales, were discovered by B. in 1827. He was afterwards

engaged in surveying the coast of Ireland and of South America; and was made rear-

admiral of the blue in 1854. He died in 1856.

BEECHEY, Sir WILLIAM, R.A., an English portrait-painter of high repxitation, was
b. at Burford, Oxfordshire, Dec. 12, 1753. He^ entered the royal academy as a pupil in

1770, and devoted himself chiefly to portrait-painting, in which he was so successful,
that in 1793 he was chosen portrait-painter to queen Charlotte, of whom he painted a
full length. In the same year he was elected an associate of the royal academy; and in

1798, he received the honor of knighthood, and was made a royal academician for his

picture of the review of the 3d and 10th dragoons in H}rde park by George III. (accom-
panied by the prince of Wales and duke of York), which is reckoned B.'s greatest
work. Beechey now received the patronage of the royal family most of the members
of which sat to him as well as that of the court nobility. Among his portraits are

those of lord Nelson (preserved in the Clothiers' hull, London), sir William Hamilton,
lord St. Vincent (in Fishmongers' hall), lord Cornwallis, John Kemble, and Mrs. Siddons.

Beechey is not a portrait-painter of first rank, but his portraits are generally character-
ized by easy attitude and naturalness of expression. He retired from his profession iu

1836, and died at Hampstead in Jan., 1839.

BEE DEB, the capital of a district of the same name in the Nizam's territories. It is

about 75 m. to the n.w. of Hyderabad, being in lat. 17 53' n., and long. 77' 36' e. It

stands near the right hank of the Manjera, a considerable tributary of tlieGodavery. and

occupies a table-land about 2400 ft. above the sea, and about 100 ft. above the adjacent

country. Though B. was formerly a place of grandeur and importance, yet it is at

present remarkable chiefly for its manufactures in a compound metal made up of 24 parts
of tin to one of copper.

BEE-EATER, Mi'mp*. a genus of birds of the order in*f**i>re* and tribe fitwfrwifret; tht

type of a family. )/><rpi(t<r. nearly allied to that of the kingfishers. The birds of the B.

family have rather long slightly arched beaks, and long pointed winirs: they are mostly
of a green color; resemble swallows in flight; and, like them, prey on insects, but chiefly



on bees, wasps, and other hymenopterous insects. Their skin is very thick. The species

Of the genus /<r<>//.< are numerous in Africa and Asia; none are known in America; two

are European one of which, the coinmou B. (J/. apui*t< n. is coinmou in the s. of Europe
:unner bird' of passage. It is a very rare bird in Britain. It is mentioned by

le, under the name u ri. as very destructive to bees. It seizes them on tl*

win" and also oft.-n watches near their hives, and at the mouths of wasps' nests. It

breed- in holes, which it excavates in the banks of rivers.
" When the young are partly

i, but not vet lit to tly, they creep to the mouth of their holes, where they seem to

enjoy tiie happy "summer light and genial suushine; but on the least alarm, they trundle

*tern foremost' into their inner chambers, where they lie concealed until tranquillity again

prevails." In the banks of the Don and Volga, the excavations made by the Hocks of

are ><> numerous, that the bank in many places resembles a honey-comb.
Living-tone describes the banks of the Leeba, in South Africa, as perforated in a similar

manner. The Hottentots watch the flight of the bee-eaters, that they may be guided to

the lie-Is of hei-s.

BEEF. See FOOD AND DRINK, DIET.

BEEF-EATER, a term now applied jocularly to certain functionaries belonging to the

yeomen of the guard (q.v.). who, ever since the time of Henry VII., have formed part of

the train of royalty, attending the sovereign at royal banquets and other state occasions.

Tliev have maintained the same costume, with a slight alteration made in 18o8, for nearly
four centuries; and this costume has had much to do with their attractiveness to sight-

The origin of the term is a case of what Dr. Latham calls "words of foreign

simulating a vernacular origin." It was originally lni>ij'itit
: r or lnf'< tit r (Fr.), one who

nltends tiie Im/i-t or sideboard. Similar instances of false etymology. arising from
resemblance in sound, are seen in Shot-veer (a hill near Oxford), from CJm'i m ]"<//;

IHtrr<nr-ijm.tn, from ti.^nragins; ancient, for eivsiyn; dog-cheap, from the old Euglisli gml-

kepe, i.e., //"'/ chnp, meaning a y<>od bargain; etc.

BEEF-EAT2R, J>itji/nif/ir. a genus of birds, of the order inseMores, tribe conirostrcx. to

which the name ox-pecker is also and more correctly given. The beef-eaters have short

bills, square at the base, and rather swollen towards the point. They are accustomed
to sir upon the backs of buffaloes, camels, and other large animals, and to feed upon the

of gadflies, which they find in their hides. They are exclusively African. One
of the sjM-cies is the buffalo bird of South Africa. Living-tone mentions that t'.ie sight
of the bird being much more acute than that of the buffalo, it is much more easily

alarmed by the approach of danger; but the builalocs always begin to look about them
when the birds rise from their backs.

BEEF-TEA is a light and pleasant article of diet, obtained from the flesh of the ox.
It is generally prepared by placing the meat (as lean as possible) in cold water, which i*

gradually heated, and then allowed to simmer for two hours or so; but the best method
appears to be to commence by chopping the meat small, adding the cold water, and
rapidly heating so as to bring it to boil. A little salt is then added to suit the taste.

Eith'T process, by commencing witli cold water, succeeds in dissolving out of the meat
the savory natural juices which it contains to the extent of about one eigiitii of its

weight. Occasionally, hard-toasted bread, in fragments, is added to the tea just before'

ln'ing partaken of. which imparts to it some of the nutritious qualities of the bread. In
ii-iir_r the beef-tea, the bread may or may not be eaten. The popular notion is, that the

tea contains all the nourishing constituents of the entire amount of meat employed
in its preparation; but this is erroneous, as much nutritious matter is resident in the
acvcn eighths of the original meat, left as residuary fleshy fiber, though the latter will,
no doubt, prove of dillicult digestion. The chemical constituents of beef-tea are//' latin;

matttTj /./. ittns. a substance resembling thiin<\ the essential principle of tea
nd coll.-, matters (p*meo0tM\ to which the tea owes most of its odor and

flavor . part of its nutritious qualities; /,/,-//< </</</, .NY///*; A little I'nt; xm;'harim
and water. Beef tea is highly palatable, and from its very easy'digestion, it is

recommended to invalids and convalescents. Mutton, treated 'in a similar manner.
yields a broth or tea which is not so easily digested, and is hurtful to persons of weak
kti.iniii-li. especially if tin- fat be not skimnad off from the liquid. A knuckle of veal
affords a similar broth or tea; but it is not so light as beet tea. and. moreover, gelatin-

D COOllng. A broth or tea prepared from a young chicken is. of all decoctions of
animal matter, the most readily digested, and is specially suitable for invalids, where
great irritability of the stomach exists.

BEEF-WOOD. Se, v\

BEEHIVE-HOUSE, a name generally given to certain dome-shaped buildings in
Ireland, Which are Ix-lievcd to b.- amoii'j- thv oldest architecture remains in that country.
They an- round edifices, of no great si/.e or height, built without cement, of loii" thin

-

arranged in horizontal layers, the one slightly overlapping the other, and so
. illy converirinsr until they meet :.t the top. The doorway, which is square-headed,
lewlial narrower at the top than at the bottom, aa h) Iv_'v;.tian an-hitecture.

two kinds -single or cluBtened, The former are uenerallv found
e ancient oratories, and an . tu have been the dwelling-places of the"priests;
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the latter, which are often underground, show two or more hive-shaped chambers, con-
nected by a passage or gallery, or opening from a larger central apartment, which is also

hive-shaped. Irish antiquaries refer the beehive-houses generally to the period before
the Anglo-Norman invasion of the island, in the 12th c., and claim for some of them an

antiquity as high as the 7th and 8th centuries. Ruins of single beehive-houses are found
in the western isles of Scotland; and some of the "Picts" houses," or "earth-houses," of
the e. coast, seem to resemble the subterranean aggregated beehive-houses of Ireland.

BEELZEBUB (i.e., "the god of flies"). Under this name the people of Ekron, in

Philistia, worshiped their god Baal (q.v.) or Bel. The Greeks also had their "Zeus
Apomyios" or "Myiagros"

" the disperser of flies." As the heathen deities were all

regarded as demons by the Jews, the name Beelzebub beoune, in course of time, com-

monly applied to the chief of evil spirits, and in this sense it is employed in the gospels.
The more correct reading of the word, as given by the evangelists, is Beelzebul an

opprobrious change of name, making it signify "god of dung," to mark the low and

groveling character of the demon. See BAAI..

BEEMSTER, the largest of the tracts of reclaimed or drained lands in the Nether-
lands, about 8000 acres. 1:2 m. n. of Amsterdam. There is a village of 2COO people in the
district.

BEER, derived from the German bter (see AI,E), is the term applied to a fermented

liquid which has not undergone the process of distillatijn. It may be prepared from
many varieties of vegetable matter, but in Britain tbe raw material operated upon is

generally barley, although pease, beans, wheat, etc., might be employed. In other
countries. 15. is often prepared from other sources, to which allusion is made at the cloe
of this article. The process followed in the manufacture of B. is divided into two parts

viz., mult iiif/ and A/v'iffiiy; and so distinct are these, that very often the malting pro-
ceeds in a building at some distance from that in which the brewing is conducted, and
in many cases the malting is superintended and accomplished by a //tu'f.^ft r, as his partic-
ular and only branch of trade, the malt thus prepared being "afterwards purchased by
the brewer.

The variety of barley preferred for the preparation of the finer kinds of B. is tho
chevalier: but other varieties are extensively used. See BARLEY.

The process of malting, or the conversion of barley into malt, is accomplished in four
successive steps. l>t. S:>i jiini/ of the barley. Avhich consists in introducing the grain
into a large wooden or stone cistern, and adding thereto as much water as will cover it.

On being thus treated for 24 hours, the grains of barley absorb the water, and the con-
tents of the cistern, near the top, even begin to feel dry. The barley swells up much,
*w as to increase considerably in bulk, and the excise otlicers, it' they choose, can gauge
or measure the grain at this stage, and charge by the bulk thus indicated. The amount
of water which barley takes up in the steeping.'affords good evidence of the excellence
of the grain for brewing. Thus, the better kinds of barley, on the average, take up
sufficient water to increas.e their weight by one half. Occasionally, however, the increase
is not more than a tenth. The time during which the grain lies in the sleeping-cistern
is about 40 hours, wlu-n the excess of water is drained off; but a regulation exists that
the ci.-tcrn cannot have a second charge of barley till four days have elapsed after the
introduction of the first charge. 2d. Cimchinr/. The grain is thrown out of the steeping
cistern in a heap on tke floor. At this stage the barley'is soft, and when pressed between
the lingers it is readily bruised. It lies in the couch or heap for 26 hours or so, and
during that time it rises in temperature about 10 F., and gives out some of its extra
water. This Kirnitin'i. as it is called, is the result of the partial germination or growth
of the barley: and little rootlets or tibrils of the radicle, and a primitive stem (plumula
or acrospire) begins to form and present themselves. As the temperature rises, the
radicles lengthen rapidly; and means are then taken to check the germination. 8d.
Vloorhi'i.- The heated barley is spread by the workmen with spades on the floor to the

depth of about 15 in. at first. It is repeatedly turned and respread over a larger area,
with a thickness of layer decreasingtoG inches. At this stage the radicles have attained
their greatest length. 4th. KHn-rii'yiny. The half germinated barley is now introduced
into a kiln, on the perforated floor of which it is spread. The apartment beneath the
kiln-room is tilted up with stoves or choffers. which evolve much heat; and this, rising
xnd passing through the slits or perforations in the floor of the kiln, necessarily dries any
moist barley laid thereon, and the steam escapes at the roof. The heat which the barley
is subjected to in the kiln is, at the commencement. 90 F., but this gradually is raised
to about 150" F. While drying, the radicles called rortiiiif:* or /

'/iti/ii/tf/x break off
from the grain, and are afterwards removed by a wire-sieve. The color which the barley
assume.- as il becomes dry malt in the kiln is determined by the heat to which it is sub-

jected, the higher temperature yielding the dark colored malt. 1'i't and mnlicr c'i-l
'mult are used in the brewing of the lighter varieties of B., such as bitter-beer, table-lxjer,
and <maH-hecr; whilst, a darker kind of malt is used in sweet ale, and a very dark malt
in the preparation of porter. During the conversion of barley into malt a loss of material
occurs. Thus, 100 parts of barley yield 80 parts of malt: but as the 100 parts of barley
contain 13 of water, it follows that there are present only ss parts of dry matter, and
these yield 80 parts of dry malt, giving a loss of 8 per cent of the original weight of the
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Iwrley. While there is a decrease in weight, there is an increase in bulk, 100 measures
of biirlcy becoininir 101 to 109 measures of malt. Certain chemical changes likewise

occur as the barley is transformed into malt, which may be noticed from the following
table :

Composition of

Barley. Malt.

Hordein (q. v.) 55 12

Starch 32 56

Sugar 5 15

Gluten 3 1

Gum 4 15

Resin 1 1

Total 100 100

The principal chemical change is, therefore, the transformation of much hordein (a

form of starch) into starch, gum, and sugar. The mechanical condition of the contents

of the grain is also altered; the grain "is now of a fine mealy nature, and is readily
broken between the fingers, when the flour in the interior is found to be soft and dis-

tinctly sweet to taste.

The brewing of the malt comprehends no less than six stages. 1st. Grinding the malt,
which may be accomplished in several ways: either by placing the malt between two

revolving horizontal circular stones, such as are employed in flour-grinding; or passing
the mult through a mill like a large coffee-mill; or bruising it between revolving steel

rollers. The last plan is the best, as it is desirable that the grinding should not be too

perfect, which would give a fine flour, readily becoming pasty on the addition of water.

When coarsely bruised, however, the water can find its way into all parts of the grain,
and thoroughly soak it. 2d. Mashing the bruised malt. This operation is conducted in

a large tun, built up of wooden staves, and surrounded by hoops somewhat similar

in construction to an ordinary domestic churn. Water, which has been previously
heated in a copper, is allowed to run into the comparatively cold mash-tun, while the
bruised malt at the same time descends by the hopper, the water thereby becoming
reduced to 160 F., or slightly below that temperature. The whole is then thoroughly
agitated by long poles, worked by the hand or by machinery, till every particle of the
malt is brought into contact with the water. The result is that the malt absorbs the
water in part, and a very active change begins to take place. In the malt, there is

developed a substance called diastase (q.v.), which reacts on the starch of the malted

barley, and changes it into the variety of sugar called grape sugar. See SUGAR. So
rapidly does tliis transformation of starch into sugar occur, that almost immediately on
the mixing of the water with the bruised malt, the liquid assumes a sweet taste. In the

space of half an hour the temperature of the mash-tun will be found to have decreased
to about 140 F. ; and then a second quantity of water, at a heat of 190 F.. is run in,

so as to raise the temperature to about 167 F., which degree of heat is found to be the
best for enabling the diastase to act most powerfully in transforming the starch into

sugar. After two or three hours' action upon the malt, the water, which is now very
sweet to the taste, is drawn off into a large vessel called the unde^-back, and fresh water,
at a temperature of about 190 F., is admitted to the tun, and allowed to soak the malt-

still remaining there. This part of the process is styled the MCOIU! math; and as the
water is at a higher temperature than in the first ma*h, much of the residuary matter In
the malt is changed into sugar, and dissolved. After some hours, the liquid from the
second mash is drawn off, and added to that of the first mash already in the underback;
and a third quantity of water, at a still higher temperature, about 200" F., is run in upon
the malt, which dissolves out all the remaining portions of any value, and leaves the
husk skin of the grain and other insoluble matters. The liquid from the ihirfl muxh
is not strong enough to be in general mixed with the other solutions in the underback,
and is either employed in brewing small beer, or is again heated and used in treating
new bruised malt,

In order that the brewer may be enabled to prepare the same variety of B. day
after day, it is requisite that the liquid in the underback, and which is now called the

iweetworte, should be of a definite strength; and to determine this, an instrument calle-i

a saccharometer, a form of areometer (q.v.). is used, which enables the brewer to deter-
mine the strength of the sweet-worts, and. if necessary, to add some of the liquid from
the third mash, to reduce the strength of that in the Underbade.

In the drawing nlT of the several worts from the mash-tun, advantage is taken of a
finely perforated false bottom of plate-iron, which lies about afoot above the true bottom
of the tun, and the liquids l>eing drained away through the perforations in the false
bottom, the insoluble husk and other matters are left behind.. The material left on the
false bottom, called i/rnin* or draff, is used for feeding cattle.

8d. Roilin'i *' tin >r,,,-t* irith hp*. When reduced to the proper strength, the worts
nre pumped up fiom the underback into a covered-in boiler or copper, and being mixed
with hop*, are raised to the boiling-point, and kept in a state of ebullition for some
time. During the boiling, it is necessary to keep the hops and other sediment from set-

tling at the Jower part of the boiiwr near the fire, and for that purpose a sort of ra-kc with
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teeth, turned by a wheel above, is kept turning round, which tends to hold the sediment
iu mechanical suspension. To economize heat, it is customary to have a tank titled to

the upper part of the boiler in which water or the worts can be heated. The hops
which are obtained from Kent and Sussex are the strongest, and are employed in the

brewing of porter, while the Worcester hop is milder, and is preferred for ale. The
h:>ps are useful in the brewing of B. in imparting to the liquor a volatile fragrant aro-

matic oil, a bitter resin, and a little tannin. The quantity of hops required to be added

depends much on the kind of B. which it is intended to brew. The stronger the B.

is to be, and above all, the more bitterness is required, the more hops must be added to

the boiler. In common ale or B., the quantity of hops does not exceed 2 Ibs. to the quarter
of malt; whilst in bitter-beer, and especially that intended for foreign countries, the

amount of hops is 8 Ibs. and upwards. Besides imparting to the worts the active con-

stituents of the hop, the boiling operation serves other important ends. In the sweet-

worts, there is a considerable quantity of nitrogenous matter, which is very liable to pass
into decomposition, and which, were it to do so, would destroy the beer. During the

l>oiling, the excess of this nitrogenous matter separates as a flaky and stringy solid,

called by the brewer mucilage. The boiling is continued till the hops have yielded their

aromatic and bitter principles, and till the liquid has been concentrated to the extent

required by the brewer, and then the whole is run into the Imp-buck, a form of cistern

which has a false bottom composed of perforated iron plates, admitting of the liquid
worts percolating through, while all the mucilage and other solid matters are retained

on the upper surface of this metallic sieve. 4th. CooUit;/ tin- irrtx. As the liquor drains

through the false bottom of the hop-back, it is run on to the cooler ov refrigerator, which,
in size and appearance, resembles the ordinary wooden floor of a large room. The planks
are so closely connected together that the liquid cannot run through, and a wooden
ledge runs round the sides of the room, which is also tight. The hot worts, which are

spread to the depth of a few inches over the floor, are very rapidly cooled down, by
allowing a free current of cold air to pass over the top of the liquid, and often by hav-

ing a series of fans revolving rapidly immediately above the liquid, so as to cause a
more speedy removal of the heated air loaded with steam, and the substitution of cold
air. Occasionally, the brewer is at the expense of having a coil of metal pipe, placed up
and down the floor of the cooler, through winch metal pipe cold water is allowed to run
at the time the hot worts are being cooled down. By these means the worts are very
soon reduced to a temperature of about GO

3
P. This step in the process of brewing is

a very important one, as, if the cooling is not conducted with the greatest rapidity, the

sugar in the worts will become partially converted into acetic acid, or, as it is termed,
f/i.n',11/ oceurs, which communicates bad properties to the worts, and ultimately produces
a beer with an unpleasant taste and flavor, oth. Ft runuting the. worts. When the liquid
has been cooled down to 55' to 60 F., it is conveyed to the fermenting tun, where it is

mixed with the yeast (q.v.), and the process of fermentation proceeds. The tun or vat
is formed of strong wooden staves, and is either circular or square. The latter form has

recently been introduced, and appears to be preferred by some brewers. The yeast is

added in varying quantity, according to the strength of the worts, but the more common
amount is one gallon to every 100 gallons of the worts. Very soon after the yeast is

mixed with the worts, the whole contents of the tun begin to pass into a state of com-
motion, much gas is evolved, and this, tending to escape, causes & frothing- on the sur-

face of the liquid termed the rocks, from the irregular mountainous appearance of the
masses of froth piled on each other. The color of the froth at this period indicates the

quality of the beer. Thus, if the froth appears of a yellowish-white or yellow tint, the

operation is going on satisfactorily; but if the color darkens to a brownish yellow or a

light brown, it is considered a bad sign, and the beer is spoiled as a first-class beverage.
The chemical changes which occur during the process of fermentation (q.v) are due to

the action of the particles of yeast on the sugar or saccharine matter. This action pro-
reeds most satisfactorily at a temperature of 72 F., and care is taken in the brewing of
the liner varieties of B., such as India pale ale and bitter-beer, that the temperature never
exceeds 72 F. The grape sugar which is present in the worts as they are introduced
into the fermenting tun, is composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen in the proportion
Cii, KM, O t4 ; and when the yeast acts upon it, a greater or less proportion of it is con-
verted into alcohol, carbonic acid, and water. Thus, one atom of sugar, CI^B^OM, is

converted into 2 atoms of alcohol (C 4H 6O 2 )
= C eHi 2O 4 ;

4 atoms of carbonic acid

(CO 2 )
= C 4O.; and 2 atoms of water (HO) = H 2O 2 ; which, when added together, give

the atom of sugar, d^H^Ou. The carbonic acid tending to escape, causes the frothing
or rocks, and the alcohol and water are left in the fermenting tun. During the prog-
ress of the fermentation, a considerable amount of new yeast is formed, which gets

entangled in the froth: and when the operation slackens, and the frothy head begins to

fall, the upper yeast is skimmed off. This process of the conversion of the sugar of
the worts into alcohol or spirit, is termed attenuation (Lat. tennis, thin); and the degree
to which the change is carried depends on the kind of B., and the market it is to be sent
to. In sweet ale or B., the attenuation is not allowed to proceed far, and much sugar
is left in the beer. Bitter-beer, however, is attenuated to a greater degree, and conse-

quently there is less saccharine matter left iu it; while in India pale ale, and other beers

intended to be sent great distances, the attenuation must be carried on much further,
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pise the liquor would not be preserved during its transit to many parts of the glol>e.

6lh. t,'liriny and storing. The B., when properly fermented, is placed in casks lik

mix, where the remaining traces of fermentation proceed, and th

B. ceasi s t<> HpiH-arthick or druinly. and becomes clear; when it is pumped up into

store-casks of great si/.e, or at onci/placed m l ' 11
' easks in which it is sent into market.

During the storing of the B., un extra quantity of hops is often added, to increase the bit-

ami pungency.
The principal constituents of the various kinds of B. are water, alcohol, sugar,

gum, trluten, and the hitter extractive matter of the hop. The amount of alcohol varies:

in smail-lK'cr. it is only about 1 per cent; in ale. the stronger kinds of B. and porter for

home consumption, ,">'to ? per cent ; in East India pale ale, 10 per cent. In B. intended
to !.< forwarded to California from Britain, the attenuation is carried so f:>.r, that then*

IB more than 10 per cent of alcohol, and the B. is then called dry.
\\. is adulterated in many ways. Burned sugar (caramel) is added to give color;

cocculus iudicus, to supply an intoxicating agent which will give an appearance of

strength to the B.
; quassia, to impart bitterness in place of hops; grains of paradise and

in: pepper, to communicate pungency; coriander and caraway .seeds, to yield
flavor; liquorice, treacle, and honey, to supply color and consistence. To stale-beer

there is sometimes added green vitriol (sulphate of iron), or alum and common salt,

which, when agitated with the B., communicate a line cauliflower head. It is unneces-

sary to state that such admixtures are never made in any extensive brewing establish-

ment with re.-pectable connections.

For the home-brewing of B., many recipes have been published, and one of the best

is that given by Mr. Donovan in the Cabiiut Ci/r'<n''dla. The apparatus he suggests is

of the roughest, description, and comparatively inexpensive. A porter-barrel forms the

mash-tun; the upper end being taken out, perforated with a gimlet, and lowered into

the barrel to near the bottom, where it is supported about a couple of inches from the
true bottom, and constitutes the false bottom through which the liquid drains from the
bruised malt. A hole is made in the, side of the barrel, near the bottom, and between
the true and false bottoms, which can be plugged up with a spigot when not required to

let the liquor run off. A second porter-barrel will be usefullas an underbade and fer-

menting tun. An ordinary household boiler, or a large common tin-plate one, will

answer the purpose of boiling the worts. The mash-tun is first well scalded with hot

water, and then is supplied with 15 galls, of boiling water and 5 galls, of cold water
at 60' F., 24 bush, of first-class bruised pale malt arc shaken in, and well stirred

through the water, the top of the barrel being in greater part closed with a, thick cloth.

In an hour or so, the liquid which is in the tun will be clear when allowed to run out at

the spigot-hole; and immediately after it ceases to run, about 20 galls, of nearly boil-

ing water are run ovor the half-exhausted malt, and this carries off all the soluble mat-
ters, yielding altogether about 23 galls, of sweet-worts. These are place;! in the copper.
8$ His. of the best mild hops are added, and boiled for 20 minutes. The liquor is then
straitud through a fine sieve into the fermenting tun; and when it hns cooled down to
below a blood-heat (98 F.), a quart of yeast is" added, and the fermentation allowed to

proceed. "When the frothy head begins to droop, the upper yeast is skinir.r'd off. the

liquor put in a cask, bunged up, and allowed to clear f :r a fortnight, when it will lie

ready for use.

The foregoing remarks on the manufacture of B. apply to all the varieties of B.. ale,
nnd porter (q.v.), brewed and used in Britain. The liquor may differ in strength, fro.n
difference in the quantity of water, or in color, from the malt, being more or le>- charred
in the kiln-drying. There are, however, many other varieties' of beer. la South
America, the Indians prepared and drank a 'B. obtained from Indian corn, and
railed rhicn or maize B.. long before the Spanish conquest. The process fallowed in

making cliica is similar to that of beer-brewing in Britain. The maize is moistened with
allowed partially to germinate, and dried in the pun. The maize malt so pre-

pan-d i- bruised, treated with warm water, and set. aside till the fermentation is over.
Hie cliica or mai/.e \\. has a yellow color, and a pleasant acid tiiste. In the valleys of
tin- Sierra, the maize nm!t is chewed between the teeth of the Indians 'and their house-
holds, and the chewed morsel incorporated with the saliva is put in jars with hot water,
when the fermentation proceeds more rapidly than before, and a more hi^hlv-pri/ed 15.

is obtained. The chi--a i- al-o made from 'barley, lice, pease, manioc, pineapples, and
grape>. The ('rim Tartars prepare a B. from millet-seed, called touza or millet-beer.

me seed is used in Sikkim, on the southern slopes of the lower Himalaya, and
yields B. there (ailed imtrtnt. The Arabians. Abyssinians. and many African tribes.

mtpttyfqf, or the -ee<N i,f /*/ Ahysnqica,, and millet-seed, as sources of beer. The
ma prepare a 15. from rye called </'/,/.<* or rye-bter. The Tartars ferment milk into
i or milk-beer. The Arabians use the milk to yield their l,/,.tu and the Turks'!,,

produce their;yi'mrf. In the n. of Scotland, the Orkneys, and some parts of Ireland
milk, or .'//'//////-. is allowed to stand till fermentation heirins, and an intoxicating

liquoi results. The South sea ielanden prepare a IV from the root of Ufacropiper /,!/,//*
'r Un intoxicating long )n-rnnT, which is called ava (q.v.).

- fi:l brewing of B. depends much on the kind >t water employed. Tli
which it found most suitable contains much common salt, sulphate of lime and
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carbonate of lime, in a etate of solution. The waters employed in the most extensive

breweries contain at least 60 grains of earthy salts dissolved in each imperial gallon.
Great cure must be taken to select water which not only has the proper amount of saline

ingredients, but at the same time is free from organic matter either of animal or vegeta-
ble origin. Water containing such is liable to the decomposition and putreiaction of its

constituents, and by contamination, causes the B. prepared by means of it to be more
liable to go wrong in the brewing, and to possess ultimately an uuplea-ant tasie.

The employment of B., especially of that variety known as hitter-beer, has recently

rapidly advanced in public estimation as a beverage and article of diet. Bitter-beer

nets as a tonic, and slight stimulant, and in many cases it is recommended by medi-
cal men to convalescents in place of wine. Some statistics regarding the consump-
tion of the different kinds of B., and other kindred beverages, will be found under
FEKMENTED AND DISTILLED LIQUORS.

BEER, J. METER. See MEYERBEER.

BEER ACTS, the 11 Geo. IV. and 1 William IV. c. 64. the 4 and 5 William IV. c.

8f>. ft;id the o and 4 Viet. c. 61, amended by the wine and beer-house acts, 32 and 83
Viet. c. 27. ">:] and 34 Viet. c. 29. and the intoxicating liquor acts. 35 and 36 Viet. c. 94.

87 and 38 Viet. c. 49. By the earlier of these acts (all relating to England), every house-
holder assessed to the poor-rates, in any parish or place (and not being a sheriff's officer,

or officer employed to execute judicial process), could, without any license from th*-

magistrates, apply for and obtain an excise license, to enable him to sell beer and cider.

by n: ail, at some house situated within such parish or place, and specified in such
license. But in order to obtain such license the applicant must produce an overseer '5

certificate that he was the real resident, holder, and occupier of such house, and rated

to the poor-rate hi a certain amount; and must enter into a bond with one sufficient

surety, in the penal sum of i'20. or two sufficient sureties in the penal sum of i'10 each,
for the payment of such penalties as he may incur under the acts: and if he is also

desirous for permission that the liquor should be drunk on the prfHiiw*. he must, moreover,

annually deposit with the commissioners of excise (now the board of inland revenuei, or
other person authorized to grant the license, a certificate "of good character," signed by
six rated inhabitants of the parish, of whom none shall be maltsters, common brewers,
or licensed publicans, or owners of licensed public-houses. These requirements were

easily evaded as regards the evidence of good character, and in 1869 the new practice
was 'introduced by the wine and beer-house act, 32 and 33 Viet. c. 21, of not only
requiring the house to be of a certain valuation, but the applicant to go first to the jus-
tices of his division or borough for a certificate, which thus enabled some inquiry to be
made into the respectability of the persons keeping beer-houses. This certificate of justices,
sometimes also called a justices' license, is indispensable before getting an excise license.

It is, moreover, required that every person obtaining a license, shall paint conspicuously
over the door of his premises, in such form and manner as the acts specify, his C'hri*

tian name and surname at full length, and the words "licensed to sell beer (or cider) by
retail," with the addition of "

to be drunk on the premises," or " not to be drunk on life

premises.'' as the case may be. Penalties are also imposed on every retailer of beer or

cider who shall transgress, or allow to be transgressed, any of the numerous and strin-

gent provisions of the licensing acts 1872-74. The license to sell beer iscor.fined to that

particular privilege; and persons, under cover of it, attempting to sell wines or spirits.

are not only liable in a heavy penalty, but may be deprived of their beer license. On
the other hand, a license to sell wines and spirits is quite distinct; but all excise licenses

to re ; ail liquors must be preceded by a justice's certificate.

The wine and beer-house acts of 1SH9 and 1870 still mainly govern the qualifications
of those who sell beer by retail, and a similar law is applied to those who sell wine and

liquors by retail in refreshment houses. The law was, however, deemed imperfect ns

regards the offenses which the keepers of licensed houses are prone to commit, and it

required the intoxicating liquors licensing act of 1872, c 94, and of 1874, c. 49. to create
more uniformity as well as stringency in the requirements. During Sundays, all licensed

hou- - require io be shut except between 12i or 1 P.M. and 2| or 3 P.M.. and between 6

P.M. :ind 10 or 11 P.M., the justices having a slight power to vary these hoxirs. A fixed

time of opening and closing is also prescribed for week-days. When a keeper of the

house is convicted of an offense, it is usually indorsed on his license, and after three

indorsements he forfeits too license; and. in some cases, even the landlord's power to

relet th<- house for the sale of liquors is suspended for some years, according to the

nature of the offenses. Though the houses are closed for part of Sundays, yet travelers

and lodirers are exempted in most cases, and can be supplied as usual with liquors.
Some of the penalties have been admitted to be too severe, and require modification.

The place where beer is exclusively sold is called a bnr-Jion-xi . differing in this respect
from an //.V-///w. which means a place where other liquors as well as beer arc retailed.

.The term ini'ilir-lniine applies to the second most frequently.
The sale of beers or ales in Scotland is regulated by the act 2~> and 2fi Viet. c. 35.

amending the act 9 Geo. IV. c. r/S. and the 1(5 and 17 Viet. c. 67. commonly called th*-
" Forbes Mackenzie act" Justices and magistrates meet twice a year to grant certifi-

cates. By the form of license thereby prescribed, no liquors of any kind ran in- sold en
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Sunday in any inn, hotel, shop, or any public-house, except to lodgers and travelers. In

the English acts the words "
&nd-JIdfl travelers" are used, which mean the same thing,

'

and thev are held to include persons traveling two or three miles for business or pleas-

ure. Many of the penalties of the act 25 and 26 Viet. c. 35, exceeded those of the Eng-
lish acts, but the English act of 1S72 far outstripped in stringency (except as regards

Sunday) the Scotch acts.*

BEERBHOOM
,
or BiRBHOOM'. a district in the lower provinces of Bengal, with an

area of 1344 sq.m., and a pop. (1871) of 695,921. It extends between n. lat. 23 32 and 42

40', aiid between e. long. 86 25' and 88" 80'. The chief town is Suri, 100 m. u.n.w. of

Calcutta, and after it the district is sometimes named. The inhabitants are gen-

erally a rude race, and there appear to be hardly any places worthy of the name of

towns.

BEER-MONEY was a peculiar payment to non-commissioned officers and soldiers in

the English army. It was established in the year 1800, at the suggestion of the duke of

York, and consisted of one penny per day for troops when on home-service, as a substi-

tute for an issue of beer and spirits. It continued as an addition to the daily pay until

1873, when, the stoppages for rations having been abolished, the opportunity was taken
to consolidate beer-money and pay proper.

BEER SHEBA, or BIH-ES-SEBA ("well of the oath," or "well of the seven"), so called

because here Abraham entered into an alliance with Abimelech, king of Gerar, which he
ratified with an oath and a gift of seven ewe lambs. B. was situated on the southern
lx>rder of Palestine, about 52 m. s.w. from Jerusalem, and formed the limit in that

direction of the Israelitish dominion. It was one of the most ancient as well as one of
the most interesting places in sacred record. While Abraham resided at this place, lie

received the command to sacrifice Isaac, whose residence it also was. Esau was robbed
of his birthright and blessing here, and here Jacob sacrificed to God before departing
into Egypt; the sons of Samuel were made judges here, and it was from hence that

Elijah was forced to flee into the desert from Jezebel's wrath. After the captivity, B.
was occupied for some time by the Jews, and in the 4th c. A.U., it was a Roman garrison.
Afterwards, the crusaders are said to have fortified it, and to have regarded it as a place
of importance. Two circular wells of fine pure water the largest being 44 ft. deep to
the surface of the water, and 12J^ ft. in diameter and a heap of ruins about half a mile

long and a quarter broad, remain to mark the place where B. once was.

BEE SEA, a genus of grasses with the habit and most of the characters of bamboos,
but remarkable for the fleshy pericarp which incloses the seed, forming a sort of berry.
The species are few, natives of the East Indies.

BEES-WAX is principally obtained from the ordinary bee-hive, where it is elaborated
by tl L- workers. See BEE. For some time, it was matter of dispute whether the bees
really manufactured the wax from other ingredients in their food, or if they performed
the simple task of

carrying
the wax ready made from the plant to the hive. It appearsnow to be definitely settled, that while, in ordinary circumstances, bees may derive part

of the wax from plants, yet, when they are fed entirely upon pure sugar, they continue
to elaborate wax, and to build up the walls and partitions of the honev-comb The
wax procured from British hives is considered the purest and best, but the smallness of
the amount necessitates the importation of comparatively large quantities from North
America, Brazil, Singapore, Ceylon, Gambia, and Mogadore. British bees-wax i< natu-

rally
of a yellow color, whilst that procured from foreign countries is darker in tint-

and in the case of the wax from Brazil, which is yielded by a species of black l.ee hiving
unuer-ground, the color is a dark mahogany, and the material is soft and tenacious In
tte separation of the honey from the wax, the honey-comb is subjected to pressurewhich squeezes out most of the honey; the residual comb is then treated with water and

,; Hiumes, as a mien case, on tne surface or the water
many purposes, it is necessary to bleach the wax, and the common method is to

tain it m thin sheets or ribbons, by melting it under water, and pouring it upon hori-
zontal wooden cylinders, which are kept revolving half immersed in water in a perfo-The sheets or ribbons of wax so obtained are laid out upon a field with a

jet, and being repeatedly watered, are subjected to the ioint action of the
e ozone of the air, and moisture. In a short time, the Wax loses its yellowbecom* white Attempts have been made to perform the bleaching more

.xp. itioudj by employing chlorine, bleaching-powder, and other chemical airents.
e only process which appears not to injure the wax is to melt it. and for every pound

^
of pulven/,,1 nitrate of soda, and 1 oz. oil of vitriol, diluted previously with

wat.-r. While the alter is gradually poured in, heat is applied^ and the wholeniMurc swells up, necessitating the employment of a capacious vessel. On cooling, the
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wax gathers on the surface, and being repeatedly treated with hot water, to wash away
impurities, is finally allowed to solidify in a cake.

Purified B. has a density of 960 to 986, and is. therefore lighter than water, which is

taken as 1000. In thin slices, it is translucent, and is tasteless, odorless, and colorless.

At 33'" F., it is hard, brittle, and solid. When heated to 85' or 90 F., it softens, and
can then be kneaded between the lingers like moist dough or putt}', and at 145" F. it

fuses, and becomes a true liquid. It is insoluble in water, and is partly soluble in boil-

ing alcohol, and partly not. The alcoholic solution, which takes up about 80 to 90

]x;r cent of the wax, contains principally a substance called c-eri/ie, which separates in

crystals as the solution cools, and ceroleiite, which remains dissolved in the cold alco- >

hoi. The matter which resists the solvent action of the alcohol i.s a substance called

inyridue. B. is largely used in the manufacture of wax-caudles and tapers; and though
it has recently been very much excluded from the manufacture of ordinary caudles,

(

from the readiness with which first-class composite candles can be made indirectly from
tallow, yet it is often used as one of the ingredients in composite candles to impart
hardness to the manufactured article. The very large caudles used in Roman Catholic
countries for church-services, are always made of wax alone.

BEET, Beta, a genus of plants of the natural order chenopodiacece (q.v.), distin-

guished by a 5-cleft perianth, 5 stamens inserted on a fleshy ring surrounding the ovary,
and the fruit adhering to the calyx, and collected in clusters of two or three. The
species are not numerous; they are mostly biennials, with smooth, ovate, stalked root-

leaves, and tall, leafy, flowering-stems. They are natives of the temperate parts of the
old world. The COMMON B. (13. vulyaris) is a native of the shores of the Mediterranean,
but is now in very general cultivation both in fields and gardens, chiefly for the sake
of its large succulent and generally carrot-shaped roots, which are used as food both
for man and for cattle, and from which also sugar is largely extracted on the continent
of Europe. Beet-roots may be substituted for malt, when deprived of the greater part
of their juice by pressure. The variety chiefly cultivated in gardens is known as KED
15., from the color of the root, which also more or less appears in the leaves and leaf-

stalks. The subvarietics are very numerous. In some, the root is rather turnip-shaped
than carrot-shaped, and the size and color also vary much, some being of a deep blood-

red, or even almost blackish color, both externally ami internally; and others of a much
lighter red, and internally even white. It forms a favorite pickle, and is also very
agreeable as a boiled vegetable when properly dressed. The seed is sown so late in

spring, that the plants may not produce flowering stems the first year, which, when it

occurs, renders the root fibrous and useless. MANGOLD-WUUZEL (q.v.), so valuable as a

field-crop for food of cattle, is, in general, regarded as merely a larger and coarser

variety of the common B., in which the red color is comparatively little exhibited,

although some botanists have, on very slender grounds, endeavored to erect it into a
distinct species. The WHITE B. of our gardens (B. cida of some botanists) is now also

generally supposed to be a mere variety of the common B., with little or no red in its

roots or leaves, and a comparatively slender root. It is cultivated for the sake of its

leaves, which are used in the same manner as spinach, and form an excellent substitute
for it, especially in the beginning of spring. The leaf-stalks and midribs (chords) of the
leaves, especially of a variety in which these parts are unusually developed, are also
dressed for the table. SEA-B. (7?. maritima) grows wild upon the shores of Britain, and
differs from the common B. in its perennial root, its partly prostrate stems, and other
characters. The leaves are used for food in Ireland, as are those of B. Be-ngalensi* in the
East Indies.

BEET-FLY, Anthomyin Bffa, an insect which infests crops of mangold-wurzel, and
other kinds of beet, depositing its eggs on the leaves, the soft parts of which the larvse
devour, causing them to assume a blistered appearance, and when numerous injurin"
the health of the plants. It is a two-winged insect (see DIPTERA), of the great family
mvtetdet, of which the common house-ily may be regarded as the type, and belongs to
a genus of which more than 100 British species arc known, the larvae of some of which
nre well known as feeding upon the roots of cabbages, turnips, etc. See CABBAGE-FLY,
TURNIP-FLY, and POTATO-FLY. It is not so large as the common house-fly.

BEETHOVEN, LCDWIG VAN, the unrivaled composer, whose works have made a
new epoch in the development of music, was born at Bonn, Dec. 17, 1770, nnd died in
Vienna, Mar. 26, 1827. His father, a tenor-singer in the elector's chapel at Bonn, began
to cultivate the genius of his son when only five years of a<je. He next placed him
under the court-organist, Van Eden, and shortly after under the composer Neefe. In
his eighth year he created astonishment by his performance on the violin- when only 11
he played the music in Bach's WoKttempnrU Klatier ; and in his 13th year he published]

Manheim, a volume of variations on a march, songs, and sonatas/ In 1792 he was
sent to Vienna by his patron, the elector of Cologne, tocnjov the instructions of Hadvn
who first made him acquainted with the works of Handel, tie also studied compositionunder Albreehtsbergcr. There he soon attracted notice by his extraordinary ability asm extempore player of fantasias, and also by some compositions, which, ho'wever, did

)t escape the censure of critics. He became so much attached to Vienna, that, after
his patron's death in 1801, he determined to remain, and declined an invitation to

U. K. II. 25
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England In 1809 when another offer tempted him to leave Vienna, several friends of

music with the archduke Rudolf at their head, raised a subscription to provide for the

composer a pension sufficient to retain him. At Vienna, therefore, he stayed during the

remainder of his life secluded from the world, of which he knew as little as it knew of

him ami in later vc-ars. still more isolated from society by a defect of hearing, which

gradually became confirmed into entire deafness. In this sad inviolable solitude, he

produced his new symphonies, his sublime overtures, his quintets and quartets, so full

of profound conceptions and mysterious revelations of the highest harmonies, and his

pianoforte sonatas, which express, sometimes, a peculiar train of feelings, at other times

anncur to represent his own recluse character. Shut out in a large measure from tlw?

ordinary pleasures of life, ignorant of the sweetness of married life, and able to enjoy
oniv in'a slender measure social intercourse, he retired for compensation into the world

of his own imagination, and brought forth from its deep resources those treasures of

harmony which, though at first received with a shy astonishment rather than a cordial

admiration, are now ranked among the works of art wffich cannot die. These new
forms and original creations, which display B.'s majestic powers in music, were only

gradually developed; in his early productions, he submitted to established forms of

composition.
The works of B. may be divided into three classes, or may be assigned to three

distinct periods of his intellectual development. All the works of his first period,

though important, show the influence of his teacher Iladyn, or of his more highly
esteemed model, Mozart. This period of composition may be said to extend to his 16th

orchestral work, including, besides several pianoforte sonatas, trios for pianoforte and
for stringed instruments. All these early works display the highest cultivation of the

forms and principles of art previously established in the Viennese school of music.

The second period of B.'s artistic life, in which his genius was completely self-reliant,

extends from the 16th to the 80th work. This was certainly the most productive and bril-

liant part of his career. To it belong his greatest creations, his magnificent and powerful
orchestral works symphonies, overtures, etc. all of which display the highest quali-
ties of imaginative composition. Besides the great orchestral works, it includes many
sonatas for pianoforte, and various compositions of chamber-music septets, quintets,

quartets, trios, serenades, etc. In dramatic composition, B. produced only one opera,
but this was Fidelio, the first truly German musical work of a dramatic character. This
was the result of great study, and, as it is now given, is the reconstruction of an
earlier composition. Other dramatic pieces are the overture, interludes, and melodra-
matic music in Goethe's Egmont, and the instrumental music and choruses in the Ruins

of Athens. In the third and last period of B.'s career we find those two gigantic works,
the Misaa Solemni* in D Minor, and the ninth symphony (D minor) with chorus. Thesw
works transcend all common laws and forms, and belong to the highest sphere of art.

Their deep mystesies can be apprehended only by those who have deep emotions and
profound technical knowledge of music. Other works of this last class approach those

just mentioned, though they do not reach the same elevation. But all are alike in passing
far beyond the ordinary traditional forms of art. All are pervaded by an impulse as of

inspiration. Among these works may be mentioned, the great quartets for bow-instru-
ments (mostly published after the death of B.). the grand overtures works 115 and 124
and several sonatas for pianoforte, especially that in Bp major.
The life of B. has been written by Schlosser, Schindler, Moscheles, Marx. Xohl,

Thayer (1866-71). See also Nettobohm, Skuxenbuch B.'g.

BEETLE, a name popularly applied to many kinds of coleopterous insects. It is

never extended to insects of any other order, and it is sometimes used in works on
natural history as a common name for all coleopterous insects; but this makes it to
include many kinds to which it is not popularly applied, as fire-flies, lady birds, weevils,
cantharidcs, etc. It is also employed by some authors, in a more restricted sense, as a

designation of die insects forming' the large tribe tcaraboiite; but the restriction, equally
with the extension, is an interference with the popular use of the English word, o"f

which, however, the limits are very uncertain. To frame an article, with strict regard
to that popular use, and at the same time to science, would not be easy, nor would it lw
profitable, :i< the assemblage of kinds wonld be not only large, but very miscellaneous.
We think it lettcr to refer to the article COLEOPTERA. and to the articles SCABAB/KTP/K,
BOMUAUDIKK BEETLE, STAG BKKTLE. BURTINO BEETLE, GOLIATH BEETLE, ROHB
BEETLK, etc. The name BLACK BEETLE is often given to the Cockroach (q.v.). See
also BLAPS.

BEETLE-STONES, the name given by the lapidaries of Edinburgh to hard nodules of
clay ironstone, found abundantly in a low cliff, composed of shale, at Newhaven, or
strewed upon the beach in that

neighborhood. They take a beautiful polish, and have
been employed to make letter-weights and other ornamental articles. The name was
given in consequence of the supjxxed origin of the fossil which is of most frequent
occurrence as the nucleus of the nod-iles, which, however, is not a fossil beetle, but a
oropoiite (q.v.). Some of the nodules contain a fossil fish, and some a fossil of vegetabls
origin.

BEETLI1TO is a finishing mechanical process applied originally to linen shirting, and
afterward* to cotton shirting, in imitation of linen, to give the cloth a hard and wiry
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look, by flattening the yarn irregularly in an angled manner. This is done by the rising
and falling of upright wooden stampers, placed close together in a row, with their

square butts resting on a roller over which the* cloth passes under them, doubled in a

particular way so as to give the yarn an angled appearance when struck. The stampers
are worked by the rotation of a horizontal shaft, acting with tapets, like the cylinder of

a barrel-organ.
Linen weft is likewise beetled, but by hand-hammering, on a large flat stone, with a

wooden mallet, to soften the yarn for easiness of working it, or "getting it on," in the

language of the craft, in weaViug. Beetling is likewise a process in flax-dressing, to

separate the woody from the flexible fibers of the plant. See FLAX-DRESSING.

BEET-ROOT SUGAR. See SUGAR. The sugar obtained from the beet is similar to

cane-sugar, but inferior in sweetening power. Beet-root contains on an average about
10 per cent of saccharine matter (sugar-cane, 18 per cent); of the varieties, the whiU:

Slesvig beet is the richest. To obtain the sugar, the roots, after being washed, are first

rasped down by machines, so as to tear up the cells. The pulp is then put into bags,
and the juice is squeezed out by presses. The juice is next treated with lime or sul-

phuric acid, to clarify it, and also filtered till no deposit is formed; after which it is

boiled in lanre boilers to concentrate it. When it has attained a certain density cJ.V

Beaume), itts poured through flannel, and is now a dark-colored syrup, which, in "order
to yield pure sugar, must be deprived of its coloring-matter and mucilage. This is

effected by filtering it through animal charcoal or bone-black. The filtered juice is now
treated witli lime-water beat up with a little white of egg to a lather, till it is slightly
alkaline, and is then further concentrated by boiling in'copper pans, care being taken to

stir and scum it all the while. When sufficiently concentrated, it is put into vessels,
and allowed to stand several days in a warm room to crystallize; the uncrvstallized part,
or molasses, is then drained off, and what remains is raw sugar. This is still further
refined by again dissolving and treating it with albumen and blood. In separating the

crystallized from the uncrvstallized part, centrifugal machines are now much used.
Another improvement is the vncuum-pan, which allows the juice to be boiled down
without burning. The molasses drained off from beet-root sugar has a disagreeable taste.

and cannot be used for sweetening, like cane molasses.
About tho middle of the 18th c.. Marggraf, an apothecary in Berlin, drew attention

to the sugar contained in beet-root; but Achard, the Prussian chemist, was the first who
was tolerably successful in extracting it. Still, as only 2 or 3 per cent of sugar w;m
obtained, the product did not pay the cost, until Napoleon's continental system raised
the price of sugar, and gave rise to improved methods of manufacturing it. Even
after the fall of Napoleon, protective duties kept alive this manufacture in France; and
when numerous improvements of method had raised the percentage of sugar realized to
about 5 Ibs. from 100 Ibs. of beet, it took a fresh start (about 1825) in France and Bel-

gium, was revived in Germany, and spread even to Russia. The falling off of the cus-
toms duties on the import of colonial sugar obliged the German governments to impose
a small duty on beet sugar, which checked the manufacture for a time; but owing to

the protective measures of the Zollverein, the trade soon recovered, and is still brisk.

Large quantities are annually imported from the continent of Europe, and are used by
our refiners mixed vvitli cane sugar, without which it is not successful, for producing the
!>e>! qualities of refined or loaf-sugar. The imports into Great Britain from the conti-

nent, in 1875, amounted to about 340,000 tons.

BEET-ROOT SUGAR. The production of beet-sugar is an industry entirely of modern
growth, taking root first in France during the reign of Napoleon I., and subsequently
establishing itself after many difficulties in Belgium, Germany, Austria, Russia, and
Holland. The table shows the produce of beet-sugar in these countries in 1876.

France 420,000 tons.

Germany 320,000
Austria and Hungary 50,000
Russia 250,000
Belgium 80,000
Holland 30,000

The development of this industry in Russia has been very rapid since 1864; but, on
the other hand, it lias been for some years on the decline in A'ustria, the produce (chiefly
Bohemian) of that country having been as high as 180,000 tons of sugar in 1870. AH
other countries are as yet of minor importance as beet-growers; but in Sweden. Den-
mark, England at Lavenham, and California, beet-sugar factories have been established
with promising results. Several attempts have been made within the last thirty years to
make beet-sugar a profitable manufacture in Ireland, but none have as yet been quite
successful. The following figures show how rapidly the beet-sugar manufacture has on
the whole prospered. Total produce of all countries:

1853 200,000 tons of sugar.
1863 < 452,000
1867 650,000
1876 1,154,200
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This large annual yield of 1\ million tons has been maintained for some years, and forms

about one fourth on the sugar now produced from all sources.

acre of land planted with beet can be made without difficulty to yield at least a ton

of sugar, worth from 20 to 24, and there are certain by-products besides. The avenge
rompo>itiou of the root of the sugar-beet is as follows: Sugar, 10i; liber, etc.,

wheii manure has not been directly applied to the crop.
Crystallized sugar, although by far the most valuable, is not the only useful product

of beetmot, as the following list of its products will show: (1) Crystallized sugar; (2)

exhausted pulp useful for cattle food; (3) coarse spirit obtained by fermenting the

uacrystalli/.able sugar; (4) potash salts. The fibrous portion of the root is sometimes
used*to mix with other material for making paper.

The distillation of spirits from bett is largely practiced *n the continent, and many
good judges maintain that it is

really
a more profitable business than the manufacture

of beet-root sugar. In Belgium and Germany the two industries are frequent!}- com-
bined, an arrangement which possesses the advantage that, in a season when the pro-

portion of sugar in the roots is too small to yield more than a bare profit, the manufact-
urer may ferment the sugar-containing juice. The spirit thus obtained yields a fair

return even when the beets contain only from 5 to 6 per cent of sugar. This manufact-
ure has been tried in England with but little success as yet; but there really seems no

good reason why both sugar and spirits should not be profitably made from beet either

m England, Scotland, or Ireland.

BEFFA NA, a corruption of Epiphania (Epiphany), is the name given in Italy to a

singular custom prevailing on Three Kings' Day (see BEAK-KING'S FESTIVAL), or Twelfth

Night. According to tradition, the B. was an old woman who, being busy cleaning the
house when the three wise men of the east passed by on their way to oner their treas-

ures to the infant Savior, excused herself for not going out to see them on the ground
that she would have an opportunity of doing so when they returned. They, however,
went home by another way; and the B., not knowing this, has ever since been watching
for their return. She is supposed to take a great interest in children, who on Twelfth

Night are put earlier to bed, and n stocking of each is hung before the fire. Shortly,
the cry

" L<xo la B." is raised; and the children, who have not gone to sleep, dart out
of bed*, and seize their stockings, in which each finds a present bearing some proportion
in value to his conduct during the year. If any one has l>een conspicuously ill behaved,
he finds his stocking full of ashes the method the B. takes of expressing her disappro-
bation. It was also customary in Italy, on Twelfth Night, to carry an effigy called the
B. in procession through the streets amid great rejoicings; but this, which was probably
the relic of the celebration of a middle-age "mystery," has fallen greatly into disuse.
The word is also used to awe naughty children.

BEF FROI. or BKLFP.Y. was the name of a tower used in the military sieges of ancient
and mediaeval times. When a town was to be besieged, a movable tower, as high as tl>

walls, was brought near it; and this tower was the beffroi. Its use is more than one*
spoken of by Caesar in his account of his campaigns in Gaul. Froissart describes, with
his usual spirit, a B. employed at the siege of the castle of Breteuil in 1356. At the

siege of Jerusalem by the crusaders, a B. was carried in pieces, put together just beyond
bow-shot, and then pushed on wheels to a proper position. The object of such towers
v\ a- to cover the approach of troops. Sometimes they were pushed on by pressure, some-
times by capstans and ropes. The highest were on six or eight wheels, and had as many
as twelve or fifteen stories or stages; but it was usual to limit the height to three or four
stages. They were often covered with raw hides, to protect them from the flames of
boiling grease and oil directed against them by the besieged; and there was a Inn-red
draw-bridge at the top, to let down upon the parapet of the wall, to aid in landing. th
lower stage frequently had a ram (see BATTERING RAM); while the others were crowded
with archers, arbalisters. and slingers; or there were bowmen on all the stages except
the top, which had a storming or boarding party. During the Avars under Charles L,
the royalists made a B. to aid in the besieging of* a town or castle in Herefordshire; it

was higher than the defense-works, and was provided with loop-holes, a bridge, etr
but the Roundheads captured it before it could be applied to use. Ducange thinks that
the name of Inslfry (q.v.) given to a bell-tower, was derived from the warlike machine
called the beffroi or belfry.

BEG, or BRY. a Turkish title, rather vague in its import, and commonly riven to
nor military officers, ship-captains, and distinguished foreigners. More strictly it

applies to the governor of a small district, who bears a horse-tail as a sign of his rank.
The governor of Tunis has this title. "Beglerbeg," or, more correctly, Beilerbegi
( lord of lords ), is the title given to the governor of a province who boars' three horse-
tails as his badge of honor, and has authority over several begs, agas, etc. This superior
title belongs to the governors of Rumelia, Anatolia, and Syria.

BEGAS, KARL, court-painter to the king of Prussia, professor and member of th
academy of art m Berlin, was b. there in 1794. He had been destined for the law, but
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early manifested a love for art, and while at Bonn, received his first lessons in painting
from Philippart. In 1811. he proceeded to Paris, and there spent eighteen months in

the studio of the celebiate:! Gros. In 1815, Frederick William III., on the occasion of
his visit to Paris, bought a large original painting by B. "Job surrounded by his

Friends," and gave him two commissions for different churches in Berlin. This led to

his moving thither in 1818, and to his subsequently residing in Italy at the king's

expense. On his return to Berlin in 1825, he painted a great manv biblical subjects for

churches, as well as other pictures. He died 23d Nov"., 1854. There are frescoes of

colossal size by him in the new church of Sacrow, near Potsdam. He is especially dis-

tinguished for the animation and individuality of his portraits, and has painted for the

king a gallery of celebrated authors and artists, including Humboldt, Schelling, etc.

Several of his genre paintings have been rendered familiar by repeated engravings; ai.d

his works, in general, are eminent for expression, rich coloring, and a peculiarly clear

chiaro oscuro.

BEGGAR, a person who solicits charitable aid from the public at large. The word is

supposed to have some connection with the fraternity known as Beghards. SeeBEGUiN.
The actual begging or solicitation of temporal aid became, however, so conspicuous a
feature among these mendicant orders, that the term originally applied to their sacred
duties seems at a very early period to have acquired its mo'dern vulgar acceptation.
There is no class qf men who have had their lot and condition so varied by ethnical and
social conditions as beggars. In a civilized industrious country, the B. , to have any
chance of relief, must manage to get it believed, whether it be true or false, that he is

on the verge of want, and requires the solicited alms to keep him from starvation.

Among oriental nations, on the other hand, beggars have often been a potent class, who
may be rather considered as endowed with the privilege of taxing their fellow-creatures,
than as objects of compassion. It has sometimes been supposed that a residue of this

feeling of superiority characterizes the mental physiology even of the mendicant of

civilization, and that, abject as he seems, lie considers himself to some extent a privi-

leged person, entitled to support from his fellows, without being amenable to the slavish

drudgery by which tiie working-classes live. In Europe, during the middle ages, those
doctrines of Christianity which are intended to teach us to abjure selfishness and
worldly-mindedness, were exaggerated into a profession of total abstraction from worldly
cares and pursuits. Hence arose the large Lody of religionists who, as hermits or mem-
bers of the mendicant orders, lived on the contributions of others. In later times, the
mendicant orders became the proudest and the richest of the clergy; but while the chiefs
lived in affluence, the practices of the lower adherents fostered throughout Europe a

(system of mendicancy very inimical to civilization and industrial progress. In Great
Britain its evil results have been long felt, in the inveterate establishment of practices

naturally out of harmony with the independent, industrious character of the British

people. Ever since the reformation, the British laws have had a death-struggle with the
B. ; but neither by the kindness of a liberal poor-law, nor by the severity of a merciless
criminal code, have they been able to suppress him. When a country provides, as

Britain does that no one' shall be permitted to starve, ij would naturally be expected
that the springs of miscellaneous charity would be dried. But it is not so, and it is

indeed often plausibly urged, that entirely to supersede all acts of kindly generosity
between man and man, through rigid legal provisions, must lower the standard of

human character, by depriving it of all opportunity for the exercise of the generous
emotions. It is clear that, in the light of political economy, promiscuous charity is the
most costly and most corrupting way of administering relief to indigence. No one will

maintain that the idle B. on the street deserves such a luxurious table as the industrious
mechanic cannot afford to himself. But, at the same time, no one who drops a coin in

a beggar's hat can say how many others may be deposited there during the day, and
whether the B. is merely drawing a wretched pittance, or deriving a good income. Beg
ging being a trade, it is not always those who are the poorest, but those who are the

most expert, who will practice it fo the best results. The great object is to seize on and
appropriate any characteristic calculated, whether permanently or temporarily, to excite

compassion. Hence periods of general distress are often the harvest of the B.. and his

trade rises and falls in an inverse ratio with that of the working community. Times of

prosperity are not favorable to him. because he is then told that there is plenty of work
for him. But when workmen are dismissed in thousands, and their families turned on
the road to seek alms, the professional l>eggars, by their superior skill and experience,
will be sure to draw the prizes in the distribution. Many surprising statements have
been made of the large incomes made by skillful professional beggars, especially in

London. The most remarkable anecdotes on the subject will be found in Grose's Olio,

whence they have often been repeated. Attempts have l>een made, but with question-
able success, to set forth an average statement of the earnings in different departments
of the B. trade. A good deal of information of this kind will be found in the litport of
the C"ii*t<(hiif<iry Force Comminxinn of 1839 (see p. 60, et seq.). It does not appear, how-
ever, that this trade is, like others, dependent on the law of supply and demand.
The K generally is so constitutionally, whether from hereditary or other physical
causes. He has a loathing, even to horror, of steady systematic labor, and he will rather
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submit to all the hardships and privations of the wanderer's lot, than endure this dreaded

evil.

BEGGARS, THE LAW OF ENGLAND RELATING to, is regulated by the 5 Geo. IV. c. 83

(amended in regard to other points by the 1 and 2 Viet. c. 38). By the third section of

tin- 5 Geo. IV. it is enacted that every person wandering abroad, or placing him or her

self in any public place, street, highway, court, or .passage, to beg or gather alms, or

cau-in^ or procuring, or encouraging any child or children so to do, shall be deemed an
idle a <~i iHxl>r>/>Tly person; and it shall be lawful for any justice of the peace to commit
Mn-li offender to the house of correction, there to be kept for any time not exceeding one

calendar month. And by section 4, it is further provided that any person so convicted,
and offending in tfie same way again, shall be deemed a rogue arid a vagabond, and may
!< punished by being committed to the house of correction for three months, with hard

lal>or: and by the same section, every person wandering abroad and endeavoring, by the

exposure of wounds or deformities, to obtain or gather alms, and every person going
about as a gatherer or collector of alms, or endeavoring to procure charitable contribu-

tions of any nature or kind under any false or fraudulent pretense, shall be deemed a

rot/iie and ragithond, and be punishable as before mentioned. By section 15, however,
of the same act, the visiting justices of an}' county jail, house of correction, or other

prison, may grant certificates to persons discharged, to receive alms on their route to

their places of settlement; but if such persons shall act in a manner contrary to the

directions or provisions of their certificates, or shall loiter upon their route, or shall

deviate therefrom, they shall be deemed rogues and vagabonds, and punished accord-

ingly. Other later statute*, however, enable justices to give aid to all prisoners on being
discharged from prison, and supersede this doubtful license to beg on their way home.

Many prisoners' aid societies are established in different parts of the country, and if their

rules are good, they receive a certificate from the visiting justices of jails. When the

time arrives for the discharge of a prisoner, the justices have power, out of the moneys
under their control, to order a payment of 2, either to the prisoner, or the treasurer of
the aid society, for his benefit; and they may also pay his railway fare, so that by this

means he can always reach his home without begging.
The attempt or purpose to obtain money or alms by means of shows or entertain-

ments on the streets of London, is also an offense under the metropolitan police act, 2

and 3 Viet. c. 47. s. 54 (No. 14), and punishable by a, fine of 40 shillings.
In the Scotch law, there are many severe statutes of the Scotch parliament against

beggars and vagabonds, all of which, along with the proclamations of the Scotch privy
council on the same subject, are renewed and ratified by the act 1698, c. 21, which
forms the existing Scotch law in regard to beggars. The Scotch poor-law amendment
act, Sand 9 Viet. c. 83, contains no provision on the subject. Anciently, in Scotland,

legal permission to beg was given to certain sick and infirm poor persons, and in the

reign of James V., a system of tokens for the same purpose was established. See
Burns' Justice of the PMCS, vol. vi. ; Charnock's Police Guide, Dunlop's Parochial Law
of Scotland, Lorimer's Hand-book of the Scotch Law, and the works and authorities
referred to in these publications.

BZGGAR-MY-NEIGHBOR, a game at cards usually played by two persons, between
whom the cards are divided. Holding their cards with the backs upwards, the players
lay down a card alternately, until an honor is played, which is paid for by the adversary

four cards for an aoe, three for a king, two for a queen, and one for a knave; such
payment being made, the winner lifts the trick. If, however, an honor should be laid
down during the payment, then the opposite party must pay for that in the same way:
and so on, till a payment is made without an honor. The game is played chiefly by
children.

BKU HARDS. See BEGUINES, ante.

BEGHARMI, or BAGin'Mr, a country in Central Africa, bounded on the n. by lake
Tsad; on the w. by the Shari, or Great river, which divides it from the kingdom of
Boruou; and on the e. by the Wday kingdom. It- extends southward to about, hit. 10"
north. Its greatest length is about 240 in., and its breadth 150. The whole of B.
proper is fiat, with a slight inclination towards the n. its general elevation beiiiLC about
inoi) It. above the level of the sea. The outlying provinces in the s.e. are slightly
mountainous. B. has three considerable rivers flowing through and alonir its bord'ers-^
the IJenuwe, Logan, and Shari; the last of which, augmented by the Loiran, is upwards
of 600 yards across at Mele. There is, in general, however, the utmost scarcity of
water in the country, and the inhabitants guard their wells with jealous care. Thn soil
i- partly composed of sand, and partly of lime, and produces the grain and fruit com-
mon to countries of Central Africa. Worms and ants are very destructive to the crops.
Tlie ants appear to be a perfect pest. Dr. Barth describes them as eating through his
matting and carpeting, and lie had the utmost ditliculty in prescrvin" his troods from i

entire destruction by them. The total population is about a million and a half. From
the numerous deserted villages with which the traveler constantly meets, the population
would appear to have been much greater at one time. Mohammedanism has been intro-
duced among them, but many are still pagans, and all are grossly superstitious. The
only industrial arts are weaving and dyeing. Physically, they are'a fine race of people,
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superior to the tribes around them, the women being especially
handsome. The men

are subject to a peculiar disease in the little toe, called " mukardam." It seems to be

caused by a worm, which eats the toe away. One in ten of the male population are said

to have lost their little toes through this cause. The sultan is absolute in his own
dominions, and several smaller states are tributary to him; and he, in his turn, is tribu-

tary to tiie more powerful ruler of Bornou. The fighting-force of the kingdom is about

13,010 men. Masena (q.v.), the capital, has a circumference of about 7 miles. Earth's

'I'l-m-fl* in Central Africa.

BEG KOS, or BEI'KOS, a large village of Anatolia, on the Bosphorus, 8 m. n.n.e. of

Scutari, said to be the locality of the contest between Pollux and Ainycus, in which the

latter was killed. See ARGONAUTS. At the commencement of the Crimean war, the

allied fleets anchored in B. bay, prior to their entering the Black sea in Jan., 1854.

BEG LEBBEG. See BEG.

BEGONIA CEJE, a natural order of exogenous plants, the place of which in the system
is doubtful, but is supposed by Lindley to be near cucurbitacea (q.v.). The B. are

herbaceous or suffruticose plants, with alternate leaves, which are oblique at the base,

and Lave large dry stipules. The flowers are in cymes, unisexual, the perianth colored,
with 4 unequal divisions in the male flowers, and 5 or 8 in the female; the stamens are

numerous; the fruit is membranous, winged, 3-celled, bursting by slits at the base, the

seeds minute. The order contains about 160 known species, all of which have pink
flowers. They are almost all tropical plants, and some of them are often to be seen in

British hot-houses; but a small species of begonia ascends the Himalaya to at least 11,500

ft., often growing on the trunks of trees. The leaves of the begonias have a reddish tinge.
The leaves and young stems are succulent and acid, and those of B. Malabnrica, B. tube-

rMW., and other 'species, are used as pot-herbs, or in tarts. The juicy stalks of a large

species found in Sikkim, at an elevation of five or six thousand feet, are mentioned by
Dr. Hooker as employed to make a pleasant acid sauce. This, and the small Himalayan
species already mentioned, would probably succeed in the climate of Britain. The
roots of some are used in their native countries as astringents, and some of the Mexican

species arc used as drastic purgatives.

BZG-SHZHK', a fresh-water lake of Asia Minor, Karamania, 44 m. s.w. of Koniyeh,
presumed to be the ancient Oirulitis. It is about 20 m. long, and from 5 to 10 m. broad.

It contains many islands, and discharges itself by a river of the same name into lake

Soglah. On its e. and u. shores are the towns of Begshehr and Kereli, the old Caralio,
which issued imperial coins, and which is also supposed to have occupied the site of

Pamphylia.
EEGTA SHI, a religious order in the Ottoman empire, which had its origin in the

14th century. The name is believed to be derived from that of a celebrated dervise,

Hadji Bcgtash, to whom also the order appears to owe its institution. The members
use secret signs and pass-words as means of recognition, in the same way as is done by
the masonic orders, some of them indeed appearing to be identical with those of free-

masonry. Although numbering many thousands of influential persons in its ranks, the

society does not appear to exercise any material influence in the religion or politics of

Turkey.
'

BE GUINES, BEGUI'N^E, or BEGUT'T^S, the name of the earliest of all lay societies of
women united for pious purposes. The reason of their origin is not quite certain, but it

is usually attributed in part, at least to the disproportion in the numbers of men and
women which was occasioned by the crusades. These wars had robbed Christendom of

thousands of its most vigorous sons, and left multitudes of widows and maidens, to

whom life had henceforth something of a solemn and sorrowful aspect, and who there-

fore betook themselves, in earnest and affectionate piety, to the charities and duties of

religion. The origin of the word is doubtful. The popular tradition of Brabant since

the l?th c., that a St. Begga. daughter of Pepin, and sister of St. Gertrude, founded, in

690, the first sisterhood of B. at Namur, has no historical basis. Hallmann has also

shown that the supposed oldest document of the B. (IOCS), giving an account of their

establishment at Yilvorde, near Brussels, is unaulhentic. The most probable account is,

that a priest named Lambert le Begue, or Le Beghe, i.e., the stammerer, about the year
1180, founded, in Liege, a society of pious women, who were called by his name. The
B. were not restricted by vows" nor did they follow the rules of any order, but were
united under a x/>('rii >/>> for the exercise of piety and benevolence, and lived generally in

separate small cottages, which, collectively, formed \\\cbcginagium. or "tinsyanl," as it was

scripturally termed. Their establishments were often enriched by liberal donations. A
church, a hospital, and a house of reception or common entertainment, generally
belonged to every community of beguines. The sisters were distinguished from the rest

of the laity only by their diligence and devotedness, piety, modesty, and zeal for the

purity of youthful education. Societies of B. flourished greatly during the 12th and 13th

C., when they spread themselves over France and Germany. Among the most impor-
tant were those in Hamburg. Liibeck, Kegensburg, Magdeburg, Leipsic. (loslar, lioch-

lit/., and Gorlitz. As the pietists of the middle ages, the. B. were often subjected to per-
secution by the mendicant orders of friars; but, on account of their practical usefulness,
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were sheltered by the pope and councils as well as by secular authorities. In the 13th

and 14th c., the 1). became united with the persecuted spiritualists among the Francis-

cans (t'rti.trii-tihx), and with the sect of the "brethren and sisters of the free spirit."

Hence arose certain heresies, which, of course, occasioned interference on the part of

the inquisition; and on account of certain immoralities, a synod held at Fritzlar required
that all candidates must be 40 years old before, they could enter a society of beguines.
These sisterhoods maintained their position in Germany anil the Netherlands longer than

in other countries. In Holland, they existed at the close of the 18th c. ; and in the

S
resent day we find here ami there so-'called Bcguinen-hditer (beguiu-houses) in Germany;
ut they are now nothing more than almshouses for poor spinsters. At Ghent, there is

1
still a celebrated institution of B., numbering as many as 600 sisters, besides 200 loca-

taires, or occasional inmates. Their houses form a kind of distinct little town, called

the Beguinage, which, though environed by a wall, is open to the visits of strange re.

Living here a life of retirement and piety* the B. ,
in their simple dark dresses, go" out

as nurses to the hospital, and perform other acts of kindness among the poor. As above
stated, they are under no monastic vow, but having attached themselves to the sister-

hood, it is'their boast that none is known to have quitted it. There are houses of B. also

at Antwerp, Mechlin, and Bruges; and in 1854, one was established in France, at Castel-

naudary, in the department of Aude.
BEGHAIIDS (Ger. begehren, to seek with importunity). Societies of laymen styling

themselves B., first appeared in Germany, the Netherlands, and the s. of France in the

beginning of the 13th c., and were known in Italy as bizachi and boc,x<>ti; but they never
obtained the reputation enjoyed by the beguine sisterhood. Towards the end of the 13th

c., the}' were commonly stigmatized as bons garqons, bonipueri, "ministers' men,"
"
bedes-

men," "pietists," "vagabonds" contemptuous titles, which expressed the low estima-

tion in which they were held. On account of heretics of all sorts retreating into these

half-spiritual communities, they wero subjected to severe persecutions after 1367. and
were gradually dispersed, or joined the orders of Dominicans and Franciscans. In the

Netherlands, where they had preserved a better character Uiau elsewhere, they main-
tained their ground longer, and were protected by pope Innocent IV. (1245), in Brussels

by cardinal Hugo (1254), and in Liege bv pope Urban IV. (1261); but their communities
disappeared in the 14th century. See Mosheim, De Beghardis et Bcgmnabas (Leip. 1790),
and Hallmann's Oeschichte des Ursprungs der Belg. Beghincn (History of the Origin of

Beguines in Belgium), Berlin, 1843.

BEGUM, the feminine of "Beg," meaning "lord" or "prince," bestowed upon sul

tanas and East Indian princesses.

BEHAIM, MARTIN, a famous cpsmographer, descended from a Bohemian family which
settled in Nuremberg after the middle of the 13th c., and still flourishes there. Behaim
was b. in Nuremberg in 1430 (or, more probably, in 1436). He early entered into mer-
cantile life, and went to Venice (1457), and to Mechlin, Antwerp/and Vienna (1477-
79), in pursuit of trade. In 1480, he was induced to go to Portugal, where he soon

acquired a reputation as a skillful maker of maps. From 1484 to 1485, he accompanied
the Portuguese navigator, Diego Cam, in a voyage of discovery along the w. coast of

Africa, and sailed as far as the mouth of the Zaire or Congo river, in hit. 22 s., which
was 19 further than had e>-er been previously reached. In 1486, Behaim sailed to

Fayal, one of the Azore islands, where a Flemish colony had settled. Here he married
the daughter of Jobst von Ktister, governor of the colony. In 1490, he left Fayal. and
returned to his native city, Nuremberg, where he resided from 1491 to 1493. 'During
this stay, he constructed a large globe, 'principally from the writings of Ptolemy, Pliny,
Strabo, Marco Polo, and Sir John Mandeville. It is still preserved by the family of
Behaim, in Nuremberg, and is a valuable record of the progress of discovery, though it

indicates that Behaim's geographical knowledge did not at that period extend beyond
Japan on the c.. and the Cape Verd islands on the west. After traveling through
Flanders mid France. Behaim again resided in Fayal from 1494 to 1506, and then
removed to Lisbon, where he died, July 29, 1509. The services rendered by Behaim to

geographical discovery and the science of navigation were considerable, though, according
to the latest inv.-stigaiions. there is no support for the theory that Behaim was the dis-
coverer of America, or even that Columbus and Magelhaen were indebted to Behaim for

guidance with ivirard to their discoveries. Behaim left no works behind him except his

maps and charts. Mtirr's DiplutMtMu Gc*rltirl,t,- d,* Iiit1<>rx wn />'. (1778-1801); A. von
Humboldl's Eramen Critique de i'JIutoire de la Geog. du Nouveau Continent (1836).

BEHAE. See BAHAH.

BEHEAD ING. See CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.

BEHEMOTH, a large animal mentioned in the book of Job. Scholars are
Undecided whether it means the elephant, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, or crocodile; lint
as the animal was both of land and water, and fed upon grass, a number believe the
hippopotamus was meant.

BEHISTUN . or BisrrrN' (Lat. Ba'/ixtami*; Persian, T}i)Jii*1<ttr, place of cardens), a
ruined town of the Persian province of Irak-Ajemi, >M m. e. of Kirmanshah. lat. M" 18'

D., long. 47 30' c. B. is chietly celebrated for a remarkable mountain, which ou one side
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rises almost perpendicularly to the height of 1700 ft., and which was in ancient times

sacred to Jupiter or to Ormuzd. According to Diodorus, Semiramis, on her march
from Babylon to Ecbatana, in Media Magna. encamped near this rock, aud having cut

away and "polished the lower part of it, had her own likeness and those of a hundred of

her guards engraved on it. She further, according to the same historian, caused the

following inscription in Assyrian letters to be cut in the rock: " Semiramis having piled

up one upon the other the trapping of the beasts of burden which accompanied her.

ascended by these means from the plain to the top of the rock." No trace of these

inscriptions is now to be found, and sir Henry Rawlinson accounts for their absence by
the supposition that they were destroyed

"
by Khusrau Parviz when lie was preparing to

form of this long scarped surface the back wall of his palace." Diodorus also mentions
that Alexander the great, on his way to Ecbatana from Susa, visited Behistun. But the

rock is especially interesting from its cuneiform inscriptions (q.v.), which within recent

years have been successfully deciphered by sir H. RaAvlinsou. The principal inscription
of B., executed by the command of Darius, is on the n. extremity of the rock, at an
elevation of 300 ft. from the ground, where it could not have been engraved without the

aid of scaffolding, and can now only be reached by the adventurous antiquary :it con-

siderable risk to his life. The labor of polishing the face of the rock, so as to fit it to

receive the inscriptions, must have been very great. In places where the stone was
defective", pieces were titled in and fastened with molten lead with such extreme nicety,
that only a careful scrutiny can detect the artifice. "But the real wonder of the work," says
sir II. Rawlinson, "consists in the inscriptions. For extent, for beauty of execution, for

uniformity and correctness, they are perhaps uuequaled in the world. After the

engraving of the rock had been accomplished, a coating of silicious varnish had been laid

011, to give a clearness of outline to each individual letter, and to protect the surface

against the action of the elements. This varnish is of infinitely greater hardness than
the limestone rock beneath it." Washed down in some places by the rain of twenty-
three centuries, it lies in consistent tlakes like thin layers of lava on the foot-ledge: in

others, where time has honey-combed the rock beneath, it adheres to the broken surface,
still showing with sufficient distinctness the forms of the characters. The inscriptions
which are in three forms of cuneiform writing, Persian. Babylonian, and Medean set

forth the hereditary right of Darius to the throne of Persia, tracing his genealogy,
through eight generations, up to Achtemenes; they then enumerate the provinces of his

empire, and recount his triumphs over the various rebels who rose against him during
the first four years of his reign. The monarch himself is represented on the tablet with
a bow in hand, and his foot upon the prostrate figure of a man, while nine rebels,

chained together by the neck, stand humbly before him: behind him are two of his

own warriors, and above him, another figure. The Persian inscriptions which sir H.
Rawliuson has translated are contained in the five main columns numbered 1, 2, 3, 4. o.

The first column contains 19 paragraphs and 96 lines. Each paragraph after the first,

which commences,
" lam Darius the Great King," begins with,

"
Says Darius the King."

The second column has the same number of lines in 16 paragraphs; the third. 92 lines

and 14 paragraphs; the fourth has also 92 lines and 18 paragraphs; and the fifth, which
appears to be a supplementary column, 35 lines. With the exception of the first para-

graph on the first column, all begin with,
" Savs Darius the King." The second, fourth,

and fifth columns are much injured. Sir H. Ruwlinson fixes the epoch of the sculpture
at 516-515 B.C. See Journal of Asiatic Society, vol. x.

BEHME, JACOB. See BOHME.

BEEN, APIIARA, or ArnRA, a licentious authoress of the reign of Charles II., the
date of whose birth is unknown, was the daughter of Mr. Johnson of Canterbury, a

gentleman who, through his aristocratic connections, obtained the appointment of gov-
ernor of Surinam. He died on his passage out. but the daughter pursued her journey,
and resided at Surinam for some considerable time. Here she made the acquaintance of
the celebrated slave Oronoko, who afterwards became the subject of one of her novels,
and of a tragedy by Southern. Returning to England, she married Mr. Behn. a merchant
of Dutch extraction, was presented at court, where he 1

-

personal appearance and vivacious
freedom of manners pleased the "merry monarch," who deputed her to watch events in

Flanders. She accordingly went to Antwerp, where she succeeded in discovering the
intention of the Dutch tcTsail up the Thames and Medway. and communicated the secret

to the English court; which, however, took no notice of the information, a slight which
caused the fair agent to throw up state politics in disgust. On her return to England,
she became intimate with all the profligate wits as well as the more staid scholars and
poets of the time, and devoted herself to literature. Her numerous plays, poems, tales,

letters, etc., are disfigured alike by general impurity of tone and indecency of languagr;
and. in point of intellectual ability, none of her works deserves the high praise lavi-hi d
on them by Dryden, Cotton, Southern, and others. She died in 1689. Her works were

reprinted "in 4 vols. 1><72.

BEHRING, or BERING, Virus, a famous navigator, b. in 1680 at Horsens in Den-
mark, lu 1704, lie entered as captain in the newly-formed navy of Peter the great. From
the ability and daring he displayed in the \vnrs with Sweden, he was appointed to con-
duct au expedition of discovery in the sea of Kamtchatka. Sailing, iu 1728, from a port
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on the e. of Kamtchatka, he followed the coast northward until he believed, from the

westward trending of the land, that he had reached the u.e. point of Asia. It is now,
however, believed that the cape which B. rounded was to the s. of the real East cap*

(in lat. GO ), and that he never actually reached the strait to which he has given his name.

After some years spent in explorations on the coasts of Kamtchatka. Okhotsk, ami the

n. of Siberia, be sailed in 1741 from Okhotsk towards the American continent, and sight-

founded the present settlement of Petropaulovski, in the bay of Awatska.

BEHRING ISLAND, the most westerly of the Aleutian group, in the n. Pacific, 55*

22 IK, 166' e. ; the place where the navigator, Behring, was wrecked in 1741. It is rocky
and desolate ; pop. about 2500, composed of natives and seal fishers.

BEHRING SEA, the sea of Kamtchatka, the extreme n. part of the Pacific ocean;
connected 'by B. straits with the Arctic ocean; extends s. to the Aleutian islands, and
from Alaska to the shores of Asia.

BEHRING'S STEAIT separates Asia from America, and connects the Pacific with th

Arctic ocean. The proof that the two continents were not connected was given by the

voyage of a Cossack named Deschnew, who, in 1648, sailed from a harbor in Siberia, in

the 1'olar ocean, into the sea of Kamtchatka. But the whole voyage was long regarded
by Europeans as a fable, until Behring's (q.v.) expedition in 1728. The strait has since

been explored by Cook and Beechy. The narrowest part is near 66 lat., between East

cape in Asia, and cape Prince of Wales in America. The distance belween the two

capes, in a direction from n.w. to s.e., is nearly 50 m.
;
about midway are 3 uninhabited

islands. The greatest depth, some 30 fathoms, is tov%
-ards the middle, and the water is

shallower towards the American coast than the Asiatic. A very old Japanese map in

the British museum shows the leading features of this strait very accurately. BEHRING'H
SEA, a part of the n. Pacific ocean, commonly known as "the sea of Kamtchatka,
bounded w. by Kamtchatka, e. by Alaska, s. by the Aleutian islands, and n. by Behring'u
strait. There are several islands in this sea, and fogs prevail constantly, but owing to

the shallowness of the strait, there are no icebergs of magnitude to be- Jiet with. BKII-

HINN'S ISLAND, the most westerly of the Aleutian islands in lat. 53
3
22' n., long. 166" e.

It has an area of 30 sq.m., and is noteworthy as the place where Behring, the discoverer,
was wrecked and died in 1741.

BZILAN , a pass and t. in the northern extremity of Syria, on the e. shore of the gulf
of I-canderoon. The pass of B. runs from s.w. to n.e., between the mountain ranges of
Uh.us ami Ainanus, and is the common route from Cilicia into Syria. It is one of the
two Amanian passes, supposed to be the lower one, mentioned by Cicero as capable of

easy defense on account of their narrowness. There seems to be no doubt that, in tha
war between Darius and Alexander, the Beilan pass was an important consideration to
both commanders, but historians and geographers appear to be at variance as to the prv-
cise advantage taken of it in the struggle. The town of B. is situated near the summit
level of the pass, at an elevation of 1584 feet above the Mediterranean sea. It has a ]x>p-
ulation of about 5000, many of whom are wealthy, and is much esteemed for its salubrity
and fine water, which is supplied by numerous aqueducts. Between the north-western
foot of the pass and the sea, are caves and springs, supposed to be the site of the ancient
M\-Mandrils. B. was the scene of a battle between the Egyptians and Turks in 1832.
when the latter were defeated.

BEIRA, a Portuguese province, bounded n. by the provinces of Minho and Tras-os-
Montes; s. by Estremadura and Alemtejo; e. by Spain; and w. by the Atlantic ocean,
t has an area of about 9222 sq.m., and a pop. '74, of 1,390,092. The surface is

mountainous, and the soil on the plains sandy, and generally far from fertile. The
mountain slopes afford good pasturage for sheep and cattle. The products are corn, wine.
oil. flax, and various kinds of fruit, and considerable attention is paid to the rearing of

Sea-salt is obtained at the coast. The river Douro waters the whole of its north-
ern, and the Tagus, a portion of its southern, boundary. The Mondego and Voura flow
through its center. Iron, coal, and marble are wrought in small quantity. There 'is little

done in manufactures. The inhabitants are an industrious race of people. In is;55. thu
province was divided into upper and lower Beira, the former having Viseu and the latter
Castel Branco, for its capital.

B ElRAM, or BAIRAM, a Mohammedan festival somewhat analo<*ous to Easter. It
commences immediately after the fast of ramadnn, or ranm/.an, which corresponds to

Being one of the only two feasts the Moslems have in the year, it is looked for-
I to with .i-'reat interest, the /est being enhanced by the previous abstinence. Its

advent is announced at Constantinople by the discharge of artillerv the beating of
drums, and blowing of trumpets. Properly, it should' terminate in'one day, but tlw

rwlems in the
capital

think it no offense to their abstemious prophet to carfv the fes-
* over two days; while in oilier part < of Turkey" ami Persia, tbev are often pro-
i fora week or more. Dances, inu>ic. processions, etc.. in which the women are

penmtted greater indulgence than usual, form prominent features of the feast- and at
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tlifs time the different orders of the empire pay homage to the sultan. Seventy days
after, the Moslems celebrate their only other feast (" the festival of the sacrifices"),

called the lesser B., which is the day appointed by the Mecca pilgrims for slaying the

victims, and was instituted in commemoration of the offering up of Isaac by Abraham.
The lesser B. usually lasts three days, but it is not celebrated with anything like the

pomp of the other. During the continuance of each of the festivals, only one religious
service takes place. The Mohammedan year being the lunar one of 354 days, in the

course of 33 years the festivals run through all the seasons.

BEISSEL, JOHANN CONKAD, 1690-1768; a German who emigrated to Pennsylvania
in 1720 and established at Ephratah the religious community of seventh-day Baptists, or
Dunkers. He wrote a number of books upon religious subjects.

BEIT is an Arabic word, signifying house, abode, or place, the equivalent of which
in Hebrew is beth. Thus, in the former language, we have beit-nl-hardm, "the house of

the sanctuary," or " the sacred house;" and in the latter, Beth-el, "house of God;" Beth-

any, "place of dates;" Beth-abara, "place of fords," etc.

BEIT-EL-FA'KIH (house of the saint), a t. of Tehama, on the Red sea. Being the fron-

tier town of the Egyptian government, it has a considerable trade in coffee, wax, gum,
etc., which articles are exchanged for Indian piece goods and British shawls. It has a

pop. of about 8000, and a citadel of some strength. The houses are built partly of
mud and partly of brick, and roofed with branches of the date-tree. It is described by
travelers as the hottest town in Tehama.

BEITTJL LAH (Arab., house of God), the spacious building or temple at Mecca, which
contains the Kanba. See MECCA and KAABA.

BE JA (the Pax Julia of the ancients), a t. in the province of Alemtejo, Portugal, 36
in. s.s.w. of Evora, with a pop. of 6500. It is fortified, its walls being flanked by 40
towers, has a castle and a cathedral, and manufactories of leather and earthenware.

BE'JAN. or B A JAN, the name of the first or "freshman" class in some at least of the

Scotch, and of old in many continental universities. The word is believed to be derived
from the French bec-jaune, or yellow neb, a term used to designate a nestling or unfledged
bird. The levying of bejaunia, or payments for "first-footing" by students on entering
college, was forbidden by the statutes of the university of Orleans in 1365, and of tlie

university of Toulouse in 1401. The election of an Abbas Bejanorum. or " Abbot of the

Greenhorns," was prohibited by the statutes of the university of Paris in 1493. In the

university of Vienna, the bejan was called beanus, a word of the same meaning, and no
doubt of the same origin.

BEJAPTJR ,
a decayed city in the presidency of Bombay, lat. 16" 50' n., and long. 75

48' e. It is situated to the s.e. of Bombay, Poonah, and Satara, at the respective dis-

tances of 245, 170, and 130 m., being on an affluent of the Kistna or Krishna, which
flows into the bay of Bengal, and rearly touching the w. border of the Nizam's terri-

tories. J}. was for centuries the flourishing capital of a powerful kingdom, falling
therewith under various dynasties in succession, Hindu and Mussulman, till, in 1686, it

was raptured by Aurung/.ebe. Thus stripped of its independence, B. speedily sank into

tin -hadow of a mighty name, passing, during the early part of the 18th c., into the hands
of the Mahrattas. On the overthrow of the Peishwa, in 1818, it was assigned by the
British to the dependent rajah of Satara; but resumed on the extinction of the reigning
family in 1848. Now that a gradual decay has done its work, B. presents a contrast

perhaps uneqiialed in the world. Lofty walls, of hewn stone, still entire, inclose the
silent and desolate fragments of a city which is said to have contained 100,000 dwellings.
With the exception of an ancient temple, the sole relic of aboriginal domination, the
ruins are Mohammedan, and consist of beautiful mosques, colossal tombs, and a fort of
more than 6 m. in circuit, with an inner citadel. An additional wonder of the place
is. perhaps, the largest piece of brass ordnance in existence, cast at Ahmcdnuggur, where
the mold may still be seen. Latterly, the rajah of Satara and the British government
have done everything to prevent further decay. Pop. '72, 13,245.

BEJAR, a fortified t. of Spain, in the province of Salamanca, and about 45 m.
s. of the capital of the province. It has cloth manufactures, and an annual fair at which
a considerable cattle trade is transacted. It has warm saline springs, and gives its title

to a ducal family who have a palace within its walls. Pop. 10,683.

BEKAA, the Coele-Syria of the ancients, the "plain of Lebanon" of the Old Testa-

ment, and El Bekaa (the Valley) of the natives of Syria, is inclosed between the parallel

ranges of Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, which mountains it divides, and extends about
90 m. from n. to s.

,
its greatest width being about 12 miles. It is the most rich and

beautiful plain in Syria; but although the soil is good, and water abundant from tlie

numerous mountain springs, a very small portion of it is cultivated. It is very much
frequented by the Arabs, who bring down their young horses in the spring-time to graz
on the plain.

BEKE, CHARLES TILSTOXE, PH.D., etc., a modern English traveler, was born in

London, Oct. 10, 1800; received a commercial education; afterwards studied law in

Lincoln's Inn, and devoted a great part of his attention to ancient history, philology,
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and ethnography. The results of these studies first appeared in his work, Origines

.or researches in primeval history, vol. i. Lond. 1834). His (historical and geo-

graphical studies of the east led B. to consider the great importance of Abyssinia for

intercourse \\iili Central Africa; but his proposals to undertake an exploring journey
were di dined by the government, and by several learned societies. Supported only by
private individuals, he joined in Abyssinia the party led by maj. Harris, and dis-

tini_rui-hed himself by the exploration of Godshem, and the countries lying to the s.,

previous! v almost unknown in Europe. The results of these researches appeared partly
.end journals, and in Aby*vinin, a Matumnt of Facts, etc. (3d ed., Lond. 1846).

KtlfCfltff I

1861. Dr. and Mrs. B. made a journey to Harran; and undertook in 1866 a fruitless

mission to Abyssinia, to obtain the release of the captives. At the commencement of

1^74. Dr. I), started for the region at the head of the Red sea, where he claimed

(though his views are disputed) to have discovered Mt. Sinai e. of the gulf of Akabah,
and liot w. as generally supposed. He died in July of the same year, being engaged at

the time on an account of his journey to Sinai. He had enjoyed a civil list pension
since 1870.

BZKES, or BEKESVAK, a t. of Hungary, capital of the co. of the same name, and
situated at the confluence of the Black and White Koros. Pop. '69, 22,547, who do a
trade in cattle, corn, and honey.

BEKKER, BALTHAZAR, 1634-98; a Dutch divine, author of several works in philoso-

phy and theology, the most celebrated being The World Bewitched, in which he critically
examines the phenomena ascribed to the agency of spirits, and exposes many of tlte

l>surdities about Satan that had become articles of religious faith'. This book was so

offensive to the clergy that B. was deposed trom the ministry.

BEKKER, IMMANCEL, a German philologist, distinguished by his recensions of the
texts of Greek and Roman classics, was b. in Berlin, 1785; studie'd in Halle, 1803-07. and
was the most eminent pupil of F. A. Wolf. Afterwards, he was engaged at Paris on the

Goi^u-s IrMcriptionuin, Qrcecarum. The results of his researches in the libraries of Italy
(1817-19) appear in his Anecdota Grceca (3 vols., Berlin, 1814-21), and his .numerous
recensions of texts derived solely from MSS., and independently of printed editions.
The writers included in these recensions are Plato, the Attic orators, Aristotle. Sextus
Empiricus, Thucydides, Theoguis, Aristophanes, etc. He became professor at Berlin in

1810, and died in 1871.

BEL. See BAAL, ante.

BELA, the name of four Hungarian kings of the family of Arpad. B. I. (1061-63)
energetically suppressed the last attempt to restore heathenism, and by the introduction
of a fixed standard of measures, weights and coinage, virtually founded the commerce
of Hungary. He was also the first to introduce the "representative system into the diet,

by appointing, in lieu of the collective nobility, two nobles only from each of the differ-
ent counties. B. II., suruamed "

the Blind," 1131-41, was entirely under the guidance
of his bloodthirsty spouse, Helena, and after her decease, drank himself to death. B.
III., 1174-96. Educated in Constantinople, he introduced Byzantine customs and culture
into his own country, which was certainly favorable to its social development thouirh,
on the other hand, his evideat devotion to the Greek emperor Emmanuel threatened its

political independence. B. IV., 1235-70, son of that Andreas from whom the nobles
extorted the "Golden Bull," Hungary's magna charta. His chief aim was to humble
the nobility, and restore the royal power to its former proportions; and he thus roused
a spirit of universal discontent, which led to a party among the nobles calling in the
Austrian duke. Frederick II., to their aid; but, in the year 1236, he was conquered by
..and forced to pay tribute. Before long, however, the king had to seek a refuge

i his discomfited foe; for the Mongols, who invaded Hungary in 1241 defeated him
on the Sajo, and put him to flight. It was only after robbing him of all the treasure h
had managed to save, and extorting from him three of his counties, that Frederick II.
granted the royal fugitive a shelter in Austria, where he remained till the Mon-ols.
having heard of the death of their khan, left the country they had devastated B now
made it his especial care, by rebuilding the destroyed villages, and inviting new settlers
thither, to do away with the tokens of that terrible; invasion; and he so far succeeded as
to be able, in 1246, to repay Frederick's inliospitality by defeating him at Vienna, and to
repulse a second attempt at Mongolian invasion. He died in 1270, his last years hav-
ing been embittered by an attempt at rebellion on the part of his son Stephen."

BELAIA BIELAJA, or BIELA, a river in the department of Orenburg Russia, empty-
ing mlo the Kama, utter a course of about 600 miles.

BEL AND THE DEAOON, an apocryphal book of the Old Testament. It does not
wemto bare teen accepted as inspired by the Jewish church, nor is there anv proof that
Hebrew or C.haldec- version of the story ever existed. Jerome considered it a "fable

"

iD opinion in whidi most modern readers will coincide. It is. nevcrth,-!e<s read for
lincution both in the Roman Catholic and Anglo-Catholic churches: in the former on
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Ash "Wednesday; in the latter, <xi the 23d of November. According to Jalm, the aim
of the writer was "to warn against the sin of idolatry some of his brethren who had
embraced Egyptian superstitions."

BELAYING, one of the many modes of fastening ropes on shipboard. It is effected

by winding a rope, generally a part of the running rigging, round a piece of wood culled

a "cleat or a kevel, or else round a belayiug-piu, WliiOUla an ashen staff frora 12 to 16 in.

i:i length.

BELBEYS (ancient Bubasti* Agria), a t. of 5000 inhabitants, situated on the e. orm of

the Nile, lower Egypt, and 28 m. n.n.e. of Cairo. It is inclosed by earthen ramparts,
has numerous mosques, and is one of the stations on the route from Cairo to Suez, and
from Egypt to Syria.

BELCHER, Sir EDWARD, a distinguished English naval officer, born in 1709, entered
the navy in 1812 as a first-class volunteer, was soon made a midshipman, and in 1816
took part in the bombardment of Algiers. In 1825, B. was appointed assistant-surveyor
to the expedition about to explore Bearing's strait, under capt. Beec'ney; in 1829, he waa
raised to the rank of commander. 1836 saw him in command of the Sulphur, commis-
sioned to explore the western coasts of America and the Indies. He was absent six

years, in which time he had sailed round the world. During this voyage he rendered

important services in the Canton river to lord Gough, whose successes over the Chinese
were greatly due to B.'s soundings and reconnaissances pushed into the interior. On
his return, he published a narrative of the voyage; and in 1643, in consideration of his

services, he was made a post-captain, and knighted. After being employed on surveying
service in the East Indies, he was, in 1852, appointed to the command of the expedition
sent out by government to search for sir John Franklin. B. published Tlit L<i*t of tl&

Arciii' Voyage* (Lond. 1855): Xnrnttice of a Vuyar/e to the East Indies in 1843-48; and
other works. In 1861, he became rear-admiral of the red. in 18C6 vice-admiral, in 1867

K.C.B., and rear-admiral in 1872. He died 18th Mar., 1877.

BELCHER, JONATHAN. 1672-1757; colonial governor of Massachusetts from 1729-
1*41. He was a native of the colony, and a graduate of Harvard. In 1747, lie was gov-
ernor of the province of New Jersey, where he passed the latter part of his life.

BELCHI TE, a t. of Spain, in the province of Saragossa, about 22 in. s.s.e. of the

city of that name, celebrated as the place where, on June 18, 1809, the French, under
Sucht-t, completely routed the Spanish under gen. Blake, capturing all their guns, 10
in number, with a loss of only 40 men. It has woolen manufactures. Pop. over 3000.

BELED-EL-JEREED, a region of n. Africa between Algeria and the great desert, e.

of iloiocco. It is noted only for the production o dates.

BELEM,' at. of Portugal, on the right bnnk of the Tagus, 2 m. s.w. of Lisbon, of
which it may said to form a fashionable suburb. It has an iron foundry, a custom-
bouse', and quarantine establishment, a tower defending the entrance of the river. It is

historically interesting as the place from whence Vasco da Gaina set sail on his voyage
of oriental discovery. It was taken in Nov., 1807, by the French, the royal family of

Portugal embarking from its quay for Brazil as they entered. In 1833, it was occupied
by Uoui Pedro's troops. Pop. 5000.

BELEM
,
or PARA', a city of Brazil, on the right bauk of the Para, the most southerly

arm of the estuary of the Amazon. See PAUA.

BE LZMNITES (Gr. bclemnon, a dart or arrow), an interesting genus of fossil cc-pha-

lopodous )m>ll>i.xrn, the type of a family called Mtmm'tida, to the whole of which the
name B. H very generally extended, closely allied to the sepiada, or cuttle (q.v.) family.
No recent species of B. is known: fossil species are very numerous, and are found in all

the oolitic and cretaceous strata, from the lowest lias to'the upper chalk, some of which
are filled with myriads of their remains. These remains are generally those of the shell

alone, which is now known to have been an internal shell, entirely included within the

body of the animal, li-ke that of the cuttle. The shell, as seen in the most perfect speci-
mens, is double, consisting of a conical chambered portion (the pJiragmoconc), inserted
into a longer, solid, somewhat conical or tapering, and pointed sheath. The space
iK-tween the phragmoeone and sheath i-> occupied either with radiating fibers or conical

layers. The chambers of the shell are connected by a tube (sipfninde), so that the animal

probably had the power of ascending and descending rapidly in the water. Its arms are

known, from some singularly perfect specimens, to have been furnished with horny
hooks; and these it probably fixed upon a fish, and descended with its prey to the bot-

tom, like the hooked calamary (q.v.) of the present seas. Remains of an "ink bag, like
that of the cuttle, have been found in the last and largest chambers of the B. ; but
remains of this chamber, which must have contained all the viscera of the animal, are

very rarely preserved, the shell having l>een very thin at this part. The part most com-
monly found, and generally known by the name of belemnite. is the so] id in.ti.rro. or point
into which the sheath was "prolonged" behind the chambered shell. These have received
such popular names as arrowheads, petrified fingers, specter-candles, picks, thunder-
stones, etc., from their form, or from the notions entertained of their nature and origin.
B. appear to have been of very different sizes; in some of the largest, the mere macro is 10
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in. long, and the entire animal, with iis arms outstretched, must have been several feet

in length

BELFAST, tlio chief t. of the co. of Antrim and province of Ulster in Ireland. Tim
great seaport stands at the embouchure of the Lagan, at the head of Belfast lough, 13

m. from the Irish sea, 101 n. of Dublin, 36 n.e. of Armagh, 130 s.w. of Glasgow, and
150 n.w. of Liverpool. The site is chiefly on an alluvial deposit not more than 6 ft.

above the sea-level, and reclaimed from the marshes of the Lagan. On the land side, it

is picturesquely bounded by the ridges of Divis (1567 ft. high), and Cave hill (1185 ft.).

The general aspect of B. is indicative of life and prosperity, exhibiting all the trade and
manufacture of Glasgow and Manchester, with far less of their smoke and dirt. Many
of the streets, especially in the White Linen Hall quarter, are well built and spacious.
The mercantile quarter lies chiefly near the extensive and well-built quays. The manu-
factories are mostly on the rising ground on the n. and w. of the town. Numerous
villas sprinkle the northern shores of the bay, as well as the elevated suburb of Malono
to the south. The chief public buildings are Queen's cnlleee, a beautiful structure m
the Tudor style, opened in 1849, with a revenue of 7000 from the consolidated fund,

royal academical institution, incorporated in 1810, affiliated to the London university, and

comprising an elementary and collegiate department, and a school of design; museum.
Linen hall, commercial and corn exchanges, churches, and banks. The fine botanic

gardens of the natural history society occupy 17 acres. B. is the chief seat of the trade
and manufactures of Ireland, and is second only to Dublin as an Irish port. The staple
manufactures are linen and cotton. The linen manufacture dates from 1637. Cotton-

spinning by machinery dates from 1777, and linen from 1806. The other chief branches
of industry are linen and cotton weaving, bleaching, dyeing, calico printing, and iron-

founding. There are many flour and oil mills, chemical works, breweries, alabaster
and barilla mills, saw-mills, ship-building, rope, and sail cloth yards. The iron ship-
building yard on Queen's island employs upwards of 2000 hands. The inland trade
is carried on by the Lagan, the Ulstercanal, and three railways. The harbor has recently
undergone very extensive improvements, adding 25 acres of area to the dock accommo-
dation, and a mile of quayage, making B. one of the first-class ports of the United

Kingdom. Before the recent improvements there were only 2 tidal docks; since 1866. 4
new docks and a tidal basin have been opened. On these a sum of 369.927 was
expended, the assets of the commissioners being 938,421. In 1877, 891:5 vessels, of an
aggregate tonnage of 1,770,685 tons, entered "the port; and 5625. of 1,357,021 tons,
cleared. The customs duties in 1877 amounted to 488,930. The most important branch
of commerce is the channel trade. In 1879, 16 newspapers were published in B Pop
'31, 37.000; '51, 103,000; '71, 174,412. B. is governed by a corporation of 10 aldermen-
one being mayor and 30 councilors. It returns 2 members to parliament. B. was
destroyed by Edward Bruce in the 14th c., but became an important to\vn since 1604,

receiving a charter in 1611. In the great civil war, the inhabitants at first joined the
parliament, but afterwards became royalists.

BELFAST, a seaport in Waldo co., Me., on Penobscot bay, 30 m from the ocean,
at the terminus of the Belfast division of the Maine Central railroad. There is a good
harbor, and some activity in ship-building and fisheries. Pop. '70, 5278.

BELFOBT, or BEFORT, a t. of France, capital of the French remnant of. the depart-
ment. of Haut-Rhin. From 1870 till 1879 this remnant (234 sq.m.). taking its name from
the town, was called the Territmre de Belfort, and consisted of those portions of Haut-
Rhin which, seized by Germans during the war of 1870-71. were restored to France by
the preliminaries of peace arranged at Versailles, 26th Feb., 1871. The strategical
importance of B. was recognized by France on its cession by Austria in 1648, and it was
fortified by Vauban. At the outbreak of the war between France and Germany in 1870,
J. was a fortress of the first rank; and as such maintained, from 3d Dec., 1870, till 16th
Feb. 1871, a gallant defense against the German troops. It then capitulated, the
defenders being permitted to march out with all the honors of war. B. was also besieged
by the allies in 1814. B. has a brisk trade. Pop. '76, 15,103; of territory, '76, 68,600.

BELFBY (Fr. beffroi), a word of doubtful origin; a hell-tower, or turret, usually form-
in': part of a elnirch. but sometimes detached from it as at Evesham and Berkeley, in

England, and still more frequently in Italy. See CAMPANILE. Win-re a church was
built in a deep glen, the B. was perched on a neighboring height. as at St. Feve and else-
where in Cornwall, and at Afdclfccb and Auldbar in Scotland. At this last place, the
hell was hun-r upon a tree, as was common enough in Scotland at the close of the 17th
century- W here the B consists of a mere turret, it is often called a Ml gable or bell-cote,
and is always placed on the w. end of the church; a smaller one IxMna sometimes placed

the c. end. which is for the sanctus bell, for which reason it is placed over the altar.
IciMJ belfries are more common on the continent than in this countrv When the

burghs benn to rise into importance after the 12th c., they asserted their'rights to have
s to call the burghers together for council or for action. Thus detached belfries arose
the heart of towns. At a later date, they often Ix-eame part of the mainon de villt. or

town house, as at QUuvorw and Al>ordecn, in this countrv; at St. Quentin and Douai in
France; and at l!nis-cN. in Belgium.
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BELFRY, or BEPFROI, a tower of wood, movable on wheels, used in sieges in the

middle ages. Sometimes a battering-ram was used with it. It was as high as the wall

attacked, and a draw-bridge was rigged at the top to be dropped on the wall when
occasion offered.

BELGJE, the name given by Csesar to the warlike tribes which in his time occupied
that one of the great divisions of Gallia which embraced part of the basin of the Seine,

the basin of the Somme, of the Scheldt, of the Maas, and of the Moselle, which itself

belongs to the basin of the Rhine. Their country was level, containing no mountains of

any height, except the Vosges in the south. The name seems to have originally desig-
nated several powerful tribes inhabiting the basin of the Seine, and to have been aftep-

wards used by Caesar as a general appellation for all the peoples n. of that river. Those
B. were, in all probability, chiefly of Celtic origin, but within their territories were to

be found both pure and mixed Germans.
When s. Britain was invaded by Ca?sar, he found that B. from the opposite shores of

Gaul had preceded him, and were settled in Kent and Sussex, having driven the aborig-
ines into the interior. The B. in Britain resisted for nearly a century the Roman power,
but were finally forced to yield to it. Caesar regarded them as German, but they rather

seem to have belonged to the Celtic portion of the Gallic Belga?. Certainly, none of the
names of their three chief towns are Germanic. Aquae Solis (Bath) is Latin; Ischalis

and Venta (Ilchester and Winchester), British.

BELGARD, a t. in Prussia, 90 m. n.c. from Stettin; has manufactories of tobacco,

wool, etc., and a castle; pop. '71, 6303.

BELGAUM', the chief city of a district of the same name in the presidency of Bombay,
situated to the e. of the dividing ridge of the West Ghauts, at a height of about 2500
ft. above the sea. Its lat. is 15 50' n., and long. 74 36' e., its distance to the n.w. of
Dharwar being 42 miles. B. possesses a fort, which, in 1818, was taken from the
Peishwa by the British. Under its new masters, the place has made considerable prog-
ress. It has a superior institution for the education of native youths, which is supported
at once by the neighboring^ princes, the British government, and private individuals.
The average annual rain-fall at B. is about 36 inches. In 1848, the citizens spontaneously
subscribed a considerable sum for the complete reconstruction of their roads and lanes
a liberality which, besides drawing forth a supplementary grant of public money, roused
the emulation of adjacent towns and villages. B. is one of the principal military stations

of the presidency, and as such it was, in 1857, the scene of plotting, if not of mutiny, in

common with Kolapore, Poonah, Satara, etc. Area of B. district, 4591 sq.m. ; pop. '72,

938,750; pop. of town, 26,947.

BELGIC CONFESSION, a statement of faith based on Calvinistic principles, formed
by Guido de Brcs, of Brabant, and others, about 1561. It was published in the
vernacular in 1563, and was received as a symbolical book by the synods of Antwerp and
Dort.

BELGIOJO SO, a t. of Lombardy, n. Italy, pleasantly situated in a fruitful plain
between the Po and the Olona, 9 m. e. of Pavia. It has a fine aqueduct and castle, in
which Francis I. spent the night previous to the disastrous battle of Pavia, in which he
was made prisoner. The Austrian gen. Gyulai made B. his headquarters after his defeat
at Magenta, June 4-5, 1859. Pop. 4000.

BEL GIUM, one of the smaller European states, consists of the southern portion of the
former kingdom of the Netherlands (as created by the congress of Vienna).

Geography and S atiatics. Belgium lies between lat. 49 30' and 51" 30' n., and between
long. 2 33' and 6 5' e. It is bounded on the n. by Holland; on the e. by Dutch Lim-
bourg, Luxembourg, and Rhenish Prussia; on the s. and s.w. by France; and on the
n.w. by the North sea. Its greatest length, from n.w. to s.e., is 173 English m. ; and its

greatest breadth, from n. to s., 112 English miles. The whole area is 11,373 sq. miles.
The pop. at the census of 1876 was 5,336,185. Beneath are given the provinces, their

areas, their pop. in 1873, and their chief towns:

Prnvin(v>a Area In Population, rn,-#i^,
square miles. Dec. 81, 1873.

Antwerp 1,094 513,543 Antwerp.
West Flanders 1,250 682,921 Bruges.
East Flanders 1,160 854,366 Ghent.
Hainault 1,436 932,030 Mons.
Liege 1,117 623,165 Liege.
Brabant 1,267 922,468 Brussels.

Limbourg 931 202,922 Hasselt.

Luxembourg 1,705 206,069 Arlon.
Namur 1,413 816,331 Namur.

Total 11,873 5,253,821

B. is the most densely peopled country in Europe, the pop. being about 462 to ftie

eq.m. ;
and in the particular provinces of East Flanders, Brabant, Hainault, West Flan-
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dcrs. and Liege, respectively, the proportion is 735, 728, 649, 557, and 555 to the sq.
The rural population is to that of the towns as 3 to 1.

PJty*i<-ii'. A*i?t. B. is, on the whole, a level, and even low lying country; diversified,

however, by hilly districts. In the s.e. a western branch of the Ardennes highlands

ippearaace, separating the basin of the Maas from that of the Moselle, but
attain-; only the moderate elevation of 2000 feet. In Flanders the laud becomes so low,
that in parts where the natural protection afforded by the downs is deficient, dikes, etc.,'

have ln-en raised to check the encroachments of the sen. In the n.e. part of Antwerp, a

naturally unfertile district r.ained the Campine, and composed of marshes and barreii

heaths, extends in a line parallel with the coast. The once impassable morasses of the

Mm'iii ami the M :

n</)>ii. which stayed the progress of Cwsar's legions, are now drained,
and converted into fertile fields, surrounded by dense plantations, which make the laud
at a distance look like a vast green forest though, when more closely regarded, we
see only numerous dwellings interspersed among fields, canals, and meadows.

Hydrography, Clinnitf, Agriculture, etc. The abundant water-system of B. is chiefly

supplied by the rivers Scheldt and Ma as, both of which rise in France, and have their

embouchures in Holland. At Antwerp, the Scheldt, which, like the Maas, is navigable
all through Belgium, is 32 ft. deep, and about 480 yards wide. Its tributaries are the

Lys, Dender, and Rupel. The Maas, or Meuse, receives in its course the waters of the

S":mbre, the Ourthe, and the Roer. These natural hydrographical advantages are
increased by a system of canals which unite Brussels and Louvaiu with the Rupel, Brus-
sels with Charleroi, Mons with Conde, Ostcud with Bruges and Ghent, and this last

place with Terneuse. According to the resolution passed by the government in 1842,
the long postpcned project of cutting canals through the Campine district was at length
commenced, and has been very advantageous to the spread of agriculture. A large por-
tion of the Campiue seems destined to perpetual barrenness a dreary, silent, irreclaim-
able waste; but wherever it has been possible to rescue a patch from the stubborn heath
or the relentless sand, there agricultural colonies have been planted, and cornfields shine,
and pastures brighten in the heart of the immemorial wilderness. The climate of B., in
the plains near the sea, is cool, humid, and somewhat unhealthy; but in the higher s.e.

districts, hot summers alternate with very cold winters. April and November are

always rainy months. These varieties of climate are favorable to a greater variety of

produce than the neighboring country of Holland can supply. The Ardennes districts

yield a large supply of wood; while the level provinces raise* all kinds of grain wheat,
rye. barley, oats, etc., leguminous plants, hemp, flax, colza, tobacco, hops, dye-plants,
and chicory. Belgium contains upwards of 7,000,000 acres, of which one half are arable,
rather more than one fifth in meadow and pasture, the same in woods and forests, and
not above 500,000 acres lying waste. Some hundreds of acres are devoted to vineyards,
but the wine produced is of an inferior quality. The forests of Ardennes abound in

game and other wild animals. Good pasturage" is found on the slopes and in the valleys
of the hilly districts, and in the rich meadows of the low provinces. Gardening occupies
not less than 130,000 acres; indeed, it has been said that the agriculture of B. is just
gardening on a large scale, so carefully and laboriously is every inch of soil cultivated.
The spade is still the principal instrument used. In the Campine, the care of bees is

very productive, and the cultivation of the silk-worm is encouraged. There are valu-
able fisheries on the coast, which employ about 200 boats. B. is famous for its horses,
and in 1866 contained as many as 283,163 of these animals, 1,242,445 horned cattle, and
686,015 sheep.

Gcoloffi/.Thc geological formations of B. are closely associated with those of France
and Britain. The greater portion of the country is covered with tfrtinry (l?p.itjt. A
line drawn across the course of the Scheldt, by Mechlin, along the Demer and Maas.
will have on its northern and north-western aspect a tract of tertiary deposits, bounded
northwards hv the sea. In these tertiary strata the different geological periods arc fully
represented; but only the second, containing the plciocene deposits, is rich in fossils.
The Ktrondary deport** occupy an extensive tract in the center of B., between the
Scheldt and the Demer. The most important district, economically, is the south-western
consisting of patooteto rocks Silurian, Devonian, and carboniferous. These beds have
a very complicated structure, from the numerous and extensive flexures and folds theyhave undergone, and these are often accompanied with great upward shifts, by which
lx?ds of many different ages are brought to the same level.

\fi>-rrtl /WV/-AX. B. is rich in minerals, which, next to its abundant agriculture,
constitute the chief source of its national prosperity. The four provinces in which they
are found are Hainault, Namur, Li,-e. and Luxemburg, They include load, copper,
zinc, calamme, alum, peat, marble, limestone, slate, iron, and coal. Lead is wrought
but only to a small extent, in Liege; copper in Hainault and Liege; manganese in Liegeand Isamur; black marble at Dinant; slates at Herbemont; and calamine principally at
Liege. But these product* are insignificant compared to the superabundance of coal
from anthranu- to the richest gas coal and iron, in which B. ranks next to En-land.

\,6, JJ. had 285 coal-mines, employing 107,902 persons, and producing 15.778,401
t..n, the total value of which was 13,505,495. In tin- same year the metallic mines
Produced abouU.OOaQOq tons of iron ore, 73,000 of pyrites, 60,000 of calamine, 28,000

Blende, 23,000 of lead, and 450 of manganese. These mines gave employment to
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13,122 workmen. In the same year there were 437 iron-works, producing manufactured
iron to the value of 10,000,000.

The modern industrial character of the Belgians may be traced back to a very early

period, even to the time of the Romans, who noticed the love of traffic prevailing in the

Celtic districts of Gallia Belgica. This characteristic has remained steadfast to the pres-
ent time. It is impossible not to recognize in the cloth-weaving Atnbatce the ancestors

of the industrious race who gradually extended themselves towards the e. and n. of

Belgium. During the early commerce of Europe, when trade was secure only within

walled towns, Flanders was the principal seat of productive industry; and its recent

separation from Holland has also been indirectlj
r favorable to the development of its

internal resources. A state which, like B., begins its career under a burden of debt,

which is shut in between nations who possess important ports and colonies, and which
is peopled by races not yet sufficiently blended to constitute a perfect nationality, must,
before all other things, develop its internal, material resources. This has been well

understood in Belgium. Since the commencement of its independent career, it has
devoted its attention almost exclusively to those branches of industry and commerce by
which its future greatness must be supported.

3f<( /"(/'iff >!/<*. The chief manufactures are linen, woolen, cotton, silk, lace, leather,

and metals. The great seats of the linen manufacture recently revived after a long
depression are Courtray and Bruges, in AVest Flanders; Ghent, in East Flanders;
Brussels, in Brabant; Mechlin, or Malines, in Antwerp; and Tournay, in Hainault.

The number of linen pieces annually produced is about 9(0,000. The lawn and damask
fabrics of Bruges are celebrated, as well as the lace made in and near Brussels, Malims,
Louvaiu, and I'-ruges. which sometimes commands a price of 40 per yard. But the

Belgian hand-spun yarn, though superior in quality, cannot maintain its ground agair.st

machinery. Verviers, Liege, Dolhain, Ypres, Doperinghe, Limburg, Bruges, Mor.s,

Thuin, and Ilodimout are centers of the woolen manufacture. Ypres alone employs
50,000 workmen in this branch of industry. Brussels and Tournay have large carpet
manufactures, and Haiuault supplies a considerable amount of hosiery. The principal
manufactures of cotton are at Ghent and Lokeren, in East Flanders; Bruges and Cour-

tray, in West Flanders; Malines, Louvain, and Anderlecht, in Brabant; Tournay and
Mons, in Hainault; and also at Antwerp. The separation of B. from Holland had at

first a prejudicial effect on this as on other trades; but the opening of the navigation of
the Scheldt, the intersection of the country by railways and canals, and, in consequence,
the rapid and extensive communication with other countries, have revived the activity
of the cotton trade, which now gives employment to between one and two hundred
thousand workmen. Maestricht, which belongs to Holland, is one of the chief seats of
manufactures of leather; but this trade is also carried on at Limbourg, Liege, Stadelot,
Natr.ur, Dinant, and especially at Bruges and Ghent. The manufacture of gloves has
made great progress in recent years. Metallurgy also has rapidly increased in pro-
ductiveness since 1816, when Cockerill introduced into B. the English method of smelt-

ing iron with coke. The principal seats of the metal manufacture are Liege, Namur,
C'iiarleroi, Mons, and their neighborhoods. There are large ordnance foundries at Liege
and Malines, ami celebrated makers of fire-arms and machinery in Liege; nail-making at

Charleroi; tin-ware, etc., at Liege and in Hainault; wire and brass factories at Namur;
zinc manufactures at Liege; lead and shot factories at Ghent: the gold and silver goods
of Brussels and Ghent may also be noticed as important branches of Belgian industry.
Flax is one of the most extensive and valuable products of B., no fewer than 400,000
persons being employed in its culture and preparation. Besides these, we may mention
the straw-bonnet manufacture in the neighborhood of Liege; the paper fabrics of the

provinces Liege, Xainur, and Brabant; the glass-works of Hainault, Kamur, Val-St-
Lambert. and Brabant; the porcelain, etc., of Tournay, Brussels, 3Ions, and Ghent; and
sugar-refineries at Antwerp, Bruges, Ostend, Ghent, etc. Steam-engines have been
quite familiar objects in the several manufactories of B. for many years.

The natural wealth and industrial resources of B. have always been more or less

modified by the political relations of the country. In the middle of the 13th c., B.,with
Bruges as its chief seat of manufactures, had surpassed all its neighbors in industry, and
had established a flourishing commerce with the Italians. After the discovery of Amer-
ica, Antwerp took the place of Bruges, and was regarded as a northern Venice. But
the unhappy period of Spanish oppression and the war in the Netherlands deeply
depre-seil Belgian commerce, which suffered still more at the peace of Westphalia,when
Holland monopolized the navigation of the Scheldt. The river was sgain opened at
the close of the 18th c., when the French had invaded the Netherlands, and Napoleon
caused the harbor of Antwerp to be restored and enlarged. At the cost of Amsterdam,
Belgian commerce received a new impulse by the union of B. with Holland, as settled

by the congress of Vienna; but scarcely were hopes revived, when the revolution of 1830

changed the prospects of the country.* The treaty signed in London, April 19, 1839,

gave to Holland the right to levy a toll of two-and-sixpence per ton on all vessels navi-

gating the Scheldt. The privilege of navigation ou the inland waters between the Scheldt
and the Rhine was purchased by B. for an annual payment of 50,000. In June, 1839,
this privilege was virtually taken away by the government of Holland, and, in 1843,
with additional expense to B., the new treaty of navigation was ratified by both parties.
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During this crisis preceding the development of a free commerce. B. had not neglected
her internal resources. The societe do commerce do Bruxelles. the banquo deBelgique,
and other associations for the extension of trade, had been formed: and May 1, 1*34, the

government adopted the scheme for a railway-system the most complete of any on the

continent. The center of the Belgian net-work of railways is Malines, whence lines are

carried out in all directions. Th- u. line goes to Antwerp and its harbor; the w., by
Ghent and Bruges, to Ostend; the s.w., by Brussels and MODS, to Qufevrain ami the

borders of France, not far from Valenciennes; and the e., by Louvain, Tirlemont, Liege,

Verviers, and extending to the confines 01 Prussia. There were in 1874 open for con-

veyance in B. 2105 m. of railway lines; of these 838 m. were in the hands of the state,

and the rest were worked by companies. The cost of the permanent way and buildings
of these lines has been about 18,280 a mile. The net revenue at present is stated to be

1508 a mile. The working of the post-office in B. was, in 1874, as follows: Private

letters, 58,036.628; official letters, 6,0o5,861; packets, 30,094,207; newspapers, 58.825,598.

On Jan. 1, 1875, there were in that country 479 post-offices, 474 telegraph stations, and
the total length of telegraph lines was 3066 m., the length of wires, 12,806 miles. B.,

along with France, Italy, and Switzerland, entered on a monetary league in 1865, in

which the four states agreed to adopt the French decimal system of coins, weights, and
measures. In 1873. the imports amounted to 96,992,320, and the exports to 86, 556,000.

These sums include the value of "
goods in transit." Excluding the latter, the value of

purely Belgian imports in 1875 was 52.284,120; of exports, 44,072,080. The com-
mercial intercourse of B. with Great Britain, in 1876, amounted to 13,848,293 for

exports, and 5, 875,407 for imports. Among the principal articles of export are coal,

flax, linen, woolen and cotton,goods, glass, hrearms, and nails More than a third of
the whole is consigned to France, and half of the remainder to Germany, England, and
Holland. The maritime commerce is chiefly carried on in British ships, the native ship-

ping, which is not increasing, being in 1876 only 59 vessels, of 50,186 tons, with 255 fish-

ing-boats. The unit of the Belgian monetary system is the franc.

The intellectual improvement of B. has not kept equal pace with its material pros-

perity. The lack of political independence, which has forced the best energies of the

country into foreign centers of activity, and the variety and confused mixture of dia-

lects, have retarded the growth of the national intellect, and the formation of national

individuality. An independent national literature, acting as the bond of a pure national

unanimity, was not possible, under such unfavorable conditions, to which may be added
the facilities afforded for supplying the people with cheap reprints of foreign works.
The Flemish element the most important seems indeed to have become conscious of
its capabilities in respect to literature; but a genuine expression of the entire Belgian
mind will first become possible when the Walloon element also begins to develop a
freer form of speech along with its own peculiar modes of thought. The royal academy
of arts and sciences at Brussels is at the head of several other unions for scientific pur-
poses. Among the most celebrated names in Belgian literature and science, may be
mentioned Quetelet in mathematics, Altmeyer the historian, Fetis the musical critic,

Conscience the Flemish poet and novelist, Willems the philologist, and Baron and Aloke
in literary history and criticism. Painting and architecture formerly flourished in the

wealthy old towns of Flanders; but after the brilliant epoch of Rube'ns and his pupils,
a long period of dullness followed. In modern times, a revival of art has taken place,
as may be proved by the names of the painters, Wappers, De Keyser, Gallait, DeBiefve,
Verboekhoven, etc.; the sculptors. W. Geefs, Simonis, Jehotte, Fraikin, etc.; the

engravers, Calamatta, Brown, and Meunier; and the medalists, Wiener and Bars.
The Belgian school-system suffered for more than ten years under the freedom of

teaching allowed by the con?titution, -which was chiefly made use of by the wealthy
Catholic clergy. The consequence was that education assumed a divided and sectarian
character. Since the state, however, has exercised a general superintendence over the
universities, gymnasia, and elementary schools, a higher style of education has pre-
vailed. The two universities of Ghent and Liege, united with a school of architecture
and aiining; ten national schools (Aifit'n '<}. in which a classical is combined with a
eOMngi rcial education; upward- nf .lit school- preparatory to these c>.V.v m'W/iitr*); two
seminaries far teachers at Lierre and Nivelle, besides the superintendence now exercised
by tbe state ->\n- the institutions formerly maintained by communes and provincial cor-

porations, aud, .above all, over the primary schools all this forms a sufficient counter-
poise to the numerous schools supported by private individuals and religious bodies.Ang the latter maybe noticed the Catholic university of Louvain, founded in 1836.
and conducted uuuder strict ecclesiastical discipline; the free university of Brussels; and
t he gymnasia of Ifce Jesuits at Namur, Brugelette, Brussels, and Liege. Journalism in
B. kus been greatly .fxtr.iidrd by the abolition of the stamp-duty (1848). and 180 daily
newspapers are now published, including 56 Flemish papers; but only a few have
obtaiued a proper degree ,f respectability and influence.

IJ", 'I Belifftvn. The pop. of B. is of mixed German and Celtic origin. The
Flemings in branch <rf the Teutonic family) and Walloons (a branch of the Celtic
family}, distinguished by .their peculiar dialects, are still conspicuous among the pure
OePBoans. Dutch, and PVench. The French language has gained the ascendency in edu-
cated society, And in iUe (offices <of ^government; but the Flemish dialect prevails numeri-
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cally in the proportion of 4 to 3. The Catholic religion is the prevailing form. There
.ire only about 14,000 or 15,000 Protestants, and 3000 Jews. The supreme Catholic dig-
nituries of B. are the nrchbishop of Mechlin, and the five diocesan bishops of Bruges,
Ghent, Tournay, Namur, and Liege.

The (/0-tcrinnent of B. is a limited constitutional monarchy, and was established in its

present form by the revolution of 1S"0. The legislative body consists of two chambers
that of the senate, and that of the representatives. A responsible ministry, with the

king as president, is at the head of all public affairs, and its measures are carried into

effect by the governors of the several provinces. The r.iinistry includes departments for

home aifairs, foreign affairs, finance, justice, public works, and war. The administra-
tion of justice retains the forms of French jurisprudence. In 1878, the estimated reve-

nue of B. was 10,413,350; and the estimated expenditure, 10,384,230. The national

debt amounted in 1878 to 1,521,947,444 francs, or 00,877,897.
The standing army of B. is formed by conscription, to which every health}- man who

has passed his nineteenth year is liable. Substitution is allowed. The legal period of
service is eight years, but about five years arc allowed on furlough. According to a law

pa-sed in 1808, the strength of the army is to be 100,000 men on the war footing, and

40,000 in times of peace. The importance of B. in a military point of view affords a
reason for the maintenance of fortifications at Antwerp, Ostcnd, Nieuport, Ypres,
Tournay, Mons, and other places.

Hiftory of Belgium to 1830. In the time of the Romans, the name Oallia Belgica
was given to the southern Netherlands lying on the confines of Gaul and Germany. It

was peopled by Celtic and German tribes. The latter were predominant in Batavia and
Fiiesland, and under the rule of the Franks in the 5th and 6th c., gained the ascendency
also in the southern districts. Until the close of the llth c., the feudal system, which
arose at the fall of the Carloviugiau dynasty, prevailed in the Netherlands, where the

several southern provinces were made duchies and counties. The CO. of Flanders,

superior to all the others in industry and commerce, maintained, during a long struggle,
its independence against France; and, in 1385, when the male line of the counts of
Flanders expired, was annexed to the powerful house of Burgund}', which, in the begin-

ning of the 15th c. , also gained possession of all the other provinces of the Netherlands.
The rulers of Burgundy aimed at founding a powerful united state between France and
Germany, and therefore endeavored to repress the free republican spirit which mani-
fested itself in the rapidly rising towns. The work of establishing unlimited sovereignty
was interrupted by the fall of Charles the bold, and the partial division of his territo-

ries; but was continued by the emperor Charles V., the grandson of the emperor Maxi-

milian, and Maria, the heiress of Burgundy through the latter of whom the Nether-
lands passed into the possession of the house of Hapsburg. After the abdication of

Charles, these provinces passed into the hands of Philip II., and by the law of primo-

feuiture,

should have remained united with Spain. But scarcely had the peace of
'hateau-Cambresis (1559) put an end to the encroachments of France, when the religious

disputes of the reformation, and the despotic measures of Philip, excited in the provinces
along and bloody war for civil and religious freedom, which ended in the independence
of the northern or Teutonic Netherlands, while in the southern or more Celtic provinces
(now included under B.), both the sovereignty of Spain and the rule of the Roman
Catholic church continued. In 1598, B. was ceded by Philip II. to his daughter Isabella,
wife of the archduke Albert, when it became a distinct and independent kingdom. Several
measures for the better regulation of internal affairs, especially in the administration of

justice, and for the revival of industry, which had been injured by the unenlightened
policy of Philip, were projected. Unfortunately, Albert died childless in 1621, and B.
fell back into the hands of Spain, and became involved in the wars attending the
decline of the Spanish monarchy. Peace was concluded chielly at the cost of Belgium.
By the treaty of the Pyrenees (1659), the counties of Artois, Thionville, and other dis-

tricts, were given to France. Subsequent conquests by the same powerful neighbor
secured to it. at the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle (16GS), the possession of Lille. Charleroi,
Oudenarde, Court ray. and other places. These were partly restored to B. at the peace
of Nimeiruen: but as a compensation, Valenciennes, Nieuport, Cambray, St. Omcr,
Charlemont. and other places, were given up. and only partially regained by B. at
the peace of Ryswick in 1697. AfteiMhe conclusion of 'this treaty, at the close of the

reign of Charles II. of Spain, some endeavors were made to create prosperity in B. by
a new system of taxation and customs, and by the construction of canals, to counteract
the injury done to its commerce by the dosing of the n;;'. igation of the Scheldt; but
these projected improvements were interrupted by the Spanish war of succession, which
was not concluded until the peace of Utrecht, in 1713. By this treaty, B. was given to
Austria, Holland retaining the privilege of garrisoning the" most important, fortresses on
the French frontier, and also of cxerci.-ins; a monopoly of the navigation of the Scheldt.
The "

Belgian commercial company'' at Ostend. founded by Charles VI. in 1722, fell in
1731 another sacrifice to the cupidity of Holland. During the Austrian war of suc-
cession (1744), almost the whole country fell into the hands of the French; but was
peaceably restored to Austria by the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle (1748).

B. remained undisturln-d by the seven years' war, and during the long peace fol-

lowing the treaty of Aix-la-Chapellc, prosperity was restored. Especially during the
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mild rei<ni of Maria Theresa of Austria, measures of public Improvement were pro-

moted hv prince ( 'harles of Lorraine, governor of *he Belgian provinces. The reign of

Joseph i I., son and successor of Maria" Theresa, began in disputes with Holland. The

country consented to the abolition of the linrri! re-contract, in consequence of

which .-everut important fortresses were demolished, though the emperor failed in his

endeavor to make free the navigation of the Scheldt. But the errors of his internal

administration were the serious feature of his policy. By his innovations, he offended

the rcliirious sympathies of the people, and violated the legal privileges of the states, of

which in- bad made the strict preservation a condition of obedience. In a short time,

,tent openly manifested itself. The Austrian authorities were attacked: Brabant

refused to pay taxes; while the more violent fled into Holland, and organized an armed

-\pt -dition. Ketnrning, they were joined by numbers of the inhabitants, defeated
the|

in troops, captured Brussels, and, in the beginning of 1790, declared their inde-

pendence. In the course of the year, however, the Anstrians succeeded in regaining

possession of the country. The privileges of the state as they existed at the close of

the reign of Maria Theresa were restored, and at the same time stringent measures were

adopted to prevent any renewal of disturbances. . But this state of peace was soon

interrupted by the outbreak of the war of the French revolution. B. was conquered
bv Picheirru in the campaign of 1794, and subsequently united to France by the treaties

of Campo-Formio and Lnneville. It now shared in the fortunes of France during the

consulate and the empire; received the code Nnpolfon; and in all political relations was
organized as a part of France. After the fall of Napoleon, it was united with Holland,
and its boundaries defined by the congress of Vienna (May 31, 1815).

At the introduction of the new constitution, the want of national unity in language,
faith, and manners was strikingly manifested by the two great parties the Dutch Prot-

estant population, with their commercial habits, on the one side, and the Catholic pop-
ulation, of agricultural and manufacturing B., on the other. These natural and una-
voidable obstacles to the political harmony of the new kingdom, were further increased

by the unfair treatment which B. experienced. All the more important provisions of the

constitution had a regard chiefly to the interests of Holland. Repeated attempts were made
to supersede the Belgian language by the Dutch in all affairs of administration and juris-

prudence, though the former were the more numerous people: the privileges of the Bel-

gian clergy were abridged ; the poorer classes were severely taxed; while the govern-
ment was almost exclusively composed of Dutchmen. In 18oO. among seven ministers,
there was only one Belgian; among 117 functionaries of the ministry of the interior, only
1 1 Belgians; among 102 subordinates of the ministry at war, only 3 Belgians; and among
1573 officers of infantry, only 274 Belgians. B. was politically divided into two cl

the Liberal and the Catholic. Both of these strongly resented and opposed the
encroachments of Holland: the Liberals, from a desire to'preserve the national secular

institutions; the Catholics, from a desire to preserve the national church. The govern-
ment became alarmed at their increasing hostility; and ultimately, when their patriotic
fusion rendered its position critical, it made several concessions; the supremacy of the
Dutch language, and the taxes on the necessaries of life, were aholished. Efforts were
also made to conciliate the Catholic priesthood. But these concessions came too late, and
were, in consequence, only construed as signs of weakness. In 1828 and 1S2!, it was
attempted to coerce and intimidate the opposition, by prosecuting the liberal or demo-
cratic leaders. This only fanned the fire of discontent, which was already burning
fiercely in the hearts of the Belgians, and panting for an opportunity to break out into
visible insurrection.

/'/v.'.i 1830 to the present time. The French revolution of 1830 afforded the desired
occasion. On the king's birthday (Aug. 24, 1830), several riots occurred in various towns
of Belgium. At this period, however, the idea of separation from Holland does not seem
to have presented itself consciously to the Belgian mind; the deputies who were sent
to the Hague tostate the causes of the general dissatisfaction, merely insisted on its pos-
.-e-vijng a separate administration, with the redress of particular g'rievances. But the

dilatory and obstructive conduct of the Dutch deputies in the states-general assembly at
the Hague on the 13th Sept.. exasperated the Belgian nation beyond measure. A new
mid more resolute insurrection immediately took place. In seven days, the people had

d the old authorities, and appointed a provisional government. Prince Fred-
erick, the son of the sovereign, who commanded his father's troops, was compelled to

from Brussels to Antwerp, having suffered considerable loss. On the 4th Oct.,
}. was declared independent by the provisional government, composed of MesMiurs
Rosier, D'Hooghrorst (commandant of the civic guard), Joly, an officer of ciiLinct ; -.

and the secretaries Vanderlinden and De Coppin; count Felix de Merode. Or,debi< n.
\ an de Meyer, Nicolai. and De Potter, the democratic leader. They also announced
that a -ketch of the new constitution was in course of preparation, and that a national

congr. '"putics would shortly be called together. Freedom of education, of the
..f religions worship, etc.. were proclaimed. Here and there, the new liberty

showed a tendency to become anarchic; but its excesses were speedily suppressed: anil
at the national congress of the Hull Nov.. out of 187 votes, only ]:{ were in favor of a

inn. nt. Meanwhile, the London congress had assembled, and I

mature deliberation, recognized the severance of the two kingdoms ;^ a fait accompli i
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10). The Belgian congress, on its assembly, appointed baron Surletde Chokier provi-
sional regent, but on the 9th July elected prince Leopold of Saxe-Coburg king, who
entered Brussels on the 21st of the same month, and subscribed the- laws of the constitu-

tion. This prince proved himself one of the wisest monarchsof modern times, He died

in 1865, and was succeeded by his son, Leopold II., the present king of Belgium. Hol-

land refused to acknowledge the validity of the decision of the London congress, and
declared war against B., which was speedily terminated by France and England Hol-

land securing that B. should annually pay 8,400,000 guilders as interest for its share in

the national debt of Holland. The latter country, however, was still dissatisfied, and
ventured to employ force. England and France were compelled to interfere. The block-

ade of the coast of Holland brought the Dutch to terms, and the dispute was closed by
a treaty signed in London, May 21, 1833.

The monarchy of B. is hereditary, according to the law of primogeniture, but with a

perpetual exclusion of females and their descendants. The legislative power is vested

in the king and two chambers; and the king has the power to dissolve either the senate

or the house of representatives, or both. The number of deputies in 18GD was 11G, >eut

by 41 electoral districts. Electors must be Belgians by birth or naturalization, must have
attained 25 years of age, and pay taxes, each to the amount of 1 13*. 4.7. Members of
the chamber of representative* require no property qualification. The senate consists

of half the number of representatives, and is elected by the same constituency, but for 8

years instead of 4. A senator must be 40 years of age, and must pay at least 1000 florins

of direct taxes. The budget is annually voted by the chambers, and the contingent of
the army is also subject to their annual vote.

In 1842, a law was carried in both chambers, by which it was enacted that the

parishioners should be bound to provide elementary schools, according to the wants of
the population, in all places where the want of education was not fully supplied by vol-

untary means. The main regulations for the universities were effected by the ministry
<>f DeTheux, 1835; but the organization of intermediate instruction (that is, between
the ecitl<-x i>rinmrit-!i and the universities) was postponed, as involving some delicate party
interests, until 1850; and even then was not concluded in a way satisfactory to the Cath-
olic clergy.

In 1838, it seemed as if Holland and B. were likely to engage in war once more.

According to the "twenty-four articles" of the "definitive treaty," B. was under obli-

gation to give up Limlmrg and a part of Luxemburg during the above-mentioned year.
This it now refused to do, and put its army on a war-footing; but its obstinacy finally

gave way to the unanimous decision of the five great powers.
After 1840, tlie opposition of the Catholic to the liberal party became more and more

decided. The elections of June 8, 1841, were attended with great excitement, and it was
a significant fact that the liberal candidates re-elected were everywhere returned by
large majorities, while in the principal towns where Catholics were returned, only small

majorities appeared. Meantime, however, commerce progressed under a wise and liberal

pulley.
In July, 1845, the liberal Van de "Weyer, at the head of a new administration, endeav-

ored to confirm the so-called "union" of Catholics and liberals. But he hsvd scarcely
asserted the prerogative of the civil power in matters pertaining to the question of edu-
cation in the

" intermediate schools," when he was forsaken by his colleagues, who acted
under the influence of the Catholic priesthood. In Mar.. 1846, a purely Catholic minis-

try was formed under the presidency of De Theux. This was an anachronism, for the
elections of 1845 had secured a victory for the liberals.

The elections of 1847 at last brought to a close the system of government in subser-
vience to the church. A new liberal ministry was formed by Rogier and others, Avhose

programme of policy promised the maintenance of the independent civil authority in

all its subordinate functionaries; a budget favorable to the public with regard to duties
on provisions; and measures to promote the interests of agriculture. The institution of
numerous agricultural and commercial schools, normal ateUfra, popular libraries, and
other means used for raising the working-classes, were followed by most beneficial

results. The revolutionary tempest of 1848, however, menaced the tranquillity of the

country, but the king, at the outbreak of the catastrophe in France, promptly declared
himself ready to retain or to surrender the crown of B., according to the decision of the

people. This frank and ready declaration had a successful result in strengthening the

party of order, while it disarmed even those most disaffected to the crown.
In -Tuly, 1848, the result of the elections was found to be a great strengthening of

the liberal-constitutional party. In Nov., 1849, a new commercial treaty for 10 years
was concluded with France, aiid the duration of the treaty with the German zollv'erein

was lengthened. In 1850, the educational question was supposed to be settled on soundly
liberal principles; but since then there has been a keen struggle between the progressists
and the ultramontanes. At present the question of liberal advance in education and reli-

gion in B. is. as it is in Prussia. France, and Italy, a question of very considerable intcre-t.

Nothoinb'a Tnn-mi.r PniiHi-* i it />> if,i'/) (Bruss. 1839); Stat&tiqrte dla B., hvthesame
author (1848); Juste, Histmre de B. (5th ed., 1868); Popliment, La B. depute' Tan 1830

(Bruss. 1850).
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BELGOBOD (Russian, Bfjdgorod, "white town"), a t. of (1867) 15,200 inhabitants, ia

the Russian government of Kursk. It is situated on the Donetz, in lat. 50' 40' n., long.
36" 35' east. B., which derives its name from a chalk-hill in the vicinity, is divided into

two the old and the new towns. It is built chiefly of wood, is an archbishop's see,

ha- numerous churches, two monasteries, manufactories of leather, soap, etc., and car-

ries on a considerable trade in wax, bristles, and hemp. Three important fairs arc held

here during the year.

BELGRADE, the ancient Singidunum, styled by the Turks Darol-Jihad, the "house
of the holy war," and in German, Weissenburg, is an important fortified and commer-
cial t., capital of Servia. It is situated at the confluence of the rivers Save and Danube.
The name B. is derived from the Slavonic wordMefo, "white," and grad or f/md, a "

fort"

or "town." B. contains (1874) 27,605 inhabitants, and is divided into four parts the

fortress, a very strong place, which, situated on the tongue of laud between the rivers,

commands the Danube; the Water town, also well protected by walls and ditches, on the

n. ;
the Kaitzeu town on the w. ; and the Palauka on the s. and e. of the citadel. B. con-

tains 14 mosques. The prince's palace, the residence of the metropolitan, the national

theatre, and the public offices are the principal buildings. Vessels navigating the Dan-
ube anchor between the three islands above Belgrade. B. has manufactories of arms, cut-

lery, saddlery, silk goods, carpets, etc., and is the seat of the chief Servian authorities.

It is the entrepot of the trade between Turkey and Austria. The position of B. has made
it the chief point of communication between Constantinople and Vienna, and the key to

Hungary on the s.e. It has consequently been the scene of many hard contests.

The Greeks held it until 1073, when it was captured by the Hungarian king, Salomon.
After this, it passed through the hands of Greeks, Bulgarians, Bosnians, and Servians,
ml these last proprietors sold it, in the beginning of the loth c., to the emperor Sigis-
mund. In 1442, it was unsuccessfully besieged by the Turks, with a large and vain

outlay of time and money; and when stormed (July 14, 1450), it was retaken from the
Turks by the heroism of Ilunyadcs and Capistrauo. In 1522, it was earned by the sul-

tan Soliman II. In 1688, it was stormed and taken by Maximilian, elector of Bavaria;
but in 1690 was recaptured by the Turks, when the Christian garrison had been reduced
to 500 men. In 1693, B. was vainly besieged by the duke of Croy; and in 1717, the cita-

del surrendered to prince Eugene, after he hod defeated an army of 200,000 Turks, with
u loss to them of 20.000 men. But in 1739, B. again changed owners, the Turks obtain-

ing it without a shot. In conformity with the treaty then signed, the fortifications were
demolished. In 1789, it was again taken by the Austrians under gen. Laudoii; but by
the treaty of peace, 1791, was restored to the Turks. From 1806 to 1813 it was in the pos-
session of the insurgent Servians; and though on the founding of the principality of

Servia, B. was made the capital, the citadel remained in the hands of the Turks till 1867.
In that year the portc was constrained by diplomacy to yield up this important posses-
sion to the Servian government.

BE LIAL, or, more accurately, BELI'AL, a Hebrew word, signifying idle, wicked, or

unprofitable. The Scripture phrase, therefore, "sons of B.," was originally, in all

probability, a mere Hebrew figurative expression denoting worthless or dissolute persons.
At a later period, the idea of evil which the word embodies, seems to have been elabo-
rated into a personality, and B. is supposed by some to correspond to the Pluto of the
Greeks.

BELIDOR, BERNARD FOREST DE, 1697-1761; a French military engineer, and a
member of the academy of sciences; author of works on hydraulic architecture, fortifi-

cations, engineering, mathematics for the use of artillery, etc.

BELIEF. This is a word sufficiently intelligible in common speech; but, neverthe-
less, various subtle problems and protracted controversies have been connected with it.

A brief account of the chief of these may be here given.
1. It has been a matter of no small difficulty with mental philosophers, to give an

exact rendering of the state of mind so denominated, or to specify the exact import, test,
or criterion of the act of believing. It is easy enough to comprehend what is meant byan idea or a notion, as when we speak of having the idea of a rose, its shape, color,
odor, etc.; but when we make the further step of affirming our belief in the s\v, -,-tncss
of the rose, it is not so easy to describe the exact change that has conic over the mind in
so doing. In all belief, tliere must l>e something intellectual, something thought of, or
conceived by the mind; nnc". Jence there has been a disposition to recognize the believing
function as one of the properties of our intelligence. We believe that the sun will rise
and the tides flow to-morrow: here are undoubtedly implied intellectual conceptions of
the sun, his rising, and of to-morrow; of the sea, its movements, and so on. But the
question comes, what is the difference between conceptions believed in as these are, and
conceptions quite as clear and intelligible that are not believed? as the notion that the
fluctuation of the sea on the shores of Britain is the same as on the shores of Italy. It
is not to the purpose to say. that in the one case we have knowledge and evidence, and

t in the other; for what is wanted is to define the chance that comes over u* when
what is a mere notion or supposition passes into a conviction; when a day-dream or
hypothesis comes to take rank as truth.
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To answer this inquiry, we must bring in a reference to fiction; for although
1

belief
connects itself with our intelligence, as now mentioned, it has action for its root ana
ultimate criterion. Coming up to the edge of a frozen lake, and looking ftt *he thickness

of the ice, we believe that it will bear to be trodden on, and accordingly t*alk across it.

The meaning or purport of the believing state here is, that v?e do Hot J)<i

fei<ii<*' i(y Irtfsi

our safety to the fact believed. The measure of our confidence is the measure of 0W
readiness to act upon our conviction. If the frozen lake lie between us and our destina-

tion, we feel elated by the certainty of arriving there, which we should not under a,

weak or imperfect trust in the goodness of the ice. Belief, therefore, although embsxiliiedT

in ideas, or intellectual conceptions, is in reality a moral power, operating ea *air eon-

duct, and affecting our happiness or misery. Belief in coming good cheers as almost as
much as if it were already come; a like strength of conviction of approaching e^il is to

the same degree depressing; "the devils believe, and tremble." These two tests readi-

ness to act according to what we believe, and influence on the mental tone effectually

separate the state in question from mere notions, fancies, or suppositions, unaccom-

panied with credence. We have firm confidence in the food we eat being able to nourish

us; we exert ourselves to procure that food, and when we feel hungry, and see it before

us, we have the mental elation arising from a near and certain prospect of relief and

gratification. If there be anything that we work languidly to procure, and feel little

elated by being near or possessing, our conviction is proved to be feeble as to the utility
of that thing, or as to the pleasure we shall derive from it. So, in employing mejins to

compass ends, as when we sow that we may reap, work that we may obtain abundance,
study that we may be informed we have a certain confidence in the connection between
the means and the ends; in other words, we are energetically urged to use those mesms,
and having done so, we have the feeling as if the end were already attained.

Even in cases the furthest removed in appearance from any action of ours, there is

uo other criterion. We believe a great many truths respecting the world, in the shape
of general propositions, scientific statements, affirmations on testimony, etc., which are
so much beyond our own little sphere, that we can rarely have any occasion to involve
them in our own procedure, or to feel nny hopeful elation on their account. We like-

wise give credit to innumerable events of past history, although the greater number of
them have never any consequences as regards ourselves. Yet, notwithstanding such
remoteness of interest, the tests now mentioned must apply; otherwise, there is no real

conviction in any one instance.

There is a distinction, first characterized by Aristotle, between potentiality and actu-

ality (posse and essc), which truly represents two different states of mind of real occur-
rence. Besides the actual doing of a thing, we know what it is to be in a state of

preparedness to act, before the emergency has arisen, or while it is still at a distance and
uncertain. The thirsty traveler, not knowing of a spring where he may drink, is

debarred from the act that his condition prompts him to, but he is in an attitude of mind
that we call being ready for action the moment the opportunity arrives. We all carry
about us a number of unexecuted resolutions, some of them perhaps remaining so to the

last, for want of the occasion. They are not, on that account, to be set aside as having
no part in our nature; they are genuine phases of our activity. So it is with many
things believed in by us, withput any actual prospect of grounding actions, or staking
our welfare, upon such things. When we say we believe that the circumference of the

globe is 25,000 m., if not repeating an empty sound, or indulging an idle conception,
we give it out that if any occasion arise for acting on this fact, we are ready to do so.

If we were about to circumnavigate the earth, we should commit ourselves to this reck

oning. Should there be any hesitation on the point when the time for action came, the

professed belief would be shown to be hollow, no matter how often we heard the state-

ment, or repeated it, with acquiescence. The genuineness of conviction is notoriously
open to question, until an opportunity of proceeding upon it occurs. Very often we
deceive ourselves and others on the point whether we are in full potentiality or pre-

paredness in some matter of truth or falsehood. There is a very large amount of blind

acquiescence in, or tacit acceptance of, propositions which never become the subject of

any real or practical stake. These beliefs falsely so called confuse the line of demarka-
tion between mere intellectual notions and states of credence or conviction. Of this
nature is the acceptance given by the mass of mankind to the statements they are accus-
tomed to hear from the better* informed class respecting the facts of science and the
transactions of history. They do not dispute those statements; and yet they might be
little disposed to commit their serious interests to such facts. So with regard to the

religious creed handed down from parent to child. Some are found believing, in the full

import of the term; others, opposing no negative in any way, yet never performing any
actions, or entertain either hopes or fears, as a consequence of their supposed accept-
ance of the religion of their fathers; their belief, accordingly, must be set down as a

nonentity.
2. There is considerable interest attached to the inquiry into the smirces or operating

causes of this efficacious attribute of our active nature. What are the influences that
determine us to adopt some notions as grounds of action and elements of hope or depres-
sion, in preference to others? The common answer to this question is the possession of

evidence, of which two kinds are reckoned by some schools namely, experience and



intuitioh : while others recognize experience alone, and reject the intuitive afl a sufficient

foundation of belief.

ii-irard* the actual sources of mens convictions, it is undeniable that many things

are credited without uny reference to experience. The existence of superstitions is an

example, 80 the partialities arising out of out- likings to particular persons, and tbe

undue depreciation of the merits of those Whom we dislike, present instances equally

removed from the Criterion of experience. It is evident, therefore, that men do

not abide by that criterion, PVeil granted that they ought to do so. Accordingly,
it is one of "the tasks of the mental philosopher to specify the portions of our con-

stitution that give birth to false, mistaken, or unfounded beliefs; and in so doing he

indicates, first, certain intuitive impulses connected with our active nature; and sec-

ondly, out1 Various feelings, or emotions. Whether the intuitive be a source of authentic

beliefs, may be a matter of doubt; there is no doubt as to its being a genuine source of

teal convictions. We have a decided tendency from the first to believe that the present

state of things will continue, and that the absent resembles the present. He that has

ahvavs seen water liquid, cannot at first be convinced that it is ever or anywhere solid.

We have always a great difficulty in surmounting the primitive impulse to consider

other men's minds as exactly like our own. It is the tendency of the uncultured human
bein-r to overgeneralize; and experience comes as a corrective, often very painful to

submit lo. Then, again, as regards the emotions, it is found that every c '" of these, if

at all strong, is liable to blind us to the realities of the world. Fear is a notable exam-

ple. Under a fright, a man will believe in the approach of the direst calamities. Super-
stition is, for the most part, the offspring of men's fears. The effect of a strong emotion
is to exclude from the mind every fact or consideration except those in keeping with
itself. Intense vanity so lords it over the current of the thoughts and the course of the

observations, as to present to one's mind only the very best side of the character. A fit

of self-abasement and remorse will work the contrary effect.

It is plain enough, therefore, that we are very often in the wrong, by trusting to our
intuitive tendencies, and as often so under our emotions; while we are as ready to act,

and to derive comfort or the opposite, under false beliefs, as under the very soundest
that we can ever arrive at. The practice of life points to experience as the check to wrong
believing. If we find on trial that another man's feelings differ very much from ours in

the same circumstances, we stand corrected, and are perhaps wiser in future. So, in

science, experiment is the ultimate canon of truth. There prevails, notwithstanding,
in one school of philosophy, comprising the majority of metaphysical philosophers both
in England and in Germany and France, the opinion that experience is not the only
source even of sow /id or true beliefs. There are those who contend for and junior* origin of

scientific first principles; such, for example, as the axioms of mathematics. "Tilings
that are equal to the same thing are equal to one another," is one of the class about
which this dispute reigns. There is also a doctrine current that the law of causation ho.s

an authority derived from intuition. Another class of beliefs relates to matters alto-

gether" beyond experience; such is the metaphysical doctrine of the infinite. These
various convictions d priori, as they are called, being grounded solely in the internal

impulses of the human mind are all open to one common remark. It must be conceded
that some intuitive beliefs are unsound, seeing that we are obliged to reject a greater or
less number because of their being flatly contradicted by our experience. But if any
have to be. rejected in this way, wh}' may not all be; and what criterion, apart from
experience, can be set up for discriminating those -that we are to retain? Man undoubt-
edly has boundless longings; and the doctrine of the infinite corresponds in a manner to
these. But in actual life we find very few of our desires fully gratified, not even tln>-e

most honorable to the human mind, such as curiosity, the passion for self-improvement,
and the desire of doing good. How, then, are we to ascertain which of the longing carries
with it its own necessary fulfillment ? Moreover, the intuitive tendencies are exceed-

ingly various in men; and all cannot be equally true.

Testimony, which is properly reckoned one of the sources of belief, is, in its operation,
partly founded on an intuitive tendency, and partly on experience. We at first believe
whatever we are told; the primitive phase of our nature is credulity: the experience that
we soon attain to of untrue statements puts us on our guard, and we learn to receive

testimony under some circumstances, and from some persons, and not in all casc-s

indiscriminately.
3. lb*jwnibility for Belief. A lengthened controversy arose some time ago. on the

saying of Lord Brougham, that "man is no longer accountable to man for his belief,
over which he has himself no control." Reduced to precise terms, the moanini: of this
assertion is: a man's belief

bcing_ involuntary, he is not punishable for it. The question
therefore arises, howfar is belief a voluntary function? for it is known that the will does
to -oinc extent influence it.

What a man shall see when he opens his eyes is not in his own power; but the open-
in- of the eyes is a voluntary act. So, after listening to a train of arguments on a cer-
tain dispute, we might be irresistibly inclined to one side; but, supposing us to live in a
country where the adhesion to that .side is criminal, and punished severely, we should
very likely

be deterred from hearing or reading anything in its favor. To this extent,
mption of a belief is voluntary. The application of strong motives of the nature
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of reward or punishment is sufficient to cause one creed to prev-il rather than another,
as we see in those countries and in those ages where there lias been no toleration of

dissent from the established religion. The mass of the people have been in this way so

fenced in from knowing any other opinions, that they have become conscientiously
attached to the creed of their education.

When the question is asked, therefore, whether punishment can control men's

beliefs, and not their professions merely, all history answers in the affirmative, as regards

religious and political creeds, on which the majority of mankind, being insufficient

judges of themselves, are led by tradition and by education. But in matters of daily

practice, where the simplest can judge as well as the wisest, the case is altered. No
severity of threat could bring a man into the state of believing that his night's rest was
hurtful to him; he might be overawed into saying that it was so, but he would never
act out his forced affirmation, and therefore he would show that he did not believe it.

If the sentence of Lord Brougham is held to imply that all beliefs are beyond tlie

power of external motives, and therefore that rewards and punishments can go no further

than making outward conformity, we must pronounce it erroneous. For granting that

motives cannot have a direct efficacy on the state of a man's convictions which cannot
be conceded in all cases yet the indirect influence is so great as to produce the unanim-

ity of whole nations for centuries in some one creed. But if it is only meant, that

such indirect means ought not to be applied to sway men's convictions, this is merely a

way of affirming the right of free thought and inquiry to all mankind, and the iniquity
of employing force on such a matter. On the subject of belief generally, see Bam on
the Emotions and the Will.

BELISA EITJS (in Slavonic, Bcli-tzar, "White Prince"). This heroic and loyal sA-
dier, to whom the emperor Justinian was principally indebted for the glory of his reign,
was born at Gennania, in Illyria, agout 505 A.D. He first assumed a conspicuous posi-
tion when he was appointed to the command of the eastern army of the empire,
stationed on the confines of Persia, where, in 530 A.D., he gained a victory over a Per-
sian army nearly twice as large as his own. The historian Procopius was at this time

secretary to Belisarius. In the following year, when the Persians had penetrated into

Syria, intending to attack Antioch, B. being compelled by the impatience of his troops
to offer battle at Callinicum, a town at the junction of the rivers Bilecba and Euphrates,
was defeated, and in consequence recalled. This petulant injustice, however, did not
weaken that principle of duty which ever controlled and inspired the great soldier. He
still remained the firm supporter of his sovereign. In Constantinople, the strife of the
two parties, styled respectively "the green" and "the blue," had endangered the

authority and even the life of Justinian; already a new emperor, Hypatius, had been
elected, when B., at the head of the life-guards, attacked and slew, in the race-course,

30,000 of the green or anti-loyalist partv, and thus restored tranquillity. Previous to

this, he had married a wealthy but profligate lady, Anton ia, whom he loved with the
same Mind uxoriousness that Marcus Aurclius exhibited towards Faustina. The only
points in his history which are not edifying, are those in which he yielded to her
noxious solicitations. The military career o'f B. may be divided into t\vo great epochs;
the war against the Vandals in Africa, and the war against the Goths in Italy, which
again subdivides itself into two campaigns, with an interval of four years between them.
The first of these epochs was commenced by Justinian sending B. . in 553 A.D., with an

army of 15,000 men into Africa, in order to recover the provinces there held by the Van-
dal king, Gelimer. After achieving two victories. B. made the king a prisoner, seized
his treasures, and after conquering Sardinia, Corsica, and the Balearic Isles, he brought
him to Constantinople, where he appeared in a triumphal procession of the conqueror
the first that a subject had enjoyed since the days of Tiberius. The African Vandals
never recovered from this overthrow. Medals were struck in B.'s honor; and
on the 1st Jan., 535, he was invested with the dignity of "consul," and granted a second
triumph, according to the old republican style. The second war was occasioned by the
divisions existing in the royal family of the Ostrogoths, which induced Justinian to

attempt to wrest Italy from the hands of the barbarians. In 535, B. conquered Sicily;
and in the autumn of 536, he crossed over to lower Italy, where all the cities submitted
to him except Naples, which he carried by storm. On the 10th of Dec. he entered
Rome, having made an amicable arrangement with the inhabitants. As he found his
forces not strong enough to contend with the Goths in open field, he allowed himself to
be inclosed and besieged in Rome: after the defense had lasted a year, the Goths raised
the siege. In 538, Narses had been sent with a reinforcement for the army in Italy: but
some misunderstanding occurring between the two generals, they were prevented from
relieving Milan, which in 539 Avas carried and devastated by Braias. nephew of the
Gothic king, Vitiges. Consequent! v, Narses was recalled from Italy; and B., now
placed at the head of both armies, refused to assent to a treaty proposed to king Vitiges
by Justinian's ambassadors. Vitiges had persuaded the Persian king. Cliosroes, tfl

invade the eastern Roman territory. B. now drove the Goths back to Ravenna, which
he captured in 540, along with Vitiges himself. But before he could complete his con-

quest of the Goths, he was recalled by Justinian to Constantinople, where he soon

appeared, bringing with him the king Vitiges, several Gothic chieftains, and the royal
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treasures. In 541-42, be was engaged in a campaign against the Persians, who had cap-
tured Antioch; but was again recalled, on account of slanderous representations made to

the emperor, and the enterprise necessarily proved indecisive. His second great struggle
with tin- ()>t< troths now begins. In 544, the barbarians, under Totila, again invaded
and reconquered Italy. B. was sent against them, but with an insufficient army. He,
however, maintained his ground for live years, harassing the enemy by his skillful

movements, and i von succeeded so far as to regain possession of Home. But, in

spite <>f his re;>eated entreaties, no reinforcements were sent to him; and in Sept., 548,
he gave up the command, his rival, Narses, being appointed in his place. After ten

rears of retirement, B. once more came forward at the head of an army hastily col-

lected, and overthrew the Bulgarians, who had threatened Constantinople. Here this

faithful servant, who at Ravenna had, in a spirit of noble loyalty unknown to the
warriors in those selfish and ambitious times, refused the crown of Italy offered to him
by the Goths, was at length accused of a conspiracy against Justinian, and imprisoned,
Dec., 563; but according to Malala and Theophanes, Justinian became convinced of
B.'s innocence, and restored him, after six months, to all his honors. He died Mar., 564.

The biography of B. has been treated with great license by writers of fiction,

especially by MaVmontel, who has represented the hero as cruelly deprived of sight,
aud reduced to beg for his bread iu the streets of Constantinople. Tzetzes, a writer
of the 12th c., states that, during his half-year's imprisonment, B. suspended a bag
from the window of his cell, and exclaimed to those who passed by "Give an
ubolus to B., who rose by merit, and was cast down by envy!" but no writer contem-

porary with B. mentions this circumstance. Lord Mahon, in his Life of J><liMiriiis

(Loiul. 1829), endeavors, but without success, to confirm the tradition, or rather the fic-

ti&>. of B. being deprived of sight and reduced to mendicancy. This fiction sup-
plies the subject of a fine picture by the French painter Gerard.

In figure, B. was tall and majestic; in disposition, humane and generous; pure in
his morals, temperate iu his habits, a valiant soldier, a skillful general, and above all,

possessed by a sublime spirit of loyalty to his sovereign.

BELIZE. See BALIZE.

BELJTT BIE, or BAILJUHIE, a t. of India, in the British district of Moradnbttd, n.w.
provinces, 2 in. n.w. from Kashipur. Pop. '71, including part of Kashipar, 8253.

BELKNAP, a co. in New Hampshire; intersected by the Boston, Concord and
Montreal railroad; 360 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 17,681. The surface i hilly, 1 fertile. Co.
seat, Laconia.

BELKNAP, JEREMY, D.D., 1744-98; b. Mass., and graduate of Harvard ; pastor in
New Hampshire, and over Federal street church, Boston. He founded the Massachu-
setts historical society in 1791. Among his works are History cf Xexi Hampshire, and
American Biography.

BELL. Bells are usually formed of a composition of copper acd trn, railed bell
metal. When the proper proportions of the two metals are fused together, the com-
pound is poured into a mold. Authorities differ as to the best proportions of the copper
and tin. Some give 80 parts of copper to 20 of tin, or 4 to 1 ; others state the propor-
tions as being 3 to 1. In the reign of Henry III. of England, it would seem to hare
been 2 to 1; and the small bronze bells discovered by Mr.' Layard in the palace of Nim-
roud, are found to contain 10 of copper to 1 of tin. Hand-bells are often made of brass,
antimony alloyed with tin, German silver, real silver, and gold. The notion that in
old times silver was mixed with bell-metal to sweeten the tone, is a mistake. Silver, in
any quantity, would injure the tone. The quality of a bell depends not only on the
composition of the metal it is made of, but very much also on its shape, and on the propor-
tions Iwtween its height, width, and thickness; for which the bell-founder has rules
derived from experience, and confirmed by science. The pitch of a bell is higher the
smaller it is. For a peal of four bells to give the pure chord of ground tone (key note),
third, fifth, and octave, the diameters require to be as 80, 24, 20, 15, and the weights as
80, 41, 24, 10. A less quantity of the metal than is due to the caliber of the bell though
giving tin- same note, produces a meager harsh sound; and the real or fancied superi-
ority in

dignity of tone of some old bells, is ascribed to a greater weight of metal having
l>een allowed for the same note than modern economy would dictate. Bells have been
cast of steel, some of which have had a tone nearly equal in fineness to that of the b.-st

l>ell-metal, but deficient iu length, having less vibration. Some have also been cast of
glass, with a considerable thickness of the material; and these give an extremely fine
sound, but are too brittle to stand the continued use of a clapper.From a remote antiquity, cymbals and hand-bells were used in religious ceremonies.
In Egypt, it is certain that the feast of Osiris was announced by ringing bells- Aaron
and otherJewish bighprieata. wore goldqn bells attached to their vestments- and in

hena, the priest* of Cybele u^-d hells in their rites. The Greeks employed them

mpaand ganiaoa; and the. Romans announced the hour of bathing and of<~ by Ihetintinnatwlnm. The introduction of bells into Christian churches is

siially ascribed to Paulimu, bUhop of Xolia in Campania (400 A.D.); but there is no
evidence of their existence for a century later. That they were first made in Campania, is
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inferred from the name given to them campana; hence campanile, the bell-tower. Their

use in churches and monasteries soon spread through Christendom. They were introduced

into France about 550; and Benedict, abbot of Wearmouth, brought one from Italy for his

church about 680. Pope Sabinian (600) ordained that every hour should be announced

by sound of bell, that the people might be warned of the approach of the horce caiumiw,
or hours of devotion. Bells came into use in the east in the 9th c.,and in Switzerland

and Germany in the llth century. Most of the bells first used in Western Christendom
seem to have been hand-bells. Several examples, some of them, it is believed, as old &s

the Cth c., arc still preserved in Ireland, Scotland, and Wales. They are made of thin

plates of hammered iron, bent into a four-sided form, fastened with rivets, and brazed
or bronzed. Perhaps the most remarkable is that which is said to have belonged to St.

Patrick, cMedlheClog-an-cdd/utcftta Phatraic, or "the bell of Patrick's Will." It is G

in. high, 5 in. broad, and 4 in. deep, and is kept in a case or shrine of brass, enriched

with gems and with gold and silver filagree, and made (as an inscription in Irish shows)
between the years 1091 and 1105. The bell itself is believed to he mentioned in the

Anita?* f L'Mfr as early as the year 552. Engravings as well of the bell as of its shrine,
witli a history of both, by the Rev. Dr. Reeves of Lusk, were published at Belfast

(where the relic is preserved) in 1850. Some of the Scotch bells, of the same primitive

type, are figured and described in the lU>txtr<itr<! Catalogue of the Arclurolnjical Mum-n.in

at Edinburgh in 1856 (Edin. 1859). The four-sided bell of St. Gal!, an Irish missionary,
who died about 646, is still shown in the monastery of the city which bears his name in

Switzerland. Church-bells were suspended either in the steeples or church-towers, or

in special bell-towers. They were long of comparatively small si/.c; the bell which a

king presented to the church of Orleans in the llth c., and which was remarkable in its

age, weighed only 2600 pounds. In the 13th c., much larger bells began to be cast, but
it wa< not until the 15th c. that they reached really considerable dimensions. Tho bell

"Jacqueline" of Paris, cast in 1400, weighed 15,000 pounds; another Paris bell. c:i^t in

1472, weighed 25, (MM) pounds: the fatuous bell of Rouen, cast in 1501. weighed o!>,:)f>4

pounds. 'The largest hell in the world is the great bell or monarch of Moscow, above. 21

ft. in height aod diameter, and weighing 193 tons. It was ca^t i:i 1734, but fell down
duririir a tire in 1737, was injured, and regained sunk in the earth till 1837, when it was
raised, and now forms the dome of a chapel made by excavating the space below it.

Another Moscow bell, cast in 1819, weighs 80 tons. The great bell at Pekiu, 14 ft,

.vith a diameter of 13 ft., weighs 53i tons; those of Olmui/.. Rouen, and Vienna,

nearly 18 tons; that first cast for the new palace at Westminster (but cracked), 14 tons;
that of the Roman Catholic cathedral at Montreal (cast 1847), 13^ tons;

"
great Peter,"

placed in York Minster 1845, 10J tons; "great Tom" ut Lincoln, 5i tons; great bell

of St. Paul's, 5fo tons. See an interesting article on Bells in the Quarterly Recieuo

for Sept., 1854.

From old usage, bells are intimately connected with the services of the Christian
church so much so, that apparently from a spirit of opposition, the Mohammedans
reject the use of bells, and substitute for them the cry of the Imaum from the top of
the mosques. Associated in various ways with the ancient ritual of the church, bells

acquired a kind of sacred character. They were founded with religious ceremonies (see
Schiller's ode), and consecrated by a complete baptismal service; received names, had
sponsors, were sprinkled with water, anointed, and finally covered with the white gar-
ment or chrisom, like infants This usage is as old as the time of Alcuin, and is still

practiced in Roman Catholic countries. Bells had mostly pious inscriptions, often
indicative of the wide-spread belief in the mysterious virtue of their sound. They were
believed to disperse storms and pestilence, drive away enemies, extinguish fire, etc. A
common inscription in the middle ages was:

Funera plango, fulgura frango, Sabbata pango,
Excito lentos, dissipo ventos, paco cruentos.

Among the superstitious usages recorded to have taken place in old St. Paul's church
in London, was the "ringinge the hallowed belle in great tempestes or lightninges"
(Brand's Popular Antiquities, vol. ii.). From this superstition possibly sprang the later

notion, that when the great bell of St. Paul's tolled (which it does only on the death of
a member of the royal family, or a distinguished personage in the citv) it turned all the
beer sour in the neighborhood a fancy facetiously referred to by Washington Irving
in the Sketch-Book. It would seem that the strange notion that bells are efficacious in

dispelling storms, is by no means extinct. In 1852, the bishop of Malta ordered the
church-bells to be rung for an hour to allay a gale.

Church-bells were at one time tolled for those passing out of the world. It was a
prevailing superstition that bells had the power to terrify evil spirits, no less than to

dispel storms; and the custom of ringing what was called the pamnff-bett, "grew [we
quote the writer in the Quarterly Review above referred to] out of the belief that devils
troubled the expiring patient, and lay in wait to afflict the soul the moment when it

escaped from the body." . . . "The tolling of the passing-bell was retained at the
reformation; and the people were instructed that its use was to admonish the living,
and excite them to pray for the dying." But "by the beginning of the 18th c., the

passing bell, in the proper sense of "the term, had almost ceased to lie heard. The toll-

ing indeed., continued in the old fashion; but it took place after the death, instead of
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before." The practice of slowly and solemnly tolling church-bells at deaths, or while

funerals arc being conducted, is"still a usage in various parts of the country, more par-

ticularly as a mark of respect for the deceased. There is another use of the bell in reli-

gion, called the pardon or tn* bdl, abolished among Protestants. The pardon-bell was
tolled before and after divine service, for some time prior to the reformation, to call the

worshipers to a preparatory prayer to the Virgin Mary before engaging in the solem-

nity, and an invocation for pardon at its close. Bishop Buruet has recorded the order

of a bishop of Sarum, in 1538, concerning the discontinuance of the custom. It runs

thus: That the bell called the pardon or ave bell, which of louge tyme hathe been
used to be tolled three tymes after and before divine service, be not hereafter in any part
of my diocesse any more tollyd.

"

The ringing of the curfew-bell, supposed to have been introduced into England by
William the conqueror, was a custom of a civil or political nature, and only strictly

observed till the end of the reign of William liufus. Its object was to warn the public
to extinguish their fires and lights at eight o'clock in the evening. The eight o'clock

ringing is still continued in many parts of England and Scotland.

As the liberty of public worship in places of meeting by themselves was yielded to

dissenters, by the various governments of Europe, only with reluctance, the use of bells

in chapels as a summons to divine service is not allowed except in the more enlightened
countries. Speaking on this subject as referring to England, lord chief-justice Jervis,

in giving judgment on a case tried at the Croydou assizes in 1851, says:
" With regard

to the right of using bells in places of worship at all, by the common law, churches of

every denomination have a full right to use bells, and it is a vulgar error to suppose that

there is any distinction at the present time in this respect." Throughout England and
Scotland, however, comparatively few dissenting places of worship possess bells still

fewer have steeples. In towns and villages, the places of worship connected with the

established church are commonly distinguished by some kind of belfry or bell-cote with
bells. The ringing of these for divine service on Sundays, and on other occasions, forms
the theme of many poetical allusions. The lines of Cowper will occur to recollection:

How soft the music of those village bells,

Falling at interval, upon the ear,
In cadence sweet ! now dying all away.
Now pealing loud again, anu louder still,

Clear and sonorous as the gale comes on.

On all that belongs to the playing of bells in belfries, the inventive genius of tli3

Netherlands long since arrived at proficiency. In some of the church-towers of that

country, the striking, chiming, and playing of bells is incessant; the tinkling called
chimes usually accompanies the striking of the hours, half-hours, and quarters- while
the playing of tunes comes in as a special divertisement. In some instances, these tune-

playing bells are sounded by means of a cylinder, on the principle of a barrel-organ; but
in others, they are played with keys by a musician. The French apply the term ciintl/m*

to the tunes plaved on bells; but in England, it is more usual to give"the term carillons
to the suites of bells which yield this kind of music. In this last sense, the tower of
h-* JfuUes, a large building at Bruges, is allowed to contain the finest carillons in

Europe. There is a set of music-bells of this kind in the steeple of St. Giles's church,

Edinburgh. On these, tunes are played for an hour daily at certain seasons by a musi-
cian, who has a small salary from the civic corporation.

.Many of the church-towers in London are provided with peals of bells, the ringing of
which is a well-known practice. Eight bells, which form an octave or diatonic scale,
make the most perfect peal. The variety of changes or permutations of order that can be
rung on a peal, increases enormously with the number of bells: 3 bells allow changes; 4
bells, 24; 12 bells give as many as 479,001,600 changes. The ringing of peals diil'crs

entirely from tolling a distinction not sufficiently recognized in those places where an
ordinary ringing of bells is made to suffice alike for solemn and festive occasions. The
merry peal almost amounts to an English national institution. It consists in ringing the

peal in moderately quick time, and in a certain order, without interruption, for the space
of an hour. Merry peals are rung at marriages (if ordered), and at other festive; events,
h- ringers being properly paid, according to' use and wont. The English appear to lie

fond of these peals, and the associations which they call up. They actually make
bequests to endow periodical peals in their parish church-towers; leaving, for example.
so much money to ring a merry peal for an hour on a certain evening of the week, or to
commemorate victories, or some other subjects of national rejoicing, in all time coining.
(>nr t.t' the mot celebrated peals of bells in London is that of St. 'Mary-le-Bow, Cheap-
id*, which form the l.asis of a proverbial expression meant to mark emphatically a
London nativity

" Born within the sound of Bow-bells." Brand speaksof a substantial
endowment by a ciii/.en for the

ringing
of Bow-bells early every morning to wake upthe

London apprentices. The ringing of bells hi token of merriment is an old usage in

England, as we learn from Shakespeare:
<;( tli. -I- pone, and dig my grave thyself,And bid the merry bells rinji to thv'ear,
That thou art crowned, not that I am dead.

Sometimes, in compliment to a newly opened church, efforts are made to furnish its

belfry with the proper number of bells, and to endow it at once for a weekly merry peal.
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It is common for some of the humbler class of parishioners to form a company of bell-

ringers, acting under the authority of the church wardens. Some endowments for peals
embrace a supper, as well as a money payment to the ringers; and of course, in such
circumstances, there is little risk of the merry peal falling into desuetude. The conse-

quence is, that what with marriages, and other festive celebrations, and as a result of
endowments, merry peals are almost constantly goiiiir >n somewhere in the metropolis a
fine proof, it may be said, of the naturally cheerful and generous temperament of the

English, and of their respect for old customs. In Lancashire, the art of playing on bells

is cultivated with much enthusiasm and success The bells are small, and arranged on a
movable stand; they are struck by a small instrument which is held in each hand of the

performer, and produce a sweet tinkling kind of music.
The custom of hanging bells on the necks of horses, cows, and other animals, was in

use by the Romans, and still survives. The bells give notice of approach in the dark,
and hung on cows, goats, or sheep, these animals can lie easily found in the woods, or
on the mountains. The charming poetical allusion of Gray

And drowsy ticklings lull the distant folds

will be called to remembrance. In some parts of England, as many as eight small bells,

forming an octave, are attached to the harness of wagon-horses. The attaching of bells

in a fanciful manner to riding and sleigh-horses is common in some parts of Europe and
America.

The tenn bell is infused in much of our conversational phraseology. "To bear the

bell," is a phrase which we previously attempted to explain. At one period, a silver bell

was the prize in horse-races in England, and the winning horse was said to bear away the

bell. A less probable explanation is. that the phrase originated in the custom of one of

the most forward sheep in a flock carrying a bell. Hence, at least, "bell-wether of the

flock," a phrase applied disparagingly to the leader of a party. The old fable, in which
a sagacious mouse proposes that a bell shall l>e hung on the neck of the cat. so that all

the mice may be duly warned of her approach, has given rise to the well known phrase
of "

belling the cat." Any one who openly and courageously does something to lower
the offensive pretensions of a powerful and dangerous person, is said

"
to bell the cat."

The hanging of bells in dwelling-houses, and ringing them by means of wires from the

different apartments, is quite a modern invention: for it was not known in England in

the reign of queen Anne. Lately, there has been a great improvement in domestic liell

hanging. Instead of traversing the apartments, and turning and winding by means of

cranks, the wires are carried directly upward in tubes in the walls to the garret: thence
from a row of cranks they descend together to their respective bells, which are hung in

one of the lower passages. More recently, there has been introduced a system of electric

bells, which is likely to supersede all others. The arrangement consists of an electro-

magnet, with its armature fastened at one. end by a spring, and terminating at the other

in a hammer, by which the bell is struck. The battery may be placed in any part of the

building, and as there is no motion in the wires, no cranks or other apparatus are required.
Contact is made by pressing a stud, and messages may be sent to any part of the house,

by the Morse alphabet, or other code of signals.

BELL, a co. in s.e. Kentucky, bordering on West Virginia and Tennessee, and drained

by the Cumberland river; 500*sq.m.; pop. '70, 2731 111 colored. The surface is rough,
and in some parts mountainous. Agriculture is the principal business. Co. seat, Pine-

ville. This co. was formerly called Josh Bell.

BELL, a co. in w. Tennessee on the Mississippi, recently established ;
a good cotton

section. Co. seat, Grand Junction.

BELL, a co. in Texas, in a fine prairie region on the Leon river, well adapted to

general agriculture; 850 sq.m.; pop. '70, 9771 1104 colored. Co. seat, Belton.

BELL, ANDREW, D.D., author of the Madm* System of Education, was born at St.

Andrews in 1753, and educated at the university of that place. Subsequently he took

orders in the church of England; and after residing for some time in British America
was appointed one of the chaplains at fort St. Gorge. Madras. While here he was
intruded by the directors of the East India company with the management of an insti-

tution for the education of the orphan children of the European military. The arduous

character of his new duties compelled him to reflect seriously on the best means of ful-

filling them. As he found it impossible to obtain the services of properly qualified

ushers, he at length resorted to the expedient of conducting the school by the aid of the

scholars themselves. Hence originated the far-famed " MONITORIAL SYSTEM" (q.v.).

After superintending the institution for seven years, the state of his health forced him to

return to Europe. On his departure he received a most flattering testimonial from the

directors of the school. In 1797, after his arrival in England. B. published a pamphlet
entitled An Experiment in E<lwition, m<nlt <tf ///< A"V Atyi'tm of Ma<1r<i*; suggesting a

Si/xf. :n hy ir/iir>t n School <>r F<m>i(>/ /,'>/ fn'J, it* -f >n,,i, / t],s Superintendence of the Master

or Parent. This pamphlet attracted little attention until Joseph Lancaster, a dissenter,

commenced to work upon the system, and succeeded in obtaining for it a large measure

of public recognition. In 1803," Lancaster also published a tractate on education, recom-

mending the monitorial system, as it was now called, and admitting B to be the original



inventor of it, an admission which he afterwards discreditably retracted. Lancasterian

schools now be^an to spread over the country. The church grew alarmed at the suc-

:! results of the efforts made by dissenters to educate the poor, and resolved to be

philanthn>pical ere it was too late. B. was put up against Lancaster. Money was col-

lecte 1 and an immense amount of emulation was excited in the bosoms of churchmen.
Fortunatelv. however, this rivalry produced only beneficial effects, and the motives

which induced it may therefore be forgotten. Later in life B. was made a prebendary
of Westminster, andinaster of Sherborn hospital, Durham. He was also a member of

various learned societies. He died at Cheltenham, Jan. 28, 1832. He left (besides a val-

uable estate) 120.000 of three percent stocks for the purpose of founding various

educational institutions in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leith, Aberdeen, Inverness, Cupar,
and St. Andrews.

BELL, Sir CIIAIU.ES, an eminent surgeon, whose discoveries in the nervous system
have given him a European fame, was born at Edinburgh in 1778, and while a mere

youth assisted his brother John (afterwards noticed) in his anatomical lectures and
demonstrations. In 1797 he was admitted a member of the Edinburgh college of sur-

geons, and soon after appointed one of the surgeons of the royal infirmary. In 1806 he

proceeded to London, and for some years lectured with great success on anatomy and

surgery at the academy in Great Windmill street. Admitted, in 1812, a member of the

royal college of sunrcons, London, he was elected one of the surgeons of the Middlesex

hospital, in which institution he delivered clinical lectures, and raised it to the high-
est repute. To obtain a knowledge of gunshot wounds, he twice relinquished his Lon-
don engagements the first time after the battle of Coruuuaiu 1809, when he visited the
wounded landed on the southern coasts of England ;

the other after the battle of Water-
loo, when he repaired to Brussels and was put in charge of a hospital with 300 men.
In 1824, he was appointed senior professor of anatomy and surgery to the royal college of

surgeons, London, and subsequently a member of the council. On the establishment of
the London university, now university college, in 1826, B. was placed at the head of their

new medical school. He delivered the general opening lecture iu his own section, and
followed it by a regular course of characteristic lectures on physiology; but soon

resigned, and confined himself to his extensive practice, which was chiefly in nervous
affections. In 1831 lie was one of the five eminent men in science knighted on the
accession of William IV., the others being sir John Herschel, sir David Brewster, sir

John Leslie, and sir James Ivory. In 1836 he was elected professor of surgery in the

university of Edinburgh. He was a fellow of the royal societies of London and Edin-
burgh, and a member of some other learned bodies. Author of various works on. sur-

gery and the nervous system, and editor, jointly with lord Brougham, of Paley's Evi-
dences of Natural Religion, B. was one of the eight distinguished men selected to write
the celebrated Bridgewater Ireatises, his contribution being on The Hand, its Mechanism
and Vital Endowments, as evincing Design (1834). He died suddenly, April 30, 1842.

Among his principal works are: The Anatomy of the Brain Explained in a Series of
Engravings, 12 plates (Lond. 1802. 4to); A Series of Engravings Explaining the Course of
the Nerves, (Lond. 1804, 4to); Essays on the Anatomy of Expression in Painting, plates
(Lond. 1806, 4to); posthumous edition much enlarged, entitled The Anatomy and Philos-

ophy of Expression asmnnc.cted with the Fine Arts (Lond. 1844, 8vo); A System of Opera tin
Surgery, 2 vols. (Lond. 1807-9; 2d ed. 1814); Dissertation on Gumlwt Wounds (Lond.
1814, 2 vols. 8vo); Anatomy and Physiology of the Human Body, 3 vols. (1816); various
papers on the nervous system which originally appeared in the Philosophical Transaction*;
Exposition of the Natural System of the Nerves of the Human Body (1824); Institute* of
Surgery (EAln. % vols. 1838, 12mo); Animal Mechanics, contributed to the Libraryfor
the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1828): Nervous System of the Human Body (1830), 4to.
See Correspondence of Sir Charles B. (1870).

HKLL, CHARLES H., 1798-1875; b. If. Y.; rear-admiral in the U. S. navy. He
served in the war with England in 1812, and in the rebellion, rising to commo-
dore in 1862, and admiral in 1866.

BELL, GEOKGE JOSEPH, an eminent lawyer, brother of the above, was b. at Edin-
burgh, 26lh Mar., 1770, and passed advocate in 1791. Acknowledged one of the great-
est masters of commercial jurisprudence of his time, and in particular of that depart-ment of it which relates to the laws of bankruptcy, he was, in 1822, appointed professor

scots law in Edinburgh university; and in 1823, a member of the commission for
inquiring into Scottish judicial proceedings. Subsequently, he was member of a com-

ion to examine into and simplify the mode of procedure in the court of session On
the report, drawn up by Bell, was founded the Scottish judicature act, prepared by him,

effected many Important changes in the forms of process in the superior courts of
Scotland; the jury court being abolished as a separate judicature, and conjoined with

ourt of *-sion. Appointed in 1831 one of the clerks of the court of session, he was,
6, chairman ot the royal commission to examine into the state of the law in gen-
ii.;

also prepared a bill for the establishment of a court of bankruptcy in Scot-
rlis principal works are Commentaries on the IMWS of Scotland, and on the Prin-

ciples of Mercant,!, Jurbpnitfenct (Kdin. 1810, 4to; 5th ed. 1826, 2 vols. 4to)- Principles
of tkt Law of Scotland (Kdin. 1829, 8vo; 4th cd. 1839, 8vo); and Commentaries on the
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Pettnt Statutes Relative to Diligence or Execution against the Movable Entate, Imprison-
nent, Cessio Bonorum, and Sequestration in Mercantile Bankruptcy (Edin. 1S40, 4to).
Bell d. 23d Sept., 1843.

BELL, HENRY, the successful introducer of ^team-navigation into Europe, fifth son
of Patrick Bell, a mechanic, was b. at Torphichen, Linlithgowshirc, Scotland, April 7.

1767. After working three years as a stone-mason, he was, in 1783, apprenticed to his

uncle, a mill-wright. He was instructed in ship-modelinr atBorrowstounness, and com-
pleted his knowledge of mechanics with an engineer at Bell's Hill. Repairing to Lon-
don, he was employed by the celebrated Mr. Rennie. About 1790 he returned to Glas-

gow, and in 1808 removed toHelensburgh, where he kept the principal inn, and devoted
himself to mechanical experiments. How far Bell was anticipated by Fulton and others,
in his application of steam to navigation, will be considered under the head of STEAM
NAVIGATION. In January, 1812, a small vessel, 40 ft. in length, called the Comi.t, built

Under his directions, and with an engine constructed by himself, was launched on the

Clyde with success the first on European waters. Five years previously, on Oct. 3,

1807, Mr. Fulton, a Scottish engineer in America, had placed the first steamboat on the
Hudson. Bell d. at Helensburgh, Nov. 14, 1830. A monument was erected to his

memory at Dunglass point on the Clyde.

BELL, HENKY II., 1807-69: b. N. C. ; an American naval officer, capt. in 1862, com-
modore the next^'ear, and rear-admiral in 1866. He was fleet capt. under Farragut at

the capture of Jsew Orleans. In 1865, he commanded the East India squadron, and
was drosvncd while endeavoring to get his barge over the bar at the entrance of Osada
river, Japan.

BELL, JOHN, 1797-1869; b. Tenn. ; a graduate of Nashville university; a lawyer, and
member of congress for 14 years from 1827. In 1843, he was speaker of the house of

representatives, in 1841 secretary of war; was chosen senator in 1847. and again in 1853.

In 1860, he was one of the four candidates for president of the United States, and got the
votes of Kentucky, Tennessee, and Virginia, 39 in all.

BELL, JOHN, of Antermony, a celebrated Asiatic traveler, born in the w. of Scotland
in 1691, studied for the medical profession. In 1714, he went to St. Petersburg, and
Boon after was appointed physician to an embassy from Russia to Persia. In 1719, he
was sent upon another to China, through Siberia. In 1737, he was sent on an embassy
to Constantinople, and afterwards settled for some years in the Turkish capital as a mer-
chant. In 1747, he returned to Scotland, and died at Antermony, July 1, 1780. His
Tr ;' r< I* from St. Pdi'mburg to various Part* in Asia, in 2 vols. 4to, were published by
subscription at Glasgow in 1763. From its simplicity of style, the work has been
described as "the best model, perhaps, for travel-writing in the English language."

BELL, JOHN, an eminent surgeon, second son of the Rev. William Bell, an Episcopal
minister in Edinburgh, was b. in that city, Mav 12. 1763. He studied under the cele-

brated Black, Cullcn, and Monro atcundu*; and while attending the anatomy classes of
Dr. Monro, first conceived the idea of teaching the application of the science of anatomy
to practical surgery. He commenced, in 1786. lecturing at Edinburgh on surgery and
anatomy, and in 1793 published the first volume of his Anatomy ofike Human 'Hxiy;
in 1797. appeared the second volume; and in 1802, the third. A volume of anatomical

drawings by himself, illustrative of the structure of the bones, muscles, and joints, was
published in 1794; and another volume, illustrative of the arteries, with drawing by
his brother, afterwards sir Charles Bell, appeared in 1801. In 1798. Bell passed some
weeks at Yarmouth among the seamen of lord Duncan's fleet wounded at Camper-
down; and in 1800 he published a Manorial c<met ruing ti- ;' Military Sur-

gery. His System <>f th> Anatomy <>f (fie Human Body, and his Diconrsen on the ^<i.t>ire

and Cure of Wound* (Edin. 1793-95), were translated into German. A good classical

scholar, he was distinguished alike for his great conversational powers and general
information. Early in 1816, he was thrown from his horse, and, his health

declining,
he went to Paris, and thence proceeded to Italy. He died at Rome, of dropsy, April 15,

1820. Besides the works mentioned, he was the author of The Principle* of Surgery* 3
vols. 4to, 1801-1807; new edition, edited by his brother, sir Charles Bell. 1826. A post-
humous work, entitled Observation* on Ihtly, edited by bishop Sandford of Edinburgh,
was published by his widow.

BELL, JOHN, an eminent
sculptor,

remarkable for rejecting the classical antique
model, and following nature only in his works, b. in Norfolk in 1811, first exhibited at
the royal academy, London, in 1832, a religious group. His works are numerous, and
of high and original merit. B.'s statues of lord Falkland, exhibited in model at West
minster hall, 1847, and sir Rolxrt Walpole. 1854, were commissioned for the new houses
of parliament. One of his best known designs is a monument to the guards who fell in
the Crimea, executed in 1858. In decorative art, he has also distinguished himself.
He was one of the sculptors of the prince consort memorial in Hyde park, London,
which was unveiled in 1873. B. is the author of a Free Hand Drawing-book for the

Use of Artisans.

BELL, LUTHER V., LL.D., 1806-62; b. Mass.; graduate of Bowdoin, and in medicine
of Dartmouth

; practiced in New York, and was president of the asylum for the insane
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at Somcrville, Mass. In 1801, he was made brigade surgeon in the army, and at the

time of his death was medical director of a division.

BELL, Ror.KKT, an industrious and versatile literary writer, the son of a magistrate,
was li. at Cork. Kith Jan., 1800, and, when very young, obtained an appointment in

. rnment department in Dublin. He was for a time editor of the government
journal, Tin Patriot. In 1828, he removed to London, and was appointed editor of The

newspaper. In 1839, in conjunction with sir Edward Bulwer Lytton and Dr.

Lnrdner, lie started Thf Mmthly Chronicle, a literary periodical, published by Longman
.

;
and latterly was editor of it. In 1841, he retired from The Atlas. For

Lanlner's Cyclopa-dia, Bell wrote The History of Ruma, 3 vols., and The Lire* of th-e

Enyli*h Poet*, 2 volumes. The last volume of Souther's Mint I History, left unfinished by
the author, was also written by him, as was the concluding volume of Mackintosh's

Hittory of England. At the London theaters, three five-act comedies have been pro-
duced by him. He was author, also, of The Ladder of Gold, a novel. 3 vols., 1850;
lln-t and Altars, a collection of tales, 3 vols.; L'fe of Canning; Outlines <>f China;
Mt mnrials of the Civil War, consisting of the Fairfax correspondence, 2 vols. ; Wayside
Pictures through France, Belgium, aiul Holland. In 1854, he commenced an annotated
edition of the English poets; and received from the king of the Belgians a gold medal,
as a token of his majesty's sense of his services to literature. He died in 1867.

BELL, THOMAS, a distinguished naturalist, the son of a medical practitioner, was b.

at Poole, Dorsetshire, in 1792. In 1814, he went to London, and studied at Guy's
hospital, and, in 1815, passed the college of surgeons. In 1817, he commenced a course
of annual lectures on dental surgery at Guy's hospital, where he also for some time
delivered lectures on comparative anatomy. He was one of the founders of. and a prin-

cipal contributor to, The Zoological Journal, of which five volumes were published: also

one of the members of the zoological club of the linnoean society, afterwards incor-

porated with the zoological society. Elected in 1828 a fellow of the royal society, in

1840 he was appointed its secretary. In 1836, he became professor of zoology in kind's

college, London. On the establishment of the Ray society, in 1844, for the publication
of rare and costly works on natural history, he was elected its first president. In 1N53,
he resigned the secretaryship of the royal society, on being elected president of the
Linnnean society. He is author of a History of British Reptiks, in Van Voorst's scries of
British natural history, 1829; a History of British Quadrupeds, same series. is:)6; and a.

History of the British Stalk-eyed Crustacea, same series. 1853. In 1833, he commenced \\

Monograph of the Textudinata. The article "Reptiles," in Djfrwin's Zoology of th,' I

of the Beagle, was written by Bell. His last work of interest was a new edition of
Gilbert White's Natural History and Antiquities of Sclborne, on which he began to busy
himself in 1872. B. is appropriately the proprietor of the manor of Sclborne.

BELLA, a thriving t. of Italy, in the province of Basilicata, with a pop. of between
5000 and 6000.

BELLA, STEFANO DELLA, a famous Italian encravcr, was b. at Florence, 18th May,
1610. He was intended for a goldsmith, but he soon left that calling and devoted him-
self to engraving. He executed upwards of 1400 different works, of almost all subjects

battles, sea-pieces, landscapes, animals, etc. All are characterized by freedom and
delicacy, and give evidence of high imagination on the part of the author, and also of
much patient and careful manipulation. One of his most admired works is a view of
the Pont-Neuf, Paris. He died 12th July, 1664.

BELLADONNA, DWALE, or DEADLY NIGHTSHADE (Atropa belladonna), a plant of tl>e

natural order milnnacftv (q.v.); an herbaceous perennial, growing np every year as a
hush, from two to six feet high, with ovate entire leaves, and bell-shaped flowers of a
lurid purple color, which are fully larger than those of the common harebell, stalked and
solitary in the axils of the leaves. It produces berries, of the size of a middle-sized

cherry, and which, when ripe, are of a shining black color, and of a sweetish and not
nauseous la-t,-, althouirh the whole plant has a disagreeable heavy smell. It is a native
of the southern and middle parts of Europe, and is"not uncommon in England, in the
neighborhood of towns and of ruins. All parts of the plant are narcotic aiid poisonous,
and fatal consequences not unfrequently follow from the eating of its berries, which
have aa inviting appearance. Its roots have sometimes been mistaken for par.-nips.
Dry ness of the mouth and throat, dilatation of the eyes, obscurity of vision, paralytic
tremblings, loss of sensation, delirium, and stupor, are among the effects of poisoning
by belladonna. When death takes place from this cause. > orruption ensues with extra

Ordinary rapidity. I',, is, however, of great value in medicine, soothing irritation ai:d

particularly in nervous maladies and is administered both internally and exter-

nally in the form of extract, tincture, ointment, and plaster, which a're irenerally
red from the dried leaves, sometimes from the root. It is particularly useful, from

Ua power Of dilating the pupil of the eye, and i- constantly employed by oculfets, both
for examinations and operations. It is also applied to the oyc to diminish the sensibility
of the retina to hirht. It has recently been recommended as a prev.-nijve of scarlet
lever, apparently on the ground of its tendency, when administered in frequent nnall
doses, to produce an eruption and an affection of the throat, somewhat similar to lh<,sc
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characteristic of that disease; but the evidence of its utility for this purpose is not suf-

ficient to warrant confidence. Tlic name B., i.e., fair lady, is supposed to have origi-

nated in (lie- employment of tlie juice for
staining tlie skin. The name dwale in

apparentlv from the same root with the French devil, grief an allusion to the same

qualities which have obtained for the plant the appellation of deadly nightshade. Atropa
i- from Atrnpos, one of tlie fates. The other species of Atropa are South American.

B. owes its active properties on the animal system to the presence of the alkaloid

ritmpinc. accompanied by another alkaloid, be.Uadonninc. The alkaloid atropine is pres-
ent in all parts of the plant, and in all the preparations. It is generally procured from
the root of I?., and then forms needle-shaped crystals, which are sparingly soluble in

water, but readily dissolve in alcohol and ether. Atropine is a very active poison, and
IN effects on the animal system resemble in an intensified degree the manner in which
II. acts. It has been introduced into medicine, along with its nitrate, its sulphate, and
its hydrochloratc.

BELLADONNA LILY, Amaryllis belladonna, a very beautiful species of amaryllis
q.v.), with rose-colored drooping flowers clustered at the summit of the leafless flower-

ing stem. It is a native of the cape of Good Hope and of the West Indies, has become
natiirali/.ed in Madeira, and is a not unfrequent ornament of gardens in England. The
Downing stem is about 18 in. high.

BELLAI, or BEL-LAY. Gm.i,,u;MK DTJ, lord of Langley; 1491-1543; a French gen.,

distinguished in the service of Francis I. He was an able s./ldier and diplomatist,
I'harles V. remarking that Langley 's pen had fought more against him than all the lances
in France. When Henry Ylfl. was seeking divorce from Catherine, Langley worked

rafiiestly in favor of the king. His chief writings arc his memoirs in 7 vols. He was
buried in the church of Mans, where a noble monument was erected to his memory.

BELLAIRE, a city in Belmont co., Ohio, on the Ohio river, 5 m. below Wheeling,
on the Baltimore and Ohio, and the Cleveland and Pittsburgh railroads. Pop. '70,

!,'>:;:; ;
in '80. s,028. There are many manufacturing establishment?, including glass-

houses. nail factories, planing mills, etc. The city is supplied with gas and water, and
has street railroads. Its growth has been very rapid.

BELLAMONT, or BELLOMONT, RICHARD COOTE, Earl of, 1686-1701; English
governor of the colonies of New York and Massachusetts: a member of parliament and
an early advocate of the cause of William of Orange; attainted in 158U, but was the
same year made earl, and appointed receiver general to queen Mary. He was sent out
as governor in 1698. lie was popular with the people of the colonies, though suspected
of a degree of hypocrisy in religion. Under his administration the famous capt. William
Kidd was taken, sent to England, and hanged on charge of piracy.

BELLAMY, JACOBUS, a distinguished Dutch poet, was b. at Vliessingen (Flushing),
Nov. 12, 1757. and d. Mar. 11, 1786. His parents were very poor, and he was indebted
for his education to the patronage of a clergyman, and other persons, who had seen and
admired the patriotic effusions of his boyish muse, and who subscribed to send him to

the university of Utrecht. Here the talents already remarked in B. were devoted chiefly
to poetry, though his benefactors had hoped that he would devote himself to theology.
His first sentimental and anacreontic poems, published at Amsterdam in 1782, were fol-

lov, cd by a series of earnest patriotic poems ( Vn,d< 'rlaitdxfhe Gezangen), and in the same
year, a third volume full of merit (1785). A collected edition of his works r.pp ared at

Haarlem (1820), but it does not contain his most popular poem, Rootge. B. was possessed
of a glowing spirit and fancy, as well as a tine taste and ease in composition. He
<Ji--crvedly ranks as one of the chief restorers of national literature in Holland.

BELLAMY. JosKi-ir, n.ix, 1719-90; b. Conn., graduate of Yale, and Congregational
pastor: famous for the pungency of his preaching. His sermons and other doctrinal
\\cnks have been published. He prepared many candidates for the ministry.

EELLARMINE, ROBEUT, one of the most celebrated Catholic theologians, was b. at
M inie I'ulciano, in Tuscany, Oct. 4, 1542. He entered the order of Jesuits in 1560, and
was distiiiituNied among his confrere* by the zeal with which he studied theology, the
church-councils, the fathers, Hebrew, history, and the canon law In 1563, he gave les

s:<:is in polite literature and astronomy at Florence; and in rhetoric, at Mondovi, 1564-
I."i(i7. In his 27th year, when he went to Louvain as professor of theology, he began
Hint long controversy with "

heretics" which formed the main business of his life. In
I">!KJ, when he was made a cardinal against his own inclination, he used hia influence
over pope Clement VIII. to prevent the introduction of the Platonic philosophy into
Hie university of Rome, on the ground of its being "pernicious;" but though himself a

Jesuit, he honorably opposed the Dominicans with regard to the Pelagian writings of
.Molina. He seems, however, to have participated to some extent in that writer's aui
eidal ethics, for in his DixpiitHtwit?* he argues that, as the pope is the supreme authority
in doctrine and morals, if he should call virtue vice, and vice virtue, we are bound to

believe him. and to act accordingly. In 1602. he was appointed archbishop of Capua.
After the death of Clement VIII.. he contrived to escape promotion to the papal chair,
but was induced by Pius V. (1605) to hold an important place in the Vatican, where he
remained until the time of his death, which took place in the novitiate-house of the

U. K. II. 27
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Jesuits. Sept. 17, 1621. In his work, DC Potentate Pontificis in Tf.mpnriilflni* (On the

Pope's FtowW in 'Secular Matters), he introduced the doctrine that the pope must be lield

;>rcme over till kings. On this account the book was condemned as treasonable

in Paris, Venice, and Meatab His chief work contains the disputations held in the Jesu-

it-' collc'ge at Home, 157u-Sl, J)ixj>iituttinn'i> (lc C"ittr'>ct'i\fiiy J-'idci adr< run* hujim '/'</,/-

//< rr tit -in< (!5 vols., Home, 15bl : 4 vols., Prague. 1721 ; 4 vols., Mayeni-e, 1842). These

.tations arc regarded by Catholics as the best arguments for their tends. There

can l>e no question of their merits with regard to erudition and adroitness in contro-

vert; hut as Gerhard, in his l&Uarminu Ortltwloj-iiis Tcsti* (Jena, lG3i-&i). and Dallseus

have shown, many of the conclusions are far from being sound or logical. Industry,

clearness, and ncufenessare the chief merits of Bellanniue's great work; but it is seriously
-faults

Italian, and now translated into all the European languages. Pope Urban YliL, at the

instigation of the Jesuits, declared Bellarmine to be a "faithful servant of God;" but

hi- canonization as a saint has hitherto been opposed. Complete editions of his works

have been published at Venice, 5 vols., 1721; ami Cologne, 7 vols., 1619. His life was
written in Italian by the Jesuit Fuligatti (Rome, 1G24); ami translated into Latin by
Petra Sancta (Liege, *162G).

BELLA RY, a district of British India in the presidency of Madras, bounded on the

n. by the Nizam's territories, on the e. by Cuddapah, on the s. by Mysore, and on the

v. bv Dharwar. With an area of 11,007 sq.m., it extends in n. hit. between lii 40 and
15 58'; ami in e. long, between 75 44' and 78 19'. Pop. '12, l,60X,OOl>. The peculiari-
ties oi'^'ic district are connected with its situation. Elevated on the e. slope of ihc w.

Ghauts, B. enjoys so healthy a climate, that it has been officially recommended as the

site of a sanatorium for the*neighboring provinces. Screened by the Ghauts from the

s.w. monsoon, and protected against the u.e. one by its distance from the bay of Bengal,
B. receives, on an average, less rain than any other portion of southern India the

annual fall ranging between about 12 in. and about 20 inches. Hence all its subordi-

nate streams become, in the dry season, mere expanses of sand, which, excepting when
bound together by the growth of the nuth-grass, is apt to encroach from year to year,
like a glacier, over the bordering grounds. B., in fact, may in a great measure be said to

be habitable through artificial means. Irrigation, though rude, is yet ingenious; dug
wells amount to 22,000; of tanks there are 1400; and weirs or dams* of huge ston -, t >

the number of 331, cross the various watercourses, so as to form, after the rains. >o

many reservoirs.

BELLA EY, the chief t. of the above district, is situated about 380 m. s.e. of Bombay.
and 270 n.w. of Madras. Lat. 15

3

8' n., and long. 76
J
59' e. As one of the principal

military stations in the presidency of Madras, it is connected by good roads with Bel

gaum, Bangalore, Hyderabad, and Madras itself. The fort stands on a rock two mil;'-

round, and 450 ft. high; and is supplied with water from tanks excavated in the soli 1

granite. Besides the fort and adjacent cantonments, B. contains a native town, whic'i
numbers about 52,000 inhabitants.

BELLAY, JOACHIM nr. 1524-60; an eminent French poet. His youth was humble.
and he was unknown until, at the age of 24, he met Ronsanl, when a mutual friendship
at once began. He joined the six poets who, under Dorat, were forming the "

Pleiad.'
a society for the creation of a French school of renaissance poetry, and Bellay's lirst

contribution was a prose volume, \\\e Defense and lUmtnstftnt <>f1lic /'/ftirh fytngitaqe,
a remarkably strong piece of criticism. A year later he published the /.' onett '/< /'

and a collection of love sonnets in the manner of Petrarch In 1850. B. was sent to

Rome, where he fell in love with a married lady, and to her addressed much of his best

poetry. At last he won her, and his Latin poems end in rapturous delight. He was
recalled to France and made a canon in Notre Dame, Paris. Thenceforward his brief
life was one of social trouble but of literary activity. Finally, in 1560, when just nomi-
nated to be archbishop of Bordeaux, he suddenly died, and was buried in Noire Dame.
Like Ronsard, he was very deaf. B. was long called the French Ovid. Spenser trans
lated many of his sonnets into English.

BELL-BIRD, Ca*marync?f>ix r/inoirnfafa, a bird found in some of the warm parts of
South America, remarkable for the metallic resonance of its cry, which resembles tin-

foiling ,,f a bell, with pauses varying from a minute to several minutes. This bird

Itolongstoa genus nearly allied to the cotiniras (q.v.)-and wax-winirs (q. v.}. but charar
.1 by a very broad and much depressed bill, soft and flexible at the base, and hard

towards the extremity. It isabout the size of a jay; the male is of sn iw-white pi tuna so.
and from his forehead rises a -trange tubular appendage, which, when empty, is perdu
Ions, but which can be filled with air bva communication from the palate and then rises
erect tothe heigfatOf nearly 8 inches. Etc generally takes his phiceon the topof a lofty tree,
and his totting can be heard to the distance of 3 miles. It resounds throuirh the forest,
not only at momlng and evening, but al<o at midday, when the heat of the blazing -un
ha- imposed silence on almost every other creature.
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BELL, BOOK, AND CANDLE. The excommunication by B., B., nnd C. is a solemnity
belonging to the church of Rome. The officiating minister pronounces the formula of

excommunication, consisting of maledictions on the head of the person anathematized,
and closes the pronouncing of the sentence by shutting the book from which it is read.

taking a lighted candle and casting it to the ground, nnd tolling the lx?ll as for tlie dead.
This mode of excommunication appears to have existed in the western churches as early
as the Nth century. Its symbolism may be explained by quoting two or three sentences
from the conclusion of the form of excommunication used in the Scottish church before
the reformation: " Cursed be they from the crown of the head to the sole of the foot.

Out be they taken of the book of life. And as this candle is cast from the sight of men,
so be their'souls cast from the sight of God into the deepest pit of hell. Amen." The
rubric adds: "And then the caudle Iteiiig dashed on the ground and quenched, let the
beil be rung." So. also, the sentence of excommunication against the murderers of the
archbishop of Dublin in 1534: "And to the terror and fear of the said damnable persons,
in sign and figure that they be accursed of God. and their bodies committed into the
hands of Satan, we have rung these bells, erected this cross with the figure of Christ,
and as ye see this candle's light taken from the cross and the light quenched, so be the
said cursed murderers excluded from the light of heaven, the fellowship of angels, and
all Christian people, and sent to the low darkness of tiends and damned creatures, among
whom everlasting pains do endure."

BELLE-ALLIANCE, the name of a farm in the province of Brabant, Belgium. 13 rn.

s. of Bru-^'K It has become famous as the position occupied by the center of the
French army in the battle of Waterloo, June 18, 1815. The Prussians gave the name
Belle-Alliance to this decisive battle; the French named it from Mont Saint-Jean, the

key of the British position, about 2 in. to the n.
;
but the English name, Waterloo (q . v),

taken from the village where Wellington had his head-quarters, is now commonly used.

BELLF.CHASSE, a co. of Canada, extending from the border of Maine to the St
Lawrence: 720 sq.m. ; pop. '71. 17037. The chief products are maple sugar, oats, flax,
and hay. Chief town, St. Michel.

BELLE DE NUIT (Fr., beauty of the night), a name given to certain tropical species
of ciHirolci.iliti'i'ir, with extremely beautiful and fragrant flowers, which open only during
the night. The species to which perhaps the name more particularly belongs, is calo-

ittjrtiiin fwna n.r. a native of the forests of the West Indies, and of tropical America,
with twining stem, spiny branches, heart-shaped leaves, and exquisitely beautiful white
flowers of 5 or 6 in. in diameter, which are produced in large many-Uowered corymbs.

BELLEFONTAIXK. the seat of justice of Logan co.. O., 55 m. n.w. of Columbus,
on the highest ground in the state; reached by the Cincinnati. Sandusky, and Cleveland
railroad; pop. '70, 3182. It has some important manufactures.

BELLEFONTE. a t. in Pennsylvania, seat of justice of Center co., 87 m. w. of Har-

risburg, at the base of Bald Eagl'e mountain, on the Bald Eagle valley railroad, has a
number of manufactories, and is a summer resort for its springs and scenery. Pop. '70,

in '80, 3030.

BELLEGABDE, a hill-fortress of France, in the department of Pyrenees Orientates.

It is situated on the Spanish confines on the road from Pcrpignan to Figueras. and in the

pass between Col de Portus on the e.. and Col de Panzias on the west. Here the French,
under Philip III., were defeated by Peter III. of Arragon in 1285. In the 14th c., B.

consisted only of a fortified tower. It was captured by the Spaniards in 1674. and again
by the French under marshal Schomberg in 1075. After the peace of Nimeguen, 1678^79,

'

a regular fortress, with five bastions, was erected here by order of Louis XIV. In 1793,
it wa- blockaded and taken by the Spaniards under Kicardos, but was retaken by the

French in the following year.

BELLE ISLE, an island in the Atlantic, about midway between the n.w. of Newfound-
land and the s.e. of Labrador, in lat. 52 n., and long. 56" w. Although on the par-
allel of Essex in England, it yields little but potatoes and ordinary vegetables. It is

chiefly known as giving name to the adjacent strait on the s.w., which, separating Lab-
rador'from Newfoundland, forms the most northerly of the three channels between the

gull" of St. Lawrence and the open ocean.

BELLE ISLE. CHAKI.ES Lons ATGUSTE FOUQUET. Due de, 1684-1761; a French
soldier and statesman, who became lieut. gen. in 173'2. and negotiated the treaty, three years
later, whereby Lorraine was united to France. He was minister to Germany, and labored

to bring the" elector of Bavaria to the throne. In the war against Austria he captured
Prague, but did not hold it. In 1745. he wasa prisoner to the English, but was exchanged,
and rose in promotion to duke, peer, member of the academy, and lastly minister of war.

BELLE ISLE. NORTH, an island at the entrance of Belle Isle straits, 52 n., 55' 20'

\v.. 16 m. from the coa^t of Labrador. It has a surface of about 15 sq.m., and a harbor
for small vessels.

BELLE ISLE. SOUTH, an island off the Newfoundland coast, 16 m. from Canada

bay, 51
C

n., 55
C

35' w. It is about as large as Belle Isle, North.
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BELLE ISLE, STRAIT OF. the northern entrance to the gulf of St. Lawreiree, run-

ning about 80 m. s.w. between Newfoundland and Labrador. Its width is about 12 in.,

but the navigation is difficult. On the u.w. side are several small bays.

BELLEISLE-EN-MEB, an island belonging to France in the department Morbihan, in

the Atlantic, 8 in. s. of QuilR-ron point. It* length is 11 m., and its greatest breadth 7.

Pop. '7^, 10,804, chiefly engaged in pilchard-fishing. Salt is made on the island. B.

is a place of considerable antiquity. The chief town is P.ilai* (pop. 2260). a seaport and
fortified place. In the 9th c., B. came into the possession of the count of Cornouailles.

who lK;stowed it on the abbey of Redori, afterwards on the abbey of Quimpcrle. In the

16th c., the monks of Quimperle ceded the island to Charles IX., who gave it as a mar-

quisate to the marshal de Ret/, who fortified it. His successor sold the island in 1658

to Fouquet, intendant of finance, who further improved and strengthened it. His grand-

son, the celebrated marshal Belleisle. ceded the island to Louis XV. in exchange for the

comte Gisors, 1718. In 1761, it was captured by the English fleet under Keppel, and
restored in 1763.

BELLElfDEN (B.u.r.vxTYXK) . JOHN, archdeacon of Moray, a Scottish writer in the

reiirnsof James V. and queen Mary, was born towards the close of the 15th c., somewhere
in the e. of Scotland, for in the records of the university of St. Andrews he is entered

thus;
"

1508, Jo. Rillentyn nnr. butdonia." lie completed his education at the univer-

wty of Paris, where he took the degree of i>.i>. Belleuden is best remembered by his

translation of Boece's Sc<>birinin lluiorite (done in 1533). and of the first five books of

Livy (also done in 1533), interesting as specimens of the Scottish prose of that period,
and" remarkable for the ease and vigor of their stvle. To both of these works are prefixed

poetical pro/teme-i or prologues. Bellenden's Croniklis of Sculltin I professes to be a transla-

tion of Boece, but it is a very free one, and contains numerous passages not to be found
in the original, so that it is in some respects to be considered almost an original work.
The author enjoyed great favor for a long time at the court of Jamesf at whose request
he executed the translations. As the reward of his performances, he received grants
of considerable value from the treasury, and afterwards was made archdeacon of Moray
and canon of Ross. Becoming involved, however, in ecclesiastical controversy, he left his

country, and, according to Bale and Dempster, went to Rome, where he died about 1550.

The translation or
' traductioun" of Livy was first published in 182:2 by 3Ir. Thomas Mait-

laml (afterwards lord Dundrenuan), uniform with his edition of the Crvniklis in the

previous year (Edin., 2 vols., 4to).

BELLENDEN, WILLIAM, a Scottish author in the time of queen Mary and James VI.
His personal history is meager and obscure; all that we know being' the testimony of

Dempster (lli*t. Ecd.) that he was a professor in the university, and an advocate in the

parliament of Pans, and that he was employed in that city in a diplomatic capacity by
queen Marv. and also by her son, who conferred on him the appointment of master of

requests, his first work, entitled Ciceroni* Princepn, etc., was published at Paris in 160N;
Jus next, Ciceroni* Consul. Senator, Populmtquc, Romanns, in 1612. Both these works
are compilations from the writings of Cicero. His next work. De Stnt'i Prim-i (>//',

appeared in 1615. and consists of a condensed sketch of the history and progress of

religion, government, and philosophy in ancient times. These three works he repub-

jnhed in a collected form the year after, under the title D? Static, Libri tre. His crown-
ing labor. De Tribiut Lnminibus Romnn-trnm, was published after his death. The
'three luminaries" were Cicero, Seneca, and Pliny, out of whose works he intended to

compile, on the same plan as his previous works, a comprehensive digest of the civil and
religious history, and the moral and physical science of the Romans. The first of the*'

only was completed, and forms a remarkable monument of B.'s industry and ability.
"B.." says Mr. Hallam. "seems to have taken a more comprehensive view of history,
and to have reflected more philosophically on it than perhaps any one had done before'."
U.'s works furnished the materials for Dr. Middleton's Life <>f Cicero, though that learned
divine abstains from any allusion to the forgotten Scot from whom he plundered whole-
sale. Wharton first denounced the theft, which was afterwards made clear by Dr. Parr
in his edition of De Statu, Libri trr*, published in 1787.

SELLER OPHON, a genus of univalve shells, known only as a fossil. Montfort. who
CRtaUished the genus, placed it among the chambered cephalopoda. It was subsequently
associated with the living argonaut, but is now generally considered as a srenus of De
lilainville's nucleobranchiata (q.v.). having as Its nearest ally the sen us Atfonfb; from
which, howevcr.it differs in having n stronsr shell. The shell of the B. is symmetri-

Seventy <pccirs have IK-CM described.

SELLER OPHON (originally called IIiri-oNors) was the son of the Corinthian kin?
Olaueus. and Eurytnede, daughter of Sisyphus. Other accounts make Neptune his
father. Having accidentally killed his brother, H. fled to his relative Pra-tus. king of

by whom he was hospitably received and protected; but Anteia. the spouse of
Pruetus, having become enamored of him, and he, like Joseph, having declined her over-
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tures, she revenged herself after the manner of Potiphar's wife. This induced Proetus to

send his guest away to lobates, king of Lycia, to whom B. carried a sealed message.
After beiug entertained nine days at the court of Lycia, B. delivered the letter, which
contained a request that lobates would cause tiie youth to be slain. This, however,
lobates was reluctant to do in a direct way, as B. was his guest. He consequently
imposed uponB. the seemingly impossible task of slaying the formidable Chinucra (q.v.).

B., mounted on the winged steed Pegasus (given to him by Pallas), ascended into the

air, and succeeded i:i slaying the monster with his arrows. Afterwards, he was sent by
king lobates against the Amazons, whom he defeated. On his way home he destroyed
an ambuscade of Lycians, which lobates had set for his destruction. That monarch now
thought it useless to attempt his death, and as a sort of recompense, gave the hero in

marriage his daughter Philonoe", by whom he had three children Isander, Ilippolochus,
a::d Laodameia; such at least is the story as told by Apollodorus. who here concludes.

Homer relates that he at last drew on himself the hatred of the gods, and wandered about
in a desolate condition through the Ale'ian field. Pindar relates that B. on Pegasus
endeavored to mount to Olympus, when the steed, maddened by Jove through the

agency of a gadfly, threw his rider, who was stricken with blindness. B. 's adventures
were a favorite subject of the ancient artists. Sculptures have recently been discovered
ill Lycia which represent him vanquishing the Chiinyera.

BELLES-LETTRES, a term adopted from the French into the English and various
other languages. It is generally used in a vague way to designate the more refined

departments of literature; 'bilt has in fact no precise limits. In English usage it is synony-
mous with another vague expression, polite literature, including history, pcetry, and the

drama, fiction, essay, and criticism.

BELLEVILLE, a t, of France, in the department of the Seine, forming a suburb of

Paris, and inclosed by the new fortifications. It has manufactories of cashmeres, var-

nished leather, articles of polished steel, chemical stuffs, etc. There are springs at B.

which have supplied Paris with water from a very early date, and it has tea-gardens
and other places of amusement much resorted to by the Parisians. Population over

70,000.

BELLEVILLE, chief t. of the co. of Hastings, Ontario, Canada, situated on the bay of

Quinte, lake Ontario, and on the Grand Trunk railway of Canada, 48 m. w. from King-
ston. It is a very thriving town. Here are several iron-foundries, manufactories, and
saw-mills. Pop. 71, 7303.

BELLEVILLE, a city in St. Clair co., 111., 14 m. e. of St. Louis, Mo., on the St. Louis,
Belleville and Southern, and Illinois and St. Louis railroads; pop. 70, 8146. It is a pro-
ductive region, on high ground; has a Roman Catholic academy; there are coal-mines in

the vicinity. A large proportion of the population are Germans.

BELLEY, a t. of France in the department of Am, is a place of great antiquity, and
was at one time strong! v fortified. The finest lithographing stones in France are pro-
cured here. Pop. 76, 4105.

BELL-FLOWEE. See CAMPANULA.

BELLING, WILHELM SEBASTIAN VON, 1719-79; a Prussian soldier, who, with a
small force, coped with tlie whole Swedish army. He was a maj.gen. in 1762. and lieut.

gen. in 1776. He was one of the bravest of hussars, and a favorite of Frederick the great.

BELLINGHAM, RICHARD, 1592-1672; b. England, governor of Massachusetts,
elected in 1641 by six majority over John Winthrop. He was chosen twice afterwards,
1654 and 1656, and held the office until his death. When quite old he married a
second wife, performing the service himself, but, as the publication of the banns was
irregular, he was prosecuted for violating the law, was tried before himself as judge, and
by himself acquitted. His sister Anne was a victim to the Salem persecution of witches.

BEL'LINI, the name of a Venetian family which produced several remarkable paint-
ers. The earliest was JACOPO B., who d. in 1470. He was a pupil of the celebrated
Gentile da Fabriano, and one of the first who painted in oil. His eldest son, GENTILE
B., b. 1421, d. 1501, was distinguished as a portrait-painter, and also as a medailleur.

Along with his brother, he was commissioned to decorate the council-chamber of the
Venetian senate. Mohammed II., having by accident seen some of his works, invited
Gentile to Constantinople, employed him to execute various historical works, and dis-
missed him laden with presents. The "Preaching of St. Mark" is his most famous
achievement. His more celebrated brother, GIOVANNI B., b. 1422. d. 1512, was the
founder of the older Venetian school of painting, and contributed greatly to its progress.
His works are marked by naivete, warmth, and intensity of coloring. His best works
are altar-pieces. His picture of the

" Infant Jesus" slumbering in the lapof the Madonna,
and attended by angels, is full of beauty ami lively expression. His "

Holy Virgin,"
"Baptism of the Lord," and "Christ and the Woman of Samaria." are also much ad-
mired. Among his numerous pupils the most distinguished were Giorgione and Titian.

BELLI'NI. LOUENZO, 1643-170,5: a Florentine anatomist and physician, who studied
medicine under Uedi. He was professor of anatomy at Pisa, and in Florence was
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physician to the grand duke Cosmo, and also senior consulting physician to pope
Clement XI.

BELLI NI, YINCKNZO, one of the most popu'nr modern opera composers, was b. at

Catania, in Sicily. Nov. 1, 1802, and d. at Puteaux. near Paris. Sept. 24. 1835. He received

his early education at the conservatory of Naples, and was subsequently instructed in

composition by Tritto and Zingarelli.

'

After making some attempts, without much sue-

.11 instrumental and sacred music, he brought forward, in 1825. the opera Andtlwn
,

-
'/!. which was played in the small theater of the royal college of music (Naples).

Another opera, Bianco e Gernando, was given in the theater St. Carlo (18S8) with such

surces- that, in 1*'-'?, 15. was commissioned to write a piece for IM SmJu at Milan. This

opera, II I'irut.i, was the first which carried the composer's name beyond Italy. It was
followed with equal success by La tftraniern, 1829, and by I Ciii/Utfi nf i Mnndci-fii,

written for the theater of Venice, 1830, which was the culmination of the fame of B.,

though it by no means exhausted his productive powers. Lit Sonnambvla and 3 <>nna

appeared in 1831, and Beatrice di Tcmla in 1833. In the same year the ccmposer went
to Paris, where he became acquainted with other forms of music beside the Italian He
was received with great applause in London, and after his return to Paris, wrote his

opera I Purit,ini, which shows the influence of the French school of music, but without

servile imitation. At an
early age the career of B. was interrupted by death, IK fore the

composer had fully developed liis powers. He was the most genial and original of all

the followers of Rossini, and though inferior to bis master in exuberance of fancy, is

superior in carefulness and finish, especially in the due subordination of inslni.iit -ntal

decorations to vocal melody. In private he was highly esteemed for the purity and
affectiouateness of his character.

BELLINZO NA, or BELLENZ, a t. of Switzerland, in the canton of Tessin or Ticino,
on the left bank of the river of that name, and the seat of the provincial government,
alternately with Lugano and Locarno. It is guarded by three old castles, and com-

pletely commands the passage of the valley in which it is situated. In former times, it

was considered a place of great military importance, and was the scene of frequent
conflicts between the Italians and Swiss; the latter of whom finally made themselves
masters of it about the beginning of the 16th century. As an entrepot for the merchandise
of Germany and Italy, it is now a place of considerable commercial importance, though
the population is but small (1870) 2501.

BELLI8. See DAISY.

BELLMAN. KAHL MJKAKI,, 1740-9."); the great lyric poet of Sweden. Like Pope, he
was a precocious rhymer, and at 17 pub lislud a book, a translation from the German.
In 1780, appeared The Moon, a satirical r.<,tm, and from 1705 to 17M> he was wrhinghis
Fredman's Epittlf* and fr'retlnutn't fioitg*. The mode of composition of these works was

snrprismg. In the presence of none Imt confidential frii nds. B would take a zither,
shut his eyes, announce that the god was about to visit him, and go on improvising an
ode in praise of love or wine, singing it to a tune of his own construction. While in-

verses which he wrote in the usual way are tame and without character, the compo-i-
tions made in this state of ecstasy glow with color, ring with melody, n. d Kar the

impress of individual genius. The odes of B. breathe a "passionate love of lite: he is

amorous of existence, and keen after pleasure; but after all the treii/y tin re is a pathos.
a yearning that is sadder than tears. He is sometimes frantic, s<nu times ross. but

always ready at his wildest moments to melt into tears. B. had a grand manner, a f.ne

voiee, and a great gift of mimicry. He was a favorite companion of king Gustavus 111.

ii .-tallies of B. are in existence, the best being a colossal bust in the public gar-
dens at Stockholm, erected by the Swedish academy.

BELL OF A CAPITAL is the capital of a pillar denuded of the foliage, in which case
it resembles the form of a bell reversed.

BELLO NA, the goddess of war among the Romans, was de^criln'd by the poets
oinpanion. -i-tcr, wife, or daughter of Mais; she was also represented as armed

with a bloody scourge, and as inspiring her votaries with a restless enthusiasm in bailie.

In tti" war with the Sarnnites, the consul Appius Claudius vowed a temple to B.. which
was erected afterwards on the field of Mars. In this temple the senate gave audience to

embassies from foreign powers, ami also to consuls who had claims to a triumph which
would have l>een nullified by entrance into the city. The priests of the goddess \\cre

.-tyled liillHiiiirii. and practiced sanguinary rite-: such a- cutting theiro\\n arms or feet,
and offering (or even drinking) the blood in sacrifice. This was especially done on the

diefn>i>/'iiiu'jt((\ay of blood) .Iar. 24.

BELLOT, JOSKITT RKX*. a lieut in the French navy, who perished in the arctic
re-ion-, in search of sir John Franklin, was b. in Park 18th Mar.. 1826. and educated at

Rocbefort, in the naval school. In the French expedition airainst Tamatave. in 1845. he
L'ave pro, ,f of -o much courage and presence of mind. that, the cross of the leirion of
honor was conferred on him before he hrid attained his twentieth year. In May. l^ol.
he joined Hie e\[M-dilion then preparing in England for the polar regions, in search of
sir John Franklin, and sailed in the I'l-im; M/xrt. Kennedy commander, sent out by
lady Franklin. Distinguished by his noble daring aud spii.it of enterprise, he took part
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in several explorations. In one of these he made an important geographical discovery,
lo which his name was given Jltllvt xtniit (q.v.). On his return, he was promoted to

the rank of navy lieutenant. In the e.\i>edition titled out by the British admiralty,
under capt, Itigiofieid, he sailed as a volunteer, in H.M.S. Phomi*r; but never returned,

having been carried by a violent gust of wind, 21st .Mar., 185:j, into a deep crack in the

i e on which he was traveling. A considerable sum \vas subscribed in England lor a
inonnineiir u> his memory. n\a Journal ofa \'<>y<iij< tothe PolarSeasmade in Seafdief Sir

Jiiltn /',/////./,/ in 1851-52. edited, with a notice of his life, by M. Julieu Lemer, 2 vols.,

was published ut Paris in 1854. English translation, Loud., 1855.

BELLOT STBAIT, the passage which separates Xorth Somerset from Boothia Felix,

and connects Prince JJegcut's inlet with Peel strait or sound, or, in M'Clintock's new
nomenclature. Franklin channel. Its e. entrance was discovered by Kennedy during
his search for Franklin, and he, assuming the continuity of the oi>ening, classified it

accordingly, naming it after his lamented companion Beilot. After four unsuccessful

attempts it was explored for the tir.st and perhaps last time by M'Clintock on his

crowning voyaue. It is about 20 m. long, and, at its narrowest part, about 1 m. wide,

running pretty nearly on the parallel of 72 , between granite shores which, everywhere
hiirli, rise here an<( there to 1500 or 1GOO feet. Through this funnel both the winds and
the waters have full play; the hitter, permanent currents and fl<xxi-tides alike, coming
from the west. To the most northerly point on the s. shore, M'Clintock has given the

name of Murehison promontory, which, at least unless other straits like B. S. be found
towards the isthmus of Boothia, must be also the most northerly point of the uew con-
tinent. See BAIIKOW, POINT.

BELLOY, PiKiutK L.U'iiKxr BUIRKTTE, one of the first French dramatists who ven-
tured to introduce on the stage native, instead of Greek, Roman, or other outlandish
heroes. He was b. at St. Flour, in Auvergne. ITlh Nov., 1727, and d. 5th Mar., 1775.

His father having died while I>. was young, his uncle took him under his protection,
and educated him for the law; but the seductions of the drama proved irresistible, and
the oppo-iti >:i which he encountered i:i the cultivation of his theatrical talent ultimately
determined hi:a to leave his adopted home. Under the name of Dormont de B., he

performed on various northern lioards. and was much esteemed for his private worth.
For some years he resided at St. Petersburg, where the empress Elizabeth interested

herself in him In 1758, he returned lo France, to superintend the "
bringing out" of

his tragedy Titn*. trusting that its success would reconcile his family to him. In this,

however, he w;is disappointed, for the piece proved u failure, being only a feeble imita-

tion of Mft<?-<'it<w, and he returned to St. Petersburg. After the death of his uncle, he

again visited France, and obtained a decided .success by his tragedy of Zelmii't. In 1765

appeared if >'''.?<? de (Ja!(i
:
,\ which was immensely ]x>pular, and is even yet held in.

estimation: and in 1771, Gaxinn and liiiynni, which secured for him an entrance to the
French academy. But of all his productions, the one which lias longest retained a place
in the r<p>'rtnirr of the stage, though it was far from popular at first, is Purrele, Crud.
B.'s dramas are not by any means wanting in theatrical effectiveness, but are marred by
great incorrectness They h*ve been collected and edited by Gailkird (6 vols., Par., 1779).

BELLOWS. See BLOWIXIJ-MACIIINKS.

BELLOWS. UKXKY WHITXKY, S.T.D , LL.D., b. Mass., 1814; a graduate of Harvard,
and of Cambridge divinity school; in 1<S;J8. pastor of the first Congregational (Unitarian)
church of New York, and still officiating there in 1880. Dr. B. was instrumental in

establishing the ChrUtian Enquire? in 184(i. He has published a numlier of lectures and
pamphlets, among the more notable his Phi fi,-t<i K>i\t]M Or<itiii, a Dtftnxeoftiu' Drama,
Tf' :i !m ''at nf titfiiii /_):xt',(xi \ Chrittutn D"ctrint', The Old ]\'nrt<? in its Keic Face,, etc.

With an excellent literary taste and skill he combines practical and administrative

ability. lie did excellent service as presiding officer of the sanitary commission during
the war of the rebellion.

BELLOWS FALLS, a village in Vermont, on the Central Vermont and Cheshire
railroads, and on the Connecticut river. 52 in. s s.c. of Rutland. There is a bridge across
the river, and the village is noted for manufactures. The water-power is supplied by the
falls, which with several rapids have a descent of 44 feet. These falls were the subject
of absurd exaggeration by Samuel Andrew Peters, the tory clergyman of the church of

England who wrote the notorious history of Connecticut. Pop. '80, 2228.

BELLOWS FISH, or TRUMPET Fisn. Cfntrixr.ins ^olojxix. found in the Mediter-
ranean; it is spiny-rayed, of the tufted-gilled order, with a tubular snout and small
mouth without teeth at the ends; body oval; spinous dorsal tins; vcntrals united. It

fee-Is by suction on minute Crustacea. Its flesh is considered palatable.

BELL BOCK, or IXCH CAPK, a reef of old red sandstone rocks in the German ocean,
12 m. s.e. of Arbroath, and nearly opposite the mouth of the Tay. The reef is 2000 ft.

long; at spring-tides, part of it is uncovered to the height of 4 ft.; and for 100 yards
around, the sea is only 3 fathoms deep. It was formerly a fruitful cause of shipwreck,
and, according to tradition, the abbot of Abcrbrothwick (ArbroatlO placed a bell on it,"

fixed upon a tree or timber, which rang continually, lieing moved by the sea, giving
notice to the saylers of the danger/' This trauitiou has been embodied by Southey in,
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his well-known ballad of Tin Inrhcai-t link. A light-house, designed by Robert Steven-

son, engineer to the commissioners of northern light-houses, was commenced in 1807,

and completed on the reef in 1M1, ami u revolving red and while light exhibited. The
i-tnicture is 115 It. high, is -JL* It. in diameti r ut base, and 15 at top. is solid for the first

UO ft. upwards, 15 .ft."of which is uuiicr water ut high title, and cost upwards of t'UU,0(K.

BELLS, on shipboard, is a term having a peculiar meaning, uot exactly cquivalcn 1

to, but serving as a substitute for " time" or " clock" in ordinary land-life. The day.
IT rather the night, is divided into watches or periods, usually of four hours' duration

<ach; and each half-hour is marked by striking on a bell. The number of strokes

depends, not on the hour, according to ordinary reckoning, but on the number of half

hours which have elapsed in that particular watch. Thus, "three bells" is a phrase
denoting that three half-hours have elapsed, but it does not in itself show to which

particular watch it refers, (.'apt. Basil Hall, in his Fragment* of Voynqc*
uii'l Tr.ir* '.<.

while treating of Sunday usages on Ix>ard .-hips of the royal navy, mentions one or two

phrases illustrative of Uiis mode of time-reckoning. While the sailors are at break fa-t

on Sunday morning, "the word is passed to
'

clean for muster,' and the dress is specified

according to the season of the year and climate. Thus, at different seasons is heard
' Do you bear there, fore and aft! clean for muster at rive bells! duck-frocks and wine
trousers!' or,

' Do you hear there, clean shirt and a shave for muster at live bells!'
" A

ship's bell is usually hung to the beam of the forecastle, but occasionally to a beam near
the mizzen-mast. Sometimes, in foggy weather, as a warning to other ships, the bell is

struck to denote that the ship is on a starboard-tack ; leaving the port-tack to be denoted

by the beat of a drum. See \VATCII ON SHIPBOARD.

BELLIT NO (the ancient Tjcttttnum), a city of Vcnetift, northern Italy, on the right
bank of the Piave, and 51 in. n. of the city of Venice. It is walled, is the seat of i

bishop, has a handsome cathedral, hospital, public library, fine aqueduct, etc. It has ,i

trade in timber, and manufactories of silks, hats, leather, and earthenware. Pop ?OiM(.

BELLUB', a large t. iu the territory of Mysore, India, 40 in. n. from Scring ipatam.
with a fort, which has a strong mud rampart and ditch. The town itself was formerly
protected by a similar rampart, which is now ruinous. Another town of the same name.
also in Mysore, is situated fiO m. w.n.w. from this, a mile from the w. bauk of the river

Yagachi, or Bhadri, one of the head-waters of the Cavcry.
BEL-MERODACH. See MEUODACH.

BELMONT, a co. in e. Ohio, on the West Virginia border; intersected by n branch
of the Cleveland and Pittsburgh, and the Baltimore and Ohio railroads; 525 sq.tn. ; pop.
'70, 89,714; in '80, 50,014. The surface is hilly; soil good, producing grain, tobacco,
potatoes, sorghum, dairy products, and wool. Bituminous coal is found. Cc. seat, St.

Clairsville.

BELMONT, a village in Missouri, on the Mississippi river, opposite Columbus, Ivy.
Here, Nov., 1861, a sharp conflict for possession of the place occurred between the
Mnion forces under gen. Grant, and the confederates under gen. Pillow. As B. was
commanded by the guns of gen. Polk at Columbus, gen. Grant could not hold it, an 1

fell back on his boats. Eighty-four union men and about as many confederates wen?
killed.

__
BELOIT, a city of Wisconsin, U. 8., on Rock river, on the Southern State railway.

<5 m. s.w. of Milwaukee, built on two plains, one 70 ft. above the other, with broad
shaded streets, groves, and handsome residences. It has a college, 9 tino churches,
several flour and paper mills, foundries, and. manufactories of agricultural implement.-*,
*tc. Pop. '70, 4396.

BELOIT COLLEGE, at Beloit, Wis. ; was organized in 1R47, under Congregational
and Presbyterian patronage. It has an endowment of *140,000. and an annual income
of ! The buildings are six in number, including chapel, memorial hall, and
gymnasium, standing within a campus of 24 acres, on the" Hock river The laboratory
and apparatus arc valued at $8000; the geological and mineral cabinet at $2500. The
library contains about 10 000 volumes. The number of professors (1SSO) is N; other
instructors, 2; students. 140; alumni, 272. Connected with the college and under the
care of the faculty are collegiate, classical, philosophical, scientific." preparatory, and
m iseellaneous departments. Gymnastic exercises are maintained daily. The president
i Aaron L. Chapin, D.D.

BEL OMANCY (Gr. Mot, nn nrrow; mnntein, prophecy), a mode of divination by
arrows, practiced among the Arabs and other nations of the east, A nnml>er of arrow's
being shot off with sentences written on labels attached to them, an indication of futur-
Xy is sought from the inscription on the first arrow found. This is only one of many
ways( divining by arrows. See AXINOMANCY, DIVIMNG-UOD.

BELOH, PIKRRK. a celebrated French naturalist, was b. in 1517 at Sonlletiere. in th*
rtment of Sarthe. He studied medicine at Paris, and subsequently traveled through

'rriKi-iy. In l.VJfi. hr> left Fiance, and visited Greece, Asia Minor. E-ypt. and Arabia
eturned in 1549. and in 155J? published the results of his travels, in a work entitled

MMftMMtfli sertntl Sii^fidtir and Meiiun-ablc Tl*iinj* ditcowrul i/, GftMf, Ai", Judfa,



t, Arabia, and other Foreign Countrie*. Charles IX. gave him apartments in :!<

Chateau of Madrid, a sumptuous editice which Francis 1. hud constructed in the Bois de

Boulogne. Here he resided till his tragic death in April. 1564. He was murdered by
robbers when gathering herbs at u late hour in the evening in the Bois de Boulogne.

Besides the valuable work already mentioned, TJ. publiahcd, in 1551, .1 ^titnnil J!i>-

to>*y of Strange Sv/-/(W/, with <i fnntct Juprcxi nUitm'.t, <</K! Ai'i'^unf <>f //.< J)<''j/n'/i. KIK!

*.: ,< nil otfu-ry af tlmt ^y*r/<x. which contains, among other things, an e.\;;cl description of

the dolphin, and the earliest picture of a hippopotamus in any European In ok; in 1555.

.1 Batumi lliittory of JJirds, which is often quoted by Buffon, and acknowledged to 1*'

the most important treatise on ornil.hology of the 16th c.
;

in 155*. ::n cla!<o:ale aii.l

interesting work on arboriculture, in which he gave a list of the exotic trees which it

would be useful to introduce into France. Besides these, B. wrote seveiai other treatises

of trees, herbs, birds, and tishes.

BEL ONE. See GAHFISH.

BELOOCHISTAN
,
or BALUCHISTAN, a country of southern Asia, bounded on the n.

by Afghanistan, on the e. by Snide, on tlfe s. by tin' Arabian sea, and on the
w. by the Persian province of Keiman. B. corresponds jn general with the ancient

Gedrosia, excepting that the latter name appears to have extended to the Indus,
while the former nowhere readies that mer. B. stictdics in n. hit. between 24 50

and oO 20, and in e. long, between (11 and t^ 40', having a coast. lint- of 500 miles.

The area is about 106,000 sq.m., und the population is variously estimated at fiom 400.

000 to 1,000,000. Though it was anciently a part of Persia, yet its modern relation*

connect it rather with India, more
i articnlarly since Sinde and Moultan have fallen

under the dominion of the English. In the bygone ages of the overland invasions of

Hindustan, the Gedrosian or Beloodiee c.escit foimcd. f;s it were, a barrier for the lower

Indus, constraining every assailant. t'ro;:i Alexander downwards, to prefer the less bar-

ren, though perhaps more rugged route through Afghanistan into the Punjab a prefer-
ence strengthened by Alexander's direful experience in returning from the Indus alonir

the coast. The surface is generally u ountaii.ous, more especially towards ihe n.. the

peak of Takkatu being said to be 11.000 It. high. Even the bottoms of some of ihe

valleys have an elevation of 5700 ft.: and the capital. Kelat, situated on the side of one
of them, is 6000 ft. above the level of the sea. The rivers are inconsiderable, u tiles*

after heavy rains: even the largest of them, the Dusti. after a course of about K'lHi

m.. has been found to be only 20 in. deep, and 20 yds. wide at its mouth. The pis-
tures, as may be supposed, are poor, so that there are' few cattle: sleep and goats, how-
ever, are numerous. The dromedary is the ordinary beast of burden, and it is only in

the n.w.. towards Keiman, that horses are bred. "Wherever there is a sufl'ciency ol

water, the soil is productive the lowlands yielding rice, sugar, cotton, indigo, and
tobacco; and the higher grounds, wheat, bailey, madder, pulse, and European fruits.

In the sandy waste of Mekran, where Alexander's army suffered its severest hardships
and privations, the only valuable product is the date The minerals are copper lead,

antimony, iron, sulphur, alum, ;:nd sal ammoniac: and the manufactures are skins,

woolens, carpets, and tent-covers ( f goat's and camel's hair, and rude fire-arms. B. has
but one seaport, Sonmeanee, near the fionticr of Sinde. The trade is insignificant,

being, such as it is, chiefly monopolized by Hindus. The chief peoples of B. are

the distinct races of the Belooches and the r.iahoes; all the inhabitants are Mohamme-
dans of the Sunnite confession. Most of the e. provinces, which alone con.e into con-
tact with British India, arc under the authority of the Khan of Kelat, who. with a

revenue of about 30.000. maintains an army of <;000 men. This pdty sovereign
having acted treacherously towards the British during the Afghan campaign of ls:;!.

his royal city was taken by storm in the same year. In 1840, it was abandoned:
but, in 1841, it was again captured, for temporary occupation, by the British.

BELPAS SO, a t. of Sicily, on the lower part of the southern slope of Mt. Etr.a, in the

province and 8 m. n.w. from the town of Catania. Pop. about 7500. Below the town
is an expanse of brown lava, but the surrounding country is generally rich ai:d fruit-

ful. A town called Mel Passo, from the abundance of honey in its neighborhood, stood

not far from the site of the present town, but was destroyed by an eruption in 1W.H;

when the inhabitants removed to a locality a few miles off, in the plain, and built a

town of which the desolate remains are still to l>e seen, bearing the r.:;n-.e of />/;;*/
V-rJiii>; malaria compelled them to leave it, and to return to the mountain slope, not-

withstanding its occasional dangers.

BELPER. a market t. of Derbyshire. England, on theDerwent; a station on the North
Midland railway. 7 m. n. from Derby. It is well built, in great part oi' gritstone,
which is obtained in the neighborhood. One of the most conspicuous public building*
is a church, of recent erection, on an eminence above the town: the union workhouse is

also worthy of notice, being a splendid building in the Elizabethan style of architecture.

B. is. to a considerable extent, a town of recent growth, and owes its prosperity to the

establishment of cotton-works here by Messrs. Strutt, one of whom was elevated to th

peeTiure as lord Bel per. In these works, a very great number of operatives are employed.
The manufacture of silk and cotton hosiery is also largely carried on in Belper. Nail-

making and the manufacture of brown earthenware also give employment to many of
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the inhabitants. The surrounding country is rich in coal, iron, lead, and limestone. B.

,t one time the residence of Johii of Gaunt, part of whose mansion still remains.

Pop. 71, (5.^7.

BELSHAM, THOMAS, one of the ablest expounders of the Unitarian system of tlieol-

o"v was b at Bedford in 1750. He was educated in the principles of Calvinism, and

I ~r mine teaw officiated as pastor of the dissenting congregation and head of the theo-

; academy at Daventry. These offices lie resigned in 1789, on embracing Unita-

rian views and shortly after received the charge of a new theological academy at Hack-

' humanitarian" view, as distinguished from the more nearly Ariau sentiments of men
like Chauning. He published also a work on mental and moral philosophy, following

Hartley, and a memoir of his predecessor. Theophilus Lindsey. His brother, William

(b. 17.V2: d. 1827), was an active and voluminous writer of history and political tracts oil

the side of the Whigs.

BELSHAZZAB, or BELSA'ZAR, was the last king of the Chaldean dynasty in Baby-
lon. The name occurs only in the Old Testament, where it indicates either the person
v.-ho is railed by Herodotus' Labyuetos, or his son. For an account of the circumstances

attending his overthrow, see the book of Daniel, Herodotus, etc.

BELSHAZZAR (ante). In regard to the supposed discrepancies between the Bible

and such writers as Berosus and Herodotus, sir Henry Rawlinson has recently shown
that those writers not only do not contradict, but explain and confirm the account given,
in the Scriptures. It appears that the eldest sou of Xabonedus was Hel-shar-e/,ar, and
was bv his lather admitted to a share in the government. Sir Henry says "we can now
understand how Belsha/x.ar may have been king in Babylon when the city was attacked

by the '.-ombined forces of the Medes and Persians, and may have perished in the assault

which followed, while Xabonedus, leading a force to the relief of the place, was defeated

and obliged to take refuge in Borsippa, capitulating after a short resistance, and being

subsequently assigned, according to Berosus, an honorable retirement in Carniania.
"

BELT (signifying Girdle), the name given to two straits, the GREAT and the LITTI.K

B.. which, with 'the Sound, connect the Baltic with the Cattegat. The GREAT B.. about 70
m. in

length,
and varying in breadth from 4 to more than 20 in., divides the Danish

islands. Iceland and Laaland. from Filnen and Langeland. The LITTLE B.

divides the island of Funen from Jutland. It is equal in length to the Great
B., but much narrower. Its greatest breadth is about 10 in., but it gradually nar-

rows toward the n., until at the fort of Frederica it is less than a mile wide; thus the

passage from the Cattegat into the Baltic is here easily commanded. Both the Belts are

dangerous to navigation, on account of numerous sandbanks and strong currents; and
therefore, for large vessels, the passage by the Sound (q.v.) is preferred.

BEL TEW, BEI/TANE, BEIL'TIXE, or BEAI/TAINN, the name of a heathen festival once
common to all the Celtic nations, and traces of which have survived to the present day.
The name is derived from tin or teine, fire, and Beal or Beil, the Celtic god of light or

sun-god, a deity mentioned by Ausonius (309-92 A.D.) and Tertulliaii (who flourished

during thi' tir>t half of the 3d c.), as well as on several ancient inscriptions. a< Bclenus
or Belinus. B. thus means "Beal's fire," and belongs to that sun and lire worship which
has always been one of the most prominent forms of polytheism. The great festival of
this worship among the Celtic nations was held in the beginning of May, but there seems
10 have been a somewhat similar observance in the beginning of November (the begin-
ning, and the end of summer). On such occasions, all the tires in the district were
extinguished (while the ^ystem was in full force, even death was the penalty of neglect);
the m-rtlfu-r (q.v.) was then kindled with great solemnity, and sacrifices were offered

latterly, perhaps, of animals, but originally, there can be little doubt, of human beings.
From this sacrificial tire the domestic hearths were rekindled.

The earliest mention of B. is found by Cormnc, archbishop of Caslicl in the begin-
ning of the 10th century. A relic of this festival, as practiced in some parts of thehigh-
la-ids of Scotland about the beginning of the 19th c., is thus described: "The young
folks of u hamlet meet in the moors on the 1st of May. They cut a table in the green
sod. of a round figure. b., cutting a trench in the ground of'such circumference as to
hold the whole company. They then kindle a tire, and dress a repast of cirirs and milk in

thaoasist6nc*f a custard. They knead a cake of oat meal, which is toasted at I lie embers
a-jiin-t a stone. After the custard is eaten up. they divide the cake in so many por-
11 nix a- -imilar as possible to one another in si/e anil shape, as there are persons in the

compiny. They dnub one of these portions with charcoal until it is perfectly black.

They then put nil the bits of the cake into a bonnet, and everv one. bl'iudfold.
draws out a portion. Tli- bonnet bolder is entitled to the last bit.

'

Whoever draws
the black bit is the devoted person, who is to be sacrificed to Baal, whose favor
they mean to implore in rendering the year productive. The devoted person is

compelled to leap three times over the flames." The leaping three times through
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tlie fire is clearly a symbolical sacrifice, and there was doubtless a time when the

victim was bound on the pile, and burned. Sir S\< KIFICK.

It has been usual to identify the worship of the Celtic Beal with that of the Baal

(q.v.) or Bel of the Phenicians and other Semitic nations. It is unnecessary, how-
ever, to go beyond tiie family of nations to which the Celts belong (,xr AKYAXS), in

order to ^ind analogies either for the name or the thing. J. Grimm (Dttttm-ftf Uytho-
lf/i(, i. 'Joy, oM) identities the Celtic Be;d not only with the Slavonic Iit'lfn>g or

Jjfdbog (in which name the syllable /! or bjtl means white, and bog, god), but also

with the Scandinavian and Teutonic Balder (q.v.) or Paltar. who-e name appears
under the form of Baldag (the white or bright day), and who apj>ears to have been
also extensively worshiped under the name of Phol or Pol. The universality all

over Europe in heathen times of the worship of these personifications of the sun
and of light through the kindling of lires and other rites, is testified by the yet

surviving practice of periodically lighting ffitjiny (q.v.). The more marked turning-

points of the seasons would naturally determine the times of these festivals. The
two solstices .-it midwinter (see Yt'i.K) and midsummer, and the beginning and end of

summer, would be among the chief seasons. The periods of observance, which varied,
no doubt, originally, more or less in ditfereut places, were still further disturbed by the

introduction of Christianity. Unable to extirpate these rites, the church sought to

Christianize them by associating them with rites of her own, and for this purpose either

appointed a church-festival at the time of the heathen one. or endeavored to shift the
time of the heathen observance to that of an aheadv lixed church-festival. Ail over the

s. of Germany, the great bonfire celebration was held at midsummer (Jvfinni*t

[see JOHN'S. EVE OK ST.] a relic, probably, of the sun-festival of the summer solstice:

throughout the n. of Germany, it was held at Easter. It is probable that this fire-

iiMival ((Jxt-T'i'>in-) of Ostaru a principal deity among the Saxons and Angles had
been originally held on the 1st of May, and was shitted so ;:> to coincide with the

church-festival now known as Easter (.q.v. : >ee also \YAMTUI, v. M. . The seriousness

and enthusiasm with which these observances continued l<> \H~ celebrated in the 16th
and 17th c.. In-gau afterwards to decline, and the kindling of bonfires has be-:n mo.>tly

put down by the governments: the earlier interdicts alleging the unchristian nature o"f

the rites; the later, the danger occasioned to the forest*.

In Great Britain, St. John's eve was celebrated with bonfires; and Easter had its fire-

rites, which, although incorporated in the service of the Roman Catholic church, were

clearly of heathen origin. But the great day for bonfires in the British islands was the
1-t of Nov. Fewer traces of this are found in other countries, and therefore we must
look upon it as more peculiarly Celtic. AVhile the May festival of B. \\as- in honor of
the sun god in his character of god of war who had just put to flight the forces of

cold and' darkness the Nov. festival was to celebrate his beneficent influence in produc-
ing the fruits which had just been gathered in. Hence it was calK-d S" //</<,'/'<'/. (peace-
lirel. If we may judge from the traces that still remain or have I>-'en recorded, the Nov.
observances were more of a private, nature, every house having its bonfire, and its offer-

ing, probably of fruits, concluding with a domestic feast. The B. festival, again, was
public, and attended by bloody sacrifices. Although the Nov. bonfires, like B.. were

probably of Celtic origin, they seem to have IR-CII adopted by the inhabitants of the

British islands generally. . About the end of last century they were still kindled in vari-

ous parts of England, and to this day. over whole districts of Aberdeeushire, every rural

dwelling has its hallow e'en bonfire lighted at nightfall in an adjoining stubble-field.

The Anglo-Saxon population of England had their own characteristic May-day rites;

but there exist traces also of the observance among them on that day of rites similar to

the Celtic beltane. An "Old Holne Curate." writing to JW,* ////// Qfteritt in l^oo.
'

" At the village of Holne. situated on one of the spurs of Dartmoor, is a field of about
two acres, the properly of the parish, and called the ploy (play) field. In the center of
this stands a granite pillar 'Menhir* fj or 7 ft. high. On May morning, before daybreak,
the young men of the village assemble there, and then proceed to the moor, when- they
select a ram lamb (doubtless with the consent of the owner), and after running it down,
bring it in triumph to the ploy field, fasten it to the pillar, cut its throat, nnd then roast

it whole, skin, wool, etc. At" mid-day, a struggle takes place, at the risk of cut hands,
for a slice, it being supposed to confer luck for the ensuing year on the fortunate
devourer. As an act of gallantry, in high esteem among the females, the young men
sometimes fight their way through the crowd to get a slice for their chosen among the

young women, all of whom, in their best dresses, attend the ram ftttxi. as it is called.

Dancing, wrestling, and other games, assisted by copious libations of cider during the

afternoon, prolong the festivities till midnight.
"The time, the place (looking e.), the mystic pillar, and the ram., surely bear some

evidence in favor of the ram feast being a sacrifice to Baal."
Additional notices of this sun and fire worship will be found under YULE, CANDLE-

MAS. LAMMAS, and the other heads referred to in this article.

BELTRA MI. a co. in s.w. Minnesota, very little settled. It has several lakes, one
of which, Itasca. is KRXt ft. above sea level." Some of its lakes empty into the Red
river of the n.. which carries their waters to the ocean through Hud-on's bay and straits,

while others are emptied by the MU-iiioi into the gulf of Mexico.
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BELTS, endless strips of flexible material, usually leather or India rubber, to trans-

mit motion or power from one pulley to another. Hopes and chains serve a similar pur-

pose. When chains are used, the pulleys are provided with projections which engage
in the links of the chains and prevent slipping, and the mechanism has the positive rela-

tions of u rack and pinion. Ordinary flexible belts transmit power by the friction

between them and their pulleys. The pulley which communicates motion is the driving

pullev: that which receives, the driven pulley; that part of the belt which runs from
the driven pulley to the driver is the driving part of the belt, since it is pulled by the

("ri"er. and in turn pulls on the driven pulley: the part of the l>elt which runs from the

< ri rr to fix- driven pulley is rhe slack belt, 'fhe strain on the driving belt i> the sum of

tin- strain of the belt on the pulleys when there is no motion, plus the strain of the fric-

tion; that on the slack belt is the same strain on the pulleys less the friction. Thus, if a

belt is stretched over its puileys with a strain of 10 Ibs. per in. of width, a Ml it requires
r> Ibs. to make it slip, then the strain on the driving l>elt is 10 -|- 5= 15 Ibs.. and the

strain on the slack belt is 10 5=5 Ibs., per in. of l>elt. As the two parts of the belt are

unequally strained there will lie a tendency to move, or creep, towaids the driving l>elt

over the driven pulley. Hence, the velocity ratio of the two pulleys will not exactly fol-

low the inverse ratio of their radii, and the belt cannot be relied upon for giving unifor-

mity of motion. For driving most machinery, the fact that the belt is elastic, and will

slip if unduly strained, makes it a favorite method of communicating power. Rubber
belts transmit about 25 per cent more power than leather, because the surface of the rub-

ber con fonus more perfectly to the minute inequalities of the pulley surface, and thus

acquires a closer grasp. The texture of a rubber belt is more uniform than can be had
in leather, and therefore a wide rubber belt will wear more evenly. In damp
and exposed places, rubber is more durable than leather. If, however, the belt

is to IK- shifted back and forth, as in the stopping and starting of some machines, or

in cross belting wherever the edge of the belt is liable to wear leather is preferable.
If the pulley be higher in the center than at the side, or higher nt one side than at the

other, the In-lt will creep towards the highest part; for thTs reason the surface of the

pulley is usually made not cylindric, but of greater diameter at the center. If this be
overdone, the belt docs not pull, except along its central part. The pulleys usually lie

in the same plane, and with their axes parallel; but this is not necessary, provided 'that

the course of each part of the belt the driving and the slack part alike be in the plane
of the pulley toward \\hieh that part of the belt runs; the belt being always delivered

by one pulley into the plane of the other.

Transmi>Mon of power by B. is more common in the United States than in Europe.
As extreme cases may be noted: a leather belt of the New Jersey x.inc works, 4 thick -

B, 48 in. wide and 102 ft. long; a rubber belt in Chicago, 6 pfv, 48 in. wide and 320
ft. long; a leather belt for a paper mill in Wilming'on, Del., 60 in. wide and 186i ft.

long. Hempen or wire ropes, running over large pulleys with V shaped edges, are used
to transmit power to long distances. The U. S. arsenal at Rock Island!" 111., carries
more than half a mile by one rope the power of 4 large turbine wheels, sufficient for all

the present need of the machine shops. Such cables have been called teleodynamic
ocibles. They can be run as fast as one mile per minute, and without covering will last

three years. Intermediate sh.-aves are required at every 300 or 400 feet. For informa-
tion concerning the Icng.h of B. and the power transmitted, see KAKKIKE, MACHIXKHY
AND Miu, WOUK, etc.

BELUGA, a genus of cf*<trfa (q.v.\ of the family of (Mphinida or dolphins (q.vA
differing from the rest of that family in the blunt and broad head, which has no pro-
duced snout : the smaller number of teeth, the greater part of which often fall out before

the animal is far advanced in age: and the want of a dorsal tin. The only species found
in the northern parts of the world is B. arctira (for which name there ;.re unhappily
many synonyms, as ft Intrn*. etc.). the white whale and white fish of whalers, often
called by English writers the B.. and the round-headed cachalot. The form of the B.

is remarkably characterized by the softness of all its curves, and adapts it for rapid and
crraceful movements; its skin is usually of a clear white color, and not very rtronir. ^o

that it often fails to hold a harpoon. The B. attains a length of more than tnirteen ft.

The female brings forth two voung ones at a birth, and displays the greatest solicitude

fr them. The food of the B. consists of tish. in pursuit of which it often ascends river*;

to some distance It is gregarious, and may be seen in herds of forty or fifty, which
often gambol around boats; it abounds in mo>t parts of the arctic seas, nnd sometimes,
but not very frequently, visits the British shores. One was killed in the Firth of Forth
In 1815. and one in the Mi-dway in 1846. The Greenlanders take the B. with harpoons
or with strong nets. Its flesh affords them a valuable sup,/iy of food, nnd is eaten by
most of the inhabitants of arclic coasts; it affords also a considerable quantity of the

very finest oil. nnd the skin is made into leather. Some of the internal membranes are
also employed for various purnoses. Another species of B. is found in the southern

liernisphere. It is called li. Kingii.

BE I/US. S,, B\AI..

BELVEDERE (It.) was originally nn erection on the top of a house, for the purpose
of looking out on the surrounding country, nd enjoying the air, in which seu.se it is
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still understood in Italy. A part of the Vatican (q.v.) in Home is known as the B., and

gives name to the famous statue of Apollo. In France, and with us, the word has como
to signify any kind of summer-house or place of refreshment.

BELVEDERE
,
KocMa Kcoparia, Chenopodinm scoparium,or Balsola tcoparia, an annual

plant of the natural order CnenopodiaiMf (q.v.), a native of the middle and s. of Europe,
and of great part pf Asia, which has long been very familiar in British gardens as tin

ornamental annual, not upon account of its flowers, which have no beauty, but of its

close, pyramidal, rigid form, and numerous narro.w leaves, which make it appear like a

miniature cypress tree. It is sometimes called SUMMKU CYPUESS.

BELVIDERE', chief t. in Boone co., 111., 78 m. w. of Chicago, on the Chicago and
Northwestern railroad; pop. '70, 3231. There are flouring mills and other manu-
factories.

BELVTSIA (also called NAPOLEO'NA), a genus of exogenous plants, the type of the

natural order IMrit<tccn'. of which order only a very few species have yet been discov-

ered, natives of the tropical parts of Africa. They are large shrubs, with smooth, sim-

ple, leathery leaves. The flowers grow in threes, sessile in tlie axils of the leaves, and
;ire beautiful and extremely curious. The calyx is a thick, leathery cup. divided into

five ovate segments. The corolla consists of three distinct rings; the outer one 5-lobed,
an 1 furnished with ribs, by means of which it is strongly plaited, turning back over and
hiding the calyx when full blown; the second, a narrow membrane, divided into numer-
ous regular segments like a fringe; the third, an erect cup-shaped membrane. The
stamens are erect like another cup; the ovary 5-celled, with two ovules in each cell; the

style short, thick, and -Vangled, with a broad, flat. 5-angled stigma. The fruit is a soft

berry, crowned with the calyx, with large? kidney-shaped seeds. The wood is soft, and
contains numerous dotted vessels. The pulp of tlie fruit of the best known species \

mucilaginous and eatable, the rind very full of tannin; the fruit is as large as a pome-
granate, and the seeds 1| in. long. The position of this remarkable order in the
botanical system is not yd well determined. Lindley regards it as most nearly allied to

rhizophoracrtP (Mangroves, q.v.). It is supposed by some t'uit the two inner rings of the
corolla should be reg irtL-d as sterile stamens, and the place of the order is thus fixed near

Barnngtoniatea (q.v.)

BELZO NI, GIOVANNI BATTISTA, the son of a poor barber, was b. at Padua in 1778,
and was educated at Rome, for the priesthood, but soon displayed a preference for

mechanical science, especially hydraulics; and when the French republican troops took

possession of the pontifical city, he quitted his religious studies altogether. About the

year 1800, he visited Holland, and in 18013 came to England. For a time he gained a

living by exhibiting feats of strength in the theaters. At Astley's, he played the part of

Hercules, but he also continued his mechanical studies, and even gave numerous
hydraulic representations in the most populous towns of the kingdom. After a sojourn
ot' nine years in England, he went to Spain and Portugal, in his capacity of theatrical
athlete. From the peninsula, he passed to Malta, and thence to Egypt in 1815, on the
invitation of Mehcmet AM, who wished him to construct a hydraulic machine. After

succeeding in this undertaking, he was induced, by the travelers Burckhardt and Salt,
to direct his attention to the exploration of Egyptian antiquities. He threw himself
w.th ardor into his new vocation. He removed the colossal bust of the so-called-
"
Young Meinnon'' from the neighborhood of Thebes to Alexandria, and was the first

who opened the temple of Ipsambul. In the valley of "
the royal graves" Biban-el-

Moluk near Thebes, he discovered several important catacombs containing mummies,
and among others, opened, in 1817, the celebrated tomb of Psnmmetichus, from which lie

removed the splendid sarcophairus, now, along with the "Young Memnon." and other
results of H.'s labors, in the British museum. But B.'s greatest undertaking was
iiis opening of the pyramid of Cephren. An attempt made on his life caused his

departure from Egypt, but previously he made a journey along the coast of the Red sea,
and another to the oasis of Sivvah, hoping there to find ruins of the temple of Jupiter-
Ammon. In the course of his explorations, he discovered the emerald mines of Zubara
and the ruins of Berenice, the ancient commercial entrepot between Europe and India.
In Sept., 1819, he returned to Europe, visited his native town, Padua, and enriched it

with two Egyptian statues of granite. He also published in London his Narrrttive of the

Operations <md Raeont jDueovtntt within the Pyiamidx, Temples, Tombx, and ETCH ration*
in h'</ypt and Nubia; and ofa Journey to the Ca"t of the Red Ssa in march of the ancient
IITC ilia', and another to the 0<m' of Jupiter-Ammnn (1821, with an atlas of 44 colored

engravings). In 1821, he opened in London an exhibition of his Egyptian antiquities,
but soon afterwards undertook a journey to Timbuctoo, in central Africa. At Benin,
he was attacked by dysentery, which compelled him to return to Gato, where he died,
Dec. 3, 1823. His original drawings of the royal tombs he had opened in Egypt were
published by his widow (London, 1829).

BEM, JOSKPH, commander of the army in Transylvania during the Hungarian revo-

tion, 1848-49, was b. at Tarnov, in Galicia, 1795. After a course of military adventure
in Poland, he went to France, where he resided for a considerable time, earning a liveli-

hood by teaching mechanics and mnemonics. In 1848, after failing in an attempt to
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or^ani/e an insurrection in Vienna, he joined the Hungarians, and was intrusted with
tin- command of the army of Transylvania, amounting to 8000 to 10,000 men. He at tirst

i'-nccd & me checl-.s from the'Austrian army, but afterwards defeated them at Iler-

inannstadt and the* bridge of Piski; and finally succeeded, in Mar., 18-19, in driving both
tnem and their allies, the Russians, back into "\Vallachia. Having thus made himself

master of Transylvania, he proposed, by amnesties and general mild rule, to gain the

adherence of the German and Slavonian population, especially in Wallachia; but his

propositions were not entertained by Kossuth and the Hungarian commissariat. After

expelling the troops under Puchner from the Bahat, B. returned into Transylvania,
where the Rus>ians had defeated the Hungarians. Here he reorganized his forces, and
did all that was possible in his circumstances to prevent the union of the Russians with
the Aii-mai;-. but his efforts were unsuccessful. After failing in an attempt to excite

an insurrection in Moldavia, he was defeated in a battle near Schftszburg, where he was
opposed to three times the number of his own troops. At Kossuth's request, he now
hastened into Hungary, where he took part in the unfortunate battle near Teruesvar.
!,' '!< ating into Transylvania, he here defended himself for some days against i\ vastly

superior force, and then made his escape into Turkey, where he embraced, from politi-
-lives, the profession of Islam, was raised to the dignity of a pasha, and obtained

a command in the Turkish army. In Feb., 1850, he was sent to Aleppo, where, after

suppressing the sanguinary insurrection of the Arabs against the Christian population,
lie died of fever, Dec. 10, 1850. B. was in private life characterized by the benevolence
of his disposition, and, as a military leader, was distinguished by courage, presence of
mind when in extreme danger, and remarkable rapidity of movement.

BEMAN, NATHANIKI. S. S., D.D., 1785-1871; b. N. Y. ; graduate of Middlebury col-

lege; studied for the ministry, and was pastor of a Congregational church in Portland. Me.
About 1813 he was a missionary in Georgia, where he labored to establish better edu-
cation. In 1822. he became pastor of the First Presbyterian chuveh in Troy, N. Y.,
where he officiated more than 40 years, during which period he was prominent in the
moral and political questions of the time. He was moderator of the Presbyterian
general assembly in 1831, and in 1837 he was a leader of the New School section. He
re-iinied his pastoral charge in 1863. Some of his addresses and sermons have been

published, in a volume. He also published Four Sennoiui on the Atonement.

BEMBATOOKA, BAY OF, a safe and commodious bay on the n.w. coast of Mada-
gascar, in lat. 16 s., and long. 46

J

e. Prime bullocks are sold here for less than 10"'.

each, and are- bought extensively by agents of the French government, who have them
driven to fort Dauphin, on Aiitongil bay, on the opposite side of the island, where
they are killed and cured for the use of the French navy, and for colonial consumption.
Rice is also sold very cheap at Bembatooka. Majuuga, on the n. side of the bay, is

an important town, Bembatooka being but a village.

BEMBECIDJE, a family of hymenopterous insects of the division in which the
females are furnished with stings. Alon^ with aphegidai (q.v.), and other nearly allied

families, they receive the popular name of sand-wasps. They very much resemble bees
or wasps in general appearance. They are natives of the warmer parts of the world.
Some of them are remarkable for the odor of ro s which thv emit. The females make
burrows in sandy banks, in each of which they deposit an e'cir, and alotiii

1 with it the
bodies of a few flies as food for the larva. The B. fly very'rapidly, and with a loud
buzzing noise. Beinhcx roatrata is common in the s. ofEurope.

BEMBO, PIKTHO, one of the most celebrated Italian scholars of the 16th c., was b.
in Venice. May 20, 1470; having studied at Padua and Ferrara. he early devoted him-
self to polite literature. He edited the Italian poems of Petrarch, printed by Aldus in
1501, and the T, r-n-ime of Dante, 1502. In 1506. he proceeded to the court' of Urbino.
where h- resided until 1512, when he went to Home, where he was mad:- -ecretary to
nope Leo X. On the death of that pope, B. returned to Padua, where h- became a
liberal p-itron of literature and the arts, as well as a fertile writer himself. In 1521). he
accepted the office of historiographer to the republic of 'Venice, and was also appointed

rof St. Mark's library. In 1539. B., who had only taken the minor ei Hc<iastica1
orders, was unexpectedly presented with a cardinal's hat by pope Paul III. who after-
wards appointed him to the dioceses of Gubbio and Bergamo. He (lied Jan. 1 1547
B. united in Hs character all that is amiable. He was the restorer of <rood style in both
Latin and Italian literature. His taste is said to have been so fastidious with regard to
style, that h. subjected each of his own writings to forty revisions previous to publica-
tion. Some of his writ HILTS are marred by the licentiousness of ihe time. Amonr his
works may be mentioned (he II rum V< mifi'tirnm Li'ni XII (Venice 15.11) of which he
published an Italian edition (Venice, l.",2); his /'/v/-. dialo-ues in which are <;iven the
ruesot i|, e ruscao dialect; Gli Ainfani. a series of disputations on love, etc.

;
Rime a

collection of sonnets and canzonets; his letters. Italian and Latin; and the work, De
ytrffilu

f lUct it Tvrr.ntn Jbfalife His collected works were published at Venice in
4 vols.. 1729.

BEM3RIDGE BEDS are a division of the upper Iv.cene strata, rest! no- on the St
n s. and capped by the Hcmpstcai'. series. They are principally developed in the
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Isle of Wight. Ed. Forbes, who carefully examined tliem there, has arranged them in

four subdivisions : 1. The upper marls and laminated gray clays, which form the base-

ment bed of the " black band." the lowest member of the Ilempstead series. They arc

distinguished by the abundance of nn'lnnid tiirrfti*xun<i. Unfossiliferous mottled

clays, alternating with fos-iiiferous marls and clays, whose characteristic organisms are

n-rilhimn ittntubil? and Cyri jmMini. 3. The oy>ter-bed. eonsi>ting of greenish marl,
and containing immense quantities of a species of oyster (W/v/r r,rt, //.sv>). accompanied
with ce-rit/ii<i, ///////, and other marine mollusca. 4. The Beml)ridge limestone 1

, gen-
erally a compact, pale-yellow, or cream-colored limestone, but sometimes vehicular and

concretionary, and containing occasionally siliceous or cherty bands. This is intcr-

stratiricd with shales and friable marls. All the beds are fossiliferous. containing
numerous land and fresh-water shells. One bed is composed almost entirely of the

remains of a little globular j></l>/rliiiii. Shells of Lymnea and Plantjrbis -arc abundant,
and are accompanied with the spirally striated nueuk-s of two species of Clmrn, water-

plants which have been well preserved because of the large quantity of lime which
enters into their composition. In this division have been found the mammalian remains
of the species of ;><-/V<///ur<'>/// <q. v.) and unoflaXkenum (q.v.) which characterixe tlw?

gyp>eous deposits of Moutmartrc; it is consequently considered the British equivalent of

tlicsr Parisian beds.

No marked line of distinction separates this series from the St. Helen's beds on
which it rests. The contained organisms indicate that both had the same fluvio-marine

origin. The maximum thickness of the Bembridge series is 115 feet.

BEN, AHKN, AVKN, EI;N. luv. are all forms, in the different Semitic languages, of

the same word, which means "
son," and is used as a prefix to names. Ben, a Hebrew

form, is familiar to us from its use in Bible names e.g., Benhadad. the son or

worshiper of Hadad. or Adod. the chief idol of the Syrians : Beuoni, son of my pain:
Benjamin, son of 'the right hand, etc. These examples show that nr t only literal but

metaphorical sonship is e\nres>ed by this prefix. This form of constructing a name by
composition was common in the Semitic languages, on account of their lack of patro-

nymics. The plural. Jfrui, is found in the names of many Arab tribes as Bcni O.nay-
yah. the sons of ( Mnayyah, the t'amiiy known in history as the Ommiades; and some-
times in the names ot places as Beui-Ilassan.

BEN, BETNT ,
or BIIKIX, a Gaelic word signifying "mountain" or "mountain head."

It is prefixed to the name of a great many mountains in Scotland as Ben Nevis. Ben
Macdhui, Uvn Cniachan. etc. The corresponding term in various parts of Europe is

1\ n . which is found in many of the names in Cornwall and Wales, in the Pennine alps,
and probably also in the word Apennines and the Cevennes of France.

BEN, OIL OF. a fluid fixed oil. obtained from the seed of a tree found in India and
Arabia, and known as the HORSERADISH TRKE (morin<; jit( r?/gi>.-<]H'n//<i). The seeds are

called HKN NCTS. and are roundi>h, with three membranous wings. The oil is used by
watchmakers, because it does not readily freeze: also by perfumers, as the basis of

various scents; and other oils are often adulterated with it. See HORSERADISH TREE.

BENALCA'ZAR. or BELARCAZAR, SEBASTIAN, d. 1550: a Spanish sailor who
became conqueror and governor of the province of Popayan. in Peru, in 1538.

BENA'EES, a city on the left side of the Ganges, which here varies, accord ins to the

season, between 00 to 93 ft. in depth, and in widtli bctw<en (UK) yards and a little more
than half a mile. It is in lat. 25 1? n.. and long, 83

C
4' e.. Ix-ing 421 m. to the n.w. of

Calcutta, and -1'ili and 74 respectively to the s.e. of Delhi and Allahabad. Witliout
reckoning Set yo'c. which, at the distance of 2 or 3 m. to the "westward, contains the
official establishments. B. covers, as it were, an amphitheater of 3 m. in front, and 1 in.

in depth, the immediate margin of the river, which is comparatively steep, being chictly

O'-cupied by flights of steps, or ghats, as they are called, where crowds of all classes

spend the day in business, amusement, or devotion. This lively scene, backed by the

minarets of about 300 mosques, and the pinnacles of about 1000 pagodas, presents a truly

picturesque appearance to spectators on the opposite shore of the Ganges. On closer

inspection, however, the city, as a whole, disappoints a visitor. The streets, or rather

alleys, altogether impracticable for wheeled-carriages, barely afford a pas.sage to individ-

ual horsemen or single Ix-asts of burden: and these thoroughfares, besides being shut
out from sun and air by buildings of several stories, are said to l>e shared with the
numerous passengers by sacred bulls that roam about at will. The pop. in 1873 was
175.188.

In the traditions of the country, B. is believed to have be n coeval with creation: and

tolerably authentic history does assign to it a really h'gh antiquity. In its actual con-

dition, however. B. is a modern city. Both in extent rind in embellishment, it owe*
much to the influence of Mahratta ascendency, which dates from the close of the 17th
c. : and it possr-^-s. perhaps, not a single structure that reaches back to the close of the
Ifith. As the central seat of Hinduism. B.. on high occasions, attracts immense crowds
of pilgrims sometimes us many as 100.000; and some years ago. during an eclipse of
the moon, forty persons were trampled to deatli in the streets. Naturally enough, the

Brahmins of B'. have always been remarkable for bigotry. Now, however, Brahmin ism
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appears to be on the decline; and a result. -which Mohammedan persecution vainly tried

t.) produce, would si-i-iu to he gradually achieved. chiefly through the- introduction of

European literature :ind scienceT On tile Sanscrit college, instituted in 179*3, there was
::t a later date ingraftidan English department, comprising poetry, history, mathematics,
and political economy. It is attended by numerous Hindus, and a few Mu->ulmansand
native Christians. 1J., a* Ik-her has observed. is very industrious and wealthy, as well

a* very holy. Resides having extensive manufactures of its own in cotton, wool, and

>i!k. iis conuvandiBg position on the graud line of eommunieation road, river, and rail

H |jk, renders it the principal emporium of the neighboring regions. It is the great
mart for tin- shawls of the north, the diamonds of the south, and the muslins of the east;

while it circulates the varied productions of Europe and America over Buudeleu: d,

Goruckpore. Nepal, etc. For the general history of the city, see the following artic!'
j

on the district -of the same name. The details of the mutiny of 1857 will be found under
the head of SKCKOI.K. At the same time. 15. proper added its share to the fearful interest

of the emergency through the proverbially fanatical character of its inhabitants, who,

during the second siege of Bhurtpore, had got 30.000 babers sharpened iu anticipation of

M *( cond repulse of the British.

BENA RES. or BAN.V'KAS, the district mentioned in the preceding article. It is under
the lieutenant governorship of the n w. provinces, being bounded on thew. and n. by

.lounpur; on the e. by Ghazeepore and Shnhabad; and on the s. and w. by Mirzapore.
It extends in n. lat. between 25" ?' and 2.V 32 . and in e. long, between 83 45 and 83

J

:>
: and thus measuring alxmt 30 m. by about 5">, it embraces an area of 99<> sq. mile*.

In 1872, the census gave a pop. of 794.039. or almost 800 to a sq.m. : the number
of inhabited houses was 116,507. The district is traversed by the Ganges iu & n.e.

direction for about 45 miles. Besides other rivers, such as the Ivaramnasa, the Goomtee,
and the Burna. and several inferior streams, lakes and tanks are numerous, but small,
the largest not exceeding a mile in circuit. The annual rain-fall, though averaging less

than in the lower parts of the Ganges, is still considerable, always exceeding 30 in., and
amounting in 1833 to 89. Considering that the tract is barely beyond the tropics, and
but little elevated above the sea. the range of the thermometer is unusually great, iR-ing
IK- t ween 4") in Jan. and 111 in May. The mean temperature i> .staled at 77 . pretty-

nearly the middle point between the two extremes. The soil, though here and there
sterile, is in general characterized by great fertility, more, particularly to the left of the

Ganges. In the growth of opium, fajdigo, and sugar more especially of the last the
district surpasses nearly every other portion of British India. In fact, the state of agri-
culture is such as may be expected from the density of the population. The rich fields,

the thriving villages, and the luxuriant groves rc-nd r the aspect of the country very

delightful: and perhaps the best proof of the presence of industry and civilization is the
fact that elephants, rhinoceroses, buffaloes, lions, and tigers, which were hunted in

l.V,9. have entirely disappeared. After a Hindu domination, according to popular faith,
of 2400 years, the district sank under the Mussulman yoke in 1193; and, in the first half
of the liith c.. it was annexed by Baber to the Mogul" empire. On the dismemberment
of that dominion, it fell to the share of the Nawab of Oude, whose grandson, in 1775.
ceded it to the East India company, about ten years after that body had acquired the

sovereignty of Bengal.

BENA TEE, a small t. of Bohemia, on the right bank of the Iser, a few miles distant
from Prague. It is worthy of note as being for a long time the residence of th
celebrated astronomer Tycho Bra he.

BENAYEN TE, a t. of Spain, in the province of Znmora. It is situated on the
western or right bank of the Esla, opposite to the mouth of the Cea, 34 m. n. from
Zamora. It is overlooked by a huge, half-ruined castle, and surrounded by a decayed
mud-wall, in which are 6 gates. It has spacious streets and squares. 6 churches, a num-
Itcr of schools. 3 hospitals, a bishop's palace, etc. The castle was formerly the seat of
the family of I'imentel, counts of Benavente, to whose progenitor it wa's granted in
1394. The interior of the castle was desolated bv Soult. on his retreat from Oporto, and
fragments of sculpture still lie scattered about, "it wa at B. that Moore's retreat com-
menced, 28th Dec., 1809; and it was the scene of other interesting events of the penin-
sular war. U. is now a dull and poverty-stricken place-, built chiefly of mud cottages.

There is no bridge at Benavente. The Esla is crossed by a ferry-boat.
BENBECU LA, one of the Hebrides or western isles of Scotland, betwe

I Ift, 2(1 m. w. of Skye. and
belonging

to Inverness-shire. It is s m. l:>nir,
'.'w and tlat. and eon>i>ts chiefly of boir. suid. and lake, resting on a

rock, with a very broken coast-line. Pop. '71, 15H3. cnnM-tin"-
and small farmers, who fertilize the soil with the sea-weed which is cast a

ferry
BENBECU LA, one of the Hebrides or western isles of Scotland, between n. and s.

I i>f,
ZO^m,

w. of Sky.-, ami
belonging

to Inverness-shire. It is S m. long, and 8 broad.
substratum of

of fishermen

island.

BENBOW, JOHN, a brave English admiral, was b. in Shropshire in 1650. He first

Btingobhcd himself as captain of a merchantman, in a bloody action with Sallea
He attracted the notice of James II., who gave him a commission in the navy.

After the revolution, he obtained the com Miami of a larire ship, and in the course of 'a
<*rs was made rear-admiral. The high confidence reposed in him by king Wil-
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liam is borne in memory by a very bad pun on his name, said to have been perpetrated

by the taciturn monarch. Objecting to several names proposed for the command of an

expedition, he; said:
" No: these are all fresh-water b.'au*, we, need another kind of bf/tuf

we must send Jjcrt/xiir." The most memorable of this gallant sailor's exploits was hi.s

last, where his stubborn valor contrasted nobly with the dastardly behavior of his cap-
tains. Off St. Martha, in the West Indies, on the 19th Aug., 1702, he came up wiih
a superior French force under admiral l)u Casse. For four days he kept up a running-

tight with the enemy, almost deserted by the rest of his squadron. On the morning of

the 24th, his right leg was smashed by a chain-shot. His oilicers condoled with him.
"I had rather have lost them both," said the sturdy admiral, "than have seen Ihis dis-

honor brought upon the English nation. But, hark ye if another shot should take me
off, behave like men. and right it out!" As soon as his wound was dressed, he was car-

ried to the quarter-deck, and directed the fight while it lasted. The enemy sustained

severe loss; but the infamous cowardice of the other captains, who actually refused to

obey the admiral's signals, made the contest hopeless, and IJ. sailed away to Jamaica.
He died of his wound on the 4th November. The recusant oflicers were tried by
court-marshal, and two captains were shot. B.'s employment of explosive vessels at

St. Malo seems to have been an anticipation of lord Duudonald's method at Basque
roads.

BENCH, a hall or court where justice is administered. In this sense, however, it has
in modern times received a more limited acceptation, signifying the dais or elevated

part of a court-room or chamber where the judge's sit to administer the laws. In English
courts of justice, this seat is in form literally a bench or couch running along one end of

the court-room, the number of judges and their places on this bench being marked by
wparale desks, one for each judge; but in Scotland and Ireland the arrangement is

different, the judges in these countries sitting on chairs placed at a long, and, as in Scot-

land, a semicircular table, which is in a raised position. The term IJ. is also applied,

by way of distinction, to the judges themselves as a class; thus, we speak of the //. and
>>r. It has likewise, popularly and conventionally, an ecclesiastical application, tho

bishops of the church of England b ing, as a body, sometimes designated by it; heiico

the expression, "B. of bishops." Bee BANG.

BENCH, COMMON, COUIIT OP. This is a technical name sometimes given to the court
of common pleas. See COURTS OF COMMON LAW.

BENCH, KING'S or QUEEN'S, the supreme court of common law in the kingdom. See
Cot; JITS OF COMMON LAW.

BENCH, Ui-i'KU, the name given to the court of king's bench in the time of Crom-
well. See preceding notice, and COUHTS OF COMMON LAW.

BENCH ERS. The governing bodies of the four great law societies in England, or inns

of court Lincoln's inn. inner temple, middle temple, and Gray's inn are so called.

The)' are generally queen's counsel or barristers of distinction; and they annually elect

a president or Iramurcr, as he is called, who takes the chair at tiieir corporate meetings,
mid speaks and acts in their name. See INNS OF COURT.

BENCH-WARRANT is a warrant signed by a superior judge or two justices of tho

pence, during the assizes or sessions, to apprehend a defendant, against whom a bill of
indictment has been found. See WARRANT.

IENCOOLEN, capital of a Dutch residency on the w. coast of Sumatra, lies in 103"
20 e. long., and 15' 48 s. latitude. Pop. 7000. The residency B. has an area of 9;i67 sq.
miles. Rice, coffee, maize, sugar-cane, the cocoa-nut, and other fruits are grown.
About 400,000 Ibs. of pepper are produced annually. B. was founded by the English
UtiSG), but. was given to the Dutch by the London treaty, llth Mar., 1824. Pop. of
district (1871) 128,503.

BEND, one of the honorable ordinaries, or more important figures in heraldry. It

is formed by two parallel lines, which may be either straight or indented, engrailed,
'tc. (q.v. ), drawn from the dexter to the sinister base, and consequently passing athwart
the shield. The B. occupies a fifth part of the shield in breadth, if plain; and a third

part, if charged. The B. is supposed to represent a shoulder-belt, or scarf worn over
the shoulder. When heralds speak of the B. simply, the B. dexter is understood, the
IJ. sinister being always expressly mentioned.

Bend Sini#trr is the bend dexter reversed, and passing from the left to the right side
ot the shield, as the dexter does from the right to the left. See BAR and BAHTAHU BAK.

There are four diminutives of the bend viz., the bendlst, the garter, the Mat, and the

ribbon.

The terms //* bend, per bend, bendy, etc., are of frequent occurrence in heraldic works,
and signify that the charge is placed, or the shield divided, diagonally in the direction
ot the bend.

BEND is the name for one among many kinds of knot by which ropes are fastened on

shipboard. Seamen imply this meaning when they speak of "bending the cable,""
bending a sail," the "cafrick B.," the "

fishermen's B.," the "sheet B.," etc.
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BENDEMANN, EDUARD, one of the most distinguished painters of the Dussoldorf

school, was I), iii Berlin in 1811. Although lit- had received a very careful scientific

education, lie devoted himself to art, became a pupil of Schadow's and soon proved
that he hail not mist.iken his vocation. As early as 1832. his great picture of (he "Cap-
tive Jews" was exhibited at Berlin, and at once acknowledged to IK.- a master-piece.
His next important work, in 1833, represented

" Two Girls at a Fountain." It was fol-

lowed, hi 1^57, by "Jeremiah at the Ruins of Jerusalem," a very large picture, which
excited nni\ crsal"enthu<iasm in Pa: Is, where it was exhibited, ami for which he obtained

a pri/,e-medal. In 1838. 13. was summoned to Dresden as member of the academical

council, and professor of the academy of art; and the execution of the larger frescoes

in the palace was intrusted to his skill. An affection of the eyes, from which he suf-

fered for several years, interrupted the work, which is now, however, completed, and
embraces a wide range of historical and mythological subjects. B.'s artistic bias is

characteristic of the Dusseldorf school, his pictures being rather lyrical than dramatic.

But he is distinguished by a peculiar grace and charm of his own, arising from a most

perfect symmetry in drawing and composition, an exquisite naivete in conception, and
a lender, "harmonious, yet truthful coloring. His portrait of his wife, a daughter of

Sciiadow, is one of his best works. From 1839 till 18G7, he was director of the Diisse!-

dorl academy.

BENDEE, a fortified t., with a citadel, in the province of Bessarabia, Russia. The
town is situated on the right bank of the Dniester, 48 in. from its mouth, and has paper-
mills, tanneries, forges, and saltpeter-works. Pop. '67, 24,443, including many Arme-
nians. Tartars, Moldavians, and Jews. In 1770, the Russians captured the place, and

put the garrison and inhabitants, then amounting to about 30,000, to the sword. It

was restored to the Turks in 1774, and again stormed by the Russians in 1809. The
peace of Jassy gave it buck to the Turks, from whom it was airain taken by the Russians
in 1811, who were continued in the possession of it by the treaty of Bucharest in the

following year. Charles XII. of Sweden lived for some lime, 1709-12, at Varnitza, a

village near Bender.

BENDIOO, one of the most productive gold-fields in the colony of Victoria, having,
in 1857, yielded, according to the olh'cial returns, 525,018 ounces. It is about 25 m. to

the n. of Mount Alexander, which, again, is about 75 m. inland from Melbourne.

BENDIS1I. BKIDGET, 1650-1727; grand-daughter of Oliver Cromwell, endowed
with much of his mental and physical energy. She had great reverence for the pro-
tector, and once challenged to a duel with swords a fellow passenger in a stage coach
who had spoken disparagingly of him. Her father was gen. Ireton.

BE WE, a t. of about 6000 inhabitants, in the province of Mondovi, Piedmont, 18 m.
n.e. of Coni. It occupies the site of the ancient Augusta licr/ictinorinti, destroyed by
Alaric. Many interesting vestiges are, found in the neighborhood; and the ruins of an

aqueduct, baths, and amphitheater are still visible.

BENEDEK, Lrmvio VON, an Austrian gen., b. in 1804 at Odenburg, in Hungary,
where his father was a physician of repute. He received his military education at the
Neustadt academy, and at its close entered the army as ensign in 182'2. In 1843. he was
promoted to the rank of senior lieut., and on the occasion of the insurrection in

Galicia in 1S4<>. had several opportunities of distinguishing himself. In Aug.. 1817. as

commandant of count Qyulai's infantry regiment, he moved to Italy, where a still more
brilliant career awaited him. On the occasion of the retreat from Milan, and especially
after Curtalone. where he had led on the assault with grcnt skill and gallantry, his name
was mentioned in the army reports by marshal Radetsky in the highest terms; and. con-

sequently, he received the cross of tile order of Maria Theresa. He afterwards distin-

guished himself at the taking of Mortara, and in the battle of Novara. In April, 1S-I!).

he was made niaj gen. and brigadier of the first body of reserve of the army of the
Danube. He commanded the urant-tjarde at Raab and Oszony, and received a s'ight
wound in the affair at Uj-S/.egedin ; which did not, however, prevent him from taking
a mo>t active pjul in the subsequent engagements of Szorny and O/s Ivany, where he
wa- wounded in the foot. At the close of the Hungarian campaign, he was ordered
again, high in command, to Italy. In the Italian campaign of 1859. B. commanded the
8th corps of the Austrians. At Solferino. B. drove back the Piedmontese with srreat

slaughter, and was the last to leave the field. lie was governor of Hungary in l*tiO.

and soon afterwards got the command of the Austrian army in that country." He com
manded the Austrians in the war with Prussia in 1866, but shortly after the defeat at

Badowa he was superseded.

BKNKDF/m. VIMI.NT. Count, of Greek origin, b. Corsica. 1815. He has been
French Cbnral at Cairo and Palermo; secretary of legation in Constantinople; held office,

in the French department of foreign affairs, and was secretary during the neirt.tiation of
the treaty of Paris in 1856. In 1860. he went to Turin to negotiate the cession of Mice
and Savoy; in 1864, he was ambassador to Berlin. B. was personally concen.ed in the
affftir of the protest of Napoleon III. against the candidacy of the prince of Hohenzol-
lern for the tlirone of Spain, and forced himself upon king William in the public walk
at Kms, July 13, 1870, in so offensive a muuner that he was oilicially ignored thereafter.
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Four clays afterwards France declared war. B. also accused Bismarck of originating a
Franco-Prussian treaty in 1866 for neutral cessions of territory, but Bismarck showed
tiiat B. himself originated the scheme.

BENEDICITE, a hymn or song of the three children in the fiery furnace, sung in

the Christian church as early as the time of St. Chrystom, and used in the Anglican
church in the morning-services when the Te Deum is not sung.

BENEDICK, or BENEDICT, the lover in Shakespeare's Much Ado about Nothing, who
marries "Beatrice." The name usually written

" benedict" is a synonym for a man
recently married, the antithesis of " bachelor."

BENEDICT is the name of fourteen popes. Of these only the following are histor-

ically important enough to deserve special mention. BENEDICT VIII., son of count

Gregory of Tuscoli. was elected in 1012; but was driven from Home by the anti-pope
Gregory. In 1014, he was restored to the papal chair by the emperor Henry II., and
afterwards defeated the Saracens, and took from them, with the help of the Pisans and
Genoese, the island of Sardinia; and also various places in Apulia from the Greeks, by
the help of Henry. He distinguished himself as a reformer of the clergy, and inter-

dicted, at the synod of Pavia, both clerical marriage and concubinage. He died in 1034.

BENEDICT IX.. a nephew of the preceding, was elected pope at the age of 18, in 1(133;

but in 1038, the Romans rose in indignation, and banished him on account of his almost

unexampled licentiousness. He was reinstalled by Conrad II.; again formally deposed
by the consul Fiolema'us, who set up Sylvester III. in his place: and after three months,
was once more installed as pope by means of bribery. By a new simoniacal compact,
John Gratianus was declared pope under the name of Gregory VI. The emperor Henry
III., to remove such gross scandals from the church, deposed all the three popes B.,

Sylvester, and Gregory, and caused Suidger. bishop of Bamberg, to be elected as Clem-
cut II.; but on his death, in 1047. the deposed B. IX. again corruptly regained the

Fapal
see, and held it eight months, until 1049. when he was displaced, first by Damasus

I., and afterwards by Leo IX. He died in the convent of Grotta Ferrata in 105(>.

BENEDICT XIII.. 1724-30. was a learned and well-disposed man, of simple habits and
P'.ire morals, though rather strict in his notions of the papal prerogative. He unfortu-

nately yielded himself to the guidance of cardinal Coscia, a irrcedy, unscrupulous per-
sonage, who greatly abused the confidence reposed in him. B. always exhibited great
moderation in politics, ami an honorable love of peace, and was instrumental in bringing
about the Seville treaty of 1729. During this pontificate, a remarkably large number of

saints, chiefly from the monastic orders, were added to the calendar. BENEDICT XIV.
{PROSPKKO LJUfBBimm), the most worthy to be remembered of all the pontiffs so

named, was born at Bologna in 1675. Before his elevation, he had distinguished him-
self by extensive learning, and by ability in the several offices of promoter fidci, bishop
of Ancona (1727), cardinal (1728). and archbishop of Bologna (1783). Succeeding Clem-
ent XII.. he l>egan his pontificate, in 1740. with several wise and conciliatory measures;
founded chairs of physic, chemistry, and mathematics i:i Rome; revived the academy of

Bologna, and instituted others; dug out the obelisk in the Campus Martins, constructed
fountains, rebuilt churches; caused the best Kngiish and French books to be translated
into Italian; and in many other ways encouraged literature and science. His piety was
sincere, enlightened, and tolerant, and his doctrines were well exemplified in his prac-
tice. He was extremely anxious that the morals of the clergy should IK' untainted; and,
to that elTect. established a board of examiners for all candidates to vacant sees. In

proof of his toleration, he showed tlu> frankest kindness to all strangers visiting his capi-
tal, whatever the nature of their religious opinions. Tine only accusation brought against
him by his Roman subjects wa<. "that he wrote and studied t'>o much, but ruled too
little." or left affairs of business too much in the hands of ihe cardinal Valentine. After
a painful illness. B. XIV. died .May 3, 1758. His most important works are that On tlw

fynod; Outfit Sttcrifict oftftr Muss; and On ////> /}<;ititirttti>.'it rnttl Canonization
~f*. A complete edition of his writings was published under the care of the Jesuit

de Azevedo (12 vo!s.. 1747-51), and in 16 vols. (1777).

BENEDICT, SAINT, the founder of monachism in the west, was born of a rich and
respected family at Xursia, in Umbria. Italy. 4*0 A.D. At an early age B. was sent to
the schools of literature and jurisprudence at Rome, but soon grew dissatisfied with the.

sterile character of the instruction dispensed. The world was full of distractions.

impurities, and ignorance: and it was difficult to resist, by the ordinary safeguards of

virtue, the colossal evils by which men were environed; only, therefore, in the devotions
of religion, in the holy silence of solitary meditation, did B. see a safe refuge from the
sins of the time, and the possibility of realizing a spiritual strength which would enable
him to stem the tide of corruption that was setting in. He resolved to leave the city,
and betake himself to some deep solitude in which the murmur of the world would be
inaudible, and alone in the rocky wilderness wrestle with his own nature, until he had

conquered it and laid it a sacrifice on the altar of God. In pursuance of this resolu-

tion, when he had only reached, according to some, the age of 14, he departed fnm
Rome, accompanied for the fir>t 24 m. by the nurse whom his parents had sent with him
as an attendant to the city. B. then left her. and retired to a deserted country lying on
a lake, hence called Sublacum ^now Subiaeo). Here, in a cavern (which afterwards
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received the name of the Holy Grotto), he dwelt for three years, until his fame spread
over the country, and multitudes came to see him. He was now appointed abbot of a

neighboring monastery; but soon left it, as the morals of the half-wild monks were not

severe enough for his t;u>te. This, however, only excited a livelier interest in his char-

acter, and as he lived in a period when the migration and interfusion of races and
nations were being rapidly carried on, he could not fail to draw crowds of wanderer}
about him. Wealthy Romans also placed their sous under his care, anxious that they
should be trained for a spiritual life. B. was thus enabled to found 12 cloisters, over

each of which he placed a superior. The savage Goth* even were attracted to him, and

employed in the useful and civilizing practice of agriculture, gardening, etc. He now
Nought another retreat, and. along with a few followers, founded a monastery on Monte
Cassino, near Naples, afterwards one of the richest and most famous in Italy. Here he

extirpated the lingering relics of paganism, and had his celebrated interview with Totila.

king of the Goths, to whom he spoke frankly and sharply on his errors. In 515. he is

said to have composed his Regula Jfortatnonim, in which he aimed, among other t:

at repressing the irregular and licentious life of the wandering monks, by introducing
stricter discipline and order. It eventually became the common rule of all western'1

monachism. The monasteries which B. founded were simply religiouscolleges, intended
to develop a high spiritual character, which might beneficially influence the world. To
the abbot was giTen supreme power, and he was told to acquit himself in all his relations

with the wisdoiu of God, and of his Master. The discipline recommended by St. B.

is. nevertheless, milder than that of oriental monachism with regard to food, clothing,
etc.: but enjoins continual residence in the monastery, and. in addition to the usual

religious exercises, directs that the monks shall enploy themselves in manual labors.

imparting instruction to youth, copying manuscripts for the library, etc. By this la -it

injunction. St. B.. though this was not directly intended, preserved many of tiie literary
remains of antiquity; for the injunction, which he gave only with regard to religion's
lx>oks. was extended afterwards to many secular productions. It is remarkable that

the foundir of the most learned of all the monastic orders was himself so little of a
scholar, that St. Gregory the great described him as being "*fifii??r nf#cifn. et aap>-
indoctut" learnedly ignorant, and wisely unlearned. St. B. died Mar. 21, 543.

BENEDICT, Sir JCLIUP, a musician and composer. German by birth, but, since 1836.
resident in England. He was born at Stuttgart in 1805. and stiuS-Hl first under Hunini.-l

at Weimar, and afterwards under Welerat Dresden. On Weljer's recommendation, he
was, in 1824, made music director of the Karnther Thor theater. Vienna: and he after-

wards filled the same post in Naples. "While in Naples, he produced an opera buffa
called Graeir.ta et Erntito, and an opera seria, / Pbrtoge&i a Goa. In Paris, and after-

wards (1835) in London, he appeared with great success as a pianist. In 1836. he took

up his permanent residence in London; and was, during that year, director of the opera
buffa at the Lyceum, where he produced an operetta of his own. composed in Naples,

no ed tin Giorno. Turning his attention afterwards to English opera, he com-
posed Ike Gipsy'* Warning (1838). Jhe Brides of Venice (1844), and T.* t'nuadfn (1846).
three works which, translated into German, have been well received in the composer's
native country. He conducted the opera in Covent Garden theater in 1843 and 1^44.
and the Norwich musical festival in 1845, and has since conducted much at concerts and
great musical gatherings in London and in the provinces, besides being a successful

pianoforte teacher. In 1850, he conducted at mademoiselle Jenny Lind's concert* in
America. In 1860, he produced a cantata. Undine, at the Norwich musical festival,
which was very well received. His Lily ofKZlarney, first given in U -vent

Garden, was his greatest < perutic success. He has since produced a cantata. &
Cmir de Lion; an opera di camera. The Bride of Sung; a romantic opera. Earner
and a cantata, St. Ctcilia. His operas have much dramatic and melodic beauty, and in

*tyle and feeling are singularly Endish. to be the composition of a foreigner.
oratorio, St. Peter, written for the Birmingham musical festival. 1870, met with extraor-

dinary success. His fir-t symphony was received with great favor in 1873. In 187-
was for the 12th time conductor of the Norwich festival. Knighthood was conferred
on B. in 1871. and he holds many foreign orders.

BENEDICT BISCOP. an English ecclesiastic of the 7th c.. who exercised a most in.por-
tnnt influence on Anglo-^axon civilization and learning. He was born about the year
629. of a noble Northumbrian family (his patronymic, according to Eddius. being Badu-
cinjr). and until about his 25th year, was a court'ier of Oswin. kin? of Northum)>erland.
Alx-.ut that time, he gave up his court-life, and accompanied Wilfred to Rome (654).
when- ho spent about ten years instudy. and from which he seems to have returned soon
after the synod of Whitby in 604. In 635. he was in Rome A second time, leing sent
on a mission by Alchfrirt, king of Xorthumhria. After a stay at Rome of a few months.
be proceeded to Lerins, in Provence, where he became a monk, received the tonsure.
and spent about two years, thus acquiring a knowledge of monastic discipline. He
returned to Rome in 668. came to England with Theodore and Adrian, and was made .
abbot of the monastery of St. Peter (afterwards UK, -

\ ;^ustinei in Canterbury.
Thi* he resigned two years after, and went to Rome for a third time, for the purpose
f bringing home the :iterary treasure* winch he had already collected. He returned
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, bringing with him a large collection of valuable books, and repaired to Xor-
thumbria, where king Eegfrid g&ve him land near the mouth of the Wear, on which he
founded the famous monastery of Wearmouth. Workmen were brought from France
to build and glaze the church and monastery, this being one of the earliest instances of
tlie use of glass for windows in England, lie aiso introduced from Gaul and Rome
(which he visited asrain in (578) church utensils and vestments, relics, pictures, imai:

and airain a vast number of books. He also brought with him .Toliti, arch-chanter of St.

f Peter's, who introduced the Roman choral service. On his return from this viMt to

Rome, king Ecirtrid presented him with more land on the other side of the Wear, at a

place called Girwi. on which he built a second monastery, dependent on Wearmouth.
B. made his fifth and last journey to Rome in 685. and. as on former occasions, came
home loaded with books and pictures, bringing with him also, according to Bede, two
silk palls "of incomparable workmanship." Shortly after his return from Rome, about
*>87. he was sci/ed with palsy, underwhich ho languished three years, dying on the 12th
.Ian., 6!M). During his long illm-ss, he often anxiously exhorted his monks to look

carefully after his Ixtoks, and preserve them from loss or injury.
The benefits conferred by B. on Anglo-Saxon civilization, which was then only in

its dawn, and the impulse given by his labors to Anglo-Saxon learning, were greater
than can now lie estimated. It is not certain that he wrote any books, and those
ascribed to him are of little value; but by his personal teaching, and especially by his

founding at Wearmouth such a valuable and, for the time" extensive libnu-y, he
implanted in the nation a taste for literature and learning, which soon was fruitful in

results, and continued to be so fur many centuries. Bede. who was his pupil, has writ-
ten a life of B., and tlie numerous works of this

" venerable" author are the l>est proof
of the extent and variety of information to which he had access in the monastery of
Wearmouth. See Wright's Siognip/tui Britannica Lit,.,-

BENEDICTINE EDITIONS OF THE FATHERS, scarce and costly volumes con-

taining the works of Barnabas, Lanfranc. Bernard. Anselm, Augustine, Cassiodorus,
Ambrose, Hilary, Jerome. Athanasius. Gregory of Tours, Gregory the irreat. Hildcbert,
Irena-us. Lucius Cax-ilius. Chrysosiom, Cyril of Jerusalem, Basil, Cyprian, Justin

Martyr, Origen, and Gregory Na/.iauzcn; in all 61 volumes.

BENEDIC TINES, the general name of all the monks follow!;:;* the rule of St. Bene-
dict. The first.Benedictine monastery was that founded at Monte C'ossino. in the king-
dom of Naples, about 5v?9. by St. Benedict himself. The order increased so rapidly,
after the 6th c.. that the B. must be regarded as the main agents in the spread of Chris-

tianity, civilization, and learning in the west. They are said at one time to have had aa

many as 37.000 monasteries, and counted among their branches the great order of Clugnv,
founded about 910: the still greater order of the Cistercians, founded in the following
century; the c< ngtegations of Monte Cassino in 1408. of St. Vanne in 1600. and of St.

Maurontlie Loire in 16:27. To this last congregation all the Benedictine houses in

France were affiliated. It had afterwards its chief scat at St. Maur, near Vincennes,
and more lately at St. Germain-des-Pres. near Paris. Its fine conventual buildings at

St. Maur on the Loire were destroyed during the revolutionary troubles. Numbering
among its monks such scholars as Mabillon, Montfaucon. Sainte-Marthe. D'Achery'
Mar ene. Durand, Rivet Clemencet. Carpentier, Toustain. Constant, and Tassin. it hag
rendered services to literature which it would be difficult to overestimate Besides
admirable editions of many of the fathers, the world of letters owes to the B. of St.

Maur the Artr d? Verifier le.t Dat<x (17*3-87, in 3 vc.ls. fo;.); a much enlarged edition of

Ducange's G'nMtiri'on .\[<diatt Infiiruv Lntinitnti* (1733-36, in 6 vols.. fol.), with a sup-
plement (1700. in 4 vols. fol.h the D* /?< Diploma tica (1681 and 1709. fol.); the Noureau
Trait? D'pl'imatiqne (1750-65. in 6 vols. 4to); L'AnUquite Erpliqnee (1719-24, in 15 vols.,

fol.); the Monument* (ff In )fonarchic Fran<-in*e 1729-33. in 5 vols. fol.); the Acfn .S/nr-

tonii/i X. &Aa2fc*0tg8-17Q2, in y vols. fol.'); the Annul?* Ordini* Benediett (1713-39,
in 6 vols. fol.): a new and much improved edition of the Ga!li<i Christiana (1715-1856,
in 14 vols. fol.): the Veternm Scriptornm Spifileffium (1653-77. in 13 vols. 4to): the De
Antiquiiix Monochorum 7?jY/>/.*(1690.in 2 vols. 4to); the Dt Antiqui* Ecc!e*i'ce Ritilni* 1700-2,)
in 3 vols. 4to): the TlteMinrn* ynuAaetlftorvm(l717, in 5 vols. fol.); the Vetennn tv-rip-
toruiu Mon'nitt'i>f'>r>i>n Amp'i*x

;>na C<>'Uc(i<> (1724-33 in 9 vols. fol.); tlie Histoire Litteraire
df. la Frtinct-(1733-49. in 9 vols. 4to). The B. were suppressed in France, along with
the other monastic orders, at the revolution in 1792: ami i'.i

'"
splendid conventual build*

incrs at St. Maur on the Loire were destroyed. They ha\v lat?'y In-en revived: and the
B. of S'llcsincs. established in 18:)7. have resumed, under the direction of dom Gueran-
ger. dom (now cardinal) Pitra. and others, some of the works which the B. of St. Maur
left unfinished, and entered on literary enterprises of their own, such as the .S;/,r.'V.v<"w

in 10 vols. 4to, of whiHi four have already appeared. The chief B. houses in

Germany were those of Prum. Ratisbon. Fulda, Elwang, and Saltzburg: in Spain, they
had Valladolid. Burgos, and Moniserrat; in Italy, Monte Cassino. Rome. Padua, and
Capua. In England, most of the richest abbeys and all the cathedral priories (excepting
CarlUM belonged tothis order. In Scotland the B. had the monasteries of Dunfermline,
Coldmgham, Kelso, Arbroath. Paisley. Melrosc. Newbottle. Dundrennan. and others.

In Germany, several Benedictine monks distinguished themselves as promoters of edu-
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cation in the 10th r. ; while in the latter half of the llth c.. the B. Lanfranc and Anselm,
;-r< hbishops of Cnnterburv, laid the foundation of mcdia-val scholasticism. In Italy,

also, the H. gained distinot'ion as literati, jurists, and physicians; but almost everywhere

corruption of nWnners appears to have accompanied increasing wealth, until gradually
it became the practice to receive, almost exclusively, the sons of noble and wealthy per-

sons as novices among the "black monks." Several of the popes attempted a reforma-

tion of the order, and at the general council of Constance, 1410, a plan of reform was
laid down, but failed in being carried into practice. In the 15th c., the 1J. had 15,107

monasteries, of which only WOO we e left after the reformation, and now not more than

alxmt 800 can be counted. As early as 1354, this order could boast of having numbered

among its followers 24 popes, 200 cardinals 7000 archbishops. 15.000 bishops, 15(X) can-

oni/.ed saints, and 5000 holy persous judged worthy of canonization, and 87.000 monas-

teries, besides 20 emperors" 10 empresses. 47 kings, above 50 queens. 20 sons of emper-
ors, 48 sons of kings, 100 princesses, and an immense number of the nobility. Tanner
(Kotit. Morutst.) enumerates 113 abbeys and other institutions of B. in England, and 73

houses of Benedictine nuns. From their dress a long black gown, with a cowl or hood
of the same, and a scapulary the B. were commonly styled "black monks." The
institution of convents for nuns of this order cannot be traced back beyond the: 7th

century.
The rule of St. Benedict was less severe than that which the eastern ascetics followed.

Besides implicit obedience to their superior, the B. were to slum laughter, to hold no

private property, to live sparely, to exercise hospitality, and, above all, to be industrious.

Compared with the ascetic orders, the B., both in dress and manners, may be styled the

gentlemanly order of monks: and whatever may be said of their religion, they deserve
H high tribute of respect for their artistic diligence and literary undertakings. Speak-
ing of the great productions of the B. above noticed. Sir Walter Scott characteri/.e.s

them as
" works of general and permanent advantage to the world at large; showing

that the revenues of the B. were not always spent
in self indulgence, and that the mem-

liers of that order did not uniformly slumber in sloth and indolence." Among the chief
works on the history of the B. are the Annnlen Ordinis $. Benedicti, and the Actn-Snin-(i>-

rum S. Brnsdifti, already referred to; Key tier's Apontoliitns Benedietintft'um in Arif/l/a

(l)ouai, 1626, fol.); the Jinl'arinm Camnensc (Venice, 1650, 2 vols. fol.); Ta^sin's ///.-,-

tnreidt In Congregation d( tinnl .Wf/r (Paris, 1770); CJiraaica d<- In Order <l< ,S>// />V/i/V<>

(Salamanca, 16i)9-15. 7 vols. fol.); Rcgula 8. Benedicti et Constitutioiu'y CongrtgationU &
Mauri (Paris, 1770, 8vo); Montalembert's Moines de I' Occident.

BEXEDICTIIES (ante), an order of Roman Catholic nuns said to have been founded
by St. Scholastic*, a sister of St. Benedict. In Germany, where they had part in the
conversion of the people, they look upon St. Walpurga as their founder. There are
establishments in several of the United States, the earliest, in 1853, being that of St.

Mary's in Pennsylvania.

BENEDICTION (from the Lat. bencfliccrc, to speak well), signifies a solemn invocation
of the Divine blessing upon men or things. The ceremony in is simplest form may bo
considered almost coeval with the earliest expressions of religions feeling. We know
from Holy Writ that the Jewish patriarchs before they died invoked the blessingof God
upon their children, and at a later period the priests were commanded to implore the
Divine blessing upon the people. Christ sanctioned the custom, which was conse-

quently carried forward into the primitive church, where it gradually developed itself
in different forms. In the eastern as well as the western church, it'is cori>idered an
MWntfel preliminary to almost all important acts. One of the most superb spectacles
that a stranger at Rome can witnc.-s, occurs on Easter Sunday, when the pope, attended
by his cardinals, pronounces after mass a solemn B. itrbi et orbi (on the city and thu
world). The B., however, is not confined to a form of prayer, but is accompanied with
sprinkling of holy water, use of incense, making the sign of the cross, etc. The chief
cases in which a 15. is bestowed are the coronation of kings and queens, the conlirma-
tionof all church dignitaries, and the consecration of church vessels, hells, and sacred
rol)C8; the nuptial ceremony, the absolution, and the last sacrament. The most solemn
form ol II. in the Roman church is that

"
with the most holy sacrament." which is ad-

ministered by the bishop or priest with the monstrance or "ostensory containin"- thy
coiiM-crated elements. Besides these, lands, houses, cattle, etc., often rcceive'a 15.

from the priest. In the English church-service, there arc two benedictions; in the
otch. only one. In the Greek church, when the B. is being pronounced, the priest

disposes his lager* in such a manner as to convev symbolically to the faithful who are
clo>e enough to observe the arrangement, the doctrine, of the Trinity and the twofold
nature of Christ.

BENEDICTUS. a portion of the service of tho mass of the Roman church also the
KO-called "canticle of Zachary" (Luke i. C8-79V used in the Roman service of matin-
lauds, and thence adopted into the anglican morning service.

BKNKDIX. JiMrs KonKimir. b. 1811; a German dramatic author, an actor and
M. mid in 1K41 manager of a theater in Wesel. where he produced Tie O'd

comedy. Since then he has written more than 30 plays, some of which have
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Ix-en translate;! into English. ITc is the author of Picturesfrom the Life ofActors, and
works ou German legends, etc.

BENEFICE, or Br.NKFi'crrM (Lat. "a good deed," also "a favor," and hence "a
grant.' or "a provision" generally, and now more especially, a provision made for an
ecclesiastical person), was a term formerly applied to feudal estates, but is now used to

denote certain kinds of church preferment, such as rectories, vicarages, and oilier paro-
chial cures, as distinguished from bishoprics, deaneries, and other ecclcMustical digni-
ties or oMices. In th.s sense a distinction is accordingly taken by the 1 and 2 Vicl. c.

106.8. 124, between l#./iejic<. and cittludm! j;rcf< rn>, ///.*/ by the former being meant all

parochial or district churches, and endowed chapels and chapelries; by the latter, all

deaneries, archdeaconries, and canonries, and generally all dignities and otiiccs in any
cathedral or collegiate, church, below the rank of a bishop, See note in 3 Stephen's
Cum., p. 27. By the 5 and G Viet. c. 27, s. !.">, which is an act to enable incumbents to

devise funds on farming leases, it is enacted that the word B shall be c.-nstrued to com-

prehend all such parochial preferment as we have above descril>ed, "the incumbent of

which, iu right thereof, shall be a cor)x>ratin W<"(q. v.); and by an act passed in

the same session, chap. 108, being an act for enabling ecclesiastical corporations to

grant long leases, it is, by section 31, declared that B. shall mean every rectory, with or

Without cvn oj'^m'x, vicarages, etc., the incumbent or holder of which shall be a cor-

poration sole. But by a later act, the 13 and 14 Viet. c. 98, which is an act to extend a

former act, the 1 and 2 Viet. c. 106, airaiust pluralities, the term B. is, by section ;!. ex-

plained to mean B. -irit/t the cure f tu>nl* ami no olhtr, anything in an}' other act to the

contrary notwithstanding. Benelices are also r./r///;>? or jxrulinr, by which is meant
that they are not to be under the ordinary < onlrol and administration of the bishop;
but, hy section 108 of the 1 and 2 Viet. C; 106, above mentioned, it is provided that such

exempt or peculiar benefices shall nevertheless, and so far as relates to pluralities and
residence, be subject to the archbishop or bishop within whose province or diocese they
are locally situated.

There are, in general, four requisites to the enjoyment of a benefice. 1st, holy
orders, or ordination at the hands of a bishop of the established church or other canoni-
cal bishop ia lioimm Catholic, priest may hold a benelice in the church of England on

abjuring the tenets of his church, but he is not ordained again); 2d. Presentation, or the

formal gift or grant of the I), by the lay or ecclesiastical patron; 3d, Institution at the
hands of the bishop, by which the cure of souls is committed to the clergyman; and
4th, Induction, which is performed by a mandate from the bishop to the archdeacon to

give the clergyman possession of the temporalities. Where the bi>hop is himself also

patron, the presentation and institution are one and the same act, and called the C"lla-

tion to the benelice. In Scotland, tiie law on this subject is regulated by the 6 and 7

Viet. c. 61, passed in 1843, and commonly called lord Aberdeen's act. See ESTATK,
LIVIN*;, PAI'IHI, PJ.UKAI.ISM.

BENEFICIARY is a legal term sometimes applied to the holder of a benefice. It may
also denote a person who is in the enjoyment of any interest or estate held in trust by
others, in which latter scn>e it is strictly and technically used in the law of Scotland,
all buying right or interest in trust- m>.ds and estate being in that system called bene-

ficiaries. The technical term in the law of England corresponding to this latter mcan-

ing of the word iscettuiqiie trust (q.v.). Patent rights and copyrights are denomiuaied
B. privileges. See Ticrsr.

BENEFIT SOCIETIES, associations for mutual benefit chiefly among the laboring
classes, and of which there are now great numlters; being l>etter known under the name
of FKIKMM.Y SOCIKTIKS. we refer for an account of them to that head. Meanwhile, we
confine attention to that peculiar species of associations called BENEFIT BUILDING SOCI-

ETIES, which are much better described as building societies only. These are .-ocieties

established for the purpose of raising, by periodical subscriptions, a fund to assist mem-
bers in obtaining heritable property, freehold or otherwise. They were formerly regu-
lated by an act passed in 18-^6, the 6 and 7 William IV.. and continued under 'it*

provisions till Nov.. 1874, when a new act, which received the royal assent in July of
that year, came into operation. All societies established thereafter i/tn*t be governed by
this later act. and those which were in existence at the time of its enactment ;/<//// adopt
it, but it i< not compulsory upon them to do so. The act of 1836 declares that it shall

be lawful to establish such societies, for the purpose of enabling the members to erect

and purchase dwelling-houses, or acquire other real or leasehold otatc. but which shall

be mortgaged to the society uniil the amount or value of the shares drawn on >hall be fully

repaid with interest and a'll other appropriate payments. A share is not to exceed in

value .150, and the corresponding monthly subscription is not to ( >e more than twenty
shillings. A majority of the members may make rules and regulations for the govern-
ment and guidance of the society, such rules not being repugnant, to, the provisions of
the act. nor to the general laws of the realm; and for offenses against I heM.' rules and

regulations, tines, penalties, and forfeitures may IK- inflicted. No membershall be allowed
to receive any interest or dividend on his share until the same has been realized, except
on the withdrawal of such member according to the rules of the society.

The new act considerably enlarges the scope and powers of B. S. Section 13
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declare^ that any numlx?r of persons may establish n society, either terminating or per
manent, for the purpoM of rai.-ing, by the subscriptions of the members, a slock or fuud
for nuking advances to members out of the funds of the society, upon security of

freehold, copyhold, or leasehold estate, by way of mortgage; and any society under tho

act -i.all. so tar as is necosary for the sa;d purpose, have power to hold land, with the

riidit of foreclosure, and may 'from time to lime laise funds by the issue of shares of one

or" more denominations, either paid up in full or to be paid by periodical or other sub

M-ri;. lions, and with or without accumulating interest, and may repay such funds when
no longer required for the purposes of the society. It will be seen that the restrictions

of 150 and twenty shillings have disappeared, the contributions and ultimate value of a

niemlH-r's interest being at his own discretion. The liability of members, in respect of

shares upon which nn advance lias been made, is limited to the amount actually paid or

in arrear thereon; and in lopcct of shares upon which advances have been made, is

limited to the amount payable under any mortgage or other security, or under the rules.

Societies are empowered to receive deposits or loans, from members or other persons,

corporate bodies, joint-stock companies, or terminating building societies, provided, in the

case of permanent societies, that the total amount at one time slmll not exceed two thirds

of the amount for the lime being secured to a society by mortgages from its meml-ers;
and in the case of terminating societies, shall not exceed two-thirds as aforesaid, or a
sum not exceeding twelve months' subscript ons on the shares for the time being in force.

Societies established under or adopting the act of It-74 are bodies corporate, having per-

petual succession and a common seal, thus dispensing with the cumbrous and inconve-
nient system of trusteeship. Their rules must specify the society's name and place of

meeting; mode of raising funds, with their purposes and mode of investment: terms of

withdrawal and repayment; manner of alteration of rules; the appointment, remunera
tion, and removal of ollicers; provisions as to general and special meetings, and the set-

tlement of disputes, custody of seal, mortgage deeds, and securities, powers of directors

and other ollicers, fines, arid mode of dissolution. Societies may unite with others, M-

one society may transfer its engagements to another. They may purchase, build, hire,

or take on lea.se any building for conducting their business. Minors may be members.
but cannot vote or hold office during nonage. Accounts are to be furnished to members
and loan depositors annually. The societies are exempt from stamp duties of every kind,

except those upon mortgages; while those which continue under the act of 18:i(> retain

their present exemption from stamp-duty upon mortgages also up to 500. It is not

probable that this difference will be permitted to continue long; and even now the slight

pain is more than counterbalanced by the privileges of incorporation, etc., conceded by
the act of 1874. Receipts indorsed upon mortgages are sufficient discharges without

reconveyance.
Two great divisions of building societies exist, the terminating and the permanent,

but the latter are rapidly superseding the former. In the best-conducted societies, sub-

scriptions are received at any time and to any amount, at the option of the member. The
majority of members pay from ten to twenty shillings per month, and others pay
smaller or much larger sums as convenient. Very large sums arc received in some
societies. Two societies in Bradford, Yorkshire, alone receive 900.000 per ai num.
and have 20,000 contributing members. Other large towns in the provinces are not far

behind, and in London the societies are numerous, and in the main prosperous. The
royal commissioners on friendly societies, reporting on this branch of their subject in

1872, say that they are; below the mark in assuming that building societies form a group
of bodies with a subscribed capital of over 9.000,000, a loan or deposit capital of over
6,000.000, over 17,000,000 total assets, having over 16,000,000 advanced on mort-

gage, and an income of over 11,000,000.
The theory of these institutions is very simple. Money is collected in comparatively

*mall sums from large numbers of people, and lent to others who borrow upon real secur-

ity, either to build or trade, or for any other purpose. There was a time when mem-
ber- wen- only permitted to subscribe fixed sums at stated times, and every departure
from rule' was vNited by heavy fines. Now, in the best-conducted societies at least,

very facility is given for varying powers of investment to find a place for capital, little

or much; and e-ntrance- anel withdrawal are equally easy. In most cases, the repayments
are upon a scale calculated to pay off lx>th principal and interest in a certain number of

usually about fourteen, but advances on private mortgage or repayable at the bor-
rower's cemvenirne-e are becoming more frequent every year. In fact, the almost limit-
tess adaptability of the building society system has only" been appreciated of late years,
and every elre-ade sees changes and improvements in it. Under the new legislation the
societies may look forward to a still more prosperous future.

BENEFIT OF CLERGY. This expression relates to happily n former state of the law
of England, which at once shows the power of the clergy and" the i -moraine of the peo- ,

pie. It w:i^ Otherwise called ;/?v>//,v///,// clfiicntt., and iii the-daysof its real meanin-rand
force, the ben. 'fit or privilege m-ant little short of the total exemption of (lie clerical
order, in re<>> ct of crimes and offenses from the jurisdiction and authority of the secu-
Jar magistrate an exemption pretended to be founded upon the text "of Scripture," Touch ne)t mine anointed, and do my prophets no harm." The only exception to this
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was the priest being held in custody l>y the king himself; but even in that case-, he could

only remain in such regal custody with ihe pleasure and consent of tin- bisliop, v\ho had
entire control over his person, and over the inquiry into his offense. It a priest or "clerk"

happened to he imprisoned by tlie secular arm, on a criminal charge or capital felony,
he was, on the bishop's demand, to be instantly delivered up without any further inqui-
sition; not, indeed, to be let loose upon the country, but to be detained by the ordinary,
till he had either purged himself from the offense, or, having failed to do so, had been

degraded; and this state of things continued till the reign of Henry VI., when it\\as

settled that tin- prisoner should n'rst be arraigned, and might either then claim his B. of

C. by plea declining the jurisdiction, or. as \\as most usually practiced, after convic-

tion, by way of arresting judgment. The test of admission to (his singular privilege
was the clerical dress and tonsure; and a story is toid of one William dc Bussy, a scr-

gi-ant-at law. 12-19 A.D. (the practicing lawyers then were all priests), who, being called

to account for his great knavery and malpractices, claimed the benefit of his orders or

clergy, which till then remained an entire secret, and tothis end wished to untie his coif.

that he might show that lie had the clerical tonsure; but this was not permitted, and the

bystanders sei/.ing him. not by the coif, but by the throat, dragged him to prison. See
1 Stephen, p. IT. But in course of time a much wider and more comprehensive crite-

rion was established, all who could reitrf, whether of the clergy or laity a mark of great

learning in those days and therefore capable of becoming clerks, l>cing allowed the

privilege. But laymen could only claim it /.-<v, and upon so doing, were burned on the

hand, and discharged; to be again tried, however, by the bishop, whose invest gation

usually resulted in an acquittal, which, although the offender had been previously con-
victed by his country, or perhaps by his own confession, had the effect of restoring him
to his liberty, his credit, and his property in fact, the episcopal acquittal so entirely
whitewashed him, that in the eye of the law he became a new and innocent person.
The mode in which the test of reading was applied was as follows: On conviction, the

felon demanded his clergy, whereupon a book (commonly a psalter) was put into hi*

hand, which he was required to read, when the judge demanded of t!ie bishop's com-

mi>sary, who w:is present, Lryit ut di'ricnx? and upon the answer to this question de-

pended the convict's fate: if it were simply l<g't, the prisoner was burned on the hand,
and discharged; but if rum Iff/it, he suffered the punishment du? to his offense. But by
5 Anne, c. 6, the B. of C. was extended to all persons convicted of clergyablc offenses,
whether they could read or not; and by the same statute and several subsequent ones,
instead of burning on the hand, a discretionary power was given to the judge to inflict

a pecuniary tine or imprisonment. But all further attempts to modify and improve tin-

law onthi> subject proving impracticable, the B. of C. was at last totally abolished, by
the 7 and 8 Geo. IV. c. 2$; and now by the 4 and 5 Viet. c. 23, the same "is the law with

regard to the peers.
This privilege had never any existence or legal meaning in Scotland; and a learned

writer on the law of th it country complains of its introduction into a statute applicable
to Scotland (Hutchison's Justice of the Pt.iice in Sc^tliiml, vol. ii., p. 191). See on tho

subject of this article generally, Iverr's BLuclastoiU', vol. iv , p. 452; Male's Plens of tin.

(Jroicn, part 2. c. 4.">; and Keeves's Ili&tory of tlie English Law.

BENEFIT OF INVENTORY, in the Scotch law, was a legal privilege whereby an heir
gecured himself against unlimited liability for his ancestor, by giving up, within the
a/inn* drliherniiili (q.v.), an inventory of his heritage or real estate, totheextent of which,
and no further, was the heir liable. "But the anini*dclibenindi is now abolished, and thj

privilege in question is of the less consequence, seeing that by the 10 and 11 Viet. c. 47.
KS. 2:< and 2."i. decrees of service infer only a limited representation of a deceased party,
and the heir is only liable to the extent of the inheritance descending to him. SeeANM*
DKUBBRAOTH, HKIK, INHERITANCE, DEBT, and MOUTGAGE.

BENEKE, FuiEDUini EnfAun, professor of philosophy in Berlin, was b. in that city
in 1798, and studied theology and philosophy, first at Halle, and then at Berlin. lii

1820, he commenced lecturing in the latter university, but his lectures were soon inter-

dicted by the minister Alteustein. as his philosophical views were quite opposed to tho*-
of Hegel. After a few years his lectures were again allowed, and on Hegel's death, in

1832, he was appointed extraordinary professor of philosophy. In Mar, 18.~>4. B.

disappeared suddenly from his residence, and nothing more was heard of him until

June, 1856, when his Ixxly was found in the canal at Chariot tcnburg in the same place
in which he had sought his death. B. has more affinity with British thinkers than any
other German philosopher. He holds that the only possible foundation for philosophy
lies in a strict adherence to the facts of our consciousness. His system of psychology
is therefore what the Germans call

"
empirical." and his method is the Baconian as pur-

sued in natural science. Of his numerous writings may be mentioned Ptyehotegttdu
SJci::, n (2 vols. 182->-27); T^ehrhuch dt r P^jflnhxjif aix tfatufwiuatute/iqfl (Text-book of

Psychology as a Natural Science. 3d ed. 1845); <$ptan <l*r Isyik (2 vols. 1842): Krzieh-

nn{j-iiii<l-l'iittrri,-htxl(hrs(\ Treatise on Education, 1842). The best German education-
ists recommend B.'s psychology as more capable of practicable application than th*

prevailing systems of Germany.
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BENET, STKPUKN VIXCEXT, b. Fla., 1827; a graduate of the "West Point military

academy. Be has translated .Joinini's Political and Military llixtory of the duitjiaiyns of
\\'(tt< rl<*>; in 18(j'3, lie published M'ilitary Law and the Practice of Courts-Martial, -which

N received ;i> a text-book at the academy. During the -war he did service in several

responsible positions in the ordnance department, and was brevetted lieut.col. In 1874,

he became cidef of ordnance, with the rank of brig.gen.

BENEVENTO (ancient Jicnfraituin), a city of southern Italy, capital of the province
of the same name. It occupies the site of the ancient city, out of the materials of which
it is entirely built, on the declivity of a hill, near the confluence of the Calore a:id

Sabaio. about <>2 in. n.e. of the city of Naples. B. is about two in. in circumference, is

surrounded by walls, has a citadel, a fine old cathedral, some noteworthy churches, and
a magnificent arch, erected to the honor of the emperor Trajan, by the senate. 114 A.U.,

which, *.vith the single exception of that of Ancona, is the best preserved specimen of

Roman architecture in Italy. It is an archiepiscopal see, and lias a pop. of (1872) 20,133.
B. is a place of very great "antiquity. Some writers attribute its origin to Diomed. and
iu the cathedral is a bass-relief representing the Calydonian boar adorned for sacrifice,

said to be the gift of the Greek hero himself. Others give the credit of its origin to

Auxin, a son of Ulysses and Circe. It was, however, in the possession of the Samnites,
when history first takes notice of it. and it appears to have becu captured from them by
the Romans, some time during the third Samnite war. It was certainly in the hands of
the Romans, 274 u.c., who changed its name from Malcveutum to Beneveutum, six

\cars later, and made it a Roman colony. The Carthaginians under Han no were twice

decisively defeated in the immediate neighborhood, during the second Punic war. It

rapidly rose to a place of importance under the Roman empire, and was visited at vari-

ous times by several of the emperors.
Under the Lombards, who conquered it in the 6th c., B. continued to flourish, and

became the capital of a duchy wh.ch included nearly the half of the late kingdom of

Naples. In the 9th c. the duchy was separated into three states B., Salerno, and
Capua. In 1077, the whole was taken possession of by the Normans, excepting the
town and its present delegation, which had previously (1U.")3) been presented to the

pope, by the emperor Henry III. During the llth and 12th centuries, four councils
were held at the city of Benevento. Since that time, with some slight intervals, it has
remained under the direct dominion of the popes, who govern it through a resident
cardinal witli the title of legate. In 1SOG, it was made a principality by Napoleon, with
Talleyrand as prince of B.

;
but it was restored to the pope in 1815. In 1848-49, B.

was faithful to the pope. The province of B. has an area of 675 sq.m. ; pop. '72,

231,878.

BENEVOLENCE, in the history of the law of England, was a species of forced
loan, arbitrarily levied by the kings in violation of Magna Charta, and in consequence
of which it was made an article in" the Petition of Rights, 3 Car. I., that no man shall
lie compelled to yield any gift, loan, or B. tax, or such like charge, without common
coiiM-nt by act. of parliament; and by the statute 1 Will, and Mary, st. 2, c. 2, it is

declared, that levying money for or to the use of the crown, by pretense of prerogative,
without grant of parliament, or for lo>i er time, or in other manner than the same is or
shall be so granted, is illegal. See Hullam's Constitutional History of England, and 1

Stephen'* Cum,, p. 107.

BEN'EZET, ANTHONY. 1713-84; b. France; a philanthropist, and one of the earliest

opponents of the slave trade. He resided in Philadelphia, and left his property to endow
a school for colored children.

BENFEY, THEODOR, b. 1809; professor of Sanskrit and comparative philology in
the university of Gottingen. Some of his works are the Hymn of totmatedu, a Sanskrit
grammar, a Sanskrit English dictionary, and the W*tory of tlie Science of Istnf/uaffes
an~l Ofwnfa' PJuMogjf in (it'i-ninn.y xince the commencement of the Nineteenth'Century.

BENGAL', the name of a presidency, and a province in Hindustan, the latter being
distinguished as B. j,roper. In 1765, the soubah or viceroyalty of fnis name was a Ion"
nh Bnhsrnml part of Ortega, ceded by the great Mpgul! virtually in full sovereignty,

to the English East India company. As a natural consequence of this acquisition of
territory, the presidency of Calcutta, which had been separated from that of Madras in

07, cam.- to be styled tht- presidency of Bengal. Moreover, in 1773, this, the youngest
.f the three distinct govcrtimentsof British India, was elevated above both its older rivals
by an act of parliament, which declared its immediate ruler to be n- ofirio l\n> irovenior-
gencral of the whole of (he company's dominions. With its commanding position on

(1 around the delta of tire Ganges and the Brahmaputra, B.. as a presidency -rew
almost a^ uninterruptedly !ls a tree, alike to the n.w. and to the s.e. far beyond the
isms of its own mighty rivers. Within less than 90 years, it had overleaped without a
reak in its continuity, at once the Irrawaddy and the Indus. Benares in the one direction

was the tir.t considerable increment, having heen absorbed 1111775; while the la-4 addition
>fimi>ortaiicc unless one should exeepi Oude. which, however, had really become British

was I egu. in the other direction, the Burmese war of 18.VJ filliii" up the "ap on
to COM4 which that of 1N20 had still left between Assam and Aracan'.jn then and
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Tenasserim on the south. From Tenasserim to the Punjab inc-lusiv :, B.. as a presidency.
embraced about 29 of long., and about 21 of lat. Further, it comprised, to the s.e., the

detached settlements of Pcnang, Malacca, and Singapore; \vhile lo tlu: n.w. it might, for

a lime at least, have claimed Afghanistan. The whole of this va>t tract was. either

directly or indirectly, under the immediate rule of the governor-general, advised, and in

some cases, controlled, by a council of 5 members, of whom one was the coinmauder-iu-

chief, and at lea^t one other was not to be a company's servant.

Some time ago, the presidency of B.. having proved to be to:> extensive fora consoli-

dated admini. tration, was divided into three portions one portion remaining under the

governor-general, and two being a.-signcd to subordinate lunetlonaries. the lieutenant-

governors respectively of "the north- wotern provinces," and of 'Bengal.'" T!:c first

portion, under the direct sway of the governor-general, consisted of the Punjab (q.v.).
the Cis-Su;lcj states, 4 in number (hide. Xagpoor, Pegu.Tcnasserim ; and Ihe tt detached
settlements already mentioned in and near the straits of Malacca. The two otl:er portions,

occupying, l>etweeii them, the entire space from Pegu to the Cts-Sntlcj states, met near
the continence of the Gogra and the Ganges, Patna being situated in

"
Bengal." and

Benares in "the north-western provinces." The "
presidency" of B. is no longer an

administrative division: the territory over which the lieutenant-governor of B. now rules

is very nearly what used lobe known as lower B., and comprises B. proper. Kahar. Orissa,

including the tributary Mehals, Chota Nagpore, and the native states of Hill Tipperah
and Kooch Bahar. The north-west provinc -s arc no longer included in the government
of B. : the Punjab has likewise an independent lieutenant-governor: (hide is under a
chief commissioner; Pegu and Tenasserim are embraced in British Burmah; and since
1ST4 Assam too has its own chief commissioner.

According to th'.' census of 1*72. the areas and populations of the four great provinces
that constitute B. in the wider sense, and are under the lieutenant-governor of B., are as

follows:

Square miles. Inhabitants.

Be n iral proper 78,!)*2 34.77,:;42
Bahar 4:2.417 l!),7:;r>.10l

Chota Nagpore 28.4*2 3.419.5!)!

Orissa 8,714 3,1(52,490

15S..->9.j CO. 595.:504

Tributary states 38,324 2.218.2%

Total 196, 919 62,81 :). S2(

Thus the local government of B. has a population nearly twice as numerous as that of
the United Kingdom. It extends from the meridian 82 to 92" c. of Greenwich, and lies

within the parallels of 19 40 and 28 10' n. lat. It consists mainly of the lower plains
of the Ganges, and the whole of the great delta, and comprises a portion of the valley
of the Brahmapootra, and the sea-board district of Cluttagong. Chota Nagpore and
Orissa are beyond the western Ixmnds of the plains of the Ganges.

In military matters, Hindustan is regarded as composed of the three pr< sid<T.e:cs of

Bengal. Madras, and Bombay. When the army of B. is spoken of, we must therefore-

understand by B. a much larger area than thai included in the above table. In 1871,
the numl>er of European soldiers in the army of B. was 35. 122: native, about 60, 000.

Other features of B. as a presidency will fall naturally under more general heads. B.

proper alone, the ancient soubah* or the modern province, now claims more special
notice.

B. proper, then, is bounded on the n. by Xepaul. Sikim, and Bhotan; on the c. by
Assam; on the s. by the bay of Bemral: on the s w. by Orissa and Gunclwana; at d. on
the w. by Bahar. Taking its widest range, it measures about "50 ni. from w. to e. , by
an average of about 800 from s. to n., and covers an area of 89.81 '(> sq.m.. embracing
about 30 administrative districts. In 1871, the pop. was T.6. 7(>9. 735. Thus Bengal
proper is somewhat smaller in extent and denser in population than Great Britain. Next
to Calcutta, the cities of note are Moorshadabad, Dacca, Burdwan. Purneah, lloogly.

Midnapore. I'ajmahal, Bancorah. Berhampore. etc. In B. proper, within the district of

lloogly, there stands also the French settlement of Chandernagore, containing i-f'ine-

what less than 4 s<|.m., with a pop. of about 33,000. The lloogly district, moreover,
contained, at one time, two other dependencies of foreign countries, the Dutch Chinsura,
nnd the. Danish Serampore. respectively ceded to England in 1824 and 1845. B. proper,
as a whole, nriv be regarded as almost a dead level. It is only on the s.w. frontier that

it shows any hill-country, for towards the n. it is said nowhere to reach even a single

spur of the Himalaya. The principal rivers are the Ganges and the Biahtraputia. the

former intersecting the country diagonally from n.w. to s.e . and the latter ctossing its

more easterly portion in a direction to the w. of south. During their lower cour.-es, these

main channels are so interlaced together as to form perhaps the most singular net work
of waters in the world; and their first point of confluence is said Jo be .1afferiru!!i;e the

head also of tide-waterin lat. 2:5 52' n.. and long. s<' 45 e.. at a distance of Wt m. from
the sea. But the thousund-isled delta commences 120 in. furthur up the Ganges, where
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the hLrhe>t ofT-ct. the Bhagirathi. breaks off to the right. afterwards to join a similar

off>ct, the Jellinghee. in forming the Iloogly of Calcutta. Besides these two grand
arteries, tlie province is watered by many less considerable rivers, chiefly northerly trib-

utaries of tlr- Ganges. so that even iu the dryest season there is scarcely any spot 20 in.

dist-mt from a navigable stream. During the rainy months, almost every water-cour>e

in the more 1 <.<! regions inundates the adjacent plains; while, down ill the delta, the

-epara'e }! ><>!< sometimes mingle themselves into a breadth of 1(H) miles. To say nothing
i.f temporary inconvenience ami loss, these visitations often inflict permanent damage
such a< i< wholly irreparable. The soil, iu most parts of the province is so decidedly
alluvial. th.:t hardly a rock or a stone meets the ascending voyager within a distance o'f

4 on m. from the sea a soil offering but a feeble barrier to torrents which, liesides gather-

ing. as they rise, velocity and momentum, are liable to change their direction with each
incrca.-e of depth and width. A twofold evil is the result. The Ganges and the Brah-

maputra. resuming, as it were, their gifts of a former age, cut for themselves new
p .viure-i. to the injury of private individuals, while their old ones become so many
seething swamps, to the prejudice of the public health. To a partial extent, such calam-
ities have been averted by embankments. In these circumstances, the intercourse is

ordinarily carried on by water: the Bengalee, in fact, may be viewed as almost amphib-
ious; and" on the Lower Ganges alone, there are said to be unless in so far as steam may
have reduced the number about 30,000 professional boatmen. Speaking generally, the

communications by land are merely beaten paths. The only exception of note and
that certainly a noble one is the Grand Trunk road, which traverses the province from
Calcutta upwards on its wav to Delhi, Lahore, and the Indus. Much of the country is

covered by thick woods and impenetrable jungles, which abound in wild animals, such
as the jackal, the leopard, the. tiger, and the elephant. The last is often tamed for

domestic use, the more common beasts of burden being the camel and th horse, the
latter of an altogether inferior variety. Lying, as B. proper does, between the 21st

parallel and the 27th. its climate and productions, so far as the latitude alone is con
cerm-d. may l>e expected to be tolerably uniform over the entire province. But other
causes intervene to affect the result. Thus, the nearer any place is to the sea. the heavier
re the rains, and the broader is the overflow; the difference of moisture, however,

being, in the remoter localities, often made up by irrigation. Moreover, in an inverse

proportion to the latitude, the alternate monsoons of the bay of Bengal (see next article),
with their respective influences on the thermometer and barometer, are more sensibly felt

in the maritime tracts Lastly, to these special causes must be added a cause of more
general character the difference of elevation. Hence, wheat and barley, for instance.

grow only on the higher grounds, while rice cannot thrive unless within the range of
the. inundations, yielding, too. an endless diversity of varieties, according to t..e infinitely
fluctuating conditions under which it may be cultivated. Besides grains and vegetables
in great variety and abundance. B.

proper gives to commerce opium, indigo, silk,s.
tobacco, coilee. and cotton. See CAi,rrrr\. Cotton manufactures, once extensively
curried on. particularly in the district of Dacca, have latterly given way to British com-
IH-tiiion. The article of salt, to come up under another head in connection with revenue,
claims separate notitv. Most of what is consumed in B. proper is made in deserts on
the coast, alternately covered and abandoned by every tide, where the singularly power
fill evaporation said to IK- sometimes an inch a day on the depth of the adjacent bay
r.npiirs the health of the laborer iu proportion as'it facilitates his labor. Of all thY-<>

commodities, indigo (q.v.) is. in one important view, the most valuable, as being more
1 kely than any other to attract English agriculturists to India. From the earliest times
t'.ie dye appears to have been cultivated o'n the Lower Ga:!<res. which for a-res enjoyed.
in this respect, the monopoly of the European trade. But when once the cultivation of
the plant was in'roduced into America, it gradually engrossed the market the greater
care m the preparation making up fora natural inferiority in the article itself ;'and it

:ily when British capital and skill undertook the manufacture, that B. beiran to
esiune her original supremacy in this branch of agriculture. The annual rain-fall at
Calcutta vanes from ">;) in to 8-1 diminishing gradually towards the interior. At Calcutta
nUo, in the y.-ai 1*71. the im-an temperature for May was S4 12'; for July it was s;i 12 :

and for Dec., 09 48'. The prevailim: winds were, from Jan. to May of" the same year.n.w to s. ; from June to Sept., southerly; from Oct. to Dec., n.w Iron and coal are
understood to abound, though by no means continuously, in a tract as lar-re as England.
ninimiv' to

the^w. from Hajmahal a tract, however. 'not wholly situated in Bcneal
In 1?.")?. a single battle, gained airainst odds of twenty 'to one. transferred

'

B.
from the Mogul's viceroy to the English East India company I lie Mogul's own ..'rant of
1783 ratifying the decision of Phissy. B. has 10 colleges belonging entirely to the
government, and 5 private colleges receiving grants-in-aid. which were attended in 1S?:{

by 1 Hi:; students There are 2 unaided colleges. In 1871-72, the government and aided
uboolfl numbered 4383, with 7292 teachers, and 163.280 pupils. Besides these there
were LQJK)7 ascertained schools not receiving aid from the state, with 169.917 pupils.

is aUo a vast number of petty hedge schools, of which no statistics exist.

BENGAL
, BAY OK, a portion of the Indian ocean, of the figure of a trianirle, or rather

ot a quadrangle, for the northern extremity, instead of running to a point, measures
about 250 m from Balasore to (,'hittagong. Its southern side, drawn from Coromandel
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to Malacca, so as merely to leave on the right both Ceylon and Sumatra, may be stated

at 1200 miles. The bay of B. receives many large rivers the Ganges and the Brah-

maputra on the n., the Irrawaddy on the e.
,
and on the w. the Mahanuddy, the Godavcry,

the Kistna or Kirshna, and the Cauvery. On the w. coast, there is hardly anything
worthy of the name of harbor; while on the e. there are many good ports sueli as

Aracan, Cheduba, ISegrais, Syriam, Martaban, Tavay river. King's island, be-ides several

more in the islands between Pegu and Sumatra. The evaporation, as stated in the pre-
vious article, sometimes amounts, in the hottest season, to about an inch a day. The
monsoons prevail over the whole of the n. part of the Indian ocean, of which the

bay of B. is a part, and also over the maritime tracts of B. itself. The n.e. moiisoon is

clearly the ordinary trade-wind of the northern hemisphere ;
while that from the s.w. is

shown by Maury, in his Physical Geography of the &<!, to be a dcllectiou of the ordinary
trade-wind of the southern hemisphere. Generally speaking, the n.e. and s.w. monsoons
prevail respectively in summer and winter. Maury, however, shows that, oil different

parallels, there are different seasons for the alternate changes.

BENGAL' AEMY. A succinct account of the military forces in India, European and
native, will be found under EAST INDIA AKMY; including a notice of the changes mad
consequent on the transfer of the company's powers to the crown, in 1858.

BENGALI LANGUAGE. See HINDUSTAN.

BENGAL' LIGHT, BLUE LIGHT, or BENGAL FIRE, is a brilliant signal-light used at sea

during ship-wreck, and in ordinary pyrotechuy for illuminating a district of country.
It is prepared from niter, sulphur, and the tersulphuret of antimony. The materials are
reduced to line powder, thoroughly dried, and intimately mixed in the following propor-
tions by weight: niter, 0; sulphur, 2; tersulphuret of antimony , 1. The mixture' constitute
the B. L., and when kindled by a red-hot coal, red-hot iron, or flame, immediately bursts
into rapid and vivid combustion, evolving a brilliant, penetrating, but mellow light,

which, during the darkness of night, readily overcomes the gloom for a considerable space.
As the fumes evolved during the combustion of the B. L. contain an oxide of anti-

mony, and are poisonous, the light cannot be used with safety in rooms or inclosed

spaces.

BENGA ZI, a seaport t. of Barca, n. Africa, finely situated on the e. coast of the gulf
of Sidra, in hit. 32 6 u., and long. 2lT 2' east. It has a pop. of about 7000, who carry on a
trade with Mall a and Barbary in oxen, sheep, wool, and corn. The value of exports in

1S74 was 279,000. It has a castle, the residence of a bey, who governs it for the pasha
of Tripoli. Its harbor is rapidly rilling up with sand. There are here English, French,
and Italian consuls. B. is chiefly interesting to the traveler, as having been the site

of the ancient city of Hesperis, near which were several singularly luxuriant dells of

large extent, inclosed within steep rocks rising to the height of (50 or 70 feet. These
were supposed to answer well the description of the fabled gardens of the Hesperides
It first rose to importance under Ptolemy III., who called it Berenice, after his wife. Ii

had then a large population, chiefly of Jews. Justiniaji afterwards fortified it.

BENGEL, JOTTANX ALTVRECHT, a distinguished German theologian and commentator,
whose writings have exercised considerable influence in England, was b. at Winnendcn,
in Wilrtcmbcrg, June 24, 1G87. His early life was checkered by many vicissitudes.

After completing his theological curriculum in 1707, he became curate of Metzingon; a
vear after, he was appointed theological tutor at Tubingen. Later in life, he held several

high offices; among others, that of consistorial councilor and prelate of Alpirsbach, in

Wlitcmberg, where he died 2d Dec., 1752. He was the first Protestant author who
treated the exegesis of the New Testament in a thoroughly critical and judicious style,
lie did good service also in the rectification of the text of the Bible, and in paving the way
for classifying the sacred manuscripts into families. The short notes in his Onom-on
A "tv Ti'xtitmfiiti (Tubingen, 1742) have been generally regarded as valuable, and translated

into various languages. They were especially made use of by John Wesley, in his Note*

on the New Testament, which forms one of the standards of Wesleyan Methodism. Indeed

Wesley's work mav bo regarded as little more than an abridged translation from Bengel.
An Exposition of the Reneuetien of St. John (Stnttgard. 1740). and a chronological work
the Ordo Tempontm a Principiv per Periodos (Economics Diri>i,p. Historic"* ofom PropfuOaU
(Tubingen. 1741), gained for B., in his time, a great reputation; some regarding him as an

inspired prophet, but the majority as a visionary. In these works he calculated, on the

basis he supposed to 1x3 laid down in the Apocalypse, that the world would endure
for the space of 7777; years; and that the "

breaking loose and the binding of Satan"
would take place in the summer of 1836.

BENGTTE LA, a country of western Africa, the limits of which are not very definitely
fixed. It Is usually represented as lying between lat. 9andl6s., and lonar. 12 and 17* cast.

The river Coanza separates it from Angola on the n., the mountains behind cape Negro
bound it on the s. , and the Atlantic ocean on the west. Its surface i generally moun-
tainous, rising from the coast-line inland, in a series of termers; several important rivers

flow through it in a n.w. direction to tho Atlantic. These rivers have numerous
affluents, and water is everywhere so plentiful that it may be found by digging 2 ft.

beneath the surface. Vegetation of the mo.-.t luxuriant and varied description is the
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consequence of this humidity. The fruit-trees both of tropical and subtropical climates,
il extremely well. The inhabitants, however, are too ignorant or indolent to take

advantage of the 'productiveness of the soil. Animals of all kinds common to western

Africa abound in !>., both on land and in water. Peacocks are said to be accounted
sacred in B., and kept tame about the graves of the great chiefs. Sulphur, copper, and

petroleum are found in the mountains, and also gold and silver in small quantities. The
coast is unusually unhealthy, but the interior is more salubrious. B. is inhabited by a
variety of petty tribes, some of which are cannibals, and barbarous iK-yond even the

barbarism of Africa. As might bu anticipated, religion exists only in the' form of fetich-

ism. The Portuguese claim li., but tliey exercise no real power in the interior.

BENGUE LA, ST. PHIMI' DK, the Portuguese capital of the above region, on the Atlan-

tic, near the mouth of the river Catumbella. Lat. 12
J

83' s.
, long. 13 25' east. It

is very unhealthy; so inimical to European life, indeed, that the Portuguese affirm

their countrywomen could not live three months in it. It has a miserable appear-
ance, being built of half-baked bricks, and made ruinous-like by a practice that pre-
vails of never repairing the houses, which, whenever they exhibit symptoms of decay,
are abandoned for new ones erected in the vicinity. Pop. 3500, chiefly free blacks or
slaves. It was a great slave-station at one time, exporting annually 20,000 slaves.

The trade lias fallen off greatly of late years. The town was, some time ago, invaded

by a herd of thirsty elephants in quest of water, and almost entirely destroyed.

BENHAM, HENUY W., b. Conn.; a West Point graduate, in the engineering ser-

vice in the war with Mexico, and wounded at Bucna Vista. In 1861, brig.gen. of volun-

teers; his rank since 1867 being col. of engineers. He has been employed in the coast

survey and the construction of harbor defences.

BENI a river of South America, in the state of Bolivia, formed by the junction of
all the streams that rush down from the eastern Andes between 14 and 18 s. latitude.

Flowing through the department of its own name, it joins the Mamorc to form the

Madeira, one of the largest affluents of the Amazon.
BENICAR LO, a poor, dirty, walled town of Spain, in the province of Valencia.

Pop. 0000, who manufacture "full-bodied" wines for export to Bordeaux, where they
are used in cooking clarets for the English market. Bad brandy is also manufactured
here; and the town being situated on the Meditteranean, a little fishing is carried on.

BENICIA, the seat of justice of Solano Co., Cal., and once capital of the state, on
Carquine/ strait, between Suisun and San Pablo bays, 80 miles n.e. of San Francisco;
pop. 70, 1056. It lias a good harbor, with steam communication with San Francisco.
There are, tanneries, flouring mills, and cement works; a collegiate institute, a law
school, and St. Augustine (Episcopal) theological seminary. The U. S. military depot is

here.

BE NI-HAS SAN. a village of upper Egypt, on the e. bank of the Kile, in lat. 27
53' n., and long. 30 55' east. The piace is remarkable for the numerous grottoes in its

vicinity, which are among the most interesting in Egypt. These catacombs are exca-
vated in the calcareous bank apparently, atone time, washed by the Kile now flow-

ing further w. in which the low hills that rise in this part of the valley terminate.
The catacombs are about thirty in number, and are supposed to have been used as

sepulchres by the principal inhabitants of llermopolis, a city that stood on the opposite
side of the river. Some of the grottoes consist of three apartments, the largest of which
is 60 by 40 ft.; and pillars are cut out of the rock in imitation of the columns that

support the roofs of buildings. These shafts are polygons of sixteen sides, Hilled except
on the inner side, which is left smooth for a line of hieroglyphics. They are usually
about 16 ft. high, and from 3 to 5 ft. in diameter at the base. The sides of the cavern's
are covered with paintings representing the industrial pursuits, sports, pastimes, etc.,
of the ancient Kgyptians. The paintings, though not so artistic as those in the Theban
catacombs, are of earlier date, and throw much light on the manners and customs of
the p 'ople.

BE'NI-ISGTTEN', a large t. in the interior of Algeria, surrounded by a rampart,
flanked with towers, and said to be nearly as populous as Algiers. It has some trad*
in grain.

BE NT-IS BAEL (Sons of Israel), a remnrkaMe race in the \v. of India, who preserve
n tradition of Jewish descent, and have from time immemorial acknowledged the law
of Moses, although in many respects conforming to the idolatry of the Hindus by
whom they an- surrounded.' T)r. Wilson estimates their whole n'umber at not much
more than 5000. Th'-ir original settlement was at Navagaum. about 30 m. from Bom-

hay.^
where they were protected by the native princes; they have spread through the

maritime parts of the Konkan. ::nd some of them are now to'be found in Bombay itself.

Their features exhibit n resemblance to those of the Arabian Jews. Until recently, they
were ignorant even of the names of many of the bonks of the Old Testament; 'and it

was not without hesitation that they consented to receive those of the later prophets.
Dr. Wilson supposes them to be a remnant of the ten tribes, and to have settled in

India lomr before tin- Jeus of Cochin. See COCHIN (HINDUSTAN). They reject the
f Jews, and dct m its application to them a reproach. They have no MS. of the
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law in their synagogues. Their communities are governed by a mnkadai, or head-man
of their own number; and their religious assemblies are presided over by a kuzt, who
also performs circumcision and other rites.

BENIN', a state in Guinea, Africa, above the mouth of the river Niger, situated in 4"

to 9^ n. lat., and 4 to 8 e. long. It takes its name from the western arm of the Niger
formerly supposed to be a main river, and styled lit nin or 1'unm^n which leaves the

Niger at Kirii, and, after a course of about 115 m., forms an embouchure two m.
wide. The country of I?, is bounded on tiie n.e. and the e. by the Niger; on th : s. by
the bay of Benin, into which cape Formosa is projected; on the w. by Dahomey; and
on the n w. by Yariba. The coast is indented l>y numerous estuaries, and is generally
level; but the land gradually rises towards I lie north, until it readies an elevation of

2500 feet in the Kong .Mountains. The soil is very fertile, producing rice, yams,
palms, sugar, etc. The animals are Ihc same :;s those in other states of Guinea, but the

hippopotamus is more common. Th'.' population is so dense iliat the king who is wor-

ehiped as a great fct'wh could, in it^ most nourishing days, bring into the field an army
of 100,000 men. The government, customs. j,nd superstitions of 15. are like those o'f

Ashantee. The kingdom has long been declining, and is now much broken up into

independent states. The capit-.il, Benin, situated in lat. '20 n., long. 5
J

50'e., with
about 15,000 inhabitants, has a considerable trade. Messrs. Smith and MolTat, who
visited it in 18:58, describe its market-place as very offensive, from the effluvia rising
from a heap of human skulls; while in the outskirts of the town they were still more
revolted by the sight of tuvkey-buy./anls feeding on bodies of men recently decapitated.
At Gato, a harbor lowi r down the river, where the traveler Kel/.oni died, European mer-
chants formerly had factories. Warren is another principal place. The export trade
of B. consist of palm-oil, salt, blue coral, jasper, wild-beast skins slaves, etc. K. was
discovered by the Portugu -se Alfonso de Avciro. 14K>. In 1780. the French founded
settlements at the mouth of the river, which were destioyed'by the British in 1?!)J.

BENIN
,
BKJIIT OK. that portion of the gulf of Guinea (q.v.) extending from capo

Formosa on tin- e. to cape St. Paul's on the w., a distance of about 390m., with a
coast-line of 4(i() miles. Several rivers empty themselves intothe B. of B., the three prin-

cipal of whi:-h. Benin. Escardos, and Forcados are accessible to shipping. The coast

along the Ui.rht was blx.-ka.-led in 1851 by the British fleet engaged in the suppression
of the slave trade. Palm oil and ivory are the principal articles of trade at the towns
on the coast

BENI-SOTJEF
,
a t. of Central Egypt, on the right bank of the Nile, about 70 m. s.s.vr.

of Cairo, one of the stations where travelers making the tour of Egypt usually stay. It

is the entrepot of all the produce of the fertile valley of Fayoum, and has cotton-mills
and alabaster qua.Tics. Pop. 5000.

BENITIER, or BF.N.VTI K\. the name of the vase or vessel in which consecrated or

"holy waier" is held in Roman Catholic churches. In England the B was known
by tiie names of tin-

"
holy-water font, "the "holy-water vat,"

" the holy-water pot," the.
"
holy-water stone," the "holy- water stock." and the "holy-water st'oup." Benitieri

were either movable or fixed Portable ones, commonly of silver, were used in pro-
cessions. Fixed iM-nitiers were placed near the doors of churches, so that the people
might dip their lingers in the water, and cross themselves with it as they entered or left

the church. The learned French ecclesiologist, M. A iollet-le-I)uc, is d'ispo-ed to think
that, before the 10th c., there were no fixed beniti.'rs. their place being served by vases
Of metal set down near the entrance of the church when the doors were o|>cnc(I. The
fixed B. is usually placed either against a pillar, or upon a pedestal. It is of all shapes,
and is of the most different materials, hut oflenest of stone.' The benitiers belonging to
the church of St. Sulpic:-, in Paris, are rcmnikable for their beauty. They are formed
of magnificent shells, and bordered with gilt copper. In Great Britain. 'bcniticr.s ant
found of every style, from Romanesque to late Third Pointed. On the continent, thev
ran.i^e from Romanesque to Renaissance, those of the latter style beinggenerally of mar-
ble, richly sculptured, and supported by figuivs.

BENJAMIN (a Hebrew proper name, signifying
" son of my right hand." or "son of

good fortune"), the youngest and most beloved'of the sons of Jacob. His mother. Rac! el,
who died .soon after he was born, called him Ji<-/i/<f (son of my pain\ but his father
changed it to Benjamin. lie was the head of one of the twelve" tribes of Israel. 'I In-

tribe in the desert reckoned 35.400 warriors above twenty years of acre; and on I hf
entrance into Canaan. 45.000. Its territory, which was sina'll but fertile, lay on th-
w. side of the Jordan, between the tribes 'of Ephraim and Judah. The chief places
were Jericho. Bethel. Gibeon, Gilgal, and Jerusalem, the last of which was on the con-
fines of Judah. In the time of "the Judges," the triU> of B. became involved in war
with the eleven other tribes of Israel, on account of refusing to deliver up to ju.-tic.;
the Gibeonitish ruHian< who had brutally abused the concubine of an Ephraimile.
The result was dreadful. All the male descendants of B. were put to the sword
(Judges xx. and xxi). excepting 6(MJ. towards whom the hearts of their brethren finally
relented. Saul, the first king of Israel, was of the tribe of B.. which remained loyal to
his sou, Ishbosheth. Alter the death of Solomon, B., along with Judah, formed tlwj
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kingdom of Judah; and on the return from the captivity, these two constituted the

principal element of the new Jewish nation

BEN.) AMI N. JiDAir PF.TKH, b. San Domingo, 1812, and came with his parents to

Savannah in 1816. He studied at Yale, and began the practice of law in New Orleans.

In 18-">2, lie wax elected U.S. senator as a \vhig, and in 1859 re-elected as a demo-
crat. lie was among the earliest of the secessionists in the congress of 1860-61, leaving
the senate in February of the latter year, and becoming attorney-general of the confed-

eracy. When the rebellion was suppressed, IK- left the country and has since resided iu

Londotl, where he has an extensive practice in the law.

BENJAMIN, PAKK, 1809-64; b. Demerara: graduate at Trinity college, Hartford;

practiced law in Boston in 18u2, and WHS an editor of the Neic England Muyazina. In

1837, he removed to New York and became one of the editors of the Ai/o'rieitii.

azinc, and two years later assisted Horace Greeley in editing T'cf AV/r Yuri:, r. In

1841, he was OIK; of the editors of the AV/r World, retiring in 184:3. He wrote many
poems, essays, reviews, etc.; but no collected edition of his works has been made. In

jKjrson he was large and apparently very robust
;
but an curly sickness deprived him of

the use of his legs.

BENJAMIN OF TUDELA, n Jewish rabbi, was b. in Navarre, Spain. He was the
first European traveler who gave information respecting the distant east. Partly with
commercial views, and partly to trace the remnants of the "lost tribes," he. made a

journey, in the years 1159-78, from Sanurossa, through Italy and Greece, to Palestine.

Persia, and the borders of China, returning by way of Egypt and Sicily. He died in 1178.
the last year of his travels. His notes of foreign lands originally written in Hebrew,
and frequently republished iu Latin, English, Dutch, and French are occasionally
concise and valuable; but on the whole must be accepted with qualifications. Like
all the early travelers, B. had a greedy ear for the marvelous. His errors are also
numerous. The latest edition by Asher (London, 1811) contains the original text, with
an English translation and learned annotations.

BENJAMIN TEEE. See BENZOIN.

BEN LAWERS, a mountain in Perthshire, Scotland, about 32 in. w.n.w. of Perth,
on the w. side of Loch Tay. This mountain, which is easy of ascent, is rich in speci-
mens of Alpine plants, ana a magnificent view is commanded from its summit, which
has an elevation of 3984 feet. Ore of titanium is found in the mountain.

BEN LE'DI, a mountain also of Perthshire, 4 in. w.n.w. of C.'allauder, with an eleva-
tion of 2882 feet. It received its name from the Druids, who are supposed to have had
a place of worship on its summit the Gaelic words Ikinn-le-Dia, signifying "hill of
God." This mountain is celebrated in Scott's Lady of the Lulte.

BEN-LO'MOND, a celebrated Scottish mountain in the n.w. of Stirlingshire, on the e.

side of Loch Lomond, and about 27 m. w.n.w. of Stirling. This mountain, forming the
v extremity of the Grampians or Central Scottish Highlands, is 3192 ft. high, and con-
sists of mica slate, with veins of quartz, greenstone, and feldspar porphyry. The sum-
mit is precipitous on the n. side, with a gentle declivity on tiie s.e. ; it is covered with
vegetation to the top. Though considerably surpassed in height by several other Scot-
tish mountains, none are more imposing. Seen from Loch Lomond, it appears a
truncated cone, and from between Stirling and Aberfoyle, a regular pyramid. It, lias

! crhaps been ascended by a greater number of tourists than any other of the Highland
mountains. The magnificent view from the top, in clear weather, includes the whol
Imgth (30m.) of Loch Lornond, with its diversified isles, and wooded and cultivated

BEN MACDHUI, a lofty mountain of Aberdeenshire. belonging to the Grampian
range, at one time regarded as the highest in Great Britain, but now ascertained to l>e
the second its elevation being 4296 feet.

BEN NET. HKNUY, earl of Arlington. 1018-85; a distinguished English statesman in
the reign of Charles II. In the beginning of the civil war he was under-secretary to
lord Dirty, the secretary of state. He afterwards volunteered in the royal cause, "and
oid good service, especially at A ndover, where lie was wounded He wa's made secre-
tary to th" duke of York; in 1658. knighted by Charles, at Bruges, and sent as envoy t-.

the court of Spam. On the king's return to England. B. was' called home, and made
.(per of the privy purse and principal secretary of state. In 1670 he was one of the
council that got the nickname of the "cabal." and one of those who advised shutting up
the exchequer. In 1672. he was made earl of Arlington and viscount Thetford. and
soon afterward* a knight of the garter. His Utter to Sir William Temple were published
nfter his death.

BENNETT. JAMES GORDON, b. Scotland, Sept. 1, 1795. d. N. Y June 1 1872 Ho
wn intended for the priesthood by his purents, who sent him lo a Roman Catholic scm-
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inary; but in 1819, he migrated to America, and began teaching in Halifax, N. S. In
the autumn of that year, lie reached Boston and took the situation of proof-reader in a

publishing house, and while there made his first literary venture in fugitive poems. In

18-2, he was on the Charle*ton Courier as Spanish translator and special writer. Coming
to New York, he undertook to start a commercial school, but abandoned the idea and
took to lecturing on political economy. In 1825, he owned the A'eir York Courier, a
short-lived Sunday journal. Then he became a casual reporter and writer, now techni-

cally called a "Bohemian;'' in 1826, he obtained regular employment on Snowden's
yatinual Adrocate, and was active as a politician. In 1827, he wrote for the Neir York

Enquirer, edited by Mordecai M. Noah, and in 1828 was its Washington correspond-
ent. The next year the Enquirer was united to the Conner, and in the autumn B.
became associate" editor of the Xetr Y< >/.- Couritr mid Enquirer. In 1832, inconsequence
of a difference of opinion about the U. S. bank between him and James Watson Webb,
the responsible editor, B. left the Courier ami Kn<imr< r, and in October issued the New
York Globe, which lived four weeks. He next appeared as a share-owner in the Penn-

syhanian, of Philadelphia, and in 1833 was chief editor. In 1834, he returned to New-
York, and on \Vednesday morning, May 6, 1835, he issued from the basement of No. 20
\Vall street, No. 1 of the Herald, price one cent. It had four pages of four columns
each, the whole surface of print being a little less than 3i sq.ft., of which one quarter was
occupied by advertisements. The Herald issues now (1880) on Sundays occasionally sheets

of 24 pages of 6 columns, or 144 columns, having a printed surface of 48 sq.ft., of which
two thirds are taken by advertisers. The cost of advertising in the first number was 50
cents for 16 lines; at present the same number of lines costs $6.40. In the opening edi-

torial, B. announced his independence of parties, cliques, and factions, and proposed to

publish simply an independent newspaper. On the llth of the month the second num-
ber was issued, and contained the

"
money," or " Wall street" article, a department now

indispensable to a morning newspaper in any commercial city. For some time all the

editorials, reports, etc., were written by the editor himself, who often wrote in the first

person, and with a pungency that secured attention and circulation. He took imme-
diate adv-.nt;ige of ocean steamers and the telegraph to secure news, and his paper
reported through -Morse's experimental wires the first speech ever sent by telegraph to

any journal, that of John C. Calhoun on the war with Mexico. The Herald was the
first daily paper to issue on Sundays, and the first to publish on every day in the year.
Hesitating at no trouble or expense, and availing himself of the steamship, the telegraph,
the horse express, and the post-office, B. soon made the Herald widely known as what
he meant it to be a newspaper, to increase the importance and vglue of which was the
sole ambition of his life. He left two children, a daughter and James Gordon, Jr.,

bequeathing the Herald entire to the son, who continues it with the spirit and enterprise
of the founder.

BENNETT. JOHN HUGHES, 1812-75; b. London. He was educated at Exeter and
Edinburgh, and studied in Paris and Germany. He was for 26 years professor of the
institutes of medicine in Edinburgh university. He was an able teacher, and his origi-
nal investigations entitle him to a high place in the history of medicine. His best known
publications are Clinical Lectures, Ireatise on Physiology, and Icxt-Book of Physiology.

BENNETT, Sir WILLIAM STERXDALE, MUS.D., D.C.L., English pianist and com-

poser, was 1). at Sheffield, April 13, 1816. After studying under Crofca, Holmes, and
Potter, in the royal academy, London, he attracted the notice of Mendelssohn at the

Dilsseldorf musical festival, appeared with success at Leipsic in the winter of 1837-38,
and was received with great applause when he returned to London. In 1838, he was
elected menu er of the royal society of music. In 1856, he succeeded Mr. Walmsley as

professor of music at Cambridge. At the opening of the international exhibition, 1862,

Tennyson's ode, L'i>U'ft a Thousand Voice*, set to music by B., was fervidly sung. In

1868, he was appointed principal of the royal academy of music; and was knighted in

1S71. He died in 1875.

BEN NEV IS, the highest mountain in Great Britain, is situated in the co. of Inver-

Scotland. It has a height of 4406 ft., is exceedingly difficult of ascent, with a tre-

mendous precipice of 1500 ft. in depth on the n.e. side. Here snow remains throughout
the year. Granite and gneiss form the base of the mountain, which in its upper part is

composed of porphyry.

BENNIGSEN. LKVIX A TO. THEOPHILTTS, Count, one of the most famous Russian gen-
erals, was 1). at Brunswick, Feb. 10. 1745. His father was an officer in the Brunswick
guards; and B. himself entered the Hanoverian service for a time: but having squan-
dered the property left him, he joined the Russian army in 1773. and in the Turkish
war soon attracted the notice of the empress. Catherine, who employed him to carry
out her designs against Poland. He was one of the lenders of the conspiracy against
the emperor Paul (1801); though he is said not to have been present at the catastrophe,
but to have prevented the empress Maria from rushing to her husband when she heard
his cries. lie fought with considerable success in the battle of Pultusk (1806), and held
the chief command in the obstinate and murderous' struggle at Eylau (1S07). When
Napoleon invaded Russia in 1812. B. commanded the Russian center on the bloody field

of Borodino, and irave his voice for fightinsr a second battle before the walls of Moscow.
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Before tho French be<ran their retre-.t, he pained a brilliant victory over Muraf.

nowa (IHth Oct.). Differences with Kutusov, ^ ho would not adopt B.'s plan to

prevent the French -from crossing the Beresina, made him retire from the army; but

after Kulusov's death, he took the command of the Russian army of reserve, -which

entered Saxonv i:i July, 1813, fought victoriously at the battle of Leipsic. and was
created count bv the (-niperor Alexander on the iieid. When Leipsic was taken, it va.-+

lie that was conimissioni'd by the allies to announce to the king of Saxony that he was-

a prisoner. Fnilinir liealth made him retire from the Russian service in 1818 to lus pater-

nal estate in Hanover, where he died Oct. 3, 1826. His son, ALEX. LEVIN B., became

leading Hanoverian statesman.

BENNIXGSEN, RUDOLF VON, b. 1824; a Hanoverian statesman who was elected in

1866 (after the annexation) to the North German diet and the Prussian assembly, becom-

ing vice-president of both bodies and a prominent liberal leader. He has also superin-
tended the administration of government in the province of Hanover.

BKXXIXdTOX, a eo. in s.w. Vermont, on the Massachusetts and New York lines;

drained by IIoosac river, reached by the Rensselaer and Saratoga railroad; 700 sq.m. ;

pop. '70, 21,325. It is famous for quarries of line marble, aud is a good agricultural

region. Co. seats, Benniugtou and Manchester.

BENNINGTON, a t. in B. co., Vt., 35 m. n.e. of Albany, X. Y., on the Harlem.
Extension railroad; pop. '70, 57G9. It has important manufactories of parian ware and

porcelain from materials abundant in the neighborhood. There is an observatory on
Ml. Anthony, near the village. The "battle of B."was fought Aug. 16, 1777, when
gen. Stark, leading a force of New Hampshire militia, defeated col. Baum and a detach-

ment of Burgoyue's army. The English lost 100 killed, 600 prisoners, and 1000 stands
of aims; the Americans lost 14 killed and 43 wounded.

BEN-RHYD DING, a celebrated hydropathic establishment in the West Riding of

Yorkshire, in a beautiful situation on the right bank of the river Wharf, 16 m. n.w. of
Leeds. The building, erected in 1846 at the cost of nearly 30,000, is a very imposing
pile, on an eminence midway up the side of the valley. Tliere is accommodation for a

large number of patients and visitors, and extensive pleasure grounds around. In addi-

tion to the usual appliances of the water-cure, and a variety of gymnastic exercises,

Dr. M'Lcod (who died in 187")) introduced the compressed-air bath (q.v.); and some
time ago, a sumptuous Turkish bath was added to the other attractions of the estab-

lishment.

BEN'SHIE, or BA\'TTEE. an imaginary being in the superstitions of the Irish. The
B. is a female, who is called the wife of the fairies, and she makes herself known by
wailing.4 and shrieks, premonitory of a death in the family over which she is presumed
to exercise a kind of guardianship. The name of this tutelary demon is supposed to be
from the Irish Celtic ben or bean, a woman; and nighe, a fairy. A similar superstition
prevailed, and is perhaps not yet extinct, in the highlands of Scotland.

BEN ><>X. JOSEPH, 1748-1821; an English preacher; he was educated for the estab-

lished Hnirdi. but became a Methodist and succeeded Wesley as president of the confer-
ence of the dmrch. He was editor of the Wcsleyan M((;>aziii<', and author of three
work* in especial defense of the Methodists, Sti'iiwiis on Various Occasions, Life of John
Fletcher, and Commentary on the Holy Scriptures.

BENT, a co. ia e.s.e. Colorado, on the Kansas bonier, bounded oathes. by the Arkan-
sas river, and intersected by the Kansas Pacific, and the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
railroads; pop. '70, 502; in '80, 1674. The surface is level. Productions chielly agri-
cultural. Co. eat. Las Animas.

BEST GRASS, Afjraxttji. a genus of grasses, distinguished by a loose panicle of small,
one-towered, laterally compressed snikelets; tlu- glumes unequal, awnie.-s, and longer
than the pal use, which are also unequal, and of which the inner one is sometimes want-
ing, and the outer sometimes has and sometimes has not an awn; the seed free. (For
expUnalutij of these terms. ec GKASSKS.) The species are numerous, and are found in
almost all countries and climates ; several are natives of Britain. All of them are
grasses of a slender and delicate appearance. Some are very useful as pasture-brasses
and for hay, upou recount of their adaptation to certain kinds of soil, although none of
them ix regarded as very nutritious. The common B. G. (A vnlffrtri) forms 'a principal
MrtaftiM pasture iu almost all tlic c-1.-vat.ed districts of Britain, and is equally abundant
ill many parts of Uiu continent of Europe. It resists drought, better than almost any
other gra*s. but is only sown by agriculturists on soils unsuitable for the more luxuriant

It is also regarded :is very suitable for lawns; but in liirht, dry. cultivated
grounds, jt Hi often a fcrsMs*MM weed, known as black squiteh. or quick irrass, and
frequent harrowing is resorted to for the removal of its creeping perennial roots. It is
.> taaaeoj on wet as on dry soils, and varies much in si/e and appearance. The marsh

1. ullin). also very i-oiuiuou ju Britain, forming a large part of the natural pasture
i many nioj*i situations, is very wmilar to the species just described, but irenemlly

taller and kt..u <er. Of this also th*ne are many varieties, but, in all of them the li'/iile.
Hie meuabraiious tou.mi.- at the junction of the blade of the leaf with its sheathing

Uaae) J elongated aod acute, wbihu ia A. vulgaris it is very short, and appears as if cut
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off. A variety, so little different as scarcely to deserve the name, but with somewhat
broader loaves and more luxuriant habit of growth, was at one time much celebrated

among agriculturists, under the name of florin grass, or a!/r<>*tU stolonifrra. It was

unduly lauded, and the consequent disappointment led to its being unduly disparaged.
U is a useful grass in moist grounds, newly reclaimed bogs, or laud liable to inundation.

The tirst three or four joiuts of the culms lie flat on the damp soil, emitting root-; i:i

abundance, and it was formerly propagated bychopping these into pieces, and scattering
them, but now generally by seed. Herd gra .1. - is a native of the United

. with broader leaves than either of the preceding species, very creeping roots, and

large panicles almost level at top. It was at one time strongly recommended for culti-

vation, but has gone out of repute in Britain. It is, however, more highly esteemed in

France, particularly upon account of the great crop which it yields on deep sand and
on moist calcareous soils. Brown B. G. (A, cunina), a common perennial British grass,
abundant in moist heaths and moorish grounds, is valuable for mixing with other.

grasses to form permanent pasture on poor wet peaty soils. Silky B. G. (.-I. ffpiei rcnti)

is a beautiful grass, with very slender branches to its ample panicle, which, as it waves
in the wind, lias a glossy and silky appearance. It is a rare native of sandy grounds in

England, common in southern and central Europe; an annual grass, occasionally sowu
in spring to fill up blanks in grass-fields.

BENTHAM, JERF.MT, an eccentric but eminent writer on ethics and jurisprudence,
was the sou of a wealthy solicitor in London, wher" he was born (in Red Lion street,

lloundsditeh) on the 15th Feb., 1748. He received his early education at Westminster
school; and, when yet a boy, being little more than twelve years of age, he went to

<.^u<-en's college. Oxford, where he took his master's degree in 1TGG. But though his

years were so tender, he appears not to have been M> unprepared as might be sup.
to benefit by the university; fr before entering it. he had already, by his precocious
tendencies to speculation, acquired the title of "philosopher." On graduating, his

father, who expected his son to become lord chancellor, set him to the study of the law
at Lincoln's iun, where he was called to the bar in 177^. He never practiced in his

pn fe."i"!i. however, for which he had a strong distaste, which is paraded in many of
his writings. Turning from the practice of law to its theory, lie became the greatest
critic of legislation and government in his day. His first publication, -1 Frmjnuiit on
Goi-t rttnti i<(, 177(5, was an acutely hypercritical examination of a passage in Blackstoue's

,,/./,/,.<. prompted, as he has himself explained, by "a passion for improvement
in those shapes in which the lot of mankind is meliorated by it." The Fragment abounds
in fine, original, and just observation; it contains the germs of most of his after-

writings. and must be highly esteemed, if we look away from its disproportion to its

subject and the writer's disregard of method. The Frnymfnt procured him the acquaint-
ance of lord Lansdowne. in whose society at Bowood he afterwards passed perhaps the
most agreeable hours of his life. It was in the Bowood society that he conceived an
attachment to Miss Caroline Fox (Lord Holland's sister), who was still a young lady,
when B., in the 54th year of his age, offered her his heart and hand, and was rejected
"with all respect." In 177*. he published a pamphlet on Tin IL/.rd Labor Bill, recom-

mending an improvement in the mode of criminal punishment; which he followed in

1811 by .1 Tliconj f Ptiiiixlnnent* and Rcirard*. In these two works. B. did more than

any other writer of his time to rationalize the theory of punishments by consideration
of their various kinds and effects, their true objects, and the conditions of their

efficiency. He published, in 1787. L-fl< rx n U*'>n/; in 17^9, Introduction- to tftc Principle*
ofMorau mid ].jln1i<>n; in l.SO'3. /M^o" /*'-.- <<ian; in 1813, yl

Ti-tti*< n Judicial Erid< n<-< ; in 1*17. P<ijnr Uilntir,- 1<> ('ndlilrtition. and Public Lmtruc-
//"//: in 18','4, Tin' limb <} These were followed by other works of less cou-

sequenec. His whole productions hav? been collected and edited by Dr. Bowring and
Mr. .John Hill Burton, and published in eleven volumes. It is well, however, for B.'s

reputation, that it does not rest wholly on his collected works; and that he found in
M. Dumont. Mr. James Mill, and sir Samuel Hornilly, generous disciples to diffuse his

principles and promote his fame. In his early works, hi- style was clear, free, spirited,
and often eloquent: but in his later works it became repulsive, through being over-
loaded and darkened with technical terms. It is in regard to these more especially that
M. Dumont has most materially served his master by arr-ii'ring and translating them
into French, through the medium of which lanruair<- B.'s doctrines were propagated
throughout Europe, till they became more popular Abroad than at home. Mr. James
Mill, himself an independent thinker, did much in his writings to extend the application
in new directions of B.'s principles, a work in which, apart from his original efforts, he
has achieved a lasting monument of his own subtilty and viiror of mind. Criticisms of
B.'s writings will be found in the EiUnburfiJi Jii >,' >r. by sir Samuel Romilly, and in the
Ethical Jtixfi-rtiifi-'/i (1

"' //'.','-, 7th and Sth eds.), by sir James Mackin-
tosh. But the most valuable contribution in English to his reputation is unquestionably
Bentha iniiimi. by Mr. John Hill Burton, advocate, containing a memoir, selections of all

the leading and important passages from his various writings, and an appendix embrac-

ing an essay on his system, and a brief clear view of all his leading doctrines.
In all B.'s ethical and political writings, the doctrine of utility vg the leading and
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pervading principle; and his favorite vehicle for its expression is the phrase, "the

or wrong, useful, useless, or mischievous, in human conduct, whether in the field of

morals or politics." In need scarcely be remarked that the phrase affords no guidance
as to how the benevolent end pointed at is to be attained; and is no more than a quasi-
conercte i \mv-sion of the objects of true benevolence. In considering how to compass
the-.- oli.iivt'-. 1>. arrived at various conclusions, which he advocated irrespective of the

conditions of society in his day, and of the laws of social growth which, indeed, neither

he nor his contemporaries understood. He demanded nothing iess than the immediate

remodeling of the government, and the codification and reconstruction of the Jaws; and
in.-Ntcd. among other changes, on those which came at a later day to be popularly
demanded as the points of the "charter" viz., universal suffrage, annual parliaments,
vote by ballot, and paid representatives. However impossible some of these schemes

were, it cannot be denied that B. did more to rouse the spirit of modern reform and

improvement in laws and politics, than any other writer of his <iay. Many of his

schemes have been, and many more are, in the course of being slowly realized; the end
and object of them all was the general welfare, and his chief error apart from his

overestimate of the value of some changes which he proposed lay in conceiving that

organic changes are possible through any other process than that of growth and modifi-

cation of the popular wants and sentiments. It was this error that led the philosopher,
in his closet in London, to devise codes of laws for Russia (through which country he
made a tour in 1T.S5) and America, the adoption of which would have been equivalent
to revolutions in these countries, and then bitterly to bewail the folly of mankind when
his schemes were rejected.

In ethics, as in politics, he pressed his doctrines to extremes. It has been said that

his doc-trine of utility was so extended that it would have been practically dangerous.
but for the incapacity'of the bulk of mankind for acting on a speculative theory.

By the death of his father in 1792, B. succeeded to property in London, and to farms
in Essex, yielding from 500 to 600 a year. He lived frugally, but with elegance, in

one of his London houses (Queen square, Westminster); and, employing young men as

secretaries, corresponded and wrote daily. By a life of temperance and industry, with

great self-complacency, in the society of a few devoted friends (who. says sir James
.Mackintosh, more resembled the hearers of an Athenian philosopher than the proselytes
of a modern writer), B. attained to the age of 84. He died in June, 1832.

BENTHA MIA, a genus of plants of the natural order cornacece (q.v.), consisting of
Asiatic trees or shrubs, of which the fruit is formed of many small drupes grown
together. B.frugffera, a native of Nepaul, is a small tree, with lanceolate leaves, and
a reddish fruit, not unlike a mulberry, but larger; not unpleasant to the taste. It has

ripened fruit in the 8. of England, and will probably be found to succeed in the open
air. wherever the winters are so mild that fuchsias are not cut down by frost. The flow-
ers are fragrant.

BENTINCK. Lord WILLIAM GEOROK FREDERICK CAVENDISH, commonly called lord

George B. , at one time the leader of the agricultural protection party, third son of the
fourth duke of Portland, was born 27th Feb., 1802, and entering the army when young,
eventually attained the rank of maj. He subsequently became private secretary* to his

uncle, the right hon. George Canning. Elected in 1826 M.P. for Lynn-ReiiH. he sat

for that borough till his death. At first, attached to no party, he voted for Catholic

emancipation and for the principle of the reform bill, but against several of its most
important details, and in favor of the celebrated Chandos clause (q.v.). On the forma-
tion of sir Robert Peel's ministry in Dec.. 1834, he and his friend lord Stanley, after-

wards earl of Derby, with some adherents, formed a. separate section in the house of
commons. On the resignation of sir Robert Peel in April following, lord George openly
joined the great conservative party, which acknowledged that statesman as its head,
and adhered to it for nearly eleven years. On Peel's return to power in 1841, lord George
received ::n offer of office, which he declined, being at that time deeply interested in the
MUM-\< of the field and the race-course. When Peel introduced his free-trade measures in
1M">. a large portion of his supporters joined the protection party then formed, of which
lord George beeanu- die head, and a leading speaker in the debates. His sp<cchcs in

the >e-<iiin of 1S1.V4G were most damaging to the government of sir Robert Peel, and
Sailed in no small degree to hasten its downfall in July of the latter year. Lord

bill for the removal of the Jewish disabilities, and re< c.nnr.cnded

.yinctit of the Konian Catholic clergy by the landowners of Ireland. !n the .-port-

ing world he is understood to have realized verv considerable gains, and he showed the
utmoM /eal at all times to suppress the disboneeJ practices of the turf. He died sud-

denly of a spa-m of ihe lie irt. 2ist Sept.. 1848, while crossing his father's park at VY!
Unnham>hire.

BENTINCK. Lord \Vru.i VM Hi M:Y ( 'A\ \MMSTI. a general officer and statesman, uncle
of the preceding, aud second son of the third duke of Portland, was born 14th Sept.,
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1774, and became an ensign in the Colclstream guards in 1791. Having served with dis-

tinction in Flanders, Italy, and Egypt, he was in 1803 appointed governor of Madras,
where he advocated several useful reforms; but his proscription of beards and the

wearing of turbans and earrings by the sepoys when on duty, led to the mutiny and mas-
sacre of Vellore, and his own immediate recall. In Aug., 18U8, he was placed on the

stalY of the army in Portugal under sir Harry Burrard. Subsequently selected to proceed
on an important mission to the supreme Junta of Spain, he accompanied the army under
sir John Moore in its retreat, and at Corunna commanded a brigade. He next com-
manded u division of lord Wellington's army, ami shortly after wj;s sent as British min-
ister to the court of Sicily, and commander-in-chief of the British forces in that island.

At the head of an expedition, lie landed in Catalonia in July, 1813, penetrated to

Valencia, and afterwards laid siege to Tarragona, but was repulsed at Villa Franca.

Early in 1814, quitting Sicily, he repaired to Tuscany, published at Florence a procla-
mation inviting the Italians to shake off the French yoke, and afterwards made himself
mast.'r of Genoa. Between 1796 and 1826, lie held a seat in parliament as member for

(,'amelford, Nottinghamshire, and Ashhurton. In 1827, he was appointed gov.gen. of

India, and sworn a privy-councilor. His policy in India was pacitic and popular, and
his viceroyship was marked by the abolition of sutti (q.v.. and by the opening up of
the internal communication, as well as the establishment of the overland route. After
his return ill 1833, he was elected M.P. for Glasgow. lie died at Paris, June 17, 1839.

BENTIVOGLTO, GIOVANNI; 1438-1508; chief magistrate of Eologua, while it was
a republic, continuing his father's rule with great severity; but "his encouragement of

the tine arts and his decoration of the city by sumptuous edilices, gilded his usurpation."
lie was expelled by pope Julian II. in 1500, and died in Milan.

BENTLEY, RICHARD, a distinguished classical scholar, was b. at Oulton. in York-
shire, Jan. 27, 1662. In 1676, he entered St. John's college, Cambridge, in the hum.):

capacity of subsizar. Little is known of his university career, except that he sii

early a .strong taste for the cultivation of ancient learning. At the usual time, lie took
the degree of bachelor of arts; and on leaving the university, he was appointed head-
master of i he grammar-school of Spalding, Lincolnshire. About a year afterwards, he

resigned this siluation to become tutor to the son of Dr. Stillingfleet, then dean of St.

Paul's, and subsequently bishop of Worcester. B. accompanied his pupil to Oxford,
where he had full scope for the cultivation of classical studies; and that he succeeded
iu acquiring there some local reputation, is evinced by his having been twice appointed
t> deliver the Boyle lectures on the evidences of natural and revealed religion, lie

entered the church, and owed to the patronage of the bishop of Worcester various good
ecclesiastical appointments, and through the same influence became librarian of the

king's library at St. Jam-'s
1

In 1690, he published his Dissertation upon the EpinVix <,f

/V/<//,( //,;, which established his reputation throughout Europe, and may be said to have
commenced a new era in scholarship. The principles of historical criticism were then
unknown, and their first application to establish that the so-called epistles of Phalaris.
which professed to have been written in the 6th c. u.c.,were the forgery of a period
some eight centuries later, tilled the learned world with astonishment.

In 1700, B. was appointed master of Trinity college, Cambridge; and in the following
year, he married Mrs. Joanna Bernard, the daughter of a Huntingdonshire knight. The
history of B.'s mastership of Trinity is the narrative of an unbroken series of quarrels
and litigations, provoked by his arrogance and rapacity, for which, it must be confessed,
he was fully as well known during his lifetime as for his learning. He contrived, never-
theless, to get himself appointed regius professor of divinity, and. by his boldness and
perseverance, managed to pass scathless through all his controversies. Notwithstanding
that at one time the bishop of Ely, the visitor of Trinity, pronounced sentence depriv-
ing him of his mastership, and that at another the senate of the university pronounced
a similar sentence of his academic honors, he remained in full possession of both tin-

former and the latter till the day of his death. This stormy life did not impair his

literary activity. He edited various classics among others, "the works of Horace
upon which he b"siov,cd vast labor. He is, however, more celebrated for what lie pro
posed than for what he actually performed. The proposal to print an edition of the
Greek New Testament, in which the received text should be corrected by a careful com-
parison with all the existing MSS., was then singularly bold, and evoked violent opposi-
tion. He failed in carrying out his proposal : bat the principles of criticism which he
maintained have -incc been triumphantly established, and have led to important results
in other hands. He i-; to be regarded as the founder of that school of classical criticism
of which IV'son a terwards exhibited the chief excellences, ax v.di as the chief defects,
and which, though it was it-elf prevented by too strict all minute verbal detail

from ever achieving much, yet diligently collected many of the facts which men of wider
views are now grouping together, to form th? moder -f comparative philology.
B. died in 1742, leaving behind him one son, Richard, who inheri'ed much of his father's
ta*te with none of his energy, and several daughters, one of whom. Joanna, married.
and was the mother of Richard Cumberland, the dramatist. Monk's Life of U

880.
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BEXTOX, a co. in n.w. Arkansas, bordering on Missouri and the Indian territory;

900 sq^m. ; pop. '70, 13,831182 colored. The chief business is agriculture. Co. seat,

Bentouville.

BEXTOX, n co. in Indiana, bordering on Illinois; intersected by the Bloomington
division of the Wabash. and the Cincinnati, Lafayette and Chicago railroads; 414 sq.rn.;

pop. 'TO, 5(515. It has fertile prairie soil, with some forests. Co. seat, Oxford.

BEXTOX, a co. in Iowa, on the Cedar and Iowa rivers; intersected by the Burling-

ton, Cedar Rapids and Xorthern, and the Chicagoaud Xorthwestern railroads; 720 sq.m.;

;."), 22,807; in '80, 24,868. Its surface is undulating pruiriu aad woodland; chief

business, agriculture. Co. seat, Viiiton.

BEXTOX, a co. in Minnesota on the Mississippi river; intersected by the St. Paul

and Pacific railroad; 400 sq.m. ; pop. '75, 1974; in 'SO, 3017. It is an agricultural region,
drained by St. Francis, Elk, and Little Rock rivers. Co. seat, Sauk Rapids.

BEXTOX, a co. in Mississippi on the Tallahatchie river and the Tennessee border;

recently* organized. Co. seat, Ashland.

BEXTON, a co. in Missouri on the Osage river and its tributaries; 770 sq.m.; pop.
'70, 16,322 320 colored. It is a good agricultural region, and has lead mines. Co. seat,

Yv arsaw.

BEXTON, a co. in Oregon, between Willamette river and the Pacific ocean; 1200

sq.m. ; pop. '70, 4584. The surface is mountainous, but good for grazing and the hardier

grains. Co. seat, Corvallis.

BEXTOX, a co. in n.w. Tennessee on the T. river; crossed by the Xashville nnd Xorth-
westeru railroad; 400 s-q.m. ; pop. '70, 8234 452 colored; in '80, 9856; a good agricul-
tural region. Co. seat, Cumden.

BEXTOX, THOMAS HART, b. X. Y., Mar. 14, 1782; d. Washington. April 10. 1838.

His family went to Tennessee, where he studied law and was elected to the legislature,
where his" first work was to reform the judiciary and to >ecure to slave., the right of trial

by jury. In the war with England, B. was one of Jackson's aids, and raised a regiment
of volunteers. In 1815, B. settled in St. Louis, and established the .)/,'."/// /.<//</ .'/</,

:i journal that occasioned for him a number of duels, in one of which he killed hN
opponent. He advocated the admission of Missouri as a slave state, and after the famo.i.s

compromise in 1820, was chosen U. S. senator. He was regularly re-elected, so that lie-

was senator for 30 successive years, during all of which period he was conspicuous as a

leader on almost every important question. One of his long prosecuted plans was \. )

amend the constitution so that the people could vote directly for president, or COMIC a ;

near as possible to such a system. This project he brought forward several times, but
it never came near adoption, all friends of caucus nominations and secret machine work
in politics naturally opposing it. One of his hardest fights was in opposing the re-char-

tering of the U. S. hank, when he advocated the establishment of a currency of gold and
silver only, for which idea he was long called "Old Bullion." After the charter had
passed and president Jackson had vetoed it, the senate adopted a resolution censuring
the president; but B., not long after, moved to expunge that resolution from the record,
and carried his point after a long and fierce contest. Among other measures advocated
by B. were the pre-emption of public lauds, a railroad to the Pacific, the abolition of the
salt-tax, and opening mineral lands to settlement. In the Oregon boundarv question
with Great Britain he took a leading part against the "fifty-four forty or fight" advo-
cates, and his influence greatly conduced to the retreat of Polk's administration from an
extreme position. He opposed the compromise measures of Henry Clay in 1850. and
tiny were defeated as a whole, but adopted separately. He was friendly with Callioun
until the nullification epi-o.ie, and tiieiieeforlh'for a long period his enemy. Two years
after i : vice in the senate, B. was chosen to the other house, where he opposed
the Kan-as-XcbrasKa hill and failed of re-election on that account. In 1856, he was a
candidate for governor of Missouri, through a"Xative American" side issue. At the
same election he supported Buchanan for president, although his own son-in-law. Fre-
mont, was the opposing candidate. Benton s Thirty }>.//'

'

Vi, /r is a well known and
valuable political retrospect of his experiences and 'observations in the senate. 11

made an .1
'

.</,.< in (.'/. - 1789 to 185(5, in 15 larire volumes
i;i..\T<>.\>\ If.U:. a viMaire in Johnston co., X. ('., where. Mar. 1(5. 1.SC5, the confed-

imler Johnston undertook to capture the left win- of Sherman's army, then march
ing to join (irant. They were resided by <rcii. Slocum and Kilpatrick's cavalry, and
failed. The union lo-s in killed and wounded was 1600; confederate loss not k'uown,
but there were 2(57 dead on the field and 1600 prisoners.

i;i:NT TIMP.KK. produced by a modern method; usually made of planks bent to
. curve ami fa-tened together to form beams. A beam thus formed is stronger

than if bent in ; whose- piece. At first the timber was steamed, but that course has been
illy abandoned m injure- the wood.

BENTJE, or ! r, as Dr. Barth prefers to spell it. I'.K.N; V.K. called also
i.-i and Tchadda, from

the^ erroneous supposition that it was connected with lake
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Tchad; an important river of central Africa, forming; the tavern branch of the Quorra or

Niger, which it joins about 230 m. above the rnrtilth of that r'ivdr in the gtilf of Guinea.
At Ms junction with the Faro, in lat. about 9 :5:S n., long, 12 40 o.. Hie point VhereDr.
Barth crossed, he describes the B. as being 800 yds. across, with a general tkj lli ih its

channel of 11 ft. and "a liability to rise under ordinary circumstances at least CO ft., ot
even at times ">() ft. higher." In 1W)4. an expedition under the conmialid of Dr. Baikic

explored the B. as far as Dulti, ;t place about :>~>0 m. above its continence vith the

Niger, and some 80 or 100 m. from where Dr. Barth crossed. Dr. Earth regaids ihis

river as offering the l>csf channel for the introduction of civilization into the h< art of cen-

tral Africa seeing that the tract of land which separates tli<- basins of the B. nr.d the Shari,
which flows into lake Tchad, "cannot exceed 20 m., consisting of an entirely level flat,

and probably of alluvial soil. . . . Thf ievel of the Tsad, ;:nd that of the river B. ncaf

Gewe, wliere it is joined by the .Mayo Kubbi. seem to be almost the sjmie." In the

second expedition, uudertakeu in ISO'-', Dr. Baikie explored : s tar n. as Kano. in Haussa.
The expedition of Dr. Nachtigall made in 1873 did not udd much to our previous
knowledge.

BENYOWSKY, MAI-RICE Ar<;rsTrs. C'<.i;nt de. a man of rtlHnkable character and

extraordinary fortunes, was born at Yerbowa, in Hr.ngary, 17-11. He served in the

seven year*' war, and during his youth displayed that n-Mlc.-s love of fitiventure which
marked his subsequent career. He went to Dantzic for the purpose of studying navi-

gation, and from thence made several voyages to Ikmluig and Plymouth. \Vlicn

about to start for the East Indies in 1767, he received a pressing invitation to join the

Polish confederation, with which he complied, and shared most of the dangers and

glories of the campaign against the Russians until he was taken pui-oner in May. 1769,

After being transferred from one Russian prison to another, he was, in Dec., 1169, Lan-
islicd to Siiieria, and from thence, in u few months, to KamUhatka. During the voy-

age his exertions and skill saved the vessel i hat carried hi'm. This recommcneUd the

prisoner to the governor, Xilov. who -was further pleased ly B.'s skill as a chess-player,
and made him tutor in his family. In this capacity he ^i'lSr.ul the nlYcctions eifAj hana-
si:i, daughter of the governor, by whom he was assisted in liis plans for escape: which,
however, was not effected without a struggle, in which the governor was killed. B.,
witli ninety-six companions, in a ship well armed and provisioned, and with a consider-

able amount cf treasure, set sail from Kauitehatka in May, 1771. Having visited some
of the islands of Japan and Formosa, B. arrived at Macao on the 2d of Sept., where
he remained until the 14th Jan., and then sailed for France. He had not been here

long when the French government proposed that he should found a colony at Madagas-
car, and lie at once acquiesced. B. arrived on the island in Feb., 1774, and was made
king in 1776 by the chiefs in conclave, he adopting the native cost\:me. Returning to

Europe with a view to establish commercial relations between France and Madagascar,
B. met with a very cold reception from the French government, and returned to the ser-

vice of Austria, in the hope, that the emperor would assist him in his schemes a hope
not fulfilled. He next made unsuccessful overtures to the British government, but at

length receiving assistance from private persons in England and America, departed
again for .Madagascar, where he arrived in 1785: and, involving himself in contention with
the French government of the isle of France, was killed in battle, May 28, 1786. B. was
a man of remarkable resources, great decision of character, courage, and sagacity. He
was particularly well versed in human nature, a knowledge which proved of essential ser-

vice to him during his brief but most remarkable career. Mt->irx and Tran-fa "f ('<>/, //(,

dc Beni/O'i-xkii, Writt< ///// Jiim^Jf nud Eilital by W. Kicholivn (2vols. 4to. Lond. 1790),

BENZER TA, LAKES OF. the ancient ITipponiti* Pain* and Sizarce Pahis two, lakes

within the dominions of Tunis, from which town they are about 30m. distant, in &
n.w. direction. They are eaeli about 94 m. long, and the larger one. which is clear and
salt, is about 5i in. broad: the smaller, which is turbid and fresh. 84. They are alwmt
2 m. apart, but united by a channel with a general depth of 6ft. and breadth of 75.

Tunis is supplied with fish mainly from these lakes. So valuable is the fishing, that a

wealthy Arab rents it from the bey of Tunis for 4000 per annum.

BENZIE, ft co. in n.w. Michigan on lake Michigan; 440 sq. m. ; pop. '74, 2663\ The
chief business is agriculture. Co. seat, Benzonia.

BETTZILE, BKNZOILE, or BENZOYI,E. is the radicle or root of the group of substances

which comprehends as members the hydrate of benzoyle (oil of bitter almonds), benzoic

:u>ii1. benzoin, and benzole. It is prepared by passing a stream of chlorine gas through
f ;>.'(! hen/.oin, or by heating one part of benzoin with two parts of concentrated nitric

a -id. B. floats to the upper part of the liquid mixture as a liquid oil, which solidities

o i cooling. B. is a ta.-.te!c.-s solid, insoluble in water, but readily dissolved by ether and
al.ohol. and on concentration of the ethereal or alcoholic solution, the B. crystallizes in

regular six-sided prisms, of a yellow color. When heated to 194 to 198" it fuses. Its

composition is express d by the chemical formula CoJIn.O,. and many chemists name
the substance possessing this formula fa iizik, reserving the title boizm'le or fa >,:<>>/?<' for a
substance polymeric (see POI.YMKHISM) with benzile, which has not yet been isolated, but
which may be represented by CnH sO 2 .
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BENZOIC
pamiferous

by several proe.
form of snow-white, glistening, feathery crystals, with a fairy aspect of lightness. It

has a very fragrant and pleasant aromatic odor, due to the presence of a trace of an

essential oil. and a hot bitter taste. It is readily dissolved by alcohol and ether, but

sparingly soluble in water. B. A. is one of the materials present in tin?tnra camphow
<//// w>//, and has been administered in chronic bronchial affections; but the benefit

derivable from its use in such cases is questionable. B. A. taken into the stomach,
increases within 3 or 4 hours the quantity of hippuric acid in the urine. It forms a

numerous class of compounds with the oxides of the metals, lime, etc., called benzoates.

The chemical formula for crystallized B. A. is HO.CuHsOs.

BENZOIN, BKXJAMIX, or BEXZOIC GUM, a fragrant resinous substance, formed by the

drying of the milky juice of the benzoin or benjamin tree (st>/rft.r, or lithocitrpus benzoin),

a tree of the natural order gtyracacea:, and a congener of that which produces STOKAX
(q.v.), a native of Siam. and of Sumatra, and other islands of the Indian archipelago.
The tree grows to nearly 2 ft. in diameter; the smaller branches are covered with a
whitish rusty down; the leaves are oblong, acuminate, and entire, downy and white

beneath; the flowers are in compound racemes. B. comes to us in reddish-yellow
transparent pieces. Different varieties, said to depend upon the age of the trees, are of

very different price; the whitest, said to be the produce of the youngest trees, being the

best. There is a variety known in commerce as amygdaloida* 1>< zoin, which contains
whitish almond-like tears diffused through its substance, and is said to be the produce of
the younger trees. B. is obtained by making longitudinal or oblique incisions in the
stem of the tree: the liquid which exudes soon hardens by exposure to the sun and air.

B. contains about 10 to 14 per cent, of benzoic acid (q.v.); the remainder of it is resin.

B. is used in perfumery, in pastilles, etc., being very fragrant and aromatic, and yielding
a pleasant odor when burned. It is therefore much used as incense in the Greek and
Roman Catholic churches. Its tincture is prepared by macerating B. in rectified spirit
for 7 to 14 days, and subsequently straining, when the compound tincture of U/ijn min,
ir,,iin-l balsam, friar's balsam, balsam for cuts, the com, /nt tier's b<tliin, or Jt>M//W/-"yy

,

is obtained. It is frequently applied to wounds directly; or still better, when the edges
of the wound are brought together, and bound with lint or plaster, the tincture of B.

may be used as an exterior varnish. In the preparation of court-platter, sarcenet (gen-
erally colored black) is brushed over with a solution of isinglass, then a coating of the
alcoholic solution of benzoin. The tincture is likewise employed in making up a cos-
metic styled rirgin's milk, in the proportion of 2 drams of the tincture to 1 pint of
rose-water; and otherwise it is used in the preparation of soaps and washes, to the latter
of which it imparts a milk-white color, and a sraeir resembling that of vanilla. B. pos-
sesses stimulant properties, and is sometimes used in medicine, particularly in chronic
pulmonary affections. It may be partaken of most pleasantly when beaten up with
mucilage and sugar or yolk of egg. The name <n>/ dn !.</.< (q.v.) has sometimes been given
to it, although it is not the substance to which that name seems properly to have
belonged. The milky juice of terminulia benzoin, a tree of the natural order c

becomes, on drying, a fragrant resinous substance resembling B. . which is used as incense
in the churches of the Mauritius. It was at one time erroneously supposed that B. was
the produce of benzoin odorifarum, formerly hiurus benzoin, a deciduous shrub, of the
natural order lauracece, a native of Virginia", about 10 to 12 ft. high, with large, some-
what wedge-shaped, entire leaves, which still bears in America the name of benzoin, or
bejtfamin tret, and is also called spice-wool or fever-bush. It has a highly aromatic bark,
which is stimulant and tonic, and is much used in North America in intermittent fevers.
The berries are also aromatic and stimulant, and are said to have been used in the I'nited

luring the war with Britain as a substitute for pimento or allspice. An infusion
of the twigs acts as a vermifuge.

BENZOIN ODOHIFEKUM, the benjamin tree or spice bush, properly UniJtra benzoin
of the laurel order. It lias an aromatic bark, used as a tonic and stimulant iu intermit-
tent fevers.

BENZOLE, BKXZIXK, or PHKNE, is a compound of carbon and hydrogen (C iaH c ).

formed daring the destructive distillation of coal (see GAS; COAT,), and' found dissolved
in the naphtha which is condensed from the vapors evolved from the iras retort, it i:i;,v
be Prepared from coal-tar naphtha by subjecting the tar to a temperature of :\-2 F., wheli
the B. solidities, while the other naphtha constituents remain liquid. Two callous of the
naphtha yield a pint of pure rectified benzole. It can also be obtained (1) by subjectin--
oil jra- to a pressure of 30

atmospheres; (2) by the dry distillation of kin'c acid <

!) by cautiously heatinir a mixture of one part of benzoic acid and three parts of
quicklime, when the material which distills over is impure benzole. At ordinary tem-
peratures, B. is a thin, limpid, colorless liquid, evolving a charaeicristie and plVasmt

3 F., it crystallizes in beautiful tern like forms, which liquefy at 40 ; and at
177', it boils, evolving a ,j;as which is very Inflammable, burninu; with a smokv tlnme.

t readilv dissolves in alcohol, ether, turpentine, and wood-spirit, but is insoluble in
water. It is valuable to the chemist from the great power it possesses of dissolving
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caoutchouc, gutta-percha, wax, camphor, and fatty substances. It is thus of service in

removing grease-stains from woolen or silken articles of clothing. When heated, it also

dissolves sulphur, phosphorus, and iodine. B., when acted upon by chlorine, nitric acid,

etc., gives rise to a very numerous class of compounds.

BENZOYLE, HYDRIDE OF, is the volatile or essential oil belonging to the benzoic scries.

It is represented by the formula CuHsOs.H, and has been already considered under AL-

MONDS, VOLATILE OIL, or ESSENTIAL OIL OF (q.v.).

BEOWULF, an Anglo-Saxon epic poem, which is one of the greatest literary and philo-

logical curiosities, and one of the most remarkable historical monuments in existence.

The date of the events described is probably about the middle of the 5th c. : and as tli

legends refer to the Teutonic races which afterwards peopled England, it is believed that

the poem, in its original shape, was brought by the Anglo-Saxons from their original
seats on the continent. Only one MS. of the poem is known to exist; that, namely, in

the Cottonian library, which was seriously injured by the fire of 1731. This MS. con-
sists of two portions, written at different times and by different hands, and is manifestly
a copj-, executed perhaps about the beginning of the 8th c., from an older and far

completer version of the poem. But, even in the form in which it came from the hands
of its last recaster, B. is the oldest monument of considerable size of German national

poetry, and notwithstanding the Christian allusions which fix the existing text at a period
subsequent to 597 A.D., a general heathen chracter pervades it, which leaves little doubt
as to the authentic nature of the pictures which it presents of Teutonic life in ante-

Christian times. Much learned labor has been bestowed on this strange relic by Sharon
Turner (Hint, of Anglo-Saseoju, vol. iii.); Conyteare (Illustration* of Anglo-Saxon I*<ictry)\

Dr. G. J. Thorkelin of Copenhagen, who first published the entire work in 1815; and
above all, by Mr. Kemble, whose beautiful edition was published by Pickering in 1833,
and was followed in 1837 by a translation, wilh glossary, preface, and philological notes.

At first Mr. Keuible was disposed to regard B. as an historical epic, but his view of it

latterly came to be, that though to some extent historical, it must be regarded, in so far

as the legends are concerned, as mainly mythological ; and this remark he conceived to

apply to the hero not less than to the incidents related. But Beowulf, the god, if such
he was, occupies only a small space in the poem, and seems to be introduced chiefly for

the purpose of connecting Hrothgar, king of Denmark, whom Beowulf, the hero, comes
to deliver from the attacks of the monster Greudel, \\ ith Scef or Sceaf, one of the ances-

tors of Woden, and the common father of the whole mythical gods and heroes of the

north, feceaf is traditionally reported to have been set afloat as a child on the waters, in

a small boat or ark, having a sheaf (Ang.-Sax. sceaf) of corn under his head; whence his

name. The child was carried to the shores of Slesvig, and bring regarded a.? a prodigy,
was educated and brought up as king. Between Sceaf and Beowulf, Scykl intervened,

according to the opening canto of the poem; but when compared with kindred traditions,
the whole genealogy becomes involved in extreme obscurity, and Scykl seems sometimes
to be identified with Sceaf, and sometimes with Woden. But the 'view of the connec-
tion between Beowulf and Sceaf is strengthened by the following considerations. The
old Saxons, and most likely the other conterminal tribes, called their harvest month
(probably part of Aug, and Sept.) bv the name Beo or Beowod, in all probability their

god of agriculture or fertility. Whether, or to what extent, this divinity is identical
with the mythical hero of the poem, Mr. Kemble does not venture to determine,

though he indicates a strong leaning to the affirmative.

But in so far as the main points of historical interest are concerned viz., the du^ of
the legends, and the race and regions to which they belong the results of the lnfi?orical

and of the mythological view seem to be pretty nearly the same. The poem falls entirely
out of the circle of the northern sagas, and probably belongs to Slesvig. All the proper
names are Anglo-Saxon in form, but not the slightest mention is made of Britain the

Ongle mentioned being manifestly Angel n (sec ANGLES), and not Anglia. From iliesc

and many other considerations, the learned editor infers that B. records the mythical
beliefs of our forefathers; and in so far as it is historical commemorates their exploits at
a period not far removed in point of time from the coming of Hengest and Horsa, and
that in all probability the poem was brought over by some of the Anglo-Saxons who
accompanied Cerdic and Cyneric, 495.

The poem opens with an incident which reminds us of one of the most beautiful of
Mr. Tennyson's earlier poems, the Mort d'Arth <//. and seems to show a similarity between
British and Germanic traditions. We give it in the simple words of Mr. Kenible's prose
translation.

At hi* appointed time then Scyld departed, very decrepit, to go into the peace of
the Lord; they then, his dear comrades, bore him out to the shore of the sea. as he him-
self requested, the while that he, the friend of the Scyldings, the beloved chieftain, had
power with //;'< words; long he owned it! There upon the beach stood the riug-prowed
hip, the vehicle of the noble, shining like ice. and ready to set out. They then laid

down the dear prince, the distributer of rings, in the bosom of the ship, the mighty one
beside the mast; there was much of treasures, of ornaments, brought from afar. Never
heard I of a comelier ship having been adorned with battle weapons and with war- weeds,
with bills and mailed coats. Upon his bosom lay a multitude of treasures which were
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to depart afar with him, into the possession of the flood. They furnished him not less

with <>iT( Tin::*, \\itli mighty wealth, tlun those had done who in the beginning sent him
forth i:i his Wretchedness, alone over the waves. Moreover'they set up for him a golden
ensign, high overhead; they let the deep sea bear him; they gave him to the ocean. Sad
was their spirit, mournful their mood. Men know not in sooth to say (men wise of coun-

sel. <///// men under the heavens) who received the freight."
The following is a brief outline of the story: B. is introduced to us. preparing for a

piratical adventure. After a vivid description of the embarkation of the hero and his

friendly SrvMin /i." the scene changes, and the palace of llrothgar rises before us.

Hciv t lie Danish 'i<-embled his warriors, and holds a feast, unconscious of the

deadly peril in which he is placed. The "
scop

"
("shaper," from rciirmn, "to shape''

or " create ") sings ,-i poem on the origin of things, and how evil came into the world.

ThN i- deftly u-ed to bring upon the stage the
"
grim stranger Grendcl, a mighty haunter

of the marshes, one that held the moors, fen, and fastness, the dwellings of the monster-

Malignant and cruel, he hears with envious hate the sounds of joy echoing from
the hall, and stealing into the palace after dark, when the revel is over, he seizes and

destroys thirty of the sleeping thegns. In the morning, when the havoc wrought by
Grendel becomes known, there is a lierce outcry, and H rothgar is loudly blamed. Yet
twelve winters pass by before the outrage is avenged. The king is continually

" seethed
in t!ie sorrow of the time;" but help is at hand. B. has heard of the crimes of the

iiio.istf.T, and conies with his Geats (Jutes) to inflict punishment. The voyage over the

waves, and the landing of the brave adventurers on the shores of Ilrothgar's dominions,
is finely told. Aftor some parley with the coast-guards, an interview takes place between
the mo'nairh and the hero, who almost pleads to be allowed to deliver the land from the

ravages of Grendel. Most tender and pathetic is the passage in which he asks if for-

tune should be adverse to him (" if Hilda" i.e. "the goddess of slaughter" "should
take him away"), that they would not mourn over the "solitary rover," but plant a

"simple flower" on his cairn, and send back his "garments of battle'' to his lord and
kinsman. Iligelac. Ti.e inevitable feast follows, in the course of Avhich the "scop"
sings of the pvacc that is to be, and B. enlarges upon his past exploits. Then we have
an exquisite picture of the Danish queen: "There was laughter of heroes, the noise
was modulated, words were winsome; Wealtheow, Ilrothgar's queen, went forth; mind-
ful of their races, she, hung round with gold, greeted the men in the hall; and the free-

born lady gave the cup first to the prince of the east Danes; she bade him be blithe at

the service of beer, dear to his people. He, the king, proud of victory, joyfully received
the feast and hall-cup. The lady of the He-lmings then went round about eve'ry part of

young and old; she give treasure- vessels, until the .opportunity occurred, that she, a

queen hung round with rings, venerable of mood, bore forth the mead-cup to Beowulf.
Wi.~" of words, she greeted the Geat, she thanked God because her will was accom-

plished, that she believed in any earl, as & consolation against the crimes." That night,
when the shadows of darkness have fallen, Grendel comes swiftly to the palace froth
the misty moors, and assails Beowulf. A fierce struggle ensues, l.ut the monster is

baffled, and obliged to flee. Next day a second feast is held in honor of the hero's >uc-

cess, magnificent gifts are showered upon him by the grateful llrothgar, the service.- of
the "scop" are again called into request, music and sports follow, and the queen once more
moves through the crowd of warriors with courtesy and grace. The night, however, is

not to pass without its tragedy. The mother of the Monster secretly enters, and destroys
one of the king's dearest thegns. B., in a magnanimous speech, "undertake- to avenge
lii in. .Having sought the wild haunts of the "hateful one," he firs, slays the mother
after a furious combat, in which he would have been vanquished but for the apparition
of a magic sword "over the waves," which came into his grasp. Grendel is then
d"<tro\-ed. and his head carried off as a present to llrothgar. B. then returns home,
and alter a variety of other but less interesting adventures, succeeds to the throne on

Hi of his kinsman Higclac. More recent editions than those above noted are that

by Ileyne (1863, 3d ed. 1873); and the admirable English one of Thomas \rnold. pub-
lished with translation, notes, and appendix in 1876. Wackerbarth (1849) and Thorpe
1 1*") i have triven English metrical translations; the best German versions are those of
Simrock (1859), Heyne (1863), and Von Wolzogen (1873).

BEPUE, or BEYPORB, a seaport of western India, 6 m. s. of Calicut. Its situation is

very beautiful. It has a considerable trade in timber, particularly teak, which is floated
down the river for exportation. Iron ore is found in the neighborhood, and iron-works
have recently been e.-tablished here. B. is the terminus of a railway ac-'-oss the pen-
insula of India from Madras by way of Coimbatore, and will probably soon become a

place of great importance. Pop. in 1871, 5858.

BEQTJEATH. to leave personal property by will or testament to another. In the case

law. tin- term H. can only apply to per*" . Real estate, indeed, according to

g regulations of that system, cannot be left or conveyed by \\ili or te-tament :

a testamentary disposition or settlement, expressed in certain technical terms of present
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conveyance, being necessary for the purpose. See WILL; LEGACY; DISPOSITION (mortis
caumr. SKTTI.EMKNT; HEAL; PERSONALITY.

BEQUEST, a legacy of personal property left by will. See BEQUEATH and its refer-

ences.

BERANGER. JKAX-PIKHUE DK, a celebrated French poet, was b. in Paris, 19th Aug.,
1780, in the house ol'liis grandfather, a tailor in the Hue MonU'rgucil, to whose' care he

was left entirely hy his father, a scheming and not OVeT-scrupulouStfinancier. After

living some time with an aunt at Peronne, to whom lie appear- t<> have been indebted
1'or tliose republican principles which afterwards made him ;-o obnoxious to s\

siv<- Freneli governments, B.. at the age of 14, was apprenticed to a printer in that

place, where he remained three years, devoting all his leisure hours to the acquire-
ment of knowledge. He now returned to Paris, where his father, a zealous royalist,
was engaged in some questionable schemes of money-getting, which were mixed up
with conspiracy. B. assisted him in his money affairs, so far ;.s he honorably could,
and kept his political secrets; but he did not disguise his contempt for the royali.-t
cause, nor fail to express his opposite sympathies. The business, however, was
not one to the ta^te of B., who was throughout the whole of his life a man of the most
sensitive honor, and he soon left it. lie had ere this begun to write, but his poerrs
were not successful; and reduced almost to destitution, he. in 1M)4. inclosed some of his

verses to M. Liicien Bonaparte, with a letter explaining his cirvumsiances, and with a

request for assistance the one solitary instance of solicitation (luring a long life of inde-

pendence, marked by the refusal of numerous offers of lucrative patrouit'.re. The appeal
was not made to a deaf ear. M. Bonaparte obtained employment for ihe poet. ti.

editor of ih:' Annalea du MutSe, and afterwards as a subordinate secretary in the univer-

sity; a post which he held for 12 years, when the government, provoked at his .satire,

snd alarmed at hh popularity, dismissed him. During the "hundred days," Isapoleou
oT, ivd B. tlii- rcmunera'.ive post of censor a singular oflice for .s;;Hi a nia:i. !Ie refused
it. But though lie scorned to accept favor from, or to Hatter Napoleon, at a time when
it was alike fashionable and profitable to do so, he was of much loo noble a nature to join
in the sneers and reproaches which greeted Ihe hero on his tali. Above the fear of

power, lie was incapable of taking advantage of misfortune. In 1815, B. published his

lir'i c >!!;(! io:i of songs, which soon attained a very wide popularity. In 1821, he pub-
lished another collection, which was followed shortly after by some fugitive pieces,
which subjected him to a government prosecution, a sentence of three months' imprison-
ment, ami a line of ."/();) francs. In l^'2~>. a third collection, and in 1828. a fourth apj>eared,
still more withering: in its sarcasm ou those in power; and the penaltj'of B.'s outspoken-
ness was a tine of 10,000 fr. , and nine months' confinement in La Force. The fine was
soon paid by the poet's friends, and his prison became the resort of the most eminent
men in the kingdom, and a very armory in which he forged those keen-piercing bolts

which gaHcd so terribly, and contributed so much to the overthrow' of the Bourbons.
But B. refused to profit by the new state of things he had been instrumental in bringing
about. Hejecting the emoluments and honor which his friends, now in power, were
anxious to bestow, he retired to live in privacy at Passy. In 1838, he published a fifth

collection of songs, when lie took a formal leave of the public: and from that time until

the day of his death, 24 years after, he remained silent. In 1848, B. was elected a
member of the assembh'e constituante by more than 200.000 votes; but after taking his

sent, to show his appreciation of the honor conferred on him, he almost immediately
resigned, lie consistently rejected all the offered favors of the late emperor, as well as

a graceful overture on the part of the empress, which he owned it cost him much
t<> refuse. B. died at Paris. July 17, 18o7. The cost of his funeral was defrayed by
the French government, and his remains were attended to the grave by the most dis-

tiiu-uishcd men in all departments of literature. B. was as emphatically the poet of the
French people as Burns was the bard of the Scottish peasantry. The' same stanch and
fearless independence, genuine manliness, sound common-sense, and contempt for every-
thing mean and hypocritical, characteri/ed both men ; and as poets, they differ in excel-
lence only as the sentiments of the French and Scottish people differ in their capacity
to be turned into song.

" Xeither friend nor enemy has as yet disclosed to us any speck
on the heart, the honor, the genius, or the good sense of Berftnger." Since his death.
Jus L,(*t X:in;i*. written between 1834 and 1SY1. have been published, and also My

V/',y (Paris. M. Pern -.tin; London. Jeffs). See J/y /?/'///;.// >///; Memoir* ofBerangr,
by M. Lapoihte; and l>>'rin,;/, / if *.,/, '/',. //*, by Jules Janin (1866).

BERAR
, a valley situated locally in the Xi/.am's territories, but annexed politically to

British India, for the maintenance of what is called the Ni/.am's contingent. It is

bounded on the n. by a detached portion of Scindia's dominions and the Xerhudda
provinces; on the e. by Xairpoor: on the w.. hyCandeish; and on the s., by two of the
Nizam's remaining districts Maiker BasMin and Mahur. It Ii< . 2") LT and 21

lat., and between 78 and r* 2 e. long, having an area of 16.96Q sq. miles. Pop.
i' is traveled in its length by thi

'

: he Taptee
which, with its numerous affluents, alford- an an :he vai! y.

iK-culiariy suitable to the cultivation . The transfer
.nthe Xizam to the British has proved favorable to this production: about 25
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per cent of the area is devoted to cotton. In the e. part there is a coal-field of 40sq.m.,
and at Akolah. in Purann. there are salt wells fed by a subterranean lake. Thougli

Ellichpore is the chief town, yet it is inferior to Oomrawutti.

BERARD, FREDERIC, 1789-1828; a French physician and writer on physiology,
educated at Montpellier, and employed in Paris on the Dictionary of Medical Science*.

He held a chair of medicine in Paris, and was a professor of hygiene in Montpellier,
where he died from excessive work at the age of 39. His most important work is Des

Rapport* dn P/<i.-<i<r" <~t <lc Moral, in which he holds that the soul and the principle of

life are in constant reciprocal action, and the first owes to the second not the formation
of its faculties, but the conditions under which they are evolved.

BERAT
,
a t. of Albania. European Turkey, in the vilayet of Janina, situated on the

banks of the Usumi, about 30 m. n.e. of the seaport of Avlona. Pop. 8000 to 10,000,
two thirds of whom are Greeks; the remainder Turks. The valley in which B. stands

is very fertile, producing large quantities of grain, oil. and wine. B. has a citadel, and
traces of ancient Greek buildings, and gives title to a Greek archbishop.

BERBER, EL MEKIIEIK, or EL MESHERIF, a t. on the e. bank of the Xile, below the

confluence of the Atbara, about 18 n. , 34 e. It is important only as one of the main
stations on the direct route from Khartoum to Cairo, and as the starting-place for cara-

vans going to Suakin, on the eastern coast. Pop., estimated, 8000.

BEE BERA, a seaport station of Somali, eastern Africa, with a good harbor, on a bay
of the gulf of Aden. Lat. 10 26' n., long. 4iT8'e. It is celebrated as the scene of a

large annual fair, which brings nearly 20, 000 people together from all quarters in the t 'u-t.

Coffee, grains, ghee, gold-dust, ivory, gums, cattle, ostrich feathers, slaves, etc., are

brought down to this place from the interior on strings of camels, sometimes numbering
as many as 2000, and exchanged for cotton, rice, iron, Indian piece-goods, etc. As
soon as the fair which usually extends from Nov. to April is over, the huts are care-

fully taken down, and packed up, and nothing remains to mark the site of the town but
the bones of animals slaughtered for food during the continuance of the fair.

BERBERH) EJE. or BERBERIDA'CE^E, a natural order of exogenous plants, of which the
different species or barberry (q.v.) afford the best known examples. Many of the plants
of this order are spiny shrubs; some are perennial herbaceous plants. Their leaves are
alternate, their flowers sometimes solitary, sometimes in racemes or panicles. The calyx
consists of 3, 4, or 6 deciduous sepals; the corolla, which arises from beneath the germen.
consists of petals equal in number to the sepals, and opposite to them, or twice as man v ;

the stamens are equal in number to the petals, and opposite to them; the anthers a"iv

2-celled, each cell opening curiously by a valve which curves buck from bottom to top;
the carpel is solitary and 1-cellcd; the fruit is either a berry or a capsule. This order,
which is nearly allied to Titaeece (q.v.), (vines, etc.), contains more than 100 known sj

chiefly belonging to the temperate parts of the northern hemisphere, and of South
America.

BERBERIXA, or BERBERINE, an alkaloid in the barberry, columbo, yellow root,
and other plants, appearing in minute yellow crystals of bitter taste. Its formula is

Cio.IIiT.Og. There is an impure muriate called hydrastiu, sometimes used as a medi-
cine.

BERBERS, the general name usually given to the tribes inhabiting the mountainous
regions of Barbary and the northern portions of the great desert. It is derived, acci .\\

ing to Barth. either from the name of their supposed ancestor, Bcr, which we iv.-oinnzc
in the Lat. A.-fcr, an African (see letter B); or from the Greek and Roman term K>
The name by which they call themselves, and which was known to the Gve-ks and

.ns, is Amizigh, or Mazigh, Mazys, Amoshagh, Imoshagh, etc., according to

locality, and whether singular or plural. These tribes have a common origin, and are
the defendants of the aboriginal inhabitants of northern Africa. They appear to have
been originally a branch of the Semitic stock; and although they have been conquered
in occeagion by the Phoenicians, Romans. Vandals, and'Arabs". and have become, in

liu-Mce. to some extent, a mixed race, they .-till retain, in irreat part, their distinct-
ive peculiarities. Till the llth c... the B. seem to have formed the larger portion of
the population inhabiting the southern coast of the Mediterranean, from Eirypt to the
Atlantic ocean: but, on the great Arab immigrations which then took place, 'they were
driven to the Alias mountains, and to the desert regions where they now live. In

i. the allegiance they pav to the Turks is little mote than nominal: in Algeria,
where they usually are termed Kabyles. they are yet unconquered by the French: and
in Morocco. Where the\ are called "

Shellooh," they are only in form subject to the
cmucror. The K occupying the desert, who are Vailed Tiiaric. or Tawafek, by the

have become much mixed with the negro race. The number of the P.. is esti-
mated at between three and four millions. They are of middle stature, sparely but

ly built. Tiie complexion varies from a red to a yellow brown, and the shape of
the bead and the I -at lire* has more of the European than the oriental type. The hair

'k - and th :.:ill. The eye- are .lark and piercin-X Their man-
ire austere, and in disposition they are cruel, suspicious, and implacable They

are usually at war. either with their neighbors or among themselves; are impatient of
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restraint; and possessed of a rude, wild spirit of independence, which makes it impos-
sible for them to unite for any common purpose, or to make the advances in civilization

which one might otherwise expect from their high physical organization. They live in

clay-huts and tents; but, in their larger villages, they have stone-houses. They have
herds of sheep and cattle, and practice agriculture, arid are especially fond of the culti-

vation of fruit-trees. They possess water-mills and oil-presses. The mine? of iron and
lead iti the Atlas are wrought by them, and they manufacture rude agricultural imple-
ments, as well as swords, guns, and gunpowder." They formerly professed the Christian

religion; but since the Arabs drove them from the fertile plains between the mountains
and the sea, they appear to have retrograded in every way, and they ar* now among
the most bigoted adherents of the religion of Mohammed; although their former creed
has left a few traces, as in the names Mesi for God, and angebis for angel, and many
curious customs still observed among them. See Barth's Aj'n'i-n. vol. i.

BERBI CE, the eastern division of British Guiana, is bounded w. by Demerara; n. by
the Atlantic; e. by Dutch Guiana or Surinam; and s. by the basin of the Amazon, or

rather, perhaps, the upper waters of the Surinam and" Corentyn. In 179(5, Bcrbice.
Demerara, and Essequibo were surrendered to the British under mnj gen. AVhyte, but
were soon after restored to the Dutch at the peace of Amiens, and rccaptuicd in 1803. B.

stretches in long, between 55" 40' and 57 20 w., and in hit. southward from 6 30 north,

It is subdivided into six parishes, four of which belong ecclesiastically to the Scotch
national church, and two to the Episcopalian. Pop. about 32,000. of whom nearly 4000 are

white and of mixed race. The principal products are sugar. coffee. co a, and tropical
fruits. Cotton has all but ceased to be grown. The forests abound with splendid tim-

ber trees, including the mora, bullet-tree, and cedar. The Berbice river, though not the

largest in British Guiana, is navigable to the greatest distance from the sea. The Esse-

quibo discharges a greater volume of water, but is interrupted by rapids within 50 m. of

the coast, while the Berbice admits a draught of 12 ft. for 100 in., and one of 7 ft. for 60
more, the influence of the tide reaching nearly the whole way. Even as far as lat.

3 55' n., 175 in. in a straight line from its outlet, it has been found to have a width of

100 ft., with a depth of from 8 to 10. An important affluent is the Canje, on the
banks of which a number of the most important plantations are situated. !New Amster-
dam, on the right bank of the Berbice river (pop. 7000), is the chief town and port of the
district.

BEECETO, a t. of Italy, in the province and 25 m. s.w. from the city of Parma, beau-

tifully situated amongst the Apennines. It is a clean, well-built town. The church is

an old Gothic building. The mountains rise rapidly to the w. of B., and some of the

scenery which they present is very wild and desolate.

BERCHTA (in old German. Peracta, and the original form of the name Bertha, being
from the same root, as the English word brifjht, and meaning "shining,"

"
white") is, in

German mythology, the name given in the s. of Germany and in Switzerland to a

spiritual being, who was apparently the same as the Hulda (gracious, benign) of northern

Germany. This being represented originally one of the kindly and benign aspects of
the unseen powers; and so the traditions of Hulda (q.v.) in the north continued to repre-
sent her. But the B. of the south, in the course of time, became rather an object of

terror, and a bugbear to frighten children; the difference probably arising from the cir-

cumstance, that the influence of Christianity in converting the pagan deities into demons
Avas sooner felt in the south than in the north. Lady B. has tne oversight of spinner?.
The last day of the year is sacred to her, and if she find any flax left on the distaff

that day, she spoils it. Her festival is kept with a prescribed kind of meager fare oat-

meal-gruel, or pottage, and fish. If she catches any persons eating other food on that

day. she cuts them up, fills their paunch with chopped straw and other such agreeable
stuffing, and then sews up the wound with a plowshare for a needle, and an iron chain
for a thread. In some places, she is the queen of the crickets. She is represented
as having a long iron nose and an immensely large foot That she was once an object
of worship, is testified by the numerous springs, etc., that bear her name in Salzburg
and elsewhere. It is likely that many of the sagas of B. were transferred to the famous
Berthas (q.v.) of history and fable. 'The numerous stories of the

" White Lady" who
appears in noble houses at night, rocks and nurses the children while the nurses are asleep,
and acts as the guardian angel of the race, have doubtless their root in the ancient heathen

goddess Berehta.

BKRCIITESGADEX, a principality of Bavaria, adjoining the Austrian duchy of

Sal/burg, and forming the extreme s.e. corner of the German empire; 155sq.m. ; pop.
D500. It is a rough mountain region, unfit for agriculture or even pasturage; but '.he

scenery is magnificent. The Konig's lake, nearly surrounded by mountains, has on its

shore at St. Bartholoma, a chapel much frequented by pilgrims. There is also a chapel
of ice. The main industry of the people is the manufacture of toys, known in commerce
as Berchtesgaden wares.

BEECHTESGADEN, a village of Bavaria, charmingly situated on .1 mountain slope,
about 15 m. s. of Salzburg. Pop. '71, 1763. I ;il hunting-lodge, but the place
is most remarkable for its government salt-mines, from" which 150,000 cwt. of rock-salt
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is annually obtained. During the residence of the court, the mine is sometimes illumi

nati-il, and iis chambers are then seen to great advantage.

BEKCT, a t. of- France, in the department of the Seine, situated on the right bank of

the river of the same name. B. forms a suburb of Paris, and its population is reck-

oned as a portion of that of the capital. It has a large business in wines and other

liquors.

ZHDIAI\SZ, a well-built seaport town of southern Russia, government of Taurida,
on tin- northern coast of the sea of A/ov. B. has the finest roads in the sea of Azov,
a:rl is a place of commercial activity, being the entrepot for the products of sur-

rounding government-:. It trades in fish, wood, hides, tallow, grain, coal, and salt;

there are extensive coal-mines and salt-lakes in its vicinity. Pop. '07, 12,465. In ISVj,

during the Crimean campaign, capt. Lyons destroyed government property to a large
amount, but the town was spared.

EESDITCHET, a t. of Russia, in the government of Kiev, famous for its five annual
fairs. At these, cattle, corn, wine, honey, leather, etc., are disposed of. The average
annual value of the sales is 600,000. Pop. '67, 52,786, chiefly Jews.

BERE'A COLLEGE, in Madison co., Ky., 40 m. s. of Lexington, was originated by
John G. Fee, a minister, son of a slaveholder, but a zealous opponent of the system.
For this opposition his father and his church disowi < -d him. Always under suspicion,
the college was suppressed, after the John Brown affair, and its officers were driven
from the "state. After peace it was revived, and has prospered greatly, having an annual

average of nearly 300 students, of whom about GO per cent are "males and about CO per
cent colored persons. There has never l>een any trouble about color or sex in the insti-

tution. The curriculum is about the same as in other colleges. The college was opened
in is."js. At la-t report there were the president, Rev. E. II. Fairchild, and 12 professors
and instructors, and 81 students of the college grade.

BEBE ANS, an almost extinct sect of Christians, who originated in Scotland in the
18th century. Their name is derived from the circumstance that the inhabitants of
Be -ea

" received the word with all readiness of mind, and searched the Scripture.--

daily." Acts xvii. 11. The founder of the B. was the Rev. John Barclay, a native of
Perthshire, b. 1734, d. 1798. From him they also received the name of Barclayans. The}'
believe that the knowledge of God's existence and character is derived from the Bible
alone, and not from reason or nature; that the Psalms of David do not relate to David
at all, but exclusively to Christ; that assurance is of the essence of faith; and that
unbelief is the unpardonable sin. In the ordinary points of doctrine they are Cal-
vini^tic.

BEREGH, a co. in Hungary, s.w. of Galicir-; 1439 sq.m.; pop. '70, 159,223. about
half Ruthenians, and the remainder Magyars, with the exception of 8000 Jews, Ger-
mans, etc. It is mountainous and barren in the n., but fertile in the s. , producing
excellent wine. Capital, Berigszasz; pop. 6272.

BERENGAB I., King of Italy, was the son of Eberhard. duke of Friuli, and of Gisel;-.,
the daughter .of the emperor Louis the pious, lie and Guido, duke of Spolcto, wei
two most powerful and ambitious nobles in Italy at the close of the 9th century. Af fer-

tile deposition of Charles the fat in 887, B., Guido, and Adalbert, count of Tuscany,
became candidates for the Carloviugian throne. B. was crowned king of Italy at Pa via.

in 888, while Guido attempted to secure the realm of France. The former soon irritated
the noli!"- against him by condescending to hold hi- territory in fief from Arm:!!', king
of Germany, a-.'ainst whom he found it vain to maintain his independence; ami when
Guido returned from his unsuccessful expedition to France, he was persuaded to put
him- 1!' in opposition to B., and was chosen king of Italy. With the help of Arnulf,
however, B. ultimately prevailed. After the death of Guido in 894. his son Lambert
compelled B to share with him the sovereignty of n. Italy; hut. on the assassination of
Lamhert in 893. B. contrived to obtain possession of the whole of Lombardy. His
influence quickly sank. Me could check neither the plundering incursions of the Hun-
garians acraw the Alps in the n., nor those of the Arabs, who laid waste the shores of
the south. The nobles now called in Louis, king of lower Bursru::dv. who was crowned
at Rome m 901 ; Imt he proved no better, and w >s finally overpowered by P>eren-ar. In
nS, n. was crown",! e:npcror by pope John X.; but 'the nobles, who'appear to nave
kept themselves during his reign in a state of chronic disaffection, airain revolted, and,m !!!, placed themselves under the banner of Rodolf of Bunrundv, who completelv
overthrew B. on the 25)th July, 923. The latter, in his extremity, called in the Hun-
garians to ins aid. which unpatriotic act alienated the minds of all Italians from him,
and COM him his life, for he was assassinated in the following year, 924.

BEBENOAE II., the son of Adalbert, count of Ivrea. and '-rands,, n of Brreiumr I.,

jUCceedeU
to bis fathers possessions in {

)tr>. and married Willa. niece of I!u-., king of
Italy, in 934. Incited by his ambitious and unscrupulous wife, he conspired a^iinst
Hugo, and in consequence was compelled to lice to Germany, when- he was received in a
ricndly manner by the emperor Otto I. In !)i.",, he recrossed the Alps at the head of an

I he nobles and the townspeople both welcomed him; but. instead of asMimiii"-
the crown himself, he handed it over to the weak Lothaire, the son of llu"o On the
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death of Lothairc, V>ho xvas probably poisoned by "VTilla, B. allowed himself to be
crowned along with his son Adalbert. *in 950. To establish himself firmly in his new
position, he wanted Adelheid, the youthful widow of Lothairc, to marry his sou. She
refused, and was subjected to a most cruel imprisonment, but ultimately found a helper
and husband in the emperor Otto himself, who. at the imperial diet of Augsburg iu 952,

compelled B. to acknowledge Italy to be a fief of the German empire. B. soon alter

engaged in war with the emperor, who se:.t his son Ludolf against him. Ludolf was
successful, but died iu 957. of poison administered, as was believed, by Willa. 13. again
mounted the throne, but behaved with such intolerable tyranny that his suliji :* and

pope John XII. called in the aid of the emperor, who marched' into Italy in 961, and
took possession of the country. B. took refuge in a mountain-fortress, where lie held

out till 964, when hunger compelled him to capitulate, lie was sent as a prisoner to

Bamberg. in Bavaria, where ho died in COG. His wife, Wiila, retired iuto a convent,
and his three sons died in exile.

BERENGARITJS OF TOURS, a distinguished scholastic theologian, was b. at Tours, in

France, 998 A.D. His master, Fulbert de Chartrcs. is retried to have prophesied on his

death-bed that Bcrcngarius would prove a dangerous man. In 1030. he was appointed
preceptor of the school of St. Martin, in Tours, and in 1040, made archdeacon of

Angers. Here he continued to deliver his metaphysico-thcoiogical prelections, and drew

upon himself the charge of heresy, in reference to the doctrine of transubstainh.iiou.

He held the doctrine of Scotus Erigcna, that the bread and wine in the sacrament of the

eucharist remained bread ami wine, and that the faith of the believer who recognized
their symbolic meaning only tram-formed them subjectively into the body and
blood of Christ. This interpretation was condemned by pope Leo IX., 104*9-1050", and
also by king Henry I. of France. In 1054. he retracted his opinion before tho council
of Tours, but what Berengarius meant by "retractation" it is not easy to see, for ho

immediately returned to his conviction, and recommenced the advocacy of it. For this

In- was cited to appe:ir at Rome, where he repeatedly abjured his "error." but never
seems to have really abar.cloncd it. Hildebrand, who was then pope, treated him with

great moderation; and at last, when he discovered how hopeless it was to bind down
Berengarius by abjurations or declarations, he conceived it best to let him alone.

Harassed and weakened by the attacks of the orthodox party, headed by Lanfrauc of

Canterbury, he finally retired to the isle of St. Cosinas, near Tours, in 1030, where he

spent the last years of his life in devotional exercises, lie died in 108 -

\ The greater
number of his works are lost; such as aie extant have been collected and published by
the Yischers (Berlin, 1834).

BERENICE, the name of several celebrated women of ancient times. 1. B., daughter
of Lagus and Antigone, ami the second wife of the Egytian king, Ptolemy I. (Soter),

(323-284 r>.c.). She is described by Plutarch as the first in virtue and wisdom of the
wives of Ptolemy. Theocritus celebrates her beauty, virtue, and deification in his Idyls
15 and 17. 2. B., daughter of Ptolemy II. (Philadelphus) and .

v

rsinoc, was married to
Antiorhus II. of Syria, after he had divorced his wife Laodice, whom, however, he
again took back, putting B. away. Laodice having no faith in her husband, poisoned
him, and caused B. and her soil to be murdered. 3. B., daughter of Magas. king of

Cyrene. granddaughter of B. Xo. 1, was to have been married to Demetrius the fair, but
he having slighted her for her mother, she cau.-ed him to be murdered, and then went to

Egypt and married Ptolemy III. (Euergctcs). in accordance with the terms of a treaty
between her father and Ptolemy II. Durinir the king's wars in Asia, the queen B. made
a vow to offer her beautiful hair to the gods when her husband returned safely a vow
which she fulfilled. The hair was suspended in the temple of Venus whence, it is said,
it was taken away to form a constellation, (.'</t 7ir<WT>. B. was put to death by her
son, Ptoiemy IV. (Philopatorl. when he succeeded to the throne. t. B., also called

Cleopatra, daughter of Ptolemy IX. (Lathyrus), was, on her succession to the tlnoiv.
married to Alexander II.. by whom she was murdered 19 days after marriage. 5. B ,

daughter of Ptolemy XI. (Auletes). eldest si-ter of the renowned Cleopatra, \\as r^i-e-l

to tlie throne after her father's deposition, 58 H.C.. but was put to death when her f-ithcr

was restored. 55 i? c. She was first married to Seleucus, whom she caused to be pit to

death, and afterwards to Archelaus. who was put to death with her. There were,
besides, two Jewish Berenices the one, daughter of Salome, sister of Herod the great
: ml Costobarus. and mother of Agrippa I. ; the other, and more famous, was daughter
of this monarch. She was three times married: first, at a very early age, to Marcus,
.0:1 of Alexander the Ala-barch: afterwards to her uncle. Herod, king of Chalcis. who
dving. left her for the second time a widow, at the age of 20; and again to Polemon,
kinsr of Cilicia, whom she soon deserted to return to her brother, king Agrippa li , the
v-unc before whom Paul defended himself at Cesarea. After the capture of Jerusalem,
she went to Rome, and Titus, who was much in love with her, would have married her
but for the opposition of the people. The intimacy of B. a'nd Titus forms the -ubject
of a tragedy by Racine.

BERENICE (modern name. Sakayt-cl-Kublee, "Southern Sakayt"). a t. of Egypt,
on a bay in the Red sea, 20 m. s.w. of Ras Bernass. It was founded by Ftolemy
Pkiladelphus, and was in ancient times the emporium of the trade with India, but it is
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now ruined, and interesting only for its antiquities, which include hieroglyphics, sculp
tun-, and a temple dedicated to" Serapis. There are emerald mines in its vicinity that

have been worked since the time of the ancient Egyptians.

BERESFOI!!), JAMES, 1704-1840; an English author, educated at Oxford, and a rector

hi Leicestershire. Hi -V.><nV.v ,>f l]>nn<iu Life, a satire iu prose, is well known.

BERESFORD, WIM.IAM CAIIK, Viscount, a distinguished military commander, nat-

ural sou of the first marquis of Waterford. was born 2d Oct.. 17b8, nnd entered the

army in 1785. After serving in various parts of the world, he bore a conspicuous j
art

in the reconquest of the cape of Good Hope in 1806, and subsequently, with the rank of

n., was with the British force that took possession of Buenos Ay res. In Aug..
iie joined the British army in Portugal, and proceeded into Spain with sir .John

Moore's force; was present at the battle of Corunna; and, after coveiirg the embarka-
tion of the troops, returned with them to England. In Feb.. 1809. maj.gen. B. was
ordered a second time to Portugal, to take the command of the Portuguese army, with
the local rank of lieut.gen. ; and he succeeded in improving its discipline so greatly, as

soon to render it highly efficient for active service. Appointed marshal of Portugal in

Mar., at the head of 12,000 men, he attacked the French in the north of that kingdom,
'1 the river Douro, drove Loison's division back to Amaracte, and uniting with the

force under sir Arthur "Wellesley, pursued it in its retreat till it was utterly disor-

ganized. For his services at the battle of Kusaco, S7th Aug., 1810, B wr.s nominated
a knight of the bath, lie commanded at the bloody battle of AJbuera, May 16. 1811. and
for the victory there gained over Soult, he received the thanks of parliament. He was

present at Badajoz; at Salamanca, where he was severely wounded; at the vaiious
baKles on the Pyrenees; at Nivelle, where he led the right of the center; at Xive; and at

Orthez. lie wa"s in command of the British troops which took possession of Bordeaux,
and subsequently distinguished himself at the battle of Toulouse. In May, 1814. he
was created baron, and in 1823 viscount Percsford. Bv the Portuguese government,
he was sent, in 1814, to Rio Janeiro, to suppress a formidable revolt there. In the Wel-

lington administration, Jan., 1828, to Nov., 18EO, he was master.gen. of the ordnance. He
l)ore the title of marquis of C'ampo, mayor and duke of Llvas in Spain, conde de
Francoso in Portugal, and was knight of several foreign orders. He died, without i.-sue,

8th Jan., 1N,"J4, when the title became extinct.

BEBESI NA, or BKIIKZI'NA, a river of Russia, having its rise in the n. of the govern-
ment of Minsk. It Hows in a southward direction for al out 240 m. to the Dnieper,
which it joins above Redchitzka. It is connected with the Dttna, or Dwina. by a canal,
a communication between the Black and F.altic seas being thus established. '1 l.e B. is

memorable on account of the disastrous passage of the French army, Kov., 1812. during
the rctre-at from Moscow. Two bridges over the B. one for troops, the 1 oilier fe>r 1 ag-

,nel artillery were hastily constructed. Many of the / '///(/,,'</.- died Ircm the

rdships endured in making these bridges. On the 7!h. tie
] ass;!ge of the French

commeiie-cd, and was continued during the whole of the ciny. Victor'- naruuaiel of
7000 men, under Partonneaux, were, however, intercepted 1 v the Russians, and had to

capitulate. On the 38th, a vigorous nttsick was rcr.de by the ^Russians on the French on
both sides of the river, but too late to prevent the latter securing the road to Zeml in.

The Russians, however, established a 1 attcry of 12 pieces to command the 1 ridge; and
the panic and confusion of their enemies now became dreadful. The artillery bridge
broke-, and all rushing to the other, it was soon choked; multitudes were forced into the
stream, while the' Russian cannon plaved on the struggling mass. On the 2J)th, a con-
siderable number of sick and wounded soldiers, women, children, and sutlers, -till

remained behind, despite the warnings of marshal Vie tor and gen. Eblc, until prepara-
tions w< re mode for burning the bridges. Then a fearful rush took place; and as the
tire sei/.ed the timbers, men, women, and children threw themselves in desperation into
the flames or the- river. 12,000 dead bodies found on the shores e>f the- river, when the
i( thawed, attested the magnitude of the French distaster. The Russians took 16,000
prisoners nnd 25 piece's e>f cannon.

BERET TYO-TTJFALTT, a market-town of Hungary, co. Bihar, with a pop. '69, of
5760.

BEREZNA. at. of Russia, in the government of Tchernigov, on the Desna. Pop.

BEREZOV, or BKUESOFF' (" the town of birch -trees"), at. of Siberia in the covern-
nu-nt of Tobe.lsk. on the left bank of the So-va. a hrane-h of the Obi, in lat. CIS north

-mall place-, but
ImportantM the sole fur and skin trading station in a vast extent

of country. Its sninu-l fair is largely attendee!. 1) is the favorite residence of the
ind V-.-iils. Prince Mensehikpff, the favorite- of Peter tne Great, who was han-

o IV. died and was buried he-re i:i 17.il. His irrave was openeel 1)0 jcars at'ter-

wheii his body, clothed in the uniform of Die time-, was founel a-; free from
ilie day it was buried, the frot. which at B. penetrates the se>il to the depth (If

I, having pu-erved it. Pop. '67, 1561.

BE3>
'(position of mnny names of p

1

-.1 'Aug. -Sax.), means "
hill," "mountain;" and hnrg, or Itiiry/.-. means
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"
fort," "castle," "citadel," probably from being situated on a hill or eminence. See

JiO HOUGH, BORGH.

BERG, formerly a duchy of Germany, now incorporated with Ihe Prussian domin-

ions, and divided into the circles of Diisseldorf, Solingeu, Elberfeld. Lennep. and Duis-

burg. After various vicissitudes. B. had merged in the electorate of Bavaria. In 1806,

Bavaria ceded it to France; and Napoleon the same year adding to it large adjoining
territories, made its area about 6700 sq.rn., and erected it into a grand duchy, constitut-

inir his brother-in-law, Murat, sovereiirn. Two years afterwards. Mural, l>eing trans-

ferred to the throne of Naples, Napoleon's nephew, then crown prince of Holland, was
made grand duke. The peace of 1815 gave B. to Prussia.

BEE GA, a t. of Catalonia, Spain, situated near the river Lobregat, 52 m. n.n.w. from
Barcelona. Its streets are paved, but mostly narrow and crooked. It has 5 squares, ;]

churches, several convents, a hospital, schools, etc. It is overlooked and defended by a
'

castle with a strong battery. Pop. 6333. mostly employed in husbandry and as mulet-

eers; the produce of the fields, vineyards, and olive yards of the neighborhood giving
rise to a considerable trade. Cotton fabrics are also manufactured in B., and this branch
of industry is on the increase.

BEEGAMA (ancient Pergnmoii}, a city of Asiatic Turkey, vilayet of Khodavendikhiar,
situated in a beautiful and fertile valley, on the right bank of the Caicus, about 40 m.
u.n.e. of Smyrna. Lat. 39 4' n., and long. 27 12' east. In early times, the city was the

capital of the kingdom of Pergamus (q.v.). Many ruins still exist to attest the former

magnificence of Bergama. The present pop. of B. is about 15,000, four fifths of whom
are Turks.

BEE'GAMO (the ancient Bfrgornum\ a fortified t, of Lombardy, situated on some low
hills between the Serio and Brembo, about 29 m. n.e. of Milan, in Iftt. 4" 42 n., and 9'

:>7 east. B. coiiMMsof two parts the upper city, wherein the nobility, an exclusive class,

re-ide; and the Borgo, a suburb where business is transacted. Pop. '72, 34,555. B. is

well built, has a castle occupying the most elevated part of the town, and a cathedral.

Silk, cotton, linen, woolen fabrics, and iron goods are manufactured. It has also an
extensive trade in grindstones, quarried in the vicinity. Annually, in the month of

Aug., the largest fair in northern Italy is held here, at which money to the estimated
amount of 1,200,000 is turned over, tinder the Koman empire. B. became a municipal
town of importance. It was destroyed by Attila, 452 A.D. ; and after the fall of the

I'oman empire, it became one of the chief towns of the Lombard kings in this part of

Italy, and capital of a duchy. After numerous changes, its inhabitants placed them-
selves under the protection of the Venetian Republic in 1427, and formed an integral

portion thereof (with one exception of 9 years) until the subversion of the republic by
Napoleon in 1797. Bernardo Tasso, the father of Torquato. and Tiraboschi, author of
Tin- Ilixtori/ i>f ItnUaii J,ffcr<(tm-e. were natives of Bergamo. B. is the capital of the province
of the same name, which has an area of 1U15 sq.m., a pop. '71, of 368.152, and good
pasturage for sheep and goats; iron, marble, lignite, and whetstones are also found.

BEEGAYOT is the name of various kinds of pear, to which, however, no common
distinctive character can be assigned. The name is use<l both in Britain and upon the
continent of Europe. The proper B. pear is probably the /?. cmwniie, a flattish, rough-
skinned pear with a long stalk. It has a very juicy pulp, as soft as butter, of an

extremely pleasant flavor, and is esteemed as one of the best dessert pears. Metzger, in

his work on the pomacco'.is fruits (tefnobstsorten) of the s. of German}' (Frankfort. 1847).
describes no fewer than 47 kinds of pears, which all bear the name of B., although some
of them differ very widely from each other.

BEEGAMOT is al-'o the name of a species or variety of the genus fftrux (q.v.), also

called the B. OKANV.K. or MKI.I.AHOSA; by some botanists regarded as a variety of the

orange (C. tutr(tti>nn); by others, as a variety of the lime (O. limetta); and elevated by
1 !i"i> to the rank of a distinct species, under the name of C. bfrrjaniio. Of its native

country or origin, nothing can be told, except that it was probably derived, like its con-

geners, from the east. It is now cultivated in the s. of Europe; i'.nd from the rind of
its fruit, the well-known OIL OF B. is obtained, which is

extensively used in making
pomades, fragrant essences, eau de Cologne, liqueurs, etc. The fruit is pear-shaped,
.smooth, of a pale-yellow color, and has a green, subacid, firm, and fragrant pulp. The
essential oil is obtained by distillation, or by grating down the rinds, and then subject-
ing them to pressure, which is the better method, The oil is also obtained from other
varieties or species of the same genus. It is of a pale-yellow color, or almost colorless.

One hundred B. oranges are said to yield about 2 ounces of oil. Oil of B. is fre-

quently employed for diluting or adulterating the very expensive blue volatile oil of
camomile (q.v,).

BEEGEDORF, n t of Germany. 10 m. e.s.e. from Hamburg. When Lnbeck joined
the Zollverein in 1868. it n signed to Hamburg, on payment of 200,000 thalers, its sharp
in the government of B., and its small territory. Pop. of territory above 12,000. Part
of this territory is known by the name of the Four Lands ( Vierlandsr}, It is inhabited

by a well-conditioned and industrious population, much occupied in the cultivation of
fruit and vegetables, not only for the market of Hamburg, but for that of London,

U. K. II.-30
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Peach aiul apricot orchards, and fields of strawberries: extend over great part of the dis-

trict. Cattle-husbandry is also carried on, and much attention is devoted to the rear-

ing of poultry. The people of the Four Lands are distinguished from their neighbors

by peculiarity of 'dress, and even each of the four small communities from which the-

name has been derived has some distinguishing peculiarity of its own.

BERGEN, a seaport t. of Norway, in the province of the same name, situated on a

promontory at the head of a deep" bay, called Yaagen. Lat. 60 24' n., long. 5"' 18 e.

With the exception of the n.e. side, where lofty mountains inclose it, 15. is surrounded

by water. It is walled, and additionally protected by several forts, mounting in all

upwards of 100 guns. The entrance to the harbor is dangerous without a pilot; but

within, it is safe and commodious. B. is built in a semicular form round the harbor,

and has a picturesque appearance from the sea. A close inspection discovers it to lx>

generally well and substantially built, but many of the streets are crooked and narrow.
It has a cathedral, various churches, hospitals, refuges for the poor, public libraries, etc. :

is the seat of a secondary judicial tribunal, of one of the three national treasuries, the

diocese of a bishop, and the station of a naval squadron. Its chief manufactures are

tobacco, porcelain, and cordage. It has numerous distilleries, and some ship-building

yards. The principal trade of B., however, is its export of stock-fish (dried fish of the

cod family) and cod-liver oil, which it obtains from the northern provinces. Twice a

year, the Norlandmen come to B. with their fish, receiving in exchange for them such
articles of necessity or luxury as they require. In March and April, as many as 600 or

700 ve^e Is are to be seen in the harbor of B. at once, laden with the produce of the

winter-fishing, and with skins and feathers. The summer-fishing is not quite so pro-
ductive. The annual value of the stock-fish exported from B. is about '2,000.000 specif
dollars (450,000). In addition, it exports about half a million barrels of herrings, and
20,000 barrels of cod-liver oil, the finest of which is used for medicinal purposes and for

lamps, the coarsest for dressing leather. The chief imports are brandy, wine. corn, cot-

ton, woolens, hemp, sugar, coffee, etc. The climate of B. is exceedingly humid, but not.

unhealthy. B. was founded in 1069 or 1070, by Olaf Kyrre, who made it the second city
in his kingdom, and it was soon raised to the first rank. In 1135. king Magnus had hi"

eye< put out here by bis rival, Harald Gille, who was himself murdered in B. a year
after. In 1164, the legate of the pope crowned king Magnus Erlingson here; and here.

a century afterwards, king Hakon was crowned. The black pestilence, which ravaged
Norway, first made its appearance iu B. in 1348, and the city has since; been several time*
devastated by it. The first treaty entered into with any foreign nation by England wa^
made with B. in 1217. But the English and Scottish traders were soon displaced by tin-

merchants of the Hanse towns, who continued to exercise and abuse their monopoly
until their supremacy was broken by an act issued by Frederick II. of Denmark, in I5td:
and in 1763, their last warehouse fell into the hands of acitixen of Bergen. B. was long
the most important trading town of Norway, but has been recently surpassed by Chris-
tiania. Pop. '75, 34,384.

BERGEN, a co. in New Jersey on the Hudson river; intersected by the Erie. Ne\r
York and Oswcgo Midland, and 'Northern New Jersey railroads; 350 sq.m. ; pop. '7D.

30,122. The chief geological feature is the Palisades, a perpendicular wall of rock form
ing the w. bank of the Hudson through the entire county, rising from 300 to 500 ft. above
the water. The county is intersected by the Hackensuek, Kamapo, and Saddle river*.

Market gardening for New York is a leading industry. Co. scat, Hackensack. Among
its population are many descendants of the early Dutch settlers.

BERGEN, n province in s.w. Norway, on the Atlantic; area, including a pait of

Uomsdal, 18,549 sq.m.; pop. '75, 356,561. The coast is indented by many fjords or jrnlfs.

the largest Ix-ing llardangar Fjord. There are high inpuntains'all over the province*,
hut in the valleys around the fjords and streams, good pasturage is found. Cattle breed

ing and the herring fisheries are the main occupations. There are marble, and ores of
i -op per and iron, but none are worked owing to want of fuel. Capital, Bergen.

BEBGEN-OP-ZOOM, a t., formerly strongly fortified, in the province of North Brabant.
Netherlands, about 20 m. n. of Antwerp, stands on the little river Zoom, at its entrance
into the e. brunch of the Scheldt. Lat. 51' 29' n., long. 4 17' east. The importance of
its position rendered it the object of many a contest. The Nether'.anders made it one of
their strongholds in their struggles with Spain. The prince of Parma besieged it in vain
in 1588; three assaults by the Spaniards in 1605 also failed, as did the sieire by the mar

! Spinolu, in 1022, which, after a duration of 78 days and a W of 10.000 men.
wns rai-ed on the arrival of prince Maurice of Orange. The fortifications wore after
wards strengthened by the engineer Coehon). so as to Lrive it the reputation of IM-III-:

impregnable. Yet the French, under count Lowendal, in 1747. after a siege of two
months, itnd the springing of 41 mines by the as.-ailants, and HS by the defenders. tuok
the place l,y storm. In the winter of 17l*t, it capitulated to I'iehcirni. Heing incorpo-
rate,! with France in 1810. it wax blockaded by the English fa 1814, who. under sir

Thomas Graham, attempted to surprise the fortress on the night of the sth of Mar, with
a force of 4000, but after carrying the greater part of the works, they were, through

in wilding support, overpowered by the brave garrison, and either slain or
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forced to surrender. The French gave up the fortress under the treaty of Paris. B. has
manufactures of earthenwares, and a large trade in anchovies. Pop. '75, 9599.

BERGERAC. a t. of France, in the department of Dordogne, about 25 m. s.s.w. of

Perigueux. It is situated in a fertile plain on the right bank of the river Dordogne.
which is here crossed by a tine bridge of five arches. Its principal manufactures are

paper, serges, hosier}-, hats, earthenware, and iron and copper articles. It is the entre-

pot of the trade of the department. The department of Dordogue is celebrated for its

wine, which is called B. 'vine, and also x/ii'tff clutnipaynt.. It is both white and red in

color, and takes a high place among the Garonne and Bordeaux wines. B. was taken
and fortified by tlr. English in 1345, who, after being driven out by Louis of Anjou.
again got possession of it, and retained it until 1450. B. suffered greatly in the religious
wars. It was dismantled by Louis XIII. in 1621. Pop. 76, 10,610.

BERQH, HKNUY, b. N. Y., 1823; educated at Columbia college, and author of

several works of fiction, among them a drama called Lore'* Attraction*, Married Off. Tin

(Jew n. Par<i;i<ni, Tin' Street* of New York, etc. He was secretary of legation at St. Peter 1-

burg in 1863, and subsequently vice consul. Nearly 20 years ago he became interested

in the treatment of domestic animals, and in face of' much opposition he succeeded, in

1866, in getting an incorporation of the
" American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty

to Animals." The work of the society commended itself to the better class of the peo
pie, and its growth was rapid and substantial. The report for the first year showed 101

prosecutions; 41 for beating horses or other animals with clubs, whips, etc. ;
10 for con-

vcving animals in a cruel and inhuman manner; 15 for driving horses unfit to be used,
3 for overloading; 12 for starving or abandoning horses or other animals; and 20 for

various arts of cruelty to cattle, dogs, cats, poultry, etc. In the thirteen years end-

ing with 1878, th,">re were 6809 prosecutions, including, besides the offenses named,

driving horses until they fell dead, dragging horses with broken legs through the,

streets, selling diseased animals, plucking poultry while alive, dog find cock fight-

ing, using instruments of torture, malicious mutilating, wounding, or poisoning of

animals, etc. "When the society began operations, the common method of transporting
sheep and calves was by tying their legs and piling them one on another in a truck, tin-

driver not seldom
seating

"himself comfortably upon the agonizing heap, and taking his

ease, while they bleated and groaned beneath him. Now such animals are carried

standing in large cages. The main room of the society contains a curious collection of

the bits, spurs, gags, fetters, goads, and other instruments of torture heretofore used, fit,

to be shown with "similar engines employed in the palmy days of the Spanish inquisi-
tion upon men and women who failed to believe in the dogmas held by their tormentors.
Since the organization of Mr. B.'s society, 13 branches have been started in the state of
New York. In the other states of the union and in Canada, there are now 62 societies

devoted to the same object; and England and other foreign countries have followed the

example. In Nov., 1878, the "International Society of America" held its first session

to consider the question of the transportation of cattle. It must be added that the

humane work begun by Mr. B. soon enlisted the sympathies of women, and some of

his ablest assistants and most generous donors are found among the estimable ladies in

Now York and elsewhere. The present society has for six years published a journal io

advocate its purposes, and its drinking hydrants for man and beast in various parts of

the city and the parks keep it in constant memory.
BEBGHATJS, HEIXKICTT. one of the most active promoters of geographical knowledge.

was b. at Cleves, in Rhenish Prussia, 3d May. 1797, and educated at the gymnasium of

Minister. As conductor of the road and bridge corps in the department of the Lippe.
then (1811) part of the French empire, and afterwards in the Prussian army, he had

opportunity to advance his knowledge of geodesy. In 1816, he was made "
geographical

engineer" in the war department in Berlin, ami was employed on the trigonometrical

survey of Prussia, and became (1824) professor of matheniathics in the architectural

academy of Berlin (a post he held till 1855). and (1836) directorof the geographical school

in Potsdam. The best known of his chartographical works is his Pht/Kiral Atlas (W
plates. Gotha. 1838-4N). which forms the basis of Johnston's work with the same title

published in Edinburgh. He has lx,'cn employed on an ethnographical map of Germany
since 1848. As a writer, he has edited several geographical periodicals. His (rV

Jnhrbuch (Geog. Annual), published since 1849. forms a supplement to the Phy*ii-<t
:

Atlas. Of a more popular nature are his Pht/xiralixchc KnUH'xrttri'Unmy (Physical Descrip
tions of the Earth), (irniidiii,l<-n </< r StaeUenkunde (Outlines of the Political Character <>!

States), and Ef/imx/raphfr, all of which appeared at Stuttgard between the years 1 846-50.

In 1*,">5. he published a work entitled Wa* man von der Erde ir<-i.<<# (What is known of

Earth). In 1855-5(5. appeared an AtUi* dtr Oextn-rrifkitchen. Monarchic, and Lmullmc'i
<!<r Murk Brmtdfnbnrg. In 1862 appeared his iMiidbuch con Pommern; and in Jsc,:,.

Briefic, f]#tl A't.r<ntj r run ][>nnbvldt'x tint H. Beryluiux.

BEBGHEM. NICHOLAS one of the finest of the Dutch painters, was b. at Hnarl.-m.

1624, and studied painting first under his father, afterwards under Van Goyen. Weeuix
the elder, and other masters. He soon acquired an extraordinary facility of execution;
and his industry, naturally great, was stimulated by the cravings of his avaricious wife,

who thought he could never rani too much. Accordingly, he scarcely ever left I/K
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studio, and we might wonder whore he found nil the materials for his landscapes, which
now decorate the l>est collections of Europe; but he had carefully studied nature during
his long residence at the castle of Bcntheim. Warm coloring, natural aiid original

grouping, and a general happy arrangement, are the leading features in B.'s landscapes.
Strict criticism may object to some traces of lightness in execution, and may demand
greater natural truth in some points, especially the outlines of animals; but these

defects are lost in the general excellence of B.'s pictures. His etchings are highly
med. B. died in his native place, 1683.

BEBGLEB, JOSEPH, a historical painter of considerable note, was b. at Salzburg,
t7~>3. Having studied under Martin Kuoller at Milan for several years, B. went to Parma,
where, in 1784, his picture of Samson being delivered by Delilah into the hands of the

Philistines obtained the chief prize of the academy there. Keturning to Germany, he,

in 1786, settled at Passau, where he was appointed painter to cardinal Auersperg, prince-

bishop, and in this capacity painted many tine altar-pieces. B. having been made
director of the academy of Prague in 1800, removed to that city, where he continued to

reside until his death in 1829. The impetus which he gave to the h'ne arts in Bohemia
was very marked, and his school furnished a goodly number of eminent artists. His

principal works are a Cyclux, or series of important events drawn from the history of

Bohemia, in 66 sheets:
"

Libissa, Queen of the Fairies, deciding a Dispute between two
Brothers for the Heritage of their Father;" "The Deliverance of Charles IV.;" and
Hermann and Thusnelda."

BEBGMAN, TORBEKK OLOF, a celebrated chemist of the 18th c., was b. at Katharin-

berg. West Gothland, Sweden, Mar. 9, 1735. He was sent at 17 years of age to the

university of Upsala, with a view to prosecute studies qualifying him either for the
church or the bar; but disliking both these professions, he devoted himself to natural

history, physics, and mathematics, and soon made some interesting discoveries in ento-

mology, while he also distinguished himself as an accurate astronomical observer.
In 1767, B. was elected to the chair of chemistry at Upsala, and continued to fill it

until his death, which took place at Medevi, in July, 1784. B. published a vast number
of dissertations, the most important of which are collected into six octavo volumes under
the title of Opuscula Torberni Bergmm, Phyxica ct Chemica (Leip. 1779-81). His essay
on Elective Attraction* was translated into English by Dr. Beddoes.

BERG MEHL, or MOUNTAIN-FLOUR, is a recent deposit of a white or cream-colored

powder of extreme fineness, composed almost entirely of the indestructible silicious frus-

tules or cell-walls of diatninacett (q.v.). From its resemblance to flour, it has been mixed
with ordinary food, in seasons of scarcity, and thus used by the inhabitants of Norway
and Sweden, who suppose it to be nutritious. When subjected to a red heat, it loses
from a quarter to a third of its weight, the loss consisting probably of organic matter,
and this would make it in itself nutritious; but it seems to derive its chief value from
its increasing the bulk of the food, and rendering the really nutritious portion more
satisfying. On the other hand, there have been experiments tending to show that B.
does contain a very small proportion 3 or 4 per cent of positive nutriment.

Similar deposits occur at Dolgelly in North Wales, at South Mourne in Ireland, and
in Mull and Kaasay in the Hebrides. The contained organisms show that these beds
have l>een deposited in fresh water.

BEBGUES, a t. of France, in the department of the Nord, about 5 m. s.s.e. from
Dunkirk. It is situated on the Colme, at the foot of a hill, was strongly fortified by
Kauban. and has the means of laying the valley under water. The canal of B., which
admits vessels of 300 tons burden, unites it with Dunkirk and the sea, and its favorable
situation makes it the entrepot of the produce of the adjoining country. It has manu-
factures of soap, tobacco, and earthenware, and also sugar and salt refineries. B. was
first walled and fortified by Baldwin II. ; count of Flanders; and Baldwin IV. erected a
splendid abbey, of which two towers only remain, in honor of St. Winnoc, who retired
here in the beginning of the 10th century. Between the 13th and 16th centuries, B.
suffered much from wars, and changed masters several times. Pop. '76, 5368.

BEBGYLT, frlxi*te* Norn-yini* or frorjxvna Naiveffiea., a fish of the mailed cheeks
(q.v.) family, or fclavfflTrita--&K family to which irurnards and sticklebacks belong-
but so much resembling a perch in appearance, that it was formerly called perm iiinriixt
or sea-perch. It is sometimes called the Norway haddock, although it has no resem-
Manre to the haddock. It is an inhabitant of all tho northern seas and is occasionally
tound on the British coasts at least as far s. as Berwick. It is of a red color, dark on
the upper parts, reddish white beneath. Its gill-covers arc armed with short spines; the
anterior rays of the dorsal tin are strong spines, the posterior portion of the fin has

ft rays. I he M. attains a length of two ft. or upwards. It is good for food, and the
<. reenlanders u.se it not only in a fresh hut in a dried state. They take it by long lines
ana baited hooks in the deep bays of their coast.

BEBHAMPOBE
,
the name of two towns in British India. 1. B., in the presidencyot Madras, is a military station in the district of (Janjain. It is in n. lat. 19 20' anil

: 50',
being

5J in. to the n.e. of Madras, and :!2.1 to the s.w. of Calcutta.
I he cantonments, themselves on a rocky ledge, have to the s. and e. a plain of consid-
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erable extent, ou the nearer edge of which is the native town, with a pop. of (1871)
21,070. '2. B. or Burhampore, in the presidency of Bengal, is in the district of Moor-
(hedabad, being on the left bank of the Bhagirathi or Bhagruttee, which, itself the first

treat offset of the Ganges, afterwards joins another great offset, the Jellinghee, to form
the Hoogly. B. is in n. lat. ~4 5 , and e. long, s* 1 7 . being distant from Calcutta by
{and and water respectively 118 and 161 miles. It has long been one of the principal mil-

itary stations in British India. The grand square, inclosing a spacious parade-ground,
is particularly striking: and the quarters of the European officers form handsome ranges
of brick-built and stuccoed edifices. There are here a college, hospitals, and mission
churches. B. is the seat also of a civil establishment: and the houses of its chief mem-
bers, erected in convenient spots in the neighborhood, give the place an air or grandeur
and importance. B., though at ono time extremely unhealthy, from its low and moist
site on the delta of the Ganges, has yet been so much improved by sanitary measures,
as to be second to no spot of Bengal in salubrity. In the spring of 1837 B. acquired
an unenviable celebrity as being the cradle of the disaffection which so si>eedily led to

the massacre of Meerut Pop. '71,27,110.

BE'BI, at. of India, in the British district of Hohtuck, Punjab, inn. lat. 28 40', e.

long.. 70 40', 36 m. w. by n. from Delhi. Pop. 'OS, 97,23.

BEKIOT, CHAHI.KS AVGVSTE DK, 1802-70: a composer and violinist, b. in Louvain.
He was a precocious and original musician, remarkable for pure tone and refined taste.

In 1835, he became the husband of the famous singer, Malibran. In 1842, he was made
professor in the Brussels conservatoire, but resigned ten years after in consequence of

failing eyesight. He was the author of a complete manual for the violin, and of a

great number of popular compositions for that instrument.

BEHJA, a t. of Spain, in the province of Andalusia, at the foot of the Sierra de
Gador, about 22 m. w. of Almeira. It has manufactures of linen fabrics, hats, hardware,
and leather, and a trade in wine and oil. Pop. about 8000, who are chiefly engaged
in mining lead, which is plentiful in the Sierra de Gador. Agriculture is also prose-
cuted to some extent.

BERKELEY, a co. in u.e. West Virginia, between two branches of the Potomac,
intersected by the Baltimore and Ohio railroad; 250 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 14,900 1672

colored; in '80, 17,412. The surface is rough and not easily cultivated, but much
grain, butter, and wool are produced. Co. seat, Martinsburg.

"

EER KEIEY, a small t. of Gloucestershire, 15 m. s.w. of the t. of Gloucester, on
on the small river Avon, a mile and a half e. of its junction with the estuary of the
S'veru. Pop. of borough (1871), 1161; of parish 5690. The town lies in the fine vale

of B., which is 25 m. long and 4 broad, between the Severn on the w., and beech-cov-
ered hills on the east. This vale consists of rich meadow pasture-laud, ou a deep,
fat loam, and is celebrated for its dairies and cheese. The latter is the far-famed
"double Gloucester," of which each cow yields 340 Ibs. a year. Near B. is the

entrance to the B. and Gloucester canal, navigable for vessels of 600 tons. Some
trade exists in timber and malt. B. castle is an embattled building on an eminence
s.e. of the town, and which, about 1150, was granted by Henry II. to Robert Fitz-

hardinge. with power to enlarge and strengthen it. Here Edward II. was murdered
in 1327 by Maltravers and Gourney. In the civil wars of Charles I., the castle held

out for the king, but was taken alter a nine days' siege by the parliamentarians. In
the castle is preserved the cabin-furniture of Drake the navigator. Dr. Jenuer, the

discoverer of vaccination, was a native of B. . and is buried in the parish church of
St. Mary here.

BERKELEY, GKORGE, bishop of Cloyne, and a distinguished philosopher, was the
eldest son of William B., a cadet of the family of the earl of Berkeley. He was
born on the 12th of Mar., 1684, at Kilcrin, near Thomastown, co. of Kilkenny, Ire-

laud. As a boy. he studied at the school of Kilcrin, at which Swift also received
his early education; and in his fifteenth year he followed his great countryman to

Trinity college, Dublin, where, in 17 7, "he obtained a fellowship. At Trinity, he.

enjoyed the society of Swift, who patronized him, as he did almost everybody, and
who subsequently had a great deal to do in shaping his fortunes.

B.'s career as an author began in 1707 (the year in which he obtained his fellowship)

by the publication of a work written three years before, at the age of 20. entitled Arith-

utttii'ii atixque Alf/tbr/'i nut E"diili Dnmmxtnitii. This was followed, in 1709, by the cele-

brated essay, T'>trard# n .A"< <r ilmn-y <>f Vixion, in which he demonstrated the dependence
of the perceptions of distance, magnitude, and situation on the sense of touch. This

essay led to considerable controversy at the time, thouirh its conclusions may now !

considered as not admitting of doubt. In 1733. B. produced a pamphlet in vindication
of it viz.. Tin 1

7)n<>ry of l't'*,'n <>/ Vix'iul f^i/if/unf/f. xhmriiiii the I'niriixd! /Vov rn'f iin< !

Prorulente of the Deity Vindicated and RipUtiited. By this time he had propounded hi*-

system of absolute idealism. His Traitixi <--mf, ruing the, Pi-t'ni'i]&i< <>f Ilunmn Knirl}<
appeared so early as 1710. Its object was to undermine the materialism of the nge, by
denying, on received principles of philosophy, the reality of an external world. If

there is no external world, he argued, the phenomena of sense can be explained only by
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-.pp.in;r a deity continually necessitating perception. B. has since been laughed at by

--.any \vlio could not see how the premises laid in the philosophy of the day led to his

-vtt"m: by many he will always be laughed at as an idle dreamer; but, in point of fact,

liis system" is a monument at once of marvelous subtlety
of mind and of the most pious

extremes meet, if, in following ovit this pious purpose, he prepared the way for a subtler

form of scepticism (In Hume's philosophy) than the world had previously known. Tho
r.-ader will rind valuable assistance to the apprehension of B.'s system in sir William

Hamilton's Dincuxsions, and in his dissertations and notes to Reid's Philosophy of the

IIn >;i<i n .\fiiid. It must suffice to mention here that B. was the first philosopher who pro-

posed a scheme of absolute idealism.

In 1713, B. went to reside in London, where, in th? same year, he published a defense

of his ideal system, Three Dialogue* between Hi/lax and Philonmis. Shortly alter this he

was appointed chaplain and secretary of legation under lord Peterborough, -whom he

accompanied to Italy. In 1721, he returned to London; and in 1724, he became dean of

Derry, with an income of 1100, and resigned his fellowship.
B. was not a man to settle in the enjoyment of leisure and opulence. The dean of

Derry set to devising schemes of usefulness, fixing at last on one by which his deanery and
income were to be exchanged for exile and 100 a year. This was the Bermudas college
scheme for training pastors for the colonies, and missionaries to the American Indians.

Swift, failing to induce him to give the project up, made influence with ministers to sup-

port it, which they promised to do. Full of hope, B. prepared for his exile; he married

in Aug., 1728, Anna Elvert, daughter of right lion. John Forster, speaker of the Irish

house of commons, and soon after .sailed for Rhode Island. The support promised by
government was never given to him, and, after six years, he returned to England heart-

broken with failure, and harassed by creditors. He had barely returned, however,
when (1734) he received the bishopric of Cloyne, as a mark of favor from the queen.
He was now once more in the enjoyment of leisure for literature. Soon appeared the

Minute Philosopher, followed by various letters and pamphlets on the state of the country,
and, in 1749, by A Word to the Wise. In 1744, he gave the world his notions of the virtues

of tar-water in a book entitled Sin's. Tar-water appears to have been in his thoughts as

:i his system which must have been saturated with it from this time till his death.

His lav wuik. was Further Thoughts on Tnr-vuter, published in 1752. The fact is, he was

liypochondriacal for many years before his death He died, 14th Jan., 1753. at Oxford,
whither he had gone to live with his son, who was studying at Christ church. A genial

companion, an affectionate and steady friend, he was loved by all of his contemporaries
who enjoyed his society; a graceful writer, a subtle philosopher, and an active church-

man, his whole life was devoted to usefulness, and ennobled by the purity of his aspira-
tions. The best edition of his works is that of prof. Fraser, LL.D., 1871.

BERKELEY, MILES JOSEPH, an English botanist, b. 1803; educated at Cambridge,
H curate at Margate, and dean of Weldon. He is a fellow of the Linna>au and many
other scientific societies; author of Gleanings of British Afytic, of the concluding volume
of Knf/linh Flora, articles on Diseases of Plants, papers on vegetable pathology, an intro-

duction to Cryptogamic Botany, and works on fungi, mosses, etc.

BERKELEY, Sir WILLIAM, d. 1677; Governor of the colony of Virginia in 1641,

keeping the colony loyal to the king until compelled by his friends to submit to Crom-
well. 1651, when Richard Bennet was made governor. "B. remained in the colony, and
in 1060 was chosen governor by the general assembly. Years later he lost the favor of

the people by failing to protect them from the Indians, and a rebellion against him led

bylsathaniel Bacon (q.v.) almost succeeded, but failed in consequence of the sudden
death of the leader. lie was recalled in 1677. B. was the author of A Discourse and
View of Virginia nnd a drama called The Lout Lady.

BERKELEY SOUND, the most frequented inlet of the East Falkland island, near its

n.e. extremity. It is in !at. 151" 30' s., and long. 57 W west. Though it is difficult to

enter, yet it contains several excellent harbors. Its shores yield ample supplies of water,

cattle, nnd vegetables.

BERK KI.KY SPRINGS, or BATH, a t. and seat of -iustice of Morgan co.. W. Vn.,
near the Potomac, 77 in. w. of Washington; pop. 70.407. Person? suffering from dy>-

pcp-ia. neuralgia, and chronic rheumatism, are benefited by the water.

BERKHAM STEAD. GIIKAT, or BKKKHAMSTKAD ST. PKTKK'B, a market t. of Hertford-
-hiri'. Kngland. situated in a deep valley, on the right bunk of the small river Bulborn.
on the linuid Junction canal and the London and North-western railway. 28 m. n.w.
from London. The main street is about 1 m in length. The town is well built, mostly
of brick. The pari>h church, a cruciform building in the center of the town, is chiefly
in the perpendicular style. The father of the poet Cow per was rector of B., and the

poet himself wan born here. The town is supposed to be of Saxon origin, and the kings
"f Merciu h:nl u palace or castle here. William the conqueror met the nobles and pre-
lates at B., and took an oath to rule according to the ancient laws and customs of the
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country. He bestowed the castle and manor of B. on his half-brother, the earl of

Moreton. The castle was rebuilt in the reign of king John. The property having
reverted to the crown, was bestowed by Edward III. on his son, the Black Prince, when
lie created him duke of Cornwall, and has since been held by the princes of Wales as

dukes of Cornwall. A few massive fragments of the wall of the castle still remain, to

the e. of the town. A free grammar-school was founded in the reign of Edward III.,

and still subsists, having been lately much enlarged and enriched by the establishment
of several exhibitions. A charity-school was founded under the will of Thomas Bourne
in 1727. Straw-plaiting is carried on to a considerable extent in B. , and a vast number
of wooden articles are made, as bowls, cricket-bats, hoops, toys, etc. There are exten-

sive chemical works, and a considerable trade in timber, malt, and coals. There is a

weekly corn-market. Pop. '71, 4083.

BERKS, a co. in s.e. Pennsylvania, on the Schuylkill, intersected by the Philadelphia
and Reading, and Wilmington and Reading railroads; 920 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 100,701.
The Blue mountains are oil the u.w., and the South mountain, or the Blue Ridge,
traverses the central s.e. portion. The valley soil is fertile and well cultivated, ajid

there are iron and copper mines of value. B. was settled by Germans more than a cen-

tury ago, and its people still speak
"
Pennsylvania Dutch," together with English. Co.

fktit, Reading.
BERKSHIRE, a co. in Massachusetts, forming the entire w. border of the state;

crossed by the Boston and Albany, the Pittsfield and North Adams, and the Ilnusatonic
railroads" 1000 sq.m.: pop. '?N, 08,270. The surface is greatly diversilied by moun-
tains, forests, and streams. Saddle mountain is the highest point in the state. Grazing
is a leading featur , Marble, limestone, and iron are found, and there are many manu-
factories of wool, cotton, leather, Hour, paper, lumber, etc. The picturesque scenery
lias attracted from the large cities many residents, who have embellished the region with

elegant rural homes. Co. seat, Pittstield.

BEKK3HIRE, a midland co. of England, bounded n. by Gloucester, Oxford, and Bucks,
e. by Oxford anil Bucks; s.e. by Surrey; s. by Hampshire, and w. by Wiltshire. Great-
est length, 50 m. : average breadth, 15. Area, 752 sq.m., nearly one half of which Is

under tillage, one fourth in pasture, and one sixteenth in wood. B.. which is one of the
most beautiful of the English counties, lies in the valley of the Thames, and has an

undulating surface, rising in some parts into hills. Older tertiary strata, consisting of the
London clay, occupy the e. part of the county; cretaceous strata, the middle; and oolitic,
the west. A range of chalk-hills, or downs, connected with the Chilterns on. the e., and
the Marlborough Downs on the w., crosses the country into Wiltshire, from Reading to

Wallingford, attaining at White Horse Hill (so called from the gigantic figure of a horse

rudely denned in the chalk a relic of ancient times) a height of 893 feet." Between this

range the w. part of which is occupied by sheep walks and a smaller oolitic one skirting
the valley of the. Thames, is the vale of White Horse, the richest part of the county,
and drained by the Ock. To the s. of the Downs is the fertile vale of Kcnnct, drained by
the river of that name, and its feeder, the Larabourn. To the e. is the forest district,

comprising Windsor forest, part of Bagshot Heath, etc. The forest chietly consists of
ha/.i'l, oak, beech, ash, and alder. The Tha;nes skirts the whole n. border of the county.
winding through a course of 100 m., but in a direct line, only 52, and navigable nearly
the wh )!e way. It is the chief river of B., the other rivers of the county being its tributar-

ies; of which the chief are the Kennet. Leddon, and Ock. The Kennel is navigable for 30
miles. The climate of B. is very healthy, being mild in the valleys, and bracing <>') th

high land-;. The soil varies greatly: in the valleys, it is generally n fertile loam, with ;\

subsoil of chalk, gravel, or clay." The country between the valleys of Kennet and
White Horse consists chiefly of shciep-walk: and along the Thames, and to the w. of
the Ridge Way. or Downs, it is chiefly dairy and pasture land. The chief crops are oat*

are generally of moderate size. The county is traversed by the Great Western railway
and its branch lines, and by two canals. B! is divided into 20 hundreds, 151 parishes,
and 12 poor-law unions. It returns 8 members to parliament. 3 for the county, 2 for Read-
ing (the county town), and 1 each for Windsor, Wallingford, and Abingdon. Beside**
these towns, then 1 an- the municipal boroughs of Newbury (the scene of two severe
conflicts in the civil war) and Maidenhead, and the market-towns of Farimrdon, Jlun-

gerford. Wantage. Wokingham. East Ilsley. and Lambourn. The pop. of B. in 1871
was 196.47.") (97,078 males and 99,397 females), showing an increase of 20.219 since l^'ll.

when the pop. was 176.250, and of 85,995 or 78 percent since the first census in isoi.
The county has no manufactures of any importance. The British and Roman remain*
are numerous, including Roman roads aiid many camps and barrows. < )f the old castles.'
the principal relic is Windsor (q.v.): of monastic establishments, the abbeys of Abing-
don and Reading. The churches are smali, and. from the scarcity of building-stone.
are often constructed of chalk and flint. There arc many Norman churches, erected m
tiic 12th and 13th centuries.
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BERLEBURG, or BERLEBUKC.ER, BIBLE, published by unknown editors at Berlt -

bunr, in Germany, 1726-29. It is an original translation, with a running exposition,

giving the literal.' spiritual, and hidden or mystical interpretation. It hus the character -

i>tie excellences and defects of pietism.

BEBLEN GAS. a croup of rocky islands in the Atlantic ocean, off the \v. coast of the

Portuguese province of Kstrcmad'ura, and 10 m. u.w. of Peniche. The principal one,

named Berlomra, is fortified, and has been used as a state-prison.

10th century. Ilis education was conducted by his uncle Kuno, with whom he attended

the diet of Worms in 1495. He gratified his passion for war at first by taking part in

several of the quarrels between German princes, and at the siege of Landshut lost his

right hand, which was replaced by one of iron, yet shown at Juxthausen. When the

general peace of the country had been established under Maximilian I., Goetz retired to

his castle. But a restless spirit, and the general turbulence of the time, involved him in

continual feuds with the neighboring barons and free cities, in which he displayed a

mixture of lawless daring and chivalrous magnanimity. Having joined duke Ulrich of

Wiirtrmberg against the 'Swabiau league, on the duke's expulsion, he was taken prisoner,
and had to pay a ransom of 2000 florins. In the peasants' war of 1525, he took part with

the iiiMirL'vnis, and was chosen leader of a part of their forces. In his narrative, he
ascribes this >tcp to compulsion; more likely it was his own restless and turbulent spirit,

and a desire for revenge on his old enemies of the Swabiau league. On the unfortunate
i->ue of the war, he at first made his escape, but was afterwards fallen upon unawares

by a band of leaguers, who extorted an oath that he would appear befon- the league
When summoned. Accordingly, he had to appear at Augsburg, where he was kept in

arrest for several years, and at last sentenced to perpetual imprisonment in his own
castle, and, in case of his breaking this condition, to a fine of 20.000 florins. lie pasvi[
eleven years in this state, and was only pardoned on the dissolution ol the league. lie

died July 2:}, 1562, after having still taken part in campaigns in Hungary and in France.
He wrote an account of his own life, published by Pistorius (Nftrn. 1731 ; Bresl. 1M:!>.

which furnishes an excellent picture of the social life and manners of the period, and on
which Goc.the grounded his drama of Gudz wn B., translated by sir Walter Scott.

BERLIN
,
the capital of Prussia, and seat of the imperial government of Germany,

one of the finest and most important cities of Europe, is siuiated on the Spree, in lat.

52 30' n., long. 13 24' east. The city is built upon a flat sandy plain, which, though
cultivated, is far from being fertile. The Spree, at this place about 200 ft. wide, with a
current so sluggish as scarcely to be perceptible, divides the city into two nearly equal
parts, and communicates with the Oder and the Baltic by canals. A more unlikely
site, in some respects, could hardly have been selected for a city, as, from its thanes'.
and the sandy character of the soil, much inconvenience results to the inhabitants: in

summer, the heat reflected from the sand is very intense, and clouds of dust rise con-

tinually; while in winter, the cold is equally great. There being little or no declivity,
water stagnates in the streets, producing effects which can easily be imagined. In the.

Friedrich's str:ts>e, about 2 m. long, there is not a foot of descent from one end to the

825,389 (including 21, (MM) soldiers); in 1875. 966,872. Although, as far back as the 13th
<.. the central part of the present city was inhabited, B. was long little more than a fish-

ing-village; it was not till the great e'lector, Frederii k William (1640-88), had united the

separate duchies of which Prussia is now formed, that B. became of consequence as the
most central town, and the capital of a lar-re state. His successor. Frederick I., the first

king of Prussia, followed the footsteps of his predecessor in enlarging and beautifying
the capital : and at the close of his reign, in the end of the 17th c., the pop. numbered
about 50,000. In the next century, it received accessions of French and Bohemian colo-
nists, driven into exile by religious persecution. Every inducement was then held out
to bring foreigners to settle in the rising city. L'nder Frederick the great. B. continued
to prosper. At his death, the inhabitants numlwred 145,000. After the peace of 1815.
15. increased with extraordinary rapidity, and. being the seat of government, a focus of
heart- and sciences, and a -ivat center of commercial enterprise, it lias <rradually risen
to a position which fairly entitles it to its present rank as the metropolis of the German
empire.

The center of the city is now devoted almost exclusively to commerce, and
round this

,,
; ,rt. extendng considerably Ix-vond the city boundaries, are congregated

the residences of the citi/.ens. Small towns and village* are gradually bein-r incur
porated with the great city; Moabit has already disappeared as a separate com
mumty, and C'harlottenburg. a town of 18.000 inhabitants, is likely soon to fol
low. B. consists of ten different quarters and six .suburbs, containing about 4W
streets, 58 squares, 700 public buildings (including W churches), and 15,000 private
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houses (comprising 169,000 dwellings or suites of apartments). The houses are built ( t

brick, plastered or stuccoed outside, and they soon acquire a faded appearance. Tin-

style of the.se has very much altered since 1864. Prior to that, the greater portion of

the houses were of one, two, or three stories, but these are fast giving way to houses of

four, five, and more stories, the larger ones predominating. The increase in the value
of house-property has been enormous, and the result is that great numbers of the people
are driven to take up their abode in cellars under-ground. About one tenth of the pop.
live in these cellars, huddled together in a manner that proves deleterious alike to their

moral and their physical well-being. B. possesses a large numlK-r of very fine buildings.
Of these may be mentioned the royal palace, the emperor'.- palace, and that of the crown
prince; the royal library, which contains upwards of TOO.cou volumes and 15,000 MSS. .

the museums, the arsenal, and the guard-house. Mcst of those named are situated in

the street
" Unier den Lindeu" (so called from its double avenue of limes), one of the

finest and most spacious streets in Europe. The city is further adorned throughout

and higher schools, 91 public and 96 private middle and elementary schools, making in

all 251 schools in the city. lu addition to these, there were in the same yiar 50 kinder-

garten (infant-schools). The university, established in 1810. pos>c-ses a very high repu-
tation. Among the professors whose talents have rendered it famous are to lie found
such names as those of Fichte, Hegel, and Schelling. The number of students attend-

ing the university averages about 2000. Among the numerous institutions of B. may
be mentioned the academy of sciences, by far the most important of the kind in Ger-

many: the academy of architecture; the naval and engineering eoll< _M- : M-veral semina-
ries for teachers and missionaries; asylums for the deaf, dumb, and blind; besides many
learned societies. In 1870, there were 18 theaters in Berlin. About 1)0 per cent of the

pop. are Protestants. 6 per cent Roman Catholics, and 4 per cent Jews. Church-going,
however, seems to be very much neglected: of the total number of Protestants, fewer
than 2 per cent, on an average, attend divine worship on Sundays !

The old museum contains antiquarian specimens, collections of coins, the gallery of
ancient sculpture, the picture gallery, with about 1500 paintings. The new museum
contains a very extensive and valuable collection of casts arranged in 12 saloons; the

Egyptian museum, a fine collection of engravings numbering upwards of 500.000, etc.

Outside the celebrated Bradenburg gate (erected HI imitation of the piopyla?a at Athens,
70 ft. high, and 200 ft. wide) extends the Thiergarte n. the largest ana most important
park near the town. To the s.w. of this lies the zoological garden, which has recently
l>ecn considerably extended. Other places of interest worthy ef mention are the aqua-
rium, the new synagogue, the exchange, the opera-house, the royal chateau of Monbi
jou, the warrior's monument, and the monument of victory, 190 ft. high, recently
erected in commemoration of the great victories of 1870-71, etc.

The commerce and manufactures of Pi. have increased so rapidly of late years, that
it now ranks among the most important mercantile places of continental Europe. The
staple commodities are grain, spirits, and -wool. The principal branches of industry are

engine-building, which give's employment to 14.700 workers iron-casting, and the manu-
facture e>f woolen and silk goods, anel fancy articles: calico-printing is also largely
engaged in. In respect of its publishing trade, B. now holds the second rank an
German cities. In 1875, there appeared 353 journals, of which 33 were daily papers.

BERLIN, a city in Green Lake co.. Wis., 94 m. w. of Milwaukee, on Fox river,

reached by a branch of the Chicago, Milwaukee anel St. Paul railroad: pop. 3341 : in

'80, 3375. It has several manufactories, and steam communication with Green bay,
through lake "\Vinnebago, and the lower Fox river.

BERLIN DECREES. See CONTINENTAL SYSTEM.

BERLIXGIIIE RI, ANDREA VACCA. 1772-1826; an Italian surgeon, the head of a
school of clinical surgergy in the university of Pisa, who constructed instruments for

operations in cystotomv. fistula, fracture or the femur, etc.; he improved other instru-

ments, and wrote on professional subjects.

BERLIN SPIRIT, a coarse whisky made chiefly from beetroot, potatoes, etc. See
DISTILLATION.

BERLIOZ, HECTOR, a fertile musical composer, was b. Dec. 11, 1803, at La-C6te-
St.- Andre, in the department of Isere. Frane-e, where h's father was a physician.
Against his father's willies, who intended him to follow the medical profession, lie

devoted himself to music, and proceeding to Paris, studied at the conservatoire de

musique under Lesueur and Reicha. In 18-28. the second prize at the conservatoire was
RWftmed to him: and in 1830. his cantata of SunJunitiHihis won the first. He now went
to Italy, where lie resided about two years; anel on his return, published several composi-
tions, the merits of which were much canvassed. His works are too numerous for

specification: but among the most successful are the symphonies of Harold. Einino <l

J'tliittf. and the ///// 'n^>ln'r . the rtquiem for the funeral of g n.

Daniremont, 1837; the overture to Cttrnaral KniiKtiii. and the Hymm n !<t Fi-am-, , p ( r
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formed Aug. 1, 1844, by an orchestra of almost a thousand musicians. B. afterwards

conducted many concerts in Russia, Germany, and England. In 1839, he was made a

chevalier of the legion of honor; and in 1856, was elected a rneml>er of the institute at

Paris. He was also librarian to the conservatoire. The peculiarity of the compositions
of B. consists in their endeavor to make instrumental music the exponent of particular

feelings as well as general emotions. Some critics are of opinion that this notion has

led the compo.-i-r into extravagance and incoherence; while others speak in high terms

of the freshness and individuality which characterize his style, and look upon him as the

diief of the romantic school of music. B. died 9th Mar., 1869.

BEBH. in fortification, is a ledge or pathway, from 3 to 8 ft. in width, at the bottom
of the outside of a rampart, where it joins the scarp or inner side of the ditch. It is

almost on a level with the natural surface of the ground; and serves in part as a passage-

way for the troops of the garrison, and in part as a means of preventing the ditch from

being rilled with earth and rubbish, when the rampart is battered by the besiegers.

BERME.TO. or VEKMEJO, a river rising in Bolivia, flowing through several Argentine

provinces, and joining the Paraguay about 30 m. above the mouth of the Parana. Its

length is 1200 m., or double that of the direct line from head to mouth.

BEBMONDSEY, a s.e. suburb of London, on the s. bunk of the Thames, and traversed

by the Greenwich railway. It has extensive lanyards and wharfs. Pop. of parish (1871),

80, 421).

BERMUDA GRASS, recently brought to the southern states from India; valuable

both for pasturage and hay, especially in warm regions.

BERMU DAS, or SOMMERS'S ISLES, were so named respectively from BcrmudeK. a

Spaniard, who first sighted them in 1527, and from sir George Sominers, an Englishman,
whose shipwreck here in 1609 was the immediate occasion of their being colonized from
Virginia itself only four years old in 1611. This low and lonely archipelago is araere

group of specks, for. though it numbers perhaps 500 islets, yet it measures only about
12,000 acres in all; the whole occupying a space of a'bout 20 m. in length by little more
tlmn 6 in breadth. The value of tliis natural fortress, which can hardly be overrated,
nrises from its situation. In lat. 32

J
20' n., and long. 64 50' w., the B. occupy, com-

mercially and politically, a singularly commanding position. At a distance of 600 m.
from cape Hattcms, in North Carolina, they are about equally remote from the n. of
Maine and from the a. of Florida; again, between the two grand divisions of British

America, they form an almost indispensable bond of union; and lastly, they flank,
on either side, the two living highways which respectively lead from the n. 'Atlantic
to the gulf of Mexico, and from the gulf of Mexico to the n. Atlantic. The four prin-
cipal islands are St. George's. 3 m. in length; Bermuda, 15; Somerset. :}; and Ireland.
3. the breadth ranging between 2 m. and 1 furlong. The minor islands of St. David,
Cooper, Smith, Long-Bird, Nonsuch, etc., form numerous picturesque creeks and bays
of great size and depth, such as the Great Sound, Castle Harbor, Harrington Sound,
and others. Alostof the other members of the group are individually insignificant, many
of them indeed without name or inhabitant. St. George's isle, the military station of
the colony, commands the entrance of the only passage for large vessels the narrow
and intricate channel which leads to its landlocked haven being defended by strong
batteries. From the strange shapes of most of the islands and the number of spacious
lagoons, the communications are almost as necessarily by water as those; of Venice;
while the cedar-boats glide under the bluest sky, through aii element so clear as to reveal.
o,ven to its lowest depths, the many varieties of excellent fish sport inir amonir the coral
rocks, and the exquisitely variegated shells. On the structure and formation of the

archipelago, it is necessary merely to add, that it is the most northerly point on the globe
where the living zoophyte still piles up its submarine architecture. The climate may
IH: said to complete the paradise, resembling that of Persia, with the peculiar addition o'f

a constant sea-breeze. Between Dec. and Mar., the thermometer ranges from 60 to 66;
in June, from s:>, to Hi". ; and between April and Sept.. from 75 to 71) . As the dew
point ranges high, the air is moist at r.ll seasons. With respect to productions, the entire
oil presents under tillage of every description only 1227 acres; in -rrass for cattle fodder.
!; and in wood or pasture, 10.339. Of the cultivated grounds, the main crops are

potato,-, onions, and other irarden-vegetables, arrow-root, inaixe, etc. Besides beine
awful as a Station for those British vessels of Wiir which are charircd with the care of the

Indies on the one side, and the northern provinces on the other. Bermuda was
formerly an important depot for convicts, but since the vear 1N(>2 it has ceased to be so.
Between Bermuda and Halifax, Nova Scotia, there is'a regular steamer carrying the
mails, hi ls71. the total \wp. was 12.121. The numbers of white and colored persona
are approximately in the proportion of rive of the former to seven ,,f the latter. The
value ot the exports for the year 1H73 was 64.887, against 6r..s77 in the previous vear;
and that of the imports. 25 linal .rji;:.47. The irovernmcnml expenditure in

mounted to i.'M.-lS:',. The revenue from rum shows a marked and progressive
.m the year 165. in the B.. emancipation has been decidedlv beneficial.

though here, as m Antigua, it was carried at once into full effect without Uw interme-
diate Ktoge of appr nticcship. The group is under the authority of a governor, a council
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of 9 members, and an assembly of 36. There are 12 free, and 9 private schools. With

regard to religion, more than three-fourths of the population belong to the church of

Kngland, which has four clergymen. The Presbyterians, Wcsleyans, and Roman Cath-

olics have one minister each.

BERN, or BERNE, the most populous, and next to that of the Grisons, the most
extensive canton of Switzerland; its area being nearly 2650 sq.in. It lies between lat.

46 20' and 47 30' n., and Ion. 6 50' and 8 27 e. It has France on the n.
;
on the other

three sides it is surrounded by its sister-cantons. B. is one of the three governing can-

tons of the Swiss confederation (since 1849 it has been the permanent seat of the Swiss

government), and had, in 1877, a population of 532,632 about one fifth of the total

inhabitants of Switzerland. Of these, 66,000 were Roman Catholics, the rest Protest-

ants. The fertile valleys of the Aar and the Einmen divide the mountainous Alpine
region in the s. from the Jura mountains in the north. The valleys of Simmenthal,
Lautcrbrunnen, Grindelwald, and Hasli, in the s., called the liernci<e Oberland, are cele-

bratcd for their beauty. The lakes of Thuu, Brienz, Neuchatel, and Bienne, are in B.,
which is watered by the Aar and its several tributaries. The climate, from the great
difference in the elevations of the territory, is necessarily very variable, and subject to

uudden changes, and frequent rains and fogs, but it is generally healthy. The districts

of the Aar and the Emmen are the most fruitful, producing corn and fruits of various

kinds, iind affording excellent pasturage for cattle, which, with dairy produce, form the

chief agricultural wealth of Bern. Corn and potatoes arc not raised in sufficient quanti-
ties for home consumption. The vine grows in some districts, and hemp and flax in

small quantities are raised. The horses of the Kmmenthal are much prized The lakes
abound with salmon and trout Iron, lead, and copper are found in the canton, which
has also quarries of gypsum, marble, freestone, and granite. Its manufactures, which
are not extensive, consist chiefly of linen, coarse woolens, leather, iron and copper wares,
articles of wood, and watches.

*

The canton is traversed by good roads, and its lakes and
the river Aar are well supplied with steam-packets. The educational condition of th

canton is good. B. entered the Swiss confederation, in which it now holds the second
rank, in Iu52. In the 15th and 16th centuries, it added to its possessions Aargau and
Vaud, which it lost during the wars of the first Napoleon; but it received in return
Bienue and its territory, and the greatest part of the bishopric of Basle. The present
constitution of the canton, dating from 1840, is one of representative democracy.

BERN, capital of the above canton, is situated in lat. 46 57' n., and long. 7 26' e., on
a lofty sandst.-nc promontory, more than 1700 ft. above the sea, formed by the winding
Aar, which surrounds it on three sides, and is crossed by two stone bridges, one of which
is a magnificent structure, upwards of 900 ft. long, with a central arch 150 ft. wide and
93 ft. high. The fourth side was defended by fortifications, but these have been con-
verted into public walks. B. has an imposing appearance from a distance, and a nearer
view discloses one of the best and most regularly built towns in Europe, as it, is the finest

in Switzerland. The houses are massive structures of freestone, resting upon arcades,
which are lined with shops, and furnish covered walks on both sides of the street. Rills

of water flow through the streets, which are also adorned with numerous fountains.
There are many fine public promenades in the environs, and the view of the Alpine peaks
from the city "is magnificent. The principal public buildings are a Gothic cathedral,
founded in 1481, with some interesting tablets and relies: a new and magnificent struc-

ture, designed to accommodate the Swiss diet atvl administration: the mint, the hospital,
and the university. B. has an interesting museum, and a valuable public library of

50,000 volumes. The manufacturing industry of B. is not great gunpowder, firearms,
leather, straw hats, and paper, are the chief articles. It has a considerab _ trade in the

produce of the surrounding district. Pop. '70. 36,000. B. was founded by Berthold
V., in 1191. who is said to have given it the name B.. because he had killed a bear on the

spot. A charter from Frederick II.. in 1218. made it a free imperial city, and it gradu-
ally extended its possessions until it became an independent state: and between 1288 and
1339. successfully resisted the attacks of Rudolf of Hapsburg, Albert his son, and Louh
of Bavaria. When the French entered B. in 1798, they found 30,000,000 of francs in

the treasury. The corporate property of B. is very large sufficient to defray all muni-

cipal expenses, provide the whole of the citizens with fuel gratis, and besides to leave a

surplus for annual distribution among them. B. is the residence of foreign ministers;
id since 1849, the permanent seat of the Swiss government and diet. Haller, the dis-

tinguished physiologist, was born at Bern. On account of the traditionary derivation
of its name (old Suabian bern, a bear), bears have for several centuries been maintained
in B. at the expense of the community. The French, when they captured B. in 1798.
took possession of the bears, and sent them to the Jardin des Plantes, Paris; but the

Bernese have since secured other specimens of their favorite animals, which are one of
the "sights" of the city.

BERN, or BKKNK, CONFERENCE or DISPUTATION OF, held in 1528. led to the

establishment of the reformation in Bern. Some years before, the bishop of Lausanne
demanded the indictment of certain preachers of reform doctrines, but the cit}* council
refused to interfere. The conflict increased steadily until, in Nov., 1527, the great coun-
cil decided to settle disputes by appeal to the Word of God. Invitations were sent to
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tlie principal bishops, and the leagues of both parties were asked to send delegates and
learned men. The bishops declined, and Charles V. advised trust and recourse to the

anticipated general council. But the B. council was held, and the event is considered

to have been the turning-point in favor of the reformation. An account of the debates

is found in D'Aubigne's History uf the Reformation,.

BERNADOTTE. See CHARLES XIV.

BERNAL DA, a t. of s. Italy, in the province of Potcuza, 32 m. w. by s. from Saranto.

Pop. about 6000.

BKKNALILLO, a large co. in New Mexico, bordering in part on Texas: 3000 sq.m.;

Kp.
'10, 7591. It is watered by the Rio Grande del Norte, Kio de San Jose, and Rio

icrco. Co. seat, Albuquerque.

BERNARD, GKKAT ST., Mms Jorfo, a famous mountain-pass in the Pennine Alps,
Ix-tween Piedmont and the Yalais. The pass attains an elevation of more than 8000 ft.

above the sea level; and almost on its very crest, on the edge of a small lake, which is

frozen over 9 months out of the 12, stands the Jw*pice., founded, in 962. by Bernard de
Menthon, a Savoyard nobleman, for the benefit of pilgrims to Rome, and now largely
taken advantage "of by travelers across the Alps. The hospice, said to be the highest
habitation in Europe, is occupied by 10 or 12 St. Augustine monks, who, with their noble

dogs of St. Bernard breed, have rescued many hundred travelers from death by exposure
to cold, or burial in the snow, which in winter ranges from 10 to 40 ft. in depth. The
humanity of the monks shortens their own lives very considerably, the rigorous cold
which has been known to be 29% and is frequently as low as 18 and 20 below x.eroF.

and the difficulty of respiration, often compelling them to leave with ruined health before

they have completed the period of their vow 15 years. They enter on tneir humane mis-

sion at the age of 18. The hospice is a substantial stone-building, capable of affording

sleeping-accommodation to 70 or 80 travelers, and shelter to about JJOO. As many as 500 or

600 persons have taken advantage of the hospitality of tiie monks in one day, and it is cal-

culated that 8000 or 9000 travelers are annually indebted to their kindness. "The resources
of the monks are mainly derived from voluntary subscriptions and gifts, but they draw
some trifle from independent property. Formerly, they had much more from this latter

source, but a forced contribution of 4800 to the government of the canton of Yalais

impaired their revenues very much. The pass, which was traversed in early times by
the Romans, Charlemagne, and Frederick Barbaros^a, is celebrated for the passage of

30,000 French troops under Napoleon, in May, 1800. LITTLE ST. B., which fofmS par!
of the chain of the Graian Alps, is the most convenient of the Alpine passes, and is sup
jto.sed to have been the one by which Hannibal led his forces into Italy. It also pos-
iesses a ho-piee, which is situated 7192 ft. above the sea..

BERNARD, SAINT, of Clairvaux, one of the most influential theologians of the middle
was b. at Fontaine, near Dijon, in Burgundy, 1091; became a monk of Citeaux in

1113; founded a new branch of that order at Clairvaux, in Champagne, and himself
became its lirst abbot in 1115: died Aug. 20,1153; and was eanonixed by Alexander III.,

1174. His ascetic life, solitary studies, and stirring eloquence, made him, during his

lifetime, the oracle of Christendom. He was honored with the title of the "mellifluous
doctor." and his writings were termed "a river of paradise." He rejected the doctrine
of the immaculate conception, which had been introduced into the French church, and
rose above the cruel prejudices of his age in repressing the monkish persecutions of the
lews in Germany. B. is perhaps most widely known in connection with the disas-

trous crusade of 1146. Charged by the pope to excite the religious zeal of the people of
France and Germany, he accomplished his mission with fatally memorable success.

Field-. tn\\ n-. i-ities. and castles were in many places almost depopulated, and innumer-
able legions, tired by his prophetic eloquence' hurried to the east, nine tenths of whom
never saw their homes again.

Regarding B. in his more spiritual aspect, we may say that his mystic, but at the
same time practical, Christian doctrine was a wholesome antidote to the dry and cold
scholasticism which prevailed among the churchmen of his age, although the intolerance
with which he treated Abelard (see AHKLAKD') and Gilbert de Porrce must!: reprobated.
Luther says of St. B. :

"
If there ever lived on the earth a God-fearing and holy monk,

it was St. B. of Clairvaux." In the course of his life, he founded 1(50 monasteries. Hin
writintr- are exceedingly numerous. Thev consist of epistles, sermons, and theological
treatises. Of the first, we possess 439; of' the second, 340; and of the third. 12. they
an- all instinct with genius, though it is difficult for us now to appreciate their extraor-

dinary influence. The best edition o f the works of St. B. is that of Mubillon. printed at

Paris in 1690 (2 vols. fol.). reprinted at Venice in 1750 (C, vols lol.). at Paris in 1K!5 Id

(4 vols. Svo). and again in 1854 (4 vols. 8vo). The monks of the reformed branch of the

Cistercians, which he instituted, are often called, after him, Bcrnardines. He gave
i aim- also, in France, to the nuns of ihe Cistercian order, which his sister, St. Iluinbe-
line, is said to have founded.

BERNARD, CI.AI DK, a distinguished physiologist, was b. at Saint-Julien, near Yille-

ic, in tin- department of the Rhone, on the 12th .lulv, 1S13. He studied medicine
at Paris; was admitted in 1839 as a pensioner in one of the hospitals; and in 1841,
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became Magendie's assistant at the college of France. lie graduated in 184:) as doctor
i:i medicine, and ten years later, as doctor in science; and was appointed in Feb., lS."il.

to the chair of general physiology in connection with the faculty of sciences i:i Paris.

The same year he was chosen nieniber of the academy of sciences; and in 1S5.3. lie suc-

ceeded Magendic as professor of experimental physiology in the college of France. U.'s

lirst researches were (leveled to the physiological action of the various secretions of the

alimentary canal. His memoir, published in 1844, in the (ja:;(it< MSi/ira', , treats of the

mechanism by which the gastric juice is secreted, and also of the modification^ which

alimentary substances undergo from lh:;t liquid. To the ('"infilix I'f/i(l'<* of the biologi-
cal society lie also contributed papers on the saliva, on the intestinal juice, on the Influ-

ence of the different pairs of nerves on the digestive apparatus, and on the respiratory
and circulatory systems. His first really original paper, however, was that on the

function of the pa'ncreas. in which he demonstrated that that viscus is the true agent of
the digestion of fatty bodies. This essay obtained, in 1849, the grand prize in experi-
mental physiology, and was printed in the ('"i/ijitrx Jtenduxof the academy of sciences in

1856. In 1819, appeared his first researches on the glycogenic function of the liver,

establishing the doctrine that the blood which enters the liver d</es not contain sugar:
while blood which leaves that organ, and goes to the heart by the hepatic voins. i*

charged with it. He also showed the influence of the nervous system on this function,
and produced artificial diabetes by division of the pneumogastric. For this discovery,
which was keenly criticised, but is now regarded as sound, he obtained, in 1851, the

grand prize in experimental physiology. In 1852, he laid before the institute his experi-
mental researches on the great sympathetic system, and on the influence exerted by
division of this nerve on the animal heat, This paper procured him, for the third time,
the prize of experimental physiology in 1853. Since 1854, when he succeeded Roux as

member of the institute, he has continued his researches on the glycogenic function of
the liver, and has also published his courses of lectures at the college of France, on

Experimental Physiology in it* A]>i>Ur<itin t<> J//W/W/// < 1*55-56); on Tin Effects of Toxie
"/I/I Mti/'f'ifi'.l s''//yxAr;/r,.v (1857); on 2'he Phi/xMi*/!/ tun! /W/W^/j/ of tin

1 AV/VM//.X Xyx/c//*

(1858); on Tin: P;ii/xit>l<nji(-,t>. /V/'/'C/V.s' <ind 1lu' Pnlhnlinj^'iil A lt< riiti<>>i <>J'th<: ruriotx Liquid*
f the Orr/nrnxiii (1859); on Sntriti<L an<l Dcrili>]>m,n1 (1800); and his Intrud'U'iion to the

Study <>f Experimental Mdicine (1885). In 1862, he became officer of the legion of honor;
iu 1867, commander; and in 1869 he was made a member of the academy. He died at

Paris. 10th Feb., 1878.

BERNARD. Sir FRANCIS, 1714-76; a colonial governor of Massachusetts and New
Jersey; an English lawyer who favored the crown and brought troops into Boston,
proroguing the general court because that body refused to vote supplies for the soldiers.

In 1869, he was recalled, and his departure was made an occasion of general public
rejoicing.

BERNARD, JACQUES, 1658-1718; a native of Dauphiny, professor of philosophy
and mathematics, and minister of the Walloon church at Leyden. He was educated
at Geneva, and was minister over two churches in France, but was obliged to leave the

country because he persisted in preaching the reformed doctrines in opposition to the

royal ordinance. In Holland he was well received. He wrote an Abridr/nu-nt of the

I lixti>i-ji of Europe (unfinished), and began Jlixtvrical Letter* (continued by others). He
wrote much for the Bibliothequf. Uitiri-rxfUt ; Xff/vtii'.tions. etc., at the Peace of Itymoick; and
continued Bayle's A'"/r<//<^ de lit lit publique ilex Lettn*.

BERNARD. SIMON, 1779-1839; a French engineer and gen.: aid to Napoleon;
educated in the Paris polytechnic school. He served in several campaigns after 1800,
and was conspicuous for defending Torgau for three months during a vigorous siege.
He adhered to the restoration, but was ordered to leave France, wnich lie did under
|x>rmission to go to the United States. In this country he was employed by the <rovern-
ment in devising canals and roads for connecting the great lakes and rivers, and also in
coast defense and frontier fortifications, projecting fortress Monroe, and some of the
defenses around New York. After the revolution of 1830, he returned to France, and
prepared plans for the fortification of Paris. He was minister of war in 1834, and again
in 1836-39.

BERNARD DOG, GREAT ST., a race or variety of dog deriving its name from the

hospice of St. Bernard, where it has been long 'kept by the monks for the purpose of

assisting them in the rescue of perishing travelers. Dogs* of different races are employed
in the same manner at other passes of the Alps. The St. B. dog is remarkable for great
fii/.e, strength, and sagacity. The dogs not only accompany the monks and servants of
the hospice in the benevolent excursions which they regularly make through the most
dangerous parts of the pass, but are sent by themselves to sea'rch for travelers who may
have wandered, and this their extremely acute scent enables them admirably to do.

I hey learn to know what places are most proper to be searched, and some of them show
great alertness when the weather assumes a threatening aspect, as if desirous to be at

their work. They carry a small flask of wine or brandy attached to their neck, of which
the traveler may avail himself. When they find a traveler benumbed with cold, or dis-

cover by the scent that one has been overwhelmed in an avalanche, they endeavor by
loud barking to attract the monks to the spot: if they fail in this, and if 'the traveler i's
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too much exhausted to proceed by their guidance to the hospice, or if they cannot by
their own efforts dig away the snow which has covered him, they run to give the alarm

by si-ms which are ftt once understood. One famous dog, called Barry, in the earlier

part of the present century, was instrumental in saving the lives of no fewer than 40

human Ix-ings. His most memorable achievement was the rescue of a little boy, whose

mother had been destroyed by an avalanche, and whom he induced to mount his back,

and so carried him safe to the hospice. The skin of this dog is preserved in the museum

of Bern The origin of this valuable race of dogs is not well ascertained, although they

arc supposed to have sprung from the progeny of a Danish dog left at the hospice by a

traveler, and of the Alpine shepherds' dogs. Another account represents an English

mastiff 'as one of their progenitors. There are two subvarieties, however; one with

rou"-h hair, like that of the Newfoundland dog, and of a white color, with black or

tawny spots; the other, with close, short hair, more or less clouded with gray, liver-

color" and black. Of the former breed, the number is now small. The head and ear*

resemble those of a water-spaniel, and the St. B. dog has therefore beeu sometime*

1 with spaniels (q.v.).

BERNARDIN, SAINT, of Sienna, b. in 1380 at Massa-Carrara, of a distinguished

family, made himself famous by his rigid restoration of their primitive rule amongst ths

degenerate order of the Franciscans, of which he became a member in 1404, after having

already, in 1397, joined the brotherhood of the Diwiplinftti Mnriae. In 1433, he was

appointed vicar-general of his order for Italy. B. was unwearied and devoted in hi*

activity during the great Italian plague of 1400, both as an impressive preacher and an

attendant upon the sick and dying. He founded the Fratre* de Obscrmntiu, a branch of

the Franciscan order, which already numbered more than 300 monasteries in Italy during
his dav. B. died in 1444, and was canonized by pope Nicholas V. in 1450. his festival

being on the 20th of Mav. His eminently mystical works were published by Rudolf (4

vola., Venice, 1591), and by De la Have (5 vols., Paris, 1636).

BER NARDINES. See CISTERCIANS.

BERNARDO DEL CARPIO, son of Don Snncho de Saldanha and Ximena, the sister

of Alfonso II. of Leon, who had beeu secretly married. On learning of the affair th*

king imprisoned Don Sancho and had his eyes put out, and the wife was sent to a con-

vent. The boy was brought up at court and gained early renown in the wars against
the Moors, becoming one of the most famous soldiers of the 9th century. Incensed

because lie could not obtain his father's liberty, B. went over to the Moors and established

himself in the strong castle of Carpio, whereupon the king promised to release the father

if B. would surrender the fortress. It is uncertain what became of the father, who wa*
not set free; but history states that B. went to France, where he became a wonderful

knight errant. His name occurs frequently in romance, chronicles, ballads, and plays,
ami is the title of an epic poem published in 1624. Lope de Vega makes him a national

hero and the conqueror of Roland at Roncesv alles.

BERNARD OF CLUNY, monk of Cluny, under the abbot Peter the venerable, about
1 22'J 56; author of a long poem in Latin called Contempt of the World, which ranks with

Die* Ir, Stabat Mater, and other mediaeval church literature. Several modern hymn*
arc portions of B.'s poems, such as Jerusalem Hie (rvUlen, Brief L>fe is here our /*..-

tion, etc.

BERNAUER, AGNES, the beautiful daughter of a poor citizen of Augsburg, in the 13th

<., whose sad story looks liker romance than history. Duke Albrecht of I Bavaria, only
aon of the reigning duke Ernst, saw the maiden at a tournament at Augsburg, given in

his honor by the nobility, and fell violently in love with her. Albrecht was young,
handsome, and manly, and Agnes was not insensible to his attractions and his rank; but

she was too pure to listen to his overtures till he promised to marry her. They w-iv
then secretly united, and Albrecht carried his young wife to the castle of Vohburg, which
he inherited from his mother. Here they enjoyed their matrimonial happiness undis-

turbed, till A Ibrecht's father formed the plan of marrying his son with Anna, daughter
of Krieh. duke of Brunswick. The determined opposition he met with soon made him
aware of his son's attachment to the Augsburger's daughter, and of the strength of his

pa ion for her: and he resolved to take energetic measures to break it oil. He accord-

ingly contrived that, at a tournament at Rcgensburg, the lists were shut against his son.

rs one that, against tin- rules of chivalry, was living with a woman in lieentio'.

Albrecht swore that Agnes was his wife, but in vain; he was still excluded. He now
made A:.r ne> be openly honored as duchess of Bavaria, gave her a numerous retinue of

wcrvants as a princess, and the ca-t]e of Straubing for a residence. She, full of sad for'-

iKMlings of a dark fate, erected in the Carmelite convent of the place an oratory and a

tomb. As long as duke William. Alhrecht's uncle, lived, who was greatly attached lo

his nephew, nothing further was attempted against the happiness of the lovers. But
after his broth-r's death, duke Ernst no longer restrained his anger, and, in the absence
of Albrecht, ordered Agnes to In- arrested and executed without delay. Accused of sor

'cry. by which .hi- was alleged to have bewitched Albrecht. she was carried, bound hand
and foot, by the executioners to the bridge of the, Danube, and in the presence of the
whole people thrown into Hie river ^Oct. I-', 14:!o*. Tin- current having floated her again
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to the side, one of the executioners ran with a Ions: pole, and fastening it in her golden
hair, held her under the water till she was drowned. Maddened at this atrocity, Albrecht
took up anas against his father, and, in league with his other enemies, wasted the coun-

try. It was in vain that duke Ernst entreated his son to relent. It was not till th*

emperor Sigismund, and the other friends of the family, united their exhortations, that
Albrecht at last returned to his father's court, where, after a time, he consented to marry
Anna of Brunswick. To regain the forfeited regard of his son, duke Ernst had a chapt'l
erected over the grave of the murdered lady, and Albrecht founded in the year of her
death daily masses for her in the Carmelite monastery at Straubiuir: even after twelve

years he renewed the foundation, and had the bones of his
" honored wife" transferred

to the tomb provided by herself, and covered with a marble monument. The unhappy
loves of Albrecht and Agnes were loag the theme of popular song; and the story ha's

been made the subject of at least three tragedies, one by J ill. Korner (Leip. 1821), another

by A. Bottger (3d ed. Leip. 1830).

BERNAY, a t. of France, in the dep. of Euro, pleasantly situated on the right bank of
the Chareutonue, 26 m. w.n.w. of Evreux. Pop. '76, 6087. Woolen, linen, and cotton
manufactures are actively carried ou, also paper-making, bleaching, dyeing, and tanning
There is a considerable trade not only in the products of these manufactures, but in

grain, cider, horses, and cattle. B. is the seat of the greatest horse-fair in France, which
is held in Lent, and is attended by nearly 50,000 persons, who congregate from all parts
of France, ch icily to purchase post and diligence horses, for which Normandy has long
been celebrated. B. is the seat of a tribunal of commerce. The church of St.'Croix has
ft large and magnificent altar, and marble statues and sculptures: the church of La Con
tare was formerly celebrated for the cure of persons possessed of evil spirits. The grain
market occupies part of the remains of an interesting old abbey church. B. has a communal
college, and a hospital.

BERNBURG, a t. in the German duchy of Anhalt. till 1863 capita! of Anhalt-Born-
hurg, lies on the Saale, 23 m. s. of Magdeburg, in hit. 51 47' n. ; long. 11 45 east. Two
parts nf B., surrounded by walls, lie on the left bank of the river, and are united by a

bridge with the third part on the opposite side, which has a castle, but is not walled. B
is well built, has .several literary and charitable institutions, and manufactures of porce-
lain, paper, and starch. Pop. '75, 16,929.

BERNERS, or BARNES, LADY JULIANA, prioress of Sopewell nunnery, near St.

Albaus, England, was a daughter of the sir James Berners who was beheaded in the

reign of Richard II. The daughter was celebrated for beauty, spirit, and passion for

ticld sports. One of the earliest productions of English printing is attributed to her pen
The 1 'reatyae* -pertynyng to Hairkyny?, Hnntynge. and Fyssldnyevith an Angle ; and n(t> n

right noble Treatyse on the Lygnage of Ct Armour*, endynge with a Trcatyxe irhich fjuri-

fyeth of Blaxynge ofArmys. A part of this was printed as early as 1486. The informa-
tion on hunting is hitched into rhyme, but has no discernible relation to poetry.

BERNHARD, Duke of Weimar, a celebrated German general, was b. 6th Aug., 1604.

He was the youngest of the eight son* of John, third duke of Saxe-Waimar. On tlu-

outbreak of the thirty years' Avar, he took the side of Protestantism against the emperor,
and first distinguished himself in 1622 at the bloody battle of Wimpfen. Subsequently.
he became colonel in the army of Christian IV.. king of Denmsu-k; took part in the

bold expedition of Mansfield through Silesia to Hungary; and, after the sudden deatli

of the latter, reunited himself with the Danes under the markgraf of Baden-Durlach.
At the solicitations of his brothers, however, he now withdrew from the Danish service.

and returned to Weimar in Mar., 1628. Three years later. Gustavus Adolphus made hi

appearance in Germany, and B. was one of the first who Hew to his standard. After
a brilliant career, he became suddenly ill, and died at Neuburg on the Rhine, 8th Jury.
1639; according to some, of a pestilential disorder then prevalent in the camp: but

according to B.'s own opinion, and that of others, of poison, administered by his phy-
sician, Blandini, who is supposed to have been in the pay of France.

BERNHAKDT, SARA, b. about 1845; the daughter of a Jewish father and a Dutch
mother. The mother brought her. a mere child, from Amsterdam to Paris, and placed
her in a convent at Versailles, where she remained several years. On leaving the con vent

she was a*ked what she intended to become. The reply was,
" An actress at the ComediP

Francais. or a nun." Obtaining admission to the conservatoire she soon exhibited mark*
of talent. She made her first appearance in 1862 as Iphigenita, in Victor Hugo's version
of the old Greek tragedy of Iplrigeneia in A>ili*. and she was at once successful. After
wards at the Comedie. at the Gymna.se. at the Porte St. Martin, and others, she appeared
in such plays as P/imlre, Britannicux, The Marriage of Figaro, The Stranycr. Jl<nf Ynthf.
etc., always with increasing success. Perhaps her strongest character is Donna AW, in

Victor Hugo's Ilmi4itti. In 1879, she appeared in London with great success. Efforts,
thus far unsuccessful, have been made to bring her to the United States. She is not

only an actress of wonderful brilliancy, but a sculptor of no mean repute, and also

something of a painter. In person she is remarkable: a thin, attenuated, nervous organ
Station, but little more than a skeleton, but. as full of life as the most robust of creature*.

Her private life is peculiar: she dresses for the most part in trousers and pea jnrket. a
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;iit ili:U might well enough be worn by a man, and she exercises all the legitimate free-

dom that might In-come a young and independent bachelor.

BERNI. FuAMKsro. called also BERNA or BERNIA. a favorite Italian poet, from
whom comic or jocose p<x-try has the name of Versf Bfrncuchi, was born at CampOYee-
cliio. in Tuscany, about 14JK). He first entered the service of cardinal Dovi/.io da Bib-

bicna. and was afterwards for several years secretary to Ghiberti, chancellor to dementi
VII.. and bishop of Verona. About 1533, he betook himself to Florence, whore he was
mad,- a canon, and lived in favor with the two Medici, duke Alessandro, and cardinal

Ippolito, till his death in 1538. His Opere Bnrlf*rhf (2 vols., Flor. 1548; Lond. 1721)
:i're to be found in the C(a*fci Italia ni ()[{}. 1806). His recast or rifacimento of Boiardo's
t )rl<i nd<> [nnainrn.ti> was received with such favor that it was thrice reprinted from 1541
to 1545. A critical edition was published at Florence. 1827. Berni's version, or dilution,
U slill read in Italy, in preference to the original. C'oi'NT FRANCESCO BERNI, b. 1610,
d. 1693, the author'of eleven dramas, and some lyric pieces, is not to be confounded with
the former Berni.

BERNIER, FRANCOIS, a French physician and traveler, was born at Angers, in Franco.

Having taken his degree of doctor at 'Montpellier, he departed for the cast about 1654,
and visited Syria. Egypt, Arabia, and India, in the last of which countries he resided
for twelve years in the capacity of physician to Aurungzebe. On his return to France,
he published an account of his travels in India in 1670-71. The work is delightful in

style, accurate in the delineation of manners and customs, as well as in the descriptions
of places, and clear in the exposition of the causes of those political events that carried

Aurungzebe to the throne. He visited England in 1685, and died at Paris on the 22d
of

Sept.,
1688.

The titles of his chief works are as follows: Vm/ages df M. Ba-nicr enntcnant la

li.m'riptinn des Edits du Grand Mogol, de Flndonttan, dn Roy<i>nnf dr Ca'htmire, etc.;
.\femoire sur le Quietitnne des Index; Abrege de la PhitowpJue de Gaweiuli; Sentiment de M.

BZRNINA, a mountain of the Rhfetian Alps, upwards of 13,000 ft. high, in the
i-s canton of Grisons, with a remarkable and extensive glacier, Mbrteratsch. The

P.. pass, which attains an elevation of 7695 ft., and over which a carriage road has been
constructed, unites the valleys of the Engadine and Bregaglia on the u. with the
Valteline on the s., but is dangerous on account of avalanches.

BERNINI, GIOVANNI LORENZO, a famous Italian sculptor and architect in the time
of pope Urban VIII., was b. at Naples, 1598. He early devoted himself to sculpture,
and in his eighteenth year finished his admired group of Apollo and Daphne, which gave
promise of greater excellence than was afterwards reali/.ed by the artist. Pope Urban
VIII. employed B. to produce designs for the embellishment of the Basilica of St. Peter
Ht Koine. The bronze buldacrhino. or canopy, covering the Iwgh-altar of that edifice, the
palace Barberini, the front of the college de Propaganda Fide. The church of Sant' Andrea
a Monte (,'hvallo. and numerous ornaments in St. "Peter's, are by Bernini. His greatest
work in architecture is the colossal colonnade of St. Peter's, in 1665, B. accepted the

Haltering invitation of Louis XIV., and traveled to Paris with a numerous retinue and
great pomp. In Paris, he resided above eight months; but not wishing to interfere with
tin- desi<r lis of Claude Perrault for the Louvre, he confined himself entirely to sculpture.
His visit, however, proved H highly remunerative one. Richly laden with gifts, he
returned to Home, where he died, ISov. 28, 1680. leaving a larire fortune (about 100.000)
to his children. Besides his works in sculpture, B. also left numerous paintings behind
him. No nriist. perhaps, was ever so much admired and rewarded during his lifetime
a- !!. : but time has rather subtracted from than added to his fame.

BERNOUIL LI was the name of a family that produced a succession of men. who
became famous over all Europe for the successful cultivation and extension of various
branches of mathematical and physical science. The family originally resided in Ant-
werp. whence, in 1583. its attachment to the reformed religion forced it to seek an
najloin in Frankfort. Afterwards, the Bernouillis settled in Basel, where they achieved
Hi- highest professional honors. Eight of them In-came hiirhlv distinguished; but
racial mention can be made here only of the three most celebrated .lames, John,
'id Daniel.

.1 kJOM 15. was b. at Basel. 25th Dec., 1654, where he also d., 16th Au-. 1705. He
i his hfe to the study of mathematics, of which he became prof. s_ r in the uni-

\.-rity of Basel. succeeding in that chair the distinguished Mc^erlm. Amon" his first
works were. A Mstfcd f T,,iclinrj Mathcmatit* i<> tin Blind, and / TMes on
J>i>i"fny. These were followed by GnuurumM ,/, beiii"- an essay
-.11 ponyK suggested by the appearance of the com'et of KkSO; and an eaeey // Graritote

- Besides a variety of memoirs on sdentitic subjects, he put.l'i-lied no other
work of importance. J>, Art? f\>i,j>ctnndi was a posthumous work concern in" the exten-
s.-.n ..I the doctliM f prol>abilities to moral, political, mid economical .subjects. His
memoirs will befQurtfofo*Jwririto8tH>awaTrtAtarw&orum; bis coHected work*

ublbbed in 2 vols. 4to, at Geneva, in 1744. Among his triumphs are to be
! his solution of Leibnit/'s problem of the isochronous curve, his determination
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of the catenary, and investigation of the properties of isoperimetrical figures. At hi*

request a logarithmic spiral was engraved on his tomb, with the motto, Eddfin mutah>

MV B., brother of the preceding, was b. at Basel, 2?th July, 1667. He and James
were the first two foreigners honored by being elected associates of the academy of

sciences at Paris, and members of the academy of Berlin. John devoted himself to

chemical as well as to mathematical science. In 1G94. he became a doctor of medicine,
and soon after professor of mathematics at Groningeu, whence he only removed to suc-

ceed his brother James in the university of Basel. His forte was pure mathematics, in

which he had no superior in Europe in his day. He died 1st Jan.. 1748. Amc: .

achievements are the determination of the "line of swiftest descent," and the invention
of the "exponential calculus." Hi< collected works were published at Geneva, in 4

4to, 1742; and his correspondence with Leibnitz, in 2 voK, 1745.

DAMLL B., b. at Groniugcu. 9th Feb., 1700. d. at Basel, 17th Mar.. - the'

son of John. Like his father, he devoted himself to medicine as well as to mathema-
tics. The family reputation early helped him to the professorship of mathematics at St.

Petersburg, which he hcKi for several years. Thence, however, he ultimately retired to

Basel, much against, the will of the czar. At Basel, he occupied in siiccessii.n the chairs

of anatomy ami botany, and of c\|jerimental and speculative philosophy. He published
various works between 17oO and 175(i, of which the chief are concerned with pneumali-
cal and hydro-dynamical subjects. [This name is preferably, BERNOULLI.]

BERNOULLI, JACQUES, brother of the third John. b. 17.59. His inclination wa<
towards geometry, in which he received instruction from his father and afterwards from
his uncle Daniel. At the age of 21 he undertook the duties of the chair of experimental
phy>ics. which his uncle resigned on account of old age. He advanced rapidly, and
soon iK'came a member of each of the scientific societies of the continent. In 17"*9, he
married a grand-daughter of the great mathematician. Euler, but the wedding was fnl-

lorml in a few weeks by the drowning of the husband in the Neva. His papers are in

the Acts of the St. 1 Vt< rsburg academy, and in other academical memoirs.

BERNOULLI. JKAX. 1710-yU; youngest brother of Nicolas; he studied mathemntic*
aiul law. and was fur liv r of eloquence in tlie university of Basel.

He succeeded his father as professor of mathematics, and was thrice a successful com
jH-titor for priy.es of the Paris academy of sciences. He was a friend of Maupcrtiu?. who
died in his hoi.

BERNOULLI. JEAN. 1744-1S07: one of the three Bernoullis named John, distin-

guished in science grandfather, father, and son. At the age. of 13 he took the degree
<>f doctor in philosophy, and at 19 was made astronomer royal of Berlin. He traveled in

ul and over Europe, and his writings consist of travels, and works on astroi:

phy. and mathematics. In 1774, he published a French translation of E i

BERNOULLI. NICOLAS. 1895-1726; the eldest of three sons of John B.. the mathe-
matician. Nicolas at the age of 8 could speak German, Dutch, French, and Latin; at

Hi In- took the degree of doctor in philosophy from the university of Basel, a'.td at 20
In- received the highest degree in law. He filled the chair of jurisprudence at Bern, and
In- and his brother Daniel were at the same time professors of mathematics in the

academy of -
1' :-l>urg. where Nicolas died at the age of 31. The empress Catherine

honored his memory with a public funeral.

BERNOULLI, NICOLAS, lG87-17r)9: cousin of Nicolas. Daniel, and John, son of a
senator i.f Bas t-l. He was a friend of Newton and Halley, visiting them in England.
He filled the mathematical chair ai Padua, once occupied by Galileo, and was pro-

.nd law at Base]. He edited some of I, is uncle James 1

works, and
\\\< own writings are in the Act''. Eri.ditvrnm, and the learned publications of the

BZENSTEIN. GF.ORT.E HEINK.. a distiugui-hed orientalist, professor of oriental lan-
- in the university of Breslau. was b. 12th Jan.. 17S7. at Kospeda. near Jena.
hi- father was pastor In 1*06 he entered the university of Jeua. where he

i the study of theology, philosophy, and eastern languages. In 1812
lie was appointed extraordinary <>f oriental literature in Berlin, and in

'

i< -gul.ir prt'fi.-s<or. In 1*4:J. lie .red to Breslau. Besides a number of lesser

t:vatiscs, and of contributions t and critical journals, he established his repu-
oricntal scholar by the publication of an Arabic j* em of Szafieddin of Hilla

1^:0'. But If- :!chievemeuts were in Syriac literature. Besides several
< xpository and critical, which appeard between 1837 and 1847. B. ii:i- L'iven

ia his li-xic in :o Kir-c!fs
' - of which he brought out a new edition

li in the domain < f

phy. IIv Ing a great Syriac lexicon, but did rot
live to complete the work.

BEvRNSTORFF, AMHIF.AS PETKK. Count. 17:;.>-97: cousin of Johann, nnd also a
:uid minster of foreinn allairs. He i\r-:
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nosed armed neutrality to Sweden. Late in life he prepared for the abolition of serfdom
in Schleswig-Holstein, and gave full liberty to the press of that duchy.

BERNSTORFF. JOHANX HAUTWIG ERNST, Count, 1713-72; a Danish statesman who
was the representative of the government at the diet of Ralisbon; minister to France,
secretary and councilor of state, and member of the privy council in charge of

foreign affairs. Frederick the Great styled B. the "Oracle of Denmark." Stniensee

put him out of office in 1770, but he was recalled two years later, just before

his death.

BE ROE, a genus of acalephce (q.v ), of a division distinguished as eiliogradf, i.e. , mov-

ing hy means of cilia (q.v.), very different from the medusa1
, and of higher organization.

This genus is now the type of a family characterized by a nearly globular or oval body,
of a delicate jelly-like substance, with au alimentary canal passing through its axis.

which is vertical as the animal floats in the water; the body strengthened by bands of

somewhat rirmcr texture, "which run like meridian lines from pole to pole." These
bands are covered with rows of large cilia, the motion of which is extremely rapid, and
is evidently controlled by the will of the animal, so that it swims with rapidity, and

easily changes its course. The motion of the cilia causes a beautiful iridescence: the

animals also are phosphorescent by night. B. (or cydipjie) pilens (figured in the article

AcAi.EPH.fi) is a beautiful little creature, very abundant in the sea on many parts of the

British coasts. It is provided with two very long and slender tentacula, which proceed
from the sides of the body, and are covered with a great number of still finer filaments.

These organs are probably employed for seizing food. This, and other kinds of B., form
a great part of the food of whales.

BERCE'A, or BERE'A, a city of ancient Macedonia, at the foot of Mt. Bermius, visited

by St. Paul, who preached there. The modern Veria, 35 m. w. of Salonica, is on or near
the site of Bercea.

HERO BUS, an educated priest of Babylon, who had a knowledge of the Greek language.
and probably lived about 260 B.C. He wrote, in Greek, three books of Babylonian
Chaldean history, in which he made use of the oldest temple archives of Babylon. Tin-

work was highly esteemed by Greek and Roman historians, but unfortunately only a few

fragments have been preserved by Josephus, Eusebius, Syncellus, and others. Even
these fragments are of great value, ss they relate to the most obscure portions of Asiatic

history. They have been edited by Richter in \\\sBerosi Chaldceorum Hitori(e qua super-
mint, 1825. The Antiquitatum Libri Quinqne rm Comnientariis Joannis Annii, first

published in Latin by Eucharitis Silber (Rome, 1498) as a work of B. , and often repub
lishcd, was the pseudonymous work of the Dominican, Giovanni Nanni of Viterbo.

BEEEE, ETANQ DE, an extensive lagoon of France, department Bouches-du -Rhone.
with large salt-works and eel-fisheries. It discharges its surplus waters into the sea by
the Port du-Bouc.

BERRIEN, a co. in Georgia, on the Alapaha and Little rivers; intersected by the
Brunswick and Albany railroad; 750 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 4518 450 colored. Surface
level, with much woodland. It produces corn, rice, cotton, etc. Co. seat, Nash-
ville.

BERRIEN, a co. in s.w. Michigan, bordering on Indiana; intersected by the Chicago
and Michigan, the Lake Shore, and the Michigan Central railroads; 600 sq m. ; pp. '80.

36. 736; drained by the Pawpaw and St. Joseph's rivers. The surface in nearly level: tlir

soil a deep loam, bearing forests of hard timber. Pi eductions entirely agricultural. Co.
seal, Berrien Springs.

BERRIEX. JOHN MACPHEHSOX, 1781-1856; b. K J. ; a lawyer, solicitor, and after
wards judge of the eastern district of Georgia; member of the Georgia legislature ami of
ihc U. 8. senate; attorney-general in Jackson's first cabinet; elected again to the senate
in 1840, und in 1846.

BERRY, /iirrvi, the term employed in botany to designate n description of fruit more
or less fleshy and juicy, and not opening when ripe. The inner layers of the pericarp
(q.v.) an; of a fleshy or succulent texture, sometimes even consisting of mere cells tilled
witTi juice, whilst the outer layers arc harder, and sometimes even woody. The seeds
are immersed in the pulp. A B. may be one-celled, or it may be divided into a numlier
of cells or compartments, which, however, are united together not merely in the axis.
but from the axis to the rind. It is a wry common description of fruit, a'nd is found in

many different natural families, and both of exogenous and endogenous plants. A-
examples, may be mentioned the fruits of the gooseberry, currant, vine, barberry, bil-

berry, helJadonM, arum, bryony, and asparagus, which, although agreeing in their struct -

ure. possess widely different properties. Some of them, which are regarded as more
strictly berries, have the calyx adherent to the ovary, and the placentas from which the
seeds derive their nourishment parietal, that is, connected with the rind, as the goose -

berry and currant; others, as the grape, have the ovary free, and the placentas in the
center of the fruit. Tho orange and other fniits of (he MMM family, having a thick rind
dotted with numerous oil-glands, and quite distinct from the pulp of the fruit, receive
the name MJMrMfMft; the fruit of the pomegranate, which is very peculiar in the man-
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ner of its division into cells, is also sometimes distinguished from berries of the ordinary
structure by the name bu!at<xt<t. See POMEGRANATE. Fruits like that of the water-

lily, which at first contain a juicy pulp, !.nd afterwards, when ripe, are filled with a dry
pith, are sometimes designated iH'.rry-mpxuli'*. The gourds, also, which at rirst have 3 to

5 compartments, but when ripe, generally consist of only one compartment, are dis-

tinctively designated by the term pejto, pejxmiitin, or jx'jMiiula, to which, however, gourd
may be considered equivalent.

BERRY, or BEHRI, one of the old French provinces (now forming the departments
of Indre and C'lier (q.v.), in lat. 46 10" to 47 40' u., and long. 1 to 3 e., its grcate.-t,

length being about 100 m., and its greatest breadth 90. Havingcome into the possession
of the French crown, it gave title at various times to French princes, the younger sou
(f Charles X. being the last who held it.

BERRY, CHARLES FKIMHNAND, Duke de. second son of the count of Artois (after-

wards Charles X.> and of Maria Theresa of Savoy, was born at Versailles, Jan. 24, 1778. lu
171)',', IK- fled with his father to Turin; fought with him under Coude against France;
afterwards visited Russia, and lived for some time in London and Edinburgh. In 1814
he returned to France, and the following year was appointed by Louis XVIII. com-
mander of the troops in and around Paris. In 1HU5, he married Caroline Ferdinandc
Louise, eldest daughter of Francis, afterwards king of the Two Sicilies. On this mar-

riage the continuance of the elder Bourbon line depended. The duke de B. was assas-

sinated on the 155th Feb., 1820. as he was conducting his wife from the opera-house to

her carriage, by a person named Louvel. He left only one daughter, Louise-Marie-
Therese d'Arto'is. mademoiselle de France, born 1819; but on the 29th Sept., 1820, the
widowed duchess gave birth to the prince, Henry, duke of Bordeaux, afterwards styled
count of Chambord. After the July revolution,

*

1830. in which the duchess exhibited

immense force of character and courage, offering herself to lead on the troops against the,

insurgents, she, with her .son, followed Charles X. to Ilolyrood, but left a considerable

(tarty in France in favor of the pretensions of her son as Henry V. of France. During
a visit to Italy, the duchess was so far encouraged in her ambition, that a project was
formed for reinstating the Bourbons in France; and, accompanied by several friends,

t>hc l::ndcd near Marseilles. April 29. 1S:{2. After many adventures, she was betrayed, and
was imprisoned in the citadel of Blayc. The confession of the duchess, that she had
formed a second marriage with the Neapolitan marquis, Lucchcsi-Palli, destroyed at once
her political importance, and the government set her at liberty. She died iu 1870.

BERRYER, PIERHK ANTOINK. a distinguished French advocate and party politician,
was born in Paris, 4th Jan.. 1790, and tirst distinguished himself by his defense of vic-

tims of the restoration In 1829, he was chosen deputy, and ever afterwards steadily
represented the rights and policy of the elder Bourbons. Ills legitimist tendencies kept,
him for a time in the political background under Louis Philippe; but as ihe legitimist

party in the chamber increased, his position grew in importance. He repeatedly under-
took the defense of persons prosecuted by the government, not only of his own party,
but republican leaders. It was he who defended Louis Napoleoii in the chamber of

peers after the Boulogne atten.tat. With the elder Bourbons he was in constant com-
munication, and was one of the heads of the legitimist party who made a pilgrimage to
the count of Chambord in London, in 1843. ^\fter the revolution of 1848, he repre-
sented the Bouches du-Khone: seemed inclined to support the government of the presi-
dent, Louis Napoleon; and became a member of his privy-council. But this did not,

hinder him from going to Wiesbaden, in 1850, to do homage to the count of Chambord.
On that occasion, he was openly spoken of as the future minister of Henry V. When
Changarnier was removed from his command. B. united with Thiers and others to

oppose the pretensions of the president, and he was one of the few who boldly protested
against the coup (i'rtaf. In 1854. he was elected a member of the French academy. His
inauirural speech contained some uncomplimentary allusions to the lower empire, and its

publication was prohibited, the prohibition, however, being removed in 24 hours. B.
added greatly to his reputation as an orator by his defense of Montalembert (q.v.) against
the government prosecution in Nov., 1858. He died 29th Nov., 1868.

BERSAGLIE RI is the name given to the riflemen or sharpshooters of the Italian

army. After the disastrous campaign of Charles Albert against the Austrians in 1848-49,
and the abdication of that monarch, his son, Victor Emmanuel, commenced a remodel
ing of the Sardinian army. One improvement, brought about by gen. Alcssandro della
Marmora, was the formation of a corps of l>ersaglieri. These were light active soldiers,
dressed in a picturesque but serviceable dark -green uniform, and armed with long rifles.

Two battalions of these riflemen formed part of the Sardinian army during the Crimean
war. On the 16th of Aug., 1855, they look part in the battle of tile Tchernaya. During
the Italian war of 1859. the B. were engaged in many operations requiring dash and bril-

liancy. There are over 40,000 B. in the regular army.
BER'SERKER (/;, bare, and .vrA'r. shirt of mail), a redoubtable hero in Scandinavian

mythology, the grandson of the eight handed Starkader and the beautiful Alfhilde. H-
despised mail and helmet, and. contrary to the custom of those times, went always into
Ixitt'.e Unharnessed, his fury serving him instead of defensive armor. By the daughter
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of King Swafurlam, whom h'c had slain in battle, lie had twelve sons, who inherited the

name of B., along with his warlike fury.

BER SERKER (burr scrk, or only in a shirt; i.e., without mail), a class of combat-
ants among the early Norse people whose love of lighting led them to a fury of mad-
ness. They were so wild that chains could hardly restrain them. Friend or foe. hare
breast or buckler, stick or stone, dead or living, all were the same to the berserker when
the tit was on. and he wandered aimlessly forth, "running an Indian muck at all lie

met." In later times the title, was given to companies of hard fighters who were retained

as body guards or special champions of renowned leaders. These periodical tits of rage
we iv called the

"
berserk's course.'' "When under his mad influence, the 15. was a rag-

ing wolf to his friends and an armed maniac to his enemies. In the Ynf/ltiif/n Sn;/n we
read: "But his (Odin's) men rushed forward without mail, and were as mad as dogs and
wolves, and bit upon their shields, and were as strong as bears or bulls. Men slew they.
and neither lire nor iron laid hold upon them."

BEETH, or BIIITH, in nautical language, is nearly equivalent to room or xpun'. A
ship's 15. is the space which she occupies when at anchor, including a small breadth of
sea all around her. The same name is also given to a messing or sleeping room on
board ship, in a sense not very different from that of the word &iiin. To "

li." a ship's
crew, is to allot to each man the place where his hammock, etc., are to be placed. In tile

third-class cabins of passenger-steamers, where many sleep iu one room without parti
lions or divisions, each one's crib or l>ed-place is his berth.

EEETHA, the name of several famous women of the middle ages, half historical, hnlf-

fabulous(see BEUCHTA). ST. BKUTIIA, whose day is kept on the 4th .Juiy. was the beauti-
ful and pious daughter of Charibert, king of the Franks, who having marriedmarried (-"xiO A i>. )

JEthelbert, king of Kent, became the. means of his conversion, ami of the spn ad of

Christianity among the Anglo-Saxons. In the romances of the Charlemagne cvcle, there

figures a BKKTIIA, called also Berthrada with the big foot, as the daughter" of count
Charibert of Laon, wife of Pepin the little, and mother of Charlemagne.

"
In the roman-

ces of the Round Table, again, BEKTIIA is the name of a sister of Charlemagne, who
makes Milo d'Anglesis the father of Roland. Better known is BERTH \. daughter of
Burkhard, duke of the Alemauni, and wife of Rudolf II.. king of Burgundy beyond
Jura, who, after Rudolf's death (037), acted as regent for her infant son. Konrad; after-
wards married Hugo, king of Italy; and died towards the close of the loth century.
This queen had the character of an excellent housekeeper, and is represented on sea
other monuments of the time as sitting on her throne .-pinning.

BERTIIIER, a co. in Canada, province of Quebec, on the St. Lawrence river, above
lake St. Peter; fronting about 10 m. on the river and running back without definite
bounds into the unexplored region below Hudson's bay; pop. '71, 19,804. Chief town.
Berthier, 4ti in. e. of Montreal.

BERTHIER, AI.EXAXTHJE. Princo of Xeuchatel and Wagram, and marshal of the
French empire, was b. at Versailles, Nov. 20. \~:>:\. His father, a military engineer.
trained him for the army, which he entered in 1770, and fouirht with Laf.-i\ette in Un-
American war of independence. At the outbreak of the French revolution, he wa-
appointed maj.gen. of the national guard of Versailles, and rose to be a iren. of division
and chief of the staff in the army of Italy, 17wr): and in 1799, in the absi-ncr of Bona-
parte. entered the papal territory, and proclaimed the republic in Rom-, lie accompa-
nied Napoleon to Egypt in the same year as chief of the stall, a post which lie also held
in all the subsequent campaigns. At the revolution of iMh Brumaire(17!)). he Ix-came
war minister, and (till 18U8)M such signed many important treaties and truces. He
always accompanied the emperor, and often rendered important services: for the parthe took in the battle of Wagram, he received one of his many distinctions. H wa<
Napoleon s proxy in the marriage of .Maria Louisa, at Vienna, 18iO. In the campaigns

812, 1813, and 1814. he was constantly by the emperor's side, and acted both as chief
of the staff and as quartermaster-general. It was only B.'s love of order, quick insiirht and
activity thnt could have superintended the movements ( ,f so many armies. Napoleondid him full justice on this score, asserting at the same time that 'he was incapable of
leading the smallest 6orp{farme alone.

On tin- fall of Napoleon. B. hardly showed due irratitudc for the favors heaped uponhim. He had to Mirrendcr the principality of Nciiehatel; and not to ]o-e more, he suh-
itted to Lou,, \\ III., who made him a peer and marshal, with the title of captain of

the guards. NaHeon. who never doubted h\< secret attachment, made overtures to him
from l-lha: the<ehe neither answered nor yet revealed to L-.uis. which made him suspected
by both. On then-turn of Napoleon from Elba, in a tit of irresolution B. retired to
Bamberg, in Bavaria to liU father-in-law, duke William, when- his mind became unhimred
With the conflict. On 1st July. ISl.,. w im- looking from the balconv of the palace at a
division 01 Russian troops marching towards the French frontier t'he bitter ^.-ht wa-
loo much-he threw himself down into the street, and thus ended his life. His //
appeared in 1826. He had two brothers. Victor Leopold, and Ca-sar, who both served
With distinction, and ro-e to IK- cenerals.
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BERTHOLD OF RATISBON, about 121.~>-72; a Franciscan friar and famous outdoor

j)rc;iclicr. working in Switzerland and Germany. His sermons have been published in

modern German.

BERTHOLLET, Count CI.AVDK Lous, one of tlie most distinguished theoretical cliem-
i-:- '.L hi.s time, was b. at Talloire, a village of Savoy, near Annecy, on the 9th Dec.,
1748. JIc studied at the univcr.-ity of Turin, and obtained a medical degree there in

17(>x. lie afterwards went lo Paris, where he was appointed physician to the duke of
Orleans. He now applied himself with great ussiduitj' to chemistry; in 1781, lie was
elected a member of the academy of sciences, and. some time after, the government
made him superintendent of dyeing processes. In this situation he published a very
valuable work on dyeing. In 17S.1, he announced his adherence to the antiphlogistic
doctrines of Lavoisier, with the exception that lie did not admit oxygen to be the acidifying
principle, and herein he has proved to be right. In the same year, he publi>lied a paper
on "depldogisticated marine acid" now called chlorine pointing out its use for

bleaching purposes; and following up the experiments of Priestley, lie showed ammonia
to be a compound of three volumes of hydrogen gas. and one volume of a/otic gas.

During the early part of the French revolution. B. traveled through the country, giving
instruction as to the best means of extracting and purifying saltpeter to be used in the
manufacture of gunpowder, and also as to the process of smelting and converting iron
into steel. His joining the exi>edition of Napoleon to Egypt led to the formation of the
institute of Cairo. On his return from Egypt, he was made a senator by Bonaparte, who
also conferred on him several marks of honor, and made him a eount. Notwithstanding,
he voted for the deposition of Napoleon in 1S14. On the restoration of the Bourbon's,
he was made a peer; but all his honors never mrde him other than a simple and unas-

suming gentleman. Besides the additions to chemical knowledge already mentioned, he,
in conjunction witli Lavoisier, and two other chemists, promulgated a new chemical
nomenclataie which has proved valuable to science. He died at Paris, 7th Nov., 1822.

BERTHOLLE TIA. See LKA/.II. Ni TS.

BKRTIK, a co. in North Carolina, on Albemarle sound, between the Chowan and
Roanoke rivers; 91M> sq.m.; pop. '70, 12.950 7437 colored. Level and fertile, pro-
ducing corn, sweet potatoes, cotton, etc. Co. seat, Windsor.

BERTINO RO, a t. of Italy, in the province of Forli, formerly belonging to the Papal
states, six m. s.e. from Forli, pleasantly situated on a hill, the slopes of which are
famous for their wines. At the foot o'f the hill, to the w., flows the Ronco. B. is

i he scat of a bishop, and lias a cathedral, three other churches, and five convents. It

was one of the ancient n'efs of the Malatesta, by whom it was given to the chureh.

Pop. of commune 6088.

BERTIN, Lons FRANCOIS, called Berlin 1'Aine, an eminent French journalist, was
b. in Paris, 17t>6. lie began writing for the press in 1793. and in 1799 set on foot the
.Ioriin! (!/-K J)i'-!t(tfx((\.v.). B.'s royalist principles offended the government of Napoleon,
:ind cost him imprisonment and banishment to Elba; whence, however, he escaped to

Home, where he formed a friendship with Chateaubriand. In 1804, lie returned to

Paris, and resumed the editorship of the Debatx, but was much hampered by Napoleon,
who imposed on the paper the title of J<,nrrud dc TKn>iiire, and by subjecting it to police
revision, gave it almost, an official character. "When B., in 1814, became free to follow
bis own IxT.t. the journal reverted to its royalist principles. During the Hundred Days,
it fell into other hands, till the return of the Bourbons restored it once more to B., who,
in the meantime, had taken part in the Moniian' dc dtind. Throughout the restoration.

B. gave almost constant support to the ministerial party. Though he did not join in the

protest of the liberal journals against the ordoninincr-K. he gave his adhesion to the July
monarchv. and continued faithfully to support it. He continued to edit the Debuts till

his death". KJth Sept.. 1841.

EERTIN, Lot is MAUIE AKMAXD. son of the former, was b. in Paris, 1801, and
became, after the restoration, secretary to Chateaubriand during his embassy in England.
In 1S-JO. he joined the editorial stall' of the ,/nnriml dix JMii'fx, and at his father's death
assumed the chief direction. As a journalist, he contrived, as well as his father, to

maintain a certain independence of the government. B. died at Paris, Jan. 11, 1854.

BERTKAND I)E BORN. See BORN.

BERTRAND, HKNKY OKATIEX. Count, one of Napoleon's generals, known for his

faithful attachment to the emperor through all his fortunes, was b. at Chatcauroux,
1773, and early entered the armies- of the revolution as engineer. He accompanied the

expedition to Egypt, and directed the fortification of Alexandria. Returning with the

rank of gen. of brigade, he distinguished himself at Austerlitz, and became the emperor's
adjutant: and after the battle of Aspern. in 1809. for establishing bridges over the Danube,
he was created count and governor of lllyria. After sharing with credit in the subsequent
campaigns, he retired with the emperor to Elba, was his confidant in carrying out his

return to France, and finally shared his banishment to St. Helena. On Napoleon's
death. B. returned to France, where, though sentence of death had l>een pronounced
upon him a sentence which Louis XVIII. had wisely recalled he was restored to all

his dignities, and. in 1830. appointed commandant of the polytechnic school. He
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formed part of the expedition which, in 1840, brought back the remains of Napoleon to

France. His death took place at Clmteauroux, 31st Jan., 1844.

SEEVIC, CIIAULES CI.KMKXT BAi.VAY, a celebrated French engraver, was b. at

Paris in May, 1756. In 1790, he made himself famoiw by a full-length engraving of

Louis XVI., 'from the picture by Callet, one of the finest works of the kind ever pro-
duced. The engravings of the Laoeoon. Regnault's "Education of Achilles," and
Guide's "

Rape of Deianira," also from B.'s graver, display equal beaut}- of manipula-
tion, and fully higher power. B. died Mar. 23, 1M22.

BERWICK, JAMKS FITZ-JAMKS. Duke of, was the natural son of James II., by
Arabella Churchill, sister of the duke of Marlborough. He was b. in 1670, in France.
where he was educated, and entered the army. After serving in Hungary under Charles
of Lorraine, he returned to England shortly before the revolution of HJ88, which he
exerted himself to prevent. In ltJ89, he accompanied his father in his Irish expedition,
and after the death of St. Ruth, had the nominal chief command. He next served in

Flanders, under marshal Luxembourg, and afterwards under the duke of Burgundy and
marshal Villeroi. In 1706. he was created a marshal of France, and sent at the head of

an army to Spain, where he established the throne of Philip V. by the decisive victory
of Almanza. For this important service, he was made a grandee of Spain, under the
title of duke of Liria and Xerica. After several years ot inactivity, he received the

command, in 1734, of an army intended to c:oss the Rhine. While besieging Philips-

burg, he was killed by a canno-i ball. Contemporary testimony, confirmed by his mili-

tary conduct, shows B. to have possessed some of the best qualities of a great commander.
His defensive campaign in 1709, in Provence and Dauphinc, against the superior force
of the duke of Savoy, has always been regarded as a triumph of strategic skill. Ik-
was twice married. His son by the first marriage succeeded to the dukedom of Liria;
his dukedom (Do Fitz-jatnes) and estates in France passed to his children by the
second marriage.

BERWICK, NORTH, a seaport t. in Haddingtonshire. at the entrance to the firth of

Forth, 19 m. e.n.e. of Edinburgh. Formerly'a fishing-village, N. B. has now become
a fashionable watering-place. It unites with Lander. Dunbar. Jedburgh, and 1 ladding
ton, in returning one member to parliament. Pop. (1871) of burgh, 1408; of parish, 2373.
The parish includes the Bass Rock, North Berwick Law, and the ruins of Tantallon
castle. The castle is graphically described in Scott's Mnriiu. It is an irregular pile,
2m. e. of the t., on a high rock, surrounded, by the sea on three sides, with a ditch
on the land-side, where there was formerly a draw-bridge. It was a stronghold of the

Douglas family. N.Berwick Law is a conical hill of an elevation of 940 ft., on the
*., close to the town.

BERWTCK-ON-TWEED, a seaport t. nt the mouth of the Tweed, 58 m. s.s.e. from
Edinburgh. It is the frontier town of England and Scotland, and with its liberties.

comprising an area of about 8 m., forms an independent borough and county by itself

f-parate from England and Scotland; and since the municipal reform act of 183o, its

proper designation is "county of the borough and town of Berwick-upon-Tweed." It

has its own quarter sessions and recorder, its own magistrates and petty sessions, and
maintains its own police staff. The municipal and parliamentary boroughs are co-ex-
tensive. Pop. '71, 13,28-3, an increase, since 1861 of 17; inhabited houses. 2092. increase.
209; constituency, 1148, returning two members of parliament. The past history of B.
is full of interest, especially in regard to the border wars. The authentic record's of B.
iKJgin in the

reign
of Alexander 1.. 12th c.. when it was one of the principal seaports in

the kingdom. B. finally passed into the possession of England in 1482. The town has
an antiquated and somewhat decaying appearance. It is girded with old fortification*.
and has large barracks. Tweedmouth and Spittal (the latter a favorite watcri noplace),
on the

s^side of the Tweed, both within the municipality of B., are reached by an old
stone bridge, and a magnificent viaduct of 28 arches spans the river, and connects the
North-eastern with the North British railway. The shippinsr belonging to the port in
1875 was 25. tonnage, 1459, besides 576 fishing-boats. The harbor commissioners

ifh a view of
resuscitating the trade of ihe port, to construct a wet dock, at a

f 40.000; this undertaking, commenced in ]S73. is now completed. Of recent
years the Minion fishings have improved, but the lien-ins: tishins: has declined. For tin-
manufacture of agricultural implement* B stand.-, high, 'and in Spittal then: are several
large artificial-manure works. It ban 20 places of worship. 4 lK-lonrinr to church of
Lngland, 3 to church of Scotland. 4 Kng. Presbyterian. 4 U. P.. nnd 5 of other denomi-
nations; 14 day-schools, including corporal ion's academy. Public institutions include
infirmary and dispensary, museum, literary institute, and subscription library. Besides
.several new ecclesiastical edifices and >chools creeled of late years, a freemasons' hall, a
good templars' hall, and a mission hall were built in 1873.

BERWICKSHIRE, a maritime and border co. in the s.e. extremity of Scotland is

bounded n. by Haddington; B. and s.e. by Koxbunrh and Northumberland, havini: a
otachcd portion of Durham on its >... limits; , ; . by i\w German ocean and Bcrwick-on-

1; and w. by Mid Lothian and Roxburgh. It extends from e. tow 35m from
o s. 22 m., and has an area of 464 sq.m., or 297,161 statute acres. B. is divided into
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three districts the Merse.the Lammermoors, and Laudcrdale. The largest and most fertile

district is the luxuriant valley of the Merse, believed to be the most extensive and richest

piece of level land in Scotland, extending to nearly 130,00 ) acres. The Lammermoors,
consisting of 90,000 acres, chiefly pastoral, divide the valley of the Tweed from Mid-
Lothian and Haddington. Lauderdale, in extent about 67.000 acres, comprising a mix-
ture of hill and dale, runs along the banks of the Leader Water. From its commence-
ment at Lamberton to St. Abb's head, the coast line of B. extends to 8^ miles, or allow-

ing for headlands, 9i. The coast is rocky and bold, with only two bays, at Eyemouth
and Coldingham respectively. Geologically, as well as topographically, B. possesses
numerous interesting features the Lammermoors (the principal summits of which art

Laminer Law, Crib Law, Sayer's Law, and Clint hill, ranging from 1500 to 1000 ft.

high), consist of Silurian strata, "stretching to St. Abb's head; in the s.. carboniferous
rocks are found, while an extensive bed of red sandstone extends easterly from the
center of the county to the sea-coast. On the coast porphyry is found, and some traps
and syenite in the interior. Ironstone and thin seams of coal occur, as well as gypsum,
clay, and shell-marl. The Blackadder, Whitadder, and Leader streams, the river Eye
being the only exception, are tributaries of the Tweed. Pop. '71, 36,486; parishes, 31 ;

inhabited houses, 6491; constituency (1878), 17-">7; 5.1 day-schools, with 5833 scholars,
under the jurisdiction of school-boards, and about 30 independent schools, attended bv
nearly 2000 children; 68 places of worship (32 established, 16 free, 17 U. P., and 3 o'f

other denominations). B. returns one member to parliament. Agriculturally. B. occu-

pies a prominent position, and the science of agriculture has in this count}' found great
development. In 1875, 192.480 statute acres were farmed by 983 tenants or owners.
B. is, however, almost entirely barren of hives of manufacturing industry. The prin-

cipal towns are Dunse, the most populous, the birthplace of Thomas Boston, Dr. M'Crie,
and, as some contend, of Duns Scotus; Greenlaw, the county town; Lander, a royal burgh ;

Eyemouth, a prosperous fishing station; Coldstream, where gen. Monk first raised the
Coldstream guards; Ay ton; and Earlston, the Ercildouue of Thomas the Rhymer.
Dunsc being more central than Greenlaw, the greal bulk of the county business has been
transferred thither. Many names famous in Scottish annals are closely associated with
B.

; amongst others, ancestors of the royal Stuarts; the noble family of Douglas; the
earl of Bothwell, who was sheriff of B. ;

the brave but unfortunate son of James II.,

styled duke of B. ; the great Marlborough (baron Eyemouth); and the records of the
court of session show that no fewer than 23 judges were natives of B. The antiquities
of the county are few, the chief being the ruins of Dryburgh abbey, Coldiugham priory,
Fast castle, and the remains of British and Roman camps, and barrows.

BERYL, a mineral which scarcely differs except in color from emerald (q.v.), never

exhibiting the bright rich green which characterizes that gem, but colorless, yellowish,
greenish-yellow, or blue. The finer varieties, which are transparent and of beautiful

color, are distinguished as precious B., and are sometimes called aquamarine. These
occur in crystals similar in form to those of emerald; but the regular hexagonal prism is

more frequently modified by truncation on the angles or edges, acumination, etc. The
prisms are often long. Their sides are longitudinally striated, often deeply so; but the

truncating or terminating planes are smooth. The coarser varieties of B. (common B.)
are also found crystallized, but often massive. B. occurs chiefly in veins that traverse

granite or gneiss, or imbedded in granite; sometimes it is found in alluvial soils fonued
from such rocks. Common B. is found in a number of places in Europe; Rubislaw,
near Aberdeen, is a British locality. The mountains of Aberdeenshire, and those of
Mourne in Ireland, yield precious B.

,
which is also found in several parts of the conti-

nent of Europe and of New England, but principally in Brazil and Siberia. It is much
valued as a precious stone, although not so much as the emerald.

BEEZELI~S, JOTTANN JACOB. Baron, one of the greatest nf recent chemists, was b. at

Westerlosa. in e. Gothland. Sweden, 20th Aug.. 1779. While studying for the medical

profession at the university of Upsala. lie was more attracted by the preparatory natu-
ral sciences, especially chemistry. After being some time employed in medical practice
and lecturing, lie was appointed* (1806) lecturer on chemistry in the military academy of

Stockholm, and. in the following year, professor of medicine and pharmacy. He'wjis

shortly after chosen president of the Stockholm academy of sciences; and from 1818 till

his death. 7th Aug.. 1848. held the office of perpetual secretary. The king raised him to

the funk, of baron; other honors from learned societies were conferred on him; and the
directors of the Swedish ironworks, in consideration of the value of his researches in

their particular branch of industry, bestowed on him a pension for life. In 1838, he was
made a senator: but he took little part in politics. The field of his activity lay in hit*

laboratory, where he acquired a name of which his country is justly proud. His services
to chemistry are too vast to be described here. The science of chemistry, as at present
organized, rests in a great measure upon the discoveries and views of B.. although in not
a few points he has been controverted, or found wrong. His multiplied and accurate

analyses established the laws of combination on an ineontrovcMihle ba-is; and to him \v

owe the system of chemical symbols He discovered the elements selenium and thorium,
and first exhibited calcium, barium, Ktront urn. cohimbium or tantalum, siliciiim. and
zirconium, in the metallic form. The blowpipe in the hands of B. became a powerful
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instrument in the analysis of inorganic substances. The multitude and accuracy of hi.

researches in every branch of chemical inquiry make it difficult to conceive how one
man could have accomplished so much. Of his numerous writings, the most important
is his 1/tni'ok i I\/m/<n (text-book of chemistry, 3 vols., Stock. 1808-18), which has

since passed through .llarire editions, on each occasion being almost wholly rewritten. The
best known edition is that published in 8 vols. at Brussels in 1833. The book has been

translated into every European language. His essay On Ihe I'xc <>f th<- H!<>:ri>ii>c exhausts

the subject, while his Annual /iV/wf.v on the PrugnxH of Phynicx, Uhemiitry, itiul Minffitl,

offy, undertaken at the request of the academy of sciences in 1822, have proved very
valuable to science. Scarcely less so have, been the Mfiiioint lidafirc ti> Phy#ic*, Chemistry,
and Mii r<i*<><m, of which he was one of the originators and conductors, ami to which,

during the 12 years they were published, from 1806 to 1818, he contributed 47 original

papers.

BESANCON (Vexontio), capital of the French department of Doubs, and formerly cap-
ital of Franche-Comte, is situated on the river Doubs, which divides it into two parts,

about 45 m. e. of Dijon, Lat. 47 14' n., long. 6 3' east. It was strongly but irregularly
fortified by Vauban, the citadel being considered impregnable. Since that time, the for

titications'have been extended and strengthened, and B. is now considered one of the

strongest military positions in Europe. It was the ancient Vesontio. Besontium or

Visontium, and was a considerable place even in the time of Ca-sar, who, in 58 i;.r..

expelled from Vesontio the Sequaci, and, in the neighborhood of the city, gained a vic-

tory over Ariovistus. It then became an important Roman military station. In modern
times, after undergoing many changes, it finally came into the possession of France in

1674. Several streets and places in B. still bear old Roman names; and in the neighbor-
hood are found ruins of a triumphal arch of Aurelianus, an aqueduct, an amphitheater,
and a theater which must have been large enough to contain 20,000 spectators. Among
the modern structures, the cathedral and the churches of St. John and the Magdalen,
with the prefecture and the half-Gothic, half-Roman palace of cardinal Granvella. are

most remarkable. B. has considerable manufactures, chiefly watches (of -which more
than 300.000 are made annually), porcelain, carpets, iron-wire, and beer, and is an impor-
tant entrepot for the produce of part of Switzerland and the s. of France. COO, 000 bot-

tles of Sultzer-water are annually manufactured. Pop. '76, 42,808.

BESANT8', or BEZANTS', circular pieces of bullion, generally gold, without any
impression, supposed to represent the old coinage of Byzantium, brought home by the

crusaders, and hence of frequent occurrence as heraldic charges. B. are generally intro-

duced into the arms of banks, and also into those of individuals who have been specially
connected with money. Similar figures, when not colored or (gold), or argent (silver),
are known in heraldry by the general term of rtnnuhltt. A Iwartfy n-or*, is a ero'-s com-
posed of B. ; and bcziinti/ or l><~antec, is the term used when the shield, or any particular
charge, is .strewed with besauts.

BESIEGING. See SIEGE.

BESSARABIA, a government in the s.w. of Russia, on the Roumanian frontier.

The area, enlarged by the restoration in 1878 of the portion ceded to Moldavia in

IH.lfi, is about 18.000 sq.m. ; the pop., now nearly 1,400,000, is composed of Russians,

Poles, Wallachians, Moldavians, Bulgarians, Greeks, Armenians, Jews, Germans, and
Tartars, with a sprinkling of gypsies. The Dniester flows along the whole of its north-
ern and eastern boundaries; the Pruth separates it from Moldavia on the w. ; and il

has the Danube on the south. B. is also intersected by several considerable streams;
which are, however, much reduced by the summer heats. The climate is, on ihe whole,
mild and salubrious. In the n.w., the country is traversed by well-wooded offshoots of
the Carpathian mountains. Generally, however, B. is flat and fertile, but for want of

projK-r cultivation the land does not yield the rich returns it is capable of doing. Wheat,
barley, and millet are raised to some extent, as well as hemp, flax, tobacco, fruit, and
\vine; but the breeding of cattle forms the chief business of Ihe inhabitants. Salt, cattle,

wool, and tallow an? exported; leather, snap, and candles are manufactured. B., which
fell under the power of Ihe Turks in 1.10:5. suffered heavily in all wars will) Russia, and
was ceded to Russia in 1812. By the treaty of Paris, the portions of B. Iving along the
1'riith and the Danulw almut 4(X>0 sq.m.. with some 200,000 inhabitants were assigned
to Moldavia: at the Berlin congress of 1878, this region was again transferred to Russia.

BKSSA RION, Joif ANNKS, or B.xsiurs. b. at Trehi/ond, on the Black sea, !"<.>?>, is

remembered as one of the earliest of those scholars who, in the loth c., transplanted
Greek literature and philosophy into the west, and rescued the mind of Christendom
from the trammels O f scholasticism. B. imbibed his love of Plato's writings from his
tutor. Gernistus I'letho. As bishop of Nica?a, B. accompanied the Greek emperor, John
I'al.'i'ulogiis, to Italy: and effected, at the council of Florence in 1-13!). a union between
the Greek and the Romish churches, which, however, was of short duration. Soon
fterwtrdt he joined the Romish church, but always retained a glowing love of his
native land. He was made cardinal by pope Kugene IV. in 1439. Ten years after,
Nicholas V. envied him cardinal -bishop of Sabina, and in the snine year l/ishop of
Frascati. For five years, also, hi: discharged the duties of papal legate at Bologna.
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After the fall of Constantinople, B. visited Germany; and at the diet'; of Nuremberg,
Worms, and Vienna, endeavored to promote a crusade against the Turks. In philoso-

phy, lie professed to be ;i follower of Pluto, but without depreciation of Aristotle. His

writings, consisting of Latin translations of Greek author*, defensive treatises on the

Platonic philosophy, with discourses and letters, have never been published collectively.
Twice he was nearly elected pope; but his partiality for the heathen philosophy was

probably regarded as some disqualification by the sacred college. B. died at Kavenna,
Nov. 19^ 1472, leaving his collection of 600 valuable Greek MSS. to the St. Murk's library,
Venice.

BESSEGES, an industrious and thriving t. of France, in the n. of the dep. of Gard, 11

m. n. from Alais. It is situated on the river Oze. A. railway connects B. with. Alais.

There are extensive coal-mines in the neighborhood. Pop. '76, 7953.

BESSEL, FRIEDUICH "WiMiELM, one of the most distinguished of modern nstrono-

*mers, was 1). at Minden. July 22, 1784. In 1806, he was, on the recommendation of

Gibers, whom he had greatly assisted by his remarkable expertness in calculation,

appointed assistant to Schrotcr at Lilienthal. In 1810. he published his researches on
the orbit of the great comet of 1807, which gained for him the Lalande prize of the Paris

academy of sciences. In the same year he was appointed director of the nc\v
pbserva-

torv to be erected by the king of Prussia at Konigshcrg; and repairing thither immedi-

ately, superintended the erection and the mounting of the instruments. The establish-

ment was completed in three years. In 1818, B. published his F u<l:i >,,* n'n A*tn>nomm

giving the results of Bradley's Greenwich observations a work upon which he had
been engaged for eleven years. This work is one of the highest value to astronomers.
It is described by a competent authority as having laid the foundations of the principal

improvements which have been made in astronomy since the date of its publication. In

1830 appeared his 7"<rVv'<p liqpomGntarue, forming a kind of supplement to the above
work. Besides numerous papers of an important character (nearly 200 in all) scattered

through various scientific journals, he also published an inquiry on the ttecondg'peitduhtm
for 1'erlin 1 1 *\!S. and again in 1837). Axtru'iii<-<t! R<-xn-'-!nx (2 vols., Konigsb. 1841-42).
His paper on the precession of the equinoxes gained him the prize of the Berlin

academy. After a series of three years' observations he succeeded in determining the

annual parallax of the fixed star 61 Cygni (see STAKS). an achievement honorable not

only as the first of its kind, but for the marvelous skill and patience necessary for its

accomplishment. In the years 1824-83. B. made a series of 75.011 observations in 53(i

sittings, and completed a catalogue of stars (extending to the ninth magnitude) within
the zone from 15 n. to 15' s. declination. The<e were afterwards reduced by Weis<e.
In one of his lectures, delivered at Konig-sberir in 1S40. B. indicated the existence of the
new planet afterwards discovered by Le Verrier. and named Neptune; and but for the

death of a favorite son. he in all probability would have undertaken the investigation of
the problem. B.'s Popular Lecture* on Axtritiny, given at Konigsberg, 1832-4-1,
were edited by his friend Schumacher, and published at Hamburg in 1848. two years
after his death, which took place Mar. 7, 1846. All scientific associations, both on the
continent and in England, were eager to confer honor on themselves by enrolling B. as

one of their members. He was a thoroughly practical man of science, never allowing
himself to be carried away by any theory, however inviting, and particularly remarkable
for the precision of his calculations, being satisfied with nothing less than perfect
exactness.

BESSEMER, HEXRY. b. England, 1813; an engineer, and inventor of many machines
and improvements, particularly in reference to the manufacture and use of'the metal
known as Bessemer steel. (See BKSSKMKK PKOCKSS, nut- .) One of his latest inventions
is the "Bes-i.'incr saloon" for the avoidance of sea-sickness, which proved to be a failure.

Prizes and other honors have been conferred on B. by a number of governments and
ocieties.

BESSEMER PROCESS FOR MAKING STEEL. The boldest and most noted attempt
which has yet been made to improve on the older methods of making both malleable,

iron and steel, is that of Mr. Henry Bessemer, whose process was patented in 1856.
Besseiner's lirst idea was to biow air through molten cast-iron till the whole of the car-

bon was oxidized when malleable, iron was required, and to stop the blowing when a
sullicient decree of decarburization was effected in order to produce steel. He has
hitherto failed to produce malleable iron of the least service by his process, so that, as a

j

metallurgical operation, it is at present confined to the manufacture of steel. But nei-

ther can serviceable steel be made by the plan first specified by Bessemer, except from
the best charcoal iron, such as the Swedish. In England, where" charcoal iron is not used
for this purpose, the process can only be successfully conducted by iir.-t oxidizing the
whole of the carbon and silicon, and then restoring the proper amount of carbon by the
addition of a small quantity of a peculiar cast-iron of known composition, called

't.ir-ii. Moreover, hematite piir is the only kind of English iron which can be

employed, as that made from day iron-stone contains too much phosphorus and sulphur.
The getting rid of these two elements and silicon is the most formidable difficulty which
the steel-manufacturer has to encounter.
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The various stops in tlie Bessemer process, as at present conducted, are as follow:

Pig-iron is melted cither in a cupola or reverberatory furnace, and run in the liquid state

into a converting' vessel. This converter, or
"

kettle," as it is called in Sheffield, is of

wrought-irou, lined either with lire-brick or with a siliceous material called
"
ganister."

and is suspended on trunnions, so as to admit of its being turned from an upright to a

horizontal position by means of hydraulic apparatus. The capacity of a converter varies

from three to ten tons. In the bottom there are seven tuyeres, each with seven holes of

one half inch in diameter, through which atmospheric air is blown with a pressure of

13 to >'0 Ibs. jx- r sq. inch by a blowing-engine. The molten iron in the converter is

therefore resting, from the first, on a bed of air, the strength of the blast being sufficient

to keep it from falling through the tuyeres into the blast way. During the blowing off

of the carbon at this stage, a" striking" and magnificent effect is produced by the roar of

the blast, and the volcano like shower of sparks and red-hot fragments from the mouth
of the converter, as well as by the daz/.ling splendor of the flame. In about 15 or 20

minutes, the whole of the carbon is dissipated. The first "blow" being over, the coin

verier is lowered to a horizontal position, and presently a red stream of molten spiegel-
eisen is run into its mouth, till it amounts to from 5 to 10 per cent of the whole charge.
As already stated, the spiegeleisen restores the proper amount of carbon to produce steel;

and after it is added, the blast is again turned on for a few minutes to secure its thor-

ough incorporation. There is a circular pit in front of every two converters, with a

hydraulic piston in its center, and on its counterpoised arm a large ladle is hung, so that

it can sweep the whole circumference. Round this the ingot molds are arranged, and
the hydraulic machinery is so conveniently planned that, simply by moving levers, a

man standing on a small platform can empty the contents of the huge converters into

the ladle, raise or lower the ladle itself, and turn it round from point to point, so as to

fill the molds by means of a plug in its bottom. Steel made in this way is not suffi-

ciently dense, and accordingly the molds are lifted off the ingots by means of a hydrau-
lic crane, and the latter removed while still hot, and condensed "under heavy steam-
hammers. After this, they are rolled into rails, tires, plates, and other heavy objects,
for which this steel is suitable. Although, as already said, Bessemer steel will not do
for tools and cutting instruments, nor even for such comparatively coarse objects as th

springs of railway wagons, yet the great value of the invention is unmistakably shown
by ihe fact that 500,000 tons of steel are now annually made by this process in Great
Britain, the total number of converting vessels in use being 1)1, and their aggregate
capacity 407 tons. Large quantities are also manufactured by it in Sweden, Russia,

Austria, Prussia, Belgium, and France. It is likewise extensively employed in America.
In an experimental trial, said to be quite fairly conducted, a Bessemer steel ra.il lasted

fully longer than 20 iron ones. See IKON.

BESSEMER STEEL. (BESSEMKR PROCESS FOR MAKING STEEL, ante.) The prod-
uct of Bessemer steel in the United States, in 1879, was 8:29,429 gross tons; in England.
in the same year. 834,711 tons. In this manufacture the English used 60 converters, the
Americans 22. The capacity of American mills for the production of this metal may b
learned from the following table:

BES8KME3 STEEL MILLS IN THE UNITED STATES, Jan. 1, 1880.

NAME.
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d'Acre, and at the battle of Aboukir. Afterwards lie took a prominent part in th

battles of Msirengo, Olmutz, Austerlitz, Jena, Friedland, and Eylau; and within fiv

years (from 1800 to 1805), he was made successively general of brigade, general of divi-

sion, and marshal of France. For his gallant behavior in Spain, he was. in 1809,
rreuted duke of Istria. In the Russian campaign, he commanded the cavalry of the

guard, and during the disastrous retreat from Moscow, the services he rendered were of

the utmost importance. In 1813, he received the command of the whole of the French

cavalry. On the morning of the battle of Lttt/.en, while leading on foot the tiraillfitr*

to reconnoitcr the field from the defile of Rippach, he fell mortally wound* d by a bullet.

The news of his death was kept concealed from the army throughout the day. Bona-

parte lost in B. one of his ablest officers, and his most faithful friend.

EESTIAIRES (Fr.). the name given to a class of written books of great popularity iu

the middle ages, describing all the animals of creation, real or fabled, and generally
illustrated by drawings. They were most in fashion during the llth, 12th, and 13lh cen-
turies. They served as encyclopa'dias of the zoologyof those ages, bu, they had also an-

other use. The symbolism which was then so much in vogue fastened spiritual meanings
upon the several animals, until every quality of good or evil in the soul of man had it*

type in the brute world. It is in this way id the B. that we must look for explanation
of the strange, grotesque creatures which arc found sculptured on the churches and
other buildings of the middle ages. There were B. both in prose and in verse, in Latin
and iu the vernacular. A few sentences from Le Bestiaire ftitin de Guillnitmr, Clrrc d*

Xurmtindu'. 'J'ro'trt/r dn XIII* Stick (Caen, 1852). may help to give some notion of the
class of works of which it is a fair example.

"
The'iinicorn," lie writes,

" 1ms but one
horn in the middle of its forehead. It is the only animal that ventures to attack the

elephant: and so sharp is the nail of its foot, that with one blow it rips up the belly of
that most terrible of all beasts. The hunters can catch the unicorn only by placing a

young virgin in the forest which it haunts. No sooner does this marvelous animal

descry the damsel, than it runs towards her. lies down at her feet, and so sutlers itself to

be taken by the hunters. The unicorn represents our Lord Jesus Christ, who, taking
our humanity upon him in the virgin's womb, was betrayed by the wicked Jews, and
delivered into the hands of Pilate. Its one horn signifies the gospel truth, that Christ is

one with the Father," etc.

BESTUSCHEW, ALEXANDER, a Russian novelist, born about 1795, was captain in a

dragoon regiment, and adjutant to Alexander, duke of Wiirtemberg. Having been in-

volved with his friend Rylejew in the conspiracy of 1825, he Avas degraded to the ranks,
and exiled to Yakutzk, but after long entreaty, permitted to enter the army of the Cau-
casus as a private in 1830. In June, 1837, he fell in a skirmish with the as yet uncon-

quered mountaineers. Two years before his exile he, together with his friend Rylejew,
who was executed in 1825, had published th efirst Russian almanac, T7ie Pole Mar.
His later works, consisting chiefly of novels and sketches, written under the name of
Cosxick M-irlin>ki, bore the impress of his own life and adventures in the Caucasus.

They excel in depicting the wilder aspects of nature, and the excitements of a soldier's

life, but fail in the delineation of character, and are often exaggerated, and sometimes
ab-iiird. His principal works are the tale of Mullah Ar, and the romance of Amma-
1'itli 7&'-;, which last relates the treachery of a Circassian chief, and gives interesting
pictures of the scenery of the Caucasus. Several of his novels were translated into Ger-
man by Seebach (Leipsie, 1837), and his collective works appeared at St. Petersburg in

1^-40. under the name of J/^rYW.-f* Tn'e-*. His three brothers were implicated in th

military conspiracy of 1825, and hanged by the special order of the emperor.
EETAN ZOS (anciently Brigantium Flaninn), a t. of Spain, province of Conmna.

10 m. s.e. of the city of the same name. Ancient granite gateways still defend its nar-
row streets. It has manufactures of linen, leather, aud earthenware. Pop. between
4000 and 5000.

BE TEL, BK'TI/E. or PAWN, a narcotic stimulant much used in the east, and particu-

larly by ad the tribes of the Malay race. It consists of a leaf of one or other of certain

>preies of pepper, to which the name of betel-pepper is indiscriminately applied, plucked
green, spread over with moistened quicklime (cJiuumn} generally procured by calcina-
tion of shells, and wrapped around a few scrapings of the nreca nut (see AIIKCA). some
limes called the betel nut. and also known as pituing. This is put into the mouth and
chewed. It causes giddiness in persons unaccustomed to it, excoriates the mouth, and
deadens for a time the sen^e of taste. It is so burning that Europeans do not readily
become habituated to it. but the consumption in the East Indies is prodigious. Men anil

women, young and old. indulge in it from morning to night. The use of it is so gen
i-ral as to have become a matter of etiquette; a Malay scarcely goes out without l.>

:>ox, which one presents to another as Europeans do their s'nurT boxes. The chew-
ing of B. is a practice of great antiquity, and can certainly l>e traced back to at least the
5th c. n. r. It gives a red color to the saliva, so that the

"lips
and teeth appear covered

with blood; the lips and teeth are also blackened by its habitual use, and the teeth are

destroyed, so that men of twenty-five years of age are often quite toothless. "Whether
the use of B. is to be regarded as having any advantages except the* mere pleasure
afforded to those who have acquired the habit of it, to counterbalance its obvious disad
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vantages, is a question xipon which difference of opinion subsists. Some have repre-
ssutcd it us beneficially promoting the secretion of saliva, strengthening the dige>iive

powers, aii.l warding off the attacks of fever; whilst others pronounce against it an

unqualified condemnation. Sir .James Emerson Teunent, in his valuable and interesting
work on Ceylon, expresses the opinion that it is advantageous to a people of whose ordi-

nary food flesh forms no part, and that it is at once the antacid, the tonic, and the car-

minative which they require.
The name B. is often given to the species of pepper of which the leaves are ordina-

rily chewed in the manner just described, which are also called B. PEPPEH or PAWN.
Some of them are very extensively cultivated, particularly clu-rii-n bctfe, (J. xirabii, and
C. malmniri. climbing shrubs with leathery leaves, which are heart-shaped in the tir^t

and second of these species, and oblong in tiie third. They are trained to poles, trellises,

or the steins of palms, and require much heat with moisture and shade; upon which
account, in the n. of India, where the climate would not otherwise be suitable, they are

cultivated with great attention in low sheds, poles being placed for their support at a

few feet apart. Hooker mentions, in his Himalayan Journal, that these sheds are much
infected by dangerous snakes, and that lives are therefore not unfrequently lost in the

cultivation of betel. The genus chcrica is one of those into which th" old genus frijter

(sec PEPPKU) has recently been divided. The requisite qualities of B. are probably
found in the leaves of numerous species not only of this but of other genera of the
same family. The leaf of the ava (q.v.) is sometimes used.

BETH (Hub. "house"), used in the Old Testament as a part of the name of places, as
"
Beth-el," house of God;

"
Beth-aram,

" house of the height; "Beth-esda," house of

uiercy, etc.

BETHANY, a village in West Virginia, 10 m. e. of Wheeling. Bethany college was
founded in 1841 by Rev. Alexander Campbell, the head of the sect of Baptists calling
themselves "

Discfples of Christ," and by the world at large known as "
Campbell! to.'"

At last report the college has six professors and instructors and 103 students; W. K.
Pendleton, LL.D., is the president.

BETHANY, meaning a "boat-house;" called
"
Lazariyeh," or "town of Lazarus," by

the natives of Palestine, in reference to the event narrated in Scripture. It is a retired

spot, beautifully situated on the southern slope of the Mt. of Olives, 3 m. from Jeru-

salem, with a pop. of about 500, principally Latins. There is nothing remarkable
about the village except some ruins, among which are some which are said to have
been the house of Martha and Mary, and the cave or grave of Lazarus, the descent into
which is effected by 2t> steps cut in the solid rock, leading to a small chamber, about 5
ft. square, also excavated. The appearance of the cave certainly corresponds with
what is said about it in Scripture

"
It was a cave, and a stone lay upon it" (St. John

\i '!*). Near to the cave are the ruins of a fort built by queen Melisiuda in 1132, to

protect the nunnery founded by her in honor of Martha and Mary.
BETHEL, a t. in Oxford co.. Me., 70 m. n.n.w. of Portland, noted for attractive

scenery of mountains and water-falls; among the more conspicuous are Glass Face and
White Cap mountains, and Partridge, Rumford, and Screw Auger falls. The White
mountains. 2,j m. away, can be seen from the town.

BETHEL, called Betein by the natives, about 10 m. from Jerusalem, mentioned in

Scripture as the scene of Jacob's dream. Here also Abraham pitched his tent. Now a

heap of ruins, almost entirely deserted, or only inhabited by a few straggling Arabs.

BETHELL, the Right Hon. RICHAUD, Baron WESTBUKY, an eminent lawyer, b. at

Bradford, Wiltshire, in 1800. son of a physician at Bristol. From Bristol grammar
M-hool. lie went, at the age of 14, to Wadham college, Oxford, where he was first class
in classic*, a'l.l second class in mathematics, and took his degre- of IS.A. at the early
Hge of 1 After being a private tutor at Oxford, he studied law, and was called to the
bar at the middle temple in Nov., 1823. In 1840, he was made a queen's counsel.
Elected, m April, iSoi, M.P. for Aylesbury, on the formation of the Aberdeen ministry
in Dee., is,)-.'. In- was made solicitor-general, and shortly after knigMed. From Nov.',
1 *<>. to Mar., 1KJS. lie was attorney-general. Jn 1861, lie was made lord chancellor, and

same time raised to the peerage. He resigned the great seal, however, in lsf.5.
i?:i. he died. B. was conspicuous for his exertions in the cause of Jaw

reform, in improving the system of education for the bar, and in abolishing the eccle-
uastical courts, etc.

BETHESDA. POOL OF, meaning
" house of pity." The scene of Christ's cure of the

impotent man (St. John v. 2-9). and resort of the "impotent, blind, halt, and withered
"

puce filled with water, "which an angel went down at certain seasons and troubled,"
is now dry aud used SB a deposit for dirt and rubbish. It is situated within the irates
Of Jerusalem, near the St. Btepben'8 gate and the temple of Omar; measures 4GO ft in

length, by i:j() in breadth, and 70 in depth.
HKTI1 HURON ( house of the hollow"), two villages of Palestine, 9 to 12 m from

Jerusalem, upper and lower; built by Sherah, a woman of Ephraim. Joshua drove the
five kings of the Amontes down the pa-s O f the lower Beth Horon, and Solomon fortified
both places. l<rom Jerome's time until the beginning of the 1'Jth c. the towers seem to
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have been unnoticed. The present villagers are known as "Upper" and "Lower
Bcit-ur."

BETHLEHEM, a village in Grafton co., X. H., much frequented by visitors to the
White mountains; 5 m. from Littleton; pop. about 1UUU. Its situation is high, com-

manding beautiful views; and its atmosphere is found beneficial to sufferers with "
hay-

fever."

BETH LEHEM, is the name of the chief settlement of Moravians in Pennsylvania,
United States.

BETHLEHEM (a?ite), a village in Pennsylvania, on the Leliigh river, at the terminus
of the North Pennsylvania railroad, ol in. n. of Philadelphia: founded by Moravians in

174!; pop. 'NO, 5195. It is a place of summer resort, and noted for manufactories of

iron and /inc. The Moravians (United Brethren) have a fine church, a seminar}" for

women, and other educational and benevolent institutions. In 1856, the Leliigh (Epis-

copal) university was c.-tablished in South Bethlehem, chiefly through the generosity of

Asa Packer, who gave it 5G acres of laud and half a million of dollars. In 1*78. there

were 14 professors and in-tructors, and 113 students; John M. Leavitt, D.D., president.

BETHLEHEM, or BKIT-LAHAM. meaning ''house of bread." celebrated in Scripture
as the birthplace of our blessed Saviour, and of king David, is now a small unwallcd

village, situated at a distance 5 m. s. of Jerusalem. The pop., about 3000 souls, is

wholly Chri.-tian that is, Latin, Greek, and Armenian. The village is situated in the

center of. a most interesting country; and the roof of the Latin monastery the only
public building of any importance, inelosimr the cave which is the alleged place of our
Lord's nativity commands a beautiful and extensive view of the surrounding country.
in the distance, e., are the mountains of Moab and the plains of the Jordan; s., stands
the hill of Tekoah. familiar as the scene of the pastoral life of the prophet Amos;
Ix'vond. and rather more to the e., lies the wilderness of Engedi, to which David
retreated for the purpose of conceal ing himself against the pursuit of Saul, and where the

allied armies of the Amorites. Moabites, and others, encamped when they came forth

against Jchoshaphat: n.. is the road to Jerusalem, with the mountains of Judea and
Rachel's tomb. The convent of the Nativity, which incloses the supposed manger, etc.,

is a large square building, more resembling a fortress than the quiet habitation of the

reciuseTwas built by the empress Helena, ov!7 A.D., but destroyed by the Moslems in

123(5, and. it is supposed, restored by the crusaders. Within it is the church of the

Nativity, which, like and in connection with the church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusa-

lem, is subdivided among the Latins. Greeks, and Armenians, each community having
a separate portion of the 'edifice for. devotional purposes. The church is built in the

form of a cross; the nave, which is by far the finest part, of the building, belongs to the

Armenians, and is supported by 4<S beautiful Corinthian columns of solid granite, each
between 'J and ft. in thickness, and about 17 in height. The other portions of the

church, forming the arms of the cro<s. arc walled up. At the further end of that sec-

tion, which forms the head of the cross and on the threshold, is a sculptured marble
star, which the Bethlchemites say covers the central point of the earth! Here a long
intricate ]>

.-ends to the crypt below, where the blessed virgin is said to have
been delivered. The walls of the chamber are hung with draperies of the gayest colors;

and a silver star, with the words. " HI? <l> rirfitne Mafia J(*>i* Clirixtii* iifitux at.'' marks
the spot of the nativity. The manger stands in a low recess cut in the rock, a few feet

from this star.

The otiier objects of interest in the church are the chapel and tomb of St. Jerome,
who became a monk of this convent towards the end of the 4th c. : the chapel and tomb
of Santa Paula, :v Roman lady, and the founder of several nunneries at Bethlehem; the

tomb of St. Eudosia; and the pit into which it is supposed the bodies of the murdered
innocents were cast. B. is under the jurisdiction of the pasha of Jerusalem. The
Bdhlehc mites chiefly gain their subsistence by the manufacture and sale of crucifixes,

beads, boxes, shells, etc.. of mother-of-pearl and olive-wood. Much wine is made at B.,

which is considered all over Palestine next best to the Lebanon wine.

BETHLEHE MITES, or BETIII.KIIEMITE BKOTHKKS, the name of an order of monks at

Cambridge in the 13th c. ; also of an order founded in Guatemala. 1673 The followers

of Jerome IIuss were styled B., from Bethlehem church in Prague, where their leader

preached.

BETHLEN-GAB03 (or, as he would be called in western Europe. G.VRTUET, BETITLE-
HKM or BETHI.EN, it beinir a common custom in Hungary and Transylvania to make the

baptismal follow the family name) was descended from" an ancient and distinguished
Protestant family of upper Hungary, which also pn-sscssed important estates in Tran-

sylvania, and was born in 1.">so. He rose to prominence during the troubles which dis

traded the principality in the reign of the two Bathorie-. Sigi-mmnd and Gabriel: and
on the death of the latter of these unfortunate print's, succeeded (1613), by the aid of

the sultan, in being chosen sovereign prince of Transylvania, the house of Austria being
at that time in no condition to offer effective opposition. IM 1P>19. when the Bohemians
rose in defense of their religious and political rights, they looked eagerly for support to

B. who had already gained a wide reputation as a warrior and a champion of Protest
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antism; and the Transylvanian prince, too glad of such an opportunity to gratify his

ambition at the expense of his enemy, Austria, eagerly proffered his support. He
accordingly marched iato Hungary, took Kaschau, his advance more resembling a

triumphal procession than a hostile "invasion, and on arriving under the walls of Pre

bunj was greeted with every mark of joy by the citizens. With an army now swelled

by Hungarian volunteers to nearly 100,000 men, lie pursued his route towards Vienna.

driving before him the Spaniards under Bucquoy, and the Austrians under Dampierre:
and would doubtless have captured the capital had not the severity of the season and

the want of provisions, combined with the reinforcement of his opponents, and the defeat

of his lieutenant, Kagotski, in Hungary, compelled him to retreat for a time. However.

though he retired as far as Kaschau." he did not relinguish his hold of Hungary. of

which, by the assembled diet, lie had been crowned king at Preslmrg, oth Aug.. 1620:

but, resuming the offensive, on the defeat and death of Bucquoy, before Neu hansel, he

recovered the fortresses which the imperialists had retaken, and spread devastation and
terror to the gates of Vienna. His allies, the Protestants of Germany, being apparently
crushed, B. concluded peace with Ferdinand II., receiving the town of Kasrhau. with

seven Hungarian counties adjoining Transylvania, the principalities of Oppcln and Rat-

iborin Silesia, and the dignity of prince of the empire. This treaty, however, was soon

broken by the emperor, who thought so favorably of his own situation as lo imagine he
could violate his agreement with impunity; but he was soon undeceived, for B., rai.-ing

an army of 60,000 men, invaded Moravia, obtained the solemn renewal of the former

treaty, and then retreated homewards. His marriage with Catharine of Bramknhurg
in 1625 involved him once more in the thirty years' war; I ut he finally retired from the

contest in the following year, and thenceforth devoted himself exclusively to the inter-

nal affairs of Transylvania. He died in 1629, after a lingering and painful illness. B.'s

reign was a glorious and flourishing epoch in the history of the little principality; for

not only did the great successes achieved through his military talents give a prestige to

its arms, but his protection of science and letters, in both of which he was well accom-

plished, did much to aid the progress of learning. He founded the academy of Weis-
emburg at Karlsburg, and installed there, as professors, Opitz, Alstedt. Biesterfild. and
Piscator. His brother STEPHEN succeeded him. but was soon compelled to resign the
throne. To the same family of Pethlen belong JOHN and WOLFGANG, both chancellors
of Transylvania, theformerof whom is celcbraied forhis work, lleruvi Traruyltanicantm,
libri it. (Hermannstadt. 1683), which gives the history of the principality from 1629 to

1663; and the latter of whom wrote a history in 16 books, the MS. of which, from long
neglect, had been much damaged, but which was afterwards restored and completed.
and published (6 vols.) at Hermannstadt in 1792, under the title of Wolfgangi de Bithltn
Jlittorin df Itcbus Tran*ylranicis (1526-1609).

BETHNAL GREEN, an eastern suburb of London, in Middlesex, including Victoria

park. Pop. '71. 120.104, many being silk-weavers. It possesses a museum, a branch
of the one at s. Kensington.

BETHSAI DA, on the lake of Galilee, metioned in Scripture as the city of Peter and
Andrew and Philip, and now a heap of ruins overgrown with grass.

BETHSHE MESH ("house of the sun," or " sun town;" modern name A
"fountain of the sun," now distinguishable by neither house nor fountain from which
it was likely to derive its name), a ruined city of Palestine, 15 m. w.s.w. of Jerusalem,

finely situated on the point of a low ridge, commanding an extensive view of the

country,
rendered interesting by the exploits of Samson. B. was a sacerdotal city

belonging to the tribe of .Tudah," bordering alike on the possessions of Dan and of the

Philistines, and fixed by Eusebius ten Roman miles from Eleuthcropolis, on the Nicop-
olis road. It is interesting as the place where the Ark of the Lord first rested, after
the Philistines had sent it back (I Sam. vi.). One of Solomon's twelve purveyors
resided at B.. where also was fought the battle between Judah and Israel, in which
Jehotish captured Amaziah (2 Kings xiv. 11, 13.). B. was taken by the Philistines

during the reign of Aha/., and from that time disappears from sacred history.

BETHTJNE, a t. of France, in the department Pas-de- Calais, situated on a rock over-

looking the river Brette, and the canals of Lawe and Aire. 16 m. n.n.w. of Arras. It is

strongly fortified, part of the works and the citadel having been constructed by Vauban.
It has manufactures of linen and cloth, and a considerable trade in the agricultural prod-
uce of the surrounding country. Taken by the French in 1645, it was retaken l>y the,

allies in 1710. but was restored to France by the treaty of Utrecht. The first artesian
wells are said to have been bored here. Pop. '76, 9315.

BETIU'NE. <}KOK<;K WASHINGTON, n.n., 1805-6-2; b. New York; son of a Scotch
merchant and philanthropist; educated at Dickinson college and Princeton theological

wminary; in 1H2K pastor of a Dutch reformed church at Rhinebeck; then at I'tica,

N. Y. ; and in 1843 in Philadelphia. In 1849 he took charge of a newly formed congrega-
tion in Brooklyn; ten years later visited Italy to improve his health; returned to New
York and officiated a short time, and in 1861 again went to Italy, where he died sud-

denly from apoplexy. In literature he was known as the author of hiys of Lmf and
/he'M, forty Lait mnd Btrfy >'./, The History of a Penitent, a memoir of his mother.
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Anna Graham, Lectures on, the Heidelberg Catechism, and as editor of British Female
Poets. His last public effort in his own country was an eloquent speech made at thtt

great union meeting in New York, April 20, 1861. He was noted as an elegant scholar,

a tine conversationalist, and a lover of woodland sports.

BE TICK, or BE'TIK, on the river Oxus, central Asia, "one of the greatest ferries

between Persia and Turkestan." Lieut. Burnes, who in 1834 published an account of his

travels in central Asia, says the Oxus is here 630 yds. broad and 25 to 29 ft. deep.

BET JTJANS, or BECHUA'NAS, the name of an extensive nation of southern Africa,

occupying the country between 23 and 29' e. long., and extending from 28 s. lat. north-

ward beyond the tropic of Capricorn. The B. arc generally of a peaceful, indeed cow-

ardly disposition, and are divided into many tribes under the government of chiefs, who
exercise a kind of patriarchal authority over them. According to Dr. Livingstone, the

different tribes take their names from certain animals,
"
showing probably that in for-

mer times they were addicted to animal worship. The term Bakatla means '

they of the

monkey;' Bakuena, 'they of the alligator;' Batapi, 'they of the fish;' each tribe having
a superstitious dread of the animal after which it is called. They also use the word
'bina,' to dance, in reference to the custom of thus naming themselves, so that when you
wish to ascertain what tribe they belong to, you say, 'What do you dance?' It would
seem as if that had been part of the worship of old." Many tribes formerly existing
are, extinct, as is evident from the names that have now no living representatives. The
B. have a vague notion of a supreme being, but no intelligent idea of his attributes.

Dr. Livingstone describes the tribe to which he attached himself the Bakuena or Bak-
wains who are favorable specimens of the nation, as generally slow "in coming to a
decision on religious subjects; but in questions concerning their worldly affairs they are

keenly alive to their own interests." In all agricultural matters they are very acute,

exhibiting a wonderful knowledge of the properties of the soil, as well as of the nature
and habits of animals. They have a superstitious reverence for a class of impostors call-

ing themselves "
rain-doctors," who profess to be able to bring down rain in dry seasons

by a certain specific, composed of all kinds of disgusting animal and vegetable sub-

stances. One peculiarity of the B. is their inability to build their houses square; all

erections take a circular form.

BETLIS. Sec BITLIS, ante.

BET&OTHMENT, a mutual engagement by a man and woman with a view to mar-

riage. This anciently consisted in the interchange of rings, kissing, joining hands, and
the testimony of witnesses; and the ecclesiastical law punished the violation of such B.

by excommunication
;
but such a spiritual consequence was abolished by the 26 Gee >.

II. c. 33. A previous B. had also been regarded as a legal impediment to marriage with
another. "

It was not," says Mr. Macqueen, in his Treatise on, the New Divorce Jurisdic-

tion, 1853, p. 73, "by the axe that the promoter of the English reformation extinguished
his marriage with Anne Boleyn. He first carried her into the ecclesiastical court, and
there obtained a sentence, on the ground of her alleged precontract with Northumberland.

''

The aggrieved party,
since the 26 Geo. II., has been left to the only remedy of an action

for breach of promise. In Scotland there is the same mode of redress consequent on a

refusal to proceed to matrimony; but in that country, where the B. or engagement can
l>e shown to have been a clear, free, and deliberate present consent on the part of both
the man and woman to form the

relationship
of husband and wife, such a contract may

be enforced against the recusant party; and indeed it constitutes marriage itself . Sec

M.YKIUAGE, PROMISE, HUSBAND AND WIKK.

BETTERTON, THOMAS, a celebrated actor, fc.r about half a century the chief orna-
ment of the English stage, was born in London. 1635, and died there in 1710. The
best contemporary judges, such as Addison, Tibber, etc., bear admiring witness- to his

dramatic powers, which overcame the natural disadvantages of a low voice, small eyes,
and an ungainly figure. His private character was highly estimable, cheerful, modest,
and generous. After a retirement of many years, it became known that his circum-
stances were very straightened, and it was determined to give him a public benefit. On
The 6th April, 1709, the spirited veteran (then in his 74th year) appeared with immense
'flat in the youthful part of Valentine in Congreve's b>ve for Low. He acted several
times again. Mrs. B. took the same rank among contemporary actresses as her husband
did among actors.

BETTING, or WAGEIUNG, is an inveterate practice of the English, which is exempli-
fied in almost all classes of society, but more particularly in relation to horse-racing;
bets as to which will be the winning horse at a particular race, being entered into by
the highest as well as the lowest of the people. Sanctioned by fashion, betting on hors<s
is carried on to so ruinous an extent in the metropolis that the legislature has interfered
to check the evil. The haunts of betters called BKTTING-HOUSES are suppressed by the
16 and 17 Viet. c. 119. The act declares them to be a common nuisance, and contrary
to law, and prohibits them under very severe penalties. But it provides that its enact-
ments shall not extend to stakes or deposit due to the winner of any race, or lawful

tpori, game, or exercise. The act was extended to Scotland in 1874. bee GAMBLING
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BET TOLA, a t. of northern Italy, in the province of Piacenza, about 20 m. s.w. of

the town of the same name. It is situated ou the Nure, iii a fertile district. Pop. 5668.

BETULA. See BIRCTT.

BETULA CE2E, or BETULI'XE^E. See AMENTACE^E and Bmcir.

BET WAH, a river of India, which, after a n.c. course of 340 m., joins the Jumna on-

the- right, about 30 m. to the c.s.c. of Calpec. It rises in the Vindhya mountains, which,

uniting the AV. and the c. Ghauts at their northern extremities, form the dividing
rid ire between the basins of the Nerbudda and the Ganges. It runs through beds of

iron ore, and waters the towns of Bileali and Jhaiisi. The source of the B. is in hit.

23 14' n. and long. 77
J

22' p., and its mouth in lat. 25 57' and long. 80 17'. It is

described as a very great river, being, even in the dry season, half a mile wide at its

junction with the Jumna. It is, however, not navigable in any part of its course.

BEUKELZOON, WILLIAM, a person in humble life, belonging to the small town of

Bicrvliet. in Holland, was the lirs.t who succeeded in salting and preserving herrings in a

satisfactory manner. This improvement, which is said to have taken place in the year
1386, communicated a great impetus to the industry of the fisheries of Holland. It is

related that the emperor, Charles V., made a pilgrimage to the tomb of B., and there ate

a herring in expression of his gratitude for the invention. The derivation of. pickle from
B.'s name, also written Beukels, Bokel, etc., is fantastic. B. died in 1397.

BEI'LE, CHARLES ERNEST, 1820-74; a French archaeologist and author, educated
in the normal school at Paris, and sent to Athens as one of the professors of the school

established there in 1852. He discovered the propykea of the acropolis, and wrote

L'Acropulc d'At/times, which was published by the French government. Honors came

rapidly, and he was soon a member of all important scientific societies, and of the legion
of honor. His later years were devoted to politics. Among li is works are S.'n<i/<x in

the Peloponnesus, Tlic Moneys of Atlt.cn*, ILiatory of Sculpture before Phidiax, and History
i'f C/ree/c Art.

BEUST, FRIEDIUCTI FERDINAND FREIHERR vox, German statesman, one of the most

prominent modern politicians. His family is of old nobility, distinguished both in

the field and the cabinet. B. was b. on 13th Jan., 1809, at Dresden, and alter a care-

ful preliminary education in Dresden, he attended the universities of Gottingen and

Leipzic. Having conceived early a liking for politics, he devoted himself to diplomacy.
After spending some time in travel (1834^35), he served as secretary of embassy, first In

Berlin, and then in Paris. In 1838, he represented his government at Munich, where he

began to show his diplomatic talents, and soon acquired a certain celebrity. Eight \ ears

later, lie went to London in the same character, from which he was removed in 1N-I8 to

Berlin. When called back to Dresden in 1849, he received the portfolio of foreign aiTairs,

In this office, he declared against the adoption of the new constitution for the German
empire, and when thereupon an insurrection broke out in Dresden, he called in the
assistance of Prussian military, which speedily crushed it. A lew years later, he was
made minister of the interior." On the death of Frederick VII. of Denmark (1803), 1).

came forward prominently as the exponent of the German national feeling on the

Slcsvig-Holstein question. In the name of his government, he disavowed the London
protocol, and urged a policy favorable to the wishes of the duchies, and in harmony
with the national feeling of Germany. And, indeed, so prominent and popular did he
become at this time, that he was sent as representative of the German bund (the first

that ever was sent) to the London conference, where he stood his ground firmly, taking
for his basis the principle of nationalities. Always the friend of Austria, be naturally
supported that country in the crisis of 18G6, joining in the declaration of war against
Prussia, against the wishes of at least the liberal party in Saxony. After the termination
of the

"
six weeks' war," he was obliged, at the demand of Prussia, to resign his ollire.

He has since entered the service of Austria, and risen to the head of affairs. The chief
of his policy in the reorganization of the empire is the reconciliation of Hungary

(1867) on the footing of its remaining a separate kingdom. Sue GKK.MANY. In 1871.
ii" reigned the office of chancellor, and from that year till 1878 was ambassador in

England.
BEU THEN, or BtTOM, a t. of Prussian Silesia, the capital of a circle of the same

iinme, in the government of Oppeln, and 50m. s.e. from Oppcln. near the Polish frontier.
It has manufactures of woolen cloths and earthenware. The language; generally spoken
I.H Polish. Pop. '75, 19,367.

BEVEL, a term used by builders to describe a sloped or canted surface. Sec
SIM. AY.

BEVELAND, N>I:TH and ROI:TII. two islands in the estuary of the Scheldt, Nether-
l.md- province of Xeeland. South 15. is t!ie largest and most fertile, containing si, (JOO

acres, with a jxjp. of 34.325. The chief town. Goes (Hiis), near the n. side, is well
'"lilt, and boa i;j:;'J inhabitants. Making sail, leather, beer, candles, oil. chocolate.
weaving cottons and book-printing are the chief industries. South B. produces wheat
and other grain, col/a, madder, potatoes, and fruit abundantly. Fish are plentiful.

B. is low and marshy, has an area of 15,250 acres; pop. '75, 7308, employed
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with agriculture. Both islands ave suffered dreadfully from inundations. In 1532,
North B. was completely covered with water, many of the inhabitants perishing;
and it remained submerged for several ye:irs. At the same time, the flourishing town of
Komcrswaal was separated from South B., and afterwards so encroached on by the

.v;i. that the whole of the inhabitants had to leave it. The islands also suffered" con-

siderably from inundation ia 1808. Within recent years, much good has been effected

by drainage,

BEVELLED-GEAB. See GEARIXO.

BEVERIDGE, WILLIAM, Bishop of St. Asaph, was b. at Barrow, Leicestershire, in

lii.'N. Entering St. John's college, Cambridge, at the age of 15, be at once became
remarkable for his diligence and piety, and particularly for his devotion to the study of
oriental languages, a treatise on which he published at the age of )20. In HiliO. having
obtained his degree of M.A., he was ordained both deacon and priest. After many ex-

cellent preferments, in which he was remarkable for his devotion to his pastoral duties,
he was, i:i 1704, appointed to the bishopric of St. Asaph, having previously refused to

accept that of Bath and Wells, on the deprivation of Dr. Thomas Kenn, for not taking
the oaths to the government of William III. He died March F>, 1708, leaving the great
bulk of his property to the societies for the promotion of Christian knowledge, and the

propagation of the gospel in foreign parts, and a reputation for sincere piety and great
learning. His works, which, besides the treatise mentioned, include another on chro-

nology, a collection of canons from the time of the apostles to that when the synod of

Constantinople restored Phothis, and various sermons and works of a religious kind,
with a life, were collected and published in 9 vols. 8vo in 1824, by the Rev. Thomas
Hart well Home.

BEVERLAND, APTUAX. a Dutch scholar who, by several of his vfritings, but more
especially by his unorthodox interpretation of the fall, caused great excitement among
the theologians of his day. He was born at Middelburg, in Zeeland, about the middle
of the ITtii c.

;
had studied law, visited the Oxford university, and was settled as- an

attorney in Holland, when, in 1678, he published his pamphlet, Pcfcattim Orif/inale,
which was not only burnt at the Hague, but led to his own imprisonment, and to his

expulsion from Utrecht and Leyden, whither he had wished to betake himself. On his

return to the Hague, he wrote DC 8tolat<t Virgin itaii-n Jure (the Hagiu', KiSO), which gave
still greater offense than his first work. Soon after, he came to England, when- he
found a supporter in Isaac Vossius, and probably received his degree as doctor of civil

law in Oxford. But it would appear from his virulent attacks against several digni-
taries of the English church, that he met with a good deal of theological opposition in

England also. Probably it was the death of his benefactor, Isaac Vossius, in 1(589, that

led him in 169:5 to repudiate his earlier writings, and to regret their tone. Having
become insane', he appears to have died in England soon after 1712. In spite of his

numerous enemies. B. stood high in the friendship of some of the most distinguished
men of his time. His views respecting original sin have been often expressed by others,
Jw>th before and after his day, though in a less flippant style. His works are now mere

bibliographical curiosities.

BEVEBLEY, the chief t. of the e. Riding of Yorkshire, 1 m. w. of the river Hull,
with which it communicales by canal, and 10 m. n.n.w. of the city of Hull. B. for-

merly returned two members to parliament, but was disfranchised in 1870. Its trade
consists in corn, coal, and leather, and there are several whiting and agricultural imple-
ment manufactories. The finest object in B. is the superb Gothic minster or the col-

I'.-giatc church of St. John, ranking next to York minster among the ecclesiastical

structures of the country, and exhibiting different styles of Gothic architecture; the

oldest part being of the l:Uh century. The choir contains the celebrated Percy shrine.
of the most exquisite workmanship. The grammar school of B. is so old, that the date
of its foundation is unknown. B. arose out of a priory founded about the year 700. and
received its name from Beverlac, "lake of beavers," from the great number of these
animals ir a neighboring lake or morass. Pop. '71, 10,218.

BEVERLEY, JOHN OF, a prelate of the 7th and 8th c., born in Xorthumbria, and
tutor of the venerable Bede. lie was bishop in Ilexham in 685, and archbishop of York
in <>S7. In 717, he resigned and retired to a college which he had previously founded
:it Bcvcrley, where he died in 7-1. Among his works are Exposition of Luke, Uomilif*
on the Eriinr/fUst*, and a number of epistles.

BEVEBLOO
,
a village of Belgium, in the province of Limbourg, 12 m. n.w. of He?-

selt. On the extensive" heaths near is the permanent military camp for the instruction

of the Belgian army.
BEVERLY, a t. in Essex co., Mas?-'., on the Eastern railroad, 18 m. from Boston,

connected with the city of Salem by a bridge. It has many fine residences of Boston
merchants, which overlook its good harbor. Many of its people are engaged in the

business of fishing. Pop. of township, '70. 7330.

BEVEEWYK, a pleasant village in n. Holland, with extensive meadows on one side

Hial well-wooded country-seats on the other, 7 m. n. from Haarlem; pop. '75, 3339. who
live by gardening and various trades. Strawberries and vegetables are cultivated for

"U. K. &. 8fc
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tho Amsterdam and Haarlem markets. There is a haven with a branch canal leading t<

the large canal from the North sea to Amsterdam

BEWD LEY (formerly Beaulieu, from its pleasant situation), a t. on the right bank of

the Severn, in the n.w. of Worcestershire, 14 in. n.n.w. of Worcester. Pop. '71, 7614. B.

returns one member to parliament. It has manufactures of leather, combs, lantern

leaves, carpets, and iron and brass wares. The chief transit for goods is by the Severn.

Near the town is a public park of 400 acres, with tine groves of elm, oak, and plane.

BEWICK, THOMAS, a celebrated wood-engraver, was b. at Chcrryburn, near New-
castle on-Tyne, in 1753. Apprenticed to Beilby, an engraver in Newcastle, he dis-

played such extraordinary aptitude in his art, that, at the age of 17, he was intrusted

w it'll the cutting of the whole of the diagrams in Hutton'a Treatise on. Mensuration. He
afterwards illustrated Gay's Fables, obtaining in 1775, for one of the cuts, the "Old
Hound,

'

the prize which the society of arts had offered for the beat wood-engraving.
In 1790, B., \vhohadentered into partnership with Mr. Beilby, completed, along with
his brother John, who was his pupil, the illustrations for a Genend hist/j >/ of JJritix/i

Qn<Klrit]>rttx, a work which raised nis reputation far above that of any of his contempo-
raries, and gained for him the honorable and not undeserved appellation of the reviver

of wood engraving. Considered as works of art, these illustrations are still unrivaled

in graphic force of expression and fidelity to nature, though the great mechanical

improvements in the art introduced since B. 's time have rendered them inferior in clear-

ness and delicacy of execution to some of the best cuts of the present day. Assisted by 1m
brother, B. illustrated Goldsmith's Trawler and Daserted V'Mwje, ParueH's ILrWf.'and
Somerville's Chase; and in 1797 appeared the first volume of his History of British Bird*.

which was followed in 1804 by the second. This splendid work was entirely B.'s own, hi*

brother having died in 1795. B.'s last work, the unfinished proofs of which he received
the Saturday liefore his death, which took place at Gateshead, Nov. 8, 1828, is called
"
Waiting for Death, "and represents an old worn out horse, with great pathos and truth.

It was designed to assist in the prevention of cruelty to animals. A large cut of a bull

of the Caledonian breed is considered B.'s chef-d'auvre. B. had many pupils, some of

whom were afterwards eminent as engravers.

BEWLEY, ANTHONY, b. Tennessee, 1894; hanged by a mob in Texas, Sept. 13, 1800.
In is I

1

.}, he entered the Missouri conference as a Methodist minister, but when the church
divided on the slavery question he adhered to neither side, but preached independently.
earning his living by 'manual labor. Other independents supported him. and he becatnv

by their consent a presiding elder. When the church in Missouri was reorganized in

l*fs. he came back to its service. In spite of the universal persecution of "
alwilitioii

preachers," he kept the tenor of his way, and in 1858 was sent to Texas. He was driven
out by violence, but returned to the work in 18;>0. saying to protesting friends. "Ix-t
fh'-m hang or burn me if they choose;, a hundred will" rise out of my ashes." But th

opposition was so great that he was again compelled to leave. Then a reward wa
offered for his head, and he was kidnapped in Missouri, hurried off to Texas, and hanged.

BEX, a village of (1870) 3804 inhabitants, in the Swiss canton of Yaud. situated on
the high road to the Simplon, about 28 m. s.e. of Lausanne. It is remarkable for it,-*

extensive salt mines, salt works, and sulphur baths. One of the mines, called D>i R>iiJ
'. h is ;i gallery 7.V ft. high, and 5 ft. wide, extending horizontally into the mountain a
stance of more than 2000 yards. The quantity of salt annually produced at B. i*

between 1000 and 2000 tons.

BEXAR', a co. in s.w. Texas; intersected by the Oalveston, ITarrisburg and San
Antomo railroad; 14.50 sq.m. ; pop. 70, 16,043 2303 colored. Productions, corn, cotton,
wool, butter, and cattle. Co. seat, Sail Antonio.

BEXAR
, SAN ANTONIO DK, a thriving t. of Texas, on the San Antonio river, at ,-i

stance of 110 in. to the s.w. of Austin city. It is growing rapidly in population
(which amounted in 1870 to 12,250) and in wealth. The place po*M66fl six news-
papers, several seminaries, three flouring mills, throe breweries, etc. San Antonio d<-

i famous in th- conflicts between the Mexican authorities and the American
adventurers m ,, r( .

especially for the indiscriminate slaughter by the former of col.
( pocket t and his garrison.

xi
B
^?A-

R DISTRICT, or TEUKITOKY, n region of n.w. Texas between the RioPwo.
.New .Mexico, and the Indian territory: i*>p. 70. 1077, about one person to 40 sq.milcs.

the n.w. purl is a high table-land without wood or water; the n e. and e. iKir
11 watered by the streams that run into the Bra/os and the Colorado.

BEYEBLAlp, n district in s. Holland, bounded 8. by the Hollandish ftiop and
t has several thriving villages, of which Old B. has 4620 inhabitants:

Boutb B., 1,03; and New B., 12i;:5
: the whole canton, 16,000. The people are engaged

' agriculture, have many orchards, and grow flax extensively. An inland shipping
trade is curried on m summer.

MAKIK HKMU. 17s:{ jv.jo. ; , French soldier and author, better known MS
]) Stendhal," the most celebrated of his many nmm df pl.n>/ir. He was alxmt to enter-
ic polytechnic school, when by chance he was present at the battle of Marcngo. <'ar-
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ried away by enthusiasm, lie enlisted as quartermaster of dragoons, rose to be lieutenant,
and act t/d as aid-dc-ctimp to gen. Midland. Alter the peace of Arnicns, he left the army
and led a roving life studying in Pariw, becoming a mercantile clerk in Marseilles, run-

ning after a beautiful actress, who sjxjiled his romance by marrying a rich Russian and
returned to war in the commissariat of Napoleon's ill-fated Russian expedition, where
he remained ioyal to the fallen emperor. Alter the restoration he resided in Milan until

1821, when he was suspected of being a French spy, and hastily returned to Paris,

remaining there nine years, acquiring tame as an accomplished writer and man of the,

world, lu 1830, he was consul at Trieste, and afterwards at Civita Vecchia, finally

returning to Paris a year before he died. He wrote lives of Haydn. Mozart, and
Metastasio; a history of Italian painting; li>ne, ^\'<i]>ltx, aiul Florence in 1817; a life

of Rossini; DC I'Anutnr; an essay on llaciue and Shakespeare; and Prviiieimd&s dun*
Jiviii?. He was an admirable conversationist, full of anecdote and apt in application.

BEYKOUT. or BI-;IIU,T, the Bcrothai or Bcrothah of the Old Testament (2 Samuel
viii. 8, and Ezekiel xlvii. 10); and the Berytus of the Romans. It was besieged and

captured by Baldwin I., king of Jerusalem, in 1111; recaptured from the Christians in

1187. In fit)?, it again came into the hands of the Christians, and then successively
under the Saracen, >eljukiau, and Turkish sultan-;. In course of the operations to sup-

port th'.- Turkish claims against the assumed power of the pasha of Egypt, B., in 1840-
41, was bombarded by the English fleet under sir ('. Napier, taken, and delivered over
to the Turks. There are three castles still standing out in the sea, whose battered

walls l>car witness to the efficacy of the British cannon. There are no ancient monu-
ments worth visiting.

B. is a Nourishing commercial town, situated in a most picturesque position on
the C0at 01 Syria, and at the foot of Lebanon, 55 m. from Damascus, and 147 from
Jerusalem. It is the chief seaport, market-town, and emporium of all the trade with
the shores of Syria. Palestine, and Cilieia; and has a pop. of about 70,000 (the majority
of whom are Christians) against 12.000 in 1835. A considerable increase in population
is due to the settlement, in 1800, of numbers of the Christian refugees from Damascus
Several British merchants are established in 15.. and there is a branch here of an English
bank (the Ottoman). B. supplies the Lebanon, Damascus, and the n. of Syria ti

Antioch, and Joppa. with European manufactures arid goods. French steamers, carry-

ing mails, leave B. every week for Marseilles. British steamers ply regularly between

England and B. every fortnight, bringing Manchester manufactures, prints, chintzes,

Birmingham and Sheffield cutlery, etc., and returning to England with madder roots,

wool, silk, and bitumen. Since 1859, a direct trade has been carried on between B. and
the United States of America, the articles sent to the United States being wool and olive-

oil; and since the opening of the Suez canal, a direct eastern trade in spices, indigo, and
Mocha coffee has sprung up. There is good anchorage in the roadstead, with shelter

during stormy weather in the Beyrout river, about 3 m. from the town; and in 1H74.

.10,000 was allotted by the authorities for the construction of a harbor. About 350
merchant vessels of different nations visit and leave B. every year. The commerce is

steadily increasing. In 1848. the imports were only 546.268; in 1873, thev were

.1.323', 152. The exports in 1848 amounted to 253,648; in 1873. they were 668. 568.

In 1853, the imports into B. from Great Britain were 225,875; in 1871. they had
increased to 676.900. A commercial tribunal, composed of European and native mcr
chants, to adjudicate all mercantile disputes and bankruptcies, has lately been estab-

lished; and consuls from all nations reside at Beyrout. Ship-building has begun to

attract the attention of the natives, who had built and launched at B. several vessels of

ft) to 80 tons within the last few years. There are extensive factories in the neighbor-
hood, producing

"
Syrian silk," which is much esteemed in the London and Lyon

markets. In 18-59. a line of omnibuses, the first over seen in Syria, was established ;;

Beyrout. The natives at first regarded them with great astonishment, and crowded
from all sides to see them pass. A French company completed in 1862 a good road

from B. to Damascus. In 1875. an English company completed an extensive system of

water-works, bringing a supply of excellent water from the Nahr-el-kelb, or Dog river,

n distance of 9 miles. The town has lately been improved by the removal of the

walls which formerly surrounded it. From its proximity to the mountains of Lebanon,
on which the climate is most agreeable and salubrious, B. is an attractive place of resi-

dence: and it might rise into importance but for its odious Turkish custom-house

arrangements and system of government.

BEZA, THKODOHF. (properly, De Bezc), next to Calvin the most energetic and influer

tial of the Geneves- reformers", was born of a noble family at. Vezelai, in Burgumh'. 24th

.Tune, 1519. He received an admirable education in Orleans, from Melchior \\olmar,

a German, who wr.s especially learned in the Greek language, and also imbued with

Ihe principles of the reformation, which he communicated to his pupil. As early as

1530. B. l)ocame known as a writer of witty and elegant but indecent verses, the pub-
lication of which (1548) caused him many bitter regrets in after-days, when his heart

was purer. In bis -20th year, he obtained his degree as licentiate of civil law, and
went to live in ParK where he appears to have spent several years in a kind of

fashionable dissipation, though he does not accuse himself of any gross profliga- y.
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I>. possessed a handsome figure, which, together with his fine talents and good birth,

opened to him the most brilliant prospects. Although not a priest, he pocketed tho

revenues of two benefices, while his income was largely increased by the death of an

elder brother. It was the desire of his relatives that he should enter the church, but

n private marriage which B. had contracted, rendered this impossible. A severe illness

now attacked him, during the lapse of which, the folly and sinfulncss of his career

vividly presented them>elvcs to his conscience; he re|H-nted, and on his recovery, in

order to avoid the perils and perplexities of his position, he went to Geneva alone with

hi- wife. Oct., 1548. Shortly after, he was appointed Greek professor at Lausanne, an
office which lie held for ten years. In 15f>0, he published wilh success a melodrama,
entitled The fricrifice of Abraham, and delivered lectures on the epistle to the Romans
and the epistles of Peter to crowded audiences. Out of these lectures ultimately sprang
his translation of the >"ew Testament into Latin. In 1559, he went to Geneva, where he

became Calvin's ablest coadjutor, and was appointed a theological professor and presi-
dent of the college. He had already signalized himself by his work De llamlic',* <i Ciri'i

Miiijixtrntn pituittulin, in which, like many other good but mistaken men, he approved of

the burning of Servetus. His diplomatic tact was particularly good. He induced the

king of Navarre to exert his influence on behalf of the persecuted French Protesiants. and
\\a* persuaded by the latter to attend the conference of Catholic and Protestant divines,
held at Poissy in 1561. Here his courage, presence of mind, and dexterity made a very
favorable impression on the French court. Catharine de Mcdicis entertained so 1 igh
an opinion ot his abilities, that she desired him to remain in France. While in Paris,

lie often preached before the king of Navarre and Cocde. On the outbreak of the civil

war, he accompanied the latter as a kind of military chaplain, and after his capture
attached himself to Cohgny. In 1563, he once more returned to Geneva. In the fol-

lowing year, Calvin died, and the care of the Genevese church now fell principally upon
his shoulders. He presided over the synods of French reformers, held at Rochclle in

1571, and at Nlmes in 1572. In 1574, he was deputed by Conde to transact important
business at the court of the Palatinate; and in 1586 measured himself with the Wurtem-
l>erg divines, especially Jacob Andrea, at the religious conference held at Montbeliard.
In 1588, his first wife died, and although verging en 70, he married another an awk-
ward circumstance, it must be confessed, and one which his enemies, the Jesuits, tried

to make a handle of; but B., who still retained complete mastery over his faculties,
retorted with his accustomed liveliness and skill. In 15!)7. his calumniators spread the

extremely foolish report that B. was dead, and at the last hour had returned to the bosom
of the church. The witty patriarch replied In a poem full of sparing vigor. He died
13th Oct., 1605, at the rip'c age of 86.

B. was thoroughly grounded in the principles of his master, Calvin, in whose spirit
lie vigorously ruled the Genevan church for forty years, exercising the influence of a

patriarch. To secure its unity, strength, and permanence, he spared no pains, sacri-

ficing even his personal possessions. By his abundant learning, his persevering /.eal,

his acute intellect, his fine eloquence, and his impressive character, he rendered it

important services. His numerous theological writings, however, cannot Tie said to

have proved attractive to posterity. They have almost ceased to be read. The works
bv which he is best known are his translation of the New Testament into Latin, and bin

History of the Fi-tnch Proiettant*from 1521 to 1563.

BEZANT. See UK-ANT.

BEZA'S CODEX, or CAMBRIDGE MANUSCRIPT, an ancient vellum containing the
Greek text of the four gospels entire in the order used in the English Bible, the Acts

(except a number of omissions), and fragments of the epistles. It is believed to date
from the 6th e., and is noted for many interpolations, them being 600 in the Acts alone.
It was presented to Cambridge university by Theodore Bezn. who obtained it about
i 5W from a Huguenot soldier who took" it from a monastery in Lyons. It has been

printed twice.

BEZ DAN, a market t. of the Austrian empire, in the Hungarian province of Bact.
shout :{ m. e. of the Danube, and 12 m. w.n.w. from Zombor. Pop. '69, 757;$.

BEZETIIA. one of the four hills on which Jerusalem is built, n. of Antonia. from
which it was separated by a deep ravine. It was not inclosed until Agrippa built the
third wall.

BEZIEBS, a city of France, in the department of ITcnvnlt. lat 43 21' n. and long.
"'

Y e. It is pleasantly situated on a hill, in the midst of a fertile countrv, at the junction
of the Orb and the canal du Midi, about 3S m. s.w. of Montpcllier. It contains soum
interesting architectural and antique buildings the principal being the cathedral, a
noble Gothic edifice; tlve churches of La Madeleine and St. Aphrodise: and the ancient

:>ul p:il:ice. The old citadel ha> been destroyed, but the walls still remain, and
are made u<e of as a promenade. B. has manufactures of silk stockings, woolens,
glove -. parchment. irlnss. M .ap. leather, and much esteemed confectioneries.' It has also
extensive hrandv distilleries, and is the center of most of the trade of the district. Tb
lown is supplied with water raised from the Orb by means of a steam-engine. Pop. '76.

89,91ft
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B. is a place of great antiquity, and still contains Roman remains. It is historically

interesting in connection with the- massacre of the Albigenses, its inhabitants having
been indiscriminately put to the sword by Simon <le Montt'ort and the pope's legate,

for having afforded protection to the fugitives iu 1209. B. suffered also in the religious
wars of the IGth ceatuiy.

BEZIQUE (from Sp. ba*<ro,
"

little kiss," in allusion to the meeting of the queen and

knave), a game at cards played with a double pack, from which the twos, threes, fours,

rives, and sixes have been rejected. The remaining cards rank from ace down, as in

whist. The dealer gives three cards to his adversary, three to himelf, then two to each,

and lastly three to each, and turns a trump. Tricks are taken as in whist except when
the cards are equal, such as two tens together, when the leader wins the trick. After

each trick the player draws one card from the stock, the winner taking the top card

and the loser I he next, the trump card or the one exchanged for it being taken up last.

The object of tlu- game is to promote in the hand various combinations of cards which,
when declared, entitle; tho holder to certain scores; to win aces and tens; and to win the

so-called last trick. A declaration must be made as soon as the trick is taken and before,

drawing from the pack, and this is done by placing the declared cards (one of which
must not have been declared before) face upward on the table; but they still form part
of the hand and c:in be led or played just as though they had not been declared. (The
rules are too long to be inserted here.) There are also three or four bexique, when three

or four pack 1* arc used. The game is usually 1000 points, and the scores vary from 10, for

the seven of trumps played or exchanged, to 500 for double be/Jque. If clubs or hearts

are tr.umps, the bexique cards are queen of spades and knave of diamonds, and vice

verm when spades or diamonds are trumps. The deal goes from one to another alter-

nately until the game is finished.

BE ZOA3, (Pcrs. pn~ar, a goat; or pa, against, and zacliar, poison), a concretion found

their nucleus some small indigestible substance which has been taken into the stomach.
Sometimes they are of a radiating structure; sometimes formed of concentric layers;
sometimes they are principally composed of superphosphate of lime, sometimes of phos-
phate of ammonia or magnesia. Other concretions found in the intestines, etc., of

various animals are sometimes also called bezoar. See CALCULI. The value of a B.

being supposed to increase with its size, the larger ones have been sold, particularly in

India, for very great prices.

BHADAB SA, a t. of British India, in the chief-commissionership of Oude, on the
T< ns. 75 m. e. from Lucknow. Pop. 5000, of whom 2000 are Mussulmans. Here is an
e.leem >synary establishment, founded by the Nawab Vizier Asaf ud Dowlah, with an
1'iidowin 'lit of 15,000 rupees a year, the proceeds of which are divided indiscriminately
among Mussulman and Hindu religious mendicants. It is under the charge of a seiad,
or descendant of Fatima.

BHADRINATH, a t. of Gurhwal. in the lieut -governorship of the North-western
Provinces. India, situated in a valley of the Himalaya, 25 m. to the s. of the Manah
piss, which leads into Thibet. Lat. 30 44' n., long. 79

J

3\J' e. Its highest point is

10,23t ft. above the level of the sea; while, about 12 m. to the w., there is a group of

summits, called the Bhadrinath peaks, having the respective elevations of 23,441,

2:J,2:Ji>. 22,9;U, 21754, 2-3.556, and 21,895 ft.; the e. also, and the s.w., presenting
detached mountains of similar magnitude. B. is situated on the right bank of the Vish-

nugunga. a feeder of the Aliiknunda, which itself again unites with the Bhageeretteo,
to form the Gauges. The chief attraction of the place is its temple, which, though
the actually existing edifice is modern, is said to be an establishment of great antiquity.
This temple overhangs a tank of about 30 ft. square, which is supplied, by a subter-

ranean passage, from a thermal spring in the neighborhood. As ablution in these

waters is held to cleanse from all past sins, B. is a grand resort of pilgrims, every year
bringing large numbers, but every twelfth year, when a periodical festival is celebrated,

collecting fully 50.000. From Nov. to April, the temple and its deity are abandoned
even by the attendant Brahmins, on account of the cold.

BHAGAVAD-GITA (i.e.. Revelations from the Deity) is the title of a religious meta-

physical poem, interwoven as an episode in the great Indian epic poem of the Mahab-
harata (q. v.) Two hostile armies, the nearly related Kurus and Pandus, are drawn up
in opposition, ready for battle; the trumpets sound the opening of the combat; and
the Pindu Ardshuna mounts his chariot, which is guided by the Deity himself, as

charioteer, in the human form of Krishna. But when Ardshuna perceives in the

hostile army his relatives, the friends of his youth, and his teachers, he hesitates to com-
mence the struggle, held back by the doubt whether it were lawful for him, for the sake
of the earthly gain of reconquering his father's kingdom, to transgress the divinely
approved ordinances for the government of the state. L'pon this, Krishna sets forth, in

si series of eighteen poetic lectures, the necessity of proceeding, unconcerned as to the

consequences, lu the progress of his long discourse, a complete system of Indian relig-
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inns philosophy is developed, in irkich the highest problems of the human mind arc

treated with as much clearness of thought as elegance of language. It is impossible to

determine exactly when anil by whom the work was composed. It is not, however, one

of the tirst attempts of Indian philosophy, for it is rather of an eclectic nature; and
l>efore it could have been composed, there must have been a period of long-continued
intellectual cultivation in many philosophic schools. It is not unlikely that it was writ-

ten in the 1st c. after Christ. "The work is looked upon with great reverence in India,

and it has accordingly been made the subject of numerous commentaries (the best is that

<if Sridhara-Svanim, published in Calcutta in 1832), and it has likewise been translated

into various Indian dialects. Five different metrical versions in Hindi appeared in Bom-

bay in 1S42: a translation into the Telugu dialect in Madras, 1840; into the Canarese,

Bangalote, 1846, < tc. The best critical edition of the Sanskrit text is that of A. W. von

Schl'cgcl C-M ed., Bonn, 184(5), to which is added a Latin translation. Among the other

translations may be mentioned that into English by Wilkins (Lond. 1785), who had tlio

credit of tirst making the work known in Europe ; that into German, by Peiper (Leip.

1834): and the Greek translation by Galanos (Athens, 1848). W. von Ilumboldt's trea-

lise, l'i">it tlif Kii-lt * of tit,- M<>h<i!>!i<lnitii. knmrn under the Samr vf the BhaguV(td-Glt&
(Berlin, 1827), contains an admirable exposition of the philosophy of the poem.

BKAGULPOBE , the capital of a district and division of the same name in Behar, pre-.-

idency of Bengal, lat. 25 11 n.. long. 67 east. It stands on the right bank of the Gauges.
which iseven here 7 in. wide in the rainy season. A seminary for English instruction lias

been here established by the British government. It is the headquarters of the troop*
tor keeping in check the Southal tribes. Pop. '71, 69,678. In the vicinity of the town
are two round towers of alnmt 71) ft. in height, of the origin or object of which nothing
is known. 2. B., as a district, contains 4327 sq.m., and '71. 1.82ti,2UO inhabitants, tt

lies s. of Nepaul, in lat. 24 17 to 26 20' n., long. 80 15 to 88
D
3' east. About a fifth is

covered by hills, which, .stretching to the s.w., connect themselves with the Vindhvi
mountains, the grand dividing ridge between the Nerbudda and the Ganges. 3. The
division of B. has an area of 18,080 sq.m., and a pop. '71, 6,613,358.

BHAMO
,
a t. of Bunnah, en the Upper Irrawaddy, 40 m. to the w. of the Chinese

frontier, and 180 to the n.n.e. of Ava. It contains KK.O houses, and lias round it many-
populous villages. It is the chief mart of the trade with China, the imports being
woolens, cottons, and silks, which arc brought chiefly by caravans. B. has also a con
siderablc trade with the tribes of the neighborhood, who exchange their native prod-
uce for salt, rice, and a sauce made of dried fish. There is a British resident, and
steamers ply to Rangoon.

BHANG, the eastern name for hemp (q.v.).

BHANPUEA. Sec KAMITKA.
BHARTRIHAEI is the name of a celebrated Indian writer of apothegms. Little is

known regarding ihe circumstances of his life. A legendary story makes him the
brother of king Vikramfiditya. who lived in tlie 1st c. w.<\, and relates" of him. that after
a wild licentious youth, he betook himself in later years to the ascetic; life of a hermit.
His name has been given to a collection of 300 apothegms whether it be that he actually
wrote them, or, as is more probable, that the apothegms were popular works, written by
many various authors, but ascribed, according to the Indian custom, to some personage
well knov. n among the people in legends and tales. Cheerful descriptions i'rom nature,
and charming pictures of love, alternate in these apothegms, with wise remarks upon
the relations of life, and profound thoughts unon the Deity and the immortality of tho
soul. Bohli-n has published an excellent critical edition (Berlin, 1833). with a' supple-
ment, Varitf Lei-tioitm (Berlin, 1850), as well as a successful metrical translation into Ger-
man (Hamburg, 1N35). B. has a certain special interest as having been the first Indian
author known in Europe, 200 of his apothegms having been translated in 1653, by the

missionary, Abraham Roger, in a learned work published at .Nuremburg, under the:

quaint title, O/ n ti,it>-x t<> llidilcn Jfit/i,ni.^n.

BHATGONG
,
one of thr> chief towns of Ncpnul, situated about 9 in. s.c. from Khat

mandu. It contains a palace of striking appearance, and other notable buildings. It is the
favorite residence of the Brahinans of Nepaul. who form the greater part of its inhabi-
tants. Its present population is esiimate.l at 12,000, but it is supposed to have once con
tained 60,000 inhabitants

UH AT.N I R. or BIIATTIS. a people of northern Hindustan, in tho British district of
Hivsar. There are two races, one of Mohammedans of Rajput descent, who are the
influential class; the other the common people, known as .hits, who adhere to the reli

gion of their immediate superiors, and are by th'-m treated with moderation. A portion
till the soil, but most of them are shepherds' While under native rulers they appear to
have been a horde of freebooters, savage and even ferocious in disposition. Their rajah
could rai-e ','0 ooo or 30.(MM) men for war, hut they had nothing lik" discipline. Their
former capital (of the same name) was taken in 1:!'.IS by Timur, at a later period by-

Thomas, an English military adventurer, and in 1805 b\- the rajah of Bikanir.
who still retain* authority over it. The principal town is Sirsu, between which and
Bhawalapur a route for commerce has been opened.
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BHAVANI-KTJDAB', or BuovANi-KuDAU, a t. in the presidency of Madras, in the dis-

trict of Coimbatoor, 58 m. to the n.e. of the city of that name. It takes its name from
its position at the confluence of the Bhavani or Bhovani, and the Cauvery. It is worthy
of notice chietly for its temples of Vishnu and Siva. Pop. '71, 6776.

BHAWLPOOB', the capital of the protected state of the same name in India, is situ-

ated on a tributary of the Ghara, which, formed by the junction of the Sutlej and the

Beas, falls into the Chenab about 50 m. further down, in lat. 29 24' n., and long. 71 47'

east. It has a circuit of 4m. part, however, of the inclosed space being occupied
by groves of trees; and its population is estimated at 20.000. B. has manufactures
of scarfs and turbans, chintzes, and other cottons, and the immediate neighborhood is

remarkably fertile in grain, sugar, indigo, tobacco, and butter, witli an abundance of

mangoes, oranges, apples, and other fruits, in perfection. For external commerce, too,
B. is favorably placed, standing at the junction of three routes respectively from the e..

s.e., and s. ; while, towards the n., the Hindu merchants, who are very enterprising, have

dealings with Bokhara, ami even with Astrakhan. 2. The state of B. lies in lat/27
c
41'

to 30 2.V; and long. (iU 30' to 73 58' east. The area is about 15,000 sq.m. the popu-
lation being approximately estimated at 472,800 in 1871, or rather more than 31 inhabi-
tants to a square mile. The country is remarkable level: only about one sixth is capa-
ble of cultivation. The fertile portion, skirting the Ghara and the Indus, has a purely
alluvial soil; but the remainder, though presenting many traces of former cultivation
and population, is now, from want of water, an irreclaimable desert either of hard dry
clay, or of loose shifting sands. Besides beasts of chase, such as liners, boars, etc., B".

abounds in domestic animals, such as camels, kine, buffaloes, goats, and broad-tailed

sheep. In few parts of the world are provi.-ions liner or cheaper. The principal exports
are cotton, sugar, indigo, hides, drugs, dye-st nil's, \\ool, ghee or butter, and provisions
in general. The principal imports are the wares of Britain and India. In 18(16, the

state, at the request of the leading men, wa.- taken under British management till the

young nabob should be of age. The great majority of the inhabitants are .Mohum-
medans.

BHEL, or BAET,. Sec /EGLE.

BIIIL, a native tribe in central India, friendly to the English, which has done pood
service in suppressing the predatory habits of its neighbors. In common with other

hill-tribes, the B. are supposed to have been aborigines in their region. They are of dark

complexion and diminutive stature, but active and capable of enduring much fatigue.
It is with much dilliculty that they are reconciled to the life of agriculturists.

BHOOJ, the capital of Cutch, in India, situated at the foot of a fortified bill of the

?ame name, where a temple has been erected to the cobra de capella, in Int. 23" 15' n.,

nnd long 69 44' e., about 85 m. from the sea. It contains about 10.000 inhabitants.

Its mosques and pagodas, interspersed with plantations of dates, give to the town an

imposing appearance from a distance. In 1819, it suffered severely from an earthquake.
It is celebrated over India for its manufactures in gold and silver."

BHO'PAL, the capital of the territory of the same name, in India, lies in lat. 23" M
n.. nnd long. 77 33 east. It is surrounded by a dilapidated stone wall of about 2 m.
in circuit. The fort, which is the residence of the nawab, stands on a huiie rock out-

side the 'own. B. is worthy of notice mainly in connection with two immense tanks in

the immediate neighborhood one of them being 2 in. in length, and the other me.-isur-

i.ig4.V m. by !$. As each sends forth a river, they have most probably been formed by
the embanking and damming up of their respective streams. The territory of B. ie a

protected state, under the immediate superintendence of the governor general. It is

situated within the basins of the Ganges and Nerbudda, in lat. 22 1)2 to '2',, 46 n.. and

long. 76 2.T to 78' 50' e. ; its area being estimated at 6764 sq.m., and its population, on
an assumed average for Central India, at G(i2.872. Though the vast mass of the people
are Hindus, yet the government is Mohammedan, and is understood to be more popular
in its character than any other in India.

BHOTAN', or BOO'TAN, an independent territory in the n.e. of India, on the southern

slope of the Himalayas, in lat. 26
C

18' to 28
r

2' n*, and long. 88 32' to 92 30' e.. being
bounded on the e. bv Assam, on the s. by Bengal, and on the w. by Sikkim. With an

area of 10,000 to 20'. 000 sq.m., it was estimated in 1864 to contain only 20.000 inhab-

itants, but later information points to a larger ligure. The whole surface may be

described as mountainous, with a gradual slope from n. to south. Generally speaking,
the middle ranges are the most productive. While the s. presents but a scanty vege-
tation, and the n. rises far above the limit of perpetual snow, the central regions, at an

elevation of 8000 or 10,000 ft. above the sea, are covered with the tinest forests of oak
and pine. Nearly all sorts of grain wheat, barley, rice, maize, and buckwheat are

here and there cultivated on favorable spots- but much grain is still imported from BMI-

tral. beiiii: obtained, as well as sugar and tobacco, in return for native cloths, nick-Kill.

rhubarb. Thibet goods, mu'es. and ponies. The religion is Buddhism, the monastic

endowments of its priests absorbing a lanrc part of the national property. Tin- govern
inent, almost purely ecclesiastical, is in the hands of an oligarchy. The duenna rajah,

the nominal head, is treated rather as a god than as a sovereign; while the deb rajah.
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the actual head, is controlled in almost everything bra council of eight. Polyandry
and polygamy equally conspire to keep down the numbers of the population.

BHOWAN , BHOWANY, BII:.\VAXNEE, or BHIWAXI, a t. of British India, in the district

of Ilissur, Punjab, 55 m. w. of Delhi. The pop. in 1863 was 32,25-1.

BHTT'JI, or BI.II, a small h ill-state of India, extending for about 20 m. along the left

bank of the Sullej, and about 7 m. at its greatest breadth. Its pop. is about 20,000.

Having been overrun by the Goorkhas, it was, on their expulsion, bestowed by the Brit-

ish government on the present family.

BHTTBTPOBE , tlic capital of the protected state of the same name in India, is a largn

t., measuring about 8 m. in circuit, and containing, it is said, .about 100,000 inhabitants,

iii lat. 27" 12' n., and long. 77 33' east. It is worthy of notice chiefly on account of

its two sieges in 1S<)5 and 1825. The strength of the place lay in a mud-wall, which
was practically shot-proof, and a surrounding ditch, which might at any time be filled

with water from a neighboring lake. On the first occasion, lord Lake's assaults were
all baffled by tin's trench thus flooded. On the second occasion, however, lord Com-
iKjrmere, having arrived in time to cut off the communications of the garrison
with the lake above mentioned, overcame his principal difficulty: but even then

the mud-wall wnild yield only to mining. 2. The protected state of B. is situated in

lat. 26 48' to 27 50 n., and in lon<r. 76 54' to 77 49' e., its area being estimated at 197S

sq. miles. The pop. in 1871 was 743,710, giving an average of less than 400 to a sq.

mile. The country suffers from want of water, having only three perennial streams, of

which two. ho\ve\er, are mere rills in the dry season: and yet, in many parts, the soil is

rendered highly productive by means of irrigation. The principal crops are grain, cot

ton, and sugar* In the height of summer, the climate has been compared to the extreme

glow of an iron-foundry, the thermometer having been known to stand at l"i) F. m the

shade. The rajah's revenue instated at 242,375 a year; and his military force is hai I

to amount to 5400 men of all arms.

BIAF-'RA, a kingdom in w. Africa on a bay of the same name between 0" and .V n..

extending but a short distance from the ocean. The chief town is B., situated near the

coast.

- BIA'FBA, BIGHT OP, a large bay of the Atlantic ocean, on the w. coast of Africa, at

the head of the gulf of Guinea, between cape Formosa (which divides it from the Bight
of Benin) on tl>e n. and cape Lopez on the south. Its extreme width between these two

points is nearly 000 m. : its depth, to the mouth of the old Calabar river, about 250 mile s

The northern shores of the Bight, comprehended under the general name of the Calabar

coast, and the eastern coast s. of cape St. John, are low and flat. Near old Calabar,
the country becomes hilly, and opposite Fernando Po, it rises into the lofty range of the

Cameroons. The principal rivers flowing into the Bight are the Niger, or Quorra, thr

new and old Calabar rivers, the Rio del Rev. the Cameroon, and the Gal>oon. The
creeks and estuaries of the rivers are generally lined with dense thickets of mangrove.
which sometimes grow in the water, their lower branches covered with oysters. In the

Bight of B. are the three islands of Fernando Po, St. Thomas, and Prince's Island Tho
chief European stations on the coast are Duke Town, in Old Calabar, where there is a

flourishing missionary jitatiou.
and Naango, or George's Town, a small commercial

town on the estuary of the Gaboon.

BIALYSTOK, a fortified t. of western Russia, in the government of Grodno. Iti<
situated on the Bialy, an affluent of the Narew. 4."> m. s.w. of Grodno, in hit. 53" 8' n..

long, 'j:! 1H' east. B. is well built; lime-trees border several of the streets, and give it a

very pleasant aspect. It has a palace and park, now belonging to the municipality, but

formerly iM-lon-rim: to th" counts of Bramski, mid called the "
Versailles of Poland." a

commodious market, and several churches. It lias manufactures of woolens, hats.

leather, soap, tallow, etc. Pop. '07, 16.'J V ">

BIA NA, a t. of India, in the Rajpoot state Bhurtpore. It was once a place of much
! importance than it now is. and was one of the most famous forts in India. Tin-

town COBtataa many t;"Mples, and the whole ridge of the lull is covered with the remains
of large huildiiurs. A hi^h pillar of stone c died Bhiin Lat, or the utaff of Jifum, is con
piciioiis over a wid extent of country.
BIANCAVILLA

,
a t. of Sicily, in the province r- r<rtf' about 14 m. n.w. of thecitvof

flutania. It is ub.fit 10 m. difltHnt from Mt. Jbtn i, on the s.w. declivity of which
mountain it is silinied. It has a trade in grain, cotton, and silk. Pop. 12,500.

BIANCHINI. FKANCKSCO, celebrated for his antiquarian and astronomical investiga-
tions, was b. Dee. 13. 1002. at Verona, where he received his early education in the
Jesuits' college. At Padua he studied iheology. mathematics, and above all. botany:
and then proceeded to Home, where he became" intimate with the most distinguished
*i*n* of the day, and devoted himself to the study of jurisprudence and foreign lan-

guages. Alexander VIM. bestowed upon him a rich benefice, and Clement XI.
appointed him secretary to the commission for reforming the calendar. B. was

employed to draw a meridian line in the church of Santa Maria de<;!i Anirdi. in Rome,
which he successfully accomplished. After traveling through France,' I Id land, and
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England, he returned to Italy, with tlie design of drawing a meridian line from the

Adriatic to the Mediterranean like that drawn by CbusUii across Fnutce. The opera-
tions connected with this project occupied him eight years; hut a variety of other

labors, as well as want of means, prevented its completion. Besides several memoirs
and dissertations on antiquarian and astronomical subjects, we may mention his Istoritt.

Unirerx<d? Promt, t C'>i Mittir:t<-nil e Fiynratacm. .
sV//<<W/ <ljU Auitfhi (Home, 1694), and

his line edition of the work of Anastasius, De Viti* Il'imnnornin. ]\>ntijicum, which wax
completed hy his nephew Giuseppe B. (4 vo!s.

, Rome, 1718-34). B. died in Mar.

1729, and a monument was erected to his memory in the cathedral of Verona.

BIARD, AUGUSTE FRANCOIS, a French painter, known in almost every department of
his art, hut chiefly distinguished for his animated and often comical representations of

ordinary life and manners (pdnturedt y< nre). B.'s merits, and the school to which he

helongs, will he suflicieutly understood when we mention that his countrymen have

styled him the Paul de Kock of painting ! lie was born at Lyon in 1800, and was a!

first destined for the church; hut subsequently educated at the school of art of his

native city. lie traveled in early life in Malta, Cyprus, Syria, and Egypt, where
he made

"

sketches, and stored his memory with images which he used in after

years. In 1S3U, he visited Greenland and Spit/bergtn, and of this journey one
of the fruits was his famous picture of a hattle with polar bears. In 1839 he
visited Mexico. The first picture which pained him distinction was his "Bab<-K
in the Wood'' (1828); and one of his best is the "

Beggar's Family," exhibited in ls:ii.

His picture,
" Lcs Comediens Ambulant*," is in the Luxembourg. Many continental

ga:leries possess examples of B.'s pictures, and in England they have always been much
bought after.

BIARRITZ, a maritime village of France, in the department of the Basses-Pyre-
ne< a, about 5 in. s.w. of Bayoime. The late emperor and tae empress, attracted hy it*

pleasant situation and salubrity, latterly made it a summer residence; and the presence
of the court of course tended to increase greatly the falue of its bulhs anil singular grot-
toes. Pop.

:

76, 3348.

BIAS, one of the seven sages of Greece, lived in the time of the Lydian king Alyat-
te, and his son, Cra>sus, about 570 B.C. He was generally employed as a political and
legal adviser in difficult questions. At the overthrow of Cru-sus. when the lonians
dreaded an invasion by Cyrus, they were advised by B. to take their personal property
and colonize Sardinia; but this advice was rejected, and the lonians, alter a vain

defense, were subjugated by the generals of Cyrus. When the people of Priene the

birth- place of B. were making preparations to escape from their besieged city, B., in

reply to one who a^ked why he wa. not occupied like other citizens, employed the words
which have become a Latin proverb, Ornnin men, meatm porto,

"
I carry all my goods

with me." Orelli, Opucuhi Gracorutn Vetcnnn, etc., 1819.

BIAS, one of the five streams of the Punjab, India, rising in the Bhotang pass, 13,000
ft. above sea-level. It traverses the Kubu valley for 7-1 in., thence w. and s. to the

Punjab plains, and joins the Sutlej after a course of 350 miles. The B. ran in another
bed about a c< -ntury ago, and emptied into the Multin. The natives say its course was
changed in ll.V.

EIS, POVT, or "U'limxCf POUT, Gcu?u*ltttcus or Morrlwa hisccC). a fish of the same
genus with the cod (q.v.) and haddock (q.v.), pretty common on many parts of the
British coast, found also on those of Norway, Sweden, Greenland, etc. It is seldom
more than a foot long, but remarkably differs from all othr-r British fishes of the sanv
family (.w'7/rf.-p, q.v.t in- the great depth of its body, which equals at least one fourth of the
entire length. The back is arched, and the nape exhibits a rather sharp ridire. The even
iind other parts of the head arc invested with a singular loose membrane, which the fish

can inflate at pleasure. There is a dark spot at the origin of each of the pectoral fins. ;is

in the whiting (q.v.) .The names bib and pout, both originally local English names, were
at one time supposed to belong to distinct, species (Called G. '"wvand ff. hurlntn), but it

appears now to lie pretty certain that these; are really one. In Scotland, this fish is iren-

erallv called bra/my. It is well known in the London market, is in best condition in Nov.
and T)ec., and is much esteemed for the table.

BIBB, a co. in Alabama, on the Big and Little Cahawbas. reached by the Alabama
and Chattanooga railroad; ~>20 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 71'9 2108 colored. It is hilly and
fertile. Iron and coal are abundant. Co. Beat, Centreville.

BIBB, a co. in Georgia, on the Ocmulgee; traver^M by the Central Georgia railroad:

2f>0sq.m.; pop. '70, 21,22.1 11,424 colored; in '80, 27,038. It is unoven, and not very
fertile; productions, corn, cotton, and sweet potatoes. Co. seat, Maeon.

BIBBIE \.\. FKKOIXVNDO GALI.I DA. 10)57-1743; an Italian piinter and architect
who first put movable scenery on the stase. He was employed by Cliarles VI. to con
duct triumphal processions, then much in vogue in Europe. lie wrote on architecture
and the theory of perspective.

BIBER. GKOR<;K EVKUVKD. D.D., h. 1801; an English author and clergyman, con-
cerned with Pestalozzi'e schools at Yverdun, and auihor of a biography of that eminent
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teacher. He became a British subject in 1839, and is a curate. lie has been active in

church affairs; was for some years editor of John Uull, and hr,s published The Standard
"i' >'<iiholicity, frrmon*. Bithop BliHunjie'.d and His Times, The Value of the Established

Church to the Nation, aud Robbing Churches is Robbing God.

BI BEEACH, a t. of "\Vurtemberg, in the circle of the Danube, It is situated on the

Ueiss, in the charming valley of the same, name, about 23 in. s.s.w. of Ul:n; and is sur-

rounded by portions of the old ramparts flanked with towers. It has manufactures of

machinery, artificial llowers, leather, children's toys, etc. Pop. '75, 7376. In Oct..

17%, Mofcau won a great victory over the Austrian gen. Latour at B., the latter lo.--

ing 4000 prisoners and 18 pieces of cannon. Here also, in 1800, Saint Cyr defeated the

Austrian gen. Kray. B. fell into the possession of Baden in 1802, but four years
afterwards, was ceded to Wlirtemberg. Wieland the poet was born in the immediate

vicinity.

BI BEEICH, a village in the province of Hesse-Nassau, on the right bank of tlie

Rhine, and about 4 m. from Wiesbaden, is noted for its splendid palaco. The views
oi' the river-scenery from B. are unrivaled. Pop., including Mosbach, '75, 7692.

BIBES'CO, GEORGE DEMETRIUS, Prince, b. 1804; a statesman of Wallachia who ri

1842 aided in the overthrow of Ghika, and succeeded him as ruler, but was driven out

by the revolutionary movements of 1818. In 1863, he was elected to the Roumanian
parliament, but declined to serve.

BIBIEI, BIBIIU BAUK, and BIBIKIXK. See GREEMIKAKT.
BIBLE (Gr. la Biblia, "The Books" see BOOK) is the name given by Chrysostom in

the 4th c. to that collection of sacred writings recognized by Christians as thedocumcn'.s
of thru1

divinely revealed religion. Both as regards language and content-;, they art!

divided into two parts the Old and New Testament, or rather, the Old and New Cove-
nant; for the word tt-xtcom ninnt is only a translation into the later Latinity of the 2d c.

of the Greek diatheke, "covenant/' The history of the Old Testament is connected
with that of the new by a series of writings not received by Protestants as canonical,
and collectively styled the Apocrypha (q.v.).

The OLD TESTAMENT is" a collection of 39 books, written partly in the Hebrew
and partly in the Chaldaic language, and containing all the remains of Ilebrew-Chaldaic
literature down to the middle of the 2d c. B.C. By an artificial arrangement under
the letters of the Hebrew alphabet, the number of books has been limited among
the Jews to 22. These writings were spoken of in the time of Christ, and for

some indefinite period before his time, as graphe. Scripture, or Holy Scripture, or, as

"the Law and the Prophets." Sometimes the Psalms and the remaining holy writings
(luigiograpJui) are distinctively noticed. The ux>tx lix/iii'iidi- of the New Testament (Man.
xi. 13, xxii. 40; Acts xiii. 15; Luke xxiv. 44. etc.) is evidence of this. The Law com
prised the Pentateuch, or the first rive books. The Prophets were subdivided into

earlier and later: the former including the books of Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings:
and the latter containing the three great prophets, Isaiah. Jeremiah, and Ezekicl
:is well as the twelve minor prophets. The third division of the Old Testament
embraced the hagiographa, consisting of the books of Job, Proverbs, Psalms, the

of Solomon, Ecclesiastes, Ruth, Lamentations, and Esther, together with the books
of Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah, and 1 and 2 Chronicles. "With regard to the order of thest-

several books, the Alexandrine translation, the fathers of the church, and Luther, on
one side, differ from the Jews; again, among the Jews, the Talmudists differ from the

Masoretes, while a difference in also found between Spanish and German M8S. Hcncv
have sprung the different arrangements of the books of the Old Testament.

The Septuagint is generally adduced in proof of the existence of these books in ;.

collected form as early as 285 'n c., but an examination of the Aristean fiction (see Ama-
TBA* and SKi"n T

.\f;iNTl is sufficient to show that at that period no more than the Penta-
teuch was translated into Hej-Miistic Greek. The earliest indubitable notice is found in

the prologue to the Alexandrine translation of the book of Jesus, son of Sirach.
written bv his grandson probably about 1!0 r,.c.. which demonstrates that the Law
and the Prophets then existed in a collective form; but this language docs not prove
that the third division was then concluded, thouirh neither does it disprove it. This
conclusion is first definitely ascertained from the catalogue given by Joscphus. who
flourished after the middle of the 1st c. of the Christian era, while Phifo, who flourished
41 A.D.. quotes casually from nearly the whole of them.

As reirurds the genuineness and authenticity of the Old Testament, there has been
much dUcus.siori in modem time-. The generally received opinion is. that the various

were ,>ni/iiuill>i written wholly or chietlv bv the persons whose names are affixed
to them, except Judge- iSamueh, Hiuh (Samuel), Esther (Mordceai), Kings and Cluoni
cIes(K/.ra and Jeremiah), and perhaps Job ("Moses'.'): but that these MSS. having per
ished in the destruction of the tirst temple, when Nebuchadnezzar took Jerusalem, list;

members of the great synaL'ou'Uc (q.v.V which included E/ra. Nehemiah. llaggai, Zeclta

riali. Malachi. and afterward* Simon the Just f>0 years after the buil.'in<r of the second

tempi.., acting in accordance with a divine commission, rewrote the Old Testament: or
rather made a recension of othc-r existing copies, to which were subsequently added the
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books of Ezra and Nehemiah. Thus the canon wag concluded. This was the belief of

the Jews themselves at a later period; the Pirkc Aboth (Sayings of the Fathers), one of

the oldest books of the Talmud, as well as other Jewish records, distinctly assort it. It

is. however, simply a tradition, and though possibly true, is necessarily incapable either

of demonstration or refutation. In the absence of any direct and conclusive evidence
on this point, the contents of the Old Testament have been minutely analy/ed by modern
German critics, who have attempted to show that they bear internal evidence of having
Ix-en composed generally at a later period than is ordinarily believed. Their work has
now been taken up by English, Dutch, and French scholars, of whom perhaps the most
notable are Colenso (see NATAL) and Kucuen, and prosecuted with keenness and vigor.

The Samaritans, who were at enmity with the Jews, rccogni/ed only the five books
of Moses, and a corrupt version of the book of Joshua, as canonical. On the other side.

the Egyptian Je\vs. for whom the Alexandrine version of the Old Testament was made,
received as canonical several writings which were rejected, or sul>ordinatcd a.s apocry-
phal Nee Apocrypha), by the Jews of Palestine. The primitive church, in the period
which elapsed uefoiti the canon of the New Testament was completed, referred to the

Old Testament for proof of doctrines; but, o;i account of the prevalent ignorance of the

Hebrew and Chaldcc languages among the early Christians, the Alexandrine Greek ver-

sion was the authority employed. As this included the apocryphal books, rejected by
the Jews rf Palestine, the earliest Christian fathers made the same use of these writings
AS of the others; but the growth of criticism during the next two centuries was fatal to

their reputation, or at least to their authority. We do not find, however, that they wens

formally designated "apocryphal" until the time of Jerome (5th c.), though the Greek
church, in the previous century, had approximated to this mode of viewing them, by
ai'.inning them to be not canonical, but only edifying, and also by issuing lists or cata-

logues of those books which were roe<>gni/..'d as canonical. In the Latin church, on thw
other hand, these writings were received as canonical after the 4th c., though Jerome.
Ililarius. Ruiinus, and Junilius wished to distinguish them from the canonical books by
the name of li'n'i eccUxiastici. The Protestants, at the reformation, returned to the dis-

tinction originally made by the Palestinian Jews between the Hebrew scriptures of the
Old Testament and the ap xrryphal works included in the Alexandrine ve;-sion and the

Latin Vulgate. Luther, in his translation of the B., included the Apocrypha as " books
not to be placed on a level with the canonical scriptures; but profitable for reading."
The council of Trent, which seemed to think that the only safe path for Catholicism to

pursue was the exact opposite of that on which Protestantism moved, declared that who-
ever denied the canonical character of the Apocrypha should be anathema.

The NEW TKSTAMKNT. or the collection of canonical scriptures containing the history
and doctrines of Christianity, may be divided into three chief sections. 1. The. historical

books, or the four gospels, and the Acts of the Apostles. 2. The didactic and pastoral
writings, which include the epistles of Paul to the Romans, Corinthians, Gahitians,

Ephesians, Philippians, Colossia:is. Thessalonians, Timothy, Titus, and Philemon, the

Epistle to the Hebrews (which does not state the writer's name), the two epistles of

Peter, the three epistles of John, the epistles of James and Jude. o. The prophetical
section, consisting only of one book, the Apocalypse, or Revelation of St. John the
Divine. The primitive Christians referred for proof of doctrine, etc., only, so far as we
are aware, to tlie Old Testament, and quotations from it by the apostolic fathers are
numer HIS enough; but we find few clear and certain references to the didactic portions
of the New Testament, The reason of this appears to be, that the lapse of time had
hallowed the Old Testament, and given to it that superior authority which springs from
venerable age. The generation which immediately succeeded that of the apostles and
indi-e.l. >,) far as we e.m see, the same may be said" of the apostles themselves did not
consider the apostolic writings of equal importance it* irritinf/x with the sacred books of
the Old Testament. Besides, most of the epistles were of little use in controversy, for
the earliest heretics denied the apostle^hip of St. Paul; while both parties admitted the

authority of the SeptuaglDt, and found in it their common weapons of argument.
Nevertheless. \ve occasionally find references to the didactic portions of the New Testa
ment. such as those to Romans. 1st Corinthians, Ephcsiaiis, Hebrews, and James, in

Clemens Romanns; to 1st Corinthians and Ephesians, in Ignatius; to Romans, 1st

Corinthian-, :M Corinthians; Gahitians. Philippians, 1st Timothy, 2d Timothy, 1st

Peter, and 1st John, in Po'ycarn. Slill more uncertain arc the references of the apos
tohc fathers to the gospels. The not ices found in Barnabas. Clemens Ronnnus, Igna-
tuiN and Polycarp are only sufficient to indicate that all the great facts of Christ's' life

were known to the churches, and that the doctrinal significance of these had beirun to
be reali/:-!. They do not, however, demonstrate the existence of written gospcK, but

they prove that Christianity rests on a historic basis. Their silence in relation to the
:i Lr".spcN no-.v constituting a portion of the canon of the Xew Testament, is at first

Mirhi singular; but when we relied that the facts of the Saviour's life and teaching were
apparently quite familiar to the churches so familiar, indeed. Mint no explanation was
needed in alluding to them we see that the ne.-essity of the apostolic fathers quoting
from the evangol

:

>t> censes. It i> contended that any spee.ilic quotations would have
been a work of supererogation; whereas, in the case of the didactic epistles, which were
written originally for the benefit of particular churches, and conditioned by their special
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circumstances, and the contents of which, therefore, could not be so well or widely
known, quotations, or allusions might more naturally be looked for. But evidence of

this nejatlrc character tor the existence of the evangelical re-cords, however probable, is

very uncertain, and its uncertainty is increased by the use made of writings which, at a

later period, were rejected ns apocryphal. First, in the second half of the 2d c.. more
distinct references to the gospel? arc found in Papias (died 163), in Justin Martyr (died

166 A.n.V in his pupil Tatian (died 176), in Athenagoras (died 180), and in Theophilus.
who wrote about the year 180. None of these writers, however, uame the authors from
whom thev quote, though Papias the earliest, but not the most trustworthy of them
tears direct and minute testimony to the existence of gospels by St. Matthew, St. Mark.
St. John, the catholic epistles, and the Apocalypse, whence it has been concluded that

the authenticity of the apostolic memoirs was not then settled, and perhaps not even

investigated; but anonymous quotation seems to have been a characteristic carelessness

of the time, for of this'kind arc 117 of Justin Martyr's references to the Old Testament.

The great fact on which a constructive Christian criticism leans in regard to the evidence

of these writers is, that they do not speak of the gospels or apostolic" memoirs as thing*
which had only recently made their appearance, but as well known and long established.

Justin even states that the "apostolic memoirs" were regularly read in the churches for

the edification of believers a fact which clearly indicates their superior sanctity and

general reception. The Tubingen school contend that these apostolic memoirs could not

have been the canonical gospels, but must rather have been the primitive evangelical
records out of which the canonical gospels were formed; but it cannot be said that the

criticism of Baur and his followers, in spite of its profound and searching character, has

seriously imperiled the claim to apostolic antiquity put forth on behalf of the New
Testament scriptures.

Nevertheless, the idea of a strict and pure New Testament canon (sec CANON) is not
discernible in the church in Justin Martyr's time. There is no positiveevidence in favor
of its existence; but this is not to be wondered at, for the consciousness of freedom in

the Holy Spirit, which penetrated the Christians of the 1st c. ; the opposition of what in

continental theology are termed the Petrine and Pauline (q.v.), i.e., the Judaizing and

anti-Judaiziug parties, which does unquestionably appear to have existed; the still living
tradition of the apostles; the difficulty of diffusing apostolic writings sent only to par-
ticular churches; the absence of criticism; the vacillation in determining the point when?
the apostolic men ceased; the use in the worship of God of the Old Testament, and, in

particular churches, of casual Christian writings not now looked upon as canonical: all

these causes together operated in hindering, till the middle of the 2d e.,a formal
collection of New Testament writings of any compass or critical value, though it seems

quite clear that they existed separately, and were regarded as the most authoritative
records of the new dispensation. The earliest trace of such a collection (the ten Pauline

epistles without the pastoral epistles) appears after the middle of the 2d c. in oppo-
sition to that gnostic perversion of primitive Christianity which had been introduced by
Marc-ion of Poiitus. The Muratoruin Canon in the west, and the 7V*A/<v> (q.v.) in the

east, both belonging to this period, which has been called the "age of the apologists."
furnish important evidence in regard to the New Testament canon, for both refer to

nearly every book now received as authoritative, the exceptions being, in the former,
the Epistle of James, the Epistle to the Hebrews, and 2 Peter; in tiie latter, Jnde. 2

Peter, 2 and 5J John, and the Apocalypse. In the close of the2d, and in the beginning
of the 3d c., Irena;us, Clemenc Alexandrinus. and Tertullian bear testimony to the recog-
nition of the four gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, the thirteen Pauline epistles t!

Ep'ntle of Peter, the 1st Epistle of John, and the Apocalypse, as canonical writing*.
Hut they do even more than bear testimony to their recognition they appeal toantiquity
for proof of the authenticity of the books which they used as Christian Scriptures. On
this point, Tertullian is especially precise, and his most convincing argument on behalf
of the "surety of the gospels" is" that

" the very heretics bear witness to them." They
did not, it is admitted, acknowledge the whole of tho New Testament canon, but this i's

explicable oh tho hypothesis, which is justified by investigation, that the portion* rejected
were those that seemed alien to their own opinions. Two distinct collections of writings
are now noticed the In*tru m>'nt u m Kr<inf/ch'n/i>t. containing the four srospels; and the
Tnttrnmfntnui .!/*//>'/><, containing the Acts of the Apixtles. along willi the Pauline
*nd other epistle*. Respecting several parts of the New Testament Canon, differences
of opinion prevailed in early times, nor was the war of criticism closed until the (5th c..

for considerable difference of opinion exited in regard to the value of the testimony of
the early apologetic authors. Origen doubted the authority of the Epistle to' the
Hebrews, ofthe Epistle of James, of .lude, of the 2d of Peter, and tho L'd and 'M of
John-, while, nt the same time, he WHS disposed to recognize ns canonical certain

apocryphal scriptures. ii<-h :i s those of Hermas and Barnaba*. which were decidedly
rejected by the Church. The Apocalypse was treated as a dubious part of the canon
down to Hi,- 7th century. The learned and circumspect father. Eu^cbius. in the 4th
c.. in a passaL'e of hi* < t/rrh Hutonf, distinguishes three cla.-s of the New Tc -lament
Scriptures; 1. Cniversally received Scriptures (liomologoumr-na). the four irospeU. the

f tin- Apostles, the fourteen Pauline epistles, the 1st Epistle of John, the 1st of
Peter, and, with a certain reservation, the Apocalypse of John. 2. Scriptures not urn-
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versally received, or not received at all. Those he culls
"
disputed" (antilcgomcna}, and

subdivides them into such as were generally known and approved by most viz., the

epistles of James, Jude, 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John; and such as were "spurious" (notlui)

viz., the Acts of Paul, the Shepherd, the Apocalypse of Peter, the Epistle of Barnabas,
the Institutes of the Apostles, and the Gospel of the Hebrews. ;j. Heretical forgeries,
such as the gospels of Peter, Thomas, .Matthias, which Eu.sebius pronounces to be

"altogether absurd and impious."
The western church, which was more conservative and less critical than the eastern

church, completed the canon with greater rapidity. Although the eastern council of

Laodieca (300-3(54), in determining the r-anon of the New Testament, excluded the

Apocalypse, the western synods of Hippo-Kegius (I.!):!) Carthage (397), the Koman bishop.
Innocent I. (in the beginning of the 5th e.), and the ('<'iliinu JlniHtnuni under Gelasiu*
J. (4U4). recogni/cd the entire canon of the New Testament as we find it in the present

day. The doubts entertained by individuals respecting some parts of the canon had
iH'Come exceptional pud unimportant at the close of the 7th century. Owing to the

want of Greek scholarship, as aNo. perhaps, to the growing idea of an infallible church

papacy, there was no criticisin worthy of the name during the middle ages. Doubts,
therefore, respecting the Epistle to the Hebrews and the epistles of James and Jude were
lirst revived, after a long quietude, at the time of the reformation. Erasmus denied
the apostolic origin of the Epistle to the Hebrews, 2 Peter, and the Apocalypse. Luther
ventured to declare the Epistle to the Hebrews and the Apocalypse "apocryphal.'"
Melanchthon. Gerhard, and Chemnitz went in the same direction, and even Calvin
denied the Pauline authorship of the Epistle to the Hebrews. But biblical criticism, for

reasons both political and ecclesiastical, soon 1 ccame dormant, and so remained for

nearly two centuries, when it was revived by a liberal Catholic writer, Richard Simon
(died 171'2), who tirst conceived the plan of "an liistorico-ciilical introduction" to the

15. ; afterwards, the labors of Lowth, Sender, Herder, Gricslmch. 3Iichaelis. Kichhorn,
nnd others, gave a new impulse to scriptural exegesis. In Germany, we may name
among writers on the conservative nnd orthodox side, the Catholic divines Jahn and

Hug, with tli" Protestant writers, ITengstenberg, Havcrnick, Guerike, Delitzsch. and
Ca<peri: on the other side, Berthold, De Wette. ('miner. Kcuss: ar.d since the publica-
tion of the L :

fe of Jeni* by Strauss, the " New Tubingen school," with F. Baur (q.v.) at

its head, has questioned the authenticity and apostolical antiquity of all the New Testa-

ment Scriptures, except the four larger epistles of Paul to the I'cinans. the Coiintluans

(1st and ~.l), and the Galatians. The critical labors of Ewald (especially on the Old
Testament), of Hilgenfcld, and of Keim have exerted important influence.

But, as might have been expected, the effects of the strife could not always remain con-

fined to Gcrmanv. They have been felt more or less over all Protestant countries-

England, Holland, and America and even Catholic France, which has no theology to con-

tend for, shows the influence of the new movement. P( nan (q.v.), who in his Vie de Ji'#u

excited a vivid sensation, has followed up his first work by a series of volumes on th

early history of Christianity. In England, during the 18th c.. several valuable apolo-

getic works vcrc published, such as Gardner's C'ndibihty of Uie tioxyd History, and

Palcy's Horn- PiinVnw. In the early part of the 19ih c. appeared Home's Introduction to

the Study ofthe Scripture*, \vhich has been frequently reprinted. Since then, Tregelles.

Davidson, Westcott, and numerous other scholars, have entered the field; and it is not

too much to affirm, that, among the more earnest class of British theologians, there exist*

at this moment a keener spirit of impartial inquiry, as regards the foundations of bibl.cal

criticism, than Britain has ever previously witnessed. The practical tendencies of the

Anglo-Saxon mind long restrained it from interfering in what seemed to be a mere maze
of unprofitable speculation'; but now that its deep and vital relations to the groundwork
of men's actual and possible beliefs have begun to be felt, these very practical tendencies

are manifestly asserting themselves, and we may confidently anticipate that a large

measure of attention on'the part both of the clergy and laity will soon be given to thid

most important of all branches of knowledge.
EDITIONS OK Tin; BIBLE: HISTORY OK TFTE TEXT. As both the Old and the New

Testament were written in ancient languages, and transcribed in times when philological
criticism hardly existed, the examination and comparison of various editions, with a

view to obtain The greatest possible purity of text, forms an important part of theological

.study.
T, rt oftfa <H<1 Testafaent.Tlfe first duty of an impartial critic of this question is to

lay aside' both of the extreme and untenable" opinions regarding the Hebrew text of the

O'ld Testament, viz. 1st. that it has come down to us in an absolutely faultless condi-

tion, by miraculous preservation: and 2<1, that it has been willfully and unse.rupulously
falsitied by the Jews. That there are erroneous readings, nobody doubts. The real

ta-k devolving on a student of this branch of theological science is to explain these on
natural principles, and, by collating the various recensions, to endeavor to obtain a pure
text, or a* close an approximation to that as may be possible. The following is a toler-

ably complete classification of the causes of errors. 1. Errors arising from inn

*>fl/it or occ*i.<tf<m<i! inattcntiffutx*; as when transcribers substituted one letter for an< ther

similar in appearance, transposed letters, words, and sentences, and omiited the same;
of which there arc various examples. 2. Errors arising from hnp*rfert htaring, of which
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fhere are not many examples. 3. Errors arising from defective memory; as when a

transcril>er fancied, that he knew certain words, phrases, or clauses, on account of their

having occurred before; of thuse there arc occasional examples. 4. Errors arising from

rfcferticf j>{ iff/merit; as when words were wrongly divided, or abbreviations wrongly
resolved; also from the c>i*todf liiunr>/m (i.e., the letters which filled up the occasional

vacant space at the end of lines) and marginal remarks being sometimes incorporated
with the text. These not unfrequently happen. 5. Errors arising from a irdl-innn,t

desire on the part of the transcriber to explain or amend a text, really or apparently
obscure. In this respect the Samaritans are greatly to blame. A very knotty point is

the condition of the text before and at the close of the canon. The opinion of Eiehhorn,
De Wctte, and others is, that while the books circulated .singly in a sphere of uncertain

authority, they were greatly corrupted; in support of which, considerable evidence is

adduced, but still the probabilities are, ou the whole, against such a supposition, and it

is better to suppose that the conflicting accounts of the same events which are to be met
with, especially in the historical books, arise not from the carelessness or corruptions of

copyists, but rather from the original authors or compilers haviug consulted differing
documents.

From recent investigations, it appears clear that the strict dogmatic Jews of Pales
tine and Babylon were generally far more careful in their preservation of sacred record*
than the Samaritans and the Alexandrines, the latter of whom were remarkable for their

free, philosophizing, non-textual spirit. In the schools of learning in Jerusalem at the
time of Christ, presided over by Hillel, who had come from Babylon, and Shammai,
and in those which flourished elsewhere in Palestine, after the fall of the metropolis,
for instance, at Lydda, Ciesarea, Tiberias, etc., as also in the academies of Sora. Pum-
peditha. and Nahardea, near the Euphrates, at a later period, the text of the Old Testa-
ment was defined with great care, first by the Tahnudists, who seem to have adhered

very closely to the ancient text, and after the completion of the Talmud at the close of
the 5th c. by the ManorHex. See MASSOKA.H. This care was at first bestowed only
on the consonants of the Hebrew text. The Alasoretic vowel system, which sprang from
that already existing among the Syrians and Arabians, was developed from the 7th to the
10th centuries at Tiberias. By the llth c. it appears to have been completed, while the

Spanish rabbis of the next century seem ignorant of its then recent origin. (For proof
of this, see Davidson's lext of tJie. O'd lestanieiit Considered-, 1856.) After the llth c., the
Ma<oretie text, with its perfected system of vowels and accents, became the standard

authority among Jwwish scholars. The comparative values of the different readings in
the various M33. had by that time been caret ully determined, and the chief business of

copyists, henceforth, was to nvik'.: faithful transcripts.
The earliest printed editions of the Hjbrew B. bear a close resemblance to the MSS.

"They are without titles at ths commencement, have appendixes, are printed on parch-
ment with broad margin, and large ill shaped type, the iiiitM letters being commonlv
orna:n 'iited either with wood-cut engravings or by tho pen. These letters, however, are
often absent, With vowels, the editions in question are very imperfectly supplied. Sep-
arate parts of the B. were first printed." ThePsalm-s appeared in 1477. probably at

Bologna; the Pentateuch at Bologna in 1482; the Prophets in 1486; the Hagiographa in
1487. To most of these were subjoinpd the rabbinical commentary of Kimclii. The whole
of the Old Testament appeared in small folio at Soncino. 1488, and appears to have been
followed by the edition of Brescia (1494>, which was used by Luther in his translation of
the Old Testament. The /{',','f.i /Vyy/,,/7,< (.:.,,,t.}>/-n.fritxt<t: (1514-17), the IliWn ttibl>!iu>;i
of Bomberg. edited by Rabbi .Jacob Ben-Chajin (Venice, 1525-26), which has been
Adopted in \\\(^\ of the; sub^-rpient editions th;-' Antwerp IVblin Pol^iloHn (8 vols., 1569-
72), also the editions by Hutterus (Hamburg, 1587, and frequently' reprinted), Buxtorf
\ Basel. 1611). and especially that by .Jos. Atliias (Amsterdam, IWH-OT) all these are
celebrated, and have supplied th- basis of later editions by Simon. Halm, Thcile, and
Otter*. In the 17th c., a vehement controversy arose regarding the integrity of the
Hebrew text; one party maintained that the Masoretic text was greatly corrupted, and
contrasted it unfavorably with that of the Samaritan Pentateuch. The chief advocates
of this view were Vossius, Whiston, Morin. and Capellus. () the other hand, Buxtorf.
Arnold Bootius, Wasmutli, and others, defended the absolute purity of the Masort-tic
text even to the inspiration of the vowel-points, which Buxtorf, in the preface of his
grandrathera Ttteruu, gravely asserts to have been first invented by Ezra. This con-
t.ovvr<y had at least one good result. It led to an extensive examination of Hebrew

the next eenttiry. Kcimieott collated (>:}(), 258 throughout, the rest in part' De
t.>\. of which all but 1? were collated for the first time. Many still remain uncol-

I li- result of this elaborate inwsUgBtipa has been to convince scholars that the
HMMKXiC text is substantially rom-el. All known codices confirm it; the oldest of the

'<ily literal versions, as well' as the Targums of the time of Christ, furnish M,,I
TV evidence; and when we consider the bililiolatrons tendencies of the Jews

//>/ tucir return from exile, whatever may have been the case before, we may safely
conclude that we now posse^ the text of the Old Testament much in the same con-
dition av it was at the close of the canon.

At first, there were no intervening spaces between Hebrew words; afterwards, small
intervals nppcar to have been occasionally allowed. With the introduction of the x
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character, the use of small interstices to separate -words became general. The Talmud
prescribes how much space should be between words in sacred M3S. designed for the

synagogue. Various divisions according to the sense were also introduced at an early

period. In the Pentateuch there were two, termed respectively open and cloyed. The
former were intended to mark a change in the matter of the text; the latter, slight

changes in the sense. Of these, the Pentateuch contained 669, named partthioth (sections).

Tins division is probably as old, or nearly so, as the practice of reading the Law. It i

found in the Talmud, while the division into 54 great pnrxhwth is first found in th

Massorah, and is not observed in the rolls of the synagogues. The poetical books wen-
also subjected, from a very early period, to a stichometrical division, according to the

peculiarities of Hebrew versification. In order to facilitate the reading and understand-

ing of the prose books, a division into logical periods was also made, which is men-
tioned in the Mixhna (q.v.), while in tin; (Jemara (q.v.) its authorship is ascribed to

Moses. From it sprang our present division of the Scriptures into verses. It is highly
probable that these divisions were long handed down orally. Our present division of

the Old Testament into chapters is a later invention, and, though accepted by the Jews.
is of Christian origin: it may be dated as far back as the 13th c., some assigning it to

Cardinal Hugo, others to Stephen Lan^ton, archbishop of Canterbury. It was first

employed in a concordance to the Vulgate, whence it was borrowed by Kabbin Nathau
in the loth c., who made a similar concordance to the Hebrew Bible. Nathan's division*

are found in BomlK'rg's Hebrew B. of 1518. Verses were first introduced into edition*

of the Hebrew B. by Athias of Amsterdam, 1661, but were employed in the Vulgatv a

early as 1558. The" first EnrjlMt 15. divided into verses was published at Geneva in 15*50.

_Y< tr T<-Ktitinfnt. The original MSS. of the New Testament were probably all written
on papyrus, the cheapest, but least durable material that could be obtained for the pur-

pose. It was therefore impossible, considering the constant handling to which the docu-
ments must have been subjected by the eager converts, that they could have lasted for

any length of time. Indeed no authentic notices of them have come down to us, and it

isa curious fact that, in the controversies of the 3d c., no appeal is made to the apostolic

originals. But the number of copies was very great. The text of these, however, did
not always agree. Variations originated, to a considerable extent, from the same cause*

as operated in the case of the Old Testament, viz., imperfect vision or hearing, misun-

derstanding, carelessness, or an uncritical judgment on the part of transcribers; but it is

natural to suppose that, on account of the greater freedom of spirit and thought which
characterized primitive Christianity, compared with Judaism, a latitude of conviction in

regard to the value of the letter of Scripture, also influenced the churches. The idea of

inspiration (q.v.), it is now admitted by the most enlightened theologians, was progre*-

sively developed. In the earliest ages it did not exist in any dogmatic form whatever.
Christians were content to believe that the evangelists and apostles spoke truth, by
the help of the Holy Spirit, without perplexing themselves with the question, whether
the words were purely divine or purely human in their origin. They had a gospel to

preach, and a world to convert, and were therefore not in a mood to discuss mechani-
cal notions. This also must have operated in producing the textual variations referred

to, many of which are of such a nature as to clearly prove that the commentators or
transcribers thought themselves at liberty to alter or improve the expression. Nor must
we overlook the fact, that the different culture and tendencies of the eastern and western
churches also caused very considerable changes. Modern criticism reckons no less than

80,000 variations in the' existing MSS. Nevertheless, one fact stands out, solid and

imperishable, amid all the tiny fluctuations of verbal criticism, viz., that, with one or

two exceptions, no material difference exists, or in all probability ever did exist, in New
Testament MSS. The general Christian consciousness, which was the real guardian of

their integrity, had been grounded too deeply in the facts, doctrines, and ethics of a

historic
Christianity

to follow in the wake of sectarian or heretical modifications of th-

truth. It instinctively turned, as it were, from a sense of affinity to those apostolic
records, the tone of which most closely corresponded to its own spiritual character and

development, and thus unconsciously prevented any incongruous changes from l>cing
effected in the mass of MSS. Of these MSS., upwards of 1400 arc known to scholars,
and have been collated, and no essential discrepancy has been detected. Of course, it

ran be urged that all the MSS. belong to a period when the church had gathered itself

up into two great wholes the Latin and Greek, and when, therefore, a general conform

ity in MSS., as in other things, is only to be expected; but the fragments which an;

found in the earliest church fathers exhibit substantially, though not verbally, the same
text, and we may therefore fairly infer that this unintentional harmony in part argue*
the general harmony of the earlier and later MSS.

Some slight attempts seem to have been made, during the early history of the church,
to obtain a correct text. One Lucian, a presbyter of Antioch, and Hesychius. an Egyp
tian bishop, are said bv Jerome to have undertaken a recension of the New Testament,
and both Origen and Jerome himself were of considerable service in this respect. It \*

to modern criticism, however, that we owe almost everything in regard to the regulation
of the text. Bengel and Sender first started the idea of arranging the MSS. of the Now
Testament into fdnrilif* or cl<wex. After these came Griesbach, who, following out the

idea, propounded hi? famous threefold division of the MSS. into Western, Alexandrian,
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and By/.antine. The first two he considers the oldest; the third, a corrupt mixture of

both.
"

Griesbach himself preferred the Alexandrian: he believed that the Byzantine
transcribers had taken great liberties with the text, and held that a few Alexandrian MSS
outweighed, in critical value, a large number of the other. The accuracy of GriesbacbV
tlivi.sion has sulequcntly been questioned by many eminent German scholars, each ot

whom lias in turn favored the world with a theory of his own in regard to the probable
value of the various families of .MSS. Recently, Lachmauu has applied, wi;h excessive

strictness, a principle fii>t hinted by Bentley, viz., that no weight ought to be attached

to any MS>. except those written" in the old or uncial (q.v.) character. The exae;

value of each manuscript i.s still a matter of dispute; but a great deal has been done to

place the knowledge of the various lines of evidence within the reach of all scholars

Tischemlorf carefully examined the most important of the uncial MSS., and published
them separately somewhat after tlie fashion of a fac-simile. He also published a fac-

simile of the OH!?* ftimiticu*, which he found in a monastery in Mt. Sinai. Scrivener

has collated a considerable number of cursives, and collated again the CW< J- Beza. And
great attention is being paid to quotations from the fathers. Ronsch, for instance, ha*

given all the quotations from the New Testament in Tcrtullian, aud Tischendorf made
large use of them in his last or eighth edition.

The whole of the New Testament was first printed in the Complutensian Polyglott.
1514. From 1516 to 1535, five editions appeared at Basel, under the care of Erasmus,
but without any great pretensions to critical accuracy. The subsequent numerous edi-

tions were, for the riost part, either founded on the editions of Eras mis or on the Com-
plutensian, or on a collation of both. Among these editions we may mention those of

Simon de Colines or Colinunis (Paris, 1513), of the elder Stephen (1546. 1549. and 1550).

of the younger Stephen (1569). Be/a was the first who. by several collations founded on
the third edition by Stephens, made any considerable progress in the critical treatment of

the text, and thus supplied a basis for the present received text (!t.r(tt* rtr<ptux), which
was first printed by Stephens with the Vulgate and critical annotations at Geneva. 15C.5;

afterwards was frequently reprinted Iry Elzevir (Leyden, 1624) and others. fhe labors
of the English scholar. Walton, in the Louden Polyglott (1657). of Fell (Oxford, 1(575.).

and especially Mill (Oxford, 1707). were of great importance for the criticism of the N< .v

Testament. Bengal exhibited great tact and acumen in his edition of 1734, Western
much industry and care in the editions of 1751-52, as also Sender, 1704. But all these

recensions were surpassed in value by the labors of Griesbach (1st ed. 1774; id and hot
od. 1796-1806). The more recent contributions to the criticism of the New T< Mament
by Scholz, the Lveubmtin Crilic<i (Basel. 1830), aud the critical edition by Rinck <2 vols.,

IxMp. 1830-3o), the edition by Lachmann (Bed. 1831), with especial use of oriental MSS.,
and. subsequently, the labors of Buttmaun (1842-50), Tregelles, (1854-6u,), Tischendorf,
(15141-73), and Scrivener (1861), are also worthy of high praise.

Among the MSS. of the New Testament, the oldest are not traced hr.ck further than
the 4th c., and are written in the so-called vncinl characters. The modern MSS.. dating
from the 10th c. downwards, are distinguished by the t-nrire characters in which they
are written. The most important MSS. an; the Cixle.r Sinaiticittt (at St. Petersburg), the
<'<*lr.r Altxanrtrinu* (in the British museum), C. Vatsanux (\n the Vatican at Koine). C.

Kphr&mi (\n the imperial library at Paris a fae simile of which was edited by Tischen-
dorf. Leip. 1843), and C. CantaMgie^ais, or ( . l'~a (given by Beza to the university of

Cambridge, a fac-simile being issued by Th. Kipling." 1793).

"

Of these, the Codex j'uti-

r.nnix was long considered to be the oldest, but the discovery of (!, ':tni(tcii& by
Tischendorf at the monastery of St. Catharine, Mt. Sir.ai, in 1859, has now transferred
the honor to that invaluable document, the age of which cannot be older than the mid-
dle of the 4th century. A fac-similc of the CoiUx Vatimnu*, edited by cardinal Mai.
was published at Rome in 1858.

The earliest division of the New Testament into verses of -which we read is that made
by Kmhalius, deacon of Alexandria, 462 A.D. He arranged those words that were related
to each otli'T by the sense into tirh<n or lines. Subsequently, to save sj ;>.ce. a colon or

point was substituted, until, finally, a complete system of punctuation arc.se. In the
i:tth c., as we have already seen, the division into" chapters took place, and in the llth
th- versicular division was perfected by Stephens. The arguments or contents prefixed
t. the several chapters are also of modern origin.

//. Vtrxioiixor 'Iranxlntiont. These may be divided into ancient and modern. The
.iiiri.'nt irantlationt of the Old Testament from the original Hebrew may be. classed as
follows: 1. Greek. The earliest of these is the Alexandrine or Beptuagmt |

.v.), after
which come

respectively
the translations by Aquila (q. v.), Thcodotion. and Symmachus.

The whole of these, with fragments of others by unknown authors, were uiven by Origcn
in lii-< lI<'j;i]S<i (q.v.). The \'t rxi<, \'?n,1,t. a Greek translation of several books of the
Old Testament, made in the 14th c.. and preserved in the St. Mark's library. Venice.
.V.-H published by Villoison at Ptrasburg. in 17^1. Several early versions were al^o based
on the Septuagint; but for that rea-oa do vc[ pnst.es.-; an independent value, being for
tin- most part simply translations of a translation. Ai'ion- the>e may be mentioned the
oid Latin vei>ion or //.''/< (q.v.). though the term I'o'.if is strictly applicable to the New
Tetttament only, improved by Jerome (382 A n. i: the Svriac. Including the Vrrxiu Fiyu-

partially prewrved and collated by Jacob of Edcssa, in the begioaing of the 8th c. :
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and that by Paul, bishop of Tela (617 A.D.): the Ethiopia, made by certain Christians in

the 4th c. : the threefold Egyptian (3d or 4th c.). one being in the language of lower

Egypt, and termed the Coptic or Memphitic ; another iu the language of upper Egypt,
and termed the tiahutic or Thcbaic ; and a third, the Banmuric, whose locality is uncer-

tain: the Armenian, by Miesrob and his pupils in the 6th c. ; the Georgian, of the 6th c. :

the XlttTvnian, commonly ascribed, but for unsatisfactory reasons, to the missionaries

Methodius and Cyrillus'in the 9th c. : the Gothic-, ascribed to Ulphilas, and executed in

the 4th c., onlv sonic few fragments of which are extant: lastly, several Arabic transla-

tions of the 10th and llth centuries. 2. The Cfaldaic translations OK Targu-ms. These
had an early origin; but, with the exception of those of Onkelos and Ben Uzziel, are-

unsatisfactory in a critical point of view. See TAKGUM. 3. The remarkably literal

translation into the Aramaic dialect of the later Samaritans, of the ancient copy of the-

Pentateuch, possessed by the Samaritans (see SAMARITAN PENTATEUCH). L The church

translation, known as the Pethito (q.v.), received by all the Syriac Christians. It was

undoubtedly executed from the original Hebrew text, to which it closely adheres. Sev-

eral Arabic versions were founded on the Peskito. 5. The later Arabic versions, executed

during the middle ages, partly from the Hebrew text, and partly from the Samaritan
Pentateuch. 6. The Persian translation of the Pentateuch, made by a Jew named
Jacob, not earlier than the 9th century. 7. The Latin Vulgate (q.v.), from which a con-

siderable number of fragmentary version* were made into that form of English commonly
called Anglo-Saxon, the most noted translators being Adhelm, bishop of Sherborne, and
Bede (8th c.); Alfred (9th c.); and ^Elfrk', (10th c.).

Among ancient versions of the New Testament we may notice three in Syriac: tlu-

first is the PesJiito, with a twofold secondary translation of the four gospels iuo Arabic
and Persian. It does not, however, contain 2d Peter, 2d and 3d John, Jude. or the

Apocalypse, which at a later period were classed among the tmtilegontena, or disputed
books. The second, or PhiloJcsnUiH, prepared in 508 under the direction of Philoxenius,

bishop of llierapolis. It no longer exists, but a counterpart of it does, in the translation

made in the following century (616 A.D.) by Thomas of Harkel or Heruclea, the successor

of Philoxeuius. The best MS. of this version is one which belonged to Ridley, and is

now in the archives of the New college, Oxford. It includes all the books of the New
Testament excepting the Apocalypse. The style is slavishly literal. It was edited by
White, Oxford, 1778. The third, or Jcrusalem-Syriac version, preserved in a Vatican

MS., and, according to the subscription annexed to it, executed at Antioch in 1031.

With the above Syriac version we may class the Ethiopic translation; the Egyptian
threefold version, made probably in the latter part of the 3d c., and of considerable
critical value; the Armenian, Georgian, Persian, and Coptic-Arabic. Besides these may
be mentioned the old Italic; the Vulgate by Jerome; the Gothic translation by Ulphilas
(about the middle of the 4th c.), of which the most famous MS. is preserved in the lib-

rary of Upsal, in Sweden (this has only the four gospels, and not even these in perfect
condition); the various Anglo-Saxon versions already mentioned in connection with
versions of the Old Testament; and the Slavonic.

Modern Trtmdatiom. During the middle ages, when the laity were considered by
the priesthood unfit to be intrusted with the B. as a whole, various poetical versions

such as the gospel history, by Otfried von Wcissenburg, and the version of Job and of
the Psalms by Notker-Labeo (980 A.D.) served a very important object, and stimulated
the desire for more biblical information. As early as 1170, Petrus Waldus caused the

New Testament to be translated into Provenyal dialect by Etienne d'Anse. This impor-
tant work was followed bv the translations made under Louis the Pious (1237) and
Charles the Wise (1380). the B. histories (Bible ystoneus) by Guyars of Moulius (1286),
the Spanish version under Alfonso V. in the 13th c., the English by Wickliffe, and the
Bohemian version of John Huss. After the invention of printing especially after the
latter part of the loth c. the harbingers of a new ecclesiastical era appeared in numer-
ous republicatioos of the translated B. the Bohemian (Prague, 1448); the Italian, by the
Benedictine Nic. Malherbi (1471); the French, by Des Moulius (1477-1546); the Dutch
(Delf, 1477); the Spanish (1478-1515); but, above all, in the 17 German translations
before Luther, of which 5 were printed before 1477, and the remainder in the low Ger-
man dialect during 1477-1518.

Luther's translation of the B. is universally esteemed by the best German scholars as
a masterpiece of genial interpretation. It" displays qualities far superior to those

ordinarily expected in a translation deep insight, true sympathy with the tone of the
Hebrew Scriptures, and a perfect command of clear, popular language; indeed, every
one who can thoroughly appreciate the merits of this great work, will be ready to excuse
the boldness of the assertion, that

"
it is rather a re-writing than a mere translation of

the B.," a transfusion of the original spirit into a new language, rather than a mere
version of the latter. The New Testament was finished by Luther at Wartburg, and
appeared in Sept., 1522. In the following year, the five books of Moses appeared;
and, in 1504. the remaining part of the Old Testament canon was completed along with
the Apocrypha. With wonderful rapidity this translation was circulated throughout
Germany. In the course of forty years, one bookseller. Hans Luft of Wittenberg, sold

100,000 copies; an astonishing number, when we consider the price of books in the 16th

century. It was reprinted 38 times in Germany before 1559, and meanwhile the New
U. K. II.-33
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Testament had been separately printed in 70 editions. Numerous other translations in

Dutch, Swedish, etc., were based upon the work of Luther.

Eiiylixh Tr<tn*l<itin*. Wycliile (<i.v.) executed a noble version from tlie Vulgate, but

it was long before our country began to print even ponions. Long after Germany and
other countries had issued vernacular versions of tlie 15.. that land continued to sit in

darkness. The earliest attempt was a translation of the xcrrit pcittti'ntinl /wii/n* in 1505.

No doubt, a very considerable number of MSS. circulated among the people: but still

wo may well ask":
" What were these among so many?" Such a question tin- noble mar-

tvr, William Tvndale (q.v.), seems to have put to himself, and bravely he answered it.

vowing that "if God would spare his life, ere many years he would cause the hoy who
driveth the plough to know more of the Scriptures Than did all the priests." To accom-

plish his purpose, he passed over to the continent. Before 1520, he had completed an

English translation of the New Testament, which appeared both in quarto and duodeci-

mo. In the beginning <.f 1526, the volumes were secretly conveyed into England, where

they were bought up and burned, which, however, only stimulated Tyndale u> greater
exertions. Of the admirable character of his translation, we have a suilicient testimony
in this fact, that in our present version a very large portion of the New Testament is

taken almost rcrbatim from Tyndale's Testament. Tyndale next proceeded to prepare.
aversion of the Old Testament out of thc'original Hebrew, and in 1530, lie published the

Pentateuch, and in the following year, the hook of Jonah. The first English version

of the whole B. was that published by Miles Coverdale, a friend of Tyndale. It is dated

153"), and dedicated to Henry VIII., but where printed, is unknown. It is much inferior

to Tyndale's. The next English B. issued was called Matthew's B., from the circumstance
that "tlie editor assumed the name of Thomas Matthew, but was simply Tyndale's version

revised by his friend John Rogers, who also translated those books in "the Old Testament
which the martyr had not been able to overtake. It was finished in 1537, and C'ranmer
obtained for it the patronage of Henry, though that monarch had persecuted Tyndale
some years before. Matthew's B. soon superseded Coverdale 's. In April, 1539, appeared
the Great JJ., usually called Cranmer's, because he wrote a preface to it. It was a large
volume for use in churches. The text was Tyndale's revised. In the same year, Rich-
ard Taverner, a learned but eccentric layman lielonging to the Inner Temple, published
an edition, the text of which is based on that of Matthew's Bible. In 1557 appeared the

famous Geneva B., so called because the translation was executed there by several Eng-
lish divines, who had fled from tlie persecutions of the bloody Mary. Among these may
be mentioned Gilby and Whittingham. This edition the lirst printed in Roman letter

and divided into verses was accompanied by notes, which showed a strong leaning to

the views of Calvin and Be/a. It was. in consequence, long the favorite version of the

English Puritans and the Scotch Presbyterians. It is, however, best known as the
Hi-iK-hf* B., on account of the rendering of Genesis iii. 7: "Then the eyes of them both
were opened, and they knew that they were naked, and they sewe'd tig-tree leaves

together, and made themselves breeche*." In 15(38, the Bishops' B. was published at

London The text of this was compared with the original by eight bishops, and seven
other scholars of reputation, who appended their initials to their respective tasks; the
whole being under the superintendence of Matthew Parker, archbishop of Canterbury.
In 1582 appeared at Rheims, in France, an English version of the New Testament, pre-

pared by several Roman Catholic exiles; and in HiOO-lO. a similar version of the Old
Testament at Douay. Both were taken from the Vulgate, and form the standard Eng-
lish >criptures of the Roman Catholics, being generally known as the Dminy Jl:h'<\

We now come to the version which lias been in common use for nearly 250 years,
generally called Kin;/ Jiniirx* JYthlf, At the Hampton court conference hi Jan.,'lG04.
Dr. Rainolds, an eminent Puritan, suggested a new translation as a great national want:
and this, though opposed by tlie bishop of London, was sanctioned bv the kin:;. Arrange-
ments were at once made for carrying out the project. In July, the kinir wrote a letter,

intimating the appointment of 54 scholars for the preparation of the version, and instruct-
ing the I. M,,, ps that whenever "a living of twenty pounds" became vacant, they should
inform his majesty of the circumstance, in order that he rni-rht recommend one of the
translators to the patron. This was all that James did on behalf of the translation which
bears his name. The expends seem to have been borne by Barker, the printer and pat-
entee, who paid the sum of :WOO. Of tlie 54 scholars who had been nominated to thy
work, only 47 undertook it. Th s<> wciv divided into six companies, two of which were
tooted at West minster, two at Cambridge, and two at Oxford. The p'rxt company at
Westminster translated the Pentateuch and the historical books to the end of 2d Kings;
th-. ///*/' at Cambridge, from tlu- bediming of Chronicles t. the end of Canticles- and the
/ZnrfatOxford undertook th remaining books of the Old Testament canon The sec-
ond company at \\ evi minster translated the apostolic epistles; the second at Cambridge
the Apocrypha; and tin- second at Oxford, the irospels, the Acts of the Apostles and the
Apaeuh pse. According to Selden. "they then met together, and one read tiie transln-
tkm, the rest holding in their hands some B., either of the learned tongues, or French,
fopMUsh, Italian, etc. If they found any fault, thev spoke; if not. he read on." When
*f*Ption was tinished by one of the company, it was sent to all the others in- succession
for their deliberative examination; and whenever a . I i fie re rice of opinion was elicited
relexeuce wa- made to a committee. The final revision of the whole was conducted in
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London by two delegates from each, of the six companies. These twelve scholars, in the

discharge of their critical functions, met daily in the old hall of the stationers' company
for nine mouths. The work of translation and revision occupied from 1607 to 1610. Tlfe

superiority of the authorized version soon proved itself; for though there were several
rivals in tlie field, and no steps were taken to secure for it a preference, it quickly gained
the foremost place, and in the course of forty years from its publication, all others had
quietly succumbed to it; it became, and has ever since remained the English Bible. Its

ascendency, and its exclusive use among all classes in Great Britain, and in her vast

colonies, can only be traced to its intrin.-ic excellence. A new English version, how-
ever, has been in course of preparation for >o!i,e years.

The exclusive right to print the present authorized version has been claimed by the

crown, ever since tlie date of its lirst publication, and under this royal prerogative, the
B. is printed in different forms, and sold wholesale by certain patentees and licensees in

England, Scotland, and Ireland. This claim, which does not practically affect Bibles
witli notes, lias lately been much demonstrated against as a monopoly injurious to the

free; circulation of tae Scriptures at a moderate price, and a modification is now looked
for (see BOOK TKADK).

The more liberal Catholics especially the Jansenists De Facy, Arnauld, and Nicole;
the enlightened Richard Simon and Quesnel also shared in the common zeal for diffus-

ing a knowledge of the Scriptures; but though many versions have been prepared by
Catholics, the Romish church has consistently maintained an opposition to the general
circulation of Holy Scripture without ecclesiastical comments.

The numerous recent translations of the Scriptures into languages beyond the pale of

Christendom, have been executed chiefly under the auspices of missionary and bible

societies (q.v.).
As to tlie content^ of the B., its one grand object, under whatever form it may appear

in the various books. *is. to give an account of this world, both in its origin and govern
ment, as the work of an Almighty Creator, always and everywhere present; and (spe-

cially lo exhibit the relation of man to ibis Creator, and, in consequence of that relation,

in what manner and with what hopes he ought to live and die subjects undeniably the
most momentous that can occupy human thought. The sacred books of other religions
have all an analogous aim; to account, namely, for the origin of all things, and to

explain the nature and human relations of that something d/'r/,,/ . which it is an instinct

of the human mind to conceive as actuating and controlling all that moves. But so dif-

ferent, so immeasurably superior to all other sacred books is (he B. in the conception it

unfolds of the divine nature as one personal God, exercising towards men the love and.

care of a parent to his offspring, and in the system of human duties springing there-

from, that on this consideration alone many rest its claim to being received as a direct

revelation from heaven. The queslions regarding the B., considered in this point of view,
fa!! to be treated under the heads of INSPIRATION and I!KVKI,ATION. To attempt to

analyze or give any detailed account of the contents of the Scriptures, is beyond the

scope of this article. The leading features of the doctrines and precepts, as a system,
will be briefly sketched under the head of CHRISTIANITY; while the chief individuul
doctrines receive notice under their respective names, and in the accounts of the con-
troversies to which they have given rise.

BIBLE, Cuniors EDITIONS OF. Besides those issues of the book which have histori-

cal importance are those notable for curious errors, or for incidents of publication. The
following is a list of the more familiar of these, with their peculiar designations:

Tm. GrrKNUKKu BIBI.K. The earliest look Known, printed from movable metal

types, i> the Latin Bible issued by Gutenberg, at Ment/.. A.D. 14GO.

Tin; Biro BIKLK. So called from its rendering of Psalms, xci. : 5:
" Afraid of bugs

by night." Our present version reads, "terror by night." A.D. lool.

Tin: BUKKCHI.S Bi r,; .r.. The Geneva version is sometimes called the Breeches

Bible, from its rendering of Geii'-sis. iii.:7: "..Making themselves breeches out of fig-

This translation of the Scriptures the result of the labors of the English exiles

at Geneva was the English Family Bible during the reign of queen Elizabeth and till

supplanted by the present authorized ver-ion of king James I.

THE PLACK-MAKKKS' !>u;i,i:. From a remarkable typographical error which occurs
in Matthew, v. :!:

" Blessed are the place-mak' :v" instead of peace-makers. A.n. 1563.

THK TUKACU-; BIIH.K. From its rendcrii-g of Jeremiah, viii. :22: "Is there no
treacle [instead of balm] in Gilcad?" A.D. i-VJv

Tin-: ROSIN BIBLE. From the same text, but translated
" Ro>in" in the Douai ver-

sion. A.D. 1609.

Tin: UK AND SHI: BIKI.KS From lh" respective renderings of Futh. iii.:15 one

reading that " She went into the city." The other has it that
"

lie went." A.D. 1611.

Tin-: WICKED BU-.I.E. From the fact ti>at the negative has been left out of the

seventh commandment (Exodus, xx. : 14). for which the printer was lined 300. A.D.

1631.

THK THUMB BIBLK. One inch square and half an inch thick, was published at

Aberdeen. A.D. 1670.

Tin: YiNKGAii BIIH.K. So named from the he ;<! line of the 201 h chapter of Luke,
which reads as

" The parable of the vinegar," instead of the vineyard. A.D. 1717.
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TIIK PRINTERS' BIBLE. TVe are told by Cotton Mather that in a Bible printed prior
to 1702. a blundering typographer made king David exclaim that " Printers [instead of

princes] persecuted Juno without a cause." See Psalms, cxix. : 161.

THE MURDERERS' BIBLE. So called from an error in the 16th verse of the Epistle of

Jude, the word " murderers" being u<ed instead of
" murmurers." A.D. 1801.

TIIK CAXTON MEMORIAL BIBLE. Wholly printed and bound in 12 hours, but only
100 copies struck off. A.D. 1877.

BIBLE, PROHIBITION OF. This is one of the main points of opposition between the

Roman Catholic and the Protestant church. In the earliest times we rind no evidence of

any prohibition of Bible-reading by the laity. On the contrary, as the foundation on
which the church was built, and the sole source of religious knowledge, the reading of

the Bible formed an essential part of the instruction communicated by pastors to their

congregations; and the greatest orators of the church especially Chrysostom and

Augustine continually reminded their hearers that private reading and study of the

Scriptures should follow attendance on public services. This great fact is by no means
contradicted by the warnings found here and there in the fathers against abuse or mis-

take of the meaning of Scripture; these warnings rather imply that Scripture-reading
was common among the laity. The gradual widening of the distinction, or rather the

separation, between the clergy and the laity, was the work of the middle ages; and,

among other means of preserving traditions inviolate and maintaining the exclusive

character and sacred authority of the hierarchv, the Bible was held in The background,
even while there was no direct prohibition of its common use. In 1080, Gregory VII.

ordained that Latin should be the universal language of Catholic worship, and conse-

quently excluded all vernacular readings of Scripture in public assemblies. Again, with

regard to the Waldenses, Innocent IIL, in 119i). prohibited the private possession and

reading of Scripture (excepting the portions contained in the Breviary and the Psalter)

without priestly permission and supervision. Similar prohibitions were repeated at

Toulouse (1229), at Beziers (1-33), and with regard to Wicklifle, at the synod of Oxford

(1383). Ultimately, the recognized Latin version, or vulgate, was more and more decid-

edly made the sole authorized church version. Indeed, as early as 1234, the synod of

Tarragona denounced as a heretic any one who, having a translation of the Bible,
refused to surrender it to be burned within the space of eight days. As, however, it-

soon appeared plain that little could be effected by such prohibitions, milder measures
were employed. The Tridentine council, being required to pronounce on the question
of Bible translations, purposely employed a word of ambiguous meaning in styling the

vulgate simply
"
authentic;" but nothing was determined on Bible-reading among the

laity. This was first done in the publication of the first Index Libronuu Prohibit
soon after the Tridentine council. Afterwards, the rules of the church, placing the use
of the Scriptures under the supervision of the bishops, were more and more strictly
denned. The publication of the New Testament with practical annotations by Pascha-
sius Quesncl (1687), gave occasion to the Roman Catholic church to speak more definitely
on the reading of the Bible by the laity in the bull Unigenitug Dei Filinx, 1713. Xew
ordinances were issued by pope Pius VII. in his brief to the archbishop of Gnesen and
Mohilcw (1816) against translations formerly authorized; again, by Le'o XII., in his con-
demnation of Bible societies (1824), and by Pius VIII. All these ordinances of the
Roman Catholic church imply that it is dangerous to give the Bible freely to the laity,
and that, therefore, no vernacular versions ought to be used without interpretations taken
from the fathers, and an especial papal sanction.

BIBLE, REVISED ENGLISH VERSION. A revision of the English Bible, or "author
ized version," has been in progress for about ten years and is now nearly completed. A
deep and general interest is felt in the reasons assigned for making this revision, in the
nature of the alterations proposed, and in the character and qualifications of the men
selected for the work.

I. The rea*ons assignedfor a revision.
1. The division into chapters and verses needs to be revised. The division into

chapters was made by cardinal Hugo de Sancto Caro, about the middle of the 13th cen-
tury. The verges (if the old testament are of earlier date and Jewish oridn. Those of
the new testament were made by Robert Stephens, for his edition of the Greek testa-
ment published in 1551. The division into chapters was introduced into the earlier
Kn-liKl i versions; the verses appeared first in the Geneva bible of 1560. As these divis-
ions were hastily made and with a view to convenient reference rather than to an accu-
rate exhibition of the subject matter, it is not surprising that some passages are severed
which ought to be connected, and that others are connected which ought* to be sep-rite.
For example: in Gen. i., the six days of the creative week are cut off from the seventh
day; Is. liii. ought to begin with the last three verses of Hi.; and Rev. xxii. should vield
its first 5 verse> to xxi.

2. There are obsolete words which might, with advantage, be exchanged for words
in current use. The authorized version has contributed greatly to the permanence of
the English language. Yet some words have slipped out of use, notwithstanding its
held upon thi'ii^. Among these arc "

wist" not, for knew not. or ,ll>l not consider;
"eschew," for shun; "leasing," for falsehood; "broided," for braided; "neesing," for
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sneezing. Some words that are retained in use have changed their meaning since the

translation was made. "
By and by" then meant, immediately, now it means <tft<'r >i

while; to "prevent," was to yu before, now to restrain; to "let," was to hinder, now to

permit.
8. Sometimes proper names have been translated as common nouns; in other instances

the reverse has been done. "From the tower of Syene unto the border of Ethiopia,"
should be from Migdol unto Syene, the border of Ethiopia: "the house of God,"
should sometimes be translated. Bethel; "populous Xo." should be, Xo-Amnion; "a
hollow place that was in the jaw." should be the hollow place that is in Lehi. On the
other hand, "the children of Sheth," should be tumultuous children; "men of Belial"

worthless, wiekedmen; tlie "Gammadims" in the towers of Tyre warriors; "Paunag,"
not a country, but an article of commerce.

4. Often the disregard of the definite article, both in Hebrew and Greek, has made the
translation inaccurate or vague.

" There is a feast of the Lord in Shiloh" should be

the feast of the Lord is in Shiloh. David's wondering exclamation in acknowledg-
ment of the promise that in the distant future the incarnate Messiah should be his son.
instead of being, vaguely,

" Thou hast regarded me according to the estate of a man of

high degree," should be according to the estate of THK MAN, THE EXALTED ONE. In the
new testament, "a city which hath foundations," should be the city which hath the

foundations; and, "a good tight" which Paul had fought was the good tight of faith.

5. In many passages the distinction between tenses of Hebrew and Greek verbs has
been neglected or incorrectly rendered. In the old testament the imperfections from
this source are most numerous in the poetical and prophetical books. The future is

there often translated as the past.
"

1 cried," instead of I will cry;
" the Lord sus-

tained." instead of will sustain; "God came." instead of will come; "and made inter-

cession for the transgressors," instead of and will make. Often the future is rendered
as the imperative, so that a confident declaration seems a command or a prayer. Thou
wilt not withhold Thy tender mercy, is changed into.

" withhold not Thou." Often the

prophets seem to be declaring the past when they are foretelling the future. In the
new testament similar inaccuracies in translating ten-es are found. The continued action

expressed by the imperfect, is sometimes disregarded. We find, "their nets brake,"
instead of were breaking; "the}' brought to Him a man sick of the palsy," instead of

were bringing. The completed past of the perfect tense is sometimes translated as a

present;
"

I am crucified with Christ," instead of I have been; and at other times, by
the indefinite past,

"
anything made that was made," for has been made;

" was counted

worthy," for has been. The indefinite pa.-t tense also is translated as a perfect or a

present; "death passed upon all men for that all have sinned," instead of for that all

binned:
" we that are dead to sin." instead of we that died to sin.

(>. One and the same original word is often translated by various English words,
both in different places and in the same context Oil the other hand one and the same
English word is sometimes used to express different words in the original. The Divine
being who made a covenant with Abraham is called, "the Angel Jehovah;" but whea
^laiaehi calls the Lord the Angel of the Covenant, the translation more vaguely says,"

the Messenger of the Covenant." "Blameless" and "
guiltless" are used in transla-

tion of the same word: so are "everlasting" and "eternal;'' "wonder," "admiration,"
and "marvel;" "goodly" and "gay;" "lust," "coveting," and "concupiscence;"" love" and "

charity :" "hope" and "trust;"
"
happy" and "blessed;" "atonement"

and "reconciliation;" "mad "and "beside thyself." We find one Greek word which
is expressed by seven English words "

straightway."
"
immediately."

"
forthwith,"

"
anon."

"
as soon as,"

"
by and by," and "shortly." On the other liand one word in

the translation sometimes represents very different words in the original. The majestic
Nile is pre-eminently

" the river of Egypt;" yet the translation gives the same epithet to

a comparatively insignificant brook. The opprobrious name "
fools" is fastened alike on

the atheistic and the inconsiderate; "hell." is used both for the state of the dead and
for the place of the wicked in miser)-; "devil

"
is the name given both to Satan and to

the demons subject to him; the verb "
to be" is made to express both the birth of a crea-

ture and the eternal existence of the Son of God.
7. The italic words call for revision. The authorized version is remarkable for the

abundant use of italic letters, not to mark emphasis, as in other books, but to distinguish
words not expressed in the original, yet, as the translators thought, implied in it and
rendered necessary by difference of idiom between the ancient languages and our own.
Thev are to lie valued as a proof of the honesty and care with which the translation was
made. In many instances they are also useful in making the meaning clear. Yet a

thorough revision of them K in the opinion of well qualified judges, greatly to be desired.

Many of them are superfluous since they are fairly implied in the original. Among
are paris of the constantly recurring verb "to be;" and personal, posscs.-ive. and

relative pronouns, which are plainly implied in the original and necessary to the sense.

In .Tn. xx. .">, stooping down and lool.-iii;/ in," the italic- are not required, since the

original verb includes both acts in its signification; and in 1 IVt. i. 12. as applied to angels,
it is translated "

to look into." without any attempt to express the -looping down.
" Some

tay tiint Mum ^y/John the Baptist, might better be only some *///. John the Baptist: and

"by the *pace 0/40 years," is simply 40 years. On 'the other hand, some italic words
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have nothing, expressed or implied, in the original to warrant them. " There in no speech
n ir language //< tiieir voice is not heard." should be only there is no speech nor

laiiLTuaire; Their voice is not heard. In Jn. viii. 6, "asthoii'jh he hcurd them not," is an
addition without warrant, undertaking to declare the object of Jesus in writing on the

ground when the text gives no intimation of it.

In Matt. xxv. 14, the italics say,
" the kingdom of Hcuren i* as a man;" and in Mk.

xiii. 34,
"

the Son of man is;" but in both cases it is THK TIME spoken of in the preced-

ing verse that is the object of comparison.
8. Revision is called for by the knowledge concerning the original texts which has

been attained since the authorized version was made. The Htbrcw texi then in use

possessed the great advantage of being accepted by Christians ai.d Jews alike. It hnd
been edited by Jewish scholars and wa'.ched over from generation to generation with
reverent and even superstitious care. New copies were ahvays minutely compared
with the old. All errors and variations in words, letters and accents were noted in the

margins of the manuscript, but the text itself was never changed. These marginal
notes are continued in the printed Hebrew bibles and often manifestly contain the true

reading. But sometimes our translators followed the text and translated the marginal
reading only in their margin. And. as the great majority of English bibles do r.ot give
the marginal readings, a large proportion of persons have no means of knowing the

correction. In Is. ix. 3, an apparent contradiction results from this cause, making the

passage unintelligible; "Thou hast multiplied the nation and NOT increased the joy:

they joy before Thee ACCORDING TO THE JOY OK HARVEST "
(that is with a joy increased

to the utmost). While the word translated
" not" is in the Hebrew text, it is coirected

in the margin by another (slightly different in form but having the same pronounei
ation) meaning 'hut or their; and the translation should be and increase TIIMR joy.
Thus the sentence becomes harmonious and clear. The Greek text of the new t< sta-

ment which the translators used had been printed from a small number of comparatively
modern manuscripts imperfectly collated. Since then a much larger number have
been discovered; some of which are of great antiquity and value. The cnilati<

both Hebrew and Greek manuscripts, which has been prosecuted so assiduously -i: ce

1611, has produced many corrections, to the accuracy of which the best critics are

agreed. They arc indeed of various degrees of importance, none of then) ;'1T< ct vitally
the integrity "of the Scriptures; many are very slight; yet not a few increase, decidedly,
the clearness and force of the record; and o*n the whole they are considered to furnish
a valid reason for a thorough revision.

9. Besides the erroneous or defective translations which have arisen from the sources

already pointed out, others exist for which various causes might be assigned. The whdc
of Is. ix. 1, in connection with the preceding context needs revision, In order to dispel
its darkness. We specify, now, only the latter part: "when at the first he lightly
afflicted the land of Zebulon and the land of Naphtali and afterward did more grie\
afflict her by the way of the sea, beyond Jordan, in Galilee of the nations:" this shruM
be as the former time degraded the* land of Zebulon and the land of Naphtali, so the
latter time shall glorify the way of .je sea beyond Jordan, Galilee of the rations.
"Woe to him who ladeth himself with thick

clay," should be who ladeth him-e!f
with goods taken in pledge. "To hunt souls to make them fly" to hunt them as bird*.

"All that make sluices and ponds for fish" all that work for wages are sorrowful in

heart. The place in Jerusalem where Huldah dwelt was not "the college." but tin- >< <

ond division of the city.
" The land that thou abhorrest shall be forsaken of belli In r

kings," should be the land of whose two kings thou art afraid, shall be forsaken. It

i> not said in Job concerning the war-horse,
" neither believeth he that it istlie SOUM! of

the trumpet;" but "he will not s,..nd still when the sound of the trumpet is luani."
The translation of Matthew's narrative concerning the receivers of what it calls

" tribute

money" who came to Peter, fails to show that it was not the political tribute to Home
which Jesus was asked to pay: thus the force of his claim to be rightfully exempt 'Iocs

not appear; also, "a piece of money," might be either tod little or too much for IVter
and himself. But in the Greek these points are definite and clear. The money
demanded was the half shekel which the Mosaic law required everv Jew to pay for the

support of God's house; from this the Son of God. according to the analogies of earthly
kinirs was certainly free; anil the specific coin which Peter was to tird. was the exact
amount for two. At the close of Heb. iii.. there are three questions asked and answered.
all closely related to one another and to the argument. But the first of them, the author-
ized revision changes to a positive, yet indefinite assertion, to the injurv of the
"for some, when they had heard, did provoke; howbeit not all that came out of Fu'vpt
l)y Moses;" which should read interrogatively for who were they who when they
heard, provoked? Were not all of them those who came out of Kgypt 1

II. The nntnre of th<- nitration* ]>r<>i,n,d. While the facts thus Indicated may be

accepted as supplying reasons for a thorough revision of the Knirlish Bible and a- i'ndi-

cating the nature of the results expected, they also show that only a ;< '/>/ i> n <juircd
of the translation which, having been so long in u liligently studied, ardently

: and widely diffused. A new Iranxtntlon is not needed, is not desired, and. if

made, could never lake tin- place of the old. The revised Bible will read like the old;
the hallowed associations v nidi throng around it will not be dispelled; and when the
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work is complete its greatest value will appear, not in the changes made, the obscurities

removed, the errors corrected, and the improvements introduced: but in the confidence

inspired by the fact that, thoroughly tested, line by line, and word by word during more
than ten years by chosen companies of men most profound and exact in scholarship,
the English Bible, needing no essential change, is confessed lo be the most adequate and
accurate translation that can now be made; and that the vast proportion of its renderings
are without a flaw.

III. Principles adoptedfor the irofk of rerision. 1. To make as Few alterations as pos-
sible, consistently with faithfulness. 2. To limit, as far a-s possible, the expression of
such alterations to the language of the authorized or earlier versions, preserving the for-

mer style. 3. Each company to go twice over the portion to be revised; onoe provision-

ally; the second time, finally. 4. To adopt the Hebrew or Greek text for which the
evidence decidedly preponderates; and when this differs from that from which the

authorized version was made, to indicate the difference in the margin. 5. On the first

revision to decide by simple majorities; but on the final revision by each company to

retain no change in the text not approved by two thirds of those present. 6. When a

proposed alteration has given rise to discussion, to defer voting thereon till the next

meeting whenever one third of those present so desire; such intended vote to be
announced in the notice for the next meeting. 7. To revise the headings of chapters
and pages, the paragraphs, italics, and punctuation. 8. That each company shall refer,
when considered desirable, to divines, scholars, and literary men, whether at home or

abroad, for their opinions.
IV. -Tiic nn mix ini(l xttrtlonsof the Committees of Revision. This revision had its origin

in the convocation of Canterbury, May 0. 1870, by the appointment of a committee of
eminent biblical scholars and dignitaries of the church of England with power to revise,
for public use. the English version of 1611; and to associate with them representative
biblical scholars of other Christian denominations using that version. In accordance
with the authority given them, that committee invited the appointent of a similar Amer-
ican comsniit.ee, to be associated with them, virtually in one organization, with the same
principles and objects and to be in constant correspondence with them, that both together
may issue one and the same revision for all English-speaking people.

BRITISH REVISION COMMITTEE.

Old Testament Company.
Edward Harold Brown, D.D., bishop of Winchester (CHAIRMAN).
Arthur Charles Hervey, D.D., bishop of Bath and Wells.
Alfred Ollivant, D.D., bishop of Llandaff.
Robert Payne Smith, D.D., dean of Canterbury.
Benjamin Harrison, M.A., archdeacon of Maidstone, canon of Canterbury.
William Lindsay Alexander, D.D. , professor of theology, Edinburgh.
Robert L. Bensly, fellow and Hebrew lecturer, Gonville and Cains college, Cambridge,
John Birrell, professor of oriental languages, St. Andrew's, Scotland.
Frank Chance, London.
Thomas Chenery, London.
T. K. Cheyne, fellow and Hebrew lecturer, Balliol college, Oxford.
A. B. Davidson, D.D., professor of Hebrew, Free Church college, Edinburgh.
Geoge Douglas, D.D., professer of Hebrew and principal of Free Ch. col., Glasgow,
S. R. Driver, tutor of New college, Oxford.
C. J. Elliott, Windsor.
Frederick Field, D.D., Norwich.
John Dury Geden, professor of Hebrew, Wesleyan college, Manchester.
Christian D. Ginsburg. LL.D., Wokingham, Berks.
Frederick \Villiam Gotch, D.D., principal of the Baptist college, Bristol.

William Kay, D.D. , Great Legh's rectory, Chelmsford.

Stanley Leathcs, H.D., professor of Hebrew, King's college, London.
J. R. Lumby, D.D., fellow and professor St. Catharine's college, Cambridge.
John James Stewart Perowne, D.D., dean of Peterborough.
A. H. Sayce, fellow and tutor of Queen's college. Oxford.
William Robertson Smith, professor of Hebrew, Free Church college, Aberdeen.
William Wright, LL.D., professor of Arabic, Cambridge.
William Aldis Wright (Secretary), bursar of Trinity college, Cambridge.
Old ttxtu/nt at company, 27.

New Testament Company.
Charles John Ellicott, D.D., bishop of Gloucester and Bristol (CHAIRMAN).
(ieorge Moberly. D.C.I,., bishop of Salisbury.
Edward Henry Biekerstetli. n. D. , prolocutor, dean of Litchfield.
Arthur Penrhyn Stanley, D.D.. dean of Westminster.
Robert Scott. D.D . dean of Rochester.

Joseph Williams Bhikesley, U.D.. dean of Lincoln.
Richard Chenevix Freneli, D.D.. archbishop of Dublin
Joseph Barber Lightfoot, U.D., I.L.D., bishop of Durham.
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Charles Wordsworth, D.C.L., bishop of St. Andrew's.

Joseph Angus, P.P., president of the Baptist college. London.
David Brown, P.P., principal of the Free Church college, Aberdeen.
Fenton John Anthony Hort, D.D., fellow of Emmanuel college, Cambridge.
William Gibson Humphry, Vicar of St. Martin's-in-the Fields, London.

Benjamin Hall Kennedy, P.P., canon of Ely, Regius professor of Greek, Cambridge.
William Leo. P.P., archdeacon of Dublin.

William Milligan, P.P.. professor of divinity and biblical criticism, Aberdeen.
William F. Muulton, D.P., master of the Leys school, Cambridge.
Samuel Newth, D.P., principal of New college, London.
Edwin Palmer. D.D., archdeacon of Oxford.
Alexander Roberts, D.D.. professor of humanity, St. Andrew's.
Frederick Henry Ambrose Scrivener, LL.D., prebendary, Heudon vicarage, London.

George Vance Smith. D.D.. Carmarthen.
Charles John Vaughan, P.P., master of the temple, London.
Brooke Foss Westcott, D.D., canon of Peterborough, Regius professor of divinity,

Trinity college, Cambridge.
J. Trout beck (Secretary). Westminster.
Hew testament company, 25. Active members inboth companies, 52.

AMERICAN REVISION COMMITTEE.

Old Testament Company.
Wm. Henry Green, D.D., LL.D. (CHAIRMAN ), professor theological seminary, Prince-

ton, N. J.

George E. Day, D.D. (Secretary), professor, divinity school of Yale college, New
Haven, Conn.

Charles A. Aiken, D.D., professor, theological seminary, Princeton. N. J.

Tnl hot W. Chambers, P.P., Collegiate Reformed Dutch Church., New York.
Thomas J. Conaut, D.D., Brooklyn, N. Y.
John De Witt, p.p., theoioirieafseminary, New Brunswick, N. J.

George Emlcn Hare, P.O., divinity school, Philadelphia.
Charles P. Krauth, P.O., LL.R., vice-provost, university of Penn., Philadelphia.
Charles M. .Mead, P.P., theological seminary, Andover, Ma<s.
liowanl Osgood, P.P., professor theological seminary, Rochester, N. Y.
Joseph Packard, P.P.; theological seminary, Alexandria, Va.
Calvin K. Si owe, P.P., Hartford, Conn.
James Strong, S.T.D., theological seminary, Madison, N. J.

('. V. A. Van Dyck, D.D., M.P., Beirftt, Syria. (Advisory member on questions of

Arabic).
Old testament company, 14.

New Testament Company.
Theodore D. Woolsey, D.D., LL.D., (CFIAIKMAX). New Haven, Conn.
J. Henry Thayer, p.p. (Secretary), professor, theological seminary, Andover, Mass.
Ezra Abbot, p.p., LL.D., divinity school, Harvard university, Cambridge, Mass.
J. K. Burr, P.P., Trenton, N. J.

Thomas Chase. LI,. p., pr >ident Havcrford college, Pennsylvania.
Howard Crosby, D.D., LL.D., chancellor, university of the city of New York, N. Y.

Timothy Dwight, PP., divinity school of Yale college. New Haven. Conn.
A. C. Kendrick, P.P., LL.D.. university of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.
Alfred Lee, p.p.. bishop of the diocese of Delaware.
Matthew B. Riddle. P.P. professor theological seminary. Hartford, Conn.
Philip Schaff. P.P., LL.D., Union theological seminary, New York.
Charles Short, LL.D. (Secretary), New York.
E. A. Washhurn, P.P., Calvary church, New York.
Hetr li*f<mnnt mmp.nty. 13. In both companies, 27.

'

Total, British and American, 79.

BIBLE SOCIETY, an association having exclusively for its object the diffusion of the
sacred Scriptures. Such associations must be regarded as a natural form of expression
of Christian benevolence, acting according to the principles of Protestantism, and seek-

ing to take advantage of the facilities afforded by the art of printinsr: but a l"i:ir period
Hailed alter the reformation lx:forc a B. S. was formed: during which, however, an
extensive diffusion of the Scriptures took place, and partly by the a-ency of association*
which included it among other means for the advancement of Christianity. It ;

Rarily became, along with the translation of the Scriptures, one of the objects to which
missionary societies directed their energy. Hut perhaps the first association rvn- formed
for the sole and specific purpose of providing copies of the Scriptures fov those who
were destitute of them, was that founded by baron Hildehrand von Canstein. an inti-

inend of Spener. in conjunction will. Krancke at Halle, and wfiich, down to 1834,
when other Bible societies had begun to be established in Germany, had distributed

of the Bible, and about 2,000.000 copies of the New Testament. The
impulse, however, to the formation of the Bible societies now existing in all parts of
Protestant Christendom proceeded from England, where, in ITfc'O, an association was
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formed for the distribution of Bibles among soldiers and sailors. It was at first simply
called The B. X. ; it exists to the present day, is now known as the y<n-<il. >m<l Military
B. &., and confining itself to its original specific object, has accomplished much good.
It is not an uninteresting circumstance, that the first ship in wliich Bibles were distrib-

uted by this society was the ill-fated Ifoyal George. In the taginning of 1792. a similar
association was formed in London, under the name of the French B. &, with a similar
limited and specific object of distributing Bibles in the French tongue It was probably
the attitude assumed by infidelity in France which gave occasion to the formation of
this society, but the grea'ter part of its funds having been remitted to Paris for the print-

ing of the Bible there, were lost, and everything belonging to the society destroyed
in the tumult of the revolution. It was not till 1802 that the first steps were taken
towards the formation of the BRITISH AND FOKKIGX B. S., the parent of a multitude of

deep impression made upon the mind of the Rev. Thomas Charles of Bala, in Wales, bv
the destitution of the sacred Scriptures which he found to exist in the sphere of his

labors, and particularly by a circumstance strikingly illustrative of that destitution.

Meeting a little girl in one of the streets of the town, he inquired if she could repeat
the text from which he had preached on the preceding Sunday. Instead of giving a

prompt reply, as she had been accustomed to do, she remained si'lent. and then weeping
told him that the weather had been so bad she could not get to read the Bible. She had
been accustomed to travel every week seven miles over the hills to a place where she
could obtain access to a Welsh Bible. Mr. Charles, on his next visit to London, brought
the subject of the want of Bibles in Wales under the notice of the committee of the

Rdi(/i<ix Tract Society (q.v.), when it was suggested by Mr. Hughes, a member of the

committee, that a society might be formed for the purpose of supplying Bibles not only
in Wales, but wherever destitution existed throughout the world. The society was con-
stituted on the widest possible basis, churchmen and dissenters being alike included in it;

and soon attained a greatness corresponding with that of the other two religious societies,
the London .)////, ,/ry .sVxvVfy (see MISSIONS), and the /'<//</<'<>*/* Tntrf .^//ety (q.v.), which
had been formed on similar principles a few years before. It was indeed able to expend
only about 619 in the first year ot its existence. Its annual income gradually increased
to an average of 70,000. But in 1875-7(5 it amounted to 116.802. derived from" donations,
legacies, collections, etc., and applicable to the general purposes of the society, besides
108 for a special object (the

"
Roxburgh fund'

1

), and 105,410 derived from sales of
Bibles and Testaments, abstracts, monthly reporters, etc.: showing the total net receipts
for that year to be 222,320. Auxiliary and branch societies and dependent associa-
tions rapidly sprung up in all parts of Britain and in the colonies, the number of which
at present amounts to between 5000 and 6000. Much more than one half of the expen
diture of the British and foreign B. 8. has been devoted to the diffusion of the author-
ized Knglish version of the Bible, the only English version with which its fundamental
rules permit it to have anything to do: it has also spent large sums in printing and
circulating the Scriptures in the different Celtic languages spoken in Great Britain
and Ireland, and a very important branch of its operations has been the printing of
translations of the Bible prepared by missionaries. The number of translations of"the

Scripture in many cases complete, in others extending only to the New Testament,
in some only to particular books which have been printed at the expense of the society,
amounts to not less than 190. the greater part being translations never before printed, and
many in languages possessing no previous literature. The British and foreign B. S.

now issues annually nearly three million copies of the Bible, the New Testament, or such
portions of sacred Scripture as have been printed in languages not possessing complete
translations. The whole number issued from the formation of the society to 31st Mar.,
ISTH. was 76,4o2.723. This society also employs agents of high education and Chris-
tian character, to visit different countries for the promotion of its great object. The
names of Dr. Henderson and Dr. Pinkerlon, former agents, must be familiar to many
readers, and perhaps no instance could be mentioned more happily illustrative of the
character of this branch of the society's operations than the visit of Dr. Henderson to
Iceland, an account of which is given in his well-known volume of travels in that coun-

try. A controversy concerning the circulation of the books of the Apocrypha along
with the canonical Scriptures by the British and foreign B. S. (see Aroc KYI'HA), led to
a resolution in 1S20. that its funds should be devoted, according to its original design,
to the diffusion of the canonical books alone. The EDINIU'HGH B. S. existed from that
time forward as an entirely separate society, till 1861, when all the Scotch societies

amalgamated to form the NATIONAL BIIJLE SOCIKTY OK SCOTLAND.
The AMKKICAX B. S. is. in the magnitude and importance of its operations, next

to the British and foreign Bible society. It was founded at New York in 1817. and
still has its headquarters in that city, in the !>;>>'< /////'.. a very larire and magnificent
building, erected by special subscription. It reckons fully 2000 auxiliary societies.

in all parts of the United States. Its income now amounts to about $700,000
(140.000) a year, rather more than one half being derived from sales (if Bibles ami
Testaments, and the rest from donations, collections, etc. The American B. S. has for
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United States, among>t whom the Indian tribes have not been neglected.
iatioi; o!' Friends in America," founded at Philadelphia in 1829, has also distrib-

uted the Bible extensively.
Of the ninnerotis Bible societies of Germany, the most important and extensively

Mm i lied is the Prussian central B. S. (HauptbiMijt'sdlycfuiJ't) i.i Berlin. It was founded
i.i 1814, has branches in all parts of the Prussian dominions, and distributes annually
a bo -t 3~>. 000 Bibles and 14.00U New Testaments. There are besides numerous indc-

cieties in other parts of the German empire. A large number of Bibles

are still, however, annually supplied to the people of Germany by the agents of the

British and foreign B. S. Bible societies were prohibited by the Austrian govern-
ment in 1*17. and some which had already been established" in Hungary were dis-

solved. The KTSSIAN B. S., founded at St. Petersburg in 1813, through the exertions

of Dr. Patersun, and under the patronage of the emperor Alexander 1., entered upon a

career of great activity and usefulness, co-operating with the British and foreign B. S.

for the printing of the Scriptures in the numerous languages spoken within the Russian
dominions: but its operations were suspended in lb~<5 on the accession of the emperor
Ni.'lK'las its stock of Bibles, and the whole concern, being transferred to the Holy
fyni, under the pretense that the sacred work of supplying the people with the holy
Scriptures belonged to the church, and not to a secular society. The Bibles and Testa-

ments in stock were ind.vd sold, and very large editions were thus disposed of, but the

activity of a society which had no equal in continental Europe was at an end. A Prot-

estant "B. S. was then formed for tlrj purpose of providing editions of the Scriptures,
and circulating them among the Protestants of all parts of the empire, which now
reckons about ;JO:) auxiliary societies. But the action of this society "does not touch
the member.- of tii Greek church, or, if at all, only slightly and incidentally, and it

makes no provision of the Scriptures in the language spoken by the great mass of the

p.'iol . li is m-ivly d"s:gned to meet the wants of colonists and Others, who do not use
the Kussia:i language." Of the translations of the Scriptures published by the original
Kus-iaa B. S. , the greater number have never been reprinted since its suppression.

Then- can be no doubt tiiat Bible societies have contributed very much to the prog-
ress of Christianity and civilization since the beginning of the 19th c., and their influ-

ence is continually increasing and extending.

BIBLE SOCIETY, AMERICAN. The first portion of Scripture printed in America
was the New Testament, translated into the Indian language bv John Eliot, and printed
ftt Cambridge, Ma., in 1661; a translation of the whole Bible followed in 16t>:>. A
German Bible was printed at Germantown, Penu., in 1743. In 1777, the English New
Testament, and in 178'2 the entire Bible, was printed at Philadelphia. This was the first

English Bible with an American imprint, and it was recommended by Congros, after
an examination by the chaplains. The first Bible society in the United' States was insti-

tuted at Philadelphia in 1808; the second, at Hartford; 'the third, at Boston; the fourth,
at Princeton. N. J. ; all in 1809. A few years later, about 60 local societies existed.

Delegates from 33 of these met in New York, May. 1816, and organized the American
Bible society, to which the local organizations became auxiliary. The number of
auxiliaries increased rapidly, and at present amounts to 7000, including branches. In
1*11. an act of iucorporaiion for the American B. S. was obtained, with privileges
which have since been enlarged. The first place of business was a room 7 ft. by 9; the
next was 20ft. sq.; the third ws s

i u a building erected in Nas.siu street, on a lot 50 ft.

by 100; and afterwards enlarged. In 18.V.3. the present Bible house was built, occupying
the whole of the ground bounded by Third and Fourth avenues. Astor place 'and
Ninth >treet, having a periphery of more than 700 ft., an open square in the (enter, and
being 6 stories high. Ihe structure is of brick with stone copings, and commands a'teii-

tion by its magnitude, admirable proportions, and appropriate finish. The working
force consists of the executive and manufacturing departments; the former containing
the corresponding -.erctarics. treasurer, and general agent; the latter includes printing,

electrotyping. proof reading, and other brandies of the work. The number of persons
employed is about 3.30. The printing is now executed on 23 large steam-power prc.-.-cs,
and 8 of smaller size. In the bindery, also, the best modern improvements have beep
introduced. Tl; ..\\-ns KM) sets of stereotype and electrotvpe plates, from which
an- printed '. of KngM.-u Bibles, and 16 sizes of the New testament; each >ixe is

bound in from 4 to (i styles, a- there is a demand for Bibles of all si/.es in ti'ie bindings:
bat by far proportion of all issued are in plain styles, :m d are circulated
ainon-j: the poor. The wii.,i liibl-- ha- been stereotyped, at irrcat expense, in the Boston
raised letter for the us,. ,,f u, blind. It is is,,ied 'in S or in 16 volumes, any of which
may !>< obtained separately. About 12,000 volumes have been circulated in -real part

litously.
e of the Ameii.au B. S., and its auxiliaries, is to distribute Bible

widely i\s possible air-ing the destitute of all class* a and religious denominations, either

Belling them a! cost, or for a portion of it, or giving them away to the very poor.
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In 1S29, an exploration of the states and territories was made, with a view to a general
supply of the destitute. Every accessible family in the more settled portions of the

country was visited. In 1S36, a second general ctl'ort resulted in the supply of about
500,000 de>titute families. In iNili. a third supply of the whole country was com-
menced. 'and has been vigorously carried forward.
The foreign work of the American Bible Society was done at first chiefly through

missionary societies, by the contribution of funds to aid them in printing tin- Bible, in

I his way the countries are reached In which the American churches ha 1 established

i!iis>iotis. The Script me-; are now published at the Bible house in French. Spa:ii-h.
Portnuue.-e, Welsh, German, Danish, Swu.is.i, Arabic. Armenian, and Hawaiian. The
New IVstament, also, in Italian, Slavonic, Bulgarian, Syriac, Cherokee. Clmctaw, Dakota.
and Ojibwa. Smaller portions are printed in many additional languages. Editions
have bcvn prepared for the society at Paris, Bremen. Stockholm, St. Petersburg, Con-

stantinople, Beirut, Lucknow, Lodiaua, Bangkok, Foochow, Peking, Shanghai, Yoko-

hama, and Honolulu.

RECEIPTS AND ISSUES OF TUE AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY.

Decades. Receipts. Vols. Issued.

1816-26 ............................ $430,000 440,000
l^-J()-3(j ............................ 933,000 1.330.000
lv;(j_46............................ 1.233,000 2.310.000

;-36 ............................ 3.042,000 r.,77',',000

]s->i>-i;<j ............................ 4,733,000 10.31:1000
186G-76............................ 0,794,000 11,340,000

BIBLE SOCIETY, AMERICAN' AXD FOREIGN, an organization formed by
Baptists. who desired that translations of the Bible in foreign lands >hould conform as

nearly as possible, to the original Hebrew and Greek. In this they had mainly in view
the reii'leri.Mu

1

<;f Ijcmri'^co by ///<// rxc instead of bupiizf. In the circulation of the Eng-
lish Scriptures, they were willing that, for a time, the authorized ver-ion should be
used. In lf3M. a portion of the denomination, dissatisfied with this course, formed
Tin: AMERICAN BIIU.K UNION, whose object, as set forth in its constitution, is "to pro-
( ure and circulate the mo>t faithful versions in all languages throughout the world."
It has done ir.uch in foreign lands; and, with the assistance of scholars both in Europe
and America, u eiig-ged iu revising the authorized version.

BIBLIA PAUPEEUH, or Bible of the Poor, was a sort of picture-book of the middle
asres. giving, on from forty to fifty leaves, the leading events of human salvation through
ChrN:. each picture being accompanied by an illustrative text or sentence iu Latin. A
similar and contemporaneous work on a more extended scale, and with the legend or
text in rhyme, was called S^C'iUtm llnnuintv Xtil(<iiii>ni.*, i.e., the " Mirror of Human
Salvation." Before the reformation, these two books were the chief text-books used,

especially by monks, in preaching, and took the place of the Bible with the laity, and
even clergy; and as the lower orders of the regular cleigy, such as the Franciscans,
Carthusians, etc.. took the title of "

Paupores Christ!." Christ's Poor, hence the name.
.Many manuscripts of the 11. P.. and of the Mirrr <>f ^nJrnti<i. several as old as the 13th
c., are preserved in different languages. The pictures of this series were copied in sculp-
tures. in wall and glass painting, altar-pieces, etc.. and thus become of importance m
the art of the middle ages. In the 13th c., the /?. P. was perhaps the first book that was
printed in the Netherlands and Germany, first with blocks, and then with types. The
chief proof for the discovery of printing in Haarlem rests on the first impressions of the

&pecii(ttiit Huimim?. Xiilrationi*. See COSTKK.

BIBLICAL ANTIQUITIES, or Tirm.iCAL ARCHEOLOGY, is a study which has for its

objects the social and political constitution, the manners, customs" Lr<'ography. etc., of
the Jews and other peoples mentioned in the Scripture-. A knowledge of these is es<en-
tial to a right understanding of many passages of Scripture. The antiquities of the
ancient Jews themselves undoubtedly form the most important part of such a study: but
an examination of the laws, customs, etc., of the neighboring Semitic nations is likewise

indispensable. The principal sources of such knowledge are the Old and the New Testa-
ment: the books of Josephus on i'<!ii'i>x.\\i\'\\\\" Wnnofffn ./'/>; the writings
of Philo. the Talmud and Rabbinical works: and. lastly. Greek. Roman, and Arabian
writers, with medals, monuments, and other works of art, the accounts of travelers, etc.

The tirst work on Hebrew archivology was Thomas Goodwin's Ms,x ,' An, .
* '/ '

Antiquarum //''/'. (Oxford. 1616). Among later treatises we may
especially notice Jahn's 7>W/V. 5 vote., Vienna, 1T96-1805); Bauer's Mun-

"
Ariff(/nift< .v (Leip. 1 7'.'7 : !>eWe:tc's .]/,//,,// ,,f .' .\i-<-li<>'<nj

(Leip.,1814); Rosenmni'cr'- : and Win-
Diction -aii (3d. i <!.. Leip. ls-57>. A convenient work of reference on this subject is Dr.

Kitto ,-, . wliicli numbers among its contributors many of
the abie-t IMii-h and continental scholars; or ih- . edited by the same
writer: alo Smith's I:
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BIBLIOGRAPHY, a term applied to the description and proper cataloguing of books.

It is derived from btbtioffraphta, which was employed by the Greeks to signify the tran-

scription of books; while bibliographos was merely a copyist. The introduction of the

term in the meaning which we now attach to it may be dated from the appearance of the

first volume of De Euro's niblioyrnphie Intfructice in 1763.

The bare enumeration of the works that have been written on this branch of litera

ture would more than till an ordinary volume; ^e shall here confine ourselves to the

more important of them.
A favorite dream of bibliographers has been the production of a general catalogue

embracing the whole range of printed literature; and one attempt at least has been made
to realize!! In the year 1545, Conrad Gesner published at Zurich, in one folio volume,
his IWiUtitlicctt l'n!t;'rfit!ix. in which are described, under the names of the authors,

arranged alpha! tieaily, all the books of the Hebrew, Greek, and Latin languages about
which the compiler could obtain information. This restriction as to language, of course,
does awny to some extent with the idea of universality indicated by the title page: still,

as the three which are included were in Gesner's time almost the only ones employed by
men of learning, his work may be regarded as a nearly complete account of the state of

printed literature as it then existed. The only other effort in this direction which we
have to record is the Bibliothtca Jirifniinic<t of Dr. Robert Watt, 4 vols. 4to (Edinburgh,
l
v-JJt. Its object will be best described by the following extract from the preface to it

"The account given of British writers and their works is universal, embracing even*

description of authors, and every branch of knowledge and literature. What has been
admitted of foreign publications, though selective, forms a very considerable and valu-

able portion of the work, and as none of note have been purposely omitted, the Biblio-

Ihtcn liritannicii may be considered as a universal catalogue of sill the authors with which
this country is acquainted, whether of its own or of the continent." This great work
was compiled under very adverse circumstances, and its author did not live to see it

through the press. It thus labors under all the disadvantages of a posthumous publica-
tion; but with all its faults both of omission and commission, which arc neither few nor
small, it deservedly maintains a high character as a work of reference, and is indispen-
sable to the library of every bibliographer.

The other laborers in this field of literature, whose works we are about to notice,

have confined themselves within narrower limits. Some, proceeding upon a principle of

selection, endeavor to furnish the inquirer with the information he seeks in regard to

books which are rare, curious, or valuable: others, again, aiming at greater completeness
within certain bounds, restrict themselves to the description of a special class of work
the literature, for example, of a particular country or language; the productions of a

celebrated press; the books published within a given period; those of which the authors
ha\v withheld their names, or have veiled them under a pseudonym; the treatises that

have been written on a specific subject; and so on, together with a few which hardly
admit of classification, but of which some examples will be given.

Bibliographical works on the selective principle form a numerous class; the following
are amongst the more important: Vogt, Catalogus Hwtoricocriticu* Librwinti I\tti\")-n)n

8vo (Francofurti, 1793). This is the fifth edition; the four preceding appeared succes-

sively at Hamburg in 1732, 1738, 1747, and 1753. David Clement, Bibliotheque Cut
ou Catalogue rai&mne de Litres difficiles a trouter, 9 vols. 4to (Gottingen, 1750-60).
The expression catalogue raisonne is usually, but erroneously, applied in this country to

classified catalogues; yet the work of Clement, who was the son of a Frenchman, and
certainly understood the language in which he wrote, is arranged alphabetically. It is

simply what it professes to be, a descriptive and methodized account of the books which
it includes; but unfortunately it was never completed. It terminates with the article

Jlenodus, and the seven or eight volumes required to finish It have not been published
The BMiographie Instnictire of De Bure has already been mentioned; it extends to seven
volumes 8vo, the last of which appeared in 1768. To these, however, should be added
the Catalogue des Lives de Gaignat, 2 vols. 8vo (Paris, 1769), and the Table dtxtii,,', a

fariliter la RechercJie de* Litre* Anonymes, 8vo (Paris, 1782). Ebert's BMiographuebu
Isricon, 2 bde. 4to (Leip.. 1821-30), is an accurate and useful work. It has been
translated into English, 4 vols. 8vo (Oxford, 1837). Lownde's B&tiographar't Manual
contains an account of rare, curious, and useful books, published in or relating to Great
Britain, from the invention of printing, and may always be consulted with advantage.
It appeared originally in 4 vols. 8vo (Lond., 1834); but a new edition, with many
Improvements, has since been published (1857-64) in 11 parts or 6 vols., under the

editor-hip of Mr. II. G. Bonn. One of the most interesting and important works in this

department of B. is the .Mnnn,i tin Lihniire et de I'Amateur da /,/// * of .1. ('. Brunei,
of which it is hardly possible to speak in terms of too high commendation. It was first

published in INK), in 3 vols. 8vo; and the fifth edition, i'n 6 vols. 8vo (Paris, 1*00-65), is

it of print. The sixth vol. contains a valuable classed catalogue, the only modern
'.ITori of this kind. Another work of a similar, but somewhat more extensive character,
entitled '/'/

.,, by ,]. G. T. Graesse. was published at Dres-
den, in 7 vols. 4to (1859-69). In it more attention has I.e. n paid to the northern litera-
tures than in Brunet. To these mav be added the amusing and instructive bibliograph-
ical works of the Kev. Dr. Dibdin.
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Turning to special B., find taking the subjects of winch it treats in the order given
above, we have to notice first the works which confine themselves to the literature of a

particular country or language. As regards Great Britain, we have besides Watt and
Lowndcs, already mentioned, the typographical. Ai'ftquilitx of Ames and Herbert. 3 vols.

4to (Loud., 17HCH-90). A new and improved edition was projected by Dibdin, but was
not completed. Volumes 1 to 4 only have appeared, 4to (Load., 1810-19). A recent

contribution to British B. is the Critical JHctioiuiry <>f l-'.nf/Uxh Littrntu n ami British and
Ain-r'n-nn Authors, by S. A. Allibonc, 3 vols. >vo (Philadelphia. 1*59-71). Of this work
we re lire t that we cannot speak favorably. It faithfully reproduces most of the errors

of Watt, with the addition of not a few for which the compiler is himself responsible.
Our French neighbors possess a treasure in /,; Francr L ff/ : rn'/-t of .1. M. Querard, but
it embraces only the 18th and 19th centuries. The continuation, begun by Querard.
and aficrwards carried on by Louandrc and Bourquelot, forms (j vol>. > vo (Paris. 1846-

57). A further continuation by I.oren/ (('tit. Qenifttldela Libra irit Fi-nnntix, I'linlant
25 (in* (ISiiO -lio. 4 vols. 8vo, Paris, 1867-71) brings the work down to a recent date. For
the literature of Italy, we can only notice Gamin's .N/vV <lt' Tr*ti, 4th ed. (Venice. 1839);

and for that of Spam, the Bibtiothetol 7/V',,r,,,> ]'</"<, and the BU'liutluns II>': //-,:<. \m-n,
of Antonio, the latest and best editions of which appeared at Madrid (1683-8S) in folio.

The authors of the Low Countri"S are enuYnerntcd in the /.Winflura I! 'ijii-n of Foppens,
2 vols. 4to (Brussels. 173!)); and those of Sr-andinavia in the Aliniin.kli'jt LfttefaturleJs&on

i'r D-.iiiiinirk. J>'r>rr/p. r,rj I*l,tiul, of Nyerup and Kraft, 4to (Copenhagen, 1820). For
Germany, we have Heinsius. .I//'// -///.-in, * BUcherl&limtt, with supplements (10 vols. 4to,

1819-49), and Ebert's llandtntrh tfer Ds<i1*c!f:n L'tterdt'ir, 4 vols. SvoiLeip., 1822-40). To
this cla<s al-u belong the Iti

!
>'i<>tlh'<;i <;,;t,',t. IL:i>li<>tht<'it Lutiint, and BH>H<>11i><-a /

Ifc/Hii ,!
Inft

' .!'. '<itix of Fabric-ins; Ilarwood's J7<"- <>f 1h>- ?<irt'ux I-^Htinn* "f tin tlruk
<t /til I\ :,ni Ctamat; and Moss's MamuU of Classical BibUofffapky. The oriental student
will timl much to interest him in the [s.r>i;,n BibUoffrapkicwm of Ifaji Khalfa, edited in

the original Arabic, with a Latin translation by Fluegel, 7 vols. 4to, 1835-58.
Of works descriptive of the productions of particular presses, we can only notice

Kenouanl's Annaletdc I'lmprimcrte <!* . I'-.'. i:?d ed. Svo. 1S:;i) ; the A nntilt* de I'lmpri-
tfes K*t;<'>in<-#. by the same author, 8vo (Paris, 1837-3.S): and Bandini, Jnntnr>nn

Typorjrophi'd' An mile*, 2 vols. 8vo (Lucca'. 1791). The student may also consult with

advantage the Notice <1< !>' ('!', <-t/'i>/t <lf* A>it''nrn Latin*, l-'ram-ai*, el Italu'ii* Jmprtmes en

pttit.< }'>/;, tufa p.-tr le* H'z> r>. rx, at the end of the 5th volume of Brunei's Manml.
The bibliographers who have confined themselves to books printed within a given per-

iod arv chiefly Pan/er, Anna't^ T;i>>'>;//'///.<>/ nf> Arti* ///?v//.V (>ri<!>'in-"d Annum M.D. (con-
tinued, however, to 153(5). 11 vo!s. 4to (Xorimbcrg.p, 1793 to 1803); and Hain, Reper-
tori'i- iJtit'Kiii, 4 vols. 8vj, 1823-38. The death of the author before the com-
pletion of this work, was the cause of the comparative inaccuracy observable in the 3d
and 4th volumes. The article "

Virgil." for example, is omitted altogether.
One of the earliest attempts to reveal the authorship of anonymous works was the

77ie> tint DI A>t'>/iy//t<-t/,it ct Ptou&ntymarttm of Vincent Placcius, folio (Hamburg, 1708):
to which Mylius added a supplement in 1740. So far as France is concerned, these have
both been superseded by the admirable and well-knownDictionturtnidet Outrage* Anonymts
et PtsfHdoiiHiin* of Barbier, 2d ed., 4 torn. 8vo (Paris, 1822-27). Italy, too, has tlie

Dizioiuirio di Opere Ationime e Pse><di,ntiii? d> fr-rftlori Ihtiinni of Me'lx.i. 3 vols. 8vo
(Milano, 1848-59). Mr. Halph Thomas's (Olphar Ilamst) JJnndkwk of Fictitious Xamc*
(London, ISI;M. 8vo), a slight and tentative, though useful production, is the only work
yet published on the anonymous and pseudonymous literature of Britain; but Mr. Hal
kett. formerly keeper of the Advocates' Library, Edinburgh, has left extensive collec-

tions on this subject, which are being arranged and sup] lemented by the rev. John
Laing. of the Xew College Library, Edinburgh. Recent additions to this branch of B.
are AVeller's Maxkirt- IMenttnr d<:r alleren anand ncici'cn Sprachi-n. V" Theil; Index

Paeudonymorum (1850), 2u
' r

Theil; Diefilschen vndjinr/irten Drurkorte (1858).

Bibliographies which descril>e treatises on special subjects are very numerous; we
have onlv space to notice the following: Lipeuius, Bibliotlm-a A'. .///.-. 7'WV//<v?, 2 vols.

folio (Fraucofurti. 1085); Biblioth.ca PhilosopJuca, 1682; / .\frdi<-n. i(!7!; Bihlio-

thec<i ,I/i riilii'ii. 1672 a new edition of the last of these was published at Lefpsic in 1757.
and supplements have been succes.-ively added by Scott, Senkenberg. and Madihn
Marvin's L><ial Bibliography, 8vo (Phila. 1847); Onne's Bibllothfra. B&lica, 8vo (Edin.
1824); Fiirst's Bi'Jii' /, Svo <Leip. 1X49-51); Vater, L't'< raturtU r (iranimntikfn,
Isxii'o. und Wortenammlynfien aU< / Sjtrarfn n d<r Krd< , 'Jte Au<g. von 1!. Jiilir. Svo
(Berlin, 1847); Upcott's Biblistgrnph if, if Afri.-/,f ,,f //,. /' t<> KnrjUth
Toporintphy. 3 vols. 8vo (Lonil. ISIS); Oettinger's /' .-/.//>//?</'//

Bvo (Bruxelles, 1854); The L'd.>ratnn- oj ///. by J. K. M'Cidloch, Svo
(Lond. 1S45); Aritluiii-tical !', ><ik-. ffun tin Iiir,nti<>ii <>i '<> tin Pro-tut T/'nu.

by Aur.istus ile Morgan. 12mo (Lond. 1847); the BioffTaphia Dntntaticu, by Baker,
Reed, and Jones, 3 vols. Svo (Lond. 1812); and the Biblith<cu Ainilv-pirtica., Svo (Lond.
1815).

As examples of other works not included in the above classification, we have only
to mention Van Praet's (,\it1r;u,- </,,> Lirnx I//i;>r .' vols. Svo

(Paris, 1S22-2S); Peignot's Diciiotihuiiv </ . udtnnnes an Fat, 2 vo!s. Paris, 1806;
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and Martin's Bibliographical Catalogue of privately printed Books, 2d ed., 8vo (Lond.

1884.)
Further information will bo obtained from an excellent bibliography of bibliographies,

Petzholdt's Biblivthcca Bibliographica (Leipzig, 1864, 8vo).

BIBLIOMANCY (Gr. ta biblia, the Bible, and manteia, divination), a mode of divina-

tion much practiced duriug many ages, by opening the Bible, and observing the lirst

jn~, which occurred, or by entering a place of worship and taking notice of the first

words of the Bible heard after entering it. The application was often very fanciful, and

depended rather upon the mere sound of the words than upon their proper signification,
or the scope of the passage. Prayer and fasting were sometimes used as a preparation
for a mode of consulting the divine oracles, than which nothing could be more contrary
to their purpose and spirit, and which was in harmony only with the notions and prac-
tices of heathenism. B. was prohibited, under pain of excommunication, by the coun-
cil of Vannes, 465 A.D., and by the councils of Agde and Orleans in the next century.
It continued, however, to prevail for many centuries thereafter, and is said to have been
introduced into England at the Norman conquest. It was essentially the same as the

Sortcs Viryiliame, the only difference being in the book employed.

BIBLIOMANIA, or book-madness, is a word recently formed from the Greek to express
the passion for rare and curious books, which has manifested itself to such an extent

during the last century. While the ordinary collector is satisfied with the possession of
works which are valuable either on account of their established reputation, or as assist-

ing him in his literary or professional pursuits, the bibliomaniac is actuated by other
motives. With him utility is of secondary importance, rarity being the first and great
requisite. Thus even a common book becomes valuable in his eyes, if it be one of a few
copies thrown off on vellum or on large paper, or if it has been bound by Derome,
Bozerian, Lewis, or Payne; and for the same reason, he sometimes prefers an inferior to
a better article. The fac-simile reprint of the Giunta edition of Boccaccio's Dc&uneron
(Florence, 1527) fetches hardly as many shillings as the original does pounds, yet the

great distinguishing difference between them is, that the former is the handsomer and
more correct of the two.

The formation of complete sets of such books as the Elzevir Republic* (see ELZEVIR),
or of the works of a single author, provided they be scarce, is a favorite pursuit with

many. The editions of the classics most prized by collectors are those of the Elzevirs
and of the Foulises (q.v.). The original editions of Defoe's numerous productions are

eagerly sought for at present.
B. seems to have reached its climax at the sale of the library of the duke of Rox-

burghe in 1812. Amongst the treasures which that library contained, was the only per-
fect copy, known to exist, of the first, or at least the first dated edition of Boccaccio's
Decameron (Venice, Christ. Valdarfer, 1471). After a spirited competition with lord

Spencer, this volume was purchased by the marquis of Blandford for the sum of 2260,
the highest price perhaps ever paid for a single book. When the collection of the mar-
quis came under the hammer in 1819. lord Spenser secured this precious tome at the

large yet more moderate cost of 918 15s. It is now, we believe, in his lordship's
library at Althorp.

One of the results of the Roxburcjhe sale was the establishment of the Roxburgho
club, the object of which was to reprint, for the use of the members only, works hitherto
unedited, or of extreme rarity. The example thus set was speedily followed by the,

Bannatyne and Maitland clubs in Scotland, and by many more in other parts of (lie

kingdom. Some of these are defunct, and others are in a moribund state. It remains
to be seen In what new form the B. of the present day will develop itself.

BICANE'RE, capital of the protected state of the same name (see BTKANIR) in Raj-
pootana, India, lies in a desolate tract, 1175 m. to the n.w. of Calcutta, in lat. 28
and long. 73 22' east. Pop. about 60,000. It is surrounded by a battlemented wall of
3$ m. in circuit; and from a distance presents a magnificent appearance, but in-ide, Ihc
people are found to be extremely filthy. Immediately to the n.e. is a detached citadel.
of which the rajah's residence occupies the greater part. The state of which 15. is th

capital, lies in lat. 27 30' to 29" 55' n.. and long. 72* 30' to 75 40' e., thus measuring.
in its extremes. 100 m. by 200. It contains 17,676 sq.m., with an estimated population of
540,000. The Rajpoots are the predominant race; but the Jauts form the <rreat body of
the inhabitants. Though the people find their principal resource in pasturagi
water appears to be remarkably scarce. In the whole territory, there is not one per'en
DUl Stream; while wells, as precarious and scanty as they are brackish and unv. hole
s<,m f, average perhaps 2-V) ft. in depth: even the lakes or */rm, which the periodical
rain- leave behind them, arc generally saline, yielding, in fact, at the close of the drv

i. a thick crust of salt. In 18(>H-<!!. nearly' the half of the population \va .

destroyed by drought. The temperature varies
greatly: in the bc-rinninu of Fei> , ieei-

forined on the ponds; and in the beginning of Slay, Ihe thermometer stands at 12IJ F.
in the shade. Again, in the

beginning of Nov.. according to Klphinstone's experience,
each period of 24 hours, according a- the sun was above or below the horizon, presented
such extremes of heat and cold as often to be fatal to life.
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BICE (Ger. beis. Ital. biadetto), the name of two piemen I s of a blue and green color

respectively, known to artists from the curliest nines blue 13. as mountain blue. <>nr;aro.

azzuro di term, etc.; and green B. as rhryxoriilla. Uniiyarimi f/ree/i, nrdedi- M//<i< nt. rvrrfr

de Spayiui, r,'/-<!ttt<>, etc. Green B. is now usually called nin'n.fhf't,- ////< and mountain

green. Both are native carbonates of copper, but are also prepared artificially, hi its

native state, however, 13. is more durable, and in I he ca<e of mountain green especially,
much more brilliant. Artificial blue B. is known as Humhro' bine, mineral blue, etc..

artificial green B., as mountain green, Paul Veronese green, and emerald green.

BICEPS (double-headed) is the muscle which gives a full appearance to the front of the
arm. Above, it consists of two portions or heads whem e ils name one being attached
to the coracoid process of the scapula, tiie other to the margin of the depression on that
bone which lodges the head of the huinerus. The former is the >hort. the latter the

long head of the biceps. They unite to form a fleshy belly, which terminates in a
rounded tendon.

The B. tendon is inserted into the tubercle of the radius (SOP ARM). Before passing
to this insertion, it gives off an expansion, which separates the median basilic vein from
the brachial artery in the situation generally selected for venesection. The action of the
B. is rapidly to bend the fore-arm, and also to supinale the hand.

BICETRE, originally the name of a very old castle, situated on a little eminence in

the neighborhood of Paris, -ind commanding one of the finest views of the city, the

Seine, and the environs. In 1632, it was destroyed, because it had IMTII-.C a hiding-
place of thieves. Afterwards, it was rebuilt by Louis XIII., and made a ):< sp;tal for

old soldiers. When Louis XIV. had built the Hotel Royal rYx Jt,ralirta<. the B was
made a civil hospital for septuagenarians. It was for a long time used also as a prison
for criminal-; mostly those condemned to the galleys, hut is now entirely < upied its

a hospital fr indigent old people and for incurable lunatics. There is a \\ell sunk in

the rock to the depth of 183 feet.

BICHAT, MARIK FI;AN<;. XAVIER, one of the most famous anatomists and physiolo-
gists, whose discoveries make an epoch in biology, was b. at Thoir. tie. in the depart-
ment of Ain, France, Nov. 11, 1771. lie studied chiefly in Paris under Default, who
adopted him as his son. and whose surgical works he edited. In 1797. he began giving
lectures on anatomy, along with experimental physiology and surgery, and in ]sOO was
appointed physician in the Hotel -dieu Two years alter, .luly 22, 1802, he fell a victim
to intense and unremitting labor, before he had completed his 31st year, lie was the first

to simplify anatomy and physiology by reducing the complex structures of the organs
to the simple or elementary tissues (q.v.)that enter into them in common. Tins he
has done in his Anntumif (fi-in'-ralt'(2 vols.. Par. 1801, often reprinted). In his Reclu r<-h <x

Pkynolpgiqua tur /./ Vif
'

la Mort (Par. 1800), he develops another luminous idea the
distinction between the organic and the animal life.

BICKERSTAFF, ISAAC, author of numerous comedies and light musical pieces pro-
duced under Garrick's management, which hud at one litr.e a gieat popularity, was b.

in Ireland about the year 17o5. and became page to lord Chesterfield, who was made
lord lieutenant of Ireland in 1746. B. afterwards became an oflieir of irarim-s, but was
dismissed the service for some discreditable offer.se. Nothing is certainly known
regarding his after life, nor the time of his death, which would seem to have taken place
on the continent. His best known pieces are Tl .W</id of the ^/ii/; The Padlock; He
would if h<- cnitld; /,< . in 'i Village; The Hypocrite; and The Oiptite.

BICKERSTETH, Rev. EDWARD, an influential clergyman of the church of England,
was b. at Kirkby Lonsdalo, in Westmoreland. Mar. 11). 1786. He commenced life as a

post-office clerk; and afterwards, having served an apprenticeship to a London attorney,
established a lucrative solicitor's business in Norwich. Here, he took great interest "in

all meetings of a religious nature, and soon became so deeply impressed with the import-
ance of religious truth, that he resolved to devote himself to the n.ini.-!iy. Being
admitted to orders, he was sent by the church missionary society to reorganize their

mission stations in Africa. Having most satisfactorily accomplished his mission. B. was.
on his return, appointed secretary

to the church missionary society, and continued todis-

charge the duties of the office with unwearied energy and devotion that won for himself
a high reputation and extensive influence, as well as great prosperity for the institution

he represented, until 1830. when he resigned on acceptance of the rectory of Walton, in

Hertfordshire. Here, until his death, which took place Feb. 24, 1850, he took an active-

part in promoting, both by tongue and pen. almost every work having for its object the

spread of religious truth whether at home or abroad. B\ belonged to what is known as

the evangelical section of the church of England, and took a decided part Against the

endowment of Maynooth. and in opposition to the spread of tractarianism in his own
church. He was also one of the founders of the evangelical alliance. Of his religious

writings which have been collected in 16 vols. (Loud., 1853) the most popular are, .1

Help t<> the Study of the Scrijrfurfs (written before he was ordained), The Christian Student,
and A 2'rffttise on the Lord's Supper. B. also edited The Christian Family Library, a
work consisting of 40 vols.
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BICKERSTETII, EDWARD HENRY, b. England, 1825; son of Edward; educated at

Cambridge: curate in 1848 in Birmingham, and since then in several places; rector, and

latterly private chaplain to the bishop of Kipon. Among his works are 'Hie Rock of
.'//,".</ Tmtimony to the One Eternal Godhead of the Father, of the Son, and of
'/'. '/"> Ble*ed Dead, The llien S<tints, Hii'lt* and Jfettnn, The Spirit Life,

- tfl'uri'd lliiK' and the Light lietiund, and several long and short poems. He is best

known in this country by his long poem Yesterday, To-day, and Forccer, which has won
great admiration, with some adverse criticisms.

BICYCLE, a form of velocipede or lightly-built wheeled vehicle propelled by the person
who occupies it. The bicycle, as its name (from Gr. bis, twice, and ki/kloit, wheel) imports,
has but two wheels; and as these are placed in line one behind the other, the machine

acquires and retains its stability in the erect position only in motion. The front wheel
of the bicycle is generally about twice as high as that behind, and may be as much as 60
in. in diameter. The two wheels are connected by a "backbone" which rests in front
on a forked bar rising perpendicularly from the axle of the front wheel. The rider,

sitting on a saddle fixed to the backbone, moves the bicycle with his feet by means
of cranks attached to the axle of the front or driving wheel, and steers by help of a cross-

handic affixed to the erect bar. The bicyclist may without undue exertion attain a pace
of 9, 10, or more m. an hour, and can sustain this pace for many hours. As much as 106
m. have been accomplished in less than eight hours. The whole machine, though now
made almost wholly of steel and iron, need not weigh more than 50 pounds. The
earliest form of bicycle introduced from France about 1820. had two heavy wooden
wheels of the same size, and was driven by the rider striking his feet on the ground.

BICYCLE (ante), a machine for human locomotion, consisting of two wheels con-
nected by a single bar; the forward wheel having a diameter of 80 to GO in., the rear

wheel, directly behind the other, being about one third as high. At first these machines
were made with wheels of the same size, or nearly so; but no satisfactory speed was
obtained until Parisian builders hit upon the device of a small hind wheel. That which
was little better than a child's velocipede was by this improvement raised to the respecta-
bility of an important means of locomotion, and the speed already attained is wonderful.
On fairly level roads that are in good repair, an expert rider can outdo a fast horse
within an hour or so. In England some remarkable performances are recorded. A hun-
dred miles a dav for several successive days have been traversed: the space between
Tunbridge and Liverpool, 2o4 m., in 18 h. 35 min. ; the journey from London to John
o* Groat's, more than 800 m.. over hilly and often bad roads, in 14 days. The bicvcle
for fast travel has a large forward or driving wheel, which the rider can fit his legs to.

Tli larger the wheel, the greater the speed To be obtained. The rider's feet, thai, give
the motive power, rest on stout cranks placed at right angles, so that in working the
machine his legs nearly imitate the act of rapid walking or running. lie is seated on a
little saddle just behind the large wheel, and guides liis course 'by a bar with double
handles. By this crank he swerves the forward wheel at will, and the expert can make
sharp curve-;, and perform many surprising feats of gvration. The first thin? to b-j

learned is balancing, and that is best achieved by trying'short trips down a slight incline.
When balancing is accomplished and steering mastered, practice will soon make a

rapid rider. In the bicycle for service there is or should be a rest for the feet, since in

going down hill there is little work for the cranks or treadle*. The B. is not only a
lit and cheap means of travel, but it adds the zest of good exercise, and is there -

forc growing in favor in this country. A good bicycle ought to have iadia rubber tires,
to prevent jolting, to be made of the strongest material, and to weigh only about 50 Ibs.

For speed, the forward wheel, made as large as the rider can manage, is usually from 48
to 60 in. in height. Of this machine there are two general stvles: the "

racer," built verv
light for speed, and the

"
roadster," heavier for steady service.

BIDA, a large inland t. in Africa, 9 5' n., 6" 5' c., 16 m. u, of the Niger; the capital
of the kingdom of Isufe.

BIDASSO'A, a river which, rising in Spain, forms the boundary between that countrv
and trance, aud falls into the bay of Biscay at Fucnterabia. The treaty of the Pyrenees

Deluded on an island in its mouth in 1(159. The B. was the scene of several con-
during the S;.;uii-i, campaign. In April, .May. and June, 1T1K5. th- Spanish cros-ed
ver, and defeated (lie French, who occupied 'a line extending from Sr. Jean Pied-

de-Fort to the mouth of the B., in three successive encounters, capturing a considerable
quantity of ammunition and several piece* of cannon. In July of the 'following year,

er. ibe French captured the intrenched camp and all the fortified posts of the
Spaniards defended l,y 200 pieces of cannon on the river. Napoleon, in June isii
had a tttt-dii-jwitt constructed on the B. ;;t I run. In AULT., 1SKJ, the French under Soult

.1 ifeated at San Mareial on the B. by the allies; !U1 (1 in the Oct. of the same vear,.
.

,

Wellington surprised and drove the French from their stroiurlv fortified positions on its
northern side.

,
a city in Maine on the Seb. !.l m. from its mouth and 15 m s w of

Portland, ou the J!o>tou and Maine, and the Portsmouth, Saco, and .Maine railroads:
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pop. '70, 10,282. B. was settled in 1616-17, by Richard Vines, when York county com-

pri.-ed the whole province of Maine. The main business is manufacturing, and the

exportation of a superior quality of granite.

BIDDING PRAYER is a form of exhortation, always concluding with the Lord's

prayer, enjoined by the 55th canon of the Anglican church, in 1603, to be used before

all "sermons and homilies. Except in cathedrals and the university churches, it ia

now but seldom used. The term " B." is from the Saxon "Bede," signifying a prayer.
The form is of extreme antiquity, and wn have a similar one in the apostolical constitu-

tions (q.v. ), the original of which was probably that used in the church of Antioch. It

was anciently used for the communicants or believers after the dismissal of the cate-

chumens, and was pvonounc-ed by the deacon, each petition beginning with the words,
'Let us pray for ," and the people responding at the end of each with "

Kyrie
Eleeison." or some such words.

There is another very ancient example in the Ambrosian liturgy; and St. Chrysostom
alludes to such a form in one of his sermons. It must have been, and even now in iu

abridged shape still is, very impressive, allowing each individual to supply from his

own thoughts sjK-cial cases of necessity under the different head*. There is some resem-
blance between these B. prayers and the Litany, and prayer for the church militant, now
used in the Anglican church.

BIDDLE, CLEMENT, 1740-1814; 1>. Philadelphia; a Quaker, but a soldier, who raised

a corps for the protection of friendly Indians against the outlaws known. as
" Paxtcr

I toys." In the beginning of the revolution he was an ollicer in the Quaker volunteers,
and was made deputy quartermaster general. lie took part in the tight at Trenton,
where he secured the resigned swords of the Hessian oHiccrs. lie was also at Prince-

ton. Brandywine, and Germantown, and rendered valuable service in the terrible winter1

of 1777-78 at Valley Forge. In 1704, he went against the whisky insurrection. Wash-
ington thought highly of B., and made him U. S. marshal for Pennsylvania. :

BIDDLE, CLI.MKNT CORNELL, son of Clement, 1784-185.5. lie was in the navy when'

young, but left it for the law. In the second war with England he was capt. of dra-

goons and col. of volunteers. He is best known by his notes and additions to the trans-

lations of Say's Tn>n1i*e on Political Economy. He" was prominent in the national free-'

trade convention of 1831.

BIDDLE. JAMKS. b. Philadelphia. 1793-1848; an American naval capt.: served as

midshipman in the war with Tripoli, where he was made prisoner and kept until the peace.,
lie was licut. on the Wnx/i, which captured the British Frolic early in the war of 1812,!
and was put in command of the pri/.e, but both were captured by the Poii-licrs and taken,
to Bermuda. Exchanged in 1813, he served on \\wHornet, in command of which he'

sailed for the East Indies, captured the Penguin, and was wounded in action. Congress
irave him a gold medal and the rank of captain. In later years he was a commissioner
to make a treaty with Turkey.

BIDDLE, JOITN. the founder of English Unitarianism, was b. in 1615, at Wotton-under-
Edge. in Gloucestershire, and in 1632 entered Magdalen college{

Oxford, where he took
his degree of M.A. In 1641, he was elected master of the free school in the town of.

Gloucester, the duties of which function he discharged with such zeal, that the character
of the institution was greatly improved; but having embraced certain opinions which
he printed for private circulation in regard to the personality of the Holy Spirit, at

variance with those held by the majority of Christians, he was thrown into jail. Dec..,'

1645. Being at length summoned before the parliament at Westminster, on account of
his heresy, lie was formally tried, and condemned to imprisonment for 5 years. The
famous Westminster assembly of divines undertook to "settle" B.'s case, but unfortu-

nately their arguments as is usual in disputation had only the effect of strengthening
\n~ previous convictions. In 1648, while still in prison, he published a Confrx*i<m >>f

l-\iith court rn infj the Holy Trinity, etc.. which wasiollowed by another tract containing
the opinions of the church fathers on the same question. In consequence of this attempt
to combat 'he orthodox doctrine, the Westminster divines called upon the parliament to

pass an act declaring the denial of the Trinity a crime punishable by death. The uriny,

however.strange to say, proved on this occasion less cruel than the church, for it manifested
such strong opposition that the act remained a dead letter. Under the liberal rule of

Cromwell. B. was released. He now commenced to gather a congregation of those whom
he had converted to his opinions namely, that there was but one person, as there was
oat one nature, in the Godhead. The members were first called Bidellians, then Socin-

ian*. and linally assumed for themselves the name of Unitarians. Twice, however, after

this, during the commonwealth. B. suffered severely for his creed, and even the iron-
'

willed protector himself, in order to save his life, was compelled to banish him to

one of the Scilly isles. Three years of imprisonment having elapsed, he was permitted
to return, and continued to preach in London till the death of Cromwell, and also after

the restoration, until June, 1662. when he was again apprehended and fined in 100, and

being unable to pay, was committed to jail, where liedied in Sept. of the same year. His

personal character was highly esteemed bv tiio.se who knew him.

I. K. II.-34
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BIDDLE, XicnoT,As, b. Philadelphia, 1750; killed by an explosion at sea, 1778.

When but loycarsof age lie was k't't on an uninhabited island of the West Indies,

where lie remained two months. In 177i. he entered the English navy, and served as a

seaman on Nelson's vessel in eapt. Phipps's exploring expedition. In the revolution he

joint-. t the Amcrit'ans and commanded a small brig in the attack on New Providence; in

1770, captured two Hritish transports with valuable cargoes and a battalion of Highland-
ers; as commander of the Ibuttlnlph he took four prizes, and received command of a Meet

to cruise in tiic West Indies, where he was wounded in an engagement with the Yar-

mouth. While he was in the hands of the surgeon the magazine blew up, and of 315
men all but four were killed.

PIDDLE, NICHOLAS, an American financier, b. at Philadelphia in 1786, graduated at

Princeton college, aud became an energetic member of the legislature of Pennsylvania.
In 1823. he was appointed president of the U. 8. bank, and held that post, till 1839.

lie conducted its affairs at tirst with great skill, integrity, and prudence; but in 1838,
the bank became insolvent, and in Oct. of that year suspended cash payments. The
commercial panic and distress which at that time prevailed in the United States,

spread dismay far ami wide, and involved multitudes in ruin. In Dec., 1N41. the irrand

jury for the county of Philadelphia made a presentment against B. and some others fc.r

entering into a conspiracy to defraud tiie stockholders of the bank of $400,000 in 1836,
and endeavoring to conceal the same by a fraudulent and illegal entry in 1841; the pre-
Kfiitmcnt, however, was never followed up. B. had considerable literary taste, and for
some time edited the Philadelphia Portfolio, contributing many articles lo its pages. By
request of the president of the United States, he compiled from the original papers a

]Iixtry i>f lAtri* and t'dirkc'* Expedition to the Pacific Ocean; also Trie Coittiiicrcinl

!)>!/< xf, a volume put forthby congress. A number of his essays, speeches, etc., were

published. He diod in Jan., 1844.

BIDDLE, RICIIAKD, 1796-1847; brother of the president of the U. S. bank, a lawyer
and leader of the Pittsburgh bar. He published, a lieri-nr of Cd.)>t. Bttnil Jltdl's Trm-ft*
in, Xorth America, aud a Memoir of ^ibaxtian Cabot, icith a liettcw of the llittwy of Mari-
time Dircorery. In 1838-40, he was a member of congress.

BIDEFORD, a seaport t. of Devonshire, on both sides of the Torridge, near its con-
fluence with the estuary of the Taw, oO in. n. w. of Exeter. A bridge of 24 arches, and
677 ft. long, unites the two divisions of B., which has manufactures of ropes. sail>,

earthenware, and leather. These it exports, together with oak-bar, corn, tlour, linens,

woolens, iron, and naval stores. Pop. '.1, 6969. In 1875, 103 vessels, of 6776 tons,

belonged to the port; and 813 vessels, of 37,620 tons, entered, and 215 vessels, of 10.848
tons, cleared it. Vessels of 500 tons can get up to the quay in the center of the town.
Sir K. Granville, the discoverer of Virginia, was born in Bideford.

BIDPAI, or PII.PAI, is the reputed author of a collection of fables and stories which
have lieen widely current both in Asia and Europe for nearly 2000 years, passing as a

compendium of practical wisdom. Scarcely any book except the Bible has been trans-

lated into so many languages; and its history deserves attention as part of the histoiy of

human development. "The researches of Oolebrooke, Wilson, Sylvestre de Sacy, and
Loiseleur des Longchamps (Exxai ur les Fables Indienncs, 1838) have successfully traced

the origin of the collection, its spread, and the alterations it has undergone among dif-

ferent nations. The ultimate source is the old Indian collection in Sanscrit, with the

\\i\ePanchafantra (q.v.), i.e., "Five Sections" (edited by Kosegarten, Bonn, 1848). An
analytical account of the Sanscrit Panchntantm, by H. H. Wilson who determines the
date of its production to be subsequent to the 5th c. A.D. is printed in the 'I'ruiiMfHoiix

of the royal Asiatic society, vol. i.; but an abridgment of it, called the Hitnpudemi (q.v.).
is better known than the original. A critical edition of the Hitopndena has been pub-
lished !>\ A.W. von Schlegel and Lasscn (Bonn. 1829), and translations have been made
into English by Wilkins and Jones, and into German by M. M filler (Lcip. 1844).

Under the Persian king, Nushirvan (531-79), the PancJiatantra was translated into
the Pehlvi tongue by his physician Barsuyeh, under the title of Calilih uml Dinnmh
(from two jackals that take a 'prominent part in the first fable). This Pehlvi version has

perished with all the profane literature of ancient Persia; but under the caliph Almansur
.7.11 "D. it wasiranslated into Arabic by Abdallah-ibn-Almokaffa (published by De Sacy.
Par. 1816). From Almokaffa's Arabic translation in the introduction to which the

Author of the collection is called Bidpai. the chief of Indian philosophers have Mowed

by Ali Ohclcbi, under the title of Homa-ynn-namch, the imperial book. There
translations into the Malay, Mongol, and Afghan languages.

Towirds the end of the llth c., a translation had appeared, from the Arabic of
Alnmkaffa, into (Jreek. by Simeon Sethus; and later, a Hebrew translation by Kabbi
.loci, which .John of Capua, a converted Jew, in the last half of the 13th c., retranslated
into Latin with the title of Diivctvrium H/iii,ance Vita> (published first at Augs. 1480, and
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repeatedly since). A version from this wns made into Gorman by Eberhnrcl T., dnfce of

AViirternberg (died 1325), wliicli appeared with the title of E.c<t >n/>'(* of the Anci-nt Sftyey

(Uiin, 1483). Under Alfonso X. of Castile (1252-84), Alrnokaffa's work was translated

iuto Castilian. and afterwards from that into Latin by Raymond of Veziers. a learned

physician. The other European translations follow, some the Latin of John of Capua,
some that of Raymond of Veziers; Spanish (Burgos, 1498), Italian (Flor. 1548), English
(Lond. 1570), Dutch (Amst 1623), Danish (Cop. 1618), Swedish (Stock. 1743), German
(most recent, Leip. 1802).

BIEFVE, EDOUARD DE, b. 1808; a Belgian painter who studied with David d'Angers.
He exeels in portraits and historical compositions. By order of the government he pro-
duced the "Compromise of the Brussels Nobles of Feb. 16, 156<i," which was greatly
praised at the Paris exhibition of 1855. Some of his other works arc

" The Introduction
of Rubens to Charles V.," "Massaniello,"

"
L'goiino," "Raphael and La Fornariua,"

and "The Knights of the Teutonic Order recognizing the Elector of Brandenburg as

their Grand Commander," done for the king of Prussia.

BIEL. See BIENNE.

BIEL, G AH KIEL, b. about the middle of the 15th century. He was pastor at Main/,,
and on the establishment of the university of Tubingen, in 1477, was appointed professor
of theology, and twice afterwards rector. He was a follower of U iiliam of Occam. His
work QaUectoriun ti'tper Lihrox Sententiaruin, G. Occam! ,

is a clear account of the nomina
listic doctrine, and presents a complete system of scholastic thought regarded from that

point of view. B. lias been erroneously called
" Ultiuius Scholasticorum" (the last of

the scholastics). He died in 1495.

BIELY, WILHELM vox, 1782-1856; a German astronomer and soldier, and major in

the Austrian army; celebrated as the discoverer of a comet named after him, and for
contributions to Schumacher's Nttio Astronomy.

BICLA'S COMET, one of the comets of short period, named from its investigator,
\Vilhehn VOM Bida. Its periodic time is 6617 years. Its orbit wa* tirst determined on
it-; appearance in 1826, and it was found to have been .seen in 1772 and 1805. On in
return in 181*5 it was in two parts, separated by about 157,000 in., unequal in size, each
having a distinct nucleus and tail. At the return in 1852. the parts were 1.250.000 in.

asunder. Since then it bus not been seen. It has been suggested that its orbit has crossed
that of a meteoric shower, and that it has beeu broken up and dispersed as material for

shooting Mars.

BIELAU, a t. in Prussia, called LANGEX BIELAU, being the longest village (4 m.) in

the state. It is important for cotton and other manufactures, and boasts of one old
castle. Pop. '71, 13,070.

BIELEFELD, a busy t. of Westphalia, in Prussia, picturesquely situated on the Lutter
or Lutterbach, at the foot of the Sparrenbcrg mountain, and about 26 m. s.w. of Minden.
The broad ditch, which formerly surrounded I}., is now converted into pleasant walks.
The old walls of the town have been put to a similar use. The castle of Sparrenl>erg,
erected in 1545 on the site of an oldGuelphic fortress, and which now serves as a prison,
is in the immediate neighborhood. B., which is the center of the Westphalian linen-

trade, has extensive bleaching-grounds, manufactures of woolen thread, soap, leather,

etc., and its meerschaum pipes are celebrated. Pop. '75, 26.574

BIELEV, an ancient t. of European Russia, in the government of Tula, situated on
the left bank of the Oka, in lat. 53 45' n., and long. 36 5 east. It has a large trade,
and manufactures of soap, hardware, leather, etc. Pop. '67, 8123.

BIELITZ, a t, of Austrian Silesia, on the left bank of the river Biala, about 18 m.
n.e. of Teschen. A bridge over the river connects it with the town of Biala. which is

situated in Galicia. It has dye-works and print-fields, and carries on a large trade in
woolens and kerseymeres with Ru-sia, Poland. Hungary, and Italy. B. belongs to the

princes Sulkowskv, whose castle, now converted into* public offices, is situated here.

Pop. '69, 10.721.

BIELLA, a t. of n. Italy, in the province of Novara, about 38 m. n.e. of Turin, witft

which it is connected by railway. It is pleasantly situated on the Cervo. an nftluent of
the Sesia, and has manufactures of woolens, hats, paper, etc. Pop. with suburbs, '71,

11,814.

BIE LO-OZERO (the White lake), a lake in the government of Novgorod. Russia, lat.

60" 10' n.. long. 37 30' east. It is elliptical in shape, its length being about 25 m., and
its breadth 20. Its bottom is composed o!' white clay, which, during stormy weather,
gives to the water a milky appearance; hence, doubtless, the name White lake. B. is

fed by numerous small streams, is pretty deep, and abounds with fish. Its surplus
waters are conveyed by the Sheksna river in'o the Volga. Canals unite it with the

Onega. Sukona. and Dwina. B O/.KK^K. an o!d wooden t. on the s. shore of the lake,

formerly capital of an ancient principality of the same name, has a trade in cattle, corn,
and pitch, and manufacture* of candles. Pop. '67, 4467.
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BIELO POL, a t. of Russia, in the government of Kharkov, and distant from the city
of that name 106 m. n.w. It has a c -ou*idcrable trade and extensive distilleries. Pop.
'67, 12,178.

BIELSHOH LE,- a singular cavern in one of the Harz mountains, called Bielstein, on
the right bank of the Rode, in the duchy of Brunswick, Germany. It was discovered in

1768. The entrance to it is more than luO ft. above the bed of the stream. The cavern
is divided into 11 main compartments, and contains a great deal of that curiously
freakish work which nature delights to execute iu stalactites, when she sometimes con-

descends to imitate the inventions of human art, as in the eighth division, where she has
contrived to fashion the framework of an organ out of the slow drip of ages. In the

ninth, there is also a picture of a sea, as it were, arrested in its motion, its waves
silent, but in act to rolL

BIELSK. a t. of Russia, in the government of Grodno. It is situated iu a very fer-

tile district, watered by the Narev and Nur/.ek, was formerly capital of a Polish palati-
nate. is well built, and has a fine custom-house. Pop. '07, 8985.

BIENHOA, a t. in Cochin China, capital of a province, 20 m. n.w. of Saigon, con-
nected with that city by a canal. B. Avas taken by the French in 1861, and is ^uow one
of their fortilied posts. Pop. of the "inspection" of B., 19,2(>0.

BIENNE, or BIKL, a t. of Switzerland, in the canton of Bern, 17 m. n.w. of the

city of Bern. l>eautifully situated at the foot of the vine-clad Jura, at the mouth of the

valley of the Suze, and at the northern extremity of the lake of Bieune. It is sur-

rounded by old walls, and approached by shady avenues. Pop. '70, 8118, engaged in

the manufacture of watches, leather, cotton, etc. B. is a place of great antiquity. It

belonged to the bishop of Bfile, or Basel; but as early as 1352, it entered into an alliance

with Bern for the protection of its liberties, and for this display of independence was
burned by its ecclesiastical ruler. The reformation, however, so weakened the power of

the clerical governors of B. that in the beginning of the 17th c. it had become merely
nominal; and B. was essentially a free and independent city until 1798, when it was
annexed to Fiance. In 1815, it was united to Bern. B., LAKE OF, extends from the
town of B. along the foot of the Jura mountains in a s.w. direction, until within 3 m.
of lake Neuchfitcl, its length being about 10 m., and its greatest breadth 3. It is situ-

ated at an elevation of 1419 ft. above the level of the sea, 8 ft. lower than lake Neuchatel.
whose surplus waters it receives at its s. extremity by the Thiel, by which river it again
discharges its own. Its greatest depth i* 280 feet. Towards its southern extremity is

situated the island of St. Pierre, crowned with a grove of fine old oaks, to which Rous-
>eau retired for two months after his proscription at Paris in 1765.

BIENNIALS, or BIENNIAL PLANTS, are plants which do not flower in the first season
of their growth, but flower and bear fruit in the second season, and then die. Many of
our cultivated plants are B., as the carrot, turnip, parsnip, parsley, celery, etc., and

many of the most esteemed flowers of our gardens, as stock, wallflower, etc. But plants
which in ordinary circumstances are B., often become annuals (q.v.), when early sowing,
warm weather, or other causes promote the earlier development of a flowering .stem, as is

continually exemplified in all the kinds already named. If, on the other hand, the

flowering of the plant is prevented or. in many cases, if it is merely prevented from
ripening its seed it will continue to live for a much longer period : the same bed of

parsley, if regularly cut over, will remain productive for a number of ycs'ix

BIENVILLE. a parish in n.w. Louisiana; 1050 sq.m. ; pop. '70. 10,6365047
colored. It produces corn, cotton, and sweet potatoes. Co. seat, Sparta.

BIENVILLE, JEAN BAPTISTE LKMOINE, Sieur de ; 1680-1768; one of the four
brothers who were conspicuous in the exploration and settlement of the French province
of Louisiana. The others were Therville, Sauvolle, and Chatcaugay, all sons of Charles
l.i-moine. With Ihcrville and Sauvolle, B. went from France in 1698, and made the.

first settlement at Biloxi. Leaving Sauvolle in command, B. went to explore the country.
:md in 1700 built a fort 54 m. from the mouth of the Mississippi. The next year ho
-uccceded Sauvolle as governor or director of the colony, fixing the seat of government
at Mobile. Cliateatigay joined him in 1704 with 17 settlers from Canada, and '20 women
arrived from Fiance to be married to the colonists. B. was dismissed in 1707, but liis

--or died at sea and left him still in authority. With a view to improve the culti-
tiuii of the soil he proposed to the French government the exchange of Indians for

negro slaves, giving three of the former for two of the latter. About this time the col-

onists were sorely pressed by famine, and in 1712 the kimr granted the monopoly of
trade to Anthony Cm/at, with liberty to import negroes from Africa. In 1713, Cadil-
lac was made governor, and B. kept as lieutenant governor. They quarreled, and
Cadillac sent B. against the warlike Natelie/. tribe, expecting that lie' would be killed;
i ut he made friends with (he Indians, who built a fort for him. In 1718. B. was made

r, and with the aid of men sent out by Law's "
Mississippi company" founded

'he city of New Orlenn*. Wbicl) became the seat of government in 17^!. Recalled the
'ar, he went to France to answer certain charues. leaving the colony a code regu-

lating slavery, prohibiting all religion.- except the Human Catholic, and banishing
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Jews. In 1756, he was remov. d, but re-appointed in 1733, and made lieut.gen. In
l?4o, he was finally superseded, and he pnssed the remainder of his life in France.

BIERSTADT. AMJKKT, h. Germany, 1829; in 1831, his family came to America and
settled in New Bedford. Having a taste for drawing, he went to Dusseldorf to study,
and made sketching tours in Switzerland and Germany. In 1858, he accompanied the
Lander expedition io lay out a wagon road from Missouri to the Pacific, and on that and
(subsequent visits accumulated mutt-rial for tin- landscapes on which his artistic fame
securely re.-ts. Some of his more notable works are "The Rocky Mountains," "The
Domes of the Yose.in.ile," "Storm in the Rocky Mountains." "Emigrants Crossing the

Plains," and "
Sunlight and Shadow." His recent work has been mainly in the saint-

style, along the Pacific coast. In 1871, he was elected a member of the St. Petersburg
academy.

EIEEVLIET
,
a village of the Netherlands, province of Zeeland, 13 m. e.n.e. of Sluis.

It is deserving of mention as the birthplace of William Beukelzoon (q.v.), who in 1386
invented the method of curing herrings. In 1377, B. was detached from the mainland

by an inundation, and still remains insular.

BIES-BOSCH, a marshy sheet of water of the Netherlands, between the provinces
Noit.1. Brabant and South Holland, formed in Nov., 1421, by an inundation which
destroyed 1'2 villages and 100,000 people, and forming that part of the estuary of the Maas
called Holland's Diep. It is interspersed with several islands.

BIFFIN. See AITLK.

BIF-ROST, or BIF-UAVST (the "tremulous bridge"), the rainbow, which in Norse

mythology was deemed to be a bridge between heaven (asgard) and the earth, or some
say hell (hela). In the latter lime the warriors of Muspelheim (land of fire) ride over the

bridge to give battle to Odin and his associate gods; the bridge breaks down; the
wolf Feurir, the Midgard serpent. Loki, and all the followers of Hel, and the frost giants
unite in the war. There is nothing in heaven or earth that shall be exempt from fear in

that terrible hour. All the gods led by Odin come forth to war. The evil powers
triumph, and the whole universe will be consumed with fire.

BI GA, a Roman term applied in ancient times to vehicles drawn by two horses

abreast; an;! commonly to the Roman chariot used in processions or in the circus. In
:-hat>e it resembled the Greek war-chariot a short body on two wheels, low and open
behind, where the charioteer entered, but higher and closed in front.

BIGAMY. This is an offense which, although perfectly intelligible in itself to the

popular and unprofessional understanding, is yet, with a due regard to the strict mean-

ing of the word, extremely difficult, legally, to define. Blackstone objects to the use of

it as a term descriptive of the offense in view; for he says it is corruptly so called,
because B. projK-rly signifies being t-icire marrutl. which a man or woman may legally be;
and he therefore prefers the'term jioiyginny. B.. however, even according to the literal

meaning, was an offense, or rather disqualification, according to the canonists, who
explained it to consist in marrying two virgins successively, one after the death of the

other, or in once marrying a widow; and persons so offending or disqualified were held

to be incapable of holv orders, and therefore B. was anciently considered a good couri-

terplea to the claim of bent-fit of clergy (q.v.), although the law in that respect was after-

wards altered by a statute passed in the reign of Edward VI.. when, bigamists or no

bigamists, the clergy resumed their strange privilege. Different views prevailed in

more modern times, and at a period, too, when the restraints of ecclesiastical dogmas
bad been thrown off. It is known that certain of the leaders of the German reforma-

tion, including Luther, Melanchthon, Bucer, and Melander, did not withhold their con-

sent from Philip, landgrave of Hesse, champion of the reformation, who, having lost

conceit of his wife, had applied to the Protestant doctors for license to have another.

and which license was not withheld, for the marriage took place, and was performed by
Melander in presence of Melanchthon, Bucer, and others; and privately, as the mar-

riage contract bears, "to avoid scandal, seeing that, in modern times, it has not been

usual to have two wives at once, although in this COM it be Christian and lawful."
Whether Luther and the other Protestant doctors actually held views favorable Io poly-

gamy has In-eii the subject of warm controversy (see sir William Hamilton's Di*rn**ion

on Philoxophy and Literature, 1852, 2d ed., 1853; and archdeacon Hare's Vindication of

Luther. 1855). Sir William Hamilton asserts that Luther l>elieved in "the religious

legality" of polygamy, and wished it to be sanctioned by the civil authorities an aser-

tion, however, of which the promised proof never appeared. Archdeacon Hnre, on the

other hand, maintains that Luther and Melanchthon only held that in certain extraor-

dinary emergencies dispensations from the usual law of niarriasrc might lx> granted. Be
that as it may, the conduct of the reformation leaders in this matter has been univer-

sally condemned, even by Protestants. The ideas referred to never gained ground in

Germauv: while in Great Britain "monogamy" not only continued an institution, but

its violation was regarded as a serious offense, which continues to IM- treated in statutes,

law-l>ooks. and iu the practice of the criminal courts in the three kingdoms, under the

name of bigamy. Nor, indeed, have the ideas referred to been followed by the Germane
as a nation.
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The first statute which distinctly treated this offense as a felony was the 1 James I.

c. 11, which enacted that a person so convicted should suffer death. "NY hat now consti-

whether the second marriage shall have taken place i:i England or elsewhere" a defini-

tion that appears to be adopted by the recent divorce act, the 20 ami 21 Viet. c. 85,

where, for the purpose of that act. B. is to be taken to meau 'marriage of any person
iK-ing married, to any other person during the life of the former husband or wife,

whether I lie second "marriage shall have taken place within the dominions of her

majestv, or elsewhere." More correctly, however, the offense of B. may be said to con-

sist in going, through Uniform or appearance of a second marriage, while a lirst subsists,

with a man or woman, against whom the most odious deceit and fraud is thus prac-
ticed, and u|x>n whom, especially iu case of a woman, the deepest injury is iulHctcd;
for the second marriage is merely a marriage in form uo real marriage at all, because
a man cannot have two wives, or a woman two husbands, at one and the same lime.

In prosecutions under this act, the first wife is not admissible as a witness against her

husband, because she is the true wife; but the second may, because she is not only no
wife at all, but because she stands in the position of being the party peculiarly injured
by the bigamy. The same is the procedure in the case of a second husband. The act

following the 1 James I. makes B. a felony, and prescribes as the punishment, upon
conviction, transportation for seven years; now changed (by the 16 and 17 Viet. c. 99,

amended by the 20 and 21 Viet. c. 3) to penal servitude for the same period, or not less

than three years; or to be imprisoned, with or without hard labor, in the common jail
or house of correction for any term not exceeding two years.

The act, however, excepts from its provisions the following four cases: 1. That of a
second marriage contracted out of England, by any other than a subject of the realm.
2. That of any person marrying a second time, whose husband or wife shall have been

continually absent from such person for the space of seven years then last past; and
shall not have been known by such person to be living within that time. 3. That of a

person who. at the time of such second manage, shall have been delivered from the
bond of the first marriage. 4. That of a person whose former marriage shall have heca
declared void by the sentence of any court of competent jurisdiction. The third of
th.-e exceptions deserves notice, in consequence of its bearing on a curious question that.'

arose before the passing of the act, and which showed a serious conflict which the;i

existed, if it does not still exist, between the laws of England and Scotland. The cas"
referred to is known among lawyers as LUey'* caxe; it occurred in 1812. and may in-

shortly stated as follows: Lolly and his wife, two English persons, being tired of each
other's conjugal society, and unable to bear the expense of the then English ordeal, wen!
to Scotland, where, after acquiring a domicile, they applied to the Scotch consistoria?
court for a divorce, which was speedily (although it is said collusively) obtained, on th:-

ground of the husband's adultery. Relying on such sentence of the Scotch court. Lolly
returned to England, where he married again. He was immediately indicted for B.".

tried, convicted, and sentenced to seven years transportation, and that in the face of
the Scotch decree of divorce, which he reasonably pleaded by way of defense. The
point, however, was reserved for further consideration before the" full court (court of

Exchequer), who, however, shortly after gave a unanimous judgment holding that Lolly
had lx.-eu rightly convicted; or, in other words, that the Scotch court had no authority
to dissolve an English marriage, and that the decree of divorce which Lolly had.

obtained, although good iu Scotland, was of no force whatever in England. Many dis-

tinguished English lawyers were of opinion that the judgment of the English court was
wrong, anil that the Scotch divorce afforded him a complete defense. But it is to be
observed that the prosecution was founded on the 1 James I. c. 11. to which we havrt

referred, the 3d section of which only excepts from its provision persons divorced

by "any sentence had in the ecclesiastical court," meaning, of course, the English eecu--
>ia-lieal court ; and thus some color at least is given to the view taken of Lolly's case 1-y
the court of Exchequer. But

itmay well be doubted whether SIK h a conviction could take.

place in the face of the above third exception in the 9 Geo. IV., which excepts persons
wild shall have been divorced, not by any particular court or jurisdiction, but simply
divorced from the bonds of the first marriage.

It remains to be added that under the 9 Goo. IV.. not only the actual bigamist, but
every person counseling, aiding, or aln-tting the offender, is" held equally 'iruiity. and
may !> -.utenccd to the same punishment ; and by section 31, accessoi ies'bct'ore and
after I he fact are also severely punishable.

ThcOGco. IV. doe.- not ext. 'iid to Scotland, but the. law there on the subject of this par-
ticular nffei.r i, very much the same in principle, althou-h the punishment there is not so

.1- in England. There is an old Scotch statute, passed in I.")!, which declares the

PUnttfameot of B. to be the same as that of perjury: but the offense is also indictable at
common law in Scotland, and in modern practice, it is usual so to deal with it, and to
linuuhe punishment to imprisonment. See M.\um.\<;i:. DIVOUCK. POI.YIIAMV.

BIGAMY (nut,}. In the I'nited Stales the laus concerning B. an; nearly the
same as iu England, and are drawn in the main from the statute 1 James I., c. 11,
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f<fcr>pt in the mnttor of penalty, which differs in different states. Tt has been held in

_\l;is.-.achusetts that u woman may be punished if she marries another person while her
lawful husband lives, although he may have left her of his own motion and remained

away any time less than seven years. In some states the defendant in a successful

case of divorce who marries again is guilty of B. , being by statute forbidden to marry;
but liltie regard is paid to this prohibition. Indeed, the 'statutes of the several states

affecting marriage and divorce are so various and conflicting that prosecutions for bigamy
are exceedingly rare.

BIG BETHEL, in the peninsula between York and James river. Ya , where, June
10. 1801. an irregular and undecisive battle took place between the union forces and the

confederates. After a series of blunders and skirmishes, iu which maj. Theodore Win-

throp was killed while leading an assault, a retreat was ordered by the union gen. in

command. The union loss was about 100, that oil the confederate side but seven ot;

CMgllt.

BIG BLACK RIVER, in Mississippi, is about 200 m. long, running through a fine

cotton region near the middle of the state, and joining the Mississippi at Grand gulf.

BIG BONK LICK, a salt spring in Boone co.. Ky., where many bones of the mas-
todon and other extinct mammalia have been found.

BIGELOW, EKASTTS BKKUIA.M, i.uu., 1814-79; b. Mass.; inventor of looms for

weaving suspender webbing, piping cord, knotted counterpanes, carpets, coach laces,

etc. He founded the manufacturing village of Clinton, Mass., the head quarters of the

Bigelow carpet company. B. proposed, iu 1802, a plan for uniform taxation throughout
the United States, and wrote an e.-say on the tariff considered in regard to the policy of

England and the interests of the United States. He was one of the original ineorporators
of the Massachusetts institute of technology, a trustee of the museum of tine arts, a
member of the American academy of arts and sciences, of the Massachusetts historical

society, of the London society for the encouragement of arts, manufactures, and com-
merce: and received the degree of A.M. from several New England colleges.

BIGELOW, JACOB, b. Mass., 1787; physician and botanist ; graduated at Harvard
in 1810. In early life he became proficient in botany, and publi>hcd two works
on the science. He was for more than 40 years physician to the Ma.-sachusHts general

hospital, arid fora long time professor of materiamedica and clinical medicine in Harvard.
In 1820, he was one of the committee of live who formed the American Plutllfoacopas&l,
and assisted in establishing the nomenclature which substituted a single for a double
word when possible. B. was the originator of mount Auburn cemetery, the first of the

large and beautiful places of interment now so nunn rous in this country. Besides many
books and papers on botany and medical subjects, he has published poems, etc., and a
volume of verse, entitled Eowpowia, is ascrilK'd to him. For many years he was president
of the Massachusetts medical society. Of late, since abandoning active practice, he has
devoted much attention to technical education and the substitution of practically utili-

tarian branches for classical s:udy. ;

BIGELOVv". JOHN. b. New York. 1817; graduated at Union college in 18?>5, admitted
to the bar in 18:59, and soon after became a casual journalist and editor. In 1850,
he joined William Cullen Bryant in the New York awning Pout, and was one of its

principal editors until 1^61. when he was appointed consul at Paris. On the death of
Mr. Dayton he became United States minister iu France, remaining until 1866. He has

published L'fr <>f Fn-ninnt, R>tns RfrM'rtioits of the late Antvinc Pierre Berryer, and Lf*
E :

<i1*-l'i<ii< tTAvuTUfM, the latter in Paris.

BTGELOW, TIMOTHY. 1767-1821; an American lawyer; a graduate of Harvard; for

20 years a member of the Massachusetts legislature, and for more than half that time

speaker of the house. He was also a member of the Hartford convention. ,

BIGG. See BAKLEY.

BIG HORN, a navigable river of the United States, rises near Fremont's peak in the

Rocky mountains, about 42 20' n.. an-1 110 west. It has a n.e. course of about

400 iii., being the largest affluent of the Yellowstone, which, again, is the largest affluent

of the Missouri.

BIG HORN, a co in s.e. Montana, on the Dakota and Wyoming borders; about

:'.0.000 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 38 whites. It is intersected by the Yellowstone and some of its

tributaries

BIGHT (from the same root as the verb "to bow") is a sailor's name for the bent or

doubled part of a rope. Thus, one anchor may "hook the B." of the cable of another,

and thereby cause entanglement. In geography. B. has much the same sense as "
bay."

BIGNOIHA CEJE, a natural order of exogenous plants, containing trees, shrubs, and
herbaceous plants, generally with compound leaves. The flowers are generally showy,
ane are- among tlie most striking ornaments of tropical forests. The corolla is of one

petal, generally more or less trumpet-shaped and irregular: the stamens are 5 in number,
or 4, with the rudiment of a fifth, and unequal. The ovary is free, seated on a disk,

1 or 2-celled: the fruit sometimes capsular. sometimes drupaceous; with few or many
seeds. There are about 500 known species; which, however, are often regarded as



forming throe distinct orders bigrwnmreir, rrt#fentM<"t<f, and pcdaliacfff. Of these the

?n'</ii/ttiii-t<r arc by tar tin- most numerous, and are almost all tropical or subtropical,

although a few are found in the United Slates of North America. See TKUMPKT-
KI.OWKK. They are in manv cases noble trees, and some of them afford valuable timber.

unong which "are biffnoHM leucofylon, a tree of Jamaica, the green or yellow wood of

which is sometimes brought into the market under the name of ebony; and the ipe-
. tobacco and i|>e-una of Brazil, species of the same genus, the former of which is used
I for ship-building, and the latter is accounted the hardest timber in Brazil. Not a few
of them are climbing shrubs, and the tough shoots of bignuam cite re re. are used for

wicker-work in Guiana. Bignvnui tdlincen, a native of the West Indies, is remarkable

for its strong alliaceous smell; the leaves of bif/noum chiai afford the red coloring
matter called Chica (q.v.). The cretfienttacece chiefly abound in Mauritius and Madagas-
car. Tin- calabash tree (q.v.) is the best known example. The pcd<tliacf(e are tropical
or subtropical; many of them herbaceous plants. The most important is Sesamuni

(q.v.). The fleshy sweet root of craniolaria annua is preserved in sugar as a delicacy

by the Creoles.

EIG SANDY RIVER, a fine navigable affluent of the Ohio, flows through extensive

l>eds of coal. It is formed by the junction of two branches the east and west forks

which both rise in Virginia. The latter traverses several counties of Kentucky, and the

former is. during the latter part of its course, the boundary between the two state-.

Their united waters lose themselves in the Ohio, nearly opposite to Burlington, in the

state of Ohio.

BIG STONE, a co. in s.w. Minnesota, on the Minnesota river and the Dakota
border; 450 sq.ui. ; pop. 305. Co. seat, Ortonville.

EIHACH , or BICIIACZ', one of the strongest fortress towns of Turkish Croatia, in

Bosnia, is situated on an island in the Una, in lat. 44 42' n., and long. 15 53 e., near
the frontier of Dalmatia. It has been the scene of frequent contests during the Turkish
wars. Formerly, it was possessed of a Christian church, but that has been completely
destroyed by lunatic Mussulmans. Pop. 3000.

BIHAR, a co. in Hungary, e. of the Theiss; 4280 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 557,337. mainly
Magyars and Wallachians. The soil is generally fertile, and the people are rich in

horses, cattle, and sheep. Gross-Wardien and Debrec/in are the largest towns.

BIJANAGHUR meaning, it is said, the city of triumph, is a ruined city within the

presidency of Madras, being in lat. 15 19' n., and long. 76 32' e. It stands about 40
in. tothen.w. of Bellary, in a plain encumbered with granite rocks, many of which
have bc-eu rudely sculptured into a variety of forms. After having been for two centu-
ries the metropolis of a powerful Hindu kingdom, B. was sacked and ruined by the

Mohammedans of the Dcccan in 1564. Even now it presents traces of its grandeur,
being 8 m. in circuit, and containing many edifices, both temples and palaces, of

granite.

BIJAPORE', a t. of India, in Guzcrat, in the Guicowar's territory, on the route from
Mhow to Deesa, 200 m. n.w. from Mhow, and 60 m. s.e. from Deesa. Pop 12,000.

BIJAPORE', BIJAPUK, or BIJAIPUU (ante), the ancient capital of an independent
sovereignty in India, of the same name, once an extensive and opulent city, but now
with mere vestiges of its old grandeur. It is on a fertile plain, 16 50' n., 75 48' e., and
is still a town of great extent. The citadel, a mile in circuit and very strong, was built

in 1849, and its defenses, 6 m. in circumference, were completed in 1566. Outside of
the fort are the remains of a large city. The natives say that according to ancient
records, B. once contained 1600 mosques and 1,000,000 houses. The outer wall of the

city was of stone, about 20 ft. high and prodigiously thick, with ditch and rampart, and
towers of stone at intervals of 100 yards. The great mosque, in the fort, was 200 ft.

long by 165 wide, with winirs 219 by 45 feet. The mosque and mausoleum of king
Ibrahim Adil Shah, completed about 1620, was 36 years in building, and is reported to

have cost $8,500.000. It is 115 by 76 ft., covered by an immense dome raised on arches.

Among the curiosities of B. is the immense cannon, said to be the largest piece of cast
brass ordnance in the world, captured from the king of Ahmadnagar by the king of B.
in the 17th century. It is 14 ft. long. 28 in. caliber, and would carry a ball of 1600

pounds. The town is 245 m. s.e. of Bombay.
BIJAWUE, a petty native state in the Bundelcund agency, with an area of 920 sq.m.,

and a pop. of 102,000.

BIJBAHAR
,
one of tin; best-known towns in Cashmere, though not one of the most

populous. It is situated on the banks of the Jhelum, about 25 m. to the s.e. of the

metropolis, beinir in lat. :i:$" 47' n., and 75 13' c. The only particular worthy of notice
is a wooden bridge across the.Iholum, which, notwithstanding it.s simplicity, has endured
for centuries, in consequence of the tranquil and equable weather of the' valley. Pop.

BIJNOUR
, a t. of India, the chief t. of the British district of the same name, n w.

provinces, in 21T 22' n. hit., and 78 11' e. longitude. It is on the route from Mora-
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dabad to Mozuffurnuggur, 31 m. c. from Mo/.uffurnuggur. Pop. '71, 12,585. The dis-

trict of Bijuour has an^rea of 1884 sq.ui., and a pop. (1871) of 737,152.

BIKANLR', or BKEKANKER, a t. of India, the capital of a Rajpoot state of the same
iianie, in n. lat. 28, e. long. 73" 22'. It is situated in a singularly desolate tract, hard,

stony, and utterly uurit for cultivation. The town is surrounded with a baltlcmcntcd

wall, and has a very imposing appearance. The pop. is estimated at 00,000. The state

of Bikanir extends from n. to s. about 160 m., and from e. to w. about 200 miles, lis

area is 24,000 sq. miles. The climate is remarkable for extreme changes of temperature,
the temperature during the night being often very cold, whilst the day is very hot. Ice

is often formed on pouds in winter during the night, whilst the summer heat during the

day sometimes reaches 123
J

Fahrenheit. The majority of the population are by descent
Jauts, a p"ople inhabiting from a very remote period a great extent of country between
tlie Himalaya and the Indian ocean. The rajah and dominant race are KajpooK
Uramaus are numerous, but if they do not eat, they trade in oxen. There are many
Jains. The burning of widows was in former times extremely prevalent in Bikanir.

One corpse is said to have been burned with 84 victims. The annual revenue of the

state is about 65,000. The military force amount.; to about 5000. The pop. is about

300,000.

BIKH. See ACONITE.

BI LANDER, or BI'L.VNDRK, is a small two-masted merchant vessel, distinguished
from oth TS chictly by a peculiar sha|HJ and arrangement of the main-sail. Ot these ves-

sels, which we re probably French in origin, there are not many now remaining.

BILBAO, a seaport t. of Spain, capital of the province of Vizcaya (Biscay), is situ-

ated in a mountain gorge on the Nervion. about 6 in. from its moutn at Portugaiete, in

lat. 43' 14' n., long. 2
3
56' west. B. is well built; the principal streets are straight, and

the houses substantial. Four bridges, one of iron, opened in 1868, and a stone bridge
cf the 14th c , cross the river, which divides the old town from the new. Tin-re are

several tine public walks, numerous fountains, but no public buildings of any note.

The city is purely commercial. It has many extensive rope-walks and manufactures of

hardware, leather, hats, tobacco, and earthenware. There are also docks for building
merchant-vessels, and in the vicinity are iron and copper mines. Pop. 19,000. In 1804,
a railway was opened to Tudela. Small vessels can navigate the river quite up to the

town, but large vessels have to anchor at Portugaiete. The total tonnage of the ships
that entered B. in 1S70 was 160. 9.~>2. The imports consist chiefly of cotton and woolen
manufactures, colonial produce, fish, jute, spirits, hardwares, machinery, railway mate-

rials, etc.
;
and the exports consist of wool, iron, fruits, oil, flour and grains, wines, mad-

der, minerals, liquorice, etc. There are more than 200 commercial houses in Bilbao.

The women here do almost all of the heavy porterage. B. was founded in the year 1300

by Diego Lope/ de Haro, under th;; nanu of Belvao, i.e.,
" the tine fort," and being

well situated, and little disturbed by the civil wars of Spain, it soon attained great pros-

perity. In the loth c., it war. the seat of the most authoritative commercial tribunal in

Spain. It suffered severely in the wars with France, first in 1795, and again in 1808,
when 1200 of its inhabitants were slaughtered in cold blood. During the Carlist strug-

gles, B. was often besieged, last in 1874.

BILBERRY. See WHORTLEBERRY.
BIL BILIS, an old Iberian city of Spain, about 2 m. e. from the modern town of

Calatayud, in the province of Saragossa, chiefly celebrated as the birthplace of the poet
Martial, but also famed for its highly tempered steel blades. Quintus Metellus won a

victory over Sertorius here; and B., under the Romans, was a municipal town with the
surname of Augusta. Several of its coins, struck off during the reigns of Augustu.-,
Tiberius, and Caligula, are still in existence sonr- in the British musuem.

BIL BOES are long bars or bolts of iron, with shackles sliding on them, and a lock at

one end. When an offender on shipboard is put "in irons," it implies that B. are fast-

ened to him. more or less pond roiis according to the degree of his offense. The B.

clasp the ankles in some such way as handcuffs clasp the wrist.

BIL COCK. See KAIL.

BILDERDUK, WIU.KM, a Dutch poet and philologist, of mnch repute in his day. wa*
b. at Amsterdam, 7th Sept.. 1756. While studying law at Leyden. and afterwards,' when
practicing at the Hague, he devoted himself assiduously to literature and poetry. On
the invasion of Holland by the French, he repaired to Brunswick, and afterwards visited

London, win-re he supported himself by lecturing and teaching. In the year 1H06, In-

returned to Holland, where he wns received as one who had done his country honor:
and the newly elected king of Holland (Louis Bonaparte) appointed him president of
the institute at Amsterdam, just then organized after the fashion of the one at Paris,
and also made him his own instructor in the Dutch language. B. afterwards resided
at Leyden. and then at Haarlem, where he died. 18th Dec.. 1831. His contributions to

poetic literature were very numerous; but though they contain many beauties, yet, with
one or two exceptions, none of his poems display any remarkable originality, or any
irreat wealth of imagination. With his poetical pursuits he combined the theoretical
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study <;f his native language; and his writings on this subject arc valuable contributions

to the exposition of the older monuments of Dutch literature.

BILE is a lluid secreted from the blood by the liver. One part of it is destined to

H;TVC in (he process of digestion; the other to be eliminated fro:u the system. It is col-

i red yellow in man; that of graminivorous animals seems colored by the leaves they
feed upon. The primary cells of the liver (the hepatic cells) separate the B. from the

blood of the portal vein, and discharge it into small ducts, which unite to form larger

ones, and eventually the right and lelt hepatic ducts. The latter unite to form the com-
mon- hepatic duct, "which is soon joined by that of the gull-bladder (the cystic duct).
r

i his junction forms the common B. duct, which pierces the second part of the duo-

denum, and running obliquely in its wall for a short distance, opens on its mucous
surface.

The secretion of B. is constantly going on, and if there is food in the intestine, the

bile mhirlcs with it, and dissolves the fatty portions, preparatory to their absorption,
the exeivmentitious portion of the B. passing out of the body Avith the other indigestible
jir.'.tc'rials. "When the bowel is empty, the B. ascends the cystic duct, and is stored for

iuture use in a small flask-like bag (the gall-bladder) situated under the liver.

Should, from any cause, the elements of the B. be in excess in the blood, or should
the liver suspend the function of secreting it, not only is digestion imperfectly per-
formed, but the general health suffers from the impure condition of the blood, and the

patient is said to be li.itms. On the other hand, the B. may be secreted, b;:t its escape
interfered witd, and then its reabsorption wiil produce jaundice (q.v.) Its s:>'.id por-
tions, again, especially the cholesterine, may be in excess, solidify, and produce biliary
calculi or gall-stones. See CALCULUS.

In chemical composition, \\. is essentially a soap analogous to resin-soap, and as ob-
tained from the ox, contains in 10U parts,

Water 90.44

Biliary and fatty bodies, including resinoid acids 8.ut)

Mucus 0...0

Watery extract, chlorides, phosphates, and lactates 0. 5
Soda 0.41

The soap is formed from the union of the resinoid acids (ylycocholic and 1aurorJilic acids)
with tiie soda. Human B. has the specific gravity of about 10^(5 (waier = lOjO), is of a

ropy consistence, with a yellowish-green color; does not readily mix with water, but
sinks therein, and only after repeated agitation becomes diil'used through the water,
which then assumes a frothy appearance resembling soap-suds. B. has a bilter taste,
and a very sickening musky odor. It is interesting to observe that the B. of salt-

water lishes contains potash in place of soda; although from their being .surrounded by
much common salt (chloride of sodium) in the sea-water, we should naturally expect to
tind soda in abundance; and the B. of land and fresh-water animals contains soda,
while, considering diet and habitat, potash might more naturally be looked for in largest

quantity. B. performs several important functions in the animal economy, which will
be found treated of under the article DIGESTION; see also the articles Livuu and JAUN-
DICE.

EILED-UL-JERID. See BELED-EL-JEREED.

BILFINOEK. or BULFFINGEIl, GF.OHG BERNTTAKD, 1693-1750; son of a Lutheran
minister of Wlirlcmberg, and, like several others of his family, born with twelve fingers
mid twelve toes. B. studied philosophy and theology in Tubingen, where he became
preacher to the castle. He gained the prize (1000 crowns) offered by the academy of
>< -icnce of Paris tor a solution of the problem of the cause of gravity. Later in life ho
was a privy councilor in Wurtemberg, and greatly advanced the interests of public
in-tniction and agriculture.

BIIGE, sometimes called BUT.OE. is the part of the bottom of a ship nearest to the keel,
and always more nearly hori/ontal than vertical. A ship usually rests on the keel and
one B. when aground. The name of bilye-ir-atfr is given to any r;>.in or sea water which
trickles down to the B. or lowest part of a ship, and which', being difficult of access,
becomes dirty and offensive.

BILGEWAYB are timbers which assist in the launching of a ship; for which, se*
LAUNCH.

BILIARY CALCULI. See CALCULUS.
BILIMEI. See ( 'AHAMHOLA.

BILIN, a t.of Bohemia, beautifully situated in the valley of the Bila. 17 m w. of
LetoneritZ, and famous for its mineral springs, tin: waters of which it exports to the
extent of 1100,000 jars annually. It has a manufactory of cotton yarn, and two eastl-s,
itn old and a new one. In its vicinity there is a remarkable isolated clinkstone ro"k.
called Bnnsraberg, or Hiliner Stein; and the Tripoli earth found at B. has been shown
by prof. ElirenbCTtf to be the remains of infusoria. Pop. about 4000.

BILIOUS FEVER. See F.IVKK.
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BILL, in natural history, the hard, horny mouth of birds (q.v.). It consists of two
mandible*, an upper and a lower, into which the upper a::d lower jaws are respectively
produced, ail appearance of lips bcinglost. It is not furnished with proper teeth, although
ludiments of them have been observed in some of the parrot tribe in the fetal stat>

the marginal lamimu with which the bills of many water-fowl are furnished, partake of

the same character, being secreted by distinct pulps. The resemblance of these mar-

ginal lamina; to teeth is particularly marked in the goosander (q v.). The bills of birds

differ much, according to their diiFerent habits, and particularly according to the kind
of food on which they are destined to live, and the manner in which they are to seek it.

In birds of prey, the B. is strong; the upper mandible arched or hooked, and very sharp;
the edges sharp, ol'ten notched, anil the whole B., or btak, udupttd for seizing animals,
and tearing and cutting to pieces their llesh. A powerful, short, hooked beak, sharp-edged
and notched, indicates the greatest courage and adaptation to prey on living animals.
The beak of the vulture is longer and weaker than that of the eagle or falcon. In birds
which feed on insects and vegetable substances, the hooked form of the E. is not found,
or it is in a very inferior degree; those birds which catch insects on the -wing, such as
the goat-suckers, are remarkable for the deep division oc the B., nnd their consequently
wide gape, and an analogous provision to facilitate the taking of prey is lo be ob>erved
in herons, kingli-hcrs, and other fishing-birds; but the object is attained in their case by
the elongation of the B., whereas birds which catch insects on tl.e wing have the B.

very short. Birds which feed chiefly on seeds have.the B. short and strong, for bruising
them; whilst tlie B. of insectivorous birds is comparatively slender. 31any aquatic birds

have broad and comparatively soft and sensitive bills, with lamina on the inner mar-

gin for straining the mud fro:n which much of their food is to be extracted: other birds,
as snipes, avocvts, etc., seeking their food also in mud, have slcr.dtr bills .f remarkable

sensibility. The modifications of form arc very numerous, nnd the peculiarities of the
bills of toucans, hornbiils, spoonbills, crossbills, parrots, ln;mmiiig-biids. etc., are very
interesting, and intimately connected with the habits of II. e different creatures. See
these articles.) At the base of the, upper mandible, a portion of the B. is covered \\ith

a membrane, called the cere (Lat. ctrn, wax. from the waxy appearance which it pre-
sents in some falcons, etc.). which in many birds is r,;,kcd. in others is featl.-en d, and
in many is covered with hairs or bristles. "The nostrils are situated in the uppt r man-
dible, usually in the cere, but in some birds they are comparatively far forward, and in

some, as piulins, they are very small and placed so near the cdce of the mandible, as
not to lie easily detected. Th y are more or less open, or covered with membrane, or

protected by hairs or feathers. Ee-idcs their principal \ise for seizing and dividing or

triturating food, the bills of birds are employed in a variety of functions, as diessingor
preening the feathers, constructing nests, etc. They are also the principal instruments
used by birds in their combats.

The mouths of some iishes and reptiles assume a character somewhat analogous to

that of the B. of birds.

BILL, in its general acceptation, means a formal written paper or statement of any
kind; originally, it was applied to any sealed document, being derived from Lat. tmV.a, a
seal. It has a number of technical applications, for which, see the articles that immedi-

ately follow.

BILL, or BROWKBTIJ., the main offensive weapon of English infantry until the sub-
stitution of lire-arms; a Uvo-edg d, sickle-shaped knife or sword, weighing from 9to 12

Ibs., on a handle 3 or 4 ft. long, and wielded with both hands. It had terrible power,
sometimes taking off a person's head or cutting a man in two in spite of the strongest
trmor. It was also called a "glaive."

BILL, in legislation, the common name for n proposed but not consummated legisla-
tive act. In congress and in state legislatures laws usually first appear in the form of

bills; they are read once or twice, aiid referred to the committee having charge of the

subject to which they relate; e.;r. . a bill to amend the tariff woidd go to the commit-
tee on commerce. If the committee report unfavorably, the bill is ordinarily dropped
or withdrawn: but if they report without objection, or" favorably, it is refined to the

committee of the whole for discussion, and reported from that committee to the house.

After it has parsed both houses, it goes to the committee on engrossed bills, who see

that a correct cony is made for the signature of the president or governor and if sinned

(or not returned within a time fixed by law, usually 10 days), the
"

bill" becomes a

"law." If returned without approval, two thirds of 'all the "members elected to each

house (the houses voting separately) can enact it over the president's or governor's objec-
tions. Bills for raisin sr revenue (in congress) must originate in the lower house, but th

senate may propose and make amendments.

BILLARDIERA, or Ar'ri.F.nr.iuiY. a genus of twining Australian shrubs of the

natural order f'tti>*rmritcfiT (q.v.). They have simple alternate evergreen leaves, and

axillary pendulous flowers. The flowers have a calyx of five sepals, and n bell-shaped
sorolla of five petals. The iruit i< a soft, spongy pericarp, with inflated cells, and many
ceeds which lie loose in the cells, terminated by the style, and generally bluish when
ripe. It is eatable, although not destitute of a resinous character, which prevails in th*
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order. /?. Imtjifarrt and 7?. ortilfs. the former with nearly globose, the latter with oval

fruit. are frequent ornaments of British greenhouses. The fruit of B. niutabilia is larger,

cylindrical, and of a pleasant subacid taste.

BILLAUD-VARENNE, JKAN NICOLAS, a leader in the reign of terror in the French
revolution; took an active part in the September massacres; entered the convention.
where In- distinguished himself for his violence against the king and the royal family.
sind his general unfeeling cruelty. He was the author of the revolutionary tribunal, and
it was on his proposal that the duke of Orleans, the queen, and a host of others became
its victim-;. He joined hi the end in bringing about the fall of Robespierre, but
could not ward off hi* own accusation as one of the terrorists, and was transported to

Caye-ine. where lie lived about 20 years, rejecting the pardon offered by the first consul.

I I'lSlH. he cam" to New York, but was coldly received, aud then sought an asylum in

Hayti, where he died, 1819.

BILL-BROKERS are pcrso:.s who, being skilled in the money-market, the state of

mercantile and personal credit, and the rates of exchange, engage, either for their own
profitable adventure, or that of their employers, in the purchase and sale of foreign and
inland bills of exchange, and promissory-notes. They are to be distinguished from dis-

count-brokers, or bill-discounters, whose business consists in discounting bills of

exchange and notes which have some time to run before they come due, by means of
the funcU, or on the faith of the credit of capitalists or other persons having the com-
mand of money. See BUOKEK, BILL, OF EXCHANGE, PnoMissoiiY-NoTK.

BILL-CHAMBER is a particular department of the court of session in Scotland
(coeval with the establishment of that court itself in 1532), the business of which cor-

responds, in many respects, to the practice of the judges' chambers in England. It i-.

called the B., because, formerly in Scotland, judicial proceedings were for the most

part commenced by a writ called a bill, which was the skeleton or draft of the legal

prcn e-s which it was sought to have issued, and which bill was obtained in this partic-
ular department of the court. For such purpose, as well as for other matters which
do not admit of delay, the B. accordingly sat, as it continues to sit, all the year round,
and as in England, if. is presided over by fl single judge. This judge, to whom for the
time are delegated the whole powers of the court, is called the lord ordinary on the bills.

and during th.' sittings of the court of session, the duty is taken by the junior or last

appointed judge of the court; but in vacation time, the business of the B. is performed
in rotation by the six judges of the court who are not justiciary or criminal judges.
In case of the indisposition or absence of any of these >ix judges, any judge of the court

ion may act for him. A recent act^ the 20 and 2i Vic I. c. 18, now regulates
many of the details of the procedure.

The business of the B. consists of all matters of a summary nature; and generally
ail cases requiring the immediate interposition of judicial authority are proceeded with,
in the first instance, in the bill-chamber. Applications for interdict or injunction, anil

far warrants ne< -c s-ary for the execution of process, are there at once made. The pre-
liminary procedure by way of appeal from inferior courts, and in order to stay execu-
tion on the judgments of these tribunals, also takes place, in the first instance, in the
bill-chamber. Matters of bankruptcy or sequestration are al>o adjudicated on in this

department. But the decision of the judge or lord ordinary officiating in the B., nun .

with some exceptions, be brought under review of the court; and the judgment of the
court itself thu.s sitting on B. cases. may be brought l>efore the house of lords by

l. as in ordinary cases. See COUBT OF SKSSION. JTDGE'S CHAMUKKS.

BILLET, in architecture, an ornament belonging to the Norman style. It was
formed by cutting a molding generally a round molding into notches! so that the.

parts left resembled billets of wood. When used in several rows, the billets and
empty spaces are placed interchangeably.

BILLET, in heraldry. Billets are small oblong figures, sometimes taken to represent
bricks, but more commonly Inllft* doitf. The latter interpretation, which is that of
Guillim, is generally adopted by English heralds, and i< supported by the authority of

Colpmbiere. The former again, which has the Tr,'u>r JfrntMi'/iic and sir George Mack
en/ie on its side, is further strengthened by the fact that in German thev are called
SoAindfln, tbingtefc.

BILLETING is a mode of provisioning and lod-ring soldiers when not in camp or
barrack It is one of th" many vexed questions connected with the orirani/ation and
administration of the British army. When in camp or barrack, the soldier i> supplied
with hot food daily by Hie commissariat officers; or rather, with undressed food, and the
means for cooking it. But wnen it is necessarv to keep soldiers for one or more days
in a town unprovided with barracks, a difficulty occurs which has never yd been prop-
erly surmounted; a burden is sure to rest on "some one who is unwilling to bear it.

In th'- early times of our history, monarchs were often wont to quarter their troops on
the luanaMU-rJes. In later times, the soldiers often compelled the inhabitants of towns
to receive and support them; and the authorities were either unable or unVillin? to
prevent this. The mutiny act, passed for the first time in HW9. put a stop to this

practice, by declaring that no housekeepers should be compelled to accommo-
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date soldiers except on some recognized and fairly administered system. The chief
civil magistrate of a town, on requisition from the military authorities, quartered the
soldiers on the inhabitants as fairly as he could. This continued in England until

174."), when all kinds of persons were exempted from this hurden except certain

traders; and the iiew system has been maintained with minor alterations ever since.

The alteration was not made in Scotland until ls.">7.

At present, the persons liable to have soldiers billeted on them, are the keepers of

public-houses, hotels, inns, ale-houses, beer-shops, wine-shops, spirit-vaults, livery-stables,
and such like licensed houses. There are certain exceptional cases provided for; and m
and near London there are special regulations concerning the B. of the guards; but the

general rule is as here stated. The persons liable are bound to accommodate soldiers.
under a system that may be described in a few words. When troops are on the march
from one barrack or station to another, and cannot cover the distance in one day's rail-

way or foot traveling; or when they are to remain for a few days in a town unprovided
with barrack accommodation, or where the barracks are already occupied the command-
ing officer sends previously to the chief civil magistrate, and demands bi'let* fora certain
number of men for a certain time. The magistrate has a list of all the houses subjected
to the B. system, and he quarters the men on those houses as fairly as he can. Rules
are laid down to prevent the magistrate from B. too many soldiers on one house: any
excess in this way is remediable at the hands of a justice "of the peace. The billets are

pieces of paper prepared under these rules. On the evening before the arrival of the

troops, two or three non-commissioned otlicers enter the town, and present an order for the

delivery of the billets to them, in order that no delay may arise when the main body
enter.

"

After the arrival, the soldiers go to the hous'es on which they are billeted: all

tiiose belonging to one company being quartered as near together a^ may be, for con-
venience of muster; and the sick are billeted near head-quarters. The licensed victualer,
or other person, is bound to provide each billet-holder with food, drink, bed, and accom-
modation, either in his own house or somewhere near at hand. A specified sum of lOef.

per day is allowed for this; or, under other circumstances, a trilling sum per day is

allowed for fire, caudles, cooking-utensils, salt, and vinegar. The sum per day allowed
for hay and straw for a horse varies with the price of forage. The. officers visit the

houses, to see that the men really have one hot meal per day, instead of taking the value
of it in money. The soldier may demand facilities for cleaning his arms ami accouter-
ments. The financial oliicer of the regiment makes the payments. There are often

unpleasant disputes between the innkeeper or others, on the one side; and the officers of
the regiment on the other, concerning the occupancy of the "best room," and on minor
details. The militia are frequently billeted like the'regulars.

There being many untoward circumstances connected with this system, a committee
of the hoase of commons, in 1858, sought how best to remove them. In their report, the
committee could not recommend the cessation of the B. system altogether, but they
poin ed out certain possible ameliorations; and since that, by camping out the troops
and other means, great efforts have been made to reduce B. to a minimum.

BILL, EXCHEQUER. See EXCHEQUER BILLS, ante.

BILLIARDS (in Fr. l>!Jl<tr<l, which meant originally the stick or staff with which the

ball is struck, and is allied to Fr. bilM, a block or billet of wood). It seems doubtful
\\hether we are indebted for the discovery of this elegant game to France or Italy; but
it is certain that it was impoit"d hither from the former country. It must have been

Known, at all events by name, to Englishmen as early as the 16th c., since Shakespeare
>peaks of it; although when he represents Cleopatra as amusing herself with B. in Egypt,
it is probable that he commits an anachronism. It is certain that the rectangular slate-

table, with its resilient sides, covered with green cloth, and furnished with the six brass-

bound pockets, the three ivory balls, and that long array of cues with leathern tops, so

familiar nowadays to almost every eye, are paraphernalia of quite modern production.
For two centuries. B. was played' with only two balls; and when the third or red ball

was imported from France, the red winning hazard that is to say, the holing of the red
ball was almost the sole object of the performers. The cushions also, now universally
constructed of india-rubber, up to a recent date were lined with felt. In no game ac-

knowledge and manual dexterity so combined as in B., nor can the spectacle of first-rate

play be appreciated, or the difficulties which it overcomes be understood, except by those

who have a scientific as well as practical acquaintance with the game.
A billiard-table varies in size, but it is generally about 12 ft. long and f> ft. wide. It

is covered with fine green cloth, and set round with cushions, to keep the balls upon the

table and make them rebound. The six holes or pockets are placed at the four corners
and in the middle, opposite to each other, to hold the balls, which, when played into

them, are called "hazards.'' The cues arc long smooth sticks, with one end thick, and
the other pointed: and the small end is covered with leather. The maces -lender sticks

with a club at one end, adapted for pushing are rarely taken in hand except by tyros
and ladies, the butt-end of the cue. when the point cannot conveniently be u^cd, being

commonly employed instead. The three balls are of ivory, ranging from 1 in. to 1^
in. in diameter, and two of them are white, and one is red. One of the former has a

spot upon it; and when two persons are playing, he who uses the spot ball is called
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gpot, and ho wl.o uses the plain ball, plain. The cue \* held in the right hand, nnd

pu:>;>ortcd, in plaving. by the forefinger and thumb of the left so placed as to form a

"brid_-c;" and I fie bail is struck \villi the point (if the cue, which is chalked, to pre-

vent its slipping. On a certain mark on the cloth, at the distance of about a foot

from one end of the table, and exactly in its center, the red ball is placed before com-
mencing the game. At the other or lower end, and at the distance of about 2 ft. from

it, a line is 'drawn acros-s the table; and from the center of this line a semicircle i

described between it and tiie lower end, of about 20 in. diameter. The space within this

semicircle is called baulk. Tii '

object of the player is. by striking his own ball against
the red ball or his adversary's, to drive either it or them into the pockets: or else to

make a "cannon" that is to say, to strike both balls with his own. The score is

u-uallv recorded by a third person, by means of a marking-board. The game of B. can
be played by two, three, or four persons, and in a great many different fashions; but it

ismos't commonly played by two, and the ordinary game is that called the cannon, or more

properly cnnnniio'e, introduced from Prance at the same time with the third or red
ball. The technical term "

cannoning" may perhaps have arisen from "
caramboling,"

which was the old word for striking both balls with your own. The method of play
is as follows:

1. The limit of the game is properly 21, though it is sometimes made 24, 50, G3.

100, or more, as may be agreed upon before commencing. The shorter games were

probably used when 'billiard-tables were rarer, so that persons waiting for the use of
them might sooner have their turn; 50, or "50 up," as it is called, is now the most
usual limit.

2. For the lead and choice of balls, the players firing that is to say, placing their

balls within the semi ircle, they strike them against the furthermost cushion, in order
to see which will return nearest the cushion next to them, the owner of the ball so

placed, provided it does not strike the other ball, has theu the option; but after the
first match, the winner of each game leads.

3. The red ball on the spot at the upper end is replaced there on being put into a

pocket, knocked off the table, or when the balls are "broken" (see ID) after a foul

stroke; but should any ball be on the spot, or so near to it as to prevent the red being
placed there without touching the ball, the red must be placed in the center of the table.

4. The points of the game arc theso: 1 for a miss, 2 for a cannon, 2 for a white
hazard, 3 for a red hazard, and 3 for "running a coo;" but the miss and the coo count
for the adversary.

5. A white winning hazard is made when you play at the white ball nnd pocket it; a
white losing hazard, when you pocket your own ball off the white. These names of

"winning" and "
losing," were used in the old game of B. with two balls, but their

meaning is now reversed, it now being commonly a disadvantage to make a winning
hazard; and rice r< i-*<i.

6. A red winning hazard is when you pocket the red; a red- losing hazard, when you
pocket your own ball off the red.

7. A cannon is when your ball strikes the other two.
8. A miss is when your ball strikes no other.
9. A coo is when your ball goes into a pocket, or jumps off the table without strik-

ing another.
10. A four-stroke is made by playing at the white, making a cannon, and pocketing

your own or adversary's ball; or by pocketing his and your own without the cannon, or

by playing at the red, making a cannon, and pocketing your opponent's ball.

11. A live-stroke is made by playing at the red, making a cannon, and pocketing
your own or the red; or by pocketing the red and your adversary's ball without t"

cannon; or by pocketing your own and adversary's ball oil the red; or by playing
the white, making a cannon, and pocketing the 'red;, or by playing at the' white, a

the

_ _. . and
pocketing \our own and the red.

1.5. A six-stroke is made by playing at the red, and pocketing it and your own; or
by striking the white first, making a cannon, and pocketing your own and adversary's

, ball.

13. A seven stroke is made by playing at the red. making a cannon, nnd pocket in <r

your own and adversary's ball; or by playing at the white first, making a cannon, and
pocketing your own or adversary's and the red; or by striking the white, and pocketing
all the balls without a cannon.

14. An eight-stroke is made by playing at the red ball, making a cannon, and
pocketing your own and the red; or by striking the red, and pocketing all the balls
without the cannon.

1"). A nine stroke is made when you cannon bv striking the white first, and pocket
all the balls.

10. A ten-stroke is made when you cannon by playing at the red first, and pocket all
the balls. 'I his ^ the greatest number that can !>c made.

17. If the striker, in making a cannon or ha/ard. should by accident touch either of
Lie bulls with his ,.,i fti hand, or otherwise, the adversary can. 'if he thinks proper, claim
the iroke as foul. ;u,d have the balls broken: in which case, the points made bv .such
stroke are not scored, and the person claiming the foul stroke leads off.
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18. Foul strokes are made as follows namely, by the striker's bull touching cither of
the others; by touching any ball while rolling; by moving another ball in any way while

taking aim or in the act of striking: by pushing the balls loircther when playing with the
butt of the cue; by playing with both feet off tlie floor; by playing at a ball before it

lias done rolling; or by playing with the wrong bail: in thi.-, last ca-e, should a ha/.ard
or cannon be made the adversary can have the balls broken and lead oil; or should no
score be made by such stroke, he can take his choice of balls and play.

19. In "
breaking" the balls, you take them all off the table, place the red on the spot,

and both parties play from the baulk i\* at commencing.
20. If the balls have been changed, and it cannot be ascertained by whom, the

panic must be played out with them as they then are; cr even it two strokes have been
made before the mistake is discovered, it must still be played out in the same way.

21. Should the striker, in making a cannon or hazard, knock his own or either of tin-

balls off the table, he cannot score the points made by such stroke, and the opponent
plays, but'tlie balls are not broken.

2'2. If a ball stops on the edge of a pocket, and afterwards falls in. either through tho

shaking of the room, or table, or 1 y any other accident, it must be replaced as near the

original place as possible.
23. Should the striker, when i:i hand (i.e., when his ball is off the table), play at a ball

in baulk, his adversary has the option of scoring a miss, or of having the balls replace*!,
and the stroke played again, or of breaking the bails.

24. If ihe striker's ball touch another, he must play, and should he make a cannon
or ha/.ard, the adversary can claim it as foul, or he can allow points to be scored and
the person to play on; but should the striker not score, it is at tiie option of lae oppo-
nent to break them or not.

2"). Should the marker, whilst marking for the players, by accident touch either of
the balls, while rolling or not, it must be pul as near as possible to the piacc it would
have otherwise occupied.

26. If the last player should alter the direction of the balls while rolling, with cue,
hand, or oth-rwis-..-. the striker may place il where he thinks proper.

27. A line-ball i- when cither the white or red is exactly on the line of the baulk,
in whi-'h ea-e it cannot be played at by a person whose ball is in hand, it being consid-
ered in baulk.

28. If the striker's ball is over the pocket, and ho should, in the act of striking,
miss it, but in drawing his cue back knock it into the pocket, he will lose three point*,
it being a coo.

29. If the red ball has l>eon put into a pocket, it must not be placed on the spot till

the oilier lulls have done rolling, should there be a probability of either of them touch-

ing it again, as the stroke is not finished till the balls stop.
30. If the striker should touch his ball by accident when taking aim, it is not a

stroke, and the ball is to be replaced; but should he touch it in the act of striking, tlieu

it is a stroke.

31. If cither of the balls lodge on a cushion, it is off the table, and should a cannon
or hazard be made, it does not score, and the ball must l>e placed on the spot, or played
from the baulk, according to whether it is white or red.

32. Any person refusing to play the game out after he has played one stroke, loses it.

33. In a match of four, each person is at lilterty to oiler his partner advice.

:!4. All disputes in the game to be decided by the marker or majority of the company,
but no person has a right to interfere until appealed to by one or both players.

3-T It is called a love-game when no ha/ard has been made by the loser.

With first -cla^s players such as Cook, Roberts, and others, the "spot stroke" isa favor-

ite and telling one. It consists of holding the red ball (from its spot at the upper end of
the table), stroke after stroke eoas-'cutively, in either of the bottom pockets. So great
is the skill now displayed in this stroke, that breaks of 150 and more are frequently made.
With its aid the proficient will occasionally score several hundred points before letting
his adversary

" in." Scores of about 700 or 800 have been achieved.
The only other game played upon a billiard table which it spems necessary for us to

notice, is that called pool. It is quite different from that above described, nor is it neces-

sary that a good player at the one should greatly distinguish himself at the other. Pool
is the ga.'ne pursued at all the public billiard rooms, and is the sole profession of many
persons who might otherwise employ themselves to more advantage, if not to greater
profit, since the requisites for forming a first-rate player are really high namely, steadi-

nes> oi hand and eye, imperturbable temper, and exact dynamical calculation. Pool is

played by any number of persons when between two only, it is called "single pool."
and is nothing else than the old game at B. before the introduction of the red ball and
after various methods, such as playing at the last player, playimr at the nearest ball, and

playing at any ball whatever. The most common is that of playing at the last player,
the rules of which game are to be found, by those whom they concern, upon the walls
of every r-ioni where it is played. The best billiard tables, furnished with slate bed and
ludia-rubb >r cushions, cost from 70 to ^0. and upwards.

BILL, or Bit, i. OK COVP..AIXT, IN CHANCERY, was a formal statement in writing or

pleading, by which a p'ai.itiil in the court of chancery asked its equitable redress or
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ivlic'f. It was in the style of a pctilion addressed to the lord chancellor, lord keeper, or

lords commissioners for the custody of the great seal, unless the seals were at the timft

in the queen 's hand.;, or the chancellor himself were the sailor, in which case the bill

addressed the queeu herself; for, according to the theory of tiie court of chancery, it

was tho conscience of the sovereign that was there addressed. The crown itself, how-
i vt r, was also the suitor, either on behalf of it.; own prerogatives, or of those rights
which are under its particular protection, such as the objects of a public charity; and
then the mutter of complaint was laid before the court, not by way of bill or petition,
but of iitfonuat'oii. But since 1874 all suit.i begin by writ.

In stating the plaintiff's case, the bill Avas formerly exceedingly prolix and tedious,
but now the statement of claim of plaintiff contains merely a full and distinct account
'f the case, the material facts and circumstances relied on; and it should ask specui-

<-;i!ly for the particular relief which the plaintiff conceives himself entitled to, and also

f >r general relief, or, as the bill once usually stated,
" for such further and other relief

as the court may think proper;" the object and advantage of which general prayer \\as,

\o decree equity and justice without regard to the particular equity sought for. It is

unnecessary that the claim be signed by counsel, in order to guard against irrelevant and

improper matter. It is indeed in nearly all cases drawn by counsel, from instructions

laid before him by the plaintiff's solicitor.

Where the object is the administration of the estate of a deceased person, the pro-
cedure is by summon*, and is of n simple and very summary nature. In cases of this

description, without either formal pleading or ar.y direct application to the court itself,

A summons may at once be obtained, and (he estate thereupon put in a cour.-e of admiu-
Ntration. There are also cases where the chancellor's aid is sought for in the form of a

petition.

Generally speaking, the modern English claim in chancery very much resembles the

Scotch summons and condesccndence. See on the subjects of this article, CHANCERY;
CHANCELLOR, LOUD; PLEADING; SUMMONS; C'ONDESCl-.NDENU-;.

BILL IN CRIMINAL CASES is the formal name of an indictment for a crime or mis-

demeanor, when preferred before a grand jury. If that body linds "a true bill," the

prisoner or party accused is thereupon tried before a petty jury, whose verdict deter-

mines his guilt or his innocence; but if the grand jury "ignore the bill," the accused is

at once set at liberty. In the latter event, however, other bills may be sent up against
him, with or without the same result, bee ARRAIGNMENT, GRAND JURY, INDICTMENT,
PROSECUTION, TRIAL.

BILLINGS, JOSEPH, an English navigator with capt. Cook in his last voyage. In
ITS."), he went into Russian service, and explored the region around Kolyma river in e.

Siberia, near the winter quarters of Nordenskjold, in 1778-79. In 178iM)J, he made
several voyages hi the Okhotsk sea and the Arctic ocean, exploring the islands near the
coast of Alaska. He returned to Kamchatka in 1791.

BILLINGS, JOSH. See SUAAV, HENRY W.
BILLINGS, WILLIAM, 1746-1800; an American composer who gave up the trade of

a tanner to teach psalm-singing, and published six books of tunes, nearly all of which
\\ere of his own composition. So far as known, he was the first American composer of

music, and his music, which now seems so quaint, was at one time universally popular.

BILLINGSGATE, a gate, wharf, and fish-market, a little below London bridge, to the
w. of the custom-house. It was opened in 1558 as a landing-place for provisions; and
in 1699 was made "

a free and open market for all sorts of fish." It is the only whole-
sale flshmarket in London; and fish of every kind, fresh or cured, is admitted free of

duty, if taken by British subjects and imported in British vessels. Lobsters and turbot,
:ilso, arc admitted free, though in foreign vessels. All fish are sold by tale, except
-ahr.on and eels, which are sold by weight ; and oysters and other small shell-fish, which
are sold by measure. The influx of salmon about the beginning of autumn is some-
times alnmt 1000 boxes per day. The market opens daily at 5 A.M. ; no fish is sold on
Sunday, except mackerel. The fishermen consign their cargoes to the dealers, or

"
sales-

men." u ho occupy stalls in the market; and these supply the retail dealers. An officer

called the clerk has the general superintendence of the "market, and the quality of all

ti-h offered for -ale is tested by inspectors. The unpolished phraseology native, though
not peculiar, to this quarter of London, 1ms given rise to the proverbial Wof the name.

BILLINGTOlf, ELIZABETH, the most celebrated English female singer of her day.
v;is the daughter of a Herman musician named \Veiclisel. and b. in London, 17(>'9.

:rly came forward as a performer on the piano and as a composer; and having
married her music nm-tcr. Thomas B., appeared with brilliant success on the opera

in Dublin in 1788. Returning to London, she was en-ra^ed at Covent Garden ;it

i In- then unheard-of salary of 1000 for the season. She perfected her musical education
Sacchiiii in Paris, who wrote for her his opera. f>i>'Z <lc C<tsfr, while she was

singing in Naples, 1794. She appeared subsequently in Venice and Home with the
greatest applause. In 1799, her first husband being'dead, rot without suspicion of
poison, she married a Frenchman of the nane of Florissant, and returned to London,
1HH. where -lu received 4000 for six months, playing alternately at Covent Garden
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and Drury Lane. She retired from the stage in 1809, and died (1818) at her villa, near
Venice. Her character as a wife was the reverse of exemplary; but as a singer she was
unrivaled. To a voice of the largest compass and richest tone, trained in all the art of
the Italian school, she added a fascinating personal beauty and grace. In illustration

of her spirit, it is told that Catharine II. proposing, through her London ambassador,
to engage Mrs. U. fur the theater of St. Petersburg, the vocal i.-t demanded a sum that

seemed to the ambassador exorbitant. "The empress of all the Russias does not give
more to her ministers." " Then let her make her ministers sing." was the reply.

BILL IN PARLIAMENT. See ACT OK PARLIAMENT and PARLIAMENT.

EILLITON
,
an island in the Dutch East Indies, between the s.e'. of Banca and the

t.v.-. of Borneo. It is separated from the former by Clement's strait, and from the latter

by the C'aivineta or 13. passage. Its n.w. point is in lat. 3
D
13' s., and long. K'S ? east.

It I* said to contain 2oOOsq.m. and 20,OUO inhabitants. It is rich in iron and timber,
and imports rice, trepang. edible birds-nests, seaweed, tortoise-shell, and wax. lb coasts

are 1'i'set with rocks and islets.

BILL OF ADVENTURE is a writing by a merchant, stating tliat goods shipped by him,
and in his name, are the property of another, whose adroiturc or chance the transaction

is the shipping merchant, on the other hand, undertaking to account to the adventurer
for the produce. Generally, in commercial law, an adventure may be said to be a specu-
lation in goods >hipped under the care of a tapercargo, lo be disposed of by him to the

best advantage, for the benefit of his employers.
BILL OF ATTAINDER, and BILL OF PAINS AND PENALTIES, are bills in parliament,

introduced for penally enacting the attaint and punishment of persons who have crimi-

nally offended again'st the stale and public peace. Such a legislative proceeding was
had'recourse to generally in times of turbulence, when, either from the peculiar nature
of the offense, or in consequence of dillieulties in the application of the ordinary laws,
it became nei essay to resort to parliament. During the reign of Henry VIII., persons
of the highest rank were frequently brought to the scaffold by such means; among
whom may be mentioned the earl of Surrey, the earl of Essex, and others, who suffered

for denying the king's supremacy ; and during other reigns, lx>th before and after that

of Henry Vl II., these bills were more or less had recourse to. There were greater
facilities for conviction by this penal legislation than by the ordinary judicial procedure
at law; because, while in the latter the strict rules of legal evidence must have been
observed, the inquiry under a bill of attainder, or of pains and penalties, was entirely in

the hand of parliament, who might dispense at their pleasure with such rules and forms
of law as appeared inconvenient or unsuitable to the purpose in hand. Accordingly, in

most of the cases to which we have referred, the bills were passed upon evidence which
could never have been received as sufficient or even admissible in a court of law; and
there are even instances where parties were attainted, and punished, without there being
any evidence against them at all. and even without their being heard in their defense.

Under the Stuarts, the extraordinary mode of proceeding in parliament was seldom had
recourse to in England, and it has been still seldomer used since the accession of the

house of Hanover. The Jacobite movement in Scotland, after the v.nion with lhat

country, was productive of several instances of parliamentary attainder, which, how-
ever, resulted merely in the forfeiture of the estates of the attainted parties, and these

attainders were likewise unattended with the harsh, and in too many instances, capital

consequences, which were formerly the inevitable results of treason so discovered. In
i to hills of pains and penalties, perhaps the two most nn.aikablc instances are

tho.Hp of bishop Atterburv, in 17:22 (see ATTEIUH'HT), and of queen Caroline, wife of

George IV., in 1

The pnx-eedings of parliament in passing bills of attainder, find of rains and penal-
ties, do not vary from those adopted in regard to ether bills. But the parties who are

subjected to these proceedings are admitted to defend themselves by counsel and wit-
- before both houses. In the best of times, this summary power of parliament to

punish criminals by statute, should be regarded with jealousy; but whenever a fitting

<K-cr\<ion arises for its exercise, it is undoubtedly the highest form of parliamentary
judicature. In impeachments, the commons are but accuse. rs and advocates: while the

lords alone are judges of the crime. On the other hand, in passing bills of attainder

the commons commit themselves by no accusation, nor are their powers directed again.-

the offender: but they arc judges o"f equal jurisdiction, and with the same responsibili-
ties as the lords; and" the accused can only be condemned by the unanimous judgment
of the crown, the lords, and the commons! May's Proceeding* of ParUa)nmt, d edition,

p. ~iW>. In passing bills of attainder, the bishops, contrary to the practice in capita

impeachments, take part in the proceedings, and vote.

In such parliamentary attainders, the bill sets out, by way of preamble, the facts ant

evidence on which it is founded, and concludes, by way of enactment, that the accuse*.
"

i< hereby convicted and attainted of hi<rh treason, and shall suffer the pains of death,

and incur all forfeitures as a person attainted of high treason." In the case of pains and

penalties, again, the preamble generally assumes the facts as proved, and proceeds to

enact the pains and penalties: that is. the deprivations, indignities, and other punish-
ment awtifded. See ATTAINDER, PAINS AND PENALTIES, BILL IN PARLIAMENT.

U. K. II.-35
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BILL OF ATTAINDER (ante). The constitution of the United States expressly
declares (art. i.,- sec. 9) that "no bill of attainder or ex-post-facto law shall M
passed."

BILL OF COMPLAINT IN CHANCERY (ante),
is the same as a declaration

in an action at law, a libel in admiralty courts, or (in England) an allegation in a

spiritual court. It is a complaint in writing addressed to the chancellor, giving the

names of the parties to the suit, a statement of the matters on which the complainant
relies, the allegations which he makes, the assertions that the matters complained of ar

contrary to equity, and a prayer for relief. Ordinarily, such a bill consists of nin

parts: 1, the address; 2, the names of the parties; 3, statements of the plaintiff's case;

4, a general charge of confederacy; 5, the allegations of the defendant's pretenses; 6, the

clause of the jurisdiction; 7, a prayer that the defendant may answer; 8, a prayer for

relief; 9, a prayer for process. In recent practice the "
confederacy" and the reference

to the defendant's probable answer, and also the jurisdiction clause, are omitted, except
where confederacy and fraud are specifically charged.

BILL OF COSTS is an account stating articulately and in detail the charges and dis-

bursements of an attorney or solicitor in the conduct of his client's business; and which
costs may be recovered under the regulations of the attorneys' and solicitors' act, 6 and
7 Viet. c. 73. See COSTS.

BILL OF COSTS (ante), the statement of items that make up the full amount of

costs in a suit. It is assessed by the proper court officer, and the tax may be demanded
before the payment of the main bill.

BILL OF CREDIT, a paper issued and circulated as money by a government.
Though the federal constitution denies to the states the power to issue such bills of credit,

it is indirectly done in banking when the bills of a bank authorized by a state are issued

as money.
BILL OF EXCEPTIONS is a statement of objections, by way of appeal, against the

ruling or charge of a judge in a civil cause. See TKIAL.

BILL OF EXCEPTIONS (ante), a written statement of objection to a decision of a
court on a point of law, made by either party in a case, and certified by the judge making
the decision excepted to. The object of a bill of exceptions is to bring the points com-

plained of before the proper court for review and possible reversal of the decision.

BILL OF EXCHANGE, a document purporting to be an instrument of pecuniary obli-

gation for value received, and which is employed for the purpose of settling a debt in a
manner convenient to the parties concerned. The original and simple idea of a bill i

this: Two parties residing at a distance from each other can settle their transactions
without the trouble or risk of sending money direct from the debtor to the creditor. Thus,
A and B are two parties in business in London ;

and C and D are merchants in Cadiz.
A owes C 1000; and D owes B a like sum. Instead of A sending cash to C, and D tv

B, A pays B and receives B's bill on D, which he sends to C, w,ho receives the amount
from D; so that the transaction throughout is settled, without a farthing in money being
sent from Cadiz to London, or from London to Cadiz. Another simple idea of a bill is

this: One person owes another 100 for goods, for which he is to have credit for thre
months. The creditor, however, not being able conveniently to be without the money
for that length of time, gets from the debtor an obligation or bill bearing that the 1(X)

is to be paid in three months. This bill, being a negotiable instrument, will be dis-
counted \>y a banker, or other capitalist, who now stands in the position of the creditor,
and receives payment when the bill is due. Thus, a bill of exchange performs two kind*
of offices in commerce it saves the transmission of coined money, and it enables credit-
ors not only to fix down debtors to a day of payment, but to get the use of a sum equiv-
alent to the debt (less n small discount) before it is properly due.

The origin of this important mercantile instrument is attributed by Montesquieu and
others to the Jews and Lombards, when banished from France and England in the 13th c.,
for their usury and other alleged vices, in order the more easily to recover the effects they
had left iKihiml in these countries; but Blackstone shows its earlier use in the Mnmil
empire in China; and Depauw, in his Philonojihicul Ktxearches repecting the Greek*, hat
attempted to prove that bills of exchange were in use among that people, and particu-
larly among the Athenians. However this may be, it is certain that hitherto no trace of
them has l>een discovered cither in the Roman code, or in any other system of ancient
jurisprudent)*. The first notice of them in modern times occurs about the middle of th
2th c., and by the end of the 14th they had got into general use in all the commercial

states of Europe. In England, from about the middle of the 14th c. down to the time of
James I., and for many years after, bills of exchange were restricted to the purposes of
foreign commerce. What arc called inland bills that is, bills drawn by and upon per
sons resident in this country were not employed much earlier than the reign of Charle*
11., and even then they were regarded with distrust mid jealousy by the English judges.Another restriction upon bills of exchange was. that the privilege of their use was con
fined to parties that were merchants: and there is an old ease tried by the court of
kings bench, in the days of William and Mary, where it was decided that an action on
a foreign bill of exchange could uot be maintained, because the defendant was a yf.it tie-
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man, and not a merchant! But all restraints en such Instruments gradually yielded to

the wants and conveniences of society, and now any one capable of making a contract
can be a party to a bill transaction, without regard to position, calling, or occupation.
In Scotland, inland bills were put on llic same footing with foreign bills, by an act of

the Scottish parliament passed in 1696.

A bill of exchange, as distinguished from a promissory- note (q.v.), is defined in law-
books to be a written and open letter of request, addressed by a person who is called the

drawer, to another person called the drawee, desiring him to pay a certain sum of money,
either to the drawer himself or to a third party called the payee, within a certain time
after its date, or after it is presented for payment, or on demand. If the drawee signj
the bill in token of his agreeing to this request, he is called tlic acceptor. For the consti-

tution of the bill itself, no particular form of words is necessary, provided its character-

istic qualities clearly appear on the face of it, as an essentially pecuniary instrument;
a bill of exchange is only good for a certain sum in money: such an instrument for the

delivery of gotxln or properly other than money, would be invalid. But although no par-
ticular words are required in a bill or note, it is always advisable to adhere, as much as

possl le, to their customary form. To this general rule, however, there are exceptions:
thus, by the 48 Geo. III. c. 88, negotiable bills or notes for less than 20*. are void; and

by the 17 Geo. III. c. 30, s. 1 made perpetual by the 27 Geo. III. c. 16, and 7 Geo. IV.
c. 6 such bills uml notes under 2Qs. are illegal, and above this amount and less than 5,

arc also void unless they specify the name and place of abode of the person to whom or
to whose order they arc made payable, and are attested by oae subscribed witness at the

least, and bear date at or before llic time when they arc issued, and are made payable
within 21 days after the date, and are in the form prescribed by the act. There are also

certain form's prescribed with respect to checks, and with respect to bills and notea
issued and reissuable by bankers at certain distances.

In regard to foreign bills, the risk of miscarriage to which they are liable in their

transmission to distant countries has given rise to the custom of drawing them in nets;

that is. writing out two or three of the same form and tenor, and transmitting them to

the payee by dilferent channels, so that if one or two of the individuals of any set are

lost, the other might reach its destination. The first of the set that is presented and
accepted is alone entitled to payment, and payment of it discharges the acceptor; but

foreign bills of course, may also be drawn singly.
Ucsides the other requisites mentioned, bills of exchange must be d\i\y stamped. The

regulations on this subject are contained in the 17 and ly Viet. c. 83, and are to be found
in almanacs and other publications in common use. By sections 3 and 5 of the act, it is

provided that the duties on bills drawn out of the United Kingdom shall be denoted by
adhesive stamps, to be affixed by the holder of the bill before negotiating it, under pen-

alty of 50.

The following are the usual forms of the bills of exchange:

FOr.M O" A FOREIGN HILL.

1000. JAMAICA, lat Ja n., 1878.

Fifty days after sight of this first of exchange (second and third unpaid) pay to the
order of A. *B. one thousand pounds sterling, value received.

To E. F... London. C. D.

FORM OP AN INLAND BILL.

100. LONDON, 1st Jan., 1878.

(stamp.) Two months after date [or "at sight," or "on demand." or "at days after

sight "], pay to Mr. ,
or order, one hundred pounds, for value received.

To MR.
, merchant, Bristol, payable at . C. D.

FORM OF A BILL ABOVE ONE AND UNDER FIVE POUNDS.

As prescribed by stat. 17 Geo. III. c. 30. [Insert the place, day, month, and year,
when and where made.]

Twenty one days after date, pay to A. B. of
,
or his order, the sum of ,

value received.

To E. F. of . Wtnesg, G. II. E. D.

From the first form it will be seen that there are usually three parties to a bill of

exchange, these three being : 1st, The drawer (C. D.): 3d, The payee, or party in whose
favor the bill is drawn, and who is entitled to receive the contents (A. B.); and 3d, Tlfe

accsptor or drawee (E. F.). The transaction, however, may be simply between the drawer
and acceptor, without the interposition of a third party; 'and there are other modifica-
tions and changes of form, according to the circumstances of the case, and the mode in
which it is desired to have the bill negotiated. The bill being thus in proper form, and
duly authenticated, is then presented for acceptance, which may be defined to be the act

by which the drawee evinces his consent to comply with, and be bound by, the request
contained in the bill of exchange directed to him; or, in other words, it "is an engage-
ment to pay in money the bill when due. While the bill is in the possession of A. B.
he is the holder, but if he pass it to G. H., A. B. is the indorser and G. H. the indorsee
or ultimate holder. Acceptance in the case both of inland and foreign bills of exchange
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must now be in writine on the bill, and signed bv the acceptor, or some person duly
imthori/ed by him. InEngUmd, the mode of acceptance is by the acceptor simply sign-
ii!Lr his nanfe across the bill, or with the word .

"
accepted

"
before his name: but in

.nil acceptance is usually made by the acceptor signing his name immediately
under the drawer. There sire certain precautions to be observed before accepting. The
drawee should, upon presentment for acceptance, and before he accepts, assure himself

that the signature of the drawer is genuine, and that there has not been a fraudulent

Bubftltutkm of a larger sum than that originally inserted in the bill by the drawer. And
if the drawee accept a forged bill, or a bill for a larger amount than that originally
named by the drawer, he will nevertheless be liable to pay a buna-fide holder; nor will

lie have any right to recover against the drawer for the larger amount. There is also

acceptance n>i/>r<( protest, which takes place where, after a foreign bill has been protested
for nou-acceptanee, but not before, the drawee or any other person may accept it *>// ru

protest, which acceptance is so called from the manner in which it is made. And where
the drawee of a foreign bill cannot be found, or is not capable of making a contract, or
refuses to accept, this description of acceptance is frequently made in order to save the

credit of all or some of the parties to the bill, and prevent legal proceedings. In this

country it is called an acceptance for the honor of the person or persons for whose u-e

it is made, and in France an acceptance par intcrrention. It had been a question in

England what amounted to a qualified acceptance, but that -was set at rest by the 1 and
J (<>. IV. c. 78 for .England, and 9 Geo. IV. c. 24 for Ireland, which required an

acceptance, in order to be a qualified acceptance, to express that the bill is payable at

a banker's house or other place only, and not otherwise or elsewhere." And now, aa

against the acceptor, the absence of these words from the acceptance leaves it at large,
an unqualified acceptance, not requiring presentment at a particular place, notwith-

standing that, in the body of the instrument, a particular place of payment is expressly
specified by the drawer. There- may likewise be conditional acceptance that is. accept-
ance in such a form as will subject the acceptor to payment of the bill on a contingency
only, of which .there are numerous examples in the law reports; for instance, to pay

"
a's

remitted for," or on account of the ship Thetis, when in cash, for the said "vessel's

cargo," or on condition* of getting a certain house ty a given term, or when certain

goods are sold, o* when certain funds come to hand.
The bill as a negotiable instrument being thus complete in all its parts, may either be

held by the drawer or other psiyee till due, when it may be presented for payment to

the acceptor, or it may at once be transferred by mdanemenl (q.v.). the indorsee taking
it for its value at maturity, and in the mean time cashing or discounting it to the holder.
There may be a succession of indorsees, the last of whom is entitled to payment : and to

him all the other indorsees, as well as the drawee and drawer, are bound."
When the bill comes to maturity that is, when the period arrives for its present-

ment it must either be at once paid, or the parties must arrange for its rent tml (q.v.).
If the latter course is not agreed on, and the necessary funds are not forthcoming. th
holder can only then proceed to recover at law; and this is now done in a very speedy
form under a recent act, the 18 and 19 Viet. c. 67. This act, however, does not extend
to Ireland, -where the old form of action still prevails. But in Scotland payment of bills

may be enforced even more summarily without any action, under the severe provisions
of two old Scotch acts passed in 1(581 and 1696. See INDOHSKMKNT. PNOMISSOKY-NOTK,
RENEWAL. Bills are sometimes drawn "at sight,'

1 "on demand, "or at "one day's

payment
special ci

prescription (q.v.) in Scotland, do not cease to be valid documents for six years.
In the United States there has sprung up a method of dealing with bills of exchange

which is not much known i England. This consists in selling bills without a concur-
rent obligation by indorsement to make them good. Instead of discounting his bills in
the usual form through a banker, a merchant in New York will sell his bills to a broker
or dealer in this kind of in-trument. the price paid being according to the state of thw

money-market and the creditworthiness of the acceptor. In such Cases, the purchaser
stands in the

place
of the drawer, undertakes all risks, and as custodier of the bill, has

the power of legally exacting payment. This method of transacting with bills is called
discounting without nr,>'ir#6.

ACCOMMODATION HIM.. A bill in its legitimate sense is a document constituting &
debt, and as such is beneficial to all parties connected with its negotiation. A owes B

A cannot conveniently pay the amount, while B is in need of it; B draws on A,
and C (a banker) discounts, i.e., for a consideration pays the amount to B. B thus gets
the money at once, A obtains time, while C makes a profit for advancing. These fat-il-
itie, have had the effect of inducin-r bills to be resorted to for raising money where no
value is given, and in which one party fives the use of his name for 'l he aecomnodativ*
of another. In the above case, for example, let us suppose that A does not owe B, but

yet accepts B's draft. If C discounts the bill, it is immaterial whether he knows that A
has got value or not as an onerous holder, he can compel payment from A if B cannot
p-iy the bill. But if merely in B's hands, the amount is not 'recoverable from A if the
latter can prove that no value was received by him. Accommodation bills give rise to
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much fraud find rash speculation, and many attempts have been made to suppress the

system; but it is difficult to do so without unduly interfering with the negotiation of

bvna-jide. bills.

BILL OF EXCHANGE (nntc\ In this country an inland bill of exchange is one
of which the drawer and drawee live in the same stale; if the drawee lives in another
state or country, it is e .lied foreign. A bill of exchange is negotiable, and may pass
through any number of hands before payment. The transfer may be by indorsement
either

" m blank" or "in full;" the first method requires only the name of the payee,

upon the back, in which case the bill passes from hand to hand as payable to bearer; in
the M'cond method a person is named to whom payment is to be made, whose indorse-

ment then becomes necessary to a further transfer. When so indorsed as to be made
payable to bearer, it becomes, like money, the property of whomsoever receives it in good
fai'th and for a consideration, even from a thief. If the drawee, upon presentation,
refuses to pay, the indorser becomes liable to the holder. If the last indorser is com-
pelled to pay in full, lie may in turn recover in full from either of the preceding
indorsers. The holder, however, is not required to pursue any prescribed order as
between the indorsers, but may bring suit against whichever of them he prefers: and
the one thus selected has the same right of action against any preceding iudorser. AVhere
a bill is made payable by successive indorsements to several payees, they are liable

jointly, and only for their respective shares.

In law. every indorsement is held to be a contract, so that, though the original bill

should be void, 'the indorser will yet be responsible. If the payee "assents to a condi-
tional acceptance of an unconditional bill, he is bound thereby; but he is not obliged to

take such an acceptance. If the drawee refuses to pay,
"
protest" is usually made, as

in ease of the non-payment of a promissory note due to a bank. Notice to the drawer
and indorsers must be promptly given in this or some other form. Bills of exchange are
made payable either "at sight," or in a certain number of days "after sight." The
drawee is entitled to "three days' grace" before payment. If the holder, for a consid-
eration, agrees with the drawee to extend the time of payment, the drawer and iudorsers
are discharged unless they give their assent to such agreement.

BILL OF HEALTH, a certificate or instrument, signed by consuls or other proper
authorities, delivered to the masters of ships at the time of their clearing out from all

ports or places suspected of being particularly subject to infectious disorders, certifying
the state of health at the time that such ship sailed. A clean, bill imports that at the
time the ship sailed no infectious disorder was known to exist. A m/x)H:ct<'d bill, com-
monly called a lom-f/i'd patent or bill, imports that there were rumors of an infectious
disorder, but it had not actually appeared. A fvul bill, or the absence of a clean bill,

imports that the place was infected when the vessel sailed. See M'Cullough's Commer-
cial Dictionary.

BILL OF INDEMNITY, an act of parliament, passed every session, for the relief of
those who have unwittingly or unavoidably neglected to take the necessary oaths, etc.,

required for the purpose of qualifying thein to hold their respective offices. See ACT
OF INDEMNITY, and ABJUKATIQN.

BILL OF INDICTMENT, a written accusation, charging a person or persons with

BILL OF LADING is a receipt from the captain of the vessel to the shipper (usually
termed the tonsigwof), undertaking to deliver the -roods on payment of freight to some
person whose nam,- is therein expressed, or indorsed thereon by the consignor; and the

delivery of this instrument independently of the act;ial delivery of the -roods will
suffice to pass and transfer to the party so named (usually termed the A, >,*/<///"), or to
any other person whose name he may think tit to indorse thereon, the property in such
goods: and by a recent statute. IS and It) Viet. c. 111. it is now expressly provided that
every consignee and every indorsee of a B. of L. shall also have transferred to him all

rights of suit, and be subject to the same liabilities in respect of the goods as if the con-
tract m the B. of L. had been made with himself. It is also provided that every B. of
L. shall be conclusive evidence of the shipment made. The act. however, declares that
nothing contained in it shall prejudice or affect any right in Ir.mxitu. or any riirht to
claim freight against the original shipper or owner, or any liability of the consignee or
indorsee, by reason or in consequence of his being such consignee or indorsee, or of his
receipt of the goods, by reason or in consequence of such consignment or indorsement.
Sec STOPPAGE ix THANSITT.

BILL OF LADING mt, ). formerly a careful contract for the transportation of wares
by water, and confined almostentirely to shipping: but latterly applied to any sort of
transportation, so that even the slightest memorandum given by'a common carrier may
be a bill of lading.

BILL OF PARTICULARS, an informal statement of a plaintiff's cause of action or
of a defendant's set-oil", containing the items of a claim and showing how they arose. A



defendant, in giving notice or pleading set-off, must give a bill of particulars, or he will

be precluded from- giving evidence in support of it at the trial.

BILL OF PRIVILEGE. In England, the form of proceeding against an attorney of

the court, who is not subject to arrest.

HILL OF RIGHTS (ante). The federal constitution makes no special declaration of

personal rights, hut nearly all the state constitutions supply the omission, some of them

at great length. The bill" of rights is merely a statement of those national and political

immunities'that all men enjoy and share in common.

BILL OF EIGHTS. See RIGHTS.

BILL OF SALE h a writing under seal, evidencing a grant or assignment of chattels

personal. The occasions to which these instruments are commonly made applicable are

sales of fixtures and furniture in a house, of the stock of a shop, of the good-will of a

business, of an office, or the like. But their most important use is in the transfer of

property in ships, which, being held in shares, cannot, in general, be delivered over on
each change of part ownership. Such bill of sale may be either absolute, or conditional;
in the former case, operating as a conveyance, and in the latter, as a security. By the

17 and 18 Viet. c. 30, passed to prevent frauds upon creditors by secret bills of sale, it is

provided that every bill of sale must be filed in the court of queen's bench within 21

days after its execution, together with an affidavit of the time of such bill of side being

given, and a description of the residence and occupation of the deponent, and of every
attesting witness of such bill of sale, otherwise it will be void, as against assignees in

bankruptcy and insolvency, and creditors. The residence and occupation of each attest-

ing witness should appear in the bill of sale, and also in the affidavit.

Notwithstanding these precautions, the practice of disposing of various kinds of

movable property, more particularly household furniture and stocks of goods in trade

by bill of sale, 'leads to great and injurious deceptions; for as the seller, by au arrange-
ment with the buyer, sometimes retains possession, and is in the eye of the world aa

much the proprietor as ever, he is enabled to carry on his affairs, and get credit as usual.

See REPUTED OWNERSHIP.
BILL OF SIGHT. The law on this subject is regulated by the customs regulation act, 3

and 4 Will. IV. c. 52, 8. 24 and 2o, and is to the effect that when a merchant is ignorant
of the real quantities or qualities of any goods assigned to him, so that he is unable to

make a perfect entry of them, he must acquaint the collector or comptroller of the cir-

cumstance; and the collector is authori/.ed, upon the importer or his agent making oath
that he cannot, for want of full information, make a perfect entry, to receive an entry
by bill of sight for the packages, by the best description which can be given, and to

grant warrant that the same may be lauded and examined by the importer, in presence
of the officers; and within three days after any goods shall have been so landed, the

importer shall make a perfect entry, and shall either pay down the duties, or shall duly
Avarehouse the same. In default of ]>erfect entry within three days, such goods are to
be taken to the queen's warehouse; and if the importer shall not within one mouth make
perfect entry, and pay the duties thereon, or on such parts as can be entered for home-
use, together with charges of moving and warehouse rents, such goods shall be sold for

payment of the duties.

BILL OF STORE, a license under the customs regulation act, the 3 and 4 Will. IV.
c. 52, granted by the custom-house to merchants to carry such stores and provisions as
are necessary for a voyage, custom-free.

BILL OF VICTUALING, or VICTUALING BILL, is a document relating to the stores

put on board a ship when leaving a British port; it is a safeguard in reference to cus-
toms duties, and is regulated by a clause in an act passed 'in 1853. The master of a
ship, on leaving a British port, for a voyage which (out and home) will not occupv les*
than 40 days, receives from the customs authorities an order or permission for the ship-
ment of such stores and victuals as maybe required the data being the number of
crew and passengers, and the probable duration of the voyage. When these are shipped,
the master prepares a correct account of them, and of any other stores at that, time in

the vessel; and this account, when approved and countersigned by the customs ofti-

rers. constitutes the victualing bill. iNo stores are allowed to be taken on board tho
ship, nor any articles taken on board to be deemed as stores, unless they be specified in
this document.

BILLOM, a t, of France, in the department of Puy-de-Dome. situated on a hill 14m.
Of Cwrmottt, It is one of the most ancient towns of Auvergne. and was formerly

surrounded by walls, whieli have now disappeared : its eonuneree and manufactures
have Rtoo declined. So early us 14.V>. a university was founded nt B., which a century
later passed into the hands of the Jesuits, and was governed by them until the suppres-
sion of their order. Pop. '76, 3737, chiefly engaged in the 'manufacture of earthen-
ware.

BILLON (see Bn,i.r>\) is an alloy of copper and silver, in which the copper predom-
and Which Is need in some countries for the smaller denominations of money.

North Germany e.g., corresponds nearly to an English penny is of
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B., and is about the size of an English fourpenny silver-piece. The object is to avoid
the bulkincss of copper coin; but B., besides affording facilities for counterfeits, is dirty
and inelegant.

BILLS OF MOETALITY are accounts of the births and deaths within a certain dis-

trict; and they were an expedient, with the view of communicating to the inhabitants of

London, to the court, and to the constituted authorities of the city, accurate information

respecting the increase or decrease in the number of deaths. These bills were com-
menced in 1592, during a time when the plague was busy with its ravages; but they
were not continued uninterruptedly until, the occurrence of another plague in 1603, from
which period, up to the present time, they have been continued from week to week,

excepting during the great tire, when the deaths of two or three weeks were given in one
bill. In 1605, the parishes comprised within the B. of M. included the 97 parishes
within the Avails, 16 parishes without the Avails, and 6 contiguous out-parishes in Mid-
dlesex and Surrey. In 1662, the city of Westminster Avas included in the bills; in 1636,

the parishes of Islington, Lambeth, Stepney, Ncwington, Hackney, and Redriff. Other
additions Avere made from time to time. At present, the weekly B. of M. include tin-

07 parishes Avithin the walls, 17 parishes without the walls, 24 out-parishes in Middle-
sex and Surrey, including the district churches, and 10 parishes in the city and liberties

of Westminster. The parishes of Marylebone and St. Pancras, with some others, Avhich,

at the beginning of last century, had only 9150 inhabitants, but now contain a rapidly
increasing population, Avere never included in the bills.

But these bills are IIOAV, from want of proper machinery, of little or no value, and
the only true bill is IIOAV that prepared at the register-general's office, under the new reg-
istration act. The first of these weekly bills Avas commenced Jan. 11, 1840, and the

cries has been continued from that time without interruption. See Wharton's Lav
Dictionary, 2d edition, 1860, and Knight's London.

BILL, TRUE. See BILL, OF INDICTMENT.

BILMA, a t. of the Sahara, Central Africa, situated in lat. 18 40' n., long. 14 e.. on
an oasis called the Wady Kawas, on the route betAveen Murzuk and lake Tsad. It i

the capital of the Tibu country, and important as a resting-place of caravans crossing th*

desert. Dates grow abundantly here; and large quantities of salt are collected from
lakes in the vicinity for export to Bornu and Sudan.

BILSA, or BIIILSA, a t. of India, in Malwa, in the territory of Gwnlior, Scindia's

dominions, on the right bank of the Bctwa, 188 m. s. from Gwalior, and 32 m. n.e. from

Bhopal. It is situated on an elevated mass of trap rock, and has a fort inclosed

by a stone Avail, and furnished Avith square towers and a ditch. Outside the. Avails are

some spacious streets, and many good houses. B. was taken from the Hindus by Sam-
auddin Altamsh, soA'crcign of Delhi, in 1230; and after several times changing hands
between Hindu and Mussulman masters, Avas finally incorporated with the empire of Delhi

by Akbar, in 1570. The population is about 30,000. B. and the pergunnah of which it is

the capital, are said to yield a revenue of 325,000 rupees. The finest tobacco produced in

India is from a small piece of land, about three acres, near Bilsa. Its superiority is

*aid to be entirely owing to careful cultivation. There is at B. a brass cannon, of beau-
tiful workmanship, said to have been made by order of Jehangir, 19^ ft. in length, with
a bore of 10 in.

BILSON, THOMAS, 1526-1616; an English author, bishop of Worcester and Win-
chester, and a member of the privy council. Among his works are The True Different*
ln-tir,,u Ghrixtidii t<nhji>t'ti<ni and Uuclimtian Rebellion (a vindication of queen Eli/a-

beth's course toward the low countries). The Perpetual Government of Christ's Cliurcli,

etc.

BILSTON, ;\ t. in South Staffordshire, situated on a rising ground about 8 m. s.e. of

Wolverhampton. Pop. '71, 24,188. It forms a part of the parliamentary borough of

Wolverhampton. It has extensive iron and coal mines, iron smelting- works, iron-foun-
dries for making machinery, besides works for manufacturing tinplate goods, japanned
and enameled Avares, nails, wire, screws, and coarse pottery. It is the center, indeed,
of the hardware trade, and consequently a very busy place. Fine sand, adapted for

metal-casting, is found here. Upwards of 700 persons died of cholera here both in 1832
and 1849.

BI MA, a seaport in Sumbawa, one of the Sunda isles, and capital of a state of the
same name, in lat. 8" 30' s.

,
and long. 119' east. It is on a bay of the n. coast, being 100

in. to the e. of Sumbawa, a town feudally dependent on its sultan. Its chief export*
are horses and timber.

BI IffAH, a river of India, a branch of the Kistnah (q.v.). rises in the table-land of the
district of Poona. in the presidency of Bombay, at an eleA'ation of 3090 ft. above the
level of the sea, and following in a south-eastward direction, falls into the Kistna, in n.

lat. 16
3

24'. c. long. 77" 20 , after a course of more than 500 miles.

BIMANA (Lat. two-handed^, in some /oologieal systems, the first order of mammalia,
(q.v.). an order containing the human species alone. 'See MAN. Others reject this order

altogether, reclaiming against this classification of man with brutes, and maintaining
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that the distance between him and them is too great to be represented as that between
two orders in one.class, or even between two classes of a zoological system. In assign-

ing a place in this manner to man among animals, naturalists of course consider exclu-

sively or chiefly his animal nature and bodily frame. The name B. has reference to the

hands (q.v.) which terminate his anterior limbs; monkeys and lemurs, which, having
opposablc thumbs in all the four extremities, may he regarded us having four hands,

although much less perfect than the human, are called quadrumana (q.v.); but none of

the inferior animals are tiro-handed, as man is.

BIMI'NI, an island that never existed, supposed by Ponce de Leon to be among the

Bahamas, and to contain the fountain that had power to restore youth and beauty. Ho
found Florida, but neither any such island, nor any remarkable fountain.

BINAB', a t. of Persia, in the province of A/erbijan. charmingly situated on the

banks of the Sofi Chai (a feeder of lake Ururniyah), in the midst of orchards and vine-

yards, about 55 m. s.s.w. of Tabriz. B. contains about 1500 houses; the streets are very
clean, many of them having a stream of pure water, which is here very plentiful, flow-

ing down the center. B. forms a dependency of Maraghah, paying 4000 tomans of

revenue, and furnishing a quota of 400 men to the Azerbijdu army.

BI NARY COMPOUND. See BINARY THEORY.

BIXARY STARS. See DOUBLE STARS.

BI NARY THEOEY, in chemistry, takes cognizance of the mode of construction of
alts. It assumes that all salts contain merely two substances, which either are both

simple, or of which one is simple, and the other a compound playing the part of a sim-

ple body. The best and most familiar illustration of the B. T. is common salt or chlo-

ride of sodium (NaCl), which is constructed of the metal sodium (Xa) and the non-metal
chlorine (Cl), and is at a glance seen to be a binary compound (a compound of two). In
like manner, fluor-spar, or the fluoride of calcium (CaF), consists of the metal calcium

(Ca) and the non-metal fluorine (F); iodide of potassium (KI), largely employed in pho-
tography, of potassium (K) and iodine (I); and bromide of silver (AgBr), also useful in

photography, of silver (Ag) and bromine (Br). Considerable difficulty is experienced iu

including all salts under the B. T., but in many cases the apparent difficulty may be got
over. Thus, saltpeter, or the nitrate of potash (KO,IS'O 5), according to the ordinary
mode of representing its composition in symbols, naturally breaks up into potash (KO)
and nitric acid (XO S ): but in this form it cannot be correctly included in the B. T. If,

however, the same elements be arranged differently, as when the nitrate of potash
(KN< M is represented as containing the metal potassium (K) and the compound non-
metal nitmtionide (XO 6 ), the latter playing the part of chlorine or other simple substance,
the apparent barrier to the introduction of such salts into the list of those comprehended
under the B. T. to a great extent disappears. The following table will represent this

more clearly :

SYMBOLS.
Ordinary Binary
Way. Theory.

Chloride of sodium ............................. Xa.Cl Xa.Cl
Nitrate of potash ............................... KO.NO, K.NO.
Sulphate of soda............................... NaO. S( ) 3 Ma,8O 4

Carbonate of lime ............................ CaO,CO s Ca,CO

Much, however, remains to be cleared up, and in very many cases the B. T. does not
answer the purpose of including all salts under one class. See SALTS; see also CHEM-
ISTRY.

BINASCO, at. of Lombardy, about 11 m. n.w. of Pavia. It is defended by a castle.
where, in Sept., 1418, Beatrice di Tenda, wife of the duke Filippo Maria, "was beheaded
by order of her husband, who unjustly suspe.-ted her of infidelity. Pop. about innu.

BIN-BIR-KILISA (One Thousand and One Churches), the name of extensive ruins in
the pashiiir of Karamania, Asia Minor, and 'JO m. n. n.w. of the town of Karaman.
The ruins consist chiefly of the remains of Bvzantine churches, evidently of irreat

antiquity, and some of very considerable size. B. is supposed to be the ancient Lystni,
where the cripple was healed by St. Paul.

BINCHE, a t. of FMgium. province of TTainaut. on the Haine, about 10 m. e.s.e. of
MODS. It i- well h-i:it and walled, with a tine square, ornamented with a fountain, and, ,

has manufacture* of leather, cutlery, pottery, irla^s, etc., and a considerable trade in
face, paper, marble, and coal. Pop 70, about 7000.

BINDRABAN, a t. on. the right bank of the Jumna, is situated in the district of
Muttra and lieutenant governorship of the n.w. provinces. It is in lat. 27 34'' n., and
long. 77 45' c.. being 8->3 m. to the n.w. of Calcutta, and 92 to the s of Delhi The
population

of B.. almost exclusively Hindu, was, in 1*71. 21,500. The jxTformance of
religious rites appears to be the principal business of the plaee. Crowds of pilgrimscome from all parts of India, more particularly in honor of Krishna: and. through the
munificence o! wealthy devotees, sacred edifices are constantly becoming more numerous
and COM iy. Hi-re, as at Benares, the immediate margin of thc'rivcr is occupied by flights
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of steps, or ghauts, as they arc called. These extend for about a mile along the bank,
being constructed of red stone, which is brought from Jeypore, nearly 150 m. distant.

BINDWEED. See CoNVOLVUi.rs.

BINGEN (the ancient Vineum or Bingium), a t. in the grand-duchy of Hesse-Darm-
stadt, Germany, is situated in a charming country on the left bank of the Rhine, and on
the right of the Nahc, here crossed by a bridge, generally supposed to have been built

by the Romans, and called the bridge of Drusus. Pop. '75, 6404, who are chiefly

engaged in the manufacture of fustian, leather, flannel, and tobacco. The vine is exten-

sively cultivated in the surrounding country. The celebrated Scharlachberger wine is .

produced in the vineyard of the same name, near the village of Riidesheiin. In the

vicinity of the town is the Rochusberg, -with a chapel, to which annual pilgrimages are
made. On the declivity of the hill are still to be seen the ruins of the old castle, (blown
up by the French in 1G89), in which the emperor Henry IV. was detained a prisoner by
his son in the year 1105. On the other side of the Nahe is the Rupertsbcrg. with the
ruins of a monastery, in which St. Hildegarde resided in the 12th century. Below the
town is the celebrated Binyt rloch, formerly a very dangerous point in the navigation
of the Rhine, on account of the sunk rocks which, with the exception of a narrow
passage through which the waters rushed loud and furious, stretched across the river;

but, in the year 1884, these rocks were partially blown up, so that there is no longer
any great danger. In the middle of the river stands the tower, in which, according to

the legend, bishop Hatto was devoured by rats in the year %!>. History, however, fixes

the date of the erection of the tower in the 13th c., as a toll-house for 'the collection of
duties on goods passing this point in the river.

BIXGHAM, HIKAM, 1790-1869; b. Vt. ;
a Congregational minister, graduate of Mid-

dlebury college and Andovcr seminar}', and first missionary to the Sandwich islands,
where he remained until 1841.

BIXGHAM, JOSEPH, 1G68-1723; an
English clergyman, educated at Oxford; a tutor

in the college in 1691, and a rector near Winchester" somewhat later. Here he wrote
his valuable Antiquities of Uu' Christian Chitrrh. He was subsequently rector at Havant,
near Portsmouth, Like many other simple souls of the period, he lost his little property
in the

" South sea bubble."

BIXGHAMTON. a city in Broome co., N. Y., beautifully situated at the junction
of the Chenango and the Susquehanna rivers, at the mouth of the Chenango canal, and
on three railroads, the Mew York and Erie, the Syracuse and Binghamton, and the

Albany and Susquehauna; pop. '75, 15,518. It is in a tine agricultural region, a few
miles n. of the Pennsylvania line, and has a large local and canal and railroad trade.
The rivers furnish abundant water-power, and there are a number of large manufac-
tories. The most important public institution is the New York state asylum for inebri-

ates, which has been in successful operation for several years. Other institutions, are
the Dean college, the Binghamton academy, a Roman Catholic academy, a high-school,
and a dozen or more churches. Three daily and live weekly newspapers are issued here.
B. was one of the earliest settlements in thai section of the state. It is 214 m. n.ii.w.

of Xevv York, and 142 m. s.w. of Albany, by rail.

BINGLEY, a t. and town>hip in the West Riding of Yorkshire. 15 m. w.n.w. of Leeds,
ituated on an eminence in a well-wooded district, between the Aire and the Leeds and
Liverpool canal. It chiefly consists of one long street. It has considerable worsted,
cotton, and paper manufactures. Pop. '71, 15,l.i.Y.!.

BINNACLE, formerly called bittacl? (Fr. htil'iiurl?}. is a wooden box or case for contain-

ing a ship's compass, together with other apparatus (especially a lamp) essential to its

use. In large ships, there are generally two binnacles, one for the steersman, and one
for the officer or seaman who "cons" or superintends the steering. Sometimes a lamp
is so placed as to illuminate two compasses at night, sometimes only one. Manv
improvements have recently been made in binnacles. Sec COMPASS, MAUINEU'S.

BIXXEY. AMOS, 1803-47; b. Boston: educated at Brown University, studied medi-
cine, became a merchant, and afterwards devoted himself to science, being one of the
founders and the tirst president of the Boston society of natural history, and of the
American association of naturalists and geologists, over which he presided until his
death. As a legislator, he promoted the scientific survey of the state; he wrote many
valuable papers in the journal of the natural history society; devoted years to the study
of molhisks. and wrote T< i-rrntrftit and Air-brenOtinff Mottmk* <>f the "United Sf,it>* tnni

'

AiljiHviit Tcrritoritx f Xorth America, which was published with fine illustrations after

his death.

BINNKY. HORACE. I.I..D.. 1780-1875: b. Philadelphia; a di*tin2rni*hrd lawyer,
for many years at the head of the Pennsylvania bar: director in Tli<- I". S. Bank,
and trustee to wind up its affairs. He was a member of conirress in lS33-&~. but held
no other political office. One of his great cases was the defense of the city of Phila-

delphia against the suit of certain heirs of Stephen Girnrd. He wrote Tl- >f th*

0'') Hir f PhUaddpkui, Thf Pn'rilrrje of theWrit of Habeas Corpus Under the Constitution,
and many valuable unpublished papers.
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BIITNEY, Rev. THOMAS, D.D., LL.D., one of the most distinguished modern preachers
of the independents in England, was b. at Newcastle in 1798. After officiating as a

clergyman in Newport, Isle of Wight, he in 1829 removed to London, where he soon

acquired extensive popularity. The hall in which he preached becoming too small

for his congregation, Weigh-house chapel, near London Bridge, was erected for him by
his hearers in 1833. Here he continued to labor with great success for nearly 40 years,

attracting around him a large numlxjr of the more intelligent class of young men in the

metropolis. An address delivered at the opening of the new chapel, containing animad-
versions on the English church, brought B. into notoriety from the replies it called

forth from many English clergymen. He afterwards took the more liberal side in the

Jiirultt controversy regarding tlie orthodoxy of certain hymns of high poetic merit,
written by the Rev. T. Lynch of London. In 1845 he visited Canada and the United

States; and in 1857-59 made a successful preaching and lecturing tour in Australia. He
resigned in 1871 the pastorate of Weigh-house chapel. As a preacher, B. was remark-
able less as an orator than for breadth of view, originality of thought, and force of

expression. Among the most popular of his religious works are: Conxri, ntimta Cleriatl

Nonconformity, The Practical Power of Faith, Sfrcice of Song in the House of the Lord,

Money "and I* it /'./.WV, t<> make, the Bentof B->th Worlds f He died in 1874. See Memorial

of B., edited by John Stoughtou, D.D., 1875.

BINOCULAR MICROSCOPE, a microscope adapted to be used by both eyes at

the same time. It has only one set of object glasses, but the pencil of light, after pass-

ing these lenses, is divided, and the parts are sent to the eyes separately. The division

is caused by a trapezoidal prism that is pushed latterally into the pencil of light, cutting
off one half; the other half goes on directly to one eye. That part of the pencil which
is obstructed enters the lower face of the prism normally and is not there changed; it

meets the second face internally at such an angle as causes it to be wholly reflected and
to pass back through the glass to the third face; here it is again totally reflected, and it

passes thence out of the glass normally through the fourth face. The result at all these

changes of direction is to give it a path, slightly oblique, to that of the unchanged ray.
that will carry it through an oblique tube to the second eye. The rays of light cross in

the objective; hence, to obtain a stereoscopic effect that is, to cause the object to stand
forth as a solid, its three dimensions being properly appreciated the light which comes
from the left side of the object must enter the right eye, and rice rerna. Should the

light from the right side enter the right eye, a pseudoscopic effect follows; projections
seem hollows, and hollows look like elevations. The binocular microscope has two eye
pieces. It is restful to the eyes, and with low powers gives information not to be had
otherwise, showing the depth, as well as the length and breadth, of the thing observed.
The binocular telescope has two tubes and two sets of lenses throughout. A pair of

opera-glasses is a familiar example.

BINOMIAL, in algebra, is a quantity consisting of two terms or parts e.g., a-f- b,

or 9 5; a trinomial consists of three terms, as a -f- b -f- c, or 10 -f- 5 8. The
BINOMIAL THEOREM is that remarkable series of analytical formula by which any power
of a B. can be expressed and developed. Thus, the 8th or any other power of a -f- b
can be at once written down without going through the actual multiplication of a -j- b

by itself for the given number of times. The older mathematicians were acquainted
with this theorem in the case of integral exponents, though the actual discoverer is

unknown. Newton was the first to demonstrate its truth for nil exponents fractional
and negative, as well as integral. It is one of the finest of his discoveries, and is

engraved on his tomb. Among its many applications, it affords the means of finding
any root of any number much more conveniently than by the usual method of
extraction.

BIlfOK DO, n t. of the island of Luzon, Philippines, on the right bank of the Pasip.
opposite to Manilla, with which it is connected by a magnificent stone bridge, 411 ft. in

length. This bridge is regarded as the greatest structure erected b}
1

Europeans in the
!'. ';- chiefly inhabited by natives of the Philippines, but is also the residence of

some Europeans. It is the seat of government of the province of Tondo. Pop.
29,200.

BINTANG, an islnnd of the Dutch Fat Indies, about 40 m. s.e. of Singapore, and in

lat. 1' 5' n.. lone. 104" 29' east. Area. 600 s(|. miles. 1*00.. including that of small adja-
cent isles. 13.000. It is calculated that not less than 4000 tons of the astringent glim
called urambir are obtained here annuallv. This, along with rice and pepper, forma its

j

chief exports.

BINTURONO, Trtiihx. n ecnus of quadrupeds nearlv allied to raccoons (q.v.X from
which the chief distinction is in the smaller and less tuberculated back molar (grinder)

Only two sp,.,.jes are known, natives of Malacca. Java, Sumatra, etc.

BI OBI 0. the largest river of Chili, ha* a w.n.w. course from the Andes to Concepcion
on the Pacific, bein<_r'2 in. wide at its month, and navizahV for boats from the sea to
the mountains. IN lower stream -cparates the province of Concepcion on the n. from
Independent Arnucania on the south.
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BIOGEAPHY (from the Gr. bios, life, and graphe, writing) is the term applied to that

department of literature which treats of the lives of individuals. The mode of treat-

ment, especially in modern times, is far from uniform. In some cases, B. approaches
tin 1

sphere of philosophy; in others, that of history; while in the majority it assumes, to

a large extent, the character of analytic or descriptive criticism. To none of these

modes, theoretically considered, can there be any valid objection; everything depends
on the judiciousness of the biographer. The great points which he must keep perpetu-

ally in view are the personality and characteristics of his subject. If these are buried

under a load of digressive dissertations, his book, however valuable or interesting, cea.M-s

to be a B., except in name. Anciently, B. was more of a mere curriculum tvY<* than it

is now; that is to say, the leading incidents of a man's life were narrated in their his-

torical sequence, without any elaborate attempt to analyze the character from which

they emanated. Like ancient history, it was possessed of a simple greatness, a stately

dignity of narrative, colored here and there but sparingly with grave eulogy or censure.

Modern B., on the other hand, like modern history, is full of elucidations, criticism, and

disquisition ;
and if wanting in the severe grace of its classic predecessor, it is much

more lively, acute, and expansive.
Biographical literature appears to have existed from a very early period. The oldest

historical hooks of the Jews abound with beautiful examples of it, such as the lives of

the patriarchs and the story of Ruth. But what, indeed, are the mythologies of all

ancient nations, except a chaos of heroic or divine biographies written not on walls of
stone or rolls of parchment, or leaves of papyrus, but on the tablets of the memory?
Of purely biographical works, the most valuable that has come down to us from the

Greeks is the Parallel Lives of Plutarch, a composition of the 2d c. after Ohrist. Roman
literature also possesses an admirable specimen in the Life of Arjricola by his son-in-law,
Tacitus. Besides these may be mentioned the Life of Alexander the Great (in Latin) by
Curtius. and of Apolloniits of Tyana (in Greek) by Philostratus, Lice* of the fr>jih,'xfn (in

Greek) by Philostratus, and a Life of Pinto (in Greek) by Olympiodorus of Alexandria.

Coming later down, we encounter St. Jerome's Lires of tke Father*; while biogra-

phies more or less complete, of saints, martyrs, bishops, etc., are scattered profusely
through primitive ecclesiastical literature. The monks of the middle ages also worked
hard at the manufacture of absurd and superstitious legendary biographies, in which
the hunger for the marvelous characteristic of that credulous time was hugely gratified.
Modern biographical literature may be said to date from the 17th c., aud has since

developed itself to an unmanageable extent. Among the most valuable works belonging
to this class, written since the reformation, may be mentioned Vasari's Lives of tlie

Paiii'sr* ( Florence, 1-550); the Aftn Sitnrturum (q.v.): Tillemont's M<''iin'irt~x )></>// xervir d
l'Hi*toire K>-<-l<.^antique des ,*/> Preiniirtx >'/<>/, * de I'Engline, in 16 vols. 4to (Paris, 169:]);

Thomas Stanley's History of Philo-iopJty . containing the Live*, Opinion*, Actions, and Dis-

course*<if 1' "f> !?!>/ S. i't i l <).">."> li.M; Bayle's Dii'tionaire Hintoriqin- d Critiq / (Rot-
terdam."1697): Johnson's Lice* of the Poet* (completed in 1781); the Biorp'aphie Univer-
sellf (1810-28): Con r<-rnationx- Lexicon (10th edition, 1851-55); Charles Knight's ^nglidt
Cy<''i>p''"l'.a, biographical section (18-36-57). As for individual biographies in modern
times, it would be endless to enumerate them. It having unhappily been discovered
that t lies'* constitute the most attractive form of literature, the world is annually inun-
dated with an intolerable Mood of lives of nobodies. At present, the mo.st insignificant

literary, clerical, or pliilanthropical personages are not permitted to pass quietly away.
Nevertheless, amid the desert of commonplace, the choicest oases may be found; works
*o rich in pleasant or profound thought, so copious in agreeable gossip, so valuable in

unexpected glimpses and revelations of character, so abundant, in short, in everything
that can stimulate, elevate, or enlighten, that it is not wonderful they should IK? read
and re-read with avidity. Chief among such in our own country is BoswelFs Life of
,/ohnxoit (ITSM)I. During the present century also appeared the Life of Jhn Sterling, by
Thorn-is Carlyle. a work which is considered a model of its kind; and the Life of Goeth*

by (T. 11 I,ewes, which has been universally accepted, both in Germany and England,
as an adequate B. of the illustrious monarch of continental literature. In France,
where B. . at least in the shape of memoirs." has attained perfection, we may specify
among others the ],!fe ofM-wartf* by Baillet, of Charlex XII. by Voltaire, of Voltaire by
Condorcct, of Fem'lnn and Ibw/ft by cardinal de Bausset, of Moliere and Corneiile by
M. Taschereau, and of Monk by Guizot. In Germany, among others, we have the Lij
of l{':/nf by Heeren, of Reinharil by Poelitz. and of Dorothea, Durhrxx of O<rland,\*y
Tiedgo; while America has contributed the valuable Life of ^hriatoplier Columbus by
Washington Irving.

An autobioi/raplnf is the life of a person written by him or her self. This branch of

literature, also, lias become superabundant in this egotistic and self-conscious age.
l":i'.i .'.'Mionably the highest work in this department of literature is Goethe's Dii'htung
und \Yahi-hfit. a kind of idealized autobiography, in which the outward and inward
truth, the fact aud poetry of the author's life, are strangely but beautifully interwoven.

BIOLOGY (Gr.), or the science of life, embraces properly all knowledge regarding
organized l>eings as distinguished from the inorganic world. But in a narrower sense it

designates much the same as human physiology (q.v. and LIKE).
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BIOLOGY (<int<\ n title under which are classed the sciences that deal with the phs-
noiiK-iiii manifcstfd by living matter, it is customary to make a separate group of such

phenomena as pertain" especially to mental organi/ation, under the titles of "
psychology"

nnd "
sociology." but no natural line can lie assigned as separating tlie subject-matter

under those heads from the more comprehensive, term at the head of this article. Psy-

chology is closely connected with physiology; while there are phases of social life

exhibited by animals, as well as men. which come within the province of the biologist.

The biological sciences, on the other hand, are distinctly separated from those which
treat of non-living matter, so far as the properties of living matter distinguish it clearly
from all otiier things, and inasmuch as the present state of knowledge furnishes no link

between the living and the non-living.
The distinctive PKOPKKTIKS OK LIVING MATTER arc: 1. Its chemical compoxition,

consisting always of one or more complex forms of a compound of carbon, hydrogen,
oxvLren. and nitro.iren, the so-called proteinc which has not been found except as a- prod-
uct of living bodies joined with a large proportion of water, and forming the chief

constituent of a substance' which, in its primary state, is called protoplasm. 2. Its uni-

versa i (.Uxinh-tinitioii and intxtaby oxidation, audits concomitant /< t<itii/r<t tion by th? invi^ih-

ftptiiiH of n, ir matter. A process of waste following the decomposition of the molecules
of the protoplasm, in virtue of which they divide into more highly oxidated products
which cease to form any portion of the living body, is a constant phenomenon of life.

It is thought that one of these waste products is carbonic acid, and that the others eon-
tain the remainder of the carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen, and other elements in the compo-
sition of the protoplasm. The new matter, received to make good this constant loss, is

either already-formed protoplasmic material, supplied by another living thing, or may
IK.- elements of the protoplasm united in simpler combinations which have constantly to

be built into protoplasm by the airency of the living matter itself. In either case the

addition of molecules to those already existing is by interposition between the existing
molecules, and not at the surface of the living mass. If the processes of disintegration
and reconstruction which characterize life balance each other, the size of the living mass
remains stationary; but if the reconstructive process is more rapid than the disintegra-

tive, the living body is enlarged or grows. However, the increase of si/.e which consti-

tutes growth is the result of molecular intussusception, and differs from growth by
accretion (as may be observed in crystals), which is effected solely by the addition exter-

nally of new matter; therefore, the term "grow" as applied to stones signifies a process
entirely different from "growth" of animals and plants. 3. Its tendency to iti/<l<rf/<>

tycNtai eflMffes. In nature's ordinary course all living matter proceeds from pre-exist-

ing living matter, some portion of the latter being detached and acquiring a separate and
independent existence. The latest forms have the family characteristics of parentage
or descent, the same power and process of reproducing the same life, or nearly so. end-

ing their life after the manner of the parent, and being resolved into more highly
oxidated coin-pounds of their elements. A particular living body constantly change?
not only its substance, but also its form and size, the end of which is the decay and
death of that particular body, the continuation of its kind being provided for by the
detachment of parts, which pass through the same series of forms as the parent. No
forms of non-living matter, not derived from a living source, will exhibit these throe

properties, nor wiil they approach to the singular phenomena explained under the above
2d and 3d heads. Living matter has somcoth -r peculiarities, the principal of which are:
the dependence of all its activities upon moisture (and heat within a limited range) and
the fact that it usually has a certain structure or organi/ation. As to ////.sY/v. there is

n la r ire proportion of water in all living matter; drying to a certain point arrests vital

activity, and the entire absence of water is incompatible with either actual or potential
life. Still, many of the simple forms may be dried so ns to appear to be non-living mat-
ter while they are yet potentially alive, and on receiving proper moisture may return
to active exigence months or even years after apparent death. Trin]n mt'/r/' in a proper
degree i- :i nece.-siry condition of life; but more or less heat may d"strov life altogether

by breaking up the 'molecular structure on which that life depends. AM vital activity,
nnd all the phenomena of nutritive growth, movement, and reproduction are possible
only between certain limits of temperature. As the temperature nears these limits the
manifestations of life weaken and vanish, though they may recover by a return to nor-
mal conditions; but nnv considerable transcending of'the natural limits of temperature
must nsult in death. These limits of temperature are not clearly definable, since they
vary widely with varyinir matter, and with the conditions of moisture that accompany
temperature. Satisfactory experiments on these points are possible only among the
lowest and simplest forms of life; but it has been shown that orirnnisms iii a drv state
can bear much trreater heat than when moist. The spores- of fungi in a dry condition
have borne 'J)s to ^7 Kahr., but the same spores when moist were killed at" 01^2 . Dry
Tea* has borne the surprising temperature of 76 'below zero without being killed; and
in a. moiM condition it has been frown to M without killing; but a lower reduction
destroyed life. The resistance of living matter to cold depends greatly on the six-cial
form of the matter; but it should be added that experiments have not' been numeroin

li to establish definite limits. There are vegetable -rrowths at "Teal heights in tern-

IKiratc climates, while in the arctic regions they cover wide spaces of .snow and ice, where



the cold is extreme and continues for months together; while the polar seas, north and
south, swarm with diutomitfip and radi<A<irin. It is on the di<i1<>in<ir<* that all surface life

in these regions ultimately depends, and their enormous quantity proves that their rate
of multiplication is adequate to meet the demands made upon them, and that il is not

seriously impeded by the low temperature of the water in which they habitually live,
n temperature seldom much above freezing. Turning to the maximum" of heat that life

can endure, we tind an equally wide variation. Colin gives the results of a series of

experiments conducted with the view of ascertaininir the temperature at which l>-<

niv destroyed when living in a fluid of definite chemical composition. He made a I'm id

containing one tenth of a gramme of potassium phosphate, one tenth of a gramme of

crystalli/ed magnesium sulphate, one tenth of a gramme of tribasic calcium phosphate.
and two tenths of a gramme of ammonium tart rate, dissolved in 20 cubic centimetres
of distilled water. If to this fluid a small portion of watercontainiiiL deled,
the multiplication of the t>n<-t< rin went on rapidly, whether the vessel was dpi
Such vessels, hermetically scaled, were immersed in water in various tempera'ure*. In
tho.-e subjected for an hour to 14:i Falir.. the imrtt rin underwent no development, the
fluid remaining clear; but at even 1*22

~

the fluid became turbid in two or three davs in
eon-< quence of the multiplication of the bm-Uriu. It is generally believed that the' sim-

pler forms of vegetable life are killed at 140 : but !<;> live in hot springs at even
Late investigations lead to the conclusion that the immediate cause of the arrest, in the
first place, of vitality, and. in the second place, of its destruction, is the coagulation of
certain substances in the protoplasm, and that the latter contains various coagulable
matters which solidify at certain temperature--.

As to 1,'ft and iirr/nnizufiun, n recent writer remarks: It may he safely said of all

living things, large cnorgh to enable us to trust the evidence of "mieroscop'cs. that they
nre optically heterogeneous, and that their different parts, specially the surface laver's

a* contrasted with exteriors, differ physically and chemically: while in mo.-t living

things, mere heterogeneity is exchanged for a definite structure, whereby the body is

distinguished into visible parts, which possess different rowers or functions. Living
things which present this visible structure are said to lie

"
organi/cd:'

1 and so widely
does organization obtain among living beings, that "organi/cd" and "

living" are no'l

unfrequently used as if they were terms of coextensive applicability. This is not exactly
accurate, if it therein- be implied that all living things have ;'. visible onrani/ation. -.in

there are numerous forms of living matter of which it cannot properly be said that they
-< either a definite structure or permanently specialized organs: though doubtless

the simplest particle of living matter must possess a highly complex molecular structure
fur beyond the reach of vision. The broad distinctions which, as a matter of fact, exist

between every known form of living substance and every other component of the mate-
rial world, justify the separation of the biological sciences from all others. But it must
not he supposed that the differences between living and non-living matter nre such as to

justify the assumption that the forces at work in the one are different from those which
are to be met with in the other. Considered apart from the phenomena of conseious-

nc-s. the phenomena of life are all dependent upon the working of the same physical
and chemical forces as those which are active in the rest of the world. It may be con-
venient to use the terms "vitality" and "vital force" to denote the causes of certain great

groups of natural operations, as we employ "electricity" and "electrical for<

denote others; but it ceases to be proper to d"o so if such" a name implies the absurd

assumption that "electricity" and "vitality" are entities playing the part of efficient

causes of electrical or vital phenomena. A mass of living protoplasm is simply a
molecular machine of great complexity, the total results of the working of which, of" its

vital phenomena, depend on the one hand upon its construction, and on the other upon
the energy supplied to it; and to speak of "

vitality" as anything but the name of a
scries of operations, is a* if one should talk of the "horology" of a clock. (Huxltji.)
Other writers, objecting to this use of terms, call attention to the fact that even if the

term "
vitality" be thus limited in science to a scries of operations, the term "

life" is

not thereby precluded from a larger application.

Coming to the Ci. \SSIFICATION OK THE PHEXOMFNA op LIFE, we find that living
matter, or protoplasm, and the products of its metamorphoses, may be regarded under
four aspects: 1. It has a certain external and internal form, the latter being usually
called "structure." 2. It occupies a certain position in space and time. 3. It is the

subject of the operation of certain forces, by virtue of which it undergoes internal

changes, modifies external objects, and is modified by them. 4. Its form, place, and

powers are the effects of certain causes corresponding to these four aspects. Biologv is

separated into four chief subdivisions, which are: I. Morphology: II. Distribution: III.

Physiology; IV. JEtiology.
"I. MoRPHOLOGT. As far as living beings have form and structure they come within

the province of anatomy and fn'xtofaf/y. the latter being the name for microscopic analysis
of living forms. When the form and structure of a living being nre not the same during
its whole existence, but undergo changes, such beings have <i, and the history
of development is an account of the anatomy of a living being at successive epochs of

its existence, and of the manner in which one anatomical stage passes into another.

Finally, the systematic statement and generalization of the facts of morphology, in such
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a manner as to arrange living beings into groups according to their degrees of likeness,

is taxonomy. The study of anatomy and development has brought out certain generali-
zations of wide applicability and importance.

1. Most plants and animals are aggregates of cells. Ordinary dissection by unassisted

vision suflices to separate the body of any of the higher animals or plant.* into fabrics of

I different sorts, which in the same organism always present the same general arrange-
'

inent, but in different organisms arc combined in differing manner. Tho discrimination

of these comparatively few fabrics, or tissues, of which organisms arc composed, was
/ the first step toward tliat ultimate analysis of visible structure which has become possi-
'

ble only by recent perfection of microscopes and improved methods of preparation.

Histology, which emlmdies the results of such analysis, shows that every tissue of a

plant is composed of more or less modified structural elements, each of which is called

a cell; and this cell in its simplest condition is only a mass of plotoplasm. surrounded by
a coat or sac called the cell-wall, which contains cellulose. In various tissues the celfs

may undergo innumerable changes of form, tht protoplasm may change into a nucleus
with its nucleolus, a primordial utricle, and a cavity filled with watery Uuid, and the

cell-wall may be altered in composition or structure, or may coalesce with other cell-

walls. But however extensive these changes may be, the fact remains clear that the tissues

are made up of morphologically distinct units, which are the cells. Every plant, so far

as traceable, may l>e said to commence existence as a simple cell, identical in its funda-
mental characteristics with the least modified of those cells of which the whole body
is composed. Cell-walls, however, are not always necessary. There are plants which
spend a portion of their existence in the condition of a .spheroid of protoplasm, with

nothing like a wall, while at other times the protoplasmic body becomes ijclosed within
a cell-wall fabricated by its superficial layer. Therefore, just as the nucleus, the primor-
dial utricle, and the central fluid are no essential constituents of the morphological
nnit of the plant, but represent results of its metamorphoses, so the cell-wall is equally
unessential; and either the term "cell" must acquire a merely technical significance as
the equivalent of

"
morphological unit," or some new term must be invented to describe

the latter. Probably it would be least inconvenient to modify the signification of the
term "cell."

Analysis of animal tissue has led to similar difficulties in terminology. In the

higher animals, however, the modifications which the cells undergo are so extensive that
the fact that the tissues are, as in plants, resolvable into an aggregation of morphological
units, could never have been established without the aid of the study of development,
which proves that the animal, no less than the plant, commences its traceable existence as
a simple cell, fundamentally identical with the less modified cells which are found in'the
tissues of the adult. Though the nucleus is almost constant among animal cells, it is

not universally present; and among the lowest forms of animal life the protoplasmic
mass which represents the morphological unit may l>e, as in the lowest plants, devoid of
a nucleus. In the animal the cell- wall never has the character of a shut sac containing
cellulose: and it is not a little difficult, in many cases, to say how much of the so-called
cell-wall of the animal ceU answers to the primordial utricle, and how much to the

proper "cellulose cell-wall" of the vegetable cell. But it is certain that in the animal.
as in the plant, neither celNwall nor nucleus are essential constituents of the cell, inasmuch
as bodies which are unquestionably the equivalents of cells true morphological units
are mere masses of protoplasm, devoid alike of cell-wall and nucleus.

It results, then, for the whole living world, that the morphological unit the pri-
mary and fundamental form of life is only an individual mass of protoplasm, in which
no further structure is discoverable; that independent living forms may present bnt
little advance on this structure; and that all the higher forms of life are aggregate? of
such morphological units or cells, variously modified. All that is at present known
tends to the conclusion that, in the complex aggregates of such units of which all the
higher animals and plants consist, no ceil has risen otherwise than by becoming separated
from the protoplasm of a pre-existing cell.

2. In the course of its development, every cell proceeds from a condition in which it

closely resembles every other cell, through stages of gradually increasing divergence, until
it reaches the condition in which it presents the characteristic features of the elements
of a special tissue. The development of the cell is, therefore, a gradual progress from
the general to the special condition. The same holds good of the development of the

as a whole. However complicated one of the higher animals or plants may IK?, it

bed us it- separate existence under the .form of a nucleated cell, which by division
becomes con verted into nn aggregate of similar cells; the parts of this aggregate, follow-
ing different laws of growth and multiplication, give rise to the rudiments of the organs;
and the parts of these rudiments a^ain take on those modes of growth and multiplication
ind metamorphosis which are needful to convert the rudiment into the perfect structure.
The development of the organism as a whole repeats the development of the cell. It in

progress from a general to a special form, resulting from the gradual differentiation of
tin ..riginally similar morphological units of which the body is composed. When th
steps, of the development of two animals are compared, the number of the steps that ar
similar to one another will l>e found proportioned to the closeness of the resemblance of
the adult forms; so it follows that the more closely any two animals are allied at full
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growth of structure, the later arc their embryonic conditions distinguishable; a law that

18 alike in both plants and animals.
3. Development, then, is a process of differentiation by which the primitively similar

parts of the living body become more and more unlike one another. This process of
differentiation may be effected in several ways. The protoplasm of the germ may not

undergo division and conversion into a cell aggregate; but in various parts of its outer
aud inner substance may be metamorphosed directly into those physically and chemi-

cally different mate-rials which constitute the body of the adult. This occurs in such
animal life as that of infusoria, and in such plants as the unicellular alr/a. But the

germ may undergo division and be converted into an aggregate of cells, which cells give
rise to the tissues by undergoing a metamorphosis of the same kind as that to which the

whole body is subjected in the case just mentioned. The body, formed in either of
these ways", may, as a whole, undergo metamorphoses by differentiation of its parts, and
the differentiation may take place without reference to any axis of symmetry, or it may
have reference to such an axis. In the latter case, the parts of the body which become
distinguishable may correspond on the two sides of the axis, making bilateral symmetry, or

may correspond along several lines paralled with the ;ixis, making radial symmetry. The
bilateral or radial symmetry of the body may be further complicated by its segmentation,
or separation by divisions, transverse to the axis, into parts, each of which corresponds
with its predecessor or successor in the series. In the segmented body the segments may
or may not give rise to symmetrically or unsymmetrically disposed processes, which are

appendages, in the general sense of the word. And the highest degree of complication of

structure in both animals and plants is attained by the body when it becomes divided into

segments provided with appendages; when the segments not only become very different

from one another, but some coalesce and lose their primitive distinctness; and when the

appendages and the segments into which they are subdivided similarly become differ-

entiated and coalesce. By such processes the flowers of some plants aud the heads and
limbs of some animals attain their extraordinary diversity and complication of structure.

A flower-bud is a segmented body or xis, with a certain number jf whorls of append-
ages; and the perfect flower is the result of the gradual differentiation and confluence
of these primitively similar segments and their appendages. The head of an insect is, in

like manner, made of segments, each with its pair of appendages, which, by different-

iation and confluence, are converted into feelers and variously modified oral appendages
of the adult.

In all animals which consist of cell-aggregates, the cells of which the embryo is at

first composed arrange themselves by the splitting, or by a process of invagination, of
the blastoderm into two layers, the epibhist, and the Jiypoblast, between which a third
intermediate layer the mesoblatt appears, and each layer gives rise to a definite group
of organs in the adult. In the rertebrata the epiblast gives rise to the cerebro-spinal axis,
and the epidermis and its derivatives; thehypoblast to the epithelium of the alimentary
canal and its derivatives; and the mesoblast to all the intermediate structures. The ten-

dency of late research is to prove that the several layers of the germ evolve analogous
organs in invertebrate animals, and to indicate the possibility of tracing the several germ-
layers back to the blastomeres of the yelk, from, the subdivision of which they all pro-
ceed.

It may be conceived that all forms of life should have presented nearly the same dif-

ferentiation of structure, and should have differed from one another by superficial char-

acteristics, each form passing by insensible gradation into those most like it. In such
case, taxonomy (the classification of morphological facts) must have been confined to

forming an arrangement representing the seriaTgradation of these forms in nature. Or
it may be conceived that living beings should have differed as widely in structure a

they really do, but that the interval between any two extreme forms should have been
filled up by an unbroken series of gradations; in which case classification could effect

the formation of series only, the strict definition of groups being as impossible as in the
former case. But, in fact, living beings differ widely, not only in structure but in the
modes in which the differences are brought about; and the intervals between extreme
forms are not filled up in the existing world by complete series of gradations. Hence
living beings are, to a great extent, susceptible'of classification into groups, the members
of each group resembling one another, and differing from all the rest by definite pecul-
iarities. No two living beings are exactly alike, but among endless diversities some con-

stantly resemble one another so.closely that it is impossible to draw a line of demarkation
between them, while they differ only in such characteristics as are associated with sex.

These constitute a morphological species; while different morphological ,//<r>s are
defined by constant characteristics that are not merely sexual. Generic groups thus con-
stituted may be arranged into families, orders, classes, etc.

II. DISTRIBUTION. Living beings are different in different zones of the earth and in

different heights above the sea, or in different climates; and the same is true of living
things in the sea. And places that differ in longitude though not differing in climate,

may have different animals and plants. Certain areas are inhabited by animal or vege-
table groups that are not found elsewhere. Such areas are denominated pr&rinct* of dis-

tribution. Such areas have no common agreements, either in extent, boundaries, or phys-
ical features. Indeed, there are no phenomena iu nature more capricious and arbitrary
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than the distribution of living things. The revelations of geology give us an idea of th

distribution of long extinct species of animal and vegetable life, and we find that entirely

different life is now found where these creatures once existed; and the further we go
back the wider the differences. In any locality the succession of living forms may appear
to be interrupted by numerous breaks; but the tendency of paltsoutological investigation

-how that these breaks are only apparent. It is evident, both with regard to ani-

mals and plants, that the changes in the living population of the earth which have taken

place during its history, have been effected not by the sudden displacement ot one set

of living Ixjings by another but by a process of gradual introduction of new .>pedes and
the extinction of older forms. In all parts of the globe in. which fossiliferous rocks have

been examined, the successive terms of the series of living forms have succeeded each

other in a uniform w av.

III.
~

functions
Functions that affect the material composition of the body
is the balance of the procoscs of waste on one hand, and those of assimilation on the

other. 2. Functions which subserve the process of reproduction, which is essentially
the detachment of a part endowed with the power of developing into an independent
whole. 3. Functions in virtue of which one part of the body is able to exert a direct

influence on another, and the body, by its parts, or as a whole, Incomes a source of

molecular motion. These categories are, 1, pt/xte/ildlin : 2. ftneratite, M, cm-rdutite

functions. Of the three classes of functions the first two are invariably present in living

beings. Some of the lower funyi do not. possess the power of changing the form, or the

correlative functions. In most of the lower plants, however, and in all known animals,
the body either constantly or temporarily changes its form, cither with or without the

application of a special stimulus, and thereby changes the relations of its parts to one
another, and of the whole to other bodies. The higher animals produce i-uch changes
by means of a special tissue called nerve; motion. on a large scale is effected by another

tissue, nvusclc; and the organism is brought into relation with surrounding things by
another special tissue that of the */(>"/// t,n,<.n<. by means of which the forces exerted

by surrounding bodies are transmuted into affections of nerve. In the lowest forms of
life the functions that have been enumerated are seen in their simplest forms, and they
are exerted indifferently, or nearly so, by all parts of the protopla>mic body, and the

same is true of the functions of the body of even the highest organisms, so long as they
are in the condition of the nucleated cell which con.-titiites the starting point of their

development. But the first process in that development is the division of the germ into

n number of morphological units or blastomeres, which eventually give rise to cells: and
as each of these possesses the same physiological functions as the germ it>df, it follows
that each morphological unit is also a physiological unit, and the multicellular mass is

strictly a compound organism made up of a multitude of physiologically independent
cells. The physiological activities manifested by the complex whole represent the sum,
or rather the resultant, of the separate and independent physiological activities resident
in each of the simpler constituents of the whole.

The morphological changes which the cells undergo in the course of further develop-
ment of the organism do not affect their individuality: and, notwithstanding the modi-
lication and confluence of its constituent cells, the adult organi.-m, however complex, is

still an aggregate of morphological units. Kot less is it an aggregate of physiological
units, each of which retains its fundamental independence, though that independence
becomes restricted in various ways. Each cell, or that element of a tissue which pro-
ceeds from the modification of a cell, must retain its sustentative functions so long at- it

grows or maintains a condition of equilibrium; but the most completely metamor-

phosed cells show no trace of the generative function, and many exhibit no correla-
tive functions. On the other hand, those cells of the adult organism which are the

unmetamorphoscd derivatives of the germ, exhibit all the primary functions, not only
nourishing themselves and growing, but multiplying, and frequently showing more or
less marked movements.

Organs are parts of the body which perform particular functions. Perhaps it ,8

not strictly right to speak of organs of sustentation or generation, each of these func-
tions being necessarily performed by the morphological unit which is nourished or

reproduced. What are called the organs of these' functions are the apparatuses '.y

which certain operations subsidiary to sustentation and generation are carried on. Thus
in the case of sustentative function, all those organs mav be said to contribute to this
function which are concerned in bringing nutriment within reach of the ultimate cells,
or in removing waste matter from them ; while in the case of the' generative function, all

those organs contribute to the functions which produce- the cells from which gem
given nir, or help the evacuation, or fcrtili/ation. or development of tho.-e m-Vms. On
the other hand, the correlative functions, so long as they arc exerted by a simple '.indif-

ferent intnl
morphological

unit or cell, are of the simplest dun Miose
modifications <>f portion which can be effected by mere chanires in the form or ,;rra:igc-
nient <>f the parts ,,f the protoplasm, or of those prolongations of the protoplasm which
are called peeudopodia or,cilia. But, In the higher animals and plants, the movements
jf the organism and of its parts arc brought about by the c;hauges of the form of certain
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tissues, the property of which is to shorten in one direction when exposed to certain

Stimuli. Such tissues are termed contractile, and, in their most fully developed condi-
tion, MJ/sct/.far. The stimulus by which this contraction is naturally brought about is a
molecular change, either in the substance of the contractile tis.-ue itself, or in some
other part of the body; in which latter case the motion which is set up in that part of
tlid body must be propagated to th contractile tissue through the intermediate substance
of the body. In plants there seems to be no question that parts which retain a hardly
modified cellular structure may serve as channels for the transmission of this molecular
motion; whether the same is true of animals is not certain. But iu all the more com-
plex animal?, a peculiar fibrous tissue (nerve) serves as the agent by which contractile
tissue is affected by changes occurring elsewhere, and by which contractions thus
initiated are coordinated ami brought into harmonious combination. "While the sustenta-
tive functions in the higher forms of life are still, as in the lower, fundamentally
dependent upon the powers inherent in all the physiological units which make up the

body, the correlative functions are, in the former, deputed to two sets of specially
modified units, which constitute the muscular aiid nervous tissues.

When we compare the different forms of life together as physiological machines, we
find that they differ as do machines of human construction. In the lower forms, the
mechanism, though perfectly adapted to the work to be done, is rough, simple, and
weak; while in the higher forms, it is finished, complicated, and powerful. Considered
MS machines, the difference between a polyp and a horse suggests that between the
distaff and the spinning-jenny. In the progress from the lowtr to the higher organises,
there is a gradual differentiation of organs and of functions. Each function is separated
into many parts, which are severally intrusted to distinct organs a sort of equitable
division of physiological labor. And precisely the same process is observablw in the

development of any of the higher organisms; so that, physiologically as well as morpho-
logically, development is a progress from the general to the special.

Conditions of K.ri*t?nrf. Tims far the physiological activities of living matter have
been considered in themselves, and without reference to anything that may affect them
in the world outside the living body. But living matter acts oa, and is powerfully
affected by, the bodies which surround it; and the study of the influence of the condi-
tions of existence thus determined constitutes a most' important part of physiology.
The sustentative functions, for example, can be exerted only under certain conditions
of temperature, pressure, and light, m certain media, and with supplies of particular
kinds of nutritive matter; the sufficiency of which supplies is again greatly influenced

by the competition of other organisms, which, striving to satisfy the same need, give
rise to the /*/,*.*/ "struggle for existence." The exercise of the correlative functions
is influenced by similar conditions, and by direct conflict with other organisms, which
constitute the aclice

"
struggle for existence," and, finally, the generative functions are

subject to extensive modifications, dependent partly upon what are commonly called
external conditions, and

partly upo_ -.-.-iiu^
-u^wjwn agencies. In the lowest forms of

life, the only mode of generation at present k~.o A*! is the division of the body into two
or more parts, each of which then grows to the size and assumes the form of the parent,
and repeats the same process of multiplication. This method of multiplication by
fission is properly called generation, because the parts which are separated are severally
competent to give rise to individual organisms of the same nature as that from which,

they arose. In many of the lowest organisms the process is modified so far that, instead
of the parent dividing into two equal parts, only a small portion of its substance is

detached, as 'a bud, which develops into the likeness of the tree from which it was
taken. This is generation by gemmation. Generation by fission and by gemmation are
not confined to the simplest forms of life, however. Both modes of multiplication are
common not only among plants, but among animals of considerable complexity. The
multiplication of flowering plants by bulbs, that of animals by fission, and that of polyps,
by budding, are well-known examples of these modes of reproduction. In all the cases,

the bud or segment consists of a multitude of more or less metamorphosed cells. But*
in other instances, a single cell detached from a mass of such undiffcrentiated cells con--

tained in the parental organism is the foundation of the new organism, and it is hard to.

say whether such a detached cell may be more fitly called a bud or a segment whether
the process is more akin to fission or to gemmation. In all these cases the development
of the new being from the detached germ takes place without the influence of other liv-

ing matter. Common as the-process is in plants and in the lower animals, it becomes
rare among the higher animals. In these the reproduction of the whole organism from
a part, in the way indicated above, cca-es. At most we find that the cells at the end of
an amputated portion of the uiganism are capable of reproducing the lost part; and, in

the very highest Animals, even this power vanishes in the adult; and, in most parts of
the body, though the undifferentiated cells are capable of multiplication, their progeny
grow, not into whole organisms like that of which they form a part, but into elements of

the tis-

Throughout almost the whole series of living beings, however, we find concurrently
with the process of agomoffenetu, ora sexual generation, another method of generation, in

which the development of the germ into an organism resembling the parent depends on
an influence exerted by living matter differing from the germ. This is yanwgi'nesi&, or

U. K. II. 36
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sexual generation. Looking at the facts broadly, and without reference to exceptions
in detail, it may be said that there is an inverse relation between agamogenotic and

gamogenetic reproduction. In the lowest organisms the latter has not yet been observed,
while in the highest the former is absent. In many of the lower forms of life, agamo-
srenc.Ms is the common and predominant mode of reproduction, while gamogencsis is

iional; on the contrary, in many of the higher, while gamogenesis is the rule,

aeamogenesis is an occasional exception. In the simplest condition, that termed con-

jugation, sexual generation consists in the coalescence of two similar musses of proto-

plasmic matter, derived from different parts of the same organisms of the same species,
and the single mass which results from the fusion develops into a new organism. In the

majority of cases, however, there is a marked morphological difference between the two
factors in the process, and then one is called the male, and the other the female element.
The female element is relatively larg'-, and undergoes but little change of form. In all

the higher plants and animals, it is a nucleated cell, to which a greater or less amount
of nutritive material, constituting the food-yelk, may be added. The male element, on
the other hand, is relatively small. It may be conveyed to the female element by an
outer growth of the wall of its cell, which is short in many alfjca waA.fu.ngi, but becomes
an immensely elongated tubular filament in the case of the pollen cell of flowering
plants. But more commonly the protoplasm of the male cell becomes converted into

rods or filaments, which usually are in active vibratory movement, and sometimes are

propelled by numerous cilia. Occasionally they are devoid of mobility, as in many
arthrojmla and nomatoidca. The manner in which the contents of the pollen tube affect

the embryo cell in flowering plants is unknown, as no perforations through which the
contents of the pollen tube may pass so as actually to mix with the substance of the

embryo cell have been discerned; and there is the same difficulty with respect to the

coiijugative processes of some of the eryptogamid. But in the great majority of plants,
and in all animals, there can be no doubt that the substance of the male element actually
mixes with that of the female, so that in all these cases the sexual process remains one
of conjugation; and impregnation is the physical admixture of protoplasmic matter
derived from two sources, which may be different parts either of the same organism, or
of different organisms.

The effect of impregnation appears in all cases to be that the impregnated protoplasm
tends to divide into portions (m^ttonteres), which may remain united as a single cell-

aggregate, or some or all of them may become separate organisms. A longer or shorter

period of rest, in many cases, intervenes between the act of impregnation and the com-
mencement of the process of division. As a general rule, the female cell which directly
receives the influence of the male, is that which undergoes division and eventual devel-

opment into independent germs; but there are some plants, such as the jhriiiiv, in

which this is not the case. In these the protoplasmic body of the trichogyne, which
unites with the molecular spermatozoids, does not undergo division itself, but transmits
some influence to adjacent cells, in virtue of which they become subdivided into inde-

pendent germs or spores. There is still much obscurity respecting the reproductive pro-
cesses of the infusoria; but, in the vorticellida, it would appear that conjugation merely
di-tennines a condition of the whole organism, which gives rise to the division of the
endoblast. or so-called nucleus, by which germs are thrown off; and if this be the ease
the process would have some analogy to what takes place in the Jloridte. On the other
hand, the process of conjugation by which two distinct diporpce combine into that extra-

ordinary double organism, the diphtzoon pariiiloxinn, does not directly give rise to germs,
but determines the development of the sexual organs in each of the conjugated individ-
uals: and ill" same process takes place in a large number of the infusoria, if what are sup-

to be male sexual elements in them are really such. The process of impregna-
tion in thejbrftfoii remarkably interesting from its bearing upon the changes which
fecundation is known to produce upon parts of the parental organism other than the
ovum, even in the highest animals and plants.

The nature of the influence exerted by the male upon the female element is unknown.
No morphological distinction can be drawn between those cells which are capable of

reproducing the vrhole organism without impregnation, and those which need it, as is

obvious from what happens in insects, where eggs which ordinarily require impregnation
exceptionally, as in many moths, or

regularly,
as in the case of drones among bees

develop wit limit impregnation. In fact, generation may be regarded as a particular case of
cell multiplication, and impregnation simply as one of the many conditions which may
determine or affect that process. In the lowest organisms, the simple protoplasmic mass
divides, and each part retains all the physiological properties of the whole, and conse-

quently constitutes a germ whence the whole body can be reproduced. In more
advanced orranisms each of the multitude of cells into which the embryo cell is con-
verted at tirst. probably retains all, or nearly all, the physiological* capabilities ol the

whol", and is capable of serving as a reproductive germ; but as division goes on. and
many of tin- cells which result from division acquire special morphological and phy-
siological I'l.pperlies, it seems not improbable that they, in proportion, lose their more
grnci. 'i-tics. In proportion, for example, as the tendency of a given cell

to beconv a inuscln cell or n cartilairi- cell is more marked and definite, it is readily
conceivable that its primitive capacity to reproduce the whole organism should be
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reduced; though it icight not be altogether abolished. If this view is well k.scd, the

power of reproducing the whole organism would be limited to those cells which had

acquired no special tendencies, and consequently had retained all the powers of the

primitive cell in which the organism Commenced its existence. The more extensively
dill'used such cells were, the more generally might multiplication by budding or fis-ion

take place; the more localized, the more limited would be the parts of the organism in

which such a process would take place, and even where such cells occurred, their devel-

opment or non-development might be connected with the conditions of nutrition. It

depends on the nutriment supplied to the female larva of a bee whether it shall become
a neuter or a sexually perfect female; the sexual perfection of a large proportion of the

internal parasites is similarly dependent on their food, and perhaps on other conditions,
such as the ^temperature of the medium in which thev live. Thus the gradual disap-

pearance of agamogenesis in the higher animals would be related with that increasing
specialization of function which is their essential characteristic; and when it quite >

to occur, it may be supposed that no cells are left which retain unmodified the powers
of the primitive embryo cell. The organism is then like a society in which every one
is so engrossed by his" special business that he has neither time nor inclination to many.
Even the female "elements in the highest organisms, little as they differ to all appearance
from undiffx-rentiated cells, and though they are directly derived from epithelial cells

which have undergone very little modification from the condition of blastomeres. are

incapable of full development unless they are subjected to the influence of the male
element, whvh nniy be compared to a kind of nutriment. But it is a living nutriment,
in some respect:-? comparable to that which would be supplied to an animal kept alive by
transfusion, and its molecules may transfer to the impregnated embryo cell any special
characters of the organism to which it be!'

The tendency of the germ to reproduce the characteristics of its immediate parents,
combined in the case of sexual generation with the tendency to reproduce the character-

istic of the male, is the source of the singular phenomena o? hereditary trammitt . X
structural modification is so slight, no functional peculiarity is so insignificant, in cither

parent, that it may not make its appearance in the offspring. But the transmission of

parental peculiarities depends greatly upon the manner in which they have been

acquired. S;;ch as have arisen naturally, and have been hereditary through many
[lions, tend to appear in the progeny with great force: while artificial modifica-

such, for example, as result from mutilation, are rarely, if ever, transmitted.

Circumcision through innumerable ancestral generations does not appear to have reduced
that rite to a mere formality, as it should have done if the abbreviated prepuce had
become hereditary in the Jewish people; while modern lambs are born with long tails,

notwithstanding the long-continued practice of cutting those of every generation short.

And it remains to be seen whether the supposed hereditary transmission of the habit of

retrieving among dogs is really what at first it sec ms to lie. On the other side. Bro-.vn-

Sequard's ca ' of the transmission of artificially induced epilepsy in guinea-pigs is

undoubtedly very weighty. In many plants and animals which multiply both ascxually
and sexually, there is no definite relation between the agamogenetic and the gamogenetic
phenomena. The organism may mltiply asexually before, or after, or concurrent
v.'ith the act of sexual generation. But in a great many of the lower onjuiisms, whether
anima! or vegetable, the organism which results from the impregnated germ produces
offspring only agamogenetically. This is ii'.tirnntivn of generations, which is. strictly,
an alternation of asexual with sexual generation, in which the products of the one proec'ss
differ from those of the other. -The hydrozoa offer a complete series of gradations
between a free self-nourishing organism, through those in which it is free but unable to

feed itself, to those in which the sexual elements are developed in bodies which resemble
free :'.'<!:!-. but are never detached, and are mere generative organs of the body on
which they an/ developed.

In the las' ca-e, the in(iirvln<i'i is the total product of the development of the impreg-
nated embryo, all the parts of which remain in material continuity with one another.
The multiplication of mouths and stomachs in a <*n1)/li>]>h"ra no more makes it an

aggregation of different individuals than the multiplication of segments and legs in a

centipede converts; that arthapod into a compound animal. The curdylophora is a differ-

entiation of a whole into many parts, and the use of any terminology which implies that

it results from the coalescence of many parts into a whole is to be 'deprecated. In cor-

dylopkom, the generative organs are incapable of maintaining a separate existence: but
in nearly all allied h>]ilroz<>a the unquestionable homologues of these organs become free

zooids. in many cases capable of feeding and growing, and developing sexual elements

only after they have undergone considerable changes of form. Morphologically, the

swarm of medusa thus set free from a hydrozoon are as much organs of the latter as the

multitudinous pinnules of a coiimtn'ii, with their genital glands. ;ire organs of the ccluno-
derm. Morphologically, therefore, the equivalent of the individual fainni'ilu is the

hydrozoic stock //'".< all the me<iu-,i> which proceeds from it. >o doubt it sounds para-
doxical to speak of a million of /'//< />/>.. as parts of one morphological individual: but

beyond the momentary shock of the paradox, no harm is done.
IV. /ETIOLOGY has *or its object the ascertaining of the causes of the frets developed

under the preceding heads of morphology, distribution, and physiology, by showing
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that they constitute particular cases of general physical laws. It is well to say
:vtiolui;v is yet in its infancy, and that no extended dissertation touching the origii

tiir species is here undertaken. \Ve can only indicate the general nature of the probl

It is well to say that

^ jiu of

r-pecics i's here undertaken. \Ve can only indicate the general nature of the problems
to be involved, and the coin ?e of inquiry that may lead to their solution. The first

question is: Have we any knowledge, and* if so, what knowledge, of the origin of living
matter? Down almost to our times, the universal assumption was that living beings

produced by generation from previous living beings of the same kind; but about
200 years ago investigators began to suspect that this rule was not universally applicable,
but that small and obscure organism* were produced by the fermentation of dead putre-

fying, certainly non-living matter, by a process which they called K^nitftnea or generatio
a, now 'known as <itn->y< //>.*/'.<. After the investigations of Red:, Spallan/.i, and

others, people began to doubt the applicability of the axiom "all life comes from the

living" to the more complex organisms which constitute the present fauna and flora.

The most ardent supporters of ahiogenesis at the present time do not pretend that organ-
isms of higher rank than the lowest//////// and protozoa are produced otherwise than by
generation from pre-existing organisms. It is. however, alleged that bacteria, tnn<e,
and certain /w$u, and monads are developed under conditions which render it impossi-
ble that these organisms should have proceeded directly from living matter. The experi-
mental evidence adduced in favor of this proposition is always of one kind, and the

reasoning on which the conclusion that abiogenesis occurs is based may be thus stated:

1. All living matter is killed when heated to certain degrees. "2. The contents of a cer-

tain cioM-d vessel have been heated to such degrees. 3. Therefore, all living matter
which may have been therein lias been killed. But, living bacteria have appeared in

such contents subsequently to their being heated; tftertfore, they have been formed

abiogenetically that is, a living being has come from non-living matter. This is per-
fect logic; but then its validity depends upon the absolute accuracy of the first and
second propositions. Suppose we have a fluid full of active bacteria,; what evidence
have we that they are killed by the heat? Only one kind of evidence can be conclusive,
and that is that the fluid has been carefully protected from outward contact, and that
lucti ria have never appeared since the heating. The other testimony, for example that
which may be furnished by the cessation of motion in the bacteria, and such changes as

microscopes allow us to observe, is merely presumptive evidence of death, but no more
conclusive of death than are insensibility and paleness in a man who has swooned. But
though some living beings are killed with moderate heat, and some bear a very high
detrree without dying, there is no ground for the assumption that a'l living matter is

killed at some given temperature. There is, further, good reason for believing that the
influence of temperature on life is greatly modified; first, by the nature of the medium
in which the organisms to be tested are placed, and, secondly, by the length of time dur-

ing which they are subjected to trial. The latest experiments leave the question as far
as ever from settlement; hence it is reasoned that no experimental evidence that a liquor
may be heated to certain degrees and yet subsequently give rise to living organisms,
is of the least value as proof that abiogenesis has taken place; and this for two reasons:
1. There is no proof that organisms of the kind in question are dead, except their inca-

pacity to grow and reproduce their kind. 2. Since we know that conditions may largely
modify the power of resistance of such organisms to heat, it is far more probable that such
conditions existed in the experiment in question than that the organisms were generated
anew out of dead matter. Prof. Huxley considers not only that the kind of evidence
adduced in favor of abiogencsis is logically insufficient to furnish proof of its occur:
but also that it may be Mated as a weil -based induction that the more careful the invcs-

r, and the more complete his ma-tcry over the endless practical difficulties which
surround experimentations on this subject, the more certain are his experiments. 10 trive
a negative result, while the positive results are no less sure to crown the efforts of^the
clumsy and the careless.

A belief in abiogenesis, it is argued, is a necessary corollary from the doctrine of
evolution. This, says Huxley, may be true of the occurrence of abiogenesis at some
time; but if the present day, or any recorded epoch of geological time, be a question, the
exact contrary holds good. If all living beings have been evolved from pre-existing
forms of life, it is enough that a single particle of living protoplasm should once have
appeared on the glob", as the result of whatever agency. In the eyes of a consistent
evolutionist any further indepv'iident formation of protoplasm would be sheer waste. The
production of living matter since the time of its first appearance, only by way of bio-
K<-iiesi>. implies that the specific, forms of the lower kinds of life have undergone but

!< change in the course of geological tim.-. and this is said to be inconsistent with the
doctrine of evolution. But, in the first place, the fact is not inconsistent with the doc-
trine of evolution properly understood, that doctrine be inn- perfectly consistent with
either the

progression,
tip ^ion, or the <i at ionary condition of anv particular

species for indefinite period! of time; and, secondly, if it were, it would be so much the
for the doctrine of evolution, inasmuch as it is unquestionably true that certain

even highly organized forms of life have persiMed without any sensible change for very
long period* The i-i ;lu\!ey. that at the presentmomentthere isnotashadow of

orthy directevidence thai isdoes take place within the perfodduringwhich
the existenceof life on the globe is recorded. But it need hardly be pointed out that this
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fact does not in the slightest degree interfere with any conclusion that may be arrived at

deductively from other considerations that, at some time or other, abiogenesis must have
taken place. If the hypothesis of evolution be true, living matter must have arisen

from, or, at, least, in place of non-living matter; for by the hypothesis, the condition of

the globe was at one time such lhat living matter could not have existed in it, life being
entirely incomputable with the gaseous state. But living matter once originated, there
is no necessity for other origination, since the hypothesis postulates the unlimited, though
perhaps not illimitable, modifiability of such matter.

Of the causes which have led to the origination of living matter, or the origin of tlie

species, it may be said (continues Huxley) that we know absolutely nothing. But, pos-

tulating the existence of living matter endowed with that power of hereditary trans-

mission and that tendency to vary which is found m all such matter, Mr. Darwin has
declared that the interaction between living matter and surrounding conditions, which
results in the survival of the fittest, is sufficient to account for the gradual evolution of

plants and animals from their simplest to their most complicated forms, and for the
known phenomena of morphology, physiology, and distribution. While much weight
is to be conceded to the evidences for the conceivable sufficiency of the above interaction

for the alleged results, its actual efficiency in the history of the case must be regarded as

at present only a hypothesis.
If all living beings have come into existence by the gradual modification, through a

long series of generations, of a primordial living matter, the phenomena of embryonic
development ought to be explicable as particular cases of the general law of hereditary
transmission. On this view, a tadpole is first a fish and then a tailed amphibian, pro-
vided with both gills and lungs, before it becomes a frog, because the frog was the last

term in a series of modifications whereby some ancient fish became an urodele amphib-
ian, and the urodele amphibian became an anurous amphibian. In fact, the develop-
ment of the embryo is a recapitulation of the ancestral history of the species. If this be
so, it follows that the development of any organism should furnish the key to its ances-
tral history; and the attempt to decipher the full pedigree of organisms from so much of
the family history as is recorded in their development has given rise to a special branch
of biological speculation termed /;///////< inj. In practice, however, the reconstruction
of the pedigree of a group from the developmental history of its existing members is

fraught with difficulties. It is highly probable that the series of developmental stages of
the individual organism never presents more than an abbreviated and condensed'smn-

niary of ancestral conditions; while this summary is often strangely modified by varia-

tion and adaptation to conditions; and it must be confessed that in most cases we can
do little better than guess at what is genuine recapitulation of ancestral forms, and what
is the effect of comparatively late adaptation. The only perfectly safe foundation for
the doctrine of evolution (concludes Huxley) lies in the historical or, rather, archaeological
evidence that particular organisms have arisen by the gradual modification of their pre-
decessors, which is furnished by fossil remains. That evidence is daily increasing in
amount and in weight ;

and it is to be hoped that the comparison of the actual pedigree
of these organisms with the phenomena of their development may furnish some criterion

by which the validity of phylogcnetic conclusions, deduced from the facts "of embryology
alone, may be satisfactorily tested. According to this statement of the case by Huxley,
it would follow that the doctrine of evolution is, for the present, to be held in expec-
taucy; and that it is possible to use concerning it terms of too positive assertion.

BION, a Greek poet, about 280 B.C., who migrated to Italy and died from poison. Some
love verses and some fragments of pastorals in hexameters by him are extant.

BIOPLASMIC THEORY. See GERM-THEORY OF DISEASE.

BIOR NEBORG, a seaport t. of Finland, on the gulf of Bothnia, at the mouth of the

Kumo, 76 m. u.n.w. from Abo. Pop. '67, 7270. Ship-building is carried on. Timber,
pitch, and tar are the principal exports.

BIOT, EDTTARD CONSTANT, son of Jean Baptiste, a distinguished Chinese scholar, was
b. at Paris, 2d July, 1803. He was one of the first to promote the introduction of railways
in France; but his health failing, he retired from the public service, and devoted his
leisure to the study of Chinese, and the history of the social organization of the Celestial

empire. He died Mar., 1850. He wrote a Dictionnaire dcs Ville*, etc., de TEmpire
Cliiixiix (1842), and a multitude of Memoires on Chinese subjects of scientific and social

interest, printed in the Jm/ritol Ax/'ufii/w, etc. His interesting work, DC VAbolition de
[' /':*//,,,< t

,/< Ancu-nne en Occident (I84ff), was awarded a gold medal by the institute.

BIOT, JEAN BAPTISTE. a distinguished French physicist and astronomer, was b. at
Paris. 21st April, 1774. He at first entered the artillery, but forsook the service for

science; and in 1800 became professor of physics in the' college de France. He was
made a member of the institute in 1803; and'in 1804. it was solely through him that the
institute voted against making Napoleon emperor. Along with Aragc,, lie was made a
member of the bureau of longitude, and (1806) sent to Spain to carry out the measuring
of a degree of the meridian, preparatory to the introduction of the present French system
of weights and measures. On his return, he devoted himself to physical researches and
to lecturing. In 1815, the royal society of London elected him one of their 50 foreign
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mcral)ers. In 1817, he visited England, and went as far n. as the Shetland islands, in

order to make observations along the line of the English arc of meridian, which had
been extended by col. Mudge. His most valuable contributions to science are on the

polarization of light; and his researches connected with ancient astronomy are also very
valuable. Of his numerous writings may be mentioned Tniite Elemcittaired'Antronomie

Hie, 3 vols. (Paris, 1805): 3d ed.. considerably augmented (1850). 6 vols., with vol.

of plates translated into English. Traite de Physique, 4 vols. (1816); Precise (If Physique,
an abridgment of the former in 2 vols. (1817), often republished : Rtc&e&fOb&natKau

"itjnes, etc. (1821). B. also contributed many excellent biographies of scientific

men to the Biofjrnphie Uniixrsdte. Among the most important of his later works are

lit rln relies stir I'ancienne Astronomic Chinoise (1840); Altmoire sur la Constitution de
VAtmosphere Terrestre, in the Cnnai*ance des Tempi (1841); and Etudes sur VAstronomie
I.'idicnne (1862). In 1849, B. was made a commander of the legion of honor, and he was
also a member of most of the learned societies in Europe. He died Feb. 3, 1862.

BIPED (Lat.), two-footed, a term sometimes applied, as descriptive, to man, more fre-

quently to birds, and which scarcely admits of application to any other animal e\cept a

very few species of reptiles, sonic of which are batrachian (see BATRACIIIA and SruExl
and some saurians (see SACUIA). The two-footed saurians may be regarded as forming a

link between that order and serpents, the two-footed batrachians as connecting batrach-
iaiis with fishes, other characters of resemblance being in both instances associated
with this.

BIPENNI8, a double-headed ?,xe, the weapon which, according to ancient historians
and artists, particularly distinguished those fabulous female warriors, the Amazons.

BIPONT EDITIONS, copies of the classics issued in Deux-Ponts, or Zweibnickcn.
in the palatinate of the Rhine, begun in 1779, and finished (in 50 vols.) at Strassburg.

BIQUADRATIC. See EQUATIONS.
BIE (ancient Birtha, Turkish Bireh-jik), a t. of from 1800 to 2000 houses of Asiatic

Turkey, in the pashalic of Diarbekir. It is situated on the e. bank of the Euphrates, in

lat. 37
J

3' n., long. 38
J

e., on a steep hill above the river, the passage of which is here
commanded by a castle. B. is surrounded by a strong wall flanked with towers: its

streets are narrow, but clean; it has several mosques with tall minarets, a caravansary.
a bazaar, and a ruined citadel and castle. Travelers and caravans from Aleppo to

Diarbekir, Bagdad, Persia, etc., cross the Euphrates at this point. From B . col.

G'hi-sney proposed to navigate the Euphrates by small steamers to its mouth in the
Persian gulf, a distance of 1143 miles. B., which signifies "well," is the prefix of
several other smaller towns in Arabia.

BIRCH (betula), a genus of plants of the natural order amentacea (q.v.). suborder
bet >iliin ir, the natural order betulacece of some botanists. In this order or sub-order
which contains only the two genera, birch and alder (q.v ) the flowers have merely
small scales for their perianth; the ovary is two-celled, but the fruit a small ttchentum
(q.v.) is by abortion one-celled; the fruits and scales united form a sort of em--: and
the leaves have stipules which soon fall off. They are all trees or shrubs, natives of

temperate and cold regions. The genus betuUt is distinguished by 10 to 12 stamens, and
winged acheuia. The common B. (betula alba) has small orato-triangular doubly
serrated leaves. It is a very beautiful forest-tree, abounding in the u. of Europe and of
Asia, often

forming large groves by itself. In the s. of Europe, it is found only upon
mountains of considerable elevation. It is a tree of rapid growth. In favorable si; na-
tions, it attains the height of 60 or even 70 ft., with a diameter of H or 2 ft.; whilst on
the northern, or utmost alpine limits of vegetation, it only appears as a stunted bush.
The bark is smooth and silvery white, and its outermost layers are thrown off as tin-

tree advances in age. The smaller branches are very slender and flexible, and in a

particularly graceful variety called the weeping B. (B. pendula of some botanists), they
ill more slender, elongated, and pendulous. Some of the finest weeping birches in

Britain stand on the banks of the river Findhorn, near Forres, in Morayshi're; they are
60 ft. high, and exhibit pendent masses of spray 10 ft. in length. The bark and leaves
of the B. are, in some northern countries, used medicinally in cases of fever and
eruptions. They are also used for dyeing yellow. The bark is sometimes used for

tanning, and is preferred to every other kind of bark for steeping nets, sai^, and cordage.
See BARK ron TANMM:. It is in some countries made into shoes, hats, drinkiug-cups,
etc.. and it is even twisted into a coarse kind of ropes. Portable boats made of it are

M the Volga. It is remarkable for durability. In many parts of the n. of Europe.
it is used instead of slates or shingles by the peasantry; and in Russia the outer or
white layers being objected to distillation there is obtained a reddish empyreuinatic
oil called B. oil; it yields also the B. tar. or <l,</>/tt, which is employed in the preparation

ia leather. Dried, -round, and mixed with meal, B. bark is used in Norway for

feeding swine; and, in times of scarcity, has even served for human food. The wood
.inversal use in northern comitri'-s f,,r the most various purposes. It is white, firm,
id i. and is employe.! bv wheelwrights, cooj. rs, ete. It is very much

.''I in the manufacture of barrels for fish. It is much employed for smoking
etc., because of tho flavor Which it imparts. Much of it is made into
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charcoal for forges. The twigs are in general use for besoms. In the highlands of

Scotland, and in many other countries, the sap is not only used as a beverage in a fresh

state, but is converted by fermentation into a kind or wine. To obtain it, a hole is

bored in the stem, in spring, in an oblique direction, one or two inches deep, and a
small tube is introduced to'carry the sap into a vessel. From a strong stem, there often
flows as much as from four to six quarts in a day. If the hole is again closed up each
time with a wooden plug, covered over with clay or resin, and the tapping is annually
renewed in the same place, the tree sustains very little injury. B. sap is very beneficial

in diseux's of the kidneys and in cases of urinary calculus. It contains more than 2 per
cent of sugar. The white B. of North America (B. populifolia) very nearly resembles
the common B., but is of much less value. It is found as far s. as Pennsylvania. The
wood is scarcely used. The black B. of the same country (13. in'f/ra), also sometimes
called ivd B.. and very similar to the common B., produces very hard and valuable
timber. It attains the height of 70 feet. It is not found further n. than New Jersey.
The bark is of a dark color, the epidermis in the younger trees reddish. But the name
black 1>. i< also given to another species found in the more northern parts of North
America, and sometimes called the sweet B. or cherry B. (B. knta), also a tree of 70 ft.

or upwards in height, and of which the timber is fine-grained, and valuable for making
furniture, aud for other purposes. Its leaves, when bruised, diffuse a sweet odor, and,
when carefully dried, make an agreeable tea. It is remarkable that this tree has been
little planted in Britain. The yellow B. of North America (B. exeflsa) is a tree of
70 to SO ft. high, destitute of branches for 30 to 40 ft.

,
remarkable for its large leaves,

which are 31 in. long, and for the brilliant golden yellow color of the epidermis. It is

found in Nova Scoria, New Brunswick, Maine, etc. Its timber is used in ship-building.
The young saplings of all these American species are much employed for making hoops
for casks. The paper B. (B. pftpyracfn) is found in the northern parts of North
America. It attains the height of 70 feet. The bark of the young trees is of a brilliant

whiteness. The bark is capable of division into very thin sheets, which have been used
as a substitute for paper. It is used by the Indians 'for canoes, boxes, buckets, baskets,
etc. Large plates of it are curiously stitched together with the fibrous roots of the
white spruce, and coated with the resin of the balm of Gilead fir. The wood is used
for the same purposes with that of the common B. The mountainous districts of India

produce several species of this genus. Thin, delicate plants of the bark of B. bhojpnttrn,
n native of the mountains of Kumaon, are used for lining the tubes of hookahs, and are
carried in great quantities to the plains of India for this purpose. They were formerly
used instead of paper for writing. B. t->ni/rt<t, a native of the mountains of Nepaul,
is a tree 50 to 60 ft. high, covered with branches from the base, and of an oval form.
Its wood is strong and durable. The dwarf B. (13. naiia) is a mere bushy shrub, seldom
more than 2 or 3 ft. high, aud generally much less. It has orbicular crenate leaves.

It is a native of the whole of the most northern regions of the globe, and is found in

some parts of the highlands of Scotland. It is interesting because of its uses to the

Laplanders and other inhabitants of very northern- regions, to whom it supplies their
chief fuel, aud the material with which they stuff their beds. Its seeds are the food of
tlic ptarmigan, on which the Laplanders in a considerable degree depend. A similar

shrubby species (IJ. <iiit<irctiai) occurs in Terra del Fuego.

BIRCH, SAMUEL, keeper of the oriental antiquities in the British museum, is A son of
the late Rev. S. Birch, rector of St. Mary Woolnoth, in the city of London, and was born in
London, in the year 1813. B. was educated at Merchant Taylors' school. In 1834, he
entered the public service under the commissioners of public records; and in 1836, he
obtained the appointment of assistant in the department of antiquities, British museum.
In this capacity, B. acquired" an extensive acquaintance with archeology in all its

branches. He studied not only Greek and Roman antiquities, including numismatics,
but applied himself with untiring zeal to Egyptian hieroglyphics. In process of time,
he so distinguished himself in this difficult branch of learning, that he gained the notice
of the celebrated chevalier Bunscn, who gladly availed himself of B.'s knowledge in the

philological portion of Kuypf* j> '.,/ Uiztoni. The chevalier, in his preface,
thankfully acknowledged this assistance in the following terms: "This English edition

v^ wuv\s*AVU \'l A?JSViaU (WtO, JJlllILtTll III iUO VTUlllUlll OUtUVlftj e

complete hieroglyphica] dictionary, is owin<r to him. To him also belong the references
to the monumental evidence for the signification of an Egyptian word, wherever the
proof exhibited in Champollion's dictionary or grammar is iio't clear or satisfactory. . . .

The work may now be said to contain the only complete Esryptian grammar aud diction-

ary. as well as the only existing collection and interpretation of all the heiroglyphical
signs- in short, all that a general scholar wants, to make himself master of the hiero-

glyphic system, by studying the monuments." After Bunsen's decease. B. was engaged
to prep ire for the press and edit the fifth and concluding volume of fif/i/pf* P'; . a task.

which he has performed in an admirable manner, giving the results of all the >

made by Egyptologists, since the publication of the first volume, in 1848, down to the
year 1807. B. has also prepared a second edition of the first volume of Eijypt'.* P'.ucc,
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published at the same time as vol. 5, and in which the same care has been taken to make
the work correspond with the most recent investigations of hieroglyphic scholars. It

was by the particular desire of Bunscu, as expressed on his death-bed, that B. undertook
the revision of his work on Egypt. 13. is now universally recognized as the foremost

Egyptologist in this country. In 1844, upon the retirement of Mr. Barnewell from the

oltice ot as.-istant-keeper in the department of antiquities, B. was appointed his successor.

In 1^(51, upon the retirement of Mr. Hawkins from the post of keeper of the antiquities,
that department was divided into three separate and independent departments, vi/.., the

department of oriental, mediaeval, and British antiquities, and ethnography; the depart-
ment of Greek and Roman antiquities; and the department of coins and medals. B. was

appointed keeper of the first-named collections; but afterwards, a fourth department
was constituted out of these collections, viz., that of British and mediaeval antiquities and
ethnography, so that B. is now the keeper only of the Egyptian and oriental antiquities.
In 1862, B. received the honorary degree of LL.D. from the university of St. Andrews
and from Cambridge in 1874, in which year B. was president of the great London con-

gress of orientalists. He is a corresponding member of the institute of France (academic
des inscriptions et des belles-lettres); also of the academy of Berlin, of the academy of

Hercuhineum, and of the archaeological institute of Rome. B.'s principal publications
are as follow: Gallery ofAntiquities selectedfrom the British Museum by F. Anntdale and
J. Bonoiiii, with Descriptions by S. Birch (1843); Views on the Nile, from Cairo to tin; Second

Cataract, drawn on Stone, from Sketches taken by Owen Jones and J. Goury, with If/at,>ric-<d

Notices of the Monuments by S. Birch (1843); Catalogue of Greek and Etruscan Vases in tlie

British Museum (1831), drawn up in conjunction with Mr. Newton; An Introduction to

the Study of t/ie Egyptian Hieroglyphs, for Gardner Wilkinson's Egyptians (1857), and a
new edition of Wilkinson's work (1879); History of Ancient Pottery (2 vols., 1858); Descrip-
tion of the PapyrusofNas-khem, PriestofAmen-ra, discovered in an Excavation nnuh by direc-

tion, ofH.R.1I. t?ie Prince of Wales in a Tomb near Gournah at Thebes (1863) ;
and the Rhiiul

Papyri (1866). Besides his Egyptian and classical labors, B. has also studied Chinese,
and in that direction is author of the following brief contributions, viz., Anab'rta Sino*-

sia, short stories from the Chinese (1841); The fYiends till Death, a tale translated from
the Chinese (1845); and Uiinese Romance The Elfin Foxes (1863). B. has likewise con-
tributed papers to the Archcelogia, to the Transactions oft)ie Royal Society of Literature,
the Rccue Archeolof/iqxe, the ArcJulologische Zeitiing, and the Zeitschrift fur Acgyptixchv
JSpra-che und Alterthumskunde. He has also written many articles for the English Ency-
clopaedia, principally on.subjccts connected with Egyptian antiquities and hieroglyphics.
In the .same cjuss of subjects, he has been a much valued contributor to Chambers's En-
cyclopedia.

EIECH, THOMAS, D.D., an industrious historical writer, son of a coffee-mill maker, a
Quaker, b. at Clerkenwell, Nov. 23, 1705, was at first an usher in different schools.

Haviug'taking priests' orders in 1731, he was presented in 1732 to a living in Essex, ami
in 1 7;U'became chaplain to the earl of Kilmarnock, who was beheaded in 1740. A ppointed
in the latter year rector of St. Margaret Pattens .with St. Gabriel, Fenchurch street, Lon-
don, B. was elected in 1752 one of the secretaries of the royal society, a history of which
foe published in 4 vols. 4to, in 1756-57. In 1761, he was preferred to the rectory of
Deepdcnc, Surrey. His first literary-undertaking; in which he was assisted by others,
was Tin (General Dictionary, Historical and Critical^ 10 vols., 1734-41, founded onBayle's
icelefonttcd work. He next edited the'collection- of state papers of Thurloe, secretary to
<Oliv.er '.Cromwell, 7 vols. folio, 1742. His other works are Life of the Hon. Robert Boyk,
1744; 'Lives and Characters of theilttustrious Pers&nsof Qveat Britain, the engravings by
1 1..' i broken, 'Gravelot, and VerUie (London, 1743-52); Inquiry into the Shareichich King

8 ']. /ni'f in the Transaction of the Earl of Glamorgan, 1747; Histori'-d \'/< /r of tlw

Negotiations behreen the Courts of Enr/land, France, and Brussels, 1592 to 1617, 1749; Life
ofTillotson, 1752; Memoirs of the Reign of Queen Elizabeth, 2 vols. 1754; Life of Henry,
Pmnct of Wales, 1760; etc. He likewise edited the works of sir Walter Raleigh, BacoirS
wcrks, and various others. He was killed by a fall from his horse in theHampetead
rot i|. !fth Jan., 1766. He left an extensive MS. collection, with his library, to the Brit-
ish .museum, of which he was a trustee. From these MSS. were compiled 'Ihe Courts
and Times of James L and Charles I., 4 vols. 8vo (London, 1848).

BIRCH FFEIFFEB, CHAKT,OTTE, a German actress and writer of plays, was b. at
Hi in the year 1800. Her passion for the staire displayed itself so strongly, thai

roountcring much opposition on the part of her parents, she made her debut at
i. :il the ;ig.- <if 13. and afterwards played with great, success at Berlin. Vienn;i.

und HotbUTg. In 1825, she married Dr. Christum Birch of Copenhagen, and afterwards
pf il'orfr < >i at I'elerslmrg, lYslh, Amsterdam, and oilier places. In 18:>7, she undertook
Ui'-ciir. ctionof I lie, theatre at Zurich. At a later period, she acquired even i: real er renown

literfor the fltegt than as an actress. Her principal theatrical pieces are /'/' il'n-ro*-.*;

J !>' i. !.-(,: in, Q&nttiinge, perliajis her liest.
j.iece;

/>, / (; A',v/-//, //-,///. tfotr* Dame; etc. In
Madame B. n signed the direHion of the Zurich theatre, and after visiting profes-

sionally most of th<- cities in Germany, made an engagement with (he theater-royal at
Berlin. The chief productions of what may be termed her later manner are Die Mor-
yuute von VilletU (1845), Dorf und Stadt (1848), Eine FamiUe (1849), Anna con, Ocstrich
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(1850), Ein Billet (1851). In 1862 was published a complete edition of her dramatic

works, which are about 70 in number, and a collection of her novels and tales. She died
at Berlin, Aug. 25, 1808.

BIRD. EDWARD, an English genre painter of considerable celebrity, was b. at Wol-
verhamptoii in 1772. Behaving early displayed a strong inclination for draw in- his

father thought he was consulting his son's taste when he apprenticed him to a Birming-
ham tea-board manufacturer, his duty there being to paint flowers, shepherds, etc., on
the boards. On the expiration of his apprenticeship, B. established himself as a draw-

ing-master in Bristol; and two of his pictures, the " Choristers Rehearsing,'' and " The
Will," having been bought by the duke of Clarence, afterwards William IV., and the

marquis of Hastings, his reputation was secure. He was elected a royal academician,
and soon obtained some good commissions. The " Field of Chevy Chase the Day after

the Battle," is generally considered his masterpiece. His " Death of Eli
"
obtained the

British institution prize of 300 guineas. In 1813, B. was appointed painter to the prin-
cess Charlotte. He now became ambitious to cxceF in Scripture subjects, and painted
several, none of which, however, added to his fame. His last picture, the "Embarka-
tion of Louis XVIII. for France," which was never finished, was the least

satisfactory
of all his works. He died in 1819. His most popular works are

" The Blacksmith's

Shop," "The Country Auction," "The Village Politicians," "The Young Recruit," etc.

BIRD, FREDERICK MAYER, b. 1838; sou of Robert; graduated at the university of

Pennsylvania; minister in the Lutheran church, which lie left in 1868 to join the Prot-

estant Episcopal, taking charge of a church in New Jersey. He has paid great attention

to hymuology, and edited in whole or in part the Lutheran Hymn Book and Hymns oftJte

Spirit.

BIRD, GOLDING, 1815-54; an English physician proficient in botany; lecturer on
natural philosophy and niateria ruedica in Guy's hospital. He was author of Elements

oj' Natural Phil>.>xiih>/, l inyan Experimental Introduction to tJu' Physical NvV/itvs, Lectures
on Electricity and Galcanism- in, tJieir Physiological and Therapeutical Relations, and some
other works.

BIRD, ROBERT MONTGOMERY, 1803-54; b. in Delaware; practiced medicine in Phila-

delphia, and wrote for magazines. He wrote The Gladiator for Edwin Forrest, and
afterwards wrote several historical romances. In his Peter Pilgrim, there is a careful

description of the Kentucky mammoth cave. He was also for a time editor of the JfertA
Aim /(tin.

BIRD-BOLT. Stevens, in his note on Much Ado about Nothing, says the B. is "a short,
thick arrow, without point, spreading at the extremity so much as" to leave a broad flat

surface, about the breadth of a shilling. Such are to this day in use to kill rooks with,
and are shot from a cross-bow."

BIRD-CATCHING SPIDER, a name originally given to a large spider, mi/gale avicutaria,
a native of Cayenne and Surinam; but which is now more extensively applied, being
equally appropriate to a number of large species of mygale (q.v.) and (piim (q.v.),

perhaps also of other genera. It has indeed been denied by some observers that the
name is truly appropriate, but the positive evidence is too strong to be easily set a.--ide by
evidence merely negative. The inii<>i< arirulnriti is nearly two inches long, very hairy,
and almost entirely black; its feet, when stretched out, occupy a surface of nearly a foot
in diameter. The hooks of its mandibles are strong, conical, and very black. This

great spider forms a tube-shaped cell, widening toward-; the mouth, of a tine white semi-

transparent tissue, like muslin, in clefts of trees or hollows among rocks and stones.

From this it issues only at night, to prey upon insects, and, it is said, upon humming-
birds. It does not construct a net for the capture of its prey, but takes it by hunting,
as do other large species of mygnU, natives of the warm parts of America. th

Indies, and Africa. It is probably a species of this genus that Dampier mentions as

found in Campeachy, the fangs of which, "black as jet, smooth as glass, and, at their

small end, as sharp as a thorn," are said by him to be worn by some persons in their

tobacco-pouches, to pick their pipes with; and to be by others used as toothpicks, in

the belief of their having power to expel the toothache, ^he bite of the large species of
this genus is said to be dangerous.

It appears that spiders of the genus epeira feed upon small birds caught in their webs.
which have even been described as in some cases large enough to arrest the flight of a
bird the size of a thrush, and to impede the traveler in tropical for<

BIRD-CHERRY, Padus, a subdivision of the genus t-erasus (see CHERRY), itself very
generally regarded as a sub-genus of prunes (see PI.UM). The bird-cherries are dis-

tinguished by racemes of small flowers and deciduous leaves. The COMMON B. (prnnus
or c< /v/.v/x /*</</'), called in Scotland l(i<<lm-ry, is a tall shrub or small tree, sometimes

reaching the height of 40 ft., growing wild in moist woods in Britain, and in most parts
of Europe and the n. of Asia. Its younger branches are of a very dark or reddish-brown
color. The drupes are small, of a sweetisli subacid taste, combined with a decree of
what many regard as nauseous bitterness; but to some palates they are not disagreeable.
A well flavored spirituous liquor is prepared from them in the n. of Europe. In Siberia,

the juice expressed from the ripe fruit is drunk either alone or mixed with milk, and tha
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to thisremaining mass is kneaded into cakes, and used as food. Very nearly allied

spirit is the YIK'GIMAN B. (P. or ('. Virfjini<tn<A, a tree of 80 to 100 ft. in height, found
from Tennessee to Upper Canada, and now frequent in Britain as an ornamental tree,

although never attaining the size which it does in the United States. The wood is com-

pact. line-grained, takes a line polish, and is much used in America by cabinet-makers.
The bark is used in the United States as a febrifuge. The fruit is not agreeable; but a
cordial is made from it by infusion in spirits with sugar, and, when dried and bruised,
it forms an esteemed addition to ptmmican (q.v.).

BIRDE. WILLIAM, a distinguished ecclesiastical composer, was b. about the year 1540,
and educated at Edward VI/'s chapel. In 1563, he was appointed organist in Lincoln
oath' "1ml, and twelve years afterwards organist to queen Elizabeth. He published
numerous compositions exhibiting great musical learning, and contributed many pieces
to queen Elizabeth's Virginal Book; but his fame rests on the canon Non Subis 'Domine,
which, amid all changes in musical taste, has retained its popularity, and still continues
to challenge admiration. B. died in 1623.

BIRD ISLAND, the n.w. island of the Sandwich archipelago, in lat. 22 20' n., and
long. 160 w. It is, as its name implies, a mere haunt of sea-fowl the links of the
chain increasing pretty regularly in size and elevation Irom B. I. on the n.w. to Hawaii
on the s.e.

BIRD-LIME is a viscid and adhesive substance, which is placed on twigs of trees or

wire-netting, for the purpose of catching the birds which may alight thereon. A common

Eractice

is to place a decoy or tame bird in a cage near where the B. is spread; the wild
irds. attracted to the spot by the song of the tame bird, get entangled with the

bird-lime. The substance is generally prepared from the middle bark of the holly,
mistletoe, or distaff-thistle, by chopping up the bark, treating it with water, boiling for
several hours, then straining; and lastly, concentrating the liquid by evaporation, when
the B. assumes a gelatinous consistence resembling that of moist potty. It mainly con-
sists of a substance named by the chemist viscin. A second mode of preparing B., is to

employ ordinary wheat-flour; place it in a piece of cotton cloth; tie up the euds, so as
to form a bag; immerse the whole in a basin of water, or allow a stream of water to flow

upon it; and repeatedly squeeze the bag and its contents. The result.is, that the starch
of the wheat-flour is pressed out of the cloth bag, and an adhesive substance named
gluten is left on the cloth. This substance resembles that prepared by the previous pro-
cess in its properties; but the former mode of preparing B. is a much cheaper plan, and
is that generally followed.

BIRD OF PARADISE, the common name of the family of birds, pfiraditfidrr of orni-

thologists, found chiefly in New Guinea and neighboring islnds, and remarkable for

splendor of plumage. In all other respects, however, they are very closely allied to
the crow-family, cot-vidce (q.\.), to which they exhibit a groat similaritv. not only in the
characters of the bill, feet, etc., and in general form, but also in their ha!. its. and even
in their voice. They have been the subject of many fables. The state in which their
skii^ are usually exported from their native islands, gave rise to the notion that they
were destitute of feet; and free scope being allowed to fancy, it became the prevalent
belief that they spent their whole lives floating in the air, except when perhaps they

nded themselves for a little by their long tail-filaments from the uppermost
branches of trees. As for their food, it was supposed to be either mere dew and vapors,
or nectar obtained from the flowers of trees, climbers, and plants Crowing on the
branches of trees, in the high regions of bright sunshine above the shade of the tropical
forests. Antony Pigafetta, indeed, who accompanied Magellan in his voyage round
the world, described them as having legs, and stated that these were cut oil as useless
in the preparation of the skins; but his statement was not credited, and Aldrovandus
went the length of accusing him of an audacious falsehood. It would seem that the
fables concerning the birds of P. are in part to be ascribed to the desire of the inhabi-
tants of those islands in which they are found to increase the value of their skins as an
article of merchandise; and asort of sacred character being attached to them, they were
employed not merely for ornament, but as a charm to secure the life of the wearer

Bgajnsl
the dangers of battle. The people of Ternate call them J/i< 1>, ,r,,tu. or

birdtf ot God; which name Buffon modified into in<n,>;,de. In different languages tln-y
are known by names signifying birds of the air, birds of the sun. etc.

The males alone are bird.- of splendid plumasre, that of the females possessing nei-
ther brilliancy of colors nor remarkable development. The plumage of Hie males 'is not
only characterized by great brightness of tintd, but by a glossy velvety appearance, a
metallic luster, and a singularly beautiful piay of colors. Tufts of feather's -eiu -rally
grow from the shoulders, and these, in some of the kinds, arc prolonged so as"to cover
the wings; in the species sometimes called the common B. of P., and sometimes the
L're:it emerald B. of P.

(paraduea a/*,,/,!), the prolongation of these shoulder tufts is so
great that i I far

beyond
the h.idy. and even far beyond the tail. They con-

icent part of the well-known B. of P. plum'cs. Th< are exnu'i-itely
lelicate. It has been supposed thai they may be of use to the creature in

enabling it. with lesa e.v.nion of wimr. to tl^i in the air." but i rhaps -uf-

Qtiently confuted by the total absence of them in the female. Ii there
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are elongated feathers on the back of the ner-k, which the bird can erect, and even in

some measure throw forward at
pleasure;

and these, in the genus /'</.//"//'.', assume
a form resembling tliat of a pair of ontsprcad wings, and rise far above the head. The
tail is. i;i general, not unlike that of a crow in its shape; but in many species there

arise, from the rump, at the sides of the tail, two very long feathers, or rather filaments,
covered with a sort of velvety down: of these, the common B. of P. affords an example.
In the king B. of P. (i-iiifiinmrxx r<'ni>i), these long tail-filaments terminate in a sort of
disk, as the tail-feathers of the peacock do.

Kiids of P. are, in general, more or less gregarious. They sometimes pass in flocks

from one island to another, according to the change of seasons, from the dry to the wet
monsoon. Owing to their plumage, they fly more easily against than with the wind,
and l>y high winds they are sometimes thrown to the ground. They are lively and
active, and in confinement pert and bold. They bestow great care upon their plumage,
ami - l

t always upon the perches of the cage, so that no part of it may reach the floor, or

get in the least degree soiled. It has seldom been found possible to bring them alive to

Europe, and they seem very incapable of enduring any other than a tropical climate. In

confinement, they are easily fed on rice, insects, etc. In a wild state, their food consists

in g'-at part of the fruit of' the teak-tree, and of different species of iig, and also of the

large butterflies which abound in their native islands.

'The Papuans kill birds of P. by shooting them with arrows, and employ various
other means of taking them for the sake of their skins. The skins are dried in smoke,
and fumigated with sulphur, to preserve them from insects; and in this way the brilliancy
of the color is impaired, so that the most gorgeous plumes which are ever seen in Europe
are inferior, in this respect, to those of the living bird. The skin, to which great part
of the flesh is allowed to remain attached, is always much contracted l>y this drying
process, and a very erroneous notion is therefore often formed of the size" of the bird.

The common I. of P. is as large as a jay. It is of a cinnamon color, the upper part of
the bead and neck yellow, the front and throat emerald green, the shoulder-tufts yellow.
The whole length (if the extremity of these is not less than two feet. Another nearly
allied species (Pared:* a ntbnt) has these long feathers of a brilliant carmine color.

BIRDS (.!><>), the second class of vertebrated (q.v.) animals, and the first of oviparous
vcterbratod animals, including all the oviparous animals which have warm blood. B.
exhibit great similarity in their general structure, and are sharply distinguished from
nil other classes of animals. To^ this class belong all animals, except bats (q.v.) alone,
which have an internal skeleton, and are capable of true flight. The anterior extremities
of B. serve them only as wings or organs of flight, and never in any degree as arms or

legs; those few birds in which the wings are too small to raise the body in the air,

generally employ them to aid their swift running upon land, as the ostrich, or for

swimming under water, as the great auk and the penguins. The body is covered
with feathers (q.v.). and this is one of the characters in which all birds agree, and by
which they are distinguished from all other animals. The general form is adapted
to motion through the air, and the trunk is compact, and somewhat boat-shaped. The
vertebral column possesses little flexibility: indeed, the vertebra? of the back generally
become ankylosed or firmly united together by cementing bone, the solidity which
is thus acquired being of evident use for the support of the ribs, and these also are pro-

portionately stronger than is usual in quadrupeds; each of them is provided in the middle
with a flattened" bony process, directed obliquely backwarks to the next rib, so that they
support one another, whilst instead of being united to the sternum, or breast-bone, by
cartilages, as in quadrupeds, they are continued to it in the form of bone; all these

thing- combining to give strength to that part of the body in which it is particularly
needed, both in order to the powerful action of the wings, and the perfect freedom of

respiration during flight. In those birds, however, which do not fly, the vertebra? of the

back retail; .-onic power of motion. Ths hinder part of the vertebral column exhibits a

solidiry even greater than the anterior part of it, the lumbar vertebra? (q.v.) being con-
solidated into one piece with the pelvis (q.v.), which furnishes attachment to strong
muscles for support of the trunk upon the legs, and for the motion of these organs. The
vertebral column, however, terminates in a number of small movable (cwfi/c/Mil) vertebrae,

the flexibility of this part being necessary to the motion of the tail, which is itself sup-

ported by a short and generally much elevated bone, regarded as consisting of aukylosed
vertebne. called the rump-bone, or, from its peculiar form, the plowshare-bone.

In contrast to the general stiffness of the vertebral column in the trunk, it is remark-
able for great flexibility in the neck, enabling a bird to make ready use of its bill, or to

bring its head into such position as suit the adjustment of the center of gravity in

flyinir. standing, etc.

The number of vertebra1 in the neck varies from ten to twenty-three, the smallest

number being greater tha is found in any quadruped. The head. also, is -o articulated

to the neck, by a singl" <">/,//,, or pivot, that a bird can turn its head round in a manner

impossible, to 'the mammalia'. The skull itself is formed of bones corresponding with
those of man and quadrupeds: but they can ouiv be di-iinguished when the bird i-

young. >uon becoming consolidated together. The laws are much elongated, so as to

form the bill, the organ chieily employed in seizing food, as well as for lighting, nest-
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Skeleton of bird's wing.

building, dressing or preening the feathers, and instead of a hand for every purpose
which bird-life requires. The upper mandible of the bill is so connected, however, with
the hone of the skull, by elastic plates, that it possesses some power of motion, and any
shock which it may receive is much deadened before reaching the skull. The bill affords

many of the most important distinctive characters of B., differing very much according
to the mode of life of different orders and tribes. See BILL.

The sternum or breast-bone in B. is remarkably large and strong, serving for the

attachment of the powerful muscles which depress the wings, and receives great atten-

tion from naturalists, because its variations correspond with the differences in some of

the most important characters and habits of birds. It generally exhibits a projecting
ridge along the middle, which is proportionately largest
in birds of most powerful flight, and is wanting only
in ostriches and a few other birds of allied genera which
do not fly. The clavicles or collar-bones, also, are gen-
erally united to form the fourchette (furcula) or merry-
thought bone, serving, along with two bones called the
coracoid bones, to keep the shoulders separated, and to

resist the compressing tendency of the action of the

wings. The bones of the wing itself are regarded as

corresponding to those of the anterior extremities in man
and quadrupeds; the bones of the hand, however, being
much disguised, and some of them wanting or rudiment-

ary. In the accompanying cut of the bones of a bird's

wing, a is regarded as the elbow-joint, b as the wrist-

joint, c as the knuckie-joint, d being the representative
of a finger, e and / the rudimentary representatives of
two others, whilst the winglet, g, formerly regarded as rep-

resenting the thumb, is now rather supposed to be homo-

logous to the forefinger. The wings, therefore, exhibit a

structure entirely different from those of bats, in which
the fingers are extremely elongated. The surface neces-

sary for striking the air is provided by feathers larger and

stronger than those of other parts of the body, called

wing-feathers, quill-feathers, or quills. Of these, which
exhibit an admirable combination of strength with lightness and elasticity, some spring
from the part of the wing between b and d (in the figure of the bones of the wing); these
are always the largest, and are called the primary wing-feathers, or simply prinmri^x;
those which spring from the part between a and b are called secondaries; and those
which spring from the part between a and the shoulder-joint are called tertiaries. At
the base of the quills, on both sides of the wing, are feathers called wing-coverts, and
these are likewise distinguished as primary, secondary, etc. The feathers which grow
over the shoulder-blades are called scapulars. The feathers of the wings vary in length
and strength, according to the mode of life and power of flight in different B". ; narrow,
sharp, and stiff wings being indicative of swift and enduring flight. The tail-feathers

serve the purpose of a rudder to guide the bird, and also that of balancing- it in the air;

they resemble in character the quills of the wings. They are also furnished with coverts

above and below. Some B. have the tail rounded at the extremity ;
in some, it is square ;

in others, notched or forked. In many land B., the tail exhibits ornamental plumes,
and remarkable developments of the plumage take place also in other parts of the body,
in the form of crests, ruffs, shoulder-tufts, etc.

The legs of B. consist of parts corresponding to those found
in_

man and quadru-
peds; but the thigh is short, and so concealed within the body, that it is not apparent as
an external portion of the limb; the next division, often mistaken for the thigh, being
the leg strictly so called, or tibia, which ends at what is really the heel-joint, although
popularly regarded as the knee; and beneath this is the shank or tarsus, which in some
B. is very long, serving as a part not of the foot but of the leg, and formed by a single
bone which represents both the tarsus and metatarsus. The feel are divided into toes,'
which are generally four in number, three before and one behind, differing from each
other in length and in the number of joints or phalanges of which they are composed,
the toe, which is directed backward, being in general comparatively short, and consist-

ing only of two joints. A fifth toe or tarsal spur is found in some of the gallinaceous
15.; and in some 15., as bustards, the hind-toe i> wanting; the ostrich has only two toes,
both directed forward, with the obscure rudiment of a third; and numerous* B. classed

together in the order of climbers (q.v.) or yoke-footed B., Including parrots, cuckoos,

Woodpeckers, etc., have two toe- before, <.prosed by two toes behind, the fool being
thus particularly adapted for grasping, so that parrots, as is well known, even u.-e it as
a band, The feet of IJ. vary considerably according to theiynode of life: and natural-

rel'orc depend very much upon them in classification* In some the claws an:
stronir and hooked; in others short, -M'aiuhl, and weak; in some the toes are all sepa-
rate, in others m,, re or ]r> s connected; in B. specially adapted for s\\ iimnimr, they are

generally ir< >>!><, I or united by a membrane; in other swimming- 1}., however, a mem-
brane only extends along the sides of each toe. In most B. the tarsus is feathered to
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the heel-joint; in some, however, and particular}* in vaders. the lower part of it is bare;
the shank and toes are generally, altlx.ugii not always, destitute of feathers, and are
covered with a scaly skiu. Almost the only other parts of a bird often destitute of

feathers, are the cere at the base of the bill, and the combs and wattles of gallinaceous
birds.

In order to flight, it is indispensable that the center of gravity of a bird should be
under the shoulders; and when a bird stands, the feet are brought forward, and the
head thrown back, so that the Haws project beyond a vertical line passing through the

center of gravity of the whole body. This is gcncndly accomplished so that the trunk
is in an almost horizontal position, the fore-part only a little elevated; but in some B.,
which have a short neck and short legs, an erred attitude is necessarily assumed, so

that the penguins of the southern seas present to navigators a somewhat ludicrous, resem-
bianrc to regiments of soldiers on the beach. B., when they sleep, very generally place
their head under their wing, and some of them also stand upon one font, their equilib-
rium being thus more easily maintained. A remarkable contrivance, particularly to be
obs.'i'ved iii storks and other long-legged B.. renders this posture unfatiguing; a locking
of the bone of one part of the limb into a sort of socket in the bone of the part above it,

so that it retains its place without muscular exertion; whilst a similar purpose is served

by t:ie tendons of the muscles which bend the claws passing over the joints of the leg in
such a manner as to be stretched by the mere pressure there when the weight of the bird
re-;!- ,ipon the legs, so that without any ell'ort the claws retain n tirn. hold of the branch

upon which it is perched. Flying is accomplished by the action of the wing-; upon the
elastic and resisting air; the muscles by which the stroke of the wing is given are pow-
erful, those by which it is retracted are comparatively weak. Owing to the manner in

which the, tirst strokes of the wing must be given, few B. rise with facility from a level

surface: and some of them, a-; swallows, and particularly swifts, rise from a perfectly
level surface with great difficulty, and comparatively seldom alight where they cannot
find an elevation from which, as it were, to throw themselves.

The digestive apparatus of B. resembles that of mammalia; exhibiting, however,
various modifications, according to the different kinds of food some B. feeding on flesh,
others on fish, others exclusively on injects, others on seeds, others more indiscrimi-

nately on a variety of animal and vegetable substances. Few B. masticate their food ia

any degree, although parrots do; upon being swallowed, it enters the crop or craw,
som"'i:u-'s called the first stomach, an enlargement of a oesophagus or gullet, situated

just before the breast-bone, and here it is moistened by a secretion, which is also by
some B. particularly by pigeons employe, 1 as the first food for their young, the glands
of the crop enlarging very much, so as to produce it in large quantity at the time when
it is wan'ed for that purpose. The crop is wanting in the ostrich, and also generally in
B. that feed on fish; and is of greatest si/.e in those of which the food consists of seeds
or grain. It is generally single, and on one side of the gullet; sometimes, as in pigeons, it

is double. A second stomach, or dilatation of the (esophagus, called \heproventriculu9Qt
ventnt'i/'ns auaeerttttriattu, is gen 'rally largest in those B. in which the crop is wanting or
small ; and in this the food is further softened and changed by a secretion which is mixed
with it. The third and principal stomach is the f/izzitnl, which in B. of prey, fish-eating
B., etc., is a mere membranous sac; but in B. which feed on grain or seedsis very thick
and muscular, so that it acis as a -ort of mill, and with extraordinary power. In these

B., also, a remarkable provision is made for the perfect grinding down of the contents
of the gi/.xard, by the instinct which leads them to swallow small rough pebbles or grains
of sand, an instinct well exemplified in the common domestic fowl" The liver of B.
is. in general, very large. The kidneys are large, but there is no urinary bladder, and
the urine is at once poured into the cfoaj, an enlargement of the intestine, at its termu
nation, with which also :he organs of generation communicate in both sexes.

The respiration of B. is very perfect, and their blood is from 1:2 to 16^ warmer than
that of mammalia; its circulation more rapid, and the energy of all the vital processes
proportionally groat, B., consequently, exhibit great liveliness: and upon the admirable
provision for the aeration of their blood they depend also for their powers of flight,
which enable some of them to travel hundred's of miles with great rapidity and without
exhau>tion, whilst others soar to a prodigious height in the air. The heart resembles
that of the mammalia in its form and structure: but the right ventricle, instead of a
ni"p> membranous valve, is furnished with a strong muscle, to impel the blood with
greater force into the lungs. The lung-; are small, and communicate with large air-cells

(q.v.) in the cavities of the body, and even in the bones, so that the aeTation of the blood
takes place not only in the lungs but during its circulation through the body. An extra-

ordinary proof of the use of these air-cells in respiration was afforded in a recorded
instance of a large sea-fowl, which, when an attempt was made to strangle it. was kept
alive by the air entering in a forcible current through a broken wing-bone (Gosse, Tit

quoting Bennett's WhnKng V<>yi/r/,.} B. consume much more oxygen in propor-
tion to their size than quadrupeds.

The organs of the senses are similar to those of mammalia. In the senses of touch
and taste, ii is generally supposed thai then.1 is an inferior development, although par-
rots appear to possess tin 1 sense of taste in considerable perfection; and the bill- of some
B., which search among the mud for their food, are certainly very delicate organs of
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touch. But the sight is remarkably keen, and the eye possesses great powers of accom-
modation to different distances. B. perceive even small objects distinctly, at distances
at which they would be quite indistinguishable to the human eye, and thus are enabled
to seek their food. B. of prey also appear to possess in great perfection the sense of
smell. The nostrils of all B. open on the upper surface of the bill. Hearing is acute in

B.. and particularly in nocturnal B., although the organs of this sense are less compli-
cated than in mammalia, and there is seldom any vestige of an external ear. Singing- B.
are extremely sensitive to differences of pitch. The voice and musical powers depend
upon the conformation of the windpipe aud larynx, which differs very much in diifer-

cnt birds.

Reproduction takes place by eggs (see REPRODUCTION and EGG), which are hatched
after they have passed from the body of the mother. B. generally sit upon their eggs,
their bodies supplying the warmth necessary to hatch them (see INCUBATION); and this

office is usually undertaken by the female alone, but sometimes is shared by the male.
In very warm climates, the ostrich leaves her eggs to be hatched by the heat 'of the sun,
but in colder climates sits upon them. A very few B., as the cuckoo, deposit their eggs
in the nests of other B., to be hatched by them. Some L. construct no nest, V.ur, lay
their eggs on the bare rock, as many sea-fowl do, or in holes rudely scratched in the
earth or sand; many, however, show in the construction of their nests the most
admirable instincts. See NESTS. The number of eggs varies, in a state of nature, from
1 to about 20, being generally smallest in the larger B., and particularly in lj. of prey.
B. generally breed only once a year, but some B. twice. The care which B. take of
their young is as admirable as the ingenuity which they display in nesl-buiiding,
and more universal. Some B. are able to run about, and pick up loud as soon ns they
leave the shell; others remain in the nest for days, or even weeks, and must hi* supplied
with food by their parents. Many species aVe social, particularly at the breeding-
season, and form large settlements, which they guard in common; and some even unite
in the construction of large nests, which belong to a whole community. The rapacious
B., and particularly the larger ones, are very solitary in their manner 'of life.

B. change their feathers (molt), in general, once a year, and the colors of tlie

plumage in many cases vary much in summer and winter. The change of color, how-
ever, often takes place without change of feathers, and in B. which molt both in spring
and autumn, the autumn molting is much more complete than that of spring. The
gayest plumage of many B. is assumed at the breeding-season, with which, also, the

song of B is connected. Sec SONG OF BIRDS. The plumage of ihe male is, in general,
mere g:iy than that of the female, all the young at first resembling the female in

plumage. The plumage usually characteristic of the male is occasionally assumed by
the female, and most frequently by females which have become unlit for the ordinary
functions of their sex.

The brain in B. differs in some important respects from that of mammalia (see
BRAIN), presenting resemblances to the brain of reptiles and fishes; but it, is of largo
size, often larger than even in quadrupeds. The manifestation of intelligence is not,
howev r, usually so great in B. as in quadrupeds. Their nest-building, their migrations
(see BIRDS OF PASSAGE), and many other things of greatest interest, must be ascribed to
instinct.

In the geographical distribution of B. , the limits of species are not so exactly cir-

cumscribed by mountains, seas, and rivers as in other classes of animals, their powers
of flight enabling them to pass over these obstacles. Yet some species, and even groups,
are found exclusively in certain regions: thus humming-birds are all American, pen-
guins are found only in the southern seas, and B. of paradise are confined to New
Guinea and the neighboring islands. See SPECIES.

The free movements of B. through seemingly boundless space, the joyous song of

many, and the characteristic tones ofall their brilliant colors, their lively manners, and
their wonderful instincts have from the earliest ages made a strong' impression on
men's minds, and in the infancy of intellect cave rise to many peculiar and mvslerious
associations

vyith
this class of creatures. Hence the flight of B. was made the founda-

tion of a particular art of divination. See AUGURIES and AUSPICES. Religion borrowed
many of its symbols from them, and poetry many of its ornaments.

In an economical point of view, B. are very important. The flesh and CLr ::fl of
almost all B. may be eaten, although those of B. of prey and of fish-eating B. arc

generally reckoned unpleasant. Their feathers are employed for various purposes of
use and ornament; their dung is valuable for manure, and guano (q.v.) is nothing ].>.

than the accumulated dung of sea-fowls. Many B. are extremely useful in preventing
the multiplication of insects and worm*, and compensate in this way for I lie mischief
Which they occasionally do in fields and gardens. Domestic poultry are a FOUfce of
considerable profit, upon account of their egirs, flesh, and feathers. See For.
Seme kinds of B. of prey have been tamed, and trained to the use of the s>or! -man.
See FALCONRY.

About 5000 existing species of B. are known. As to their systematic arrann mont,
sec ORNITHOLOGY.

The orderof B. presents in the dodo (q.v.) a remarkable and well-ascertained in-tance
of the recent extinction of a species, and even of a genus. It is also a remarkable and
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interesting fact that the greater part of the remains of extinct B. hitherto discovered
are those of land-birds destitute of the power of flight, like the dodo, and the still

existing ostrich, cassowary emu, and apteryx. A particular interest is attached to those
of the gigantic (Jinonn'n (q.v.) of New Zealand. ce next article.

BIBBS, FOSSIL. While the animal and vegetable kingdoms of the paleontologist
extend to as wide, or rather a wider, range than those of the historian of modern life,

yet several divisions are scantily represented in the petrified remains preserved in the

stony records of the earth's crust. This was u> be expected from the conditions under
which these fossiliferous strata were deposited. As these rocks are aqueous, chiefly
marine, the relics of plants and animals whose natural habitats were in or near the

water, must be common in a fossil state, whilst the remains of others with different

habits will be comparatively rare, if present at all. Birds belong to this latter

Their power of flight would save them from numerous casualties which would prove
fatal to quadruped<; and even it' they did perish in water, the lightness of their bodies,

produced by their internal cavities and the quantity of their feathers, would keep them
floating until they decomposed, or became the food of prcdaceous animals.

The earliest traces of birds consist of footprints on red argillaceous sandstones in the

valley of Connecticut river, North America. These sandstones, though long consid-
ered of a much older date, have been, on the best evidence, referred by the brothers

Rogers to the oolitic period. The beds had formed an ancient sea-beach, and over it, dur-

ing the recession of the tide, had marched the animals, which have left on them their foot-

steps. Before the return of the tide, the inequalities had been rilled up with dry air-

drifted sand and mud, and on this was dep. sited a new layer of silt. The beds often
exhibit rippie-marks. and occasionally small circular depressions, which have been
formed by drops of rain. The traces of thirty-three species of B. have be< n distinguished;
with them are associated the impressions of various li/.iinis, ehclonians. ai.d batrachians.
Tiie size of the ornithic-unites (Gr. <///'.*, a bird, and i'r/n->t a trace or footprint), as the
bird-tracks are called, so far excel d these that would be made by Ihe largest living
birds, that it was doubted whether their origin had been satisfactorily explained,

until the

discovery, in New Zealand, of the remains of the diiicrnin. In one species the- imprint of
the foot measures 15 in. in length, and 10 in. -in breadth, excluding the hind claw,
which is 2 in. long. The distance of the impressions i'rom each other varies from 4 to

6 feet. These measurements indicate a bird about four times the si/e of an ostrich,
but probably not much larger than some species of ditionti*. The footprints are for the
most part trilid, and show the same number of joints as exist in the living tridacU lous

birds.

No indications of the existence of birds have been discovered in the rocks of the creta-

ceous period. It does not follow, however, that the class art* had no representatives dur-

ing the ages when the chalk was being deposited. This is a deep-sea formation, and for the

reasons already stated, it is not to be expected that the remains of this class should be
found in these measures. And so also it would be rash to conclude that the oolitic foot-

prints give the date of the first appearance of B. on the globe. The bone of rhnili'>rnis

Oiomecktu, found in the chalk, which was described by prof. Owen as part of the humerus
of a bird, is now believed to belong to a pterodactyle.

No true fossil remains of B. have been discovered in rocks older than the eocene-

gypseous deposits of Montmartre. where ten species have been found. Seven si

have been described from strata of the miocene period, the most important of which
have l>een found in the Sewalik beds, associated with the remains of huge proboscidea.
But the pleistocene deposits have supplied more than half of the known fossil birds.

The most remarkable of these are the bones of huge struthiousB. of the genera dinornis

(q.v.), palapteryx iq.v.1. and aptornis. Dr. Mantell mentions the fossil eggs and bones
of r. bird still larger, called the a?pyornis, from Madagascar.

BIRD'S-EYE LIMESTONE is a division of the Trenton group of the lower Silurians

of North America, apparently equivalent to the Llandeilo nags, and containing, besides

the remains of brachiopods. many enormous orthocerati ^

BIRD'S-EYE VIEW is a term applied generally to modes of perspective in which the

eye is supposed to look down upon the objects from a considerable height. If theeyeis
considered a< looking perpendicularly down while i <T each point of the scene

in succession, we have an exact ground-plan; no object covers another, horizontal

and distain - are exactlv represented: while, on the oilier hand, no vertical singles or

Ride-views appear. In sketching or drawinir a locality for military or economical pur-

poses, this kind of perspective is always used. The great difficulty i< to re; :v-rut at

the same time the relative height* of mountains and steepness of acclivities. But the

more usual kind of bird's-eye views differ from common perspective only in the hori-

zontal line being placed considerably above the picture. In the 16th C. the only kind

of views known were of the nature (If ground-plans, and the artists of the 17th c. tried

to combine this method with side views.

BIRD'S FOOT, Ornitfiojnt*. a genus of plants of the natural order havr.iinoixf. sub-

order papOionneete, deriving both its popular and its botanical name from the resemblance
of the curved pods to birds' claws; the leaves are pinnate, with a terminal leaflet. One

species (0. jvrpusillu-g) is a native of Britain, growing on dry. sandy, or gravelly soils a
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small plant of little jmportancc, the flowers of which are white, striated with red. But
'".v. an annual growing to the height of 2 or 3 ft., a native of Portugal, is culti-

vated in that country as green food for cut tic, and is very succulent and nutricious.

Liki its British congener," it grows well on very poor soils. Its Portuguese iiamc is se-

radilla.

BIRD'S FOOT TREFOIL, Z'tf>/.. n genus of plants of the natural order

sub-order p<tnili<"-'". Tin- IKH!S are cylindrical, somewhat spongy within and imper-

fectly divided into many cells. The name 15. F. T. is derived from the resemblance of

the clusters of pods to a bird's foot. It has received the name litii* from botanists,

because a species of this genus is supposed to have been one of the plants so named by
the Greeks. See LOTUS. The species, which are pretty numerous, are natives of tl)e

temperate and colder regions of the old word. The COMMON B. F. T. (L. corr<ic>il<ttiu<)

is verv abundant everywhere in Britain in pastures. It has a stem 6 to 12 in. in length,
decuml>ent, and bearing umbellate heads of 8 to 10 yellow flowers, which have a rich

honey-like smell. The leaves have three obovate leaflets, like those of the true trefoils

or clovers, but at the base of each leaf-stalk there are also two large leaf-like ovate

stipules. The plant is by some regarded as the shamrock (q.v.) of Ireland. It is eaten
witli irreat avidity by cattle, and its deeply penetrating roots adapt it well for very dry
situations. A larger

1

species, otherwise very similar, by many regarded as merely a
more luxuriant variety of this, with stem nearly erect, more compact heads of smaller

flowers, and much smaller seeds, is the GREATER or NABROW-LEAYED B. F. T. (L.

major). which also is acommon uativeof Britain, generally found in moist, bushy places.
The characteristic differences remain under cultivation in every variety of soil and situa-

tion. A species called the winged pea (L. telraffonolobui), remarkable for four mem-
branous wings which run along its pods, a native of the s. of Europe, is frequently culti-

vated in gardens in Britain amongst other annual flowers; but in some parts of Europe
it is cultivated for its seeds, which are used as a substitute for coffee.

BIRD'S NEST, EDIBLE, that of a sea-swallow, hirundo cscnlcnln, of the Chinese
coast and adjacent islands; made of glutinous vegetable matter gathered from coral or
other rocks, swallowed by the bird, and thrown up when wanted for use. A nest is a
little larger than a common tea-cup, and when new is white and at its best value, grow-
ing less valuable as it is used. The nests are in sea-caverns and the most inaccessible

places, so that to get at them men are lowered by ropes over fearful precipices. The nest
is used for food only by the Chinese, who take the whole supply, perhaps 2o tons

annually, at prices ranging from $5 to $35 per pound. Its aphrodisiac qualities are the
reason of its value with the celestials.

BIRDS OF PASSAGE are those birds which spend one part of the year in one country
or climate and another part in another, migrating according to the season. No species
of bird is known to hibernate (see HIBERNATION); and although many naturalists were
at one time inclined to believe in the hibernation of swallows, this opinion has been
entirely relinquished, and their annual migrations are fully ascertained. Birds avail
themselves of their powers of wing to seek situations adapted for them in respect of

temperature and supply of food, and even within the tropics there are birds which
migrate as the seasons change from wet to dry, or from dry to wet. See BIRD OF PARA-
DISE. The migration of birds, however, is more generally from n. to s., or from s. to n.,
in the temperate and colder regions of the globe, as winter pa.-scs into summer, or sum-
mer into winter; and B. of P. are commonly distinguished into summer B. of P. and
winter B. of P., as they are summer or winter visitants; but, of course, those which are
summer B. of P. in one country are winter B. of P. in another. Thev breed in the

country in which they are summer B. of P. The arrival of summer B. of P. is always
among the welcome signs of advancing spring, and is associated with all thnt is cheerful
and delightful. In winter, flocks of swans, geese, and other water fowl seek the British
coasts and inland lakes and marshes from the frozen north; and at the same time, wood-
cocks, fieldfares, redwings, and many other birds which breed in more northern regions,
regularly appear. S<nc birds come almost at the same date annually, others are more
influenced by the character of the season, as mild or severe. Many sea fowl are migra-
tory, and the inhabitants of St. Kilda and other isles, to whom they are of the greatest
importance, depend with confidence upon their return almost at a particular day. The
nfiW! - in North America are extraordinary, from the vast numbers of
whicii tin- migrating (locks consist. See PIGEON. The whole subject of the migration
of birch is one of -re.-it interest, particularly in reference to the instinct by which they
appear to he guidrd. IJirds of migratory species, which have been reared in confine-
ment. become restless when the season for migration arrives, and in many species tlie

migration M-TIIS to be little influenced by the state of the weather. It would seem that
.ilows are left l>chind, to follow the first migrating hosts of their species.

The number of B. of P. is very considerable, nor are the. v' all or mostly birds of long
wing and powerful flight, but many short-winged bird's are included among them.
Some B. of P., a* woodcock-., have, however, been found in a very exlr after
their arrival: and it is to l>e considered that, both in the old and new world, distant

migration! an- po-iMe without long flights. Some bird- of wing.
that they may easily pass over wide seas; and th- rapidity of the flight of birds from
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HO to 150 m. an hour partly explains the possibility of their migrations between distant

parts of the world. It is believed that B. of P. habitually return to the, same, localities

which they have inhabited i:\ former years, and this seems to lutve been diffidently
established by proof, at least in regard to swallows.

BIRDS OF PREY, a common English appellation of the order of birds called

/irrij)i(ic:< (q.v.) by Linuseus. Some birds, however, whieh do not belong to this order,

frequently pursue and prey upon other birds. If those whieh make fishes, insects, and
worms their food, were also reckoned, great part of the whole class of birds must be
considered predaccous. B. of P. are very commonly divided into two sections Diurnal
and Rt'cturitai; the latter consisting exclusively of owls.

BIRIOTJ'TCHE, or BIIUV'TCII, a t. in the government of Voronej, Russia, on the left

bank of UK- Sosna, a tributary of the Don. It is surrounded with earthen ramparts and
a ditch, and has four annual fairs. Pop. '07, oOG2. A stream of the same name in its

immediate vicinity is noted for its pearl-oysters; and the teeth of elephants are often
found exposed on its banks.

BIRKBECK, GEOKOK. M.IX, distinguished for the leading part he took in founding
mechanics' institutions, and in the education of the workimr-classcs, was b. at Settle, in

Yorkshire, Jan. 10, 1776. lie commenced his medical studies at Leeds, and pursued
them at Edinburgh, where lie made the acquaintance, among others, of Sydney Smith,
Brougham. Jeffrey, and Homer. Appointed to the chair of the Andersonian institution

in Glasgow, he delivered his lirst course of lectures on natinal and experimental philoso-
phy in the winter of 1799. lie tu.k a leading part, ulcng wiili Brougham and others,
iirthe formation of the London mechanics' institution the lirst of its kind i:i the king-
dom ami was chosen its president for life. He died in London, Dec. 1, 1841.

BIKKEXFELD, a principality of Oldenburg, adjoining the Rhenish district of
Coblent/ and Treves; 194sci.ni.; pop. '71. 3G.128. It is a mountainous region covered
with forests, and has mines of iron. In 1K>2. France had possession, Prussia in 1815, and
it was ceded in 1S17 to Oldenburg. Chief town, Birkenicld; pop. -219.

BIRKENHEAD, a market t.. sea-port, and parliamentary borough in the parish of
Bidston. and hundred and union of \Virral, Cheshire, lies opposite Liverpool, on the
left bank of the .Mersey. The parliamentary borough, which was constituted in 18IJ1,

when one of the scats rendered vacant by the disfranchiscmcnt of Sudbury and St.

Albans was assigned to it, includes, besides the chapelry of B., the townships of

Claughton. Oxton, Tranmere. and part of Higher Bebiugton. Pop. (1871) of the town-

ship. 42.981; of the parliamentary borough, G.VJil. B. has within the last few years
risen from comparative obscurity to its present important position. Xo later than 1818.

only a few straggling houses existed, and the pop. numbered 30. In. 1821, it amounted
only to 2;>0. The principal streets of B. are laid out with great regularity, crossing
each oilier at right angles, and about 20 yards wide; but the back streets are narrow and
the houses mean Hamilton square, a quadrangle of about 8 acres, is scarcely excelled

by any buildings in the United Kingdom. The park is a splendid feature of B., con-

sisting, as it does, of 190 acres. B. is so situated as to have commuiiicatiou with the
entire railway system of the country. A railway bridge over the ^Mersey at Kuncoru
vas opened for traffic in 1869, which shortened by 10 m. -the distance between the

Liverpool and Birkenhead docks. It is to these docks chiefly that B. owes its rapid
development and prosperity. The original idea is due to the late Mr. Laird, who in 1824

purchased, at a very low price, a large piece of ground on the borders of the Wallasey
pool, on which he meant to start a ship-building yard. Discovering the capabilities of
the site, he began to project plans for extensive docks; and the corporation of Liverpool,
dreading the rivalry, purchased the pool and the lands about it; and in 1847, two docks,
the Morpelh and the Egerton, were opened by lord Morpeth. the chief commissioner of
woods and forests. Other docks, and a great floating harbor, were subsequently added,
and now they have a reputation wide as the world, as splendid specimens of engineer-
ing skill.

B. has for some years l>ecn celebrated for its ship-bunding yards, some of tlie largest
iron ships alloat having been built there by extensive linns. The too historical

A'lifiiintii was built by the Messrs. Laird, to whose enterprise, more than that of any
other company, the town owes its present eminence. In the neigliborhood of the

docks are the Canada works for the construction of gigantic bridges, the Britannia

machinery works, and others.

B owes its origin to a Benedictine priory founded there in the 12th c., of which some
remains still exist. Edward II. granted the entire monopoly of the ferries to its monks.
The remains of the monastery are still in a tolerable state' of preservation, exhibiting
koine fine specimens of the English architecture of the period of its foundation.

BIKKET-EL-KEKOOX, a lake in Fayoom. Egypt. 30 m. by 6, communicating with
tlie Xiie and the canal said to have Iteen made by Joseph. It was once connected with
lake Mu'ris, with which il was often confounded. The name means "lake of the horn,"
and alludes to its shape.

BIRMAH. See BUKMAH.
U. K. II. -37
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BIRMINGHAM, a village in Connecticut, at the junction of the Xnugatuck and
Housatonic rivets, 11 m. w. of New Haven, on the Naugatuck. and the New Haven and
Dcrb v railroads; pop. '70, 2103. The tirst large manufactory of pins in the United
States was begun in New York in 18:56, and removed to B. in 18o8. There arealso rollii -g-

mills, spring and axle factories, and other metal-working industries. B. is connected wiiii

Perby by a bridge over the Naugatuck.

BIRMINGHAM, the chief t. in Britain for metallic manufactures, and supplying
much of the world with hardwares, stands near the center of England, in the n.w. of

"NVanv ickshire, with suburbs extending into Staffordshire and Worcestershire, 112 m.
n.w. of London. Built on the c. slope of three undulating hills, on the Hea and the

Thames, on a gravelly foundation overlying clay and new red sandstone, and supplied
with plenty of water, it is one of the best drained towns in England, while the means
which have been adopted for the prevention of smoke-contamination of the atmosphere
are MI far effectual that the air is unusually clear and salubrious. The older part of B.

is crowded with workshops and warehouses; but the modern is well built, and po>-
some architectural beauty. Among the liner buildings are the post-ofiice, the corpora-
tion buildings, the town hall, the exchange, the rooms of the royal society of artists. B.

began very early to be the seat of iron manufactures, from its vicinity to a forest and
extensive 'iron mines; but its industry and trade were long small. Its high commercial

importance dates from the 17th c., when the restoration of Charles II. brought from
France a fashionable rage for metal ornaments, and B. supplied the demand with unex-

ampled vigor. From being the "toy-shop of Europe" of Burke's time, B. now con-
structs steam-engines, hydraulic-presses, and crystal palaces; and its hardwares are

unequalcd in the'world for quantity, variety, and value. Pop. 1690, 4000; 1801. 60.s-.>'J;

1851, 232,841; 1861. 296.076; 1871, 343,787. B. returns three members to parliament.
Il produces upwards of 5,000,000 worth of goods yearly, chiefly articles made of gold,
silver, iron, bra.-s, steel, mixed metal, plated metal, glass, papier-mache, japanned and

elcetrotyped articles; including lire-arms, ammunition, swords, metal ornaments, toys.

jewelry, buttons, buckles, lamps, pins, steel-pens, tools, locks, bedsteads, saddlery, steam-

engines, and all sorts of machinery. In B. 1000 ounces of gold are made into chains

weekly; at least 70 ounces of gold-leaf are used weekly; 30.000 gold rings are made
yearly; 150,000 ounces of silver are used yearly; a billion of steel-pens are made yearly.
more than 500 tons of steel being used; above 80.000 copper coins are struck daily;
20,000,000 nails are made weekly at one work; 5.000.000 firearms were made between
Ib04 and 1818; and during the Crimean war the government were supplied with
muskets weekly. The button manufacture of B. is very large. The steam engines in

B. arc estimated as equal to 10,000-horse power, and consume 600 tons of dial daily. In

B. above 20.000 families are engaged in trade, manufacture, and handicraft. B. has
more than 170 places of worship, atiout 60 belonging to the Establishment: a grammar-
school, founded in 1552, with a yearly revenue of i2,000: a queen's college conneeted
witii the London university; a well-conducted literary and scientific institute (the Mid-
land institute); a free reference and central public library, also five tree branch libra-

rii -; a Roman Catholic college and cathedral; a botanic garden: an art-gallery: and four

public parks. It is famed for its charitable instimtions, and in B. was originated the

system of annual collections for local charities. The town-hall can hold 6000 |.er.-on<.

and has a magniticcnt organ, and a musical festival is held in it om-e every three year*.
Of the many ways of s|x-lling the name of this city, the oldest is that given in l)<><>,,,x-

tlnt/ ll<x>k namely, Benningchain. This was corrupted into Brummanem. a name
which has become synonymous with worthless wares with a glittering outside. B. took
the parliament side in 1648, supplying swords, and using them well against prince Rupert
and his lancers. In 1791, a B. mob denounced the distinguished Dr. Priestley as an
atheist and Jacobin, destroyed his house, library, and apparatus, besides much other

property; a statue has recently ln-en erected to his memory. Near Handsworth. a little

to the s. of B.. were the famous Soho works, founded by "Watt and Houlton. where
steam engines were first made. Hnndsworth church has a'statuu of'Watt 1-v Chantrey.
and a bust, of Boulton by Flaxman. Darwin, author of Zixnumiia. and Withering the

botanist, lived in Birmingham. Thomas Attwood originated the political union here.

which greatly hastened the passing of the reform act in 1832, and the enfranchisement
of Birmingham.

BIBNAM, a hill 1580 ft. high, in the e. of Perthshire, near Dunkeld. 12 m. n.w. of

Perth, and 12m. w. n.w. of Dunsinnan hill, one of the Sidlaws. It commands a rim;

view of the valley of the Tay. It was formerly covered by part of an ancient royal
t. Shakespeare has immortalized B. wood in his tragedy of Mm-hcth.

BIBNEE, Oi.n and NKW, the name of two towns of Burnu. central Africa. Old B..

which w.,s formerly Iheehief city of the empire, walled and of vast extent, is situated
on the banks of the Yen, about "70 m. n.w. of the modern capital, Kuka. or Kukawa.
and alHiul 75 m. w. of lake Txid. in lat. 13 n., and long. 13' 15' e. It i< now irreatly
desertcd and decayed, but it has still a population estimated at 10.000. and considerable
markets. New B. is about 20 m. s. of Kuka. is walled, and has a large mud palace.
Population about the same as that of Old Birnce.
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BIRNEY, DAVID BELL. 1825-64; b. Alabama: son of James G. He entered the

union service during the civil war, and rose to the rank of brig.geu., commanding a divi-

sion at the battle of Gettysburg.

BIRNEY, JAMES G., 1793-1857; b. Kentucky; graduate of the college of New Jer-

sey; went to Alabama, where he practiced law ami became n member of the legislature;
removed to Kentucky, and was a professor in Danville university. In 1843, he emanci-

pated his own slaves and advocated universal liberty, shortly afterwards settling in Cin-

cinnati, and starting The PltHtmthmjiixt, one of the earliest journals to advocate the

abolition of slavery, for which the printing-ohMce was several times mobbed and partially
or wholly destroyed. He was secretary of the American anti-slaver}' society, and prom-
inent in the organization of the liberty party, which, in 1840, and again in 1S44, made
him their candidate for president. In the latter year he got 02,300 votes in 13 states, and
his candidacy deprived Henry Clay of the electoral votes of both New York and Mich-

igan, therein- electing Polk and securing the annexation of Texas, and a wide extension

of the slavery to which B. was himself so ardently opposed. But this extension of

BuS-very opened the way for those demands in its behalf which ended iu secession and
rebellion, and, through these, in its abolition.

BIRNEY, WILLIAM, son of James G., was a union officer in the civil war, and rose

to be brig.gen. of volunteers. FITZHTTGH, youngest son of James G., died in the union
service with the rank of colonel.

BIRON, AKMAXD DE GONTAULT, Due de, d. July 26, 1592; a French gen. of the

16th c. ; grand master of artillery, commanding at the siege of Rochelle and in Guienne.
He was among the first to declare for Henry IV. He brought Normandy under subjec-
tion, and dissuaded Henry from going to England. B. was killed by a cauuon-shot at

the siege of Epernay.

BI RON, or BI REN, ERNEST JOHN DE, Duke of Courland, b. 1687, was the son of a
landed proprietor in Courland. of the name of Bilhreii. He studied at Ko nigsberg, and
in 1714 visited St. Petersburg, where his handsome person and cultivated mind soon

gained him the favor of Anna Ivanovna. niece of Peter the great. When Anna
ascended the throne of Russia in 17:JO, Biron repaired to courtandwas loaded withfybnor.
He assumed the name and arms of the French dukes de Biron, and soon swayed all

Russia through his royal mistress. Proud and despotic by nature, he hated every one
wlio stood in the way of his ambition. The princes Dolgorucki and their friends were
his rirst victims. More than a thousand persons were executed by his orders, and a
still greater number sent into banishment. The empress is said to have often thrown
herself at his feet to induce him to relent, but her prayers and tears were of no avail.

It is, however, undeniable, that by the strength of his character lie introduced vigor
and power into every branch of the public administration throughout. Russia. In the

year 1702. he married a Courland lady, and in 1737 the Courlanders were compelled to

choose him as their ducal ruler. By his desire the empress, on Her death-bed, appointed
him guardian and regent during the minoritv of her presumptive heir, prince Ivan. On
the death of the empress (28th Oct., 1740). Uiron assumed the reirency. and acted with

great prudence ami moderation. A sin-ret conspiracy was. however, soon formed
against him, and on the night of the 19th Nov. he was arrested, by the orders of
field-marshal Miinnieh. and conveyed to the fortress of Schliissclburir. where he was
tried and sentenced to death. His sentence was afterwards commuted to imprisonment
for life, and conti>c:i'ion of his property. He was now. along with his family, conveyed
to IVlim. inSiiH'ria. When, in the following year, Elizabeth ascended the throne," of
Russia. 15. was recalled, and Mlimiich sent to occupy his prison in Siberia. The sledges
met at Kasan; the two enemies looked at each other, but continued their journeys with-
out exchanging a word. During the remainder of Elizabeth's reign, B. continued to

reside wi;h his family at Jaroslaw. The empress Catharine IJ. restored to him the

duchy or Courland. and he died 28th Sept., 1772.

BIRON. CHAKLKS DI: GONTAI I.T. Due de, 1562-1002; son of Annan:!: made duke of
Biron and admiral of France by Henry IV. He was a man of great intrepidity, but

tickle and treacherous. He was sent to England in 1601 to announce the marriage of

Henry with Mary de Medici; but about the same time he was caught in treasonable cor-

respondence with Spain, and was beheaded in the Bastile.

BIRR. Sec PARSONSTOWN.

BIRS, a small but famous affluent of the Rhine. It rises in the canton of Bern,
Switzerland, near the pass of the Jura called Pierre PertuK tlows in a north easterly
lireciion through the Mfmsterthal, and enters the Rhine near Basel. In a narrow
gorge through which the stream breaks, at :\ little distance from that city. 500 confed-
rate Swiss died heroically, on the 26th Aug., 1444, in battle against the'French army
uider the dauphin Louis. On the same river, near the village of Dornbach, about a
v.iilc and a half s. of Basel, 6000 confederate Swiss gained a splendid victory over
15,000 Austrians. under Fiirstenberg. on the 22d of July. 1499: in consequence of which,
the emperor Maximilian signed a peace at Basel on the 21st of September following.

BIRS NIMIU'I). See BAHKI , TOWKK OK, ante.
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BIRSTALL, a parish in Yorkshire, England, s.w. of Leeds; pop. '71, 43,405; with
manufactories of silk, cotton, wool, etc., and coal and iron mines.

BIRTH. The act of coming into life lias an important legal hearing in regard to -the

evidence <>f its legitimacy or illegitimacy. These qualities are variously determined l>y

the regulations of different 'system* of jurisprudence. The ancient Roman law, as well

as the'modern Prussian and French codes, in particular, contain anxious provisions on
the subject. In England, no precise time appears to l>e prescribed tor fixing iegiti-

iracv or illegitimacy of birth. Forty weeks is considered, in practice, the more usual

time" for legitimate births, but a discretion to allow a longer time is exercised, when, in

the opinion of medical men, or under the peculiar circumstances of the case, protracted

gestation may be anticipated, or is likely to occur. In Scotland, the law is more distinct

There, in order to fix bastardy on a child, the husband's absence must continue till within
six lunar mouths of the birth, and a child born after the tenth month is accounted a bustard.

The fact of legitimacy or illegitimacy may be judicially determined by an action of
declarator in the court of session, which concludes, according to the nature of the case,

lor the legitimacy or illegitimacy of the party whose birth is the subject of the legal

inquiry. In England, legitimacy may be ascertained by proceedings in the court for
divorce and matrimonial causes, under the 21 and X2 Viet. c. 93. called the "

legitimacy
declaration act, 1>>58;" but there the remedy is not so complete as that afforded by the

Scotch declarator, which may decree not only legitimacy, but also tfliyiiimacy.

'

See,

BASTARDY, UEIU, INHERITANCE.

BIRTH, ante, the act or fact of being brought into the world. To fulfill the condi-
tion of a living birth the whole body must be brought into the world and detached from
the mother, and alter such detaching the child must be alive and must have in action
the changed and independent system of circulation which follows the severance of the
umbilical cord. And yet, the killing of a living child before the separation of the cord
is held to be murder, except when necessary for saving the mother's life.

BIRTH, CONCEALMENT OF, is an offense against the public economy, and punishable
as a misdemeanor. By the 9 Geo. IV. c. 31, s. 14, it is enacted, that any woman cndcav-

ori|^r
to conceal the birth of a child, shall be liable to be imprisoned, with or without

hard labor, lor any him not more than two years: and it shall not be necessary to prove
whether the child died before, at, or after its birth. It is also provided, that if any
woman tried for the murder of her child shall be acquitted thereof, it shall be lawful
for the jury, so acquitting her, to find her guilty (if the case be so) of concealing the

birth: upon which the court may pass the same sentence as if she had been committed

upon an indictment for the concealment.
In Scotland, the law on this subject appears to be regulated by the 49 Gco. III. c.

14. by which it is enacted, that if a woman shall conceal her being with child during
the whole period of her pregnancy, and shall not call for, or make use (if help or as.-ist-

ance in the birth; and if the child shall be found dead, or be amissing, she shall be

imprisoned for a period not exceeding two years. It has, however, been decided, that

disclosure by the mother to the putative father is a sulhcient defense. The punish-
ment usually awarded for this offense in Scotland, is Imprisonment from three to

six. and in aggravated cases, from nine to eighteen months. See PKEUNANCY, CONCEAI,-
MKNT OK.

BIRTHRIGHT. See INHERITANCE, and PnrMor,ENirniE.

BIRTHS, RKOTSTKATION OF, as also that of burin** and nxiriwr/c* Cq.v.), is regulated
by the and 7 Will. IV. c. 86, amended by the 7 Will. IV. and 1 Viet. c. 82. by which
a general register-office for the whole of England is established. The registrar general
shall, under the act. furnish a sufficient number of strong iron-boxes to hold the register-
books, and every such box shall be furnished with a lock and two keys, one of which
shall be kept by the registrar, and the other by the superintendent-registrar; and while
the register-books are not in use, they are to be kept in the register-box, which shall

always he kept locked. The form for general registration of births, comprises the time
ot birth, name and sex of the child; the name, surname, maiden surname, mid profes-
sion of the parent-;; the signature, description, and residence of the informant (who must
IN- the father or mother, or in case of their inability, the occupier of the house, s. '20);

the date of registration and signature of the registrar, and also the child's baptismal
name (if any be given after registration, within six months). Searches mav he made,
and certified copies obtained, at the general registrar-office, or at the otlice of the super-
intendent-registrar of the district, or from the 'clergyman, or registrar, or any other per-
son who shall for the time being have the keeping 'of the register-books. By 3 and 4
\ ict. c. 90, provision is made for depositing with the registrar-general a number of non-

parochial register- and records of births, baptisms, deaths, burials, and marriages, which
had Ix-cn collected by a commission appointed for that purpose, and for rcnderinsr such

ten and record- available as evidence. For other regulations on the subject of this

article, see 21 Viet. c. "2~t.

The Scotch law relating to the registration of births commenced with 17 and 18 Viet.
c. 80, by which a registrar-general, parochial registrars, and other ollicers are appointed
with suitable machinery for carrying out the provisions of the act. It is the duty ot the
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local registrar to ascertain and register all births within his parish or district, without
Ice or rewiird, save as provided by the act; but parents, or persons in charge- of children
after their birth, are required to give information of such births, and to sign the register;
and alter the expiration of three months following the day of birth, it shall not l>e lawful
lor t lie registrar to register the same, except as provided 'by the act. The act declares that
the sheriff of the county shall have the care and superintend'enee of t lie parochial registrars;
and. as in Kngland, the registrar-general is directed to furnish strong iron boxes to hold the

registers and other documents, such box to have a lock with two keys one of which shall

be kept by tiu- registrar, and the other by the sheriff. The JWith
'

.section contain.- the

noticeable provision, that in the case of children legitimated by subsequent marriage of
the parents, i,ut who were originally registered as illegitimate, such registration shall be

corrected by an entry of the marriage on the margin. The act contains other provis-
ions, more or less corresponding to the enactments of the above English statutes, and
li:,s been amended by the acts 18 and 19 Viet. c. '20; 19 and 20 Viet. c. %: and 2'.> and
24 Viet. c. bo.

BIRTHS, REGISTRATION OF. and of MARRIAGES and DEATHS (antr), formerly entirely

neglected, but of late years regulated by law in several of the states, especially in Massa-

chusetts, New York, and New Jersey. The record of deaths has been passably well

kept in all the country for many years, but not until recently have those of marriages
and births been so treated. At present the clliciatiiig minister, priest, or magistrate at a

wedding, and the physician or midwife at a birth, are required, under penalty for fail-

ing to do so, to report to the proper bureau the name, age, sex. nativity, color, ar.d

social condition, of the persons who marry, and the sex. color, and nativity of parents
in case of birth. The U. S. census reported the number of deaths (in the census year)
i;i ls/,0, and in 1880 the bureau i.s making a special effort to have the record compre-
hensive and complete.

BIETHS, DEATHS, AND MAEEIAGES. See VITAL STATISTICS.

BIRTHWORTH. See AKISTOLOCHIA.

BIRU
, BK;:UOO, or BI:I;OO', a kingdom of Sudan, western Africa, in lat. 15

c
tol6 n.,

long. 5 i>0' to7
J

15' west. It is bounded on the n by the Sahara, on the e. by the Niger,
and has Bambarraon the south. Its western limits are not clearly denned. The capital t.,

\Vaiet, is about '200 in. w.s.w. from Tirnbuctoo.

BIS, in music, denotes that the passage over which it is placed is to be played twice,

or repeated. Such passages generally have a slur or bow over them, and the word "
bis''

written below it, thus "SilT-

BISAC CIA, a t. of the Italian province of Avellino, situated on a hill about 30 m.

e.n.e. of Avellino, with a population of about 6000. Numerous ancient remains dis-

covered here appear to fix B. as the -site of the old Itomuh-a, captured by the Romans
in the third Sanmite war.

BISACQUINO, or BUSACCIHNO, a t. of Sicily, about 27 m. s. of Palermo, with a

population of Ul^O, who carry on an extensive trade in grain and oil.

BISCAY, or VI/.CAYA, the most northerly of the Basque provinces (q.v.). is bounded

n. by the Hay of Hiscav: e. and s. by its sister-provinces, Guipux.coa and Alava: and w.

bv Santander. It has' an area of about 1300 sq m., and a population, in 1870, of

187,928.

BISCAY. BAY OK. that portion of the Atlantic ocean which sweeps in alone the

northern shores of the Spanish peninsula in an almost straight line from cape Ortega!

to St. Jean de Luz. at the western foot of the Pyrenees, and thence curves northward

alon-Mhew shores of France to the island ofOuessant. Its extreme width is about

40(1 m and its length much about the same. The depth of water varies from 2

200 fathonx bein" "reaiest along the n. shores of Spain. The whole of the s. coast is

bold and rocky, in some places risimr to a height of several hundred feet, andmtc

spcr<ed with short inlets some of which form safe and commodious harbors. From

the mouth of the Adour to the Gironde, the shore presents a totally different aspect.

bein- low and sandv. with numerous lagoons, the embouchures of these two rivers

formiii" the onlv harbors. For 2<H) m. n. the coast is still low. but marshy instead of

sandy 'and from the peninsula of Quiberon northward to Ouessant.it is moderately

elevated and rocky in some places, with several good harbors. The rivers falling U

the Hav of B on the Spanish shores are unimportant, none of them having a coin-M-

inor- than M or 40 miles. On th.- coast of France, it receives, through the rivers Loire.

\\MKIt.IllillI^UH*lH'tii."'"^-'' -,
^ 1 1 J '

calon is r-ndered difficult and dangerous by the prevalence of n.w. winds

'in throM-'h the wide mouth of the bay large volumes of water from the Atlant

a-ain thrown Lack from the lonsr n-ular line of coast towards the center, thus c

crreat commotion, and hisrh. short, broken waves), and by the exigence of a current

called Kennel's current which sweeps in from the ocean round the n. coast of bpam,



along the w. and n.w. roast of France, then shooting across the British channel, brushes

the Scilly isles, and after approaching the coast of Ireland, turns w. and s., till it joins
the n. African current.

BISCEGLIE, a seaport t. of Italy, on the Adriatic, in the province of Bari, in the

former kingdom of Naples, 21 m. n.w.-by-w. from Bari. It is built on a rocky promon-
tory, defended by strong fortifications. The fort admits only vessels of small burden.
B. "is a bishop's seat, and has a cathedral, besides two collegiate and several othei

churches, convents, a seminary, a hospital, etc. Rain-water is collected in public reser-

voir-, the water-supply being otherwise- very iusutticicnt. Pop. '72, 21,371. Around the

town are many tine villas and country-houses. The neighborhood produces good wine,
and has acquired particular celebrity for its currants, which are said to be equal to

those of the Ionian i.-lands. During the crusades, B. was famous for its hospital,
founded by Bohemond, for pilgrims from the holy land, of which some ruins still exist.

BISCHOF, KAHL GUSTAV, a distinguished chemist and geologist, was b. at Niirn-

berg (1792), and became professor of chemistry at Bonn in 1822. Having obtained the

pri/.e of the scientific society of Holland for his treatise on internal terrestrial heat,
he published in England, in connection with it, Rcxutrc/irx vn tlu* Intu-nul Hurt of t/ui

Globe (Lond 1841), which was followed by a number of papers on connected geological

subjects. The results of his researches (1837-40) on inflammable gases in coal-mines,
and ou safety-lumps, appeared in the Elin b'irr/k New Philosophical Journal and other

periodicals. His chief work is his Manual of U/nmical and Physical (jioloyy. He died
at Bonn in 1870.

BI3CHOFF, THEOD. LUDW. WILH., anatomist and physiologist, was b. in Hanover,
1807; became professor of anatomy in Heidelberg in 1836. From Heidelberg he removed,
in 1843, to the university of Giessen, and in 1854 to that of Munich. He has devoted
himself especially to embryology, t.o which he has made many contributions. His

Entirirlcelungsgexchichte fas Kaninchencics (Bruns. 1843') received the priz? from the Ber-
lin academy. Of his numerous writings in Muller's Archie, and published separately, may
be singled out the B''/r,"t* <l-r run dcr Begtittuny iiii(ibh<iny<ycn- ]>< /vV*//.v<7/< // llt'ii'nn</ it ml

Ladusung dcr Eier der ^'inni'thiere vnd tier .V< iixrlu ;i (Oiess. 1S44), in which he estahlislu s

the important doctrine of the periodic ripening and detachment of the ova in mammalia
and man, independently of generation. Being called upon, in IS.IU, along with Liebig,
to give his opinion in the famous GSrlitz process (q.v.), which involved the question of

the possibility of spontaneous combustion, he took occasion to give a dissertation l'l r

di Selbsstverbrennnny (on Spontaneous Combustion), demonstrating its impossibility,
which is published in Ilenke's Annals of Legal Medicine (1850).

BIS CHWEILER, a German t. situated on the Moder, about 14 m. n. of Strasburg. B.
'.vus formerly fortified, but was dismantled in 1706. It has manufactures of earthen
wares, coarse woolens, linens, and gloves, aad a trade in beer, leather, and the agricul-
tural produce of the district. Pop. '71, 9231.

BISCUIT, in pottery, is the term applied to porcelain and other earthenware after
the first firing, and before it has received the gla/.e and embellishment-.. See PUKCK-
LAIN and POTTKKY. In this condition, the ware is very porous, adheres to the tongue
when placed upon it, and allows water very slowly to percolate through its pores. The
ungla/ed bottles employed in cooling water are examples of biscuit

BISCUIT, MKAT. a preparation of the substance of meat combined with a certain quan-
tity of Hour, made into the form of biscuits, by which process the nutritive qualities of
the meat an- preserved for any length of time." One way of preparing these bisetrts is

as- follows: Larire pieces of beef are placed in a quantity of water sullicient to cov r

them, and are subjected to slow ebullition. The fat Ix-ing' skimmed oil', evaporation is

allowed to take place, until the liquid is alvmt the consistency of syrup, when it is mixed
with fine whe iten flour, rolled out to the thickness of ordinary sh'ip-biscuit. cut into any
shape required, baked, and dried in the ordinary manner. One pound of biscuit n-i-aily
contains the soluble part of o ll,s. of meat and half a pound of flour. The meat-biscuits
can be eaten like ordinary biscuits; hut boiled in about twenty times their own weight
of water for half an hour, with the usual condiments, they make excellent soup, and for
this they were chiefly intended. Meat biscuits were first introduced into Brit- in from
America by Mr. Borden. in the year isr.l. They have been spoken highly of by medi-
cal men as food, and are still made to a limited extent; but one purpose thev were first

intended to serve that of preserving the animal fond of South America and Australia
has since been more effectually done by other mean-. See PuKSKKVF.l) I'KO\ isms-.

BISCUITS (Fr., twice-baked), small, Hat bread, rendered drv and hard by hakim:, in
order to their long preservation. They are divided into two'classcs the ''////<

r,,

and tt\e fei'mtntea. L'ufirnx ntl or ///,.', <//< ///,/ |',.. ^encrallv known as .-,

',;*<-uit or x/n'/> />/;<!</, are made of wheaten Hour (retaining somV of the bran), water, and
common salt. The material- art; kneaded loget her. cither by manual labor licit is. by
the hands and feet of the workmen or by introducing the materials into a lony trough
or box. with a ci ntral shaft, to which a .-cries o!' knives is attached, and which is made
to revolve rapidly by machinery. The mass of dou-h so obtained is then kneaded and
thinned out into a. sheet the proper thickness of the B., by being pa&scil and repas>cd



l*i. .

between heavy rollers. This sheet being placed below a roller with knife-edge, shapes,
is readily cut iuto hexagonal (six-sided) or round pieces of dough of tlie required siy.u

of tlie biscuits. The indentation of tin.- slabs of dough, in the case of tlie hc.xaironal B
,

is not complete, so tliat all the B. cut out of each slab" remain slightly adhering together.
These slabs of 15. are then introduced iuto an oven for about 15 minutes, and are placed
hi :; warm room for 2 or J) days to become thoroughly dry. The more modern oven is

oprn at both ends, and the 15. being placed in u frame-work, are drawn by chains through
the oven, fc'-o rapidly is this operation conducted, that about 2000 UM. might of B. are

passed through one of these ovens every day of ten hours.

I'ltptntit* />. are prepared from wheatcn Hour, water, with common salt, and butter,
with an occasional small dose of yeast to cause partial fermentation. Milk is also some-
times employed. Wafer r Imrd H. are made of flour, water, with variable quantities
of butter, eggs, spices, and suirar. fr>ft I>. contain increased quantities of butter and
sugar. Yi-tix' li. are those the dough of which is mixed with a small quantity of

;,

yielding more porous biscuits. Jintti-rnl li. are made with much butter a'nd a little

yeast. Other varieties of B. are named in the following table, which gives the mate-
rials added to the sack of flour, 280 Ibs. iu weight :

Water Or milk Butter. Sugar. Flavoring.
Caraway seeds,

quarts. Ibs. Ibs. in ozs.

Can'nins' 10 15

Abernethy 8J 17* 17* 17*
Machine.' 5} 58 14
American 10 40
Jamaica 8J 17* 17*
Collee 8* 17* .. .. 140

Great care must be taken in the manipulative part of the process to incorporate the
ingredients in a systematic manner. Thus, the butter is mixed with tlie flour in a dry
condition, and then the water or milk added; and when eggs are used, they are thor-

oughly beaten up \\itli water, and the sugar (if the latter is required) and the egg-pa-te
added to the dough, which has been previously prepared with butter, or without butter.

The various kinds of B. in the preparation of which yeast is employed, present a more
spongy aspect than the unyeastcd biscuits. Occasionally a little sesquicarbonate of
ammonia (volatile salt) is added, to as>i>t in ri..-ing the (lough, and m:ike a lighter bis-

cuit. There are three principal varieties of the yeast or fermented B.. and the following
table gives the ingredients used i;i their manufacture from a suck of flour, or 2^>0 Ibs.:

Water or milk. Dried yeast. Butter. Suicar.

gals. Ibs. Ibs. IDS.

Oliver..-. 10* 4* 35

Iteadii.g 4itoo 25 to 30
Cheltenham 10* 5

Soft <-,/ .v;>/,vy7 I), are prepared from flour, with much su-rar, a great many eggs, some
butter, and a small quantity of spices and essences. The cgirs tend to give a nice yel-
low cream-color to the 13., which is occasionally imitated by the admixture of a chromate
of lead (chri'iiii- y<Hir); but this i^ dangerous, and has iriveu rise to several cases of poi-

soning. Several of the soft or spiced B. are referred to in the following table, a sack,
or 280 Ibs., being tlie amount of flour employed in each instance:

Eggs. Suerar. Butter. Flavor.
Ibs. Ibs.

Orange flower,

Tunbridge cakes 930 140 23
"
Water currants,
Citrons and caraways.
Volatile salt,

Cinnamon,
Nutmeg or mace.

Ginser wafers 600 112 112 'Gin.

Victoria... 750 70 80 Essence of lemon.

Shrewsbury 93 93 93

The extent to which B. are now consumed may be learned fro:n the fact, that sev-

eral of the largest biscuit-manufactories each prepare and throw into market every
week from 80.000 to ."iO.(K)l) Ibs. weight of B. of various kinds. One of the largest and

most complete biscuit-manufactories in Kimland i> that of Carr at C'arli-le,

bi.-cuits. sold in tin-boxes, are well known. ^Another bakery of this kind is that of

Harrison of Liverpool.

BISE GLIE, a fortified t. of Italy, in the province of Bar!. It i* built on n promontory
in the Adriatic, about 21 m. w.n.w. of Bari. the district around bein-r studded with iiann-

-ome villas and countrx houses, and famous for its production Of currants, which are

considered equal to tlio'se of the Ionian island-. The vine and olive are also cultivated

in the neighborhood. B. has a cathedral, numerous churc *. two monasteries, a hos-

pital, an ecclesiastical college, etc.. with the ruins of a hospital founded by Bolx

for pilgrims from the Holy Land, and celcbraiud during the crusades. Top. '72, 21.371.
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BISIIAREEN', nomadic tribes living Itetween the Red .sen and the Nile; professed
Mohammedans but almost uncKiii/ed, without tin-arms, and accustomed to robbing.
Tliev pos.se.-s camels, goats, horses, and sheep, and are nominally subject to the viceroy
of Egypi.

BISHOP, the title of the highest order of clergy in the Christian church. The nnm.'
is in the Saxon. liixf,p, and i-i from the Qieek, <y;wv//xw, an overseer. The Athenians
used to send oiiicers called tpis-oj.ui to their subject states. The word was adopted by
the Romans; and Cicero speaks of himself as au cpi*ropitn in Campania: it was also

applied bj them to the officers who inspected the provision -markets. There arc two
theories as to the functions of a B. in the primitive church, which may he described as

the Episcopalian and the Presbyterian theories.

According to the former, the first bishops in the Church of Christ were his apostles:
"for the office whereunto Matthias was chosen is termed (Acts i. 20) i-j

-/.-r.
./

>--\ .<, an

episcopal office, which being spoken expressly of one, agreeth no less unto them all:

and therefore St. Cyprian, speaking generally of them all. calls them bidiojw." The
form of government at first established by the apostles was that the laity or people
should be subject to acollege of ecclesiastical persons appointed for that purpoi-c in every
city. These, in their writings, they term sometimes "presbyters," sometimes "bish-

ops." Thus St. Paul to the elders at Ephesus says:
" Take heed to the Mock over which

the Holy Ghost hath made you overseers" i.e., bishops. This explains the Presbyterian
view of the office. But as the apostles could net themselves be present in all churches,
and as in a short time strifes and contentions an se. they appointed, after the order began
at Jerusalem, some one president or governor over the rest, who bad his authority estab-

lished a long time before that settled difference of name took place whereby such alone
were called bishops; and therefore, in the book of Revelation, we find that they are

entitled "angels." St. Irenaeus, martyred in the 2d c., says: "We are able to number
up them who by the apostles were made bishops." In Rome he tells us. they appointed
Linus; and in Smyrna, Polycarp. St. Ignatius witnesses that they made Evodius B. of

Antioch. St. Jerome says: "All bishops are the apostles' successors;" and St. Cyprian
terms bishops "prtfpotitoa qui apostolis ricuria ordhxttione siicccdvnt

"
(presidents who suc-

ceed to the apostles by vicarious ordination). Hooker says, in his usual judicious manner:" Such as deny apostles to have any successors at all in the office of their apostleshrn,

may hold that opinion without contradiction to this of ours, if they will explain them-
selves in declaring what truly and properly apostleship is. In some things, every pres-

byter, in some things only bishops, in some things neither the one nor the other, are the

apostles' successors." And he adds, what fairly states the Episcopal theory on this sub-

ject: "The apostles have now their true si:ccessors, if not in the largeness, surely in the

kind of that episcopal function whereby they had power to sit as spiritual ordinary

judges, both over laity and over clergy, where churches Christian were established."

We find, also, that throughout those cities where the apostles did plant Christianity,

history has noted a succession of pastors in the seat of one, not of many; :md the titxt

one in every rank we find to have been, if not some apostle, yet son e apostle's disciple.

By Epiphanius, the bishops of Jerusalem are reckoned down from St. James to his own
time; and Tertullian, writing in the 2d c., has the following: "Let them show the

beginnings of their churches, let them recite their lib hops one by one, each in such sort

succeeding other that the lirst B. of them have had for his author and predecesvr n.e

apostle, or at least some apostolical person who persevered with the apostles; tor so

apostolical churc.ies are wont to bring forth the evidence of their estates.'' The judg-
ment of the church of England as to the primitive existence of bishops is to be found
in the preface to the ordination service, drawn up in the reign of Edward V.. where it

is said:
"

It is evident unto all men diligently reading the Holy Scripture and undent
authors, that from the apostles' time there have been these orders of ministers in Christ's

church bishops, priests, and deacons
According to the other or Presbyterian theory of bishops, the origin and general

history of the institution are thus sketched. In the earliest churches, no traces of a

hierarchy, it is affirmed, are to be found. The superintendents or directors appointed
over the first churches by the apostles, or chosen by the members of the congn nations,

were unquestionably styled indifferently presbyters" or bishops the former title being
borrowed from the* Jewish synagogue, the superintendent or director of which was
called the elder (Gr. />r> *'"/'< /)'; the latter (epfoopett) being familiar to the heathen con-

verts !'s the title of a civil office corresponding in function to that of a Christian pastor.
But this original equality did not last long. As new churches multiplied, those formed
round the original church, though each having its own bishop or presbyter, remained in

confederacy, and in the meetings of the pastors to regulate the comn.on affairs, one
must ot iiece-^ity preside, most likely determined by age. superior piety, or ether quali-
fication. From this simple circumstance, as is indicated by Clemens Alcxandrinus in

the beginning of the :M c.. spran-r the habit of looking upon one of the bishops as supe-
rior to tin- others; and this superiority, at first personal and accidental, soon came

naturally to be regarded as attached to the B. of a particular congregation. In his

lie word H. came to signify an overseer of pastors rather than an overseer of

people. The monarchical form of state government favored this tendency, and cou-
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pastors. The assumption was resisted by the presbyters at first, but from the mid
die of the 5th c.. episcopacy, or the domination of bishops, continued to gaiu the

upper hand over prcsbyterianism, or equality of all pastors.
In the 3d c. bishops appear still dependent on the advice of their presbyters,

and the consent of the people, and shared with the former the ollice of teachiii'/

and the cure of souls. As yet their exclusive privileges <- functions were limited

to confirmation, ordination of ministers, consecration ot sacred things, settlement of

secular differences among Christians, and management of the revenues of the church.
But the tendency to subordination and unity did not rest here. Among the bish-

ops, at first all equal, those of the larger and more important cities began gradually
to acquire a superiority over those of inferior cities. When Chrisiianity was made
the religion of the Roman empire, the bishops became more; and more monarchical.
a:id put themselves on the footing of ecclesiastical princes. The chief cities of the

larger civil provinces rose to b seats of extensive dioceses, the bishops of these assuming
the distinctive titles of patriarch, metropolitan, papa titiesof courtesy that bad long been

applied to all bishops; while the less important provinces, with their capitals and

bishops, became subordinate. Among these provincial bishops, again, three, from
obvious causes, acquired a prominence that cast all the rest into the background
name"./, Alexandria. Constantinople, and Home. The beginnings of the a>ce;idency of
t :e Roman B. are discernible as early as the end of the 2d century. While ancient
Rome sought her secular dominion more in the s. and e. ,

modern ecclesiastical Home
turned herself chiefly to the nations of the w. and n.; an I round the B. of Rome has

grown a power the Roman Catholic church not less important than that of imperial
Rome.

In the Roman Catholic church, the episcopal office is the foundation of the whole

system. Christ's apostles are held to have transferred their function-; to t.i epis -op icy
;i^a body. Every B-. therefore, exercises within his own dhx-ese, tirsi. the /'<<< //

tcrii I.e., the right of maintaining and propagating the orthodox faith; and second, the

j: *or<lin it, or regulation of the sacred and mysterious rites of the priestly oitice. so:neof
which are transferred to the inferior clergy, a -./'/<* <"..'/ -iri/i'ii. while otaers remain the

privileges of the bishop (jura pmpria). Among episcopal prerogatives, in addition to

t lose already mentioned as assigned to them in the '>[ and 4Li c., are anointing of

liings, consecration of abbots, preparation of the chrisma, etc. They have also the

management of the church-property in their resp -ctive dioceses, and the oversight of
all ecclesiastical institutions. Election to the oih'ee of B. rests generally with the pres-

byters of the diocese assembled in chapter, with the sane'. ion of the secular power and
of the pope. This is the case in Prussia. Where the sovereign is a Catholic, the

appointment is mostly made by him, but subject to papal approbation. At consecra-

tion, which requires the presence of three bishops, the new B. takes an oat'i t;> the

sovereign and to the pope, and signs the articles of l>e!ief, on which he receives th

episcopal insignia the miter (q.v.); crosier (q.v.) or staff: a gold rinir. emblematic of

his marriage to the church; the cross upon the breast; the. dalmatica (q v. ). tunic, pal-
lium (q.v.), and peculiar gloves and chaussure; and being enthroned, as formal installa-

tion into office, he then pronounces the blessing on the assembled people. In the di-

c! large of his office, the B. has a number of subordinai" assistants; sonvtimes, in

of age or weakness, a coadjutor, but ordinarily deans, archdeacons, etc. (q.v.)
In the Greek church, tile oiHce of B. is essentially tiie same, though le-;s inlluential.

Greek bishops, however, are always chosen from the monkish orders, and generally
from the archimandrites i.e., abbots or priors.

As Protestantism met with its chief resistance from the bishops, and. besides, laid

the chief stress on doctrine rather than on chutv'.i order, tin- episcopal order, in most of

the reformed churches, either disappeared or sank into comparative insignificance. Of
the continental Protestant churches, episcopacy has kept the foremost hold in Sweden
a:id Norway. The Scandinavian bishops acceded to tne reformation in 15:} 1 only on

compulsion from Gustavus Vasa. who continued them in their revenues and preroga-

tives. The B. of Upsala is primate, and has the prerogative- of crowning the kiii'_
r

. con-

secrating the other bishops, etc. The bishops are named by the king out of three pro-

posed by the chapters. They preside in consistories, hold synods, visit the churches,

examine and ordain ministers, consecrate churches and watch over purity of doctrine

and the property of the church. They have seats in parliament, and wear the pallium,

miter, crosier, and cross. There arc'only six bishops in Sweden and Norway, wilh an

additional B. of the order of the seraphim.
In Denmark, the Catholic bishops opposed the reformation, and were <15:Wi deposed

by Christian III., and '.heir extensive possess! .MS confiscated. The king appointed in

their stead a general suiK-rintcndent and I) Protestant bishops, with a fixed ntlpOdd. They
are under the secular government, and have very limited authority over the clergy under

their charge. The tirst in rank is the B of Seeland.

In Protestant Germany, the episcopal diirnity and rights passed into the hands of th*

secular sovereigns, who." down to quite recent times, assumed the title of supreme

bishops, and exercised the prerogatives of such. Where the sovereign, as in Saxony,
was of a different confession from the majority of his subjects, the episcopal authority
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was delegated to a minister. The bishopric*, however, were gradually secularized, and
witli the nominal or titular bishops of Osnabruck and LubecH. (ISUo) the old epi>r"p:il

dignities became almost extinct on the Protestant soil of Germany. The Lutheran
choral), however, never formally abolished the otlice of B.. and Mclanchlhou endeavored

Jo get it expressly lecogniml. In Prussia, accordingly, the title of B. has had a fluc-

'tuating fate. The bishops in office al the time having acceded to the reformation iu

LVJ."). \\cre continued: but iu 15~A the revenues were contiscated, and the duties as.-igncd
to superintendents. In 158?, this last remnant of the epi-copal olh'ce also disappeared;
till Frederick I. conferred the title of B. ou two of his eo'urt-preachers on occasion of
hi.- corouation. At their death it again ceased, and was not revived until at the peace-
festival in 18it> Frederick William ill. raised two clergymen to the dignity of bisnops.
One of them, the B. of Kouigsbcrg, received in 1829 the title of evangelical aYchbishop.
Several have since received the title of B

, along with that of superintendent general,

entitling them to the first place iu the consistories, a certain civil rank. in.-ig;i..i, anil

-alary. Of the other German states, only Nassau followed the example of Prussia, by
naming iu 1818 a B. for the united evangelical churches of the duchy. Elsewhere, thu

episcopal authority, mostly in very limited form, is exercised by consistories, ministries
of worship, superintendents-general, inspectors, etc.

In the church of Scotland, and other Presbyterian churches on the Geneva model,
the episcopal office is not recognized. Roman Catholic Scotland was divided into eleven
dioceses or bishoprics.

In none of the Protestant countries have the prerogatives and revenues of bishops
remained so little impaired as in England, where the reformation was taken into his own
hands by the king, and being propagated from above downwards, was effected in a very
conservative spirit. Episcopacy was abolished about the time of the commonwealth,
but at the restoration the bishops were restored, and have since retained their position in

church and state.

The practice and history of the church of England in the mutter of bishop* r.iay be

given somewhat more iu detail. The B. is the head of the clergy iu his diocese; he
ordains them, whereby he calls them into existence as eccloiasticai persons; he institutes

them to benefices, and licenses them to cures, and to preach; visits tiiem, and super-
intends their morals; and enforces discipline, for which purpose lie has several courts
under him, and can suspend or Utprive them for due cause.

Over the laity he exercises a general pastoral authority, but they are more particu-
larly brought under his notice at the time of their confirmation. The style, ti!k>, and
privileges of the B. are inferior to those of the archbishop (q.v.). He" is <aid to be
installed in his bishopric; he writes himself, '.'by divine permission;

1
'

and has the
title of lord, and right rev. father in God; and 'he may retain six chaplains. A
bishop must be at least 30 years of age; the reason for which is. that Christ :

his ministry at that age. For many centimes after the Christian era, the II. received
all the profits of his diocese, and paid salaries to such as officiated under him. The
mode of election, confirmation, and consecration is the same in the case of bishops and
archbishops, for each archbishop is also B. and has his own diocese. The B. i> i

by the chapter of his cathedral church by virtue of license from the crow i. Tiie

laity u>d to take part in the election, but from the tumults that arose, the different -ov-
er -iirnsof Europe took the appointment, iu some degree, into their own hands by nerv-
ing to themselves the right of confirming these elections, and of granting investiture tq
the

temporalities
which now began to be annexed to thop dignities. This right was

acknowledged in the emperor Charlemagne by jwpt- Hadrian I.. T?:l A.D.. and the
council of Lateran. The right of appointing to bishoprics is said to have Urn in the
crown of England even in Saxon times. Hut when, by lenirth of time, the custom of
electing by the clergy only was fully establishe 1. the popes U-gan to object to the usual
BMthod of granting the-c investitures, which was />r nnunlinn et fMtftilmn i.e., by tlie

prince deli verinir to the prelatt; a ring and paMoral staff or crosier. In the llt'.i c.,

pope Gregory VII. published a bull of excommunication against all princes who should
dare to confer investitures. There vere long and eau'er contests occasioned by this

papal claim, hut at length the matter was compromised, the emperor Henry V.
MIT to confer investiture for the future;*/- *;- :>trmn; and the king- of France and

bngtand consented to receive only the homaire for the temporalities, instead of inv
them by the ring and crosier, the po|H- keeping in his hands the power of continuation
and consecration. This concosjon was obtained from Henry I. : but king John, in order
to obtain the pope's protection airainst hi* barons nave up. "by a charter to all monas-
teries and cathedrals, the free right of el. etinir their prelates. "This irrant wa confirmed

tia Charts, and wa again continued by statute '2~t Edward III. But bv statute
J.'i H.-nry VIII.. the ancient right of nomination was in effect rotored to the crown,

overeign, on the vacancy In-ini: notified, semis to the dean and chapter a letter

re, or conge rfV7m% containing the name of the person to be elected; and if

they do not elect in the m.-inner appointed by the act. or if the archhi-hop or B.

appointed for the purpoM- refuse to confirm, "invest, and coii-ecrate the I? elect, the
Us incur the penalty ot |.v.. A bishop is not consecrated more

than ouce, and he cannot be <lt^e(i, as ii is .-upposcd that the order it.-elf cannot
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absolutely be taken from him; he may. however, lie drprircd, as was clone to the B. of

Clogher in 1822; he may also resign his see; and he may be removed from one .see

to another, which is called trutmlutivit; but this practice is now less frequent than it

i.-<-d to l>e. The dean and chapter of Canterbury claim it as an ancient right of that

church, tliat every B. of the province is to be eon>ecrated in it, or the archbi>hop
to receive from them a licence to consecrate ci-e where; and it is said that a long succes-
sion of licenses to that purpose a;e regularly entered in the registry of that clir.rch.

When elected and continued, a B. may exercise all spiritual jurisdiction, but lie is not

completely B. until consecration. Bisnops, upon their election, become peers of the

realm, and are summoned to the parliament as well as the other nobles; but the right
under which they sit there, whether in resect of their baronies, or by mage and
cu>tom. is a matter of uncertainty. It appears, however, that the bishop's sat in the

Wittenageinote, under the Saxon monarch-;, as spiritual persons; for they were not
barons until William the conqueror turned their po.*>e.->ions into baronies, and sub-

jected them to the tenure of knights' service. The bishops created by Henry VIII.
\\y.

, Btistol. Gloucester, Chester, Oxi'ord, and Peterborough, as also the lately created

hi.-hops of liipon and .Manchester sit in parliament, though they do not hold their hinds

by baronial tenure. The bishops withdraw from the house (under protest, however)
when any capital charge is to be decided. The bishops sit in parliament next to the

archbishop of York; first, Loiulon; second, Duiham; third, Winchester: and then the
rest according to their ancienlies. In respect of their persons, bishops are not peers
with the nobility ; and in case-; of alleged crimes, they are tried by a jury in the same
manner as commoners, as was the ca.-e with Cianmer and Fisher. When a see i.>

vacant, the archbishop of the province is guaidian of the spiritualities; but he cannot
as such consecrate or ordain or present to vacant be nefices. The sovereign has cusN dy
of the lay-revenues during, a vacancy. Queen Elizabeth kept the see of Ely vacant 19

year*.
All the bishops of a province, with respect to their archbishop, are called his suffra-

gans; but originally this term denoted the bishops who were consecrated to assist and

help the other bishops, and to supply their places when absent. They were also called

chorepixcopi, or bishops of the country.
The B. of Durham had formerly a pnlntine jurisdiction, as it was called in the

county of Durham; and the B. of Ely had a similar .-ecu'ar authority in certain places;
but these powers were transferred to the crown in 1N.6. The houses of hi.-hops are

called their palaces. In old times their palaces in London weie extra -diocc--an ; and while

residing there, they exercised jurisdiction in the same manner us in their own <\n

This personal privilege is now extinct in the bishops: but I amber! house. Croydon. Win-
chester place, and Ely house retain the privilege. A bishop makes a triennial visitation

of hi< diocese.

The conferring of orders rests, in a great measure, with the discretion of the bishop.
He can refuse to ordain without giving any reason, but he can ordain no person who
docs not subscribe to the queen's supremacy, the book of ('minion Player, and the o9
articles. A candidate for orders must be h'rst examined and ii|'pioud: and the person
to whom the riirht of performing this duty belongs, is by ihecimon law the arch-

deacon of the diocese. A B. rr.ay give letters dimissory to anoiher B., licensing the

latter to ordain a candidate. No person under 2'.\ can be oidaincd deacon, and none can
be ordained priest under 24 years of a^re. See OKDIN.VTIOX.

In England, there are 30 bishops, including the two metropolitans viz.. Canterbury,
York. London. Durham. Winchester. B mgor. Rochester. Exeter, Peterlxjrough. St.

David's. Worcester. Chichester. Lichrield. Ely, Oxi'ord. St. A.-aplu Manchester. Here-

ford, Chester. Llandaff. Lincoln. Salisbury. Bath and Wells, Carlisle, Gloucester and
Bristol. Ripon, Norwich. Sodor and Man. Truro. St. Albans. Two of these, the B. of

Sodor and Man. and the junior of the rest (provided he IK- not an archbishop, or bishop
of London. Durham, or Winchester), have no scat in parliament.

In Ireland, there are \2, including the two metropolitans, whose si-e> stand first

vi/... Armagh and Closrher. Dublin and Kildare. Mcath. Killaloe, Kilfenora. Clonfert

and Kilmacduairh. Tuain. Killala. and Achonry; Os>ory. Ferns, and Leighlin: ( ashel,

Emly. Waterford. and Lismore; Down. Connor, and Dromore; Derry and Raphoe,
Limerick. Ardf< -t. and Aghadoe; Kilmore, Elphin. amlArdagh; Cork. Cloyne, ami i

In British North America, there are 10 see* ; in tin 1 Wot Indies. 4: in South Amciica,

1: in Africa. K: in Asia, ft; in Australasia. \2; and in Europe, 1 that of Gibraltar: he-ides

missionary bish ps and the B. at Jerusalem. There are 7 bishops t-f the Episcopal
church in' Scotland. In the United States, there are 39 bishops of the Protestant Episco-

pal church.
There are an archbishopric and 13 Roman Catholic bishops in England. In IrelHud

there are 4 Catholic archbishops and OS bishop*. The Roman Catholic- hierarchy in

Scotland was formally restored in 1H?H. and has 2 archbishops and 4 bishops. The

assumption of territorial titles by Roman Catholic bishop* in England and Scotland is

illegal, but they are. nevertheless, commonly ascribed to them by members of that com-
munion. Sec Hooker's AV'-.W,/x//<\// /V/V//.' Burn'- !

--il IAHC, Cripp's Lavs of
the Church, and liUtcL-tout. See also Ai:< miiHioi'.
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BISHOP (itntf\ In 'he Protestant Episcopal church in the United States, the func-

tions of bishops, in religious mutters, arc similar to those of English prelates. In politi-
cal affairs they have, of course, no official power. They are chosen to office by the. con-

vention of clerical find lay delegates in the diocese over which they are to preside; and
are consecrated by the house of bishops, according to rules established by the gemcal
convention, which consists of the house of bishops and a second house of clerical and
l-\v delegates from all the dioceses. There are 61 diocesan and missionary bishops.
In the Metbodiflt Episcopal church, the bishops are elec ed by the general conference.

Their duties are those included in A general superintendence of the whole church.

Authority is vested in them all. and its administration is distributed among themselves

by mutual agreement. They preside over meet ings of the annual conferences, ordain
ministers, and appoint them'to their fields of labor. The oldest in office is honor. d as
" senior bishop."

In the Roman Catholic church in the United States, bishops are appointed by t lie

pope, as in other countries, SUN! are subject to him.

BISHOP, a favorite beverage composed of red wine (claret, Burgundy, etc.) poured
warm or cold upon ripe bitter oranges, sugared and spiced to taste, and drunk either hot

or cold. The quality of the B. depends upon the excellence of the wine employed in

its preparation. The oranges must be carefully selected, and the white part between the

peel and pulp must be thrown away. If white wine be used, the beverage is called

aird'Hit'; and with Tokay it becomes pope. Taken in moderation. I. is a wholesome
drink; but if partaken of too freely, the ethereal oil contained in the orange-peel "is apt
to occasion headache. The beverage was known under other names in Germany during
the middle ages, having been imported into that country from France and Italy; its

present name seems to have been bestowed during the 17th century.

BISHOP, BOY. See BOY BISHOP.

BISHOP, ANNA, wife of the composer, sir TIenry Rowley, B., and herself an eminent

operatic and classical singer. Her first appearance was in 1837, and she soon became
widely known in Europe sind America. In 1855, she married Mr. M. Schultz, of

New York.

BISHOP-AUCKLAND, at. in England. 11 in. s.w. of the city of Durham, on an
eminence near the confluence of the Wear and Gaunless; well paved, lighted, and
waiercd. The palace of the bishop of Durham, at the n.e. ead of the town, is a spacious
and splendid though irregular structure. The site was chosen in the time of Edward I.

by bishop Anthony Beck. The present buildings cover live acre-, and there is a park
attached or 800 acres. The industries of the town are cotton manufactures and engineer-
ing. Pop. '71, 8736.

BISHOP, SIR HENRY ROWLRY. an eminent English composer of music, was b. in

London in 1780. His principal musical instructor was Si^nor Francisco Bianchi. an opera
composer sett ed in London. In 1806 B. was appointed comnoser of ballet music at the
onera. His most popular operatic entertainments were (f n/ .\f<n>i'rin'i; '!':,<

-

'"I'n- and hi* M<, i ; .)////// Marinn; \ntir,' I^tn-l; T/I-P, Virgin of the Sun: etc. all

remarkable for their long flowing melodies, animated style, and true musical power.
From 18U> to 18:4, lie was director of the music at Cove n't garden theater. One of the
Jirst directors of the philharmonic society, he for many years conducted the conceits of
nncient music. He arranged several volumes of the Vntimfil .\ft'.t<litx. and succeeded
Mr .John Stevenson a; arranger of the airs selected by Moore for his .\ft'l<l ;

t !<. In June,
1839, he received the. degree of bachelor of music from the university of Oxford, and in

Nov., 1841, was elected Reid professor of music in the university 'of Edinburgh. In

HI-.*, he was knighted. In Dee., 184:5. he resigned his Edinburgh chair, and in Feb.,

1848, was elected professor of music in the universitv of Oxford. In his later years he
us in very necesMtous circumstances. He died April 30, 1855.

BISHOP'S CASTLE, at. in the s.w. of Shropshire. 19 m. s.w. of Shrewsbury. It is

inv.uularly built on a hill slope. Pop. '71, '2091. The bishops of Hereford had formerly
a castle here, now destroyed. During the civil wars of the 17th c., the inhabitants took
shelter in the church, which was demolished over their heads.

BISHOP'S STOREFORD, a t. of Hertfordshire, on the Stort. 10m. e.n.e. of Hertford.
It chielly consists of two streets in the form of a cross. It carries on a trade in grain
and malt, and has several tan-yards. B. S. wsis in Saxon times the property of the

bi.-hops ,,f London. Pop. '71, 6250.

BISHOP'S WALTHAM, a t. of Hampshire, about 10 m. e.n.e. of Southampton. Pop.
ItOf pnrill (1871V i'."!'-' Corn, leather, and malt form the chief trade of the town.

lias been immcmoriaily the property of the se<- of Winchester. There are the remains
of a bishop's castle, built in 1135 liy Henry de Bloisking, kinir Stephen's brother, and
which was reduced to ruins dnriinr the civil wars of the 17th century. A gang of
" Waltbam Blacks," or deer ste.-ders, infested the forest in this vicinity in" the early part.
of the IMh century. The ltl<ifk A<-t (q.v.) was passed in 17W. to put them down.

BISIGNANO, a t. of Italy, in the province ol Co*en/a. i situated on a hill near the

junction of the Mucone with the Crati, about 15 in. n. of the town of Cosenza. It lias a
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cathedral, a castle, and a trade in silk, and gives the title of prince to the existing branch
of the Sanseverino family. Pop. 4096.

BIS'KAKA, or BISKUA, a t. in Algeria, and the most important military post of tin-

Sahara, on the s. side of the Anres mountains. A large caravan trade between the
Sahara and the Tell passes through the town. Iron, limestone, and saltpeter are found;
dates are abundant; and there are mauufactuies of carpets. Near by is an ucclimati/a-
lion garden, established by the French. Pop. '72, 7807.

BI3LEY, a t. of Gloucestershire. 11 m. s.e. of Gloucester. Pop. of parish (1S71),
4'J<S.~>. The chief manufacture is coarse clothinir. The church cont !n> some interest in-i

monuments, u cross-legged knight in armor, and an ancient stone ton,.. There i

an ancient octagonal stone ero>s in the church-yard. The canal uniting the Severn and
the Thames pas-es through the parish, the highest part being 370 ft. alxjve sea-level.

BI3MABCK-SCHOENHAUSEN, OTTO EnrAKi) LEOPOLD, Prince von chancellor of the
German empire, now the most prominent man in Europe, was b. in 1H1J at Branden-

burg, of an old family, of which various members have gained a reputation ooth as
soldien ami statesman. B. received his university educsilion at Gottin.ren. Berlin, and
Greifswald. where he studied law. After he had finished his studies, he lived for a time
on his estates. Before 1S47. he was little heard of. but about that time he be^.n to

attract attention in the Prussian parliament as an ultra-royalist, and an advocate of the
extremes! absolutism. He was one of those who opposed the scheme of a German
empire, proposed by the German parliament of 1S!'J. His diplomatic career com-
menced in 18~)1, when he was appointed chief secretary of the Prussian legation,
at the resuscitated German diet at Frankfort. Here he began to manifest that
zeal for the interests and aggrandizement of Prussia, which has since umle-

viatingly guided him. often regardless of the means. In the diet, he gave open
expression to the long-felt discontent with the predominance of Austrir, and
demanded equal rights for Prussia. !*i St. Petersburg, whither he was sent in 1839,
he is said to have tried to bring abo-u an alliance between France. Prussia, and
Russia, but without success. By this time he had acquired the special regard and con-
fidence of the king, who sent him. in the spring of 1802, as ambassador to Paris, in

order to give him an insight into the politics of the Tuileries, before taking the direction
of aiTairs at home. In autumn, when the king's government could not obtain the consent
of the lower house to the new military organization, B. was recalled, to take the portfolio
of the ministry for foreign aiTairs, and the presidency of the cabinet. Not being able

to pass the reorganization bill and the budget, he closed the chamlx-rs (Oct., 1862),

announcing to the deputies that the king's government would be obliged to do with-

out their sanction. Accordingly, the army reorganization went on; and the next four
sessions of parliament were closed or dissolved in the same way, without the govern-
ment obtaining, or even caring to obtain, th - sanction of the house. The people were
now looking for a >'>//->

<!','/, i
1

, and the government for a revolution. At this crisis, the

death of the king of Denmark o]>ened up again the Slesvig-Holstein question, and
excited a fever of national German feeling, which B. was adroit enough to work so as to

aggrandize Prussia by the acquisition of the duchies, and reconcile his opponents to his

high-handed policy by being able to point to the success of the newly-modeled army.
Throughout the events which ended in the humiliation of Austria and the reorganiza-
tion of Germany under the leadership of Prussia (see GERMANY, in Srrr., Vol. X.), B.

was the guiding spirit : and such is the magic of success,* that, from being universally
disliked, he has become the most popular man in Germany. What is perhaps still

-t ranker, the man who. of all others living, has been the most strenuous upholder of

absolutism, and has all along manifested the strongest contempt for public opinion,
received, in 1871. the thanks and congratulations of the extreme democrats of Gr'-at

Britain for giving to North Germany a constitution based on universal suffrage. It was
1). that negotiated the neutral ix.atioii of the Luxemburg territory (1867). The action of

France in regard to the candidature of prince Leopold of Hohenzollern for the throneof

Spain irave B. the opportunity of carrying into action the intensitied feeling of unity

among! Germans. During the war of"1870-71. B. was the spokesman of Germany ; lie

it was that, in Feb., 1*71. dictated the terms of peace to France. He was soon created

a prince and chancellor of the German empire. The most striking feature of his admin-

istration has been a contest with the Catholic church, in which the expulsion of the

.IcMiits (July. 1*72) and the carrying out of the new ecclesiastical laws, were the most

prominent events. His life was attempted in 1874. He presided at the Berlin con-

gress of 187*. His recent financial schemes, including a tobacco monopoly and the

extension of the protective system, have met with Strong opposition from the rational-

liberal party. In social life." B. is genial and witty. The work li.in,-: . by
Dr. Busch "(1*78;.

contains many facts and amusing incidents, throwing light on the

chancellor's character and manners.

BISMUTH is a brittle metal of a crystalline texture, and of a whit" color tinircd with

a faint red hue. It is found native in Cornwall. Germany, France, and Sweden, where

it occurs in vein- or fissures passing through other rocks." The principal natural -ource

is an impure metal: but it is likewise found in combination with oxygen, sulphur, and

arsenic. The pure metal is generally obtained by heating the impure native B. in iron
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lubes in a furnace, when tho metal volatilizes, and the vapor, condensing into n liquid
in a somewhat vool part of the tube, runs into a receiving-vessel, and is ultimately
transferred to molds, where it solidities with a crystalline texture. J5. is represented by
the chemist by the symbol I5i; has the atomic weight or equivalent of 213, and lias the

specific gravity of I'lTM to 9888 (water= 1000). The metal B. is seldom employed by
itself in the arts. The alloys of B. are of considerable commercial importance. In

combination with tin, B. forms an allov possessing great sonorousness, and therefore

suitable for bells. The alloy of 8 of B.,'5 of lead, and 3 of tin, readily fuses at 20:2 F.,

and therefore melts in belting water; and the alloy of 2 oi' B., 1 of lend, and 1 of tin, at

200.75" F. Either of the latter alloys is entitled to the term fuxibli attoy, and when
mixed with some mercury, becomes still more fusible, and may then be used in forming
molds for toilet soaps, and in taking casts.

B. forms several compounds of service in the arts and in medicine: it combines -with

oxygen to form several oxides, of which the teroxide (BiO 3 ) is the most important. It

may be prepared by evaporating the solution of the let nitrate of B. (BiO 3,3NO 5 ) to dry-
ness, and then heating, when the nitric acid ^3NO a) escapes, and leaves the teroxide of

B. (BiO 3 ) as a yellowish powder. It is employed in the porcelain manufacture as an

agent for fixing the gilding, and for increasing the fusibility of fluxes, at the same
time neutralizing the colors which are often communicated by them. The leruitrate of

B. is prepared by acting upon the metal B. with a mixture of one part of commercial
nitric acid and oiie part of water, and applying heat. The subnitrnte or basic nitrate of

B. receives the names of Pcurl White, Pmrl PblCtkr, IHanc tic Ford. lil<mc </'*/ of//,c.

Majetstery of 11. ,
and Perl-tret** and ixluitinkirrixx ^Tcrman). It is used as a cosmetic, but

is apt to become gray in tint, and even brown or black, when sulphureted hydrogen,
often evolved from sewers, cesspools, and drains, comes in contact with it.

The subnitrate of B., the only medicinal preparation formed from this metal, acts as

a local irritant and caustic poison on animals. On man, when given in small doses, it

acts locally as an astringent, diminishing secretion. On account of the frequent relief

given by it in painful aifections of the stomach, where there is no organic disease, but
where sickness and vomiting take place, accompanied by cramp or nervous disorder, it

is supposed to act on the nerves of this viscus as a sedative. It has also been denomi-
nated tonic and antisposmodic. Vogt says, that when used as a cosmetic, it has been
known to produce a spasmodic trembling of the face, ending in paralysis.

BISON, a name given by the ancients to an animal of the same genus with the ox

(q.v.), still called the B., or the European B. (bo* binon of some naturalists, box tirux of

others) also known as the aurochs (Germ., wild animal or wild ox). This animal at one
time abounded in most parts of Europe, but is now found only in the forests of Molda-

via, Wallachia, Lithuania, and Caucasus. Herds of bisons, carefully protected by the

emperor of Russia, and believed to amount to about 800 in all, roam through the great
forest of Bialowieza. in Lithuania. The B. differs from all varieties of the common ox.

in the arched line of the back, which rises in a sudden elevation behind the neck; the

hump which is formed not consisting, however, of mere fat, but in great part of the

very thick and strong muscles which support the large head. It is remarkable for

strength in the fore-parts, and trees of 5 or 6 in. in diameter cannot withstand the thrusts

of old bulls. It is capable of repelling all the attacks of the wolf or bear, rushing upon,
overthrowing, and then trampling an adversary. Its horns are short, tapering, very
distant, spreading, a little cilrved inwards at the point. They are affixed not at the
extremities of the most elevated salient line of the head, as in the ox. but considerably
in front of it. The figure of the forehead differs also from that of the ox in its greater
bread! h, and in its convex profile. Another important anatomical difference is in the
number of ribs, of which the B. has 14 pair, whilst the ox has only 13; and the vertebra?
of th<; tail are fewer, being only 19 instead of 21. The hair of the fort IK ad is long and
shaggy; that under the chin and on the breast forms a sort ol beaid: and in winter the

neck. hump, and shoulders are covered with long woolly hair, of a dusky brown color,

intermingled with a short, sott. fawn-colored fur. This long hair is giadually oast in

summer. The legs, back, and hinder parts are covered with short dark-brown hair. The
tail terminates in a large tuft. The females are not so large as the males, nor do they
exhibit the same shugiriness of the fore-parts. The B. is the largest quadrup< d now
existing in Europe, although within the historic period there appears to have existed

along with it an ox exceeding it in size; and it appears to have been this ox. and not the

B., which was called HI-UK (q.v.) by the ancients, although their loud*"* (or Immtxxn*}
was probably the same with the bison. The food of the B. consists of grass ami brush-
wood, and the leaves and bark of young trees. Its cry is peculiar,

"
resembling a gioan

or a grunt, more than the lowing of an ox." It does 'not attain its full stature till after
it> >i\lh year, and live> for about :}() or 40 years. The period of gestation appears to be
the same with that of the ox. The B. has never been reduced to suTijection by man,
and the domestication even of individuals taken young, has been very partial. It gener-

ally shows a great aversion to the domestic ox. 'The Common statement, however, that
the IJ. calf invariably refuses to be suckled by the domestic cow, is contradicted on the
excellent authority of the. master of the imperial forests in the Russian government of
Grodno. The B. is generally very shy, and can only be approached from the leeward,
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Its smell being very acute. It is easily provoked, and is not approached without danger.
It runs very swiftly, although it cannot long continue its flight, galloping with it-

vervlow, so that the hoofs are raised higher than the IK ad.

There is no historical evidence thai the 15. ever existed in Britain; hut remains of thK
or of a very closely allied species, are found in pliocene fresh water beds in several parts
of England, as well as on the continent of Europe. The size of these B. hones is, how-
ever, so great as of itself to cause a douht of the identity of the species, aud the horns
are longer in proportion. The fossil B. has l>een c:dle'd //.<//( ;//.-//>. ).i.v>n Ix-mir by
some naturalists separated as a genus from i*>x. upon the ground chietlv of tlie osteolotri-
cal differences in the head.

The America!) H. (W Aiiuriramix of some naturalist*, 1>. ''>*" of others) is inter-

esting as the only species of the ox family indigenous i America, except the \u\\-~k o\

(q.v.) of the subarctic regions. It is commonly eiiiled /<jt'-i by the Anglo-Americans,
although it is very different from the buffaloes (q.v.) of the old world. It is found in

vast numbers in tne great prairies between the Mi>si-sippi ::nd the Kocky mountains;
it occurs as far n. as the vicinity of Great Marten lake, in hit. >:', , ,r <ll : e\i( u-i\e level

and marshy tracts there affording suitable food, although it is nowhere else to be m- 1

with in so high a latitude. Its southern limit appears to be in New .Mexico. It is com-

paratively rare to the w. of the Hocky mountains, and appears to have been rar" to the

e. of the Appalachians, even 0:1 the tir-t settlement of Europeans. Within th
;
resent

century, however, it was found in the western parts of the state of New York, and in large
numbers in that of Ohio; but it has now disappeared from the whole region e. of the

-sippi. and it is ncces-ary to advance about H)0 in. to the westward of that river

before considerable numbers are anywhere to !* found. In the western prairies enor-
mous herds still coiur

icL,
rate: great plains ;l re som'-time> spotted and darkened with

them as far as tin- eye can roacli; 'countless thou-aiuK'' jia- described as coming to

refresh themselves in siainan: pools; and their paths are said to be. in some parts of
the wilderness, as frequent and almost as conspicuous as the roads in thu most populous
parts of the I'liited S'

About :k)0,0')' Indians are supposed to subsist almost entirely on the flesh of the B.

Tile spear a:rl the bow and arrow are still much employed by them in hunting it,

although many of them a!s > uv tire-arms. They frequently pursue it on horseback;
but tiie hunt":-, whether on horseback or on foot, has often much difficulty in getting
within shot, upon account of its keenness of scent, aud the speed with which it runs.

The chase of the B. is also very dangerous, as it is a))' lo turn upon an adversary, and
even a fleet horse cannot always escape it. Great numbers, however, are sometimes
killed when tir- hunters can succeed in throwing the herds that are seat!. -red over the

plains into confusion, so that they run wildly, without heeding whither. Another
expedient of the Indians is to s -t tire to the grass of the prairies around them, when
they retire in great consternation to the center, and are easily ki'iel. A sort of pound
or inelosure is sonvtimcs made, with a long avenue leading to it. and an embankment
of snow, such, that when the. animals have descended over it they cannot return, and

by this means great numbers are often captnivd and killed. Livingstone describes a

similar expedient as in use for killing wild animals in South Africa. Sometimes, also,

the Indi ins contrive to throw them into consternation, and to make them run towards
a precipice, over which many of the foremost are driven by the crowds which throng
up behind.

The American B. is very similar to the European. In genera!, it is of rather smaller
size, but this does not appear to be always the case, and it is said sometimes to attain a

weight of 'JO.iO ibs. Its limbs and tail are shorter, and the tail consists of fewer vertebnv.
The horns are shorter and more blunt. The fore -parts are still more shaggy, and retain

more of their shagginess in summer. The ground upon which many naturalists have
reMed their chief confidence of specific difference has IK-CD, however, the presence of an
additional pair of ribs, the American B. l>eing said to have 15 pair; but -Mr. Vasey
has recently ascertained that, like the European B., it has only 14. The more
gre-rarious habit may perhaps be accounted for. like that of the American beaver, by
difference of circumstances.

The wolf is quite unable to contend with the B.. but many wolves often hang around
the herd-*, to devour calves which may stray, or aged animals which have In-come too

weak to keep up with the rest. These have sometimes lm>ii s,.,-n assailed by whole

packs of wolves, and dealing death to many of their assailants. In-fore they were com
pelled to yield to numbers and hungry pertinacity. The only American animal that is

singly capable of overcoming the B. is the grisly !>car. S-c BI.AK.

The flesh of the B. is very good, and differs from that of the ox in having a sort of

venison flavor. The hump, in particular, is esteemed a delicacy. /'.;///. (q.v.), fo

much the food of fur-hunters and northern rt>y,tr/<->irx. is made of the flesh and fat of the

bison. The tallow forms an important article of trade. One bull sometimes yields ].vi

Ibs. The skins are much used by the Indians for blankets, and, when tanned, as cover

ings for their lodges and beds. A blanket of B.'s skin is nt unfrequcntly sold for three

or four pounds sterling in Canada, to be used as a traveling cloak or wrapper. Tin-

Mandcn Indians make canoes of B. skins spread upon wicker work frames These
canoes have tiie round form of the Welsh curaclt vq. v.). The long hair or fleece is spun
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mid woven intoc.loth; nnd some of it which has been brought to England has been
made into very tine cloth: stockings, gloves, etc., are also knitted of it. A male B.
\ ields from G to S His. ot llii* long liair.

Tlie few attempts that have been made to domesticate the American B.. have been
so far successful, that tucy afford encouragement to further experiments. Tlie si/e and

strength of the animal make it probable thai, it domesticated, it would be of great Use.

BISSA GOS, or But <;A ISLANDS, a group of small volcanic islands. ahout '20 in all, off

the \\. coast of Africa, in lat 10 '2 to '.1 4-' n.. and long. 15 to 17 w., opposite the

mouth of the Rio Grande. The islands are inclosed by a reef, and, with a i'c\v excep-
tions, are thickly wooded. Many of them appear to be densely peopled by a savage,
thievish negro race, who cull ivajc maize, bananas, and palms, aud feed cattle and goals,
which constitute their chief wealth. There are several tine, ports. On one of the islands,

Bulama, the British formed a settlement in l~,^'2. but were obliged to abandon it the fol-

lowing year, on account of its unhealthiness. Bissao, one of the group, on which
there is a Portuguese settlement, has a pop of 8UI U. It carries on a large trade in

slaves, nearly all its European inhabitants being engaged in the trailic. It has also a
trade in rice, wax. hides, etc., and imports annually about ~0,000 worth of British,

manufactured goods.

BISSELL, "\VII.I.TAM II.. 1811-60: a graduate from Jefferson medical college in

1835, who practiced in New York state, in 1N:57, he went to Illinois, and was in the

legislature in 1840: afterwards studied law and became prosecuting attorney. He was
a col. in the .Mexican war; elected to congress in 1S4D. and while there had a sharp
discussion with Jefferson Davis about the bravery of northern and southern soldiers,

which provoked Davis to send him a challenge. B ;.cci
]
U d. chose n.tiskcts lor the

weapons, and prescribed a distance that would in all probability insure death lor bosh.

There was no duel, the challenge being withdrawn alter some 'interference of friends.

In 1854, he was chosen governor of the state.

BISSEN, "\YILIIKM, a distinguished Danish sculptor of the present century was b. near

Hesvig in 1798, and studied Ids art for 10 years in Rome, under the guidance of his

countryman, Thorwaldsen. Returning home, he executed a number of < xcellent works
(a bust of Oersted, Atalante hunting, etc.). In 1N41, lie returned to Rome, being com-
missioned by the government to make 18 statues larger than life. Along with these he

produced a Venus, and a charming piece. "Cupid sharpening his Arrow." Being
recalled to Copenhagen, he was commissioned to execute a frieze of several hunu vd feet

long for the great hall of the palace, representing the development of the 1 uman race

according to the Greek mythology. Thorwaldsen, in his will, appointed B. *o complete
his untiuished works and have charge of his imi.-cum. In 1S">0, he was made director of
tiie academy of arts, Copenhagen. At the Paris exhibition in 1835, he was the only
sculptor who represented Danish art. lie died in 18G8.

BISSEXTILE, the old name of leap year.
In the Julian computation a day \\a*

add< d to February every fourth year, but instead of making it as now the 29th. the '24\h

day of the month was counted twice (bin), and as that day was the sixth (aftCfo) before the
calends of Mar. it was called Ma-xtttHe.

BISTOBT, P!t/r/i<i/)i> Itxtorta. a perennial plant. 1 to H ft. high, with a simple stem,
ovate subconlate and wavy leaves, the radical leaves tapering into a long footstalk,
and one dense terminal cylindrical spiked raceme of flesh-colored flowers. The root is

al>out the thickness of the little finger, blackish brown externally, reddish within, and
lortuous (whence the name bistort). The whole plant is astringent, containing much
tannin: the root is one of the strongest vegetable astringents, and is much employed in

medicine, both internally and externally, in hemorrhages and many other complaints.
B i- a native of meadows in Europe, and is found in Britain, but is bv no means com-
mon. See Poi.Y<;<>NrM.

BIS THE. or BISTKR. is a pigment of a warm brown color, prepared from the soot of
wood, especially l>eech. It is used in water-colors after the manner of Indian ink.

BISTEITZ, a fortified t. of Transylvania, beautifully situated on the Bistritx. rivov,
in a line \alley about oO m. n.e of Klauseiiburg. In it's vicinity are the remains of an
ancient castle, once the residence of the illustrious Hunyads. It' has several large caitle-

fairs. but the extensive general trade it once carried on is now entirelv gone. Forming.
a< it doe.-, the last strong position in the n.e. of Transylvania, it was repeatedly during

i'.Mhe scene of hot strife between the Hungarian and Austrian generals. Pop.
-' B. i* also the name of a river which, risinir in e. llunjarv. tlo\\ -

through BuUowina and Moldavia, and joins the Seretli near Baku, after a 'course of 110
m.. and is called the Golden B.. on account of the auriferous character of its sands.

BlfiULNUG GUE. or BISAN \t:\n. a t. of India, in Gu/erat. in the territories of Guico-
\\ar, x-2 m. n. w. of Mhow. It has a larire transit trade, and manufactures cotton cloths.

Pop. is. ooi t.

BISULPUR
,
or BFsri.i'oiiK. a t. of India, in the British district of Bareilh . n.w. prov-

inces. Ii j- VM in B.e. from Bareilly. It has a good bazaar, and is abundantly supplied
with water. Pop. '71, 9005.
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BIT, or BITT, in ship-building, is a frame composed chiefly cf two short but stron?
vertical timbers, fixed into or upon the deck in the fore-part of the vessel. Its main
purpose is for fastening the cable when the ship rides at anchor, and for leading'" the

principal ro]>es of the rigging. To "
bit the cable," is to fasten it around the bit. Vari

oils kind.: are called
"
riding-bits," "Elliott's bits,"

"
Carrick-bits."

"
paul-bits." "jeer-

bits,"
"
topsail-shect-bits." etc. Having to resist great strums, the bits are strongly

lilted to the beams that support the deck.

EITCHE, a German t. of Alsace-Lorraine, in a wild and wooded pass of the Vosges.
about. 1G m. e.s.c. of Sarreguemines. Its citadel, which is built on a precipitous 'and
isolated rock, in the middle of the town, is well supplied with water, defended by 80
rannou, has accommodation for a garrison of 1000 men, and is considered all hut impreg-

'

irible. The Prussians under the duke of Brunswick attempted to surprise it in 179;',
but failed. Pop. of town. 24."">6, who are engaged in the manufacture of matches, watch-
glasses, and porcelain. The German spelling is Bituch. \

BITHOOR', a t. in India in the district of Cawnporc, and lieutenant-governorship of
n.w. provinces, stands on the right bank of the Ganges, about 12 m. n.w. of Cawnpore
itself. B.. particularly devoted to the worship of Brahma, has numerous pasiodas. It

is, of course, a favorite resort for pilgrims, who here, as at Benares and Bitidrahan, have
jtcce s to tiie sacred stream for purposes of ablution, by means of elaborately constructed
ghauts. During the mutiny of 1857, B. acquired an unenviable notoriely as the >trong-
liold of Nena Sahib. Here also Havelock more than once exacted retribution, however
inadequate, defeating the Neua in the field, and burning his fort. B. in 1871 contained
322 inhabitants.

BITHYN IA, an ancient division of Asia Minor, was separated from Europe by the

Propontis (sea of Marmora) and the Thracian Bosporus (ftrait of Constantinople), and
was bounded n. by the Euxine. and s. by Galatia, Phrygia. and Mysia. Its eastern lim-
its were not very clearly defined, but they at least extended as far as Paphlagonia. It

contained the famous Greek cities or colonies of Chalcedon, Ileraclea, etc.; aiid at later

periods, Nicomedia, Nica'a. and Prusa were nourishing cities of Bithynia. The inhab-
itants of B. were Mipposed to be of Thracian origin. The country was subdued (500 B.C.)

by Cru'sus of Lydia. and, live years later, fell under the Persian" dominion. But about
440 or 4130 B.C.. it l>ecame an independent kingdom under a dynasty of native princes,
who made Nicomedia their capital. The last king, Nicornedes III." made the Komans
his heirs, and with a larne addition from the Pontic kingdom. B. Ix-came a province of
the empire (74 B.C.). Under Trajan, B. was governed by Pliny the Younger, whose lei-

ters to the emperor on the administration and condition of the "province contain the well-

known passage respecting the Christians. The emperor Diocletian made Nicomedia his
habitual residence. In 1298, Osman the Turk broke into the country, and in 1328,
Prusa or Biusa, then the chief town of B., became the capital of the kingdom of the
Osmanli.

BITLIS, a t, of Asiatic Turkey, in the vilayet of Erzroum, in lat. 38" 24' n., and long.
42 5' e., about 120 m. s.e. from'Erzrum. It'is situated at an elevation of 5156 ft. above
the level of the sea. in a deep ravine traversed by the river Bitlis, one of the head streams
of the Tigris. B. is a strangling, irregular place, covering a large surface of ground, and
surrounded by bare limestone mountains, rising to a height of about 2000 ft. above the

valley, which is filled with orchards and gardens, and watered by numerous Breams and
springs. It lias 3 mosques, about 12 convents belonging to the howling dervishes, who
appear to have made B. their head-quarters, several well-stocked bazaars, and extensive
manufactures of cotton cloths, which are celebrated for their bright red dye. It has
also a very extensive trade. The import of British goods is small. The population con-
sists of about 2000 Mohammedan and 1000 Armenian families. The Persians defeated

Solyman the Magnificent near B. in 1554.

BITON TO (ancient nutxntxm'). a t. of Italy, in the province of Bari, and 10 m. w.s.w.
of the city of Bari. It is situated in a fruitful plain about 5 m. from the sea. is well

built, is, conjointly with Ruvo. the see of a bishop, and has a fine cathedral, monasteries,
and a nunnery. Pop. 23,000, who carry on an extensive trade in a wine called Z<tr/tn-tllv.

which is largely cultivated in the environs. B. is the birthplace of Giordani. the math-
ematician. In its vicinity, the Spaniards, under count de Montemar, gained a splendid'

victory over the Austrian* on the 2oH) of May. 1734, the result of which was that Spain
re-oi)tained posses.vion of the kingdom of Naples.

BITTERFELD, at. in Saxonv. 17 m. n. of Leipsic, at the lunction of the Lober
and the Mulde: pop. '71. 5043. It has foundries, breweries, and various other manu-
factories. B. was founded in the 12th c. by the Flemings.

BITTENFELD, HERWAUTH vox, a Prussian gen., one of the three leaders that com-
manded the invasion into Bohemia in 1866. B. was b. in 1796, and gained his fir-t

martial laurels in the war of liberation, especially in the battle of Leipsic. In the vcar
A
8-tS. he comma-Sled the first regiment of the guards. In 1863, raised to th- raJOK <-f

gen., be acquired great fame through his daring crossing of the Sund, and captnv
the isle of Alsen. In the campaign of 1866. he was intrusted with the occupation oi

onv. and then with the command of the army which advanced from Saxony into
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Bohemia. Tie contributed largely to the brilliant victories of Hunerwasser, Gitschin,

Munchengri'.t/.. and Koniggrat/.. On tho outbreak of the war in 1870, B. was made-

governor of the Rhine provinces; and in the next year he was raised to tlie rank of

central field-marshal. In the war of 1866, one of his sous fell; in that of 187U, two wer
killed.

BITTER CRESS. See CUESS.

BITTER KING, frvilmrcn nmara, a shrub or smnll tree of the natural order poly-

galucca (q.vA a native of the Indian archipelago, which has received its name from its

intense bitterness. The genus differs from the usual structure of the order in its regular
flowers. The B. K. has large oval leaves and axillary racemes of flowers. It is used

medicinally in fevers and other diseases.

BITTERN, Rihnirii*. according to some modern ornithologists, a genus of the heron

(q.v.) family (arde'iue); but regarded by others as a mere sub-genus of heron ((tedrn),

and not a very well defined one. Bitterns are indeed chiefly distinguished from htrons

by the long, loose plumage of the neck, which they have the power of erecting at pleas-

ure, along with the rest of their clothing feathers, so as greatly to increase their apparent
size. The back of the neck, however, is merely downy, or almost bare, the long feath-

ers being on the front and sides. Bitterns also diifer from herons in the greater length
of their toes, the middle toe being as long as the shank. They are almost all

solitary birds, inhabiting reedy and marshy places, "Where they lie hid during the day,
and will almost allow themselves to be trodden upon ere they take wing; they feed

during the night, and then, also, often rise spirally to a great height into the air, and
emit loud resounding cries. Their food consists chiefly of frogs, t.iul partly, also, of

fish, liz.mis, water-insects, etc., and even of small birds and quadrupeds. The claw of

the middle toe is serrated on the inner edge, probably to aid in securing slippery prey.
The COMMON B. (B. #teUaris, or ardea, xt.llurix'} is a bird very widely diffused over the

old world, being found in almost all, at least of the temperate, parts of Europe. Asia, and
Africa, which are sufficiently marshy for its manner of life. It is now rare in Britain,

owing to drainage; but was formerly more common, and in the days of falconry, was

carefully protected by law in England, on account of the sport which it afforded, lu
flesh also was in high esteem, and is not rank and fishy, like that- of the heronsgenerally.
In size, it is rather less than the common heron; the bill is about 4 in. long, the

feathers on the crown of the head are greenish black, and the plumage in general of a
dull yellow color, beautifully and irregularly marked and mottled with black. The B.

makes a rude nest of sticks, reeds, etc.. in* its marshy haunts, and lays four or five

greenish-brown eggs. It has a peculiar bellowing cry, which has obtained for it such

English provincial names as mire-drum, bull of the bog, etc., and many of its appella-
tions in other languages, perhaps even its name B. (bltonr, bntur. Ottentrtu). Some
naturalists used t6 assert that the bo< mingcry of the B. was produced by the bird insert-

ing its bill into a reed; that notion, however, has long since been exphxled. When
assailed, it fights desperately with bill and claws; and it is dangerous to approach it

incautiously when wounded, as it strikes with its long sharp bill, if possible, at the i-yc.

The LITTLE B. (B. minut it*, or ardea nun >it<i) is common in some parts of Europe,
but rare in Britain. Its whole length is only about 13 in. The AMEUU-AX B. (B. Ifnti-

ffinoftus, or A. lentiginona), a species almost equal in size to the common B.. and very
similar to it in habits and voice, has occasionally been shot in Britain. It is common in

many parts of North America, migrating northward and southward, according to the

season. The crown of the head is reddish brown, and the colors and markings of
the plumage diifer considerably from those of the common B. The LKAST B. (/,'. or .1.

txili*) is another North American species, of very small si/c. which is also migratory,
and somewhat social in its habits. The At STKU'.IAN B. (/>'. or .1. n-ixtr . Tally
diffused throughout Australia, wherever marshes or sedgy rhers occur. In habits it

clo-rly resembles the B. of Europe. The head and upper parts generally are purplish
brown, except the wings, which are buff, conspicuously freckled with brown; the throat,

breast, and belly mottled brown and buff.

BIT TERN, BITTKR LIQUID, or SALT OIL, is an oily liquid obtained during the prepa-
ration of common salt (q.v.). When the mother-liquor of the evaporating pan-; cea-e*
to deposit crystals of common salt, there is left behind in the boilers the material called

bittern. It consists principally of a strong solution of common suit, along with Ep>orn
salts, and other compounds of magnesia.

The B. at our salt-works is irenerully run into tanks, and during winter, it is employed
as a source ,,f Epsom salts. The B. is" treated with a little sulphuric acid, which con
verts the chloride of magnesium (MgCl) into sulphate of magnesia (MgOSO 3 ), nnd <>n

the liquid being allowed to cool, the crystals of Epsom salts (or sulphate of magnesia)
separate.

BITTER PRINCIPLES are extracts from various plants by maceration in water
or other liquid. Some bitter principlescun l>c crystalli/.ed, while the bitter of hops and
wild cherry cannot be so treated. Some of the vegetable bitters are soluble in water.
and some in alcohol, and their proix-rties an- usually neuter, having neither ha-es nor
HI -ills. There is a wide use of bitters as a tonic, but 'the great portion of those sold ure

merely a disguise for strong drink, and of no other use to the drinker.
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BITTERS arc prepared from an infusion of herbs containing bitter principles. The
plant gem-rally u.sed for the purpose is <//////// '/<// <>j)i<:l,i .'/, or UK; //rm/< /< <u,</tU>-<i.
Sec ANGELICA. The roots or >eeds, or both, are placed' in water, and tiie whole is left
to simmer for several drys, when the infusion will IK: strong enough. Tlie B. from
angelica are not much used by physicians, having been superseded very much by infu-
sions of gentian, etc. ; but they are still used as a household medicine in town and country
by elderly people. The chemical composition of the root is:

Bitter extractive 27.06
Volatile oil

'

0.70
Acrid soft resin 0. 02
Gum and common salt 31.75
Starch 5.40

Woody liber 8.60
Albumen 0.97
Water and loss . . 19.50

100.00

The medicinal properties of B. are mainly those of a mild tonic and pungent aromatic
Ktimulant. and hence they are serviceable as a stomachic in cases of weakness of the

digestive organs. The taste is at tirst sweetish, rapidly becoming hot, aromatic, and
bitter, and the odor is rather pleasant. The angelica root yields a larger amount of the
bitter principle than angelica seeds. Camomile Mowers, coriander-seeds, and other

vegetable tonics and sthaulants, are occasionally employed in the preparation of bitter-.

BITTEE SPAR, a name given to dolomite (q. v.), from the magnesia contained in it,

which tiie Germans call bitter mit.

BIT TERSWEET, or WOODY NIGHTSIIADK (soldn mil <lnlmar<i\ a plant found in

hedges and thickets in Britain, and in most parts of Europe, a No in Asia and in North
America. Tiie root is perennial; the annual stems climbing and shrubby, many feet in

length; the leavesovate-hcart-shaped, the upper ones spear-shaped; the Mowers purple, in

drooping corymbs, much resembling those of its c.mgcncr, the potato, but much smaller,

followed by ovate red berries of tempting appearance, which, being poisonous, are not

unfrequently the cause of serious accidents, particularly to children. The twigs, col-

lected in autumn after the leaves are fallen, are used in medicine as a diaphoretic and
diuretic, and as a remedy for leprosy and other cutaneous disorders. See SOLAxr.M.

BITTER VETCH. Sec OUOBUS.

BITTERWOOD, a name given to certain species of the genus xyUpia, trees
an_l

shrubs
remarkable for the bitterness of their wood, particularly the West Indian X, <jlftbra.

Furniture made of this wood is safe from the attacks of insects, The genus .^i/l'ij>i<i-

belongs to the natural order <in<ni'-i><r.(ti.v.). The fruit of some of the species, particu-

larly A'. * /vVwf, is highly aromatic and pungent like pepper. A'. ,v/v>/v. is a large tree, a

native of Brazil; its bark is used for making cordage, which is excellent.

B. is also the name of pierana cxc(l*ii (formerly (JUUM.WI c.rcf!*tt), a tree of the. natural

order xiinifnb<ir<-<i' (q. vj, a native of Jamaica, the wood of which is used in medicine for

the same purposes as quassia (q.v.), and often under that name; indeed.it is probable
that all the present quassia of the shops is really this wood. It is, botanically, very

nearly allied to the true quassia, and possesses very similar properties, containing th>'

crystalli/.ible bitter principle called quas-ite or quassin. The wood, which is intensely

bitter, is a very useful stomachic and tonic; an infusion of it is a well-known and useful

Mv-poison: and it appears to act, as a powerful narcotic on many quadrupeds.

BITUMEN, a mineral substance, remarkable for its inflammability and its strong pecu-
liar odor; generally, however, supposed to be of vegetable origin. The name, which

was in tise among the ancient Romans, is variously employed, sometimes to include u

number of the substances called miwrol, nWw.x (see 'KKSINS>.' particularly the liquid min-

eral substances called impfiffin (q.v.) and )vtrolenm (q.v.) <>r mineral oil, and the solid ones

called ni' n. :' /lifrji. <txp?inlf (q. v. ), ininrrnl cn'>nti-h"><c, etc. ; sometimes in a more restricted

sense it is applied by mineralogists only to some of these, and by some mineralogists to

the solid, by others'to the liquid ones." All these substances are, however, closely allied

to each other. Naphtha and petroleum oaaeid --< ntially of carbon and hy<!

alone. 84 to *8 per cent, being carbon; trie others contain also a little oxygen, Which '-

particularly the case in asphalt, the degree of their solidity appearing to depend upon
the pro] o't'on of oxyiren which they contain, which amounts in some specimens <>f

asphalt to 10 per cent." 'Asphalt also contains a little nitrogen. Bituminous sub-'

nre generallv found in connection with carboniferous rocks, in districts where there is.

or evidently has been, volcanic agency. Seethe articles already referred to. Indeed

most kinds'of coal contain B., and a substance essentially the same is produced from all

kinN of (Oil bv distillation: and whether before existing actually formed in the coal.

or produced at 'the time by the action of heat, B. may often lie seen bubbling from

pieces of coal after they have he-run to burn on an ordinary Mre. Some of the Bha

the coal-measures are very bituminous, as is also a kind of marl-slate abundant in >om.-

parts of the continent of Europe. See SIIAI.E and MAUL. One of the must inter
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of the bituminous minerals is that called mineral caoutchouc or elastic B., and for which
the new name of eliterite has been devised, as if to support the dignity of its exalta-

tion to the rank of a distinct mineral species. It is a very rare mineral, only three locali-

ties being known for it in the world the Odin lead-mine in Derbyshire; a coal mine at

Montrelais, near A Hirers, in France; and a coal mine near South Bury, in Massachusetts.
It is elastic and flexible like caoutchouc, and may be used, like it. for effacing peuciU
marks. It is easily cut with a knife. Its color is blackish, reddish, or yellowish brown;
and its specific gravity is sometimes a little less and sometimes a little more than that

of water. It has a strong bituminous odor, and burns with a sooty flame.

BITTJ MINOTJS COAL is a term applied to the varieties of coal which contain a large

percentage of volatile matter. They yield, on their destructive distillation, a considera-

ble quantity of gas, remarkably pure, and with good illuminating qualities, and are con-

sequently fargely used for that purpose. See COAL.

BITUMINOUS LIMESTONES are limestones impregnated and sometimes deeply col-

ored with bituminous matter, obtained from decaying vegetables, or, more probably,
from the decomposed remains of those animals the hard pails of \\hich form so largo
an amount of the rock.

BITU MINOUS SHALES are indurated beds of clay occurring in the coal-measures,
and containing such an amount of carbon and volatile matter that they are able to keep
up combustion when mixed with but a little coal. They are indeed impure coal, with
a large percentage of ash or earthy matter, which after burning retains the original form.
See COAL.

BITZIUS, ALBERT, better known under the noin de flume of .Tercmias Gotthelf, a
Swiss Author, was b. at Moral, in the canton of Freiburg, 4th Oct., 17SJ7. He was
educated for the church; and after holding several cures, was appointed, in 1832. pas-
tor of Lu.tzcltli.ih, in Emmenthal, canton of Bern, which office he retained till his death.

His first work was entitled The Mirror of Piatants (Burgsdorf, 1836). It is the touch-

ing history of a poor villager, Jeremias Gotthelf, which pseudonym B. ever after

retained. In 1838 appeared his Sorrows and Joys of a Schoolmaster; in is:!). Dm-xli. the

Brandy Drinker, and How Fire Maidens Miserably Perish in Brandy; in 1N4:2-4H, Scenes
and l^raditions of tlie Siciss, in 6 vols., in which B. narrates, with great art, the old

national legends, among which the most remarkable is the Rn-oncdiolion.
r

\ lie best and
most popular of his stories, however, are Grandmother Katy (Berlin, 1848); Vli, the Fnrir-
xervant (Berlin, 3d edition, 1850); and Stories and Picture* of Popular Jsjf in Switzerland

(Berlin, 1851.) Subsequently, he wrote several parnplets against tin- German democrats,
without, however, violating those popular sympathies and iibeial convictions which per-
vade his writings, and which at an earlier period led him to vehemently oppose tiro

family government of the Bernese aristocracy. His last work was The ( 'It i-i/ijiun n't Wife,
which appeared i.n 1854. Its author died on the 22d Oct. of the same year. B.'s writ-

ings are greatly relished in Switzerland. They are characterixed by simplicity, inven-

tiveness, a wonderful fidelity in the delineation of manners and habits, great vigor of

description, and raciuess of humor, while their tone is strictly moral and Christian.

BI'VALVE SHELLS or BIVALVES are those testaceous coverings of mollusks which
consist of two concave plates or rah-rx, united by a hinge. So long as molluscous animals

provided with shells were considered by naturalists almost exclusively with respect to

these, the order of B. S., originally established by Aristotle, retained its place (see CON-

CHOLOGY); and indeed the external character up'on which it is founded is closely con-

nected with sonic of the important structural diameters according to which mollusks
are now classified. See MOLLUSCA. A vast majority of recent B. 8. belong to

Cuvier's text<if/'ix order of nccphaloun mottusca, the la-incllibi'iinch-Uite (q.v.) inolluyfn of

Owen, although with them are classed some which were placed among iitiiUintln'x (q.v.)

by conchologists on account of accessory valves which they possess, and some which
have a calcareous tube superadded to the true valves, or even taking their place as tho

chief covering of the animal. There are also mollusks of the class brtichini>t!u (q.v.).

pattiobranchinta, which possess B. S. , as the tc/rbra/nltt', or lamp-shells (q.v.). etc. The
structure of the shell, however, when closely examined, is found to be different in then*

two elas-es (sen SHKLL), although its general appearance is much the same. A very
large proportion of the B. S. of the older fossiliferous rocks belong to the dasn

brachiopoda.
In the brachiopoda, one valve is ventral, and the other dorsal; in the lamellibranchi-

atn, the one is applied to the right side, and the other to the left side of the animal.
The valves of ordinary B. S con-ist of layers, of which the outermost in always tUu

smallest; and each inner one extends a little beyond it, so that the shell becomes thicker
and stronger as it increases in length and breadth. The valves are connected at Iho

hinge by an elastic ligament: and in general this consists of two parts, more or less dis-

tinct one on the outside, to which the nta&e ligament is sometimes restricted, and \\hich
is stretched by the, closing of the valves; another, sometimes called (lie *]>rii<f/, mor
internal, which is compres-ed by the dosing () f iiie valves, and tends to open them when
the compressing force of the <nfilin-fi>r muscle or muscles is removed, the effect of which
is to be seen in the gaping of the shell when the animal is dead. The hinge is often
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furnished with teeth which lock into each other; sometimes it is quite destitute of them;
sometimes the hinge-line i> curved, sometimes straight. Conchological classification has
been much founded upon characters taken from this part. The valves of some B. S. are

equal and symmetrical, in others they are different from one another, particularly in thoe
mollusks which, like tuc oyster, attach themselves permanently by one valve to some
fixed substance, as a rock. Sometimes the valves of B. S. close completely at the pleas-
ure of the animal, those of others always gape somewhere.

The point at the hinge, from which the formation of each valve has proceeded, is

called the niiib->. On the side of the umbo opposite to the ligament there is usually a
small depression called the luiiule. The marks, familiar to every one, upon the inside
of a bivalve shell, are the impressions of the nnuitU- of the (lamellibranchiatc) mollusk,
and of the adductor muscle or muscles.

BIVOUAC (from the German bcfirnrht, or bcirarJtcn, to watch over) is the encampment
of soldiers in tin; open air, without tents, where every one remains dressed, and with his

weapons by him. Even during the seven years' war it was no uncommon thing lor the
whole army, when in the vicinity of the enemy, to pass the night in their ranks, each

lying down in his place, in order to \>e ready to stand to their arms at a moment's notice.

But the French revolutionary armies introduced the practice of dispensing with tents

altogether, and regularly pissing the night en bicouac. Hence in a great measure that

rapidity in their motions which long made them uniformly successful; and the practice was
afterwards imitated by the other armies of Europe, though less by the English. Soldiers
in B light tires, and improvise, where it is possible, huts of straw, branches, etc. But
this mode of encamp nent, though favorable to celerity of movement, is purchased at

the ex]u use of the soldiers' health, besides being destructive of discipline, by leading to

plundering and destroying of houses, fruit trees, etc., in the vicinity. Accordingly, the
k-nt is airain coming intoUse, and for permanent encampments, regularly constructed
wooden huts have bceu introduced. There are still, however, many cases where the B.
is the only resource.

BIXA. See AUNOTTO.
BIZERTA, or BKNZKU'TA (ancient Ifippi Dtarrfn/tm.OTZarttttti). a seaport t. of Tuni,

nt the bottom of a deep gulf or bay of the Mediterranean, and at the mouth of a lagoon,
united to the gulf bv a narrow channel. It is the most northerly town in Africa, being
about oS m. n.w. of Tunis, in lat, 37' 17' n., and long. !) ~>l ea-t. It is surrounded by
wnlls. and defended by two castles; which, however, as they are commanded by the

neighboring heights, are quite useless against a land attack. Its port, formerly one of the

best in the Mediterranean, has been suffered to rill up, until now only small vessels can
be admitted, though very little labor is required to give a uniform deptli of 5 or 6
fathoms to the channel leading to the inner harbor or lagoon, which has a depth varying
from 10 to 50 fathoms, and Is extensive enough to afford accommodation to the hirgcst,

navies. The adjacent country is remarkably fertile, but its cultivation is neglected.

variously estimated at from 8000 to 14.000. Agathocles. between the years 310 and
MOT ij.c.. fortified and provided B. with a new harbor; and under the Romans, it was a
free city.

BI7ITTEA. See MUSK DrcK.

BJORNKBOltG. or BIOUNKOKU. a t. or city in Finland, on the gulf of Bothnia, 73

m. n. of Abo; pop. 7:270; has export trade in tar, pitch, lumber, etc. It was wholly
burned in (801.

BJOHA.'.oX, H.JOKNST.JKKNK, 1). 1S:5'2 iii Norway, poet and novelist, first known by
articles iii a newspaper, /-o'/.VV', in which he published sketches and stories. Later he

issued l-,tdr,'l<ii,(ht. 7Vm///. Arne, and > - :

/f.'k< /,. His stories in English an-

A r us, U'-iixf. Tlte Fi*/u r .Wai'lm. Tlx Fi*itin<i <firl. The II<'j>py Hoy, The 2
Afitrrird (' '///'<. L<>r< <in'l L :

j\ i/t Iforvutjf, and others of later date.

BJORNSTJESNA. MAONI s FUIEDHICII FEKDIXAXD. Count, a Swedish statesman

and author. was horn 10th Oct.. 1770. at Dresden, where his father then resided a->

secretary to the Swedish legation. He received his education in Germany, and entered

Sweden" for the lu-t time in 179:} to join the army. In 1813 he was ap[>ointed lieut. in

the Swedish army that went to aid the allies in Germany: took part in the confli<

Gro-<beeren and Deniiewit/: was present at Lcip-ie. and concluded the formularies <.f

capitulation with the Preach at Liibeek and Maastricht. Subsequently, he fought in

Holstein. and in Norway, where he concluded the treaty that united that country with

Sweden. In IS'Jrt he received the title of count; and in is2x was appointed ambassador

to the court of Great Britian. which olliee he held till ism. when he returned t.. Stock-

holm, where he died <>th Oct.. 1*47. As a politician B.'s opinions were liberal. In

addition to some political writings, he published a work on the theogony. philosophy,

and cosmogony of the Hindus in 1S4:'>

BLACAS, PIKRKK Loos JRAX CASIMIH. Due de, 1771-1839; n meml>er of the cabinet

of Louis XVIII., and one of the confidential advisers of the bourbons. AS ambas-ador

in Koine he negotiated the concordat of 1S17. and was afterwards minister at Naples. At

the overthrow of Charles X. he went into exile, offering to the unfortunate king his for-

tune, which, however, was not accepted.
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BLACK may be considered as the negation of color, resulting from the absorption of

the ruys of light by certain substances. Painters produce it by an unequal combina-
tion of the three primary colors. In mediaeval art. B. was symbolical of evil, error, and
woe; thus we find Christ, when the old illuminators wished to represent him as wres-

tling again>t the spirit of evil, arrayed in black drapery; and Byzantine painters, to

express the sorrow of the Virgin Mary, gave her a black complexion.
"
All faces shall

gather blackness," is the expression of Joel, when he wishes lo convey the idea of tho

tiouble of the people when the calamities which, with prophetic eye, lie sees brooding
over Jerusalem, should come to pass. B. clothing among some oriental nations was

regarded as a badge of servitude, slavery, or low birth; among the Moors, it has several

significations obscurity, grief, despair, constancy. B. in blazonry, under the name
of sable, denotes constancy, wisdom, and prudence. For 3. as a funereal color, seo

FUNERALS and Mouuxixu.
BLACK PIGMENTS, used in painting, are derived principally from animal and vegeta-

ble substances. They arc very numerous, and of different hues r.nd degrees of trans-

parency; but the most important are vegetable blue-black obtained from beech-wood
burned in close vessels ivory-black, cork -black, and lamp-black, the principal consti-

tuent of all being charcoal or carbon. A fine-toned B. pigment is obtained by burning
German or French Prussian blue. Combined with white, B. P., which are si Jw driers,

yield grays of several tints.

BLACK, JEKEMIAH 8.. b. Penn., 1810; admitted to the bar in 1830; president of his

judicial district in 1842; elected judge of the supreme court of the state in 18-31; and
was chosen chief-justice. In 18.'>7, president Buchanan made him attorney-general of
the United States, and in 18CO secretary of state. He retired from the office when Lin-
coln's cabinet was appointed, and has since been engaged in his profession and in politics.

BLACK, Jonx, an eminent newspaper editor, and classical scholar of some reputa-
tion, was a native of Berwickshire, his father being a shepherd, or farm laborer, in the

Lammermoors, near Dunse. Born in 1783, and left an orphan at twelve years of age,
B. commenced life in the office of a Dunse writer, but he soon left that place for Edin-

burgh, where he was engaged for several years as a writer's clerk. While in this capacity,
B. was assiduous in the work of self education ; and besides considerable progress made
in classical studies at this time, he acquired German from a German musician in an
Edinburgh band, and Italian from a refugee. Finding Edinburgh too limited a sphero
for his energies, he went to London about the year 1810, and was immediately engaged
as a

parliamentary reporter for the Morning Chronicle, of which paper he afterwards
l>ecame editor. Under his management the Morning Chronii'lr was relebrated for it.s

Independence and fearless advocacy of progress, and that at a time when subserviency
was so common that it was regarded as little or no disgrace. lie retired from the editor

ship in 1843, and continued to reside, until his death, which took place June ;j5. 185-3,

in a pleasant cottage on the Kentish estate of one of his friends. Among those who
acted on the Morning Chronicle under Mr. Black was Mr. Charles Dickens, ihe eminent
novelist. B. was author of a Life of Tuxxo, irith a Historical and Critica'. An'onut of hia

Writings, 2 vols. (Edin. 1810), and the translator of the lectures of the brothers Schlegel
on Dramatic Art and Literature (since republished by Bohn). and on the Hi*t<, r;/ of 1. ittm-

ture Ancient and Modern, as well as of one or two works from the French anil Italian.

BLACK, JOSEPH, an eminent chemist, was b. in 1728, at Bordeaux, where his father
was engaged in the wine-trade. Both his parents were of Scotch descent, but natives
of Belfast, to which their son was sent for his education in 1740. In 174(i, lie entered
the university of Glasgow, and studied chemistry under Dr. Cullen. In 17.31, he went
to Edinburgh to complete his medical course, and in 1754 took his degree. His thesis

on the nature of the causticity of lime and the alkalies, which he slnwed to be owing to

the absence of the carbonic aeM (called by him fixed air) present in limestone and in

what are now called the carbonates of the alkalies, contained his first contribution to

chemical science, and excited considerable attention. In 1756, on the removal of Cullen
to Edinburgh, B. succeeded him as professor of anatomy (which branch he afterwards
exchanged for medicine) and lecturer on chemistry in Glasgow. Between 175!) and
!?<'.:!, he evolved that theory of "

latent he;:t" on wh'ich his scientific fame chielly rests,

and which formed the immediate preliminary to the next ureat stride in discovery by
his pupil and assistant James Watt. In 17<>ti, Cullen was appointed lo the chair o'f

theoretical medicine in Edinburgh, and I., succeeded him in the chair of chemistry.
Thenceforth he devoted hknaclf Chiefly to th elaboration of his lectures, in which ho
aimed at the utnnst decree of perspicuity, and with perf.-ci BUCC6SM. His class hecamu
one of the most popular in the university; it oeca-imied. however, some disappointment
that one so capable of enlarging its territory made no further contributions to chemistry.
Though of an extremely delicate constitution, he prolonged hi* life, by care and tem-

perance, to the aur '
1 of 71. He died on the :>i>th Nov.. 17!'J. His lectures were published

in IMC} iKiiin., :.' vol>., 4to), edited, with a biographical and critical preface, by prof,
liobison.

BLACK ACTS are the acts of the Scottish parliament of the rlrst rive Jameses, those of

queen Mary's reign, and of James VI., down to 15M5 or 15*7 Thev were called the B. A.
because- they were all printed in the black or Saxon characters. 'Several of these act*
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were afterwards left out in the latter additions, most of them because they were private
acts, and u few from reasons of state.

la English law-hooks, the expression "black act" is applied to the 9 Gco. I. c. 22,
because it was occasioned by the outrages committed by persons with their faces black-
ened or otherwise disguised, and associated, as \vc are told in the preamble of the act.

under the name of Blacks, who appealed in Epping forest, near Waltham in Essex, and

destroyed the deer there, and committed other enormities. This act was, however, along
with numerous other statutes, repealed in 1827, by the 7 and 8 Geo. IV. c. 27.

BLACK AET. See MAGIC.

BLACK ASSIZE', the popular name commemorative of an extraordinary and fatal

jK'stilcnce which broke out al Oxford at the close of the assizes, July (5. ].")77. The eon-

temporary accounts describe it as having broken out in the court-house, immediately
after the passing of sentence on Richard Jeticks, a book-binder, condemned for alleged
sedition to lose his cars. It was popularly iiuerpreted as a divine judgment on the

cruelty of the sentence, but the phenomenon is satisfactorily explained by ihc pestilential

atmosphere of the adjoining jail, then, as it was until long after, a seat of misery, filth,

and disease. From the 6th of July to the 12lh of Aug. ,
510 persons are said to have

tiled in Oxford and the neighborhood of this terrible malady, among whom weiv the

chief officials who sat on the assize, most of the jury, and many membeis of the univer-

sity. Women, poor people, physicians, visitors, and children are said to have escaped
the infection. A similar event is recorded as having, taken place at Cambridge at the

Lent assizes iu 1521 (Ilolinshed's Citron., StowV Annul*, Wood's A(Ju:>t. ().xt., etc.).

BLACK-BAND IRONSTONE is an ore of iron found very extensively in Scotland and
elsewhere. It occurs in the carboniferous system of geologists, in regular bands. iayer>,
or strata, and generally associated with coal and limestone. It is mainly a carbonate of

iron accompanied by much coaly mutter. The following is the composition of several

samples:
A. B.

50.40
8.12
0.09

0.82

26.56
18.64

0.537

Carbonate of iron* 51. 08
Carbonate of lime 3.76

Carbonate of magnesia . . 0.11

Alumina . . 0.74

Silica 20.96

Coaly matter 22.C.4

Water aud loss. . 0.21

C.
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exhibits considerable powers of imitation, and has oven been taught to speak. The

ring ouzel (q.v.). a bird very nearly allied to the B., is sometimes called the ring B.

The crow blackbirds (q.v.) of America are entirely different. The SAVANNA B. of

the "West Indies is also of a different family. See CUOTOIMIAUA.

BLACKBIRD (ante), Afffhtius phaniceus, in Xew England called the "redwing;"
of glossy black plumage, except the small wing-covers, in which the first row of feathers

is cream-colored and the remainder deep scarlet; about 9 in. long with u spread of wing
14 inches. The female is smaller, with the red and black less distinct. The B. visits

, all parts of America, arriving in New England usually about the 1st of April. It pre-
fers swamps and low meadows, living upon insects, worms, and young corn; resting in

the grass or low bushes, and depositing from three to half a dozen eggs, white with a

shade of blue and faint lines of purple. These birds do much damage to corn in the

fall, for which reason they are remorsely hunted. In -some of the United States and
Canada the name B. is given to the rusty grakle, gcolecophayuxfemtvinenx, and in other

places to the purple grakle, quiscalus" vemicolor; but these belong to the starling

family.

BLACKBIRD, a co. in u.e. Nebraska, on the Missouri river; pop. '70, only 31. The
whole co. is occupied by the Omaha (Indian) reservation.

BLACKBURN, a manufacturing t. in the middle of Lancashire, on the Blackburn stream
now called simply "the brook," 21 m. n.n.w. from Manchester. It is much improved
of late years, and has a very beautiful Gothic parish church. Coal and lime abound in

the vicinity. The great business of the town is the manufacture of cotton stuffs. There
are also woolen factories, and large establishments for the manufacture of weaving
machinery. Above 200 years ago a kind of linsey-woolsey was well known as the
" Blackburn checks," afterwards superseded by the " Blackburn grays," so called from
their being printed unbleached. Here James Ilargreaves (q.v.), a native of the town,
invented the spinning-jenny in 1767. He was driven out of the country, and it was
more than 40 years before B. followed in the general track of improvement introduced

by his invention. Pop. in '71, 82,926. B. returns two members to parliament. B. has
a grammar-school founded by queen Elizabeth in 1567, as well as a number of other
educational establishments and religious and benevolent institutions. There is a public

park of 50 acres open to the public. The finest building in the town is the exchange.

[The following is from Chambers's Supplement.']
BLACKBURN, an inland t. of Lancashire, England, 21 m. n.n.w. from Manchester,

and 12.V m. by railway e. by s. from Preston. It stands on a stream from which it

appears to derive its name, a branch of the Kibble. The surrounding district, formerly
known as JMirkf/uruMftire, or lllngbornshin', was long very wild and dreary, but is now very
populous. Coal and lime abound in it. B. had acquired some importance as a market-town
in the Ifith century. Its manufacturing prosperity can be traced back at least to the middle
of the 17th c., when it was noted for the production of a kind of linsey-woolsey known by
the name of Blackburncho-l.*, afterwards superseded by the. Blackbftrrit grays, so-called

from their being printed unbleached. In the course of the 18th c.. the cotton manufacture
became the chief industry of the town, which is now one of the chief seats of it. the number
of cotton factories being'very large, and many of them employing from 1000 to 2000 opera-
tives. The value of Uie calicos and other cotton goods annually produced was estimated
ome years ago lit nearly 2,000,000 sterling, and is now certainly much more. The
uteam power employed in the works for spinning and weaving cotton lias been mon
than doubled within the last 20 years. Many improvements in machinery for the cotton
manufacture have been made in B., among which the first place in importance as well

as in date must be assigned to the invention of the spinning-jenny, by James Ilargreaves
(q.v.). a native of the town, in 1767. His invention, however* was regarded with so

much popular dislike that he was compiled to remove from the town, and it was not.

till the beginning of the present c. that it came into general use in the cotton-works of
Blackburn. The pop of B. in '51 was 40.536: in '(>!. <>:>. 120. In '71, pop. of muni-

cipal borough was 76.:!J9; of purl. b.. 82.928. A range of hills on the n. of the town
fcheltcrs it from the co.dest winds. Many of the streets are spacious, and the, town is

generally well built. A park of ."iO acres, known as the <'<>rj)<>niti<>/i )><n-k, has recently
been laid out for public recreation. The most elevated part of this park is about TOO ft.

above the level of the sea, and commands a very extensive view-. The parisli church. St.

Mary's, is a very beautiful (Jotliic building, erected between :'() and -10 years ago. Then*
are numerous other places of worship, both of the established church and of various
denominations of dissenters. The grammar-school was founded by queen Kli/.abeth in

1">(>7; and ihere are many other educational establishments, and many benevolent and
religious institutions. The finest building in the town is the exchange, "built in isCi.j. in

the (Jothic styl'', and containing a magnificent room, 40 yards by 80. The town-hall is

also worthy of being mentioned. B. is supplied with water from capacious reservoirs,
which have been constructed in the neighborhood. The Leeds add Liverpool canal,

pacing on tii'' .-. side of the town, affords important facilities for the conveyance of

{foods; and 15. is connected by several railways with all the neighboring towns, and s.j

with all parts of the kingdom. B. is governed by a mayor, 12 aldermen, and 06 common
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councilmen. It sends two members to parliament, a privilege which it obtained under
the reform bill of 132.

BLACKCAP, BLACKCAP WARBI.KU, or BLACKCAP FAUVKTTE (ettrruca atric<ipil-
bird of the great family of the tyltiadat, or warblers, and of the same genus to which
the nightingale is commonly referred. See FALVKTTK, WAKIILLU, and ISYLVIAD.K. It
is regarded aa the sweetest song-bird in Britain, or indeed in Europe, except the nightin-
gale, to which it is said to bo even superior in "

its shake or trilling note." Very often,
however, the strain is desultory, and of short continuance; but it is loud, rich in tone'
and has a "great variety of sweet and gentle modulations." White says, in his Natural
History of Sdbome. that while the B. warbles, its thro.it is wonderfully distended. It is
a rather smaller bird than the nightingale; the female is hirer than the male. The back,
wings, and tail are of an ash-brown color; the chin, throat, and breast are gray ; the belly,
white. The upper part of the head in the male is jet-black; in the female of a dull rust
color. The feathers of the head, both in the male and female, are somewhat erected,
giving the bird a hooded appearance, on account of which it is called in Germany tfa
monk. In Britain, the B. is a bird of passage, arriving early in spring, and retiring
in Sept. The males, as iu the case of the nightingale, arrive a few days before
the females. The B. is not a common bird in Britain : it is most frequent in the south-
ern counties of England, but is found even in Scotland: on the continent, it extends its

migrations as far n. as Lapland. In the s. of Europe, it is found both in summer and
winter. As a cage-bird, it is pleasing not only on account of its song which, however,
is sometimes partly spoiled by its too successful imitation of other birds but also on
account of its manners, the intelligence which it displays, a::d its strong attachment to
Uiose who are accustomed to feed and caress it.

BLACKCAP TITMOUSE, or CIIKKAUKK, a North American bird. See TITMOUSK.
The marsh titmouse, a British bird, is sometimes called blackcap, or blackcap
Titmouse.

BLACK CHALK is a variety of clay-slate (q.v.), containing a considerable proportion
of carbon. It is used for drawing, and is also ground down to form a blark paint. It
is found as a rock of a slaty texture and bluish-Mack color iu the island of Islay and in

Caernarvonshire, also in Spain, and other parts of the world.

BLACKCOCK, UKATII-FOWL. or BLACK Guorsi:, T<>ru<t tdri.r. a species of grouse
(q.v.), abundant in Britain wherever there are moors of considerable extent, and more
particularly where there are bogs and morasses with rank herbage, or, adjacent to the
moors, natural woods or young plantations of pine and tir. Comparatively rare in the
8. of England, the B. becomes more common towards the n., and is very" plentiful in
the mountainous parts of Scotland. It is found in some of the Hebrides, but not in the

Orkney or Shetland isles. On the continent of Europe, it occurs both in mountainous
and marshy countries, as on the Alps and in Holland; it is found as far s. as the Apen-
nines, and as far n. as the forests of Lapland; it abounds in most parts of Scandinavia,
where it is carefully protected, the males only being killed, great numbers of which are
sent to the London market; it is diffused over almost all parts of Russia, and is found
in Siberia. The male is much larger than the female, sometimes weighing as much a*
I Ibs., whilst the female weighs only about '2 Ibs. ; they also differ very much in plumage.
The male is of a shining bluish-black color, with a conspicuous white bar on the wings
below the ends of the great wing-coverts, and a mixture of black and white on the

legs; there is a piece of bare scarlet skin over the eye; the outer feathers on each side of
the tail are elongated and curve outwards, giving it a very peculiar appearance. The
female, called the (;r<nj Inn, is of a rust color, darkest on the upper parts, everywhere
barred and mottled with a darker color; the tail is straight and even at the end'. The
young males resemble the females in plumage. The shank in this species is feathered.
but not the toes. It is a gregarious bird, the different sexes, however, in winter, gen-

erally keeping in flocks by themselves. In spring, the males resort to elevated and open
pots, where they crow, and also make a sound which has been likened to the whetting
of a scythe, thus inviting the females to repair to them; they strut and trail their wings
like turkey-cocks, and tierce contests often take place amori^ them. They are polyg-
amous, and pay no attention to the female during incubation, nor do they take any
part in rearing the young. The nest is of the simplest construction, a few straws or

the like, placed together among tall heath, or under the shelter of a low thick bush.

The egirs, six to eight in number, are yellowish-white, speckled with oranire-bmwn. and
nlxMit '2 in. long. The food of the B. consists of the seeds of rushes and other plants,

berries, insects, the tender shoots of heath, leave.-, etc.; it sometimes visit* cornfields
'

and stubbles to feed on corn; is frequently to b" found in turnip -fields in the neighbor-
hood of plantations in hilly districts; and! at le;ist in winter. < ats the young shoots of

pines, rirs. birdies, and alders. It is highly esteemed for the table.

It seems to be well established that hybrids are occasionally produced between th

B. and other species of grouse; and also between the B. and the pheasant; but thN sub-

ject, although regarded with much interest by some of i' naturalists, has not
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found in the Scandinavian peninsula and other parts of Europe, is a hybrid between
the B. and the capercailzie (q.v.).

BLACK DEATH was one of the names given to an oriental plague marked by

inflammatory boils and tumors, which in the 14th c. desolated the world. It took this

name from the black spots, symptomatic of a putrid decomposition, which, at one of its

stages, appeared upon the skin.

\)ur information as to the symptoms and course of this terrible malady is far from

perfect. So much is clear, that they varied somewhat from case to case, and in differ-

ent countries, and greatly changed towards the close of the period of its ravages in

Europe (1348-51). Among them may be noticed great imposthumes on the thighs and
arms what are called buboes and smaller boils on the arms and face; in many cases,
black spots all over the body; and in some, affection of the head, stupor, and palsy of

the tongue, which became black as if suffused with blood; burning and unslakable

thirst; putrid inflammation of the lungs, attended by acute pains in the chest, the expec-
toration of blood, and a fetid pestiferous breath. On the first appearance of the plague
in Europe, fever, the evacuation of blood, and carbuncular affection of the lungs
brought death before the other symptoms could be developed; afterwards, boils and
buboes characterized its fatal course in Europe as in the east. In almost all cases its

victims perished in two or three days after being attacked. Its spots ;md tumors were
the seals of a doom which medicine had no power to avert, and which in despair many
anticipated by self-slaughter.

If the symptoms of the B. D. have been only imperfectly handed down to us. the his-

tory of its rise and progress is still more obscure. But while fable enters largely into its

history, it would seem to be safe to assign its birthplace to China; and there is a strong
concurrence of testimony, that the cause's which co-operate to produced it are to be sought
for as far back as 1383 15 years before its outbreak in Europe in a series of great con-

vulsions of the canh's structure, which commenced in that year, and which, for 2ti years
thereafter, continued powerfully to affect the conditions of animal and vegetable life.

The precise date of the appearance of the plague in China is unknown, but from 1333

till 1348, that great country suffered a terrible mortality from droughts, famines, floods,

earthquakes which swallowed mountains, and swarms of innumerable locusts; and in

the last few years of that period, from the plague. During the same time Europe mani-
fested sympathy with the changes which affected the east. The order of the seasons

seemed at various times to be inverted; storms of thunder anil lightning were frequent in

the dead of winter, and there occurred great earthquakes and eruptions of -volcanoes

conceived to have become extinct. The theory is, that this great tellurian activity, accom-

panied by the decomposition of vast organic masses, myriads of bodies of men, brutes.

and locusts, produced some change in the atmosphere unfavorable to life; and somo
writers, speaking of the established progress of the plague from east to west, say thattho

impure air was actually visible, as it approached with its burden of death.
" A dense

and awful fog was seen in the heavens, rising in the east, and descending upon Italy"

(Manxfeld Chronicle in Ct/rutc fyangfitberg, chap. 287, fol. 336). AVith this view of the

plague is to be conjoined another regarding the causes which produced a predisposition
of the inhabitants of Europe to become its victims, and which are referred to the effects

on the popular health partly of scarcity and partly of the prevalent bad habits of living.

There is much probability in the theory, that the plague was owing to an atmo.-pheric

poison acting on the organs of respiration, which, it vill be recollected, were always
those first attacked. But while impurity of the air and the state of the public health

may have largely contributed to th:- mortality, it may be doubted whether the disease did

not owe its extension almost wholly to infection and contagion, whatever cause's may
have originally produced it. It appears I hat the pestilence had in a milder form appeared
in Europe in 1342, but it had passed away, and there is little reason for holding that, in

the inlerval, it remained merely latent. The invasion of Io48 may actually
be tracked

from China in its advance by the various caravan routes towards the west. The northern
coa-t of the Black sea sent the plague by contagion to Constantinople. By contagion it

reached the seaports of Ilalv, and thence, as from so n.any foci of contagion, it soon
established itself over Europe. Its advance may be traced through Germany and France
to England, from which it wa- transmitted to Sweden. It was three years from its

appearance at Constantinople, before it crept, by a great circle, to the Russian territories.

This fact of its spread by contagion lias led to speculations as to whether, by rigid rules

of quarantine, it might not have been excluded from Europe. Such rules are now ;U

many points in force as securities against oriental plagues.
'There are no proper materials for estimating the mortality which this plague pro-

duced, for it occurred before the value of statistics was appreciated. But in China,

13,000,000 are said to have died, and in the rest of the east nearly 24,000,000. These
numbers appal the imagination. Coming to Europe, the horror is increased \>y the

greater exaclnesqpf the details London alone lost over loc.ooo soul-; 15 European cities

lost among them about .'lOO.ooi); C.crmany is calculated to have lost 1,244,434; Italy, one half

of it< population. On a moderate calculation, it may be assumed that there perished in

Euro])" 2o.000,000 human beings. Africa Buffered with the rest of the known world.

Everywhere was death. All animal lite was threatened. I livers were consecrated to
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receive corpses, for "which none dared perform the rites of burial, and -which in other

places were cast in thousands into huge pits made for their reception. Death was on the

sea, too, as well as on the land, and the imagination is quickened to the realization of the
terrible mortality by accounts of ships without crews the crews dead and putrefying on
the decks of the aimless hulls drifting through the Mediterranean, the Black and the
North seas, and cursing with the contagion the shores on which winds or the tide

chanced to cast them.
The mortality caused by the plague was, however, only one of the evils to which it

gave rise. Its moral effects on the survivors and the frame of sociciv wen; no lcs

momentous. Many died of fear, which among the living dissolved tin- tics of kindred:
mothers forsook their plague-stricken children; the worldly became quickened to a mad-

dening sense of sin; the religious tixed their eyes more steadily on futurity; all rushed to

sacrifice their means to the church, while tlie < cclesiustics drew back "from the gold
showered over their walls, as being tainted with death. Superstition finally banded mul-
titudes together by common means to work out the common safety. In Hungary, and
afterwards in Germany, rose the brotherhood of the Flagellants, who undertook to

expiate the sins of tlie people, and avert the pestilence by self-imposed siifL ;

Originally of the lower classes, they gathered to their order, as it extended, crowds of the

highest, both men and women, and marched from city to city, robed in somlx'r garments,
with red crosses on the breast, back, and cap, and with their heads covered as far as thi-

eves; they went chanting in solemn processions with banners, with down-turned faces,

and bearing triple scourges with points of iron, with which, at stated times, they lacerated

their bodies. They at \i\^t pervaded nearly all Europe; Germany, Hungary, Poland,
Bohemia. Silesia, and Flanders did them homage. This, however. i> not the pice to give
their history, for which the reader will refer to the article under the head FI..U.KI.I

Suffice it that the order was not suppressed till the pope, at the instigation of several

crowned heads, prohibited throughout Christendom their pilgrimages, on pain of excom-
munication. While the wanderings of the Flagellants threw society into confusion, and

helped to spreail the plague, the horrors of the time were further heightened by the fear-

ful persecutions to which the Jews were subjected, from a popular belief that the

pestilence wasowing to their poisoning the public wells. The people rose toexterminate

the Hebrew rate, of whom, in Mayence alone. 12,000 were cruelly murdered. They were

killed by lire and by torture wherever they could be found, and for them, to the terrors0f
the plague were added those of a populace everywhere infuriated against them. In some

placcs.'the Jewish people immolated themselves in masses; in others, not a soul of them
survived the assaults of their enemies. Xo adequate notion can be conveyed of these

horrors. To aggravate the pestilence, the poison panic made the people shut up their

wells. \Yith terror of poison and of plague in .1 state of society rude at the Ix-st. hut

now disorganized, what means were available to mitigate or prevent the Bufferings of the

people were rendered altogether nugatory.
It would be useless to" attempt to give any notion of the effects on society of this

plague; how during it some, like people in sieges, came to be callous, and some, like

thieves under the gallows, to regard the desolation only as it afforded opportunities for

plunder and indulgence. The whole phenomena would form a tine study for the social

philosopher and psychologist. We mu-t content ourselves here with referring the

reader to the De&iineron of "Boccaccio for a description of the plague at Florence, which,

for vividness and particularity of observation, almost equals Thucydides' account of

the plague at Athens. In Bulwer's li ;> i<zi. also, nn account of the plague will b<- found.

The reader should also consult Hecker's / >f the M!il<l'< J/;>.. translated for the

Sydenham society. Accounts of the plague have been left us by the physicians Guy de

Chauliac and ClVdia de Vinurio. But perhaps Boccaccio's is the best of tin- whole.

The B. 1). afterwards more than once appeared in Europe, but never with the same

virulence or duration.

BLACK DEATH, Tin; Ur.t KNT, is the title commonly given to a very fatal disease

which occurred in Ireland, in an epidemic form, in the years 18G6-C7. It is described

under the title of Ei'iDKMic CEHEBKAL MKNIM.ITIS.

BLACK DUCK. An<t* obteura, one of the most valuable of game birds, generally
abundant overall the United States, and believed to be capable of domestication. Its

color is brown black, with bright tints about the neck and bill.

BLACKFEKT, or SATSIKA. a tribe of Algonquin Indians originally residing on nnd

near the Saskatchewan, but migrating to Missouri. There are at present three division-*

of them scattered over the bo/ders of British America and the United States fvom Hud-

son's bav to the Yellowstone region. The B. are warlike, and sun-worshiper>: they do

not bury their dead, but, in case of a warrior, leave him in his tent in full dress, and

sacrifice horsea at hi- door for his UM- in the happy hunting grounds. It is sup;

l.iat mere are about 7000 in the United States and 6090 in Canada.

BLACKFISH, C\i,trb>)>hn^ ti,i>i;'*. a fish of the family of t!, '/<* (q.v.). verr

nearly allied to the l>eautiful coryphcns (q.v.) so frequently called dolphins,

both 'in the Mediterranean sea and on the western coasts of Europe, occasionally on tin-

southern coasts of Britain, but is everywhere rare, perhaps becau-e it is an Inhabitant

chiefly of deep waters. It is known to attain a length of more than 30 iu., and a weight
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of 11 Ibs. The general form is not unlike that of n perch; there is ft single elongated
dorsal tin with short rays, rising from a thin elevated ridge: the body is covered with
minute scales, the skin is tough and can be stripped off like that of an eel; there is no
air- bladder. The color is black; that of the lins intensely so. The B. is remarkable
for great strength and velocity. As an article of food, it is described as delicious.

BLACK FLUX is prepared by heating in a covered crucible ordinary or crude cream
of tartar, or the bilartrate of potash (KO.HO.C.lUOio). when the tartaric- acid il',II 4O| )

is decomposed and charred, forming carbonic acid (CO 3), which remains in combination
with the potash (KO) ;ts carbonate of potash (KO,CO 2X accompanied by much free car-

bon. This very intimate mixture of carbonate of potash and carbon, otherwise called

B. F., is a fine black powder of great service in the fluxing of metallic ores, as of lead

(q.v.), and the separation of the metal therefrom. The- B. F. is likewise employed as

the raw material from which, on the application of heat in iron vessels, the metal potas-
sium can be obtained.

BLACK FLY, a dipterous insect, the especial torment of man and beast in the

arctic and northern temperate latitudes. In the eastern British provinces and Labrador

they are more abundant than mosquitoes in the tropics, crawling under the closest gar-
ments and into beds, and defying all means of protection. They are very small, mere
midges, hardly visible, black, with one white band. In wet weather they are dormant,
but in clear sunny days they almost cloud the sun, and can be only partially dispersed

by the Indian remeuy cf a dense smoke. Tar ointment on the exposed skin is said to

be the best defense. Their bite is like a sting, but seldom creates swelling, and is not

dangerous. Seth Green says that the larva of this fly spins a web underwater as perfect
as that of a spider. The buffalo gnat of the west is a larger species of this fly, and is

said to have destroyed even horses by its bite.

BLACKFORD, a co. in e. central Indiana, on the Salamonie river, traversed by
the Fort Wayne, Muncie and Cincinnati railroad; 180 sq.m. ; pop. '70, (J'21'2; level and
rolling surface and fertile soil; products agricultural. Co. seat, Hartford city.

BLACK FOREST (Ger. Schwarzwald), a wooded mountain chain in Baden and
Wurtembcrg, running from s. to n. along the western side of Swabia, parallel with the
course of the Rhine after its great bend near Basel, and often only a few miles distant

from it. The Rhine also bounds it on the s., and the level country between the Enz
and the confluence of the Neckar with the Rhine borders 'it on the n. ; lat. 47

J
30' to

49 80 n., long. T 40' to 9 east. The chief rivers rising in the B. F. arc the Damilx',
Neckar, Murg, Kin/ig. Elz, Enz, and "\Viessen. The B. F. attains its greatest elevation
in the bare ami round-topped Feldberg (about 4850 ft. high), which rise's near the source
of the Wiessen and the celebrated llDlle (Hell) pass, a narrow valley shut in by moun-
tains in the vicinity of Neustadt. The great mass called the Kaiserstuhl (emperor's
chair), situated near Breisach, is quite isolated. As to the geological character of the
B. F., primitive granite and gneiss form its core, porphyry is found on its sides, and
sandstone along its highest ridges, as well as at its base. Silver, copper, cobalt,

lead, and iron are found in greater or less quantity in its principal chain, which is

luxuriantly wooded, its name Schwarzwald being derived from the dark-tinted foliage
and immense number of its fir-trees. The B. F. is also rich in mineral waters, as, e s.,

the baths of Baden-Baden and Wildbad (q.v.). On the Rhine side, the descent is pre-

cipitous, but towards the Danube and the Neckar it is gradual. Among its numerous
valleys, the Murgthal is the most famous for its natural beauties. The western slopes
are studded with vineyards. Summer rye, oats, and potatoes are cultivated in some
parts of the B. F. ; but it is with difficulty, and the rearing of cattle is prosecuted with
much greater success. This, and the manufacture of articles of wood, forms the chief

industry of the inhabitants. The making of wooden clocks and other kinds of time-

pieces employs about 40,000 persons; and not less than 600,000 articles of this kind,
including music boxes, are exported annually to all parts of the world, 1000 dealers being
engaged in the traffic.

Two of the passas of the B. F., the Kniebis and the Hollo, acquired considerable

celebrity during the wars of the French revolution. The first, situated 0:1 the bor-
d<Ts between Baden and WurtemlM-rg, at the source of the Murg. was taken by the
French in 1796 and in 1797; the Holle is known in connection with Aloreau's retre'at in
1 I'M.

BLACKFRIAHS. See DOMINICANS, antf.

BLACK FRIDAY, in England. (5th Dec., 1745, the day on which news reached
London that the Pretender had arrived at Derby. Again, May 11, 1866. when the fail-

ure of Overend. Gurncy. etc. (on the previous day) brought on' n nuM disastnm> tinan-
cial panic. In America. Sept. Hi. 1S75, when the wild speculation in gold, in New
York and other cities, culminated in a crash that swept thousands of firms and individ-
uals into financial ruin.

BLACK Gl'AI'DS, originally applied to the scullions and lower servants of the
English court who were clothed in black garments. Gibbon savs. "those who carried
coals to the kitchen, rode with the pots and pans, a nd wen; in derision called the black

guards." The title is recognized in an official proclamation of IGSo, which say.--
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"whereas, a sort of vicious, idle, and masterless boyes and rogues commonly called th
black guard, with divers other lewd and loose fellows," etc.

BLACK GUM, the popular name of the X>/*a multiflora, the "
hornpipe" of New

England, and "pepperidge" of the middle states. It grows in thick forests, ha* crooked
branches, and is densely covered with bright green leaves in turfs of four or more at the
ends of the branches; bears flowers of greenish hue, becoming blue-black as they ripen-wood close-grained and very tough, but not durable. The twnber is used lor hubs of
wheels and in other places where splitting is to be avoided. It is an ornamental tree in
England.

BLACK HAWK, a co. in n.e. Iowa, on Cedar river; reached by the Iowa division
of the Illinois Central, and the Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern railroads 576
sq.m. ; pop. '75, 22,913; in '80, 23,921; prairie surface with some forests, producing
wheat, corn, oats, butter, etc. Co. seat, Waterloo.

BLACK HAWK, b. about 1768, in a village of Sac Indians on the Mississippi near
Rock river; d. Oct. 3. 1838. In the war of 1812. Black Hawk, then a leading Sue and
Fox chief, took the English side. After the war he resisted t:.e encroachments of \vhit
settlers, and provoked several petty conflicts, but was subdued and captured in is;',-.'.

The tribe was removed, but Black Hawk and his sons and a few warriors were kept a
while as hostages, and brought as a show to the eastern cities.

BLACKHEATH, a high-lying open common, in the county of Kent, 5 m. s.e. of
London, near Greenwich Park. It commands a fine view of ir'reat extent, and being a
healthy tract, many villas have been built on its margin. It is a favorite holiday resort
for Londoners. The Roman road to Dover crossed i't. B. is one of the few places in

England where the ancient Scottish game of golf is practiced. On it stands Mordeu
col! 'ge, founded in 1695 by sir .1. Morden for decayed merchants, and wilh a revenue
of 5000. B. was formerly the scene of several insurrections, including those of Wat
Tyler. 1381, and Jack Cade, 1450. Here the Danes encamped in 1011 ; the Londoners wel-
comed Henry V. from Agincourt; and Charles II., on his way from Dover, met th

army of the restoration. B. was also a noted place for highwaymen.
BLACK HILLS, a mountain region ins.w. Dakota and n.e. Wyoming, about 100 by

60 in., ri.'h in mines. In 1876-77 there was trouble with the Indians, who-e reservation's

covering much of the country were invaded by whites in search of gold and silver.
Within a few months a number of settlements grew up like Jonah's gourd, and the
names of the new towns. Dead wood, Gayville, Central ci;y. Lead city, and o! hers appeared
in the newspapers. The mining business continued

prosperous, aiid the product of -<ild

up to the close of l7x was nearly $2.300,000. The hills are from ^500 to 30<M ft.

above sea-level at their base, and the highest peak is 6700 feet. They are a continuation
at' the Big Horn spur of the Rocky mountains. (See DAKOTA.)

BLACK HOLE, an appellation familiarly given to a dungeon or dark cell in a prison,
and which is associated in the public mind with a horrible catastrophe in the history of
British India namely, the cruel confinement of a party of English in an apartment
called the

" Black Hole of Calcutta," on the night of the 18tb of June. 1756. The gar-
rison of the fort connected with the English factory at Calcutta having been captured
by the nabob Suraja Dowhih, this barbarian caused the whole of the prisoners laken,
UiJ in number, to be confined in an apartment 20 ft. square. This cell had only two
small windows, and these were obstructed by a veranda. The crush of the unhappy
sufferers was dreadful; and after a night of excruciating agony from pressure, heat.

thirst, and want of air. there were in the morning only 23 survivors, the ghastliest
forms ever seen on earth. See HINDUSTAN.

BLACKIE, JOHN STUART, professor of Greek in the university of Edinburgh, was b.

in Glasgow in 1809, but received his
early

education in Aberdeen, where his father waa

agent for a bank. After going through the usual course of a Scotch university
education

partly at Marischal college, Aberdeen, partly at Edinburgh with a view to the

Church, he went in 1829 to Germany, and studied for some time both at Gottingen and
Berlin. He thus acquired a mastery of German, and an acquaintance more extensive than

ordinary with the literature of that language. On bis return, having abandoned the

thought of entering the church, be began the study of law. and passed as advocate at

the Edinburgh bar in 1834 But he soon found the practice of the profession uncon-

genial, and devoted himself henceforth to literary pursuits. Among his earliest pro-
ductions was his translation, in English verse, of Goethe's Faitnt. which was preferred

by G. II. Lewes to any other of the metrical translations. He wrote also about this

period numerous articles in the Forfirjn Quarterly Rcrieir. the }]~<'t<tnu'nstfr, Jilarkirooil. and

Tiiit, chiefly on German subjects. In 1841, he was appointed by the crown to the chair

of humanity in Marischal college, which he held until, in 1S52, he was elected to the

Greek chair in the university of Edinburgh. Ever since he became professor, he ha*

been incessant in advocating educational reform in Scotland. He took an active part in

the movement that led in 1859 to the remodeling of the Scottish universities. During
1874-76, B. advocated throughout the country, with great enthusiasm, the foundation of

n Celtic chair in Edinburgh university, and was successful in raising upwards of

10.000 of endowment. Of works of a professional and philological kind may l>c men-
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tinned two lectures On thf Studying and Teaching of Languages; On tlie Rhythmical
tatioii of the Ancunts; The Pronunciation <>f (fm-k; Accent and Quantity, 1852.

Among the most matured and scholarly of B.'s productions id his metrical translation,
with notes, of the dramas of JEschylus, published in 1850. In 1803, he. spent above
three months in Athens, acquiring a complete mastery of the language; ns now spoken;
and us fruits of the visit, there appeared articles on the subject in the JWf/t liritixh and
We 'tm iuxt'i- /'"/ >r*. In 1866, prof. B. gave to the world The Iliad of Homer, trans-

late I into English Verse, with ('<>innt< ntary and Introductory Ditrtatinx (Edin.), in

which he endeavors to present Homer to the English reader in his distinctive character

as a popular singer. Of late years B. devoted himself with enthusiasm and success to

raising funds for the endowment of a Celtic chair in the university of Edinburgh. In

1878 he spent some months in Egypt.
Not content with educational and philological subjects, the versatile activity of prof.

B. has led him to make incursions into the fields both of abstract speculation and of

poc'ry. He published in 1858 a treatise on beauty, in refutation of lord .Jell'r.-y's associa-

tion theory. Others of his works are Lays and Ltf/t /id* <>f Anci< nt (j/<<. irith olfttr

tem(l857); Lyrical Poems (1860); Musa Burschicomi (1809); War Songs of tho German*
a translation, 1870; four Phases of Moral* (1871); ISongx of the Higltlanas and Ixland-s

1872); S-'f Culture (1873); Horn Hellenics (1874); twngs of Religion and Life (1876).

BLACKING is the material employed for producing a black glazed shining surface on
leather. The main ingredient in the various kind of B. is bone-Mack (q.v.), which is

mixed with an oil, some sugar, and a little sulphuric acid. The materials in Day and
Martin's B. are finely powdered bone-black ground with sperm-oil, raw sugar or molasses
a little vinegar, and'some concentrated sulphuric acid (specific gravity 1850). The sub-

stances- are" incorporated together one by one in the order in which they are stated, and
the action of the sulphuric acid is to convert much of the lime in the bone-black into

sulphate of lime, which causes a thickening of the mixture, and a tenacious paste results.

This paste, diluted with weak vinegar, is put, while warm, in stone-ware bottles, and is

then ready for the market.

BLACK JACK, the name given by miners to blende (q.v.). It was also the name
applied in former times to a kind of drinking Hagon. B. J. (tree), see OAK. B. J. or
NICKER CATERPILLAR, see TUKNIP SAWFLY.

BLACK LEAD, GRAPIITTK, or PLOIHAOO. a mineral consisting chiefly of carbon, but

containing also more or less of alumina, silica, lime, iron, etc., to the extent of 1 to 47

per cent, apparently mixed rather than chemically combined. B. L. is the popular
name, and that by which it is generally known in the arts; graphite is that generally
preferred by mineralogists. The name B. L., however, ought, perhaps, to !> regarded
as an unfortunate one, as no lead enters into the composition of the mineral. It

sometimes occurs crystallized in short imbedded hexagonal prisms; but generally
massive, and more or less radiated, foliated, scaly, or compact. It is of a grayish-black
color, with a somewhat metallic luster, and is perfectly opaque. It H greasy to the

touch, and is a perfect conductor of electricity. It is found in primary and tran-i-

tion rocks, as in gneiss, mica-slate, quart/-rock, greenstone, and clay-slate, and pretty

abundantly in various parts of the world. It is much more combustible than even
anthracite (or blind-c-xil), burning with much difficulty even before the blow-pipe, on
which account it is much used for the manufacture of crucibles or "

melting-pots."
which withstand a great heat. These are not. however, made of mere 1>. L., but of B.

L. in powder, mixed with half its weight of clay. B. L. is employed for making
pencils (q.v.). It is also extensively employed to give a black gloss to iron grate-.
stoves, railings, etc.. and to diminish the friction of the belts and other parts of

machinery. Lately it has been suggested as a lubricating a^ent in the cartridges of

rifles, instead of lard or tallow. Much B. L. is obtained at Borrowdalc, in Cumberland;
there are also great deposits in Siberia, and in Missouri, I". S.

BLACK LETTER (ftlacft ilrttrr). the name commonly given in this country to th

types which on the continent are most generally known'as Gothic. The first printed
books imitated every peculiarity of (lie contemporary manuscripts; and as printing wa
tirst practiced in Germany and the Netherlands, the first types were copies of the letters

in use in those countries" in the middle of the 15th century. Two sorts of letters have
been employed in the writings of wes'ern Christendom. VVhat have been called Roman
letters prevailed from the 5th to about the close of the 12th c.. \\hcn they gradually began
to pass into what have been called Gothic letters, which continued till the Kith e., when.
in most European countries, they were superseded by Roman letters. The tir-t types,
as has been -aid. were Gothic, and they spread with the art of printing intowarious

Europe:)!! Males. In France and Italy, they were slightly modified by cutting off some
of their rougher points; and when thus trimmed, they came to be known in the former

country as Mtre* de ttoiium. being so called, it is .-aid. from their use in an edition of the
Xniiuini of St. Thomas Aquinas. The clas-ic ta>te of Italy could not long tolerate the

Gothic diameter even of the t*ftr/x </> .//<//< , and they were still further modified, until

they assumed the shape to which the name of Roman letters has since been uivcn. The
first, works printed with thes- new types were two beautiful editions of Pliny's \at>irn!

the one by John of Spira at Venice in 146'J, and the other by his



Nicholas Jenson, also at Venice, in 1472. Another Venetian printer the first Aldus
Manutius attempted in 1501 to supersede the Roman letters by what have been ealled
Aldine (q.v.) or Venetian, but arc best known as Italic characters. These can scarcely
be said to have come into much more than temporary orexccplional use; but the I'omah
letters in no long time spread from Venice all over the west of Europe. Although thus

supplanted in general use. the (Jothic or B. L. Avas long retained for special purposes
such as, in this country, the printing of bibles, prayer-books, proclamations, and acts of

parliament. Hooks in B. L. being the earliest, are highly pri/ed by antiquaries and
bibliomaniacs, who are hence sometimes spoken of as l>Inek-letter"'devotees. Thus
Matthias, in his Pursuits of Literature (published in 17!M\ alluding to the commentators
on Shakespeare, writes:

On Avon's banks I heard Actaeon mourn,
By fell Muck-letter d<jtj.-j m iii.-ct-s turn;

Dogs that from Gothic kennels eager start, etc.

A form of the B. L. still continues in general use in Germany, but of late has begun to

give way in some quarters to the Roman.

BLACK LIST. Such is the name familiarly applied to printed lists connected with

insolvency, bankruptcy, and other matters all'ecting the credit of firms and individuals,

and which are circulated for the private guidance of tin; mercantile community. Tin --e

lists, which serve an important purpose, are well known by commercial men in the United

Kingdom. For the most part they are published in London weekly; but some are biweekly.
In their contents are embraced the English bankruptcies and liquidations by arrangement
under the act of 1*70: the bankruptcies of Scotland and Ireland; Scottish registers <>f

protested bills; decrees in absence; judgments for debt in the Irish courts; offers of

composition; dissolutions of partnership; warrants of attorney and cognovits; judges'
orders; bills of sale. etc. The legality of i>suing information of this kind has been

challenged, but it has been determined that it is quite lawful. In point of fact, the list*

are only extracts from public registers, as are the ordinary lists of bankruptcies in the

newspapers. Private lists of a more searching kind are furnished to subscribers by Mr.

Thomas Perry of Cornhill, the proprietor of the "original bankrupt and insolvent

registry ollice. for protection against fraud, swindlers," etc. ; and also by the Scottish

trade protection society, Edinburgh. See TKADE PROTECTION SOCIETIES. In tin-

United States, printed lists of forgeries of bank-notes are similarly issued. In one of

these connh.rfcit tl< t-t<-x which is certainly black enough may be counted some thou-

sands of varieties of forged bank-notes in circulation; the whole revealing a frightful
state of commercial and moral depravity.

BLACKLOCK, THOMAS, D.D., a remarkable example of the power of the mind to over-

come the most oppressive disadvantages, was It. at Annan in 1721, and d. at Edinburgh
in 1791. The child of humble parents, and deprive;! before he was six months old of the

power of sight, he won for himself before he reached middle age the designation of an

accomplished scholar, a cultivated thinker, and, for those times, a respectable poet.
After going through the necessary course of academic study in Edinburgh, he was
licensed as 'a preacher of the established church in 1759, and in 1702 was ordained min-

ister of Kirkcudbright; The determined resistance of the congregation to the appoint-

ment, based apparently on his too philosophical and "moderate" style of preaching

(joined perhaps to the' fact that he was the intimate friend of David Hume), led to a

litigation, to his sensitive mind extremely distressing, and he re.-igned the charge in

consideration of a small annuity. After' this, he resided in Edinburgh till his dea'h.

occupied chiefly in superintending the education of a limited number of boarders a

charge for which his varied accomplishments and beniirn manners peculiarly qualified

him. He will, however, be best remembered in connection with that famous letter nf

his which happily arrested Robert Burns on the eve of his departure for the West Indies,

and thus, to all human appearance, saved from oblivion the greatest lyrist that the world

kas ?een. A collected edition of his poems was published in 1793, with a biographical

sketch by Henry Mackenzie.

BLACK-MAIL, a scarcely voluntary impost submitted to, in the earlier half of tin-

18th c.. by the people of the Highlands, and parts of the Lowlands bordering on tin-

Highlands, as a kind of compromise with robbers. The districts in question. In-ing then

in an extremely barbarous state, enjoyed but an imperfect protection from the law.

Owinir, moreover, in part, to political and social circumstances, theft and robbery were

not then regarded in the Highlands as they are now: to carry off the cattle of a neighbor

Avas perhaps only wreaking out an old family quarrel or clan dispute, or making r

als for some severity of persons in power. Certain it is that men of g<-.cd standir:.-

a certain decree of protection to notorious cattle-lifters. In these circumstan*

of men rose "up who professed totake upon themselves theduty of protectingthe property

of individuals, on the payment by them of a percentage on their rents,
generally

4 per

cent. They were not low men who did so: nearly all of them had good Highland pedi-

grees, amrpassed externally a* honorable persons, though there was only too^
great

reason to suspect that they encouraged and profited by robberies, in order to make th-

black-mail a necessity. The celebrated Rob Roy was. about 1780, a notable levier of black-

mail in the southern Highlands and adjacent Lowland districts. A little later. Coll
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M'Donell of Barrisdale, a caact of the Glengarry family, was equally noted further
north. When one of the payers of the blackmail suffered what was called a htrthip,
the levier of the impost, being quickly informed of what had happened, busied himself
to recover the lost eattle, and if he failed, he held himself bound to pay an equivalent.
We are informed by Mr. Lapslie, the minister of Campsie, Stirlingshire, in his statistical

account of the parish, 17l>->, that his father, John Lapslie, was a larmer who paid black-

mail in 1744 to M'Gregor of Glengyc, the nephew of Hob Roy. The engagement was
that he should make good losses, if the number of sheep stolen exceeded 7, for anything
less was held as not u hership or lifting, but merely a picking. Early in 1745, 15 were
stolen, and M'Gregor was honorably preparing to "replace them, when the breaking out
of the rebellion, in which he became involved, deprived him of the power of fulfilling
his engagement, and likewise put an end to his self-created wardenship of the Highland
borders. After that period, law was vigorously enforced in the Highlands, and black-

mail ceased to be heard of.

BLACKMAN, GEORGE CURTIS, a surgeon, b. in Conn.; d. Ohio, 1871; graduate of
ttie New York college of physicians and surgeons. In 1854, he became professor
of surgery in the medical college of Ohio (Cincinnati), where lv> was known as a bold
and skillful operator in some very difficult surgical cases. He was medical officer in

the civil war, and was present at the battles of Shiloh and the Wilderness. He edited

Velpcau's Surgery, with notes and additions.

BLACK MONDAY, the Easter Monday in Io51. when hail fell, and many people in

England perished from cold. Also the Easter Monday (April 14, 1360) when Edward
III. of England was with his army lying before Paris.* a day so cold, dark, and stormy
that many of his men and horses died from the effects. Shakespeare speaks of B.M. "It
was not for nothing that my nose fell n-bleedmg on black Monday last" (Merchant of
Venice). In Australia, Feb. 27, 1865, got this name from a terrible sirocco that made
great havoc over a wild region.

BLACKMORE, Sir RICHARD, one of the court physicians in the reigns of William III.

and Anne, is remembered as the most heavy and Voluminous poetaster of his own or

any other asre. He appears to have been a good and well-meaning man, and the

merciless ridicule of contemporary wits was due, in some part at least, to the moral and

religious tone of his works, and to his free censures of the libertinism of the time. But
the worthlessiiess of the poems has been amply confirmed by the judgment of posterity.
T/it Creation,; considered his best, Addison p"ronoui:ces '-c.ne cf the most useful and
noble productions in our English verse;" but few modern readers are likely to examine
the grounds of this judgment, still less to agree with it. B. wrote six epics (choosing
always the loftiest themes) viz., Prince Arthur, in 10 books; King Arthur, in 12; Eliza,

in 10; Creation, in 7; Redemption, in 6; Alfred, in 12; besides The 3>~aturr of Man, 3
books; a new version of the Psalms, paraphrases of Job, and other parts of the Bible,
and a long list of theological, medical, and miscellaneous trcatix -s.

BLACK MOUNTAINS, a portion of the Appalachians in North Carolina so called

because of their dense evergreen vegetation. Some of the measurements are: Mt.

Mitchell or Clingman's peak, 6701 iL above tide; Guyot's peak, 6661; Sandoz Knob,
6612. Recent measurements show that there are about a dozen peaks in the B.M. that

are higher than Mt. \Vashington (N. H.), whose elevation, 6285 ft., has usually been
considered the highest e. of the Mississippi.

BLACK OAK, Quercu* tinctorin. a species of oak valuable for the tannin furnished

by its thick yellow bark, which yields quercitron. Sometimes it is called dyer's or

yellow oak.

BLACKPOOL, a flourishing t. in the township of Lay ton-cum -Warbreck, in the co. of

Lancaster, is now a very considerable place, lying on the coast of the Irish sea, between
the estuaries of the Ribble and the Lune, distant from Poulton-le-Fvldc 4 m., and from

Preston 18 mile* The population in 1861 was :'.o06. and in 1871 if had increased to

6100; but the numlx-rs who resort here during the bathing season far exceed the perma-

nently resident inhabitants. Upwards of 100,000 visitors annually come from c. Lanca-

shire. Manchester, Yorkshire, and other parts of the kingdom. B. is one of the most

frequented bathing-places in the w. of England, the sands being excellent. It has a

branch railway connecting it with the Preston and Wyrc railway, which affords easy
from Preston, Liverpool, Manchester, and all parts of the kingdom. There is

also another railway connecting it with Lytham, another favorite bathing -place on the

Ribble, about 7m. to the south. B. has a'fine pier, furnishing sitting accommodation
lo upwards of 8000 persons, which cost about f2r.(K)0; and a second, more recently

o|H-ned, 500 yards in length. There are three established churches, a Roman Catholic

Hiajx'l, and five other chapels for the Wesieyans. Independents, etc. Besides excellent

streets and terraces of houses elegantly built, it has many large hotels (one of which,

recently erected, cost upwards of 13,000); there is also a "theater, libraries, news rooms,
etc. There is no trade or manufactures; the lodging-house keepers depend solely on the

large concourse of visitors. Fishing is the employment of many during the winter

months.
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fitACK PSTNiCE, the name usually given in history to Edward Prince of Wales, son
of Edward III. (q.v.).

x.
BLACK QUARTEB, syn. Blick Spild, Black Ley, Quarter Eril, Blood Striking; incor-

rectly termed by sonic English writers Inflammatory Fctcr termed by others ll<nmrtv-

scpsix (Simondsi ll,r-i

^Definition. An apoplectic disease peculiar to cattle; a form of carbuncular di-

or anthrax cnzootic, i.e., limited to districts; not .spread by contagion, but attended,

especially in warm climates, and in Great Britain tin hot weather, with the develop-
ment of a blood-poison destructive to man and tbe lower animals. See MALIUXANT
PrsTt LK.

f '</''.*.>'. Rich pasture on stiff, retentive, and undrained soil; sudden changes from
poor to rich keep, particularly with animals in good health, predisposed to make blood or
fatten fa>t. Youth predisposes to the di.-ca*>. from tlie greater activity of the nutritive
functions in early life. It is a disease confined almost entirely to yearling and two-year-
old animals; the writer has, however, seen it in -aged cows, etc. A young animal,
thriving fast, may suddenly be seized with B. Q., if exposed to cold* showers, or a
storm. A check thus induced to the organs of secretion, and particularly to the action
of the skin, at once produces the blood-charge and apoplectic effusion peculiar to the dis-

ease, la various countries where calves are reared by the hand, and not allowed to

suckle their mothers, there are many cases of quarter ill when the young animals are
transferred from the stable or bare fields to rich grass-lands. The malady is chiefly wit-

nessed in spring and autumn, particularly when animals are fed on strong aiTtumn

grass.

Sympt'ims. The premonitory signs are often very insignificant, and usually over-

looked. The healthy thriving aspect of a young steer, in a district where the di-

prevails, excites the' suspicion of the farmer. The animal may be observed with a sleek

coat, voracious appetite, quick staring look, suddenly to stop feeding; the eyes become
bloodshot; then- is slight salivation or foaming at the mouth; and m the space of an
hour or less, it will fall helpless, having manifested slight lameness in one of the limbs
before dropping. In other cases, the animal suiters from swelling and pains, suddenly
developed in one of the joints, whether the fetlocks, knees, or hocks, elbow, shoulder,
or stitie. The swelling extends, and the animal falls. In both cases, the limb or g>/ur<< r

of the animal affected swells, the skin is bluish, the veins of the part are distended by
black blood, and the creature is perfectly helpless. The suffering is unusually acute;
but in many instances the respiration is tranquil, the pulse, however, oppressed and fre-

quent. Animals in this state are costive at first, but occasionally Violent diarrhoea super-
venes, and the excrement is tinged by black extravasated blood. Death almost invari-

ablv -HMKTvenes in from 4 to 48 hours. Some cases prove lingering, especially if active

and proper treatment be employed early, but recovery is rare. The symptoms of

approaching death are convulsive" twitch ings of the muscles, fixed haggard look, grind-

ing with the teeth, and spasmodic breathing. In some cases, the animal appears quite

paralytic, and quietly breathes its last.

P>'*- v. The quarter affected is found, when cut into, soaked in

black semi-coagulated blood. Similar blood is found in all the vessels of the body,
and all the tissues have consequently a black congested appearance, particularly the

lungs. The heart, as in all blood-diseases, is stained both externally and internally by
black blood, effused beneath its serous covering or lining, and this appearance has led

some veterinarians to believe the immediate cause of death to be Inflammation of the

heart. Such is not the case. The blood extravasations indicate the peculiar condition

of the circulating thud. In some cases in which a joint has been affected some hours
lx?fore severe constitutional symptoms have appeared, the tissues around the joints are

infiltrated by a yellow semi-solid exudation or lymph, which is capable of producing
malignant pustule if inoculated in man or animals. Abscesses and sloughs are occa-

sionally met with in and around the diseased joints.

Treatment. la the earliest stage, blood-letting to the extent of 5 or 6 qi:

Administer half-ounce doses of niter in solution every half-hour for 4 or 5 hour.<. Give
the animal much water to drink, and if chances of recovery are observed. 4-oz. doses

of Mindereru.-'s spirit, or solution of the acetate of ammonia, must be given every
4 hours. As the animal rallies, it may be desirable to administer a mild purge of Epsom,
or Glauber salts. The local treatment con-i-ts in incisions into the swollen parts, care

being taken that the joints are not penetrated. The incisions must be washed with the

following lotion: Chloride of zinc, 1 drachm: water, 13 ozs. ; dissolve and apply with

linen rag or lint, confining the moisture by gutta-percha or oil-silk. Treatment is not

often succv-s-tul. but we have the greatest facilities for

Pr, , deep draining, whereby many pasture-lands have been rendered per-

fectly safe after having repeatedly ruined tenant-farmers from destruction by black

quarter. In some hill-lauds, where drainage doe- not appear the cause, the malady may
be prevented by giving to all the cattle on the farm a weekly dose of an ounce of niter.

The animals that thrive most rapidly should have the medicine rather more frequently,

though not to such an extent as to reduce their condition.

The flesh of animals dying from this disease should not be used for human food. It
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has destroyed whole families, and though in this cold climate accidents are rare, never-
theless they have occurred. Butchers have lost their arms, and persons have lust their

lives from being inoculated in cutting up meat from oxen that have died of quarter ill.

BLACK RIVER, in n. New York, rising in the western part of the Adirondack region
and running w. and n. to lake Ontario. In its course there are numerous falls and rapids

furnishing abundant water-power to half a dozen village*, and the city of Watertown.
The color of the water is about that of sherry wine. Boats pass from this river to th

Erie canal through the Black river canal.

BLACK RIVER, or BIG BLACK, an affluent of White river, in Mo., flowing s. to

the Arkansas border; about 350 in. long, and navigable for about 100 m. except in the

dry season.

BLACK BOD, USHER OF THE, an officer of the house of lords, appointed by letters-

patent. He is chief gentleman-usher to the sovereign, and belongs to the order of the
Garter. His principal duty is (himself, or by his deputy the yeoman-usher) to summon
the house of commons to the peers when the royal assent Is given to bills, or when
royal speeches are read; and to take into custody any peer guilty of breach of privilege.
His income is devived from certain fees under the regulation of the house; and the

appointment of messengers, door-keepers, servants, etc., rests with him. This patronage
was at one time very lucrative, but new arrangements have made it much less so.

BLACK ROOD OF SCOTLAND. When the Anglo-Saxon princess who became the
wife of king Malcolm Ceamnohr landed in Scotland, about the year 1070, she brought
with her what was regarded as a priceless relic a cross of gold, elaborately wrought, in

the form of a casket, about a span long, containing what was believed to be a piece of
the true cross, set in an ebony ligure of the Saviour, richly decorated with gold. Of its

earlier history, nothing is known; but St. Margaret bequeathed it as an inheritance to

her children, and as she herself was at the point of death, we are told by her confessor,
that she had it brought to her bedside, when she pressed it to her eyes and lips, and
expired, clasping it with both her hands. The contemporary biographer of her r-ou,

king David I., relates that " the Black Rood of Scotland," as it was called, received the

dying adoration of that saintly prince, and that it had then (in the middle of the l'2ih c.)

come to be regarded by the whole nation of the Scots with mingled feelings of love and
awe. It was Kept as an heirloom of the kingdom, in the royal treasury in the castle of

Edinburgh, and along with the other regalia and muniments of Scotland, was delivered

up to king Edward I. in 1291. The irreverent scrutiny of the officers of the English
king discovered that the outer case, which to the eyes of St. Aelred, in the previous
century, seemed to be of the purest gold, was only silver gilt. But the relic itself was
not the less venerable on that account ; and it was used by king Edward to give increased
solemnity to the oaths of fealty which he exacted from the magnates of Scotland.

Thus, when the bishops of St. Andrews and of Glasgow sided with Bruce, it was urged
as a heinous aggravation of their guilt, that they had sworn "upon the body of Christ

(i.e., the sacrament of the eucharist), and upon the holy gospels, and upon the cross of
St. Neot, and upon the B. R. of S.," to be true and faithful to the English king
and his heirs for ever. When the long struggle between England and Scotland was
at last ended by the peace of Northampton in 1828, the Black Rood was restored to

Scotland as one of the national treasures. But it was not destined to remain long
in the north. When the hapless king David II. invaded England in 1346, he carried
the black rood with him, in the belief (common in that age) that such a holy relic

would insure safety to his person or victor}- to his arms. On his defeat and capture
under the walls of Durham, the B. R. of S. became the prize of his conqueror, sir

Ralph dc Neville, lord of Raby, by whom, along with other spoils of the battle, it was
offered up at the shrine of St. Cuthbert, in the cathedral of Durham. There it hung till

the reformation, when all trace of it disappears.

BLACK, or EUXINE SEA (the Pontu* Kurt-nun), or "
hospitable sea" of the ancients, the

Kara Deniz of the Turks, the Mauri Thalassa of the modern Greeks, and the Tschcr-

uoje More of the Russians) is an inland sea lying between Europe and Asia, extending
from lat. 40 45' to 46 45' n., and from long. 27 30' to 41 50' east. In shape it bears a
certain resemblance to the human foot. Its greatest length from e. tow., on the 4'2d par-
allel, is about 700 m.. and its greatest breadth, near the w. end, about 380 miles. Area,
172,000 s(j. miles. On the south-western extremity it communicates by the Bosporus,
the sea of Marmora, and the Dardanelles, with the Mediterranean, and on the n.e.

by the straits of Yenikale with the sea of Azof. The B. S. drains nearly one fourth
of the surface of Europe, and also about 100,000 sq.m. of Asia. Throughout its whole
extent it husHbut one island, and that a small one, lying opposite the mouths of the Dan-
ube, called Adam, or isle of serpents, on which is a light-house. The continued occu-

pation of this Hand by the Rus-iuns, in defiance of the stipulations of the treaty -^ned
at Paris after the termination of the Crimean war, occasioned considerable unen-iness
in Turkey, and detained a Hritish fleet in the B. S. for several months. In the center of

the B. S. there are no soundings at 150 fathoms, nor are there shoals along tin .-horea,

except at the entrance of the Bosporus; the navigation of the B. S. ought, therefore,
to be particularly easy and safe. It is so in summec; but in winter, being inclosed on
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every side, it becomes the scene of conflicting winds, and of storms which, though of
short duration, are terrible while they last. Such a storm it was on the 14th of Xov
1854, in which about forty vessels of the allies were either totally wrecked or very 9CTiouslv injured; nearly 1000 lives were lost, and property worth sonic millions destroyedAll the coasts are high, with good harbors, except between the mouthsof the Dai'ml*
and the Crimea; there the land is low, and the danger of navigation greatly increased in
winter by the presence of floating ice; for, from the many large rivers winch flow into
the B S and sea of Azof (Danube, Dniester, Bug, Dnicp-V, Don, and Kuban, in Europe-and the Kr/.il-Irmak and Bakara in Asia), the waters are fresher, and consequently more
easily frozen than those of the Mediterranean. The specific gravity of the water of the
B. S. is 1014 (water being = 1000). while that of the Mediterranean "is 1028. The Chores
from Odessa to the Crimea are ice bound during Jan. and Feb.: and although the har-
bor of Odessa is never frozen up, yet the drift-ice frequently renders the entrance to it

dangerous.
There is no tide in the B. S.. hut the large rivers flowing into it give rise to currents

which are particularly strong in spring when the snows melt, and the accumulated
moisture of the whole winter is drained off the land. The irreat current which passingout of the sea of Azof round the Crimea, Hows tirst in a south-westerly, then in a north-
westerly direction, and again due west, is turned southwards by a current from the
Dnieper and Dniester; the two currents are afterwards met by another from the Danube
and thtn, all united, rush towards the Bosporus. The Bosporus, however, is not wide
enough to admit the entire volume of water pressing into it; and a portion of the main
cunvnt is consequently diverted to the coast o! Asia, where it is strengthen! <i by new
accessions. This, which is the normal course of the currents in the B. S , is modified by
the winds, and by local circumstances. In some bavsof Roumelia and Bnliraria countef-
currents have been observed. The most important ports on the i5. S. are those of OdeSM,
Kherson. Eupaloria, Sebastopol, Batum, Trcbi/.ond. Sam-un, Sinope. Varna, etc.

The depth of the water is unfavorable to the extensive establishment of fisheries, lint
several kinds of sturgeon are caught in Com'doVftlrio quantities in the straits of Venikale.
Other fish of various kinds are said to be abundant.

The ancients believed that the B. S. was at one time much more extensive, and that it

had no connection with the Mediterranean. They accounted for its decrease and com-
munication with the larger sea by the supposition' that the Thracian Bosporus had been
burst through by an earthquake, 'or by the great d< luge known as the Deucalion deluge,
which inundated Greece. The B. S. 'being higher than the Mediterranean, the latter, of
course through the newly created channel, became the basin for much of its waters.
Certain geological and other appearances have led some modern geographers to entertain
nn opinion similar to that of the old Greeks, which, however, is'not shared in by others.

The B. S. has been navigated from a very early period. Its origin-;! name (supposed
to have arisen from the dangers such an expanse of sea olVe-vo to early navigation, as
well as from the fact that savage tribes dwelt upon its ci.j'.-ts) was A.in<e. or "inho-pit-
abk.-" sea, afterwards changed by the Greeks to Ettxinus. In the time of Xerxes, large

, , e s

ade in it. Ten years o-fter, Austrian ships were privileged to trade here: and by the
eace of Amiens, in 1*02, British and French ships were admitted. The undue prepon-

derance of Russia in the B. S. was the main cause of the Crimean war.

BLACK SILVER, an ore of sulphur, antimony, and silver, found with other silver

ores m Saxony, in the Hartz mountains, in .Mexico, in the Comstock lode (Nevada), in

Idaho, and other places. It is sometimes called Stephauite, and its composition is sul-

phur, 16.2; antimony, 15.3; silver, 685.

BLACK SNAKE, (nlitkfr fiwxtririor. see Coi.rr.Eii), a species of snake common in the

United States of America, from Louisiana to Connecticut. It is of an almost uniform
leaden color, is one of the lanrest serpents in North America, and i remarkable for its

great agility. It moves along the ground with a swiftness equal to that of a horse,

glides over bushes, and climbs tree-. It feeds on small quadrupeds, birds, frogs, etc. ;

frequently plunders poultry-yards of eggs; and enters (iairies to drink milkor cream, of

which it i's very fond, but.compensates for these depredations by killing rats and mice.

It lias no poison-fangs, but is not slow to bite. It is very capable of domestication.

BLACKSTOXE. a t. in Worcoler CO.. Mass.. ;jt> m. s.w. of Boston; on the Provi-

dence and Worcester, and Boston. Hartford and Erie railroads ; pop. '70, 5421. The
chief business is cotton and woolen manufacturing.

BLACKSTOXE. WTI.I.IAM. the first white man who settled on the site of the present

city of Boston, about 1623. Ten years afterwards he removed to Rhode Island. It is

believed that he was an English clergyman, a graduate of Emmanuel college.

BLACKSTONE, Sir WILLIAM, a commentator on English law. was the posthumous son
of a silk-mercer in London, and wa- born there on the 10th of July. 1723. At the age of

15, having obtained a scholar-hii. from the charterh -r.i-c school, where he was educated,
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he was sent to Pembroke hall, Oxford. There he was fortunate enough to obtain a
second scholarship, and remained till, in 1744, he was admitted a fellow of All Souls'

college, when he removed to London, to attend the courts of law with the view of quali-

fying himself for his future profession. In 1746, at the age of 2:3, ho was called to the

bar, but failed to attract either notice or practice. Upon the death of an uncle in 1749,
he was appointed recorder of Wallingford, in Berkshire; but in 1753 he went to Oxford,
where he delivered a course of academic lectures upon the law of England. A few years
later, a Mr. Viner having left a sum of money to endow a chair of English law in the

university of Oxford, B. was, in 175S. appointed first Vinerian professor. The follow-

ing year, B. returned to Westminster; and as the doctrines which he had taught as a
lecturer had been such s to commend him to the notice.' of the tory government of that

day, he obtained its patronage, and in 17G1 was made a king's counsel. Shortly after.

he was appointed principal of New Inn hall, Oxford. Other honors followed fast, and
he became successively member of parliament, beneherof the Middle Temple, and solic-

itor-general to the queen. In 1765, B. published the first volume of his lectures, and
the remaining three volumes between that date and 170!). These lectures form his cele-

brated Commentaries on Hie hum <>f Eiigla /ul. His practice continuing to increase, he

resigned, in 1766, his Oxford appointments. Four years later, he was offered the

solicitor-generalship, and after declining it, was knighted, and made a justice of the
court of common pleas. The remaining }

rears of his life were spent in the discharge of

his duties as a judge. He died ou the 14th of Feb., 1780, at the age of fifty-seven.
The fame of B. rests entirely upon his Omum ittnric*. His other literary works were

inconsiderable, and his merits as a pleader or judge were not such as, of themselves, to

have made his reputation outlive himself. As a commentator, he had many excellences.
His style was in general clear and gracefully ornate, and his illustrations pleasing and
felicitous. While he confined himself to exposition to the accurate statement in schol-

arlikc English of what had heretofore lain buried in the cumbrous language of lawyers
like Littleton B. was unsurpassed, and rendered an important service to the country.
But he was ambitious of combining with this exposition the higher task of explaining
the reasons for the law, as well as its merits and defects. For this survey of the law,
from the legislator's point of view, he had not the requisite qualifications. His knowl-

edge of English history was, as Hallam tells us, superficial, and his study of the phi-

losophy of law had been imperfect. With the works, indeed, of Montesquieu and
Beccaria he was acquainted ;

but the mode in which he quotes them shows that he had
imbibed nothing of their spirit. The method followed in the ('<// i/tcnfarics was as
unscientific as could be imagined, and had not even the merit of originality. It was
taken, with little alteration, and no improvement, from Sir Matthew Ilale's Afi<t'>fxi* of
tiic Eiiylizh Law. Possibly the haste with which the Common furies must have been com-

posed, being originally in the form of lectures, may have led to some of their imperfec-
tions. Since B.'s death, the Comm6ntwri& have been very frequently reprinted, perhaps
the best editions being those of Christian. As a century has elapsed since they were

composed, so many alterations are requisite to adapt them to the existing state of the law.
that it may be said that their purpose has been served, and that they are now valuable

chiefly as materials for history.

BLACK STONE EXAMINATION. See GLASGOW UNIVERSITY.

BLACKSTONE RIVER, rises in Worcester co., Mass., ami runs into Rhode Island,
where its name is changed to the Pawtucket. It furnishes water-power to a continuous
line of villages and hamlets along its shores. The B. canal, finished in 1823, is disused,

having been supplanted by railroads.

BLACK VOMIT, the dark mucous matter thrown up in yellow fever, and usually a

sign of fatal termination of the disease. It is in part coagulated blood blackened by an
acid generated in the system. The fever itself is often called the black vomit.

BLACK WAD is a name given by miners to the native black oxide of manganese, and
principally to an impure and earthy variety of the ore. See MANCANESE.

BLACKWALL, a suburb of London, in Middlesex, at the junction of the Lee with
the Thames, 4 m. e.s.e. of the metropolis. It has foundries, ship-building yards,
and the East and West India docks. A railway 4 m. long, mostly on a brick viaduct
above the streets, connects B. with the city of London. To avoid the dangers and delay
of the "

pool," many passengers proceed "by this railway to embark in steamers at B.,
in.-iead of going on board at London bridge.

BLACK WARRIOB, a river formed in the n. of Alabama, by the junction of the Mul-

berry and the Locust. Almost from the very point of confluence it is navigable for

steam boats, till, after a course of more than 150m.. it enters the Tombigbce. which,
again, is navigable for large vessels all the way to Mobile on the gulf of Mexico, a
stretch of nearly 200 m. more. Its banks yield cnal, iron, and other valuable minerals.

BLACK WATCH, the appellation -riven to certain armed companies employed to watch
the highlands of Scotland. The term black arose from the dress of this species of militia,

which was composed of tartans of dark colors. Some highlanders hud been armed by
government as early as 1725, when gen. Wade wns appointed coinmander-in-chief in

Scotland; but it was not till about 1729 or 1730 that the companies assumed a regular
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.'orm. The companies were six in number three comprising 100 men each, commanded
bya captain; and three of 70 men each, commanded by capt.lieuts. Stationed in
different parts of the highlands, and acting independently of each other, they
styled the independent companies of the black watch. The body was raised chieflyfrom the will* or loyal clans Campbells, Grants, Munros, etc. anil many men of
station in society joined it, not only for the sake of good pay, but for the valued privi-
lege of bearing arms. The duties of the 13. W. were to enforce the disarming act, to
overawe the disaffected, to prevent political meetinirs of a seditious kind, and to cheek
depredations among the clans, or on the lowland frontier. After being of considerable
use for these local purposes, the whole of the companies were formed into the 42d regi-

ment, under the command of the carl of Crawford, in 17:!!) their removal Diving
facility, no doubt, for the outbreak of the rebellion in 1745. Retaining its original hiLrli-

the earl of Crawford, the regiment would have adopted the tartan of that nobleman, if he
had possessed such acogni/ancc; the earl, however, being a lowlander. it was ne<

to adopt an arbitrary pattern of tartan, which has ever since been known as the -1 .

B. W. tartan. See TAIWAN.

BLACK-WATER, a disease in cattle. See DARN.

BLACKWATER, the name of five Irish rivers, two of which deserve notice. 1. The
B^ of Cork co. rises in the w. of Kerry co. ;

runs e. aenxs ( 'ork co. and the w. part of
Waterford co., in a carboniferous limestone basin, past Millstrcet, Mallow, Fermoy, Lis-

more, and Cappoquin, and enters the sea at Youghal harbor. High mountains hound it

on the s., and its chief feeders come from the north. It has a course of 100 m., and is

the seventh in si/e of the Irish rivers. The scenery along its banks is highly beautiful
and picturesque, with ruins, mansions, and woods". It is navigable for barges for the
last 15 m. of its course. It abounds in salmon. 2. The 15. of Ulster rises on the con-
lines of Tyrone and Fermanagh cos.

;
runs llrst s.e., and then n.w. through Tyron* .

then between Tyrone, Monaglmii. and Armagh, past Caledon and Charlemont, and falls

into the s.w. corner of Lough Keagu.

BLACKWELL, ALEXANDER, a physician of great natural genius, son of the Rev.
Thomas B., one of the ministers of Aberdeen and principal of Marischal college, was b.

in that city in the beginning of the 18th century. He studied physic under Boerha.ive at

Ley den, where he took the degree of M.D. He was afterwards a printer in London, but

becoming bankrupt in 17IJ4. was supported in prison by his wife, who prepared and pub-
lished a Ilirbnl (2 vols. folio, 17;37-o (

J) with 500 cuts of plants, drawn, engraved, and
colored by herself, her husband adding their Latin names, with a brief description of each.

The work, patronized by the college of physicians, met with great success, andB. obtained

his release. A work on agriculture, published by him, falling under the notice of the

king of Sweden. B. was invited to Stockholm in 1740, and received apartments in the

house of the prime minister, with a pension. Having cured the king of a dangerous
illness, lie was appointed one of the royal physicians; but while in the full enjoynie:,! of

court favor, he was chanred with being concerned in a plot with count _. -unst

the king and government, and after being subjected to the torture, was broken on the

wheel, Aug. 9^, 1748, protesting his innocence to the last. A genus of plants, Black-

uxllia, is named in honor of Mrs. Blackwell.

BLACKWELL, ANTOINETTE L. BROWN, b. 1825. She studied theology at Oberlin.

and was ordained pastor of a Congregational church in 18.>>. She retired from this work

after a few years, and is a prominent leader in
" woman's rights" and other social

questions. She married Samuel C. Blackwell in 1856.

BLACKWELL, ELIZABETH, M.D., a medical practitioner in New York, U.S. the tir-t

woman that ever obtained a medical diploma was b. at Hi istol. where her father carried

on an extensive business as a sutrar-refiner, in the year 1821. Circumstances afterwards

induced the family to emigrate to New York, and then to push west to Cincinnati,

where, in 1838, the father died, leavimr a widow and family of nine children but scantily

provided for. Miss 15.. who was at this time in her 18th year, and who had already !>een

distinguished by unusual decision of character, immediately, along with two e

Bisters onened 'a board inir-sehool, which soon gained a reputation, and had a large

attendance. But the spirit of Mi>s P,. chafed at the limitations which society had

imposed on the energies of women, and she often took counsel with her

practicability of storming the learned professions, and thus enlarging w icre

At length, iii 1844, the school was iriven up. Mi-s 15. determin; me the med

apo-tie of her sex. After three years' further work as a salaried teacher, which Si

undertook in order that she might have the pccuniarv means wherewith to

her medical studies, and durinir which time she devoted the whole of 1). I

studv of medical and anatomical books. Mir went to Philadelphia, w!. pplied i

vain for admission into the medical schools. Failin- lliK she entered on a CO!

private anatomical studv and dissection and of midwifery with prof. Alien a:-

Warri-i-ton of Philadelphia. After strenuous efforts, she at last obtained adimion to
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a university that of Geneva, in New York state and thither she accordingly repaired
in the Nov. of 1847. Here she remained until Jan., 1849, when she graduated with the

highest honor. During the two years of her study, she conducted herself with a pro-

priety and discretion that gained for her the esteem and respect of all her fellow-students.

Only once was an insult offered to her. It was in the class-room, and she repelled it

with so quiet a dignity as to bring down the applause of the students on herself, and
their hisses on her despicable assailant. Her presence had a beneficial effect upon the

students; her "brilliant example," as the president called it, had stimulated them to

greater effort, and their general conduct and attainments during the sessions she was at

college were better than usual. Shortly after her graduation, Miss B. visited Europe,
in order to the further prosecution of her medical studies. At Paris, she was told that

it would be impossible for her to gain entrance to the schools or hospitals there, unless
she adopted male attire; a suggestion which she refused to act on, as it was alike

repugnant to her taste, and to the great object she had in view viz., the recognition of
female doctors. After much perseverance, she was at length admitted into the extensive

lying-in hospital of the Maternitt, and was permitted to visit other hospitals. After

studying at bt. Bartholomew's hospital, and the "Woman's hospital, London, she returned
to New York in 1851, and there established herself in practice. At first difficulties were
thrown in her way by physicians of the opposite sex refusing to meet her in consulta-

tion; but these were soon overcome, and Miss B. was soon established in excellent

practice. In 1852, she delivered a scries of lectures to ladies on health and physical
development; in the following year she published a work, entitled The Laws of Life,
considered with Reference to the Physical Education of Girl*, and also established a dispen-

sary for women and children, which proved so successful that she was induced, in 1857,
to open a small hospital for women. Miss B.'s sister, now Dr. Emily B., has followed
in the footsteps of Elizabeth.

BLACKWELL, LUCY STONE, b. Mass., 1818; graduated at Obcrlin college. She
took an early interest in the anti-slavery cause, and was prominent in the work as a

lecturer and agent. In 1855, she was married to Henry B. Blackwell, an English gentle-
man., Since that time she has resided in Orange, N. -I., and is now in Dorchester,
Mass. She is known as an ardent advocate of suffrage and other rights for women.

BLACKWELL, THOMAS, a scholar of some eminence, brother of Alexander B. (q.v.),
b. at Aberdeen, Aug. 4, 1701, studied Greek and philosophy in Marischal college,
and took the degree of M.A. in 1718. In Dec., 1723, he was appointed professor of Greek
in Marischal college, and in 1737 published anonymously at London an Inquiry info the

Life and Writings ofHomer, 8vo, 2d edition, 1746, and shortly afterwards, Proofs f i':C

Inquiry into Homer's Life and Writings. In 1748, he published, also anonymously, L< /Ars

concerning MytJiology, 8vo. The same year he was made principal of Marischal college:
and at the commencement of the session 1752, on his recommendation, a new order i.i

teaching the sciences was introduced into the college. In 1753, he published the first

volume of his Memoirs of the Court of Augustus, 4to. The second volume appeared in

1755; and the third, left unfinished by him, was completed by John Mills in 1764. He
died March 8, 1757. A chemical professorship was founded by his widow in Maris-
chal college in 1793, and also a biennial award of 20 (the "Blackwell prize'), open
to any one, for the best essay on a subject proposed by the principal and professors of

Marischal college.

BLACKWELL'S ISLAND, a narrow strip of rocks in the East river, between New
York and Long island, about li m. long by i m - wide; used exclusively for the penal
institutions and hospitals under charge of the city of New York. (See NEW YORK
CITY.)

BLACKWOOD, WILLIAM, a distinguished Edinburgh publisher, the originator of
//'/"/ -irnnd'n Magazine, was b. in Edinburgh, Nov. 20, 1776. After serving his appren-
ticeship to the bookselling business in his native city, and prosecuting his calling in

Glasgow and London, he settled in Edinburgh us a bookseller principally of old books
in 1804. In 1817, at which time he had become a publisher on his own account, he

issued the first mimber ot Blackwootfs Magazine. The literary ability displayed in this

periodical wa.s so much in advance of the monthly magazines then existing, that from
ti:c 'irst it was a great success. Its remarkable popularity was sustained by the papers
of John Wilson (q.v.) and J. G. Lockhart (q.v.), also of James Hogg (q.v.), am! oilier

spirits, whom B. had the liberality and tact to attract to his standard. Overv, !P lining
its political and literary opponents, now with the most farcical humor, and now with the

bitterest sarcasm sometimes with reckless injustice the magazine secured for itself a

Erodigious
reputation, more particularly among the tories, of whose political creed it

as always been a resolute adherent. We believe it can hardly be said that. BlacklfOOcTt

Mii</,r.;,,< lias ever had any distinct editor. William Blackwood him-elf. who a<!d( d lit-

erary tastes and acquirements to his proles-ion of a bookseller. wa< the chief manager of

hie magazine, and conducted tho whole of the correspondence connected with it until

hi- (lenili, which took place Sept. 1(i, ISIM. Under his sens, the Messrs. 1J., who suc-

: him in the bu>ines, .V"//" has not only sustained but, ii:crcas 'il its reputa; [on ;
! in:

; Iti old contributors are supplied by 'many of the mo^l distinguished n

ter in the country. In the conduct of the magazine, the late prof. \\'. E. Ayicun was
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understood to occupy a position in relation to the publishers somewhat analogous 'to
that which Wilson held under their father. The publishing business, which includes
that of printing the works issued, has been greatly extended by the Messrs. B., who
have a name second to none in the kingdom.

BLACXWOOD RIVER, in w. Australia, enters the Hardy inlet, 6 m. to the n.e. of
Augusta, in lat. 34 14' s., and long. 115 12' east. It flows through the counties Durham
and Nelson, first to the w., and then to the s., traversing a district of wood and pas-
turage. It is navigable for boats to a distance of 20 m. from the sea.

BLADDER (urinary) is a bag formed of fibrous membrane externally, muscular fibers
in the middle, and mucous membrane for an internal lining. The peritoneum (see
ADDOMENI covers its back. The shape of the B. is somewhat conical, the a/*s being
upward-^, and the anterior part of the base constricted at the commencement of the ure-
thra, called the neck of the bladder. On each side, rather below its middle, open the
two ducts from the kidneys (the ureters); an imaginary line drawn between them, and
from each end of this line others drawn to the neck of "the bladder include an equilateral
triangle. In this space, which is called the triyone, the mucous membrane is not thrown
into folds, but is smooth and very sensitive, the slightest touch upon it giving ri.se to a
desire for micturition. The habit of some children to empty their Madden when sleep-
ing on their backs, is supposed to be due to the urine accumulating in this part, as is

also the distressing pain of stone.
Tht B. is situated in the pelvis in adults, but much higher in the young. It is kept

in- position by four true or membranous ligaments, and false lignacnts formed of folds
of the peritoneum. The neck of the B. is surrounded by the* prostate gland, and here
the urethra (q.v.) begins. Like all cavities lined by mucous membrane, the B. is subject
to caturriml inflammations, which are accompanied by an increased secretion of mucus,
tendering the urine turbid, frequent and painful desire to rnicturate, and very great con-
stitutional disturbance. The symptoms may be acute, and must be relieved by local

jlceding, and hot fomentations along with opiates; or they may be chronic, when some
medicines, as the ura-vrti (see ARBUTUS), bucku (q.v.), the preparations of iron, and
the mineral acids, are found useful. If there is much mucus, or decomposed urine in

the B., it may be washed out with warm water, in which a minute quantity of nitric acid
has been dropped. Of course, if there is any known cause for this inflammation, as a

stone, it must be removed.
Irritable B. resembles the former disease, but is produced by various causes unac-

companied by inflammation. Some persons, from mere nervousness, are frequently
troubled with a desire to pass water; and strange as it may seem, many in this condition
never effectually empty their bladders, always leaving a portion, which keeps up the
irritation. This condition frequently arises from the habit of retaining the urine so long
as to over-distend and weaken the muscular walls of the B. ; but it may be induced by
general debility, the irritation of worms, cold, or an irritating state of the urine itself.

The be>t treatment is tonics, and soothing the irritability with sedatives. "When this

irritability is nocturnal, it may be from the patient lying on the back, as explained above;
it generally occurs in delicate children, and is more a habit than a disease.

Paralygu of the B. may be the result of accident, or disease of the nervous centers,
or over-distension; in this condition the urine accumulates and dribbles away, and must
be drawn off by the catheter (q.v.). This dribbling, or incvnthn.nct, must be carefully

distinguished from irritable B., as it is in nearly every case the sign of a distended

bladder. Retention of the urine may be caused by mechanical obstacles to its exit, by
paralysis, or by an absence of volitional power over the muscles. This last is termed

kystertad retention, and is common in young girls, in persons suffering from sea-sickness,

from being in a strange place, an accident, such as a broken leg, etc. If the affection is

not encouraged by an officious use of the catheter, the power generally soon returns.

Any long-continued difficulty in passing water is generally followed by a thickening of

die walls of the B. itself, or hypertrophy. The mucous membrane may form pouches in

these thickened walls, which iscalledstfrcu&zfct/ B.
,
and cancerous diseases, and tubercle,

mav also attack this organ.
The B. is liable to be ruptured by accident from without, as, for instance, by a blow

on- hurt from a saddle; and as this accident is usually fatal, it cannot be too carefully

guarded against. If the B. is ruptured posteriorly, the accident is always fatal.

BLADDER CAMPION. See SILEXE.

BLADDER GREEN. See BUCKTIIOUX.

BLADDER-NUT, Stuphylea, a genus of plants which, according to some botanists, is

the type of a small natural order, ufaphykdMP. by others, united with t See

SPIXDI.K TUKK. The Stapttyleaeett have usually opposite pinnate leaves, the leal!*

which, as well as the leaves themselves, have deciduous stipules. The sepals, p
and stamens are equal (five) in number. Only about 14 .-species are known, which an-

found in very dLYcrent climates, and scattered over the world. They are mostly small

trees of nuiier elegant appearance. The seeds contain a considerable quantity ut' a fixed

oil, which is slightly punrative. The common B. (*t<i]:
: '') i- a native of the

e. of Europe, and of temperate parts of Asia, which has been admitted into the British
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flora, but has in all probability been introduced as an ornamental tree. It is frequently
planted in shrubberies, as is also A trifolia, a North American species with ternate leaves.

The wood of both is firm and white, well suited for the purposes of the turner. Th
seeds may be eaten, but act as a mild aperient. The flower-buds arc pickled as capers.
The name B. has reference to the curious inflated membranous capsule, and the hard

bony ttxin of the seed. The name staphylea, is from the Greek stapJrjlc, a bunch of grapes,
and has reference to the raccmed flowers.

BLADDEEWOET, Utricularia, a genus of plants of the natural order Jentibulariaette'

(q.v.), containing a large number of species, the bright blossoms of which, along with
those of water-lilies, etc., adorn the surface of lakes, ditches, and marshes in almost all

parts of the world. They are particularly abundant within the tropics, and many are

natives of Australia. Britain produces only three species, all of which have yellow
flowers. These plants are very interesting from the provision made for the expansion of
their flowers above water, although the whole plant is ordinarily submerged. The roots,

stems, and even leaves, are furnished with numerous little bladders or vesicles, which
are filled with water till it is necessary that the plant should rise for the expansion of
the flowers, when they, become filled with air; and this again gives place to water after

flowering is over, so that the seeds are ripened at the bottom. The bladders, at least of

U. vvlffttrix, have an orifice closed by a very thin elastic valve opening inwards. Aquatic
insects sometimes enter them, and are imprisoned.

BLADEN, a co. in s.c. North Carolina on Cape Fear and South rivers: traversed by
the Carolina Central railroad; 800 sq.m.; pop. '70, 12,8316102 colored. It is level,

with extensive pine-forests; productions, corn, rice, sweet potatoes, etc. Co. seat,

Elizabethtown.

BLADENSBITBG, a post-t. of Maryland, on the e. branch of -the Potomac, and on
the Washington and Baltimore railway. It is 6 m. to the n.e. of Washington : and it was
here that the battle which decided the fate of that city was won by the British on the
24th Aug., 1814.

BLAEBEEEY. See WHORTLEBERRY.

BLAES, a Scottish colliers' name for the shale of the coal-measures, originating
apparently from the " blae" or bluish color sometimes noticed in the shale. The term
is occasionally used by geologists.

BLAETT, also BLAEUW and BLATTW (Lat. Ccesiua), the name of a family of learned
Dutch publishers who have rendered as important services to literature and art as Aldus,
Giunti, Stephanas, or Elzevir, and whose activity spread itself over Europe for a

century.

BLEAU, WILH. , a mathematician, map-drawer, and publisher,was b. at Alkmaar, in

Holland, in 1571. He belonged to the school of Tycho Brahe, and secured a considerably
reputation by publishing a terrestrial and a celestial globe, excelling in beauty and

accuracy everything that had preceded them; and also several maps, which indicated a

comparatively precise knowledge of geography. As a printer, he did not attain the

elegance and completeness of Elzevir, but nevertheless his chief publications are marked
by a fine external finish, and a praiseworthy correctness. He died 21st Oct., lf>:'s'. and
left two sons, John and Cornelius, who carried on the business together until the death
of the latter in 1G50.

BLAKU, Jon., the son of the preceding, was b. at Amsterdam about the beginning of
the 17th century. He commenced business on his own account at Amsterdam, but
afterwards entered into company with his father. His Atlax M<tjr, in 11 vols. of th

M/.e in which atlases are published at the present day, is a splendid work. It is full of

archaeological and geographical information, supplied for each country by me:i of emi-
nence connected with it. There are many curious plates among them a* representation
of Tycho in his observatory and the maps are extremely valuable from the light they
throw on local history. Besides this, he published a series of singularly rich topoLrraphi-

jcal plates and views of towns, which are consulted even to the present day. lie died

;tiS>o'dt 1080, leaving three sons, Joh., Wilh., and Peter, the second of whom luvainc u

iwembcv of the Amsterdam council, while the other two carried on wi;h dislinelion and
sueseess .'Ue paternal business. Some of their classical publications, especially Cicero's

Orvtli/mcx Ml!!)!)), are still highly prized.

SLAGC/yiESHTCHENSK, a t. in Asiatic Russia, the capital of the province of

Amoer, on t.hc A. river and the Dzcga; pop. JH07.

BJ.AINK, I'.i'iniAi.M, 1741-1804; commissary general in the revolutionary army undrr

WaluBgton. II i* exertions during the dreadful winter at Valley Forgo went far lowardfl

sawag tbe suffering army from starvation.

HI.AIJfE, JAA/ES GII.I.KSIMI:, b. Mass., 18:50. Tfis first education was in the common
. \ .-it the. age of 17 he

graduated at Washington college in Pennsylvania, Very
KOQja-ufterw.j.-ds lie removed to Maine, became a writer on the Kettm^a' Journal, one of

'.jpf.TS of the state, and within a brief period the editor of the rrl'(in<l

<>f the oldest and most inlltiential papers in the cast. He was an able

tiud accomplished writer, and won an excellent reputation. In the natural course of
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e<rftdrial life he became a politician, and identified himself -with the republican party
from its commencement. His first political advancement was to the lower house of \l*e

Maine legislature, where he served four years with honor, and increased his rising ttimc.

In his third term he was elected sneaker, and so continued for two year?. At the out-
break of the war of the rebellion he was among the earliest and most y.ralous in at:

ing a vigorous course on the part of the government, and was especially active in raising
and organizing troops for the union army. In lb(>2, he was elected to congress as a

republican, and immediately took a place in the front ranks of the party's representatives.
I!is support of the war to preserve the union was no less zealous than that of senator

Morton; the preservation of the union was his controlling idea, and he urged it with all

his power. lie was re-elected in 1864. in IsGd, and in 1*08. "When the struggle was
over he was conspicuous in the measures for reconstruction, and he was the author of
the proviso that any state in the south should hav;- a full restoration of its original rights
and privileges upon the sole condition that it should ratify the amendments to the con-
stitution. During the presidential canvass of 1MJ8, he was among the foremost and
most effective of republican advocates, and had the pleasure of carrying his own state

by a larger majority than was ever before given for a presidential Candidate. In the
same year, he was re-chosen to congress by an immense majority. His six ye-irs o:

ice in the house of representatives made him the proper successor for speaker, and he
wus elected. Ills nomination was made by Eiihu I}. Wa-hburnc, of Illinois, and the
vote was for Elaine, 136; for Kerr (democrat), 57. In 187G, he was elected to the U. S.

senate, where he is now one of the most conspicuous members. "While this article is in

construction Mr. Elaine stands among the foremost of those who are considered probable
nominees of the republican party for president of the United States. There are in him
certain elements of magnetism that have been unknown since the days of Henry Clay,
and no public man has a more ardent and enthusiastic following.

BLAINVILLE, HENRI MARIE DUCKOTAY DE, a distinguished French zoologist and

anatomist, was b. 12th Sept., 1778. at Arques. near Dieppe. At an early peril d, lie went
to Paris, where he devoted himself to the study of medicine and the physical sciences,

and took the degree of doctor in 1808. Through Cuvier chiefly, lie was induced to study
natural history and comparative anatomy. In 1812, he was appointed assistant-professor
of comparative zoology, anatomy, and physiology in the university of Paris, as well as

professor of natural history at the athenaeum; in" 1825, a member of the institute; and
in 18:!2. successor of Cuvier in the chair of comparative anatomy in the museum of

natural history. He died May 1, 1850. B. achieved great success, not only as a teacher,

but as an author. Besides va'rious small treatises which appeared in scientific journals,
he published many large and valuable works, all of which have greatly advanced our

knowledge of the vanoitt sciences they treat of; such as Fa>inc /'/. ~i), De

fiOrganuatian dm Animau.r (1S22). Cou'rx dc J'/<i/x;oloffie Gem-rale ct Comparee (1833), Osteo-

araph* (is:;<j-4l)>. M dacologicet de Condiylioiogie (1825-27), Manuel d'Actino-

kyie et dc Zwphytvlvyie (1834-37).

BLAIR, a co. in central Pennsylvania, on the Juniata: intersected by branches of

the Pennsylvania railroad; GoO sq.'m.: pop. '70, 38,051; in '80, 52,720. The Alleghany
and other mountains make the surface very- rough, but there are well cultivated valleys,

and mines of iron and bituminous coal. Productions chiefly agricultural. Co. seat,

Hollidaysburg.

BLAIR. FRANCIS PRESTON, 1791-1875; b. Virginia; educated at Transylvania univer-

sity, and studied but never practiced law. By opposing the nullification movement in

South Carolina, he attracted the notice of president Andrew Jackson, who induced him
to assume the editorship of Tl> democratic journal started at the seat of govern-
ment. The paper began 1830, and was controlled by Blair till 1*45. when he was offered

the mission to Spain. This he declined, and returned to his estate in Maryland, soon

afterwards leaving the old democratic party and supporting the free-soil movement,
which naturally brought him into the republican party.

BLAIR, FRANCIS PRESTON, jn., b. Kentucky, 1821: son of Francis Preston, ST.;

graduated at Princeton in 1,841, and l>egan the practice of law with his father in St. Louis.

He was prominent in the free-soil party that supported Van Burcn for president, ai. :

for a time editor of tin- M "- 1; l s:>'-' ~>t. he was elected to the M
legislature- iu 1S56. elected to congre-s a> a republican: and re-elected in !

v ''>" a:;..

He entered the union army in 1861. rose to brig.gen. in 18fi... and resigned his seat in

consiv^. He served through the war, being with Sherman on the "march to the sea.

Iu 1866, he was made collector at St. Louis, and Pacific railroad commissi

he abandoned the republicans and became the democratic Candida)

In 1870, he was sent to the U. S. senate from Missouri, and at the close of his term of

service he returned to private life.

BLAIE, Hrcnt an eminent Scotch divine and man of ! b. at Edinburgh.

April 7. 1718. He entered the university of his native city in 17-0. when :

noted for his dilisrence: and an K^nj "it fh> I!,,i> -tiful. which he wrot- when
"ave his preceptors a high idea of his ability and ta.-te. In Oct.. 1741. B. wa

as a preacher of the Established church; and after occupying successively the churches
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of Colcssic in Fifcshire, Canongate church in Edinburgh, and Lady Tester's, he was pro-
moted hi 1758 to the highest position attainable by a Scotch clergyman one of the

charges of the High church, Edinburgh. His discourses, which display little power or

originality of thought, and which derived nothing from the delivery of their author,
were greatly admired by "persons of the most distinguished character and eminent
rank" in Scotland on account of their polished style. In 1759, B. commenced a series

of lectures on Cempotition to classes in the university, and three years afterwards, a new
chair of rhetoric and belles-lettres, with a salary of 70 a year, being created by the

crown, B. was made professor. He held this appointment until 1783, when he resigned;
and in the same year published his Lectures, which obtained a reputation far beyond
their merits, and one that time has by no means sanctioned. His first volume of Ser-

mons appeared in 1777, with the approval of Dr. Johnson, who had read them, and
proved a great success. George III. showed his appreciation of them by be>towing on
B., in 1780, a pension of 200 a year. He also published three other volumes of &rmons,
and prepared a fourth, which was printed after his death, which took place Dec. 27,
1799. The}' were all as successful as the first one. Opinion about their merits has
much changed since the date of their publication; they are now considered as moral

essays rather than sermons. B.'s critical acumen was not great; he believed in the

authenticity of Ossian's poems, which he strenuously defended.

--BLAIR, JAMES, D.D., 1666-1743; b. Scotland. lie was sent in 1685 by the bishop of
London ns a missionary to Virginia, and in 1689 was made the highest ecclesiastical

ofllcer of the colony. After long efforts, in 1693, he founded William and Mary college,
of which he was first president. He was also president of the council of the colony,
and rector at "Williamsburg. He published many of his sermons and discour-

BLAIR, MONTGOMERY, b. Kentucky, 1813; son of Francis P., sr.
;
educated at West

Point, and served in the Florida Indian war, but resigned from the army and began the

practice of law in St. Louis, where he was U. S. district attorney, and (184o-49) judge of
common pleas. He went to Maryland in 1852, and became solicitor in the federal court
of claims. In 1857, he was counsel for the plaintiff in the Dred Scott case; the next

year president Buchanan removed him from his office of solicitor. In 1861, he was post-

master-geueral in Lincoln's first cabinet; but went out in 1864, and has since adhered to

the democratic party.

BLAIR, or POUT BLAIR, the chief British convict settlement in the Andaman islands

Indian ocean), on the s.e. shore of s. Andaman, 11 42' n. and 93 e. ; settled as a convict

depot in 1789. It has one of the best harbors in Asia, and from its position iu the bay
of Bengal, is a most important naval and military station.

BLAIR, ROBERT, author of The Grare, was 1). at Edinburgh, where his father was a

clergyman, in 1699. After completing his education for the church, and traveling on
the continent, he received license, and in 1731 was ordained minister of Athelstanet'ord,

Iladdingtoushire, where he lived in easy circumstances till his death, in 1748. He was
an accomplished and thoughtful man, devoted considerable attention to natural science,

particularly botany, and corresponded on frjendly terms with several eminent contem-

poraries, among others, Watts and Doddridge. *To them he submitted the MS. of his

poem, which he had written before his ordination. Watts offered it to two publishers,
who thought it too heavy for the times, and it remained several years unprinted. It

afterwards attained an honorable place in the esteem of those capable of appreciating a
masculine, though somewhat gloomy force of thought and imagery, applied to a pro-
foundly suggestive and serious theme. It found a congenial illustrator iu AVilliam
Blake (q.v.) B. was succeeded in his ministerial charge by the author of Douglas. His
sou, Robert Blair, of Avoutoun, became lord president of the court of session.

BLAIR-A THOL, a village in the county of Perth, Scotland, situated at the conflu-
ence of the Tilt and Garry, about 30 in. n.n.w. of the city of Perth. Blair castle, the
scat of the duke of Athol, is situated here. The larch-trees surrounding it are remark-
able alike for their enormous size, and for the fact of their being among the first planted
ia Scotland.

BLAIR-GOW RIE, a village in Perthshire, very picturesquely situated on the e. side
of a range of hills, on the right bank of the Ericht, 16 m. ii.n.e of Perth. It consists

chiefly of one winding street. Pop. in '71, 4832. It lias flax-spinning and weaving fac-

tories, driven by the Ericht. Pure white marble is found in the vicinity. There is a
branch railway from Cupar-Angus.

BLAIRSVILLE, a t. in Indiana co., Penn., 53 m. e. of Pittsburgh; on the Pennsyl-
vania railroad, and the Pennsylvania canal; pop. '70,1054. It is an important point
for shipping country produce by canal and rail.

BLAKE, GEOKHK SMITH, 1803-71: b. Massachusetts; commodore in the U. S. navy.
He was a midshipman in 1818; lieut. iu 1827; commander in 1847; fleet capt. and com-
mander in the mediterranean three years; eapt. in 1855; superintendent of the naval

academy during the civil war; and afterwards commodore and inspector of lighthouses.

BLAKE, JOHN LAI i:rs. D.r>., 1788-1857; b. New Jersey; graduate of Brown univer-

sity; lif..-!i>ed by the Rhode Island association as a Congregational minister, but soon
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afterwards joined the Episcopal church. lit- established a seminary for young ladies'in

Concord, which was removed to Boston in 1*22, where he hail charge of St. Matthew's
church. He edited the Literary Advertiser and the Gospel Adc<>cnt< , and published the

'

2'c.r'-Ii'/k of GLnjra]ihy and Chronology, Bior/ra:ihii-al Diftvtnary, Family
Letters on Confirmation, and a numl>er of text-books for schools.

BLAKE, ROBERT, a celebrated English admiral, who, more than any other, contributed
to reader England mistress of the sea, was b. at Bridgewatcr, in Somersetshire, where
his i'athcrwas a merchant, in 1598. An ardent republican, and a man of blunt, straight-
forward manners, singularly devoid of fear, and of inflexible character, he was much
resp.-eted by Cromwell, with whom, however, he had no very intimate intercourse.
When the civil war broke out, he raised a troop in Somersetshire, and took part in all

important actions fought against the royalists in the western counties. In 1644, he sur-

priv..-d Taunton, of which place he was made governor, and in that capacity gave, proof
of no meun military skill. In 1649, in conjunction with two other ofticcrs of

r(j::u! rank,
he was appointed general of the sea, the two services at that time not being distinct. ;.j

they are now. This was B.'s true sphere, and iu it he soon exhibited transcendent

ability. After destroying, with the exception of two vessels, tin: squadron of prince

Rupert, which had sought safety in the Ta^us in 1651. B. forced the royalists to surren-

der Guernsey. Jersey, and the Scilly isles. In Mar.. 1652, he was mad sole admiral of

the licet for nine months, and during this year he fought four engagement-; with Dutch
ilcets under Tromp, Iluytcr, and DC Witt" In the first, on the lOth May. the Dutch
retreated under cover o"f darkness, with the Io-s of one ma:i-of-war Captured, and
another sunk. In the next engagement, a squadron of 12 ships, seni to protect the

herring-vessels from the attacks of B., were captured; and in the third, on tin 28 !i

Bent., 8 Dutch vessels were destroyed, and the rear-admiral taken. On the 2Dth Nov..
a fleet of SO vessels, under the command of Van Tromp, encountered B. with only 40

oil t'.if Goodwin sands. The courageous Englishman scorned to fly even from odds so

overwhelming, and the result of the action was the loss of 6 of his ship* 8 captured,
and 4 destroyed; the rest, in a shattered condition, sought safety iu the Thames. Van.

Tromp now" had recourse to that foolish act of bravado with which his name i

ciated: he ti.'d a broom to the mast-head of his vessel, and sailed through the channel,
thus intimating that he had swept English vessels clean out of it. Tromp little knew
the indomitable character of B., or of the nation of which he was the worthy repr.

-

live on the seas. By Feb., 1653, B. was at sea again with 80 ships, and falling in with

Van Tromp v. ith about an equal force, he at once attacked him, and after a three days'

running-fight, the Dutchman was fain to seek shelter in the shallow waters of Calais

where the greater draught of the English ships did not admit of their following with a

loss of 11 men-of-war, and 30 of a fleet of merchantmen he had in convoy. The English
lost only one ship. On the 3d and 4th of June, B. and his coadjutors, Deane and Monk,
won another victory over Van Tromp; but ill-health prevented B. from taking part in

the engagement of the 29th July, which finally shattered the naval supremacy of Holland.

In 16"j4,"B. was appointed by Cromwell to command an English fleet in the Mediter-

ranean, where he soon made the British flac respected by Dutch, Spanish, and French

alike. The dey of Tunis refused to do it reverence. B. attacked his capital, burned

the Turkish fleet of nine ships which lay before it, accomplished a landing, and with a

body of about 1000 men, annihilated an army of 3000 Turks. He next sailed to Algiers

and Tripoli, landed, and set free all the English who were detained as slaves. He con-

cluded alliances highly favorable to England with Venice and Tuscany. In 1657, he

defeated the Spaniards at Santa Cruz. This was uerhaps one of the most daring actions

iu B.'s memorable career. With a wind blowing right into the bay which was very

stronsrly defended B. dashed in. attacked and destroyed the Spanish galleons and ship-

ping "in the harbor, and, the wind fortunately changing, sailed out again with a loss of

only oue ship and 200 men. The Spanish loss in men and property was immense, and

the terror the action inspired insured increased respect to the English flag. His IK alth

now failed; he returned to England, and died, as his ship entered the harbor of Plym-
outh, in the year 1657. Cromwell honored his memory by a solemn funeral proces-

sion, and caused him to be interred in Westminster abbey. His skill and courage were

equaled only by his disinterested patriotism, sterling honesty, and love of justice; he

not only <~afned a decided superiority over England's mightiest naval opponent, but by
the bold tactics he introduced, infused that spirit of enterprise which has ever since dis-

tinguished the British navy.

BLAKE, WILLIAM, a celebrated engraver and poet, was b. in Lon>.

1789 he published &>ngs of Inwr< IK; <m<l f A>/ n- /v. *li<rii,g the 7V"

of flic Human *>>il. with about 60 etchings, remarkable for their peculiar and original

manner The poems were equally singular, but many of them exhibited true pathos.

Some margin;- for Young's Ni'jht Tli>i<jht*. executed by B.. were greatly

admired by'Flaxmau7 B. lived in the full belief that he held mv<

the departed srreat amomr others, with tho-e of Mo-c.-. Homer, "\ r

Milton He published numerous etching, chiefly of religious and cognate sin

P-non- the best of which are his Illustration* of tin Book of Job, and thi lllusl

B.air's Grace. He died (Aug. 12, 1&2S) in poverty and obscurity, with the conviction
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th'at he was a martyr to poetic art. Charles Lamb regarded him as " one of the most
extraordinary persons of the age;

" and A. C. Swinburne said of him that he was "
the

single Englishman of supreme and simple poetic genius of his time." See Life of /?., by
Alex. Gilchrist (1863); William R, by Swinburne (1868); and Poetical Works, edited by
W. M. Rossctti (1874).

BLAKE, WILLIAM PHIPPS, b. New York, 1826; graduate of the Sheffield scientific

school; geologist of the Pacific railroad exploring expedition of 1853, and author of a

portion of the reports; edited the Mining Magazine; in 1861-63 mining engineer for

Japan; in the latter year appointed professor of mineralogy, etc., in the college of Cal-

ifornia, and geologist to the state board of agriculture, lie was commissioner 1'nr that
state in the Paris exposition; executive commissioner for Connecticut in the centennial

exposition, and special agent to Vienna in 1873. He has published Silver Ores and Silc-er

Mines, Report on the Production of Precious Metals, Mining Machines, etc.

BLAKELY, JOHNSTON, 1781-1814; b. Ireland. He was educated at the university
of North Carolina., and went into the American navy in 1800. In 1813, he was com-
mander of the Wasp, a new sloop of war. In his first cruise he captured the English
sloop Reindeer, taking his prize into L'Orient. On another cruise he made several prizes,
and captured the Aron and the Atalctnta. The Wasp was spoken Oct. 9, 1814, but was
never afterwards heard from.

BLAKEY, ROBERT, b. England, 179."); metaphysician and author. He has published
The Freedom of flic Divine and Human Wills, History of Moral Science, History of the Phi-

losophy of the Mind, Historical Sketch of Logic, History of Political Literature,, and some
works on religious topics, and sporting. In 1805, he was appointed professor of logic
and metaphysics in Queen's college, Belfast.

BLANC, LE, a t. of France, in the department of the Indre, with a beautifur%ituation
on the Creuse, which divides the town into two parts, about 32 m. w.s.w. of Cliateau-

roux. Above B., the river expands so as to form a lake, but at the town it contracts,
and breaks into cascades with sufficient fall to turn the machinery of several manufac-
tories. B. is a thriving place, with cloth and linen yarn mills, potteries, tanneries,

vinesiar-works, forges, etc. It is very ancient, having been frequented by the Romans.
Popr'76, 4724.

BLANC, LE [from ante Supplement}, a t. of France, in the department of Indre, on
the Creuse, 33 m. w.s.w. from Chateauroux. It is beautifully situated, and is a neat
and well-built town. It was formerly strongly fortified, but the fortifications are dis-

mantled. Its principal industries are the manufacture of coarse woolen cloths, r.nd tan-

ning. Vinegar is also made here: and there is a considerable trade in the wine of the dis-

trict, and in iron, fish, wood, and pottery. There are several iron-works in the vicinity.

Pop. '76, 4724.

BLANC, MONT. See MONT BLAXC.

BLANC, AUGUSTE ALEXANDRE PHILIPPE CHARLES, an engraver, b. France, 1815;
head of the department of fine arts in the ministry of the interior, 1848-52. In 1845, he

began, but has not finished, & History of French Painters of the Nineteenth Cent art/. He
has written biographies of Dutch and French painters for the History of PH inter* of All

Sphoolt. He is also author of The, Complete Works of Rembrandt, Grammar of the Arts of

Design, and other works, and is editor of the Gazette des Beaux Arts.

BLANC, JEAN JOSEPH Louis, a celebrated French socialist and historian, was b. at

Madrid, 28th Oct., 1813. In 1820, he was placed in the college at Rhode/; in is:)0, he

went to Paris, and became a clerk in an attorney's office for a short time; but in IK!',' he

was intrusted with the education of the son of M. Hallette, mechanist of Arras. Here
he resided for two years, contributing largely, on literary and political subjects, to the

Proffrix du Pas-de-Calais. He afterwards went to Paris, where he contributed to various

political papers, and where in 1838 he founded the Revue du Pn>(/rix J'<>litif/>/< ,
s/// et

Litteraire, in which he laid down in a more quiet and leisurely way his socialistic theory.
In this he brought out his chief work on socialism, the Organisation du Tmrail, which.

in 1840, apix-arrd in a separate form. The book obtained for its author a wide, enthu-

siastic popularity among the French ouvriers, who were captivated by the brilliancy of

the writing, the symmetrical simplicity of the scheme, and the freshness of the views

advocated. The book denounces the doctrine of individualism i.e., individual and

competitive efforts in labor and advocates the absorption of the individual in a vast

"solidarity," where "each would receive according to his needs, and contribute accord-

ing to his abilities." B. next published (in 1841-44) a historical work, entitled A'- >"/.//,<./<.

l.>\ -iky in France." It owed its success partly to the exposure
of the scandalous jobbery and immorality of the crown and its advisers, partly to that

nate ardor which chantred the tranquillity of history into the vehemence of a

pamphlet, and partly to its academic pomp of style. This was followed by the first

, < /// H,'i;,l'il!,>it briinciiifi'. in which the author's aim was not only
t<> describe, from his own point of view, the incidents of the first revolution, but the

social history of the Ibth century. On the breaking out of the Feb. revolution of 1848;
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B. seemed likely to play an important part. Ris connection with the party of the
Eeforme journal, and his popularity with the wovkmir classes, led to his 1-in._- appointed
a member of the provisional government. He \vx.- placed hy irovernment at the heaii of
the great commission fur discussing th<- problem of labor." 'At the same time, Marie.
minister of public works, began but without B/> co-operation to establish the so-called
national workshops, which were to bring about th<- realization of the socialistic prin-
ciple, but which only proved the hazardous and impracticable character of B. -

The national workshops led to the arrest of the 13th May. 1S4S. when B. nominally, if

not actually, again played a prominent part. A. proposal wa made to him,
but it was negatived by the national av-eml>]y. After the June insurn vt

again accused, and prosecuted for conspiracy, but contrived to escape to London, where
he spent many years. During his exile, lie devoted himself to political and historical
literature. In 1849 appeared his Af>/> '',//.

1 14 and Cu
in 18-30, Pttget (PHutoire </-'/.? 7iV/-.//// (Y'/ >/. I-'.',-ritr: and in If

c))t/>>.'iri'H' I'n- i't IiuJt'r ixih'.t-. The work which ha* secured him th- imt emiurinu; repu-
tation is his History of the French 1\< cruli"it, written during his residence in En-land. It

ifl.cuaracterized by extensive and original roearch. which ha- liv (

|ii,
: i the

author to reverse the common verdicts on historical personages, and to explode manv of
the extravagant stories of the stormy period of which it treats. In style, it i- eloquent,
lx)ld. and dignified: and if its sentiments do not always commend them'si Ivi-- to the sober

judgment of English readers, there can hv but one opinion in regard to it- candor.

impartiality, and power. It consists of 1:2 volumes. On the fall of the empire in

B. returned to France, and in 1871 he was returned to the national assembly. B. has a
great command of the English language.

BLANCH, or BLENCH HOI.DING is one of the ancient feudal tenures in the law of
Scotland relating to laud, the duty payable to the superior or lord being in general a
trifling sum, as a penny Scots, or merely illusory, as a peppercorn,

'

it a^ked only,"
although it may happen that the duty i- of greater value. Anciently, many estates in
Scotland were held, both of the crown and other superiors, by this tenure, but it is now
seldom adopted in the constitution of an original right of property. See CUAKTEB,
TEX THE.

BLAXCIIARD, FKAXC;OIS, 1738-1809: a French aeronaut who made many attempts
to build a living-machine. lu 1784, he tried a balloon with wings or sails, and a rudder.
The next year he crossed the English channel by balloon, and the same year invented
the parachute. He came to the United States in 1796, and gave many balloon exhibi-
tions. Two years later, at Rouen, he took up 1C persons with a single balloon, and
landed them safely 15 m. away. While at the Hague, engaged in his 66th ascent, he
died from apoplexy. His widow followed the business until 1819, when in an ascent at

Paris, fireworks destroyed her balloon, and >he was killed by the fall therefrom.

BLAXCHARD, LAMAX, b. England. 1820; about 1845 he was editor of Chambers'
London J'irind, and compiler of various guides and hand-books. He wrote a number
of stories, essays, farces, burlesques, and drama-: edited Willoughb\ /rare,
wrote the M<m \Yithut a Dtatiny, etc., and for nearly 30 years has furnished the Christ-

mas plays for Drury laue theater. He has been more than 15 years one of the editors of
the Daily l>l<>/>

BLAXC'HARI), THOMAS, 1788-1864; b. Mass. ; mechanic and inventor. Among his

inventions were a machine for making tacks, one for turning gun-barrels, a lathe for

turning gun-stocks and other irregular shapes: a steam wagon, before locomotives w.-iv

used: contrivances to aid steamboats in ascending rapids, and a machine for bending
large timber. He received in all more than 25 patents for important inventions.

BLANCHB-LYON, the title of one of the English pursuivants at-arms. See PURSUI-
VANT.

BLANCHE OF CASTILE. 1187-1232: daughter of Alphonso IX. and Eleanora of

England (daughter of Henry II.); married, according to treaty, to Louis. h ir-apparent
to the crown of France. After the death of Richard the lion-hearted, the nobles opposed
to John offered the English crown to LouK and his wife urged its acceptance; but the

(hath of John ended the conspiracy. Blanche was the main reliance of Loui> when lie

became king, and after his death she wa< regent during the minority of her >on, Louis

IX.. during: which tnlu"
sll(

' defeated a powerful conspiracy to put a son of Philip Augus-
tus on the throne. She acquired Toulouse by treaty, compelled the submission of the

duke of Brittany, and aided the count of Champagne in securing the kingdom of

Navarre. She had remarkable executive talent, and personally supervised all govern-
ment departments, not excepting the army. When her son was 11) years or age, she

married him to Marguerite of Provence, who was only 12; and wh.-n .-he yirldcd up her

powers in 1206. France was ir. a most flourishing condition. She again ruled as regent
while Louis was gone, aaainst her strong protest, to the crusade. Louis required great
sums of money, and when finally he was a prisoner in Egypt further larire sums were

demanded for "his release. The common people of France rebell< : the neces-

sary taxation, but she put them down with a strong hand; and in spite of all these

embarrassments she tinnly resisted the encroachments attempted by the. church. France
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has seldom had so able and excellent a ruler, or lost one whose death was more univer-

sally lamented.

BLANCHING is a process resorted to by gardeners, to prevent certain secretions whteh
In ordinary circumstances take place in the leaves of plants, and to render them more
pleasant and wholesome for food. The action of light is indispensable to the decompo-
sition of carbonic acid by the leaves of plants, and, consequently, to the elaboration of

many of the substances from which they derive their peculiar qualities; the exclusion
of light, therefore, renders them white, or nearly so, and deprives them of much of
their natural coarseness and bitterness as in the familiar examples of lettuce, celery,
sea-kale, etc. B. is accomplished in various ways, as by drawing up earth to the plants,
when the lower part of the leaf or leaf-stalk alone is to be blanched; tying the whole
leaves together, by which the inner ones are blanched in a somewhat imperfect way, as

is commonly done with lettuce; covering with boxes, pots, or the like, as the practice is

with sea-kale; causing the leaves to grow up through litter, etc. The figure represents
a very convenient B.-pot, of French invention; it is made of earthenware, and per-
forated with many holes. B., although so simple and easy, is of great importance in

the art of gardening, and the usefulness of many plants very much depends upon it

In cabbage, and some other cultivated plants whose leaves form themselves into com-

pact heads, there is a natural B. or etiolation.

BLANC-MANGE', so called from its white appearance, is a jelly made of isinglass and
milk. The following is the ordinary recipe for making it. Take a quart of sweet milk
or cream, and put in it two ounces of the best isinglass, with the rind of a lemon, a
blade of mace, and white sugar to taste. Put the whole in a saucepan, and let it boil a

quarter of an hour; then mix with G bitter almonds and 24 sweet ones, beaten into a

paste with a little water; strain through a piece of muslin; and having let the composi-
tion settle a little, pour into a mold, and turn it out when cold. Soyer gives one. ounce
of isinglass to a quart of milk, a quarter of a pound of sugar, a quarter of an ounce of

cinnamon, a little grated nutmeg, half of the peel of a lemon, and a bay-leaf, prepared
as above. B. is also made of calf's-foot jelly and eggs, of arrow root and milk, etc.; and
the flavor is modified to taste.

BLANCO, a co. in central Texas; on Perdinalis river; 727 sq.m.; pop. '70, 1187 44

colored; in '80, 3550; an agricultural region, chiefly prairie. Co. seat, Blanco.

BLANCO, CAPE, a remarkable headland on the w. coast of Africa, in Int. 2047'n., and
long. 16' 58 w., the extremity of a rocky ridge (called Jebel-El-Bied, or White mountain)
which projects from the Sahara in a westerly direction, and then bending southward,
forms a commodious harbor called the Great bay. The bay and town of Arguin, which
is supposed to have been the limit of ancient navigation in this direction, lies some miles
to the southward. Southward to the mouth of the Rio Grande the shores arc of a low

windy character, with a current tending s.w., and prevalent n.e. trade-wind; northward
from cape B. to cape Geer, the coast is rocky, with a moderate elevation. On account
of the deficiency of good harbors, the prevalence of w. winds, and other causes, the
casualties to shipping are veiy numerous. The constancy of w. wind on a coast

almost wholly within the sphere of thy trade-winds, is very remarkable, and is

accounted for by the rarefaction of the air by the heat of the sands of the Sahara. The
natives of the Canary islands carry on a pretty lucrative fishery in the bay in boats of
from 100 to 150 tons burden. Cape B. , which is composed of mixed calcareous and sili-

cious sandstone, was first discovered by the Portuguese in 1441. Cape B. is also the
name of several less important headlands in Spain, Greece, America, and the Philip-
pines.

BLAND, aco. in s.w. Virginia; 330 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 4000 217 colored. Productions

agricultural; co. seat, Mechanicsburg.
BLAND, a beverage which is or formerly was a common drink among the inhab-

itants of the Shetland islands during the summer months. It, is prepared from the whey
or serum of churned milk, and is said to be an agreeable beverage. Dr. EdmondMon.
in bis View cf the Zetland l^ltunlx, describes B. as being, when twelve months old. per-

fectly good and transparent; its flavor then bearing a strong resemblance to lemon-

juice.

BLAND. TiiKonomc, 1742-90; an American patriot, descendant of Pocnhontas: edu-
cated in medicine in Kd in burgh; practiced in Virginia, and espoused the cause of the
colonies. He was lieut.col. of Virginia cavalry, and served through the war, being an
in; i male friend and confidant of Washington.

"

He was a member of congress under the
federal constitution. He left the " Bland Papers," in which are many valuable facts

concerning the struggle for liberty.

BLANDKolU), at. in Hampden co., Mass.; pop. '70, 1026. It has manufactories
and a good public library; its

picturesque scenery and elevated situation, about 2000 ft.

above the sea, make it a favorite .summer resort.

BLAND FORD-FO RUM, or MAUKKT P>J.AM>FOKI>. a t. in Dorsetshire, on the right
bank of the Stour, 1(! m. n.e. of Dorchester. It lies in a fine tract of pasture-land,
famed for its multitude of cows. It suffered much in 1579, 1077, 1718, and 1731, from
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fire. It is built of brick, and Is neat and regular. It was formerly famed for its manu-
factures of bandstrings and lace, the point-lace bringing 30 a yard. Shirt-buttons aie
made here. Pop. in 1871, 4011.

BLANDRATA, GIORGIO, the founder of Unitnrianism in Poland and Transylvania,
was a native of Saluzzo. in Italy. lie had established himself as a physician at" Pavia,
when he was compelled, on account of his heretical opinions, to fly to Geneva in 1556,
where at first, and to avoid further molestation, he feigned to agree witli Calvin. In
1558. he went to Poland, hoping to find there mater freedom of thought and
speech ; and in 1563 he betook himself to the court of John SigiMiiund, prince of Tran-

to preserve his worldly interests, he even forsook the cause of the Unitarians, and t;ivi>rvd

that of the Jesuits, who were in high esteem with the prince. He wa> n.urdcred in I."i90

by his nephew, whom he had threatened to disinherit on account (if his attachment to
tiie Catholic church. B.'s religious treatises are entirely destitute of importance.

BLANE. Sir GILBERT, a distinguished physician, wasb. at Blanefield, Ayrshire. Aug.
29, 1749. He studied at Edinburgh university, and afterwards became private physician
to lord Rodney, whom in that capacity he accompanied in 1780, when Rodney assumed
the command of the West Indian squadron. On one occasion, when all the officers

were wounded, B.'s bravery was so conspicuous, that lord Rodney Immediately obtained
for him the appointment of physician to the fleet. In 1785, he was elected physician to

St. Thomas's hospital. London, having previously been appointed phy:-ie::in extraordi-

nary to the prince of Wale-. In 1795. lie was chosen head of the navy me;l:cal 1

and was greatly instrumental in introducing the use of lemon-juice, so effective in pre-

venting scurvy, into every vessel in the navy; and in many other ways he was active in

Eromoting
measures for the prevention or remedy of diseases on board ship. In 1809,

e was employed to report on the cause of the unhealthiness of the Walchcrcn army,
and the following year he was sent to inquire into the expediency of establishing an ami
arsenal and dockyard at Xorthfieet. In 1812, he had a baronetcy conferred upon
him. and in the same year the prince regent made him his physician in ordinary. Wh^n
the duke of Clarence ascended the throne as William IV. in 1830, he made B"., then 81

years old, hi^ first physician. B. died June 26th. 1834. He published several valuable

works, characterized try varied knowledge and originality of thought, the most popular
and useful of which are, Observations OH the Dmaae* of 'Seamen, a lecture ou Miifcular

Motion, and Elements of Medical Logic.

BLANLS, a t. of Spain, in the province of Gerona. and 22 m. s. of the city of that

name, with a port on the Mediterranean. Pop. 5000.

BLANK BONDS were Scotch securities in which the creditor's name was left blank,

and which passed by mere delivery, the bearer or holder being at liberty to insert his

name in the blank space, and sue for payment. The intention originally was to save

the expense of conveyances, and to facilitate the transmission of the obligation; but

experience having proved that they were capable of being used for fraudulent purposes,
these bonds were, by a Scottish act, passed in 1G9G, declared void. The act. however,

excepts from its pro'visions the notes of trading companies, and indorsements of bills of

exchange. See BOND. SI-XT KITY.

BLANK CARTRIDGES. The distinction between blank and ball cartridges will be

found noticed under CARTRIDGE.

BLANKENBTTRQ, a t. in the duchy of Brunswick. 37 m. s.s.e. of the capital, is situ-

ated on the borders of the Harz mountains, at an elevation of 732 ft, above the
sea._

It

has a trymnasium. and several charitable and educational institutions. Pop. '7~>. 4519.

chiefly engaged in minins; iron, marble, and dye-earths being plentiful in the surround-

ing districts. On the Blankcnstein. a rocky height immediately adjoining
tie town,

there is a palace belontrinir to the duke of Brunswick: and on the lofty summit of the

Recenstein. about half a mile distant, there are the remains of a large castle, with many
chambers, hewn out of the rock by Henry the fowler in 919. Louis XVIII. resided at

B. as comte dc Lille. 1796-98.

BLANK VERSE is verse without rhyme (q.v.X and depending upon meter (q.v.)

alone. The classical productions of the Greek and Roman poets at least such n

them as have come down to us are composed on this principle; and. accordingly,

when tin- pa<-!on for imitating classical mode-Is set in. rhyme came to be looked ujwm
as an invention of Gothic barbarism, and attempts were made in most count:

'shake it off. The first specimen of blank verse in English is a translation of

and fourth books of Virgil's ^-E/uid, by the earl of Surrey, who was executed in l->47:

but it had been used by Italian and Spanish writers a* early as about the beginning of

that century. In England, its adaptation to the drama was at once felt, and in that

that it could be said to have taken root; and even then the want of rhymes was felt,
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its the poet exacted it would. Many poets have since followed Milton's example;
and English narrative, didactic, and descriptive poetry is partly in B. V., partly in

rhymed couplets. It is chiefly in "heroic" meter, as it is called that is, iu verses or
lino of u-n .syllables that blank verse has found a firm footing. Some, in fact,
would restrict the name B. V. to lines of ten syllables, not considering it applicable to

such meters a-* those of Soi'they's Ifiaktba and Longfellow's Hiatcatha. Dramatic B.
V. is characterized by the frequent occurrence of a supernumerary syllable at the end
of the line :

To be
!
or not ' to be, [

that is
j
the question:

Whether
|
'tis no|bler in

|
the mind f to suf</er.

In Italian and Spanish, B. V. never became popular, and still less in French. The
German language seems to admit every variety of blank meter.

BLANQUI, JEROME ADOLPHE, one of the first French economists, was b. at Nice,
28th Nov., 1798, and educated at the lyceum of that city. In 1814, his family quitted
Nice, and young B. went to complete his studies at Paris, where he became acquainted
with J. B. Say, who induced him to turn his attention to the study of political economy.
In 1823, by Say's recommendation, he was appointed professor of history and of indus-
trial economy in the commercial school at Paris. On the death of Say. he was appointed,
professor of* industrial economy iu the conservatoire des arts et metiers, and was
one of the editors of the Dictionnaire de Uliiilnxtric Afanufacturttre, Ci'mmterciale, et Agri-
coif. In Juno, 1838, he became a member of the academy of moral and political science.

The academy sent him to Corsica, to study the condition of that country, and iu 1839,
to Algiers for the same purpose. In 1841, he visited Turkey, In 1851, the academy,
which highly valued his abilities, requested him to furnish a complete account of London
in its finsincial and other aspects. This task he executed to the satisfaction of the samns
who employed him. He died at Paris on the 28th Jan., 1854. B. as a national econo-

mist, was somewhat inclined to socialism. Like his master, Say, he was in favor of
free-trade. In method, he is ingenious; in style, transparent; and even the dryest dis-

cussions become interesting, from his lively mode of treating them. His principal works
are Voyage d'un Jeune Franptis en Angkterre et en Ecoxse (Paris, 18'2-!>: li>*nme de
FHistoitv d>t Commerct et de rind'tstrie (Paris, 1826); Precis Elemental re tCSconom/U PoU-

tique, precede d"nne Introduction Hi*torique, et suivi d'une Bioyraphie des E^momistes,
etc. (Paris, 1836); and, most important of all, the Histoire de VEconomic Prtitique en

Europe, dcp'iii ks Anc&n* J '/./<;'.' no* jours, silicic d'une BibUogra/phie raisonnee des

Pi-incipaux Oueraycs ffEconomic Politique.

BLANQTJI, LOOTS AUGUSTS, the brother of the economist, was b. at Nice in 1805.

He has made himself conspicuous chiefly by his rabid advocacy of the most extreme
political opinions. From an early age. he dabbled in conspiracy, and submitted to its

penalties with the pride of a martyr. After the revolution of Feb., he formed the
central republican society, which menaced the v TV existence of the provisional govern-
ment. He it was also who organized the revolutionary nttentnt of the loth May, the aim
of which was to overthrow the constituent assembly. At the head of an excited

mass, he made his appearance before the national representatives, and with that melo-
dramatic love of liberty which makes a French patriot fancy it to be his first and most
sacred function to emancipate the world, demanded the rexnitritntion of tlw Polixh nation-

ality ! His coadjutor, M. Huber, went a step further, and pronounced the dissolution
of the assembly. The latter fortunately proved itself strong enough to crush this inso-

lence. B. was arrested, and condemned to 10 yjars' inipris ,>;i;u -at in Belleisle. In
1881, he was sentenced to other 4 years' imprisonment. He appeared again as one of
the most active spirits in the red republican movement of 1870-71, and once nione
became a prisoner of state.

BLAFS, a genus of insects, of the order coleoptera, the type of a tribe called bl<rp-

mdec. the species of which are numerous, all of a dark color, destitute of wings, and
having the elytra or wing-cases united together. They run slowly, however, iu com-
parNon with many kinds of beetles, and inhabit dark and damp situations, feeding
chiefly on dead vegetable matter. They have the power of secreting and emitting a
brownish, acrid, irritating fluid, of a peculiar and penetrating odor, with which they
appear to l>e furnished for the purpose of self-defense, and which some of them are

capable of tin owing to a distance of 6 or 8 inches. lilaps m<n'timga is a common British

species of about 1 in. long, and of a shining black color. It is sometimes called DAKK-
E, :m<l ( mm HYAUD BEETLE, sometimes seems to share with the cockroach

(q.v. the app ;lation of BLACK BEETLE. It is a frequent companion of the cockroach
iu pantries and cellars. Blaps tulcata is cooked with butter, and eaten by Turkish
women in Kgyp'. under the notion that it will make them fat, this being, in their

estimation, one of the chief points of beauty.
Hi. VKXEV, a village in Ireland. 4 m. from Cork, having a castle built in 1449 by

Cormac Met. 'arty. Near tiie castle are the "groves of Blarney," and on the summit of
the < aMle tower i^ the >tone, the kissing of which is said to endow one with the gift of

coaxi'i^, wheedling, and flattering. The true Mom is .said to be one in a wall where it

^*1 only by a person held over the parapet. The name has given a noun, a
, and participle to the English language.
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BLASITJS, a paint and martyr, was bishop of Sebaste, in Cappadoeia, when Licinius

began a bloody persecution of the Christians. B. left the town, and conccal'-d himself
in an unknown chasm in the rocks, but his abode was discovered by Agricola, while out

hunting. The saint was conveyed to St-ba-te, and as lie stcadfa'.-lh refiiM-d to dcnv
Christ, arid worship the heathen gods, he was put to death (:?ll! A.D ) with eircum-tances
of the most horrid cruelty. At one period, his worship must have been widely dillused,

judging from the extent of territory over which his relics were scattered. The wool-
combers claim him as their patrou, for the singular reason that he was tortured, among
other instruments, with a wool-comb. At Bradford, in Yorkshire, there is a septennial
procession of that craft on his day. The practice of invoking St. 15. in cases of sort;

throats, is said to have originated in the circumstance that, when young, he saved the

only son of a rich widow from being choked by a lish-boue. It has been conjectured,
however, that the wool-comb has probably been mistaken for a fish-hone, and that the

story of the rich widow's only sou is simply a myth elaborated in explanation of the cir-

cumstance. St. B.'s day is the 3d February.

BLASPHEMY is an offense against God and religion, by denying to the Almighty his

being and providence; or by contumelious reproaches of our Lord and Savior .'

Christ; also all profane scoffing at the Holy Scriptures, or exposing them to ridicule and

contempt. Seditious words, moreover, in* derogation of the established religion may be

proved under a charge of blasphemy. These all are offenses punishable at common law

by line and imprisonment, or other infamous corporal punishment; for Christianity is

held to be part of the laws of England; and a blasphemous libel maybe prosecuted as

an offense at common law, and punished with fine and imprisonment. In Gathercolc's

iried at York, in 1838, where the defendant, a clergyman of the church of Eng-
land, was prcsecuted for a libel on a Roman Catholic nunnery, and in which he also

made a violent attack on the tenets and the morality of the Roman Catholic church, it

was laid down by the judge who tried the case (thc"late baron Alderson). that a person

may, without being liable to prosecution for it, attack Judaism, or Mahommedanism, or

even any sect of the Christian religion, save the established religion of the country; and
the only reason why the latter is in a different situation from the others is because it is

the form established /<// /<//% and is therefore a part 61 the constitution of the country.
But any general attack on Chrixtiuitity is also the subject of criminal prosecution,
because Christianity is the public religion of the country. Thus, as an offense

^against
religion, H. may assume one of two forms: first, either as against the articles and creeds

of the established church; or secondly, as against a dissenting community, in the libel

against whom, a general attack on the Christian religion is involved, The B. must in

some manner have been overtly and publicly declared, either by a speech on some pub-
lic occasion, or by the act of publication in print.

The Scotch law regarding this offense is now very much the same. The old seven-

Scotch acts, one passed in 1(561, and another in 1695," which provided capital punishment
to:- otl'enses of tins description, were repealed by the 53 Geo. III. c. 1GO. The punish-
ment is now arbitrarv at common law; and by the 6 Geo. IV. c. 47, the punishment of

B. is further restricted, and made the same as in England. It is also enacted by the

second section of that act, that a person convicted of a second offense may be adjudged,
at the discretion of the court, either to suffer the punishment of fine or imprisonment,
or both, or to be hinMied the country: but the provision as to the punishment of banish-

nien! is repealed by the 7 Will. IV. c. 5. The latest and most remarkable illustration of

fie Scotch law reifardinff this offense, is a case that was tried before the high court of

justiciary in 18-13!" The prisoner, who defended himself, was accused, convicted, and

.-enience'd to imprisonment for fifteen months, for publishing profane, impiou-
: ienunis book-', containing a denial of the truth and

authority
of the Holy Scriptures

and of the Christian religion, and devi-^d. contrived, and intended to ridicule and bring

into contempt the same.' In the course of the trial, the prisoner endeavored to juMtiy
his conduct by quotations from the Bible, which, he maintained, warranted the laic

of the blasphemous works in question. But tin; court would not allow such a line of

defense, and the lord justice-clerk (the late right honorable John Hope), in charging t

jurv. pointed out that the indictment charged that the wicked and felonious publication

of such works i* a crime, and that there fose the jury were not to consider then,

en"-a<-ed in nnv theological discussion, but simply in trying whether a known and rec-

1 offense' against the law had been committed. His lord-

expound the law'as follows: "Xow, the law of Sc uland. apart from ail questions ol

church establishment or church government, has declared that the Hoh
^Scriptures

are

of supreme auth
standard of the Holy
doctrines coptained 1..-.^,. ,. ... :

-

,r and that they who publish opinions 'contrary to the known pnnci|

Christianity
' may be lawfully called to account, and proceeded against by the civil

nn "-1st rate" This kw docs not impose upon individuals any obligations as t<> their bclu

It leaves free and independent the riirht of private U-lit-f. but it can-fully protects that

Y.-hi'-h was established as part of the law, from Ix-ing brought into contempt

learned judge also observed: "I think it also my duty lo add as a purl of the []

r. iv. H.-40
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er's] address was directed against the policy and expediency of this prosecution that I

think it was a most proper and fit prosecution. 1 have no doubt of the effect that will

result from this prosecution; because, though, in his advertisement and address, this

individual declares that he addresses himself chiefly to the working-classes of Scotland,

yet I am sure that he deceives himself if he imagines that that is a class which would
easily part with their belief in those truths, which are perhaps more valuable to them in

this life than to any other class in the community. There may, indeed, be a class of

persons, like the p'risoner at the bar, in situations above that of the working-classes,

young men whose education is imperfect, and their reading misdirected; and it is to

save them from the mischief of these opinions that it is necessary the law should take
its course. See RELIGION, OFFENSES AGAINST.

BLASPHEMY (see ante). In the United States, besides the common law. there are

many statutes defining B. ;
but they all hold it to consist in words regarding the Deity

only. It is defined as purposely using words concerning God calculated and designed
to impair and destroy the reverence, respect, and confidence due him, as the creator,

governor, and judge of the world; it is a willful and malicious attempt to lessen rever-

ence for God by denying his existence or attributes, and to prevent men from having
confidence in him. Blasphemy is a misdemeanor at common law, for which special

punishments are assigned in various statutes; but a temperate discussion in which the

existence of God is denied is not an offense. Gross profanity is blasphemy in a lesser

degree, and it is punishable in most of the states, but the law is seldom enforced.

BLASTE'MA, the embryo of a seed, or the radicle and the plumule with the parts
which connect them. Biologists apply the term to the rudimental mass from which tis-

sue is formed.

BLAST FUBNACE. Many costly experiments have been tried of Inte years in

order to determine, along with other related questions,
the best form of the blast furnace in which iron is

smelted. Which is the most serviceable form is as yet
a very much disputed point ; but, according to the pub-
lished accounts, furnaces of the unusual height of 80 to

100 ft. give, as a rule, the best results. There are two

types of blast furnaces, irrespective of differences in

their forms, as regards the way in which they are con-
structed. Some are built with thick wails, either

entirely of brick or of brick and stone, hooped with,

iron, forming massive towers. Others, again, are

formed of comparatively thin brick walls, and depend
for their strength on an outer malleable iron casing, in

which case they are called cujmld furnaces. The fur-

nace A., in tig. 1, article Ii;o,\, is an example of the

former, and the annexed figure represents one of the

latter kind.
The various parts of the furnace are distinguished

as follow: A. is the Jmft or body, generally either in

the form of a cone or cylinder, or somewhat barrel-

shaped, in which case, the portion marked B is not

distinguisl able from the shaft. B. is called the losltes,

and is the part of the furnace which, from the high
heat to which it is exposed, usually gives way first. 11

is the licarth, and C is the tuinn'1-hctni, which, how-

ever, is usually wanting when the mouth is closed by a
bell and cone to save The gases generated in the fur-

nace. P is the charging platform, and Q, Q, the openings through which the ore, fuel,

etc., are fed. These materials are brought to the platform by hoists, inclines, or level

gangways, acconiing to the situation of the furnace. Just below the boshes there are

four or five openings in th-; circumference of the tuyeres t, and another for the arrange-
ments required for tapping the furnace. As respects the latter, a is called the tymp-
arch, immediately below which is placed the lymp its.lf, consisting of a rectangular iron

box containing water in a coiled pipe. The hearth is prolonged in the direction of the

damp-plate d, and the space between it and the tymp is filled up wilj sand or clay, in

\vhich there is a channel for the escape of slag, 'in the damp-plate is pla.Xvi the tapping-

Jiolc, i, through which the molten iron is run off. The pipe at/* conveys Ihe blast, pro-
duced by a powerful blowing-engine, and heated to between 000 and 1400' F. In 1875,
there were in Great Britain i)9J{ blast-furnaces. See IRON.

BLASTING. Before gunpowder was invented, the separation of masses of stone from
their native rock could only lie effected by means of the hammer and wedge, or by the
still .slower method of fire and water. In soft and stratified rock, wedges are still used
for quarrying stones for building purposes. !>ut in hard rock, or where regularity of
fracture is no object, gunpowder is universally employed. There are two kinds of B.

first, the small shot system; and second, that of large blasts or " mines."

Blast furnace
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The small-shot system consists of boring holes into the rock, of from 1 to 6 in in
diameter, and of various depths, according to circumstances. In hard rock, this is Horn-
by a steel pointed drill, struck by a hammer, and turned partly round after each blow
to make the hole cylindrical. The addition of a little water .serves to preserve the
temper of the boring tool, and makes the rock more easy to cut. In soft rock, when-
ever the hole is to be vertical, a ''jumper" is used; this is a weighted drill, which acts
merely by its own weight, when let fall from about a foot in height. The powdered
stone is removed at intervals by a "scraper." The rate of progress varies, of course,
with the hardness of the rock. At Holyhead, the average work done by three men in
hard quartz rock, with. H in. drills, is 14 in. in depth per hour; one man holdiii" the
drill, and two striking. After the hole. is bond, it is cleaned out, and the p-jwdcr
poured down, A wad of dry turf or hay is put over the charge, and the rest of the
hole "

tamped," or rilled with broken stone, clay, or sand. The shot is fired by a length
of Bickford's patent fuse. When it is desirable to prevent the stones from Hying about,
when the shot is fired, a shield of boiler-plate, or of brushwood weighted, may be laid
over the hole.

Small shots may be fired, even under water, by inclosing the charge in a tin
with a tube of powder reaching to the surface; or in a canvas ba<:. well tarred, tied .-it

the neck round a length of Bickford's fuse, which burns under water. The ebiu
inserted in the drill-hole; and the weight of the superincumbent water acts as tami

In removing the wall between the old and new Shadwell basins of the London d<

shots were tired under water within a few yards of vessels lying in the basin, by u-ing
moderate charges, and by keeping a raft of 'timber floating over "the hole, as a shield to

prevent anything flying upwards.
The voltaic battery has been used for firing shots, chiefly under water, since 1839, in

which year it was employed at the wreck of the Royal George and at" the Skerryvore
light-house.

When a large mass of rock has to be removed at once, or where a steady supply has
to be daily furnished of irregularly broken stone, for breakwater or other purposes,
recourse must be had to large blasts, or "mines." The greatest isolated example of this
kind of blasting was the overthrow, in 1843, of the Rounddown cliff at Dover, by 18,500
Ibs. of powder, in three separate charges, fired simultaneously by voltaic electricity. But
by far the grandest system of B. by mines is to be seen at the quarries for supplying
stone to the breakwater at Holyhead, where small shots having been found inadequate,
large mines were introduced in 1850. These large blasts are of two kinds "

shafts"
sunk from the top of the rock; and "headings," or galleries driven in from the face.

The shaft-holes are 6 ft. long by 4 ft. wide, of various depths, according to the height
of the rock, but seldom much exceeding 60 ft. The deal-box, with the charge of pow-
der, is placed in a chamber cut at one side of the shaft, so that the tamping may not be
in the direct upward line of fire. The tamping consists of the stone and debris which
have come out of the shaft; and the wires from the battery are protected from injury by
being laid in a groove cut in a batten placed up one angle of the shaft.

It is evident that the same point in the rock may be reached as well by a heading or

gallery driven in from the face of the rock, as by a shaft from the top, and often by a
shorter route. Headings are made 5 ft. high by 3 ft. 6 in. wide, and are driven, if po--
sible, along a natural joint in the rock. The direction of the gallery is changed and
sunk at parts, to prevent the tamping from being blown out. Four men can, on the

average, drive f> ft. run of heading per week; but cannot sink above 3 or 4 ft. of shaft,
which has a greater sectional area, and is more inconvenient to work in.

The charge of powder may be divided and placed in two or more separate chambers;
and it is better thus to spread a heavy charge over a length of face, than to have it in

one spot, at a greater distance from the face than about 30 feet.

The charges for these mines vary from 600 Ibs. to 13,000, and even more, pounds of

powder; and the produce is from 2"to 6 tons of stone to the pound of powder, according
to the density of the rock and the position of the mine.

Besides the quarrying of stone, B. is used for military objects, or where total destruc-
tion is aimed at. and an excess of powder is little or no objection.

Of late years great improvements have been effected in the production and applica-
tion of explosive agents other than gunpowder, which latter, until lately, may be said to

have been exclusively used for the purpose of blasting. Nitre-glycerine (q.v.) and gun
cotton (q.v.) were discovered within two years of each other; but while gun cotton

immediately applied to industrial purposes, uitro-glycerine was destined to remain a
chemical curiosity for about 16 years.

Dynamite is a preparation of nitro-glycerine and porous earth, in the form of a pasty
mass, which, without materially impairing its explosive properties, has the effect of

rendering it perfectly safe to handle.

One of the most celebrated applications of boring and blasting to modern engineer-

ing was the driving of the Mont Ccnis tunnel. See 1 UXNEL.

BLASTING (ante). The processes of blasting are essentially the same here as in

Europe; but the developments of mining, railroad building, and improvement* in

navigation, have rendered necessary some very extensive operations. The most impor-
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tant was, perhaps, the removal of the reefs in the East river, at Ilallett's point, near New
York, known as the "ILellgatc improvement." The rock to be removed extended more
than 100 yards into the river, greatly narrowing the channel and rendering navigation
extremely difficult. The plan of operation was to sink a large square shaft on the Long
Island shore from which the rock projected, and to run into the rock at a proper depth
long galleries radiating from the place of entrance like the lines of an expanded fan. The
entrance shaft was nearly 100 ft. square, and its bottom was 32 ft. below low water.

Nearly 20 tunnels were bored in all directions, extending from 200 to 240 ft., and all

were connected by lateral galleries. All the excavated rock was hauled to the entrance
and hoisted to the surface. The work was completed in Sept., 1876, and made ready for

billing with more than 52,000 pounds of explosive material in many thousand-- of holes

drilled for the purpose. The explosives were dynamite, rendrock, and vulcan powder.
The firing was by electricity. On the given day a quarter of a million people found their

way to points on land and water where the explosion could be seen. When the eventful
moment arrived, gen. Xewton, the engineer in charge, took the hand of his little girl, a
mere infant, and with it pressed down the key by which the battery was tired. There
was a rumbling or shaking of the ground, the rising of a great mass of water from 20 to

40 ft. in the air, a few small stones thrown a little higher, an immense mass of smoke,
and all was over. Millions of tons of rock had been skittered, and yet the noise and the
shock were less than would have attended the simultaneous discharge of half a dozen

rield-pieces in the open air. There was so much doubt and ignorance about the possible
effect of this explosion that many people living one, two, and three miles away left their

houses and took positions in the open air, through fear of wide-spread ruin. The work
was completed successfully, and after dredging out the broken stone the navigation of

the channel was greatly improved. In previous years much has been done in the harbor
of New York by surface-blasting, i.e., lowering to the face or to some crevice of a rock
cans filled with nitre-glycerine and exploding it by electricity, the effect being to gradu-
ally wear away the rock. The great work of the Sutro tunnel (q. v.) was another triumph
for American engineering.

BLATTA. See COCKROACH.
BLAYE (ancient Blatia), a fortified seaport of France, in the department of the

Gironde, 20 m. n.n.w. of Bordeaux. It is built on the right bank of the river Gironde,
which at this point is about 2i m. in breadth, at the base of a rocky eminence crowned
with u strong citadel. The town is further defended by the two forts of Pate and Medoc,
which command the passage of the river. The port of B. is a very busy one, all inward
vessels being required to anchor and deliver the manifests of their cargoes; and many
outward-bound vessels lay in their provisions here. B. has manufactures of linen and
woolen, glass and earthenware; a considerable export trade in corn, wine, brandy, oil,

fruits, soap, etc., and tribunals of jurisdiction and of commerce. Pop. (1S7C) exclusive
of garrison, 3801.

BLAZON, BLA'ZONBY (Gcr. Mascn, to blow, as with a horn). These heraldic terms'

originated in the custom of blowing a trumpet to announce the arrival of a knight, or
his entrance into the lists at a joust or tournament. The blast was answered by the

heralds, who described aloud and explained the arms borne by the knight. B. and B.

thus came to signify the art of describing, in technical terms, the objects (or charg
they are called) borne in arms their positions, gestures, tinctures, etc., and the manner
of arranging them on tb/j shield.

li'des of Blazoning. As heraldry, though an entirely arbitrary, is a very accurate

science, the rules of blazoning are observed on all occasions with the most rigid precis-
ion. The following are the most important: 1. In blazoning or describing a coat of

arms, it is necessary to begin with the lield, mentioning the lines by which it is divided
.iil<\ }< rfcxt, etc., it' such there be and noticing if they are I yrail </. or

the like, it being taken for granted that they are straight, unless the contrary be men-
tioned. 2. There must be no unnecessary repetition in blazoning; thus, where the field

i^ blue, and the charges yellow, we should say, ,'tznre, a /*, or,

thereby implying that both the crescent and the stars are or. 3. For the same r<

where a color lias been already mentioned, and it is neccssiry. in order to avoid ambiguity,
to repeat it in describing a subsequent charge, we say. of the first, or of the *ec<

the case maybe. Thus, we should say, -j<-nt. three water box

'. tliu> avoiding the repetition of the word azure. 4. Again, recurring to our
first example, it would be an error to say. f!.-/-i'e *{<n:i irit/t it cr-.- n ///<.-//, because
we must always begin with the charge which lies nearest the center 01' :hc shield.

5. Where the <!. of the natural color of the obitets nr animals n prcs
in place of describing the color, you simply i.e., of the proper < r <>

color. 6. Another general rule in blazoning, or rather in marshaling coat-armor, is, that

*!<all never be p/^
The rules for blazoning separate charges, whether animate or inanimate, are indi-

in the descriptions which will be found of them under their respective heads. See
OlUHNAHTK:-; al) li.Mi. H).NI>. CtC.

BLEACHING (Am:. Sax. f/f<n-n/i, from hln-r. pale, bleak) is generally undcrstr.nd to

UK- process of whitening or decolorizing cloth; but the term ia also appacJ io the
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il : tlorizing of such substances as the fix^l oils. Irish moss, etc. Until about tin-

of the 18th c., 15. depended upon the natural bleaching agencies present in the atmo-

phereand in the sun's rays. The usual plan was to spread out theclothoa a grass-field,

called a bleaching-green" and to continue sprinkling it with w-ater several times a day.

After being thus exposed for several months to the action of air. light, and moisture.

the cloth was rendered white. The process was necessarily tedious and oceupii-d much
valuable land, and for this reason a large quantity of the cloth required to be bleached

was s;-nt to Holland for that purpose. A particular kind of linen, which was regularly

scat to Holland, received on that account the name of llottniuh; and another variety .f

li:-.e:i. which, from its fineness, was generally spread on the b 'ields or lawn-.

received the title of laten. An improvement in the preceding pr< ;o dip the

cloth occasionally m a weak alkaline ly<\ or solution of an alkali, such as soda in water,

which step was called buckin'j, alter which the cloth was spread out on the grass for

some weeks, tvnd regularly moistened with water, this stage being styled croftimj; the

cloth was theu soaked in sour milk and water, which was railed fmriitfi, and

exposed ou grass to the action of air and sunlight. By re|>eatingllie bucking, crofting,
and souring operations several times, the bleaching was very much hastened, and the

amount of land occupied in bleaehiog-greene lessened. The next improvement v.a> the

introduction of dilute sulphuric acid instead of .sour milk, as the sourim: agent; and this

was so effectual, that it lessened the time required for B. from about eight months,
which was the original time, to about four months.

Till very recently, it was thought that the agent in this natural mode of B. was
entirely resident iu the sun's rrys, but the discovery of the substance called ozone (q.v.),
which possesses very powerful B. properties, and which in greater or less quantity
exists iu the air of country districts at all times, has led to tiie opinion, now held by
chemists, that the B. which takes place when the cloth is moistened and exposed to th'j

air is mainly due to the ozone present therein; though the chemical rays which accom-
pany the luminous rays of the sun ma}' assist in the B., and also ;:id in the formation of
the ozone. That the ozone has very much to do in open-air B., is observable from the
fact that in town districts, where little or no ozone exists in the air, cloth is never
bleached white.

In the year 1785, Berthpllet,
a distinguished French chemist, discovered the power-

ful B. properties of chlorine (q.v.), and immediately thereafter it was sug'_
re>ted that

chlorine would be useful in the B. of cloth. At the first, the gas chlorine was employed,
and being diffused in the atmosphere of a vessel or small apartment, cloth hung therein
was speedily bleached. It was found, however, that the chlorine, which bleaches, or

destroys color by uniting with the hydrogen of the coloring principle and thus decom-
posing the color, could also unite with the hydrogen of the fibre <

-. ( I.ICNIX) and destroy
or render tender the textile fabric. So long as chlorine was employed in the g .-

state, it was very difficult to use it of such strength as only to destroy the color, without
also rotting the cloth. It was then suggested, that as chlorine was soluble in water, to
the extent of two volumes of chlorine gas in one volume of cold water, the solution of
chlorine might be employed. But although chlorine water was found to act efficiently
and safely when the solu'tiou was of the proper strength, it was very difficult always to

make it of the same strength, and more so to preserve it when made; as the least expo-
sure to light causes more or less of the chlorine to unite with the hydrogen of the water,
1'or.uing hydrochloric acid, which does not possess B. properties. After attempts to fix

the chlorine in alkaline solutions, it was found that dry slaked lime was an admirable
absorber of chlorine gas. The material produced from the union of chlorine with dry
slaked lim* 1 is known as the r/</>vV< <>f Unn. or blfaching j*->riltr (q.v.), and this I-

substance which has continued from 17J9 up to the present time to be the great artificial

bleacher of cotton and linen fabrics. It is not serviceable in the destruction of the color
of wool, silk, or the oils and fats: such materials being bleached by the employment of
other agents, as will be afterwards noticed.

Bi.KArmxo OF COTTON AND LINKS- FABRICS. The substances requiring to be got rid

of in the purification of cotton and linen cloth are (1) the organic coloring matter imlur-

a'ly present in the fiber; (2) resinous and fatty bodies, also inherent in the liber; (tf) weavers'

dres.Miig and perspiration taken up during the process of spinning; and (4) certain saline

or earthy substances. The ./?/*/ *1<n. in the B. is the singeing <>f the cloth, which is

accomplished by drawing the cloth rapidly over a red-hot iron cylimli r, or a numerous
series of <ras jets, which burn off the minute particles of fiber, resembling in appearance
short hairs or down, and leave the cloth perfectly smooth. Tin - the

washing or scouring of the cloth, which consists in rolling up the pieces of calico or
linen into bundles like coils of rope, and throwing a number of pieces into a large vat

amonu' lukewarm water, and allowing them to lie till fermentation begins, and proceeds
some length, when the cloth is taken out. and thoroughly washed in theda-h-v. i

which are large horizontal cylinders divided into several compartments, into each of
which a -'ream of water keeps runnin<r whil" the wheel is turning. The third xt,iffe is

boiling with lime-water, or bucking. The apparatus employed is called the bonking or

bucking kier. aud consists of two compartments. The lower part is a boiler containing
the lime-water, and the upper part is a capacious circular tank, into which the cloth iu

bundles, ss it comes from the dash -.vliee!.-, i.s placed. By an ingenious arrangement, the
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lime-water is alternately forced up, by the compression of the steam, through a pipe into

the upper compartment, and falls in a shower upon the cloth, through which it perco-
lator and sinks again through perforations into the boiler, to be again propelled into the

upper compartment. Instead of using lime alone, a mixture of lime and carbonate of
soda (XaOCOj) is occasionally employed, which acts by forming the inert carbonate of

liinc or chalk (CaOCO 2 ) and caustic soda (XaO), which poo.-rs high determent proper-
ties. The chemical action which the boiling lye exerts on the cloth is in the formation
of a soap with the resinous and fatty substances naturally inherent in the cotton or linen

fiber, or communicated to it in the process of weaving, "the greater portion of which is

detached by the lye in the bitching kier and ultimately removed by a subsequent washing
with water. This takes place cither in the dash-wheels, or in a mere effectual washing
arrangement, consisting of a scries of boxes or vats of different depths, placed side by
side, into which the cloth is made to dip successively by passing over and under two
sets of rollers. As the cloth moves on from the lower vats to the higher, it is passing
from the soiled water to the more pure, as a stream of pure water is kept constantly
running through the vats from the higher to the lower, 'the fourth a'ft-jr. in B. is the

souring or chcmicking in dilute sulphuric acid, of the strength of one gallon of the acid
to from 25 to 30 gallons of water. The weak acid liquid is put into a large stone vat,
and the goods are steeped in it. The acid acts beneficially in removing tlrj remaining
traces of the lime-soap which have adhered to the cloth, and a second washing in water,
followed by bucking or scouring in soda lye, and a third washing in water t'.re generally
found necessary to obtain the cioth in the condition best suited for the subsequent opera-
tions. The ffth stage is chemicklng with B. liquor, obtained by dissolving B. jwirdcr

0{.v.) in water, and allowing the impurities or insoluble matter to subside. The B.

liquor is much diluted with water, and the cloth is steeped in it for about six hours,
then taken out, and allowed to soak for other six hours in a second vat containing
water, after which it is drawn out and exposed to the atmosphere, when the carbonic
acid of the air sets free a portion of the chlorine from the B. powder, imbibed by the

cloth. The sixth stage is another souring process, during which the cloth is immersed for

about four hours in a steeping vat, containing dilute sulphuric acid of the strength rang-

ing from 1 to 8 gallons of acid in 200 gallons of water. This acid liquid, as it soaks the

cloth, encounters the B. liquid which previously saturated the fiber of the cloth, and the

acid combining with the lime of the B. liquid, "liberates the chlorine, which attacks the

remaining traces of color and removes them from the cloth.

The cloth, on being removed from the souring-vat, is boiled with soda lye, washed,
and again treated with dilute sulphuric acid, which more effectually removes the der. im-

posed coloring matter. It is thereafter thoroughly washed, passed through rollers to

remove some of the water; then introduced into the hgdro-aetractor, to get rid of the
water more effectually; and lastly, the cloth is dried by being suspended in the air, or

by being passed over a series of heated tin rollers, called xteam cans. In the ordinary
course of B., cotton loses about one-twentieth of its weight, and linen about one-third.

After the B. operations have been successfully performed, it is customary to proceed
to the finishing of the cloth, which consists in, firstly, passing it through a large mangle,
where the crumbled piece of cloth becomes smooth; secondly, drawing the cloth over
rollers, which cause it to dip in a trough containing starch; thirdly, drying the starched
cloth ; and, fourthly, passing it through a large mangle or calender, consisting of a series of
rollers alternately of polished cast iron and solid paper, and which not only smooth out the
cloth, but communicate a tine glazed surface, such as is generally exhibited in bleached
cloth when purchased. The cloth intended to be printed upon or to be dyed is not
starched or calendered. The operations connected with the B. of cloth by chlorine c.M-rt

no injurious effect on the health of men and women engaged in them. Some of the
bleach-works near Glasgow are of long standing, and give I'-irular employment to sev-
eral hundred women. The rapidity with which the B. by chlorine can be carried on,

may l>e understood from the fact, that when pressed for ti'me, it is no uncommon thing
to bleach, finish, and return to town 1000 pieces of cloth within 48 hours. Valuable in

many respects, however, as is the rapidity of B. by means of chemical agents, it must be
admitted that the process exerts a certain weakening effect on the cloth, and that, after

all, B. according to the old method on the grass is preferable. Grass B. is therefore still

in use where time admits, as also for cleaning linen and cotton apparel in dome-tie wash-

ing. Sec WASHING.
BLEACHING OF Wooi, is never accomplished by B. powder, but recourse is had to

sulphurous acid, which disguises the color of the wool by combining with it to form a
colorless compound. Originally the wool is contaminated with a greasy substance called
the yolk, which naturally exudes from the skin of the sheep, and this unctuous matter

mainly consists of a kind of soap soluble in water. The first stage in the B. of \V. is to

get rid of the J'olk, which can l>e done by long-continued washing in water; but as this
i tedious, the general plan is to steep the wool in a vat containing one part of stale urine
and five parts of water, then boil for sometime, and ultimately strain the wool and wash
well. The agent in the stale urine which acts upon the yolk "is carbonate of ammonia,
and this acting upon the oily matters forms a soap which can be readily washed away.
When woolen cloth is to be bleached.it is customary to substitute carbonate of soda

(washing soda) for the stale urine, and this forms an "alkaline lye, which performs the
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same part as the carbonate of ammonia. Soap is sometimes used an auxiliary. The
1 stage ot bleaching AVOO! is tlic sulpJi un'/iy, winch takes ])!uci' In a small wooden

apartment, in which the damp ctotb is suspended in regular folds from the root' to tat:

floor, and a small pan of ignited sulphur being introduced, the doors, etc., arc firmly
closed. There are little openings round the sides of the chamber, for the admission
of air, which can be closed at pleasure. The sulphur (S) in burning take up two atoms
of oxygen from the air, forming sulphurous acid (SO-,), which is the bleaching agent;
and in about 24 hours the op ration is (hashed, and the woolen material only 1-0411;
be thoroughly washed with water, which may contain a little potash or soda. Where
the wool is naturally high-colored, it is necettftiy to repeat the vari of the pro-
cess several times before the bleaching is complete. Instead of applying sulphurous
acid in the gaseous form, a solution of it in water is sometimes used." An economical
method of preparing the solution of sulphurous acid is to introduce a mixture of sulphate
of iron and sublimed sulphur into an earthenware retort, and apply a low red heat, when
sulphurous acid is disengaged, which is passed through :v vessel containing some porous
matter, such as moss, to retain mechanical impurities, and then transmitted through a
series of bottles containing water, where it is dissolved to the extent of forty volumes
of the gas for every one volume of the water. The bleaching of wool by sulphur-
- -s acid is not so complete as the bleaching of cotton or linen by chlorine. In the

J er case, the color is destroyed, but in the former, the siilphuroiis acid merely com-
? .es with the coloring matter to produce a colorless compound, from which the color
i .n again be revived, either by soaking the wool in a dilute acid, such as sulphuric acid,
<.r a dilute alkali, such as soda. Hence it is that new woolen cloth or garments, such as

flannel, blankets, and underclothing, though almost colorless when purchased, yet after

being washed several times, return to their natural yellow; for the soda ur-cd, as well a.s

the soap which contains potash or soda, destrovs the colorless compound formed iu. the

texture of the wool during the sulphuring, and resuscitates the original color.

IJi.K.u'inxcc OK SII.K is carried on in a manner very similar to that pursued in the

bleaching of wool. The silk has naturally a good deal of wax, accompanied by oil and

coloring matter, enveloping the liber, and the silk stulYs are repeatedly boiled in water

containing a little soap or carbonate of soda, the alkaline nature of the solution being

occasionally tempered by the admixture of some bran, which contains an acid. When
well scoured and washed, the silk is obtained white enough for many kinds of printing;
but where it is desirable that a pure white be obtained, the silken stuffs are introduced

into a very weak solution of sulphurous acid, and thereafter thoroughly washed.
Other substances employed in the arts and manufactures are subjected to a process of

bleaching; as the rags which are being manufactured into paper (4-v.), the palm-oil
which is being converted into candles (q.v.) and night-lights, and the straw (q.v.)of
which hats or bonnets are made; but the details of the processes followed in these and
other operations, will be described more properly under their respective headings.

BLEACHING POWDER, a combination of chlorine and dry slaked lime (see BLEACH-

ivO, was first manufactured on a large scale iu Glasgow by .Mr. Charles Tcnnant,
who obtained a patent for its preparation in 1799. The substances employed in pre-

prcparing the chlorine arc common salt (chloride of sodium), black oxide of manga
and sulphuric acid. The operation may be conducted in one or in two stages. The
vessel used is a still. The whole apparatus is made of strong sheet lead, or of cast iron.

or of grooved stones fitting closely. The more general plan is to have the upper part of

lead, and the under part of cast iron. The lower third of the still has usually a double

jacket, or double walls, between which steam is admitted through a pipe for heating the

contents of the still. In using the apparatus, 100 parts of black oxide of man-

(MnOo) and 150 parts of common salt (NaCl) are introduced by an opening in the top,

which is closed by a water-joint; is.") parts of sulphuric acid (SO 3 ), of specific gravity

1600. are then poured in by a funnel, and on the admission of steam into the jacket,

chlorine is evolved, and issues by a tube at the head of the still. The theory of the

changes that occur in the still i>
:

represented in the following table, then; being two

equivalents or atomic weights of sulphuric acid for one equivalent of each of the other

ingredients:
,. . ,. , . ( Cl, Chlorine escapes a* gat.

Chloride of sodium (NaCl).................
j N^

(b
Oxide of manganese (MnO 2)................ -, Mu

Sulphuric acid (SO 3)...................... SO,
c acid <SO,)...................... K.

Sulphate of Sulphate
mangaiiev, of -oda,
v__r

,-'

l<ft in

The pipe which carries awav the chlorine gas is connected with a stone or lenden

chamber, into which it enters at one or more points, and the chlorine entering, comes
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in contact with dry slaked lime in fine powder, with which the floor of the chamber is

covered to the depth of some inches. The chlorine is rapidly absorbed by the lime,
which, when the absorption flags, is stirred from time to time by wooden rakes. The
process must not be allowed to proceed too quickly, as much heat is evolved during the
combination of the chlorine with the lime; and if the temperature of the chamber rises

beyond 110 F.. the power of combination is very much lessened.
The material which is left in the still as a 'residuum, consisting of the sulphate of

mangamese and the sulphate of soda mixed together, is comparatively worthless, and
accordingly it is found more economical in large chemical works to divide the process of
the manufacture of B. P. into two stages, at each of which the residuum is of commer-
cial use, and can be worked up into marketable products. The first stage is to heat the
common salt and sulphuric acid together, when hydrochloric acid (q.v.) is disengaged in
the gaseous state, and is received in proper vessels, and the sulphate of soda from which
common soda (q.v.) is prepared is left in the retort or still. The hydrochloric acid thus
obtained is then placed along with the black oxide of manganese in the still, and on the
steam-heat being applied, chlorine is evolved and is conducted to the lime chamber,
while chloride of manganese and water are left in the still. The decomposition is stated
thus:

Hydrochloric acid
| g>

Chlorine escapes as gas.

(O
Oxide of manganese 4 Mn

O

Hydrochloric acid.

MnCl, HO, HO,
Chloride of Water, Water,
manganese,

left in the retort.

The chloride of manganese can be returned to the condition of black oxide of man-
ganese, and used again and again. See MANGANESE. The B. P., prepared either in one
or two stages, contains, when freshly and fully manufactured, generally between 30 and
40 per cent of chlorine, and the strength of any sample is determined by the process of

chlorimetry (q.v.). The composition of B. P. is expressed by the formula CaCl-f-GbOClO,
and it is regarded as a double salt of the chloride of calcium and hypochlorite of lime.

For its employment as a decolorizing agent, see BLEACHING.

BLEAK, Leuciscits alburnw, a small fresh-water fish of the family of cyprinid (q.v.),

of the same genus with the roach, dace, minnow, etc. See LEUCISCUS. It is seldom
more than 6 or 7 in. long; in general form it resembles the dace, but is more elongated;
the dorsal fin is placed further back, and the base of the anal fin is longer; the nose is

pointed, the under-jaw the longest; the scales are of moderate size, and beautifully

striated; the back is of an olivaceous green color; the sides, belly, cheeks, and gill-

covers, shining silvery white: all the fins nearly white. The tail is forked for half its

length. The B. is found in many of the rivers of Europe. On the inner surface of

the scales of the B., as of white-bait, roach, duce, etc., a silvery substance, from which

they derive their beautiful luster, is found in such abundance as to be much used for

making artificial pearls (q.v.), the white beads so common in ladies' head-dresses, and
similar ornaments. That obtained from the scales of the B. is preferred to that of

the roach and dace, but is inferior to that of the white-bait. It readily separates from
the scales when they are soaked for a time in water, and settles to the bottom of the

vessel. Small glass tubes are then dipped in it, and it is injected into thin holiow

glass beads of the requisite forms and sizes, which are placed in a current of air to

dry, and are sometimes further filled with wax. The B. is singularly liable to be infested

by a species of tape-worm.
The B. is an inhabitant of most of the English rivers which contain roach and dace.

It is a very restless, active little fish, constantly playing about the top of the water, in

search of small flics and other food. A small piece of bread cast into the water becomes

speedily surrounded by a shoal of them, and it is amusing to watch them darting to

and fro at it with increasing pertinacity. It is not on'.y a pretty little tish, but is,

withal, delicate eating; and a dish of well-cooked B. is scarcely inferior to gudgeons.

They should be cooked in the same manner as sprats, which they rather resemble in

shape and appearance. The best way to catch B. is to angle for them with a single

gentle and a light quill-float, the bait being about a foot under water; they may be

caught with very small (lies, and all the more easily if the hook be pointed with a gen-
tle. They arc so active that the angler cannot strike too quickly, and where they
abound they form good preliminary practice for the young fly-fisher. The neighbor-
hood of running drains are very favorite resorts for B., and the angler can soon deter

mine if there be any about, by casting on. the water a handful of bran, when, if there

be any, they will immediately rise at it.
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eiuns: 1. The mild B., which v;iry in si/.e from a pea to a ha/el-nut, oivr.r on t'h

neck or arms, ami legs of teething infants, and of young persons who have indulged in

unripe fruit. Tliey generally burst, discharge the clear fluid they contain, and lieal up
again in three <T four days. 2. The tedious B.. which most ooramouly att'eei

weakly persons, are seen as an eruption of numerous red elevation-. 'wY-h e:;iav^i' to
the size of a pea. containing pale yellow serous fluid. These vesicles multiplv to s-.ic'n

an extent that the sufferer is disturbed at night from the irritation, and slight febrile
attacks further debilitate him. 8. Tl e solitary bleb generally selects old women !

victims, and appears, after much tingli.ig of the skin, as one large vesicutiou, and bursts
iu -iS hours, leaving a superficial sore.

The treatment consists in correcting the secretions, limiting the diet to what is farina-
ceous and easy of digestion, cooling drinks and tonics. For local treatment, the irri-

tated surfaces are to be soothed by poultices and water-dressings.

BLEDSOE, a co. iu s.e. Tennessee; drained by Sequatchie river; 330sq.m. : pop. '70,
4870 709 colored. Suriace rough; productions agricultural. Co..- ville.

BLEDSOE, ALBERT TAYLOU, I.L.D.. b. Ky., 1809; graduate of West Point; serve 1

as lieutenant of infantry, but resigned in LS32. becoming professor of in;.UK ;.

successively in Kenyon college, in Miami university, and in the university of Vir-

ginia. During the rebellion he was assistant secretary of war in the southern coi

racy. He has published several theological works, has been a frequent contribute r to

periodical reviews, and is now the editor of the Southern Ii< rietc, a Methodist magazine.
/BLEEDING (hemorrhage) is one of the most serious accidents which can happen to an

animal, and constitutes the most anxious complication in surgical operations. As there

is but a limited quantity of blood in the body, and as the sudden escape of a large por-
tion of it is sutiicient to cause death, every one should be instructed as to th>

which experience has shown to be the most efficient for preventing a dangerous loss of
blood.

B. may be either from a wounded artery or vein, or from a raw surface; and it may
be in the 'form of a general oozing from the surface of a sore or a mucous membrane.
We shall consider these varieties separately.

Arfcrt'i't
7

/?. is recognized by the florid redness of the blood, and by its issuing from
the cut vosei JUT wilt 'tin or by jerks. There are exceptions to this, however. When an

artery has been tied, and bleeding occurs from below the ligature, the flow of blood is

continuous, and of a dark color.

If a large artery be wounded, the first gush of blood may prove fatal, but in general
the paticnrt'aints.'and nature takes advantage of the respite to place the cut an cry in

circumstances as favorable as possible to the preservation of life; viz., the artery draws

up within its sheath (see ARTEUY); the blood, no longer impelled vigorously by the

heart, clots between the cut end and the cellular tissue surrounding it; the inner and
middle coats not only retract but WH tract, and another clot forms within the arterial

tube. These clots which, with the faint ness and the contraction and retraction of the

arterv, are termed natural Jwemota(ic# (blood-stoppers) are sufficient in ma:

prevent a recurrence of the B. ; but such a happy concurrence is not be depended OB,

and we miu;t be prepared to adopt some of the' many surgical or artificial means for

restraining the flow of blood till adhesion (q.v.) can occur between the cut surfacesof the

coats of the artery. The principal surgical means are:

liuiit'-'iui'' pressure, which maybe applied by pressing the finger-tip on the place
whence the blood is seen to flow, and may be kept up by pads of lint, or a coin of con-

venient si/. wrapped in cloth, and secured with a bandage to the part.

Pressure on the artery above, or as it comes to the cut part. This requires some

knowledge of anatomy, "but not more than any intelligent person may easily acquire.

Thus, pressure on the Inside of the arm. about midway between its front and back, will

press 'tne brachial artery (q.v.) against the bone, and arrest any bleeding from wounds

of the forearm and hand. Pressure on the middle of the groin with a thumb
]

crosswise will control the stream of blood in the femoral artery, so that none >

from any wound below where the pressure is made.

invented by Morel, a French surgeon, at the siege of Besanyon. in K'.Tt. K

idea from seeing how carriers tightened the ropes which secured hale- of good- on

their carts. It has been modified from time to time. At present it consists of a -trap

and buckle, a pad which may be adjusted over the course of the artery wounded, or h

to be cut in an operation, and a screw by which the strap may be tightened I

geon may deem neceary. Bee TWHHIQTOT. The objections to ,

sting hemorrhage, are. that it i> very painful, that it includes the vein, and thereby
tni's the limb with blood, and may cause mortification, if continued for any lengthengorges

of time.
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''Actual" cautery, or hot iron, is occasionally useful in bleeding from a bone, or at

some points where pressure cannot be eflicicntly applied. It is the oldest method of

stopping bleeding, and until the 18th c., was much in use; but its abuse and the natural
horror felt for it by both patient and surgeon, have almost banished it from the list of

surgical lucmostatics. If used, the iron should be at a white heat, the wound pressed
lorIan instant, and then the iron should be held in contact with the bleeding vessel. It

causes an eschar or slough, with shriveling of the artery; and if the latter be small, it

effectually stops the bleeding, until the eschar drops oil, when the vessel may be found
still pervious at the wounded part, and the danger of bleeding be as great as at first.

Ligature, or tying the artery, is a very old method of arresting hemorrhage, and cer-

tainly the best. It was not used generally, however, in operations until improved ana-
tomical knowledge and more efficient tourniquets allowed surgeons the time necessary
lor its application. See LIGATURE.

Another method was introduced by the late sir James Y. Simpson of Edinburgh,
and has been already extensively used, lie termed it acu-pressure, or pressure from a

long needle or pin inserted from without, so as to press the artery between it and the

tissues. The pins are removed after 24 or 48 hours, the period Being proportioned to

the size of artery to be secured. This new plan promises to supersede the ligature, in

amputations especially, where the vessels can be easily secured, and where occasionally
tlicy are found so brittle from disease (see ATHEROMA) as to break under the pressure of
a thread.

Venous B. is recognized by the dark color of the blood, and its continuous flow.

Pressure is generally found sufficient to arrest it, and it should be applied directly over
the wounded part. Ligatures are not used to secure cut ends of veins, as inllammation
of the lining membrane of these vessels is apt to spread along them towards the heart

(see PHLEBITIS), and produce dangerous symptoms, and very frequently fatal results.

There is not the same objection to the use of acu-pressure pins. Of course, if a large
vein is wounded in a part where compression cannot be readily applied, the surgeon
should have no hesitation as to tying it; and if it is not cut quite through, he may pick
up the cut edges in a forceps, and tie them so as to still permit a flow of blood through
the vein.

Oozing from cut surfaces of course partakes of the characters of venous and arterial

B., but there is no vessel sufficiently large to demand a ligature pressure. The actual

cautery and cold may then be used, or one of the many styptics, the strong perchloride
of iron may be specially recommended; it may be applied on lint or a sponge; or astrin-

gents, such as alum and tannin; there are also the puff-ball, mushroom, agaric, and
inatico leaves, cobwebs, felt, etc., which act mechanically, and owe their reputation

chiefly to the pressure used in their application. Some persons have a congenital ten-

dency to bleed (the hc'inorrhagic diathesis); if such a one have a trilling cut, or have a
tooth pulled, he bleeds perhaps to death. A prudent surgeon will not perform cutting
operations on one of a hemorrhagic family.

B. from the free surfaces of mucous membranes occurs when they are much con-

gested. One may have fatal hemorrhage from the stomach, and yet no open vessels

may be found after death, even on the most careful examination. In such a case, we
must trust to cold and internal remedies, such as acetate of lead combined with opium.

BLEEDING or BLOODLETTING. Blood may be drawn from a vein (phlebotomy veiue-

sectio), or from an artery (arleriotomy).
The veins most commonly opened for this purpose are those at the bend of the elbow

(see AUM), but those of the lower limbs are occasionally selected. The patient should
be placed sitting up in bed, as he may lose a dangerous amount of blood without show-

ing the usual premonitory symptoms, if his head be kept low.
The venous return should now be obstructed by a bandage, and when the veins

swell, one should be selected, steadied with the left thumb, and slit obliquely with a
lancet; the blood allowed.to flow till the desired quantity has escaped, or till faifitnesi

comes on. The surgeon's thumb should now be replaced on the cut in the vein, and
kept there till the bandage is removed, when a small pad of lint and figure of 8 bandage
will sufficiently prevent the bleeding, and the wound will speedily heal.

Phlebotomy was at one time habitually resorted to in inflammatory diseases, or such
as were thought so; and even when there was no positive disease, it was often applied
periodically at particular seasons, as spring and autumn, as a hygienic precaution. A
great change in this respect has taken place in medical practice; as physiological
knowledge advances, the opinion seems gaining ground that abstracting blood from a
.sick man gives him but temporary relief, and renders him less aide to combat with the

disease. When there is a wound of the cavities of the body with internal hemorrhage,
venesection is very useful in lowering the heart's action, and perhaps, according to the
old theory, in exercising a derirntin influence on the wounded vessels. Local B. is

effected by cupping and leeches. See articles on these.

Arleriotomy is generally performed on the temporal artery, by a transverse cut about
half way through the vessel. When the required amount of blood has been abstracted,
it ought to be completely cut acros>, to allow of its ends retracting and healing. If this

precaution is neglected, an aneurism (q.v.) would form. A compress and bandage should
be put on the head for a day or two.
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BLEEK, FRIEDRTCH, 1793-1839; a celebrated biblical scholar of Germany, educated
at the university of Kiel, and in Berlin, under de Wette, Meander, and 1 Schleiermacher.
In 1818, he was tutor iu theology in the university of Berlin. 80011 afterwards he pub-
lished essays on the Oriyiu and Compotition <if the Sbyltltnt i.trm-'ix, and on the

and Dexiyn >(f the Book of Daniel, in which he attracted attention by solid learning, thor-

ough investigation, and candor of judgment. After suffering loss of place from some
unjust suspicious of a political character, in 1S2U. 13. took the chair of theology in the

newly founded university of Bonn, where for 30 years he labored with constantly
increasing success, by reason of the thoroughness of his investigations. the impartiality
of his judgments, and the clearness of his methods of presentation. In 1S43, he \\a"s

promoted to the office of consistorial councilor, a distinction not since conferred upon
any the )lo_nan of the Reformed church. He died suddenly of apoplexy, having given
his regular lecture on the previous day. His defense of the genuineness of the _

of St. ".John is reurarded as one of the strongest that has yet appeared, and his critical

labors on the Xe\v Testament are among the most important contributions to the main-
tenance of the evangelical faith that the time has produced. His greatest work is the

Commentary on tfte Epistle to the Hebrews. jlany of his critical works were published
after his death.

BLEEIv, AViLHELM HEIXIUCIT IMMANCEL, 1827-73; son of Friedrich; distinguished
for researches in the languages of Africa. He was educated at Bonn and Berlin. In
1
s

.").") he went with bishop Colenso to Natal; the next year he settled at Cape Town as

, , .

BLEIBERG, a t. of Austria, province of Carinthia, in the circle of, and about 8 m. w-

of Yillach, pleasant! v situated in the valley of the Drau, or Drave, near the celebrated

Bleiberg (Lead Mountain). The pop. '09, 4031 in number, are chiefly engaged in the

mines of the Bleiberg from which 1300 to 1800 tons of lead are annually obtained and
in washing and smelting the ore.

BLEMYES, or BLEMMYF.S, an ancient African people, in and around the Libyan
desert. In the 2d c.. while Egypt was under Roman rule, they made predatory incur-

sions into that province, and ihocletian made important concessions to them. They
were powerful and annoying as late as the 7th c., and old authors tell strange stories of

their savage appearance and habits. It is supposed that the Ababdeh, the Bishareen,

and other tribes are their descendants.

BLENDE (Ger. blende n, to dazzle), a name given to a number of minerals composed
chiefly of sulphur and of certain metals, all or almost all of splendent luster, at least in

fractures and the faces of crystals. It is also very often popularly applied more exclu-

sively to one of these minerals, to which alone, perhaps, it originally belonged, ZINC B.,

or GAMUT B.
;

also called, according to its chemical composition, *ulphuret of sine.

Among English miners, it is known t*Matkjack. It is abundant both in primitive and

in secondary rocks in many parts of the world, and is often associated with galena

(i v ). or lead-glance. It contains about 66 parts of zinc and 33 of sulphur, and is used

as an ore of /.ine (q.v.); but the reduction of it is attended with difficulty, which much
diminishes its value. It is usually brown or black, sometimes red, yellow, or green.

occurs both massive and crystallized in rhomboidal dodecahedrons, octahedrons, and

tetrahedrons Macles. or twin crystals, are remarkably common. It is very brittle;

before the blow-pipe, it decrepitates violently, but only fuses on thin edges. MAKGA-

NEdB B. is a-rare mineral, composed of sulphur and antimony. ANTIMONY B.,_or red

antimony is also a rare mineral, composed of sulphur and antimony. RCBY I. is a

name sometimes limited to pyrargvritc. or red silver (see SILVER, ORES OF); sometimes

extended as a sort of generic term to include a number of other minerals composed of

sulphur and metals, among which are cinnabar (q.v.). realgar (q.v.), aiidorpimentivq.v.).

BLENEAU a village of France, in the department of the Yonne, about 29 m. w.s.w

of \uxerre celebrated as the place where Turenne gained a victory over the Fruice de

Condi- in 1650. Pop. 76 1433.

BLENHEIM (Ger IMnrlhfim). a village of Bavaria, 23 m. n.n.w. of Augsburg, memo-

rable in connection with Marl borough's irreat victory over the French and Bavarians,

Vu" 13 1704 The baitle. however, did not actually take place hen, but at a vill:

in the vicinity called Hochstadt, anil is known to the Germans by that name.

and Bavaria 'on the one hand, stood opposed to Holland. England. Austria, Savoy.

Portugal and the German empire, on the other. The French and Bavarian army crm-

Bisted' of'56,000 men, commanded by Tallard. Marsin. and the Hector of Bavaria

Opposed to it was an armv of M.OOO men. under the command of Marlb.Hou-rh n

m-ince Eu-ene The French and Bavarian generals had no idea that the allies would

act on the'Vffensive. and accordingly, when, about two o'clock in the mom
13th \u<" the line of the allies put itself in motion, they believed that it was about to

retreat ~Even at seven oclock, when the heads of the eight columns advancing
under

Euiene and Marlborougb became visible. Tallard re-anied the whole proceeding as a

strata-em to cover the retreat. When the mistake wa* discovered, the army was hastily
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drawn up in battle-array, and fought -with dauntless courage; but at five in the after-

toon Marl borough broke through the line of battle-, and won a victory most complete
and decisive. The French and Bavarians lei't about 10,000 killed and wounded on the

field, vast numbers were drowned in the Danube, and about 13,000, including- Tallard,
were taken prisoners. Altogether their loss \vas estimated at between 30.000 and 40.000;
100 pieces of cannon amf 300 standards were captured. The loss of the victors

amounted to about 5000 killed and 8000 wounded. Near to B. , also, the French defeated

the Austrians in 1800.

BLENHEIM DOG, or MARYBOROUGH DOG, a small and very beautiful variety of span-
iel, much resembling the King Charles spaniel (q.v.) in form and general appearance, but

differing in the color, which is white, with orange or flame-colored markings. In weight
it should not exceed five pounds. The B. spaniel is the pyramc of BuiTon. It derives

its English name from Blenheim palace in Oxfordshire, the seat of the dukes of Marl-

borough, where the breed has been preserved since the beginning of the 18th century,
These dogs are sometimes sold at an enormous price.

BLENHEIM HOTTSE, near Oxford, the seat of the duke of Marlborough, erected at

the public expense in the reign of Queen Anne as a testimony of gratitude to the victor

of Blenheim (q.v.). 500,000 was voted for the purpose, but that sum did not suffice for

the completion of the work. The royal estate of Woodstock, in which it stands, was
granted at the same time. The building was designed by sir John Vanbrugh, and is a

grand though heavy monument of his powers as an architect. The length of the prin-

cipal front from wing to wing is 348 feet.
(

The interior is proportionally magnificent,
and the collection of paintings is one of the most valuable in Britain. Among the objects
of interest in the grounds are a triumphal arch, and a column 130 ft. high, surmounted

by a statue of Marlborough. An inscription on the pedestal, written by Bolingbroke,
recites the public services of the hero. The manor of Blenheim park embraces a circuit

of about 12 miles.

BLEN'NERHASSET, HARMAN, 1764-1831; b. England. He was bred to the law
in Ireland, but sold his estates in England for more than $100,000 and came to the.

United States. He remained in New York a short time, and finally settled on an island

in the Ohio river, just below Parkersburg, Va., where he built a delightful residence,
and dispensed the most elegant hospitality. Here Aaron Burr interested lu'm in his
scheme for seizing Mexico, where, in case of success, Burr was to be emperor, and B. a
(lake and ambassador to England. B. expended large sums in fitting out an expedition,
and, though discouraged when he learned Burr's real design, the intriguer had Mich
influence with his wife that B. still adhered to him. He was arrested and held for trial,

but Burr's acquittal set all the suspected persons free. His beautiful island and home
had l>ech sacrificed by creditors, and he returned to Natchez a bankrupt. He undertook
a cotton plantation, but the war with England ruined commerce, and he then removed
to Montreal, where he practised law. In 1822, he went to Ireland to secure certain

property, but failed, and continued to fail in every project. In his last years he was
supported by an aunt who left a sn.Jl estate to his wife and children. B. married u

daughter of Gov. Agnew of the Isle of Man. She was a woman of superior culture, and
authoress of several poems, among them Ihe Deserted IxU, and The \Yi<lr nn<l tin' l&trk.

She came to the United States after her husband's death, and petitioned congress for a

grant in reparation of her great losses, but she died before final action was taken, and
was buried by the sisters of charity in New York. A son, Joseph Lewis, was a lawyer
in Missouri.

"

The Blennerhasset Papers, with a memoir, were published in 1864.

BLENNOREHCE A (blenna, mucus; rJieo, to flow) is a medical term for an unusually
copious discharge from any mucous membrane; but as it does not completely express
the nature of such fluids, modern writers do not often make use of it. Mttffttt is a pellu-
cid, ropy substance, which, according to sir James Paget,

" has no corpuscles or organ-
ized particles" of its own. In those discharges termed blennorrhoeal, on the other hand,
there is a mixture of epithelial scales shed in large quantities from the mucous mem-
brane (mucous cells), and occasionally pus cells. In B. of the lachrymal sac, or what is

called "watery eye," if the inner corner of the eye be pressed by the fingers, an opaque,
milky fluid will appear between the lids, instead "of the transparent tears \vhich are pres-
ent when the lachrymal apparatus is in health. After inflammations of the genitourin-
ary mucous membrane, a gleety discharge frequently occurs, and continues for a long
period. The treatment consists in establishing a robust state of health by tonics and the

preparations of iron, fresh air. and careful regimen, with astringent lotions applied
directly to the mucous membrane, Mich MS alum, tannin, etc., to lessen the quantity of
the secretion, and occasional caustic stimulants, as the nitrate of silver, to alter the

depraved condition of the secreting membrane.

BLEN NY, JiUn/ifiis, a genus of acanthopterygious (q.v.) fishes, the type of a family,
v/,r. verv nearly allied to the family of gobtida (see GOHYI, and by many natur-

alists included in it. To the B. family, the wolf-fish (q.v.) and the gunnel (q.v.) or hut-

tcr!i>h are referred. The fishes of this family are generally remarkable for the abun-
dant- of slimy matter with which their skin is covered. Many are destitute of scales.

The body is generally of an elongated form. They have only one dorsal tin, which, how-
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ever, seems in many of them as if composed of two parts. They are distributed in tin-

seas of all parts of the world. The true- bk-nnies arc small fishes, living in shoals, which
do not consist of great numbers, frequenting rocky coasts, and often found in po<

dry by the tide, or even among the wet sea-weeds, among which they are capable of sub-

sisting for a much longer time than that of the absence 'of the tide. Th-y possess the

power of using their ventral fins to aid them in moving alxmt among locks and sea-

weeds. They have a fringed appendage over each eye. They are seldom thought of as
an article of food, but are much in request for the aquarium, on acroum of th--ir

tenacity of life and their activity. They feed chietly ou small c 9 vend

species are found on the British coasts. .Many of the B. family retain their eggs within
tiie oviduct until they are hatched, so that the young are produced alive, and capa-
ble of seeking food for themselves. An example of this is found in the viviparous B.

of the British coasts.

ELERE, a t. in the department of the Indre-et-Loire, France, is situated on the left

bank of the Cher, which is here crossed by a bridge, said to owe its origin to Henry II.

of England, about 15 m. e.s.e. of Tours. B. is the entrepot for most of the traffic ou
the Cher. Pop. '76, 2043. In its vicinity is the castle of Chcnoneraux, the resi

purchased by Henry II. of France for the celebrated Diana of Poitiers, who lavi.-hcd

much money on its embellishment, us did also Catharine de' Medici, after she had dis-

possessed Diaua. lu 1?;J3. it became the property of M. Dupin, whose wife, by her

beauty and wit. attracted to the castle almost all the distinguished literary and scientific

men of that day, including Montesquieu, Voltaire, Fonleuelle, Buffou, Bolingbroke, and
Rousseau. The castle escaped the fury of the revolution, and is still in a g.>od state of

preservation. Among the curiosities shown to the visitor is the mirror used by Mary
JStuart (queen of Scots) on her marriage with the dauphin.

BLESSED THISTLE. See THISTLE.

BLESSINGTON, MARGARET, Countess of, b. Sept. 1, 1789, at Knockwiet, near Clon-

mel, Tippcrary co., Ireland, where her father, Edward Power, was settled. At the

early age of !."> she was married to capt. Farmer, and shortly after hi- death, to

Charles John (Jardhvr. earl of Blessington. With him she took several <-\t--:'.sive jour-

neys on the continent, where, as well as in London, she gathered around her all the

most distinguished men of the time. In Genoa, she formed an intellectual friendship
with lord Byron, and afterwards resided in Paris, until the death of her husband, in

lv><). The latter left her a good fortune, which enabled her to gratify her literary tastes.

She held a little court of her own, at her
family mansion, Gore house. Kensington, a

suburb of the w. end of London. Her celebrated soirees were frequented by many of

her distinguished contemporaries. Her subsequent connection with count d'Orsay

placed her in an equivocal position as regards society, and, consequently, on the acce-

sion to power of Louis Napoleon, with wliom both were intimate, they left England for

France. Her ladyship died at Paris, 4th June, 1849. She was the million--* of two
works of little importance, the Iiller in Fr<tnc<-, and the I<V- r in Italy. Her only valuable

production is her Otm* r*<>ti<m* irilh l^ord Hymn (1834), which helped to place.- the poet
in a more favorable light before his countrymen.

the fossil bones of the iguanodon, an extinct reptile, were found.

BLETS, rotten spots in apples, pears, and other fruits. The rotting of such fruits is

often called M lti,<;i. It takes place chietly by the decomposition of the protein (q.v.)

compound- which the fruits contain, and the fermentation of the - ?

med; and the fibers of a fungus can be discovered by the niicr

Melted part. .. the rapid extension of which they no doubt greatly contribute, alii

it by DO means follows that the presence of the spores or seeds of Hie fungus should

arded as the original cause of the decay.

BLIC7IER, STI.I ::x, one of the most distinguished of modern Danish poets

1 novel ' * villas- of Viborg: and took hi.-aml

. :\ and still more, his contnbuti

by Mrs. Bushby (.1864).

EIU3AH at of AVe-ia. in tho province of Algiers, about CO m. s.w. of the

that namo. It is beautifully situated on the borders of th
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rounded by gardens, and is a prosperous and rapidly growing place. It was occupied by
the French in 1838. Pop. about 9000. It is a station on the tirst line of railway in

Algeria. The foundatiou-stone of the railway station was laid in 1859, in the presence
of a large number of Arabs, who regarded the ceremony with intense interest.

BLIOH, WILLIAM, an English admiral, b. 1753, celebrated in connection with
the mutiny of the fount i/. Having made a voyage round the world under capt.
Cook, he was sent out, Dec. 23, 1787, by the British government, as commander of

the ship Bounty, to Tahiti, there to collect bread-fruit-tree plants, and thence sail

with them to the West India colonies, where government was anxious to introduce
them. The ship arrived at her destination in Oct. of the following year, and in

six months after was ready to sail for Jamaica, with 1015 plants on board. Partly on
account of their demoralization by their lengthened residence on so charming and pro-
ductive an island, and partly owing to the harsh and

tyrannical treatment they met with
from their commander, a part of the crew mutinied, after they had been 24 days
out, on the 28th April, and forced the captain and 18 men into the ship's launch,
which they cast adrift, turning their own course back to Tahiti, and ultimately
settling on Pitcairn's island (q.v.). The captain and his companions, who had very
little provision, and no sextant or map, arrived, after most incredible hardship, at the

island of Timor, on the 14th June, a distance of 3600 nautical m. from the point
where they were abandoned. To the skill and prudence of B. ,

the fact that not a single
life was lost, is chiefly to be attributed. On B.'s arrival in England, a man-of-war, under

capt. Edwards, was sent, at his instance, to capture the mutineers. Some of them
were seized; the rest had escaped to Pitcairn's island, with Fletcher Christian, the

leader of the mutiny. Their place of refuge, however, was not discovered until 1808,
when an American ship accidentally touched at the island. At that time, drunkenness,

debauchery, and unbridled passion had left only one of the mutineers. John Adams,
remaining. Their fortunes here were made the subject of a poem by Byron, entitled

The Island; or Christian and his Comrades. B. was again sent out to collect bread-fruit

trees, and convey them to the West Indies, in which he was completely successful. In
the French revolutionary Avar, B. commanded a ship of the line, but again exciting the

disaffection of his men by his harshness, they mutinied, and ran the ship iuto a French
harbor. In 1806, B. was appointed governor of New South Wales, but his conduct here
was so tyrannical as to caise universal dissatisfaction; and in 1808. unable to tolerate

his rule, the civil and military officers of the colony summarily terminated his govern-
ment by arresting him. He died in 1817.

BLIGHIA. See AKEE.

BLIGH ISLANDS, that portion of the Feejee archipelago originally discovered by
Tasman, in 1643, which was seen by capt. Bligh of the Bounty, during his wonderful

voyage in an open boat. The group lies in nearly 180 of long, and 15 30' to 19 30'

s. lat.

BLIGHT, a diseased state of the cultivated grasses, especially of the cerealia. The
term has been very vaguely and variously used, having, in fact, been applied to almost

every disease of plants caused by the condition of the atmosphere, or of the soil, the

attacks of insects, parasitic fungi, etc. It is frequently limited to the disease in wheat
and other grains, which is also called SMUT-BALLS, BUNT, PEPPEII BRAND, or STINKINO
KrsT, in which, while the grain retains its usual form and appearance, the interior of it

is rilled with a powder of a very fetid odor, consisting of balls so minute that it is calcu-

lated that four millions of them may exist in a single grain. These are a parasitic fun-

gus, uredo caries (U.faitida of some botanists). See SMUT. The name B. has been fre-

quently applied to diseases which seem to be caused by errors in the manuring of land,

by which crops arc often seriously injured. Unhealthy plants are most liable to lie

attacked by parasitic fungi, and by aphides and other insects, to which the origin of the

evil has often been, in all probability, erroneously ascribed. Mr. Berkeley, a high
authority on such subjects, also states that "there is a kind of E. sometimes very preva-
lent, winch has been referred to fungi, but which is, in fact, nothing more than an
excessive development of the epidermal cells, which are no longer kept within bounds

by 'lie real cuticle," but become "elongated and frequently branched in various ways,
so as to form spongy or mealy patches, which are sometimes in such abundance as from
their bright color or peculiar aspect to attract general notice." He adds that this is

most common on woody plants, as vines and hawthorns, but that something analogous
i- to lie -ecu on a few herbaceous species, "a mere hypertrophy of the epidermal ceils.

or, indeed, mere fascicles of pubescence." This kind of B.^ however, does compara-
tively little injury.

BLIND, TIIK. those who are either partially or totally deprived of the sense of sight.

Only a few are i/tii.i blind, the greater number becoming so by accidents, small-pox, or
diseases of the eye (q.v.), so that more than one half are above (he age of fifty. Hlindn. -s

prevails most in'tropical, and least in temperate countries', more in the eastern than the

w< -tern hemisphere. There are about 30,000 in the British isles. The balance between
the outer and the inner world being disturbed, there is a tendency among the blind to

self-consciousness, self-opiuionativeness, and a desire to become the objects of attention,
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and, if possible, surprise, if not admiration; hence there is more avowed infidelity than
in any other class, although probably much of it is assumed, to attract attention, and
display their controversial powers. As these tendencies are not strong in individuals,
biU become intensilied when they arc congregated together, it is now generally admit-
ted that the more they associate with the seeing, and the less with one another, the
better.

The first institution for the blind was founded in Memmimren by Weef VI.. in 11?S;
the second, in Paris, by Si Louis, in KMH); the first for the employment of theadull blind
was opened in Edinburgh >>y

Dr. .Johnston, in IT'j:). There were'in fs?:5 1-48 institutions
for the blind ill the wcJd, two thirds of which have only recently been otablished.

Though the blind, in general, are more or les> dependent, yet many have earned a com-
fortable living, and even attained distinction in departments generally supposed to be
to them inacces>ible. The employments most adapted to their abilities are the making
of baskets, brushes, mattresses, rugs, and such like: and for the women, sewing, knit-

ting, and hair-plaiting. Many also have successfully competed with the seeing as
musicians, music teachers, and piano-tuners.

PRINTING FOK Tin: BLIND. The lirst emliossed book for the use of the blind was
printed in Paris in I?s4. by .M. Valentine Houy, from Hat movable letters, which his

pupils had been previously taught to put together and read. Founts of types were cast

and books printed; and having been approved by the academy of sciences, and exhibited
before the royal family at Versailles, the art created at the time a irreat sensation. Lar^'-

editions of a "few volumes were printed at great expense; but as they wen- not ea-ily
read, and were u.-cd only for exhibition in the Paris institution, the interest soon died

away, and the greater part of the editions was long after sold for waste-paper.
Printing can never be to the B. what it is to the seeing, and is chiefly of use for those

gems of literature which can be read and re-read with interest. It is questionable, there-

fore, whether the art, after falling into abeyance for about 40 years, would have been

permanently revived had it not been for the Bible, the book least wanted in Paris, but
mo-t wanted in Britain and America.

The merit of reviving it in this country is due to Mr. James Gall, of Edinburgh,
who having iu 1826 seen specimens of the Parisian books, and obtained a box of the

types, was deeply impressed with the importance of putting the Bible into the hands of
the blind, to employ their vacant hours. Being himself a printer and publisher, he at

once saw the cause of the failure in France, and set himself to improve the alphabet,
io make it more sensible to the touch. The following is a specimen of the Parisian

type at that time:*

op 7eriLsalem,

The principles which he laid down for his guidance were these: 77r.< that the com-
mon alphabet (modified so as to be easily felt) is the only safe basis on which a literature

for the blind can rest He did not believe that any arbitrary character would be uni-

versally adopted or permanently adhered to; and as he looked forward to the blind being
taught" in common schools, not only to read, but to communicate with their seeing
friv'nds, he thought it indispensable that the I looks should be legible to all. /vr<Z, that

the printing should be so large and legible that the adult blind should lx- able to read it

j!it(nf!>/. It would have been easy to print hook> in a small type, which could be n-ad

by children only, and which, besides being much cheaper. wouU have astonished the

public more: but he was of opinion that unless the adults were able to read easily, the

books would not be read in private, and the object he had in view would not lie attained.

He also unhesitatingly preferred the common (Jow-ea-e) alphabet to the capitals, which,

though sufficiently well-known, are not fitted for the- use ot the blind. Their symmetry
ral uniformity, which specially adapt them for titles and Inscriptions, render

them unsuited for common and easy reading, either for the blind or those who sec.

They are even less adapted for the "finger than the eye, because the B the

interior part- of the letters bv which they are distinguished; whereas the linger can feel

only the exterior form. Thus E H K M~N XZ appear to the iin_er as a succession of

squares, C G a> a suece ion of rounds.

In 1^27, after much study and many experiments, Mr. Gall printed his "first book

for teaching the blind to read in a triangular modification of the common alpl:

The embos>inir was in hi-h relief, and although it presented rather a rude appear

beinir printed from wooden types, it excited irreat interest and wonder when i

found that the blind could rc.-'d it ea.-ily with their fingers. This was followed by other

little volumes, including a series ol Scripture << i/n /</. and a condt i e of

(>'/ T, :;>,'>< nt H;*t<>r>i. Tii' -se were received with so much favor, that, in IX".'. he i

friends to induce him to adopt >ome arbitrary alphabet before printing the Bible, which,

* In fhi> as in all the ppp.-imens which follow, the size is reduced to one quarter-that Is to say, they

are half the length, ami half the bitadth of the originals.
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however, ho firmly declined to do. The consequence -was that, in 1?32. the Scottish

society of arts offered a gold medal, value 20, f,.r the best alphabet for the blind; and
this, although it increased the public interest in the newly revived art, had ai.-o the effect
of paralyzing Mr. Gall's efforts, by preventing the public from giving him support until
the result of the competition thus created had" been ascertained. It would have greatly
strengthened his hands if, as he hoped, they had awarded him the prize, for there was
no other in the field; hut, after waiting two years, he could wait no longer, and in 1*34*
lie published iiis great work, The Gospel by Sf. John, which was the first book of the Bible
which had ever been printed for the blind in any language. This volume was printed
in a type so large and legible, that some of those whom he had taught were able at the

public meetings to read any passage put before them through six plies of siik between,
the book and their fingers.

Of ?otf
To make known the literature thus provided for the blind, Mr. Gall visited England

and Ireland, as well as different parts of Scotland, teaching the blind who were brought
to him to read and write in a few lessons. The writing apparatus will be described
hereafter. Letters thus written were transmitted by post, and, as the same alphabet was
used both inside and without, not only were the sealed contents read by the blind to

whom they were sent, but the addresses also were read by the ]x>stman who delivered
them. Great interest began to be excited throughout Britain, and extended even to

foreign countries. Abbe Carton was sent by the Belgian government to visit Mr. Gall's

establishment, and returned to set up a printing-press in Brussels, which has continued
to supply books for that kingdom. Dr. Howe also, from Boston, visited Scotland, and,

having received from Mr. Gall all the information which he could supply, established,
on his return to America, a printing-press in the Perkins institution. In 1834. he pub-
lished the Acts of the Apostles, and completed the Xew Testament in 1836. About tho
same time, Mr. Jacob Snider, of Philadelphia, not knowing what had been done else-

where, published the Gospel by St. Mark in 1834; but, as he had unfortunately adopted
tne capital alphabet, his books could not compete with Dr. Howe's; and, after printing
the gospels and a few other volumes, his press ceased to be used. Dr. Howe, on the

contrary, had adopted an angular modification of the common alphabet, similar to, but
much smaller than Mr. Gall's, and with that printed the whole Bible, besides an ever-

increasing number of other volumes in all departments, with which he continues to

supply the whole of the United States. In Paris, also, the art was revived with great

v'gor. and a number of printing-presses were established in different parts of the
continent.

Having thus succeeded so far as the blind were concerned, Mr. Gall was next anxious
to improve the printing and lessen the cost, so that any village printer could make it

part of his ordinary trade, without requiring subscriptions from the public. By careful

experiment, and with the help of his son, he was enabled to make the alphabet assume
more of its usual form without losing its tangibility, and to enrich the sentences by the

introduction of initial capitals for proper names, etc., as in common books, lint the

most important improvement consisted in the use of serrated types, by which the letters

were formed of dots instead of lines. By this means the impression was not only
sharper and more easily felt, but also more permanent, being better supported, as if by
a series of arches, AA/VV\/ like corrugated zinc roofs. It was also found that when
the paper was thus semi punctured instead of being embossed, the common printing-

press could print the sheets with half the pressure, and in half the time; and as the

paper did not need to be nearly so thick as formerly, the lx>oks could be produced at

me half of iheir former cost. In 1836, therefore, he offered to societies and publishers
to print books for tho blind in the improved type at so much per sheet, as an ordinary
business transaction, without either subscriptions or donations. Of this offer the
London Sunday-school union, the Religious tract society, and the British and Foreign
Bible society, availed themselves in l!-37, and in 1838 he printed for the British and

Foreign Bible society the Gospel by Luke and the Acts of the Apostles (two of the eight
volumes of the New Testament),"which they were able to sell at 4i each: and here
ended Mr. Gall's labors for the blind, extending over a period of twelve years, during
eleven of which (1826-87) he had been alone in the field.

ihe institutions for the blind in those days
"had not hitherto (as they cxpn

it) patronized any device of this kind," Mr. Gall had to contend single-handed with all

The apathy and incredulity which every new thing has to encounter. But now the tide

had turned, readers were multiplying over the country, schools for the blind were begin-

ning to be formed, the institutions abroad had all "patronized the device," and print-

ing-presses were busy both in America and on the continent; so that when the Sunday-
school union, the London tract society, and the British and Foreign Bible society began
to publish class-books, tracts, and Bibles for the blind, they all at once became ecu

* The award was not ir.nde till 1S37. Sixteen arbitrary alphabets had been sent in, all of which
rejected, aad the i>;i-.;- v.-.-i> a'.v.ink-d in a J)r. Fry. of I/mdon, who had suggested the us. of

ULMMUII capitals, wliii.-li, in ISJ-J, had already been tried in America.



vlnced of its importance, and took it up with so much energy, that there "was now no
longer any danger of its being abandoned; and as Mr. Gall's work was thus practically
accomplished, it was neither his interest nor his inclination to compete with tin in.

The first, and by far the most energetic, of the number was Mr. John Alston of Glas-

gow, who, having established a printing-press in the blind asylum, of which h
treasurer, printed in 1837 the Gospel by St. Mark in tin: same type in which (unknown
to him) it had been printed in 1834 by'Mr. Snider in Philadelphia. Through his influ-

ence it was at once adopted in the other institutions throughout the kingdom; and,

having thrown himself with much enthusiasm into (he work, he very soon raised funds

by winch he completed the Jfeif Testament in 1838, and the whole Bible in 1840. To
him, therefore, betongs the honor of having printed the first complete Bible for the
blind in any language, because Dr. Howe of America, although h commenced the work
earlier, did not finish it till 1842. The effect was immediate and decisive, rivalry was
extinguished, hundreds of the blind were brought under instruction, and reading was
thenceforth acknowledged to be a necessary department of the education for tlie blind.

If Mr. Alston had adopted a modification of the low-case alphabet, and more especi-

ally, if he had printed his books in a much larger type, tiny would have been an

unspeakable blessing to the blind in this country; because, not onty would they have
been universally adopted, but they would have continued to be used, and he would thus
have prevented" the lamentable confusion into which the printing for the blind in this

country has fallen. But unfortunately Mr. Alston, being encouraged by the decision of

the Scottish . society of arts, which he himself had very much heTped to influence, fell

into the double error of adopting the Roman capitals for his alphabet, and making his

type too small. The consequence was, that a reaction very soon took place, the blind

themselves being the first to rebel. The want of sufficient legibility was in their judg-
ment a fatal objection, and outweighed all other considerations. "Even the large amount
of money that had been expended, and the extensive libraries that had been formed

through "Sir. Alston's energetic labors, they were prepared to sacrifice, in order to obtain

books which they could read with ease.

The second in the field, or rather simultaneously with Mr. Alston, was Mr. Lucas of

the Bristol institution, who invented a most ingenious system of stenographic printing

*D10/C 1 /'OoX ^
with arbitrary characters and numberless contractions, V>y which he secured

largeness
of

type and at the same time diminished the size of the books. He had in 183 < printed
the Gospel by St. John, and in 1838 the Acts of the Apostles, but during the triumph
and rapid multiplication of Mr. Alston's books little attention was paid either to him or
his system; but when the tide turned, and legibility became the great desideratum, the-

value of his invention became apparent, and in 1839 a society was formed to aid Mr.

Lucas in printing the Bible and teaching the blind to read upon his system. The Wind:

were delighted with his books; his printing establishment was removed to London i large
funds were collected; and the whole Bible and man}- other books were printed. (Pru

of thf Nctr Testament, 2.)

The third competitor was Mr. Frere of London, whose objections to Mr. Lucas' sys-

tem were so strong, that he was induced to devise another, which was (as he

t-o u\. Y UD v r
described it) "a scientific representation of speech, the alphabet containing only w*>

character for each of the simple sounds of the English language." This opinion was

shared by another large section of the friends of the blind; and accordingly, in 1839,

another society was formed, another Bible was printed, another literature was created,

and another illustration was supplied of the difficulty of securing the universal and per-

manent adoption of any arbitrary character for tiio blind. Mr. Frere had also the merit

of inventing the " return lines" that is to say, the lines in his books are read from left

to right, and from right to left alternately, the letters themselves being reversed in the

return lines He also devised a cheap and yery ingenious method of setting up and

stereotyping his books, the letters being formed of small bits of bent wire laid on a tin

plate, and fastened with heat. '. 2 1H/O

The fourth competitor was Dr. Moon, of Brighton. He, too, uses an aroitr

alphabet some of the characters resembling or suggesting the fitters which they repre-

sent He has also adopted Mr. Fn-rr's
" return liin-s," but does not rev-r

(is Mr. Frere does. Mr. Moon's printing is larger than any other, and therefore more

LFOOLD-- of LA \
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easily felt This is a great advantage to beginners, and to those whose touch IB yery
obtuse although Jio doubt his books are on that account both bulky and expensive.

Nevertheless, this is by far the safest side on which to err, and therefore Mr. Moons

U. K. II. 41
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books are great favorites with the blind. A society, having numerous branches, has
been formed to extend this system, and the blind are sought out and taught in their

homes. Many more blind persons can read on Dr. Moon's system than on any other.

Besides the Bible, Dr. Moon has printed (embossed) an extensive literature, both in

English and in many foreign languages.
"V fifth system has been recently imported from Paris, invented by M. Braille, which

consists of the sixty-two varieties of form which six dots, -I, can be made to assume by
the omission of one or more of them. This supplies not only the letters of the alphabet.

:
.. 5.

but numerous other signs, of which he makes valuable use. There are two no vantages
which it possesses over all the others, and which it is supposed will cause it to supersede
them. The first is, that it can be written easily by the blind themselves, by an appa-
ratus to be afterwards described. The other is, that it afford* the best method of

writing and printing music for the blind which has yet been discovered,
A sixth system is an improvement on Braille, by Mr. Wait of New York, which, ft

is confidently predicted, will supersede all the others. The signs, like M. Braille's, are

produced by six dots, but they are placed horizontally, thus, :::

*
,

>

At present, it ia impossible to predict the triumph of any of these systems, as theft-

respective advocates are not only determined, but able to keep their ground. But as

recent legislation has made provision for the education of the blind in common schools,
where the influence of rival societies and extraordinary geniuses, who are not the best

guides for their less talented brethren, will not be felt, it is not improbable that some
common system will gradually come into general use. In the report of the royal com-
missioners of the exhibition of 1851, surprise is expressed that Mr. Gall's labors should
have been so summarily set aside, and they recommend now the universal adoption of
Dr. Howe's books.

WRITING FOR THE BLFXD. This is of two kinds; first, writing to be reaAbythe blintl;

and, second, writing by the blind, to be read by the seeing. Messrs. Milne and M'Buine
of the Edinburgh asylum invented the "string alphabet," by which they were enabled
to communicate with one another. The letters were represented by different kinds of

knots tied upon a cord singly or combined. This was superseded in 1838 by Mr. Gall'8

writing stamps, which, as they can be made to any pattern, have been much used. The
paper is placed on a cushion frame, and a barred guide placed over it. The stamps are

made of pins fixed in wood, and when pressed through thick writing-paper, produce a
raised letter on the other side.

M. Braille's system of writing corresponds with his alphabet. Cartridge paper is

placed over a grooved plate, with a guide having two rows of oblong holes. A blunt

point forces the paper into the grooves, so as to produce the dots which form the letters

on the other side. This is by far the most legible writing which has yet been provided
for the blind, and is a strong recommendation of his alphabet for printing.

There are two methods of writing by the blind to be read by the seeing. The first is

by Mr. St. Clair, a teacher of music in Edinburgh; the other is Mr. Gall's typlograpli.
In both processes the writing is produced by a hard pencil with a fine point, or by a
blunt bodkin moving over carbonized paper, which deposits the blacking on the paper
vrherever it is pressed. Mr. St. Clair's guide consists of a line of small square holes,
each of which represents a letter or a space. The steel point enters each hole, and makes

a letter, guided by the four sides. Mr. Gull's typlograph is a much more perfect instru-

ment, and can be made to imitate any size or style of writing; but it is not so easily
made. It consists of a hole of this shape, , cut in a thin brass guide, which slides

freely between two wooden fillets, united at each end. The upper half of the hole in

nsed when the guide leans against the lower fillet, and the lower half is used when the

guide leans against the upper fillet. When the steel point has traced a line round tlie

upper or lower half of the hole, it is stopped by the small projection in the middle of the

right side thus:

ARITHMETIC TOR THE BUND. There are three methods: 1. TbeParurian. Emlwssed
type* are dropped into square holefl in a perforated board, and read by the finger. 1
oawtdcnorfa Angular pins are dropped into angular holes, and indicate the flguree
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according to their position. The pentagonal is the most convenient form, because one
pin having the two ends different can represent ten ciphers. 3. Gull's requires no
apparatus at all, the ciphers beiug represented by common pins stuck into a quilted
cushion or cloth of any kind, and the lines by twine stretched across thus:

1284567 8 9

Although reading, writing, and tangible arithmetic are of great importance to theB.,
yet oral instruction is that upon which we must chiefly relv for their education. For
that reason, the recent education act for Scotland, under which blind children may be
educated in common schools, will be a great blessing to them.

BLIND. KARL, b. 1820; a (German politician, arrest eel for political offenses while a
gtudeut at Heidelberg, imprisoned, and subsequently banished for participation in the
affair of 1848. lie was also expelled from Alsace for complicity in the Paris insurrec-
tion. In Sept. after the conflict at btaufen, he was take.n prisoner (with Struve) and
sentenced to eight years' imprisonment. Eight months afterwards he was set free by a
niobaud went to Carlsruhe. thence to Paris, and thence to Brussels, being everywhere
repelled, until, in 1852, he found rest in London. There for several years he kept up his
violent political agitations, but after I860 he became more quiet, a consequence, perhaps
of the death of a step-son in the Berlin affray of that year, lie has published a great

Record of the Poetry and llitttory of Teutonic 0rci/uiti<>n, TggdrasA, or the Teutonic Tree of
Existence, and biographies of Freiligrath, Ledru Rollin, and Francis Deak.

BLIND AGE. When a besieged town has little or no bomb-proof shelter, screens are
sometimes used called B., made of timber and earth; or of trees inclined towards eitch

other, or placed in an inclined position against walls.

BLIND COAL. Sec ANTHKACITE.
BLIND FISH. See AMBLYOPSIS.

BLINDNESS may arise from any cause intercepting the rays of light on their way to

the optic nerve, or from disease of the optic nerve, or of that part of the brain connected
with it. B. may vary in degree; it may exist from birth, or be the result of extreme old

^ge.
It may only be present during the day or the night, or a few weeks of the year, or

il may be permanent.
Congenital B. is generally from some deficient development of the nervous apparatus,

and is detected by the child being indifferent to light, and throwing its head from side

to side. Occasionally, but very rarely, the power of vision is subsequently developed.
Ainaurosis has been already described.

Opacity of the vitreous humor, or of the crystalline lens the latter is generally known
as cataract causes B. which comes on gradually. The patient with cataract can see

best in the evening, or when the pupil is dilated, as then some rays of light are able to

outer by the side of the opacity. The B. from cataract is seldom so complete as to pre-
vent the person from distinguishing day from night, or from being aware of opaque
bodies passing between him and the light (see CATARACT). Opacities of the cornea, if

extensive, or in the axis of vision, produce some degree of B., whether they are on or in

its substance. In general, these are irremediable; but if there is a spot, an artificial

pupil may be made. Some years ago, Mr. Bowman, of London, met with a case in

which the opacity consisted of a layer of phosphate and carbonate of lime: he removed

it, and restored the vision, which had been totally lost for several years.

Night B. is a rare condition, in which a person finds, towards evenine, that objects
are becoming less and less distinct, and at last that he is totally blind. This may occur

without previous warning, and cause great alarm, but next morning he finds that his

sight is restored. This is repeated every night, but at last the eyes become weak during
the day also, and may finally become amaurotic. This strange affection may be epidemic;
it has attacked bodies of troops exposed to great fatigue and the glare of the sun's rays.
If there are no symptoms of disease within the brain, recovery generally results fnmi

protecting the eyes from the light, entire repose, such remedies as correct any constitu-

tional defect in the individual attacked, and repeated blistering.

Day B. is characterized by inability to sec in a bright light; the subjects of it see

more than usually well at night, but during the day have to be led about. Captivcswho
have been long immured in dark cells are often affected with it, as a galley-slave men-
tioned byLarrey.wlio

had for 33 years been shut up in a subterraneous dungeon, and when
liberated could only S3e by nieht.

The structural causes of B. will l>e better understood when theeye(q.v.) is described,

when it will be seen that advances in our knowledge of its anatomy have enabled sur-

geons to restore sight in cases which, some years a<:o. would have been considered hope-

less; but it can never be too strongly impressed, especially on the young, that overwork

wears out the eyes, whatever be the pursuit, and that, without being wholly dark, a
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degree of blindness may be induced, such as to render the eyes useless for practical pur-
This condition, asthenopia or weak sight, is frequently met with in young lads

with sedentary occupations, students, dressmakers; and, says Dr. Mackenzie o"f Glasgow," what may be called the hothouse education of modern times is a fruitful source of it."

The only cure is avoiding the evident causes.

BLINDNESS, COLOR. See COLOR BLINDNESS.

BLINDSTOBY, another name for the triforium (q.v.), the second or middle arcade ill

the wall which separates the body from the aisles of a church. It is so called obviously
as opposed to the clearstory or clerestory (q.v.), the third and uppermost arcade, the aper-
tures of which admitted light into the church, while the apertures of the trifolium were
dark fJwnw fcnetfrw, as they are termed by Gervase of Canterbury. The B. which
is most common in cathedral, conventual, and collegiate churches, served to give access
to the various parts of the building, and to suspend tapestry and banners on high holi-

days. Viewed aesthetically, the gloom of the B. contrasts well with the luster of the

clerestory.

BLINDWOBH, Angiiis fragili*, a small reptile, which, although it has commonly been
ranked among serpents by naturalists, in consequence of agreement in general form,
exhibits remarkable points of difference from the true serpents, and constitutes one of
an interesting series of links by which they are connected with lizards. Mr. Gray has
therefore recently united this, and other ne'arly allied genera, with the seink and s&ps
family of saurian reptiles under the name of saurophidut (lizard-serpents), amongst which
the gradation from the lizard to the serpent structure is marked by the more and more
complete disappearance of limbs, and the increasing elongation of the body. In the

genus (ixyiiix there is no trace of limbs externally, but the bones of the shoulder, the
sternum or breast-bone, and the pelvis still exist in a rudimentary condition: the bones
of the head, also, connect it with lizards, and do not admit of that dilatation of the srape
which characterizes true serpents. The common B. is the only species of this genus
known in Britain. It is found also in almost all parts of Europe. In some districts of Britain
it is plentiful; in others, it is very rare or even unknown. It is a perfectly inoffensive

creature, although it has very generally been persecuted by the ignorant as extremely
venomous. Its teeth are so small that even when it attempts to bite, which it only does

upon much irritation, it cannot pierce the skin. No species of the group to which it

belongs has poison-fangs. It is very timid, and. when alarmed, contracts itself forcibly,
and then becomes remarkably brittle, so as to be easily broken in two by a Mow or by
an attempt to bend it. This character of fragility is found also in other animals of this

group. The name B. has apparently originated in a mistake caused by the sir. all:

the eyes, which, however, are very quick and brilliant. Another common name slow-

>r(,rit'>, i more accurately characteristic. The length varies from 11 to 15 in., and some-
times even exceeds this; the thickness is almost equal throughout, the tail is blunt at

the end; the scales are small, and nearly equal; the tongue is notched at the extremity,
but not bifid as in snakes; the color is generally silvery gray, a dark line runs along the

back, and frequentlv rows of dark spots along'the sides. The food of the B. consists of

slugs and insects. It retires in autumn under masses of decayed wood and leaves, or
into soft dry soil. It changes its skin. It is viviparous (ovoviviparous). the number of

young varying from 7 to"l2 or 13 at a birth. The name B. is sometimes given to

time/Ota (q.v").

BLISTEEED or BLISTER STEEL. This is the kind of steel from which, by hammer-
ing, rolling, etc., certain qualities of tools and files are fashioned. "When broken up,

piled, and welded under the hammer, it forms shear steel (see IRON), from which a finer

class of tools is made, and when melted in crucibles it forms the finest kind of ecu

(q.v.) for cutlery. Blister steel is made from bar iron of superior quality by a process
of cenu-iitatinn; and the furnace employed for the purpose is termed a converting fur-

nace. It consists of two fire-brick rectangular chests or troughs, each being 16 ft. long
and 3 ft. deep by 8 ft. wide, as a maximum size, placed alongside each other in n
arched chamber, and surmounted by a wide conical chimney. One long fireplace, with
a suitable arrangement of flues, heats both chests. Into each chest the iron bars are laid

embedded in charcoal, about half an inch of which intervenes between each layer of iron

bars. The whole is then plastered over with clay or grindstone-dust, and kept at a

glowing red heat from 7 to 10 days, according to the purpose for which the blister

steel is intended. When the bars are removed after cooling, they are found to have

undergone a remarkable change. They are no longer tough, but quite brittle and fusible,

and covered over with blisters. During the process, the iron absorbs and combines
with from a half to one and a half per cent of carbon. The blisters are supposed to be
due to the evolution of carbonic oxide arising from the combination of carbon with a
trace of oxygen existing in the iron.

BLISTERING FLIES. See CANTIIAHIDES.

BLIS TEB8 are medicinal agents which, when applied to the skin, raise the cuticle

into small vesicles filled with serous fluid. They are applied either in the form of plas-
ters or in a fluid state, as suits the convenience of the person or part, and have for their

object the establishing of a counter-irritation or diversion of inflammatory action from
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a part in which it cannot be reached by remedies, or from some orcan where it mav do
permanent mischief, to some more superficial part of the hodv.

The most common blister in use is made of cantharides nj.V.) or Spanish fly (<

Vtgicatvria). I'antharidcs. mixed with a convenient proportionproponion of lard and wax. form
me mistering ounment oi ordinary use; the only objection to this preparation brin--,
that if applied too long it produces distressing tfffeciions of the urinary bladder, fu
young children and very thin-skinned -persons, ;i layer of silver paper, or 'thin iran/.e wet
with vinegar, may be laid between the blister and the skin. But under no ein-um-
etances should a blister be left long upon children, as it niav produce sores which arc
apt to take on au

unhealthy action, and are difficult to heal.
Mustard (Ktmijti* ni'jnn i- friqiientlv used, but seldom left on sufliciently long to pro-

duce blistering. Tincture of canlhurides, croton oil, and strong liquor ammonia, tartar
emetic ointment, and many others, are used in practice.

If the occasion for the blister passes oil, the vesicles should be pricked, and their
fluid contents allowed to trickle away, the vesicated surface being then dressed with
some cold cream or lard. But if it should appear desirable to promote a discharge from
the skin, the raised cuticles may be snipped oil, and the blister either applied again at

intervals, or some stimulating ointment as the savine (jum'jKru* vitiimt) made use of.
Great cleanliness should be observed in dressing the part.

Of late years, B. have been much used for the dispcr.-ioii of glandular tumors, and
ere also applied over the surfaces of intloleut ulcers, with the view of increasing the

vascularity of 'he part. For old diseases of joiuts, B. ought to be placed at a little dis-
tance from the affected joint.

3LOCH, MAlters ELLESER, a celebrated ichthyologist, b. of poor Jewish parents, at

AHopach, in Bavaria, 1723. He was allowed to grow up in extreme ignorance. At 19,
he had read nothing except a few useless rabbinical treatises. About that age, however,
he became assistant to a Jewish surgeon at Hamburg, where lie took the opportunity of

learning German and Latin. A slight knowledge which he had acquired of a- .,;,">my

inspired him with an extraordinary desire to study that <(]> nee thoroughly. For this

purpose he went to Berlin, and devoted him-elf to" it and other branches of natural his-

tory with indefatigable zeal. He took the degree of doctor of medicine at Fraukfort-
ou-tho-Oder; and returned to Berlin to practice his profession, where he died (ith Aug.,
1799. His great work is the AUamuint AV/ /'//y/, W, /./<.' /, r Mm-fu: (12 vol-;., Berlin,
1783-9."). with 432 colored plates), long the most comprehensive work on ichthyology,
and still valuable especially for its pictures. His ,<//*/<//{ i,-fti/tt/<Ji>f/iti: inojiu',

train in, which was left in an unfinished state, was published by Schneider (Berlin, >

After his death, his collection of fishes was purchased by government, and forms a part
of the Berlin zoological museum.

BLOCK, in the rigging of a ship, is an important part of the apparatus necessary for

raising sails and yards, tightening ropes, etc. The B. comprises both the frame or
shell, and the pulley or pulleys contained within it. In seamen's language, a tackle

includes the rope as well as the B. through which it works. The uses of blocks are very
numerous on shipboard; and to subserve thc--e uses, they are distributed about the masts,

yards, sails, and ropes. Thev vary greatly in sixe. >h;t]>e, power, and designation; but

nearly every B. comprises a ittt or wooden exterior, a */// />< or wheel on which the rope
runs, a pin or u.rle on which the sheave turns, and a xtrup (of rope or iron) to fasten the
B. to any particular station (see PULLEY). A single B. contains only one sheave; u
double B., two; and so on. Besides the designations of blocks according to the number
of sheaves they contain (simjlr, dcubie, treble, f<nirfnl<l), ships' blocks receive numerous
other names such as bee-Pi., cut-B., clteek-B., clex-garnet B., clew-line B., etc. Some of
these names depend on the kind of service, others on the place of fixing; while the rest

are examples of the odd nomenclature adopted by seamen.

Bl'ick-iiKikiny Shi] is' blocks were made by hand until about a century ago. But
mere workers in wood could not produce them: it required unusual skill and practice
to fashion the several pieces, and put them together so as to possess the requisite strength
and facility in working. The trade was either carried on alone, or in conjunction with
mast -making. More than 1400 such blocks were required for one of the old 74's, and a

proportionate number of vessels for larger or smaller sixe. In 1781, a Mr. Taylor began
to make the sheaves and shells of blocks by a process which he had invented. He made
all the blocks for the royal navy until the expiration of his patent rights. The admiralty
then commenced the manufacture on their own account. In 1801, Mr. (afterwards Sin
Mark Isambard Brunei submitted to the admiralty a working-model of a very beautiful

system of machinery for block-making: it was accepted, and the inventor engaged to

set up the apparatus at Portsmouth. So intricate was the machinery, a'
'

trv-

difficulty in procuring the several working-parts from the machinists of i that

it was not until the year 1808 that the system was put into effective oj>oration. It was
then, however, so perfect that very few additions or improvements 1, been

needed. The machinery made blocks more accurately than they had ever Ix-en made by
hand, and with the aid of ordinary workmen only. It could c-nYct 60,000 irorth of

work in a year, or 140,000 blocks, by the assistance of 10 men attending the machine.

Duplicate machinery was made forChatham. Brunei received 20,000 for his invention
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and for his personal superintendence until the machinery was brought into working-
order; this sum was money well laid out, for the machine saved to the country more
than 20,000 a year, in the busy warlike period from 1808 to 1815. The machinery
itself is too complicated to be described except at a length incompatible with the limits

of this work; but it may be stated in a general way, that the system is made up chiefly
of saws and lathes, combined with great ingenuity. The blocks are made of elm, and
the sheaves of lignum vit; the pins are of iron, carefully prepared to avoid friction as

much as possible.

BLOCKADE, in military tactics, is an operation for capturing an enemy's town or

fortress, without a bombardment or regular siege. The attacking party throws up works
on the neighboring heights and roads; these works may be redoubts, for 200 or 300 men
each, raised around at distances of 1000 or 1500 yards asunder; or they may assume
other forms, according to the circumstances of each case. The rest oi the

besieging
force remains under cover in villages, or in a temporary camp, ready to repel any sortio

attempted by the besieged. The whole purpose in view is to prevent the besieged from

receiving supplies of any kind, in order that, when the food or the ammunition is

exhausted, they may be compelled to surrender. Fortresses situated on steep and rocty
eminences, difficult to conquer by bombardment or assault, may often be reduced byB.;
because the roads or paths for the reception of supplies are few, and can be watched by
a small number of troops. Towns situated on a plain are less frequently invested. 11

the inhabitants be numerous and commercial, they will soon be impatient of the restrain!

produced by a B., and may compel or induce the governor to adopt a plan opposed to

his wishes as a soldier. If, however, a resistance be determined on, the governor sends
out of the town as many non-comba.tants as possible; all the stores are collected in

bomb-proof receptacles; economy is observed in the consumption of food; all the people
within the walls are placed under military rules; and the governor endeavors, by fre-

quent sorties, to prevent the besiegers from making too close an investment of the

place.

Blockading, in a naval sense, is the prevention of the entrance 'or exit of the enemy's
ships at a particular port. It is sometimes resorted to as an auxiliary to military opera-
tions by land; but generally is limited to a maritime investment.

BLOCK, MORITZ, b. 1816; a German political economist, naturalized in France.
After service in the statistical work of the ministry of agriculture, commerce, and public
works, he devoted himself to authorship and published works on agriculture in various
countries of Europe, on French statistics and finances, on socialism in Germany, and

began and continued for some years the Annuaire de rAdministration Fran^a,ise.

BLOCKADE, in international law, is the right, in time of war, of rendering intercourse
with an enemy's port unlawful on the part of neutrals; and it is carried into effect by
an armed forco (.ships of war), which blocks up and bars export or import to or from
the place blockaded. This right is described by all writers on the law of nations as clear

and incontrovertible, having its origin in the soundest principles of maritime jurispru-
dence, sanctioned by the practice of the best times. It is explained on the reasonable

theory, that if a potentate or government lays siege to a place, or simply blockades it.

such potentate or government has a right to prevent any other power, or representative
or subject of such power, from entering, and to treat as an enemy any one who attempts
to enter the blockaded place, or in any way assists the besieged, for such a person
opposes the undertaking, and contributes to the miscarriage of it.

Lord Stowell laid it down that there are two sorts of B. one by the simple fact

only, the other by a notification accompanied with the fact. In the former case, when
the fact ceases otherwise than by accident or the shifting of the wind there is imme-
diately an end of the B.; but where the fact is accompanied by a public notification from
the government of a belligerent country to neutral governments, the B. must be sup-
posed to exist till it has been publicly repealed. This notification it is the duty of the

belligerent country to make immediately. His lordship also explained that, on theques-
tion of B., three things must be proved: 1st, The existence of an actual B. ; 2d, The
knowledge of the party; and 3d, Some act of violation, either by going in or coming out
with a cargo laden after the commencement of blockade. On this last point, the time
of shipment is very material; for although it might be hard to refuse a neutral liberty
to retire with a cargo already laden, and by that act already become neutral property,
yet, after the commencement of a B., a neutral cannot be allowed to interfere in any
way to assist the exportation of the property of the enemy. Alter the commencement of

a B., a neutral is no longer at liberty to make any purchase in that port. But the most
essential element is (wtual B., and this state of things can only be proved to the satisfac-

tion of a court of justice by the ships stationed on the spot to maintain the B. nsin^
their force for that purpose. A B., therefore, is only to be considered as actually exist-

ing when there is a power to enforce it.

To be valid, a B. must be accompanied by actual investment of the place, and it may
be more or less rigorous, either for the purpose of watching the operations of the enemy,
<>r, on a more extended scale, to cut oil all access of neutral vrsM'ls to that interdicted

place, which i> strictly and properly a B. ; for the former is, in truth, no B. at all. as

far as neutrals are concerned. But to be binding on neutrals, it ought to be shown that
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have knowledge or may be presumed to know of the B. ; and this knowledge may
arise in two ways either by such a public and formal notification us we have already
described, or by the notoriety of the fact. Yet it is at all times most convenient that
the B. should be declared in a public and distinct manner, instead of being left to creep
ont from the consequences produced by it; and the effect of such notification to the
neutral government is clearly to include all the individuals subject to the latter.

The breach of B. may be either by coming out of the blockaded port, or goiutr in.
such breach, however, may sometimes be excusable. It has been decided that intoxica-
tion on the part of the master of a ship will not be received as an excuse. That breach
erf B. subjects the property employed for that purpose to confiscation is an established
rule of the law of nations, and is universally acknowledged by all civilized govern-
ments. The violation of B. by the master, however, affects thr: ship, but not the cargo,
unless the cargo is the property of the same owner, or unless the owner of the cargo is

cognizant of the intended violation.

On the proclamation of peace, or from any political or belligerent cause, the con-
tinuance of the investment may cease to be necessary, and the B. is then said to be
raised. The blockading force then retires, and the port is open as before to all other
nations. See the law on the subject of this article extremely well stated in A Manual of
th& Law nf Maritime Warfare, by William Hazlitt and Henry Philip Roche, barmters-ai-

law, 1854; see, also, ORDERS i>" COUNCIL, BRITISH.

BLOCK BOOKS. See PKINTING, ante.

BLOCKHOUSE is to a temporary fortification what a tower is to one that is perma-
nent. In a wooded country, it is easily and quickly made, and the enemy cannot readily
hring guns to bear upon it; on flat open ground it is less useful. The B. is always a
covered defense, unlike a battery; sometimes with only one story, sometimes with two,
of which the lower forms a barrack for a few men. ft is usually either rectangular or

Shaped like a Greek cross; the latter is preferred, as enabling the" fronts of fire to flank
each other. The defense is usually bv musketry. If opposed to infantrv only, single
rows of trunks of trees, either upright or horizontal, make a very good B., loopholed
at intervals of about 3 ft.; and if there be earth enough quickly obtainable, by
digging a ditch or from any other source, to embank it all round and to cover the roof,
ft will bear a great deal of rough usage. If opposed to artillery, the B. requires to be
formed with double rows of trunks three feet apart, with well-rammed earth l>etween

them. The American backwoodsmen build blockhouses with great quickness and

efficiency; several of these, with a curtain or continuous wall of stockading, mav be
made to* inclose a large space, capable of accommodating a great number of defenders,
and of repelling a considerable hostile force. The base of a wind -mill, on a hill, has in

European countries often formed a good blockhouse. A regular B. should have a ditch,

not only to supply earth, but to keep the enemv from approaching near enough to fire

tlifi timber of the blockhouse. There must be, at least, 4 ft. of well-rammed earth

on the roof, to resist the effect of artillery. Such a structure without a roof is not a B.,

ft is simp]}' a stockade.

BLOCK ISLAND, in the Atlantic, s. of Rhode Island, and n.e. of Long Island;

rfxmt 8 m. long and 5 wide, constituting the town of New Shoreham, Newport CO., R I. ;

pop. '70, 1113. It attracts numerous summer visitors. There is a light-house on the

n.a. extremity in 41 13' n. and 71 34' west.

BLOCK-PRINTING. See PRINTING.

BLOCKSBERO, the name given to various mountains and hills in Germany, but pre-

eminently to the Brocken. the highest point of the Harz mountains, and, indeed, of the

n. of Germany. According to the popular belief, it is the favorite haunt of the

vrltches, where they celebrate the night of the 1st of May, W<i!p>irffutna<:ht(aeeW*.iJPVKQA.),

with wild orgies.

*

Almost all mountains thus haunted are known to have been famous

places of sacrifice in the ages of paganism.

BLOCK-SHIP, is a ship of war too old or too slow in sailing to render efficient service

in action out at sea, but useful as a defense in great ports and naval arsenals. Since war-

ateamers have almost superseded the old sailing men-of-war, the latter are of little ser-

vice except as block-ships, or for training-ships. The number of block-ships in the

British navy in 1859 was about ten.

BLOCK-SYSTEM. See Signals, under RAH/WAYS.

BLOCK-TIN is an inferior variety of tin. When the metalls reduced from its ores, it

is first poured into molds, and the ingots thus procured are heated to incipient fusion in

a reverberatory furnace, when the pure tin first fuses, and is withdrawn; and the less pure
tin which is left behind being melted at a higher temperature, is.poured into molds and

is huown as block tin. See TIN.

BLODGET, Lourx. b. N. Y., 1828; student in physical sciences, and in 1851 an

ifitant in the Smithsonian institution, having charge of matters relating to climate

aud atmosphere. He shared in organizing the Pacific railroad surveys, and cempilfd^m
a volume the records of scientific observations at government military posts. In 185i,

he issued Climatology of the United States, and of th Temperate Latitudes of the AortL
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American Continent, n trork highly praised by Humboldt In 1863, he had charge of the
statistical -work of the treasury department, and has since been connected with'the cus-

toms as appraiser at large.

BLODGET, SAMTEL, 1720-1807, an inventor, b. Mass. Under the colonial gov-
ernment he \vas judge of common pleas ia New Hampshire. In 1783 he made
machinery by which he saved a valuable cargo from a sinking vessel. His success

prompted him to go to England, where he proposed to raise the Royal Gtvrge, the
British man-of-war that suddenly careened and saaik off Spithead Aug. 29, 1780. Admiral
Ivcmpenfeldt aud 600 other persons being lost. His proposition was not entertained, and
he returned and began the manufacture of duck. In 1793, he began a canal around
Amoskeag falls, but failed, and -was imprisoned for debt. He believed that by strict

temperance and care about exposure to the atmosphere any one might live 100 years;
but he died at 87.

BLOEM'FONTEIX, a t. in s. Africa, the capital of Orange Free State, 600 m . n.e. of

cape Natal: pop. 1200; inhabited chiefly by Boers. There is considerable trade with

Cape Colonj* and the Transvaal republic.

BLOIS, :} i. of France, capital of the department of Loire-et-Cher, has a remarkably
fine situation on the acclivity of a hil!, and is built chiefly on the right bank of the Loire,
over which there is here a good stone bridge. It is about 35 m. s.w. of Orleans, on
the railway l>etween that place and Tours. The houses, in the upper part of the towa

especially, are mean aud ill-built, aud the streets are crooked and narrow, but they are

kept clean by water from the public fountains, which are supplied by a splendid aque-
duct supposed to have been constructed by the Romans. B. has a handsome cathedral ; but
its chief glory is its old castle, which has been the scene of many interesting historic;;!

events. Louis XII was born in it, and under its roof Charles, due d'Alenon, and Margaret
of Anjou, and Henri IV. and Margaret of Valois were married. Here also were sometimes
held the courts of Fra^ois I., Henri II., Charles IX,, and Henri III. Here also thu
due de Guise and his brother were murdered, by order of Henri III., on the 23d Dec.,
1588. Isabella, queen of Charles VI., here found a retreat; it served as a prison for

Mary de' Medici; Catharine de' Medici died within its walls; and Maria Louisa here held
her court in 1814, after Paris had capitulated. B. is a place of great antiquity. Ste-

phen, who usurped the crowu of England on the death of. Henry L, was the sou of one
of the counts of B., by Adela the daughter of "William the conqueror. B. is an arch-

bishop's see, has a tribunal of commerce, a communal college, a public library oi' 20,000
vols., a botanic garden, etc., and manufactures of porcelain and gloves, with a trade in

brandy, wine, aud wood. Pop. '76, 18,188.

BLOBLFIELD, CIIAKLES JAMES, bishop of London, a learned and influential prelate
of the church of England, was b. in 178(5, at Bury St. Edmund's, in Suffolk, where his

father was, schoolmaster. Being well grounded by his father in the classics, B. went U)

Cambridge, where he took high honors. After he had tilled several curacies, the bishop
of London appointed him his chaplain, in recognition of his acknowledged philological
and theological acquirements. Shortly after, he was called to the living of St. Botolph ,

in 1824, he was made bishop of Chester; and in 1^28. he vras promoted to the see of

London, on the translation of bishop Howie}- to Canterbury. B.'s reputation for classi-

cal scholarship rests chiefly on his editions of Callimachus (Lond. 1815). and of several

of the dramas of Eachylu*. In connection with Rennel, he published the Mnxn i',tnt,il>-

rigienses; aud with) Mook (1812). the Posthujrutu* Tract* of Porxvn-; and in 1814, the

A&tersaria Poraoni. He al*> published Lecture* an the Acts of the Apottle*. B. vras

exceedingly active in the superintendence of his diocese, and was a prime mover in the

agitation for the erection of new churches. Under his presidency, more churches were
erected in London than under any bishop since the reformation. His conduct in regard
to the controversies that latterly agitated his diocese was much animadverted by both

parties. He was accused at one time of leaning to Puaeyism, and yet he proceeded
against his clergy for alleged crypto-catholic practices. He" died Aug., 1857.

BLOMMAEB.T, PHILIP, one of the most prominent of modern Flemish authors, was
In in 1809i In 1834, he published a volume of verse, characterized by much simplicity
and earnestness, but BO inartistic in form that it met with little success. He rendered

J
better service to literature and to the patriotic cause by the publication (1836-41) of

TheoptaJLu&t an old Flemish poem of the 14th c., and of the Oudthtemscfo GedichUn (old
Flemish poems) of. the 12th, 13th, and 14th centuries. Both works are enriched with

glossaries, and learned annotations. B. showed a predilection for middle-age literature

generally, and translated the Ntlxlungen into Flemish iambics. His most important
work is a history of the Belgians (Brussels, 1849), in -which he attempts to shoAv that the

.'political destiny of the low countries has ever been identical with that of Germany, and
I that it is with the latter country, and not with France, she should seek to ally herself.

B. also contributed extensively to several Belgian journals, especially to the Mcssager tfcs

Sciences Historiques. He died at Ghent, Aug. 14, 1H71.

BLOND, JACQUES CrraisTopirE LE, 1670-1741; a painter of Amsterdam, noted for

miniature portraits. He conceived the idea of printing engravings in colors, and speni
the most of his life in unsuccessful experiments, working in London and Paris, and



dytng in a hospital in the latter city. Notwithstanding this ill-success, B. is regarded
as the inventor of color-printing.

BLONDEL, a celebrated French minstrel of the 12th c., and the favorite of Hichani
the Lion-heart, king of England, whom he accompanied to Palestine. When Richard,
on his return, was seized aud imprisoned by Leopold, duke of Austria, B. (according to
the exquisitely romantic myth of an old chronicler) resolved to find out the pku-e in
which his muster was confined. He wandered through Germany in disguise, and at

length coming to the castle of Lowenstein. in Austria, he heard that it contained sonuj
illustrious captive. Feeling assured that this was no other than the king, he tried all means
to get a sight of him, but to no purpose, lie then placed him.-elf opposite to the tower
in which he learned the unknown was imprisoned, and commenced singing one of tho^j
Provencal songs which Richard and he had composed together. Hardly had B. linishod
the first stanza, when a well-known voice from the tower took up the second, and carried
it on to the end. So the minstrel discovered his monarch, and returning with all speed to

England, was the means of his being nin>omcd by his subjects. Only a few of B.'s

poems have come down to us; they are preserved in the Library of the Arsenal at
Paris.

BLOOD, the nutritive fluid of the tissues, consists of a transparent colorless fluid, the

Uquor mmjuinis, and minute solid bodies, the "corpuscles" which float in it. The
liquor sangninis consists of water, in which are dissolved fibrinc, albumen, chlorides
of sodium and potassium, phosphates of soda, lime, and magnesia, together with fatty
and extractive matters, the latter the product of the metamorphosis of the tissues. The
corpuscles are of two kinds white and red; the white are larger and less numerous
than the red, being in healthy blood in the proportion of 2 or 3 to 1000. In certain
forms of disease the number ot these white blood-corpuscles is increased. They present
a granular appearance on the surface, have a nuclcoK-us, which is speedily brought into
view by the action of dilute acetic acid, and are identical with the lymph-corpuscle.
Under the microscope they vary their forms in the same wny as the Arnceba (see Puo-
TEUS); hence these movements are called amaboid. The red corpuscles are peculiar to

vertebrates, aud seem to have their origin in the white corpuscles, are oval and nucleated
In fishes, reptiles, and birds, but in man aud the mammalia generally they are non-

nucleated, and are biconcave flattened discs, their edges being thicker than the center,
hence the dark appearance of the latter when seen under the microscope. They have
a great tendency to turn on their side and run into rouleaux, like piles of coins. Their
color is straw-yellow, and it is only when seen tu m<n<tu that they give the blood its

characteristic red color. The size of the human red blood-corpuscles IB jj^ of an inch.

They are largest in reptiles, those of the Proteus (q.v.) being jJ7 of an inch in their

long diameter. Hoppe Seyler has shown that, chemically, they consist chiefly of hemo-
globin, with traces of albumen, cholestriu, prota<,'i:n, phosphate of potash, but no fat.

The specific gravity of B. is 1052 to 1057, and i . uantity in an adult man about

34^ Ibs. On evaporation as a whole, the B. yields 7iX) parts iu 1000 of water, and 210

of solid residue, which residue has nearly the same ultimate chemical composition as

that of flesh. When B. is set aside for a time, occasionally crystals ronsi.-ting <<f glo-
bulin tinted with coloring matter appear. "The B. crystals of man and the can.

have a prismatic form, whilst those of the rat and mouse are tetrahedral, and those of

the squirrel hexagonal
"
(Carpenter).

Coiifftitfttion of the Blood. When B. is drawn from the vessels, the liquor sanguinis

separates into two parts into fibrine, which Incomes solid, and a pale yellowi>h co'.orwl

liquid, ff-rum. The fibrine coagulates, and in doing so entangles the oorpuscla*, aud
forms a red mass, the clot (cnutmt/m ><tum). Fibrine does not exist in the B. as such, but

when it appears as a coagulum in the fluid, it is produced then and there by :he u:ii<m

of two substances present in the blood, which separate as a solid matter (Schmidt! tlm

one, gfabulin, is contained iu the blood-corpuscles; the other. j\i>rinji /,, in the Mood-

plasma, the two uniting to form the fiber of the clot. The rapidity with which thin

change takes place varies with circumstance-. Moderate heat, and exposure to ti

favor it; cold and exclusion from the air retard it. The B. remains tiuid in the vein*

for some time after death. In glanders and some forms of malignant fever, and where

the B. is;x*/r, as in scurvy, it may remain fluid. The size and tirmness of the cl<*

depends on the amount of fibrine "in the B., which in health averages alout 2 parts in

1000. In inflammations it is much increased, and the B. forms slowly into a toiiirh clot,

which is almost destitute of red globules on its surface, and drawn in toward- iho cen-

tef. This colorless layer is termed the fnqt'y c-wt, and the physicians of i>yi_',,i;e tiuu

used to attach great importance to it, telieving that it was a phenomenon P--I u':.ir t

inflammation, 'and bled repeatedly, with the view to its removal; w!

which delays coagulation, great poVerty of B., as in chlorosis (q.v.). or any c

\rhich the "fibrine is in greater proportion than the red bio thi*

appearance; the clot of the impoverished blood will, however. IK- small and loo.-

floating in an excessive quantity of serum. The color of the B. varies. In the ancriue

tt is of a bright-scarlet color, while in the veins it is of a dark-purple color. The chief

difference between arterial and venous blood is that the former contains more oxygen
ad less carbonic acid than the latter. See CIRCULATION OF TIU: BLOOD. This change
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probabty arises from the oxygen contracting the corpuscles, and altering their reflecting
surfaces; carbonic acid, on the other hand, rendering them thinner and more flaccid
The changes in color can be effected in B. drawn out of the body by the application of
tie eases mentioned.

The red blood-corpuscles possess great powers of absorbing oxygen. They recerve

orygeu in the lungs, where they become colored, and carry it all over the body to the
tissues to form new combinations. After a time, the corpuscles become dissolved in the

liquor sauguims, which fluid they serve to elaborate. The products of the metamor-
phosis of the tissues are poured into the B., so that it is really a very complex fluid.

See RESPIRATION.

BLOOD, AVENGER op. In the early ages of society, the infliction of the penalty of
death for murder did not take place by the action of any tribunal or public authorities

jfclministering law, but, in accordance with the rude social condition, was left to the
nearest relative of the murdered, whose recognized duty was to pursue and slay the
murderer. He was called the avenger of B., in Hebrew, Goel, which term, however,
was of much wider signification. The Mosaic law (Numb, xxxv.) did not set aside this

universal institution of primitive society, but placed it under regulations, prohibiting
the commutation of the penalty of death for money, which appears to have become fre-

quent, and appointing cititt of refuge for the manslayer who was not really a murderer.
See CITY OF REFUGE. The Koran sanctions the avenging of B. by the nearest kinsman,
but also sanctions the pecuniary commutation for murder. The primitive institution or
custom subsists in full force among the Arabs at this day. Many of the hereditary feuds
of families, clans, and tribes in all barbarous and semi-barbarous countries, have always
been connected with the avenging of blood.

BLOOD, CORRUPTION OF (in law). See TREASON.

BLOOD, EATING OF. The eating of B. was prohibited under the Old Testament dis-

pensation, obviously for reasons connected with the use of animals in sacrifice. Chris-

tians, with a few exceptions, have always regarded the prohibition as having ceased
with the reason for it; and the exhortation of the apostolic council of Jerusalem to the
Gentile converts to abstain "from things strangled and from blood, "to have been

merely an application of the great law of Christian charity to the circumstances of a
transition period, with reference to the prejudices of Jewish conTcrts.

BLOOD, THOMAS, a most daring, unscrupulous, and successful adventurer, was b. In

Ireland about 1628, and served there in the parliamentary army. After the restoration,
he put himself at the head of an insurrectionary plot, which was to begin with the seiz-

ure of Dublin Castle, and of Ormond, the lord-lieutenant. On its timely discovery, he

fled, while his chief accomplices were seized and executed. Escaping to Hollan'd, he
was received there with high consideration. He soon found his way back to England,
to try what mischief might be brewed among the fifth-monarchy men. Finding no

prospect of success, he repaired to Scotland, invited by the turbulent state of affaire,

and was present at the fight of Pentland, Nov. 27, 1666." On the night of the 6th Dec,,
1670, the duke of Ormond was seized, In his coach in St. James's street, by a gang of

bravoes, tied on horseback behind one of them, and hurried away towards Tyburn,
The timely approach of his attendants at the moment that he hr.d succeeded in struggling
Trith his riding-companion to the ground, probably saved him from hanging. The
leader in this daring villainy was B., and so well had he contrived it, that he did not
eren incur suspicion. His next enterprise was still more wild and dangerous. On the
9th of May, 1671, disguised as a clergyman, and accompanied by his former accomplice^,
he entered the Tower with the determination to carry off the regalia of England. After

nearly murdering the keeper of the
jewels,

he actually succeeded in carrying off the

crown under his cloak, while one of his associates bore away the orb. They were imme-

diately pursued, however, seized, and committed to the Tower jail. Now came a sin-

gular turn of fortune. At the instigation of Buckingham, who was accused of having
hired B. to attack the duke of Ormond, king Charles visited the dauntless miscreant in

jxison, and, dreading the threat that there were hundreds of B.'s associates banded

together by oath to avenge the death of any of the fraternity, pardoned him, took him
to court, gave him an estate of 500 a year, and raised him so high in favor that for

several years col. B. was an influential medium of royal patronage. This scandalous

disregard of public decency was heightened by the fact, that the old jewel-keeper, who
had risked his life in defense of his charge, applied in vain for pavment of a small
reward for his devotion. After the fall of the

"
cabal

"
ministry, B. became hostile to

Buckingham, and for a scandalous charge against him was committed to prison. He
WTO bailed out, and died in his own house in 1680.

BLOOD-BIED of New South Wales, Myzomda sanguinolenta, a beautiful little species
of honey-eater (q.v.), which receives its name from the rich scarlet color of the head,
nock, breast, and back of the male. It inhabits thickets. A very similar species is

found in Bengal.

BLOOD-FLOWEB, Ilffmanthus, a genus of bulbous-rooted plants, of the natural order

(q.v.), mostly natives of South Africa, some of which are among the prized
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ornaments of British green houses. They take their name from the usual color of their
flower-, which form a fine head or cluster, arising from a spathe of a numlx?r of leaves.
The fruit is a berry, usually with three seeds. The leaves of the different sp.-ci.-s exhibit
considerable diversity of form, in some almost linear, in others almost round; in some,
also, they are erect, in others appresscd to the ground. The bulbs of some of the finest

specie* of B. being very slow to produce offshoots, a curious method of propagating
them is resorted to by gardeners, which is occasionally practiced also with other bulb-
ous-rooted plants, by cutting them across above the middle, upon which a number of

young bulbs form around the outer edge.
The species of B. seem generally to possess poisonous properties. The inspissated

jnice of H. toxicarim is used by the natives of South Africa for poisoning their arrows.

BLOODHOUND, a variety of hound (q.v.) remarkable for its exquisite scent and fen

its great sagacity and perseverance in tracking any object to the pursuit of which it has
been trained. It derives its name from its original common employment in the chase,
either to track a wounded animal or to discover the lair of a beast of prey. It was also

formerly called, both in England and Scotland, shut-hound or iteutkJunmd, from the
Saxon *leiit. the track of a deer. The B. was formerly common and much in use in

Britain, as well as on the continent of Europe, but is now rare. The poetical historic*
of Bruce and Wallace describe these heroes as occasionally tracked by blood-hounds,
vrheu they were skulking from their enemies. The B. was at a later period much used
to guide in the pursuit of cattle carried off in border raids; it has been frequently used
for the pursuit of felons and of deer-stealers; and latterly, in America, for the capture
of fugitive slaves, an employment of its powers which has contributed not a little to
render its name odious to many philanthropists. Terrible idea* are aNo, probably, sug-
gested by the name itself, although the B. is by no means a particularly ferociooa kind
of dog, and when employed in the pursuit of human beings, can be trained to detain
them as prisoners without offering to injure them. The true B. is taller and also stronger
in proportion and of more compact figure than a fox-hound, muscular and broad-
chested, with large pendulous ears, large pendulous upper lips, and an expression of face
wliich is variously described as "

thoughtful," "noble," and "stern." The original
color is said to have been a deep tan, clouded with bluck. The color appears to have
been one of the chief distinctions between the B. and the talbot (q.v.), but it is not

improbable that this name was originally common to all bloodhounds. Many interest-

ing anecdotes are recorded of the perseverance and success of bloodhounds in following
a track upon which they have been set, even when it has led them through much fre-

quented roads. The CUB.VN B.. which is much employed in the pursuit of felons and
of fugitive slaves in Cuba, differs considerably from the true B. of Britain and of tlie

continent of Europe, being more fierce and having more resemblance to the bull-dog,
arnd probably a connection with that or some similar race. Many of these dogs were

imported into Jamaica in 1796, to be employed in suppressing the maroon (q.v.) insur-

rection, but the terror occasioned by their arrival produced this effect without their

actual employment. It was this kind of B. which was chiefly introduced into the for-

mer slave-sta'tes of North America.

BLOOD MONEY, the compensation by a man-slayer to the next of kin of the man
slain, securing the offender and his relatives against subsequent retaliation. It was com-
mon in Scandinavian and Teutonic countries until after the introduction of Christianity,
and the amounts were fixed by law. It is still a custom among the Arabs. There it

costs only one third as much to kill a woman as to kill a man; but if a woman slain be

quick wi'th a male child, the fine is that for a full man; if with a female child, it is the

price of two women. The amount of blood-money ranges from $150 to ten times that

amount. The term blood- money wns given in English law to rewards earned by inform-

ers against notorious offenders; 'and it is still used there and in America for compensa-
tion obtained by criminals who betray their fellows in crime, or more generally for the

reward gained by any act of treachery.

BLOOD OF OUR SAVTOB, was an order of knighthood in Mantua, instituted by
duke Vincent Gon<;aga in 1608, on the occasion of the marriage of his son with a daugh-
ter of the duke of Savoy. It consisted of 20 knights, the Mantuan dukes being sover-

.;_'MS. The collar had threads of gold laid on fire, and interwoven with the words
Domi/,< i>i-<-tbtt8(t\ To the collar were pendent two angels, supporting three drops of blood,

and circumscribed with the motto AYM isto trwte recepto. The name originated in the

l>elief that in St. Andrew's church, in Mantua, certain drops of our Savior's blood are

kept as a relic.

BLOOD OF SAINT JANUAEIUB. See JAM-ARU s, SAINT.

BLOOD RAIN. Showers of reddish and grayish dust sometimes fall on vessels off

the coast of Africa, and on the land in the s. of Europe: if accompanied with moisture,

they form "blood rain." and in elevated regions, red snow. The dust consists chiefly

of microscopic oriranisms. while the red color comes from oxide of iron. A shower

which fell at Lyons. Oct. 17, 1846, was estimated to bring 720.000 ll>s. of matter, of

which one eighth was organic. A shower described by Darwin < .. v.-red more than

1,000,000 sq. miles. A shower in Italy, in 1803, furnished 49 species of organisms; one
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in 1813, in Calabria, 64 species, of which 28 were common to the preceding. These

phenomena date back even to the time of Homer. The organic particles are mostly
diatom^ null rhi/.opods; the whole number of species determined is more than 300, of
which 15 are South American, and none African.

The /.one oi:' the earth in which these showers occur extends on both sides of the

Mediterranean westwardly over the Atlantic, and eastwardly to central Asia. The ori-

gin of the dust is not yet ascertained; there is little ground for thinking it extni-terres-

trial, especially as the region affected is so limited.

BLO(H) STAINS, as determined by modern science, have risen to importance in

some criminal trials, where attempts have been made with some success to determine, by
microscopic and chemical tests, whether the stains in question were made by the blood

of a human being or of some other animal; and even the further question is propo.-ed
was the stain made by the blood of a man, woman, or child? and if by that of a man,
can we tell if it was the blood of one or of another man? With proper chemical solv-

ents it seems easy to determine that a stain is or is not made from blood. If of blood,
then the microscope indicates, by the measurements of the corpuscles of which the

blood was composed, whether it was human blood. It is asserted as the result of careful

examinations that the blood of a man has larger red corpuscles than that of any othex

animal. The mean diameter of these red corpuscles expressed in ten thousandths of an
inch is thus stated: Man, 77; dog, 70; rabbit, 65; rat, 64; pig, 62; mouse, 61: ox, 5b;

horse, 57; cat, 56; sheep, 44. In fresh blood these measurements may, perhaps, be

depended upon ; but when the blood has been dried the corpuscles change their form,
and it would probably be impossible to determine whether the stain were from human
blood or not. As for determining the blood of one person from that of another, there

does not seem to be any possibility of doing so; indeed, so far as experiment lias gone,
it appears that there may be more difference in the corpuscles of the same man's blood,
taken at different tunes or from different parts, than between the corpuscles of the blood
of different persons. The examination of stains has been a prominent feature in some
recent trials for murder, but it does not appear that any considerable dependence has
been placed upon the testimony of experts, partly because scientific testimony of such
a nature is difficult to comprehend, and partly because experts themselves of equal
attainments differ widely in their conclusions.

BLOOD-BOOT. See GEUM, ILEMODOUACE^E, and SASOUINAKIA.

BLOODSTONE. See HELIOTROPE.

BLOOM, an appearance on paintings resembling in some measure the bloom on cer-

tain kinds of fruit, such as peaches, plums, etc. (hence the name), produced, in all

probability, by the presence of moisture in the varnish, or on the surface of the paint-

ing when the varnish is laid on. The B. destroys the transparency, and is consequently
very injurious to the general effect of a picture. It is best prevented by carefully dry-
ing the picture and heating the varnish before applying it; and best removed by a sponge
dipped in hot camphene, after which a soft brush should be employed to smooth the
surface of the picture, which should be finally placed in the sunshine to dry.

BLOOM'ARY, or BLO'MABT. a furnace for transforming pig-iron to wrought or
malleable iron, or for making such iron directly from ore. When ore is used, a m.
iron called a " bloom" is produced, instead of the impure pig-iron that runs from the
melted metal in a blast-furnace. The B. process is one of the oldest in iron-working,
and is used in rude forms in some still barbarous countries. The best of modern bloom-
aries are the German and the Catalan (Spanish) furnaces, in which ores are reduced

chiefly by means of charcoal. The best of ore should be used, as the waste is much
greater in poor ore. In the Catalan the charcoal, with a large part of the iron, is heaped
on a square hearth opposite to the tuyere, charcoal and fine ore being added from time
to time, while a moderate blast is kept up and the mass occasionally stirred. In about
six hours the iron settles to the bottom, is taken out in a mass, and forged into a bloom.
For the German or more common bloom, the ore is pounded fine and thrown in small

quantities upon a charcoal fire, with either hot or cold blast, hot being much the best.

The metal settles to the bottom, and is drawn off at intervals, anil hammered into
" blooms." The process is available in places where wood (for charcoal) and good iron
ore are found near each other. Iron so made is of the best quality, and is very desirable
for converting into steel.

BLOOMEBISM, a new and fanciful fashion of ladies' dress, partly resembling male
attire, which arose out of what is termed the " woman's rights' movement," that began
to be agitated in the United States about the year 1848. The first woman's right

-

ventiou was held at Worcester, N. Y., in 1850, under tin; presidency of Mrs. Lucretia
Molt. Its object was to advocate for wom<-n a more liberal education, training in trades
and professions, and generally the social and political privileges possessed by the i.ihcj

sex. At the same date, and in close connection with this movement, arose an agitation
for the reform of female attire. Its advocates said, justly enough, that if women were
fc> take their place in the world as fellow-workers with men, they ought not to labor
under the disadvantage of having a dress that deprived them of the use of their hands,
and required nearly their whole muscular power for its support. In 1849, Mrs. Ann
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Bloomer adopted the costume to which she has crivcn her name, aud lectured in New
York aud elsewhere on its advantages. The Bloomer dress consisted of a jacket with
close sleeves, a skirt falling a little below the knee, and a pair of Turkish trow sere.
Thouirh a few ladies followed the example of Mrs. {Boomer, the dn-s\\as extremely
unpopular, and exposed its adherents to a degree of social martyrdom which the mortf
prudent, timid, or amiable declined to brave. A very elegant modification of the
Bloomer dress was achieved by a New York lady a Polish jacket, trimmed with fur,
and a skirt reaching to within a few inches of the ground, avoiding a display of panta-
loon, and showing off merely the trim furred boot, but still sufficiently short to avoid
contact with the street; the filthy habit of .spitting, which prevails in America, rendering
such avoidance peculiarly necessary. The agitation for dress-reform has notdlpd out on
the other side the Atlantic. There appeared in New York a monthly publication,
called the Sibyl, devoted to its advocacy, and whose editor, a married lady, as well as
several of her contributors, personally illustrated their principles. A al the
head of the periodical represented the reform dress, a- it was called. It looked by no
means tempting in point of elegance a fault fatal to its general adoption. The skirt
was immoderately short, and the jacket cut the figure awkwardly in two. The intro-

duction of B. into England, soon after it had sprung up in America, was under such
unfavorable auspices, that it failed to gain entrance into respectable society, and speedily
disappeared. Still here, as in America, nothing is more frequently talked of. or desired
with more apparent fervency, than a dress reform. For Instance, the l.eavy li

skirts prevalent some years ago, injurious to health, fatal to comfort, and liable to U-

equally dirty and ridiculous, were universally complained of: hut the prejudice with
which any innovation is sure to he met. long discouraged every attempt to introduce a
reform.

BLOOMFIELD, a t. in Essex co.. N. J., 4 m. n.n.w. of Newark, on the Morria
canal, and the Newark, Bloomfield, andMontelair branch of the Delaware, Lackawanna,
and "Western railroad. It also has connection with Newark by horse-cars. Pop. about
6000. It is a manufacturing place, and the residence of many business men of New
York and Newark. It was one of the earliest settlements in the state. The Presbyterian
church lias here a seminary for the education of German ministers.

BLOOMFIELD, ROBERT, the author of The Farmer's Boy, and other pastoral pieces,
b. 17l)i'), at Honington, near Bury St. Edmund's, was the son of a poor tailor, who died

leaving Robert an infant. His mother with difficulty subsisted by teaching a school,

where B. learned to read. At the age of 11, he was hired to a farmer, but ultimately
became a shoemaker in London, where he wrote his Farmer's Boy in a poor garret. It

was published in 1800, had extraordinary popularity, and was translated into a number
of languages. He subsequently published Rural Take, Wild Flowers, and other pieces.

Though efforts were made for him by persons of rank, his health broke down, and he
died nearly insane, at Shefford, in Bedfordshire, in 1823.

BLOOMFIELD, SAMUEL THOMAS. D.D.. 1790-1869; an English critic, educated at

Cambridge, and rector at Bisbrooke, Rutland. He was the author of many critical,

doctrinal, and exegctical annotations to the New Testament ; translated Thucydides^
Hi*try f the Pehponncxinn War; and made English notes to the Greek edition of the

New Testament, a work still widely used In England and America.

BLOOMINGTON, a thriving city of central Illinois, the co. seat of McLean co.

shops of the Chicago and Alton road, employing 1000 men, foundries, furnaces, and coal-

mines; and it is an important center of local and general trade. A court-house, lately

built of Illinois marble, at a cost of $100,000, adorns a beautiful square in the heart of the

citv. It has well-organized public schools, a high-school, a Roman Catholic academy, the

Major college for women, 2 daily and 5 weekly papers. Water works are supplied
from

a lar<re well dug in the prairie. The Illinois Wesleyan university (Methodist Episcopal),

founded here in 1857, had, in 1879, 10 professors and 180 students. Its president is

W. II. H. Adams. D.D. At Normal, 2m. n. of the city, at the junction of the Illinois Central

and Chicago and Alton railroads, is the Northern Illinois normal universit;. .uizcd

in 1857. It has an imposing edifice built at a cost of about $200,000; 14 professors and

teachers; 435 students; with 235 pupils in the training schools. Its president is Edwin

C. Hewett, LL.D., who succeeded Richard Edwards, LL.D., in 1875. Connected with

this institution is the state laboratory of natural history, in charge of prof. S. A. Forbes.

BLOOMINGTON, the seat of justice of Monroe co., Ind., between the branches of

White river, 60m. s.s.w. of Indianapolis, on the Louisville. New Albany and Chicago
railroad. Its people are engaged in manufactures, limestone quarrying, and farmpro-
ductions. It is the seat of fhe^Indiana university (q.v.). founded by the state in 1828.

BLOUNT, a co. in n. Alabama, on the upper waters of Black Warrior river; into*

sected by the South and North Alabama railroad; 900 sq.m.; pop. '70, 9945 682 colored,
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The surface is mountainous, wittf large forests; productions agricultural. Co. ^at,
BJpuntsville;

BLOUXT, a co. in s.e. Tennessee, on the N. Carolina border, intersected by the
Khoxville and Augusta railroad ; bounded or intersected bv the Tennessee, Holston, and
Little rivers; 600sq.ni. ; pop. '70, 14,237 1460 colored. It has a mountainous surface,
and fertile soil, producing wheat, corn, oats, etc., and sorghum molasses. Iron one.

marble, and limestone are found. Co. seat, Marysville.

BLOUNT, WILLIAM, 1744-1800; a politician in North Carolina and Tennessee. I?e

was one of the signers of the federal constitution, eovernor of the territory of Ohio, and
one of the first it. S. senators from Tennessee. Efe was expelled from the senate on a

charge of having conspired to surrender New Orleans to the English. He was afterwards

chosen to the Tennessee senate, and made its presiding officer.

BLOUSE, a name borrowed from the French for that loose, sack-like over garment
wfaich, as worn in England by wagoners and farm-laborers, is called a smock-frock. The
English smock-frock is made of coarse and imperfectly bleached linen, and is ornn-

mented, particularly on the breast and shoulders, with plaits and embroidery. In the

a. of Scotland it is sometimes worn by butchers, and is then blue, as in Germany
and France. In Germany, it is frequently tightened to the body by a belt, and is some-
times made of coarse woolen ;

but France is pre-eminently the country of blouses.

There they are worn universally, not only by the country people, but also" by the labor-

ing-classes in towns, not excepting Paris; and so characteristic is this garment, that the

French populace are often called the "blouses." The white B. is Sunday dress with the

working-classes in France, and has also often served as a countersign among the leaders

of sections in secret societies. A lighter and neater garment of the sort, usuallv made
of fine but imperfectly bleached linen, and buttoning in front, which the English
smock-frock and the original continental B. do not, is much worn by summer tourists.

BLOW-FLY, Sarcophaga carnaria, an insect of the order diptcra (two-winged), (q.v.),
and of the large family muscides, of which the common house-fly (q.v.), flesh-fly (q.v.),

etc., are familiar examples. The blow-fly is very similar to these in its general appear-
ance; its body is hairy, the expanse of its wings about one inch, the face silky and yellow,
the thorax gray, with three black stripes, the abdomen of a shining blackish "brown,
which, in certain points of view, assumes a bluish tint, checkered with glittering yellow-
ish spots. One of the distinguishing characters of the genus is, that the eyes are "widely
separate in both sexes. The species of this genus are not unfrequently ovoviviparous,
the eggs being hatched within the body of the parent. The generic name (Gr. sarx,

flesh; phago, to eat) is derived from the circumstance that the larvte of most of the

species feed upon the flesh either of dead or of living animals. The blow-fly is com-
mon in Britain on heaths, in gardens, etc., and its larvae are to be found feeding upon
meat, the carcasses of animals, sometimes upon living earthworms, and too frequently
upon sheep, of which it is one of the most grievous pests, requiring the constant atten-

tion of the shepherd during most of the summer and autumn. Some districts are mow
infested with it than others; it is particularly troublesome in the fenny districts of Eng-
land. Unless the maggots are removed, they eat into the skin, the sheep suffer great
torment, and soon die. At first they may be removed by shaking them out of the wool,
into which dry sand is then abundantly sprinkled; but if they are very numerous, a
mercurial ointment or wash of corrosive sublimate is applied; dud When the skin is much
broken, the wool is clipped away, an ointment of tar and grease is used, and a cloth

sewed over the part. Like many other insects, the blow-fly multiplies with excessive

rapidity.
Another species of this genus, common in Britain, is S.mortuvntm, so named from

its frequenting burial-vaults and similar places. It is very similar to the blow-fly, but
the abdomen is of a shining steel blue, and there is a reddish brown line down the fore-

head.

BLOWINO-MACHHTE8. The earliest blowing-machine was, doubtless, some form of

the common bellows, the idea of which is supposed to have been derived from the lungs.
A very primitive form of this instrument is still in use in some eastern countries, con-

sisting simply of the skin of some animal sewed into arudc bag with a valve and nozzle.

The older forms of domestic bellows are all constructed on the same principle viz., a
chamber formed of two boards with flexible leather sides, having at one end a nozzle
with & narrow mouth; and in the lower board, a valve of considerably lareer area for

the admission of air. When the bellows are distended by drawing the boards apart, air

is "sucked in by the valve, to replace the vacuum which would otherwise be formed: ami
then, when the boards are being closed, the valve. which only opens inwards, is shut by
the compressed air; and the latter, having no other escape, is forced out at the nozzle.

The great fault of the common bellows is, that it gives a succession of puffs, and not
a continuous blast. One remedy for this was to use two In-Hows. so that one was blow-

ing while the other was filling: but it was afterwards found that the double-bellows
secured a still more uniform blast. This machine is merely the common bellows with a
third board of the same shape as the other two placed between them, so as to form two
Chambers instead of one. The middle board is fixed, and both it autl the lower one
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hate valves placed in them opening inward. A weight on the lower board keeps the
under chamber filled with air; and when this board is raised by a lever or otherwise, the
air which it contains is forced into the upper chamber. The exit-pipe is attached to the
latter, and a weight is placed on the upper board sufficiently heavy to press tin.- air out
in a continuous stream, the continuity being maintained by the "large quantity of air

always present in the upper chamber, and the uniform pressure of tlie weight. Some-
times a spring is used instead of a weight to press out the air. Even with the double-
bellows, however, the constant refilling of the upper portion from the lower

[
reveille

the blast from being quite regular.
For such purposes as the supplying of a continuous stream of air to a Same for glaw-

blowing or soldering, a very convenient form of apparatus has been constructed by Mr.
P. Stevenson of Edinburgh. By means of the common bellows worked by a treadle,
air is blown into the lower portion of a small cylinder containing a quantity of water,
and having a diaphragm in the middle of the height, with a wide pipe reaching nearly
to the bottom. When the apparatus is at rest, the water remains below the diaphragm;
but when air is blown in, it gradually rises through the pipe. The water as it descends
then presses out the air in a steady stream by the exit-pipe, as a valve prevents it return-

ing to the bellows.
Bellows made entirely of wood except the nozzle, first made in Germany in the 16A

<x, are in use in some continental countries. They are usually of large size, and the
contrivance consists in having two boxes, of which the sides of the upper inclose th<>

of the lower, so that the former can move up and down on the latter without admitting
air except by a valve, as in the common bellows, of which, in fact, they arc only a modi-
fication.

The Chinese have a very simple form of bellows, which is not only interesting to

ftself, but also because its action is almost the same as the blowing-engine. It is merely
a square chamber of wood, with a close-fitting piston, which, when drawn from the

nozzle, opens the valves to admit air, and when pushed in the opposite direction, shuts
these valves, and forces the air out by the nozzle.

For blowing a domestic fire in a chimney, the most effective contrivance is a metal
screen to close the front of the aperture above the grate, so that the supply of air must
all pass through the fire. This kind of blower, however, will only act when the fire is

already producing as much heat as to cause a sensible draught up the chimney.
For smelting and refining furnaces, where a blast with a pressure of 3 or 4 Ibs. per

sq. in. is required, blowing engines of large size are usually employed. In our artiele

luox, this kind of engine is referred to, and a small figure of one given; but we shall

here describe the blowing apparatus itself more in detail. A blowing-engine consists of
a steam-engine, with the ordinary steam-cylinder at one end, and a blast-cylinder at the

other end of the beam. Such, at least, is the construction preferred for the larger-sized

engines; but sometimes a horizontal arrangement of the cylinders is adopted for those

of smaller size. The blowing-cylinder is of cast iron, with an air-tight piston, which, as

it ascends and descends with the motion of the engine, alternately inhales and expels
the air at each end. To affect this, a series of valves are provided, and these are

arranged as follows: Inlet valves are placed on the top of the cylinder, and also on throe

sides of the box. but on the fourth side of this box there are two outlet valves. These
valves consist of numerous openings, against which leather flaps lie when they are shut.

Valves of a similar nature are placed at the bottom of the cylinder. When the piston

descends, it would create a vacuum in the upper portion of the cylinder, provided there

were no openings in it; but the exierual air pressing on the inlet valves, opens them, and
fills the space above the piston: at the same time, the outlet valves, which only open
outwards, are tightly closed by the air pressing inwards from the pipe. Again, when
the piston ascends, it compresses the air above it, and exactly reverses the action of UK:

valves. The valves at the bottom of the cylinder work exactly in the same way, tl

inlet valves opening when the piston ascends, and shutting when it descends, thu- com-

pelling the inhaled air to pass into the pipe by the lower outlet valves. The air i.s con-

ducted by the pipe into a receiver of large capacity, which serves to equalize the blart

before it passes to the tuyen -.

A blast-engine at Shclton iron-works, of which the blowing cylinder is 8 ft. 4 in. tn

diameter, and has a 9-ft. stroke, working with ISfl hor>e-power, and making 32

single :'

minute;
above

temperature, before entering the furnace. "Much valuable information respecting blow-

ing-engines and blast apparatus will be found in Dr. Percy's large work on Metallurgy,

vol. ii.

In the Catalan forges of Spain and the s. of France, there is a very ingenious water

blowing machine in use called a Trompt; but it can only be advuntuireou-ly employ*]
where a fall of a few yards of water is available. A strong wooden cistern, to act a* a

reservoir for the water: wooden pipes (generally two in number), through which it

descends; and a wind-chest, to allow the air and water to separate, constitute the

tial parts of the apparatus. It is put in operation by lifting the wedge with a lever; this
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allows the water to rush down the pipe, and in doing so, it draws in air through sloping-
holes, called aspirators, at the throat of the pipe. A continuous current of "water and
air is thus supplied to the wind-chest, which is provided with an opening for the escape
of the water, while the air passes out in a regular stream by the nozzle-pipe. The
height from which the water falls determines the tetisfon of the blast: but the height
Bcloora exceeds 27 ft., which gives a pressure of from 1$ to 2 Ibs. to the sq. inch. It is

asserted that no other blowing-machine gives so equable a blast as the trompc, and it is

the least costly of any; but it has the serious defect of supplying air more or less saturated
with moisture. The theory of this singular machine has never been satisfactorily

explained, although one or two able philosophers, who have specially studied the mat-
ter, incline to the belief that much of the air is carried down the pipe by becoming
entangled in water. It is found that the separation of the air from the water is greatly
promoted by allowing the falling current to impinge on a narrow platform.

The fan, or fanners (q.v.), as it is sometimes called, is another machine of great value
for producing currents of air. It has long been in use as a wiunowing-machine for agri-
cultural purposes, and also for creating a blast to melt pig-iron in foundries. More
recently, it has been employed instead of bellows in smithies, on account of its greater
convenience and the steadier blast which it yields. A domestic bellows has even been
introduced on the fan principle. The fan is also much used in the ventilation of build-

ings, ships, and mines. For the last, it is now considered preferable to the plan of fur-

nace ventilation, especially where there are fiery seams of coal.

In its construction, the fan is like a wheel, having the arms tipped with vanes, instead
of being joined by a rim. It is placed inside a chest usually in an eccentric position
with openings on each side round the spindle for the admission of air. The motion Is

given by steam or other power; and as it revolves, the centrifugal action sucks in air at

the center, draws it towards the tips of the vanes, and these impel it forward through
the exit-pipe. Engineers differ as to the proportions which should be adopted for the

fan, and as to the extent of spiral which the fan-case should have. For foundries and
smithies where the pressure of the blast required is from 4 to 5 ozs. per square inch, the

following have been found to suit very "well in practice: the width of the vanes, as well
as their length, made one fourth of the diameter of the fan; the inlet openings in the
sides of the fan-chest, one half, and the degree of eccentricity, one tenth of this diameter.
There is a segmental slide by which the opening into the deliver}--pipe may be increased
or diminished. For such purposes, fans vary from 3 to 6 feet in diameter" and they are

entirely constructed of iron. Double fans have been introduced by Mr. Chaplin in Eng-
land, and by M. Perrigault in France. In these, two simple fans are so disposed on one

spindle that the blast produced by one passes in its compressed state through a tube to

the other, which largely augments the working pressure. In Platt and Sciiiele's silent

fan, the air enters by a central entrance at one side only, and is expelled from the case
at the opposite side. The vanes are a peculiar shape, and describe what the inventor

(Schiele) calls an anti-friction curve. It is said to be very efficient, and so also is another
form of noiseless fan by Mr. George Lloyd, London.

For the use of the fan in ventilation, see that head. In some cases, fans are of large
size; some also are of peculiar construction. Agricultural fans (see FAJTNERS) are not

usually placed in an eccentric position in their cases, and only some kinds of ventilating
fans are. One of the happiest applications of the fan has been to draw off and render
harmless the fine steel dust in the operation of needle-grinding.
A modified form of the fan, called a centrifugal disk, patented by Mr. Rammell, wae

successfully employed by the Pneumatic Dispatch Company for the transmission of the

mail-hags. An ingenious but simple ventilator is in use in the mines of the Harz for

supplying fresh air. It consists of two long cylindrical vessels, one of which is so much
smaller as, when inverted, to move up and aown inside the other. The outer one is

partly filled with water, and has a tube leading through the water down to the mine.
The inner inverted cask, which has a valve opening inwards, is lifted and then pressed
down, so forcing air through the tube.

The Messrs. Roots' blowing-machine is thus described: "A pair of horizontal shafts,

geared .together at both ends, traverse a case of the form of two semi-cylinders, separated

by a rectangle equal in depth to the diameter of the semi-cylinders, and in width to the

i-c between the centers of the shafts. . . . These shafts carry a pah- of solid

arms, each having a section somewhat resembling a figure of eight, the action of which,
as they n-volTe, takes the air in by an aperture at the bottom of the machine, and expels
it with considerable pressure, if required, at the top."

For the purposes of ventilation, and also for expelling accumulations of hot air, dust,

waste flyings, etc., in factories, a machine has been constructed by Mr. J. Howorth,
Farn worth, Bolton, called a rewiring Archimedean screw-rrntilntvr. It consists of an
Archimedean screw inclosed in a tube with proper means of lubrication. Its diameter
is 80 in., and it is made to be set in motion by steam or other power, but it is also fur-

nished with a hood, on the top of which there are curved vanes, which turn the screw

by the action of the wind. Immediately beneath these, there is another series of lateral

vanes for the escape of the hot air.

BLOW-PIPE, a small instrument used in the arts for soldering metals, and in analyt-
ic^ chemistry and mineralogy, for determining the nature of substances by the action
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of ;in intense and continuous heat, its principle depending on the fact, that when n jet
of air or oxygen is thrown into a flame, the rapidity of combustion is increased, while-

the effects are concentrated by diminishing the extent or space originally occupied by the
tlame.

The blow-pipe generally consists of a conical lube of metal, about 8 in. long, closed
at the wider or lower end. but open at the narrow or up|H-r end. which latter constitutes
the mouthpiece, and is turned over to admit of the lipsciosii:g perfectly round it. Near
tiie lower end. a small tube, titled with a finely perforated no/./le. is in-erted at right
angles to the large tube, the space below being intended a-- a chamber for condensing
the moisture of the breath. Through this no/./le. a tine current of air can be projected
agidnst the flame experimented with.

Wliena current of air from the blow-pipe is directed against a candle or gas-jet, the flame
almost entirely loses its luminosity, owing to the perfect combustion of the gases evolved
from the source of heat, and is projected in a lateral direction, as a long -pointed cone,

consisting of three distinct parts. The first or central cone is of a dark-blue color, ami
there the combustion is complete from the excess of air thrown in from the small no/./.le.

The second cone, or that immediately surrounding the tirst, is somewhr.t luminous; and
here the oxygen, being insullicient for the combustion of the carbon, any metallic oxide

subjected to the action of this portion of the flame is deprived of its oxygen, anil

reduced to the condition of metal: for this reason the luminous cone is generally termed
the m/'//- ',/;/ Jl,t in? of the blow-pipe. I'eyond the second cone, or where the flame

comes freely in contact with the atmosphere, and abundance of oxygen is present to

effect complete combustion of the gases, is a third, or pale yellow envelope, containing
exees< of atmospheric air at a very high temperature, so thai a portion of metid. such as

lead or copper, placvd at this point, becomes rapidly converted into its oxide: this outer

part of the flame is 0:1 this account called the nj-i<lizin<j Jlnt< of the blow-pipe.
Substances under examination before the blow-pipe are generally supported either on

wood-charcoal or platinum the latter in the condition of wire or foil. In applying the

blow-pipe test, tiie body to be examined is either healed alone, or along with some flux or

fusible substance; in some cases, for the purpose of ::ssNting in the reduction of metals

from their ores and other compounds; 'mothers, for tlr production of a transparent glaN-y
bead, in which different colors can be readily obs rved. When heated alone, a loop i.f

platinum wire, or a piece of charcoal, is general!} employed as a support; the former

when the color of the flame is to l>e regarded as the characteristic reaction, the hitler

when such effects as tiie oxidation or reduction cf metallic substances are to In-

observed.

The following are exemplifications of the difference of color communicated to the

flame by different substances: Salts of potash color, the flame rin'ft; soda. y<Ut><r; lithia,

pttrptith rl; bar\ ta. yrHoirixft (/rti'n; strontia. c<inniin ; lime, brick rl: compounds ol

phosphoric acid, boracicacid. and copper. .'// //. The commonly occurring metallic oxides

reducible by heating on charcoal alone in 'the inner flame of tiie blow-pipe are tiie oxides

of zinc, silver, lead', copper, bismuth, and antimony; the principal ores not so reducible

are the alkalies and alkaline earths, as aNo the oxides of iron, manganese, and chro-

mium. The fluxes ireneraliy used in blow-pipe experiments are either carbonate of soda,

borax (biborate of sodai. or the ammonia-phosphate of soda, otherwise called //,,>/..//,

*'f
(([.v.). The carbonate of soda, when heated on platinum-wire in the oxidizing

flame, form- with silica a r/'//-<V.vx r/fn**: with oxide of antimony, a nliit<- /</./. etc. The

following metals are reduced from their compounds when heated with carbonate of

they are exposed.
Borax, as a flux, is ireneraliy mixed wilh the substance under examination, and

placed on platinum wire.' When thus heated in either of the flames, ban ta. strontia.

lime, magnesia, alumina, and silica, yield i-!rlix* bfftfl*; cobalt gives a .A'//, Uue Culnr;

e,.pper, a green; etc. \\ith microcosmie salt, the results obtained are generally similar

id those with borax, and need not be -peciallv mentioned, a- the lesi is applied -in the

same way. The blow-pipe IMS been long used by goldsmiths and jewelers torsolderii

metals, and by da.-s blowers in fusing and sealing glass-tubes, etc.; it ha> aNo IK-CI

applied in qualitative analysis for many years, but more recently chemNts u-peeially

I'lattuer) have devoted their attention to' its u-e. and have even employed il with g

success in quanfitntin chemical analysis: the advantages being that only a very -mall

il'ianmy o! material is required to operate upon, whilst the results may be obtained will

great rapidity and eoiisiderable accuracy.

BLOW-PIPE AND ABROW. a kind of weapon much used by some of the Indian tr

of South America, both in war and for killing game. It consists of a long straight
tubv.

in which a small poisoned arrow is placed, and forcibly cxj>ellcd by the hi.

tube or blow-pipe called (jnir.it.'nni )>r<ih, etc.. is S by 12 ft. long, the 1 ore i
.-t -ener

allv large cnotiirh to admit the little tinker. It is made of reed or of the stem ol a smait.

i.aim "Near Para it is in general very ingeniously and nicely made of two stem. Ol a,

palm (iri.irtfo wti'icra, see IKIAKTKA) of different diameters, the one fitted into the other,

U. K. II.-43
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in order the better to secure its perfect Btraightneta. A sight is affixed to it near the
end. The arrows used in that district arc 13 to 18 in. long, made of the spines of another

palm, sharply pointed, notched so as to break off in the wound, and their points covered
Avith curnri (q.A-.) poison. A little soft down of the silk-cotton tree <,q.v.) is twisted
round each arrow, so as exactly to fit the tube. In Peru, arrows of only H to 3 in. long
are used, and a different kind" of poison seems to be employed. An accidental wound
from one of these poisoned arrows not unfrequently proves fatal. In the hand of a prac-
ticed Indian, the Mow-pipe and arrow is a very deadly weapon, and particularly Avhen
directed against birds sitting in the tops of high trees. As his weapon makes no noise,
the hunter often empties his quiver before he gathers up the game, and does more execu-
tion than an English sportsman could Avith his double-barreled fowling-piece.

BLUBBER. See CETACEA, WHALE, and WIIALE-FISHEUY.

BLTJCHER, GEBHARD LEBERECHT A'ox, prince of Wahlstadt, field marshal of Prussia,
was b. at Rostock, in Mecklenburg-SeliAvcrin, West Germany, 16th Dec., 1742. At the
commencement of the seven years' war, he joined a regiment of Swedish hussars, and in

his first action was taken prisoner by the Prussian hussars, Avhose col. persuaded him
to exchange out of the service of Sweden into that of Prussia, and gave him a lieuten-

ancy. A lieut.. Jiigersfeld, having been promoted OA-er B.'s head, he immediately
wrote to Frederick the Great as folloAvs:

" Von JHgersi'eld, Avho has no merit except
that of being son of the Markgraf of Schwedt, has been put over my head: I beg to

request my discharge." The result was, that B. Avas put under arrest, and after repeated
applications for discharge, he received from Frederick the curt intimation: "

('apt.
BlQcher is at liberty to go to the devil!" B. went instead to his estate at Grossraddow, in

Pomerania, and devoted himself to farming; but he soon tired of a bucolic life. In

1793, having returned to the arm}-, he fought, as col. of hussars, against the French on
the Rhine, evincing great genius as a leader of cavalry. The breaking out of the war of

1S06 led him, as lieut.gen., to the battle of Auerstadt". B., with the greater part of the

cavalry, occupied the left flank of the prince of llohenlohc in the retreat of Pomerania.
He is accused, on this occasion, of not giving the prince clue support, and thus leading
to the capitulation at Prenzlau. B. himself then marched into the territory of the free

town of Liibcck, and hastily fortified the city; but the French took it by storm, and B.

Avas forced to surrender at Ratko\v, near Liibeck, whither he had escaped with a few

troops. A fortnight after, he Avas exchanged for the French gen., Victor; and imme-

diately on his arrival in Komgsburg, was sent, at the head of a corps, by sea, to Swedi-h
Pomerania, to assist in the defense of Stralsund. After the peace of Tilsit, he was

employed in the war-department in Konigsburg and Berlin, and subsequently became
commander in Pomerania. At a laterperiod, he Avas pensioned, along with several other
men of note, at the instance, it is said, of Napoleon, lie was one of the few to combat the

general
belief in the invincibility of Napoleon, which had groAvn into a sort of fatalism in

igh places. In common with Stein and Hardenberg, he labored to remoA-e all Aveak and

unpatriotic counselors from the person of the king. When all the leaders of the army
lost courage, his constancy revived confidence, and made him the center of all hope for

the future. When the Prussians at last rose in opposition to France. 15. AVUS appointed
to the chief command of the Prussians and of gen. Winzingerode's Russian corps At
the battles of Lutzeu, Bautzen, and Haynau, he displayed heroic courage. At the I\at/-

bach, he defeated marshal Macdonald, and cleared Silesia of the enemy. In vain did

Napoleon himself attempt to stop the "
old captain of hussars," as he called him, in his

victorious career. In the battle of Leipsic he won great advantage over marshal Mar-
niont at Mockerti, IGth Oct., 1813, and on the same day pressed on to the suburbs of

Leipsic.
' On the 18th, in conjunction Avith the crown-prince of Sweden, he had a

great share in the defeat of the French, and on the 19th his troops were the first to enter

Leipsic. B., in opposition to the policy in Austria, continually pressed the taking of

Paris as the real aim of the war. On the 1st of Jan., 1814, he crossed the Rhine, garri-
soned Nancy on the 17th of the same month, and after winning the battle of La Roihiere,

pressed forward to Paris; but his scattered corps Avere routed by Napo'eon. and he

fought his way back to Chalons Avith great loss. On the !>th .Mar., however, he defeated

Napoleon at Laon; and at the end of the month, after being joined by Sch war/.en berg
and his corps, he again advanced towards Paris. The day at Montmartre crowned the

brilliant deeds of this campaign, and, on the 31st Mar., B. entered the French capital.
Fml-rick William III. created him prince of Wahlstadt, in remembrance of the victory

Kat/.bach, and gave him an estate in Silesia. It) England, whither he followed

lied sovereigns, he was received Avith an enthusiasm never before excited by a Ger-

nmn. The university of Oxford conferred on him the decree of doctor of laws. After

^^Hfleon's return in 1815, B. once more assumed the general command, and promptly
J.
4i|4f army into the Netherlands. On the 16th June. INLY he lost the battle of Ligny.

in Wiidi he was personally in great danger, from his horse falling on him. The victory
of rtie allies at the battle of Waterloo was completed by B.'s timely appearance on the

field. B. ordered his Prussians to pursue the flying enemy, which they did the Avliole

night. Declining the offered truce. B. marched' again against Paris, and on the second

taking of that city manifested a strong desire to retaliate on Paris the spoliation that

other capitals had suffered at the hands of the French; but he was held in check by th
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duke of Wellington. In order to reward B.'s services to Prussia and the eommon cause,
Frederick William III. created a new order, the badge of which consisted of an iron
cross surrounded by golden rays. ()u the 26th A inc., 1819, a colossal bronze Matin- was
erected in his honor in his native town. B. died 12th Sept., 1SHI, after a short illness,
at his estate of Krieblowit/., in Silesia. In Benin, a Maine twelve feet liiirh. modeled
by Ranch, and cast in bronze byLequine and Reisinger, was erected to hfs memory, IMh
June, 1826, and at Bresku another, also executed by Ranch, in 1*27. In the beginning
ot the campaign of 1813, his characteristic activity' and the si vie of his attacks gairfedhim the nickname of " Marshal Forward" from the Russians; it soon became his title of
honor throughout Germany. His tactics were always much the same: to attack the
enemy impetuously, then to retreat when the resistance offered wa> too ureat for hie

troops to overcome; to form again at a little distance, and watch narrowly the move-
ments of the enemy, and whenever an advantage offered itself, to charirc with lightning
speed, and throw him into disorder, make a few hundred prisoners, ami retire ere the

opposing force had recovered from its surprise. Such were bis usual maneuvers. B.,
as a man andasa soldier, wasroughaud uncultivated, but energetic, open, and decided in
character. His ardent enthusiasm for the liberation of Prussia ai:d Germany from a

foreign yoke, and his uncompromising pursuit of this noble aim, have
justly rendered

liim a hero in the eyes of the German people. The old red uniform, and the" old name
of " BHicher's Hussars," were restored to the 5th regiment of hussars by Frederick Wil-
liam IV., on occasion of the centenary celebration of B.'s birthday.

BLUE, a color of which there are several varieties used in the arts, noted below. Pee
also COLOR. Blue, or, as it is sometimes termed, tru< l>hn\ was the favorite color of the
Scottish Covenanters in the 17th century. When their army entered Aberdeen
Spalding, there were few of them without a blue ribbon; this color being probably
adopted in contradistinction to the red of the royal fences. At the balth- of Bothwell

bridge, the flag of the covenanting army was edged with blue. From these usages. bHie
seems to have become the partisan color of the, whigs, but commonly in association with

orange or yeliow, in memory of the house of Orange and the revolution settlement. This
combination of blue and yellow is seen in the liveries of certain whig families of distinc-

tion, and also in the cover of the fclinhtir</Ii J!< ri< <r. Blue is the color of the uniform of
the royal navy of England; it is of a dark tint, and is known as imri/ blue.

AZITKE .BLUE is a pigment prepared by mixing 2 parts of deep blue, 1 of oxide of

zinc, and 4 of lead glass; the latter consisting of 4 parts of minium and 1 of sand.
The above azure blue is for skies, but a pigment for more general use is prepared from
11 fused boraz and 67 gray flux: the latter being itself made from SO pebble flux, 75

minium, and 25 sand. BEIILIN BLUE. See PKVSSIAX BI.VE. BIUNSWICK BI.VE, or
c*Uxti<'~ . is made by precipitating the alumina from a solution of alum by carbonate of

soda cashing the precipitate, and adding sulphate of baryta, sulphate of iron, yellow
prussiate of potash, and some bichromate of potash. When dried, this mixture is known
as Brunswick blue, but when the sulphate of baryta is left out, and the material not

dried. <, is called <}<</><]> ll>n :

. OEHVI.EAX BI.VE is a color used in pottery, and consist-- of

7t) parts of gray flux. 7 carbonale of cobalt, 14 hydrated carbonate. BI.VK COI.OK OF
FL.OWEHS, or antftaeyan, may be obtained from those petals of flowers which are blue by
digesting them in spirits of wine in the dark. The color is soluble in alcohol, but is

precipitated from its alcoholic solution by water. It is changed to red by acids, and to

green bv alkalies. BLUE COPFEUAS, or the sulphate of copper. See ( OPI-EH. BLVK
DYES. 'See INDIGO, LITMVS, I'urssiAX BI.VE, and DYEIXO. IRON EARTH BI.VE occurs

native amongst bog iron ore and in mossy districts in Europe find New Zealand. It

mainly consists of a phosphate of iron witn a little alumina, silica, and water. It is

called' native rr<i*xi<nt WHC. INDIGO BLUE, in pottery-ware, consists of 13 parts of car-

bonate of cobalt. 20 hydrated carbonate of zinc, and 61 gray flux. COBALT Hi VE is the

only really good and serviceable blue in the coloring of gia-^ and porcelain, and is <

tially the "oxide of cobalt (CoO), the coloring part of which is so great, that Hie addition

of -

{^ part to white glass is sufficient to render it blue. Several of the compounds
named above owe their blue color to this substance. See (Or,ALT. DF.F.P BLUE is

employed in porcelain coloring, and is made from 1 part of oxide of cobalt. 4 gi; ;

lead (2 minium, 1 white sand). 1 lead glass (2 minium, 1 sand, 1 calcined borax), and

1 oxide of /.inc. all of which are placed together in a porcelain crucible, fused for 2 or 3

hours; the residue washed, dried, and ground to a line powder. KINO'S BI.VK i- made

from 2! parts carbonate of cobalt. 29 sand, and 42 carbonate of potash, by fusing these

ingredients in a crucible. The residue is intense deep blue, bordering on a black blue,

ami is c:enerally reduced to powder, and re-fused with about half its weignt of pebble

flux (3 minium or litharge, and 1 sand). MINERAL Bi.vt and PAKI> Bi.i K. See

PRUSSIAN \}\.\ K.

PRUSSIAN- BLVE is the deep blue color which is so frequently seen on cotton, muslin,

and woolen handkerchiefs and dresses. It was discovered in the year 1710 by Diesbftch,

a color-maker in Berlin, and hence called Ii-!i>, llnf. The mode of its manufac -tui.
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or more body, some alum and carbonate of potash are added to the prussiate solution

before mixing with the iron solution. 2. By mixing solutions of yellow prussiate of

potash and perchloride of iron, which yields the variety known as'W/v'x blue. 3. By
adding a solution of the red prussiate of potash (t'erroeyanide of potassium) to a solution

of sulphate of iron, and this mode of preparation gives Turiibitli'x blue. The Prussia:!

blue settles to the boltom of the mixing vessels, and may be collected and dried by expo-
Mire to the air, when it is obtained as a blue powder. It' heat be applied during the dry
ing, the material cakes, and when cut, exhibits a lustre and hue like copper. When
alum has l>een used in its manufacture, the product has a dull earthy fracture. The

composition of Prussian blue is that of a ferrocyanide of iron. See CYANOGEN. It is

employed by washerwomen, under the name of blue, for neutralizing the yellow tint of.

cotton and linen clothes; by paper-makers, to color paper; and is very largely employed!
as a pigment in Calico-printing (q.v.) and Dyeing (q.v.). Mineral blue is formed whe; i

the Prussian blue is precipitated along with a .solution of zinc or magnesia, or moist car-

bonates of zinc or magnesia are added during the precipitation of the color. In the for-

mation of royal blue, a solution of tin is added, and *teain blue is produced on the addi-

tion of solutions of tartaric acid and yellow prussiate of potash. The impurities liable

to be present in Prussian blue are starch, chalk, and1

stucco, either of which necessarily
decreases the intensity of the blue color, and the utility of the substance.

SAXONY BLUK is prepared by dissolving indigo (q.v.) in Nordhausen sulphuric acid,

and was first manufactured in Saxony in the year 1810, by taking the very finely pow-
dered hidigo and incorporating it with the acid cautiously heated, when the indigo dis-

solves, and yields a blue color of great depth of tint. It is largely used in dyeing (q v.).

OLD SKVI'SKS BLUK is a cobalt blue used in pottery, and is made up of 19 parts oxide
of cobalt, 39 dry carbonate of soda, 3 dry borax, and <J9 sand. THKNAHD'S BLUK is the

blue formed by heating alum with a solution of cobalt, or it may be formed by igniting a
mixture of phosphate or arseniat of cobalt with eight times its weight of alumina in tho

hydrated state procured by precipitation. from alum by ammonia. Used in pottery.

TuuqroisK BLUE is composed of 3 of oxide of cobalt, 4 of alumina, and 1 oxide of /inc.

It is manufactured by dissolving the oxides of zinc and cobalt in dilute sulphuric
acid, adding the liquid 'to a solution of 40 parts of ammonia alum, drying up and igniting
at a red heat for several hours. The addition of a little chro.nate of mercury gives it a

geeen shade. VAKIKGATKO BLUK is used for coloring potcelain, and is formed 1 v

fusing 10 oxide of cobalt, 9 oxide of zinc, 5 lead glass (2 minium, 1 sand, aud 1 calcined

bones), and 25 glass of lead (2" minium and 1 sand).
BLUE STONE, or BLUK VITRIOL, is sulphate of copper. See Con-Kit.

BLUEBEARD, the name given to the hero of a well-known tale of fiction, which is of

French origin. According to this romance, the chevalier Raoul has a blue beard, from
which he gels his designation. This personage tests his wife's curiosity by intrusting
her, during his absence? on a journey, with the key of a chamber, which she is forbidden
to enter. She is unable to stand the test, and he puts her to dcatii. Several wives share
I he same fate, but at length the seventh is rescued at the last moment by her brothers,
and B. is slain. The tale appears in innumerable collections, under various forms.

Tieck, in his P!i<ii<t<txnx, has worked up this material into a clever drama, with
numerous romantic and satirical additions, and Gretry has made use of it in his opera
>f Ru.oul.

The historic original of chevalier Raoul would appear to be one Giles de Laval, lord
of Rai/. who was made marshal of France in 1429, and fought valiantly in defense of

his country when invaded by the English; but his cruelty and wickedness seem 1

have eclipsed even his bravery, as he is remembered chiefly for his crimes, which
credulous tradition has painted in the blackest and most fearful colors, lie is said to

have taken a pleasure, among other atrocities, in corrupting young persons of both

sexes, and afterwards in murdering them for the sake of their blood, which he used
in liis diabolical incantations. Out of this fact, in itself probably half mythical, tho
main feature of the tale of B. has probably grown. Laval was burnt alive in a field

near Nantes, in 1440, on account of some state crime against the duke of Brittany.

BLUE-BELL. See HYACINTH.

BLUE BIRD, BLUK WAU'BI.ER, BLUR RKD'HREAST, or BLUK RO'RIN (*>ilr!a x'<t'i'.,

or. according to the most recent ornithological systems, n-i/tlnirtt or xfn 'in HV'.w///,- see

SYLVIA D/K), an American bird, which, from the confidence and familiarity it displays
i;i approaching the habitations of men. and from its general manners, is much the
-ame sort of favorite with all das "

i of people in the Cniled States that the redbreast
is in Britain. Except in the southern states, it is chictly known as a summer bird of

passage, appearing early, however, as a harbinger of spring, and visiting again
"
ihe box

in the garden, or the hole in the old apple-tree, the cradle of some generations of ances
tors." Few American fanners fail to provide a box for the B. B.'s nest. In size. the
B B. rather exceeds the redbreast, which, however, it much resembles in general appear-
ance. Its food is also similar The upper parNof the B. B. are of a rich sky-blue color,
the throat and breast are reddish chestnut, and the belly white The female is duller
in colors than the male. The B B lays five or six pale blue eggs, and has two or three
broods in the -eason. il> son- is "a soft agreeable warble.' The male is icnmrka-
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bly attentive to his mate, and both exhibit extraordinary courage? in drivin"- away
intruders from the vicinity of their nest. A he:), with her brood, has been seen to lie".-

from the attacks of an enraged and pu-nae-ious bine bird. The: B. 15. is known a* an
inhabitant of the Bermudas, Mexico, the We-t Indies, Guiana, and Bra/il. In tin-
western and in the more northern parts of North America, its phiev is taken bv nearlv
allied and very similar species.

BLTJE-BOOZS, the name popularly applied to the reports and other papers printed by
parliament, because they t.re usually covered with blue paper. The term was. for like

as, long applied to the reports sent annually by the governors of colonies to tin-
colonial secretary; and even in technical pfflcial phraseology. these an- called "blue-
books." The practice of printing, and to some e'xtent pubmhiug. the proceed^
the house of commons, began in the year 1GH1, when disputes ran hiirh on the que

:sti<.n
e f excluding the duke e>f York from the succe-ssion to the throne. The ]>roe -ceding* on

against the Lrravity
assembly, and is a sort of appeal to the people." He was answered by -Mr. liosrawcn:
"If you had been a privy cemne-il, then it were fit what you do should be kept secret,
but your journal-books are; open, and copies of Jrour votes in every coffee-house, and if

you print them not, half votes will be distributed to your prejudice. This primim; i-

like plain Englishmen, who are not ashamed of what t'hey do, and the people you repre-
sent will have a full account e>f what you do." Col. Mildmay said: "If our ae-tions
be nought, let the world judge of them; if they be good. let. them have their virtue:. It
i> fit thatall Christendom should have notice of what you do, and posterity of what you
havedone and I hope they will do as yem do, therefore 1 am for printing the votes."
The motion was carrie-d. 'See Furl, llixl. \\. l:)()7; J\<n,,<f, iii. :{H5. The docume-nN
printed by the house of commonsaccumulated gradually in bulk and variety, until thev
reached the-ir present extent. In 1 Soft, the house adopted the practice of selling thei'r

papers at a cheap rate. A curious legal and constitutional que-stion immediately aro-e-

oit of this practice, ft publisher havitg taken proceedings for libe-1 against the officers
concerneel in circulating the papers, because it was state-el in a report concerning prisons
that Ihe prisoners read indecent books printed by. him. The chief contents of these

papers at present are the votes and proceedings of the house; the bills re-ad in their sev-

eral stages; the e-stimates for the public services of e-ae-h year; the accounts of the expen-
diture of the moneys voted in the previous year; any correspondence or other documents
which the ministry may voluntarily, or at the demand of the house produce, as e-on-

nectcd with a question under eliscussion; re-ports of committee's e>f inquiry appointed by
the house; repeats of cemnnissions of inquiry appointed by the- crown; and annual

reports by the permanent commissions and othe-r departments of the government, .-tating
their proceedings during the year. The blue-books of a session, whene-ollee-tcd and bound
up, ne>\v often till 50 or 60 thick folio volumes. Nothing can seem more hopelessly
chaotic than those of a few sessions huddled toge'tlu-r unarrauged. It <lese-r\vs to be

known, however, that they are all printed according to a peculiar sequence, which
enables the whole papers of a s;-ssie)n te> \w bound up in such an orde-r that any paper
can be found by consulting an ample ineh'X in the last volume. In any library where
the blue-books are preserved and properly bounel up. the most triilini_r paper of any ses-

sion may thus be founel withe-a>e:and it need harelly be saiel that with much that is use-

less or unimportant, there is an enormous mass of valuable matter hidden in the blue-

books.
There is no doubt, however, that although the means a^e thus provideel for finding

what the blue-books contain, their contents are hetere>geneous, and to a great extent cum-
bersome and valueless. They are not prepared on any uniform system, or subjected to gen-
eral revision, e>r what may be- called editing. Each' ollie-er prepares his own report in his

own way. sometimes lauding his ow n services, or arguing in favor of his own peculiar prin-

ciple's on some public question, so that it has ln?en remarked that the B. contain a large
numbe-r of article-s like those in the periodical press, but too cumbersome 1 and dull to

get admission there. It has bee-n matte-r of complaint that the public are burdened with

the expense of wide-ly distributing such documents. It is stated in a treasury minute.

circulateel amon^r the government elepartments in May, 1858, with the view of in some
measure1

rcme-elying the abuse-.
"

thai the e-ost eif printing the re-port of the commis-siun-

c-rs appoiute'd to inquire into the- endt>we:l se-hools e>f Ire-land, and the- three volumes of

evide-nee and appendices (including the cost of the paper), was 3200, and tliat the

weight of the pape-r use-el in printing them was about 34 tons."

BLUE-BOTTLE FLY. See FLESH-FLY.

BLUE CARDINAL. See LOBELIA.

BL'JE-COAT SCHOOL, the name ordinarily civen to Christ's hospital, London, in which
the boys wear bine coats or gowns, according to an old costume. See CHRIST'S Hos-
VITAI.
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BLUE EARTH, a oo. in s. Minnesota along the Minnesota river, reached or inter-

sected by the Winrma and St. Peter, Hie St. Paul and Sioux City, and the Minnesota
and Northwestern railroads; 7oOsq.ni. ; pop. '80, 21,197. The main business is agricul-
ture. Co. seat, Mankato.

BLUE-EYE, Entomyza cyanotis, a beautiful little bird, abundant and very generally
dispersed in New South Wales, although not found in the more southern Australian
colonies. It is a species of honey-eater (q.v.) or honey-sucker, and is sometimes called

the blue-cheeked honey -eater. The B. seeks its food almost exclusively among the blos-

soms and small leafy branches of tucalypti. Its food consists partly of insects and partly
of honey; perhaps also of berries. It is a bold and spirited bird, of most elegant and

graceful movements. Numbers are often seen together, clinging and hanging in every
variety of position, frequently at tlie extreme ends of the small thickly flowered

branches, bending them down with their weight.

BLUEFIELDS, a river of the Mosquito territory, in Central America, which, after a

course of several hundred in. t3 the e.. enters the Caribbean sea in lat. 12" n.. and long.
83" west. Its lower stream is navigable to a distance of 80 m. from the sea. At its

mouth is a good harbor, above which stands a town of the same name, formerly the

residence of the king of the Mosquito territory (q.v.).

BLUEFISH, TemivHloii snltator, a fish of the family gcombfridfp. of a genus having no
detached finlets, no isolated dorsal spines, and no lateral armature of the tail, two dor-

sal tins, the first of which is small, and two deeply-hidden spines in front of the anal tin.

The only known species is a native of the east coast botli of North and Smith America.
The upper parts are of a bluish color, the lower parts whitish, a large blaek spot at the

base of the pectoral fins. The mouth is crowded with teeth, the jaws are furnished \\ ith

large ones. The B. preys on other fishes, as the weak-fish, menhaden, and mackerel,
the shoals of which it pursues. It is very swift, strong, and voracious. It SOUK limes
attains a length of 3 ft., and a weight of 14 Ibs. It is much esteemed for the table, and

great numbers are brought to market in New York, Philadelphia, and other towns about
the end of summer. It is often caught by trolling, as it bites readily at any object drawn
swiftly through the water. It frequently ascends rivers even to fresh water.

BLUE-GOWNS, the name commonly given to a class of privileged mendicants in Scot-

land. The proper designation of these paupers was the king's bede.-men or beadsmen.
In ancient times, a beadsman was a person employed to pray for another. See HEAP.
From practices of this kind, there sprang up a custom in Scotland of appointing heads-

men with a small royal bounty, who ultimately degenerated into a class of authorized
mendicants. Each of the beadsmen on hi.s majesty's birthday received a gown <,r cloak

of blue cloth, with a loaf of bread, a bottle of ale. and a leathern purse containing a

penny for every year of the king's lit'e. Every birthday, another beadsman was added
to the- number, as a penny was added to each man's purse. The most important part
of the privilege was a large pewter badge, attached to the breast of the gown, which,
besides the name of the bearer, had the "inscription, pax* and rvpdM. This interred the

privilege of begging, and bespoke the kindly consideration of all to whom the heads-

man appealed for an alms or a night's lodging. The fictitious character of Edie Ochil-

tree, in Sir Walter Scott's tale of the Antiquary, is a fair sample of this ancient and pic-

turesque fraternity. The practice of appointing beadsmen was discontinued in IS!:!. at

which time there were sixty on the roll. The whole have since died out. The last

beadsman drew from the exchequer in Edinburgh his last allowance in May, 1863.

BLUE GRASS, or JTOE GRASS, Ron prntcn*f*, a species common in this country and

Europe, attaining its highest perfection in Kentucky, where a large region in the middle
of the state is called the

"
blue-grass country," and is noted for its excellent cattle.

BLUEING OF METALS. See TEMPERING METALS, ante.

BLUE LAWS, a name given to certain enactments supposed to have been made by
the New Haven colony, in Connecticut, in the early days of the settlement. These
"laws" never existed; but as usual in the Puritan days the personal conduct of citizens

was often subject to judicial supervision and animadversion, and Sabbath-breaking \\.-is

especially odious to the magistracy. Currency was given to the idea of a code of severe

and ridiculous enactments culled the blue laws by the notorious tory minister, the llcv.

Samuel A. Peters, who had charge of the English churches in Hartford and Hebron,
but who was compelled by the revolution to My to England. There, in 17M. lie pub .

li.-hed his Cut-nil History f Count rtit'uf. a work whose exaggerations and spite makr it

almost a curiosity. Many years ago a small book containing these su].| o.-ed laws.

which were really'extracts* from Peters' history, was published, and is even now referred

to as authority by some who have not investigated the subject.

BLl'E LICK SPRINGS, a village in Nichola- co.. Ky., on Licking river, 40 m. n.o

of Frankfort, noted for mineral waters, which are sent in liottles to many parts of 1h

country. They contain lime, magn'-Ma. soda carbonic acid, sulphuretcd hydrogen,
sulphates, a/id muriates.

BLUE-MANTLE, the title of an English pursuivant-at-aruis. See PUKSUIVAXT.
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BLUE MONDAY, so-called from a custom in Enropo in the 16th c of decorating
churches in blue colors on the Monday preceding Lent, \vhcu the people had a li<

but the excesses committed h-rl to the legal al.olition of the custom. In tin- I nited
States women in some of the rural districts called every Monday by the name, us it is

the general day for doing the hard laundry work of the week. In the city any Monday
may be blue to workmen who on the day before spend their weekly Wlge Unwisely.

BLUE MOUNTAINS, the name of two mountain chains, the one in New South Wale-;,
the other in Jamaica. 1. The B. M. of New .South Wales run very nearly parallel \vi::i

the coast, and being impassable by nature, long threatened to cut "oil the' maritime part
of the colony from the interior. To cross this apparently insurmountable barrier w::s

the grand aim of the colony during the lirst ~4 years of its existence, surgeon J; ;i
..

discoverer of the strait that bears his name, standing pre-eminent among the adven-
turous and patient explorers. It was net till l.Slil that u practicable jias.-a^e v,;^ found,
or rather made, for it terminated towards the w. in a zigzag road down a nearly perpen-
dicular height of C70 ft. ; but it was not before 2.~>th April, 1815, that gov. Maequarie.
with a numerous retinue, actually ojicncd a route into the Bathur.-t. plains, then yielding
the richest pasturage in the colony, and uo\v forming its gold-lield. The highest point
of the B. M., Mt. Leemarang. is 4100 ft. high, and some parts of the road wiiieh i :

them are about 340U ft. above the sea. A line of railway crosses the B. M., in the con-

struction of which great engineering dilliculties have been overcome, part of it i

carried along the face of a precipitous mountain. 2. The still loftier ran ire of the

name in Jamaica traverses the whole length of the island, and iu some places attains an
altitude of 7000 feet.

BLUE PETEll, a blue flag with a white square in the center, used to signify that

the ship on which it is raised, or tiie fleet of which that is the flairship, is about to sail.
" Peter" is a barbarism for the French purtir, a notice of departure.

BLUE PILL, P'l'ihi hydra rrjyri, is the most simple form in \\hich mercury can be

administered internally. It consists merely of tiro parts of mercury rubbed up with
three parts of conserve of roses, till globules of mercury ca:i no longer be detected; to

this is added powdered licorice-root, \o that a pill of five grains contains one grain of

mercury,
In cuscs of torpid condition of the liver or inflammation of that organ, B. P. is

much u-ed as a purgative, either alone or combined with some other drug, such as rhu-

barb. When it is given with the view of bringing the system under the influence of

mercury (salivation, q.v.). small doses of opium should be added to counteract itspnrga
live tendency, and the slate of the gums watched carefully from day to day, so that tin;

tii>t symptoms of salivation may be noticed, and the medicine omitted. As a purgative,
the common dose of B. P. is oiie or two pills of live grains each, followed by a purga-
tive draught. When the system is to be saturated with it. or salivated, one piii n

given morning and cvcninu;, or one every night combined with i of a grain of opium.

repeated till the gums become sore. But' the sensibility to the action of mercury varies

with the individual; some may lake larire quantities before it exhibits its physiological

symptoms, and on the other hand, three blue pills, one taken on three successive nights,

have hrousrht on a fatal salivation. When taking blue pills, all sudden changes of

perature should be avoided; and, indeed, though they are found in every do:;

medicine-chest, neither they nor any other form of mercury should be given without

good cause ami without the greatest caution.

BLUE RIDGE, the most easterly range of the Alleghanies, in the United States. It

forms an almost continuous chain from West Point in New York down to the n. of Ala

bama. through New Jersey. Pennsylvania, Virginia, the Carolina-

divides Virginia into eastern and western. Mt. Mitchell, in North Carolina, the loftiest

point of the I',. H., is (5470 ft. above the sea; while the Otter peaks in Virginia, next iu

elevation, have an altitude of 4'200 feet.

BLUK RIVER, in e. Indiana, runnins: s.w. and forming the e. fork of White river

It affords abundant water-power to Newca.-tle, Shelby ville, and other manufacturing

villages.

BLUE RIVER, or B.\nn-Ei.-Azn.\K. Sec NILE, nntr.

BLUE STOCKING, a name given to learned and literary ladies, who display their

acquirements in a vain and pedantic manner, to the neglect of womanly diitioati* -

The name is derived from a literary societ v formed in London about the year 17so. which

included both men and women. A gentleman of the name of Stillingthct, who v

the habit of wearing blue stockings. w:i> a distinguMicd member of this society; hence

the name, which has been adopted both in Germany and France.

BLUETHROAT, or BU'KHKKAST. also called bluclbroated warbl r and liluethroatri

robin ii>/i>i-i,i>-iir<i Kinrir,i. > SYLMAI-.K*. a bear.tiful bird, a very little

larger than a redbreast, and much resemblinir it, hut having the throat and upjx-r part

of The neck of a brilliant sky-blue, with a spot in the center, which in some specim.-n- i

pure white and in very old" males is nd. Below the bine color is black bar. then a

line <f white, and airai'n a broad band of briirht chestnut. The B. is well known as a

summer bird of passage in manv parts of Europe, from the Mediterranean sea to the
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Arctic ocean, but is very rare in Eritain, only a few instances of its occurrence having
been recorded. It is supposed t<> spend the winter in Africa Great nu inborn are caught
for the table in Lorraine and Alsace. The bird is one of those known by the names of
/

<;,"" <q- v ) ai)d l*'c<'<tjit'<> (q.v.), and esteemed a delicacy It i.s a bird of very sweet song.
It imitates, to an unusual degree, the notes ol" other birds, so that the Laplanders give it

a name which signifies a bird of u hundred tongues.

BLUE VITRIOL. See COPPEU, imtc.

BLTTEWTNG, according to some naturalists, a genus of anatida, which has been named
cyanopterux (by a sort of Greek translation of the English name), but more generally

regarded as u mere section or subsection of the restricted but still largo genus n mi*. See

PLCK. The tail-feathers are only 14 in number, instead of 10, as in "the common duck.
teal. etc. ;

but the character from which the name is derived is, after all, that which

chietly distinguishes the bluewings, and never fails to arrest attention. The best known
species, the common or lunate B. (aunx or ci/niff/ifcr'ty difcors), is generally called the

blue-winged teal in the United States of America, where it is very abundant. Vast num-
bers spend the winter in the extensive marshes near the mouths of the Mississippi, to

which they congregate both from the north and from the coast regions of the east ; but the

summer migrations of the species extend as far u. as the 57th parallel, and it is plentiful
on the Saskatchewan in the breeding season. It breeds, however, also in the marshes of

the south, even in Texas; and is common in Jamaica,where it
; s supposed to lie not a mere

biid of passage, but a permanent resident. None of the duck tribe is in higher esteem
fur the table, and it has therefore been suggested that the B is particularly worthy of

domestication, of which it seems to be very easily susceptible. In si/.e it is rather larger
than the common teal; in the summer plumage of the male, the upper part of the head
is black, the other parts of the head are of a deep purplish blue, except a half-moou

shaped patch of pure white before each eye; the prevalent color of the rest of the plum-
age on the upper parts is brown mixed and glossed with green, except that the wing;
exhibit various shades of blue, the lesser wing-coverts being of a rich ultramarine blue,

with an almost metallic luster; the lower parts are reddish orange spotted with black;
the tail is brown, its feathers short and pointed. The B. is a bird of extremely rapid
and well-sustained flight. The Hocks of the B. are sometimes so numerous and so closely
crowded together on the muddy marshes near New Orleans, that Audubou mentions hav-

ing seen 84 killed by the simultaneous discharge of the two barrels of a double barreled

gun. There are other species of B., also American; but this alone seems to visit the

more northern regions.

BLUM, ROBERT, was horn in very humble circumstances at Cologne, 10th Nov., 1807.

After a brief military service in 1830, he became scene-shifter, afterwards secretary and
treasurer, to Riugeihardt, director of a theater at Cologne, and subsequently at Leipsic,
in which situation he remained, devoting his leisure time to literature and politics until

1847, when he established himself as bookseller and publisher. In 1840, he founded at

Leipsic the fjc/tiUers-Verein, i.e., Schiller's society, which celebrated the poet's anniver-

sary, as a festival in honor of political liberty, In 1843, he acquired, in connection with
the German Catholic movement and the political outbreaks in Leipsic, great reputation
as a popular orator; and in 1848, was elected vice-president of the provisional parliament
at Frankfort, and .as such he ruled that turbulent assembly by presence- of mind and a
stentorian voice. In the national assembly he became leader of the left; and was one of
the bearers of a congratulatory address from the left to the people of Vienna, when th--y
rose in October. At Vienna he joined the insurgents, was arrested.and shot on the 9th Nov.
B. was a man of strong character, of great natural intelligence, and a speaker of stirring

eloquence. For heading a party, he possessed cleverness and ambition enough, but he
had not that passion and fanaticism which scorns to consider the consequences likely to

flow from unbridled popular license. The news of his execution caused an indignant
outcry among the democrats in Germany, who. In-sidcs instituting commemorations for
the dead, made an ample subscription for his widow and children.

BLUMENBACH, JOHAXN FKIEDUICH, a very eminent naturalist, was b. at Ootha. llth

May, 1752. He studied at Jena and Gottingen, in the latter of which universities he
Ix-eame extraordinary professor in 1770, and ordi nary professor in 1778. Here he lec-

tured for fifty years on natural history, comparative anatomy, physiology, and the his-

tory of medicine. In 178."). consequently In-fore Cuvier, he nude natural history depend-
ent on comparative anatomy, llis tfomutl 0f Cfompamtivf. Anatomyand Phpinoloffy h&B
been translated into almost all the principal languages of Europe. The natural history
of man was always his favorite studv; and his Uofoetio Cninlornm THrfi-mrnm Qtntium,
commenced in 17JH and completed fn 1808, gave to the learned world the result of his

obs-rvations on the skulls of different races, of which he had an extensive collection
t- ETHNOLOGY). He published many other works on natural history, all of which
were favorably received; for. both as a writer and a lecturer, he w.is eminently sucn--
fill. Hi- .\f'i in/it/ nf .\,itiinil HixtiTi/. indeed. ha< ironc through 1'J editions. "Towards
the end of the 18th c., he visited England, where he met with a distinguished reception
from the most famous naturalists. On tin; 19th Sept., IS'*"*, his friends celebrated the

jubilee of his doctorate, presented him on the occasion with a medal struck on purpose.
and founded an exhibition in his name, the proceeds of which were to a--ist young
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physicians and naturalists in the prosecution of their researches by travel In 18:i~>, the

increasing intinnitius of age compelled him to resign his academical functions. !!

died on the 22d Jan., 1840.

BLUNDERBUSS is a kind of short musket will) a very wide bore, sufficient to take in

several shot or bullets at once. It lias a limiicd range, hut is very destructive at clo-e

quarters. As a military weapon, it is chiefly of x-rvice in defen'diiig pa ages, door-

ways, staircases, etc. Some of the English and German troopers in the 17th c. wen-
armed with the B ; but tin: carbine has since nearly superseded this weapon.

BLUNT. Emu M>, 1 799-1 NB6: b. Mass. : son of Edmund ; hydrographer and marine

surveyor, engaged on his own account on the United States coa-t and in the \\ < -

Indies, and appointed nrst assistant in the liovernment coast survey. lie introduced
the use of tiie Fresnel ligut in American light-houses.

BLUNT, EDMUND MARCH, 1770-ist>2; b. N. II. ; author of the Amrriron ('<>*/

Pilot, a most useful work for navigators, which has passed through nearly 80 edi-

tions, and been translated into several other languages. He published many other nau-
tical works, cnarts, etc.

BLUNT, .(AMES G., b. Maine. 1826; brig.gen. commanding the department of Kan-
sas during the civil war. He was made a maj gen. in 1862.

BLUNT, JOHX JAMKS, 1794-185.
1

}; an English clergyman, author of Vestiges of an
Mmu;<rx dull ('iixiniiix ilt'xftn-1 ruble in J/ <i< r/i ]-IH dud Si<~i<i/, Undetiffnfd ('</n'i</< //r<*

?'/, the \Vrit ;

injit both <>f tlie Old <i)i<l JVV'/r ']'t.*1,niif>,tx nn ATffKmtnl of tlnir \'t rarity,

J.i.ifor// "f the C/irt*ti<(n Cknrch in the Jirxt three Ctitturux, and Midr/ie* of Hie Reforma-
tion, of the (Jhni-cJi of England.

BLUNT S('H LI, JOHAXX KASPAR, b. Switx.crlnnd, 1808: a German jurist; graduated
at Bonn in 1829. He was prof, in the university of Zurich, a member of the grand
council of the local government, and strongly opposed the civil war of 1847-48. In IMS
he became prof, of German and International law at Munich, and in 1^61 prof, of

pol.ti.-al science at Heidelberg. In 1<S<>4. with Baumgarten and others, he founded the

Protestant union, and subsequently presided over se\eial Protestant conventions. ai>d

over Hie general synod at Baden in J8(>7. lie was in favor of a union between south

and north Germany, and was elected to the customs parliament. B. is the author of

many valuable works on politics, laws, and the sciences.

BLUSHING, a sudden reddening of the face, neck, and breast, owing to some mental

shock, most commonly of the character of humiliation or shame. The nature and cause

of tiiis effect have been recently elucidated by phys.ological researches. It is produced

by an increased flow of blood i'nio the capillary vessels over the
]
arts where the blush

extends. Besides reddening the complexion, it cieales a sensible augmentation of heat

in those parts. The feeling that accompanies the state is of a diMrcssirg kind

The phenomenon of B is part of a general influence exerted on the ( apillary circula-

tion by mental Causefl operating through the brain. The experiment* whereby the exist-

ence of this influence has been established, may be described as follows. The wall

W.W-/v.vw/.v, by which the blood is brought into proximity with the various tissues of t'le

body, are kept in a state of balanced dimension between two forces, the one the propnl
sive" power of the heart's action, which fills and distends them ; the other, an influence

derived from the nervous centers, and acting upon the muscular fibers so a* to contract

the vessels. The first of the two forces the a:.<iuvot the heart is quite well under

s ood: it is simply like the case of distending 1 lie hose of a fire-engine hy w< rking tin-

pump, and driviiiir the water alon-r. The counteracting force of the neivccei.

proved by the following experiments When the sympathetic nerve proceeding to the

vessels of the head and face of an animal is cut. there follows ccngestion of the blood -

vessels with augmented heat over the whole surface supplied by the nerve The ear is

seen to beeome redder; a thermometer inserted in the roMril shows an increase of tern

perature. the sign of a greater quantitv of blood flowing into the capillaries. The inter

cnce from the experiment is that, from the withdrawal of a Counterpoise, the force that

(u'^-mJ-. the small blood ve-sels that is to say. the heart's action has an unusual pre-

dominance. It is further proved that this nervous influence, acting upon the minute

muscular fibers of the small vessels, proceeds from the nerve-centers lodged in the head.

for. by cuttimr the connection between the brain and the g;mi:lion in the neck, from

v/hicli the above-mentioned nerve is derived, the same restraining influence is arrest, d.

and the congestion takes place. By Stimulating the divided i;<r\e -alvai.U ally, the

suffusion disappears, the vessels shrinking by the galvanic contraction of their muscu-

lar coats.

The asreney now de-cribed is of a piece with the action of the brain upon i

muscles generally, as the heart and the intestinal canal, and by i

1 .nic func-

tions digestion." nutrition, absorption, etc. are affected by tho-e changes m the cereb-

ral substance that accompany mental states. It is known that mental excitement has

an immediate influence in all those functions; one set of passions. >neh as fear, tend to

deranire them, while joy and exhilaration operate favorably upon them.

Ti~apply these observations to the case in hand. Supposing a person in the average

mental condition, and something to arise which gives a painful shock to the feelings
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a piece of ill news, a reproach from some one whose good opinion is much valued, an

open shame, or the fear of it, a tit of remorse, an occasion of grief the pain is accom-

panied with a sudden loss, or waste, or decrease of cerebral power; none of the func-

tions that the brain aids in maintaining is so strongly stimulated as before; and in

particular, that stream of nervous energy which balances the heart's action in regulating
the distension of the small blood-vessels, is abated, the abatement being made apparent
in the redness and heat over the face and neck. In a great stroke of mental depression,
the influence is of a much more extensive kind, though still of the same nature essen-

tially as regards the enfeeblement of the nervous energy, and may lower the action of

the heart itself: in which case there will be a wide-spread pallor, perhaps without a
blush. In all probability, it is when the loss of cerebral influence extends only to the

relaxation of the muscular fibers of the small vessels, leaving the heart in its usual vigor,
that the state of B. is most fully manifested. Hence it is more apt to arise out of the

smaller modes of painful apprehension than from the more serious calamities that pros-
trate the svstem throughout.

It is said that, in the Circassian slave-market, a young woman that blushes fetches a

higher price. Some complexions do not show the increased flow of blood in this way,
and all persons are not equally sensitive to the cerebral shock that causes it.

BOA, in popular language, the name of all those large serpents which kill their prey
by entwining themselves around it, and constricting it in their coils; but by zoolo-iMs
of the present day, limited as the name of a genus to a very small portion of their num-
ber, all of which "are natives of the warm parts of America the similar large serpents
of Asia and Africa forming the genus python (q.v.). The name B.. however, was cer-

tainly not originally applied to American serpents, for it is used by Pliny, who accounts
for its origin by a fable of serpents sucking the milk of cows, thus referring it, very
improbably, to "the Latin bos, an ox. The Linmean genus B. comprehended ail

serpents having simple subcaudal plates, but without spur or rattle at the end of tlio

tail, and was thus very artificial, as founded chiefly upon a single unimportant char-

acter, and consisted of a very miscellaneous assemblage of species, venomous and non-
venomous. The B. family, or boidit, as now constituted (containing the python*, etc.,

of the old world, as well as the true boon of the new), is almost exclusively confined to

tropical climates, and all the species are of large size and great strength, some of taem
far exceeding in these respects all other serpents. The story related by the ancients of

a serpent I'M ft. in length, which devoured several soldiers, and caused alarm to a

Woman army in Africa, may perhaps be deemed unworthy of credit, although the skin

is said to have been long preserved at Rome; but there is good reason to believe that

serpents in more modern times have attained at least half this length, and have made
even the larger mammalia, and sometimes man. their prey. The boulce are not venom
ous; but their mouth, although destitute of poison-fangs, is so furnished with teeth as

to make their bite very severe. Their teeth are numerous, long, and directed backwards,
so as the more effectually to prevent the escape of the prey, which is lirst sei/ed by the

mouth, and then the serpent, with a rapidity of motion which the eye of the closi >t

observer fails perfectly to follow, coils itself around it; the powerful muscles of the

body are afterwards brought into action to compress it. M> that usually in a few minutes
its life is extinct, and its bones are broken. Deglutition then takes place not. as has b-.-cti

alleged, after the prey has been licked and covered with saiiva by the tongue, but

accompanied with an extraordinary flow of saliva, which seems not only to >erve for

lubrication, but to have the property of hastening the decomposition of animal sub-

stances, and so to assist in making the prey more easy to be swallowed. It is always
swallowed entire, and the process is sometimes rather a tedious one, and seems to

require no small muscular effort; but the muscles of the serpent are capable of acting
for this purpose, even at the neck, when that usually narrowest part of the body is dis-

tended to an enormous degree as the prey passes through it. The lower jaw is not sim-

ply articulated to the skull, but by the intervention of other bones, a structure without
which the prodigious dilatation of the throat would be impossible. The lungs consist

of two lobes, one much larger than the other, and at the extremity of the larger is an
extremely capacious air-bag, which is supposed to serve for the necessary aSration of
the blood whilst respiration is impeded in the process of deglutition.

Tue tail in all the Ixmhu has great prehensile power, and its grasp of a tree round
which it may be coiled is aided by the opposing aciion of two claws, one on each side of

the anus, which are really the representative- of the hinder limbs of ihe superior verte-

brate animals, and which, on direction, are found to lx- connected not only with strong
muscles, but with bones entirely concealed within the serpent, one jointed to another,
so as to make the character of a rudimentary limb very apparent. These serpents, being
almost all inhabitants of watery places, often lie in wait for animals that come to drink;
thus the largest of the American species. t>,i

(, -nit-? .'/.v. mii.-hm sometimes called ana-

conda, although anaconda -eems to be originally, like B.. the name of a serpent of the

old world is to be found where rivers or narrow lagoons are overshadowed by gloomy
fore >ts. Perhaps the waul of Millicient supplies of water, more than the greater cold

of the climate, may account for the short time taut specimens of the boid;u brought to

Europe have generally lived in confinement.
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After a repast, these serpents spend a considerable time in a state of comparative
torpidity several weeks generally elapsing IK- fore they waken up to require a uc\s

ply and in this lethargic state they are easily killed. When they do waken up. the
demands of appetite seem to be very urgent. Many of our readers must still ivru-mi <-r

the interest excited some years ago concerning a B. in the London /.oolo-icnl gardens.
which, to the astonishment of its keepers, swallowed its rug; but this, after a trial of
a week or two, it found indigestible, and the animal then gratified public curiositv bv
a reversal of the process of deglutition.

The head in the Ixnda is thick, yet somewhat elongated: tho eyes are small; the body
is thickest in the middle; the tail usually has a blunt termination'. The .scales are num-
erous and rat icr small. The colors are various, and in manv of the >p<cies rather
bright and elegantly disposed. The true boas have the plates underneath the tail single,
whil>t in the pythons they are double. The species to which the name IH ,,I c-m.^
is appropriated is far from" being one of the largest, seldom attaining a length of more
than 12 feet. It is common in Surinam and Brazil, where its skin is used lor making
boots and saddle-cloths. The name ln>n coimirictm- is, however, popularly extended to
almost any of the species. The number of species, whether in the genus or in the

family, is far from being well ascertained.
Boas are much infested by intestinal worms, which appear often to cause their

death. The excrement of the B. the urine and fa?ces being combined as in other rep-
tiles, and voided by a single vent is a solid white substance, and con>i.-ts mainly of
unite of ammonia, accompanied by phosphate of lime (bone-earth). It is employed a.s

an easy source of uric acid.

BOADICE A, a warrior-queen of the Iceni, a tribe inhabiting the eastern const of
Britain, in the time of the Romans. She flourished after the middle of the 1st centurv.

I'rasutagus, her husband, who died A. D. 60. or 01. had left his wealth jointly to tin: Roman
emperor Nero, and to his two daughters, hoping that by this artilice his kingdom would
t>e protected from oppression; but the Koman .soldiery, taking advantage of the de'.

less condition of the country, began to plunder unscrupulously. B. herself wasscourgi-d.
her daughters were violated, and the noblest amon^ the Iceni were treated as >iavrs.

These outrages soon drove the Britons to revenge. B. gathered round her a large army;
attacked and captured the Roman colony of C'amalodunum; defeated Petilius Cercalis,

legate of the ninth legion, who was marching to its relief; took Londinium and Verula-

inium; and de.stroyed.it is said, somewhere about 70,000 Romans, many of them i>y

torture. Suetonius, the Roman governor of Britain, now advanced at the head of 10,000
men against B., who. we are informed, had under her command no less than :263,000. A
dreadful battle ensued (62 A.D.), in which, according to Tacitus, 80,000 Britons perished,
and only 400 Romans. These ligures, of course, cannot be trusted; but the victory mu-t
have been decisive, as it finally established the authority of the Romans in Britain. B.,
overwhelmed with despair, committed suicide.

BOAR, Wn.n, SUM
xi-riifa. a species of x'u'tlir, regarded a= tho original of the dome-tie

swine, equal to the largest in size, and far superior in strength and ferocity. It is of

grayish-black color, covered with short woolly hair, thickly interspersed with >tilTeoars

bristles, which assume the form of a mane along the spine. Its great tusks are formida-

ble weapons, but when old the tu-ks curve over the snout, and are no longer serviceable

for goring; but then the teeth of the upper jaw protrude and curve outward, serving the

same purpose as the tusks had done. The animal is native in Europe and Asia, inhabit-

ing the deep recesses of marshy forest grounds. Boars were common in England until

the time of Henry II., anil then not found until, in the reign of Charles I., an unsii.

ful attempt was made to raise them in the New Forest. In the lime of the conqueror

any one killing a wild boar was liable to have his eyes put out. It was for many centu-

ries a favorite beast of chase with the nobles in Europe, and was hunted chiefly 0:1 foot

with the spear, its strength and ferocity rendering the sport alike exhilarating and

dangerous. There is little of boar-hunting now except in India. The animal s--eks its

food at night, and feeds chiefly on roots and grain, though it will eat smaller anim:.l>.

birds' eggs, etc. The bristles of the boar are much used for brushes.

BOARD, the general name applied to persons in special duties assigned to him. There

are two civil or political lords, and three naval or sea lords. The first lord, who is always
a cabinet minister, besides a general control, has the management of naval estimates,

finance, political affairs, slave-trade prevention, appointments, and promotions. The
first naval lord manages the compo>ition and distribution of the fleet, naval dU-ipline,

appointment of inferior officers, commissioning ships, general instructions.

BOARD BOARDING. In nautical language. L<>,tnl is used with many significations.

Besides
which
short

lo< i r<I or iikxtrd relates to the interior of the ship, in such phrases as "to go
'to heave overboard." ete.

But the most important of these meaning is that which relates to the bmrrf/nq of an

nemy's ship, or making a forcible entry for the sake of capturing it. "NVb-uever this
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bold operation is determined on. certain seamen are told off to act as boarders. It is

M-ry rarely that, l>eiween two men-of-war, this operation is ventured on; it would, in

most cases, he too perilous to the assailants, who more frequently conquer by cannon
a;.d musketry. Board in*; is. in most instances, attempted liy privateers against mcr
cliaiilmeii, wliere the defenders are few in nuniher. Tlic assailant well considers all the
c MMimstanccs for and against him the relative si/.es of the two vessels, the relative

sirength of the crews, the state of the wind and sea. and the chances of escape if foiled.

),< sides the pistols, cutlasses, and boarding-pikesof the seamen, there are provided pow-
der-flasks for producing smoke and confusion on the enemy's deck, and shells called

stink pots, for producing an intolerable stench. The moment and the spot being
selected, the fuses of the flasks and stink-pots are lighted: th-se combustibles are
thrown upon the enemy's deck; and while the tire, smoke, and stench are doing their

work by confusing the enemy, the boarders climb on board, and gain a mastery by their

personal prowess that is, if the calculations of relative strength have been duly -made.
NHiietimes terrible hand-to-hand encounters take place on deck before victory decides
for or against the assailants.

General sir Howard Douglas, in his able work on W<u'f<t>r irft/i fteum, expresses
:\'\ opinion that steam war-ships are likely some-times to come to close quarters; and
liiat. on that account, they should be provided with a larger quota of marines and of

boarding-implements than have hitherto been supplied to sailing ships. The defenders,
lie adds, should construct loopholed barricades across the terminations of the quarter-
deck and the forecastle, to prolong the defense within board. The French naval olticers,
it is known, look forward to a great increase in all such military resources on board

war-steamers; and sir Howard endeavors to impress similar convictions on the English
authorities.

HOAIIDMAN, GEORGE DANA. 1801-31. b. Maine: educated at Waterville college,
where he was chosen tutor. In 1823, he offered to become a missionary under the Bap-
ti->t board of foreign missions, and having studied at Andover theological seminary. \\as

ordained in 182."). and in the same year sailed for Calcutta. He established a mission at

Maulmaire in 1827, which soon became the most important station under the hoard. For
three years he labored incessantly w ith unabating zeal and accomplished an immense
amount of work, till his course was cut short by death.

HOAKDMAN, GKORGK DANA, n.ix, son of George Dann, b. in Burmah, 18','S;

graduate of Brown university and Newton theological institution: ordained in South
Carolina, but became pastor first in Rochester. N.Y.. whence he went to the First Bap-
tist church in Philadelphia, wliere he still remains (188*0. He has traveled in the < a-t

and in Europe, and has delivered courses of lectures in Philadelphia which have drawn
great week-day audiences.

BOARD OF ADMIRALTY, a government department which has the management of

ll matters concerning the British navy. In the article ADMIRAL, the steps are noticed

by which the duties of the lord high admiral, in former days, were transferred to a
board of commissioners. The constitution and functions of this body will now be
described.

The B. of A. comprises five lords commissioners, who decide collectively on all impor-
tant questions. Besides this collective or corporate action, each has special duties

a -signed to him. There are two civil or political lords, and three naval or sea lonK
The lirst lord, who is always a cabinet minister, besides a general control, has the

management of naval estimates finance, political affairs, slave-trade prevention, appoint
ments. and promotions. The first naval lord manages the composition and distribution

of the fleet, naval discipline, appointment of inferior officers, commissioning .ship--.

ITi-ncra! instructions, sailing orders, and the naval reserve. The second naval lord

at '.ends to armaments, manning the navy, the coast guard, the marines, marine artillery,
a 'd naval apprentices. The third naval lord lias control over the purchase and disposal
of stores, victualing ships, navy medical affairs, transports, convicts, and pensioners.
The junior civil lord attends to accounts, mail packets. Greenwich hospital, naval chap
Jains, and schools. Naval architecture, the building and repairing of ships, steam

machinery, and new inventions are superintended by the controller of the navy, who is

not a member of the board, but is directly responsible to the lirst lord. Under the lords

are the first secretary (parliamentary), the second secretary (permanent), and the naval

secretary (professional), who manage the daily office work. The lords all resign when
the prime minister resigns and those who have seats in parliament are replaced by others

Tiiis change gives ijsc to many evils. There is likely to be a change of views and of

system: the new l>oard is noi bound to act on the plans of its predecessors; and many of

the costly novelties in the navy within the last ten years are directly traceable to thi-

cause. The 'v.stem is defended on the plea that these changes infuse new blood into th-

admiralty, and i_
rive fair-play to increased knowledge and new plans. Some statesmen

advocate a modified plan : proposing to render a few naval officers of rank pern
]<><]< of (he admiralty, and only changing the others on a change of ministry. A con-

necting-link between the old and new boards is the controller of the navy, who is a per
nianent officer. The secretaries and the lords determine which letters ouirhl to be sub
milted to the board collectively; and that portion of the correspondence is treated as in
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most boards and committees. All delicate or doubtful matters are specially reserved for
the first lord; but in the board meetings he has only one vote, like the rest, thouL'!!.
from his general parliamentary responsibility, he 1m* practlctalty at once an absolute v. t<.

and an absolute power of giving action to his views. The" admiralty ollices arc at

Whitehall and Spring Gardens, elose adjoining.

BOARD OF ORDNANCE, a government department formerly having the management
of all affairs relating to the artillery and engineering corps, a": id to tin

Ilritish army, Under this precise designation, the board no longer e\i t-; a cb

having been made which requires brief explanation. The board exi.-tcd from the
nf Henry VIII. until 185.">, when it was abolished, its functions beinir ve-tcd in the -

t;iry of state for war as regarded inattri*!. and in the commander in-chi< f a- c. -icerni d
the military command of the artillery and engineers. The 13. of O., until I.

1
-~, i, c<. in-

prised tlie master-general of the ordnance, the surveyor-general, thecUrk of the ordnance,
and the principal storekeeper, all of whom were usually mcml>ers of parliament. Th> re

was no chairman at the meetings, and the board often consisted of only one officer The
master-general had a veto, and was in that respect more powerful than the chief mem-
ber of the board of admiralty: although, not having necessarily a scat in th" cabinet,
lie had less political power. "The board days were thrice a week: and each of the lour
members had control over certain departments the patronage of which was generally
vested in him. Scarcely any improvements were made from 1828 till 18-">1. and the gen-
eral arrangements were very defective. Of the four members, the master-general, b

his veto, had a general authority ; the surveyor-general had control over the artillery,

engineers, sappers and miners, ordnance medical corps, contracts, laboratory, gunpow-
der, barracks, and navy gunners; the clerk of the ordnance managed the estimate*,

money arrangements, civil establishment, pensions, superannuations, and ordnance

property: while the principal storekeeper had charge of stores, store-rooms, naval cqtiip-

ni'-nts. and naval war-stores. In matters relating to coast-defenses, it was often ditlicult

to decide between the admiralty and the ordnance, each board claiming authority.
\\~hen the Crimean disasters took place in 1S.14. the defects of the B. of O. beca fully

apparent: it could not work harmoniously with the other government departments.
The board was dissolved, and the office of master general abolished. By the war office

act of 1870. the post of surveyor general of the ordnance was revived as one of the prin-

cipal officers of the secretary of state for war. lie is responsible for tiie mat< rie.i and

supplies of the army.
BOARD OF TRADE. See TRADE, BOARD OF.

BOAR-FISH, (Wy>r-.ix, a genus of lishes of the dory (q.v.) family, or zeulr, differing
from the ge.uis z< *, or dory, in the still more protractile mouth the resemblance of

which to tiie snout of a hog "is supposed to have given origin to the nanu in the want

of spines at the base of thedorsal and anal tins, and of long filaments lo the dorsal spine*.

The bodv has the usual oval, much compressed form of the family. The common li.

(O. ;>'/) is- a well-known inhabitant of the Mediterranean, rarely caught on the c,, .-.

England. The eyes are very large, and placed far for.vard ; the lx>dy is of a carmine

color, lighter below, and wftli seven transverse orange bands on the back. The flesh is

little esteemed.

BOAR'S HEAD. The B. IT. is the subject of a variety of legends, poetic allusions,

and carols connected with the festivities of Christmas in England. At this wintry sea-

son, the wild boar was hunted, and his head served up as the most important dLsh oil

the baronial table. According to Scott's graphic lines:

Then was brought in the lusty brawn
I'.v blue eoated serving-man:
Then the grim Imar's head frowned on high,
Crested with bays and rosemary.
Well can the green-garbed ratip-r tell

How. when, and where the monster fell:

What do^s before his death he tore.

And nil the baiting of the boar.

Referring to the article CHKISTMAS for a notice of some of the observances on this occa-

*ion. we need here only say that in the " boar's head carols" are found some of 'lie most

interesting specimens of the old English convivial verses. The following, from a carol

printed by Wynkin de Wordo (1521). may be given;

.'lit .!/>>/ 1!< fei-o

I!, <!,/,:.: Iniul'-.-i Domino.

The boar's head in hand bring I,

With garland gay and p^-
I pray you all sinj,' merrily

(jui exti.i nt com-iciu.

The boar's head I understand.
Is the enief service in this laud;
Look wherever it be found,

-it<- riir,i rmitico.

The boar's head "erased." accord inir to heraldic phra-eologv. in well-known cogniz-

ance o! a number of old families, particularly the Gordon.*, it al>u formed the sign of a
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tavern at Eastchcap, London, which has been immortalized by Shakespeare. On the site

of this fumed tavern now stands the statue of William IV.

BOAST (Fr. clauder), a word in use with sculptors. To B., as its French original
implies, is to block out a piece of stone or wood, so as to from a rude approach to the
ultimate figure, leaving the smaller details to be worked out afterwards. Ornamental

portions of buildings are often inserted in their places in this condition, and frequently
remain so if they are in an obscure position.

BOAT is the general name for a small open vessel. Boats differ, however, greatly one
from another. They may be slight or strong, sharp or flat-bo! tomcd, decked or undecked,
swift for dispatch or roomy for cargo, ornamental for pleasure or plain for hard service,

deep or light of draught for deep or shallow water. The chief variety supplied to ships
of war are the following Lony-B. : The largest B. of a ship, furnished with mast and
sails; it is either armed and equipped, to render warlike service in certain situations, or
it is employed to fetch water, wood, provisions, and heavy stores on board. Laum-li :

longer and more flat-bottomed than the long-B. ; being rowed with a greater number of

oars, it makes more rapid progress up rivers. Ban/e: a long, narrow, light B.
, employed

in carrying the principal ofiicers to and from the ship; for other kinds of boats or vessels

under this name, see BAIIGE. Pinnace : a B. for the accommodation of the inferior

officers; it has usually eight oars, whereas the barge has 10 or more. Cutter: broader,

deeper, and shorter than the barge or pinnace; it is rowed with six oars, sometimes hoist-

ing a sail, and is chiefly employed in carrying light stores, provisions, and crew. J<iUy-B. :

a smaller cutter, rowed with four oars instead of six. Yawl-: small in size and used for

nearly the same purpose as cutters and jolly boats. Giy : a long narrow B., rowed with
six or eight ours, and employed by the chief officer on expeditions requiring speed.
Some of the above-named boats are diagonal-built for strength; the others arc clincher-

built, to be as light as possible. The largest ships of war carry boats of all these various

kinds, varying in weight from 110 cwt. down to 10 cwt.
;
the smaller sliips carry fewer;

while merchant-ships have seldom more than three except passenger-ships, which are
bound by law to carry boats enough to save all the passengers and crew in case of disaster.

There are other kinds of boats which do not belong to ships. See BOATING.
In reference to the legal regulation of boats in the merchant service, the following

are the chief provisions: When a B. belongs to any ship or other vessel, the name of the
vessel and of the place to which she belongs must be painted on the outside of the stern

of theB., and the master's name within side the transom the letters to be white or yellow
on a black ground. Boats not belonging to ships or other vessels must be inscribed with
the name of the owners and the port to which they belong. All boats having double
sides or bottoms, or any secret places adapted for the concealment of goods, are liable to

forfeiture.

The boats intended for the rescue of shipwrecked persons, or crews and passengers
exposed to that danger, are described under LIFE-BOAT.

BOATBILL, Cancroma cochlcaria. a bird of the heron (q.v.) family, the only known
species of a genus differing from the true herons in little else than the form of the bill,

which is comparatively short, and very broad, the mandibles resembling the bowls of two
spoons placed one upon the other, the upper mandible overlapping the lower, keeled on
its upper ridge, and hooked at the point. The B. is about the size of a domestic fowl,
lias shorter limbs than most of the herons, but resembles them in plumage, and is abun-

dantly provided with elongated feathers on the back of the head and neck, which it

erects when irritated. Its general color is rusty red, the forehead and breast whitish. It

inhabits Cayenne, Surinam, Brazil, etc., sits perched upon trees which hang over streams,
and darts down upon fish, which seem to be its principal food.

BOAT-FLY, Notonccta, a genus of insect of the order hcmiptera (q.v.), suborder,

Iteteroptera, and of the family of the hydrocorixti, or water-bugs (q.v.). All of them, like the
rest of the family, are aquatic insects. Their English name is derived from their boat-

like form, eminently adapted for progression in water, and probably also from their

remarkable habit of always swimming on their back peculiar to the genus n<itMr1<i, as

restricted by recent entomologists and of resting in this posture suspended at the surface
of the water. The known species of this genus are not numerous. One of them., .V.

glauca (sometimes called the water boatman), iscommon in Britain: it is about half'an inch

long, and varies considerably in color; but exhibits a genera! greenish tinge, the other
colors lx;ing black, brown, and gray. They fly well, but seldom use their wings. They
move with difficulty on dry ground. When they descend into the water, they carry
do'.vn a supply of air for respiration in a hollow between their folded wings. They feed

on animal substances, and often kill and devour those of their own species.

BOATING, the art of managing and propelling a boat. This is done either by means
of oars or sails. As sailing is fully treated under the head of YACHT, rowing only is

dealt with here. The most ancient form of boat known to have been used in the British

islands is the coracle; it is still much used in Wales. The cnracle is but n large wicker-
work basket, covered with skins, or some thin water-proof substance stretched over the

wicker-work, strengthened by a cross seat. Seated in one of these rude boats, with but
a single paddle, it is astonishing with what dexterity the paddler will skim over broken
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water, and avoid dangers which would infallibly destroy a heavier or less manageable
craft. From the coracle spring all the varied classes of boats now in vise, cither us pend-
ants to ships, or us used for pleasure trallie or a means of conveyance upon our r.

and inland waters. The trkin ;/ next claims attention. There are many kinds of win"
but we only notice the Thames wherry. This is stoutly built, and is constructed to carry
about eight passengers. It is usually managed by one sculler or two oarsmen: it '[>

almost entirely employed by watermen for the conveyance of passengers or pleasure-

parties. The boats used for rowing as a sport or pastime fire of a much lighter ai;d

sharper build. They are constructed of all sizes, to carry from twelve oar-men down >o a

single sculler. Of this class of boats for racing purposes, we have the s. ti, 4. '2, and

single pair oared boats; while in contests between single scullers, we have what is

denominated the irnyer-boat a boat so frail and light in its proportions, that none but a

most experienced sculler can sit in one without danger cf upsetting. For pleasure. \u-

have another class of boats denominated .'//'/.(. of stouter and more capacious build; they
are constructed either for four oars, a pair of oars, or single sculls. Hoat-racing is a

practice of some antiquity, but it has only culminated in our day. Many pri/.es have
been given from time to time for competition, some of which have been made annual.

Perhaps the most famous of all these is Dogget's coat and badge. >\hich is rowed for

yearly on the Thames by watermen's apprentices, on the 1st of Aug. But the evert*

of most note in the rowing world are the Oxford and Cambridge Soared match, rowi d

annually upon the Thames, from Putney to Mortlake. This match has not been a regu-
lar yearly match, there having been occasional intervals at times of a year or two. In

1829, 1842, 1849. 1852, ls.->4, 1857, 1859, from lb(il to 18159 inchisivc.'and in 1875, the

Oxford boat carried oil the prize; Cambridge havinir wrested it from Oxford in the year*

1835, 1839, 1840, 1841, 1845, islfi, 1849, Ib56, 1858, I860, ,1 870-1 874, and 1*7(5. Thirlv-

three matches have come off in 48 years, the balance being on the side of Oxford, it

will be noticed that two matches were rowed in 1849. The best picked men from each

university are selected to contest this great event, and the hardest exercise and the

severest training gone through by the crews, to improve their wind, strength, and endur-

ance, for mouths before the day of rowing; their diet consisting mainly of the plainest

cooked lean meat and potatoes, with malt liquors, spirituous drinks being prohibited,
and the duties of temperance, soberness, and chastity strictly enforced. It \\a-atonc

time thought that light men stood the best chance in these matches, but experience has

shown this to be an error, and 10, 11, and 12 stone men are now chic rl\ selected. The
distance rowed upon this course is 4} miles. The time chosen is usually at slack-tide,

and the time taken in rowing varies according as there is little or no tide or wind, or the

reverse, from 18 to 26 minutes. The introduction of sliding-seats lias added very greatly

to the power of the rower by lengthening the stroke. The sliding seat is a small pice--

of board on which th- rowe'r sits, and which works on rollers, and slides backwards and

forwards as the rower makes his stroke. From 36 to 44 strokes of the oar per minute

is held to be fair racing pace; and a long, steady, even stroke the blade of the oar not

bciim; (iippcd too deepiv in the water, o"i thrown too high above the surface when with-

drawn, the arms being well extended in taking the stroke, and llie elbows brought well

home to the sides at the conclusion is the kind of stroke now preferred by connois-

seurs. The other great events of the boat-racing
world arc the regattas of Henley and

Putney. At the former, the Oxford and Cambridge crews usually tight their battle over

again in conjunction with others for the challenge-cup: and at these also many scullers'

matches are rowed, though sinirle scullers' races for the championship of the '1 i

etc are usually events of themselves. Campbell was one of the first scullinu champions,

beating Wiliama in 1831. He was beaten by Robert Cooml.es in 1Mi. who held the

championship for about six years. He at length succumbed to the prowess of Cole i

185-3 Cole in 1*51. was batten by Messemrer: Messenger yielded the palm to Kelly in

is.-)*;- and Kelly was in ls59. beaten by Robert Chambers, the. champion of the lyne.

In I860 Kellv'recovered his laurels, and beat Chambers. In lt*7. he IN a: him a

the Tyne- and in mix. lie had in turn to yield to Renl'orth. having been champion o,

and oil for 12 vears. An Australian oarsman, named Trickett, won the championship

in 187(1. by brat ing Sadler, then champion. So much is B. favored at our uuivcr

and schools, that almost every college has its club.

BOAT-LOWERING APPARATUS is the name triven to certain ropes and pulleys for

lowerin<" boats from ships quickly and safely, in case of emergency

ship is compelled bv law to carry a certain number of boats, dcjwnding on the tonna

and every shin of war necessarily carries boats (sec lio.xT) for minor services; but un

recent vears the apparatus was v'erv inefficient f'.r lowering thi-c boats from the davit"

or cranes by which they are usually suspended. In shipwreck or other nJ*jJ
sea. the Wits were, until recent years, often so difficult to extricate that th. >

<

be lowered in time to save the crew and passen-rers; or in lowrnne they capsi/.ed. .n

rjlun-ed the unhappy persons into the sea. Many inventors Imvr recently directed

n"enui v > this suhiect. with a hope of devising a remedy. In Karon , apparatus, the

rincim feature is the employment of a friction brake, by which one man can regulate

raeo descent to varvimr' decrees of speed. Capt. Kyna,t,,n , <//* ,,,,,>.! 1..***,

ye
inten ed not only to lower boat, quickly and safely when suspended over the side of tb
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ship, but also to hoist them out quickly when they happen to be stowed in-board. Wood
and Rogers's apparatus resembles Kynaston's in this: that tlie actual lowering from tiic

ship is effected by the crc-w on shipboard, leaving to the person or pcr>ons in Ihe bout

only the, duty of disengaging it from the tackle. Hut the apparatus which now engages
mo,-t atiention is Clifford's, tlie leading principle of winch is, that the lowering and the

disengiging are both effected by one man sealed in the boat. Two ropes or lowering
pendants descend from two davits, pass through blocks or sheaves, then through other

blocks, within and near the keel of the boat; and finally, round a roller, placed hori/on-

lally beneath the seat on which the manager of the boat takes his place. By means of a

winding rope, held in one hand, he can regulate the speed with which the olher two

ropes uncoil themselves from the roller, thus graduating the boat's descent to the water's

level. When lowered, the two ropes can be thrown off and the boat set free. The slings
or lifts are intended to prevent the canting or upsetting of the boat. The lanyard belongs
to the lathings which hold the boat to the side of Ihe ship; but by the thimbles slipping
off the prongs the boat is liberated. The clticieticy of the apparatus is most remarkable.
In 18.")6, by order of the admiralty, experiments weir made with the starboard-cutter of

II. M.S. I'riiti-i-xM Rot/fil. Twelve men got into the boat while it was hanging from Ihe

davits; it weighed, with the crew and the gear, nearly :> tons; nevertheless, tiiis cutter.

tints laden, was successfully and quickly lowered by one of the 12 men, to a depth of -JU

ft. from the davits to the water. Many other experiments of similar kind were made.
Clifford's apparatus is now supplied to many ships of war ami merchant-vessels; ;uid

many lives have l>cen saved by its means, under circumstances which would almost cer-

tainly have proved fatal under the old mode of lowering boats from the davits.

Other systems have since been partially adopted; but none has yet been found which
is wholly satisfactory to naval men.

BOATSWAIN is a warrant-officer on board her majesty's ships, who has charge of the.

boats, sails, rigging, cables, anchors, flags, and cordage, lie is immediately under the

master in some of these duties; he frequently examines the masts and yards, sails and

ropes, to report on their condition and efficiency. lie also keep> account of all the spare

rigging, etc., and superintends the replacement of old by new. The B. haseertain duiics

in connection with the crew: he assists in the necessary business of the ship, and in

relieving
the watch. In bad weather, he looks well to the boats and anchors, especially

when night is coming on. A B. should be a good sailor, a good rigger, and a vigilant,
sober, firm man.

The btHitKWin'H's mate assists in all the above-named duties; and to him is assigned
the repulsive, though now, happily, very rare office of inflicting the Hogging awarded to

very serious offenses.

BOBADILLA., FRANCISCO DE. d. 1502; Spanish governor of San Domingo, who was
sent from Spain in 1500 to investigate charges of maladministration against Columbus
lie arrested the discoverer and sent him in chains to Spain . but the act was disowned by
the king, and Columbus was restored and sent back, arriving on the day that B., who
had been recalled, sailed for Spain. The fleet was wrecked find B. was drowned But
for his treatment of Columbus this vain and tyrannical man would not have been known
in history. Probably Ben Jonson's "

Capt. Bobadil," the silly braggart in Evirt/ Man in

lit* 11'tiiior, was suggested by this knight of Calatrava.

BOBBIN-NET is the name of a kind of net-fabric, usually made of cotton-thread. It

is of the nature of lace, but is made in the lace-frame instead of by hand. The texture
is peculiar: it consists in the interlacing of a set of long threads, representing the warp
in common weaving, with a set of cross ones (the weft), in such a manner as to form a

mesh-texture. B. is one of the most elegant of textile fabrics, and forms an extensive
branch of business, the chief seat of the manufacture in this country being Nottingham.
See LACK MANUFACTURE.

BOBBINS are small wooden rollers, flanged at the ends, and bored through the center

lengthwise, so that they can be placed on a spindle or -kewcr. The bobbin on which

ordinary sewing-thread is wound, although generally of small si/e. is a good example of
their prevailing shape. One or two kinds are. however, of a different type; thus tlie

bobbin, called in Scotland pirn, for delivering the weft from the shuttle, is simply a

Upend pin, bored, it may be. throughout, with but the rudiments of a flange at the

thick end; and tin 1 bobbin used for a similar purpose in lace-weaving, is merely a thin

metal pulley, about the size of a halfpenny. For the machines u>ed in the various spin

ning proce-ses of Ihe textile industries namely. Ihe slubhing. the roving, the drawing.
and spinning frames, bobbins of various si/es. and in enormous number--, are required.
Some of these are 15 in. long by

"

in. in diameter, an I diminish in si/.e for each succeed-

ing proeess, tho-,e for the spun-yarn lieinir scarcely larger than a good-si/cd thread-bob

bin. There are also winding and warping bohbin> for the weaving processes. For some

purposes paper tubes have of late years superseded bobbins.

\V'e are so familiar with tlie neat and convenient thread bobbin, now seen in every
lions*-, thai we are apt to think il a very old invention. Vet people are still living who
can remember when all the .sewing-thread used for domestic purposes \\as wound in ihe

form of balls.

In the making of thread-bobbins, ingenious automatic machinery is now employed.
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Transverse slice-; of common birch, the \vood chief! v usc-d for these, are first cut to tin-

length of the bobbins. From each of these :i number of circular bobbin blanks are n.-xt
cut out by an annular saw, a hole being drilled through the center of each at tin
time. These blanks are theu fed into a self-acting turning-machine, operating with a

compound cutting tool, whose form is the reverse of the prolile of llie bobbi:
these machines produces from SO to 100 -rro-s ,,f bobbins per day, while an expert hand-
turner could not produce more than ei-ht -n>ss in the same time. A- mo-t of the hob-
bins required for spinning purposes are larger than those required for thread, tin

made by turning the barrels and en. is separately, aud then gluing them together, iu order
to save wood.

Bobbins are made of various kinds of wood, but principally of birch, beech, ash. and
plane tree. Sum-times two kinds are UM d in the same bobbin; and- '.ecial

purposes, bobbins are made entirely of metal, such as iron or tinplaie. ot
some bobbin manufactories have been erected in ihe highlands of Scotland, in neighbor-
hoods where birch is plentiful. When we consider that there are now about -10 millions
of spindles in the spinning-mill Britain. we get some idea of the prod;
number of bobbins constantly wanted to suypiy the tear and wear of tho-e used in the

spinning ]
One or two of the larger bobbin manufacturers in England employ

about 3<.'0 hands.

BOBBIO, n t. in Northern Italy, in the province of Pavia, is situated near the left

bank of ;!ie Trcbbia, about 37 m. n.e. of Genoa. B. is an ancient place, having origin
ated from a church ami convent erected here in the end of the lith, or beginning of the
?th ( .. in tlie crypt of which St. Columbanus and some of his disciples lie buried. 15.

has a cathedral, an episcopal palace, and a palace belonging to the Malaspina family.
It is guarded from the inundations of the I'ellice by a long embankment, built by a

money-grant from Oliver Cromwell, during whose protectorate the to\vu was nearly
destroyed by an inundation. Pop. about 4000.

BOBIA, or PIRATE Isi.F. a singular island in the bay of Amboise, off the coast of
Guinea. Africa. Originally of considerable si/e, it has been greatly reduced by the
action of the waves, and the same agency is still gradually lessening it. It is difficult of

access, on account of the precipitous character of its shores, but is said to be densely
peopled.

BOB-D-LINK, or BOBLIXK, REED BIRD, or RICE BIRD, Ddiclioin/r r: . bird

nearly allied t-> buntings and sparrows, but of a genus characterized by stiff-pointed tail-

feather-. Il is rather larger than a yellow-hammer; and the male in bis summer or nup-
tial plumage exhibits a line contrast of colors, black, yellow, and white. The female
differs greatly from the male in colors of plumage, yellowish-brown chiefly prevailing:
and in the latter part of summer, the males Jissume the comparatively dull hues of the

females. The B. is a bird of pa-sagt . spending the winter in the V, In sum-
mer it is found as far north as the banks of the Saskatchewan, in lat. .">4 . but is most

plentiful in the Atlantic states aud other eastern parts of America, where it is to !<

in every meadow and cornfield. It renders good service by the destruction of i;

and their larva1

;
but the immense ihu-ks which eon-Teiruie on their reiurn southwards

in autumn, commit great ravages in the rice-plantations of Carolina. At this fi

the-e birds become extremely i'at, and are killed in great nuuil>ers for the table. Their
tlesh is delicate, and n-embles that of ihe ortolan.

The B. generally makes its ne-t in a gra-sy meadow, an artless structure of a f<

stalk- and ica-.vs. with a lining of tim-r gra--. It displays the sanie instinct with many
other birds, of seeking to lead intruder- away from its ne-t. by pretending gre.it anxiety
about some other part of the field. During the brccdimr-seaxm, the males are very
musical, singing mostly in the air, in which they seem to rise and fall in B :

rks.

Their 'Ty pleasing, and is ''emitted with a volubility bordering on the bur-

lesque." On account of their beauty and powers of song, many are caught, caged, and
sold in the New York'nnd other ma;

BOBKTJISK, a fortified t. of Russia, in the government of Minsk, nnd f the

citv of that name. It is situated on the right bank of th . and i-= a station for

the steam-pack*
- nir the Dnieper and Beresina. It was ln.-sie.jvd hieilV. tuallv

by the French in 1812. Pop. 'tiT, L'4.(k>l.

BOB-STAY, in the rigging of a ship, is a rope used to confine the howspri'
the stem or cut-water: its purpose is to keep the bov iy. by cnnntera

rce of the -:a\s of the foremast, which draw it upwards.
BOCA (Span, meaning rm applied to ' e of various straits nnd

livers, rhietly in America.!. B. ''//.<>". the channel of 2S m. in length, which ie.-ul- to

Cartagena in New Granada. "2. B. ihcrly outlet of

the Orinoco. 3. B. '
:' the Caribbean sea. at tlie mc.'.nh >r. in

Co-ia Kiea. t. B. del 'li-<\ on the C'ariblH-an sea. in C.^ta Kiea. in lat. !> ~2(\ n.. and

long. S'2 v

BOC CA TI GKIS, or BOGFE. the name given to that portion of the estuary of the

m river (q.v.) extending n. from lat. 22 4.T n. : s. of this point, the .

nated the "outer waters." la the center of the B. T. are the rooky islands of North

U. K. II. 43
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and Soutli Wantung, while on the e. the B. T. has the islands of Anunghoy and
Cliucnpee, aud on the w. the Ty-cock-tow island. On these island* are situated
the Bogue forts, which luive been more than once captured by the British. The
la-t time they were taken was in Nov., IS'ofj. the occasion of quarrel being the refusal
of the Chinese to make proper reparation for the capture of a vessel under British

protection, but alleged, on the other hand, to be nothing but u smuggling craft, con

triving to hide its real character by hoisting the British Hag.

BOCCACCIO, GIOVANNI, the celebrated author of the Dfcamfronr. was b. in Paris.
1313. He styled himself I)n (.'crinkle, and was sometimes named 77 Ctrtd.hhm by others,
because his tamily sprang from Certaldo, a village in the Florentine

territory.
From

an early period he displayed an invincible attachment to poetry, which his father

attempted in various ways to thwart: but, as soon as B. had attained his majority, he
commenced to fol!o%v vigorously his own inclinations, poetizing both in the Italian' and
Latin tongues, but not with any "tine issues." In prose, he suci ceded far better,

developing quickly that airy grace of style which suits so admirably bis light and lively
tales, aud which soon placed him in the highest rank of Italian prose-writers. He
studied Dante closely, but did not confine himself to literature properly so called. In
1350. B. formed an intimate friendship with Petrarch, and. following his friend's

example, collected many books and copied rare .MSS.. which he could not afford to buy.
It is saiil that he was the first Italian who ever procured from Greece a copy of the

Iliad and the Odyssey. He also wrote a Genealogy of th< (.itxis. in 15 books, which was
.unquestionably the most comprehensive mythological work that Europe had as yet -ecu.

But not only was B. one of the most learned men of his time, he was al.-o one of the

roost enlightened
iu his scholarship. He helped to give a freer direction ami a greater

icxpansiveuess to knowledge, stimulated his contemporaries to the study of Greek, and
wi-hed to substitute the wisdom of antiquity for the unprofitable t>cholastici>m that

prevailed.
While in Naples (1341), B. fell passionately in love with a young lady who was

generally supposed to be an illegitimate daughter of king Robert. His passion was
tetvt&oa, and, to gratify his mistress, B. wrote 11 Filocopo, a prose-romance, and after-

wards 1st T<atiil<\ the first attempt at romantic epic poetry, and written iu ot'itnt rinta,

of which B. may be considered the inventor. In 1342, he returned to Florence, but in

1344 went liack to Kaples, where he wrote his Am<>ri>ni Fiiuiiii,</iit. I
to, and

L Aiu.or,jit ViitiJHic. Here, also, lie composed his famous Decamerone, to please Joanna,
the daughter and successor of king liobert. It consists of 100 stories, 10 of which arc-

told eju.'fa day by 7 ladies and 3 gentlemen, who had fled from Flonnce during the

frightful plague of 1348, to a country villa, and who try to banish fear by abandoning
t-very moux-nt to delicious gayety. It is impossible to exaggerate the literary merits of

the book. In abundance of incident especially, it is almost inexhaustible, though many
of the stories are taken from older collections of Conies ct Fablians. It is, however,

unfortunately steeped in impurity. B. once more returned to Florence about 1350.

He was now honored with several diplomatic appointments by his fellow citi/.ens. and

subsequent ly even thought of entering into holy orders as a penance for the immoral
life he had previously led. From this artificial course of repentance he w;is wi.-cly

dissuaded by Petrarch, who advised him to be content with changing his conduct. In

1373. B. was appointed Dantean professor at Florence; that is to say, he was to deliver

elucidatory lectures on the Diriim ('"/itiimdift of the great poet, and /.<;. Ioii>ly devoted

himself to the difficult task thus imposed on him; but, his health failing, he resigned
the office, and retired to his little property at Ortaldo. where he died, Die. x'l. i:)75.

1H months alter his friend Petrarch. Besides those works we have already mentioned.
B. wrote Orii/in<: Vihi f, Corfu mi <!>' ])m<t< AHi/hnri, and ('<nnin< i/l<> "fi-n l<> C<>iiun<tUa <li

Dtinte. This commei.tary on the Divine Comedy extends only to the 17th canto of the

fiif'rno. In Latin, B. wrote, besides the (rc/icnltx/ia Dtornni. a \\ork arranged in alpha-
betical order. ]>< MmitihiiK, Si'rtM, /'oiifi/niit, Lticubus, f^untiiiifiHn, ell1

. ; DL Cat'ibux Yin>i-'Oii

d ,'-'ti-;i, inn >' in I'liiittnutn; l)f Vlxri-1 J/W/m'//, etc.

BOCCAGE, MAKIK ANNK FTQVET or, a French poetess, was b. at Kouen, 22d Oct.,

1710. and received her education in the monastery of the Assumption at Paris, where her

poetic teiidei-f-ics early developed themselves, though only furtively. She tin-l appeared
as an authoress in a small volume of poems, published in 1740; next as an imitator of

Milton in her /'./jW/x '// /r<W/v (1748); and, in 175(5. i>-ued her most important work,
',,//,///,/,/,. The letters which she addressed to her si>ter, Madame Duperron, while

traveling throiigli Fngland. Holland, and Italy, are the most interesting things which
have fallen from her pen. During her life, she was excessively admiied ami

especially by Voltaire, FonteneHc, and Clairaut. She used to be (!< MM ibed as l-'-.i imi

in-!.' Mil" r>-<i .' The complimentary poem* addrosed to her would, if collected,

-till many volumes. She was elected member of the academies of Home, Bologna,
'Padua. Lyon, and Rouen. She died Sth Aug. . 1SOO. Her poems fail now to explain
t

! ie reputation she once enjoyed, and dispose us to believe that her personal attractions

must have given a charm to her ver.-e^.

BOCCAU XI. TUA.JANO. l.Vjfi-HJi:'.: an Italian salir'nt. Under the favor of Gregory
XIII. he held several offices, the most important being that of governor cf Benevtuto.
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His most important work is Rif/f/>/,/oh' tli ParnrtM, in which Apollo is represented as

receiving the compliments of all who present them-elves. and distributing justice accord-

ing to the merits of each case. The book is full of light fantastic satire. The only
government that escapes his attacks is [hat of Venice, a city for which he had a special
affection. Other works of his were the ri>tra, and commentaries on Tacitus.

BOCHART, SAMUEL, a learned Protestant divine, was b. of an ancient family at

Rouen, in 1599. He very early exhibited remarkable talent, chietly philological. After

studying at Paris. Sedan, and Saumur. visiting England in 1621, and finishing liU

education at Leyden. he was chosen pa.-tor of the Protestant church at Ca-n. wh.

became very popular. In 1629. he gained great reputation by his victory, in u public
discussion of several days' duration, over the famous Jesuit, Dr. Venn. The m
gained additional eclat from the occasional presence of the viceroy of Normandy, the

duke of Longueville. In 1G4G, appeared his .sacred ir--ography, bearing the ti

Phak'fj and Canaan. His Il<< r<Knicn, or Scripture zoology, to which he devoted many
years of Ids life, appeared posthumously in 1675. In 1G52, B. was invited to Stockholm

by queen Christina, arid went thither accompanied by his friend lluet. The court-life,

however, did not suit him. and his visit was short. lie died suddenly, in 1667, while

speaking at a meeting of the Caen academy of antiquaries. A complete edition of his

works, with a life by Morin, was published at Leyden in 1712; and a new imp:
edition of the Hisreaoiam, his most valuable work, at Leipsic, in 3 vols. 4to (1793-96),

by Rosenmiiller.

BOCHNIA, a t. of Austrian Galicia. capital of a circle of the same name, and ab-mt 25

m. e.s.e. of Cracow. The houses are built chiefly of wood. There are extensive mines

of rock-salt in its vicinity, which employ upwards of 500 miners, and yield annually
about 13,000 tons of salt. Pop. '69, 9040.

BOCHOLD. or BOCHOLT, a t. in the province of Westphalia, Prussia, on the Aa.

44 m. w.s.w. of Minister. In the neighborhood is a large iron mine. Pop. '71, 6125.

BOCIIUM. a chief t. in Westphalia, government of Anisbcrg. noted for man
tures of cassimcrcs. woolens, carpets, hardware, and steel, and considerable trade in

grain. Coal-mines an- also worked. Pop. '71, 21,192.

BOCH, KARL ERNST, b. Leipsic, 1809; graduate of the university there. He de\

himself to medicine and anatomy, and became professor in the university and di.

of the clinical department. He is the author of a number of important anatomical

works, an atlas of anatomy, etc.

BOCKEXIIEIM. A manufacturing t. in Germany, 1 m. from Frankfort, on the Main

and Vt'eser railroad; pop. '71, 8476.

BOCKH, Ao.rsrrs. the most erudite classical antiquary of Germany in recent times,

as b. Nov. 24th, 1785. at Carlsruhe. and entered the university of Halle in 1803. The
1 , _ i? lir .. 1 * J_i. *
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and in ISil. he was translated to the clm'ir of rhetoric and ancient literature, at

Berlin, where he ta:iirht for upvvanls of 40 years, forming many excellent scholars

extending his reputation through all the learned circles of Europe. His conception of

philology 83 an organically constructed whole, which aims at nothing short of an intel-

prctation of the ancient authors, but also archeology proper, the history of ancient

literature, philosophy, politics, religion, and social life. The four great works of B.

which have in fact, opened up new paths in the study of antiquity, are. tir>t, his edition

of Pindar (2 vols., Lei;>. 1S11-22V in which the meter and rhythm of the poet, as well as

his -u-ti-tic -kill arc investigated and discussed with profound knowledge of the subject.

o,l y (3 vols.. Heriin. 1817), a work which remains unsur-

d for subtle research, surprising results, and clear exposition. It treats ot the

price- of goods rate of workmen's wages, rent of houses and land, and other poir.

commercial economy, as well as of the larirer questionsof the Mate income ami

ture It has b,rn 'translated into Emrli-h by Sir George CornewaU Lewis, imu.

title'of n, I' EC
'

.!- Lond. 2d ,-ilit. revised. ls42). 3d, l><r,*t,:,

concern** 0* H

Iiouur 01 uuviui; u\iuuuci vv^i. n --
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trum, published:.! he expense of the royal academy of Bcrlm. winch
wasafto^

wards continued 1irst by Fran/., and then by KirchholT. In !So2 appeared his
Ifc*-;

Ull t!l $ in is:,.-,. 7/i- Lunar (',,,-!, * nf the Greeks; and, m 186.J, Un

the F'j-
-

> C'ycux fthi J/KV/I/.N. He died in 1867.
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BOCKLAND, BOCLAND, or BOOKLAND. one of the original modes of tenure of manor-
land, also culled charter-land, or deed-haul. which was held by a short and shnpk' deed
tinder certain rents and free services. It was land that had been severed by a:i

government from the /'>/'''''' (u.\.). and converted into ;;n estate of perpetual inherit-

ance. It might belong ;o the c.hurch, to the king, or to a subject: it might be alienable
and divisible at the will of the proprietor; it might be limited in its descent, without

any power of alienation in the possessor. It was often granted for a single life or for more
lives than one, with remainder in perpetuity to the church. It was forfeited for various

delinquencies to the state.

The estate of the higher nobility consisted chiefly of bockland. Bishops and abbots

might have B. of their own, in addition to what they held in right of the church. The
Anglo-Saxon kings had private estate.-- of 15., and these estates did not merge in the

crown, but were devisable by will, gift, or sale, and transmissible by inheritance, in

!ine manner as B. by a subject. (Kerr'a . vol. ii. p. 88; An Ii.'jufi-i/ i>'t

the Hi*- i'n'1 < ! rovtk of the Royal Preroyn- ', by John Allen, pp. 1-'-'

Wharton's Law Dictionary. 2d cd., under Boci;'

N, ARNOLD, b. 1827: a Swiss painter; a professor of landscape painting in

Weimar academy in 1860-62. He is noted for success in ideal scenery, and among his

pictures are
" Amazons Hunting in a Forest,''

" A Panic," etc.

BODE, Tin: BARONS DE. a family of doubtful nationality, best known in England in

connection with a claim for indemnity frequently brought before parliament. Ti:

member of the family connected with England v.as CUAKI.ES, A. L. F. DE B., a Ivvron

of the Holy Roman empire, lie was born at Neuhof, in Germany, in 1741, and became
an officer in the regiment of Nassau, which, although in the service of France, con-
sisted exclusively of Germans. The baron had landed property in Germany, and
remained German when he married a Miss llennerslcy, an Englishwoman. Two
afterwards, a son was born of tin.- marriage at Locksley, in Staffordshire, name; I

CLEMENT J. P. P. de B., who returned when a child with, his parents to the continent.

In 1787, baron Charles purchased an estate in Lower Alsace, held under German feudal

tenures, in terms of the treaty of Minister, and thither he went to reside. The revo-

lution, however, broke out, and in 1791, the baron considered it prudent publicly to

surrender his estates to his son. Two years later, the family was obliged to emigrate,
and the property was confiscated. After leaving France, baron Charles bought
held of the archbishop of Cologne, and he died a German in 1797. Ci-nrn:, hi

became an officer in the Russian artillery, married a Russian, and. with his regi
entered Paris in 1814. After the peace,'conventions were entered into, under which
British residents who had suffered during the revolution by confiscation were to be
indemnified. A large sum was handed over by France to England, to be divided;:.

the claimants, one of whom w.is baron Clement. The fact that he had !KV:I inve- :

proprietor of the estate in Alsace at the time of confiscation, that his. mother wa-
fish, and that he had been born in England, secured at first a recognition of his chim t:>

the extent of making it an item of the calculation for fixing the amount of the indem-

nity; but it was afterwards repudiated, on the ground, that baron Clement was :

English subject at the time of confiscation, ana that he had sustained no loss through
his connection with England. lie died in 1846. His son, BARON CLEV::\T A. G. P.

L.. took out letters of administration to his father, and prosecuted the claim of his

family; without, however, any success. He petitioned the house of commons in \^~>'~.

and his case was fully discussed. Sec J. Hodgkin's C<i*e oftJif r><n-n,, <!, /,'. /,

'

(I860). Baron Clement is naturalized as a British subject, and his ;

Englishwoman. He has acquired reputation as an eas'ern traveler, and is the trai.

of &okhara, it* E l*r<>i>l<, from the Russian of Khanikoff 084.")), and the author
of Trarels in Laurvstan a '^45), find of an i;:>

d to with ap;.:
earl de Grey in his address to the geographical society in I860.

BODE, JOIIANX KI.EIJT. 1741-1H2G; an eminent German astronomer. When a

he made astronomical observations from the garret of his father's house, with ,

-cope const rnrted
next year he wrote

omy which was
Book, which is still' continued. But his fame rests chicliy on th>' . pub-
lishrd in 1801. in which he gives observations on 1? . or 12,01)0 more than can

l>e found in any previous charts.

Bode reproduced the .-r a lenient of the relations of the planetary distance-, previously
made known bv Titius of Yv'ittenberg, but afterwards called -nines

>f numbers. 0. 55, 6, 12, 24, 48, 96, etc., each term after the second be in IT

twice the preceding term : .ded. producing' 1.7,10. \

56, 100, etc., v. hose terms correspond roughly to tl: from the

sun. when stated in 10 millions of miles, thus: Merriirv. 3.5; <>.$; Earth, 9.1;

Mar-, lo.lt: .Minor
plj

:

1.1). average 2S.4: Jupiter, 47.0': Bi turn, 87.2; I'ranus.

175.4. Thus far the approximation is to'erabh-do- . HM the next tern ipart.

The number of the series is 888* while the Aiding phur
'

iceisbut27l.fi.
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The "law" needs, first, a demonstration of it? causes; second, JIE explanation of : -

ancles; then it should be called the law of Ti'

BODEN-SZE. See CCN>TAXCT:, 1.

B<> DEXSTEDT, FuiEnmni M.vKTr;. b. 1819: when young, a private tutor in the

<: to have been translations f

really original, Avhich attained remarkable success. !! is \\>,- author*
isted in German translations oi

BODE'S LAW, an arithmetical relation -ubsi tini: between the di-tances of the p:
from the sun. It may be thus stated : Write. in the first instanct
under these place a geometrical series beginning nMi ;). and im-rea-ing by the ];

pitting the 3 under llie second 4; .aid by addition we have the >cr.

whic.i gives nearly the relative distances of the planets from th4444 ^ 4 4 4 4
3 ii 13 24 48 96 192 384

4 7 10 16 ,r.2 100 1W 388

Thus, if 10 be taken ::s the distance of the earth from the sun, 4 will irive

Mercury. 7 that of Venus, and .v> forth. The actual relative distance-are as follow,
making 10 the distance of the earth

Mtiviuy. Venus. Earth. LI Jupiter. Saturn. Uranus. Neptune.
o.'J 7.2 10 15.2 27.4 52 \>> 300

Clo-e as is the correspondence between the law and the actual d^tarccs, no physical v

ecu given to account for it, although there is little room for doubt that such '

}>. 1... therefore, in the proem Mate of -eieiicc. is ternx d empirical. K> p't r was the
tii-t to perceive the law, and Bode argued from it that n planet might be found !)'

Kara and Jupiter, to fill up the trap tlittf exited at the time in the >eri; -s. The di-<

of the asteroids lias proved the ccrrcctness of ihi^ pr< diction. The greatest d<-\

from the law is seen in the ca>e of 2\( ptune; but if we were acquainted with the princi-
!!om which the lav/ jiroceeds. ~v\e miirht also be able to account for the discrepancy.

Similar relations, though expressed in different numbers, are found to subsist in the

distances of the satellites of Jupiter and Saturn from their prhnar
1M/1 >1N. JI-:AX. IWO-'JiJ: a French lawyer and politician, authorof a numberof philo-

sophic;.! works. His srreatest eiTort was t! of tin Republic, the first elabo-

rate attempt in modern times to construct a system of political >ciencc. Only four years
afterwards, as if to p.vve iitat great n. work

expressinir the fullest belief in dene d s(-n\'ry. '\ he inikc of Alcnc. r. ^ave B.

manv jtietcnnents. and to(;k him with him when be wer.t to London to solicit the hand
of (iiiecn Elizabeth. B. was much worried between the Protestants and the !

was accused of being on both sides. That he was dispu-cd to liberality is shown in -i

po-tiiun: .''.is work in the form of a dialogue, in which a .Tew, a Mohammedan, a Lull.

a Zuinglian. a Roman Catholic, an Epicurean, and a Thcist take part. The conch
to which they all come is that they will live together in charity and toleration, ami
from further disputations about religion.

BODKIN, an instrument used by women of antiquity to fasten up their hair behind.

It was the method commonly adopted by the pricMs of ( well a- by the f<

characters in Greek tragedy, the Ii. ln-inir highly ornamented. Silver hodki:

worn in a similar way bv t'he peasant gin- B. The term 15. is also applii d

sharp pointed instrumen't for piercing holes in cloth, and it was at one time a very

mon name lor a dagger.

BO DLE, a ancient copper coin in Scotland, in value the sixth of a penny sterling

According to .T:i:nieson. the B. is said to have been s., called from a mint-master of th-

name
BODLEY. Sir THOMAS, the restorer of the library oris-innlly established at (>xfoi,.

Ilumphrev d:f r. was b. at Exeter, M:ir. -'. 1544. His family

Oxford, wliere h- took tin- de-n-e of M. v.. and was afterwanU

travel in"- some time abroad, he was employed by the queen in di]

Denmark. Prance. :,nd Holland, ami r his favorite city.
< >\

he devoted h'nns-lf to literature, especially to the extension of the university hi

row called the Bodleyan (q.v.\ in B.'s hoocr. In- "ire *nd vain:

from many parts of Eiirope. B. expended a very i.-u. i aNo left an

salaries to'oih'cers. repair of the library, and purchase of books, lie v
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king James, and died at Oxford, Jan. 28, 1612. B.'s autobiography, extcndirg to the

year 1609, together with a collection of his letters, has been published under the title

'liiUqxiir Boafoiawt (Lond. 1703).

BODLEY'AN orBoDLEi'AX LIBRARY, the public library of Oxford university, restored

by sir Thomas Bodley (q.v.) in 1.597, his first act being the presentation of a large collec-

tion of valuable books, purchased on the continent at an expense of 10.000. Through
his influence and noble example, the library was speedily enriched by numerous other

important contributions. Among the earliest' subsequent benefactors of the B. L., which
was opened in 1603, with a well-assorted collection of about :)000 volumes, were the earl

of Pembroke, who presented it with '250 volumes of valuable Greek M S S. ; sir Thomas
Roe; sir Kenelm Digby; and archbishop Laud, who made it a magnificent donation of
1300 MSS. in more than twenty different language*. Upwards of 8000 volumes of the

library of the famous John Selden (q.v.) went to the Bodleyan library. Gen. Fair-

fax presented the library with many MSS., among which was Roger Dodsworth's
Bollection of 160 volumes on English' history. During the present century, the most

important bequests have l>een the collections of Richard Gough. on British topography
and Saxon and northern literature; of Edmund Malone, the editor of Shakespeare; and
of Francis Douce; also a sum of 40,000. by the Rev. Robert Mason, the interest to be

expended on books. By purchase, the library acquired some magnificent collections of

Oriental, Greek, Latin, and Hebrew books and 31 SS. The J>. L. is particularly rich in

biblical codices, rabbinical literature, and materials for British history. By the copy-
right act, it is entitled to a copy of every book printed in the United* Kingdom. The
number of volumes it possesses is estimated at about 300,000, in addition to 20.000 to

30,000 in manuscript. The first catalogue of the printed books was published by the lirst

librarian, Dr. James, in 1600; the last, nearly two centuries and a half later (in 1843), in

8 vols., by Dr. Bandinel, the eleventh who held the office since the institution of the

library. In the interval, several catalogues of various departments of the library were

published; ant1 a supplemental volume was added by Dr. Bandinel in 1850. By statutes

drawn up for the government of the library bv sir Thomas Bodley, it was decreed that

the vice-chancellor, the proctors, and the regfus professors of divinity, law. medicine,

Hebrew, and Greek, should be visitors and curators: a statute passed in 1856 added "live
more residents to be elected by congregation for ten years, if continuing to reside, and
to be re-eligible." Members of the university who have taken a degree are admitted to

the use of the library a smalt addition on the matriculation fees, and an annual payment,
being charged for the privilege. Literary men, properly recommended, are allowed to

make extracts from the works in the library, which is open between Lady-day and
Michaelmas from nine o'clock in the morning till four in the afternoon, and during the

other half of the year from ten to three. It is shut during certain holidays, and for

visitation purposes, in the aggregate about 34 days in the year, besides Sundays. Since
1856. a reading-room, open throughout the year from teu o'clock in the morning to ten

iu the evening, has been attached to the library.

BODMANN (ancient Bodami Castnun), a village of Baden, at the mouth of the Stock
ach, on lake Constance, with ruins of a castle, formerly the residence of the lieutenants

(botemann or bodmanno. messenger or Iff/atu*) of the Cariovingian kings; hence the
German name of the lake Bodman-see, or Boden-see. Pop. 900.

~

BODMER, JOH. JAK., a German poet and litterateur, was b. at Greifensee, near
Zurich, 19th July, 1698. The study of the Greek and Latin writers, together with the

English, French, and Italian masters, having convinced him of the poverty and taste-

lessness of existing German literature, he resolved to attempt a reformation. Accord-

ingly, in 1721. along with a few other young scholars, he commenced a critical period-
ical, entitled Dinciirne der Malcr, in which the living poet* were sharply handled.
1740. when B. published a treatise on The Wonderful in Poetry, a literary war broke out
between him and Gottsched, which was long waged with great bitterness; yet it was
not without fruits, inasmuch as it partly prepared the way for the Augustan epoch of
German literature. B. died at Zurich (in the university of which he had held the chair of

history for 50 years). 2d Jan., 1783. As an author, he was marked by inexhaustible

activity, but his poems, dramas, and translations have no vigor or originality. His best

known production is the Noncltidt (Zurich, 1752). He did greater service 'to literature

by repuhlishing the old German poets, the Minnesingers, and a part of the -V/''<V/<y />,

as also by his numerous critical writings.

BODMIir, the co. t. of Cornwall, in the middle of the county, 26 m. n.n.w. of Plym-
outh. It is situated partly in a valley and partly on the side of a hill, and consists

principally of one street a mile Jong. Its chief trade is in cattle and sheep. Among the
more important recent buildings are a market house, the county jail, and the new Corn-
wall lunatic asylum. B. arose in a priory founded in the 10th c.. and was Ion

important place, having, besides the priory, a cathedral and K) churches. The priory
wa> mice the property of Thomas Sternhold, one of the translators of the Psalms of
David into Kn^li-h meter. Fifteen hundred persons in B. are said to have died of the

pestilence in 1351. Pop. '71. U758. It return* one member to parliament.

BODO'NT. GiAMr.ATTisTA, a distinguished type-cutter and printer, b. ;:t Salu/zo. in

Sardinia. 1740: went to Rome in 175S, where h- secured an cngagemcir usi;or
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occasion of

print ing-office of the propaganda, and where he remained till the death of his
:i. Abbate Ruggieri, in iTf!,'. or, according to other-. 17W. J n 171;^. he went to

There he published M-vcral specimens of hi- workmanship: amon- others on
~~ . of the marriage of the prince of Piedmont with the princess Clotiide of !'

Epitfialamia Exotieu Linguibuf llldit,i. which exhibited the alphabets of x'O ianivi
In 1789, the duke of Parma made him superintendent of his private printi;^ establish-
ment, and from this press lie .sent forth hi- edition of the J/i'ml (:', vols. ISMSI. dedicated
to Napoleon. It Is a splendid specimen of typographv; but the corn-em, s- of the text
is by no means equal to the beauty of the printing. Tlis editions of Virgil c,' vols. 17!i:',),

and several Greek, Latin, Italian, and French claies. as :l l-o hi- Lord's prayer in 155
languages, are admired for their elegance. He tiled at Parma, isi:{.

BODY, HI-MAN, will be treated of under the names of the several organs and func-
tions. For BODY-SNATCH IM;. see ANATOMY (in law).

BODY COLOB, a term which, in oil painting, is applied to the opnque coloring pro-
duced by certain modes of combining and mixing the pigments. When, in water (.!. >r

painting, pigments are laid on thickly, and mixed with white, to render them opaque,
instead of in tints and washes, the works are said to IK- executed in body color.

BODY OF A CHURCH, more commonly called the M>tt (q.v. ). though this latter term
is sometimes employed to include the aisle (q.v.), is also known as the main or middle
aisle.

BODY'S ISLAND, the sand strip between Roanoke and Albemarle sounds, n. of
On-Lii. n inlet, in Dare co., X. C. There is a light on the i.-land, 156 ft. above title, in

30 4S n., and 70 ::,:}' west.

BOECE, or. more properly, BOYCE, HKCTOU. a distinguished Scottish historian, was
b. of an old family, about 146$, at Dundee. lie completed his education at Montague
college, in the university of Paris, and in 1497. was appointed a profes-or of philosophy.
Annum- other learned men whose friendship he here acquired was Kra-mus. About the

beginning of the lOth c., he was invited by bishop Elphinstone to pre.-idr over the uni-

versity newly founded by him at Aberdeen. B. accepted the office after some natural
hesitation, the yearly salary being 40 merks. or about 2 4*. (W. sterling. The value
of money, however, it has. to be remembered, was immensely g-eater then than now.
and the learned principal was at the same time made a canon of the cathedral, ami

chaplain of St. Ninian. There is every reason to Mippo><> that he discharged his duties

with high success. In 10 '22, he published his lives, in Latin, of the bishops ( ,f Mortlach
and Aberdeen. This work, a great part of which is occupied with the life of his excel-

lent patron, bishop Elphinstone, was reprinted by the Bannatync club in IN','0. Five

years later, B. published the Jli*try <>f &(!, i ml, on which his fame chietly rests, a work
which, though proved to contain a large amount of fiction, is worthy of '.he commenda-
tion it has received even on the score of style. The author was rewarded by the king
with a pension of 00 Scots, until lie should be promoted to a benefice of iOO merks,
which appears to have occurred in 1034. B. died two years later.

E(EHME BIA, a genus of plants of the natural order >irt;<;<r. included, until recently,
in the genus ///////. or nctilc iq.v.). The fibers of a number of specie- are used for

making ropes, twine, nets, sewing-thread, and cloth, and some of them api>ear likely to

acquire much economical and commercial importance. 0. ttfceft (formerly m-fim

has been recently ascertained to yield great part of the fiber employed in China in the

manufacture of the Ix-autiful fabric known. as CJnntt-gra** (q.v.) cloth. It i< a perennial
herbaceous plant, with broad ovate leaves, which are white and downy beneath, m
destitute of the stin-rin^ powers of the nettles. It is carefully cultivated by the Chinese,

bv whom it i- called ,'.'//// mn. It is propagated either by seeds or by parting the roots.

It loves shade and moisture. Three crops are obtained in the season, new snoots spring-

ing up after it has been cut. Great attention is he-towed upon the preparation of the

fil>er: the stems are sometimes tied in little 'sheaves, and in-lead of being steeped are

placed on the roof of a house, to l>e moistened by the dew. and dried by the -im. but

are carefully preserved from rain, which would blacken them: and i:i rainy weather

they are placed under cover in a current of air. Another plan is to steep the sepa-

rated filers for a night in a pan of water, and sometimes they i in water con

lainim: the ashes of mulberry-wood. A patent was obtained in Britain, in l*-i9. lor the

preparation of this fiber, ty DOillng the stems in an alkaline solution, after previ,

steeping them for 'J4 hours in water of the temperature of !( F., thenti

inir with pure water, and dryinsr in a current of high pn vv to

be ascertained that this. is the same plant which Dr. Roxburgh strongly recommended to

attention about the beirinnimr of the IDth c. under the name of >n-ii>'n t< > '**ima. and

of which the court of directors of the East India company, in 1' '> be

stronger than Kussian hemp of the IH--I description,"and*to have been linnigli! to a

thread. "preferable to the be-t material in Europe for Bru--e]s 1 It m
regarded a- curious that, after this, it wnslost sight of for a considerable time, although

th~ eommendaiion bestowed unon it is found not to have egerMed The ].|
; .nt

nainrai'y. and i< c-rlivat* d m>t only in China but in Sumatra. Siam. Bnrmtih,

Assam, a:, t other part* of the east. The liber is cuiied caloce in Sumatr. y the
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Malays, and rlieea in Assam. B. candicans and B. utilis, from which a fine silky fiber

is obtained in J:iv;i. arc cither varieties of thi> or nearly allied species. B. fruit,*-
another important species, common in Xepaul, Sikkim'. and other parts of the Himalaya,
to an elevation of 8000 ft. above the sea. It is not cultivated, but often overruns aban-
doned fields. It grows to a height of 6 or 8 ft., and varies from the thickness of a quill
to that of the thumb. The leaves are serrated, dark green above, silvery-white below.
not stinging. The plant is cut down for use when the seed is formed, the bark is then

peeled off, dried in the sun for a few days, boiled with wood ashes for four or live hours,
and beaten with a mallet to separate the fibers, which are called i*><ih or /:'. and also
kienki or ycnki. When properly prepared, the fiber is quite equal to the best Europeata
flax. The fibers of a number of coarser species are employed in diil'ereut parts of

the East Indies for making ropes. See Koyle's Fibroas Plant* of India.

ECEHME RIA. The China grass-plant, K. nicea, has been recently introduced into culti-

vation iu some of the southern parts of the United States, under its Malay name of nditie.

It succeeds well, and the results as to produce of fiber have proved very encouraging.

BCEO'TIA, one of the ancient political divisions of Greece.was bounded on the n. and
n.w. by Locris and Phocis, on the e. by the Eulnean channel, on the s. by Attic-

Megaris, and on the w. by the Corinthian gulf. B. had a surface estimated at 1120 <<[.

miles. The plains inclosed on the s. by Mts. Citlux'ron and Panics, on the w. by Mt.

Helicon, on the n. by the slopes of Mt. Parnassus and the Opuntian Mts., fall naturally
into three divisions the basin of the lake Copais. now (ailed Topolias, that of the

Asopus, and the coast-district on the Crissji-an sea. The principal stream was anciently
called the Cephissus. It entered the country from Phocis at Clueronea; and in the

spring, when it was swollen by innumerable torrents, almost converted the Copaic plain
into a lake. There were several natural channels for the outlet of the waters that con-

gregated in this plain, but they were not sufficient to carry off the whole surplus, and
the surrounding country was in consequence frequently deluged. In order to guard
against this inundation, two tunnels had been cut in the rock for the discharge of the

water. One of these tunnels which carried the water to Upper Larymna where it

emerged in a natural outlet after a subterraneous course of nearly 4 m., whence it flowed
above ground a mile and a half to the sea was no less than 4 m. in length, with about
20 vertical shafts let down into it, some of which were from 100 to 150 feet deep. The
other tunnel, which united the Copais lake with that of Ilyliea, was much shorter, but
still an extensive and striking work. The date of these gigantic engineering undertak-

ings is not precisely known, but they are generally attributed to the Minyoj or Orcho-
menus. B. was in ancient times very productive of marble, potters' earth, and iron, be-

sides abounding in corn and fruits; and it was aiso particularly celebrated for flute

The earliest inhabitants belonged to different races, the two most powerful of which were
the Minya? and Cadmeansor Cadmcones; but were at an early date (about 60 years after

the Trojan war, according to Thucydides) in part dislodged by the Boeotians, an ^Koiiau

people who were driven from Thessaly. and in part incorporated with them. The lic-otiaus

excelled as cultivators of the soil, and were gallant soldiers both on foot, and horseback:
but they were rude, unsociable, and took little part in the gradual refinement of man-
ners and intellectual development of the rest of Greece, so that the name became pro-
verbial for illiteral dullness. This was usually ascribed to their thick damp atmosphere.
Yet there have not been wanting amongst them eminent generals, as Kpaminondas: and

poets and historians, as Jlesiod. Pindar, Corinna, Plutarch, etc. The greater cities, of

which the number was about fourteen, Thebes, Haliartus, Thespiae, etc., with their terri-

tories, formed the Boeotian League. At the head of this was an archon, and next to him
a council which was composed of four persons, and had its head-quarters in. Thebes.
The executive authority was intrusted to Boeotarchs, who were elected in popular assem-

blies of the separate states, and could only hold office for one year. Of this league, a

shadow still remained down to the times of the empire; but after the battle of Ch;eronca,
in which Philip established the Macedonian throne on the ruins of Grecian liberty, the

political importanceof the country declined so rapidly, thatabout 130 n.c. only two cities.

Tanagra and Thespia?, were of any consideration. Along with Attica, B. now forms
one of the

" nomarchies" of the kingdom of Greece.

EOERHAAVE, HKUMANN*, the most celebrated physician of the 18th c., was b. at

Voorhout. near Leyden. Dec. 13, 1668. In 1682, he went to Leyden. with the intention

of becoming a cle'riryman, and there studied Greek. Latin, Hebrew, C'haldee. history,
ecclesiastical and secular, and mathematics. In 1689, B. was made doctor of philosophy,
and in 1690 began the study of medicine, reading carefully Hippocrates among the

ancients, and Sydenham among the moderns. Though mainly self-educated in mi dicine

as in chemistry and botany he gained his doctor's degree at Harderwyck. 1603, and
returned to Leyden, where, in 1701, having abandoned theology, he w;-. 1- appointed lec-

turer on the theory of medicine, and in his inaugural lecture recommended to the >!u-

dents the ancient method of Hippocrates in medicine; but in 1701} his views had become

greatly enlarged. He saw the necessity of n-j>rioi-/ speculations, as well a- of the llippo-
cratic method Of simple observation, and elaborated various mechanical and cheiiiical

hypotheses to explain the diseases of the body, especially in the case of the fluids. In

1709, he was elected professor of medicine and botany in the place of Hottou. Abou; ;uls
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Arabic In the first \vork a model of comprehensive and methodical learning he
gives a complete outline of his system, including a history of the art of n
account of the preliminary knowlcd- ,y"lo a physician, and a description

- and functions of the body, the signs of health and" tc. : in tin-

3 a Classification of disea-rs. with their ( f treatment, etc. B. al-o
lendeivd important service-, \<> botany. One o:' hi-- best that delivered on his
resignation of theolli ! of the university. It' ('

combine practice with theory, in- caused a hospital to be opened, v.

instructions to his pupils. Though so industrious in his own profession, he undertook,
in 17U ;

, a 't T L-einort's death, t'u professorship of chemistry, and published i

E'\m '. a work which did much to render this science clear and iutellL
and although now ,-::t'.reiy -uncrsedi d by more advanced rc-earches, one that will

always occupy a high place in" tae history of chemistry. His fame had meanwhile
rapidly increased. Patients from all parts of Europe came to consult him. I'-ter .he

great of Russia visited him: and it is even said that a Chinese mandarin sent him a let-

ter, addressed " HKKK BO'-.IUIAAYK, celeliraied physician, Europe." lie was a n.

of most of the learned academies of the day. He died S iized

from his profession a fortune of two millions of florins. Burton, Account ofti
\\'riti!".;?' 11 cl vols.. Lond. 1743); Johnson, Life of B. (Lond. 1S34).

BOESHAA VIA. ec XVITAIU.\A(

BOEES (Dutch, agriculturists, farmers), the name applied to the Dutch colonists of the

cr.pe of Good Hope who are engaged in agriculture and the care of cattle. The l!

eially, according to Dr. Livingstone, "are a sober, industrious, and most hospitable
ot peasantry.

1 '

Very different, however, are certain of their numbers who have tied

from English law, on various pretexts, and formed themselves into a republic in the

Cashan mountains. Coming
" with tiie prestige of white men and deliverers

" from the

cruelty of Ivatnr clriefs. they were received by the Hetjuans gladly, who, however, soon
found out that their new friends were much le.-^ d-^ir.ible as neighbors than their old
enemies. The K force even those tribes of the Betjuaus who are most friendly towards
them to perform all kinds of field labor for nothing; and not only this, but they also

compel them to rind their own implements of labor and their own food. They
domestic servants from The more hostile tribes in tiie most cowardly and cold-bl'ooded

way imatrinabk'. The plan of operation is thus described by Dr. Livingstone:
or two friendly tribes arc forced to accompany a party of mounted Boers, and

expeditions can be got up only in the winter, when horses may be used without d

of being lo-t by di-ease. When they reach the tribe 10 be attacked, the friendly n

are range'
1

, in front, to form, as they say,
" a shield;" the Boers then coolly lire over

heads, till the devoted people flee, and' leave cattie. wives, and children to the ca;

Tnis wa- done in nine cases, du.'ing my re-idenee in the interior, and on i.

I drop of Boer's blood shed."
'

And yet these H. proudly boast them-elvs Chris-

tian !" They have an immense contempt" for the ignorance of the natives, and told Dr.

Livingstone that he might as well teach baboons as Africans. They, however, declineil

a test which the missionary proposed vi/.. to be examined whether they or his native

attendants could read heat. In his opinion, they are quite as degraded as the blacks

whom they despise. Bee < >KANGE RIVEK VTE.

BOE THITJS, Axicirs MANLTCS SKVKIMNT < (to which a few MSS. add lonj'mt-
Roman state.-man and philosopher, was b. between 470 and 47." A.I>. The family to

which he belonged had been distinguished both for its wealth and dignity for tw<-

tunes. His own father held the office of consul, but dying while B. was -Till a boy. th

tor was brought up under the care of Festus. Symmachus. and other IH<I

He studied with sincere enthusiasm philosophy, mathematics, and poetry, tran-

and elucidated with laborious care the writings of Aristotle, and of the old mathema-

ticians Euclid. Archimedes. Ptolema-us. and others; but the story of hi-

Athens is entirely unhistorical. B. soon attracted notice; he became a patrician
'

the usual a ire. a consul in 510, and al /"<. Having, n ! tlic

esteem and confidence of Thecdoric. king of the (}otli-j. wh had fixed

irovernment at Mmne in the year .".do. he wa- appointed by that n

m in his court. His jnfi:i , variably

his countrymen owed it to him that the Gothic rule was M, little o;

fortune culminated in the prosperity of his two son-, who wi ..n-ul- i:

But his bold r,pr:_!i'-i; US of conduct', springing from what -eemed to haveU'e::

t::;! characteristics of the man vi/... a strong faith in the truth of his ph:

and a courage to rcirulate his official conduct by them at la-t brought down

head the unscrupulous vengeance of those whom he had checked in th

and provoked by his virtues. He wa- -iccusfd of treasonable .

and the kiiT-. having become d< >pondent an<l irstrustfid in li
:

-

to the charges. B. was strip;
;.aud
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he himself, after having been imprisoned for some time at Pavia; was executed in f,2t

or o:26; according to one account, with circumstances of horrible cruelty. During his

imprisonment, B. wrote his famous Di ('"Hxo^'tio/tc Philosophic, divided" into 5 books,
and composed in the form of a dialogue, in which B. himself holds a conversation with

Philosophy, who shows him the mutability of ail earthly fortune, and the insecurity of

everything save virtue. The work is composed in a style which happily imitates the

best models of the Augustan age, and the frequent fragments of poetry which are inter-

ppeiM'd throughout the dialogue arc distinguished by their truthfulness of feeling and
metric:'.! accuracy. The ('mtxolntiit is piously tlnixtic in its language, but affords uo indi-

cation that 15. was a Christian; and if the doctrinal treatises ascribed to him are, as the
acutest criticism maintains, not genuine, we must class him in religion rather with Mar-
cu> Aurclius than with his alleged friend, St. Benedict. lie was the last Roman writer

of any mark who understood The Greek language and literature. During the middle

ages, he was regarded with profound reverence, as the Augustine of philosophy, but on.

the introduction of the Aristotelian metaphysics in the 13th c., his reputation gradually
sank. The first edition of B.'s entire works appeared at Venice, 1491-92; a more cor-

rect one at Basel, 1570. The oldest edition of the Consolntio is that published at Xiirn-

l)frg, 1473, but many manuscript translations into various languages had appeared long
before the invention of printing. Among these may be mentioned that by king Alfred
into Anglo-Saxon.

BCEUF, BAYOU, nn overflow stream in Arkansas and Louisiana, fed in time of inun
dation by the Mississippi. It unites with Washita river, and at high water offers 100 in.

of steamboat navigation.

BOG, land covered with peat, the spongy texture of which, containing water, con-
verts it into a kind of quagmire. The term PEAT-BOG is sometimes employed as more
perfectly distinctive of the true B. from every other kind of swamp or" morass; the
term PEAT-MOSS is also sometimes employed, particularly in Scotland, and even simply
Moss. The word B. is of Irish orjgin,"beiLg from a Gael root signifying a bobbing,
quaking motion.

Bogli of great extent exist in some of the northern parts of the world. A very con-
siderable part of the surface of Ireland is occupied with them. The B. of Allen (see

ALI-KX, Boo OF) is the most extensive in the British islands, although its continuity is

not altogether unbroken, strips of arable land intersecting it here and there. The Sol-

way moss (q.v.), on the western borders of England and Scotland, is about 7 m. in cir-

cumference, Chatmoss (q.v.), in Lancashire, famous for the engineering difficulties

which it presented to the formation of the first great English railway. i.< 12 sq.m. in

extent. The swamps of tho e. of England are in general not peat-bogs, but consist

chiefly of soft mud or silt.

The general surface of a B. is always nearly level, but it is usually varied with

rushy tussocks rising above the rest, and having a rather firmer soil. By the continued

growth of peat, the surface of a B. is gradually elevated; that of Chatmoss, for exam-

ple, rises above the level of the surrounding country, having a gradual slope of 30 or 40
ft. from the center to the solid land on all ides. In rainy weather, it sensibly swells,
the spongy mass imbibing water, whilst the mosses and other growing plants on the sur

face prevent evaporation. Occasionally, the quantity of water becoming excessive, a
B. bursts, and pours a terrible deluge down the course of a stream, causing great
devastation, not only by the force of its torrent, but by the enormous quantities of peat
which it deposits upon meadows and cultivated fields,"as has recently happened in some
memorable instances in Ireland. The depth of a B. is sometimes more than 40 feet.

The spongy mass of which it is formed shakes on the least pressure. Sometimes it is

impossible to traverse it; in other cases, it is possible only for those who are well accus-

tomed to it, a false step being a plunge into a quagmire, in which a man sinks as in a

quicksand. Safety is sometimes insured by
"
pattens" boards fastened upon the soles

of the feet a method which Mr. lloscoe of Liverpool, in his extensive operations for

reclaiming land from Chatmoss, employed also to enable horses to work upon its surface.

It was not the least remarkable triumph of the genius of Stephenson, to extend the

>a;ne principle to the support of the railway. Tradition reports that at the battle of

Solway, in 1542, a fugitive troop of horse plunged into the moss, which instantly closed

upon them: and in the end of the 18th c., this tradition was confirmed by the discovery,
made by peat digging, of a man and horse in complete armor.

One of the remarkable phenomena of peat -bogs is the frequent presence of roots and
fallen trunks of trees, in a good state of preservation, many fert below the surface.

From the black bug oak of Ireland, various small fancy articles are manufactured. The
circumstance of trees being found imbedded in bogs, lends to the conclusion that in

many instances these morasses originated in the decay or partial destruction of am lent

forests. This subject, however, along with all that relates to the origin and nature of

bogs, -will lii' treated in the article I'KAT. It maybe proper here to mention that there is

a
| opular division of bogs into two classes ml l>r/x and Murk 1in:<; the decomposition

of ihc vegetable matter in the former being less perfect, and the substance, consequently,
; and light, than in the latter. There is indf-'i! MM precise line of distinction.

and all intermediate conditions occur. The most extensive bogs are red bogs, and they
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:ire said to cover 1,500,000 acres in Ireland. .Black boss, although comparatively of
small extent, are more numerous, particularly in elevated <i r wiiich i.

they an- sometimes called ruuuntain bugs. The depth of red bogs is usually much greater
than that of black bogs.

The conversion of bogs into good pasture or arable land, is a subject of national

importance. There can be no doubt that much of the land now occupied by 15. i-

capable of being rendered very productive. whilst the effects oi ext<-n-ive bog-; upon the
climate hre always injurious. The reclaiming of shallow mountain b.<i;- i- compara-
tivcly easy, and in some cases it is effected by a very simple and inexpMi-ive drai:

and by throwing them at once under cultivation in a manner analogous to that known
in Iremlid as the ttt.zy-bcd method of plantimr potatoes the .-oil upon \\hich tin- H.

being ] .artially digged up and thrown over its surface. Great dilficuliics. h<>\\

attend the reclaiming of red bogs. It has unfortunately happened, particularly in Ire-

land, that the tenures of land, and the want of capital on the part of the

estates, have formed the most insuperable of all obstacles to improvements of this kind,
which, however, have been carried on to no inconsiderable extent since the middle of

the 18th c., and have in general proved highly remunerative. A chief difficulty, in <ome
is caused by the low situation of the 13., and the want of ./'/// for drainage.

Another great difficulty is presented by the spongy substance of red bog.- being extremely
retentive of wafer, so that a deep ditch only drains a very narrow strip en each -i

it. A difficulty has been also found in disposing of the peat, where a good soil

known to exist" below, it has In-eu attempted to reclaim land by removing the].'

of draining it and converting its own surface into soil. To -ome extent, in such .

tue peat is advantageously . >f for fuel, or to be used :i- a species of manure for

other soils; but the demand for the-e pu: .ten insufficient for any other than a

very slow process of improvement in an extensive B The peat i-. ' >me

ihne-. by various means, floated off. as in the long-continued operations at Blair-Drum-

mond. o'n the banks of the iort'n, the results of which have for many years formed a

peculiar feature on the shores and in the bays of the upper part of the firth of Forth.

But when a similar method was more recently introduced in an extensive moss in the

low lands of Renfrewshire, the Clyde trn.-tecs interposed to prevent it. in the in:

of the navigation of the river. A portion of the peat, taken from the upper surf

not unfreqiiently burned in heaps upon the spot, the a>hes becomir;; a manure, and

assisting in the formation of a soil.

Of course, the tir-t c--'-ntial in the reclaiming of bogs is drainage. The method of

iinr this must be varied according to circumstances; but very frequently,
after a

general Outlet with sufficient fall lias been secured, wide open drains are cut. by which

the bog is divided into strip-, which again are traversed and subdivided by smaller

drains." When these drains begin to serve their purpose, the surface of the bog -inks, and

their depth is reduced; they are then often deepened, and at last a permanent system of

covered drains emptying themselves into open ditches is thus formed, and tit^ the lain]

for all the purposes of agriculture. It is. however, often plowed before this state of

things is attained, the plow-horses being shod with the patim* already mentioned, and

sock'< and coulters of unusual .-harpne.-- bi-ii :g employed for the cutting of tb

Various implements have also been devised for cutting the moss, to facilitate cultivi

Lime, calcareous sand, clay, and oilier manures are applied, according to circumsi

to promote the conversion, of the peat into useful soil. SOUK tinu .- tin first crop taken

from the plowed bog is a crop of oats; sometimes it is found prc n with

The like. In some places in the north of Ireland, liorii: HKNT
-- has been sown on bog- in process tf being reclaimed, and enormous crops have

-i.tained. See WASTE LANDS.

BOGAN. or N/Evr-Yr.AU RIVER, th^ AVftn Wot.r of Oxley, nn interior stream of cost

ilia, joins the Dariimr after a generally n.w. course of more lhan "<H'

'and long. 14(3 ea<t. Its :-.,ure<- is in the Harvey range, abc-i la!.

iong. Ufci" 30 i

BOO Vlini'S KvF.n \TMM-S. a minister of the early Dutch Reformed r-hurc!: in New
\m-rerd >n; In 1C>:X be married Anneke J:;P<. a widow, win- owned land

in wha? i- now an important bn-in. N'cw York. The farm subsequent!)
into m of Trinity church, and has been fb- occasion of n:

[rv bv the heirs of "BognnttlS; but they arc all in vain, tl-

complete
'

In 10-17. Boirardus >ai!ed for Holland t" r.nanrer certali

tical superiors, but lost his life by shipwreck in Mn-iol c!

\!}nrs. .TAMKS. b. New York. ls<.0 : an inrenior. A- works

DencSliase without a slot: a medallion cn-rravinir machine: a macln; e tiirnms:

rl method for making Btnmpp for penny po-taue: a n

i inacbines for i-ultiii-r'aml v.orkin- Imlia-r ,.ower: a .

contrivaD importnn<
-

i up for his :
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a cast-iron building, the first one of tUat material ever erected. Soon afterwards lit

introduced wrougiit-iron beams.

BOG BUTTER, a very peculiar mineral substance, which is found in some of the bogs
of Ireland. It is evidently of vegetable origin, and has been formed by the decomposi-
tion of the peat amidst which it is found. In composition and qualities it exhibits a

general agreement with bitumen, asphalt, amber, and the other mineral resins: all of
a iv not improbably supposed to resemble' it also in their origin, although perhaps

it is the most recent of them all. It contains about ',4 per cent, of carbon: its remaining
constituents being oxygen and hydrogen in nearly equal proportions. In color and con-

sistency, it much resembles butter, and at 104 F. it becomes liquid. It is not soluble

in water, but is readily dissolved by alcohol.

BOGDANOVITCH, HIPPOLYTUS TIIEODOIJOVITCII. a distinguished Russian poet of the

18th c., was b. at Perevolotchna, Little Russia, in Dec., 1743. His fame rests entirely

upon his poem, Duxlu'nkn, published in 1775. The story of Psyche forms the ground-
work of the poem, which is characterized by a retined and graceful style, and vivacious

playfulness of language. Its publication made him at once famous, as well :i< obtained
for him the high favor of the court: but there can be no doubt that the popularity of

the work was as much owing to the adventitious circumstances in which it was produced

uothing^of
the kind having been previously attempted in Russia as to its intrinsic

merits. B., thousrh he wrote much afterwards, never equaled his tirst performance.
He died in Jan., f803.

BO'GEN, a t. of Bavaria, in the circle of Lower Bavaria, situated on the left bank of

the Danube, about 6 m. e. of Straubing. It has extensive breweries, but is chiefly
celebrated for its chapel, still a place of pilgrimage, built on a neighboring height.
Here, according to tradition, a hollow stone image of the Virgin floated up by the river,

remained stationary; and its miraculous arrival had the effect of converting a notorious
robber chief, the ruins of whose castle now inclose the church. Innumerable pilgrims
flocked to the image, including, at various times, three German emperors, and the
monks grew very wealthy on their offerings. Pop. 1200.

BO'GENHAUSEN, a village in Bavaria, the seat of the royal observatory of Munich,
2 m. n.e. of that city. The observatory, one of the best in the world, is in 4S 8 n., and
11- 36' east.

BOGESMANN, JOHANN, who occupies a place in history as president of the far-famed

synod of Dort, was b. in 1576, at the village of Oplewert, in Friesland. He \-

viplent part in the religious controversies which inflamed, with unwonted fire, the Dutch
mind at the beginning of the 17th century'. His hatred of Arminianism extended itself

(as theological hatred generally does) to the persons who upheld it, and his zeal was .m
various occasions gratified by "securing the punishment of those who had the misfortune
to differ in opinion from him. He translated and recommended Beza's book on the

nf <if lit r< tics; and about the year 1614, ventured to a>sail the

Grotius in a polemical treatise, which, along with most of the angry literature of the

period, has properly perished. In 1618, B. was elected proident of tue synod of Dort;
but his conduct there does not seem to have given satisfaction to the Frieslamlers who
had delegated him, for he was accused on his return of having exceeded his instructions.

For one thing, however, B. deserves great credit, his translation of the Bible into the
vernacular. Four other persons were associated with him in the task, but the transla-

tion of the Old Testament is chiefly B.'s work, and is characterized by taste, fidelity,
and purity of language. It is still used in the Dutch churches. B. died in 1633, at Fra'n-

eker, in the university of which he was primarius professor of divinity.

BOGGS, CHAHKES STCAKT, b. N. J., 1811; rear-admiral in the U. S. navy, retired

in 1873. He commanded the Varuna at the passage of the forts below New Orleans,
and was specially praised by Farragut.

BOGHAZ KIE UI, KE WEE, or KOI, a village of Asia Minor, vilayet of Kastamuni, 88
m. s.w. of Amasia. In its vicinity are the ruins of a magnificent temple, supposed to

be that of Jupiter which Strabo mentions (lib. xii.). A perfect ground-plan of the

building still remains; the length outside is 219 ft., the breadth 140 ft., while the cella

measures 87 ft. by 65. There are several other ruins which seem to identify B. K. as
the ancient T<n'inin.

BOGHEAD COAL, bituminous coal of Scotland, more valuable for making
than for fuel. Named from the chief place of deposit. Boghead, Linlithgowshire.

BOG IRON ORE, a mineral of very variable composition, but regarded as consisting

essentially of peroxide of iron and water; the peroxide of iron often amount-; to about (50

per cent, the water to about 0. Phospkorlc acid is usually present in quantities vary-
ing from 2 to 11 per cent. Silicic acid, alumina, oxide of manganese, and other sub-

stances, which seem accidentally present, make up the rest. B. I. O. occurs chiefly in

alluvial soils, in bogs, meadows, lake-;, etc. It is of a brown, yellowish-brown, or
blackish brown color. Some of its varieties aro earthy and friable, formed of dull d

particles; some are in ma-es of an earihy fracture, often vehicular; and some more
compact, wi'li conchoidal fracture. Iti> abundant ir; 'omeof the northern and \\



Scotland, and In the northcnrcotmfeioa of Europe generally; ai<o in :

America. Wnen .-incited, it yields good ir'"i. > ( -c II-.O.N, I/BBS OF. l-'n-iu v.

on in R I. O. is derived, lias often been a subj rt of di-H-n.ion; ir.it Kin

i\\
.)v-a:x to have determined that it proceeds from the. shield.-; of aiiimalcu':

da the mineral itself us composed of incalculable multitudes (if the.v shield-. He
1 in t!ie marshes about Berlin a. substance of a deep-ochiv

wuii
'

i of the ditches, and which, when il had I

evaporation of tin- water, appeared exactly like oxide of iron; but which 'under the
mid-' aa found to consist of slender articulated thr. ads, formed of the. partly
silk-ions and partly ferruginous shields of <./,/<'''///<./// f,

BOG MOSS. Sec SPHAGXT .n.

BOG NOB, BEDS. See LONDON CLAY.

BOGODOTJKHOV, or BOHODUKIIOY', a fortified t. of Russia, in tlio government of

Kharkov, 29 m. ILW. of the city of that name. It is situated on the Merh tin-

industry of its population, which amounts to about 10,WO, consi^timr in leather-dr.

and boot-making. B. has also a considerable trade in cuttle and hid <.

BOGOMI LI, a religious sect which came into notice in the 12th <-., whose chief seat
\va- in Thrace. They resembled the Paulicians and Kathari. Their name. wh:.

derived from the Bulgarian Bog, "Lord, "and niil'ii.
" have mercy," refer-, ID th

(lueucy of their prayers. The basis of their cr-cd was as follows:' Out of the el

divine essence or being sprang two principles Satanael and Logos: tiie former, at lir-t

afterwards rebelled, and created in opposition to the original spiritual unive
1 of matter and human beings. These human beings, however, recr-ivm

Supreme Father a life-spirit; but this was k-pt in slavery by >

Chri-t cam.- down from heaven, and assuming a phantom body, broke the power of the

evil spirH, who was henceforth called only Satan. The B.. like all similar

ticed a severe asceticism, despised images, and rejected the sacraments. Instead of

baptism, they placed their hands, and an apocryphal go-pel of St. John, on the head of

the neophyte, -inging at the same time the Lord'< Prayer, which they repeated
-

times during the day, and live limes during the night. They accepted the whole of the

New Testament, but of the Old Testament only the Psalms and Prophets, which they

interpreted allegorically. In 1118. that vehement hater of heretics, Alexius Comnenus,
burned their leader Basilius. Persecution, however, did not put an end to the B., and
a! !!; time of the Mohammedan conquest of Bosnia (16th c.), we find that the gr>

number of the ivnegade Christians who embraced the rcligouof the conquerors belonged
to this sect. There are some B. even at the present day.

GOS. negroes living in the highlands n. of Abyssinia, believed to number about

10.000. and speaking the iJelen and Tigre tongues. They profess Chri.sti;i:nty. but hr.ve

knowledge of it. and are tributary to Abyssinia. Their country is rich in fine tim-

ber, fruits, and wild auin

BOGOTA
,
more fully SANTA F2 DE BOGOTA', in South America, the federal

ital of the United States of Colombia, former!;, 'iada. It is situated within the

limits of Cundinamarca, in lat. 4' 6' n., and long. 78 30' w., on a table-land, which.
at an elt vatici; of *<>')! ft. above the sea, basin of the Magdalena fro;

of the Orinoco. Independently of i importance, 15. ncciv

position in relation to cpmmcrce. It lies on the most convenient route

and i he Caribbean sea: while, by navig.ible a'.iluents of the Orinoco and the Matrd
! .V) in., i! twofold access to tide- water. Its imme-

.-ii-inity. too' is favorable to tin- growtll of n great city and the maintenance of :t

:. The table-land ir iiit 60 ni. from n. to s.. and about 30 front

oundeii on all -ides by mountains which, though lofty eno'.!i'h to give
;e!ow th.' line of perpetual snow. Th: pinin atem]
_-e of the ('(mator with a singular' y g'--;i:d -rid SMlnliri.-.i.-. iimatt ii_

tile, yielding abundant Cfops of wheat and barley. diy ot

tlje leguminous plains cultivated in Europe; while, favored a- it is with tw*.

i is as rich i:i pasture as in grain, affording ample sustei'.

1 <}v i . O'. VvV , Ullv I1V It. 1." .^ l 1 1 IA - i j * .-
(

M ' i i > :
*

. c- i
-

', ill-

IBC, one d to industry many vahiab;.

and - last t\v>\ iTi'fac;, hav already been obtained to >.>in" extent.
_

-Ml:;

(Miiev. i!hin tlie same district. H. i-<

: :rh and handsomely buflt >ur public
two -ip.'ai! rivulets the Safe Fram-i-.-o and the r- :in. Like e\> ry ,!,

M.ajiv as UK- tiiv. n is- lied the Funcha,
M of the waters of the tableland,
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which, both from geological features and from aboriginal traditions, appears to have
once been a land-locked basin, somewhat like the still loftier and larger plateau of Titi-

eaca. Be this as it may, the river B. has found, if it has not forced, a passage for itself

towards the Magdalena. At the cataract of Tequendama the waters plunge over a preci-

pice 900 ft. high; <jtud the clouds of spray clothe the adjacent grounds in the most lux-

uriant vegetation. About the center of this cataract, known as the fall of Tequendama,
stands the natural bridge of Iconouzo, formed as if by the fortuitous jamming of rocks
from the opposite sides of the cleft. Between the crest and the foot of this fearful tor-

rent, there exists a difference of climate, which is obviously disproportioued to the mere
difference of elevation; and the excess may perhaps be ascribed, in conjunction with
the ceaseless moisture, to the wall-like precipice behind, which, besides intercepting the

winds, increases by reflection the heat of the sun.

BOGOUSLAY, or BOGUSLAW, a t. of Russia, in the government of Kiew, about 70 m.
s.s.e. of the city of that name. It is situated on the Rossa, and has a pop. of 6000, chiefly
Jews.

BOG SPAVIN. This singular name has been applied to a lesion of the hock-joint of
the horse, consisting in distension of the capsule inclosing the joint. It usually arises

suddenly from a sprain in action. It most commonly affects young horses with defect-

ive hocks, and is associated with other indications of weakness of the injured joint.

Symptoms. As the immediate result of a violent sprain, the hock becomes swollen,
hot, and tender, and there is considerable lameness. The acute symptoms subside

readily, but a circumscribed swelling remains towards the front, inner, and lower part
of the joint. The swelling is soft, partly disappears on pressure, if the joint is moved;
but on the horse standing lirmly on its limbs, the projection is distinctly visible. At
every recurring strain, lameness supervenes, but commonly passes off within a short

time. If the. B. S. has accidentally occurred in a young horse with good hocks, it may
never be attended with inconvenience, aud the acute symptoms mentioned do not relapse.

Treatment. The treatment of B. <8. consists in the application of stimulating embro-
cations, or mild blisters, in the early stage, in severe cases, the golden ointment of
iodine is the best application; but we can only obtain a reduction in the inflammatory
symptoms, and disappearance of the lameness. The capsular ligament which is injured
is never again completely restored, and the horse is more or less blemished for life.

See SPAVIN.

BOG-TROTTER, an appellation sometimes contemptuously given to the lower class

of the Irish peasantry, has its origin in the ability acquired by many of them of traver-

sing the extensive bogs of their native country, passing from tussock to tussock, where
a stranger would find no secure footing, and in the frequent use which they have made
of this ability to escape from soldiers, officers of police, or other pursuers.

BOGTTE, Rev. DAVID, the founder of the London missionary society, was a native

of Berwickshire, being b. at Hallydown, Feb., 1750. After studying at the Edinburgh
universitj

r

,
and obtaining his license as a preacher in connection with the church of

Scotland, he, in 1771, went to London, where he was for some time engaged in tuition.

He afterwards accepted the charge of an independent church at Gosport, where he estab-

lished a seminary for the education of students who purposed to become Independent
ministers, an institution, which had a great influence on the connection, as well when it

had this object in view as afterwards, when it became a school for the training of mis-

sionaries. B. now conceived the idea of a grand missionary scheme, which was ulti-

mately realized in the London missionary society. He also took an active part in the

establishment of the British aud foreign Bible society and the religious tract society.
From this time until his death, which took place in Oct., 1825, he devoted himself zeal-

ously to the cause of missions. On his death, an extraordinary meeting of the London

missionary society was convened, and resolutions passed expressive of its sense <>f

bereavement, and of the benefits which the deceased had conferred on the soeiety.
B. was the author of An Exxayon the Divine AutJwrity of the ^\< ir Ti^nm ut. \\ hich lm

had a circulation only second to that of Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, having been trans-

lated into French. Italian. German, and Spanish; alsp Discourses on the MiHo/imn; and
in connection with Dr. James Bennet, a History of Dissenters, from the revolution of 1688

to 1808.

BOGUS, bad, or counterfeit; colloquially applied to coin, notes, and even persons,
to indicate sptiriousnessor fraud. It is said* to be a partial pronunciation of the name of

one Bonghese, a counterfeiter and rogue in general, who some years ago victimized the

people of the western states.

BOHA DDI X. or BOHA-EDDYN (Anui.-MonASSEN YUSUF-IBN-SIIEDAD), 1145-12:..");

an Arabian writer and statesman, eminent in the study of the Koran, as well as in juris-

prudence. By a work on the Laws and Discipline <>f Sacrnl H "<//, he gained the favor of

the famous Saladin. and was attached to the sultan thereafter, serving in several embas-

sies, and as judge of the army, and judge of Jerusalem; unde r Saladin's successor iie

was cadi of Aleppo, where be founded a college. B. continued his intellectual lain-,'- 'c;

the airc of DO. His most important work was a Life of Saladin, highly eulogistic, but

very instructive.
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BOHEMIA (Gcr. Itflimcn), formerly one of the kingdoms of Europe, now form;:

part of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, is situated n'f ! .

I'J to 10 40 cast. It is boumk-ci u. by Saxony and Pru>sian 8 by Prussia ai'id

of which are the. Riesengebirge (part of the Sudetic chain) on the n. e., dividing 15. h-:.\
PrusMH and Silesia, and attaining, in the peak of the Schneckoppr, a Ini-h; of .YJ70 ft. ;

on the u. \v., the Erzgebirge, with a height, in some places, of more ti

the s.w., the Bohmerwalo, reaching in its highest point anclcvati.. feet oil
Bets i'min these traverse the interior of the country, which has an undulati.

.sloping generally to the center. B. lias several line valleys, the chi< f i.f \\hieh are those
of the .Moldau and the Elbe. The country belong- to the upper basin of the Kibe, \\liich
rises in the Ulesengebilge range; and it is' well watered by the affluents of that river, the

principal of whicii are the Moldau which has its source in the Bohmerwald, and which
is navigable from Budweis to Melnik, wlicre it joins the Kibe, a di.-t;i - m.
the Eger, Iser, Aupa, Metau, Biela, and Irlitz. B. has no lakes of any con.siu

size.

The climate of B. is cold in the mountainous regions, the higher ;

covered with snow during a great portion of the year, Tbut mild La the v
on the whole, healthful.

The mineral wealth of B. is varied and extensive, eonsi-iing of silver, tin, ropp'-r.
lead, iron, cobalt, alum, sulphur, graphite, calamine, cinnabar, porcelain clay, with ^ev-

eral precious and ornamented .stone*. Mich a.- Bohemian garnet (/.y/v/y/. !. rubies, sap]
etc. Of coal. B. produces more than all the rest of the Austrian em;.', r. It

also yields a larg.' supply of asphaltum. Mineral springs are abundant, and th.

Carlsbad, Marienbad. Eg'er-Franzensbad, Teplitz, Elisenbad, etc., are celebrated
;

of resort.

The soil of B. is generally fertile. More than one half of the area consists of aral Ic

laud: nearly one eighth is laid out in meadows and gardens; pastures form about :i

twelfth; vineyards, a very small portion ; and forces cover nearly a third. The wheat
raised in B. is about a seventh of the produce of the whole Austrian empire. The
rye, barley, and oats are. the first a fourth, and the latter two a sixth of all the pro-
d'uce of tlies kinds of grain. This indicates an agricultural importance to the country.
in relation to the Au.-tro-IIungarian empire, not to be easily estimated. Flax and

hops are important products in a manufacturing point of view : iy crop of

flax amounts to 300.000 cwts. Bohemian hops are famous, and ."iO.ooo cwi>. arc on
an average produced yearly. A great variety of fruit is cultivated and exported in

larg.' quaniiiies. The' culture of the vine is confined to the vicinity of Prague and the

lower part of the Eiije.

Various kinds of ^une are found, and the bre. d of pheasants is celebrated. Horned
cattle, sheep, goats, and swine are reared extensively in some districts; and in ti.

form an important item in the resources of the country.
In manufactures, B. holds a very high place among continental Countries. It is the

chief center of dyeing and calico'-printing. The linen manuiaciun , which is more
extensive than that of all the other Ausiriaa province* tog, th'-r. it dama.-k,

cambric, lawn, and other line varieties, in addition to the ordinary qualities of cloth.

Of the 103.000 -i-indii
<

etnploj -I in ''
. -pinning in the empire. Bohemia reckons

:260,4o>>. The chief seal of the woolen manufacfve i- lleiclu nln r^ and its neighbor-
hood. Another important branch of industry is the

]
which B.

Q /re thaa the half. The g!.i-<-works of B. an celebrated, and very numer-
ous and extensive, affording employment to ihou-ands. Beetroot *ugar is manufac-
tured extensively, and there .ire hundreds of breweries and brandy distilleries through-
out tin; country, but they are mo-tly on a small >cale. The manufacture of i:

ierable. Tiie position of B. secure* it a large transit trade. Steam-packet.* p!v
on the Elbe and Moidau; the horse-railway which, till ISO!), connected the>e r\\-

Budweis and Linx. was the oldest on the continent l'>. has good roads, and then

excellent svstem of railwavs centering in the capital, I'r

.. ,n'<.-l J-:<i>,' l -'ifi"ii.
r

\'\\i> ('/..chs. a Slavonic race, form the bulk of

the people. They number i.9:jo.:;00. and dwell chiefly in the center and e. of the

country. The German population, amounting to e-ide mainly on the out-

skirts,

'

especially in the n.e. The few remaining are Jews. The vast ma/
of the population (4,,WO. 400) belong to the Roman Catholic church, but other

religions d: the number of I'mtotant* only amounts to IMi. <)<!<>. and the

number of Jcv.-.s is !!'.). . !<>. The Roman Caiiiolics are urd' r the siipervi>i"n ,,f tlie arch-

bishop of Prague, and the three bishops of Leitmerit/:. K and Budv
mona-terit s and convents number between I'.'O and i:io EducatioO is much ;

widely diffused than in any of Jh" other province- of Austr lucatiooal

establishments incl'.uie the university of Prague -U /ymna-ia. and 150 other h

schools; b> i pul'lic schools. B. ; -alioul a fourth of the iUS :,
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to the lower house of the Austrian rcichsrath. or parliament of the western part
of the empire.

Jlixt'-ry.Thc Jlfii (q.v.X from v.'lioni B. derives its name, settled in the country in

the 2d c. B.C., but were expelled by the Marcomar.ni about the beginning of the Chris-

tian era. The victors themselves soon gave place to others. ai:d as curly as the 5th c.

A.D., vc find B. peopled by the Czechs, a Slavic race, lu the latter part Of the- liih c..

pluk, the king of Moravia, subjugated Bohemia and intn .i';;;r. d Christianity.
After his death, the dukes of Prague, who ia 1061 had the title of king conferred on
them, by the emperor Henry IV., ruled the country as a state in the German empire
until 1306, when the last of the dynasty wa< a ;<as-inated.

From 1310 to 1437, B. was rukd by kings of the house of Luxemburg. In the time
of "NVenzel IV. (Wenceslaa), a reformation of religion took place under John ll;,s<

iq.v.) and Jerome of Prague (q.v.). After the death of Wcnzel IV., the imprudent
measures adopted by the emperor Sigisnumd excited in B. a war of sixteen years' dura-

tion, which ended in making B. an elective kingdom. In 145S. the shrewd and r.ble

Protestant noble, George von Podiebrad. ascended the throne. II issuer .islaus

',1471-1516), was elected (1490) to the throne of Hungary, and removed the royal re.-i-

dence to Ofen, where also his son and successor, Lewis (l51G-~:>>, resided. After i. is

death in battle against the Turks at Mohacz (1526), B. and Hui;.. d into the

hands of Ferdinand I. of Austria, who had married Lewis's sister. From that time,
the history of B. merges in the history of Austria (q.v.).

JyJtfmian Literature. The Czechs of B. possess a literature older than that of any
other people of the Slavonic stem. Its origin maybe dated with certainty as early aj
the 10th century. Of the oldest period or before the time of John Ii Vrmcr

21 poetical and more than 50 prose works are extant. Among the former, the remains
of a collection of ballads, etc., made in the 13th c., arc remarkable for their p
merit. John Huss in B., like Luther in Germany, began n new era in literature ( 1 tO'.'

-1526); but the impulse of his example was far more important than his own w; .

The literary remains of the Hussite sects in the loth c. dogmatic, polemic. :

works are still numerous in the old libraries and archives of B., though very many
of them perished in the flames the Jesuits kindled during the thirty years' war. Even
so late as 1750, the Jesuit, Antony Konias, boasted that he had burned 60,000 Bohemian
books. Of historical works of this period, some remains have been edited by Palaeky
in his Scriptores Rerum Bhemiwrum, 1829.

The period 1526-1620 is regarded by the Bohemians as their golden age of literature.

In this time, especially under Rudolf II. (1576-1611), the arts and .: ner-

ally cultivated. Prague had two universities and sixteen schools, and the Bohemian
language had reached its highest point of cultivation. It cannot, howev
that the literary works of this period display any great originality of gcniu
the most noticeable is a Bohemian translation of the Bible, which wa< finished in 15

years by 8 scholars, assembled by John of Zerotin at his castle of Kralic, in Moravia,
and was published 1579-93. It is a model of pure and elegant Bohemian.

In Dec., 1774, an imperial clecre.-was issued, ordaining that the German Ian _:

should be employed by all teachers, lecturers, etc., in the upper schools. This harsh
measure excited considerable opposition; and several writers came forward to vindicate

the claims of the persecuted dialect, and to develop its powers; but their effort -

attended with little success.

A new and better era began in 1818, with the discovery of valuable remains of old

literature, and the publication of edicts favorable to the use of the Bohemian Ian

in schools. Since that time, the progress of the language, as a vehicle of literature and
science, has been rapid, and a love of the old dialect has been extended through all cl

icty. In Bohemian poetry and belles-lettres, the names of Czelakowsky, Koliar,

Holly, Langer, and Schneider, arc distinguished. Among scientific writers. i>:

may be made of Jungmann. Schafarik, ~Wenzel Hanka. and Presl. In history

archaeology, the names of Palacky, Toinek, Schafarik, and Wocel are worthy of notice.

Papers entirely political and of mixed politics and literature circulate more largely in B.

than in any other part of the empire. In 1875, 108 papers were published in I'ohcmian,
11 daily. Since 1831, a committee for the cultivation of Bohemian literature ha-

in existence. Several important works, among them Schafarik's ^iircmir .

and Jungmann's Large Lexicon, and his /,;7<-/v/y/ //>/"///. have been published by .

the committee.
Th in laiigunge is one of the lx?st dialects of the west-Slavonic; it is spoken

not only in B.. but also in Moravia, and among the Slowaks in Hungary. Among its

sister-dialects, it is di root-words. Lrrcat flexibility in

binations, precision, and accurate grammatical ^tru< like all the Slavonic and
most modern dialects, it has no specific form for the passive voice of the verb. Tile-

orthography introduced by John IIus^ in the 15th e. is precise and consistent with UM If.

Every letter of the Roman alphabet has its one distinct sound. Bohemian prosody is

distinguished from that of most European lang i quantity instead o!

accent, so that it can copy faithfully nil the ancient Greek and Roman nn ters. X other
modern language can tran- ;.:i]y r.nd yet so completely and
forcibly, as th- Hohcmian. It? grammatical forms are complicated and difficult.
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BOHE'MIAN BRETH'REN is the name of a religious society which was first instituted
in Prague about the middle of the 15th eenturv. It was originally composed of rem-
nants < f the Hussites. Dissatisfied with UK- conduct of theCal?xtUies(q.v.), they betook
themselves, in 1453, toth cl:ordcrs of Silesia and Moravia, where they settled, Here they
dwelt in separate communities, and were <list inguislx d bv tiie name of Brothers of the
Rule of Christ. Their adversaries often confounded I hem \viiii the Waldenses and IVards.
while on account of their being Compelled during persecution to hide in caves mid solitary
places, they were also called cave-dwellers (grubenheimei . In spite of opprc.-sion, MICM
was the constancy of their faith and purity of their morals, that they bcc.-mir profoundly
respected, and their numlKTs greatly increased. The. chief peculiarity of their creed was
the denial of the ordinary Catholic dot-trim; of transiib:,tantiali< n ;

'

but. in truth, they
rejected tradition generally, and professed to found their tends only on the Bible.
Their ecclesiastical constitution and church discipline of winch the Lutheran reformers

spoke highly was a close imitation of that of the primitive Christian < ommuniiics.
They even went the length of practically denying anything to be secular; and. under
the impression that religion should consciously penetrate and characU ri/.e the entire iif;

ofmeu, lliey extended ecclesiastical authority over the very dctaiiso! iitc. Tlicir

chief functionaries were bishops, seniors and conscniors, presbyters < r preachers, adiles,
and acolytes. Their first bishop was consecrated by a Waldeiisian hi.-ln:p; though they
never united themselves with the Bohemian Waldenses. li was against their

\ r'inciples
to engage in war; and having, on several occasions, refused to lake up aims. lhe\
at last deprived of their religious privileges. Th-j result was, that, in 15 Is. a '".out ;l

thousand of the brethren removed to Poland and Prussia. The contract \\hich tl. ex-

exiles entered into with the Polish reformers at Sandomir, 1-ltii April. 1570. and, still

more, the religious peace concluded by the Polish states in 1570, M cured their !

tion; but subsequently, inconsequence of the peisecuti< ns of king Miiismund 111. .they
united themselves more closely to the Protestants, though even at the present day they
retain something of their old ecclesiastical constitution. The brethren who n mainul in

Bohemia and Moravia obtained a little freedom under the emperor Maximilian II., and
had their chief seat at Fulnek, in Moravia. In the 17th <-., a number removed into Hun
gary, but during the reign of Maria Theresa were coerced into Catholicism. The thirty

years' war, so disastrous to the Bohemian Protestants, entirely broke up the societies of

the B. B. ;
but afterwards they united again, though in secrecy. Their exodus about

1722 occasioned the formation, in Lusatia, of the V.-tiLcd Jjnthrm, or llcrruhuter-

See MORAVIANS.

BOHEMIAN FOREST, or BOTTMKRWALT>, the mountainous boundary between
Bohemia and Bavaria, separating the basins of the Elbe and the Danube; extending 130'

m. from s.c. to n.w. ; the highest summits 4848 and 4743 ft above tide. Most of the ranjt'i

is covered with dense forests. A railway crosses it through the valley of the (.'ham.

BOHEMIAN LANGUAGE and LITERATURE have, been subjected to literary

culture from about the 0th century. The language is the har-hcst and strongest of the

manv dialects of the Slavonic family. It abounds in consonants so mixed that to Eng
lish 'eyes the words appear unpronounceable. The Bohemians e:-!! themselves ('/. chs

(('er/ti'. pronounced t click-In), and claim to be the original of their family of peoples.

Christianity was introduced near the close of the 9th c.. and a few fragments of pre-

Christian literature were found in 1H17 preserved in a manuscript in a church steeple.

The first literary productions of consequence, however, were due to the early German

Christians, and were written in Latin. It was n;>t until the ! -he.
under Charles IV". of Germany, that the native language oj.taiiud imperial favor

Dalimd wrote his /'/<,//.''/','/ OK.nmieL of y>W.. min about Kil 1. and translationswru n atie

from the Latin and other languages into the Bohemian tongue. Sir ,io!::i >;

travels was one of the 'books earl lest translated, and a complete vcr-icn of hi.- adventures

was made about the end of the century. Amonc thos who should be mentioned as

original writers are Thomas Stitnythc domestic moralist. Dul a the jurist, and F!a-ka

the didactic poet. The next generationi witm-s.v-l the atiemj-ts at !. th rebgioi

linguistic reform that came to an end in the burnii g ot John Huss and :he p-ixrution
thai followed. The Bohemian lano-ua-jre was, mde<'<l brought into general use, and aerretl

the disputants on both sides: but little was assigned to it- keeping exa pi ti

productions of political and ecciesiast'cal strife. A large collection of the-- works.
Bayed

from destruction by the invadm-.r Swedes, is still preserved m the library of Stockholm.

Of more permanent interest :- Paul ZidekV Ilixtorv f tl. WmM, Ibe travels of Leo of

Rosmital throutrb various parts of Euro]*- those of Kobatnik in Egyi'l and Asia Minor,

and of John of Lobkowit/. in Palestine. In the Kith c. there w:>s a remarkable develop-

ment of prose in various departments of literature. Wele<lawin. Paprocky, and Have!

of Libocxun wrote popular histories; WratMas of Mitrovic. and P:

cave accounts of tlieir travels; and Nicolas Konec. Dobrensky, ami Lomnicky prodi

didactic works. A lomr period of literary decadence followed Ihe battle ot \\lii

Mountain (1620V. the best blood of the nation went into exile, and such i

literature as came forth appeared in foreign countries. In 17 ; t :. ?everc 1

'

v- wasstnick

at the native laniru-iL'i' by Maria Theresa's deere" whu-h enforced the use of German m
the hiirher and middle schools of the country. But the defcnseof the native tongi:

U. K. II.-44 ,
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taken up by count Kinsky, Piauka of ITaukcnstoin, tlie historian Pelzel, and the Jesuit
Balbiu. Other scholars espoused the cause, and a chair of the Bohemian language was
founded at Prague, and in 1818 a Bohemian museum was established in connection with
a society that devoted itself to the study of national antiquities, which society published
a journal. Puchmayer, 1795-1820, gave an impulse to national poetry, and was suc-

ceeded by Langer, liokowocel, Schneider, Czelakowsky, II. Kollar, and many other
writers, "in science Presl, Sadek, Amerling, Smetana, Petcina, Sloboda, and Opizhave
attained distinction. The names of writers in politics, theology, and philosophy are too
numerous to mention.

BOHEMOND I., eldest son of the Norman conqueror of Apulia and Calabria, Robert
Guiscanl, was born about 1056, and during his youth distinguished himself in his

father's war against the By /.an tine emperor, Alexis Comnenus (1081-1085). After his

father's death, he was excluded from the throne of Apulia by his brother Roger, and

only gained the principality of Tarcntum after a long contest. He joined the crusade
of i092 with a large army most of which he had won over from his brother's service

and took a prominent part at the fight of Doryheum. in Cilicia, in 10'JG, and at. the capture
of Antioch, 1098. While the other crusaders advanced to storm Jerusalem, B., remained
in Antioch, where he established himself as prince. Being soon after besieged, the

Christians, reduced to extremities, came out. and gave the sultan battle, and entirely
routed his forces, B. greatly distinguishing himself in the tight. He was afterwards
made prisoner by a Turkish emir, and remained two years in captivity. Tancred,
meanwhile, looked after his interests in Antioch. B. returned to Europe to collect

troops, and after defeating Alexis in several engagements, was acknowledged by that

emperor as prince of Antioch. He died in Apulia, 1111. His son B. II., a minor at the

death of his father, assumed the government of Antioch (after Tancred had been regent
for some years) in 1126, and was killed in battle, 1130. B. III., grandson of the former,
was allowed to retain sovereignty only by the clemency of Saladin, and died 1201. B. IV.

(1233-51) and B. V. (died 1275") were fnsigniticant princes; and with B. VI. the Chris-

tian dynasty in Syria was brought to a close.

BOHLEX, PETER vox, 1793-1840; a German oriental scholar, mainly self-educated;

professor of oriental languages in the universities of Halle, Bonn, and Kouigsberg. His
works, except an autobiography, are mostly on the languages of the East.

B5HLER, PETEK, 1712-75; a German theologian and Moravian bishop, who came to

America in 1783, and founded the village of Nazareth, in Pennsylvania.

BpHM, THEOBALD, a celebrated flute-player, b. 1802; the inventor of the flute hear-

ing his name, which has superseded the old kinds. He had some reputation as a com-

poser.

BOH3IE, or BOHM, JAKOB, a German thcosophist and mystic, was born of poor
parents at Altseidenbsrg, near Gorlitz, in Upper Lusatia, 1575, and spent his boyhood
in tending cattle. He received no instruction till he was ten years of age: but even
then, the contemplation of earth and sky had so excited his naturally pious imagination,
that he conceived himself inspired. He learned the trade of a shoemaker, but contin-
ued to devote much of his time to meditation on divine things. About 1612 was pub-
lished his first book, called Aurora, or the, Morning Redness, 'it contains revelations p.nd

meditations upon God, man, and nature; betokens a, remarkable knowledge of Scripture,

especially of the apocalyptical books: as also a familiarity with the writings of themys-
tico-philosophic alchemists. It was condemned by the ecclesiastical authorities of Gbr-
litz; bat the persecutions to which its author was subjected, bad not the effect of con-

vincing him of his errors. B.'s fundamental speculation is. that the forthcoming of the
cn-ation out of the divine unity which is itself distinguishable into a trinity can be

contemplated by mystic illumination, and expressed in words. The object of his mystic
contemplation, accordingly, is twofold; first, God himself apart from creation, or, to

use some of B.'s own synonyms, the groundless, the eternal one, the silent nothing, the

temperamentum; and, secondly, the forthcoming of the creature out of God. This

forthcoming of the creation, which is also ;m in-going of the silent nothing, is, accord-

ing to B., the principle of negation, and he calls it "contrariety." "All things," he

ways, "consist in yes and no. The yes is pure power and life, the truth of God, or God
himself. The no is tiie reply to the yes, or to the truth, and is indispensable to the
revelation of the truth. So, then, the silent nothing becomes something by entering into

duality;" and so on into what most minds will think utter unintelligibility. Numerous
attacks from theologians disturbed 15. 's last years, but he bore them all with great meek-
ness. They were probably o'-easioned by a "tract on repentance which his friends had

printed without his knowledgv; and so great was the interest excited, that lie was induced

by the solicitations of certain1 courtiers and of his friends, t.-> visit Dresden for the pur-
pose of having his doctrines investigated. The court applairled and protected him. On
returning to Gorlitx he took ill. and died 27th Nov.

,
1624. The first collection of

his writings was published by Uetke (Amsterdam, 1675); the most complete in 1730, at

the same place: and the latest ( 1K51-46) by Schiebler, at Leipsic. Next to Germany,
Holland and England are the countries in whieh B.'s works have been received with most
favor. In England, where H. was generally called Behincn, a translation in 2 vols.
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quarto was published in 1764. Sir Isaac Newton studi-d liiin; William Law, of Oxford,
miglit be called a disciple; in 1097, Jane Lead, a fanatical disciple of B., founded .

called the Philadelphists, for the exposition of his writings; and John Pordagc. a phy-
sician, is also famed among his English interpreters. Abraham von Frankenbcrg, who
died in 1652, published the earliest biography of Bohme. In modern times, and in

connection with speculative philosophy in Germany^ his view,-, which had conn; to be

regarded as empty mysticism, have acquired fresh interest and importance. This
arises from the kindred character of his fundamental principle with the spiri' pervading
the systems of Spino/a. Schilling, and Hegel. The intellectual contemplation of the

absolute, out of which the contradictions in the world of phenomena proceed, and into

which they return, is common to these systems and to B.
; Heirel, indeed, exprc.-sly rep-

resents B.'s negativity, the active principle of development, as an obscure foreshadowing
of his own intuitions, and on that account places him at the head of modern philosophy.
The terminology of his philosophy, as will be seen from what we have quoted, is utterly
fantastic; but Mis imagination often conceives splendid ideas, which are more profoundly
appreciated in the llith than they were in the 17th century. See Hamberger's c
Fechuer's (1807), Peip's (18W), aud llarless's (1870) works on B. and his philosophy.

BOHN, HKNKY G., a well-known author, translator, anil publisher, of German parent-

age, was born in London, Jan. 4, 1796. It is impossible to estimate too highly the ser-

vices he has rendered to the community by republishing, at a cheap rate, a vast number
of the most valuable works in literature, science, philosophy, theology, etc. Such collec-

tions as the Standard library (130 vols.), the Scientific library'. Library of French Memoirs.
the Illustrated library, the" Classical library (consisting of translations into English of

the Greek and Latin' authors), the Antiquarian library, the Ecclesiastical h'brary, etc.,

contain the intellectual wealth both of the ancients and moderns. Mr. B. has also

obtained distinction as the editor of the J}i?tli<>tf-r<i r<irri<nm. of Lownde6'01MMi0p*0pft0r'l
Manual, etc., and as translator of Schiller, Goethe, and Ilumboldt. He has compiled a

Polyglot of Forui/n Pi\>ccrbis, an Illustrated Handbook of Geography, and a Handbook <f

Pottery and Porcelain.

BOHOL', or BOOL, one of the Philippine islands, discovered by Magellan in 1521 : in

9 54' n., and 124 21' e. ; 46 by 32 m.
; produces rice, cotton, cocoa-nuts, cocoa-nut oil,

cattle, and coarse silk. There is some gold in the rivers.

BOHTLINGK, OTTO, b. St. Petersburg, 1815; a member of the academy of science and
councilor of state; well \ersed in Sanskrit, Yakut, and oriental tongues. His main

work is a comprehensive Sanskrit-German dictionary in 7 vols., in which he had the

assistance of prof. Rudolf Roth, of Tubingen.

BOHUN UPAS. See UPAS, ante.

BOIABDO, MATTED MARIA, Count of Scandiano, one of the most celebrated Italian

poets, was b. at Scandiano in 1430 or 1434. After completing his studies at the univer-

sity of Ferrara, he was introduced at the court of duke Borso d'Kste, by whose succes-

sor, Ercole I., he was promoted to several honorable offices. In 1478, he was made

governor of Rcsrgio; in 1481, governor of Modena; and six years later, he again became

governor of Reggio, where he died in 1494. His chief work is the romantic chivalrous

poem, Orlando Innamorato, which he left unfinished in three books. Foimer writers

had described Orlando only as a cold, pure, champion of Christendom; but B. Intro-

duced the element of love, to give an additional charm to romantic adventure.

method in -which he does this not only proves him to have possessed a truly creativ

faculty, but also brings his conception nearer to the reality of history. B. furnished to

all his poetical successors, even to Ariosto himself, the personages who figure in their

adaptations of the old romance. His work was printed sixteen times before, 1545. and

was translated into French as early as the 16th century. As it was written in the dialect

of the court of Ferrara, it failed to give satisfaction to the Florentines. Accordingly,

after several attempts had been made to purify its diction, Lodovico Domenichi (died

1564) produced a Wfni,<izionf. of the poem, 1545, without making any important change

in the substance. Bend, in his l!if,i,-i,,,, nto, proceeded further, and gave to the wlioh

poem a tone of burlesque; but bis'version enjoyed such popularity that it took the pU
of the original which was almost entirely forgotten, until it was rcpublished with intn

duetion and critical observations by Pani/./.i (9 vols. Land. 1880), and afterwards by

W-i-mer in bis p.n;<nxo It,i!i,i,,,> (..Hih.'tut" (Leip. 1833). The other works of B. include
.

S>,,n<tti e Camoni (Ke-gio. 1499); II Tmoe, a live act drama (1600); Cinque

Tn-^ii H/I/KI (1.V3V and L'Axin iVOr, a version of the ti, .!!< .U of Appuleius .

besides a translation of Herodotus (1533), and of Riccobaldi's Chronicon Romano

Imperatorum.
BOII the name of a Celtic people who at a very remote period seem to have inhabited

either the southern part of Hel-ium. or a portion of France in its hmnedUte vicinity.

whence thi-v emi-rated to Italy. Havinir crossed the Po. they established themselves

the territory of the Tmbrians. 'lying between that river and the Apennines, and for son,

hundreds of years wa-ed a tie'rce war with the Romans. They wen- defeated at the

Vadimonian lake in '2*:! ,;.<. : at Telamon. in Etruria. in f>* it <

;..
diirmg the great Gi

war of which they were the original cause; rushed into rebellion on hearing o
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bal's march, joined him n't the battle of the Trebia in 218 B.C., destroyed the entire army
of the consul Postumius in 210 B.C., tock a prominent part in the revolt of the Guufs
under llamilear, and in the destruction of Plaeentia, 200 B.C.; but at length, in 191
i:

Ci'i t!ii y were completely subdued by Scipio Nasica, who, besides killing a vast num-
ber, took from them nearly one-half of their land. At a later period, they were dispos-
s. "('d of the whole, and driven aoross the Alps. Their subsequent history and geo-

graphical position-are not very clear. Those who settled s. of the Danube were, after

a century, exterminated by the Dacians; those who returned to Gaul, were destroyed by
(';esar. The most important migration of the B., however, was that to then, of the

Danube, where they founded the extensive kingdom Boiohemum, which was overthrown

by the Murcomanni under Marbod. But though the dynasty of the B. was thus

destroyed, the kingdom retained the name Boiohemum i.e., home of the B., whence
comes the modern Bohmen, or Bohemia.

BOIL (allied to Lat. bulla, a bubble) is a hard painful swelling of the skin. It begins
as a small hard point of a dusky red color, which is hot, painful, and throbbing. This

print extends, and these symptoms increase in severity till about the sixth to the ninth

day, when it ceases to enlarge, is of a conical form, with a broad firm base, and on the

apex a whitish blister, which contains a little matter; this opens, and after a few days
more there is discharged a core or slough of cellular tissue, and the small cavity left

heals rapidly, leaving a white depressed scar.

.Many kinds of boils have been described, but they may, like other diseases of an

inflammatory nature, be divided into those which are acute and run a rapid course, as

above described; and the chronic, which take three or four weeks to "come to a head."
Boils are most common in the spring, and in young and plethoric persons, and their

appearance is quite consistent with robust health. JVIen in training for boat-races, or

otiiers who have suddenly changed their diet and daily habits, are said to be very sub-

ject to them. There is a form of B. which generally occurs on the back of the neck,
a tier some disorder of the stomach, in elderly people, hence it is called "Old People's
Boil.'* In some, boils continue to succeed each other for a length of time; others are

attacked during the night, after having experienced feelings of nausea and languor, by
pustules, which are called night-boils (epinyctis).

The treatment of boils varies with the subject of them: in many, they are merely
critical n other words, a natural effort "to relieve some function of the body by a

peculiar inflammation of the skin." The intestinal canal should be cleared oxit by laxa-

tive medicines, and the digestive powers improved by tonics and antacids. The skin

should be kept healthy by frequent washing, while the inflamed spot should be poulticed
with poppy-heads or hemlock, mixed with other materials. Wet lint is a sufficient

application after the core has been thrown off. If the patient chooses to submit, how-
ever, to a momentary pain, he will have the greatest, most permanent, and immediate
relief from a cut carried quite through the boil. John Hunter, the great surgeon, got
rid of habitual boils by taking repeated doses of soda in milk.

EOILDIETT, ADKIEN FRANCOIS, an eminent French composer, was b. at Rouen in

17?a. His talent for music was early developed. At the age of 18, he brought out a

one-act opera in his native town, and two years afterwards he repaired to Paris, where
he produced many successful compositions. When the Conservatoire de Musiquc was
established, B. was elected a professor. In 1803, he went to Russia, where he was

a]. pointed, by the emperor Alexander, maitre de chapdlc at the imperial court, He
remained in Russia eight years, during which time he produced several operas. In

1811, he returned to Paris, where he brought out La-Dame Blanche, his most popular
piece. Jean de Paris, Le Petit Chaperon Hovgc, and other works. He died in Oct., is:;r>,

and. as a tribute to his genius, the nation honored him with a public funeral. His native

i-jty claimed his heart, and to defray the pomp of its reception in the cathedral, the

municipality voted 12,000 francs. The government further marked its sense of his merit

by granting a pension to liis son.

BOILEATT DESPBEATTX, NICOLAS, an illustrious French poet, was b. near Paris. Nov.

1, 16W5. After hesitating for some time in the choice of a profession, he betook himself

to hdkx-ldtres. In 1660, his fine powers first obtained an adequate expression in the

satire, entitled A<li<'r <i'tin Po.'fi- a loV'tUe tie I'uri*. In 1666,-hc published bis seven

titfiiv*. The favorable reception which they met with, induced him to continue, until

!)- -had increased the number to twelve, of which the eighth and ninth are considered

the best. In these satires, B. even ventures to castigate the n>n/j>/i'f of the world of

letter." Chapelain. Cotin, Scudery, etc. To his honor, however, it. mu>t be said that

malice does not once animate his pen; he is always pleasant and gay, never cruel. His

contemporaries are his laughing-stocks, not his victims. Between the years 100!) and
l('.!Ji appeared his Ttrt'lr<>, Kinxtkx. They indicate a riper genius than ti&z Satires. The
versification lias more ease and grace; the style, a quicker movement and a tinner con-

sistency: the thoughts are more vigorous, and more strietly concatenated; everywhere
i- irreater truth, color, and energy. The one addressed to Racine, who, along with

B., filled the office of royal historiographer, is reckoned among his finest, In 1074, B.

published L' Art Poftiqve, accompanied by a translation from the Greek of l.n;/iiinx (>H

t/tc Sitbl-'inc, and the greater part of L'.itnn. These arc by many French critics consid-
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ercd his cJisfs-tfceurre. The first is indeed an exquisite performance, and has Vt-n
copiously imitated in Pope's A'*.x,/// ,</< Ci-iti<-i*n<. It lavs down rules. Tor all;.

species of poetry, in a clearer and more methodical manner than had ever been doa'e

before, while the whole poem is sprinkled with touches of delicate satire. The s.

LutriH, is a comic epic in six cantos, immensely admired by hi- countrvnu ;..

these, B. wrote several minor pieces, hoth in prose and verse," such as liinl<j-
d? tioituni, Dmtrtatim /// JIH;,nth , L'Arr.'t I,'// /<<./</<. and lti*<;,nn< xitr lit

large number of his letters have been collected. Among them an- tweniy
The letters of B. arc in general extremely valuable, from the fact ihat the 1

,

large proportion of the literary history of" the time. They also enable us to form
idea of his character. He was high -minded, onerous, a'nd pure. In fact. hi> impul-
sive disposition and imprudent warmth of heart quite contradict the common notion of
what a satirist is. When C'onieille'.- pension was ordered to be .-toppid. alter the
of Colbert. B. flew to the king, remonstrated against so " barbarous a -pnliation," and
threatened to resign his own if the decree \\cn- carried into effect, lie com a L

r
'

denounced the persecutors of the nuns of Port Koyal; expressed his admiration (if

Aniauld, when the latter was on the point of being ane.-ted: extricati-d o.U of pec-.
erabarrassnients many friends; and through sheer kindliia . (.1 heart, forced <

filiation with various of his literary adversaries. An admirer of Pascal, and a fri.

t!ie JaiisenisK hecouldyet reader homage to the talents of such Jesuits as Bourdahu.e,
Bonhours, and Rapid ; but his most intimate and cherished companions were .M-

liuciue, and Lafoniaine. Until 170(5. B. lived much in public, but after that his bodily
infirmities induced him to retin- to Auicuil. He died Starch 1:5, 1711. B. 's inti

r.n French literature has been immense, and, oil the. whole, beneficial. Voltaire pro-
claimed him "(he legislator of Parua

BOILER (Fr. ffinndiere, Ger. lcouu-1), the name given to a vessel in which steam,

usually for a steam-engine, is generated. In its simplest form, it consists of a do-
sel made of metal plate, having apertures for the admi-sion .f water and egi,

steam, lilted with apparatus for showing the level of the water and the
|

the steam, and iu connection with a furnace, cither internal or external. When
is boiled in an open pan, the temperature of the water and of the steam rising fn-m '

remains at or very near '210 F . and the tension or pressure of the steam is no more than

sufficient to make its way i:ito the attm s;>here, being exactly equal to that exerted in ::11

directions by the atmosphere itself namely, 14.7 Ibs. IH.T square inch. In a close \<

on the other hand, the temperature and pressure to which we can raise the steai

only limited by the strength of the vessel or boiler against bursting.
The form of a boiler is determined by two considerations namely, strength to with-

stand internal pressure, and efficiency in producing .-team; and the object <

el '-iirner is to combine in one apparatus .sufficient strength to work safely at the pr. .:

pressure, with siu-h a form and arrangement as shall abstract the maximum of heat from
I he gases of combustion, and at the same time be in all n-spect.- suitable to the special

circumstances of the case. The globular form is that U-st adapted for strength, and
\vas the earliest to he used. It presents to the tire, however, the miniiiimn area in pro-

portion to ite contents, and therefore has a minimum efficiency. After spherical boilers,

cylindrical ones came into use. at first set on end, and afterwards laid on their sid.-.

and later on. these were furnished with internal cylindrical tubes for furnace-. V.

'

wagon boiler" <so called from its shape) was used for many years, but being quite unfit

for an v butt lie lowest pressures, it lias-long been discarded: and the
"
vgsr-cnd

"
l>oilcr.

or plain cylinder with hemispherical ends, also much used at one time, has now alin.i.-t

disappeared ou account of its small evaporative etlic'u-ncy. At present, it isquit--

niou to use a working steam-pressure of 50 Ihs. per square inch in ordinary fact, ay
{toilers, and in some cases this is already greatly exceeded, while the tendency to u-c

liiiflier pressures seems to grow vcarly. Under these pressures, the only forms of boiler

which can b<- used wilhottl heavy and expensive internal stays to prevent the danger of

bursting, are the globular and the cylindrical. The former shape is rejected for Un-

reason already given, and the latter form is used almost invariably in the construction

of modcni bolter*, as will be seen from the examples given l>e!ow. The ends of tin-

cylinders, when it is n JCessary to make them flat, must, of course, be strengthened by

Mays.
"Boilers may be classified in several ways ns (1) horizontal and vertical: (2) intei

nallv and externally fired: and (:J) plain, multitubular. and tubulous. Lame boilers are

nlm'ost Invariably horizontal, but small vertical boilers are often u- They are

employed in stx-ii-n cranes (q.v.) and other situations wh-Te
.:

'h would be an

inconvenience, and often in Iraclion-cngincs. where steep inclines have to be traversed,

and where, if a locomotive l>oiler were used, one or the other end of its tubes mi-lit

>c uncovered, -and so c:et burned. In Great I'ritain, when moderately good fuei i-

use.l. lutilcrs with an internal furnace are generally preferred: but on the continent the

common brown coal is much inferior to our fuel, "and a correspondingly larger quantity

of it must be used to srenerate a given volume of steam. As ;he si/.e of a furnace limits

the fuel which it can^burn. thJB frequently involves having a much larger jrate tlnn

could be conveniently arramred inside the boiler, and on :!M- and oth< r

boilers are, ou the continent,"more frequently externally flrcd than in this country
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Under the head of "plain" boilers come all ordinary cylindrical boilers, with or with-

out internal furnaces, horizontal or vertical. They are the cheapest and simplest
which can be made, and, if properly proportioned, possess a considerable evaporative
e'.liciency. When it is necessary, however, to economize fuel, or space, or both,
" multitubular" boilers are used. "These derive their name from the fact that in them
the f.anie and gases of combustion are made to pass through a great number of small
tubes (surrounded" by the water) on their way to the chimney. The steam-genera! ing

power of a boiler depends greatly on the extent of surface which it presents to the

flame, and it is obvious that a great number of small tubes present a much Larger surface

than one large tube occupying the space of them all. Thus, with the same heating
surface, a multitubular boiler will occupy much less space than a plain one, and at the

same time the efficiency of its surface is found to be greater. It is, however, necessarily
more expensive and more liable to get out of order. Tubulous boilers differ from multi-

tubular boilers in not only containing tubes, ImmrtsMiiig of them, and having no large

cylinders whatever. Their chief advantages are (a) their great strength, for it is easy to

make a wrought-iron tube strong enough to withstand pressures far higher than any at

present in use; and (b) the peculiarity, that if any accident happens, or explosion occurs,
it will only be to one tube at a time, and not to an immense boiler shell (as witli the

common boiler), and its evil consequences will thus be greatly reduced. For this reason
tubulous boilers are often called

"
safety" boilers. It will be readily understood that

there is no distinct line of demarkation between the three classes of which we have been

speaking, but that on account of the immense variety of boilers which have been designed
and constructed, those of one class pass through gentle gradations into those of the next.

The commonest form of boiler for factories, etc., is that known as the Cornish, and
shown in flg. 1. It consists simply of a cylindrical shell, a, a, inclosing a much smaller

cylinder,/,/, called a flue. The ends
of the Hue are open, but the space be-

tween it and the shell, which contains
the water, is of course closed up and
made steam-tight. The fire-grate, <i, is

iu the interior of the flue, and at the
end of it is a brick bridge, c, made so

as tocause the flame to impinge on the

upper side of the flue. The boiler is
g- set in brick-work; and the flame, pass-

ing out at the back end of the flue, is made to traverse the whole length of the boiler

twice through brick flues before passing away to the chimney.
The Cornish boiler has often two internal Hues or tubes, which is a much more

advantageous construction than that shown i;i tig. 1. The Galloway boiler (called after

its inventor) is a very excellent modification of the Cornish, which in outward appear-
ance it exactly resembles. It lias two furnaces, but these join together in one chamber
just behind the bridges, and the gases are made to pass through a space considerably
narrowed by side pockets projecting inwards in order that they may be well mixed. From
this point to the back of the boiler there is just one flue, made oval in section, and crossed

by a considerable number of vertical taper tubes, which form a direct communication
between the water beneath and that above the flue. These tubes (called

"
Galloway

tubes") both promote circulation and strengthen the flue. Multitubular boilers of many
kinds are used, both for stationary engines and other purposes, but the largest number
of those constructed are certainly for steamers, and a common type of marine boiler is

shown in fig. 2. The shell, ft, a, is cylindrical, and contains one or more cylindrical
furn,.ces; c is the fire-grate; rf, a brick bridge; e,, a combustion chamber or flame-box; /.
the tubes through which the flame passes back to the front of the boiler; and //, the

smoke-box at the base of the funnel, fi.

The line k, k, shows the ordinary level

of the water in the boiler. vJn board

ship it is of course an object to take up
as little space as possible with boiler

and machinery, and at the same time
to have boilers which shall use as little

coal as possible, both because of the

saving in cost, and because of the sav-

ing in the room taken up by coal. For
all these reasons, mo.ine boilers are

invariably multitubular.
The varieties of vertical boilers are

as numerous as those of horizontal.

When dirty water, or water containing
much insoluble sediment, has to be
used (as e.g. in steam cranes fre-

FI'K. 2. Fig. 3.
quently). they are of the simplest eon

struction, with nothing but an inner fire-box and an out-T shell (both cylindrical), the

space between them being filled with water all round and over the top of the tire-box.
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If clean water can be had, however, and it is desired to be at all economical of fuel v>i:ie
kind of multitubular vertical boiler must be used, and of the-e probably I he best is that
known as the Field boiler, and shown in lig. 3. The peculiarity of it consist in tho
tubes, which are closed at the bottom, and hang down from the top of the lii

the grate burs, and contain inner tubes of much .smaller diameter. The lull r are
intended to aid the circulation of the water, which pa-ses down the inner tube and up
again through the annular space around it, where, being most expo.-ed t , the action of
the flame, it is hottest. Of the different varieties of tubuknu boilers, tho-e ma::ui'a<-turcd

by Messrs. Howard of Bedford have found most favor; but so far a- can be .-aid in the
absence of any extended experience as to their working, Sinclair's patent boiler., seem to
be even more satisfactory. They consist of horizontal wrought-iron welded tubes placed
in vertical rows, each row being connected at each end with a vertical tube; a

wrought-iron and of larger diameter. In order that the horizontal tubes may be properly
fixed in the vertical ones, a hole must be provided in the side of the latter! oppo.-itr the
mouth of each of the former. That these holes may be kept tight at anv pressure of
steam, the ingenious device is adopted of closing them with taper plugs put in fr

., so that the pressure of steam keeps them shut, and the higher the
)

:

less possibility of leakage there is. Locomotive boilers are always rnuiiitubuiar. for much
the same reasons as marine boilers. The boiler of a single locomotive often con
1500 or 1800 sq. ft. of heating surface, and occasionally as much a- ^ii(K) -q f<'

The principal test of the efliciency of a boiler is' the quantity of wati :

expressed either in pounds or gallons), which it will evaporate with the eon-ump:
one of coal. Of course this varies very much with the quality of the fuel, but with

pit coal (not, dross), a ; ornisii boiler should evaporate (i to $ Jl.s. of water per Ib. coal,
and a multitubular boiler, such as fig. X.'. about 10 or 11 Ib. per Ib. coal. Ti.

of combustion on the grate varies with the construction of the boiler, from 10 to Ib or 20
Ib. per sq. ft. of grate surface per hour.

Boilers are almost invariably made of wrought-iron plates riveted together. The
parts most exposed to the action of the flame are made of the best quality of iron, and
the other parts of inferior qualities, according to their position in reference to the llame.

Occasionally boilers an; made of steel, where lightness is the chief requisite, but makers
have not yet suilicicnt contidence in steel plates to use them very largely. Cupper is

often used in the fire-boxes of locomotives, but seldom in any other description of boiler.

Brass boiler tubes are often seen, and on account of its better conducting qualities, brass

is to be preferred to iron, but its clearness prevents its superseding iron in the great
majority of cases.

Every boiler has, to render ft complete and workable, a number of fttinga or mountr

inyx, of which the following are the principal: A gla; s gauge to .-how the level of the

water inside the boiler, and gauge-cocks for the same purpose; a gauire to show the pres-
sure of the steam; a cock for admitting water; a cock at the bottom for emptying or

"blowing off;" a valve for the discharge of tliesteam; one or two safety valves, weighted
so that, when the pressure of steam in the lx>iler reaches a certain height, they open and
allow the steam to rush into the air; a door by which a man can get in to clean the

boiler, etc.

In order to induce a current of air through the furnace so that a proper combustion

may be maintained, stationary boilers are generally provided with a chimney of consid-

erable height, and made of brick or sheet-iron, to Which the products of combustion are

conducted after they have left the boiler. In locomotive boilers, and in some other

where a sutticientlv tall chimney cannot be made use of, a very powerful current is made

by the ejection of the waste steam through a blast-pipe with a contacted nozzle at the

base of the chimney. To prevent loss of heat by radiation, and the consequent waste of

fuel, boilers shoukialways be covered, in all parts exposed to the atmosphere, with felt or

some non-conducting composition.
For further details see also BOILING, MANOMETER, SAFETY-VALVE, STEAM, STEAM-

ENGINE, STEAM-CRANE.

BOILERS (.//') Those most distinctively American are the sectional or water-tube

boilers. The Babcock and Wileox boiler consists of a series of tubes inclined from the

front to the rear, and connected at each end by a manifold chamber. The forward ends

are connected to the steam-drum, which lies lengthwise of the boiler. The tubes and

manifolds are in the lire chamber, and there are two sels of diaphragm plates, by which

the Uotgas, after rising, is deflected, first downward and then upward. Ix-ini: made to

cross the stack of tubes three times before making its exit into the chimney. The water

tills the tubes and occupies the lower part of the steam-drum. The tul>c- of the Hoot

boiler are likewise inclined from front to roar; they are joined at the ends by triangular

caps and crow-feet, and the joints ar<> perfected by rubber gaskets. Thejoints are out-

side the tire chamber, and the steam-drum lies crosswise of the boiler. The water does

not iill all the tube-space within the lire-box, nor enter the steam-drum; bv thu means

dry steam is secured, while the danger of superheating is but slight. as_ihe space not

readied by the water lie- in the upper and forward part of the tire-box. The \\ hitt

ham boiler lias its tubes, connections, ar.d steam-drum, all inclosed in the firebox: the

tube- are traversed by interior tubes, or flues, tlimush which the hot gases tre conveyed,

and thus a larx> tire surface is secured! The Harrison boiler is made of cast-iron spuer
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ical shells, 8 in. in external diameter, and 5 of an in. thick; they arc cast in sections. 2

or 4 spheres together, are connected by curved necks of 3^ in. diameter, and are held

together by wrought-iron bolts and caps. The joints are accurately titled, without

packing.
The water surface of a l>oiler is that area of metal which has water within and flame

or hot gase-* without: at this surface the steam is generated. The area which has hot

pises wiih<>m and .-4eam within is superheating surface, at which the steam by the iveep-
tion of heat acq'.'.irt-s- greater expansive force. The draught-area, or calorimeter, is the
rnss section of the area traversed by the hot gases from the tire, and may be, taken at

any point between the furnace and the chimney. Ordinarily, however, it is restricted

to'th:- space around the tilings in the water-tube boilers, and to the section of the Hues in

flue-boilers. That boiler is most efficient which shows the greatest dill'erenee between
the furnace temperature and that found at the chimney, since that difference indicates

the quantity of heat which has been transferred to the water in the generation of steam.
If the combustion is complete, the heat of the furnace will depend on the quantity of

air furnished, that is, upon the area of the calorimeter, whence it appears that the calo-

rimeter should be large. But if this space be an unbroken volume, much of the hot gas

may pass through without impinging against the boiler surface, and delivering its heat,

whence it is desirable that the space should be divided thoroughly; and it is evident that

a reduced calorimeter may often give better results than a larger one, not properly
arranged. A designer of boilers will find important tables on this point in AppktoiCs
Cycloixedia of Mechu *

Priming -\s the tendency of the water in the boiler to form spray by the bursting of
the steam bubbles when they come to the surface of the water, the spray going forward
with the steam into the cylinder. Here it is cooled and accumulates, especially if the
exhaust port is not, either by position or capacity, adequate to its discharge. Water is

practically incompressible, and if a quantity of it, greater than the volume of the clear-

ance, is found before the piston, near the end of the stroke, it lies between the piston
and the cylinder head as mischievous as a mass of metal would be in the same position.

Something must yield. The crank pin may be broken, or the cylinder split, or the head
burst out, and all" rods and gearing will be ruined. Priming is caused by want of steam
room, or of area at the surface of the water in the bodies, or by the use of dirty water.
The latter cause may be cured by collecting the water in tanks, and giving it time to

settle. The others may be avoided by proper construction of the boiler, by cheeking
the steam at the throttle, or by working the engine more expansively. Any sudden
removal of pressure, as the opening of the safety-valve, or of the throttle in starting,
tends to produce priming, because while t!i" water had. nt the instant of the opening, a

capacity for steam corresponding to the higher pressure, the diminished pressure sets free :\

gush of steam that is entirely disproportioned to the ordinary conditions. Some authorities

advise the insertion of a perforated plate through which the steam must pass on its way
to the cylinder; the water beating against this plate is arrested, and the steam passes oh
more freely. In some locomotives the steam is taken by :i longitudinal perforated pipe,
which serves the purpose of Ike steam dome of usual designs. Boilers in which the
steam does not circulate freely because of the disposition of the tubes, are liable to the

annoyance of priming.
The term noite-pbtfer, when applied to the boiler, has a meaning scarcely more

definite than when used to indicate the capacity of the engine. In either case, the horse-

power realized depends as much upon the method of using the mechanism, as upon its

original construction. The best authorities agree that the horse-power of the boiler

should indicate the actual evaporation of water, instead of the size of the boiler or the

efficiency which may be secured through the engine. The ability to evaporate a cubic
foot of water per hour, making sleam at 212" F , has been suggested as a suitable unit
to be called a horse-power. To ascertain the.evaporative power of a boiler by experi-
ment, it is necessary to obtain the weights of fuel and water, and to know the quality
of the steam produced. A trial should last 24 hours; steam may l>e raised, and then
lire withdrawn, and the ash-pit cleared, the steam meanwhile being maintained with
wood. Coal is then added, and as soon as it is tired, tin; test begins. Note is taken of
the height of water in the gauge, and the water is left at the same height at the end of
the test. Coal is carefully weighed in regular amounts and at regular intervals to avo'ulf
errors. At the end of the trial the fire-is withdrawn, and the remaining coal weighed as

soon as possible; this weight, plus that of the ashes made during the experiment, taken
from the weight of the coal, gives the weight of fuel consumed. To find the quality of
the steam, a tank is provided, which is traversed by a pi|w leading to the boiler, the whole

apparatus being so arranged a< to waste a^ little heat as possible. The tank is tilled with

water, and steam is admitted through the pipe in such quantity as may be conden>ed

by the water. We have to note the pressure of the steam, the weight and temperature
of the water before steam is admitted, the weight and temperature at the close of the

test, the weight and temperature of the water formed from the condeii.-ed ^team, and
the time. Experiment must also be made to test the loss of heat by radiation and evapo-
ration, which is done by healing a given quantity of water to a given temperature in the
same tank, and noting the loss in weight and tenrperature during a given time. To illus-

trate by an example. Suppose a test made, from which these data have been secured:
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Coal used, 5980 Ibs.; feed water used, 42,320 Ibs.; coal withdrawn nt end of test with
ashes, 18HO Ibs.; hence, coal burned in the test, 5980 minus L830 US01I Theapparevt
evaporation per pound of coal is, 42,820-*-4l50=10.2 ib., if tlie steam were dry To
test the quality of the steam the described apparatus has been used, and UK se data noted:
Pressure of .steam at gauge, 80 Ibs. ; weight of steam condensed at 95 , 204 Ibs. ; initial

temperature of water for condensing, 60
; final temperature, 92

; head of water in tank,
27 in. ;

time of trial, 24 hours; and by former tests it app.-ars that 4 eu. ft. of Water)
weighing 02.2 Ibs. per ft., pass from the tank per hour, and that the loss of heat hv
evaporation and radiation is 1480 thermal units per hour. The heat <riven to the water by
the condensing steam in one hour was 4xf>2.2X (95 minus 6'0 +1480= 870f< tliermal units.
The steam condensed per hour was 204-t-24=8.5 Ibs., hence each pound of steam com-
municated to the water 8708-7-8.5=1024.5 thermal units of heat. Hu; this enn<.
steam was discharged at 95 ;

to bring it down to the standard of ::_' tier" nm-t have
been a fartlier reduction of 95 minus 30=05 thermal units, showing that the quantitv of
heat above freezing standard held by a pour.dof steam as it issued from the boil.

1024.5-4-65=1089.5 thermal units. The total heat, al>ove free/ing standard, of a pound
of dry steam at 80 Ibs. pressure (see Kankine. Sfm/n h'/,</i/i> . or .l,.,"//Mt' <.'y<\ <>f

Mechanics), is 1177.1; it is therefore evident that the steam used in th 'lined
some moisture. As the temperature of the feed-water was CO , it had already 2* thermal
units of heat per pound above water at 1 52

,
and would require 1177.1 minus 2S- ;

thermal units to change it to dry steam; but it required 10S9.5 minus 2*- 10(!1.5 thermal
units to change it to steam of the quality observed, hence the actual evaporation was
1061.5-7-1149.1=0.91506 of the apparent evaporation. Hut the apparent evaporation
was 8.5 Ibs. per pound of coal, and the actual wa- therefore 7.778 Ibs. If the feed water
were at 212% 998.5 thermal units would be required to convert a pound of water into

steam. Hence, 1001.5-3-998.5=10.6= nearly the- evaporation per pound from and at 212*.

BOILING (of liquids) BOILING-POINT. 'When heat is applied to a vessel containing
water, the temperature gradually rises, aiid vapor comes silently off the surface; but at

a certain degree of heat, steam (q.v.) begins to be formed in small explosive bur-'- at

the bottom, and rising through the liquid in considerable bubbles, throws it into com-
motion. If, after this, the steam is allowed freely to' escape, the temperature of the

water rises no higher, however great the heat of the tire. The water is then said to t>i!,

and the temperature at which it remains permanent is its / '. The boiling-

point of water is ordinarily 212 ; but every liquid has a point i.i ii- own. Thus -u!-

phuric ether boils at 96; alcohol, at 176; oil of turpentine, at 316 : sulphuric acid, at

C',20 ; and mercury, at (>62
J

. The boiling-point of liquids is constant, under the same

conditions, but is liable to be altered by various circumstances. Water with common
salt in it. e.g., requires greater heat to make it boil than pure AUUT. The nature of the

vessel, too. exerts an influence; in a glass vessel, the boiling-point of water is a <:

or two higher than in one of metal, owing to the greater attraction that there is between

water and glass than between water and a metal. But what most ailVrts the boiling-

point is variation of pressure. It is only when the barometer stands at oil in., six

an atmospheric pressure of 15 Ibs. on the sq. in., that the boiling-point of water is '.TJ .

When th" barometer falls, or when part of the pressure is in any other way removed, it

boils before coming to 212
,
and when the pressure is increased, the boiling-point lises.

Thus, in elevated positions, where there is less air above the liquid to press on its sur-

face, the boiling point is lower than at the level of the *ca. An elevation of 510 ft.

above the sea-level, makes a diminution of a decree; at higher levds. the ditleren -e of

elevation corresponding to a degree of temperature in the boiling-point increases-. I ut

the rate of variation once ascertained, a method is thus furnished of measuring the

heights of mountains. See HKIUHTS, Mi-: \s\ m:\fK.vr OK. At the city of .Mexico. 7000

ft. above the sea, water boils at 200
=

; at Quito. 9000 ft., at 194 : and on Donkia moun-

tain, in the Himalaya, at the height of 18,000 ft.. Dr. Hooker found it to boil at

Boiling water is thus not always equally hot. and in elevated places, many substances

cannot be cooked by boiling. Under the receiver of an air-pump, the same chV-t is still

more strikingly seen: water may be made to boil at the temperature of siimmev. and

ether when colder than ice. In' complete vacuo. liquids, in general, boil at a tempera-

ture 140 lower than in the open air. The knowledge of thi< effect of dimini-

sure is now largely turned to account in sugar boiling, in distilling vegetable es-ences.

and in other processes where the substances are apt to be injured by a high temper*! tire.

By increasing the pressure, airain, water may be heated to any decree witHotlt

in"'." Papin's j)i<rcster (q.v.) is 'formed on this principle. 1'ndera
pressttreof

'-

pheres. the boiling-point rises to 2:!4 ; of four atmospheres, it is 294 ; of ten atn.

359 : of fifty atmospheres, 510 .

In a deep vessel, the water at the bottom has to sustain the pressure n the

atmosphere, but also of the water above it. At a depth of :'.4 ft. .the ;
the

water 'above is equal to an atmosphre. or 15 Ibs. on the sq in. : and thus, at the bottom

Of a vessel of that depth, the water must be heated to 2:U before it is at !

point. This principle has been successfully applied to explain the phenomena of the

Geysers (q.v.).

'If a small quantity of water be poured into a silver basin, heated above the
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point, but below redness, it will begin to boil violently, or perhaps burst into steam at

once. But if the basin is heated to redness, the water will gather itself into a globule,
and roll about on the hot surface, without becoming heated to the boiling-point. For
the explanation of this and other interesting phenomena connected with it, see SPUE
HOIDAL CONDITION OP LIQUIDS.

BOILING OF LIQUIDS (ante). As will be understood from the above, the terms

liquid and boiling-point are entirely relative, depending upon external agents and upon
each other. The statement that water is a liquid is only true under certain conditions.
In the arctic regions it is a solid, and in a vessel heated to 212' under ordinary atmos-

pheric pressure it is a vapor or gas. Nitrous oxide is a liquid under ordinary atmos-

pheric pressure when reduced below 126 below zero, and the same is true of carbonic
acid when reduced to 108. 76~. Pressure, however, is capable of reducing both these

gases to liquids, and modern experiments with various substances are now common in

which carbonic acid is liquefied by pressure. Ammonia, commonly a gas, is a liquid
when reduced to 28.66. This substance is capable of being absorbed by a very small
volume of water under heavy pressure, or, at least, of occupying a very small volume;
for we cannot say that the gas is really absorbed; the water assists the pressure m hold-

ing the gas in a liquid form. Advantage is taken of this in the working of a certain
class of ice-making machines, called ammonia machines (q.v.). Some of the machines,
however, depend upon the vaporization of ammonia, anhydrous, or nearly so, for the

absorption of sensible heat. The following is a table of "the boiling-points of various
substances:

SUBSTANCE. B. point F. Barom. meas.

Nitrous oxide 126.22 29.88
Carbonic acid 108.76 30.21

Ammonia 28.66 29.50

Sulphurous acid 13.10 29.29
Chloride of ethyl 51. NO 29.84

Aldehyde G7/J4 28.90

Sulphuric ether 93.56 29.21

Sulphide of carbon -. 118.22 2976
Bromine 145.40 29.92

Alcohol 173.32 29.92

Water 212.00 29.93

Acetic acid 242.43 2953
Sulphuric acid 640.00 29.93

Mercury 662.00 29.92

The investigations of prof. Kopp indicate certain remarkable laws connecting the

boiling-points of classes of liquids with their chemical constitution. The following
tables, calculated from the observations of prof. Kopp and others, show that in the group
of alcohols, and the acids derived from them by oxidation both of which differ in con-

stitution by one molecule of CH a there is a difference of very nearly 34.2 F. between
successive members of the series; and that, moreover, the difference in the boiling-points
between the alcohols and their respectively derived acids is about 72.

AlcohoL Formula. B. point. caL

Methylic alcohol CH,O 138.2

Ethylic alcohol C,II O 174.3

Tritylic aclcohol CJU) 206.6

Tetrylie alcohol C^H.oO 2408
Amylic alcohol CU,,O 275.0

Acid. Formula. B. point cal.

Formic acid CH 2O a 2102
Acetic acid C-ILO,
Propionic acid ('HcO a 278.6

Butyric acid C 4H l)O., 312.8

Valeric acid C 6H 10O, 347.0

Other analogous correspondences in the boiling-points of liquids and their chemical

constitution were observed; thus in the series of hydrocarbons, homologous with ben-

zole, CH, a difference in the series of CH S was attended with a difference of boiling-

point of about 43.
The molecular constitution, or. more strictly speaking, the mutual relations between

the molecules of liquids, particularly as regards water, whose aflimtics are so numeious.
exerts a great influence not only upon the boiling-pont. but upon the nature or manner
of ebullition. Thus, if a clean glass Mask is partially tilled with ordinary, and, of course,

more or less ai'rated spring water, and heated rapidly with a spirit lamp, nearly all the

air will be expelled first, but before all the air is thus expelled ebullition will commence,
and at a point very slightly below 212. After a little time, more of the air havii;:

appeared, but not entirely, the boiling-point (at 30 in. mercurial pressure) will be 212
;

.

By continuing the boiling, however, the mode of ebullition will be found to have
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changed. If the flask is held quite still there will he intervals of time although the

application of heat is constant when ebullition will cease; and durinir these intervals
the temperature will rise. If the heat is taken away for a few moment so ta i allow

vapor, boiling will go on until the water is quite cool, but the l>oiling will be of the

explosive character observed in the later periods of application of heat, and when quite
cool will be more irregular, partly in consequence of the reduction of atn.o-phcric pres-
sure, but more particularly, probably because of the increased cohesion tx-twccu the

contiguous molecules of water by reduction of heat.

BOILING, in cookery. One important preliminary rule in boiling rest < on the fact*

explained in a preceding article, that water cannot be heated in an open ve el, or in

one with the ordinary fitting lid of a cooking utensil, to a higher point than ~2\'2 . "When
a vessel, then, has once begun to boil, a stronger tire than is just suHicient to kc-p it

boiling, will only evaporate, or waste, tlie water in steam, but will not cook the food any
fa-'-r: on the contrary, the outside will be rendered so hard by the quick boiling, that
tli.' interior will not be reached by the heat.

By long soaking in cold or tepid water, fresh meat loses much of its albumen and
nutritive juice. When a piece of meat is to be boiled, it is necessary, for the preserva-
tion of these juices, and its consequent tenderness and nutritious quality, that the outside
should be sealed up. by immersing it in boiling water, and keeping up the temperature
for a minute; this closes up the pores, and coagulates the albumen of the exterior. Tin-

boiling water should then be taken o!T. and as much cold put in as will reduce it to a

tepid state; it should then be gradually wanned until it reaches a degree yUijktly under
the boiling-point, called simmering; at this point it must lie kept without .-ulTering any
interruption of the heat, till the time elapses that is allowed forcooking the in. d. "The
cooking goes on through the agency of the natural moisture of the flesh. : into

vapor by" the heat, a kind of steaming takes place within the piece of meat; it is, when,

skillfully done, cooked by its own steam."

loprepan //t/ff'- />.. it should be trimmed, washed, and dried before it is placed
in the water. As it simmers, the water should be kept well skimmed with a skimming-
spoon, as frequently as any scum is thrown up, but with due remembrance of the

that raising the lid "of the vessel lowers the temperature of the water; and the preserva-
tion of an equal degree of heat throughout the operation is of the greatest importance.

For fresh meat. 20 minutes is the allowance for each pound. The weather must also

be considered: in frostv weather, or with very thick joints, extra 20 minutes should be

given. Mutton loses in boiling, in 1 lb., 3i oz. ; beef, in 1 lb.. 4 o/.. Meat that has been

salted and dried has its outer coat alrealy sealed up; it requires, therefore, to be thor-

oughly washed, soaked for two hours in cold water, dried, ami-put to boil in cold water,

irradually brought to the boiling-point, and kept simmering for a time, proportioned to

the size of the piece. Hams and tongues to be eaten cold, should be allowed to cool in

the water in which they have been boiled. The following is a time-table for the cooking
of these meats, reckoning from the time the water boils: A ham of Hi Ibs. takes 4 hours;

a tongue of 16 Ibs., 2 to 4 hours; a pig's face of 16 Ibs., 2 hours; a piece of bacon of 4

Ibs.. 2 hours.

Pvtlti-i/ <tiid irhite meat*, as veal or rabbit, should lx> put at once into tepid v.

gradually brought to the boiling point, drawn back immediately, and simmered, care-

fully skimming the water as scum rises. A chicken, or small fowl, or rabbit, will take

3.1 minutes; a fowl, or old rabbit, an hour, or an hour and a half, according t-

Some cooks add milk to the water, but this is apt to cause the scum to -tick to the meat

in streaks: some also use a cloth to inclose the meat, but this frequently imp.-.rt- to it

a disagreeable taste. Havimr trimmed, washed, and dried the meat, all that is

to keep it white, is to use a perfectly clean utensil, to be attentive to the -kimniing. and

careful that no soet falls from the lid into the pot when doing this. Meat should only ju-t

be covered with water; if it wastes, a cupful of water at the same temperature should

be added. The liquor in which fresh meat has been boiled, is an excellent foundation

for souns and irravies.

/V.s,'/ should be well cleaned and scraped; liver and roc should be carefully preserved

and boiled with the lish. in a fine net: they are used to garnish the tish. The sound of

cod should be carefully cleaned, and left in the tish. Fish should be placed m cold water,

in which a tablespoon full of salt and one of vinegar is mixed; should be gradually

brought to the boiling-point, and simmered carefullv, lest the outer part should i

iK-fofo the thick part' is done. If on drawing up the fish-plate, a thin knife wil -

divide the flesh from the bone in the thick parts, and if the eyes contract, and becom

like balls the fish is sufficiently ODOked. Drain by laying the plate across the kettl

covered with the lid. and dish "pertectiy dry on the strainer, which should 1

U
ftwtoMmre luirc eenerallv to be well washed, and placed in B. water, in which

is mixed a lar-'t- spoonful of salt. When they sink, they are done. Gm n veg, tables

should be well picked, soaked in salt and water, drained and boiled in
plenty

o

in a vessel without a lid. fabbage requires two waters; spinach, very little, as it is full
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of moisture. Peas and beans should not soak, but lie merely rinsed in a colander.
"NVintcr potatoes should souk for an hour or more; whether they'should be placed in cold
or B. water, depends on the sort A piece of soda the size of a small marble assists the
B. of peas and cabbage, if the water is very hard.

For 1>. iHCdt, tin IK ft ntifd is one made of iron, tinned inside or not, but one kept per-

fectly dry, and free from grease or rust. Tinned vessels arc proper for B. fish and veg-
etabfes; they require to be kept very dry, the moisture entering between the metals rusts

the iron, and makes holes that cannot be mended. A tinned vessel in daily use should
be polished once a week with tine whiting and oil; too frequent polishing wears off the
tin. The advantage of a tin over an iron utensil is, that it gains heat sooner.

BO1S D'ARC. See OSAOE OKANCK. ante.

BOIS BLANC, an island of the United States of America, situated in lake Huron,
between Michillimaekinac and Michigan. It measures 10 in. by 3, and has a light-
house at its east end.

BOIS-DE-EOULOGNE. See BOULOGNE.
BOIS-LE-DUC (Dutch,

'

Hcrtin nboych,
" Duke's Forrest "), the capital of the Nether-

lands province of n. Brabant, is situated at the junction of the Dommel and the Aa. The
fortifications are greatly strengthened by the natural situation, as the surrounding country
can be flooded, leaving only two roads passable. It is a clean, well-built town, about
5 m. in circumference, intersected by canals, and has a citadel called Papenbril. B. has
a very line cathedral, and academy of arts, a grammar-school, several hospitals, etc.

Iron-founding, making ultramarine, book-printing, refining salt, beer-brewing, distilling

spirits, manufacturing linen-thread, ribbons, cutlery, etc., are the principal industries.

Pop. (Jan. 1, 1875), 24,190. B. is a place of considerable antiquity, having been founded
iu 1184 by Godfrey III., duke of Brabant. The surrounding forest was cut down by
his son and successor Henry, who strengthened the town with walls. In the 10th c., B.

separated itself from the states, and was ineffectually besieged, in 1601 and 1603, by
prince Maurice of Nassau, but had to surrender to a Dutch force in 1629. In 1794, B.
was taken by the French; and in 1814, retaken by the Prussians.

BOISE, a co. in s.w. Idaho, on Little Salmon river; about 2500 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 3834
1754 Chinese. It is a mining region. Co. seat, Idaho City.

BOISFj CITY, in Idaho, capital and chief city of the territory, on the Boise river,
285 in. n. w. of Salt Lake City, and 520 m. n.c. of San Francisco. It has a government
aay office, and a penitentiary. It is on the site of an old trading-post of the Hudson
Bay company.

BOISSESEE, SUI/PIZ, a celebrated archaeologist, was b. at Cologne in 1783. A visit

which he and his brother Melchior (born 1786), along with their friend Joh. Bapt. BIT-

tram, paid to Paris in 1803, inspired the trio with the idea of collecting and preserving
the scattered specimens of early German art. The realization of this, idea became the

single object of their lives. After many years of patient and unwearied research, they
gathered together 200 pictures, which received the name of "the Boisserear. collection."

The king of YVurtembcrg having presented the brothers with a spacious edifice iu Stutt-

gart, the pictures were transferred thither, and skillfully arranged, according to their ago
and importance. This brought to light a very important historical fact, previously
unknown viz., that in the 14th c. Germany possessed a school of art based on Byzan-
tine traditions. Great light was also thrown upon many of the Flemish masters, and

especially on the influence exerted by Jan Van Kyck. The collection was divided into three

sections corresponding to three historical periods the first comprising the works of the

Cologne school in the 14th c. ; the second, those of Van Eyck an;! his disciples in the

15th; and the third, those of the German painters at the close of the 15th and begin-

ning of the IGth centuries. In 1827, the collection was sold to the king of Bavaria; and
in 1836 was transferred to the picture-gallery (pinnl.1h<k) in Munich, whither the

brothers followed it. Sulpiz died in 1841, and Melchior in 1851. The former has left

several interesting and valuable works; such as ^f<>nu)ln nt* f Architecture on the !/ r. /

Rhine, from the ith to the 13th (-.(Munich, 1830-33); Concerning the Temple of the ll'lij

Grail, 1834; Collection of OldLow and Jlff/h German P<tintiiu/x, irltli Xoticex of the Early
Pniuti rx, I/a Snlpiz and Melchior B. and Jh. finpt. Bertram, lithographed ly J. V. Sfr/.c-

ner (1822-39) ; and a very magnificent work, entitled Vlctrn. Pitt UK. Stcd'onx, and D<-t>tilx

of the Cathedral of Cologne, with Restoration* <if/< r tin Oriffimil Plan, accompanied by
Retxafchtx on, ihe Architecture of Ancient Cathedral*, etc. (1823-32).

BOISSONADE. JOHN FRANCIS, a distinguished classical scholar, b. at Paris, Aug. 12,

1774. of a noble Gascon family. He was originally intended for the administrative

career, but after experiencing some of its more violent vicissitudes, lie renounced it for

philology, in which he had always found his favorite recre:tion. He soon made him-
self known to the critical world by his acute and learned contributions to the literary

journals, was appointed professor of Greek in the academy of Paris in 1809, and entered

on the active duties of the chair in 1812. In 1NK5. he was admitted into the academy of

inscriptions; md in 1828, he succeeded (Jail as professor of Greek literature in the college
of France. Beyond this high position he never aspired, but pursued his investigations
with an energy which no mere social or public ambition could distract. His more
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important works are these: PJtitoxtrnfi Iltrolca (Paris, 1806); MariniVitn P,wli (I.cip.

1814); Tiberius Ithetor <h> Fimri* (Loud. 1*15); >//<'/<'.'/< /'"'/"->""< anii-ormn (Paris. U
26); Bii'irii Ft>nl> (Paris, 1S'44). etc. He contributed in liis earlier years nun;

papers on philological subjects to Parisian. English, anil German journal.-, and gave the
cause of classical stiuly in France a powerful and still perceptible, impulse by bit

quent and attractive lectures from his chair. In spite of his many and laborious philo-

logical works, he also signalized himself as a French lexicographer and U-lle lettrist.

and was one of the most copious and valued contributors to the Jii<ifjr<i)>h<< I

He died in 1859, leaving behind him a reputation for learning almost German in it-

fundity, and more than English in its elegance.

BOISSY D'ANGLAS, FRAM;<>IS A.NTOINK. Count, an eminent French statesman, was
born at St. Jean Chambre. in the department of Ardeche. Dec. s. l?.Vi. After tilling for

some time the office of major-domo to the count of Provence < Louis XV1II.K he wax
about to devote himself to the peaceful pursuits of science, when he was elected a

deputy to thu states-general. While a member of the constituent national assembly, he
was accused of having a design to change the French monarchy into a Prot< slant repub-
lic. During the reign of terror, fear of "the mountain" kept him quiet: but, yielding
to the solicitations of Tallicu and Ban* re, lie joined the conspiracy against ItolH-spieire.
Two months after the execution of the tyrant, he was elected secretary of the conven-

tion ; and shortly after, a member of the committee of public safety, in which capacity
he displayed remarkable talent and discretion. As director of the supply of provisions
for Paris! he was exposed to popular hatred and great peril during the riotous and ^m-

guinary proceedings of the 12th Germinal and 1st Prairial m the year 3 of the republic;
but firmness and presence of mind preserved him. He was afterwards president of the

council of five hundred; was called into the senate by Napoleon: and n.ade a peer by
Louis XVIII. Through all the changes of the times," he maintained the prrcip'es with

which he had commenced his career." He died in Paris, Oct. x!0, ]
v
'Ji. Hi- chief writ-

ings are 1?> c/ic rclu'* *>i r In Vit, l<* AV/v'/.s. it /-.- f>/.;//-> </ MI'!. -': ''<-. 1*1!*. and Ktmlt*

LM''r<ii)-<x >t rix'f/'ij'/tx il'mi Vuilltrd, 18:25: but, in addition to these, he published numer-

ous essays, pamphlets, and letters.

BOIVIN, MARIE ANNE VICTOIHE GIT.I.MN. 1773-1S41; educated in a nunnery;
studied anatomy and midwifery: married and was soon h-ft a widow, when she took

the place of midwife in the ma'ternite hospital, and in 1HH became superintendent. She

caused the establishment by C'haptal of a special school of accouchement. Her Memo-

rial de I'Art des Accouchement* is a well-known work.

BOJADOR', CAPE, a headland on the w. coast of Africa, in lat. 26 1' n.. long. 14 29'

w., forming the western extremity of the Jebel Khal (or Black mountains), a rocky

ridge running eastward into the Sahara. In consequence of its extreme flatness, juid
the shoreward tendency of the currents, the coast, extending northwards to cape Nun,

is one of the most dangerous ihat mariners have to encounter, and is frequently the

scene of shipping casualties. The Portuguese doubled this cape in 1433, and from them

it revived its name 15. C\, signifying "a round cape."

BOJA NO, a t. in the province of Campohasso, Italy, 13m. s.w. of the t. of Campobasso.

It is situated on the Bifcrno, in a deep gorire at the foot of the mountain-range of .U.

has a cathedral and some ancient remains. It has suffered greatly from earthquakes.

and especially from one which occurred in 1S05. Pop. 3500. B. is said to occupy the

site of the famous Samnite city of lionnrmm. but T. Mommsen thinks that Bovianum lay

20 m to the north. Unsuccessfully besieged by the Romans in 314 B.C., it was taken by

them in 311. and yielded immense spoils. Passing out of their hands, it was retaken by

them in 305 B r
'

and once more reverting to its original owners, was a third tur.-

tured by the Romans, in 2i)* r..c. Dunn. ::d Punic war, it formed 1

quarter's of the Roman army on more than one occasion; and in the great social war, the

confederates on the fall of Corrmmm. made it t!-eir capital and the Peat of their gen-

eral council Surprised by S-.illa. it was retaken by the Marsic gen.. Pompffidi

Ca-ir established a military colony here; and afterwards, under the Roman empire, the

town seems to have recovered c..i:>idc-mbly from the ruin which overtook it on the gen

eral devastation of Samuium.

BOJAB (pronounced Il^ir}. a word originally of the same meaning as Czech, Lech,

and Bolearin i.e.. free proprietor of the soil. The Boj.-ws. in old Rus,.a. were the order

next to The knjax.es or knjeses(rulinir princes). They formed the imtnt diate
'

of 'these prim-- and bore somewhat of the same relation to them as the lesser fcngi

and Scottish kni-hls of the feudal anes did to the -Treat barons Percy. Douglas t tc

had their own partisans, who served them as a kind of body-guard : they gave h
;

vices to a prince of their own choice, whom, however, they left nvwn :st their p

and, in consequence of this, the knja7.es could only secure he,r am-ance bv the b

ment of priviUes which were often abused. Th-v held excluaTely the higbwtnulitory

and civil offices, and were - unirersally looked up to by the mass of the
P^'ple.

that

the most powerful rulers, even Ivan Ilie cruel, considered it prudent to use tl

expression in their ukases: The emperor has ordered it; the Hoj:.r, have approv-

Rank amon- the Bojars was alwaw
1 .roporlioned to lei gih ol tat, >ervicc, and
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observed with the utmost rigor, so that the B. who had obtained an office, ns it were,

yesterday, looked down with proud contempt on him who only entered on his to-day.
This singular mode of securing gradation of rank was called miestiiiczestiro. It was a most

peculiar phenomenon of Slavic life, equally unlike feudalism and modern aristocracy,
and must be regarded as a strictly national development. In their housekeeping the

Bojars were excessively fond of splendor, and their contempt for the serfs or "lower
orders" was immeasurable. In the lapse of time, many Chinese customs as might be

expected from their theory of rank crept into their public life. Their power, and the

respect which was paid them, acted as a wholesome check upon the otherwise unbridled

authority of the princes; in consequence of which, the latter became their bitter enemies,
and often sought to destroy their power. This was finally done by Peter the great, who
abolished the order of Bojars by giving them a place among the Russian nobility, but,
at the same time, stripping them of their peculiar privileges. The last B., Knjaz Ivan

Jurjewicz Trubeckoj. died 16th Jan., 1750.

In Moldavia and Wallachia, Bojars still exist. They have a seat and vote in the

council of the prince, and, as ancient history shows, exercise at times a.niost extensive
influence.

BOKER, GEORGE HENRY, b. Philadelphia, 1824; graduated at Rrinceton; studied but
did not follow the law. In 1847, he published a volume, The Le*#on of Life- nd utlur

Poems, and soon afterwards (.'ii/ntf/tnx, d 'J nif/cdy, which was acted In London. This
was followed by Anne Boleyn, Leonor de Gfuzman, and J-'runccxnt <ln li-miiti. A few

years later he published his Play* arid Poems, and in 1864, Poems of the Wat: In IbTl,
he was appointed United States minister resident at Constantinople.

BOKHA RA (i.e., Eastland), or USBEKISTAX, is the name given to the countries of Inde-

pendent Tartary, under the rule of the khan of Bokhara. The most important part of

it formed the ancient Sogdiana. The extent of the khanate of B. has been constantly
undergoing changes. Until recently, it included the whole basin of the Zar-af.->han

; but
the Russians have now annexed Samarkand, and the lower basin of the river forms the

essential part of the territory. The population of the present khanate has been estimated
at from 1,000,000 to 2, 500, 000.

Only in the neighborhood of the rivers is cultivation possible. The rest of the soil of

B. is composed of a stiff arid clay, interspersed with low sand-hills. B. belongs exclu-

sively to the basin of the sea of Aral. It has only three rivers of any importance the

Amu or Jihun (anciently the Oxus), the Zar-afshau, and the Kurshi. .Entering B. at

Kushtuppa, the Amu flows through the country in a w.n.w. direction to the sea of Aral.

Its banks in some parts are very fertile, especially in the neighborhood of Balkh. The
Zar-afshan, which rises in the spurs of the Thianshan mountains, after a course of about
200 m., issues out into the plain near Samarcand, and thence fertilizes the district (Mee-
ankal) to the city of Bokhara. Before reaching the city, it sends out a northern branch,
which, after a fertilizing course of several miles, is absorbed in the sand. The southern
branch passes B. to the n., and terminates in the lake of Kara-kool, a sheet of salt water
about 25 m. in circumference, which is connected with the Amu by irrigating canals.

The valley of the Zar-afshau is the richest as well as the most populous in Bokhara. The
Kurshi has a course of about 60 in. before it is lost in the desert.

The climate of B. is moderate and healthy. Its geographical position secures B. the
transit-trade between Russia and the s. of Asia. The rains usually commence and end
with February. Violent sand-storms are frequent, and occasion ophthalmia among the

inhabitants, who are also subject to the attacks of the guinea-worm, which penetrates
into the flesh, causing great pain and annoyance.

Minerals are scarce. The sands of the Oxus yield gold. Salt deposits arc numerous.
Alum and sulphur are found in the vicinity of Samarcand, and sal-ammoniac in the

mountainous districts. The other products include rice and cotton, wheat, barley, beet

root, vegetables, hemp which is only used in the preparation of an intoxicating liquor
called hliang silk, fruits in immense abundance, and tobacco. The camel's thorn, a

plant that grows luxuriantly in Samarcand and Kurshi, exudes a saccharine gum or manna,
extensively used as sugar.

Sheep and goats form a great source of wealth. Camels are numerous and valuable;
the horses are celebrated for their strength and endurance; and the breed of asses is

excellent.

The industry includes the manufactureof silk-stuffs, cotton-thread, shagreen, jewelery,
outlery, and fire-arms. The population, like that of the other khanates of Turkestan,
consists chiefly of Tajiks of Persian, and of I'sbcks and Turkomans of Turkish origin.

B. was conquered by the Arabs in the beginning of the Nth <:., who were dispossessed
of it in 1232 by Genghis Khan. It fell into the hands of Timur in 1303, and was taken

by the Usbeks in 151(5, and it has since remained under the rule of the same Turkish
race. During the 18th c., the khans were ehanu-teri/cd by the worst abominations of
eastern vice and fanaticism, and B. lost its pre-eminence among the khanates of
Turkestan. The canals, which alone gave fertility to the country, were neglected; and
large areas were again overspread by the desert; 'the population diminished: 15. became
:i center of corruption and anarchy. About 30 years ago, it was ruled by the khan
Naarttllahj a barbarous and incapable tyrant. It was lie who caused, in 1843, the murder
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of col. Stoddart and capt. Conolly, who went on a mi-sion to B. Dr. Y"olff, who visited
the country in 1844, with u view to ascertain their late, narrowly sea] cd v>i.h his life.
after a detention of some months. After the capture of Tashkeud by th<- RU-MUI;.- in
1865 (see TI'UKESTAN), a religious war was preached against the Russians, and the k!i;.n,

Muzaffer-Eddio, was compelled to oppose them. lie was defeated at the battle of Idjar
on 20th May, 1866, and in May, 1S68. Samareand (q.v.), one of the ii:o.-t important cities

of B., was taken. The command of the upper couise of tin- Zar-af-han. \\hi.-li 1'ertili/i s

the central part of B., placed the khan entirely under the power of Ru-sia On the 30th

July. ISliS, a peace was concluded, by which Samareand was ceded to the c/.ar. and
stipulations were entered into, favorable to .Russian trade. The treaty cau.-cd great dis-

satisfaction to the fanatic Mussulmans of B. They rose in rebellion, placing al their head
khan Abdul Malik Mir/a, the son and heir <;f the khr.n. Tin n!i the int.

sion of the khan, aided him: and in Oct. the rebels were defeated near Karchi. The
rebel prince sought refuge in Afghanistan. Sin-re AH. the him a warm
welcome, and would have invaded B. had lie not been restrained bv lord V
the Indian viceroy, who told him that England could not cne<r,;ra;.e him in any atta

his neighbors. Whole Sherc Ali was meditating an invasion of 11.. Abdu'lrahman. a

nephew of Shore Ali, who had married a daughter of the khan of B., endeavored to obtain
Kussiau aid in invading Afghan Turkestan with a Bokharian army. But. in tlii-

Ivussia opposed the enterprise (see AFGHANISTAN). During the inva-ion of Khiva in

the khan of B. eliicicntlv assisted the Russians, and was rewarded by a larire addition to

his territory from tiie Khivan pos-- a the right bank of ihe Ux::s, in:di-r the

treaty entered into between Rus.-ia and Khiva in .Inly, IN?;!. -Si

from the Earluyt l-cri<>d to the Prc^ut Time, by Arminius Vambery (187o).

BOSHAEA (honored with the title of the "Treasury of Sciences"), a famous city of

Central Asia, capital of the above khanate, is situated on a plain in lal. :].' l
x n., long.

04 20' c.. in the. midst of trees and gardens. It is between 8 and (J in. in cin-umfe!

and surrounded by embattled mud-walls, about 24 ft. high, and pierced by 11
|

The hou-es, which are small, ill-lighted, and. with the execution of ho>e IwloiiL

the wealthy, uncomfortable inside/are built of sun-burnt bricks on a wood n frame-work;
and the roofs of all are tlat. The streets are ill-paved and very narrow, the widest barely

sufficing for the passage of a loaded camel, while others are not more than 3 or 4 ft.

across.
"

The palace of "the khan occupies an eminence of between 200 and 300 ft. in

height in the (enter of the city. It is surrounded by a brick wall of (50 or 70 ft. hLrh.

The aroa includes, besides the palace, the harem, which is quite embosomed in

various public ollices, the residences of the vi/.ier and other important state functionaries

the barracks, roval stables, etc., and three mosques. The mosques, which arc -aid

(fabulously) to be o(>0 in number, necessarily form one of the greatest features of Bokhara.

The most imposing one occupies a square of M: ft., and has a cupola 100 ft. high, orna-

mented with blue liles. Attached to it is a tower of about twice the height, built by
Timur, from which criminals are hurled. B. is celebrated as a center of learning, and has,

in addition toa vast number of schools, about I -. which are atu tided, it U stated,

by about 5000 students. As a commercial town, B. is the most important in Central

A'sia. A canal intersects the city, but during the summer month* it is often dried up,

and water becomes very scarce.
"

Pop. estimated at 70,000. See TI:KKI.-I AN.

ECKHAEA CLOVES. See MELILOT.

BOB, FERDINAND, 1611-81; a Dutch painter, pupil and imitator of Rembrandt.

Many of his paintings are to be seen in Amsterdam.

EO LA BO LA, or BOXA BONA, or BOKA BORA the liquids I. n, r. Ix-ing interchange-

able or rather, perhaps, undistimrui-hable in the languages of Polynesia one of the

Societv islands, about 200 m. to the n.w. of Tahiti. It is in hit. 1H : 2 s.. and long. HI

,VJ v,-

'

present in-r a valuable landmark in a double-peaked mountain of con-i'i'

height It contains about 1SO() inhabitants; and it is about 24 m. round, beset by coral-

reefs. some of them rising into islets.

BOLAN PA&, a hollow route ascending in a generally w. direction from Sinde, on

the Indus through Beioochistan to Candahar and Ghu/ni. Its entrance and its outlet

are respectively 800 and 5790 ft. above the level of the sea. The total ascent, therefore,

is about 5000ft.. which, on a lenirth of barely 55 m.. gives an average of fully {M

mile. Alomr the bottom of the pass descends a torrent, which the I illy fr

The route without being impracticable, is biddy defensible in a military point of v

It is bounded throughout by eminences of at least 500 ft. in height: and yet. in 1

division of the British army, which invaded Afghanistan, accomplished, w
train of artillery, the whole distance in six days. From the outlet of tl there i<

no fall towards the w., the spacious plateau of the Dasht-i-Bedowlnt retaining the level

of the upper extremity.

BOLYS a missile used by South American Indians in capturing wild cnttle. It

Consists of two balls covered with leather, united by a narrow but stout ti

-ittlc-liunter holding-one ball swimr* the other around his head until proper momentum

is "-ained and then' launches the B. at the legs of the animal, which it instantly ties
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together, rendering him helpless. The B. has been effectively used in war. If the balls

be of iron or lead, it may bo thrown a great distance.

BOLBEC, a well -built t. of France, in the department of Seine-Infericure, about 18
m. n. e. of Havre, on the railway between that place and Paris. B. is situated on a
stream of the same name, which supplies the water power for several mills, where
woolen, linen, cotton, and chemicals arc manufactured. Pop. '76, 9778.

BOLE is the term applied to an earthy mineral resembling clay in structure, and
nv.iMstiMg BWi .itially of silica, alumina, and red oxide of iron. It occurs in nests and
veins in basalt and other trap-rocks, in Scotland, Ireland. France, Armenia, Italy.

Saxony, and Gouth America. It feels more or less greasy when placed between the

fingers; is of different colors yellow, red, brown, and black: has n dull resinous luster,

but ti shining streak; is readily friable; and often adheres to the tongue when brought
in contact therewith. Armtninn /. has a red tint, is often used for coloring false ancho-

vies, and is also employed in coloring tooth powders. Lnnninii irth is the B. from the
island of Leinnos, is red in color, and was at one time prescribed by medical men as a
tonic and astringent medicine; and acted beneficially, no doubt, from the large per-

centage of oxide of iron present. The boles which are employed in veterinary practice
in Europe are generally made from Armenian bole. The savage tribes in South America
cat B. to allay the pangs of hunger; and the inhabitants of Java use cakes made of it,

under the name of "anmtinpo, when they wish to become slender. When B. is calcined,
it becomes hard; and when afterwards levigated, a coarse red kind is used as a pigment
in Germany under the name's of Eiiglix/t red and Berlin nil. Fn m'Ji B. is pale-red; Bohe-
mian B., reddish-yellow; S&inian, B., pale-yellow ;

and Blois B. is yellow.

BOLE'EO, a Spanish national dance, mostly in the time of a minuet, with a sharp,
marked, and peculiar rhythm. It is accompanied with the castanets and the cithern, and

frequently with the voice; and the dancer in the movements seeks to represent the dif-

ferent degrees of feeling from coyness to the highest ecstasies of love.

BOLE'TTJS, a genus of fungi (q. v.), of the division litfmertomj/cctes, subdivision pnhiporei.
The older botanists included in it the numerous species now forming the genus ^xilypo-
rus (see AMADOU, DRY ROT, and PoLvronrs) and other genera; but even as now
restricted, it is a very extensive genus. Most of the species re.-cmble the common
mushroon and other species of agaricus in form; but instead of gills, the under-side
of the cap (pi'cus) is occupied by a layer quite distinct from it in substance, and pierced

by pores so as to lie composed of a multitude of small tubes united t( get her. on the

inside of which the spore-crises or seed-vessels are produced. Some of the ,- pecie< MV edi-

ble. /" much u>ed in France, also in Germany, Hungary. Russia, etc. It is

the fcp* ordinaire of the French markets. It grows on the ground in thin woods of oak,

chestnut, or beech, and sometimes in mountainous districts, in places covered with

moss, heath, or grass. In moist warm summers, it sometimes appears in prodigious
quantities. I: has also been partially cultivated, by inclosing a portion of a wood, and

watering the ground with water in which the plant has been steeped, thus, in fact, sow-

ing its minute seeds or spores. In Britain, it is comparatively rare. The cap is smooth,
6 or 7 in. across, with a thick margin, varying in color from light-brown to brownish-
b!a.':k: the tubes at first white, then vellow," and finally yellowish-green; the stem thick

and solid, beautifully reticulated. The tubes arc removed along with the skin and
stem, and only the flesh of the cap is eaten, which is firm, white, delicate, o-' agiveahle
smell, and h prepared like the common mushroom, dried to flavor sauces, ragout-:, etc.,

or eaten raw with salt and pepper. It is wholesome and nutrition.?, and this is certainly
to be reckoned one of the very best of the edible fungi, and deserve s much more atten

ti:n than it has yet received in Britain. /?. fcciijt.r is an other edible British sj .'ci< <. but

much inferi /r. Ii. trnens is the ccpx noir of the French markets, and B. aunuttiacuis is

the gnrole rouge or rowisile. They an; used like B. edulis.

BOLEYN, AXXE. wife of Henry VIII., king of England, was b. about the year 1507.

Her father wa-; sir Thomas B., afi'crwards viscount Rochl'ord and enrl of Wiltshire: her

mother, the daughter of the duke cf Norfolk. In her seventh or eighth year, Anne B.

went to France with Mary, sister of Henry VIII., and remained in trance after Mary
who had married Louis XII. returned to England as a widow, under the protection of

Juecn
Claude, wife of Francis I., who was much, pleased with her beauty and liv;

t is not known exactly when she returned to England, but it is certain that shew:;s one
of queen Catharine's maids of honor in 1">27, in winch year the king seems to h.;ve con-

ceived and expres-ed a passion for her, to which she apparently refused to listen on
other condition than that she should become Ins wife. Henry's religious scruples

regardim: the lawfulness of his marriage with Catharine, whether he had entertained

them before :;;s is alleged) or not. certainly became much more impatient than they had
hitherto teen much too urgent, indeed, for the slow decision of the court of Home.
He. accordingly, without waiting for the award of his holiness, entered privately into

matrimonial relationship witli Anne B., in Jan., 1 .">:'.:?. or. a-^ some authorities have it, in

tin 1 Nov. previous. In Sept.. !.">:{:}, the princess afterward-* queen -Eli/abet h was born.

The new quern, naturally light and gay of heart, and educated at the French court,

where- these qualities were likely to be developed to the utmost, conducted her>rlf
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towards the courtiers with nn easy familiarity not customary in England for one in her
position. Concerning the tirst two years of her married life" we have- little information,
only it is known that she was favorable to the reformation, and promoted a translation of
the Bible. In 1535, the affections of the king appear to have become alienated from
her. According to some historians, the amorous monarch had already fixed u;
successor to Anne B. ; others make out that his passion had nothing to do with her
death, and assert that Henry contracted his unseemly hasty marriaire \\ ith Jane Seymour
solely at the request of the peers and privy council. If" this latter >ta:cment eo'uld bo

thoroughly relied on, it would no doubt tell strongly agaii.st Anne R, as there would
then be no apparent motive for Henry seeking her condemnation if she were innocent.
Between conflicting historians, one may well hesitate to decide on this point. In Feb.,
1586, the queen gave birth to a son, still-born. The king now became more and more
estranged from her; and her freedom of manners had given but too good grounds for
her enemies to speak evil of her. On the 1st of May, the annual tournament was held
at Greenwich, in presence of the king and queen. The tilting had commenced, tlm

challengers being viscount Kochford, brother to the queen, and sir Henry Norris. one,

of the gentlemen of the king's privy chamber. Suddenly the king rose his outward
bearing manifesting inward disturbance left the tourney, and with a small party rode

up to London, leaving the queen at Greenwich. The popular account is. that the king's
sudden departure was occasioned by the discovery of a handkerchief Ix-longing to tin-

queen in the possession of Norris: but the necessity for any such romantic and sudden
cause of jealousy is obviated by the fact, that, in the previous week, a commission, com
posed of members of the privy council, had been secretly engaged in examining into

charges of adultery against Anne; and two of her alleged accomplices in the crime. >ir

William Brereton, a gentleman of the king's household, and Maik Smcton. a mu-
at court, had been already arrested. The queen remained at Greenwich that night. On
the following morning, she was examined before the privy council, under the presidency
of the duke of Norfolk, her uncle, but a bigoted Roman Catholic, and prototed he'r

innocence. In the afternoon, however, she \\as sent up the ri\er to the Tower. Sir

Henry Norris, and sir Francis \Vc.-toii, another courtier, along with Smetoii, were al^i

examined, and all ht first declared their innocence of the charge imputed to them; hut
afterwards the musician confessed to the crime. Norris, too. it is said, made a like con-

fession: but he indignantly repudiated it the next day, on the ground that he had been

entrapped into it unwittingly. In the Tower, the queen's every action and word wore
watched and reported on; but anything she said while a prisoner seems quite as com-

patible with innocence as guilt, although her words unquestionably prove her to have
exhibited a dangerous levity towards the courtiers; for which, however, her French cdu
cation may be held to account. Her letter to Henry, written on the (ith of .May, speak*

decidedly in her favor. On the 10th of May, the grand jury of Middlesex found a " true

hill
"
on the indictment, which charged the queen with committing adultery with no

less than five persons, including her own brother, lord Hochford. and of conspiring with

them, jointly and severally, against the life of the king, the adultery l>eing alleged to

extend over a period of nearly three years. On the llth, the grand jury of Kent found
a true bill likewise. On the 12th, the four commoners, Brereton, Weston, Norris, and

Smeton, were found guilty, the last confessing to the charge of adultery only, the other

three pleading not guilty to both charges. On the 15th. the queen and her brother were

tritd before '27 peers, the president being the duke of Norfolk. They affirmed their

innocence: but they were found guilty, and condemned, the queen to l>e burned or

beheaded on the Tower green. On the 17th, Smeton was hanged, and the other four

beheaded; general protestations of unworthiness by them at tiie hour of death being

regarded by some historians as evidence of particular guilt. On the 19th, the queen wa*

beheaded having previously confessed to Cranmer some engagement that rendered her

marriage with the king illegal with her last words praying a blessing on Henry, who.

she said, had ever been to her a good and gentle lord, but making no confession of guilt.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to form anything like a just and satisfactory estimate

of the character of Anne B. ; historians, for "the most part, having made her but a lay

figure upon which to hang the drapery of religious partisanship,
or to display the colors

of individual sympathy. That, with the courtiers, she maintained not that dignity which

becomes a queen, but was unguarded in manner, and thoughtlessly free of speech, there

can be no question; there U much room to doubt that she wa> guilty of the heinom

offenses laid to her charge. A woman who resisted for years the criminal solicitations

of the kimr, was not likely to seduce systematically grooms of the chamber; nor is it at

all probable that one so diabolically bad as she must have been, if the charge- alleged

against her were true, could be so utterly devoid of that cunning neccs-ary to the prac-

tice of successful wickedness. Again, it seems scarcely possible- that such an extciiMve

system of conspiracy and crime could have been carried on for nearly three years with-

out being noticed by the lynx eyes, and blown upon by the calumnious tomrues. of her

numerous and powerful enemies, especially if there were truth in the statement in the

indictment, that her accomplices were "
very jealous of each other." On the other

hand, it appears monstrous to suppose that 70 noblemen and commoners ot England,

before whom the case in its various stages caive. against most of whom even slander had

not a word to say, should have deliberately condemned a queen and five of her asso
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elates, and their own, without conclusive evidence. In the absence of the evidence
which they hud before them, however, it appears to us tlmtthe proper verdict for history
to pronouuce is the intermediate one of not proven.

BOLGRAD', a t. in Moldavia, 28 m. n.n.w. of Ismail; pop. '68, 9114. B. was for-

merly in Bessarabia, but was ceded to Moldavia by Russia in the Paris treaty.

BO LI. or BOLY, ft t. of Asia Minor, iu the pashalie of Anatolia, on the left bank of
the river Boli, and on or near the site of the Roman Iladrianopolis, 136 in. e. from Con-
stantinople. The town occupies an eminence, at the extremity of a fertile plain. It

lias several mosques. There are mineral springs near the town, and baths much fre-

quented by the Turks. B. is on the caravan route from Constantinople to Erzcroum.
Pop. 10,000.

BOLINGBEOKE, HENHY ST. JOHN, Viscount, b. at Battersea, Oct. 1, 1678, was edu-
cated at Eton and Oxford, after which he traveled for about two years on the continent,
and in 1700, shortly after his return, married the daughter of Sir Henry Winehcomb,
from whom, however, he soon separated. Up to this period, he was chiefly notable for

his extreme dissipation; but having entered parliament in 1701, he devoted himself to

politics, and joining the lory party, soon made himself prominent as an orator. In

1704, he~was made secretary at war. This ollice he retained till 1708, when the whigs
came into power, after which he retired from politics, and gave himself up to study, but
still retained great influence as the queen's favorite counselor. On the fall of the whig
party in 1710, he was made secretary of state for foreign affairs. In 171'J, he was called
to the house of lords by the title of viscount Bolingbroke. and in 1713, against the wish
of nearly the entire nation, concluded the peace of Utrecht. Having previously quar-
reled with his old friend Harley now earl of Oxford, and his most powerful rival he
contrived his dismissal in July, 1714, and immediately proceeded to form a strong Jaco-
bite ministry, in accordance with the well-known predilections of his royal mistress.
whose death, however, a few days after, disconcerted his dangerous and "unprincipled
schemes. The accession of George I. proved a death-blow to his prospects. On the
28th of Aug., he was deposed from office; in Mar.. 1715. he fled to France; s>nd in Aug.
of the same year was attainted. For some time he held the office of secretary of state

to the pretender; hut his restless and ambitious spirit yearm d f>/r the "
large excite-

ment" of English polities. His efforts to obtain a pardon not proving in the mean time
successful, he retired to a small estate which he had purchased near Orleans. In 1718,
his first wife died, and in 1720 he married the rich widow of the marquis de Vilette. A
judicious use of this lady's wealth enabled him to return to England iu Sept., 17-4.

His property was restored to him, but he was never permitted to take his seat in parlia-
ment. He therefore betook himself to his villa at Dawley, near Ux bridge, where he

occasionally enjoyed the society of Swift, Pope, and others of his old friends with whom
he had corresponded in his exile, and where he diversified his moral and metaphysical
studies by his attacks on the ministry in his periodical, the L'riijtxiimii. in which the let-

ters forming his Dixsertiitimi on Parties first appeared. In 1735, finding his political hopes
clouded forever, he went back to France, in deep chagrin, and continued there till 1743.

During this second residence abroad, he wrote his Letters on tltc Mudy of History, in

which he violently attacked the Christian religion. He died, after a long illness, 1751.

His talents were brilliant and versatile; his style of writing was polished and eloquent;
but the fatal lack of sincerity and honest purpose which characterized him, and the low
and unscrupulous ambition which made him scramble for power with a selfish indiffer-

ence to national security, hindered him from looking wisely and deeply into any ques-
tion. His philosophical theories are not profound, nor his conclusions solid, while his

criticism of passing history is worthless in the extreme. He was one of those clever,

unscrupulous men, unhappily too common, who forget that God has something to do
with the government of this world as well as themselves, and who. in spite of ail their

ability, can never see that swift destruction treads, like Nemesis, on the heels of those

who dare to trifle with the interests and destinies of a great people. His collected writ-

ings were published by Mallet (5 vols., Lond. 17r>3-o4).

BOLIVAR, a co. in Mississippi on the M. river. 800 sq.m. : pop. '70. 97397816 col-

ored. The Innd is low and swampy, and little cultivated. Co seat, Roscdale.

BOLI'VAR. one of the United States of Colombia, lying on the Caribbean sen; 21. "r>

Bq.m. ; pop. '71. 247,100; chief town and capital, Carthagcna. The country is level and
covered with forests. Magdalena river forms its w. boundary.

BOLI'VAR- CITY. See AI:GOSTI-KA. ante.

BOLIVAB, SIMON (named El Libertador. for having rescued South America from the

Spanish yoke), was born at Caracas, July :25, 17*:!, descended from a noble and wealthy
family. "Having studied law at Madrid, he traveled extensively on the continent, mar-

ried, and returned to his native country, whore his wife soon after died, un her dr-ath,

lie again visited Europe, and in 1809 the United States, from which he returned with the

determination to free his country from foreign despotism. Arriving at Venezuela, he
at once associated himself with the patriots there; and after the insurrection of Caracas.

April 19, 1810, he was sent to London with a view to interest the British cabinet in their

The British government, however, declaring its neutrality, B. speedily returned,
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and fought under gen. Miranda in several successful en en Bremen ts. Tlie Spaniards
having again obtained possession of Venezuela, H. had to HeVto Curacoa. He did not
however, remain long inactive. Sympathized with by the republican president of Ne
Granada, he raised a force of volunteers: defeated the Spaniards several times, his army
increasing with each victory; and on Aug. 4, 1813, entered Caracas as a conqueror v-a-;
hailed as the liberator of Venezuela, and made absolute dictator in all civil and militarv
affairs. After defeating the Spaniards in several engagements, lit \v;is himself worsted
at the battle of La Puerta, and again in Aug. at San Matco, where he had a narrow
escape. He now went to Carthagena, and afterwards to Kingston, in Jamaica, where
an assassin, hired by the Spaniards, tracked his steps, hut. bv mistake, murdered his

secretary. Having visited Hayti. and assembled there the insurgent reii aided

with the power of dictator. Having conducted his forces over the a!mo.-t impassable
Cordilleras to New Granada, he achieved the victories of Tur.ja and iiojaea, and soon
afterwards declared New Granada united with Vent/.uela as a republic, u'nder the name
of Colombia. The office of president was conferred upon him. is:.'2 -a\v the new
republic completely cleared of royalist troops, and B. was summoned the same vear to

help the Peruvians, and was named dictator of Peiu. After two years' lighting, the
Spaniards were driven from Peru also.

B. now made a tour through the southern provinces of Peru, where he \\as hailed
with every demonstration of rejoicing. The name of the country was <-han-< d in his

honor to Bolivia (q.v.), and a million of dollars was given him, \\lnch he devoted to the
liberation of 1000 slaves. The Bolivian code was adopted by Bolivia in !>.. is-Jii, and
in the following year by the congress of Lima, where 15. \vas'made president for life. In

the meantime, dissatisfaction prevailed in Colombia, to which he returned, and, notwith-

standing some dissent, was confirmed in the presidency in 1826. and again in Ivjs.

About this time a conspiracy threatened his life, but was suppn>sed by the ex< eution of
the leaders and the banishment of seventy accomplices. Meanwhile, his famous code
was renounced in Peru, and B. was rejected from the presidency. In ]v,y. Vei.e/.uela

separated itself from the republic of Colombia, which was generally disturbed by faction,
:md B.'s ambition was loudly denounced. B. accordingly laid down his authority in

Jan., 18oO, notwithstanding earnest entreaties to retain it, and retired, in failing health,
to Carthagena. The congress of Bogota voted him a pension of ;;0.0<0 piastres, and
awarded him the thanks of the Colombian people. He died at San Pedro, Dec., 1830,

having, shortly IK fore his death, written a farewell address to the pecple of Colombia,
in which he vindicated his character from the aspersions that had been ca.-t on it, and

complained bitterly of ingratitude. The war of liberation, and the peculiar elements
with which he had to deal, compelled him to assume dictatorial power; but there is no

proof that he was ever insincere in his devotion to liberty. His property was mainly
devoted to the service of his country.. He has been described as the Washington of

South America. Like other great men, he was rightly estimated after his death. By a
resolution of congress, New Granada, 1842, his ashes were removed with great pomp
from Santa Maria to Caracas, where a triumphal arch was erected to his memory.

BOLIV IA, or UPPER PERU, a republican state on the w. side of South America,

deriving the former name from Bolivar (q.v.). and the latter from the fact that it had

original! v been subject to the Incas. It extends between lat. 10 and 28
C

8., and long.

57
J

30' and 70' 10' w., touching the Pacific on the s.w.. Peru on the w. and n., Brazil

on the n. and e., and lastly, the Plate Provinces and Chili on the s. ; its area, now better

defined than formerly, by treaties made with Chili and Brazil in 1866 and 1867, being

about 530.000 sq. miles." In 1861, the pop. of European origin was estimated to be

1.742.3.12; later returns give 2.000.0UO. The aboriginal element is by far the most

important. B. is divided into the departments of La Pax, Potosi, Oruro, Chuquisaca or

Sucre, Cochabamba. Beni. Santa Cruz, Tarija, and Atacama. Hydrographically, the

country mav be regarded as unique. Its maritime territory, known, in fact, as the

Desert of Atacama, 18 a sandy waste, which, with the inconsiderable exception of the

Loa, does not send a single stream that is worthy of notice into the Pacific. Again, the

plateau chiefly Bolivian, of Titicaca. shut out alike from either ocean, loses its entire

drainasre in the lake of Paria. Lastly, the region to the e. of the Andes is a cradle at

once of. the Plata and the Amazon, gathering for the former the Piiconuiyo and the

Paraguay, and for the latter the Beni. the Mamorc, and the Guapai. In each section of

B., the hydrography may be said to be a clue to the rainfall. On the almost n\

shore of the Pacific" the "air is nearly as dry as the earth; to the e. of the mountains, the

trade wind vapors from the Atlantic are copious enough not only to feed, but to flood

the parent streams of the miffhtiest rivers on the globe; and within the valley of I iti-

caca. which has a minimum height of 12.441 ft., the clouds barely supply the compara-

tivelv scantv evaporation of so lofty a surface. With regard to temperature. B.. ulmor-t

entirely a tropical region, may claim to embrace all the /.ones in the world,

locality, excepting, of course, the sandy wastes on the Pacific, has its own peculiar



vegetation. Evon the nrid brows of the Andes yield a coarse grass, which forms the
favorite food of the guanaca, liama, alpaca, and vicunlia animals almost as independent
of water as the camel. The table-land of Titicaca produces abundantly maize, rye,

barley, and wheat. Hitherto, however, B. has been remarkable mainly for its mineral

productions. The silver mines of Potosi, after having, on a well-founded estimate,

completed the full tale of 2000 millions of dollars, are believed to be inexhaustible;
while gold, lead, tin. salt, sulphur, niter, and copper are abundant. The foreign trade
labors under heavy disadvantage-;. In the days of Spanish connection, it was almost

exclusively carried on though quite as much' by land as by water along the line of
the Plata: but since then, it has found its most convenient channel through the Peruvian
marts of Arica and Tacua. "With the uid of steam, however, the external traffic might
make for itself

great highways of the Plata and the Amazon. The imports, confined to

articles of the hurhest value or of the first necessity, are principally iron, hardware, and
silks: and the exports, besides the precious metals, are copper, guano, niter, cacao,
Jesuits' bark, skins, tobacco, and native manufactures. The total imports in 1875 were
valued at 1.150,000: the exports at 1,000,000. In 1874, B. exported to Great Britain,

copper valued at 104,638; silver, at 103,806: niter, at 116.1iJ5. The constitution of
the republic, as founded by Bolivar, has suffered important modifications. According
to the constitution, the executive is vested in a president, elected for four \ car.-., while the

legislature consists of a congress of two chambers, called the senate and the house of repre-
sentative s both elected by universal suffrage; but in reality, the fundamental law of the

republic requiring the election of the president every four years has fallen into disuse;
and since the presidency of Marshal Santa Cruz (from May. 1^28. to Jan., 1839), the history
of B. is a history of military insurrections, the supreme power having been almost

invariably seized by successful commanders. In 1873-74, the estimated revenue was
i'~r-v""),<H5, and the expenditure 901,101. The republic is burdened with an internal

debt of 1,600,000, and a foreign debt, consisting of a six per cent loan of 1,700,000
nominal capital issued at the price of -QS contracted in England in 1872,

" to subsidize
the National Bolivian Navigation Company.'' The army con.-ists of about 8000 men.
The seat of the executive government, formerly La Pax., was transferred in 1869 to

Oruro. In 1879 a war broke out between Chili and B. allied with Peru. There are
three short railways in Bolivia.

BOLKHOV
,
an ancient t. of Russia, in the government of Orel, about 30 m. n. of the

city of the same name. B. is situated on the Nougra, is chiefly built of wood, has

upwards of 20 churches, besides a monastery and nunnery. Its manufactures con>ist

of gloves, hats, hosiery, leather, etc., and it has a trade iu 'tallow, hemp, hides, and oil.

Pop. '67, 18.491.

BOLL, an old dry measure in Scotland, varying in quantity according to locality and
tlie article measured. It is sufficient to say that a B. of oats is equal t<, six bushels, or
six eighths of an imperial quarter. Although superseded by imperial measures, the B.
is still very commonly in use: but, as iu the case of all old weights and measures, bar-

gains by it cannot be'legally enforced. See WfclOHTB AND MKASI KKS.

BOLLAN. WILLIAM, d. 1776; an English lawyer, son-in-law of gov. Shirley of the

colony of Massachusetts, and the agent to obtain from England the money advanced by
the colony for the expedition against cape Breton. He favored conciliation toward the

colonies, and wrote on American affairs; among other works, Freedom <>f Sptni-h. m,d
\\~ritiii'i upon Public A$'uir<i Considered, and Ancient Rights to the Anuricnu- FisJury
Ei; i mined and Stated.

BOL LANDISTS, an association or succession of Jesuits by whom the Artn S.tnrtnrnm

(q.v.), or Lives of the Saints of the Christian Church, were collected and published
(1643-1794). They received their name from JOHN BoLLand, b. in the Netherlands
1596, d. 1665, who, with the help of Gottfried Hcnschen, edited the first 5 vols., con-

taining the month of Jan., in two vols., published in 1643, and the month of Feb., in 3
vols., published in 1658. The project had been undertaken by a Flemish Jesuit. Herbert
of Rosweyd, and on his death, in 1629. his collections were intrusted to Bolland, who
established himself in Antwerp, opened a correspondence all over Europe, and as.-o-

ciated young men of his order with himself in the work. Several distinguished names
are ranked among the B., as Gottfried Hcnschen (died 1681). Daniel Papcbroek (1714),
Conrad Janning (1723), Peter Bosch (1736), Suyskens (1771). Huberts (1782), Dom
Anselmo Berthod (1788), and Jos. Ghesquiere (1802). The abolition of the order of
Jesuits in 1773 caused the removal of the Bollandist society to the monastery of Can-

denbeg, in Brussels, till the persecutions under Joseph II. brought about its dissolution.
In 1789, the abbey of Tongerloo, in Brabant, took up the colossal task of carrying on
the Af.ta Sanctorum; but (scarcely had the 53d vol. appeared, in May, 17!>4. when the
French occupation put an end to the work. It was not till 1837 that a new Bollandist
association of Jesuits was formed, under the patronage of the Belgian government, which
set aside a yearly sum of GOOit francs for this object. In 1845, this new society published,
in two parts, the 54th vol. of the work, containing, among others, the life of St. Theresa,
extending to 671 folio pages. Other volumes have since appeared, and more are in

prenaration, so that there is room to hope that at least the next generation may see the

completion of this vast work, of which Gibbon has truly said, that
"
through the medium
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of faUe and superstition it communicates much historical and philosophical instruc-
tion." M. Guizot, having axrrtaim d lhatthc 3 vols. for April contain 1472 live-,
inatesthat the W vols.. published before the French revolution .suspended the progn
the undertaking, contain more than 25,000 lives of saints.

BOL'LINGER, a co. in s.e. Missouri on Little river; interacted by the St. Louis
and Iron mountain railroad; 4oO sq.m. ; pop. '70, 8162. It is level with fertile soil; pro-
ductions chiefly agricultural. Co. seat, Dallas.

BOLOGNA, a province of the kingdom of Italy, formerly one of the delegations of
the papal slates. It is bounded n. and e. by the provinces of Ferraru and Ilavenna, and
w. and s. by those of Modena and Florence. The area of tin- province is 1:571 Mj.m.;
pop. in '71, 439,166. Sloping gradually up from the plains of Lomhavlv in the n., its

surface becomes mountainous in the s", which is traversed by off- -is !':'<. in the Apen-
nines. B. is well watered, and the streams are extensively used in the irrigation of rice-

1'ields. It is very productive, yielding corn, wine of middling quality, olive-oil, fruit,

vegetables of all kinds, hemp, tlax, and saffron. Silk-worms arc rcaV. d in great num-
bers. Marble, chalk, and gypsum are the mineral products; hemp, rice, and silk the

principal articles of trade.

BOLOGNA, one of the most ancient cities of Italy, is beautifully situated on a fertile

plain at the foot of the lower slopes of the Apeimine mountains, in hit. 44 :JO n.. long.
11 21' e. It is inclosed by a high brick-wall, some 5 or 6 m. in extent, but \vn

fortifications; the canal of Keno intersects it, and, on either side, the rivers Keno and
Savena sweep past its walls. B. was, next to Home, the most important city of the

papal states. The streets in the newer parts of the city are spacious and wi 11 paved, with
rich and varied colonnades, aitording shelter alike from sun and rain; in the older

portion, the streets are narrow, crooked, and dirty, and the arcades correspondingly low
and gloomy. The city is adorned with many tine palaces of the nobility, which are

rich in fresco-paintings by the great masters. Pre-eminently worthy of notiw is the

Piaz/.o Maggiore, "the Forum of B. in the middle ages," which includes, amoiii: other

line buildings, the Palazzo Maggiore del Pubhlico, and the Palazzo del Podc-t:"i.

Among the fine frescoed rooms and galleries of the former, that of the Sala Fa:

is the most imposing; the latter is interesting as having been the prison and death-

scene, in 1272. of En/ius, the son of the emperor Frederick 1J., and also as con-

taining the archives of the city. The great feature of B., however, is jts religious
edifices, which are remarkable* both for the beauty of their architecture, and the

abundance and splendor of the art-treasures they contain. It lias more than 70

churches, the most remarkable of which are San Stefano. which is rich in relic-,

ancient tombs, and Madonnas, Lombard architecture, and Greek frescoes of the llth

and 12th centuries; San Petronio which, though unfinished, is the largest church

in B. a noble specimen of Italian Gothic, with a meridian traced on the floor by the

astronomer Cas-ini, and numerous splendid bass-reliefs by Jacopo della Quercia and

Tribolo, as well as masterpieces by other artists both in sculpture and in painting: San

Domenico, with works by Michael Angelo and Niccolo di Pisa, and many other eminent

sculptors, and paintings* and frescoes by Guido, Franeia, Lodovico C'aracci, Marches!,

Simone da Bologna. Colonna. and others; and the cathedral dedicated to St. Peter

rich in works of art. and interesting historical associations, which, indeed, cluster

around all the structures mentioned. In the center of the city are two remarkable.

leaning towers, constructed about the beirinning of the 12th c. : the tallest, called '.he

Aiinella, has a height of 256 ft., with in 1709, an inclination of 3 ft. 2 inches. In 1813,

a careful measurement showed that this inclination had
slightly

increased. The other

tower, the Garisenda which is alluded to in the :>lst canto of Dante's /,// rn<> has nil

elevation of 180 ft., with a lean of 8 feet. The university of B. is said to date its origin

from the 5th c., when it was founded by Theodosius II.. and to have been afterward*

restored by Charlemagne. It was not, how-ever, until the 12th c., when it was founded

anew by frnerius or \Verner;;s, that it attained celebrity. Its reputation during that

century was so great, chiefly on account of its school of jurisprudence that students

from all parts of Kur!'c were attracted to it. In 1262. the numlxT receiving instruction

is staled to have been 10.000, and it was found necessary to appoint pro: cially

for the students from each country. The univerMty is also celebrated as the first school

for the practice of dissection of the human body, as well as for the fact that, for centuries

learned female professors have prelected within its wails. The famous linguist, cardinal

Mez/.ofanti was a professor here. Though the number of students is DOW comparatively

sm:'ll. the university of B. still holds a tirst place among Italian educational institutions.

Medicine is now the principal study. The university library contains 300,000 vols.. and

6000 MSS 20,000 vols. bavins; been presented by Benedict XI\. Many of the books

are very rare and valuable, In the church of San Domenico there is a public library of

1)0 000 vols accessible on holidays, when all others are closed. The Accadeima delle

Belle Arte is particularly rich in the works of those native artists who founded the

far-famed Bolognese school of painting, and it has also some tine specimens of other

schools. Bc-ide.- brill-: the birthplace- of those painter- thai have made its name illus-

trious B. <rave to the pontifical chair Ilonorius II., Lucius II., Gregory Xlll., lunoceut

IX., Gregory XV., and Benedict XIV.
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B. has some important manufactures, including silk goods, velvet, cmpe, wax-candles,
musical instruments, chemical products, paper, aud sausages almost as celebrated as its

paintings. Pop. '71, 89,104.

B. owes its origin, which is said to be much more remote than that of Rome, to the

Etruscans, by whom it was called Felsfiia. It afterwards fell into the hands of the Boii,
from whom it passed to the Romans, who made it a colony, under the name of Bononin

(189 B.C.). In o3 A.D., it was nearly destroyed by fire, but was restored by Claudius.
After the fall of the Roman empire, it passed into the hands of the Longobards, from
whom it was taken by the Franks. Charlemagne made it a free city, and its independ-
ence was confirmed by a charter from Henry V., in 1112, which also invested the
citizens with the choice of their own judges, consuls, and magistrates. The feuds of

theGuelph aud Ghibeline factions led to the downfall of tha republic, and the supremacy
of the papal see, B. being made a delegation in 1513. In 1796, B. was taken by the

French, and was constituted the chief town of the Cispadane republic; and afterwards,
when the kingdom of Italy was established, capital of the department Del Reno. It

reverted to the pope in 1815. After that time, B. made several efforts to throw oil the

authority of the pope. One, in 1831, was successful, but the papal authority was restored

in the following year. In 1848, the Austrians attempted to obtain possession of B , but
were repulsed. In the following year, however, they succeeded in capturing the city
after a siege of ten days. B. was then, like the rest of the Rornagua, declared to be in

a state of siege, and was made the head-quarters of the Austrian second Italian corps.
From the commencement of the Italian campaign of 1859. the Bolosriiese gave an active

sympathy to the national cause; and long before the peace-negotiations at Zurich had
l>een brought to a close, they had intimated their intention of placing themselves under
the rule of Victor Emmanuel, as a part of the new kingdom of Italy. Notwithstanding
the menaces of the Vatican, they persisted in their resolve; and when the question of

"annexation to Piedmont, or separate government,"" was submitted to the univen-al

vote of the people, in Mar., 1860, the votes for annexation exceeded those for separate

government in the proportion of 1000 to 1.

BOLOGNA, GIOVANNI DA, 1524-1608; an Italian sculptor and architect, whose only
superior was Michael Angelo. He designed the fountain in Bologna and its celebvau d

figure of Neptune. At Florence may be seen his "Rape of the Sabine Women," and u
bronze statue of Mercury. He was extensively employed in important public works.

BOLOGNA PHIAL, or PHILOSOPHICAL. PHIAL, is a short, thick, narrow glass vessel.

close at one end, and open at the other, which the glass-blower prepares from each pot
of metal before employing it in the fashioning of tumblers, glasses, bottles. etc. See
GLASS. It serves the purpose of enabling the glass manufacturer to judge of the color

aud other conditions of the fused glass or metal; and as the jar is not subjected to anneal-

ing, it is very friable, aud a small angular fragment of any mineral allowed to drop inio

it, at once causes it to fly in pieces. It is curious- to notice, however, that a B. P. will

bear a very heavy blow on the outside without being fractured.

BOLOGNA STONE, an old popular name of a radiated variety of heavy spar or sul-

phate of barytes (see BARYTES), found near Bologna, which is phosphorescent in the dark.

It has been also called Bologna phosphorus; but this name more strictly belongs lo it

when calcined, pulverized, and made into little cakes with gum-water. These, after

being exposed to a vivid sunlight, are very phosphorescent, either in the air or under
water.

BOLOGNESE SCHOOL OF PAINTING. Franco, who was commended by
Dante for superiority in missal-painting, and who has been called the Giotto of his

school, is the supposed founder of the style of the Bolognese painters of the 14lh cen-

tury. Many of their now fading works exist in the church di Me/zaratta, a gallery, as

it were, of ancient specimens, which is to this era of the Bologuese school what the

C'ampo Santo at Pisa is to that of the Florentines. About 1400, the most pro: .linent

name is Lippo Dalmasio, some of whose works remain. Malvasia relates, with refer-

ence to one in the church of S. Procolo, that he heard Guido extol its purity and gran-
deur of expression, and assert that no modern painter could infuse so holy a feeling into

similar subjects. Francesco Francia, who was contemporary with Raphael, and sur-

vived him some years, is celebrated as a painter who succeeded beyond most others in

giving an expression of sanctity and purity to his madonnas, and a letter of Raphael's is

extant in which this merit is particularly alluded to. His eulogists, however, have

vainly endeavored to exalt him to a level with Raphael or Titian. Niccolo dell' Abate is

associated with the Bolognese painters by some works at I'ologna. by his joint labors

with Primaticcio at Fontainebleau. and by the extravagant compliment paid to him in a

sonnet by Agostino C'aracci as uniting in himself all the excellences of all the great
masters. Pelligrino Tibaldi, a pupil of .Michael Angelo, is another celebrated name. The
C'aracci. of whom we shall soon speak, honored him with the nj pell:;!ioii of "the
reformed Michael Angelo." Baroccio led the way. about Tort."), in including (or:

amon'j the great models to be imitated, i-.nd we" rind that Lrdovico C:,racci. anil lii-^

younger cousins Agostino and Annibale Caracci united their efforts to introduce a new

style patterned in some re-peets after that great master. They founded a school of

instruction which exerted a great inilucuce. The fame of the Carucci \\JL boon eslab
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Hshed by their works; but the opposition of the abettors of the old school \vas nol
silenced until the frescos in tlie Pala/zo Magnani were executed. The constant ivier-
ence of these masters to nature was the point of objection on the part of the old school.
Annibalc Caracci painted iu various churches in Koine: hut his great work, the monu-
ment of his powers and the specimen of the school most frequently quoted, and i->. which
Agostino assis'ed, is the series of frescos in the Farnese palace. The followers of
Ludovico at Bologna were true to the founder of the school, and posterity seems to l;a\e

decided that he u as more original than Annibale. Sir Joshua Kcvnolds prai ed "
hi.s

unaft'ecte 1 breadth of light and shadow, the simplicity of the coloring," and "the solemn
twilight

'
diffused over his pictures, as corresponding better with grave and dignified

subjects
" than the more artificial brilliancy of sunshine which enlightens the pictures

of Titian." Indeed, the principles and practice of these Boiogne*e BUBteri and their
scholars superseded for a time eveiy other style in Italy. Among the numerous
8 -holars of the Caracci, Domenichino liolds the first rank. He was declan d !

to be the greatest painter after Raphael, and by some modern critics he ha> "be. n piv-
ferred to the Caracci themselves. Among the other eminent painters of the I>olo_

school are Guercino, Laufrauco, Tiarrini, Lioncllo Spada. Cavedonc, and Carlo
naui. During the present century the -school has lost something of its former hiirh rank.
The British national gallery contains more than twenty pictures by artist* of tin* school.

BOLOR-TAGH , a supposed lofty mountain-chain of Central Asia, extending from hit.

35' to 45' n.. and from long. TO' to 75 c. , which was said to divide Turkestan into nn
esstern and western portion. Conjecture even went so far as to as^iirn to ils highest
points an elevation of 19,000 feet. It was described as dividing Turkestan (q.v.) into

two parts, and beirg connected with the Thian-shan range and others farther north, as

well a.s with the Hindu Ivusli on the south. Recent explorations have shown, however,
that no such range exists, but that there is a lofty plateau which iu part correspouds
to its supposed position.

BOLSE NA, an Italian t., in the province of Rome, about 20 m. n n.w. of the town
of Viterbo. It is situated on the n. shore of the lake of iJoisena (/-<"> >

*), on
the road from Florence by Siena to Koine. It has now little more than '..'OH) inhabitants;
bul in early ages it was a place of great importance, forming one of the twelve Ktru-can

cities, under the name of Volsiiiii. When linally subjugated by the Romans (2bO u.c i,

as many a,s 'MOO statues are said to have been taken from it; but. though this is dnubtles<

an exaggeration, we may gather from it that the Volsinians had achieved a high reputa-
tion For wealth and nrtistic skill. The Koinans razed the Etruscan city to the ground,
but built another in its place, which, however, is not much celebrated in history, except
as the birthplace of Sejanus, the favorite and minister of Tiberius. Pliny records that

it was the sct'tie. of supernatural occurrences, king Porsenna having here called down
fire from heaven to destroy a monster, Volta, that was ravaging the surrounding coun-

try. In later ages, according to the traditions of the Iloinan Catholic church, a doubt-

ing Bohemian priest was hen- convinced of the truth of the doctrine of trausubsiaiitia-

tion, by witnessing the flow of blood from the host he was consecrating: and in com-
memoration of this supernatural occurrence. Urban IV. instituted the fe.-tivul of the

Corpus Domini. Raphael has immortalized the incident. Half a mile from B. are a

few traces of tlie Etruscan city, and many fragments of the Roman one remain. Tin:

lake Boisena is a tine expanse of water about 10 in. long and 8 broad, but its shores

are very unhealthv. TJie .Marta river carries its waters into the Mediterranean. It l.a*

two islands, Bisentina and Mariana, which were favorite autumnal retreats of pope Leo
X. MarUina is famous as the scent- of tlie exile and murder of the Gothic queen Ama-
lasontha. by her cousin Theodatus.

BOLSWARD (Lai. A'-//-./-'/,/), an old t. in the Netherlands province of Friesland, lies

15 in. s.w. from Leeuwarden. It is surrounded bv a high earthen wall and broad canal.

The church of St. Martin, in the Gothic style, is the largest and handsomest in Fries-

land. There are several benevolent institutions, and a grammar-school. The trade in

chiellv in butter, cheese, and cattle. Ship-building, tanning leather, making brick and

coarse pottery, spinning worsted, carding wool, etc., are the principal industries. Pop.

70, 5181.

BOLTON (-I.K Moo'ns), an important English manufacturing town, in South Lan-

cashire, on the Croal, 11 miles north-we-i of Manchester. It was celebrated :>.< far back

as the lime of Mcnrv VIII. for it-; cotton and its woolen manufactures, introduced by

Flemish clothiers in' the 14lh century. Emigrants from France and the palatinate of the

now one of the principal s'.-ats of the cotton manufacture in Lancashire.

fine calicoes. -quilliiiL^. counterpanes, dimities, etc., are manufactured Tin-re are !

foundries and iron-works, and I iye-works. The lexicographers Ainsworth and

Lempriere were masters of B. <rraminar--cii.i| I hiring the civil war. the parliament

o-arrisoucd Bolton. In 1044, it 'was stormed by the earl of Derby; and ufler the battle
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of Worcester, that unfortunate nobleman was beheaded there. Pop. '71, 92,655.
Since 1832 it has returned two members to parliament. B. parish lias numerous coal
mines. Between 1>. and Wigau much caimel-coal occurs, and is often made into snuff-

boxes, candlesticks, etc.

BOLT-EOPE, in the rigging of a ship, is the rope to which the edges of sails are sewn,
to strengthen and prevent them from tearing. It is of three kinds, according to its

position a frrcTf^rope up the perpendicular edge of the sail, a^ixtf-ropo along the bottom

edge, and a /<7-ropc along the top edge. Some sails, owing to their shape, have no

head-rope. All the cordage employed in furling and unfurling the sail is fastened to

the bolt-rope.

BOLTS, in ship-building, are usually either of iron or copper; they arc employed
cither for bolting together certain of the timbers, or for fastening any loose body.
The B. are of various sizes and shapes, and the heads variously fashioned, according
to the services to be rendered. The heads are named "common." "saucer,'' "collar,"

"tee," "calking," "conical,"' etc. The B. vary from half an inch to nearly three inches
in diameter, and from a few inches to many feet in length. The longest are driven

through the dead-wood and through the knee of the head; others are used for seeurir.g
the great guns, the stoppers of the cable, etc.; but the greater number penetrate the
timbers of the ship. Some of the smaller are secured at the points by riveting,

clinching, or forelockiug.

BOLUS (Gr. bolos, ft clod or lump), a soft mass of any kind of medicine, intended
to be swallowed at once; u B. differs from a pill in being larger.

BOLZA'NO, BERNHARD; 1781-1848; a Roman Catholic theologian and philosopher.
At 24 he took orders and was appointed professor of the philosophy of religion at

the philosophical faculty in Prague. In his lectures he endeavored so to present the

Roman Catholic theology as to show its complete harmony with reason, but his views
met with much opposition. In 1820, he was accused of connection with some
students' societies, and was compelled to resign. Several doctrines found in his

works were condemned at Rome, and he was Misnended from his priestly functions.
The remainder of his life he devoted to literary woik. He left 25 volumes, on logic.
on the philosophy of Roman Catholic dogmas, on mathematics, and on autobiography.

BOMARSUND. See ALAND ISLANDS.

BOMB, a missile which also receives the names of bomb-shell and shell. It is a hollow
ball, usually of cast iron, tired from a mortar or other large piece of ordnance, and
filled with combustibles which work great havoc when the ball hursts by the tiring.
All such projectiles were formerly fired from mortars only, and there was thus a
definite relation between the B. and the mortar; but since the invention of shell-guns,
and other modern pieces of artillery, the name shdl has been generally substituted
for that of bomb. The 13-inch B., which is the largest si/.e used in ordinary warfare

(instances of exceptional magnitude are noticed under MORTAR), weighs about 19.>

Ibs., with a thickness of metal varying from 1^ to 2 in. at different parts; it

bursts with about b Ibs. of powder. Tiie vent through which it is filled with powder
is, after the filling, closed with a plug called a fune, which sets fire to the powder,
and at the proper moment bursts the B. into fragments. The 10-inch B., weighing
about 90 Ibs., is proportionally less in all dimensions than that just described; and
so on for those of smaller diameters. It should be understood, however, that the above
are conventional quantities prescribed and adopted more than half a century ago. Mod-
ern artillerists try experiments on bombs of various degrees of thickness, and various

charges and fuses. Some of the results of these experiments, and some of the modern
achievements in B. practice in actual warfare, are noticed under MORTAR and SHELL.

BOMBA, a kind of nickname given to Francis IT., king of Naples and Sicily, in con-

sequence of his cruel bombardment of Messina, in Sept., 1848, in which the slaughter
and the destruction of buildings was immense.

BOMBA CEJE. See STKBCULIACE^E.

BOMBARD, among the now disused engines of war, was a piece of ordnance very
short, thick, and wide in the bore. It differed from thebalista (q.v.) in being worked
with gunpowder instead of by mechanical force; and from the mortar, in shooting forth

stones instead of iron shells. Some of the bombards u&ed in the 15th c. propelled stones

weighing from 200 to 500 Ibs. each.

BOMBARDIER is an artilleryman versed in that department of arms which relates

especially to bombs and shells, mortars and howitzers, grenades and fuses. lie has
learned to load shells and grenades, fix fuses, prepare composition for fuses and tubes.

etc.; and on the field or at sieges, he tires the mortars. In some foreign armies, tin-

bombardiers form a separate corps; but in the English army, there are some attached
to every battery.

BOMBARDIER BEE TLE, a name common to many species of coleopterous (q.v.) in-

pcct> of the genera linu'liiim* and fipthniM. of the tribe ean> l>i,l<t' iq.v.K They have
received this name in consequence <,f tin- reiirirkabli- power which they possess of dis-

charging, for their own defense, an extremely acrid volatile fluid from the abdomen,
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which diffuses around them a pungent odor, and which explodes on coming in c<

with UK- air. The species of the gun us ni/tiim* have no membranous wings beneath their

elytra; those of the genus bnifhiuus have, lioth are found cliielly under .-t.'ii -. The
lar-e and more brilliant .species are tropical. Several small s|>ecics of l,r<icltiu<

natives of England. The nio.-t common English species is only about four lines

long. When roughly handled, it will make more than a dozen di.-chargcs in rapid suc-

cession. When the reservoir which con'-uns the liquid is opened liy di.-st/ct ion, it effer-

vesces and evaporates instantaneously. it changes blue vegetable color* lo red, and 'lien

to yellow; produces sharp pain when applied to the tongue; and leaves a yellow -pel

up m its surface, like that produced by a drop of nitric acid.

BOMBARDMENT is an attack upon a fortress or tortitieti town by means of shell-. red-

hot shot, carcasses, rockets, etc., to burn and destroy the buildings, and kill the p
A bombardment is most likely to be -ucce.-sful when the place is destitute <' bomb proof
cover; or when the governor is too humane to expose the unoffending inhabitants to

this dreadfid ordeal; or when the population is strong enough to compel him to yield.
A bombardment requires little engineering science; whereas to reduce a place b\

lar siege requires the aid of engineers to direct the attack against fortifications. \

and soldiery, leaving the inhabitants and buildings untouched Miliiary engincer-

erally regard a 15. as'a cruel operation: it is especially directed against the civilia:

their buildings, us a means of inducing or compelling the governor to surrender the

plat"', and terminate their miseries. In a well-defended ph.ce. the soldier*, the ammu-
nition. and t'.ie defense-works suffer comparatively little, seei.-g that the bomlur

aim at pitching their terrible missiles into the heart of the place. In modern tinu-

i- mostly adopted as an adjunct to a siege, distracting the governor by an inces-ai'.t lire

of mortars day and night. At Scbastopol, for instance, the mortars tired shells into the

center of the city, to weaken the defense of the forts which were cannonaded by the

the English threw 11.000 shot and shell into Copenhagen in :J days.

BOMBAX. See SILK-COTTON T 1:1:1:.

BOMBAY, an island of 8 m. by 3. on the w. of Hindustan, having its southern ex-

tremity in lat. IS 57 n.. and long. 7:2 5:2 e. It consi-ts of two rocky ridge-, \\hidi

embrace a valley so low as to require embankments against the tide. Its product
of course, are scanty and unimportant. The rain-fall, with an annual me n ot 80 n

gave, in 1831. y'J'6-I. and in 1838, only 50.78. The temperature, ranging bet \\eui 7"

and 100. averages, during the year, about 80. The climate, at one time v< ry un-

healthy, has latterly been so much improved by drainage and other appliances, that, in

favorable seasons, t'he proportion of deaths is said very little to exceed that of London.

In 150!) about a year before the capture of Goa, the Portuguese vi.-iti d the island; and

liv 1530 they had made it their own. In 1G61, they ceded it to ( harh-s II. of England,

us part of the dowry of his bride, the Infanta Catherine. In IOCS, his majesty granted

it to the Ea-t India company, which, in 1(585, transferred what w;,- then its principal

p-e-idenev to B. from Surat.
*

The name of tl.e island, though manifestly a corruption of

the native V<'///W. may yet. with reference to the iroodncss of the harbor, have owed its

specific form to the Portuguese '""< /"'/<<'. The bay toward.- the main-land, even in its

natural state presents one of the finest havens in India, more particularly u being

of the few on the e side of the Arabian sea which are accessible during the s.w. mon

soon Vnchorm'-"round. of about 50sq.ni.. available for v. s-el> of any burden, is shel-

tered on the n. bv Trombay and SaNette. and on the w. by B. itselt and its two insular

appendages Old" Woman's isle and Colaba: and lastly, the open pax-age at the s.. which

thus makec an entering wind of the monsoon already mentioned, is narrowed on the e.

bv the island of Caranja. Art al.-o has done much to aid nature. The island on the n

and w all but Trombav. which, in fact, is itself incioscd-are welded into one by three

causeways- while at the s. end of this continuous breakwater, the light house of t.

150 ft. Ugh, indicates to mariners the entrance of the port along a radius a

BOMBAY (Proidenevi has become what it is mainly in the present century. During

ninetv years it was confine,}, with now and then a temporary and insignificant c

tion to Ihe island and the two rocky Met* on the south. Even the adjacent ,-lamls.

such as Sateette and Caranja, wen- acquired only in 1775-thr very year m wi

vomWr pre-idencv after absorbing Bengal. Bahar. and Oriim, annexed ,

With the exception of the detached territory of Sinde. this presidency, reared pn

mMv at the "\pen-e of Vahratta dominion, physically divides itself into t:

SflLn SUSS, between the western Ghauts and the Arabian sea; the eastwan:

is; and. to the n. of both these d'visions. the alluvial t
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sary consequence, the eastward slope is generally liable to suffer from droughts. With-
out anticipating details, which will he given under the respective districts, it may he
stated that B., including Sinde, contains 188,195 sq.m., of which 68,523 arc in native

states, with (1872) 25,624.696 inhabitants. The British part of the presidency has an
area of 124,443 sq.m., and a pop. of 16,352,623. The revenue is about 10,000,000,
and the expenditure about 1,000,000 less. The administration is vested in a governor
and three councilors, subject, however, to the control of the governor-general of India.

The ecclesiastical establishment consists of a biMiop of the church of England, who has
under him an archdeacon and many clergymen; and a number of chaplains of the

church of Scotland. The schools are of two classes seminaries under the various

missions, and schools managed by a board of education the latter being by far the

more numerous. The majority of the scholars use merely the vernacular tongues. In

1872-73, the entire number of schools and colleges aided by government, or under its

inspection, WHS 4088, with 218,46(5 pupils. The university of B. was founded in 1857;
203 candidates passed for admission in 1876. In 1871, the B. army consisted of 10,583

European soldiers, with 1312 officers, along with 27,107 native officers and men. During
the mutiny of 1857, the local army remained, on the whole, steady and faithful; and it

was, in fact, a portion of it which, under sir Hugh Rose, acted, it not actually the first,

at least the second part in the suppression of the insurrection. It is to this presidency
that the naval force for all the presidencies belongs. To the island of B. ,

as to Great
Britain itelf,

" wooden walls
" were from the beginning a necessary of life, more

especially on waters proverbial for piracy from time immemorial. Accordingly, from
1670 onwards, the company's navv have done battle for the crown. B. has benefited

vastly from the establishment and extension of the Indian railway system. The first

railway in Hindustan was opened in B. in 1853. There are now five main railway lines

in B., giving direct communication with Ahmedabad, Calcutta, and Madras. A cable

telegraph from B. to Aden was laid in 1869. Of late years, the manufacturing indus-

tries have been extremely active in Bombay. Many great cotton-mills have been

erected; and the presidency, commanding, as it does, the richest cotton-fields in India,
has improved to the utmost its natural advantages, by adding English machinery to ils

cheap labor and ready material. Government has been liberal in supplying money for

public works.

BOMBAY (City) occupies the entire breadth of the s. end of the island, bordering at

once on the harbor inside, and on Back bay outside. Next, to Old Woman's isle, which,

along with Colaba, may be regarded as a suburb, is the European town; about a mile to

the n. is the much larger Black town; and between them is the esplanade with the bar-

racks and the railway terminus. The pop., which is exceedingly heterogeneous and
dense as many as 31 persons, on an average, inhabiting each house amounted, in

1872. to 644,405. The Hindus form the largest section; the Parsees number about
50,000; and the rest are Mussulmans, native Christians, Europeans, Indo-Portugiicse,
Jews, etc. Amid these various classes, the Parsees or Persians, descendants of lire

worshipers driven from their homes by Mohammedan bigotry, rank next to the English,
grade for grade, in respectability and influence. The late sir Jamsctjee .Teejcehhoy, in

fact, stands forth, to say nothing of fabulous wealth, as the faultless model of a mer-

chant-prince in enterprise an. 1 integrity, in munificence and patriotism; and ever sine*
the introduction of the ship-building business in 1735, the Lovvji family, assisted chiefly

by operatives of the. same race, has been at the very head of this, one of the most impor-
tant interests of the city not merely the Indian navy, to be noticed more at large under
the next subdivision, but likewise several imperial men-of-war, both frigates and linc-of-

battle ships, having been almost exclusively the work of Parsees. Besides the dock-

yard, which covers about 200 acres, at the s.e of the European town, the objects most

worthy of note are the town hall, the library of the Asiatic society, the mint, cathedral,
and custom-house; the post-office, and public works office; the missionary houses, the

Elphinstone institution, the Grant medical college, the university, and Bassoon's lii-rh

school; the Jamsetjee hospital, and the Jamsetjee obstetric hospital. Thj city also pos-
sesses a chamber of commerce, offices of the Agra bank, government savings bank. B.

steam-navigation company, and several insurance companies. Always favorably situ-

ated for foreign trade. B. has profited largely by the reopening of the ancient thorough-
fare through Egypt, as saving more distance it/proportion than any other emporium in

the ea<t. and also as being on the direct line between Madras and Calcutta on the one
side, and Aden on the other. When the c'vil war in the United States caused u sudden
cessation of the American supplies, cotton began to be exported from B. in vast quan
tity; and although the reopening of the southern ports soon checked the extraordinary
activity of trade, B. was permanently benefited by the stimulus its commerce then
received. It now presses Calcutta closely as the commercial capital of India Its exports
in 1875 .imountcd to 25,294,992; its 'imports to 10,501,002. The chief articles of

export are col ton. shawls, opium, coffee, pepper, ivory, and gums; th< chief imports,
piece-goods, thread, yarn, metals, wine, beer, tea. and silk. The chief mail line to

India is now by Sue/, Aden, and B. ; and from B., letters are sent to CulcuUa, Madras,
etc.

BOMBAY AEMY. Sec EAST INDIA AHMY.
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BOMBAY DUCK. Sec BOTMALOTI.

BOMBAZINE is a plain fabric of cloth, for dresses, in which thr> distinguishing char-
acteristic is that the warp is silk and the weft worsted. The cloth has thus a hare look.
It is rather fine and light in the make, and mav be of any color; and is abo;:t 24 in. in
width. The fabric is now little used. It was extensively made and chiefly at Norwich
from about 1816.

BOMB LANCE, a sharp-pointed projectile used in whale li.shins, char^-d like a
grenade, and shot from a musket, the slow fuse that explodes it Lung first lighted. Its

power is sufficient to stun the whale.

BOMB-PROOF BUILDINGS are. military structures of such immense thi.-kncss and
strength that bomb-shells and cannon-bails cannot penetrate them. Two of the chief
kinds will be found noticed under CASKMATK and M u; A/.IM:.

BOMB-VESSEL. The various kinds of B., t><ji,r>-k>t<-h, mortar-vessel, and mortar-boat,
may all be conveniently described under MOUTAK-YKSSKL.

BOMBYX. See Sruc-woiiM.

BOM JAEDIM (i.e., Good Garden), a t. of Brazil, in the province of Ceara, 20 m. 3.

by e. from Crato, in a rich and beautiful mountain valley. It i.- the cvntcr of an e.\t.-n-

sive district, yielding maudioc, sugar, etc. Pop. 6000.

EOMMEL (Dutch. Z<<lt-litH')ncl), a t. in the Netherlands province of Gelderland, sitir

nted on the Waal. The wide streets and hou-es, with gardens attached, give the town a

pleasant appearance. Besides a larg:- trade in farm produce, book-printing, making s-ap,
beer, leather, nails, tinned pans, cigars, weaving silks, and ribbons, etc.. are carried on.

There is a Reformed, a Roman Catholic church, a synagogue, and grammar-choul. The
former defenses are now promenades. Pop. 4~.S 2. B. is a .-tation on the railway from
Utrecht to Bois-le-duc.

BOM'MELEKWAASD, an island in Dutch Gelderland, formed by the "Waal and Mans.
It contain- 12 parishes, is 16 m. in length, and Us greatest breadth is l> miies. POM.

19.056, two thirds of whom are Protestant-. The district is extremely fertile. aiid

besides other farm produce, flax and hops are largely grown. Tne town of Bommcl is

situated in the island, which contains many thriving villages. Fort St. Andru defends
it on the e., and Fort Loevesteen on the w.

BO NA, a seaport t. of Algeria, in the province of Constantine, situated on a bay of

the Mediterranean, in lat. 36 ,>!' n., long. 7 46' e., and known among tiie Arabs by the

name of Bcled-cl-Areh. The town, divided into two parts, upper and lower B.. is situ-

ated in a beautiful, but unhealthy district, at tiie foot of a hill near the embouchure of

the Sebus; is surrounded by walls flanked with square towers, and furiher defended by
Fort Cigogne, on the top of the hill. Pop. '72, 16.196. Since the occupation of B. by
the French in 1832, the town ha- been much improved, and has now good ba/.aars, -hops,

markets, reading-rooms, etc.; manufactures of tapestry, saddlery, and native clothing,
and a trade in wool, hides, corn, coral, and wax. A telegraph cable was laid between
B. and Marseilles in 1S70; and there is regular steam "communication with France.

Algiers, and Tunis. Among the public buildings, the Catholic church, and the cjnvcnt

of the sisters of mercy, are most remarkable. Near B. are some -canty remains of the

once famous ci:v llip'po Regius, the favorite residence of the iVumidian kings, and tin-

episcopal see of "St.. Augustine, who died here in 430. This city was probably connected

with the ancient ApTtrodtmum (the present Bona) by a canal, of which the outline may
still be seen in a morass. Hippo Regius, in early Christian times, was the central station

of commerce and Civilization in n. Africa, and was celebrated for it-> schools, theater,

acqueduets. palaces, and temples, afterwards changed into churches and monasteries. It

was totally destroyed by the Mohammedans under caliph Osman iu 646.

BONA, itself a Latin vocable, literally signifying "goods." and often used In
_
plead-

ing, and otherwise technicallv to designate personal e-tate. ha- several applications in

the law of Kngland. of which the following are instances: Bttiia confitcnta are for-

feitures of lands and coods for offenses, and form a branch of the ordinary revenue of

the crown. l>">m notMtta are chattels to the value of 100.*., or personal estate of 5 or

upwards, excepting in London, where the sum is 10. Where -uch Mn ill estate was in

different dioceses or jurisdictions, it was to be proved in the prerogative court of the

archbishop of the province; and so late as the year 1847, an act of parliamen,

d (10 and 11 Viet. c. 98). by the 4th section of which it is enacted that the law .f

bona notabili.i should be continued unaltered. But now. by the 20 and 21 Viet.

amended by the 21 and 22 Viet. c. 9">. the whole jurisdiction :md authority in relation to

granting administration is exerci-ed by the new court of probate. J; ". >-r

stray "oods. such as wrecks, treasure-trove, waifs, and e-irays. contrar ner.d

rule" which "ivcssuch thinirs to the tinder vest in the crown. / tare also

given to the crown. They e<n-i-t of goods waived or thrown away by a thief in his

flight, for fear of being apprehended.

BONA GIOV\NM. 1609-74; an Italian cardinal, author of !) Pri*.

ina>. and a work on the liturgy which is accepted as authority. He wasalsc ft co-worker

iu the Ada
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Bonaparte.

BONA DE A (the good goddess), a mysterious Roman divinity, who is variously
described as the wife, sister, or daughter of Faunus. She was worshiped at Koine from
the most ancient times, but only I)}' women, even her name being concealed from men.
JItT sanctuary was a grotto on Mons Aventinus. which had been consecrated to her by
the virgin Claudia; her festival, however (the 1st of May), was not celebrated there, but
in the house of the consul, inasmuch as the sacrifices were then olfcn d up for the whole
Uonian nation. The solemnities wore performed generally by aristocratic vestals. At
this celebration, no males were allowed to be present; even portraits of men were veiled.

The wine consumed was called milk, in order that its name might not be discovered,
and the vessel in which it was served imUitrimii. The symbol of the goddess was a ser-

pent, indicating her healing powers, and certain herbs were sold in her temple.

BONA FIDES, a Latin expression literally signifying good faith, enters largely into

the consideration of legal questions, particularly matters of agreement, contract, dam-
age, trusts, and other departments of the law; and in all of them it implies the absence
ot fraud, or unfair dealing or acting. This term, however, does not appear to occupy
any formal or technical place in the law of England. It is the foundation of many ju-t
and enlightened maxims in the Roman jurisprudence, which in this respect, as in many
others, has been followed by the legal system of Scotland. In the law of that country,
a person who possesses and enjoys property upon a title which he honestly believes to

be good, although it may be bad, is protected against the consequences of this illegal posi-
tion, by his B. P., and he is entitled to retain the fruits or profits which he has reaped or

received during his bon.t-fiile occupancy. But such B. F. ends when the pocs>or
becomes aware of the insufficiency of his title, whether by private knowledge or other-

wise. In the Scotch law, again, while B. F. gives no support to the parties, or either of

them, in a second marriage, the first subsisting, it would, it is thought, have the effect

of rendering the children of such second marriage that is, children born while the

B. F. continues legitimate. The reason of this is, that legitimacy in Scotland is not

the result merely of a lawful marriage, but may be otherwise acquired; and no
offense against the laws being intended by one or both of the parties, it is inexpe-
dient to impose bastardy on the issue. The contract itself is null, because, otherwise,
a sanction would be given to bigamy. But the contract having been entered into

in bona fide, the law considers that it ought to attribute to it all the effects of a valid

marriage; and such appears to have been the Scotch law from very ancient times. The
law of England is not so indulgent, for there, children born under such circumstances
would certainly be deemed bastards. See BASTARDS, BASTARDY; and see on the sub-
'

ct of this article generally, CONTRACT, DAMAGE, MARRIAGE, GUARDIAN, EXECUTOR,
KUSTEE.
The interpretation of the term bona fide tmrrlfr has given no little trouble to

the magistrates of Scotland in reference to the famous "Forbes Mackenzie Act"

(q.v.).

BONALD, Louis GABRIEL AMBROISE, Vicomte de, a celebrated publicist, was b. in

17.":} at Monna. near Milhau, in Aveyron. Compelled to emigrate during the French
revolution, he joined the emigrant corps, and, when it was dissolved, removed to Hei-

delberg, where he employed his pen in the composition of politico phi'o -ophic works on
behalf of monarchy. His first important work, 'lltiorii (hi PoWxnr Pbntiqut it l\ili<j!< us

(3 vols., 1790). was seized by the directory. It prophesied the restoration of the llrur :

bons. Having returned to France, B. was induced to accept the patronage of the

Bonaparte family, and in 1808 was appointed minister of instruction. In 18 Hi as

deputy for his department he voted with the ultramontane or theocratic party in

the Oaambre Intr.nn-nhle (q.v.), and was one of the most influential members of the

chamber of deputies in abolishing the revolutionary law of divorce, ngainst which
he had written in 1806; in opposing all projects of electoral reform, the alienation

of forests, the efforts to get rid of the Swiss mercenaries, the freedom of the pros,
etc. In 1823. he was elevated to the peerage by Louis XVIII. The July revolution

brought his public career to a close, as lie refused to take the oath of allegiance to the

new dynasty. He died at Monna. 1840. His most important writings are: L<rii*lati<>it.

I'rimiiir, i :{ vols.. Par. 1802), and KefJterc-heti Philoxt>plii<j/u!< *>ir t<* Premier* Ul].-

C<iiiii<iixiinr<!t M'in ' //* (2 vols., Par. ISIS), which have been immensely applauded by his

own party. Their non-agreement with the fundamental facts of history has been proved

by impartial criticism. His florid and incorrect style is often detrimental to his logic,

and even his admirers must admit that his faith in papal infallibility, and his veneiation

of the Jesuits, were carried beyond ;ill reasonable bounds. A complete edition of his

works, in 12 vols., was published under his own supervision (Par. 1817-19). His son.

Louis JAOOI KS MAURICE B.. archbishop of Lyons. 1s:',9. made a cardinal in 1S42. fniih-

fully adhered to his father's political and religious principles. He died I-Y'i.

24, 1870.

BONAPARTE (pron. in Ttal. in four syllables; in Kng. , usually in three), FAMILY OK.

In the 13th c,., and afterwards, several families named Fl. appear in Italian records at

Florence, San Miniato, Bar/ano. and Genoa; and towards the close of the lotli c., a

branch of th" Genoese I',, family settled at A jiiceio, in Corsica, where they occupied a

respectable position as patricians, padre dd cvmiitum or cittadini, in the middle of the
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16th century. In the 18th c.. this family was represented by three male descendants, all

residing :it Ajaccio: the archdeacon, Lucien 15.; his brother, Napoleon H. : and their

nephew. Charles. CHAKLKS BO.NAPAKTK, father of tin- emperor Napoleon. wa.- l.oru
Mar 29, 1746: studied law at Pisa: and married in 17(57 without the consent of hi*
uncles a beautiful young patrician, named Leti/ia Haniolino. In 17f>8. he remo\i-il
with his family, accompanied hy his uncle Napoleon. toCorte, in order to. i'ao-i

in defending the island against the French invasion. As the French prevailed and
further re-istanee was useless. Charles 15. attached himself to tlie French interest, and in

1771 was included hy Louis XV. in the election of 400 Cor.-ican families to form a

nohility. In 177:5. through the intluem-e of Marlxruf, governor of Corsica, Charles 15.

was appointed royal counselor and ao-or of tin- town and province of Ajaccio. hi

1777, lie was a member of the deputation of C'orsican nobles to the court of France. In
this capacity lie r-sided for some time in Paris, where he stained for his ><>n Napoleon,
through the interest of count Marba-uf. a free admission into the military school at

Brienne In 177i>. he. return* d to Corsii a. and in IK) \\eni to Montpcliier, for the bciii I.I

of his health, where he died of cancer in the stomach. Feb. V4. 17 v
-~>. He \\a> a man of

prepossessing exterior and amiable character. 15y his mania-re with Leti/ia. he le!t

eight childivn: Joseph B.. kin^ of Spain: Napoleon (q.v ), emperor of tne Fiencn:
Lucien B.. prince of Canino; Maria Anna (afterwards named Kli>ei, pri:;ce>s of Lucca
and Piombino. wife of prince Bacciochi; Louis B.. king c.f Holland: I 'arlotta (afterward-,

named Marie Pauline), princess Borgliese; Annunciata (afterwaids named * 'aroiiia

of Mu nit. king of Naples; Jerome B.. kin^ of Westphalia. These members of th- B.

family, with the children of Beauhurnais iq.v.1. udopted by the emperor N;q>oleoii when
he married Josephine, are distinguished as the S<ii.<'l>ni<!i>- of modern French history.

By a decree of the senate, Nov. I), 1S04. the right of succession to the throne was restricted

to Napoleon and his brothers Joseph and Louis, with their offspring. Lucien.and Jerome
were excluded on account of their unequal marriages. Napoleon intended to give the

right of succession also to Lucien. by tiie additional act of April 22. 1M-V, but liii-

nevcr concluded. As Joseph, the eldest brother of the emperor, had no son. the descend-

ants of Louis became nearest heirs to the throne. MAKIA LKTT/.IA RAMOI.INO. motherof

Napoleon I., lived to see her family placed on the thrones of Europe, and also win
their downfall. She? was boni at" Ajaccio, Aui;. 24. 17.~>0. After the death of her htis-

band. she lived for some time in Corsica, and in 171R'.. when the island came under

British rule, removed with her family to Marseilles, where she lived in poverty, mainly
supported bv the pension irivn to Conictt re Mifees. After her -OP became tirst consul,

she removed to Paris, and when her son was crowned in isn4. received the title madame
mere. A brilliant court-household wa> given to her, which, however, was never ;

inii' to her modest tastes. Hememberin-r former adversities, and foreboding revei -

the splendid success of her sons, she \\a- prepared fcr ail that followed. After the.

downfall of Napoleon. Letizia lived with her step-brother, cardinal Fesch, in winter at

Rome, and in summer at Albano, and submitted to her change of fortune with remark-

able dignity. She died Feb. 2, 1836, leaving u considerable property, the result of saving
habits during prosperity.

BoNAi'AKTi.. .losKi-n. eldest brother of Napoleon, was b. at Corte, in Corsica. Jan. 7.

17i'>"\ and was educated at Autun. On the death of his father, he returned to Corsica,

exerted himself to support the younger memlxTs of the family, and removed with them
to Marseilles in 17'Jo. In 17B7 be was elect. -d a niemher of tlie council of five hundred,

and in the same year was sent as ambassador from the republic to Home. In INK), after

he had proved his ability in several oth'ces of state, he was chosen by the tirst consul as

plenipoteutiarv to conclude a treaty of friendship with the I'nited States of North

America. He signed the treaty of peace at Luneville, Feb. 9, 1801. and that of Amiens,

1802: and with Cretet and Bernier conducted the negotiations relative to the mimi-d-it.

government were effected such as the alx>lition of feudality, the suppression of con-
_i *._ . i r^_.,, ..;,-. ^.f *.>~k^k>ln l^ *j.i >r>, .^ ^ I , ii i j\f )i<i>u1itti tlo or(ritii'7*iti/in i\l l;i \V*i i*tf*.
vents, the formation of roads, the repression of banditti, the organization of laws, etc.

yet these reforms were not mana-red judiciously; and tlie collision that frequently

occurred between his own humane endeavors and the reckless promptings of his imperil

brother, who looked upon Naples simply as a province of the French empi

only too well to the Neapolitans the weakness and dependence of their new

Bui. in truth, he was far too fond of the fine arts to be a vigorous ruler in stormy tunes;

and he is accused of leaving affairs too much in the hands of his minister, the subtle

Salicetti In isn^ Jo>eph B. was summarily transferred bv his brother to tlie throne of

Spain, and Murat took his place as kin-r of Naples. For Josrph. this was no
fay<

cu.an.ov: he found himself unprepared t.M-ope with the Spanish insurgent-, and aftel tin-

d.'feat of the French at Vittoria. he returned to his estate at MorfonUune, in h raiu

1818, when Na]>o!eon n-coirni/ed Fenlinand VII. as king of Spain. Joseph B. n

at tirst to abdicate though he had many times before implored his brother to release him

from his royal chains: but he soon submitted, as in all other matter-. |p (he emperors will

\ftertlie battle of Waterloo, he accompanied NY.poicon to Rochefort. when.

intended to suil separately for North America, lu hU last interview with Napokou.
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Joseph generously offered to give up the vessel hired for his own escape, but meanwhile
Napoleon had determined to surrender himself into the hands of the English. After a
resilience of some years at Point Breeze, in New Jersey, United Slates, where he employed
himself in agriculture, and was highly esteemed l>y his neighbors, Joseph B. came
to England In 1832, having previously, on hearing of the July revolution, written
a letter to the house of deputies, in which he advocated the claims of his nephew, the

late emperor of France, and in 1841 was allowed to return to his wife, who had remained
in Italy since 1815. He died in Florence, July 28, 1844. Joseph was the only one of
bio brothers for whom Napoleon professed to care anything, lie was u handsome, intel-

ligent-looking man, distinguished by the elegance of his manners and conversation. His

wife, Julie Marie Clary, born Dec. 26, 1777, was the daughter of a wealthy citizen of

Marseilles, and the sister-in-law of Beruadotte, king of Sweden. She was a quiet
unambitious woman, with no taste for the splendors of royalty, which fell to her share

during a few weeks only at Naples, for she never went to Spain. Ill health appears to

have prevented her accompanying her husband to America. She died in Florence, April
7, 1845. By her marriage with Joseph B., she had two daughters 1. Zenaide Char-
lotte Julie, born July 8, 1801, died 18">4, who became the wife of Lueien B.'s son, the

prince of Caniuo: 2. Charlotte Napoleone, born Oct. 31, 1802, died Mar. 3, 1839, who
married Louis Napoleou, second sou of Louis B., king of Holland. Her husband died
Mar. 17, 1831.

BONAPARTE, LTJCIEN, prince of Canino, and brother of Napoleon, was born at Ajaccio
in 1775, and received his education in the college of Autun, the military school at

Brienne, and the seminary at Aix. Rising gradually from one office to another, he was
elected deputy for the department Liamone, and, in the council of five hundred, spoke
against the squandering of state-property, and formed a party favorable to the views of

Ins brother Napoleon. Shortly before the 18th Brumaire, he was elected president of the

council of five hundred, and was the hero of that day. During the ferment which fol-

lowed Napoleon's entrance, Lueien left his seat, mounted his horse, and riding through
the ranks of the assembled troops, called upon them to rescue their general from
assassins. Afterwards appointed minister of the interior, he was active in the encourage-
ment of education, art, and science, and organized the prefectures. As ambassador to

Madrid, 1800, he contrived to gain the confidence of king Charles IV. and his favorite

Godoy, thus putting aside the British influence which had until then been exercised at

the court of Spain. It is said that for his services in the treaty of peace concluded
between Spain and Portugal, Sept. 29, 1801, he received 5,000,000 francs.

His constant opposition to Napoleon's progress towards monarchy involved Lueien
in several misunderstandings with his brother; and their quarrel was brought to an issue

by Lucien's second marriage against the views of Napoleon. On condition that he
would divorce his wife, the crowns of Italy and Spain were offered to Lueien; but he
refused them, and preferred living in retirement at his estate of Canino, in the province
of Viterbo, near the frontiers of Tuscany, where he devoted his time to art and science.

Here he enjoyed the friendship of the pope, who created him prince of Canino and

Musignano; but having denounced in his private capacity the arrogant and cruel policy
of his brother towards the court of Rome, he was "advised" to leave the city in which
he was at that period residing. In 1810, he took ship for America, but fell into the

hands of the English; was brought to England; and after a debate in parliament, was
declared to be a prisoner, but treated with distinction. After his brother's downfall, he
returned to Rome.

After the defeat at Waterloo, Lueien B. alone seems to have preserved his pres-
ence of mind. He immediately advised his brother to dissolve the chambers, and
assume the place of absolute dictator. After the second ascent of the throne by Louis
XVIII.. Lueien lived for some time in and nenr Rome. In 1830, he went to England,
visited Germany in 1838. and died at Viterbo, June 30. 1840. Lueien B. possessed
considerable talents and firmness of character. He was in his early years a keen repub-
lican, but the weakness of the directory convinced him that a military consulship was

necessary to allay the social anarchy of France. He consequently threw himself eagerly
into the designs of his brother, but protested against Napoleon giving way to his desire

for a hereditary monarchy. As a writer, he was by no means successful. His long and
tedious epic poem, -Uiarlemaf/ne on d'Ef/lixe Delirn'*', in 24 cantos, was written and pub-
lished in London, and was dedicated to the pope, 1814. Another heroic poem. La
Cyrneide <ru la Corne Sauvee, followed in 1819. The Mi-mmre Srcri't* sxr la Vie /'/<>

:

<;

Politique et Litterairc de Luricn It. (2vols., Lond. 1819). of which Alphonse de Beau-

champ is supposed to be the author, is an untrustworthy book. Lueien B. was the

father of a numerous family. In 1795, he married Christian Boyer, the daughter of a
citixen of St. Maximin. After her death, he married, in 1803, the widow of a stock-

broker, Madame .Jouberthon, who was his survivor. By his first marring', be bad two
daughters Charlotte, born 1796, died 1865, who married prince Gabrielli of Rome; and
Christine, born 1798, died 1847, who married first a Swedish count named Posse, and
then lord Dudley-Stuart. By his second marriage. Lueien had nine children: the eldest

daughter, Leti/ia B., born 1804, died 1871; married, in 1824, Mr. (afterwards sir) T.

AVyse, an Irish gentleman; but a separation took place in a few years. The second

daughter, Jeanne B., distinguished by her beauty and taste for poetry, was born in
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1806, and died soon after her marriage with the mnrchcsc Ilonorati. The third

daughter, Alexandrine Marie B., horn in Ibis, married, in 18D6, count Vincenzo YulciHini
de Canino, and gave birth to two sons and one daughter. ( onstan/.e. the \oi

daughter of Lucien B., was horn in 18io. Cliarles Lucien Jules Lament B. (eldest KM
of Lucien B.), prince of Caniuo and Mnsignano, was born at Pai is in 1

V
0;'>. lie ;

exhibited any inclination for political life, preferring the more quiet and wholesome,

pursuits of literature and science. He acquired a considerable leputation as a naturalist,
and especially as a writer on ornithology. He died 2lth July. lso7. He was a inemher
of the principal academies of Europe and America. His chief publications are a con-

tinuation of Wilson's Ornithology qfAmerica, and the Jcmnujruldi <///// Jtin/.ii Italifn.

The second son, Paul Marie B., born in l.*<:(5. took a part in the Gmk war of liberation,
and Hied by the accidental discharge of a pistol, 1N27. The thiid son. Louis I.ucien

B., born Jan. 4, 1813, has distinguisiied himself by his studies in chemistry, tniuera

and languages. Pierre Napoleon B., the fourth son. born Sept. 12, 1M">, pa*-cd through
many changes of fortune in America, Italy, and Belgium, rt turning to France after the

catastrophe of 1848. In 1871, he shot a journalist, \ ictor Noir, lor which lie was tried

the same year at Tours, and acquitted of the charge of murder, but c(.r.dcmncd to pay
1000 to Victor Noir's relatives. The youngest "son. Anloine B., l.orn Oct. 81. 1816,

fled to America after an affair with the papal troops in IS'.G. and illumed to Trance in

1848, where he was elected into the national assembly, 1849, but retired from politic*
in 1831.

BONAPATCTK, Loris, third brother of Napoleon, was b. Sept. 2, 1778, nnd was edu-

cated in the artillery school at Chalons, where he imbibed anti-republican principles.
After rising from one honor to another, he was made king of Holland, RWi; but. in fact,

he was never more than a French governor of Holland, sul.oulinate to the will of his

brother. Amid all the faults which marked his reign, it must he renumLenad to his

advantage that on several occasions lie firmly withstood the demands of France; that he

replied to one requisition by saying that, 'since he had been placed on the throne of

Holland, he hud .'become a Dutclimitn; that he nobly refused to j'.ccc] t the lcnd( red

crown of Spain; and lastly, that he did not enrich himself during his reign. Alter the

restoration of ihe hou.-c of Oran<rc, Louis considered himself free from all responsibility,

and returned to Paris, Jan. 1, 1814. where lie was coldly received by the CHIJK.T. r. After

living for some years in Komi where l.e separated from his wife he removed in 1826

to Florence, where he lived in retirement. On the escape of his son, Louis Napoleon,
from the prison of Ham. the ex-kirg of Holland was rui.ovcd a^ an invalid to Livorno,

where he died July 15. 184(5. Louu B. was the writer of several wo:k>: M< - /
. <w

x, 1814. "a novel, giving some sketches of Dutch manners; J)oe*9tt*t*

wife Josephine, afterwards empre>s of the French. As this marriage was wholly a

matter of submission to his brother's will, and jut aside a foinier engagement, it natu-

rallv ended in unhappiness and separation
The amiable and accomplished HoRTKHBB Err.KXiK BEAI:HAKNAIP, the adopted

daughter of Napoleon, queen of Holland, and countess St. Leu. was born in Paris, April

10, 17*:5. After the execution of her father, she lived for some time in humble circum-

stances, until Napoleon's marriasre with Josephine. In obedience to the plans of her

Btep-fatber she rejected her intended husband, gen. Desai.x. and nuiniid Louis B. in

1*0:2 In 1814 she was theonly one of all the NapofamidBTfbo remain* d in Paris. After

the hundred days she visited iugBDUTg and Italy, and then fixed her residence at Arenen-

berf a mansion in the canton" Thunrau, where she lived in retirement. BometiBMM

mending a winter in Italy. In 18=31. when her two sons had
implicated

themselves in

the Italian insurrection, the countess traveled in search of them through many dangers.

remove witn Her son 10 ungiana. .-\iier some sia\ u nc, PI -~-
.-

M-it \renentuT"- where she died, after severe suffering. Oct. a. is:;7. and was buried

near the remains of her mother, Josephine, at Ruel, near Paris. She was the
f"thores

Italic tn Franff, ft en Anglettrre, pendant rMMMl 1 H, and

Coo, ar. , . ,
. ... vi- i

Holland, married his cousin Charlotte, daughter of Joseph R. and dfed at I , ,r i.

17. is;)l. The third, CIIAULES Louis N.VI-OI.KON, be<ame emperor of the J

^
BONAPABTB JKUOMK. vouneest brother of Napoleon, was b. at Ajaccio NOT 15.

1784 After receiving his edocation in the college at Jui'.ly. he served as naval Ueutla

the expedition to Havti. When war broke out between Franc.- and England in 1

Jerome was cruising' off the West Indies, hut he was soon compelled to take refuge in
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the port of New York. While in America, he married P^lizabeth Patterson, daughter
of ;i merchant in Baltimore, Dec. 27, 1803. Subsequently, he was employed by Napol-
e<>n in the liberation of Genoese prisoners who had been captured by the dey of Algiers.
In the war with Prussia, lie commanded, in concert with gen. Vandamme, the Tenth

corps in Silesia, and on the 1st Dec., 1807, was made king of Westphalia. He was rec

ogni/ed with great pomp at Cassel, where he lived in splendor, caring very little for

u-overnment, not.even taking the pains to acquire the vernacular language of the couu-
irv. After the. war with Austria, the finances of Wc>tphalia, through mismanagement,
plunder, and extravagance, as well as war-expenditure, were found in an exhausted
condition. The battle of Leipsic brought the reign of Terome to a close. After the

peace of 1814, he left France, and resided in Switzerland, at Gra't/, and in the beginning
of 1815, ut Trieste. lie was made a peer when Napoleon returned from Elba, and
fought by the side of the emperor at I,igny and at Waterloo. After his brother's abdi-

ition, lie left Paris. June 27, and visited Switzeiland and Austria, but ultimately set

'';! in Florence. His request to be allowed to return to France was rejected in 1847,

i>y the cham'.K'r of pe'.'rs, but was afterwards granted, and at the outbreak of the Feb.

revolution, Jerome B. was in Paris, where he was appointed governor of the luvalides
in IN 18, and in 1850 was made a French marshal. He died in 1860.

His marriage with Elizabeth Patterson having been declared null by Napoleon,
Jernne was forced, after he had gained the Westphalian crown, to marry Scphia Dor-
othea, daughter of king Frederick I. of Wurtemberg. After the battle of Waterloo,
li -r father wished to annul the marriage; but the \\ife of Jerome declared her reso-

lution to share through life the fortunes of her husband. Jerome B. left in America
one son by his first marriage, and had three children bv his second wife. JKUOMK B.,

tin 1 elder son, born Aug. 24, 1814, died May 12, 1847; MATHTI.DK LKTITIA WII.HKI.MINK
i>.. princess of Mont fort, born at Trieste, May 27, 1820. married the Russian count
Anatol Demidov, and lived with her husband at the court of Louis Napoleon during
his presidency. The younger son, NAPOLEON Josi.ru ( 'IIAKI .r.s PAUL B., born at

'Trieste, Sept. 9. 1822. passed his youth in Italy; entered the military service of

Wiirtemberg, 1837; afterwards traveled in several countries of Europe: and was
banished from Frajice, 1845, on account of his intercourse with the republican party,
lie returned to Paris with his father, 1847, and after February, 1848. was elected into

the legislative national assembly. He commanded an infantry division of reM-rve ai the

battles of Alma and Inkermann the following year. In 1859, he married the princess
Clotilde, by whom he has two sons and a daughter. When war with Prussia was
declared in 1870, Prince X. proceeded on a diplomatic mission to his father-in-law, at

Florence, but failed to obtain the co-operation of Italy with his cousin. After the fall

of the empire he took up his residence in England, but returned to France in 1872.

BONAPARTE (<tnte), also NAPOT.EON, ante. The following table shows the relation-

ships of this family, whose members have been so prominent iu modern Europe:
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Bona.sia, v'OOJ*

Prince Lucicn Bonaparte names the following who, 1880, are in order of succession
1. Cardinal Bonaparte. 2. Napoleon Charles, brother of the cardinal. 3. Louis Lucien
4. Pierre Napoleon. 5. Jerome, grandson of Jerome, the youngest brother of Napoleon.

BONA'SIA, a genus of gallinaceous birds of the grouse (q.v.) family or tetraonida;,

perhaps more properly only a sub-genus of grouse (tetiwA, distinguished by having the

tors and the lower part of the tarsus (or shank) destitute of feathers; also by the

elongated feathers of the upper part of the head. To this genus belongs the hazel grouse
of the continent of Europe (tciriti> lonayia of Linmeus), a species which, although not
found in Britain, is very widely distributed from Siberia to Africa, and throughout that

continent. In size, it scarcely exceeds the common partridge, is prettily mottled with

gray and reddish-brown, and" has a black band near the extremity of the lateral tail-

feathers. It loves the deepest solitudes of forests. The eggs arc 12 to 18 in number.
The flesh of this bird is highly prized, and German etiquette has long assigned it a place
above all other dishes at the tables of princes, as the only dish which may be served
twice in succession. Another species of B. is the ruffled grouse of America (B. umbdlus,
or Mr- !, known also in some parts of the United States by the names of pheas-
ant and partridge. It is pearly equal in size to the black-cock of Europe. Besides

having the feathers of the upper part, of the head elongated, the male has a large shoulder-
tuft ou each side. This bird is found in almost all parts of North America, from the

gulf of Mexico to Hudson's bay, and from the Atlantic to the Pacific ocean. It is polyg-
amous, and in spring the males make a noise called (Jrn/nntinf,', by rapid clapping of their

wings, to attract the attention of the other sex, whilst they also strut with erected ruff

and tail, and with wings depressed, after the manner of the turkey -cock. At this time

they have fierce battles with one another, and advantage is sometimes taken of their

jealous pugnacity to attract them within shot, by an imitation of their drumming,
accomplished by means of a bladder and a stick. The nest is formed on the ground in

the woods, often under a bush, and 5 to 12 eggs are laid in it. The flesh of the ruffled

grouse is much esteemed, and the markets of the American cities and towns are well

supplied with it in the winter months. It seems probable that both these species of B.

might be easily introduced into Britain, and they would be very desirable additions to the

game of woods and plantations.

BONAS US, or BONAS'SUS. See BISON.

BONAVENTTTBA, SAINT, one of the most eminent Catholic theologians, whose real

name was John of Fid-mza. was b. in 1221 at Bagnorea. in Tuscany. In 1248, he became
a Franciscan monk ; in 12.10, a theological teacher at Paris, win re lie had studied; and
in 1250, general of his order, which lie governed strictly, but affectionately. The influ-

ence of his character now began to penetrate the church: and it was mainly through his

eloquent persuasion that the .differences which had sprung up among the cardinals on
the death of Clement IV. in !2(iS were reconciled, and all induced to unite in electing
to the papal dignity Tedaldus Visco.iti (Gregory X.). The new pope created B. bishop
of Albano, anoT cardinal in 1278, when he accompanied Gregory to the council of Lyon,
where he died, July 15. 1274, from sheer ascetic exhaustion/ lie was honored with a

splendid funeral, which was attended by the pope, the king, and all the caidinals.

On account of his unspotted character from earliest youth, as well as the miracles
ascribed to him. he enjoyed, even during his life-time, especial veneration. Dante, who
wrote shortly after, places him among the saints of his Paradiso: in 1482, he was for-

mally canonized by Sixtus IV. ; and in 1587, was ranked by Mxtus V. as the sixth of
the great doctors of the church. The religious fervor of his style procured for him the
title of doctor smtp/n'rux, and his own order are as proud of him as the Dominicans are

of Thomas Aquinas. A great part of his writings is devoted to the praise of his order,
and to the defense of Mariclatry, celibacy, traiisubstantiation. communion in one kind,
and other doctrines and practices of the middle ages, which he attempts to deal with in

a philosophical manner. His most important works, the Br( riloijiiinin ar.d <'< //f'/(/uim,
arc properly text-books on dogmatics. Unfortunately, his efforts to philosophize the
church creed, and that deep mysticism in whi'-h his spirit reveled, make him often
obscure and unintelligible even in his most popular treatises. \V it li P.. theology is the

goal of all art and science; and in his Ttiitfnirinitt. Mdilix iit Dturn. as also in his Ihdnctio
Artiinn in Thedogifim, he represents union with God, to which the soul attains through
six stages, as the highest good. He did more than any other of the early theologians to

f'veu
scientific form to the mystical theology. His Ifibtia pavperu.m, or "

poor
man's

ible," is a mysUco-aliegoric explanation of the plain contents of the sacred books for

the benefit of the laity. In \varmthof religious feeling, however, and in the practical

tendency of his ethics, he far excels the hair-splitting scholastics. In his commentary
on the Sv tifi'ufne of Peter tin- Lombard, lie acutely argued against the eternity of the

world, and also advanced some original proofs o'f the immortality of the soul. The
most complete edition of his works appeared at Rome (8 vols. 1588^-90).

BONAVENTURE, a co. in the province of Quebec, Canada, on the bay of Chaleurs,
separated from Ne\v Brunswick bv the Mistouche and Ristigouchc rivers; 3290 sq.m. ;

pop. '71, 15,923. Capital, New Carlisle.
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BONA VI3TA, a bay and cape on the e. coast of Newfoundland, in lat. 48" 42' n.,
and long. 53

3
8' west.

BONCHAMP, CHARLES MELCHIOU ARTHUR, Marquis de, one of the bravest leaders of
the Vendean party in the civil war consequent upon the French revolution, was burn at

Jouverdeil, in the old province of Anjou, May 10. ITtiO; look part, like many young
French officers, in the American war of liberation ; and when he returned to France.
WM made captain. Of strong royalist principles, he looked with disfavor on the revo-
lution. After living for some 18 months in solitude, lie allowed himself to be ei

leader of the Anjou insurgents. The army of La Vendee would have hem more formid-
able if B.'s tactics had been adopted, but this -\vas not done until it was too late. In
the sanguinary encounter at ('hol)et, Oct. 17. l?!-';5, 15. received a fatal shot in the 1

and when his followers vowed to avenge his death on 5000 republican prisoner
dying hero exclaimed: "Spare your prisoners. I command it." This hist command
was obeyed.

BOND, in masonry, is the connection established among the stones or bricks in a wall,

by disposing them so as to overlap one another. See HUH KLAYINT,.

BOND, in law, is an instrument on stamped p:iper, by which the party granting it

becomes bound to pay a sum of money, or perform any act or duty, according to the
terms of agreement. In England, a B. is said to be an instrument under seal, wh
one person becomes bound to another for the payment of u sum of money, or for the

performance of any other act or thing. The person who is thus bound is called the

obligor, and he to whom the B. is given, the obligee; and this obligation may be either

by or to one or several persons. The B. may be unconditional simply for the payment
of money, or it may be accompanied with a condition, the performance of which is

secured by a penalty; but ill any event, the debt created by a B. is of the high nature

of a ppcciii'tt/ d'-fit iq.v.).

The requisites of a good B. are as follow: 1. The B. must have an obligor and

obligee. In regard to such parties, it is to be observed that in general no person who is

under any legal disutility to contract, can heroine an obligor, though it is othc-rv.

an obligee. Thus, B. by a married woman neither binds herself nor her husband, but

is absolutely void. This is a rule, however, which is liable to some qualifications.
llrsuAM) Cxu WIKK. Nor can an infant bind himself, unless the B. be for ncces-

But although a married woman is incapable of executing a B., yet one given to her is

valid, and the interest in it will vest in her husband, without v hose concurrence in its

acceptance indeed the B. will lose its force. In the same way, a 15. may be given to an

infant, a lunatic, or an alien. 2. The next requisite of a B. is, that it must state the pre-

cise sum in which the obligor is bound: any (.mission in this respect will invalidate the

instrument. If, however. 'the sum be merely erroneously Stated, the courts will make
the necessary correction, and construe the B.'so as to give effect to the intention of tin-

panics. In practice, the sum stated is generally double the sum intended to be si-cured

the exce-s being meant to cover the interest and any costs. 3. A B. must be so

English lamjuaire. and not in Latin or French. 4. The 15". must be duty executed. Such

execution, in irenerul, is the same us that of deeds, the sealing lieiiv.- the .
- lem-

nity: and although it is usual for the obligor to sign the B.. hi* signature is not i.

sary to its validity. Then the B. must be delivered, but it need not be dated; a B. has

eve"n been held irood, though it bear a false or impossible date, on the
principle

that

deeds take ell'eet from, and have relation to, the time of their delivery, and not in refer-

ence to their date. Such, in general, is the form and structure of an English B., and it

is used in an infinite variety of contracts.

In Scotland, the B. personal B., as it is called differs in several
-points

of form

from the English instrument. Its general structure is different, and it is execute.:

different manner, with much solemnity and particularity, but without sealing; it does

not bear to be for double the sum due.'or any sum other than the correct one, which it

- with preci-io:i, with a liquidate penalty, which i< usually one fifth of the
principal

sum: and it must have a tni date and be very specific in all its details. As m English

practice, there are in Scotland two kinds of these instruments: first, bonds for in.

simply; and secondly, bonds for the performance and accomplishment of some act, or,

as they are called in'Scotch practice, bom:- ,,rn-x1ninln.

A mort":r_-e over land or other real estate is also in Scotland in the form of a h

which name, indeed, the mortgage is technically described. Thus, th-re is the ht

/>., and the /.'. and -
: " :t

!l. the latter beinir the more modern form. By
these moil -nue bonds, the borrower not only Incomes personally bound in the repayment

of the loan, but "in further security and more sure payment
he also o the

lender the land or other real property, itself, on which the sum is to be made a charge

with in ace-tain event and under "certain conditions, a power of sale, by means of

which the creditor on the debtor's default, may recover his money. 'I here are, in Eng

land, bonds by which expectant heirs may operate on their reversions, and the*

called post obit bvttdx.
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According to the law of both countries, certain bonds arc void: such as a B. condi-
tioned either to do something which the lu\v considers wrong in itself, or which is legally

prohibited, or to omit doing something which is a duty, or to encourage the performance
of anything which is in the nature of a crime or offense against the law. In like man-
ner, bonds to procure marriage, called marriage brocage bonds, or to restrain marriage

1

,

or for immoral considerations, or in restraint of trade, arc v<,id. A B., however, may
b<- valid in part, or void in part, if such parts are separable. See MORTGAGE, BBOCAOX
Boxes TO PROCURE MARRIAGE, SPECIALTY DKI-I .

BOND, in law (ante), is simple or conditional, the latter being generally used. It

must be in writing, and signed, and should he staled. The condition is the vital part,

limiting and determining the amount to be paid or the thing to he done, and no person
( an take the benefit of a B. except the parties named therein, save in the case of a B.

given by an ollieer for the performance of duly. If a B. runs to several persons jointly,
all must join in suit for breach, although the conditions may not at all affect some of
them. Kecovery against a surety on a B. is not limited to the penalty, but may go
beyond as far as necessary to include interest from the time of default. A B. dormant for

'2(1 years cannot afterwards be recovered, the presumption being that it has been satis-

lied. If the maker of a B. binds himself without adding "heirs," the heirs cannot be

Leld, but the executors and administrators arc liable.

BOND, a co. in s.w. Illinois, intersected by the St. Louis, Yandalia, and Terre
Haute railroad; 400 sq.in. ; pop. '70, 13,552, in '80, 15,032, It is a prairie and wood
land region, with fertile soil, producing cereals, and having coal mines. Co. seat,
Greenville.

BOND, GEORGE PHILLIPS, 1825-G5; son of William Cranch, and his assistant in the

observatory, succeeding to full charge on his father's death, lie published a Trt.ttiv

on the Cuimtntction of the Rings of Suiturn, and Element* of the Or.V/,x <>f JL//>< rl<>n, nnd
tin Satellite of JCtptu-nt. That satellite and the 8th of Saturn were discovered by his

lather and himself. For a work on Douati's comet the royal astronomical society sent

him a gold medal.

BOND, THOMAS EMERSON, D.D., 1782-1856; a physician, editor, and minister, b. in

Baltimore; professor in Maryland university, and local preacher of the Methodist
church. In 1830, he was editor of the Itim-runt, and in later years fora long time of
the Christian Ailr<><-(tt<> n/nl .Journal, the leading newspaper of that church. Among his

works are Appeal to the Methodists, and Narrative and D< '

BOND, WILLIAM CRASCH, 1789-1859; b. Maine; an eminent astronomer. lie was
self-educated, and had a private observatory at Dorchester, where his discoveries

attracted much attention. In 1838, he was chosen by the U. S. government to make
observations for the use of the Wilkes's exploring expedition. In 18;J9, he supervised the

construction of the observatory at Harvard, and became its director. He was the

inventor of a method of measuring time to a very small fraction of a second, and among
the first to employ photography in stellar observations, lie was a member of tlr-

academy of arts and sciences, and of the philosophical and royal astronomical societies

of London.

EOND AGER, the term applied in Scotland to a rural laborer who rents a cottage
from a farmer under an obligation to work for him at current wages at certain sca-o:is.

There are male and female bondagers, but the arrangement in each case i.- the same.
The origin of the bondager system is the v.ant of a sufficient rural population for the

field-work of the neighborhood. To induce the settlement of laborers, a landlord gives
a certain number of cottages along with each farm, and the tenant-farmer has the

privilege of letting these, with a view to securing casual assistants, such as at turnip-
hoeing and harvest. When wanted, they are obliged to turnout though it may be at a

sacrifice in point of wages or feeling. Such are bondagers, a class of cottagers over
whom the landlord ha* no direct control: and as the farmer for the most part looks
alone to their physical capacity, their moral and social condition is not generally
creditable.

BOND CREDITOR, in England, is the name sometimes given to a creditor whose
debt is secured by a bond, and therefore privileged as a specialty. See preceding
article.

BONDED WAREHOUSE. See WAREHOUSING SYSTEM.

BINDER, in Norway and Sweden, the landowners or farmers. Under the ancient

kings of Norway the}' were a powerful class, and often compelled Important concession*
from their rulers, or deposed them. They would nearly correspond to burgesses and
barons in England.

BONDI. CI.EMKNTE. a modern Italian poet. b. in 1742 at Mixzano, in Parma He
was educated by the Jesuits; and when still very young, appointed to deliver lectures

in rhetoric, in the royal convent at Parma. Here he produced his first work. H'ornnta
<><' (Parma, 1778), which is a not very lively picture of the rural pleasures of

the brotherhood. Having celebrated in verse the abolition of the Jesuit order, he was

subjected to a priestly persecution, and compelled to conceal himself in the mountains
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of tlid Tyrol; but ultimately be fonrid a patron in the Austran Archduke Ferdinand,
lie fixed his residence in Vienna, when- lie died in IS'21. Ihs poem* an- lyric;.

scriptive. satirical, and elegiac. They please cultivated men. lint more especially v.

of delicate sensibilities, '}" the light-flowing elegance of their verification, and the raie

jturity of their style. Among "bis larger works may be mentioned, /." ' l.

'}, and II Qoverno Pactfico, Italians consider H.'s translation of tlie ./.'//< i<l to

possess remarkable excellence. His entire works were published at Vienna in .

BONDOTJ
,
or BOND i, a country of Scncgambia, w. Africa, lying between lat. 14 ;n

15 n., and long. 11 to i:> west. Tiie population is estimated at !..">( (0,(X0, wh
principally engaged in the cultivation of the soil, which is fertile, producn B

indigo, millet, inai/e, tobacco, etc. The weaving of cotton cloth, \vhicli, U'sides '

mode up into articles of dress, is used as currency, also forms part of the industry i

the people. The .surface of ]}. is level, with elevations in the north at.d central
\

the climate gi'iicrally healthy, and vegetation luxuriant alike in field and forest. Irnti

is .said to l>e plentiful, t!!(;u;:h not much worked, and gold is obtained in small quantity.
Wild animals are nnm-.Tous; and the principal river on the ea-tein border of the

country, the Faleme, abounds w.itii crocodiles. Tlie inhabitants of li. profess .Moham-

medanism, but they trust, greatly in sorcerers. The sovereign is absolute. I>. cxpMi-
cattle, corn, and gums; and has a transit trade in naves, gold-dust, iron, i-alt. and
butter. The capital, Bulibarii. is situate 1 in a plain bounded by rocky hills and 1

on the left bank of the Faleme. Its streets are impav<d and dirty, and its buii<

mean and miserable; mud-walls surround it, and in its center is ti. e but n:de

palace pf the sovereign. Pop about 'J^m. composed in great part of slaves, from the

sale of which the ruler derives a considerable, revenue.

BONE is the hard material of the skHctons or frameworks of mnmmalinn aim

reptiles, and birds. In its earliest stages, it is termed temporary cartilage

consists of cells massed together except in the flat bones. ;( s those of the -kull and

shoulder-blade, of whidt the primary foundations are loa great extent of tibrou- i

Points or centers of ossification form, the cells alter their torm and arrangement, and a

deposit of earthy m:\t-rials, phosphate and <-arU)nate of lime, takes place. rei:<
;

the former flexible substance rigid By soaking a . H. in n, dilute mineral acid, v.

lissol\-e these earthy matters, and render it again flexible; on tin- other hand, if ve

f.\|Msc it to intense heat, the animal matter (gelatine) is got rid of, and though the

retains -i! first its f,tr.'!i, !he slightest, touch will cause its now unsupported cartli\

ter i crumble away. We see, in the ill-nourished children of l^in- towns

e.\;::tiples of how necessary a proper relation of these two elements ol H. to each other

is; in the diseas- called rickets, the earthy matter is deficient, and the too t!

leg-lMKies bend under the weight of tlie trunk. In the aged person, again, the H. sub-

stance becomes moredensely packed with earthy matter, and becomes brittle, rendering

them pectdmrlv liable to fractures.

The bones el the skeleton are classified according to their BhapeBTtt., a

l)one^ c.g the thiirli-lxmc and smn-bonc; flat bones, 88 the shoulder-blade flnd skull-

bones'- sliort and irresrular bones, :t s il.se of th- wrist or vertebra'. 1 lie si

K>nes is arranged differently in <iiirerenl parts either hard and clo-c. which

tl.e cbodensed flttbjrtance, o'r loos, and reticulated, called the cancellated ;

I have a shaft of hard substance terminating atea$h end in soft or cai

structure- in the latter Mtualions, flic . is more expanded
and rounded ofl toentei

lonjrand Hat, as tlie rii>s. the breast IK. ne. and the lower jaw
The shaft of :i Ion- B. is hollow, and filled with an oily substance, the marrow

ce i:, which the marrow lies is called the medullary canal. T Ins fatty BUbstance

found in ,h<- cam-Hated simctlireof short and m,xe . and ' he hp o o

and even in the condensed tissue. Hones aiv covered rxt.-inalh J.;

^

per..,
'

on the surfaces of the cavi.i's within by a fine membrane called mtenal

or nu.h,l!,rv membrane. B. i* lately supplied
-s..

we hVve alluded TO as entering the cancellated tissue. After the artenes enter the
"

c fiVs, e f bones (hev run'in small capillary canaN. Invisible to the naked e>C
f

which*

nerm'u Ml e bone and anastomose-. leavuVg oblon- loops or meshes. The

i
"

contained hi'thesc canals, bu, they ,a,e larger than
^arteries

irre-niar intervals, .vhere branches meet u.la.ations ,,r reservoirs - he b

These canal., naim-d Bversian. after the.r d,M,,verer. Clop
^

M.i'

^.r>.

.no k

Fn-lih anatomist, vary in diameter from ',,,-,
to ,,,,-,

of an in.

dhmId rec ion, and if a transverse section h examined under the microscope, it
;<'
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pierced with holes, which are the Haversian canals cut across. Each canal- is sur-

rounded by its own layers of condensed structure, forming in the aggregate a hollow
rod or pin, called the ilaversian system, running through the plates of which the B. is

composed, and securing their cohesion. In addition to these, there are to be seen a
number of minute spaces or Incmm. generally oval in man; from these puss numerous
pores or caimliculi, which are directed to the nearest vessels: those in the periosteal, or
outer lamella, pas's into the B. from orifices on its surface, and the lacuna1 face outwards.
The pores of the internal layer open on the medullary canal, and its lacunae face
towards it, and the lacunae in the layers around each Haversiau canal face towards, and
their pores open into it.

Serves may be seen entering B., and the acute pain felt in some of its diseased con-
ditions prove their existence, but they have not yet been actually demonstrated in the

osseous tissue; neither have abwrbtntis, though we suppose from analogy that bones are

supplied with them.
The several bones composing the animal frame will be treated of under the head

SKELETON. Any important peculiarities in the bones of different classes of animals,
under the heads of these (lasses.

Chemical Composition of Bone. The principal chemical ingredients present in B. are

gelatine and phosphate of lime; and the following table represents the composition in.

100 parts of B. of average quality :

Human bones. Ox bones.

Gelatine... , 33.30 33.?30

Phosphate of lime . 53.04 57. Uo

Carbonate of lime 11.30 3.85

Phosphate of magnesia 1.16 2.05

Soda and chloride of sodium (common salt) 1.20 3.45

100.00 100.00

"VThen a B. is digested in dilute hydrochloric acid at a summer heat, the earthy matters
are gradually dissolved out, leaving the gelatine of the size and shape of the original B.,

but now soft, somewhat transparent, flexible, and even elastic. If this soft gelatinous
residue of B. be boiled with water, it dissolves iu great part therein, and yields a solu-

tion which sets or gelatinizes on cooling. A more common way of extracting the gela-
tine from B. is to heat the bones covered with water in a digester to a temperature of
"21^ to 2SO F , when much of the gelatine dissolves out. and leaves the earthy salts

with, the remainder of the gelatine. Besides the marrow (q.v.), a little fat is generally
found permeating the entire .structure of the B., which can be extracted by throwing
the bones into hot water, when the grease or fat exudes and floats to the surface. In
some of the larger bones of man and other mammalia, there is a central cavity contain-

ing a considerable amount of-fatty matter, popularly known as inurr<r. These cavities

are not found in the bones of the young animal, but gradually form as the animal ap-

proaches maturity. In the sloth, cetacea, seaK and a few other animals, the cavities

are not found. Occasionally, as in man. the elephant, giraffe, etc., the bones in the
head have cavities filled with air instead of marrow. The uses to which a B. may be

put are various. In the cooking of soups, bones form a constant ingredient, and become
useful in supplying gelatine, which gives ubwly to the soup it would not otherwise pos-
si-s. Where the soup is required of great lightness, for an invalid with weak digestive

powers, the shavings of stag's horns may be employed, and these yield a hnrt*hoi-n jilly
free from oil, and which therefore sits lightly upon the stomach. How far gelatine is

of itself nutritious, is a disputed question. See GELATINE and NUTRITION. Animals,
however, like the dog, which masticate, devour, and digest the entire B., do derive

hem-tit therefrom, in part from the gelatine, and in other part from the earthy sub-

stance-;; and the same remark applies to the use sometimes made of small fish, where,
after being thoroughly browned, they are entirely eaten. In times of scarcity in Nor-

way and Sweden, the poorer people even eat the bones of mackerel and other 1ish.

IJ. is largely used in making the handles of small brushes, the more common table-

knives and forks, and penknives, and in the manufacture of the cheaper sorts of combs
(q.v.). Our forefathers, before the metals were known, fashioned fish-hooks out of B.,
and used the spines in the tail and back-fin of certain fishes for pointing arrows. 'I h<s<:

uses of B., coupled with the employment of the serrated teeth of sharks as a war-weapoi.,
are still practiced by many uncivili/ed tribes. The fatty and other organic matters in

B. allow of its being employed as a fuel where coal or wood cannot be obtained, a- in

the pampas of South America and the steppes of Tartary. In these regions, it is con-
! that the heat evolved during the combustion of the bones of an ox suffices to

cook the flesh.

B. is likewise serviceable in the arts in yielding hone-ash (q.v.). bone-black (q.v.),
bone-dust (q v .). dissolved bones (see BONKS. DISSOLVED), phosphorus (q.v.), and super-
phosphates; also certain oil> and fats (see DIITKI.'S ANIMAL On.), which are employed
in forming lampblack (q.v.), and in the manufacture of soap (q v.). See also BONES AO
MANURE.
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BONE, HKXHY, T?.A., a celebrated enamel-painter, was b. at Truro, in Cornwall, in

1753. Apprenticed to a china manufacturer in Bristol, lie removed from thn
London in 1779, where he was employed in enamel-palatine for lockets, brooches, etc.
An enamel-portrait of his wife, exhibited at the royal academy in 17N), first attracted
public attention; and he soon obtained a position which readeri d it no l<

for him to continue his drudgery for the jewelers. In 1 *:(>. | H . wa tiivi-

painter to the prince of Wales, a position which he retained when the .-amc
king: and he also stood in a similar relationship lo George III. and William IV. The
royal academy made him an a.-M.eiate in 1801, and a full academician ten years Inter.
Between this time and 1831, when advancing years compelled him to desi!-t from his
labors, he produced a large series of works remarkable alike for their beauty and dimen-
sions; in the latter quality they were uuapproached by any former or contemporary
artist, and the principal of which are "Bacchus and Ai'iadne," after Titian, whir!
sold for 2:200 guineas, and is now in the national gallery; the " Death of Dido;" "

Hope
Nursing Love," after Sir Joshua Reynolds; '"Venus, etc. He a>o e.\eci;t<d a large
number of historical portraits of great merit; and altogether his name is one of the hieli-

est, if not the highest in his profession. lie died Dec., 1834.

BONE-ASH, or BoNC-EAKTH, is obtained by the complete combuslion of bones in an
open furnace, when the oxygen of the air burn's away the organic matter or gelatine, aii'l

leaves the earthy constituents as a white friable mass, the six.e of the original bone, but

readily reducible to the condition of coarse powder, which is bone-a-'n i.irge

quantity of bone-ash is exported from Smth America to other countrii-.
Britain. The used-up bone-black of the sugar-refiner is also employed asasos:
bone-ash, by being heated in a furnace exposed to the air. Bone ash of -m.d quality
contains about 80 per cent of phosphate of lime, and 'JO per cent of carbonate of lime,

phosphate of maunesia, soda, and chloride of sodium (common salt); but it is occasion-

ally found mixed with sand, especially that procured from S>uth America,
is employed to some extent as a source of phosphorus (q.v.). and in the making of cupels
(q.v.) for the process of r.ssaying (q.v.); but the most extensive use is in the manufacture
of artificial manures, such as dissolved bones (q.v.) and superpho.-pi:

BONE-BLACK, AMMAI. ('HAUCOAI.. or I\onv-Bi.ACK, is prepared from Ixincs by limit-

ing them in close retorts till they undergo the proee-s of destructive distillation" when
combustible gases and water, together with the vapors of vario'.;- ammonia,
and oil, are given off, and bone-black is left in the retort. It is generally reduced to

coarse grains from about the si/.e of small peas, down to larire pinheads. and is exten-

sively used in the arts for decolori/ing liquids, such as the syrup of sugar, and solutions

of argol (impure cream of tartar), and of the alkaloids, as also in filters (q.v.). for separat-

ing chemical impurities from water. The general mode of using the bone-black is lo

allow the colored liquid to percolate through a layer of the charcoal, when all color is

arrested, and the syrup or water runs clear and colorless from under Hie stratum of char-

coal. This power of absorbing coloring matters is al-o observable in vegetable (peat or

wood) charcoal, but not to such an extent as in hone-black. The application of heat to

the liquids before filtration greatly facilitates the decolorixation. and where the volume of

liquid to be operated upon is not treat, the most expeditious method is to boil the liquid
and bone-black together, and then strain through filtering paper or cloth. The composi-
tion of bone-black in 100 parts is 10 of pure charc< al. associated with JH) of earthy salts

.that is, in the proportion of 1 of pure charcoal in 10 of the commercial bone-black.

The power of absorbing colors appears to be due to the porosity of the substance, and
is not resident simply in the pure charcoal; indeed, the earthy matters (principally

phosphate of lime and carbonate of lime) can be dissolved out of the bone-black In-

dilute hydrochloric acid, and the pure charcoal thus obtained only about one

third the decolorizing power of the total amount of bone-black it was obtained from.

Thus, if 100 parts qf ordinary bone black have the pow.-r of arresting the color from ten.

volumes of a -riven colored' liquid, then the 1<> parts of pure charcoal which can be

obtained from the KM) parts of Ixme-hlack will be found to decolori/.e only tin

of the same colored liquid; so that it is apparent the earthy matters in the bone-black

influence and increase the absorption of the coloring matter, and thus render a given

weight of the charcoal of greater commercial value. When syrup of sugar -Mid other

Ilquldahave been run throuirh bone-black for some time, the pores of the latter appear

to -ret closured with the color, and the clarifying influence ceases, and then the bone-black

requires to undergo the process of r<-ririftcnti<>ii, which consists in reheating it carefully

in ovens, or iron pipes inclosed in a furnace, when the absorbed color is charred, and the

bone-black can be of service once airain as an arrester of color. After several re

burnm-rs. the bone-black becomes of very inferior absorptive qii::

po-edof for the manufacture of bone-ash and dissolved bones (q.v.). Bone black has

likewise a Lrreat power of absorbing odon, especially those of a disagreeable nature, find

can thus lie employed to deodori/e apart meiiK clothing, outhouses, etc.. or wherever

animal matter may be pa-sing into a state of active putrefaction.

BONK < 'A VKS. natural excavations containing b nes ,,f extinct nninriK !

land there Is one at Kirksdale. in Yorkshire, and one at Bristol:

several in the valley of thcDordogue; there is one at Gailenreuth in Bavaria; and others
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are in Belgium and Sicily. They are found also in the United States, Mexico, ami
IJraxil. The bones most commonly found aiv those of the mammoth, rhinoceros, bear,

hyena, and lion, and many of herbivorous animals. The caves in England were fre-

quented by hyenas, those on the continent chiefly by bears. In the caves in southern
France there have been discovered relies of man and his tools of the stone age. a fact

that is thought to point to a high antiquity for the race, as the accompanying bones of

animals were not of those domesticated or subjugated by him.

BONE-DUST is obtained by reducing bones to a fine state of division, either under

heavy revolving wheels, or by passing them through toothed iron rollers. In order to

facilitate the pulverization of the bone, it is occasionally first subjected to the action of
hot water and steam in a digester at a temperature of :270

:

to 280" F., which dissolve- out
two thirds of the gelatine, and leaves a very friable mass, which can be reduced to

powder even when pressed between the fingers. Bone-dust is used in agriculture a> a

fertilizing agent, either in its ordinary insoluble condition, when the beneficial effects

on the land are prolonged over a series of years, or as dissolved bones (q.v.). when.
the fertilizing force is exerted principally the first year. Sec BONKS AS 3I.\si HE.

BONE GEL ATINE. See GELATINE.

BONEB, ULKICH, one of the oldest German fabulists, was a preaching friar of Bern,
and is frequently mentioned m documents of the years Io24-lo49. lie flourished just
when the minnesingers and poets of chivalry had passed away. His collection of 100

fables, or "examples," as they used to be called, was entitled J>> / Edelttdn iThe Precious

Stone), and was first printed at Bamberg, 1461. It is marked by purity of style, and by
clear and vivid delineation. This book is one of the greatest of all bibliographical
rarities, for, at present, only one copy that in the Wolfenbiittel library is known.
It is decorated with woodcuts. Bodmer and Breitinger published a complete edition of
the work at Zurich, in 1757.

BONES, DISSOLVED, a manure prepared by acting upon bone-dust by sulphuric arid

of specific gravity 1600. About 13 cwt. of sulphuric acid (of specific gravity \^

added to every ton of bone-dust in a mixing vessel, where the whole can be thoroughly
incorporated together. The resulting mass is allowed to lie in a heap for several

months, during which time it dries up, and when sent into market, is a dark-colored,

coarse, soft powder. The original bone-dust contains a large percentage of insoluble or
tribasic phosphate of lime (CaO.CaO, CaO.POj); and two equivalents of sulphuric acid

(HO,SO 3 ) acting thereon, abstract two of the atoms of lime, and form two equivalents of

sulphate of lime (CaO,SO s), and one atom of the acid phosphate of lime (IIO.IIO,-
CaO.POs), which are soluble in water. As the gelatine of the B. hinders the sulphuric
acid from acting fully on the earthy matter, it is customary to use a good proportion of

bone-ash along with the bone-dust, and the absence of gelatine in the former admits of the

acid doing its proper work. Very often, bone- ash is alone used in the preparation of

dissolved B. . and then the manufactured material, containing no gelatine or animal

matter, receives the name of tmperphoxjriiate of lime, or simply, wperpkotpfutte. In place
of bone-ash, much bony matter or phosphate of lime, in the form of Apatite (q.v.! and

Coprolites (q.v.), is now employed in part in the manufacture of some varieties of

dissolved bones. The present value of dissolved B. ranges from 6 to 8 per ton,

according to quality, and they contain from i-0 to 85 per cent of soluble phosphate of

lime, and 15 to 3 per cent of undissolved or insoluble phosphates. Tbismaterial is very
largely employed as a manure in Britain, and is eminently suitable for the cultivation

of the root-crops, such as turnips; niangel-wur/cl. etc.; and. associated with 12 to 20 per
cent of sulphate of ammonia (q.v.), or nitrate of soda, it rivals Peruvian guano in its

fertilizing effects on land where cereals wheat, barley, oats, etc. are growing.

BONES AS MAirtTSE. The employment of hones as a manure is one of the gr< atest

modern improvements in agriculture." They are applied either simply reduced to ;-mall

fragments or a coarse powder called <W'' (lust (q.v.), or. after undergoing chemical

preparations of various kinds, as the basis of highly valuable artificial manures. See

BONF.-ASH. and BONES, DISSOLVED. All the substances which enter into the composition
of bones are desirable additions to the soil, but particularly the phosphates. Phosphoric
acid, usually found in combination with magnesia, and 'more particularly lime, enters

into the structure of every plant and animal: it is a substance, therefore, which cannot

be dispensed with either in the vegetable or animal economy. Being very sparingly
diffused through most soils, it is often essential to add it artificially. The prodiictive-
ness in many districts of Britain had become much impaired by the diminution of

phosphoric acid in the soil, owing to the quantity taken of? in corn, cheese, and the B.

of animals, which were annually raised and exported. The fine red sandstone loams of

Cheshire were comparatively sterile in the end of the last century, which was entirely

owing to the deficiency of phosphoric acid in the soil, no doubt partly to be attributed

to the quantity yearly abstracted by the dairy produce sent to market. So much was
this the ea*e. that a liberal dressing of common or calcined 15. had the effect of at once

doubling the value of the worn-out pastures. In other parts of Britain, however, such

a< the clay-soils of Suffolk which at one time were under dairy-farms the .'oil is rich

in phosphates, and the application of B. as a manure is there attended with little effect.
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It becomes, Ilieroforo. of practical impo*tr.nce to ascertain when this i;
:

;< uld
be added, and when it ia not neee<; ry i<> t\n so. It is important to that

although phosphoric arid i> a- essential to one crop a* to another. \ et some Cl

as turnips, require a far more liberal r fi
f,*itil supply of it than others, or wheat, which

actually require as much to build up their structure. We v. '11 shortly state the prin-
ciples which should regulate the practice of hone-manuring.

All perennial plants, such a< grasses, arc enabled to extract phosphoric acid from tho
soil more readily than annual plants owing to their numerous and well-develop- d
which are ready, even at the beirinning of tin- gn> \\in.u' M-a^ni. to draw suppi
large mass of soil. Grasses, tl.erci'oiv. arc only heneiqted by [ ln^| hone maium .- wlit n
the -oil is more, than usually deficient in pho<phv.tc--. Ii ^ it is

easy to ascertain if a deficiency of phosphoric acid is the cau.-c. hy addkg calcined or

crushed B., and watching their effect. An experiment of this M.'H i- u niu-h better

guide than any analysis of the soil In ('lurhire, the (piantity of P.. appliid to the

pastures is from half a ton to a ton per acre; aud this dressing" will hiht from If.

years.
Wheat, also, from the long time it occupies the ground before it is ready to In-

reaped, ami its slow growth (airing its ( ; , can thrive with a small supply of

pliosphat.-s. Th-'se substances are, therefore. Comparatively seldom applied direct
i_

manure for this crop. So, a'.o, with early-sown oats or barley. \Vhen the e l;:!t'-r

crops, however, are lafesown, an.l the rapidly growing conditions of heat un>. I

exist, phosphates are often app.ied with great In nelit.

It is as an application to the turn ;

;i that phosphoric acid is so marked in i'

even when the soil already contain-; ., in considerable quantity. Tin- reason <: \,

not difticult to trace. The seed of the turnip is small, and it is sown at !..

when the growth is rapid. The seeds themselves have only a limited quant::;,

phatos stored up for the benefit of the root.; and leaves of the \< ung plants. I'nU-s

the roots, therefore, while yet short, nu et with a concentrate d supply, the other

elements of the fool of the plant carbonic acid, water, and ami; ,-ver

abundantly tiiev may K- present, cannot be a->imilatcd. and it-

Besides, a liberal supply of phosphates has the effect of pushing on the turnip 11:

\viieu it is so liable to injury from varion -

The effects of B. as a manure for the turnip are greatly increased by .

'

hem
in sulphuric acid, and manufacturing the soluble superphosphate of !!

such a use of sulphuric acid in 1SJ9, and since then, hundreds of ma:

of this manuie have arisen over the land. The utility of the d'iM-ovi ry. however, is rot

at pres"nt s > Lrr--:i' as is sometimes K -presented, owing to the large supply of
]
!."-;'haiic

guanos now in Hie market. In these the phosphate of lime is in a finely divided

and is readil/ enouirh taken up by plants without being di.-solved by a-'ids.

as the searcfty of guano begins [o be experienced, and its price rises, it \\ill again h-

a ni'.Jch iri\-at''r obi: ci than at present to manufacture superphosphate fivtn mineral j>ho.-

phates or bones. Three to four cwts. of dis>olved B. or of phosphatic guano is thequau-
titv us'.Mily applied to an acre of turnips.
"The value of H. as a manure has been long known in some parts of Tnglan 1. 1:

their u-e was merelv local, until more than two decades of the llMh c. had p

tiiey were merelv broken by a hammer, or rudely or imperfectly (

in ruts where cart-wheels iiiiirht pass over them. The first machines for \<i :

were employed in Yorkshire and Lincolnshire in 1814 or lH."i. and reduced tliei.

to pieces ali'out the size of a walnut, much larger than the eoarsot or "rough" lionr-

du>t now in use. The employment of ihismanure dici not become general i:

till about is:;o. alt!iou-'ii it had been introduced in Kast Lothian some years befcie. It.;

use has uow extended to diifereut parts of the continent of Europe and to IN

BONESET. or TiiounronwoRT. enpatoriiim perfolifttum, a perennial herb growing
in mc.i<t M>il much used in the country as a tonic. It has a Mrong b'.Ucr taste, and is

taken in the form of hot tea to produce perspiration. If very stn

emetic To make B. tea. steep an ounce of dried leaves in a pint of wa'

two hours, and strain. It is often use.i as a substitute for quinine in agues and 1

BONET JOHN P\rr.. a Spaniard of the 17th r., one of the first instructors ,

mute- Only one person before him had been at all successful in the art. and abo

him B does' not appear to have known anything so that lie is really entitled to the

claim of originality in his method, which consisted in imparting m-tructx

id of by the car gestures, writimr. a manual alphabet, and an artitvial pr-

cisiMon beiiVr the iiu-:iiis employed. IFis j.lan is minutely detailed in a volurn.

liahed bv him at Mmlrid in 1680," entitled /, bitmt, !/

hM.ir 1* ./</'/*. Tin- manual alphab,-t now in u-e ai almost all deaf -.

tutions in Kurope and America, differs little from that Introduced by 1;

BONFIRE a tire kindled for some purpose of public rejoicing, usually in nn opon

conspicuous place, as the top of a hill, or the center of a ei

materials consist of tar-barrJ,, coal, and Other combustibles. The pracUce of kindling
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fires of this kind is of so great antiquity in England, Ireland, and Scotland, as to be
traced to panan rites. Sec BELTEIX. It was customary to kindle one of these fires in

token of rejoicing on midsummer eve the evening before the 24th of June, which

day was appropriated by the church for the feast of St. John the Baptist. Reference
is "made to bonfires on this occasion by George in his translation of the poet Naogeor-
gus:

Ttien doth the joyfull feast of John the Baptist take his turne,
When honlires givat, -uith l>ftio flarne, in everie toxvne doe burr.p;
And young men round al-out with maiiK-s doe dance in everie st ret-to.
With garlands wrought of motherwort, or else with vervain sweete, etc.

For much antiquarian lore on this subject, see Brand's Popular Antiquities, edited by
sir Henry Ellis, vol. i. The origin of the word B. has been very puzzling to etymolo-
gists. In Scotland, the popular term is bum-fire er bainjire, which Jamieson says is

apparently a corruption of bailrire, which may be doubted. The most probable etymol-
ogy is the Welsh bun, high, whence ban-ffagl,& lofty blaze, a bonfire. The same hills

that in English are called beacon*, are in Welsh called butt* or vans. In Danish, also,

baun is a beacon, and may be traced in such names as Bahbury.

BON GAR, Bnnyarus orJMnafoAoft, a genus of venomous serpents, allied to the genera
elapis and naja, and distinguished by a much keeled back, which has a row of hexagonal
scales larger than the rest. The head is broad and depressed, with very strong bones.

The species, which appear to be few only two being certainly known are natives of

the East Indies. They are called rock snakes in India. B, annularit, which has the

body surrounded with" rings of black and yellow, attains a length of six or eight feet.

BONGABDIA, a genus of herbaceous plants of the natural order berberidi'ce (q.v.),

natives of the east. One species (B. rauiroljh) produces tubers, which are eaten, either

l>oi led or roasted, in Persia; and the leaves of another (B. chrysuyvtium) have an acid

taste, and are eaten as a salad.

BONGAY', an island of the East Indian archipelago, to the east of Celebes. It

gives name to a group of islets, which supplies the neighborhood with slaves and wood.

BONGO, a people of central Africa in the region between 6 and 8" n., and 27 and
29 e., on the tributaries of the White Nile. They are a short-headed race, of medium
height, reddish-brown complexion, and black hair. They subsist on sorghum, which

they cultivate, fruits, tubers, and fungi that grow naturally, and for meat they eat
any

living creature bird, beast, and reptile except the dog. Tobacco is raised and smoked.

They have no cotton or flax, and for the most part wear no more clothing than an orna-

mental girdle about the loins. They have goats, dogs, and poultry, but cattle and sheep
are rare. Iron is plentiful, and is worked with much skill for use and for ornament.
Iron also forms their currency. They have drums, horns, and stringed instruments, in

which they take great delight. Marriage is by purchase, and no man is allowed more
than three wives. Tattooiugis practiced to some extent. Their sepulture resembles that

of the Peruvians, the corpse being found in a crouching position with the knees drawn
up to the chin; the tombs are frequently marked by rough wooden figures intended to

represent the deceased. Of the immortality of the soul they seem to have no notion;
and their nearest approach to an idea of a Deity is manifested in a vague reverence for

luck; but they believe intensely in goblins and witches in great variety, which are iden-

tified with owls, bats, and other noxious animals. Their language is copious and musi-

cal, abounding in the vowels and .1. and is of simple grammatical structure. They
number less than 100,000, and are subject to the people of Khartoom.

BONHETJR, ROSALIE (more commonly called ROSA), a female French artist, b. at

Bordeaux on the 22d of Mar., 1822. Her first master was her own father, Raymond
Bouheur, an artist of merit, who died in 1853. In 1841, Mademoiselle B. contributed
for the first time two small pictures to the French exhibition.

" Two Rabbits," and
" Goats and Sheep." which indicated the department in which she was to attain such
eminence. These were followed by a succession of highly finished compositions; the

year 1849 producing what some consider her finest picture, "Tillage in Xivernais,"
which has been placed in the collection of the Luxembourg. In 1853, her famous
" Horse Fair" was the principal attraction of the Parisian exhibition; and in 1805 she
sent to the universal exhibition at Paris a new landscape of large dimensions, "The
.Haymaking Season in Auvcrgne." Since 1849, Mademoiselle B. has directed the gratui-
tous school of design for young girls. During the siege of Paris. 1S70-?1. her studio
and residence at Fontaincblcau were spared and respected by special order of the crown
prince of Prussia.

BONHO.MMK, a co. in s.e. Dakota, on the Missouri river; 525 sq.m. ; pop. 70, 608;
'80, 5561. It is an agricultural region. Co. seat, Bonhomme.

BO 'HI, or BO'NY, a kingdom of the s.w. peninsula of the island of Colel>os, in the
South Pacific ocean. It was formerly the most powerful state in Celebes, but since 1^50

has been practically a Dutch dependency. In the n., the scenery is fine, and tl;

fertile rice, sago, and cassia being prod'uced. The inhabitants engage in agriculture
and in the manufacture of cotton, and articles of gold and iron, in which they jiave a

large trade. Their institutions, said to bo very ancient, partake of the character of a
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constitutional monarchy. The British have twice attacked the Bonesc for injuring
their commerce, and selling the crews of British ships into slavery. In tin- second
attack, in 1814, the Bonese king was killed. Pup. 200,000. B., GVLV ov. scparat.
s.e. and s.w. peninsulas of Celebes. It is 200 m. long, and 40 to 80 in. broad. Numer-
ous shoals render its navigation difficult.

BONIFACE, the name of nine popes, most of whom are of no historic note. B. I. (418-
422) was appointed, contrary to canonical rule, by the emperor ThcodoMiis II.. upon
account of prevailing party divisions. He was the first who ; hi>hop of
Koine the title of first bishop of Christendom. Boniface 111., -who v as

j ope c nly for
ten months in the year 607, .vas the first to whom the title of universal bi>hopot ( hiist-
endom was conceded by the Greek emperor (Fhocas). B. V11I.. pjcviou.-U I!, indict

Cajetan, a native of Anagni. was elected pope on Dec. 24, 12i4. Hi-' inaiitiura-
tkm was distinguished by great pomp: the kings <,f Hungary ;n;d H.-ih ht Id the n ins
of his horse as he proceeded to the Lateran, and \vilh their Yiov, us upon their 1

served him at table. He failed, however, in his attempts to as.-crt a feudal M.J < liority
over Sicily, and to exercise his papal authority in the di.-pules l,it\\i(n Fiance anil

England. Philip the fair, of France, sup])orted 'by liis slates and < :.!:,h;t d the

independence of the kingdom, disregarding many bulls and brief:-, a'rd <\<n the M-II-

tence of excommunication to which the p<.pe \
K cccd< <!. I'hilip at hist, \\ith ihe aid of

Italian enemies of B., made him prisoner at Anagui, to which lie l;:d lied; ai.il although
he was liberated by the people of Anagni aft( r t\\o days' imprisomn< nt. be died within
about a month (1303 A.D.), in consequence of having refused food during lluse two
days, through fear of poison. He instituted the Roman Jubilee in the year 1800. If

the charges, however, which Philip the fair brought against B. in self-dcfen.-e viz.,

heresy, simony, licentiousness, etc. were well founded, and regarding tin Moi;d there
can be no doubt, Dante was quite justified in giving him a place in hell Apart from
the question of his personal character, B. was undoubtedly one of those dangerous
ecclesiastics in whose downfall civilization exults. B. IX. (Peter Tomr.celli), a i.ative

of Naples, succeeded Urban VI. as pope at Rome in 1889, whilst Clement VII. was pope
at Avignon. He exceeded all his predecessors in the shameless sale of cceieMi-iical

offices'and benefices, and of dispensations and indulgences, lie acqumd, after a

struggle, a most despotic power in Rome, which he kept in awe by ICitn^.-es: but to

secure himself against external enemies, particularly Louis of Anjou, whose claim to

the crown of Naples he had opposed, he was obliged' 1o jii\e avay part ot hi.- u-rritory
in fiefs, as Ferrara to the house of

E|te.
He died in 1404.

BONIFACE, SAINT, "the apostle of Germany." whose original name vas "Wir fried,

was born in Devonshire, England, about 680. He first entered a n.( i:;.-tery in J-..\ t, r.

at the age of 13, and afterwards removed to that of Nutcell, vhere he taught rhetoric,

history, and theology, and became a priest at the age of 30. At that tin;e, a move m< nt,

proceeding from England and Ireland, was going in for the -nvi isicn of the still

heathen peoples of Europe; in 614. Gallus and Finineran bad been sent to Afcinannla,
Kilian (murdered 689) to Bavaria, Willibrord (died (.6) to the country of the Franks,
Swidvert to Friesland, and Siegfried to Sweden. AVinfricd. also, t< ok the resolution

(71-")) of preaching Christianity "to the Frisians, among -whom it had asjrt found no

entrance. But a war broke out between Charles ]\(artcl i\n\ the king ot the Frisians,

and Winfried returned from Utrecht to his convent, of which he 1;ii:e al.lot. Still

bent upon his design, he repaired to Rome in 718. and received the authorization of

pope Gregory II. to preach the gospel to all the tribes of Ccnrany. He went fiiM to

Thuringia and Bavaria, then labored 3 years in Friesland, m:d traveled through 1

and Saxony, everywhere baptizing multitudes, and HM crating their isolations groves

as churches. In 723, Gregory [L called him to Rome; made him bit-hup, with the name

of Bonifaeius; furnished him with new instructions or canons, and with lour- to

Charles Martel and all princes ai'd bishops, requeuing tlieir aid in i work.

Returning to Hesse (721), he destroyed the objects ot' hiathen worship <: n:ortr which

are mentioned an oak near Geismar, sacred to Tbor. rnd an idol r.:.n .< d
BttifPp,

on a

summit of the Ilarz, still called StufTenberg), four. dec! churches and cf.nve nt-. r.ndcalled

to h;s aid priests, monks, and nuns from England, vh<m he di-trilutcd through. th(

various countries. In recognition of his eminent services, (Ju-cry III. s( nt him (,82)

the pallium, and named him archbishop and primate cf all Cnrr.M-.y. WiUj
1
"W
"J

e.-taldisli bishoprics wherever he saw tit. B. now made a third ;c rrny to R< me(i8o),

and was appointed papal legate for Germany. The bishopi i

Paderborn Wiir/.bunr. Eichstadt, Sal/bur-r. "and several others, owe tin ir siablu

to St. Boniface. The famous abbey of FuMa is also one of his foundations lie \\

named archbishop of Main/, by Pipin. whom he consecrated a- king of the I ranks at

Soissons (V52). and he prestded in the council held at that place. Tn ?i

anew hi- apo.-toiieal labors among the Frisians: and at Dokkum. aboiit

Leeuw-irden in w Friesland, this venerable Christian IK row as fallen uj>< r

of armed heathens, and killed, alomr with the congregation of converts thai were with

him (75.-)) His remains were taken first to Utrecht, then to Main/, and 1 ady t< da.

In the ahbev there are still shown a copy of the gospels written by him, and n

stained with his blood. A collection of his letters, and the canons lu promulgated for
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the discipline of the newly established chir/clvs, have been preserved, and a rc instruc-

tive as io tin' state df Gv-'niKuiy at ihc time. TUeoornpletest edition of the LctU-r-

tola1

) is that of Wiirut \\ein (Mainz, 1789). In 1811. a monument was erected to bt. 15.

on a hill near Altenberga. ia the principality of Gotha. where, according to tradition,
he had erected (724) the lirst Christian church in North Germany. A statin; by Ilcnschel
of Cassel wa^also erected to him in Fuldain 1842. llittberg, Kirckengc*clii<;htt !'

In nil* (vols. i. and ii., Gott. 1845).

BONIFA CIO, STUAIT OF, the modern name of the strait between Corsica and Sar-

dinia. the Fntu/n (JlaUiciun of the Romans. At the narrowest part it is only 7 in. wide.
Tin- navigation is dilh'cun, owing to the great number of rock-;, which, however, are favor-

able to the production of coral, and the coral and tunny fisheries are actively prosecuted.
At the eastern entrance of the strait lie the Bucinaric or Magdalen islands, the

C'tnicularue of the ancients, principally inhabited by Corsicans, but mostly belonging to
Sardinia. The strait receives its name from the small town of BonifaeTo in ( orsica,

strongly situated upon a rocky promontory, with an excellent harbor and 3300 inhabit-

ants. It was a place of much consequence to the Genoese for the security of their

trade in these seas, and a number of very line churches still attest its former greatness.

BONILLO, a t. of Spain, in the province of Albacete, and 34 in. w.u.w. from Alba-
cete. Pop. 5980.

BONIN, or AKCEBISZOP ISLANDS, in the Pacific, stretching in n. Int. between 26
30' and 27 44 . and in e. long, between 142' and 143'. They were disci Y( red in 1827 b\-

capt. Beechey of the Blossom, who took formal possession of them for England. They
would appear to have been then uninhabited, though at one tune a Japanese colony. In
1830, however, Peel island, near the center of the group, was settled, in connection with
the whaling business, by a motley colony an Englishman, an Italian, a Dane, 2 Ameri-
cans, and 15 Sandwich islanders (o men and 10 women) under the auspices of a " union-

jack." The inhabitants adopted a constitution in 1853. Besides pigs, goats, and fowls,
Peel island produces sweet potatoes, maize, onions, yams, pumpkins, melons, lemons,
tobacco, and sugar-cane. Timber also is plentiful, though not of sufficient size for
masts.

BONIN (or ARCHBISHOP) ISLANDS (ante), called by the Japanese OGASAWARA,
after th. daimio who first held them in fief in 1593, or after the navigator of the same
name who visited them later. In 167."), a party of Japanese explorers from Na
visile 1 them, and finding them uninhabited, calk'd them Buniu ("no m.in's"). whence

caour Bonin. lu 1323. capt. Coffin, of the American whaler Tritnxit. landed on the most
southern island, and named it after himself, which capt. Beechey knew when lie arrived
in 1827. In 1854. com. M. C. Perry stocked the island with sheep, goats, and cattle.

and Bayard Taylor wrote a fine description of the groun. In 1877. there were on the
is!. in 1 25 Americans, 17 Englishmen, and a motley company of Hawaiian--, and others,

numbering in all 70 persons. In 1878, it was formally taken possession of. colonized,
and a local government established by the mikado. Coffin island is the sn^gotfd site of
the terminus of the proposed trans-Pacific submarine cable from California to Japan.

BONI TO, a name common to several fishes of the mackerel family, or W"//< ;*r/<frfl

(q.v.). One of these, thynnut pelamyx, sometimes called the stripe-bellied tunny, and of
the same genus with the tunny (q.v.i, is well known to sailors as an inhabitant of trop-
ical seas, and as one of the fishes most frequently seen pursuing the riying-ri.-h. It is

often taken by an imitation flying-fish made to skim along and touch the waves. Its

flesh, although relished by those who have been previously confined to salt provisions,
is dry. It is occasionally but rarely caught on the British coasts. It is a very beautiful

nsh, seldom exceeding 30 in. in length, of a beautiful steel-blue color, darker on the

back, and whitish below. Four dark lines extend along each side of the belly. The
general form resembles that of the mackerel, but i- ie-s compressed. The B. of the

Mediterranean (pclamys xarda} is a fish very similar to Ihis, but of an allied genus. dis-

tinguished by its comparatively large and strong teeth. It has dark trans ver-e bars

reaching from the ridge of the back to the lateral line. It is plentiful in the Black -ea.

The plain B. (aiu-is vulgaris or A. r<'i'ltin>i*) may be distinguished at once from both
of these by its more uniform blue color, without stripes or bands, and by the widely
separated dorsal fins. It has only one row of minute teeth in each jaw. It is found in

the Mediterranean, and in some places seems to bear, in common with the ja.-t-men-

tioned species, the name bonito. Its flesh is lit lie esteemed when fresh; it is generally
used either Baited or pickled. Like mackerel, it putrefies rapidly, unless means are used
for its preservation. This fish has been occasionally caught on the coaM of England.
an 1 one was taken in summer 1859, in a herring-net, off the coast of Banffshire. Another
species of auxin, a native of the West Indian .-cus, equals the tunny in si/.e.

BONN, a t. of Rhenish Prussia, beautifully situated on the left bank of the Rhine. 15

m. above Cologne. Pop. '75. inclusive of the military. 28,114. B. is connected with
I he right bunk of the Rhine only by a ferry, and with Cologne by the railway as well as
the riv.T. The cathedral church is a fine specimen of the last jxTiod of the Homanesijiie
style, and exhibits the transition to the Gothic already begun. B. has considerable
manufactures of cotton goods, earthenware, vitriol, and soap. The neighborhood is
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very romantic. B. is the seat of a number of learned associations and institution-. The
I.copoldinc academy of pliVMcal science, founded at Vienna in lti.V,J. wa- transf.-rrrd to

B. in 1818. It obtained a univer>ity in 17.SO. which, however, was >uppn -

the sway of France; and the present university was founded in 1818. receiving
government the. former electoral palace and other buildings, v,i;h an annual revenue of

nearly lo,000 sterling. There are two theological faculties the one I'roiesUnl, uud the
other Roman Catholic. The uuivcrMt)- had, 1111875, 102 profe>.,ors a::d U-. -;,;n r.-, and
724 students; and among it- professors have been numbered some men of high distinc-

tion, as Xicindir and A. W. Sehlegel. Albert, the late prince con-oii. 'lent

liere. Its clinical establishments are of unu-ual extent, and admirably arranged. It has
a li!;r;:ry of above 200,000 volumes, archa-ological and other collection-, a botani.

den, an observatory, an agricultural school, a rl'.ing-M'hool. etc. 1;. (. :

from /;>'"/.///, one of the castles erccted by the Humans in Germany. It was long the

residence of the electors of Cologne; it was taken from the French in 1C!-''.), a!

bombardment by the elector Frederic 111. of Brandenburg: and in 170:}, it sum-in:
aft r a siege, to the English and Dutch army under M .. It retui

into tiie po.--e.-sion of the elector of Cologne in 171.">, and in 171 ; its fni-titicatiuns

razed. It was acquired by France iu 18U2, and assigned to Prussia iu 1814. liccthoveii

wa> a native of Bonn.

E017NEB, EDMUND, Bishop of London, was b of obscure, and doultfful parcm
about the end of the 15th century. The reputation lie gained at Oxford by his knowl-

edge of the cai on law, recommended him to the notice of \Vol-cy. who promoted him
to several cilices in the church. After the fall of Wolscy, B. to->k an active -hare in the

work of reformation, and. received due promotion from Ilei;ry VIII. In 1 ~rt'-\. \\>

deputed to appear before the pope at .Marseilles, to app.-al for the cxeommuii;
monarch to a general council. The violence of his threats on thi< occa-ion suggested to

his holines- liic titnos of having him burned alive, or thrown into a caldron of melted

lead, so that B. judged it prudent to leave Marseilles without notice. In 1-V10. h-

id-hop of London. The death of Henry cooled his Prote-hiat x.eal; and having
irivcn proofs of his lukewarmness in the cause of reformation, he w;>< at length, in l.~)-H,

committed to the Marshal.-ea, and deprived of his hi.-hopric. Tie D of queen
Marv rolored him to otlice. and gave him the opportunity of revenge, which !.'

- pnv
e re-]iect, to take the oath of supremacy, lie was accord'r. d from hi- bish-

opric, and shut up in the Mar-halsea, where he died iu 1569. While it is right t > remem-

ber with deti.-tation the muitii'.i'e.- of 15. 's cruelties, one al-o ought not to forget that lie

was strict in ca<ti-j:atinir the lax morality of his clergy; that after his return to p

lie remained steadfast to his principles; and that he bore his final misfortune with manly

HT, b. 1824: a printer who established the .' r in ISol,

iractive sv.-tem of advertising accmired for it an Unprecedented eir-

resignation.

iloNXKR, ROBERT,
and by a new and attrac .

dilation. It is a family literarv journal, without advert:

an owner of fast horses", and has had at one time more than a hundred of the most Valu-

able, obtained without regard to cost.

B01TNET, in fortification. 1< a >n,all defense-work constructed at the salient an^l

the da.'is or larirer works. It oo&auUof two Cacea only, with a ])araj..
;

I by II

or 12 broad There i> no ditch. A larger kind, with three salient angles, is called a

priest's 15. . or bonnet tl"' B. is to check the besiegers when they are

attempting to make a lodgment.

BONNET, a coverinir for the head, of which there are many varieties. The French,

from whom we have the word, apply it as v,e do to male as well

V ki'.d of iii"ht-cap is called by them a 15 : as, for example, the &*fl*4nwpr,orinfamO(U

"capof lilK'Ytv" of the revolutionary leaders. The K:iglish B. of former

made 01 cloth '-ilk or velvet. 1 ornamented, according to ihe mean< or t;

of the wearer Tl-is >pecie- of iieao generally supereedetl by the hat. in Hi

eariv part of the Kith c. i but in Scotland, bonnets were universally worn for a eeutury

to two centuries later, and they still remain to a certain extent a national ch.,

From th" frequent notice of !lie blue B. in hi-t. : La *ul in 8Ong. it would -i'ii

that the Scotch were l-n- identilied with this kind of hea.l covering. 1 lu- p. mini" old

B of the Lowland ScoHi.-h pea<antrv was of a broad, round, and Batshap

iiv the f-ice a-id nee:; and of a darl:-blue color, excepting a red ;u!t like a ci.

ton Tii- fabric was of ihirk milied woolen, without >eam or iuiii

durable that, with reasonable care, a >J.K ould bavc noned a man

his whole life Xo headdress ever in-, nt.-d rciild stand so much ron-i,

mi-rht be folded up and p-.H in ,he pocket, Of lai.l Hat and sat upon, with equal u

it ,',,:,rh' be i-\i.i.<ed to .1 h -ivv drei.ciiin- ram without the li.-arl l*ing wetted. and v. :.

l."n'i t was a' -otHlas ever. 'Besides it could. ,

.
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in front, behind, or side-wise, ns a protective against a cold blast: and from its softness
and elasticity, it very fairly saved the head from the effects of a blow. In short, there
was no end to the adaptability of the old

"
braid bannet," as the Scotch termed it; and

one almost feels a degree of regret that, in the progress of fashion, it should have gone
so much out of use. From having been -worn, till comparatively late times, by small
rural proprietors such as owners of a cottage and an acre or two of land it gave to

these local notabilities the distinctive appellation of bonnet tdirds. A lesser and not so
broad a variety of the B. was worn by boys. The Highlanders have long worn bonnets
of the same fabric, but these rise to a point in front, and are without any rim. Such is the

cap now known as the Glengarry bonndt. From time immemorial, these various kinds of
Scots bonnets have been manufactured at Stewarton, a small town in Ayrshire. For-

merly, the Stewarton bonnet makers formed a corporation, which, like other old guilds,
was governed by regulations conceived in a narrow and often amusingly absurd spirit; one
of the rules of the fraternity, however, can be spoken of only with commendation,
for it enforced a certain weight of material in each B., as well ae durability in the color.

An account of this ancient corporation will be found in Cfiambe-rs's J<irii<<i, first series,
vol. v., p. M'3. The bonnets used in the Highland regiments are made at Siewarton
and Kilmarnock; they are usually distinguished by a checkered fillet, being the f> XK-

cheque of the house of Stuart. Latterly, although hats and caps have, to a great extent,

superseded bonnets of the old varieties, the bonnet manufactories of Stewarton have
much increased, and are still increasing. Of the many and ever-shifting varieties of

ladies' bonnets of straw, silk, and other materials, we not need attempt any account.

BONNET, CHARLES, an eminent naturalist and philosopher, b. at Geneva. 13th

Mar., 1720. He was educated for the profession of the law, but devoted himself at a

very early age to the study of natural history. A dissertation on aphides obtained for

him, in 1740. the hon'or of being made a corresponding member of tlie academy of

sciences in Paris. He was soon afterwards occupied in researches concerning polypi,
the respiration of insects, the structure of the tape-worm, etc. lie published his Trnite

iVInsectolorjie, (2 vols., Par.) in 1745. His Recherches *?/? V Usage, dcs I'milics ilc* 1'htntc*,

published in 1754, contained the result of much observation on important points of

vegetable physiology. A severe inflammation of the eyes, putting a stop for two years
to his researches in natural history, gave another direction to his studies, and he pub-
lished several works on psychology, in which materialistic views decidedly prevail: the

body is represented as the original source of all the inclinations of the soul, and all ideas

are referred to -movements of the nervous fibers; but his religious convictions remained

always strong and unshaken, and in his Idees sur I'Etctt Futur d<a A'tnn ]'/r<ix/s, on

Palingeneine Phifazvphique (2 vols., Gen. 1769), he endeavored to demonstrate the reason-

ableness of the Christian revelation. In this work he also maintained the future life of

all living creatures, and the perfection of their faculties in a future state. Lavater
translated the last part of it, and it helped to effect a change in the religious tendencies

of Mendelssohn. His (.'vutidt rations sur Ics C'vrps Organises (2 vols., Gen. 17<>2) is very
much devoted to an examination of the theories of generation. B. was for some years a
member of the great council of his native city. He died on 20th May. 17!C>. In the

latter part of his life, he superintended a collective edition of his own works <S vols. and 18

vols., Neuch. 1779-88).

BONNET-PIECE, a gold coin of James V. of Scotland, so called on account of the king's
head being decorated with a bonnet instead of a crown, as was usual. James V. was the

first Scottish sovereign who placed dates on his money, and the first who diminished the

size of the gold coins "
by increasing their thickness. The most remarkable are those

commonly called the bonnet-pteoes, which were struck of native gold; in beauty and

elegance of workmanship, they approach the nearest to the Roman coins, and very much
su rpass all the coinage nt that period, or ever since." These bonnet-pieces are among
the most valued curiosities of the antiquary.

BONNEVAL, CLATTDK AT.EXANDHE, Count de, also called Achmed Pasha, a French
adventurer, whose history is very extraordinary. He was horn of a noble family at

Coussac, in Limousin, in 1675; proved unmanageable at the Jesuit, college: arid was

placed in the royal marine corps in his 13th year. He was transferred to the guard*;
served with great distinction in Italy and the Netherlands; but having been refused

promotion, upon account of some excesses of which he had been guilty, lie behaved with

great insolence to the minister at war. and was therefore condemned to death by a court-

martial. Foreseeing this result, he fled to Germany, where, upon the recommendation
of prince Eugene, he obtained employment in the Austrian service. He now fought
against his native country, distinguished himself by many daring exploits, was raised to

the rank of lieut. field-marshal, and bore a principal part under prince Eugene in

the war between Turkey .ind Austria. But when residing at Vienna, after the peace of

Passarowitz. he made himself very disagreeable to the prince, and was therefore sent,

in 17~o. as master-gen, of ordnance to the Netherlands, where he soon got into a scan-

dalous quarrel with the governor, and was brought to trial, and condemned to death by
a court-martial. The emperor commuted the sentence to one year's imprisonment : and

upon condition of never again setting foot upon German soil, he was conveyed across

the Tyrolesc f i ontier. He went to Constantinople, was cordially welcomed, 'became a
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Mohammedan, took the name of Achmod, was made n paslm of three tails, was employed
in organizing the Turkish artillery after the European manner, acl.irvrd su

general of a division of 20,000 men in the war of the Porte with Russia, and ar:

the victorious career of the Persian usurper, Tliama^p Iviili Khan. For this -ervi.

sultan appointed him governor of Chios; but his own imprudence, and the envv of
others, caused his removal from this otlice. He now thought of leaving Turkey. "hut
died at Constantinople on 27th Mar., 1747. The memoirs published a- his are spurious.

BOXXKVILLK, BKN.TAMIN L. E.. b. France about 1711."). a graduate of West Point.
In 1820, he was constructing a military mad in Mississippi; next on fro;. tier duty, and
in 1831 started on ah exploring expedition to the Rocky mountain- beard
from for several years. lie .-erved in the Florida and MV.\ic:in wai the grade
of col., and in isfjl was retired on account of disability, but served during the civil

war as superintendent of the recruiting service in Mi-souri. 1 n. in
lS(>r>. Wa>!i!.'gton Irving edited tits Adventtirtt of Cap .

-
A., in (he

Itucky M<!/itniiin uml the Fur Went.

BOXXIVAPiD. FUANC_OIS DK. 1496-1570: the "
prisoner* ( f Chillon." Ilewasedu*

at Turin, and in !.ViO succeeded to the priory of St. Victor, near Geneva. He upln
cause of the Gencvese against the (hike of bavoy, and when the duke took the city lit:

was imprisoned for two years. Being liberated, lie returned to hi> priory; but in

while traveling in the service of the republic, he was captured by robbers, and given to

his enemy the duke, who imprisoned him in the castle of Chillon until lo.Jii, when he
was liberated by the Bernese and Genevese forces. lie returin d to Gi :n va (which city
was now entirely emancipated), and enjoyed the honors and rewards due to hi- patriot-

ism, being made one of the council of two hundred. He was the author ot a hi-tory of

Geneva, and left his books and manuscripts to that town.

BOXXY( ASTLK. <'HAUU-;S, 17H2-1S40; b. in England; son of John, the Engii-h.
mathematician. lie a isted in compiling h;s father's text book-, and was the tir.-L

professor of natural philosophy in the university of Virginia, and a!-o professor of
mathematics. He wrote Imlnciire. (i, /// In/, and -everal paper.- on sen ntiiie topics.

BONNYCASTLE, JOHN, long professor of mathematics at the royal military academy.
Woolwich, is well known as the author of many excellent elemental 'iietly

mathematical. He was born at Whitchurch, Buckingham-hire, and d.- iwicli

ia is.'l. HU /.'.-.' .,.-;' A '.',-'//(f(2 vols. Svo, lsl;j> is .-elected by a capable critic, from

among his other works, as specially deserving of commendation.

BONNY RIVER, a river of Guinea, w. Africa, forming the ratern debouchure of

the Xiger, and falling into the bight of Biafra, in about lat 4 :>0 n. nnd long. 7 Hi'

east I' i< at -.-^ihle at all times of thef.de to vessels drawing as much as IS !<

and safe anchorage at all season- of the year is found within its bar. Its hanks arc low,

swampy, and uncultivated. On the e. side, near Us mouth, is the town <! Bonny, long
notorious as the rendezvous of slave-trading ships. It exports considerable quanti;

palm oil.

BONPLAND, AIMK. an eminent botanist, was born at La Rot-hello. France. A'.;
-

1773. Havini: studied medicine and botany at Pans, he accompanied Alexander von
Humboldt 1:1 17W to America, where they Traveled nearly live year-, mo-tly in M
and the And <. during which time 15. collected 6000 new" specks of plants After his

return, he was appointed, in ISO I, director of the garden-;;! Navarre and Malmaison,
and published :id and valuable botanical worns.

Pa-. l^iS-16. with 140 copper plat ifilit',

d, < .!,' etc. (2 vols.. Par. 1S09-K5. with 120 copper-plates): and <n (Its

p{(i, t !>-< ra '' Wttiiifiixon (11 numbers. Par. 1M: 1

-

1
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plate-t. He went to Buenos Ayres in 1816. with a collection of European plan;

fruit-trees, was favorably received by the government, and named prot'e---or of natural

history. After remaining at Buenos Ayres about rive years. B. undertook an expedition
ii'iitifie di-cove-v un the Parana, with the view of pro^-cutim:

t!ie Andes. acrO: ' ui C'haco desert : but Dr. Francia. then dictator of

instead of u:\-inr him permission to cross the country, arrested him. after killing

of his me: >\ him jirisoivr for about nine years, notwithstandrng the efforts of

the British -rovernment. at the instigation of Humboldt. to obtain hi-

detained bv Dr. Francia. he acted as physician of a garrison. <t! the -Jd of Feb..

he obtained his liberty, and traveling southward, settled on the southern boundary of

Brazil, near the e:;-t"ni bank of the river Vruiruay. and in the vicinity of ;! -mall town

of San Borja. Here he resided until ls.'>:!. taking great interest in cultivating and pro-

moting the cultivation of Paraguay tea. and with no desire to ret urn to Europe. I:.

he removed to a l.ir-."-r e-iate at' Santa Anna, where lie busied him-eif in <

oran_ hisown plantiaf. In 1887, be wrote to Hum! :;t to

carry his collect ion- and manuscripts to Paris, io deport them in the must-urn tben

that'after a short stav in France, he intended to return to Santa Anna. 'I:

his death in 1S5S prevented him from accomplishing. 1

collected in his travels \vi;h Humboldt. have n to the world by Kuuth in his

.fi, I'iatttarum (I'l vols., Par. Iblo-'J-j, with 700 p!.;k
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BONUS, a special allowance, or c:;tra clividciul, to the shareholders of a company. If

t!i;' previous dividend has hem 4 per cent on the eapiu:!. and it' the profits of the current

year admit of 5 per cent, a formal dividend of that amount would commit the company
t > a like dividend in future; and to prevent Mich a precedent, 4 per cent is declared, and
a 11. of 1 per cent.

BON7IIAD, or BOXHARD, a market t. cf Hungary, in the colony of Tolna, 20 m. n.e.

from Fimfkirchen. Pop. '09, 5610.

EONT PIKE, Lcpidonteus, an interesting genus of fishes, being one of the few existing
genera belonging to an order, ganoid Jix/tev (q.v.), of which the fossil forms are extremely
numerous, and the only existing genus, which, upon account of the number and arrange-
ment of the hones of the head and other peculiarities of the skeleton exhibiting a resem-
blance to reptiles, is reckoned among *///>/.'<? Jishm (q.v.). The body is covered with a
case of dense bony square scales, so fitted together as to form a complete coat of mail.

The vertebrae are articulated by ball and socket, and the head is capable of a degree of

motion upon the trunk very remarkable among ti.shes, and compensating for the general
M.iffncss of the mailed body, the skeleton of which is also bony, and not cartilaginous
The snout is elongated, and the edges of the jaws are furnished with long teeth, the

breadth of the snout in some of the species giving it a resemblance to that of the pike.
The tail is lieteroccrcal, or unsymmetrical, the caudal rays being inserted not equally
above and beneath the termination of the vertical column, but only at and beneath it, a

character much more common, in fishes of the old red sandstone than in those of the

present period. The species of this genus are pretty numerous, attain a large size, and
are found in the rivers and lakes of the warm parts of America. They are much esteemed
for the table.

BONZES, the Japanese priests of Fo or Buddha. The name is from the Japanese
Jli'xxit. It was extended by the Portuguese to Buddhist priests in other countries, but

particularly to the Chinese. See JAPAN and BUDDHISM.

BOO BY, S/ila fuxca, a species of gannet (q.v.) which has received this name from
its apparent stupidity in allowing itseTf to be knocked down with a stick or taken by the
hand. Accounts differ very much, however, as to this character of the B., some repre-

senting it as singular in not taking alarm or becoming more wary even when it has li.-id

reason to apprehend danger from man; others, as Audubon, asserting in such a m-uiner
a* apparently to place it beyond dispute, that it does learn to l>o upon its guard, anil even
becomes difficult to approach within reach of shot. The B. is not quite so large as us

congener, the common gannet or solan-goose, and, like it, is a bird of powerful wing,
and feeds on fish, which it takes by diving in the sea, observing its prey as it sweeps
along the graceful and varying flight, sometimes at a height of only a foot or two from
the surface of the water, sometimes 20 yards above it. and plunging suddenly to seize it.

It is sometimes taken, like the gannet, by means of a lish fastened to a board, through
which it drives its bill, as it dashes at tlie bait. The B. is of a blackish -brown color,

whitish beneath; its colors are subject io some variation, and in young birds a general
brown color prevails; the sexes diil'er very little, except that the female is not quite so

large as the male. It is found on almost all tropical and sub-tropical shores, and some-
times even 200 in. from laud. On the c. coast of North America, it reaches about as far

n. as cape Ilatleras, but is much more abundant further s., great numbers breeding
0:1 the low islands off the coast of Florida. The nest is often placed upon a low bush,
and "is large and flat, formed of a few dry sticks, covered and matted with sea-weeds
in great quantity." It contains only one egg or young one at a time. The expansibility
of the gullet enables the B. to swallow fishes of considerable size. The bill, which is

straight, conical, ami longer than the head, opens beyond the eyes, as in the rest of this

gi nus. The B. is much persecuted by the frigate bird vq.v.) and man-of-war bird (q.v.).

more powerful birds and of swifter night than itself, A\ liich often compel it to disgorge
for their use the prey which it has just swallowed. The flesh of the 11., although iMiim--

times eaten by sailors, is dark-colored, and not very agreeable. Bligh and hi- com-

panions, in his" long boat voyage, found one or two which they captured a providential

supply of food.

BOO BY ISLAND, a level rock in Torres straits, in hit. 10 86' s., and long. 141 r>:i .-. .

.1 ft. in height, and i m. in diameter. Being, of coarse, highly dangerous to navL
and destitute of resources of its own, it is said to be pretty regularly supplied with pro-
visions and water by parsing vessels, for the benefit of such as may be cast ashore on it.

BOODROOM, BOTTDROTTir, or BODEUN, a seaport t. in Asiatic Turkey, in the pa-hahe
of Anatolia, finely situated on the n. shore of the gulf of Kos. alxmt 96 m. s. of Smyrna,
in lat. 37

C
2' n., and long. 27 25' east. It is an uninviting place, its streets being nar-

row and dirty, and its bazaars of the worst class; but as the site of the ancient //

. the birth-place of Herodotus and Dionysius, it possesses- great interest for the

t-'-n'eler. Many remains of the old city, which was "the largest and strongest in all

("aria." bear witness to its former magnificence. A fortress, built by the knights of

llhodes in 1402, occupies a projecting rock on the e. side of the harbor, which is shallow
but well sheltered, and resorted to hv Turkish cruisers. Some ship-building is earned
ou. Pop. stated at about 11,000.



BOOK, a distinct literary production in one or more volumes; but the term B is also
applied to a treatise, or group of chapters, forming a part of a volume, and traditionally
it signifies a narrative, or record of some kind in the form of a roll: "Lo, a roll of a
book was therein; and he spread it before me; and it was written within and without "

hzfk. n. 9, 10. The term has a similar meaning in English law phniM ol^y " In the
court of exchequer, a roll was anciently denominated a book, and so continues in some
instances till this day. An oath as old as the time of Edward I. runs in this form ' \nd
you shall deliver into the exchequer a book fairly written.' etc., but the R delivered
into the court in fulfillment of this oath has always been a roll of parchment." Godson
and Burke On the L<t<r ,//' I\iti-ntx and Copyright* "(Loud. 1851, p. 85

The word B. is from the Anglo-Saxon boc, and, with some'modifications of spelling
is common to all the Teutonic and Scandinavian languages (Ger., bitch; Dutch, //). It
is believed to be derived from the same root as t>ch (Angl.-Sax. b>*-; Qer. buche; led.
/*//Av; Dutch, />< <i k< ), the earliest writing among those nations having been executed on
the inner bark of the beech-tree, or perhaps carved on Ix-ech boards. The Creek word
for aB., biblot, or more commonly, billion, is derived from the F.iryptian appellation for
the plant papyrus (q.v.). The Latin word Wxr, aB., is derived t'rom the name of th
cellular tissue of the papyrus, instead of the plant itself. By the (Jieeks. a collection
of books was called mMtotheca, and by the Romans, llhnrin; hence the French term
bibliotfaqite, and the English word ti/>r<iry; hence, also, the ////,/?//, or l*>ok- writers, and
bit)liupoltt\ booksellers, of the Romans. Properly prepared in long strip-, the papyrus
was wound round small cylinders, or rollers, which in Latin were styled r<.i>n,

hence the English word volume. As the papyrus has al> given the term paper to th

moderns, it has played an imixirtant part in the naming of what concerns book-. Be-idca

papyrus, however, the ancients used parchment and other materials for the fabrication
of their books; and when, by the capture of Egypt by the Arabs in the Tthc., the papy-
rus plant could no longer be procured, parchment was the material generally employed.

By the Romans after the Augustan age, the art of fabricating books teachi d a degree
of proficiency, along with the advancement in literature. The papyrus \\ as carefully
prepared; one side was reserved for the writing, and the other was colored with saffron
or cedar oil. The writing was effected by a pen made of a reed (calamv*), of which the
best kinds were supposed to be found in Egypt. The ink ((itrainentinn) was \t ry dura-
ble. In several rolls found at Ilcrciilaneum, the Roman ink after lx.-ing interred many
centuries, is still in good preservation. AVhen a Roman author wished to give his book
to the world, a copy was put into the hands of transcribers (lil>mrn\, by whom a certain
number of copies were produced. From these transcribers, who were equivalent to our
modern printers, the copies passed to a class of artists (libra noli), who ornamented
them with fanciful titles, margins, and terminations. The rolls were finished for use by
the bibliitper/i, or book-binders; and last of all. they were offend lor -ale by the />tt>/i]iol<r,

or book-sellers. A copy of one of the esteemed productions of a Roman author as, for

example, a copy of Virgil or Horace was an elegantly done-up roll, about 13 in. in

depth, wound round a cylinder, the two ends of which were decorated with ivory or metal
knobs. Outside, it bore various decorations along with the title, and for safety was put
in a neat case of parchment or wood, which also bore sundry ornamental devices, includ-

ing perhaps a ]M>rtrait of the author. A book-seller's shop in ancient Rome would prob-

ably show a collection of scrolls, less or more ornamented, not unlike in appearance to ,

modern small maps mounted on rollers; and in this form books would be handed about .

and read. Prized for their rarity and costliness, these scroll books were kept with great
care in cases, or round-shaped boxes with lids, made of cedar; the odor of that wood 1

being a preservative against moths and other destructive in.-rcts. Romans with a liter-

ary taste carried one of these boxes of scrolls with them as a portable library. A public.-

librarv compiled a larire variety of these boxes, and mnst have had the appearance of .'

a collection of round canisters.
'

Yd the Romans did not invariably make their hooka-

in rolls; m some instances, they used leaves of lead, which had been beaten thin with, a*

hammer, and also leaves of wood covered with wax; these h-o-ely connected at the bact,

with rinirs. mav be viewed as the rude original of the modern book. At 1 b -reulaneusfc,

books of Ibis kind, called tablets, have been discovered in perfect preservation.
In producim: books during the middle ages, the plan of rolls \\as di.-mi>-< d. and that

of leaves sewt ;1 together and inclo-ed in boards came generally into use. The m:r

emploved was si ill parchment, prepared from the .-km- of -oats, sheep, deer, and

animals ; for although the art of makimr paper was known in the Jitli C., this new mate-

rial came slowly into use. The fabricators of the books were for the most part different

orders of monks, more particularly the Benedictines (q.v.). a learned and industrious

body of men. whose peaceful establishments were long the great c. nters whence litera-

ture was dispersed in ages of intellectual darkness : , M d social disorder At the hi

the book manufacturing department in the monastery was the armarian, who, U-sidea

taking charire of the library, srave out books to be copied, along with the pens. mJy. and

parchment required by the" transcribers. Some of the monks \\eie allowed to !ru;:.-uribe

in the solitude of their cell*, but the business of transcription was iy in

an apartment called the Krrii>t<>ri>nn. which was provided with ranges ot desk* and

forms There the scribes or copyists, wlio were under strut regulations -ping

silence, carried on their tedious 'but useful labors. The writing was effected in di-
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tinctly formed letters in an old character; regularity in the lines and pages being secured

by previous ruling. There was an injunction that no one should on any account alter a

single letter or word, without the sanction of the superior. "With ali the care that was
bestowed, however, errors crept in, and were repeated from copy to copy, some of which
mistakes have sorely puzzled the scholarly inquirers of later time-;. There was a divi-

sion of labor in the monasteries. To some of the monks was assigned the duty of throw-

ing in embellishments. With leaf-gold and brilliant water-colors, they adorned tile-

devotional works, lives of saints, and copies of the Scriptures with pictorial illustra-

tions and fancifully illuminated letters at the beginning of chapters. By another class

ef these monkish artists, the books were bound in styles suiiaMr to the quality of the,

works. In many instances, the binding was superb. The hoards of wood, covered
with leather or velvet, were decorated with precious stones and devices in metal; and in

front, the volume was held together with clasps of gold or silver gilt. Skelton. the poet-

laureate, in his Garland of Laiirel, written about the year 1510, rapturously alludes to

the splendid bindings of those old times:

With that of the boke losende were the claspis:
The margent was ilhunyuid all with golden rallies

And )>ysf. enpieturid with givssuppes and waspis,
With buttertlyis and T"rr-.he"iweoke taylis,
Enttorid with' tlowris and slyniy snaylis:
Envivid [emiiuid] picturis well towchid andquikly;
It would haue made a man hole that had be right sekely,
To beholde lio.v it was garnisshyd and bounde,
Encouerde oner with golde of tissew fyne:
The claspis and bully jus were worth a thousande pounde;
With balassis* and chArbUnclea the borders did shyne;
With aurum mustrumt euery other lyne
Was wrytin:

" A book usually known by the name of Tcxtii* Kt-nrtns Cuthbrrii, preserved in the

Cottouian library, is a fine specimen of Saxon caligraphy and decoration of the 7th

century. It was written by Eadfrid, Bishop of Durham; and Ethel woid. his suet-

executed the illuminations, the capitals, and other illustrations, with infinite labor and

elegance. Bilfrid, a monk of Durham, covered the book and adorned it with gold and
silver plates set with precious stones. We find also that Dageus. a monk who flourished

in Ireland in the early part of the 6th c., was a skillful caligraphist, and manufactured
and ornamented binding in gold, silver, and precious stones." H<iii.-ri'x [n-i'iirtjinbithe

Book* of the Ancients (Lond. 1843). Books of a common quality were plainly bound
in parchment, and instead of clasps they were tied in front with thongs. In order to

enable monasteries to sustain the expense incurred by their book-fabricating establish-

ments, they were occasionally endowed with lands by'pious laymen, the bequests l>eing

expressly for
"

the making and mending of books." Among the works produced were

copies of the Scriptures, in whole or in part; breviaries or books of prayers u-ed in the

church services; missals, psalters, books in philosophy, and copies of the Greek and
Latin classics and fathers; also legends of the saints. Books of history, poetry, romance.

etc., were less commonly transcribed; though, from the extent of some of the meduvval
libraries, these and various other subjects were not neglected. Indeed, but for the

monks we should have possessed scarcely any chronicles of the middle ages; nor are w
less indebted to them for the preservation of those classics which are now habitually
used in our colleges and academies.

The method of dispersing the books was not less remarkable than that of their tran-

scription. Some of the books were sold at exorbitant prices; some were executed to the
order of kings, nobles, and church dignitaries; some were exchanged: and some found
their way into the hands of the stationarii, or dealers in books, in the principal cities It

was customary to lend books for transcription, under an agreement to receive an addi-

tional copy on their return. In all cases of lending books, penalties were stipulated to

be paid in the event of their not being restored. Latterly, there sprang up a praetiev
among the stationarii of Paris, and some other cities, of lending out books, at tvrtain

rates, on the principle of a circulating library (q. v.), by which means the poorer c!

students and others were accommodated. In these later times, aNo, as we approach the

period when printing superseded transcription, the process of copying books began t

be undertaken by lay scribes for a livelihood, of which there were examples in London.
To the monks, however, and also to some orders of nuns, belongs the unspeakable merit
of having not only supplied the religious orders with the books which were in daily ust- ,

but those which replenished the libraries of the learned and wealthy, until their inge
nious craft was supplanted by that of the printer and bookseller. In the hLr h<

monasteries there were libraries of from 500 to 1,000 volumes; but many of the poorer
conventual establishments could boast of no more than from 20 to 80 books. In the list

of effects which belonged to a monastery in Scotland St. Serf, on an islnnd in Loch
Leven there appear only 16 books: and yet, in this poorly provided insular establish

ment, the prior, Andrew" Wimotin (1430). completed hi< Or//:,

a work in verse, which is not less valuable as a picture of ancient manners than as a

specimen of the attainments of the old monkish writers. But there are said to have

* BalHRRis rnhlen.
+ Aurum mujicuwi -mosaic gold.
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been instances of a greater scarcity of book* than in St. Serf's. Often, only two or
three breviaries and missals, a psalter; and a copy of tin- Gospels, were all the
tramed by a religious house. The postenkn of an entire copy of tlie Scripture
Latin version of St. .Jerome) gave immense importance to a monastery or church.
was this surprising, when the enormous labor of traiiM ril.in^ a Hi bje, letter hy letter,
is considered. Alcuin. a native of England, ajid one of the most industrious aiid hiL-e-

mous monks of his time, occupied himself from about 77* to suo A.DL, a
B]

years, in making u copy of the Bible for the emperor Charlemairnc. This aiicieni and
extremely interesting monument of piety and labor is now in the British j<.lu-cum. which
became possessed of it for the sum of L'7."io. The museum is also enriched with a variety
of missals and other works executed by the monks, in the

]

pns-ible to form a correct idea of the value put upon books, even of a common order, or
of the prodigious care which was taken of them, during the middle age.-. To pp
them from embezzlement, they were in some cases chained to shelve-; and reading <.

and in the dwellings of nobles, a volume might be seen chained to a table in tin: hall,
tor the use of such members of the family as were able to read.

The establishment of universities in the 1','th c. greatly stimulated the manufacture
of books by transcription;, more particularly < DCS and philosophical tn

that were required- by students in the colleges. The anxiety of the authorities in

schools of learning to insure accuracy in the text-books, as well as to prevent the

Ijooks of an improper kind, led to the establishment of censorships and privileges which
interfered with the preparation of, and trallic in, books, long after the invention of print-

ing. Unfortunately, while this art was superseding the ancient process of transcription,
the ci.'iivulsions consequent on the reformation caused an enormous destruction of

books. In England, tlie libraries of monasteries, rcproeming the labor of a thousand

years, were mercilessly destroyed on the spot, or carried off and consumed in base pur-

i,
without a thought as to their value. In Scotland, the monastic libraries which

had escaped the ravages of Danish and other invaders, were similarly de-Toyed.
sani" fate overtook the ancient monastic libraries of France at the revolution. See

LlHKAKIES.
In consequence of these deplorable events, as well as the pcrishableness of books,

copies of works prior to the invention of printing exist only as ran- and valuable curi-

osities. Even of the early printed books, there are comparatively fe\v copies extant.

In England, books of improved typography and binding, adapted for ordinary lib;

date no further back than the reign of queen Anno. In proportion as literature has

been popularized, books have diminished in bulk and eostliiu-s. In the Kith and
17th centuries, the ordinary siy.es of books were folio and quarto; :>.:id as works of

these huge dimensions embraced light as well as much ponderous literature, a popular

poet, uses no metaphor, when he observes that ladies read the "hooks they could not

lift." The dignified quarto survived in imaginative literature even till our own times;

for it was in "this costly form that the early editions of the po.'t-y of Scott, Byron,
and others made their appearance. Excepting for special purposes, all such lariri'

sizes are happilv superseded by octavos and still le>ser-siz- d book<. Forms and

prices are no longer for the few, but for "the million." And copies of the Kihle,

instead of being chained to shelves and desks, and hcin<: valued at hundreds of pounds,
ure now scattered in myriads at the ca-y charge of a shilling.

The dimensions of printed books are regulated by the size find form of the

sheets of paper of which they are comp< -ed. A sheet, being folded in the middle,

form- two leaves, or four pace's: and a hook of this si/e is called a toiio. When the

sheet is atrain folded, so a> to make four leaves, or ciiriit paires. it form- a quarto. The

quarto, beinir folded across so as to make eight leaves, or sixteen pages, forms

an octavo. By folding the sheet into twelve leaves, or twenty-tour pa_rc--. we make

a duodecimo: and if into eighteen leaves, or thirty-six pages. w- form imo.

Below this there are small books of different denominations, and which are

(spoken of as pocket editions. Booksellers are accustomed, in speech, to Anglicize the

terms for the si/es of books, with little regard to the proper terminations as 4to.

Hvo. T,'mo. ISm .'mo. 4Smo. eta Fora long period, printing-paper was made

chiefly of three si /.is. respectively called royal, demy, and crown: and according as any
one of these was employed, the size of the book was large or small. Demy. 1m"

was the most commonly used, and the demy 8vo may lx- said to have become the estab-

lished form of standard editions of hooks. "As by means of the
paper-making

machino,

paper is made in webs, and can be cut into every imaginable si/.e of : as pn

ing-machines can print very lanre surfaces, the siz.es of books are now con

arbitrary though, for convenience, the old names remain, with the difference, that

instead of the 12mo, a not very dissimilar si/e. called the post-8vo, has come extensively

into use. The size of the present work is lanre royal 8vo.

A thin kind of book, consisting of a few sheets -ewed or stitched together, witliou

boards, is called a pamphlet a term supposed to IK- derived from the French wor.

filet "by a thread" The French term /,><///;> (from brother, to rtitch), signifying

pamphlet is coming into use; as also the French word lirrai#m, signifying a por

a book (group of volumes) published separately. For an account of the

traffic in books, we refer to the article BOOK TIIADE.
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BOOKBINDING, the art of connecting together in a durable and convenient
manner the several parts of a book. The craft of the bookbinder is older than
that of the printer. As noticed in the preceding article, the Romans had their

bihliopfr/i for doing up their books in rolls; and during the middle nges, the

binding of books in a square form was executed by certain orders of monks.
As the first style of typography was an imitation of the penmanship employed in

Bibles and Missals, so was the binding of the first printed books only a copy of what
had been usual in doing up volumes of manuscript. But as printing greatly multiplied
books, binding got out of the hands of the monks and other ingenious men A\ ho had
hitherto carried it on, and assumed the character of a widely dispersed mechanical
art. which, like other useful arts, has gone on improving till the present day It says
little for the taste or tact of the Germans, that they, the inventors of printing, should
have long since been left behind, not alone as regards typography, but binding, and
everything else connected with the preparation of books. The French have exerted
their fine artistic taste in binding, and take the lead in this branch of art among
continental nations. In the French language, the term relieur, used for bookbinder, has

oddly enough the same root as rdigion (religo, to bind again). To the English belongs
the merit of carrying the art to a high degree of perfection; for no bookbinding m
the world excels that of London in solidity, elasticity, and elegance the three great

requisites of a well-bound book which have been arrived at, not less from skill in

manipulation, than the excellence of tools, and the prices which are ungrudgingly
paid by wealthy book-fanciers. Reaching this advanced stage, bookbinding forms
a regular craft, distinct from printing and bookselling, though in country towns it is

sometimes united with these professions. Properly conducted, it is divided into the
three departments of preparing, forwarding, and finishing; but in these there are many
subdivisions of labor, a few ot which may be referred to.

On coming from the press, sheets are first dried by being hung on poles for a length of

time, and then smoothed by pressure, singly, between glazed mill boards in a powerful
hydraulic press. They are next collated or arranged in distinct books in quires, in which
form they are delivered to the publisher. If, however, for immediate sale in "cloth
boards," the sheets are transferred in masses from the printer to the hinder, and treated

as follows: The first operation is to fold the sheets, by means of a small instrument called

a folder. The object is to fold down the different pages so as to fall on one another; and
on the perfect accuracy with which this is performed depends the proper binding of the
InMjk. Though machines for folding have been invented, and for some kinds of work
prove satisfactory, much of this operation is still performed by hand: usually the work
is done by girls. After being folded, the sheets of the book are gathered and collated

according to the "
signatures,

"
A, B, etc. , which are printed at the bottom of the first

page of each sheet. The books so made up and completed, are now prcsst-d to a proper
solidity, by being placed in quantities in a hydraulic press. The next process is to saw
indentations in the back of the book, preparatory to sewing. If only a few volumes are

to be sawed, the operation is executed with a tenon saw; when, however, there are large
numbers, the books are placed on a machine with revolving saws, which instantaneously
effect all the indentations. The books are next sewed on a frame, each sheet being
attached by a thread to cords across the back. The sewing, though sometimes done by
a machine" is chiefly executed by girls. On being removed from the sewing-frame, the

book receives its "waste papers," which are pasted to the back on each side. The book
is now "

trimmed," by being cut on the edges by a knife-apparatus. In some instances,
this is effected by the plough-machine on the screw lying bench; in others, the books are

piled on a machine, beneath a broad knife, which descends like a guillotine, and a large
number are cut with amazing expedition. The books are next glued on the back, to

impart a certain degree of firmness. After this, they are "backed" by means of a
machine, which imparts a certain roundness to the back, and at the same time gives :-, >eat

for the boards. The book, with a slip of canvas pasted on the back, is now ready for

receiving the boards, which are previously exit in large quantities by a machine.
The preparing and attaching of the cover forms the final stage of the process. For

the whole of the class of boarded books we have been describing, there is a method of

making "cases." A case consists of cloth or paper pasted on two boards, the distance

of the boards from each other being equal to the thickness of the book. Tlie case being
finished, receives the book, to which it is attached chiefly by pasting it to the canvas of

the back and the blank or waste paper on each side. When the cases are in paper, they
are at once applied in this manner, and the books may be said to be finished and ready
for sale. Such is the mode of doing up that prodigious host of flashily covered volumes
which forms a leading product of the cheap press. If the cases are in cloth, there are

additional manipulations, in all of which machineiy is employed.
Formerly, the ornamental and other work on the outside of books was executed in a

tedious and expensive way by hand. Now, the operation, at least as regards cloth boards,
is done by two or three impressions in a steam -wrought arming press; not more than half

a minute being employed to do what in the olden time would have occupied a week.
This improvement, the greatest in the art of book binding, has been facilitated by an
advance in the artistic skill of designers, by advancements in the art of die-sinking, and by
corresponding adaptations of machinery the whole united working towards an end.
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When it is deemed necessary, for the sake of attractiveness, to stamp a peculiar device
on the covers of a book, of which thousand* are required, the d'-iini i- iviVrred :

artist, who, devoting himself to this branch of his profession, devises oomething appro-

priateand original. His doign, drawn on paper, i- cut in brass or steel: and mis. in tlie

form of a metal block, gives the .-tamp at a blow by the arming-press. \Vheu llie <:

is to be gilt, leaf-gold is previously applied. The block Ix-ing heated, inve- ;i linn ami
clear impression. Such is the expeditious method of titling and ornamenting with blank
and gold tooling the cloth-covered books that are now generally in use.

Books hound in leather, of course, go through a more slow and careful process o!" for-

warding and linishing. Formerly, the folded -beets were beaten with a broad -laced

hammer on a stone, hut now they are squcc/ed between steel roller*, to Lri\e them the

required solidity. The sewing, gluing of the back, baekii.g singly with a hammer, and
the other manipulations which follow, are all effected with great deliberation and nici iy;
and in this d.-partiucnt of binding tlie highest clas* of operatives are employed. At one

time, the titling of bound books was executed hiter by letter, ami comparatively
men had sufficient skill and steadine-s of hand to produce good work. Now. lett'Tin:

is sometimes done by means of metal types put togcllu r in a -mail ca-e; though, when
numlRM's are to be executed, the title is cut in block. It is usual also to apply .-tamps in

block to the sides of bound books, and to leave only the liner and .-mailer tooling to be

done by hand. Vet, although greatly a. isted by new mechanical contrivance*, the

finisher must needs be a kind of arti-t. Coining to his hands tlat ami solid, and with its

joints well formed, through the previous care ni tin- forwarder, he d< liver- the book a

perfect work of art. It opens ea-ily, and lie* ilat out without any -train; its hinge.* are

finely formed without crease; and on back, edges, and side.-, the tooling claim.* mathe-

matical precision.
A method of fixing together the leaves of a book by means of caoutchouc, or India

rubber, instead of by sewing, has been invented. The sheets are cut into leaves, aud

the back edges, being laid evenly, receive a solution of this tenacious materia'.. As

each leaf is held merely by the caoutchouc which adheres to it. the book can bemad" \ >

lie very flat; but this new kind of binding is only employed for nrip-. or bo.

plates, and does not seem likely to come into general use. Another novelty in hi.

is the substitution of wood for p -.stchoard boanU in imitation of books of :c

date. Applied only to some cosily books of a fanciful kind, this mu-t be

sidered to be but a" passing caprice; for as wood is liable to warp, it cau i:

so well as pasteboards.
In the present dav. the binding-trade is pursued in various distinct branches. Thcro

are binders who devote the;n-elves entirely to doing up books in cloth or paper; others

execute genera! binding in leather; a third class bind only account-books; a fourth

line their workmanship to Bibles and prayer-books; and a lifth are known as binders of

books in a high stvle of art. A common defect in provincial binding i- a want of

Strength is given 'without elesrance; even in the finest kind of books, there is often a

vulgarity as regards the colors of the end papers, -ami the marbling of the e

tlie Binders were unconscious of proper delicacy of effect. The same thiug may almost

be said of the be*i American binding.
Amomr celebrated Kmrlish binders of a pa.-l age, the foremost place is usually U

o Roger Payne, a clever but wavward being who carried on business in the w

ondon about the year 1770. and who, from his unfortunate habits, died in L'reni pov

ertv Hi* reputation as a binder rests principally on his tine tooling and choice ol orna-

ments in which department he introduced many improvement*. The -reate-t of

Payne's successors was Charles L wis. a London binder (1786-1836), whose talent.

accordh)"- to Dr Dibdin. "consists in uniting the taste of Ko-er I'aync with a freedom

of forwarding and squareness of linishin- peculiarly his own. Hi* book* appear to

there

artistic

BOOK-CLUB, or BOOK SOCIF.TY. an association of individuals for purchasing and

read in" new hook* as thev issue from the press, which, after being circulated

members are -old for the benefit of the concern. In some cases, tlie used 1

disno-'cd of bv auction amoTiir the members. Book-clubs exist in many of

towns and rural districts Of (treat Britain. Although new in name, and iv.ostly com-

po*ed of pc'-sons in the higher rank* <>f life, they are established on plan- similar to h

more humble class of reading societies which were common in different
yart

countrv in the latter part of tin- IMth century. In some places, the more fash .in

book-club, have been Miper-eded by tin- late rc-mvigorat.on of the
.-;, irculattng

libraries (q.v.).

BOOK-KEEPING is the method of recording busin- tra:- t of blank-

paper books kept for the purpose, by all "^ "* ' v:ir

of establishments. View* irt, book-keeping was nr-t brought I

perfection bv the merchants of (i.-noa and other cities in the n. ..t Italy; a

upbv the inerchanl* of the .Netiierian.ls, it brought ! '. m
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country, as also in the British colonial possessions and the United States, it is now car-

ried on in the best manner by professional accountants and skilled clerks in counting-
houses. The hooks employed are usually of a foiio M/C, strongly hound. For security
against loss, it is customary to remove them every night from the desk and ordinary
shelves in the counting-house to a lire-proof safe.

Although reduced to an accurate system, the details of hook-keeping necessarily dif-

fer according to the extent and the nature of the transactions to be recorded. In all

kinds of hook-keeping, however, there are or ought to be certain pervading principle-,
to which we shall in a brief way refer. The object is to keep an account of the

goods a trader buys and sells, and the money he receives and pays away; al.x> to show,
at short and periodic intervals, the exact state of his affairs what are h is <ix*( t( pro perty
and sums of money owing to him), and what are his lii(!>ilitu;<

v
debls owing by him, and

other pecuniary obligations). On the proper accomplishment of this object may be said

to depend the stability and the reputation of the trader. Such is obviously the ca><-.

for, unless a person keep an accurate set of books to enable him to ascertain how his

affairs stand, he must in a great measure be proceeding upon vague, and possibly errone-

ous conclusions; the result of which may be insolvency or bankruptcy, and loss of good
name. In many instances, bankruptcy is traced to no other cause than the keeping of

tin insufficient set of books, and even keeping these badly. Viewed as credentials, a

merchant's books are invested with a certain saeredness of character. Such a set of

them is to be kept as will at all times admit of a satisfactory statement of affairs being
made up. On this account, they require to be kept with great neatness, accuracy, ami

perspicuity. As a rule, there should be no blotting, no scraping out of words or fig-

ures, and 'uo tearing out of leaves the records are to be beyond suspicion of falsi-

fication.

SINGLE ENTRT. The simpler kind of accounting is called book-keeping by single

entry; the principal books used being the day-book, invoice-book, cash-book, and bill-

book, which are employed for recording the transactions as they occur, and a ledger, to

Which the entries are afterwards transferred, under the names of the parties concerned.
The method is called single entry, for the reason that the items are entered only once in

the accounts in the ledger.

Day-book. The purpose of this book is to keep a daily account of all goods sold on
credit that is, goods not paid for at the time of being bought. The book is ruled with
a date-line on the left-hand side of the page, and with double money-lines at the right-
hand side. The entry of a transaction comprehends the name of the purchaser, and
beneath it a note of the articles sold, with the prices extended to the first money-column.
The gross amount added up is extended to the second money-column ; so that the amount
of all sales may easily be summed up. After the name of the purchaser, it is usual

to put Dr., and to articles in the entry is prefixed To the meaning of these insertions

being that the party named is debtor to the concern for the articles mentioned.
Inroice-book. This book, which is similarly ruled, is sometimes called the credit <inji-

book. It is used for keeping an account of all goods bought on credit. When the goods
are bought, an invoice, or account of them, accompanies the package, or is received by
post, and on being checked off. the items are copied into the book. After the name of

the seller of the goods is inscribed the contraction Cr., and to the items entered is pre-
fixed the word By the meaning of which is, that the party named is creditor Inj having
sold the articles named. For ^he sake of brivity, some dealers merely enter the name
of the creditor, the date, and the amount; and preserve the invoices, by docketing and

tying them up in parcels, or by fastening them into a paper-book prepared for the pur-
pose. In any case, the invoices should always be preserved.

Cash-book. In tin's is kept an account of all cash received and paid, and of discount
received and allowed. It is ruled for date and double money-columns on each page.
Two pages, one opposite the other, are required for the entries; that on the left li:!!id

for entering cash received, and the discount allowed b;/ the trader; that on the right
hand for the cash he pays, and the discount allowed In him. The first money -column
on each page is for the discount, and the second for the cash. For example, if a per-
son settles his account, amounting to 5, less a discount of 5*., (lie sum of :>. is entered
in the first column, and 4, lo*. in the second; by which means a record is kepi of

accounts settled and the money actually received. A similar explanation applies to the

"cash paid
"

side. At the close of business for the day, the amounts on both sid.-s r.re

summed up and balanced.
>*M,k. This contains an account of all

"
bills receivable" that is. bills of which

the trader is to receive payment; and "bills payable" that is, bills which lie has to

pay. Sometimes, however, in the case of large concerns, tlie.-c two cla: s of bills have
each a distinct book. The books are nil -d in a particular mapper, to admit of .-in explicit
statement of dates, amounts, length of term, and other particulars. S, -e article ihi,i,s.

Ledger. This is the great book of the concern. It comprehends an abstract of the

entries in the day-book, invoice-book, cash-book, and bill-book, the whole collected in a
methodic form under the names of the various persons, whether standing in the relation

of debtors or creditors to the trader; and not, only so, but an account of the trider

private debit and credit. Two sets of colums are a-- igi;ed to every v.ersonV account, one
for l>r., and the other for (Jr. The copying of items from the day-book, etc., into
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ledger accounts, is termed posting. According to the ordinarv practice books ar.
posted after short and regular intervals-not lon-rer than a month Ilav n<r bor

i n r "^f? UP is T ilf
'kl">" ''-'l^i "* of a good man of business,of awe11-posted ledger, and an inventory of stock and other assets, drawn up with a

prudent regard to realizable value, the twter is able at the end of a year to make
anc*dieet, or condensed statement , & proper balance-sheel ou,d,t to showthe amount of capital invested m the ton,, of money, stock, debts, etc. : also the amountof liabilities, the ex; hich the business has been conducted, th,- money drawon private account und the prom that is over, after all deduction* have been n'-.de

borne other books of a subsidiary kind are kept by larire trading houaes-HlS an'
book, m which copies of all orders are entered: a um-Soqk; an account Mies-
book, from which particulars are obtained for making out accounts of the sales ofwhich may have been sent for disposal on commission; a s^/UW.-, in which an in%.-n-
tory is kept of the stock on hand: an </<vv,///,f-/W. to contain a list of account-- a ir,,re-

houtejook, to contain an account of the quantities of goods; a biter-book into which let-
ters sent out by the firm are copied; with some others.

^ith such a set of books, and a few additional memoranda, a trader could doubt-
ess strike a balance at the end of the year. He could see how much was owlne to
bun how much he was owing to others, how much he had spent, and how nfuch
would remain over, or how much would be deficient, after all accounts /,/-and eon were

led. Bui by tins elementary routine he could establi>h no satisfactory check on dif-
ferent departments of his business; and for lanre and complicated concerns th, system
it not absolutely valueless, would prove exceedingly imperfect. What the wh'..
trader wants is a process of checks one book checking another the whole tbingreduced to such a rigorously methodized system of entries that every fraction U thor
oughly accounted for. No- doubt, to effect this elaborate and minute sy-t, m of B a
Considerable expense is incurred for clerks; but in lar-.- establishments this is of small
account in comparison with the advantages that are secured.

DOUBLE E.VIKY. The method of B., which has IN-, ,, -,. called, is only an extension of
that already noticed. The distinct peculiarity in double entry chiefly concerm tin-

ledger. Its object is a system of checks, to be effected by entering transactions in the
ledger twice h'r.-t to the debtor of one set of accounts, and then to the e

another set. In making the two entries, one is po-ted to an account ur.der the , : :ime of
the debtor or creditor, and the other is posted to an account under the head of the goods
that have been bought or sold. Take, for instance, the article si.

purchases
a hogshead of the article from A. Brown A: Co. 11.- first enters it in tin

lar way to the (V of A. Brown & Co.. and then turning to the folio headed "sugar," he
enters it on the Dr. side of the account as bought from A. Brown & Co. In the same
way. when the hogshead is sold to E. Fra.-er A: Co.. it is entered first to the Dr. ol these

parties, and then to the Cr. side of sugar as sold to-K. ] StCo. By this system of
double entries, one the counterpart of the other, the one set of accounts constantly
checks tli<- other set: a trader can also ascertain Low, when, and at what prices bos

property has been disposed of.

In double entry, a book called njt/i->in! is frequently used. The entries in the day-
book, etc.. arc ab-tracted into the journal, and thence 'pi

-ted in a brief form into the

ledger: the u<-> of the journal, therefore, is only to save the ledger from being bur-
dened with details.

Ack
Italian

fallacies

technical am, requires to ne susiameu u\ constant imcgni\, vigiumce. aim uiscifiiuu.

Among the fallacies in the method of keeping books which are observed to sap the sta-

bility of the most gigantic concerns, are two so conspicuous as to demand our notice.

The first consists in including bad or nearly worthless debts in the periodical lists of

asserts. The second is that of not estimating stock at its realizable value only. ThU
hi.-t may be said to be a common error among traders, many of whom, without any evil

intention, and simply from want of prudent consideration in making due allowance
for depreciation of property, delusively and gradually slip into a condition of hopeless
iinolvpnr-v

B. forms a department of school education in connection with penmanship and arith-

metic. There are various useful treatises on the subject, witty forms for day-book,
ledger and other books. Among the larger and more comprehensive of tin- clan of

works are .1 (''itiii^t'' &i*t> in f Rol;-k>-< inn;;, bv Benjamin Booth (Loud. 4to), Jones'

mjilififd (Lond. 4to); Practirul Book-keeping, by F. 1 1 <

(Kdin.). Among the leaser and more accessible treatises we may specify /W- /.

ii/ Sii>;;U' nit'! Double Kntnj. by W. Inglis (Kdin.). It is proper, however, to add.

that no method of school instruct, 0:1 can supercede the practical knowledge which is to

be procured only in a busy and well-conducted counting-house. w. c,

BOOK-STALLS. See BOOK-TRADE.

BOOE-TEADE. the business of dealing in books, in which are comprehended two
classes of persons publishers, who prepare and dispose of books wholesale; and book-
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sellers, to whom the retailing of books more properly belongs. Although ordinarily
distinct, the two professions may conveniently be treated together. While publishing,
apart from bookselling, is of modern date, the selling of books is as old as the origin of
literature. Copies of the works of authors in manuscript were sold in the cities of
ancient Greece and Rome. Horace celebrates "the brothers Sosii" as eminent book-
sellers QtribUopolaf). With the foundation of several universities in the 12th c., the prepar-
ation and sale of books increased; but the trade of bookselling attained to importance
only after the invention of printing. The first printers acted also as booksi'lk>rs, and

being mostly learned men, thley were generally the editors, and, in some instances, the
authors of the works which they produced. See PKIXTIXG. Faust and Schsefler. the

partners of Gutenberg (q.v.), carried the productions of the Mainz press to the fair of
Frankfurt-oii the-Maiue and to- Paris. Some instances of division of the two branches,

printing and bookselling, occurred in the loth century. John Ryumann of Augsburg
(1497-1522) styled himself, at the conclusion of his publications.

"
Archibibliopola of

Germany." In consequence of the Reformation, the seats of learning were gradually
removed from the southern to the northern states of Germany, and, of course, the book-
sellers followed their customers.

Migrating from place to place, and also resorting to the great continental fairs for

customers, the early booksellers became known as ntnti'mn.rii, or stationers, from tha

practice of stationing themselves at stalls or booths in the streets, as is still customary
with dealers in old books. The term stationer was long held to be synonymous with
bookseller, but m raodern times it is more commonly applied to dealers in paper and
other writing materials.

Whether settled or migratory, the early publishers and sellers of books were subject
to a number of restrictions, as is still the case in France and Russia. In England, the

book -trade was trammeled by royal patents and proclamations, decrees and ordinance*
of the star chamber, licenses of universities, and charters granting monopolies in thw

sale of particular classes of works. In 1556, in the reign of Mary, the stationers' com-

pany of London was constituted by royal charter, the professed aim being the "removal
of great and detestable heresies." The members of the company were made literary
Constables to search for books, etc., and it was ordered "that no man should exercise

the mystery of printing, unless he was of the stationers' company, or had a license.'

The charter, which was confirmed by Elizabeth in 1559-60, in effect empowered the

company to make ordinances as to the printing and sale of books, and to exercise an

arbitrary censorship of the press. The Crown, by an act 13 and 14 Car. II. c. 23, com-

monly culled the "licensing act," assumed this species of control over the issue of

books. The licensing act, and its renewals, ultimately expired in 1694. By the first

copj'nght act, 8 Anne, c. 19, the legislature interposed to protect the rights of authors,
and to relieve them, as well as publishers, from the thraldom of the stationers' com-

pany. But, by the same act, the archbishop of Canterbury, the lord chancellor, and
certain judges in England, and the judges of the court of session in Scotland, wer

empowered, on the complaint of any person, to regulate the prices of books, and to fine

those who sought higher prices than they enjoined. This provision was in force till

1738, when it was abolished by the act 12 Geo, II. c. 36. From this time the book-trado
was free. How it spread and flourished may be best learned from the history of th

literature with which it is identified. Subsequent to the reigns of Anne and George I..

there was a succession of men of literary repute connected with the metropolitan book
trade; among whom may be mentioned Cave, the conductor and publisher of the <1< //A'-

man's Mitf/a-ine, and early patron of Samuel Johnson; Dodsley. a poet and dramatist,
who reached the head of the bookselling profession; and three generations of th

Nicholses. We might also incliule Richardson the novelist, a printer, who, in 1754,
became master of the stationers' company. The names of Baldwin, Rivington, Long-
man, Touson, Miller, Cadell, Dilley, Lackington, and others, will also be as familiar us

arc the Knights, Bohns, and Murravs of later times.

Now, as formerly, the book-trade is centered in London, though carried on to a
considerable extent in Edinburgh, and in a less degree in Oxford, Cambridge. Dublin,
Glasgow, and a few other places. There are various reasons for London iK-ing tin

metropolis of English literature. As a center of wealth, taste, and intellect, author!
.flock towards it as an agreeable and permanent home, and find in the library of tin*

I
British museum the most ample materials for reference and study. By means of its

~'l system of railways, and its port, assorted parcels of books can be conveniently despatched
. to all parts of the United Kingdom, and of the world. It has numerous wholesale

stationers, and abounds in printers, bookbinders, artists, and wood-engravers. Sta

i

ti oners' hall, in which the rights to literary property may be inscribed, is situated in
i London. Through its channels of literary 'intelligence and. criticism, it po.--ees tin
i most ample means of making new works known. Through favor of these cireum.-taneev.
'the metropolis becomes the center of the British book trade: almost every new work
floats towards it, either for publication or to be issued wholesale on commission. In

1878, there were connected with the book-trade, within the bounds of the po.-t -oilic*

district, 296 booksellers who were also publishers, and 446 booksellers alone. Of these,

about 18 confined their business almost exclusively to the sale of foreign books, and 1.5

to the publication and sale of law-books. Among the booksellers are included com-
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mission-houses; and among the publishing establishments arc several branches from
Edinburgh and other places. The London book-trade is partly carried on iii disiim l

departments; miscellaneous literature, la\v books, medical books, educational tie/

periodicals, etc., respectively ensure the attention of publisher-: and as i. .

books, each sect may be said to have publishers and booksellcrsof its own. The greater
number of the publishing and commission houses are situated in I'ateriu.-ier n.\v i\t\ tin-

courts adjoining; so that this part of the city lias become the great and ackim\\ l.

market for literr.ture. In whatever part of the metropolis book-; are primarily U-ucd.

they may be found in one of the establishments in or about " the Ro\v," by which i

the collecting of books to meet country or foreign orders is effected at once on the spot.

Every commission-house has "collectors/' who, with liars, are seen hurrying about, pick-

ing up the works which are entered in their collecting-book. When mt >o found,
books are said to be " out of print."

In Scotland, after struggling through an age of similar restrictions, the honk trade

was developed about the middle of the l)Sth century. In Edinburgh, it was followed by
Allan Ramsay, who published and sold his own songs, and his still more charming
pastoral. Among his successor.- were Donaldson, Hell. Klliot, and Creet h, each eminent
in his way; more lately, the trade was ably sustained by Archibald Constable, the tirM

publisher of the Edinbiirt/h liu-ii ir and \\>i>; r!>i/ A""/*,- and by William Blackwond,
the originator of Dlackirowl's Mff<iziuc: still more recently the reputation of the Kdin-

burgh book-trade was maintained by the late Adam Hlack, publisher of the !'.,

Britii uii i<-ii, and who, besides rising to the highest civic honors, became memlxT of

parliament for his native city, on the retirement of Mr. (afterwards lord) Macaulay \ '.

Considering the many advantages possessed by London, it may appear Mirjirising

that the business of publishing should be attempted to any extent" in Edinburgh the

only place out of the metropolis to which we need specially refer. Yet, the >>eoitish

capital is not devoid of recommendations. Its general society is ot a character to invite

t-he residence of men of literary acquirements, ami it is fortunate in pc>^"-sm-.- an <

sive collection of books for reference in the library of the Faculty of Ad . lldin-

bunrh publishers are able to conduct their enterprises with a degree of calr.mcvs and

deliberation which can scarcely be realix.ed in London; while, at the same time, they

enjov a certain advantage in comparatively cheap labor. Paper also may be oMaincd

at a Somewhal lower price from Scotch makers than from the wholesale stationer- of

London this last circumstance being of first importance in producing large i:

of cheap books and periodicals. As Edinburgh books are mostly sent to London, the

expense of carriage and loss by commission form a drawback on profits. Notwithstand-

ing this and oilier disadvantages, the book-trade of Edinburgh continues in a thriving

condition. It comprehends upwards of 30 linns carrying on the united In.

of publishers and booksellers, and 90 who carry on business as booksellers alone. In

this list are several kading publishing houses, which print the works that they

an economical and convenient union of professions which forms a peculiar feature OI the

Edinburgh book trade. In the establishment whence the present work is Issued, every

department connected with the preparation and dispersion of books is included.

/ The publishers and booksellers of the United Kingdom possess no corpo rate privi-

leges, nor do they associate for any professional object. No premiums are offered

to stimulate improvements in typography, binding, or anything else the tr.-i'.e

entirely free, members being left to rise through individual exertion. All members OX

the profession, however, constitute, what is, jxir <jr,il, nc "the trade," through which

there is a pervading and strong feeling of fellowship.

In the infancy of the trade, authors frequently resorted to the plan of getting

and patrons to subscribe for copies of their forthcoming works: the publisher in

eases acting only as commission-airent. Dryden's translation of Virgil's .

in this way. There were, in the case of that work, two cla-es of subscribers, one pav-

ing five the other two, guineas for a copy. Those who paid the larger sum obtained

the additional value, by individually reccivin-r a dedication plate with their arms nml

neath There were 101 of the first class of subscribers, and 350 of the

made a fortune by his wfcoriptio* books. He reali/.ed upwards of 6000 from his trans-

lation of Homer's" JUml. and 3000 from that of the r*///-w.y. both sold by sulwcnnlion.

Johnson who lived in tin- transition state between tin- old and new way of d

literary works perceived that the subscription system was essentially an in

and that booksellers formed a proper and necessary medium between authors

public "He that asks for subscriptions soon finds that he has enemies.

not encourage him defame him." And airain :

" Now learning is a trade; a in

a bookseller and sets what he can. We have done with patronage.

brin"- out his work: or (3) the author, retaining the
copyright,

i

allows the publisher to print and is>ue : ,n edition of a certain numUr off.

sum a-reed on- or (4) the author and publisher issue the work a: the.r joint risk, aim on

oilier terms as are mutually agreeable. In some instances, the publisher ill not
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undertake to issue a work, unless the author gets it printed, and delivers copies ready
for sale; in others, he will relieve the author of this trouble, and risking outlay, keep an
account of charges and sales. Any plan by which an author retains a risk, is seldom
.vUisfaetery. Publishing is an exceedingly hazardous profession. Works of which the

highest expectations are formed, may not pay expenses; and books of a very frivolous
and seemingly worthless kind may prove exceedingly remunerative. From a general
misapprehension on this point, publishers have frequently been nuiligned as unjustly
living ou the brains of authors, who are ever represented as an unfortunate and ill-used

race. A knowledge of the hazardous nature of publishing, and of the heavy expendi-
ture ordinarily incurred for making new books known, not to speak of the unreasonable

expectations which are sometimes formed by literary men. would do much to dispel the
common notions on the subject. For one book that is highly successful, there are num-
bers that become a dead stock in the warehouse, and barely pay expenses of which
melancholy fact too many authors who undertake the expenses" and' the iisks of publica-
tion must be well aware, from dear-bought experience. But with writers of really

popular and successful works, English publishers usually deal in a most liberal spirit;
numerous instances, indeed, could be cited in which they have voluntarily and largely
added to the remuneration stipulated to be given for copyright. For the celebrated ser-

mon, Jidif/Mii ill, Common Life, preached before the queen by the Hev. John C'aird

(1855), though only a shilling pamphlet, the publishers, Messrs. Blaekwood. of Edin-

burgh, gave 100; but the sale having gone far beyond expectations, they afterwards, of

their own accord, presented the author with an additional sum of 400. Facts like this,

while reflecting honor on the book trade, show the baselessness of the imputations so

inconsiderately cast on publishers as a body.
In publishing new books, the following are the items of outlay which need to be

taken into account : Copyright, paper, setting up the types, author's corrections, stereo-

typing, press-work or printing, embellishments, binding, advertising, presentation copies
to editors for review, and to public institutions in terms of the copyright act. When
the author retains the copyright, the publisher charges, besides the above items for

printing, etc., a commission on the sales of the work. New books are issued at a cer-

tain selling price to the public, and the publisher allows a* percentage off the price to
the retail bookseller. In a large proportion of cases, there is interposed the commission-

agent. Several London publishers have commission-agents in the principal towns, to
whom they consign quantities of each work to be sold to the retail dealers; and in the
same way, provincial publishers having agents in London, it happens that the book-trade
is largely and necessarily carried on through middlemen. These individuals, of course,
receive a commission adequate to remunerate them, after giving the ordinary publisher's
allowance to the retailer.

It is usual, on issuing new books, for publishers or their agents to send out the work to

IKJ "subscribed" among the trade. A copy of the new work is shown by way of sample,
and the subscription paper bears the selling price, and the price at which copies are

oilVrcd. Besides making the trade acquainted with the day of publication of works
which have been some time expected, this pracfcc offers an opportunity for speculating.
As an encouragement to do so, the work is offered at a somewhat lower rate than is after-

wards allowed. By subscribing for hooks in this manner, and al>o by means of " trade

sales," commission houses in the Bow ordinarily put themselves in possession of the

works issued by publishers in other parts of London.
Trade sales, which are now less common than formerly, are conducted in the follow-

ing manner. A publisher, wishing to dispose of his stock, issues a catalogue to the

t'ade, stating the reduced price of each book, as well as the length of credit oll'ered; and
that the sale is to take place in a tavern specified, on a certain day for which an invita-

tion is given. At the appointed time and place, a handsome dinner is on the table, and

perhaps from eighty to one hundred ai:d fifty guests are assembled. Nothing is said

about business during dinner, but with the wine and glasses afterwards, and amidst no
little good-humor, the sale begins. Each book being called over, every person has an

opportunity of saying how many copies he will take. Occasionally, a toast is proposed,
in order to maintain the hilarity of the meeting.

At these sales, it is not unusual to dispose of " remainders of books," that is, fag-ends
of editions which are not moving off with sufficient alacrity in the ordinary course of

trade. Remainders are either offered in small quantities at a very reduced price, or they
are sold in the lump by auction. Purchased cheaply, these remainders are henceforth

known as "books with broken prices." 'Many of the new looking books ticketed at

cheap booksellers are portions of these remainders. In some instances they are sent to

the colonies, in the hope of finding a mark-t. At these trade sales it is common to do
business to the extent of from 5000 to 10,000; in the case of one publishing house,
i In- amount is usually, at a half yearly sale, from 12,000 to 15,000; and in another,

being an annual sale, it is seldom less than 26,000. To avoid the seemingly useless

outlay on a dinner, some publishers rely on the circulation of
"

sale catalogue <." com-

prising oilers at tempting prices, provided Unit orders are given within a certain day.
\ a-t quantities of school-books of good reputation, and other works permanently in

demand, are bought by London conimis.-ion houses in this manner annually.

Throughout the more respectable part of the trade, there is a constant effort to main-
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t r.n u..brokca prices; but -when a book ran be obtained by Ix>okscllcr8 below trade-price,
it is essentially ruined fur all regular business. On tin- ofher bund, tin/:

;i practice smongst some retail Gopksellers of selling new hooks \,, the public :it <

link. , ystem of underselling has caused much dbq ihetrad.-.
For a ii ng time, refute attempts \\ by the h. ads oi' lln- pr.>lY.-.-i.:ii t.. r.-i .

deal with undersellers; l.ut these, appealing
to the public, ultim:

no\v books of nil kinds are disposed of at such prices a.-, tin- bo,.k-ei;. V pl.-.i-c-. In on
-

underselling is unju.-t t,i the publisher, who 1.. v. ith-

o:it the I'rlni and solid benefit which lie might derive from \\\\\\<: on them si'.ch low
prices as would induce a large sale. Whether pubUahera will in time fall on tin-

to which losses, etc., may be added, publishers can reckon on . than
half the price at which their books are nominally issued. To limit .

as possible to the: demand, is always a mailer of serious consideration to the publisher;
for. unlike most other kinds of goods lift on hand, the overplu> .-locks of Looks are
often nearly valueless. On this account, books are seldom scut out on sale or return

except to commission-agents.
Iu one important respect the English publisher differs from the producer of al-

every Other class of goods, lie has not only to manufacture ; ake it

known to the public. "While the retail draper takes upon himself the tioul :

of advertising his novelties in order to attract customer.-., the retail

from any such obligation, and has little else to do than to 'hand ac: unier the
book tor which a demand has been .stimulated by the costly efforts of tiie publisher.
Tiie Lrrniid ditiiculty with the publisher is to excite general attention to i

Hence, the stupendous advertising system in newspaper.- and other channels of intelli-

gence. Some publishers are reported to spend as much as {.TilMl per annum on :.

tisemcuts. and an expenditure of from i'lliuo to U'JOOu is quite common. The monthly
and quarterly periodicals being important advertising channels, it i> of conM-qiu ;

publishers to possess one of these, both for the sake of the revenue it may produce, and
for keeping their own books before the public. A well circulated periodical, thcr.

is to be viewed as almost a necessity in the business of the publisher the thing which

gives spring and vitality to what might be otherwise an inert and dillicult concern. So
grave a matter is advertising to the publisher, that it is very generally the practice to

employ one or more clerks to write, arrange, and distribute advertisements, :;nd to con-

duct the multifarious correspondence connected with them. In consequence of

burdensome outlays, and other causes, including the liberal distribution of cop
books for review, 'the prices affixed to original works are necessarily higher than the

actual amount of paper and print would seem to warrant. Looks, a- ha- been said, are

subscribed for among the booksellers of the principal cities; but bookseller* in the coun-

try towns either send for supplies by letter, or give their orders to travelers employed
by the chief houses. lietween the country booksellers and the i .i'iNirr.-. in

London. Edinburgh, or Dublin, there is kept up a continual correspondence. In addi-

tion to his daily or weekly parcel, every provincial bookseller makes up a monthly oidc r

for m periodicals, and books; and the collecting for monthly parcels forms one
of the remarkabi.- phenomena of the Row. The day of making up. called "magazine

day." is t lie la>t. or last but one. of the month, when periodicals for the succeeding month
.lect-d and dispatched. In receiving and forwarding of inclosuro by theae monthly

parcel*, there prevails a spirit of mutual accommodation, which 'idy com-
mendable, and without which, indeed, a large portion of the book-trade would be at a

stand. i>v means of inclosures. booksellers in the most distant part- of the country are

able to procure small supplies from different publishers at a trifling charge for carri

with what resuli of convenience to the public need not be dwelt upon. The execution

of foreign orders, is. of course, comprehended in the business of the publisher. Pub-

lishers f..:-merly took but little account of the demand likely to arise for their

from abroad, but now they frequently print an extra number of copies for ex|M.rt to the

United States. Canada, and Australia. Previous to the internecine war in
'

.State-. American publishers wore in the constant habit of s.-i/ing upon popul

ropvri-ht books, and reprinting them in a cheap form suitable for their own market,

Which included Canada and several other British colonies. A- n-ihrng w.-.- ]>.-ud to the

author, books so printed were sold at prices against which tin- English publisher found

cm English book's read in an'y part of America will be -\\<\\ a< ar- cither printed here,

or are reprinted there In arrangement with the English publisher or author.
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lan of issuing neat cheap editions of popular works, was struck out a hundred

years aco (1760-70) by Alexander Donaldson, an Edinburgh bookseller above referred

to,* and was followed up by several publishers in London, one of whom, C. Cooke, of

Paternoster row (1790-1800)", issued an extensive series of cheap reprints, of a pocket-
size, called (''"/.>',< Kdttt'Uix. which for tastefulness of preparation have never been
excelled. In the early years of the present century, Suttaby's, Sharpe's, Walker's, and
Dove's pocket editions, were stock articles in the trade. About 1817-18 some enterpris-

ing booksellers began to break through certain old usages of the trade, by issuing reprints
of standard works, in a good style of typography, at considerably reduced prices. At
the same time, numerous cheap periodicals made their appearance; but these, for the

most part, were of so seditious, irreligious, and libellous a character, that the law inter-

posed to check the growing evil, by the act 60 Geo. III., and 1 Geo. IV. c. 9. See
NEWSPAPERS. Those cheap unstamped periodicals which appeared during the next ten

years, were only tolerated when, eschewing news and politics, they confined themselves

strictly to matters of instruction or amusement. The only one that attained to perman-
ent success was the Mirror, an illustrated weekly sheet. 8vo size, projected by John
Limbird in London, the first number of which appeared Nov. 22, 1822. When, therefore,
in 1827, the society for Diffusing Useful Knowledge began to issue its low priced scien-

tific treatises and when, in the same year, Archibald Constable commenced the cheap
series </ works in original literature, called Constabfc's Mim-i'loin/ the public were

already in some measure familiar with a certain class of cheap books. Yet, viewir.g all

previous enterprises of this kind as fitful and insufficient, as well as unsupported by any
breadth of appreciation, we. have to refer to this period (1827-32) for the true origin of
what is now designated the "cheap press." Constable's attempt to cheapen literature

was happily coincident with a general awakening in the public mind, and proved emi-

nently successful; imitations followed; a variety of serial works, in small volumes, for

popular use made their appearance. A similar popularizing of the price of periodicals
was the next step in advance. Several cheap sheets of an entertaining nature were
issued, similar to Limbird's Mirror, though more resembling a newspaper in shape, but
for various reasons most of them soon disappeared. At this juncture, taking advantage
of the growing demand for cheap literature, and desirous of guiding it in a right direc-

tion, William and Kobert Chambers, of Edinburgh, began, on the 4th of Feb., 18U2. to

issue Cham!/: /

'

I".< !nl>uryh Jaurnal, a weekly sheet at lirf. ; on the 31st of Mar. following

appeared in London the Penny Magazine of the society for the Diffusion of Useful

Knowledge; and July 7th, this was followed by the Saturday Magazine, which was
issued under the direction of a committee of the society for Promoting Christian

Knowledge. So many cheap publications of various kinds followed, that it would be

impossible to particularize them in this brief sketch. The efforts to establish a cheap
press were much facilitated by two great inventions the paper making machine ami
the printing-machine, both of which had been introduced within the precediny twenty
years. The continued issue of cheap reprints of popular works out of copyright has

greatly changed the aspect of the trade ; and although works at old prices are as numerous
as ever, cheap books of an improving tendency are now placed within general reach.

By the enterprise of certain publishers, new and copyright works are also now issued in

a cheap form, in boards, with colored paper covers the prices of these neat and handy
volumes being from Is. to 2s. Qd. each. The trade in this class of books, and in cheap
periodicals and newspapers, has been largely developed by railways. On the platforms

* According to the act, 8 Anne, c. 19, the copyright of a book was for 14 years, with a second term
of 14 years contingent on the author being alive at the expiration of the first term. While such was
the law, publishers who bought a copyright were usually allowed, by courtesy of the trade, to continue
to publisii their works unmolested during the second term, even if tin- author was dead when tl ; >- lirst

term expired. Notwithstanding this act there was long so little precision, as to questions of literary

property, that works issued by London publishers were freely reprinted in Edinburgh, while thotie

belonging to Edinburgh publishers were similarly dealt with in London for example. Ramsay's
Poems, which were issued oy the author at Edinburgh in 1725, were reprinted in London, and also in

Dublin, in 1731. Alexander Donaldson, of Edinburgh, is said to have taken the lead in this kind of
trade, though from any evidence on the subject, it does not appear that he went beyond the hounds
of the law. In order to extend his sale of cheap reprints, he opened a shop in the Strand: a step
which brought him into collision with certain publishers in London. It will be recollected that Hos-

well, in his Life of Johnson, under date 17f>3, alludes to this case of Donaldson, who is spoken of by
Johnson as "a fellow who takes advantage of the state of the law to injure his br>-' who,
supposing he did reduce the price of books, "is no letter than Robin Hood, wh > robbed the rich
in order to give to the poor." To judge from the litigation which ensued, Donald-
merited these strictures. In 1771, certain parties in London procured an injunction from the court
of chancery to restrain Alexander Donaldson from printing and selling Thornton't .s'. n.-'<,nx. on t.V

ground that it was their property. Donaldson, appealing to the house of lords, showed that tin-

work in question was first printed in 1729, that its author died in 17-lfl. and that the copyright ex-

pired in 1757. The lords decided in favor of Donaldson: thereby settling the point, that copyright
depended entirely on the statute, and was not an inherent and interminable right of prop:-
manvseem to have believed it to have been. Some details of this curious ai;d import-mi ca
be found in the article COPYHIOHT. Donaldson, whose enterprises are spoken of approvingly by

I. left a fortune, which was greatly augmented by his son. a newspaper publisher in Edin-

burgh; and the tot;il Him. aii>. nniin:.' to nearly a quarter of a million sterling, was heqi ..

to found an educational : poor children. This building adorns the environs of Edinburgh,
and is one of the most magnificent m Scot In nd. See DONALDSON'S HOSPITAL. This is not the oi-lv

hospital for which ti:- world is indebted to the book-trade. Thomas (iiiy. a bookseller in Cornhill,
London, founded during his life the hot-pital which bears his name; he died in 17:24. See GUY'S
HOSPITAL.
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of all the chief termini and stations, there are stalls for the sale of books, periodicals,
and newspapers. These stalls, consisting of a counter and some shclvin::, w!iich can 1*
closed in with shutters at night, arc rented from the railway companies by different
booksellers, from whose head establishments supplies ceaselessly radiate. One firm, in

Aug., 1878, had G4o stalls. A London publisher was recently able to announce that m
the twelve months preceding he had printed live millions of liook.

The sudden and successful rise of a cheap pre v. a> n, ; \i, -wed with complacency
by the fathers of the trade, and for a long time it was believed that, like many ether
novelties, it would have its day, and di>appear. Looked at, tin--. :. mporary
and undignified, the cheap press was left to force its way in the hands of two or thrc*
ardent young publishers, who, extending their operations" at lenirth assumed a position
which could not fail to command respect, and to excite a spirit of emulation. Latterly,
the <'M established linns have begun, thouirh in a hesitating way. to i-Mie a cheap class
of publications, by reprinting and otherwise. At the same ti'me. these iinus. 1>< Mdeg
generally maintaining the old prices, unite to keep a few editions of standard works in

print. These "trade editions,'' as they are termed, are printed and supplied in :

party concerned taking an interest in their sale, and being so far prcclr.d. .'. fr-.-m

attempting the i.-sue of rival editions. The names of all the proprietor-; of tin -e joint
stock books are printed on the title-page, but as no new books are added, this onc
popular method of publication will soon become extinct.

As circulating libraries, by creating a taste for reading, led to the establishment of
the cheap press, so, as might be expected, has the cheap press extended the sphere
of literature, and given ri>e to public libraries and book-clubs, and even circulating
libraries, which for a time suffered from the deluge of minor publications. ha\e 1

not only to revive, but to assume dimensions beyond precedent, ilr Mudie. in th-

1*4 ,\ introduced a new system of subscription lending library, \\lneli in !*?:' (untamed
a million volumes, employing .SO clerks, and having no fewer than is.OOO Mibsci ibei> l><

the London establishment alone. As many as 2000 copies o! a >mgle \\o:k at is*, or a

guinea are sometimes added; so that in many cases what would formerly have been con-
sidered to be large editions are absorbed by one purchaser. Alter being Used for several

months, the overplus copies belonging to these libraries are deposed of at from a
half to one quarter of the original price; and the readiness with which they lind cus-

tomers among the lesser libraries throughout the country is alone an evidence of the

increasing demand for books. Mudie's library now contains more than 2,000,000 vol-

ume-; having absorbed the largest of the older circulating libraries, which was said to

contain halt a million volumes.
Tin M limg of second hand books from open stalls, and from booths (q.v.V is a prac-

tice so ancient as to be connected with the trade of the stationarii of the middle ages.
Some men of considerable note ill the book trade began in the humble quality of stall-

keepers. The most celebrated instance of this kind is perhaps that of .lames Lacking-
ton, lie commenced his remarkable career by keeping a small stall of old books, which,

while working as a shoe-maker, he placed at his door in one of the obscure streets of the

metropolis: and from his ultimate success, was able to inscribe the proud 1.

ultra <,( t'Hliim ft'ltcdcr IIHKH*. on his very entertaining memoirs. Though mole common

formerly than now, book-stalls are still'seen in every large European city. They par-

ticularly abound in Paris chicily on the quays near the Pont Neuf ; and at nil tin-

continental fairs, stalls of new and second-hand books are conspicuous. Ho,, k sellers at

one time took their place among the stall-keepers on market-days in Kngli>h provincial

towns, nor have they altogether disappeared. Michael Johnson, book-seller in Lichfleld,

was iti the habit of "setting up a stall for the sale of his wares, every market-day, in

1'ttoxeter. On one occasion, confined to bed by Indisposition, he requested his son

space of an hour bare-headed in the'rain. exposed to the jeers of the by-slanders, arc

amon"- the most characteristic circumstances narrated in the life of this extraordinary

man (see I'.oswell, Crocker's post 8vo edition, vol. x., p. 103). The flood
pf

cheap pnl

cations 40 years airo. which has been already referred to. greatly damaged the stnll-t

in old books Nevertheless, there remained in London a few book-stalls and booths,

and in Kdinhunrh. thousrh fallen from their high e-tate. book-Stalls an- still vible. In

Paris the ^all-trade still flourishes, and no book-hunter in that city loses the
oppprtU

of a ramble alone the quays. It must be admitted, howev, r. that the business la losing

its p'oturesquc character; is retting into a regular shop-trade and attaining

Moris far beyond the notions of the old class of stall -ke-pers. London. ,,1 course, is

chief scat of the second-hand book-trade; but it is also conducted on a r- speetable

in Edinburgh. Glasgow, Manchester,, Liverpool. Oxford. Cambridge Dublin Br

men, 01 WHICH .saie- LUCIC i-
,.

. * _ f

where \t these auctions, ^.od editions of standard bonks may usually be ol

moderate prices- but rare and curious works, l-ri/.ul by the
"
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bring very liigli sums. See BIBLIOMANIA. Dealers in second-hand books send cata

logues to their customers throughout the country; and from this source not a few gentle-
men's libraries are mainly made up. During the past years, there has been a growing
scarcity of second-hand high-class works, in consequence of the purchase of large
quantities for public libraries forming in the United Stales. From France, Italy, and

Germany, there has been a similar export-trade in splendid old editions to North
America".

At one period, it was usual to limit editions to from 500 to 1000 or l~oO copies, ar.d

impressions of 2000 were considered excessive. Now, large editions arc more frequently
the rule than the exception, particularly as regards the works of standard authors pub
Hshed in a cheap form. As the cost of composition (setting the types) is the same lor a

large as for a small edition, and as the charge for press-work is only a little more for
: tlia-i a smaller impression, the profit on a book rises rapidly in proportion as the

quantity put io press increases. In the case of cheap books, it is absolutely necessary
that large impressions be sold, in order that they may realize any profit to the publisher.
In preparing this class of books, therefore, lo the extent of from 20. 000 to 50,000 impres-
sions, the clement of composition dwindles into insignificance. The chief things taken
into account arc paper, machine-printing, and boarding. Paper, however, being the
matter of most serious concern, the weigh* is rigorously computed beforehand by put-
ting a sample volume into the scales. To avoid delay, and al^o to save outlay in prepar-
ing future impressions, it is customary to stereotype cheap books and periodicals.

Although, like composition, stereotyping forms a minor charge, the accumulation of

stereotype-plates at length becomes considerable, and, as in the ease of overplus stock,
forms a burden oil the capital of the publisher.

The changes produced in the English book-trade by the cheap press are not more
remarkable than that improvement in taste which has subdued the traffic in books of u-

politically objectionable, and of a demoralizing character. Contrary to fears enter-

tained on the subject, the cheapening of books, periodicals, and newspapers has m no

perceptible degree deteriorated literature. The sale of books of a grossly demornli/ing
tendency has been driven into obscurity, and in other ways circumscribed by an act of

parliament (21 and 23 Viet., c. 83); and it is demonstrable, as regards periodicals, that

those of an objectionable kind form but a small proportion not one hundredth part of
the whole. Little dependence can be placed upon the statements given of the circula-

tion of weekly and monthly magazines, as there is a general disinclination on the part
of respectable publishers to state their actual sales; while the numbers mentioned by
the less reputable members of the trade are almost without exception fictitious, and are

generally mentioned for the sole purpose of attracting advertisements. Ca>es have been

brought" before our notice in which hundreds have been magnified into thousands, and
in very rare instances indeed is the bona-fids circulation honestly stated. The aggregate
monthly circulation of periodicals of all descriptions, excluding newspapers, may IKJ

stated at about 10,000,000, of which not more than 90.000 are actually immoral or ;nui-

religious. The circulation of some of the religious maga/incs i.i very large; of two pub-
lished at sixpence monthly by the religious tract society, one sells to the extent of

160,000, and the other 80, 000. Including newspapers, the total number of separate

weekly and monthly publications issued in London is nearly 800.

Obviously, the sale of such an enomous mass of cheap sheets would be overwhelm-

ing to the ordinary trade; in point of fact, the writing and publishing, and also the

retailing, of the more widely circulated penny papers are conducted as a .separate busi-

ness. The sales are effected chiefly by means of small shops in back-streets, the pur-
chasers being, besides domestic servants, all varieties of persons, old and youi.i:. wiio
reside in these humble localities. The rise of these cheap periodical and ne\\ -paper
shops, in adaptation to new social wants, is not the least remarkable of the "signs of
the times." Nor can it be spoken of Avith regret. "With other commodities the huxtcr

dispenses the weekly pennyworth of literary amusement, which, enjoyed in the poorest
family circle, enliven;? the most dreary fate, and if not dircctiy elevating in its ten-

dency, may be presumed to do at least some good as a substitute for more exceptionable,
means of excitement. On general grounds there is cause for congratulation. Consider-

ing the preponderating!}' large proportion of cheap periodicals of an unobjectionable,
and not uninsiructive kind, and looking also at the perfect freedom now enjoyed by
every department of the press, we have a striking illustration of the va>tly improved
state of public feeling, with which cheap literature has sieadiiy kept pace, since the

reign of George IV. Not even in the most objectionable of the irreligious prints is

there anything at all resembling the scurrilities which wen- at one time prevalent. The
classes of books and periodicals winch a number of years ago consi-ted of coarsely
offensive att tek-; on the government, church, laws, etc.. Irive entirely disapjH'ared. and
and at no time in its whole history has the book-trade of Great Britain been on a more
healthy footing than it is at present.

Limited by the generally imperfect state of education and inaptitude for reading, tin;

ordinary bOOR-trade i- also obstructed on account of large sections of the prop
.-peaking some form of the Celtic language, and being unable to umUr>tanil Kniilish.
The Scottish Highlanders. Welsh. Manx, and aboriginal Irish, an- less or more in thix

condition. Jn Wales, ;hcrc exists a prc.-s .--jn cially devoted to those who, in remots
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parts of the principality, still hold to the ancient vernacular; and the publishing of
and periodicals in the native tongue is conducted with remarkable activity.
translations from English works of a useful and popular kind, occasionally illu-

with wood-engravings; and the circumstance of there h"ing a taste and"'!
such productions affords a favorable view of the ii.telleetnal advancement of tin- prin-
cipality. In Ireland, on the contrary, almost the only works printed in t'

tongue arc for the use of scholars, and not, as in \\ ales, for the poor. The I

and Western islands of Scotland produce no literal :ire. native or translated ; and the
Gaelic books in the hands of the people are extremely limited in varietv and

Entirely separated from the general book-trade, there Hour;-]; n of publish-
ing of a peculiar kind. We allude to the canrasiihg Iri'n'*-. which cnn-i-t- in Hi plan < f

disposing of books mostly in weekly and monthly numbers or parts. Tlie busii.

conducted by only a few houses in Eiondon, Edinburgh, (Jla-gow, and or.e or two
places. Canvassers are employed to go from door
the numbers are delivered periodically till the work is completed. < >n ac< "ii;:l of the

expense of canvassing and delivery, books sold in this manner are necessarily much
Nearer than if disposed of through the ordinary channels of trade. Tb
ever, of buying books in small portions at a time, ac commodaVs certain elates of

tomcrs, and has been the means of disseminating an improving literature 1

with notes and illustrations, and works of piety in particular in quarters ; ;

by the operations of the bookseller. During the past twenty years, the canva--i:ig trade

has largely been engaged in selling books, and especially bibles, in the romp . t form.
On giving an order, the book or bible is left. :::;d a small sum paid, and a simihr

weekly or ii.onthly. It is said that but few bad debts are made amongst working-men.
a fact that speaks "well for their honesty.

Apart, likewise, from the general trade, the publication of small books tract*, and

periodicals i- carried on to a large extent by associations for religious pv
funds for which are raised by voluntary subscriptions. As I as \\:<- di-trihu-

lion of purely religious tracts among the unfortunate and less instructed members of th-

community, no fault is found with the operations of t' Hut when
associations address themselves to the publication of volumes ami illustrated periodicals,

differing hi no material respect from the ordinary products of private enterprise, ami
inteii' r gratuitous distribution, but for sale, a certain injury is felt to IK- unlx 1

comingly inflicted ou the trade, which can no more be justified than the damage done
to fr< iiion by the giving of bounties on particular manufactures. Notice has

been taken oi two periodicals of the religious tract society of London, the circulation of

which must be allowed to be fostered in this manner, and other works could l>e pointed
out a- :;tly cheapened by the same objectionable method as to IK- ;

completely beyond the* reach of fair commercial competition. See RELIGIOUS TU\CT
SOCIETY.

Another distinct kind of trade is that of printing and publishing authorized versions

of the Bible, New TeMament, and Book of Common Prayer. The preparation of the*-

works has always been a prerogative of the crown, which grant- exclusive privile^

patent-rights to* certain parties' for the purpose. From old u-age, KiiL-land, Ireland,

and Scotland are treated separately. The la-' patent for England was granted by C
IV. to Andrew Strahan. <i re, and Amhw. ode. for a term of thirty

years; and having commenced on the 21st Jan.. is:',u, it expired on the 21-t ,ian.. I860,

and was then renewed during pleasure. The universities of Oxford and Cambridge
have enjovi d the ri-rht of printing Bibtes,tc:, in common with the patentees; hut in

their case it is a simple affair of permission, they have no power to prohibit or prose-

cute. See PATKNT.
In Ireland. George III., in 1760, granted a Bible patent to Bonlton Grjorson

for forty

is son, Worsen, v.-ho. in 1811. obtain- '.

^ars. lie wras succeeded by hi
, , .. .

.

rinity college. Dublin, had al iinvnt right; but the Engli>h -.and

luith (')xford and Camlitid^e, are permitted to import their Bibles into Ireland.

In Sc.ttland. the last patent expired in 1^59. and was not renewed in corse. |i;

remonstrances from that country, to the effect that if its printing were left free, tin-

Bible would be sold at a considerably lower price than it had hitherto been.

The crown appoints a board with authority to grant

parti<- 3 to print editions of the Bible and other books falling within the royal

1 lie mOUlIICBUOIl Ul IUV [>;tu.-m ui nug u
-.1)

further material reduction seems doubtful. One noticeable feature of the t

is that the publishers in Kndand >!! large numbers in she. ';y
boo

liindirs, who do them up in various styles; some very neatly with gdl

sell to retailers at about 11 rf. per copy. Other copies, costing, pert

bindin

. . , ,

-

i.v h
1

./ in -iieets are bound in velvet, morocco, tortoise-shgll, or other ornan

ings and retailed as hiirh as tin- ^ "t is computed that i;

-

alone nearly lOHO persons are employed in binding Bibles. Pra

books of devotion. From their cheapness, but more particularly

Praver-i ither

from their accuracy,
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English-printed Bibles and New Testaments are purchased in large quantities by tha
Umted States. Other large purchasers are the British and Foreign Bible Society. The
Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge makes large purchases of Prayer-books
and church services in addition.

Although the'printing of the authorized version of the Bible, the New Testament,
and the Book of Common Prayer, with as well as without notes, seems to be reserved to
the nominees of the crown, practically no objection is taken to the printing of these
works by others, nor has any objection ever been raised to those printed with notes and
comments. Many such editions are accordingly prepared and issued by publishers,
often in a style of great elegance. Translations of the Bible, other than the authorized
version, are also issued freely by Roman Catholic and other bodies; and at the present
time a committee of learned divines is engaged upon a revised version of the English
Bible, the copyright of which has been secured by the universities of Oxford and
Cambridge, although the revision will not be completed for some years.

The universities of Oxford and Cambridge; also of Trinity college, Dublin; the four
Scotch universities; and the colleges of Eton, Winchester, and Westminster, were so
much alarmed by the decision of the house of lords in 1772, in favor of Donaldson's

right to reprint works not protected by the copyright law of 8 Anne, c. 19, that they
applied for and obtained aa act of parliament, 15 Geo. III. c. 53, giving them a per-
petual copyright of all works belonging to them, or which might afterwards be

bequeathed to or acquired by them. The only work in existence older than the present
century, claimed by any of the above institutions, to which any value can be attached, is

Clarendon's History of tJie Rebellion, with his life and continuation. The right to this

and other works possessed by the university of Oxford, was confirmed by the last copy-
right act, 5 and 6 Viet. c. 45. It will therefore be understood that the printing and pub-
lishing of lord Clarendon's History of Hie Rebellion remains an absolute and perpetual
monopoly in the university of Oxford a curious exemption from the ordinary and ter-

minable claim of copyright, and singularly at variance with modern notions of free-

trade. It should be added that the profits of the first ediiton were very great, and were

applied by the university towards the erection of the
" Clarendon press," which was for

a long time the university press; but, its business increasing, the
"
Clarendon' has been

superseded by the "university printing-house;" the former building, a very handsome
one, being used for other purposes. (Besides Godson s Law of Patents n/xt d-pyrir/hts,
and Supplements, see Dr. Ingrain's Memorials of Public Luildinyti of Oxford, new edition,

1848, p. 11.)
Publishers are under the legal obligation to deliver, free, a copy of every book they

issue (new editions without alterations exceptcd) to the five following public institu-

tions: Library of the British museum; Bodleian library. Oxford; university library, Cam-
bridge; Trinity college library, Dublin; and library of Faculty of Advocates, Edinburgh.
This obligation, imposed by a clause in the copyright act (see COPYRIGHT), is usually
spoken of as an unjustifiable burden, and no doubt it is so; but it is chietly from causing
trouble that it becomes matter for complaint. In comparison with the immense bene-
fits conferred on literature by the public libraries mentioned, the value of the books

(with some exceptions) claimed by them is insignificant. In practice, not a hundredth

part of the cheap books and sheets issued are given or claimed; which is perhaps unim-

portant, for if they were, no ordinary building could contain them.
The English book trade has been lately much indebted to certain liberal post-office

arrangements. Manuscripts, proof-sheets, books, periodicals, and catalogues, if left

open at the ends, may now be transmitted by post at an exceedingly small charge. See
POST OFFICE.

Unitedly the whole trade of publishing and book-selling forms an important staple of
national industry inferior to some other manufactures and trades, yet great when viewed
in relation to its past history, and to the still imperfect state of education among large
masses of the people, and respectable from the number of men of high character who
are connected with it. In reckoning the number of new works Issued from the press
annually, we may take the number of entries of distinct books, volumes, sheets, maps,
etc,, lodged by publishers at the British museum, in terms of the copyright act. The
following is iin abstract of the return for 1878: Books complete works. 1)456; parts
of volumes, works in progress, and periodicals, 26,826; single articles, including play-
bills, songs, broadsides, etc., 10,238 total 46,517. Music complete works, volumes,
and pieces, 43(59. Maps 350, in 1533 sheets. ; atlases, 29. Twenty years ago the num-
ber was only about half as <_

rreat. In 1877. about 5000 new books and new editions were

published.
*

In 1876, the lxx>ks imported into the United Kingdom were valued at

150.099. Of these the value from Germany was 30,568; France, -l;,!H9: Holland.

25.28*; the United States, 18.473; and Spain. 6504. The value of I->gli>h printed
books exported in 1876 was js,si.s::9. The United States purchased to tin- amount of

191,90(5; Australia, 334,136: Canada. 68.102; British India. 85.209; France, Ger-

many, Holland, and Belgium, unitedly, took to the value of 93,887; our next largest cus-

tomer being 8. Africa, for 40,007. In 1874, the value of books exported was 904,792;
of imports. 178,936. It is seen that the exports are five or six fold more than tlie

imports; also that we export to Australia alone more than twice as much as we import
from all countries, and to the United States almost a third more than our totai imports.
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A system of more free and untnxed import of foreign-printed English works would, in
various ways, introduce changes into the book-trade, and have a tendency to alter some
of its traditional usages.

In Germany, where printing originated, the book-trade became also first established,
and the principal mart was Frankfort, to the fairs of which the early book-sellers and
printers resorted. Leipsic also became a great mart for books as early as 16W; yet this

ancient city is only one of many places of book preparation iu Germany. Amoiiir them
Stuttgart has taken a front rank, since al>out 1830, as an asrency place for the .. German
book-trade, whilst Frankfort lias now entirely lost its ancient prestige. TinotiL'h'.m tho
different states of the German empire, more particularly Prussia and Saxony, printing
and publi.-hing are largely carried on; and from the various places of publication agreat
proportion of entire editions of works is transferred to Leipsic agents, who disperse tho
books throughout Germany, and ill those countries for the book-trade of which the city
of Leipsic forms the nucleus. Hence arises the important peculiarity of German litera-

ture, that literary, artistic, and scientific activity is not limited to or monopolized by any
single city, and that, consequently, authors do not need to resort to a metropolis for

encouragement or any professional labor. Formerly the book-sellers from the vari-

ous parts of Germany, and those countries which are dependent, in some measure, ujxm
Germany, on account of afliuitv of. language and identity of aspirations >uch as Hol-

land, Belgium, Denmark, Sweden. Norway, etc. u-ed to meet at Lt-ipsic twice a yearr
at Easter, and Michaelmas, with a view to exchange their respective publications, and

arrange for settlement of mutual accounts. At present, business is done at Lcipcio

through a system of agencies by commissioners there established. Every Iniok seller in

Germany and the adjacent countries has his commissioner at Leipsic. and to him he

forwards packages containing copies of his new publication or publications, on sale or

return, for all the book-sellers with whom he has an account. Ti:

distributes the packages amontr the Leipsic coinm. very one of whom is tliiw

enabled, out of the many packages flowing in every week, to make up a case for each of hi*

correspondents. At, the end of the year, unsold "books are returned to the various send-

ers by means of the Leipsic agency. At Easier, during the fair, the balances are now mostly

paid by commissioner to commissioner, the German publishers not resorting a< much, as

formerly to the fair; the extension of railway communication, and other circumstance*

facilitating business, having somewhat changed the nature of the trade. The method
of sending parcels of new works, on sale or return, may not be satisfactory according to

English notions, but the advantages of the plan are obvious in various points of view.

There is no country in the workfwhere literary and scientific novelties ilarly

made known and become noticed as in Germany. Let the book be what it may, within

six weeks after its first publication it is known all over Germany, and, through the per-

sonal vigilance of the retailers, is brought everywhere under the notice of those individ-

uals to whom the subject treated of may be of interest. This method of publication

has the merit of great simplicity and secures an exemption from that frightful expend-
iture on advertisements to make books known, which presses on the English publisher.

On this account, as well as from the cheapness of pupt-r and printing, and the simple way
that books are for the in >st part done up. the selling-prices of every variety of produc-
tion are very mod. Tat.'. The only drawback ou the German publisher is the liability to

heavy returns of unsold books; but this he doubtless endeavors to avert by professional

tact in his speculations, and a good knowledge of the market. It is. at all events, the

belief of those who are well acquainted with the German book-trade, that the method

pursued not only furnishes books cheaper, but is more productive to author and pub-

exceeds,

umes of cheap reprints of Emrlish popular works in a pocket size, which are sold

largely in Germany and all other continental countries. It is pro]>er. however, to say

that, as there is an' international copyright law Ix-tween Germany and the I nited King-

dom, the- i- they are termed, are issued iu virtue of an honorable

arrangement with English publishers and authors, and are accordingly not to be ranked

with the piratical is-uesof the New York trad". Latterly the sale of German books in

England. France, ami North America has rapidly increased.

In France, publishing is carried on chiefly in Paris, where there ar

printing e-tabli-hniruts. including the /////// *''''. provided wiw machinery

equal, if not superior, to anything of the kind in London. A- .nalitvan.

elegance French books occupy a place between tho-e of Germany and EQgtt

are with few exceptions, done up .-imply in colored paper cos

but the ink is generally better than that u-ed in England; and works, .1 aupen

class arc with a hiirh degree of taste the excellence o|

merits bei- -" voluminous and

French, and also in casioually
issue from

and command a larg
>es for university and public libraries all ,

the continent tending to promote tb Although connned rat

to Paris the bu-in,ss of publishing or at 1 I panmr book* for the 1 arisian

market, and for exportation, is carried on to a considerable extent in several provincial

U. K. II. 48
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towns. Tours, in particular, is the seat of a large book-factory that of Messrs. Mame
in which printing, designing, engraving, and binding are all executed on the

premises.
The French book-trade was virtually suspended during the war with Germany,

1870-71, but it may now be said to have fairly recovered, if not surpassed its former
condition. The exports are to Italy, Germany, Kussia, Holland, Belgium, North America,
and other countries, and a portion also comes to England. Between France and Hit

United Kingdom there is now an international law of copyright, by which translation-;

of works are, under certain limitations, protected in either country, when the title-pagu
indicates that

" the right of translation is reserved."

In the 17th c., various cities in the Dutch Netherlands bore a prominent place in the

book-trade. At Amsterdam, some of the most beautiful editions of the classics, and
large numbers of illustrated books, were executed; while from Leyden, and other seats

of learning, exports of works in law, theology, etc., formed at one time a prosperous
commerce. In this, as in other trades, it has been the fate of Holland to lose its former

reputation; it now produces few books in any other language than its own but the

demand for books in the Protestant parts of the country, and the number of booksellers,

is perhaps larger than in any other part of the world. That part of the Netherlands uo\r
known as Belgium possesses a flourishing book-trade, mainly, we believe, on account of

French being the language generally spoken. Brussels, as a kind of minor Paris, is the

seat of some extensive printing and publishing concerns; and at Malines. missals, brevi-

aries, and other religious works are produced in large numbers. According to a return

of the minister of tiuances of Belgium, the following was the import and export trade

in books for 1872: Value of imports, 3,460,000 francs, of which 70 per cent was froigt

France; value of exports, 3,000,000 francs, of which 40 per cent was to France, and 60
to all other countries.

In Spain, bookselling is almost defunct; even in Madrid it can scarcely be said to

have an existence. In Italy, there are signs of revival, but the most active booksellers
there are natives of Germany, who, during the last thirty years, have established book-

selling houses in the principal cities, Rome, Naples, Turin, Milan, Bologna, Florence,.
Venice, and Verona, also Triest; and under their auspices the trade may be expected
to assume an organized form. Already these intelligent foreigners have done much to

keep alive a knowledge of Italian literature.

The book-trade of the United States, which is daily assuming greater proportions, has

sprung up from small beginnings within the present century. As in Germany, the
business of publishing is monopolized by no particular city, but is carried on successfully
in various towns throughout the union. The chief centres are N&w York, Boston, and
Philadelphia; but many books are published at Albany, Buffalo, Baltimore, Washing-
ton, New Orleans, Charleston, Cincinnati, Chicago, St. Louis, and San Francisco; and
a few in other places. The great distributing houses are located at New York and

Philadelphia; and throughout the United States and Canada there are about 6200 book-

sellers, two thirds of whom unite an exceedingly miscellaneous collection of trades with
that of bookselling. A few of the larger publishing houses in New York and Phila-'

dclphia, like some in Edinburgh and Glasgow, print, bind, and manufacture the books

they sell. Harper's building in New York, and Lippincott's in Philadelphia, each cover

nearly half an acre of ground, and cost above 50,000. The annual value of books pro-
duced in the United States is unknown. In 1871, upon very uncertain data, it was
estimated at 7,000,000, this amount probably being the full selling- price of every volume
printed. In consequence of the protectionist policy pursued since the war, the present
state of the. book-trade is far from satisfactory, and will probably remain so till wiser
counsels prevail. English publishers and authors are naturally indignant at the conduct
of American publishers persisting in reprinting British copyright works, a practice
which, though now decreasing, has been carried on to an enormous extent by the Harpers
and the Applctons of New lork, and others, in defiance of remonstrance, and even in

disregard to the claims of those more scrupulous American publishers who pay for and
import early sheets from England. The present state of matters is regretted by the more
high-minded Americans as much as it is in Britain.

American books are now executed with neatness and taste; their wood-cut emlx'l-

lislmients sometimes surpass those of London; and in point of size and price, they arc.

for the most part, well adapted for general circulation. On account of the prevalence of

education, and also the aspiring habits of the people, book-buyers of a humble position
in life are greatly more numerous than they are in the United Kingdom. Few books are

purchased by the Irish emigrants, but the Germans are buyers, and many of the colored

people are eager in their thirst for knowledge, and their children are all amply provided
with schools. Looking on the American trade as, after all, yet but partially developed,
it may be expected, in the progress of events, to go on in a vastly accelerated ratio.

Latterly, several English publishers have established branches of their business in New
York; and there are now some extensive American commission-houses in London from
which intercommunion happy results may be anticipated. Books are sold wholesale by
written orders, trade sales, auctions, and otherwise. Country dealers are in tin- habit of

visiting the great book depots of Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, and there person-
ally making their selections. As previously stated, there is a large export of American
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books to Canada and other British possessions, in which, as yet, native literature is on a

poor scale, but where there is a larae and increasing number 6f readers.

In doing up books in cloth boards, the American binders invariably cut off the outer
folds of the sheds, so as to smooth the edges of the leaves, as in English leather hind-

ing; by which process, the first readers of new books are spared the trouble of cutting
open the leaves. Many persons have wi.-lu d to sec this improvement, for Mich it >.
introduced into England. There are. still, however, prejudices to he overcome on tin-

subject. Strange as it may appear, numlicrsof purchasers like to cut up the leaves with
a folder as they advance through a new book or periodical, from an idea that the repeated
slight interruptions heighten the pleasure of j>erusal. In our experience, we have known
gentlemen who would not sit down to read a cut-up new book. Besides, thf-n

among buyers in England, that books with smooth-cut leaves may K- second-hand, and
not worth the price of new. Undoubtedly, the Americans arc ahead of Europeans gen-
erally in this particular.

Notice has been taken of the constant export from Europe to the United States of

quantities of high-class books to stock the great public libraries that are every when-

springing into existence through the liberality of state legislatures, or the munificence of

private individuals. There is, however, a trat'u: of a similar kind, more (specially from

England, in execution of orders for second-hand books from dealers who have establish,-

ments in the principal cities iu the union, and through whose agency p< -r.-ons of refined

tastes are becoming acquainted with the aspect of our older literary treasures. One of

these second-hand book-stores in Philadelphia, which we visited M.me y as on
as extensive a scale as anything of the kind in London or Edinburgh, while the <

which it presented would have come quite up to the delicate perceptions of the biblio-

maniac.
For a variety of particulars bearing on book-trade in general, we refer to the articles,

BIBLIOGRAPHY, BOOK, BOOKHIXDING, CKXSOKSIIIP, ( 'nn n..\i i.\<; l.ir,i;\iiv. <'nrYi:i;:iT,

NEWSPAI-EHS, PAPEH, PEIUODICALS, PKESS, PKIXTI.NG, STATIC: I-IM;.

WooI>EXG HAVING. >v - <

BOOK TRADE (ante). The book trade in the United States is of comparaf.
recent growth, although printing was introduced into New York as cat'.

scholars and libraries the- needed books were imported from Europe, but with the s;

of newspapers and the development of education, the increasing demand for

offered to publishers a profit from the reproduction of the best uork> of English liteia-

ture. The oldest house in the trade is that of Bower. Potts A Co., wl.o.-e for

Christopher Saur, sr., made almanacs and German Bibles, near Philadelphia, in 1740.

The book production of this countrv was estimated, in IKHi. to amount to only $2,500.000.

of which about 'M per cent were original American books; for lf-30, f^.OOO.OOO. 4<> |*.r

cent American: for 1840, $5,500,000, or 12.000,000 volumes. 55 per cent American;

for 1850, $12,500,000, 70 percent American; for 1856, $16,000,000. SO per <

can. These .-tatistics are onlv estimated, but it shows that the proportion
of 01.

in the librarV of consrre>> as required by law. The trade is usually class

divisions publishing, jobbinir. and retailing; but although there are a prent number of

persons who sell books and periodicals in connection with some other business. th<

probablvnot more than 8000regular bookstores. About 900 names are given in the A

Can (.'ntl<y< of those who publi-h occasionally, but nine tenths of the trade is earned on

bv about 50 publishers. T!u-
" Mil >eription publishers'

1

M-ll their books
through agents

ami eanva^ rs Publishers of educational books form a special class, although some o

the prominent houses, like Scribner, Appleton. and the Harpers, have educational.Uepsi

meots in their busine-s. The "jobber" is the middleman, Mho orders books m large

quantities from the publisher, and distributes them among the retail booksellers t ougli-

out the country. Manv of the larger houses, like Lippincot i ombine the busin

the highest bidders among tte jobbers and retaflera represented at the sales. The American

publishers generally allow the retailers from 2o to 4<) per cent and Ue
Jobbew

cent more The usual forms for books published in tins country are 12mo for noy

books of poetrv, etc., and 8vo for books of travel, treaties, etc It is ^SlSKSSA
publishers^ allow the author of a lxx>k a "copyright; payment of 10 Perft

n^o
"^k then

price for all sale*- but a gross sum is frequently paid to the author, and OK men

becomes the sole property of the publisher, the copyright of a book is

granted
for
^

years with the pnvile<re of renewal, by the author, his widow or children, for 1^

more' A copy o 'the title-page must be registered in the office of the librarian of congrea

S WMhington"before publication, and two copiesof the best edition must be sent to the

same office^within 10 days after publication. The fees are.*) cts. for J^ 1

"^
11^

and 50 cts. for each copv of record; there is no other expense. T

as in the case of patents cover any investigation into the validity ^^.^S^^'Sl
librarian of congress being only a registering and in no sense a judicial officer. The
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most noteworthy attempt to supply the American book-trade with a bibliography was
made in the Bibliotheca Americana of Roorbach, a catalogue of publications including
American issues from 1820, continued by Kelly, in supplements, to 1871

;
this is now

superseded, for current books, by the American Catalogue, issued under the direction of
F. Lcypoldt, containing entries of all books (including imported editions) in print and
for sale in this country July 1, 1876. The first volume, now issued, includes the alpha-
bet by authors and titles, covering about 70,000 entries; the second, in preparation, gives
the same books under subject-entries. The trade periodicals are the Publishers' Wt'<k!y,
New York, which was begun as the Weekly Trade Circular in 1872, by F. Leypoldt, and
which afterwards absorbed Child's Publishers' Circular, founded in 1852; and" the Ameri-
can Bookseller, published fortnightly by the American News Co. The Publishers' W> > k jy
is especially valuable for its weekly record of current publications, giving full titles,

prices, and other information, entered in accordance with the cataloguing system of the

American literary association, and furnished with appended descriptive notes, giving

briefly the scope,"character, and contents of the books. The- Aiiut-ican BookmUtr, besides

records of new books, includes monthly a useful index, classified by subjects, of the

prominent articles in the periodicals of the month.

BOOLAK. or BorLAC, a t. of Egvpt, on the right bank of the Nile, 2 or 3 to. n. of

Cairo, of which it forms the port. Destroyed by the French in 1799, it was rebuilt by
Mehemet Ali, who established cotton, silk, and weaving factories; a government print-

ing-house, from which a newspaper in Arabic is issued weekly; and a school of engineer-

ing, It is connected by railways with Alexandria and Suez. Pop. 20,000.

BOOLE, GEORGE, LL.D., 1815-64; an English logician and mathematician. He
passed an uneventful life, first as principal of a school at Lincoln, afterwards at Wad-
dington, and as professor of mathematics in Queen's college, Cork. He completed two

systematic treatises on mathematical subjects, one on Differential Equation*, and the

other on Finite, Differences, a sequel to the first. Both soon became standard text-books.

B. is also noted in logic for his work, An Investigation of the Laws of Thought, on irhich

are founded the Mathematical Theories of Logic and Pi-obabilitics. In 1844, he received

the royal medal.

BOOLTJNDSCHinrtJR, a British district in the lieutenant-governorship of the North-west
Provinces of India. With an area of 1910 sq.m., it contained, in 1872, 936,593 inhabi-

tants. It lies in n. lat., between 28 3' to 28 43', and in e. long, between IT 28' to 78""

32', being bounded to the n. and w. respectively bv the districts of Meerut and Delhi.

Its chief town of the same name, otherwise called Unchuganj, is on the route between

Bareilly and Delhi, being 40 m. to the s.e. of the latter.^ Its pop. amounts to 14,804;
and its distance from Calcutta is 780 miles, its elevation above the level of the sea being
almost precisely the same number of feet.

BOOM, in a ship, is a general name for the long poles which jut out from certain

supports or uprights, to stretch or extend the bottoms of sails. Some taper regularly
from the middle towards both ends; while others have the thickest part at about one-
third of the length from one end. According to their particular*modes and places of

application, they receive the names of jtb B., flying jib B., ztuddhifj-xail B., l<nr>-r xtudding-
sai' B., main B., square-sail B ,

driver B., spanker B., ring-tail B., maintopmast Before-
topmast B., fire B.. etc. In the old 110-gun ships of Nelson's days, these booms varied
from 57 to 32 ft. in length, and from 15 to 6 in. in thickness. The war-steamers of the

present day require a somewhat different equipment of booms. The immense spread of
canvas in some of the clipper merchant-ships now built requires the use of booms of

very considerable length. A seaman speaks of "booming" when he applies a B. to a
sail; he employs B. irons, shaped like the figure 8, to connect booms and other sp;rs
together end to end.

Besides the booms on board ship, the same name is also given to a strong iron chain

employed in barring the passage of the mouth of a harbor or river, or to cut off the
rctn-at of an enemy if he has actually entered. Such a B. should be protected by a

battery or batteries. The chains are moored, and are floated by logs. There should"be
two such chains, one to afford resistance if the enemy has penetrated the other; they
need not extend all across the passage, seeing that shallow spots are self-defended. A
modern war-steamer would cut through a chain B., unless made of very thick and strong
iron. Sometimes hempen cable booms are used to resist small-craft. The Rus>ians

effectually boomed the harbor of Sebastopol, in Sept., 1854, thereby preventing the
entrance of English and French ships; this was done partly by sinking some of their
own ships, and partly by the laying of booms.

BOOM, at. of Belg'um, in the province of Antwerp, about 10 m. s. of the cily of
that name. Its situation at the junction of the Brussels canal with the river Kupel
makes it a place of considerable trade. It has numerous and extensive brick and
tile works, breweries, tanneries, rope-walks, sail-cloth manufactures, salt-works, etc.

Pop. 7-104.

BOOMERANG, a missile instrument for war, sport, or the chase, in use by the aborig-
ines of Australia. It is of hardwood, of a bent form; the shape is parabolic. I; is

about 2 and a half in. broad, a third of an inch thick, and 2 ft. long, the extrem
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itics being rounded. One side is flat, the other rounded; a::d it is brought to a
bluntisli edge. The method of using this remarkable weapon counts in throwing it in
a particular manner. It is taken by one end. with the bulged side downwards, and tlie

convex edge forward, and thrown directly onward, as if to hit some one thirty yar
advance. Instead of going directly forward, as might be expected, and then" falling to

the ground, it slowly ascends in the air, whirling round and round, and describing a
curved line of progress till it reaches a considerable height, when it begins to retrograde,
and finally it sweeps over the head of the. projector, and falls behind him. This .sur-

prising motion is produced by the, bulged side of the missile. The air impinging tln-reon,

lifts the instrument in the air, exactly as by hitting the oblique bars in a windmill, it

forces it to go round. The ingenuity of the contrivance, which is worthy of the higheM,
scientific calculation, is very extraordinary as coming from almost the lowest n.

mankind. The B. is one of' the ancient instruments of war of the natives of Australia.

They are said to be very dexterous in hitting birds with it. the animals being of course
behind them, and perhaps not aware that they are objects of attack. This curiosity, as

it must be called, was first made known by being brought before the royal Irish acad-

emy by prof. M'Cullagh in May, 1837.

BOONE, a co. of Arkansas, on the Missouri border; 570 eq.m. ; pop. '70,7032 74
colored. The laud is fertile, producing grain and dairy articles. Fine variegated marble
is found. Co. seat, Harrison.

BOONE, a co. in Illinois, on the Wisconsin border; traversed by the Chicago and
Northwestern railroad; 270 sq.m. ; pop. '70, l','.'.4',J; 'so. 11..~>.Y). It comprises rolling

prairie land and forests; producing wheat, corn, rye, oats, barley, potatoes, bay, butter,

cheese, and wool. Co. seat, Belvidere.

BOONE, a co. in central Indiana, intersected by the Indianapolis, Cincinnati and

Lafayette railroad; 40S sq.m.: pop. '70, H, KM. It is level, with deep and fertile, soil,

producing grain, potatoes, wool, sorghum, molasses, etc. Co. .seat, Lebanon.

BOONE, a co. in central Iowa, on the DCS Moines and Snake rivers; traversed by
the Iowa division of the Chicago and Northwestern railroad: .")7i> sq.m.; pop. '70, 14,584.

It has productive soil, with abundance of coal. Co. seat, Boouesboro.

BOONE. a co. in Kentucky, on the Ohio river; (ravers,-,! by the Louisville, Cincin-

nati and Lexington railroad: BOOsq.m.; pop. '70, 10,696 101'J colored. It has a hilly

surface and fertile soil, producing grain, tobacco, and dairy articles. Co. seat, Burling-

ton.

BOONE, a co. in n.e. Missouri, on the Missouri river; 648 sq.m.: pon. '70.20,765

4.038 colored; surface, prairie and forest; soil productive; sltttte, coal and lime-lone are

found. Co. seat, Columbia. A branch railroad connects the county seat with the St.

Louis, Kansas City and Northern railroad.

BOONE a co. in e. Nebraska, a part of which is in the Pawnee reservation; 600

sq m.; organized since the census of INTO. Pop. '76, 1,099. Co. swit, Albion.

BOONE, a co. in s.w. West Virginia; 550 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 4,553153 colored; hilly

and mainly wooded. Co. seat, Madison court house.

BOONE, DANIEL, a famous backwoodsman and trapper, was l>orn in Virginia,

United States At an early period of his life, he emigrated to North Carolina; but his

love of the wilderness not
'

beinir <iilhViently srratitied there, he planned an expedition

into Kentucky then almost unknown. On the 7th of June, 1769. along with live com-

panions, he reached the Red river, n. of the Kentucky. B., however, was captured by

the Indians, but escaped, and accidentally falling in with his brother who had pur
his track they lived together in a cabin during the whole winter. In May. 1

brother went 'home, and B. him elf was left alone in the perilous forest. In .lul

brother returned, and after exploring a considerable portion of country, they returnr

in 1771 to Carolina determined to emigrate with their families to Kentucky:

attempt proved unsuccessful. Shortly after, B. was engaged as the agent of a (

arollpa

companv. in purchaM.iir the lands on the s. side of the Kentucky river where, m
J

, .-

he built a fort on the site now occupied 'by the town of Boone-borou-h.

place was twice attacked by a swarm of Indians, who. however, failed to capture i

the sth of An" 1778 a third attempt was made by 4oO sava<re<. officered by (

Frenchmen, 'in spite of repeated assaults, the little garrison of titty men set atd

its enemies, who were at length obliged to retire, and never afterwards ventu

besie-e the place. After many skirmishes and encounters with the Indians.

in 179N to Upper Louisiana, when the Spanish authorities gave him a

acres of land. 11.' titled with his children and follower-; at Chan tie

river, bevond the inhabited limits of the country, where he follow,-, his

nation of huntimr and trappin-r hears till his death, which occurred in U

one of the most adventurous of all those "
pioneers ot civilization to whos.

endurance, and skill America owes so much.

BOONE. WIU.IAM JONES. D.D., b. South Carolina. 1^: d China. 1*

sionarv bishop of the Protestant Episcopal church: a graduate a >outh ( am. >.

He went into law practice, but left it for the ministry, and also studied medicine and
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took his degree. In 1837 be went with his wife as missionary to China, and speedily
mastered the difficult language. In 1843 he returned to the United States and was con-
secrated missionary bishop for China in 1844. He returned to China the next year and
continued his labors. He came home twice for the benefit of bis health, returning
finally in Dec., -1859, to look after the new mission hi Japan.

BOONES BOROUGH, one of at least thirty localities in the United States, which take
their name from the first pioneer of the great valley of the Mississippi. It stands on the

Kentucky, about 18 m. to the s.e. of Lexington. Though now an insignificant village,

yet it deserves a prominent place in the history of the mighty West. It was founded in

1773 by Daniel Boone (q.v.), as his first fort; and within three or four years thereafter, it

was the seat of the first legislature beyond the Alleghanies.

BOONEVTLLE, a city in Cooper co.,Mo., on the Missouri river, 43m. n.w. of Jefferson

city, in the midst of a fine agricultural and mining region. It is the main market-place
for s.w. Missouri and a portion of Arkansas and the Indian territorv, at the terminus of
the Booneville branch of the Missouri Pacific railroad, where the Missouri, Kansas and
Texas railroad crosses the Missouri river. Pop. 3,506.

BOONTON, a t. in New Jersey noted for iron works; on a branch of the Morris and
Essex railroad, and the Rockaway river, 40 m. n.w. of New York, in a rough mountain

region. The iron works cover 60 acres, and all branches of the manufacture are carried
on. The ore is magnetic, and yields from 50 to 75 per cent of metal. There are blast

furnaces, rolling-mills, nut and bolt factories, and a mill for making nail kegs, of which
300,000 are used in a year. The motive power is furnished by the river and the Morris
canal. The first nail mill in the country was built in old Boonetown in 1770. The old

village was destroyed early in the present century by the breaking of the dam across the
river.

BOOBGHAS . See BURGAS.

BOORHANPOOR', or BURHAUNPOOR, a t. in India, once the capital of Candelsh,
210 m. e. of Surat; pop. 200,000. It is on a high bank of the Taptee river, surrounded

by a rampart of brick, and has in the center a palace of brick known as the Red Fort,
built by Akbar, who adorned the town with marble halls, a mosque, and gardens, now
nearly m ruins. Trade is monopolized by Arabs. B, was founded in 1414 and was for

a long time the capital of the country. It was taken in 1599 by Akbar, plundered in

1685 by the Mahrattas, taken from Delhi in 1720, occupied by the English in 1803,
restored the same year, and came finally under British protection in 1844.

BOOR'LOS, or BOURLOS, a lagoon in the Nile delta, Egypt, 5 m. e. of Rosetta; 38
m. long, separated from the Mediterranean by a narrow strip of land, but communicat-

ing by a single channel.

BOO BO. an island of the Malay archipelago, about 60 m. to the w.n.w. of Ambovna,
extending between s. lat. 3' and 4, and between e. long. 126

D and 127. With an area
of 2000 sq.ra., it is estimated to contain from 20,000 to 100,000 inhabitants. Though it

is mountainous, having Mt. Dome and Tomahoo, respectively 10,400 and 6528 ft. high,

yet it is, on the whole, very fertile, its productions being rice, sago, fruits, dye woods,
and cajeput oil. At the e. end of the Island, the Dutch have a station named Fort

Defense; but the best anchorage is on the n. side in Cajeli bay.

BOOROJTBD
,
or BOOROOGIRD', at. in the province of Irak-Ajemi, Persia, situated in

a fertile valley about 190 m. n.w. of Ispahan. Lat. 33 43' n., long. 48 45' e. It has
a castle and several mosques. Pop. about 12,000, who are chiefly engaged in agricul-
tural pursuits.

BOO 8A. See BorssA.

BOOT, BOOTS, orBooTiKnr, an instrument of judicial torture, formerly used in Scot-

land to force confessions frdm persons accused of crimes, or answers from unwilling or

suspected witnesses. Bishop Burnet in the History of his Oir/t Time, and sir Walter
Scott in his Old Mortality, speak of the B. as made of iron; but the rev. Thomas Morer
in his Short Account of Scotland, written from personal observation of the country at a

time when the B. was still in use, descril>es it as
" made of four pieces of narrow hoards

nailed together, of a competent length for the leg, not unlike those short cases we use

to guard young trees from the rabbits." One or both legs of the person to be tortured

having been placed in this case, wedges were inserted beiwren the limb and the sides of

the case, and these wedges were driven down by the executioner with a mall or ham-

mer, questions being at intervals put to the sufferer, until either he gave the desired

information, o" fainted away, or showed such endurance as satisfied the judges that no
answer could be extorted from him. The wedges were commonly placed against the

calf of the leg, but bishop Burnet says he had heard that they were son, el lines placed
airainst the shin-bone. In one case thatof a lad in Orkney, in 1596 it is recorded that

they were struck home as many as 57 times. In another that of John Fian. school

master at Prestonpans, burned for sorcery in 1591 it is said that the victim " did abide

so many blows that his legs were crushed and beaten together as small as might be. and
the bones and flesh so bruised that the blood and marrow spurted forth in great abund-

ance, whereby they were made unserviceable forever."
"

Still," it is added, "he
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would not confess;" and, indeed, it is remarkable in how many cases we are told that
the torture, agonizing as it was, failed in its purpose, even when- the sufferer "

.-hrieked
for pain in terrible manner, so as to have moved ;i In art of stone." A writer of 1591,
after speaking of the "pilniewinks," "pilliwinks," thumb-screws, or thumbikfna (q.v.)
as a "grievous torture," and of compression of th- skull by a twisted cord as --

H m .,^i

cruel torment also," descries the 15. as "the re arid erne! pain in the world."
Yet there are instances in which it was not thought enough. "When the boot- were first
used in Scotland is not known. In a case where a deed of conveyance of land was chal-

lenged as a forgery, in 1579, two witnesses, a clergyman and a notary, both of Forfar-
shire, were ordered to be "put iu the boots, gins, or any other tonneiiK to UP-.' them
to declare thc'truth." In a letter, still preserved in the state paper office at London, sir
Francis Walsingham writes to the English ambassador at Edinburgh in l.~>s;|. that queen
Elizabeth desires that father William Holt, an English Jesuit then in Scotland, may be
"put to the boots." The B. was subject of allusion on the English staire in 1604; in
Miirston's Malcontent, printed in that year, one of the characters is made to Kay:

" All
3'our empirics could never do the like'cure upon the gout the rack did in England, or
your Scotch boots." A young gentlewoman of Al>erdecnshire was tortured by 'the B. in
1630. Soon afterwards, it is said to have fallen into de.-uctude for about :{o"\ears It

was revived after the insurrection of the westland Covenanters in 1666, and continued
to be used throughout the reigns of king Charles II., and king James II., and during
the first years of king William III. "The genius of our nation," writes sir .1. Lander
of Fountainhall in 1881, "looks upon the torture of the boots as a barbarous remedy,
and yet of late it hath l>een frequently used among us." The claim of right brought
forward by the Scottish convention in 1689, denounced "

the use of torture, without evi-

dence, and in ordinary crimes, as contrary to law." Notwithstanding this declaration,
the B. was used at least once again. Iu 1690, Neville Payne, an English gentleman who
was supposed to have entered bcotland on a treasonable mission, was put to the torture
under a warrant superscribed by king William, and still shown in the register ht>u-- at

Edinburgh. The B. was applied to one leg, the thumb-screws to both hands, but with-
out any effect, although, in the words of one of the privy-councilors, the torture, which
lasted for two hours, was inflicted "with all the severity

that was consistent with

humanity, even into that pitch that we could not preserve life and have gone further."

This is believed to be the last time that the B. was used. But it was not until Scotland
had ceased to be an independent kingdom, that the British parliament emu-ted by the

statute 7 Anne. c. 21 that in future "no person accused of any crime in Scotland
shall be subject or liable to any torture." Torture is believed not to have been used iu

England after 1640. It was abolished in France in 1789, and in Russia in 1801.

BOO TAN. See BIIOTAN.

BOO TES. in ancient mythology, the son of Ceres and of lasion, who, being plundered
of all his possessions by his brother Pluto, invented the plow, to which he joked two
oxen, and cultivated the soil to procure subsistence for himself. As a reward for this

discovery, he was translated to heaven by his mother with the plow and yoke of oxen,
under the name of B., i.e., the ox-driver, which is still borne by one of the constella-

tions. According to others, B. was the son of Lycaon and Callisto, whom his father

slew, and set before Jupiter for a repast, to try his omniscience. Jupiter restored him
to life, and placed him amongst the stars.

BOOTH. Throughout all Europe, in earlv times, trade was carried on chiefly by
fairs, as indeed is still the case in some parts of it, and in many parts of Asia. The tents,

huts, or other temporary or movable structures in which the traders exposed their goods
for sale, were called booths. Though the corresponding German ktidth generally referred

to baitcn, to build, our booth is traced by some to the Gaelic both or botfifttj, a bothy or hut;

by others to the Greek apothekr, through the Latin aprthrra, the Italian Mmi, and the

French bo'itiqxe all signifying an office, shop, store-house, or tavern. From this, its

primary sense, B. gradually came to nvan a fixed shop or warehouse. As towns sprang

up, the yearly fair WHS more or less supplanted by the weekly market. The slight B.

which was set up in the same spot every week, had an irresistible tendency to become
substantial and permanent; and the records of the 12th and some following centuries are

full of unavailing complaints against the encroachments which were in this way made

upon the market-places and streets. Thus, Joceline of Brakelond chronicles the ineffec-

tual efforts of his great and wealthy abbey, in 1192, to dislodge the burgesses of Bury
8t. Edmunds from the shops, sheds, and stalls which they had erected on the market-

place without leave of the monks. So in the Winton JK>rne*fty &tk. compiled in 1148,

notice is taken of "houses" in Winchester which had been "stalls." So. also.
-

relates that the houses in OKI Fish street, in London, "were at the fir<t but movable

boards set out on market-days to show their fish there to be sold: but procuring license to

get up sheds, they grew to shops, and by little and little, to tall houses." So, again, the

same chronicler "tells us that "in Cheapside. from the great conduit w., were many fair

nnd large houses, which houses in former times were but sheds or shops, with solars

(that is, lofts or upper ehamlxTs) over them." S. in Edinburgh the range called at first

"the Boothraw," and afterwards
" the Luckenbooths" am-,' in the very center of tne

High street. So, likewise, in Edinburgh and elsewhere, the trader who for years had
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spread his stall under the shelter of the same buttress of the church or town-hall, began
to rest a fixed wooden B. against it, gradually transforming the timber beams into lath
and plaster, or eveii into brick or stone, until at length the basement of the stately cathe-

dnil, or Ji.'x'J d< ciii< , was iucrusted all over with unseemly little booths (or kramex, as they
were called iu Scotland), like limpets on a rock. The B. which thus arose had often
but one apartment, which opened on the street by a narrow door, and a broad uugla/.ed
window, diwd at night by a wooden shutter, dividing in the middle, and hinged at top
and lioitoin, so that the upper half formed a sort of awning, while the lower half served
us a table for the display of the trader's wares. It was at this window that business wag
conducted, the trader standing within, the buyer without. Occasionally a flight of steps
led down to a cellar under the B., which served as a store-room. In other cases, a
chamber behind was the warehouse of the merchant's B., or the workshop of the crafts-

man's 11., or the sleeping-place of either. As civilization advanced, a "solar" or cham-
ber was raised above the B. for the dwelling-house of the trader, occasionally with a
store-room in the roof, to which goods were hoisted by a crane. There is mention of a

goldsmith's B., with a "solar" above it, at Perth, about 1220. Traces of the middle-age
5. still remain iu this country. There are many perfect examples in France, some of
them believed to be of the 12th century.

BOOTHS, UNLICENSED, are, by the law of England, public nuisances, and may, upon
indictment, be suppressed, and the keepers of them lined. But by the G and 7 Viet. c. 68,
s. 23, theatrical representations in booths or shows at fairs, feasts, or customary meet-

ings of the like kind, when allowed by the justice of the peace of the district, or other
local authorities, are lawful. See THEATERS, LAWS AS TO.

BOOTH, BARTON, a celebrated actor of the 18th c., WHS born in 1681, his father being
nearly related to Henry Booth, earl of Warrington. Having received a good education
at Westminster, he was sent at the age of 17 to Cambridge university, from which ho
ran away to join a company of strolling-players, who were shortly after dispersed by the
law. B. next performed at Bartholomew fair with such success that Betterton w'oukl
have engaged him for Drury Lane had he not been afraid of offending his family by
doing so. After a successful engagement in Dublin, he returned to London, and was
now engaged at Drury Lane, where he appeared in 1701, and made a great

"
sensation."

He became quite the rage among the nobility, who vied with each other in placing their

carriages at his disposal; and he frequently stayed over night at Windsor, where the

court was then held. His greatest character was the ghost in Hamlet, iu which he is

paid never to have had an equal; and his Othello, according to Gibber, was also a very
masterly performance. He died May 10, 1733.

BOOTH, EDWIN, son of Junius Brutus, b. Md., 1833; brought up to the stag*

by his father, making his public appearance in Boston in 1849. In 1851, he supplied hi*

father's place ns "Richard III." at the Chatham theater, New York. The next season
he went to California, the Sandwich islands, and Australia (1854), returning to Ne\r
York in 1857. His most important advance was in 1860, when lie played Shakespearean
parts at the New York Winter Garden with much success; after a visit to England in

1861, he made New York his home, and played there and in other cities as a star. In

1869, "Booth's theater" was built, where, though more and more successful as an artist,

he did not succeed as a manager. For the last four or rive seasons lie has made brief

tours through various parts of the country. He is generally regarded as the leading
American tragedian, and in a few great characters he is without a rival, lie is not a

man of imposing bodily appearance, being rather below the medium stature; but his

frame is compact, his carriage at once dignified and graceful, his eye piercing, his fea-

tures grave. He is thoroughly absorbed in his part, and his voice is under such complete
control as to express upon occasion any shade of feeling, sentiment, or conviction. His

rendering of familiar Shakespearean 'passages displays a tine appreciation of their sub-
stance and of the lights and shades of manner and expression by which their full mean-

ing may be brought out. In his private life he is greatly esteemed.

BOOTH, SirFEMx, 1775-1850; an English distiller who gave 20,000 to assist tb

polar expedition of sir John Ross in 1827. His name is found in "Boothia gulf" and
the isthmus of "Boothia." Ross named the whole region around the magnetic pole

I "Boothia Felix."

BOOTH, JOHN WILKES, son of Junius Brutus; b. Md.. 1829, d. April 26, 1865.

j Though like his brother an actor, lie did not achieve notable success. During the rebel-

lion he was in strong sympathy with the South, and at the close of the war he and others

formed a conspiracy to assassinate president Lincoln, the vico-preeident, and members
of the cabinet. On the night of Good Friday, April 14, 186."), the president attended
Ford's theater, with his wife and some personal friends. About 10 I'.M., B. made his

way to the door of the box, approached the president unseen, and shot him through tlu*

hend. Leaping from the box upon the stage, B. exclaimed,
" Sic semper tyramiis! Tli

South u avenged!" and escaped by the stage door, where a horse was held for him. In

leaping upon the stage he fractured his h-g, imt with an accomplice he rode 30 m. before

resting. When pursuers came up with him he took refuge in a barn, where, as he refused

to surrender, he was shot, and died very soon after.
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BOOTH, Juxiua BKUTUS, 1776-1S52; an English actor, on his mother's bide a :

tion of John Wilkes, the English statesman. When a boy he went into the navy, but
soon left the sea for a printing-office ; afterwards studied lasv, painting, and scnlpture.
He appeared on the provincial stage, Dec. 13, 1813, and in London in Oct., Isi,"). ;j. the

age of 89. In 1817-18, he and Ednumd Keati alU.Tuuti.-d in the same chanu t. i
- is. Drurv

lane theater. Soon afterwards Booth gained great celebrity in tti--li>ir<l 111. and
Giles Overreach;" but he was taken with a fancy for travel, and in 1821 arri\

folk, Va. He spent the remainder of his life in the United States, when- In

tionally popular, and esteemed by many critics t<> t'c the greate-t tragedian of his tin:e.

Though his range of characters was not wide, tlie people never tired of tin K--t of :

such as "Richard III.," "Sir Giles," "Lear," "Shylock," "Hamlet," and "lago." In

acting he sank the man in the character, and was BO intensely carried away that tin

ing in Hainkt and Jin-hard became duels indeed, in which " Richmond "
and

were compelled to defend themselves in earnest. Like tome other great actors, hi.- per
sonal habits were untrustworthy, and late in life there was always much doubt of ui-

bcing in condition to appear at the places and times promised.

BOOTH, MARY LOUISE, an accomplished author and translator of numerous valuable
works from the French, b. >*ew York, April 1 (

J, 1831. Her father wa> deveended from
one of the earliest settlers, John Booth, a kinsman of sir George Booth, afterward.- >

Delamere, who came from England to America about 104'J. Her mother is the grand-

daughter of a French emigre of the revolutionary epoch. Miss Booth's literary,
seemed to be foreshadowed in her infancy, as she read Plutarch at rivr. and Hacine in

the original at seven; and special can', therefore, wa- given to her education. At an

early aue she became a contributor of sketches ajid translations to various journals; >he

compiled the Ma rbte W<>rk> /'.> Man >i<tl, and the Cli-k untl H "<(/<// M<i/.\r' Mmnml; and
devoted herself to the preparation of the lirst complete llixtin'i/ of I/it City of Si >r Yrk.
tehich was published in 18r>l). a second edition in 1867, and a third edition. re\i>ed and

brought down to date, in 1880. This work has In m t Mended and illustrated by well

known book collectors. One copy enlarged to folio size, and extended to rim- largo
volumes by the addition of many thousand illustrations, maps, and pictures, is the prfj>-

erty of a New York citizen, and is >aid to be the richest collection of kiana

extant. Another copy with two thousand illustrations is owned by the author, and still

another copy has been" extended to twenty-two volumes by a gentleman of Chicago.
Booth has translated many works from the French, notable among wliicb

Aii'tn (.'/<//</</, Victor COUMU'S Life and Time* <>f Mtidamt dc Cfurrtuff. Marmier -

ticin Tales, About's Germ/tint and The King <>f tl M<>>'ntii>ni<. I'

JIyb;r<ts f (he People, etc. In 1861, the civil war broke out, and Miss Booth, who was

which Charles Sumner declared worth a whole phalanx in the cause of foedt

acknowledgment of which she received letters of thanks from president Lincoln and

many prominent statesmen of the day. She also translated Vesper, CmnMf. and J/

ifrrrmcs by the countess de Gasparin.'and Jbtwhmu by the count de Gasparin, anl main-

tained durinn- the whole war a constant cbrrwpoftdence with Gasparin, Cochin, Labou-

hive Henri Martin, Montalembert, and other sympathi/ers with tlie government, who

Continually sent documents which she translated and published as a labor of love, in

pamphlet form, through the Union League club, in tin- city journals, rmd elsewhere, bne

next turned her attention to Henri Martin's great HMory of France, in

umes six of which she translated, but only four of which were published, the oner

ment not warranting the continuance of the work. She has .-inc.- translated 1

Fairu &>ok Mace's Fairy TaU*. and her abridgement of Martin's
fiufefl ".' rrnnee

is now in course of publication. In 1867, Miss Booth assumed the sole editorial charge

of Harjter Rtsnr, whii'h under her management proved a rapid success, and over w

she continues to preside.

BOOTHATJK . a fortified pass of Afghanistan, 12 m. to the c. of Cahul. It runs for 5

m. between cliffs 500 ft, high, and is in some places only 50 yards w

BOOTIIB VY a seaport t. in Lincoln co., Me., at the mouth of Damariscntta river.

13 m s e of Bath; pop. '70, 3200. It has an excellent harbor, and is con ferry

with Bristol. Ship-building, fishing, and coasting trade employ the inhabitant*

voy;t
reach as far n. as Barrow strait.

BOOTHIA GULF separates Boothia Felix on the w. fro

nd is in fact a continuation of Prince Kegent's inlet toward-

BOO TON. an island near thes.e. of Celebes, betv. md 5> 4

!. long. Area, 1807 miles. It is mountainous and Uuckly wooded, produce*4 e. long.
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timber, rice, maize, sago, etc. There are buffalo, swine, horses, and goats. The peo-
ple are Malays. The chief town, Booton, is walled, and there fine cottons and other
stuffs are made. The sultan is in alliance with the Dutch. Pop. 17,000.

BOOTS, which are only a lengthened variety of shoes, are among the most ancient articles

of attire. Shoes, extended a certain height up the leg, laced, ornamented, and of fanciful

colors, were in use by the ancient Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans, as is seen by exist-

ing relies and drawings. Leaving an account of these and other varieties of shoes, as

well as an account of the trade and manufacture of shoes and boots generally, to the
article SHOK-TKADE. we here confine attention to a few historical particulars respecting
what arc properly called B., meaning by the term leather coverings for the legs and feet.

Different kiu.ls of half-boots were worn by the Anglo-Saxons and Anglo-Xormans; and
in the reign of Edward IV., if not earlier, the boot-proper, with tops and spurs, was
established as an article of knightly dress. (See Book of the Feet, by ,T. Spaikes Hall,

London.) In the reign of Charles I., a species of boot, exceedingly wide at the top,
made of Spanish leather, came into use; and with Charles II. the highly decorated
French boot was introduced as an article of gay courtly attire. Meanwhile, the jack-
boot, as it is called (see JACK), had become indispensable in the costome of cavalry
soldiers and horsemen generally; and by \Villiam III. and his followers it was regularly
naturalized in England. Strongly made, the jack-boot extended in length above the

knee, was capacious at top, had a very high heel, and round the ankle it had a flat

leather band bearing a powerful spur. This huge species of boot remained in use in

British cavalry regiments until comparatively recent times, and was dismissed as being
too cumbrous in the case of men being dismounted. It is, nevertheless, in a somewhat

polished and improved form, still worn by the horse-guards, with whose stalwart

appearance, doing duty in their tall B. at Whitehall, most people are familiar.

As an improved jack, the horse-guards boot bears a remarkably close resemblance to

the boot of the French postilion, well kno wn to the older class of continental tourists.

Frencli postilion B., however, it is proper to understand, are made of that capacity that

will suit any ordinary foot and leg. Kept economically as part of the equipment of a

posting-house, they are ready for all legs, with or without stockings, as the case may
be; and looking at the strength of their materials, they may very fairly be supposed to

accommodate all the postboys of an establishment during half a century.
The jack-boot is almost entitled to be called the parent of the top and some other

varieties. B. with tops of a yellow color were so commonly worn by gentlemen in the
18th c., as to become a peculiarity in the national costume of the English. When Philip,
duke of Orleans, and other revolutionists of note, affected to imitate the sentiments and
manners of the English, they ostentatiously wore top-boots. In the early years of the

present century, a number of members of the house of commons, among whom may be

specified the late sir Francis Brudett, habitually wore top-boots; nor have they yet
entirely disappeared. By jockeys and fox hunters, they are likely to remain in per-
manent use. What perhaps contributed to break up the general use of top-boots, was
the introduction of the Hessian boot as an article of walking-dress. Worn over tight

pantaloons, the Hessian boot was a handsome piece of attire, giving, undoubtedly, an ele-

gant appearance to the nether costume. B. of this shape, as is seen by engravings, were
'.vorn by English general officers in the early part of the French w'ar, and somewhat
later. At length they were superseded by the well-known Wellington boot, which, as

its name imports, was introduced by the great duke, as a simplification, under the loose

military trouscr. This species of boot has, in its turn, been almost entirely abandoned
in England, in consequence of the universal use of short ankle B. ; but it is still generally
used by some classes of persons in the United States, though in an odd fashion, with tbi
trousers stuffed loosely in at the top.

BOOTY is the victors' share in
property captured from the vanquished. It is gen-

erally a military term, the word prize being more frequently used in the navy. The
regulations concerning B. in the British army were collected and consolidated in 1831,
and have only been slightly altered since. All military B. is apportioned as the

sovereign from time to time may direct. Deserters, and those who do not claim their

share within six years, receive none. The officers appoint two B. or pri/.e agents, by
letters of attorney; the field-officers naming one, and the subordinate officers another.
Tiie officer commanding the successful expedition sends two the military authorities a
list of the persons entitled to booty. The agents collect the property, convert it into

money at the best advantage, and hand over the proceeds to the authorities, receiving a
small percentage for their trouble. A scale of distribution is then made out, and the

money is paid after a certain interval. When an army and a fleet join in a capture, the

admiralty calculates the army share, and sends the amount to the military authorities.

Prize and B. originally belonged to the sovereign, and are only distributed to the captors
as an act of grace; for, if the sovereign pleases, the property can be given back again to
the enemy. See further, under PRIZE.

BOPP, FRANZ, Ordinary Professor of Oriental Languages at Berlin, was l>orn at

Hainz, on the 14th Sept., 1791. Devoting himself exclusively to the study of
oriental literature, he spent some years in Paris, where he was encouraged in Ixis labors

by Chezy, Silvestre de Sacy, and August Wilhelin Schlegel, and afterwards visited
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London, to prosecute his favorite studies more thoroughly, being partly supported bv a
small pension from the king of Bavaria. His fir>t publication was on the Sanscrit verb;
lie afterwards produced a Sanscrit grammar, a <Ht<x<iri>iin, St/txTiditn, and editions of
several fragments of the great Indian epic, the Mihaliharntu, ia (lie original text, with a
translation, lie helped much to faeilitute the study of Sanscrit in Kumpc. But his
most important labors centered in the analysis of the grammatical forms of the different

, tirely
reca.-t, was published in 1857). An English translation by lieut. Kastwick, and
conducted through the press by Mr. Wilson, Bodeu professor of Sanscrit in n-
liniveisity, was published iu 3 vols., 1845-50. In recognition of his splendid .services to

philology, he was, in 1842, made a knight of the newly erected French ttnir

and, in Ib57, foreign associate of the French institute, lie died in 1807.

BOPPARD or BOPPART (ancient Baudobriga), a walled t. of Uheni.h Pru-i-i, situ
ated on the left bank of the Rhine, about 9 m. s. of Coblenz. B. is a very ancient place,
with dark, narrow streets, and chiefly built of wood. Its appearance, liowevr-r, is pic-
turesque, and it has several buildings, architecturally remarkable. The church' of tle
Carmelites contains some fine specimens of 16th c. sculpture. Durimr tin- middle ages.
B. was an imperial city, and many councils were held in it. Remains of the Roman
fortress built by Drusus still exist in the town. Near B. is Marieuberg, the famous
hydropathic resort. Pop. '75, 5269.

BORA, KATHAnrNA vox, or CATHARINE DE BORA, the wife of Luther, was b., it is

supposed, at Lobcn, near Schweiuitz, in Saxony, on 29th Jan., 1499. At a v< -rv earlv

age, t-he entered the Cistercian convent of Nimptschen, near Grimma. Becoming
acquainted with Luther's doctrines, she found herself very unhappy in her monastic life";

and finally, along with eight other nuns, whose relatives, like her own, rein-, d to listen

to them, she applied for assistance to Luther. Luther obtained the services of Leonhard

Koppe, a citizen of Torgau, and by him and a few associates the nine nuns were libe-

rated from the convent in April, 1523. They were brought to Wittenberg, where Luther
had suitably provided for their reception. Catharine became an inmate in the house of
the burgomaster Reichenbach. Luther, through his friend. [Nicholas von Amsdorf,
minister in Wittenberg, offered her the hand of Dr. Kaspar Glaz, who became pastor in

Orlamunde. She declined this proposal, but declared herself ready to marry \ on Ams-
dorf, or Luther himself, who had already laid aside his monastic dress, ller marriage
with Luther took place on 13th June, 1525, and was made the occasion of much unjust

reproach by his enemies, which has not ceased to be repeated to this day. In his will,

he left her 'all that he had, so long as she should remain a widow, because, as he says,
she had always been an affectionate and true wife to him. After Luther's death, the

elector of Saxony and Christian III. of Denmark, contributed from time to time to her

support. She died at Torgau, on 20th Dec., 1552.

BORAC'IC ACID is found native (1) in the steam or vapor which rises from
certajn

volcanic rocks in Tuscany, and (2) as a saline incrustation in the crater of a mountain in

the island Volcano, which is situated 12 in. n. of Sicily. This crater is about 700 ft

deep, the sides lined with a crust of B. A. about half an inch thick, and is snllieient to

yield an annual supply of 2000 tons. B. A. also occurs in combination in borax (q.v.),

datholitc! (q.v.), borac'kc, and other minerals, and to a very minute extent in trap-rocks

generally. The Tuscan supply of B. A. may be regarded as the most important, and its

collection takes place over an area of about 30 miles. The plan pursued is to form a

series of caldrons 100 to 1000 ft. in diameter, and 7 to 20 ft. deep partly by excava-

tion, and partly by building, in the side of the volcanic mountain where the steam and

B. A. vapors are issuing from fissures, aud divert the course of a mountain stream, so

that at pleasure the caldrons, or lnrj<*ni*. may be supplied with water. 'As the volcanic

vapors called sujfif gurgle through the water contained in the lair. .on-;, the 1

arrested by the water, which becomes impregnated with it. The liquid is rvi-ed from

one lagoon to another, then on to settling vats and flat-bottomed evaporating pans, 1

becomes so concentrated that on cooling, impure crystals of B. A. separate. In tins

condition it is sent to England and other countries. The appearance of the surface <

the sround, from which thousands of jets of steam are constantly inning. is very

strik'in"- and the name <riven to one of the principal mountain-
' 9<m

Carter*), denotes the fcelim: of awe with which the peasantry regarded the' di-tnct

entrance to the lower regions. Native B. A. is employed as a source of borax (q.v.) and

contains about three fourths of its weight of true B. A., accompanied by one f

water and impurities. In a pure condition, B. A. may be prepared by dissolvtttr

parts of borax (NaO,2BO) hi 100 of water, and acting thereon by >:> parts o

chloric acid (HC1). which removes the soda, forminc: chloride ot
Rodiunj (Na< !

water (HO) and on roolinsr the mixture, tin- B. A. (BO 3 ) crystallizes out.

in water and re-crvstalli/ation, it is obtained in pure white feathery cr

used iu the arts as a mix. as an ingredient in the jrla/c employed in pottery: nnd the

wicks of stcarine and composite candles are treated with it, so that when the candle u



burning, the end of the wick when it gets long, may fuse and fall to the side, -where it

can be burned away. The exportation of B. A. from the Tuscan logoons exceeds

3,000,000 Ibs. annually.

BOKAGE, R-.'i-iigo, a genus of plants of the natural order boragintx (q.v.). having a

wheel-shaped corolla; the mouth of which is closed with five teeth, and forked filaments,
of which the inner arm bears the anther, the anthers connivent around the style, in the
form of a cone. The species are few, chiefly natives of the countries around the
Mediterranean sea. The COMMON BORAGE (B. ojtifiiutli*) is found in waste places in

many parts of Europe, and is pretty frequent perhaps naturalized in Britain. It is a

plant of rather coarse appearance, with a stout erect herbaceous stem, 1 to 2 ft. high,
somewhat branched; the lower leaves elliptical, obtuse, tapering to the base: the stem,
leaves, flower-stalks, and calyx rough with hairs. The flowers are more than half an
inch broad, of a beautiful blue color. B. was formerly much cultivated and highly
esteemed, being reckoned amongst the cordial flowers, and supposed to posse-s < \hila-

rating qualities, for which it no longer receives credit. The belief in its virtues was at

one time extremely prevalent m England, and its use accordingly universal. The
flowers were put into salads, Gerarde tells us (1597),

"
to make the mind glad;" and he

adds: "There be also many things made of them, used everywhere for the comfort of
the heart, for the driving away of sorrow, and increasing the joy of the mind." Like
some other plants of the same order, B. contains nitrate of potash (niter), and is slightly

febrifuge. It is mucilaginous and emollient, and has been used in pectoral affections:

its leaves impart a coolness to beverages in which they are steeped: and with wine,
water, lemon, and sugar, enter into the composition of an English drink called a ci>ol

tankard. The young leaves and tender tops are pickled, and occasionally boiled for

the table.

BORAGI NE.E, or BORAGIXA'CE^E, a natural order of dicotyledonous plants consist-

ing chiefly of herbaceous plants, but also containing shrubs and even trees, the leaves

generally rough with hairs which proceed from a thick hard base, and the whole plant
mucilaginous and emollient. The leaves are alternate and without stipules. The
flowers are in spikes, racemes, or panicles which are almost always coiled up. and grad-
ually uncoil and elongate themselves, the flowers expanding in succession. The calyx
is 4 to 5-partite, and remains till the fruit is ripe; the corolla is generally regular, 4 to

5-clcft, imbricated in bud; the stamens rise from the corolla, and are equal in number
to its divisions generally five and alternate with them. The ovary is 4-pnitite,

4-celled; the style simple, arising from the base of the lobes of the ova'ry. The fruit

consists of 4 or sometimes of 2 distinct achenia. See ACIIKNIVM. The order fhre-

tiacea of some botanists differs chiefly in the fruit, which in the more typical species is

a succulent drupe; and in the helictropes consists of four dry achenia more or loss con-
solidated. There are about 600 known species of the proper bortiffin<a'. and about 800
of (hretiacfiT. The former are natives principally of temperate climates, and are par-

ticularly abundant in the s. of Europe and in the "temperate parts of Asia: the latter are

more tropical, but not exclusively so. Borage (q.v.), alkanet (q.v.), comfrey (q.v.),

and forget-me-not (q.v.) are familiar examples of the former; the exquisitely fragrant

heliotrope (q.v.) is the best known of the latter. The drupes of some species of

eltretia are eatable.

BO RA SAM BA, a curious little half-independent state, or raj, in India, within the

jurisdiction of the political agent for the s.w. frontier of Bengal. Its central point is in

n. lat. 20 55', e. long. 83 1<Y; its area is about 622 sq.m. ; the pop. is estimated at

28,000. The country is rugged, and the people savage. Outlaws from other parts of

India have too often found~refuge here. The revenue is about 400 a year. A tribute

of 16 is paid to the British government.
BORAS STJS. See PALMYRA PALM.

BORAX, or BIBO'HATE OF SODA, is found native as a saline incrustation on thr shores

of certain lakes in Persia and Thibet. It also occurs in India, China, Ceylon. Saxony.
and South America. When collected on the banks of the lakes, it is imj.ure, and goes
by the name of ft/mil. Tl:e latter is purified by acting upon it with a solution of caustic

soda. Avhich removes the fatty matter that theVrysiais are coated with, to prevent evap-
oration of the water they contain, and thereafter dissolving in hot water and rccrystalliz-

ing. B. is likewise prepared from boracic acid (BO a ), (q.v.). by solution in 'oiling
water, and the addition of a boiling solution of ordinary carbonate of soda ^Na(H'<>c>,
when B. (Na().2BO 3 ) i> formed, and carbonic acid (CO 3)

"is disengaged, and on cooling
in wooden tanks lined with lead, the crystals of B. separate. The common crystalline

variety of B. contains 10 equivalents of water (XaO,2BO 3 -|- 10HO); but if a stt

than ordinary solution be allowed to cool, crystals begin to .separate at a higher tempera-
ture than iiMiiil. which contain only 5 atoms of water (Na( ),'JB< >

; , -f- 5HO). B. is volu-

ble in water to the extent of one part of the salt in two parts of hot water, and in twelve

oi cold, yielding a elear solution with a sweet i.sh ta-te. It is readily reduced to powder,
and is then known as /,,/"-(/</,'/ lx>rnj:. It is of great use in the chemical arts. A> an
a>si-tant agent in experimenting with the Ho\v-pipc (q.v. ). B. is of great service, from
tiie readiness with which it forms colored glasses with the various metallic oxides. It
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is also employed in the manufacture of enamel, and for glazing or coating vessels in

English pottery, as also in the formation of the pa-te tor urtii!> ;he metal-

lurgist, it is an aid in the readiness with which it promotes the fusion of metallic mix-
tures, and the separation of the metals; and to the solderer of all metals it, is of service
in forming a thin glassy coating over the edges of the metals, which prevents their oxi-
dation at the time they are being joined together. 13. is also used in dyeing.

BORBECK, a t. in Prussia on the Ruhr. 4 m. n.w. of Essen; pop. '71, Ifl.&jT. It
has a castle. Its iron industry is large, and there are coal-mines in the neighborhood.

BOKDA, JEAN CIIAKI.KS, an eminent practical nmtheniu'iciaii and astronomer, was
b. on 4th May, 1783, at D;ix, in the department of the Lande-. in France. In 1771, he
was associated with Verdun and Pingre in proving the accuracy of chronometers. Ho
also devoted much attention to the subject of ship-building, and

suggested Lireat improve-
ments in the form of vessels. In 1797, he took an active part in bringing the li-ervato-

ries of Paris aad Greenwich into closer relations with one another. Along with Dclam-
bre and Mechain, he was a leading member of the French commi-Mon intru.-ted with
the measurement of a meridian arc. He rendered essential service in the coinm:
on the new system of weights and measures. He invented a new instrument for m*

ing the inclination of the magnetic needle; and his corrections of the .-crouds pendulum
are still in use. But his reputation depends most of all on his Improvement of the

reflecting circle, on which instrument he published a work in two volumes (1'ar. 17b7).
He died 'at Paris on the 20th Feb., 1709.

BORDEAUX, an important seaport town of France, chief town in the province of

Girondc. beautifully situated in a plain on the left bank of the Garonne, about 00 m.
from its mouth in" the Atlantic. Ships of more than loon tons burden can ea-ily
ascend the river at high water to B., which is accessible at all times to vessel- of

GOO tons. Its harbor is very capacious; and, by the Garonne, its comim -rce very
extensive. The river is crossed by a noble bridge of 17 arches and *>''>', yds. in

length, erected by the elder Deschamps in lbll-21. The old town, coi:>i-ting

partly of high wooden houses of the 1,1th c., has narrow crooked street-; but the

newer parts of the city and the suburbs have wide streets, fine squares, and pit

promenades lined with" trees. The cathedral, which was consecrated in in'X.. is remark-

able for its beautiful towers. The church of Si. Croix is a building of the lOih c.
;
that

of St. Seuriu is also very old, and has ran; Gothic ornaments. The former archiepi-co-

pal palace is now the town. The great theater is one of the largest and liuest buildings
of its kind in France. B. has many other line public buildings, and learned associations,

and educational and benevolent institutions, with a public library of upwards of 140,000

volumes. The university, founded by pope Eugenius IV. in 1441, has been, since 1839,

an Academie Uiiioersihiire, with 15 professorships. Pop. in 1876, 212,111.

Among the principal branches of industry are the production or preparation of .-:

brandy, liquors, vineirar. nitric acid, printed calicoes, woolen goods, carpets, hats pajxT.

earthenware, glass bottles, metallic wires, madder, and resinous articles. The rope-

works. Cooperages, and dock-yards are extensive and full of activity. The canal du

Midi, connecting B. with the Mediterranean, enables it to supply the whole a <*i France

with the colonial produce which it imports; and aNo with Engli-h tin, lead, copper,

coal, dye-stuffs, herrings, etc. Wine, brandy, vinegar, dried fruits, hams, turpeutiue,

and glass bottles are among its principal exports.

Except the wines of Champagne, no French wines are so much exported to foreign
countries as those grown in the district of B., and known as Boiu>K.\rx WINKS. Some
of them are red (known in England as rl,n-<t). others white. Of the red wines, the

Medoc is one of the best known. The red wines produced by the vineyards of LafitU.-.

Latour, Chateau- Manraux, and Haut-Briou are particularly celebrated for their quality.

The white wines of Graves, and those of Sauternes. Barsac, Preignac, and Langon ae
in highest repffte.

In former times, B. was called Burdigala, and was the capital of the !>/'/>/ riget Vieun.

It was a very prosperous town in the times of the Romans, was made by Hadrian the

capital of Aquitania Secunda, and was both the principal emporium of the -.w. of Gaul,

and the seat of its best educational institutions. It was taken by Charles Martel i:

but was airain spoiled by Norman plunderers in the 9th century. It became the <

the duehv of Guienne: and in ll.VJ passed, by the marriaire of Eleanor of Guienne with

Henry of Normandy (afterwards Henry II. of F.n-landt. under the dominion of England.

B. wa's for a considerable time the seat of the splendid court of Edward the black prince.

Durimr the revolution, B. was the principal scat of the Girondists, and suffered fearfully

at the hands of the Terrorists. Its inhabitants. disaffected to N:>.po],-oii'- government,
were the first to declare for the Bourbons in 1814. During the Fr m war, a

delegation of the -overnment of national defense, retreating before the advancing

German army, stationed itself. Dec.. 1*7(1. at I',.: and tin- fli

ply in 1V71 were held there. Since the restoration of ;

H. has increased sreatly. In wines, there was an incn

14 per cent in (he quantity, and 7=5 per cent in the value arising from the amou

cheap wine shipped from the port durin- the two pn-vi About one sixth of

the total export of this article goes to the British dominions.
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BOKDELAIS, a district of France, once forming part of the old province of

Guieune, and having Bordeaux for its capital, but now included in the department
of Gironde and Landes.

BORDEN, SIMEON, 1798-1850; b. Mass. ; an engineer, self-educated; inventor of an
apparatus for measuring base lines in trigonometrical surveys; and superintendent of

th/j state survey of Massachusetts, the first geodetic survey in the United States. lie

published A System of Useful Formula adapted to tlte Practiced Operations ofLocating and
Constructing Railroads, and was himself the constructor of several such roads.

BORDENTOWN, a village and township in Burlington co., N. J., 6 m. s.e. of

Trenton; pop. '70, 6041. It is on the bank of the Delaware river, and on the Raritan
canal, and the Camdcu and Amboy railroad. Manufacturing is the principal business.
Near B. is the former residence of Joseph Bonaparte, brother of Napoleon. The Bor-
dentown college for women is the principal institution of learning.

BORDER, THE, is a term employed in historical as well as popular phraseology to

signify the common frontier of England and Scotland. At present, the dividing boun-

dary of the two countries consists partly of natural and partly of imaginary outlines. It

is customary to speak of Scotland as a country
" north of the Tweed;" but tne Tweed

is the boundary only in a small part of its course, on the e., and large portions of several

Scottish counties lie to the s. of that river. Even at its mouth, the Tweed is not the

division; for n. of the rjverat its estuary lies the ancient town of Berwick, with the dis-

trict known as its "bounds," which belong to England. The Tweed forms the division

only for about 16 to 18 miles. Leaving the river at Carham Burn, a few miles above
Coltlstream, the line proceeds towards the Cheviot mountains, the ridge of which is the

boundary for about 25m.; descending thence, the line strikes on Kershope water, a

tributary of the Esk. That river is the boundary for a number of miles to a point above

Longtown. The line now quits the Esk abruptly in a northern direction, and taking
into England part of what was known as the " Debatable Laud" (q.v.), strikes on the
small river bark, which is the boundary to the Solway tirth, the great natural division,

on the west. Such, in general terms, is the entire boundary, extending from sea to sea
for about 100m., in which length the Tweed obviously plays an inferior part. The
counties lying on the English side of the border are Northumberland and Cumberland;
on the Scottish side, Berwickshire, Roxburgh shire, and Dumfriesshire. Headers of

history are aware that the division here indicated is comparatively modern; in former
times, the frontier shifted according to the surging tide of war or diplomacy. For sev-

eral ages prior to the llth c., the kingdom of Northumbria, fornayig a part of what we
now call England, included all that portion of Scotland s. of the firth of Forth as far w.
as Stirling. As a result of some warlike operations, this district was ceded by the earl

of Northumberland to Malcolm II., king of Scots, 1018, and ever since the Tweed, in

its lower part, has been the boundary. What, however, was gained by Scotland on the
e. was lost on the w. ; for William the conqueror wrenched Cumberland from the north-
ern sovereign; and with little intermission the boundary in this quarter was settled

according to its present limits.

It may be said that from the llth till the end of the 17th c., there was almost con-
stant disturbance on the border. Ruthless wars on a gre t scale between English and
Scots sometimes caused the most frightful devastation, and became the source of lasting
ill-will on both sides. History abounds in events of this kind, and the feuds and forays
of clans and families are commemorated in a series of ballads, forever embalmed in the

Minstrel**/ of tlie Scottish Border, by sir Walter Scott. The most notable of these forays
from the Scottish side is narrated in the ballad of the Battkof Otter/write, or. as it is

sometimes called Chery C1t*e-. The event referred to occurred in 1388. Among the
latest of the regular invasions from England was that in 1543. in the reign of Henry VITI.,
conducted by the earl of Hertford. The invasion was by the eastern marches, and in

their devastating course, the English army set lire to and destroyed all the towns, vil-

lages, monasteries, and numerous castles within a wide range of country. At an early
date, wardens and commissioners had been appointed to repress petty insurrections and

punish the moss-troopers who made cattle-lifting from their neighbors on the opposite
side of the ixyder a kind of profession. For these measures of police, the bonier W:H
divided into three parts the east, middle, and western marches. Such was tin- law-

lessness in the early part of the 16th c., that in 1511, sir Robert Kerr, warden of the

eastern marches, was slain at a border meeting by three Englishmen. The principal
murderer escaped as far as York, and for a time tried to conceal himself: but. he was

sought out by two of r.ir Robert's followers, who brought his head to their new master,

by whom, in memorial of their vengeance, it was exposed at the cross of Edinburgh
(Scott's KWI/ OH r><>r(l<T Aiitiqnitie*). Sometimes the Scottish borderers met ostensibly
to amuse themselves with the ancient

sport
of football, but in reality to plan and execute

daring military exploits. During the reigns of Elizabeth and James VI., strenuous efforts

were made to preserve peace on the border, and this was attained only by extraordinary
severities. Many of the more audacious reivers were hanged, and great numbers were
banished. Some account of the measures adopted at this period to suppress bonier out-

rages will be found in the Memoirs of Sir Robert Gary, who long acted as Englisli war-
den on the marches; also in the Domestic Annals of Scotland, by R. Chambers, vol. i.
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Afler the accession of James to the English throne, a sweeping clearance of the Scot-
tish bonier was effected. The laird of Buecleuch collected under his banners the most
desperate of the border marauders, whom he formed into a legion for the service of the
states of Holland. At the same time, the debatable land was cleared of the Gra?mes, a
daring sept ol freebooters, who were transported to Ireland, and their return prohibited
under pain of death. The legislative union of 1707, and the rirm administration of jus-
tice, along with a general improvement in manners, finally terminated the long course
of misrule.

In the present day, there is nothing to distinguish the border from other districts of
the country, unless it be the prevalence of picturesque ruins of old castles. -rem-rally
roofless, but, from the vast thickness and strength of the walls, still in a good state of

preservation. The border strengths were of three kinds regular fortresses, large baro-
nial castles, and the lesser kind of towers. On the e., the English owned the Fortified

town of Berwick, and at no great distance Newcastle-ou-Tyne: and on the w.. Carlisle.

The chief Scottish border fortresses were the royal castles of Roxburgh, .ledhurgh. and
Lochmabeu; and we might almost include Edinburgh castle, for it is only <>0 m. distant.

Among the baronial castles on the English side were numbered Nofhum. A In wick,
Bamborough, Naworth, Brougham, Peurith, and Cockermouth. Among the Scottish

fortlets of the baronial class may be mentioned Newark, Hermitage, and Cac^m r<<< k.

The smaller kind of towers on both sides of the frontier appear to have hei n < \

ingly numer ;;-. ;i; 1 it is their remains that form the more conspicuous memorials Of
old bo rtU'T strife. These buildings consist of a single pquare tower, usually of three

floors; the lower vaulted, for the reception of cattle: while the two upper, consisting of

but one small apartment each, with narrow slit-hole windows, comprised tin- a< coinmo-
dation for the family. . It is conjectured, however, that retainers lived in thatcln d huts

outside, which are now obliterated, and were brought into the tower, along with the

cattle, only in the case of an anticipated attack. These towers, known as l-astt 1 houses

or peels, once the residences of a warlike yeomanry, are thickly studded over the 8. of

Scotland. Tiore particularly along the vale of the Tweed: and by the lighting of beacons

on their summits, the wlio'le country between the border nr.d the Forth couid he speedily
summoned to arms. On the English side, there are similar towers, such HS ihosc of

Thirlwall. Feuwick, and Widdrington. The English border castles of every kind appear
to have been of greater splendor and strength Than those on the Scottish side. "

iinby

castle, still inhabited, attests the magnificence of the great Nevilles, earls ot Westmore-

land; and the lowerimr strength of [Naworth shows the power of ti, .~-cM). On
the English side, however, there is nothing which can lye compared to the ruins of that

remarkable group of Scottish border abl>eys ilelrose, Dryburgh, Kelso, and Jedburgh,
not to speak of the remains of various other religious houses. For an account of these

and other architectural remains on the border, we must refer to the B<>nl<r J/-/...

of Enf/hmd ami Scotland, by sir Walter Scott, 2 vols. folio, illustrated with plates; nlso

to Biliiugs's Baronial andEcclf*iitkul Antt'quitio of Scotland, 4 vols. 4to, illustrated with

Assimilated in habits to the rest of the population, the old Scottish border families

m-e still distinguishable by their surnames as, for example, the Maxwells, Johnstons,

and Jardines on the w.. and tke Elliots, Armstrongs, Scotts, and Kerrs on the middle

and cnste.-n marche-i. The principal Scottish border families of rank are the Scotts,

dukes of Buecleuch. descendants of a famed border chief, sir W alter Scolt of Buecleuch;

mid the Kerrs dukes of Roxbunrh, who are sprung from an equally celebrated borderer,

Kir Rol>ert Kerr of Cessford. The possessions of both families are txtensn .-. partic ilarly

those of Buecleuch (q.v.). which spread tlirou-rh several counties. The family of corre-

gponding rank within the English border is that of the Percies. dukeatrf Northumberland.

Local intercourse across the 1x>rder is considerably obstructed by the Jong r

and the moor* which generally lie on the line of boundary; and the circuiu-tMice c

the pecul
; ar civil and ecclesiastical institutions of the two kingdoms shedding ell here

toward* different centers, still further tends to lessen community of feeling. At no dis-

tant dav certain excisable articles were charged with a less duty in Scotland than h

land niul the consequence was an active contraband trade on the l>ordcr
- .t v ~ .j.,*:,, . ,^ ^..r.;*-*i i lrttrJ onH tmcni mnrnllTi-

are nso goo roas in varios -

district of country. Besides the books relative to the border already referm
J '; :

are omc works of local note, amonir winch the most comprehensive is HicLardsoB*

Borfcrrr'* Table-book, S vols. royal 8vo (Ncwcastle-on-Tyne): we may also "J^*\
frey's llitt.,ru and A>,ti<>>ntiet of Roxburghshire, 3 vols.; and Ridpaths Border Uutory, I

vol. 4to.

BOEDER-WARRANT, in the law of Scotland, is n warrant issued by the Jtidjr
ordi^

rmrv-that is. bv the sheriff or county court judge, or by magistr

within the rovaltv. or bv justices of the peace-on the borders between Scotland

Whml on 'the 'petition of a creditor who desirrs to arrest the person or effects of a

debtor resting onTh^ English side, and to detain him until he finds bail for his appear-
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ance in, and abiding the result of, any action, which may be brought for the debt within
six mouths. The creditor must swear to the truth of the debt, and before resorting to

imprisonment of the debtor, it is proper to examine him as to his domicile, or usual

residence, and occupation. These warrants are ill use in the counties of Dumfries,
Roxburgh, and Berwick. They are more used in the country districts than in the

burghs, though not frequently even in the country districts. In Dumfriesshire and
Berwickshire, border-warrants are granted exclusively for arresting the persons of

alleged debtors. In Roxburgshire with the exception of the courts of the justices of
the peace in ixelso and Melrose districts, which follow the practice of the two first-named
counties the warrants are granted for the purpose of arresting both the debtor's person
and goods. In the stewartry of Kirkcudbright, and in Wigtoushire, they a*s
unknown.

In English practice, the warrant to arrest an absconding debtor, which includes any
foreigner who may be in England on business or pleasure, is very similar. See AKREST-
MENT FOIl FOUNDING JURISDICTION ; DEBTORS, ABSCONDING; FOREIGN ATTACHMENT;
JURISDICTION.

BOR'DURE, or BORDER, in heraldry. Coats of arms are frequently surrounded with
a B., the object of which is generally to show that the bearer is a cadet of the house
whose arms he carries. The character of the B. often has reference to the profession of
the bearer: thus, a B. embattled, is granted to a soldier; and a B. ermine, to a lawyer.

BORE is a tidal phenomenon at the estuaries of certain rivers. When a river expands
gradually towards a very wide mouth, and is subject to high tides, the spring flood-tide

drives an immense volume of water from the sea into the river; the water accumulates
in the estuary more rapidly than it can flow up into the rivej; and thus there is

gradually formed a kind of watery ridge stretching across the estuary, and rushing
up towards the river with great violence. In some cases, this ridge, or B., is many
feet in height, and contends against the descending stream with frightful noise. This

phenomenon is observable in several British rivers, as the Severn, Trent, Wye, and Sol-

way. The most celebrated bores are those of the Ganges, Brahmaputra, and Indus: in

the Hoogly branch of the Ganges, the B. travels 70 m. in 4 hours, and sometimes appears
suddenly as a liquid wall 5 ft. in height.

BOEE is a name for the internal cavity of a cannon, mortar, howitzer, rifle, musket,
fowling-piece, pistol, or other kind of fire-arm. It is in most cases cylindrical; but in

the Lancaster gun the B. is oval; in the Whitworth gun, it is hexagonal ;
while in the Arm-

strong, and many other kinds of gun, it is furrowed by spiral grooves. Technically, the
B. of a gun often means simply the diameter of the cavity, as when we speak of a gun"

of 8-inch bore;" and in that case its meaning is equivalent to "caliber."

The BORING of a cannon is a process which may best be described in connection
with CANNON FOUNDING. It is desirable to mention in the present place, however,
that there is an operation called "boring-up" conducted at Woolwich arsenal, for

enlarging the bore of a gun. It has been found in recent years that many of the old
cannon are thicker and heavier than needful for the size of shot propelled, and that

they could be fitted for the discharge of larger shot without danger. A change was
begun in the armament of the British fleet in 1839 by substituting heavier broad-
sides: and as one part of the process, many of the old 24-pounders were "borcd-up"
to :;>-;; even some of the 18-pounders were found to be thick and strong enough to

undergo this process. More than 2000 iron naval guns were thus treated at Woolwich
preparatory to the change in 1839; and many others have since been similarly borcd-np.
About 1860, important experiments were carried on at Woolwich, to determine
whether the old smooth-bore iron guns could not only be bored-up, but ?/;//</ at the same
time. There were 15,000 of such guns belonging to the British government, and it was
suggested that they ought to be improved, instead of being cast aside as useless in the
event of the success of the Armstrong and Whitworth guns. The process has not proved
altogether satisfactory.

BO EEAS, the Greek name of the n.e. wind, blowing towards Hellas from the Thra-
cian mountains, and personified in mythology as the son of Astrseus and of Eos or
Aurora, and the brother of Xotus, Zcphyrus, and Hesperus. B. was said to dwell in a
cave of the Tliracian IT:nnus, to which he carried Oreithyia, the daughter of the Athe-
nian king Erechtheus, who bore him Zetes and CalaYs employed ,

: is the symbols of
swiftness and Cleopatra, the wife of Phineus. According to Homeric fable, he begat.
with the mares of Erichtlionius, twelve horses of extraordinary fleetncss. The rape of

Oreithyia was represented on the arc of
Cypsclos,

where B. instead of feet has the tails

of serpents. Fie had a temple in Athens, because he destroyed the ships of the Persians
under Xerxes; and at Megalopolis, a yearly festival was celebrated in his honor, because
upon one occasion he helped the Megalopolitans against the Spartans.

BO EECOLE. See KALE.

BOBELLI, GIOVANNI AI.KONSO, a distinguished mathematician and astronomer, and
the founder of the iatro-mathcmatical school, born at Naples in 1608, was educated at
Florence, and became professor of mathematics at Pisa, and afterwards at, Messina.

Having taken part in a revolt, he was obliged to leave Messina, and spent the remainder
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of his life at Rome, where he enjoyed tho patronage of queen Christina of Swcd.-n, and
where lie died in 1679. He carefully observed the motions of the satellites of .Ii.:

then little known, and seems to have been the iirst to discover the parabolic ]
aths oi'

comets. He made many valuable observations on a malignant fever in Siciiv, and
wrote a treatise on the causes of such fevers. He wrote also" an account of an eruption
of Etna, and a number of works on subjects of applied mathematics, of which the m/>t
celebrated is that J)<- Motn Anintuliitm (Rome, 1<;,SO-.S1). In this work, he nppli.
laws of mechanics to the motions of animals, regarding the hones as levers, in which the
power acts between the weight and the fulcrum, and endeavoring to calculate the power
of muscles from a consideration of their fibrous .structure, and' the manner in which
they are united to the tendons. All more recent uuthorsou the same .subject have IH.TII

much indebted to Borelli.

SORER, a name common to many insects of the Linna?an genus piinus, the tribe

ptiiiton* of Latreille, coleopterous (q.v.) insects of small si/.e, t!ie larva- of which
small, white, soft, worm-like creatures, with six minute feet are furnished with >tr,>ng

cutting jaws (inttxi'lu'}, by means of which they eat their way in old wood, and similar

substances, boring little holes as round as if made with a fine "drill. Every one is familiar
with the appearance of these holes, and with the injury done by these IDfiOCtsto furni-

ture, etc. The holes arc filled up, as the insect works i'ts way onward, with a fme pow-
der. formed from the wood which it has eaten; and finally U constructs for i:>elf a little

silky cocoon, and having passed through the pupa state in the bottom of its hole, comes
forth a winged insect a small beetle, in the widest popular sense of that term. One of
the most common Piriti.sh species is <tnMut, xtriatnin,i\ dark-brown insect, not mucli
above one line in length. The thorax, as in the whole tribe, is proportionately very
large, and has a swollen hood-like appearance, the head being, as it were, received within
it. This in>ect Las long been noted for the pertinacity with which it stimulates death.
This instinct appears to be common to the whole tribe, as it is also to many other insects.

Another species of the same genus, Hiutbimit, ft. <..</.'<////, has become an object of

interest as one of the insects which, being sometimes heard to make a peculiar ticking
noise, are. connected with superstitious fancies and fears, and receive the name of

death-watch (q.v.).

BOEGET TO, a t. of Sicily, in the province of Palermo, and 13 m. w.s.w. from Pa-
lermo. It is a long straggling town, of mean houses, but picturesquely situated on a
wooded cliff overhanging a plain, and itself overhung by a lofty precipice of red rock.

Pop. 0000.

BOEGHE SE, a family of great distinction in the republic of Siena, and afterwards at

Rome. C'AMII.LO B. ascended the papal throne in 1005 as Paul V., and by him other

members of the family were advanced to high positions. A marriage with" the heiress

of the family of Aldobrandini brought the B. family into the possession of great wealth.
1 GAMIU.O Fii.irro LVDOVICO B., prince B., born at Rome in 1775, joined the French
Krinv when it invaded

Italy;
and in 18015 married Pauline, the sister of Napoleon Bona-

parte, and widow of gen. Leclcrc. His wife subsequently received the principality of

Guastalla, and he was created duke of Guastalla, and under the French empire hi

for >ome time gov.gcii. of the provinces beyond the Alps. He held his court at Turin,
and was very popular among the Picdinontese. lie sold the B. collection of artistic

treasures toNapoleOQ for lu, 000, 000 francs, receiving in part-payment the Piodmonlcsc
national domains: but when these were reclaimed by the king of Sardinia in 1815, he
received back some of the works of ancient art. Alter the overthrow of Napoleon, he

.ued from his wife, and broke off all connection with the Bonaparte family. lie

lost Guastalla, but retained the principalities of Sulmona and Rossano. his hereditary

possessions. He died in 1832. The fiirryhfuc. palace is one of the most matrniHeent lit

Home. The noble portico of the inner court is composed of 96 granite columns; the

collection of paintings is remarkably line.

BORGHE'SI, BATrroi.OiOiEO, Count, a distinguished antiquarian, b. at Savignano.
central Italy, on the llth July, 1781. His father, Pietro BorgheM. who was one of the

most accomplished scholars of hjfl time, trained him to an Oftrly delight in learned pur
suit-. He "studied at Bologna, and afterwards devoted himself to archaeological

researches. He arranged the numismatic collection in Milan, and that of the Vatican.

of which he drew up a catalogue. In 1821. he fixed his residence in the republic of

San Marino, where he died in 1800. The French irovernmcnt undertook the publica-

tion of his works, of which 7 vols. appeared in 1863-71. His principal work is his

tfuom Framnunti D& Ftoti Qm^ri Cafritotini in- -is.. .Milan, 1818-20). His

contributions to Forcellini's Latin lexicon are very highly prized.

BORGI, GIOVANNI, 1736-1802; a mechanic of small means in Rome, who v

founder of a rag-red school in that city. After his death the school was sustained and

enlarged, and especially supported by Pius VII.

BORGIA, a family originally Spanish, but which acquired great eminence in Italy

after the elevation of Alfonso Boriria to the pojx-dom. as Calixlus III., in !!.">. He h:id

previously been a privy-councilor of the king of Arn-on. He died in 1458. Kodrfgo
B. ascended the papaf throne in Aug.. HI)-1 , under the name of Alexander VI. (q.v.).

U. K. II.-49
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Before his elevation to (lie popcdom, lie had a number of children by a Roman woman
named Yanozza (Giovanna de' Catanei), of whom two, Cesare and Luerezia, share their

father's extraordinary historic infamy. CESARE or CAESAR B. was one of the greatest mon-
sters of a time of depravity, when the court of Koine was the scene of all the worst forms
of crime. He unscrupulously made use of the most sacred things as means to the most
iniquitous ends. He hail early received high ecclesiastical preferment, and his father,
soon after becoming pope, invested him with the purple. But his lather conferring
upon his brother Giovanni the duchy of Benevenlo, with the counties of Terracina and
Poutecorvo, Ca?sar. as was believed, moved with envy, caused his brother to be assas-

sinated. He obtained the duchy and counties for himself, and was permitted by his

father to resign the purple and to devote himself to the profession of arms. He was
eent in 1498 to France, to convey to Louis XII. a bull of divorce and dispensation from
his marriage with Anne of Brittany. Louis rewarded him for the pope's complaisance
with the duchy of Valentinois, a body-guard of 100 men, 20.GCU livrcs of yearly revenue,
and a promise of support in his schemes of ambition. In 1499, Ca'sar married a daughter
of the king of Navarre; and accompanied Louis XII. to Italy, where he undertook the

conquest of the Romagna for the holy see. The rightful lords of that country, who fell

into his hands, were murdered, notwithstanding that their lives Lad been guaranteed
by his oath. In 1501, he was named by his father, duke of Romagna. In the same

year he wrested the principality of Piombino from Jacopo D'Appiano, but failed in an

attempt to acquire Bologna and Florence. He took Camerino, and caused Giulio Di
Varano. the lord of that town, to be strangled along with his two sons. By treachery
as much as by violence he made himself master of the duchy of Urbino. A league of
Italian princes was formed to resist him, but he kept them in awe l.y a body of Swiss

troops, till he succeeded in winning some of them over by advantageous offers,

employed them against the others, and then treacherously murdered them on the day of

the victory, 31st Dec., 1502, at Sinigaglia. He now seized their posscs.-irns. and saw
no obstacle in the way of his being made king of Romagna, of the March, and of

Umbria. when, on 17th Aug., 1503, his father died, probably of poison which he had
prepared for twelve cardinals. Caesar, also, who was a party to the design (and who,
like his father, had long been familiar with that mode of dispatching those who stood
in the way of his ambition, or whose wealth he desired to obtain), had himself partaken
of the poison, aud the consequence was a severe illness, exactly at a time when the
utmost activity and presence of mind were requisite for his affairs. Enemies ro<e

against him on all hands, and one of the most inveterate of them ascended the papal
throne as Julius II. Caesar was arrested and conveyed to the castle of Medina Del

Campo, in Spain, where he lay imprisoned for two years. At length he contrived to

make his escape to the king of Navarre, whom he accompanied in the war against Cas-

tile, and was killed on the 12th Mar., 1507. by a missile from the ca.-tlc of I'iano. With
all his baseness and cruelty, B. was temperate and sober, lie loved and patronized
learning, and possessed in a remarkable degree a ready and persuasive eloquence. Mac-
chiavelli has delineated his character in his Principe. LLCREZIA B. was a woman of

great beauty. She was married first to Giovanni Sl'orza, lord of Pesaro, but this mar-

riage was dissolved by the pope. She was said, without ground, to have lived in incest

with her brothers and father. She next married in 1498, Alfonso, duke of Bisc< _

natural son of Alfonso II. of Naples; but he was assassinated by her brother Ca.-ar in

1501. In Sept. of the same year, she married Alfonso of Este, who afterwards inherited

the duchy of Ferrara. She died in 1520. Like her brother Caesar, she shrunk from no
crime; but she ftlso was a patroness of art and learning, and was therefore adulated by
several poets. See Gregorovius, Lucrezia B. (1874).

BORGIA. LrcHEZiA (ante), a greatly slandered woman, commonly supposed guilty
of the mot detestable sins. Modern research has tended to clear her of the oha>

incest, so long believed, but of which the proof is entirely lacking. She was a woman
of little strength of mind, and doubtless lacked the disposition to oppose the crimes of

her father and her brother Caesar; but after her marriage with the sou of the duke of

Ferrara she pa-scd a quiet and prosperous life, and won universal respect by prudence,
piety, and patronage of letters and art, dying in 1520.

BORGNE, LAKE, not exactly a lake, but an arm of the gulf of Mexico stretching into

s.e. Louisiana, sometimes called Mississippi sound. The Rigolet pass connects it with

lake Ponchartrain. It is about 60 in. long by 25 v.ide.

BOBGO, a name given to a number of tovrns and villages in Italy and southern Tyrol,
and indicating the growth of the town or village around a castle or castellated rock, the

original Borgo. See Honorcm. Thus, B. "7 nil Snr/una is a place of (1869) 4092 inhabi-

tants, wiih a castellated hill, in Tyrol; li. Lanzzaro is an Italian t. in the province of

Novara, with about 3000 inhabitants; ]>. Sun I)<>nit.h\<>. in the province of Parma, with
6000 inhabitants; //. &in &>i*>!chi-t>, in the province of Are//.o, with 8000 inhabitants etc.

BORGOMANE RO, a t. of n. Italy, in the province of Novara, and 19 in. n.n.w. from
Novara. situated near the left bank of the Agogna. It is a walled town, well built, and
contains a communal college and a hospital. It has little trade. Pop. 5320.

BORGO SAH DONI'NO, a city of n. Italy, in the province of Parma, situated in a

plain, 14 m. n.w. from Parma, on the railway between Parma and Piacenza. It is sur-
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rounded by walls, has several good streets, is an episcopal see, and has a cathedral (the
oldest part of which is in the Lombard style), several churches, and several educational
institutions. Manufactures of silken, linen, and woolen fabrics an; carried on; and oil

and wine arc produced in considerable quantities. The city derives its name from a
saint, who is said to have been a soldier in the army of the emperor Maximian. and to

have suffered martyrdom here. The shrine of St. Donino has long bet n one of the most
frequented in Italy. There are some curious remains of very rude mediaeval sculpture
in the cathedral. 'Pop. about 4200.

BORGrOTA EO, a t. of n. Italy, in the province of Parma, anil 35 m. s.w. from Parma,
on the left bank of the Taro. a tributary of the Po. li is encircled by walls, and is well

built. Pop. (including commune) 09:W. The surrounding district is hilly and wonl< .|.

BOTJGU", or BA'.MSA; a large district in w. Africa, along the w. side of the Niger and
n.e. of Dali'inu-y. The surface is generally level, and the soil fertile and tolerably well

cultivated, producing corn, yams, plantains, -and limes abundantly. Cattle of good
breed are numerous, and there is plenty of game. The people are honest, peaceful, and
good humored. B. is divided into a number of states, of which the smaller are depend-
ent on the Fellatah kingdom of Gondo, while the state of Kitti is ruled by an independ-
ent and powerful chief who is sometimes spoken of as sultan of Boruu. The important
cities are Wawa and Kiama. B. was the scene of the disastrous fate of Mungo Park,
in 1805.

BORIC ACID. See BORACIC ACID, ante.

BORING, as a process in carpentry and in the working of metals, is performed in a

variety of ways. For B. holes in wood the carpenter makes
use of aid*, which simply displace a portion of the wood, and of

gimlet*, <t
><;!< r*. and bits of various kinds, these last being applied g

by means of the crank-shaped instrument called a bnn-i . All these

are too familiar to need description. The B. of holes in metal

plates for making attachments, is effected by means of drill*

driven by machinery. The annexed figure shows the essential

parts of "such a B. 'machine. The drill is inserted in the end ->

of a vertical spindle, P, which revolves in a fixed frame, and is

driven by the bevel-wheels, G. The metal to be bored i* placed
'

on a table or other support below the drill; and the up and down
motion, or end-pressure and off-action, of the drill is effected by
#li/-. li.i>,/l r*s\f\*> f^ \r

f i i i*i tr- <r tl*r* _/ v/iiw ~\\ \\'\ \lf\l holfVCP rM11tllf>M t/1

.

forming the axis of the bevel wheel, but is carried round with it

by means of the pin I, which projects into a groove seen at .1.

The B. of cannon and of cylinders for steam engines is most

conveniently described under CANNON -ForxniMi : set- aKo LATHE.

BOKIM;,' applied to the earth and to rocks, has two chief uses.

1. For <lruinii<u. In some districts, owing to the existence, near

the surface, of a bed of clay impervious to water, the surface-

water is retained in hollows, of greater or less extent. The expense
of deep draining has been so great as to induce proprietors to neg-
lect such land, but this expense has lately been avoided by leading

drains to the lowest portion of the hollow, and then opening a bore

through the clay to the pervious strata of sand or gravel beneath.

This is done by a -imple instrument, an auger of :.M or : indies

in diameter, wrought bv means of a cross-bar by one or two men.

2. F<>r "/'A*/,/,/ voeUn <nxi fortiutditcoeeryoftJb mineral contentt of tMca/rt*. As the

Boring Machine.

. <> *,,/

borimrs for these purno>es are performed in the same manner, it is unnecessary to give

them' separate notices. The object of B. for arlesian wells is to open a passage for

the escape of water from water-lodged strata. Bee AKII>IA.N WKI.I.S. In the search

for minerals. 15. is had recourse to as a cheap method of discovering the mineral wealth

of a district, and whether the quantity and quality of the contained minerals are such as

to make the working remunerative. It should, however, never be undertaken without

a previous geological survey of the locality: the neglect of this lias CMttd an immense

loss of time and money in futile searches lor minerals, as in the innumerable cases of

bores driven into Silurian and old red sandstone strata, in search for coal.

use even after the presence of coal baa been ascertained, to determine the most advan-

tageous position for sinkinir the- shaft by which the coal is to be drawn up. 1 be general

method of operating !- as follows: The boring-instrument consists of an iron shank.

havin^ a cross-bar at the lop and a hollow -crew at the bottom; to this all the sue,

bori iv- instruments are fastened. A simple chisel is at first attached to the screw, and

one or two men press upon the cross bar. and at tin- samr time force it round like an

aurer while another workman, by meana of a lever creeled overhead, with a c

descending from it to Ihe cro8-bar, gives an up and down motion to the instrument

Win- Hie chisel becomes closured, from the accumulation of material which r

loosened, it is exchanged for a cylindrical auger, provided with a valve, which s<
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out the separated material; and thus by alternate chopping and scooping the work is

carried on. The nature of the strata is determined with considerable facility and cer-

tainty by examining the fragments brought up by the auger. As the work "advances,
Successive lengths of rod are screwed on at the upper end.

"
Three poles are erected over

the well, for the -purpose of elevating the rods, to permit the change of the tools.

The cost of B. varies with the material through which the operation is carried on.

In strata of moderate hardness, the cost is about 10s. a fathom for the first 10 fathoms,
arid an additional 6s. for each 5 fathoms beyond.

A simple method of B. has been long in use among the Chinese, by which the great
loss of time, arising from the screwing and unscrewing the rods, at each elevation of
the chisel or auger, is saved. The chisel and scooping instrument are fastened to a rope,
which is alternately elevated and allowed to descend by the simple force of gravity; the
instrument thus forces its way through the ground. In the softer rocks of the newer
formations this method has been successfully employed in B. for artesian wells.

A still greater saving in time and money IKKS been obtained by a process invented by
31. Fauvelle, and described by him before the British association in 1846. His apparatus
consists of a hollow boring-rod, formed of wrought-iron tubes screwed end to end,
armed at the lower end with a hollow perforating tool. The upper end of the hollow
rod is connected with a force-pump by a flexible tube. By means of the force-pump a
current of water is sent down the rod into the bore-hole as it is sunk, and the water

coming up again brings with it all the drilled particles, so that, except for the renewal
of the perforating tool, the rods do not require to be elevated. M. Fauvelle found, by
experience, that when he was passing through gravel, or required to bring up consider-

able masses of broken-of" rock, it was better to inject the water by the bore-hole and let

it rise through the hollow tube. In this way he has succeeded in raising stones 24 in.

long by li in. thick. For B. in tunnels, see TUNNEL.

BORIS OV, a t. of Russia, on the Beresina, 44 m. n.e. of Minsk, near the place
where Bonaparte's army crossed the river Borisov about the cud of Nov., 1812. Pop.
'67. 5233.

BORISSOGLIEBSK', a t. in Russia. 1H m. s.e. from Jamboff, on the left bank of

the Vorona. in 51 22' n., 41 4' east. B. was founded in 1646 for defense of the frontiers

against the incursions of the Crim Tartars. It has an important trade in grain, wool,
ea.ttie, and leather, some manufactures, and two annual fairs. Pop. '67, 12,234.

BORKU, or BORGU, a country in the interior of Africa, between 17' and 20 n., and
18

?

and 21" e., forming a part of the great Soudan region. The climate is better than that

of the surrounding countries, but the eastern trade-winds blow with great violence from

earl}' morning until about 3 P.M., drifting the loose sands into countless heaps, and

changing their shape and position from day to day. A great part of the district was not

long ago under water. The irrigated lands raise dates in abundance, of a dozen kinds.

The northern valleys have a settled population of about 5000, known as the Di.nosa. or

Do?a people; the other inhabitants and traders are nomadic. Dr. Nachtigal spent some
time in B. in 1871.

EOBLASE, Rev. WILLIAM, an English antiquarian, was born at Pcndeeu, Cornwall,
Feb. 2. 1696. Ordained a priest in the English church in 1720. he was. in 1?:>2. pre-
sented to the vicarage of his native parish of St. Just. Devoting himself to a study of

the natural history"and antiquities of Cornwall, he in 1753 published, at the Oxford

p;vss. a volume entitled O'lMrrntionx on. 1?u< A>tti>/>tifit'*, Hixtorical uml Mii>nnt n'nl, of
//,< County of Cornwall. This was followed, in 1758, by the Katnral History of Crn-
trm'f. printed at the same press. B. paraphrased the book of Job, and wrote several

pieces of a religious nature; was active in the supervision of his parish, and took an
ial interest in the improvement of its highways. But that which makes his name

most interesting now, is the fact that he was one of Pope's correspondents, and furnished
t.; the poet most of the curious fossils of which the Twickenham grotto was composed.
He died Aug. 31, 1772.

BORN, BEUTUAND DE, d. about 1209; a French soldier and troubadour, of a family
descended from the dukes of Aquitaine. lie had a contest with his brother for the pos-
se^-i.in of the family heritage, and defeated him; but Richard coeur de lion took the side

of the brother beca'use B. had satiri/ed the "
lion hearted

"
in certain songs. B. then

favored Henry II. of England, and took part in the bitter political quarrels of the period.
After Richard's death he seems to have led a quiet life: but that his snnij.s had great
influence is evident from the fact that Dante put him in the Jnf>-fii as wickedly
inducing the young king to quarrel with his father; ami historians refer to the influence
of hi- xnigs and his deeds of arms as embittering the quarrel'* of the time.

BORN". l(,x.vTirs. Baron von; 1742-91; a Transylvanian mineralogist, educated in

i .le-uit college; studied law at Prague; traveled in w. Europe. ;ind then went into the

department of mines and the mint at Prague in 1770. Against much opposition B.

succeeded in substituting amalgamation for smeliinir and cupellation for extracting
silver from the ores in the mines of Hungary. In 17(i(i, Maria Thcroa appointed him
to arrange tie imperial museum at Vienna, and soon afterwards lie was made a coun-
cilor of state. B. took an active part in the political affairs of Hungary.



BORXA, a t. in Saxony, 16 m. s.s-.c. from Leipsic; pop. 71, 5751. Here arc- ruins
of an old castle destroyed by the followers of Huss in 1430.

BOR'NE, LUDWIO; 1786-1837; a German political writer and satirist. He was the
son of Jakob Baruch, a Jewish banker, but renounced the Hebrew faith and ch
his name to Borne, by which only he is known. He was the editor of varioi;
Which were successively suppressed by the government on account of their exti
liberalism. The one best remembered is !)> \\'<tr/>; in which B. had sonic powerful and
sarcastic dramatic criticisms. Jlis la.-t literary venture was La Baktnct, published in
Paris just after the revolution of 1830, in which he mercil.-slv satirized the German
dynasty, which he looked upon as the great opponent of liberalism.

BORNEENE, FLUID BORNEO CAMPHOR, or OIL OK CAMI-IIOK. is a thin liquid,
lighter than water, with a fragrant odor (somewhat resembling turpentine*, obtained -y

distilling native oil of Borneo camphor, or oil of Valerian. The Borueene is en.ploved
in perfumery.

BOR NEO (called by the natives Pnh K<il>imantin or Klcmanlin, which is tlie name of
an indigenous fruit), next to Australia and Papua, the lanrcst island in the wo'-l-l. is

situated in the Indian archipelago, in 7 n. to 4 2o' s. lat.. and 106 40 to 116 4i e

It is bounded on th e. by the sea of Celebes and the \\ trait, -. by t':e --a of
Java. w. and n. by me gulf of Siain and tne China sea. Its length is about 800 m.,
with a breadth of 700, and an area of about 800.000 ftq.milvs. The pop is under
2. nun. 000. The largest part, ruled by the Dutch, had. in 1*73. 4~>1 ;

1,235,18? natives; the Independent kingdom of Borneo or BrunaY. in the i

Sambas and Maludu, 22r>,000 ; Sarawak, 50,000; and the unexplored regions of the
interior are sparsely peopled. The coasts of B., which are often low and marshy, and
rendered dangerous to navigation by trimerous islets and rocks, present no deep indenta-
tion-, though they are pierced by nun..-rous small bays and creeks. Two chains of moun-
tains run through the island in a nearly parallel oirection from s.w. to n.e. : th-

rising in Sarawak (q.v.) gradually increases in elevation until it attains, in its termination
in Mt. Kiui Balu, on the n.e. coast, a height of 13.098 ft. ; a cross chain, branching off in

about lal. 2
s

n., extends in a s.e. direction through Banjermassin (q.v.). The other ran no.

which is much lower, intersects the equator in long 1 13 e. Between are well -watered plains.
B. has line rivers, especially on the n. and w. coasts. About their upper course-, how-
ever, little is known. The principal are: on the n.. the Bnina'i or Borneo, the Hedjan<r,
Baram. Bintulu, Sirabas. Batang-Lupar, and Sarawak, on the .'.. the Kutci or Mahak-
kan, Bulungan and Kuran. or Bern. The Barito, or river of Banjermassin. Kahaijan,
Kapuas-Murung, Mendawei, Sampit, and other smaller streams, flow through the s.e.

part; while the Pontianak, or Kapuas-Bohang. Sambas, Simpang. Succadana
Pawan, are the most important on the west. All the rivers of B. have banks at their

mouths, which render them unfit for large ships; the Bmnal, however, is navigable 15

m. for vessels of considerable tonnage. "There arc numerous lakes, abounding in ti-li.

the largest being Kini Balu, s.e. of the mountain of the same name, loo m. in circum

ference, beautified with islands, and having many Dyak villages on its bank. The
climate, in the Io\v grounds, is humid, hot. and unhealthy for Europeans: but in the

higher parts towards the n. the temperature is generally moderate, the thermometer at

noon varying from 8T to 01
:

F. During the rainy season, from Nov. to Ma\. :

storms of wind and loud thunder are experienced' on the w. coast. Vegetation is

extremely luxuriant. The forests produce iron-wood, teak, gutta-percha, ebony. >ai;dal

wood, rattans, dve-woods, benzoin, wax, dragon's blood, sago, various resins, vegetable,

oils, and gums." The camphor is the best in Asia, of which 45<H> Ibs. are exported

tobacco, coffee, melons, citrons, pine-apples, banannas, cocoa nut-, etc., are I

grown. The mountains and forests contain many monkeys, among which is the <

outaiiii. Tapirs, tiirers. bears, swine, wild oxen, and various kinds of deer n\

The elephant is only found on the n. coast, and th<* rhinoceros on the n.w. The few

domesticated animals are buffaloes, sheen, goats, dogs, and cats. A few hor-

in Banjermassin. The birds are remarkable for their plumage. The principal are

eairles, vultures, Arirus-pheasants. peacocks, flamingoes, pigeons, parrot-, and the

Iowa ''f") which construct the edible ne-ts prized by :he Chinese for

makinir soup. The rivers, lakes, and lagoons -warm with crocodiles, and many kinds

of snakes, frogs, lizards, and leeches. 'Fish is plentiful, : nd the coasts are p
tortoises, pearl-mussels, oysters, and beche-dc-mer, or trepang. Brilliant hutterflii

moths are in irreat variety, and silk-worms are found. Among the mineral pr<

are coal, irold." antimony." iron, tin, platina. nickel, diamonds, pr.

crystals porcelain-clay, "petroleum, and sulphur. The diamond mines are chiefly in

Landakand Pontianak (<|.*.);
Sambas produces the greatest quantity of gold; the

dom of BrunaY. Kutei. and Banjermassin. the largest amount of COAL

The population con-ists of three classes: the Dyak-. who are th- nbnrigmal inhabit

ants and almost all heathen: the .Mohammedans or Malays. Bu-in. - nnd

Arabs- and the Chinese. The Dyaks live chiefly in the interior, and employ them-
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with land culture, collecting gutta-percha, resin, gums, rattans, gold-dust, and wax.
They are divided into numerous tribes. The Malays dwell on the coasts, are traders,
and bold sailors. They are more civilized than the Dyaks, cultivate the grounds around
their houses, lay out gardens, keep cattle, and live'partly by fishing. The Chinese,

chiefly from Canton, have penetrated far into the interior. They engage in trade and
mining, are unwearied in their efforts to make money, and then return to their native

country. They number about 75,000, and have always endeavored to live as an inde-

pendent republic, under chiefs chosen by themselves, and according -to Chinese laws.
In 1857, the Chinese living in Sarawak (q.v.) rebelled against sir James Brooke (q.v.),
and were nearly exterminated. In the last years, the Dutch were also compelled to put
them down by force of arms, and have imposed a poll-tax.

The women of B., except the Dyak, weave cotton fabrics, make earthenware, briskets,
and mats of beautiful designs and colors. In the district of JBaujcrinussiu are factories
of weapons. The principal exports are gold, gold-dust, diamonds, coal, rattans, gutta-

percha, edible nests, cotton, wax, timber, dye-woods, mats, resins, sandal-wood, cam-

phor, etc.; the imports earthenware, iron, steel, and copper work, piece goods, yarns,
woolen and silk fabrics, medicines, provisions, wines, spirits, rice, sugar, tea, tobacco,

opium, trepang, gambler, vegetable oils, gunpowder, etc. In 1812, the Dutch imports
amounted to 411,238, and the exports to 299,210.

By far the largest part of the island is ruled directly or indirectly by the Dutch, who
have divided it into the residency of the western division of B., and tbat of the southern
and eastern, the former having Poutianak (q.v.) as the seal of government; the hitler,

Bunjermassin. The smaller portion towards the n. and u.e. contains Sarawak and the
territories of the sultan of B. proper. Besides a number of small dependencies, the
western division contains the important kingdoms of Landak, Mampuwa, and Sambas,
with the mining district of Montrado, in the north. The chief towns are Sambas
(10,000), Poutianak (9000), Banjermassin (30,000), Borneo or BruuaY(30,000) ; and Sarawak
(25,000).

The Portuguese effected a settlement in 1690 at Banjermassin; from whence they
were, however, soon expelled. The Dutch succeeded in concluding a treaty of com-
merce with the princes of Banjermassin; and in 1043 erected a fort and factory, a
second in 1778 at Pontianak, and others since. The British made unsuccessful attempts
in 1702 and 1774 to effect a settlement in B. ; but have, within the last twenty years,

acquired a preponderating influence on the north-western coast. This ha* been in a

great measure owing to the enterprise of si.- James Brooke (q.v.) and his vigorous gov-
ernment as rajah of Sarawak, and in part also to the occupation of Labuau (q.v.) as a

colony and naval station. The British government, however, refused, upon sir James
Brooke's retirement from Sarawak, to annex it to the British empire. The piracy car-

ried on by the inhabitants of B. has often demanded severe chastisement, and piratical
flotillas have been destroyed by the British.

BORNEO, or BRUNAI, a seaport in n.w. Borneo, on the Bmnai river, 10 m. from
the ocean. It is built in the water, the houses standing on oiles. and all the streets hav-

ing canals in them. Pop. about 25,000.

BORN HOLM, an island in the Balt'c sea, belonging to DenmarK, and situated about
90 miles e. from Seeland, and half-way between the island of Rugcn and the Swedish
coast, lat. 54 59' to 55 18' n.. long. 14 42' to 15 10' east. Area, including three small
islands in its vicinity, about 230 sq.m., with a pep. aoove SI, 000. It is rocky,
and traversed from n. to s. by a high mountain-ridge, the slope of which is in

great part a waste heath, but elsewhere it is not unfertile, and agriculture and cattle

husbandry are successfully prosecuted. High cliffs, sa.id-banks', and breakers make
the coast dangerous. The most notable product of the sland is porcelain clay, with
which the porcelain manufacture of Copenhagen is ca.-ried on. The capital' of the
island is Ronne, or Rottum, on the western coast, a place of (18^0) 5505 inhabitants.

BORNING-PIECE (Fr. borner, to bound), a common ac j ver simple implement, used

by gardeners in laying out grounds, to make the surface eitler level or of perfectly
regular slope. It consists of two slips of board, one a >out 8 in. long, and the other
about 4 ft., the shorter fastened by the middle to one end c\ the longer, and at right

angles to it. One borning-piece being placed at one end of i HLC drawn in the piece of

ground which is being laid out, with the edge of the shorte: sup of board along the Hue.
and the longer slip erect, others of the same size are simL irly placed at the other end
and in other parts of the line; and the requisite uniformity of surface is obtained by
filling up with earth, or removing it, until on looking aong their summits it appears
that they are all in the same plane. The name is perhaps derived from the application
of the implement to borders or edgings.

BOENT7, a powerful state of Central Africa, extending ixvween lat. 10" and 15 n.,
and long. 12

3 and 18 e.. and bounded on the e. by Lak T.-ad. s. by Mandara. w. by
llausa, and n. by Kanem and the Sahara. The greater part f the country is perfectly
level, and much of it is liable to be overflowed in the n*i\\ season, which lasts from
Oct to April, when fevers and other diseases consequently prevail. The heat from
Mar. to June is excessive, ranging from 104' to 107 F The two principal rivers are
the Shary and the Yeou or Yo, both of which fall into lukj Tsad. The soil is fertile,
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aud although the cultivation is very imperfect, produces plentiful crops of maize, millet,
barley, rice, various kinds of pulse, cotton, ami indigo. The inhabitants

;

phants, horses, buffaloes, oxen, sheep, etc. Wild lions, panthers, etc., are
very numerous, having their chief haunts in the forests which occur only in the vicinity
of the rivers, and which abound also in birds of many kii;>. -. etc.
Wild bees arc extremely plentiful. The country, produce* BO iron, that which is u-rd
being brought 1'roin Mandara. Much care is bestowed upon the manufacture, of coats-
of-mail, both for horses and their riders. The only otlu-r manufacture carried to any
considerable extent is that of cotton cloth, which is dyed with beautiful blue strij
means of indigo, aud much exported to Fc/./.an. The" population, which h cstimir
about five millions, are mostly of negro race, and called Kaimwry. The ruling
called Shouas, are of Arab descent, and bigot,- d Mohammedans: but many
Fetishism remain among the ma>scs. Whatever they have of civili/ation" is derived
from the Arabs. The slave-trade is eagerly prosecuted, and gives occasion to many
warlike expeditions. B. appears to have existed as a state for"many centuries, but in

the beginning of the present century it was conquered by the Fcllaiahs, \\ !m e yoke,
however, was soon shaken oil', under the leadership of a "fanatic faki, named Moham-
med el Amin, whose services were called in by the. sultan. On Mohammed's death, bis

son Omar bec-ame ruler of B. instead of the sultan. Dr. >iachtigal, who visited B. in
j 70, describes it as rapidly decay iug.

BORO BTJDDOR (the great Buddha), the ruin of a splend'd Buddhist temple in Java,

residency Kadu, regency Magelang. and district MiiKireh. near tin- junction of the Kilo

and Progo. is the most elaborate monument of the Buddhist style of architecture any-
where existing. Bnddhi>m iq.v.) \\asearly introduced into Java, and Javanese chroni-

cles place the building of B. B. in the beginning of the ?th century. The figure (copied
from Fergussoti's llnn<llM>k <>j Arcfntn-t'ir,) represents a section through one half, and
an elevation of the other half of the building. It is a pyramid of a square form, each side

ut the base measuring 600 ft., and consists of seven walls, which are built like the

of a stair up a hill. Between the walls are narrow terraces running round the building.
The walls are richly ornamented with statuary. Outside are niches, each of which is

occupied by a statue of Buddha, larger than life, seated in the usual attitude, with his

legs crossed under the body. The number of these figures i> about 400. Between each

Of these arc bass-reliefs, representing the god in the same attitude, Ivsidcs architectural

ornaments and carvings of all sorts. Below the niches, on the lower story, is an immense
bass-relief running round the whole building, representing scenes from the life of

Buddha, and religious subjects. The inner faces of the building are also profusely orna-

mented with bass-reliefs, seated figures, and architectural ornaments, carried loan extent

unrivaled by any other building in the world. The art of sculpture appear-on Java to

have early attained the highest point of excellence. "Above and within the upper

square terrace are three circular ones, the outer ornamented with 32. the next with ~'t,

and the upper with 16 small domes, each containing a seated statue of Buddha, which

can be seen throu-rh the open-work of l'.:eir roofs. The whole is surmounted by what

must be considered as the pngoda (q.v.) itself, which is now empty, its center l*mg
occupied only by a sunken chamber 10 ft. deep, meant originally, no doubt, to contain

the relic for winch this splendid teivple was erected." Mr. Fer-u<-on considers that tin-

five lower terraces arc copied from and represent a Buddhist vihara or monastery; and

that the niches containing the cros-legged figures were, in the originals, cells, each occu-

pied by a .-haven priest. The structure is thus a compound of a tope (q.v.)with a copy
in durable architecture, of the frail cells of a vihara.

BOEODI NO, a village of Russia, in the government of Moskwa. and almut 70 m. w.

from the citv of that name. It is .situated on the Kalouga. an affluent of the Moskwa,
and nave na'me to the great battle fought between the French army under Napoleon,
and the Russian under Kutusow. Barcl-iy de Tolly, ami Bagration. 7th Sept.. 1812.

battle of B. was one of the most obstina'tely disputed in history, and the loss on both

sides was almost equally irreat. Out of 240,000 men engaged, between 70,000 and

80,000 were killed and wounded. The Russians retreated on the following day. but it

was in the most perfect order, and without the enemy venturing to attack them.

Rus-ians therefore, have always held this battl.- as a victorv. and in 1839 raised a fine

mausoleum on the bat lie-field." To the French, however, certainly belongs the 1

a- thcv not onlv remained on the field of battle, lint in seven days after they had pu-he<l

on to'Mos. ow." The French name it the battle of the Moskwa, from the river O1 that

name, and it gave marshal Ney his title of prince of Moskwa.

BORON (s\mb B equiv. 11 1 is a non-metallic element present in I

and 1'orav , q V ) It was discovered in INIS by (Jay Lussac ami Thcnard in F:

Daw in England The process followed in procurinsr B. till lately was to mix
pure

and

drv boracic'acid (BO,) with thin slices of the metal potassium (K). ana heat them

tube when three atoms of the potassium abstracted the oxygen, fo-mmsr p"' 1-1 K"
set free thebernn 1 1', < ., cooling and washing the mixture with cold water, the potash

dissolved out. and left the B. as a dark. -rm-nMi-l.rowii powder, which, when hciil

burned with a -reen rV>me. nnd was re-formed into bonu-ie ncid. by combmir

oxv-reu of the "air Recently, however. Wi.ider and Deville have obtained B. Ly heat-
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ing iu a crucible at a high temperature a mixture of pure dry boracic acid and the metal
aluminium, when the latter takes the oxygen forming alumina (Al.jO 3 ), and leave>the B.
as n.iiiute crystals interspersed through the earth alumina. These crystals possess
great interest from their similarity in properties to pure crystalli/ed carbon, or the

diamond, and they are now known among scientific chemists as B. di<ii)t<>n(h. They
are remarkably transparent, are tinged yellow or red (though the colors maybe acci-

dental, and rival the ordinary diamond in their luster and refractive power. B. dia-

monds not only scratch glass, hut also the corundum and the sapphire: and a real

diamond, with which a few B. diamonds were crushed, had its edges worn away. It is

apparent, therefore, that the B. crystals possess in a high degree the characters of the

ordinary diamond; and though they have as yet only been obtained in minute specks,

yet it is not too much to expect that the size will be increased, and the artificial B. dia-

mond come into the market as an article of ornament, to rival the natural carbon
diamond in its mysterious power of flashing back the rays of light. Indeed, so like are
these two kinds of diamonds, that they can scarcely be distinguished by outward char-

acters or signs; and it has been gravely suggested that some of the diamonds which now
adorn the brow, the neck, or the arm, may be natural B. diamonds. They are very
indestructible, requiring a high temperature to destroy them; and, like the true diamond,
heat ultimately forms them into a coke.

BOROUGH (Ang.-Sax. byng, burg, btirh; It. borpo; Fr. bonrg; Scot, burgh). The
original meaning of this word, by "which we now designate a corporate township, seems
to have been a hill, rising-ground, or heap of earth; and it was probably from the

elevated positions on which places of defense were erected, that it afterwards came to

signify a fortification or castle, -and latterly the aggregate of houses, churches, and other

structures, which, in unsettled times, usually gathered under the walls of a castle;

together with their inhabitants, and the arrangements which were made for their

government. The questions whether we owe our municipal corporations to Roman, or
to Saxon and other Teutonic influences, or to both; and if to both, then to what extent

they have severally contributed to their formation, have been keenly discussed by
constitutional historians. In so far as etymology goes, its authority is pretty equally
divided, the term iitnuicipal, from the Latin lunnici^alix, and city, from ciritats, favoring
the Roman view; whilst B. from the root above indicated, and fi.irn. from the Saxon tun
or ilun, a fortified hill, support the Teutonic. But the discussion forms a branch of a

very wide subject, which has divided recent writers into two opposite schools, and of
which we can here only indicate the existence. On the Roman side, sir Francis

Palgrave is the most uncompromising, and Mr. Allen, as it seems to us, the more
judicious champion. The Teutonic side is espoused by most of the Anglo-Saxon
scholars of England, and in general by German writers. But from whatever source

derived, that the boroughs of England existed, not as aggregates of houses merely, but

as corporate bodies, in the Saxon time, is now generally admitted. The B. syi-tern of

Scotland is also of great, antiquity.
" A Hunte, or confederation of boroughs for mutual

defense and the protection of trade, existed in Scotland, and was known by this name
in the reign of David I., about a century before the formation of the Hanseatic league
of the continental cities; and the famous burgh laws date from about the same period.
This code of Scotch burgh a 1 regulation." in Mr. Innes's opinion, "though collected in

the reign of David, and sanctioned by him, was the result of the experience of the towns
of England and Scotland;" and he goes on to show the very close resemblance between
these laws and the burghal usages of Newcastle, and even of "Winchester, which seems
to suggest their common Saxon origin. Mr. Innes speaks favorably of the B. life of our

ancestors: and he considers the burgh domestic architecture, of which monuments
remain sufficient to show that

"
the burgess of the reformation period lived in greater

decency and comfort than the laird, though without the numerous .following, which no
doubt gave dignity if it diminished food. I am not sure that this class has gone on

progressively, either in outward signs of comfort, or in education and accomplishment,
equal to their neighbors. The reason. I suppose, is obvious. The Scotch burgher,
when successful, does not set himself to better his condition and his family within the

sphere of his success, but leaves it, and seeks what he deems a higher." In confirmation

of this view, Mr. Inncs elsewhere mentions that
"
many of the old citizen-merchant* of

Edinburgh had studied at the university, and appear in the list of graduates."

Borough, in England, is properly a city or other town that sends burgesses to parlia-

ment a privilege, the nature and extent of which will be explained under parliament

(q.v.); and in this sense it is also called a piirh'a^i'ntfin,' U>ron;/h. But in the interpreta-
tion 'clause of the municipal reform act, 5 and 6 Will. c. 76, s. 14'J. the word l>i-"nrjh

is declared, for the purposes of the act, to mean a city, borough, port, cinque port, or

town corporate, and whether sending representatives to parliament or not. See

MUNICIPALITY.

BOROTJGHBBIDGE, a t. in West Riding, Yorkshire, on the right bank of the Ure,
here navigable for small craft, 17 miles n.w. of York. It aro.-e simultaneously
with the decline of Aldborough, 1-J m. to the e., soon after the conquest, when the

great north road was diverted from Aldborough to this place. Its chief trade is in agri-

cultural produce and hardware. Pop. '71, 2508. Edward II., in 1321, defeated the
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eavl of Lancaster here. Near B. are three immense Druid stones, called the
"

Dev'd'-
Arrows," 16 to 22 ft. high.

BOEOUGH ENGLISH is a custom that prevails in sonic ancient boroughs in England.
according to which the youngest .-on inherits the property within borough in prcle:
to his elder brothers. The reason assigned for it is. that the younge.-t -on. on account
of his' tender age, is not so capable as his elder brothers to maintain him.self. A
posthumous sou is entitled to this privilege, and di>p>-.-e>-ex hj> eider brother. The
right of representation also exists with reference to it, for should the ymmgcM -on die
in his father's lifetime leaving a daughter, she will inherit the property. This <-

obtains in the manor of Lambeth. Surrey, in the manors of Ilaekne-. . r-'t. Joim of Jeru-
salem in Islington, Ilcston, and Edmonton in Middlesex, and in other countie.-.

CUSTOM, GAVELKIND, INUKKITAM K.

BOROUGH FUND. This is u fund which is expressly defined by the municipal
corporations act, .1 and G Will. IV. c. lit, by which it b declared that the rents and
profits of all hereditaments, and the interest, dividend-;, and annual proceed- of all

moneys, dues, chattels, and valuable securities belonging or payable to anv
corporate named in conjunction with a borough in the .-chcdulcs. oV to any :

o iicer thereof, in his corporate capacity, and every tine or penalty for c'\ .

against this act (the application of which lias not been already provided fort. -hall he paid
to the treasurer of such borough; and all ilie moneys which lie shall .o ivc.-ivc -hall be

carried by him to the account of a fund to be called "The Borough Fund;" and >ucli

fund, subject to certain payments and deductions, shall be applied toward.- t he payment
of the salary of the mayor, and of the recorder, police magiMrate, town-clerk, tivaMiicr.

and other officers. Corporations may now, under certain checks, maintain parlia:

ary and legal proceedings at the expense of the borough fund, 35 and ''(> \ :>: < !1

But existing gas and water companies authorized by statute are not to be competed with
in this way.

The court of chancery exercises jurisdiction over the property of corporation- in

boroughs, which, since the municipal corporations act, are considered to hold their

property in trust for charitable uses; and the trusts are applicable a- well to the

personal as to the real estate. See Grant on t'<'r]t"ra/tuns, IboU; and sec Fi M>.

BOROTJGH JUSTICES were first created in the time of Charles I. 1'nder the municipal
corporations act. 5 and 6 Will. IV. c. 76, these justices consist of the mayor during his

year of ollice, and for one year after it determines; the recorder e.r ojlia'o; anil Mich

persons as the crown may appoint by commission. Their duties cannot be delegated;
and before acting, they must make the same declaration, and take the same oaths B

recorder does on entering his office. Sec JUSTICES.

BOROUGH LAWS, in Scottish legal history, was the name given to a collection of

ancient, laws relative to boroughs or ln.injhx. which have long ceased to have any force.

but serve to throw light on the ancient manners and customs of the country. The

authenticity of these 11 L. is beyond question; they are universally allowed to have U-cn

enacted in the reign of king David in the 12th century. See REOIAM MAJESTATEM.

BOROUGH RATE is a rate raised and levied within borough by order of the council
of the same; and it has been decided by the court of exchequer that such rate i- valid.

though not made in i>nMic. By the 92d section of the municipal corporations act. ~> and
6 Will. IV. c. 76, where there 'is a deficiency of the borough fumJ (q.v.). the borough
council is authorized and required from time to time to order a B. R. in the nature of a

csHinly rail' (q.v.) to be made within their borough, for which purpose the council shall

have all the powers of county justices. As to boroughs not within the municipal cor-

porations act. the levying and application of borough rates in them is regulated by the 17

and 18 Viet. c. 71. by the tirst section of which it is enacted that the justices of the

may make a B. II. in the nature of a county rate, for all the purposes for which a B. H.

may le levied, such IxK'ough justices also having the same powers as county ju-tices.

The council of a borough cannot make a nti- te : and the provision of the 7

Will. IV. and 1 Viet. c. SI. s. -J. which declared lawful all such retrospective r\'-

might be made within six calendar month* after the pacing of the act. was merely for a

temporary purpose. The municipal corporations act directs that all sums levied in pur-
suance of a B. R. shall be paid over to account of the borough fund; und ther

provision as to irntrh nttt* (q.v. t.

Where parties consider themselves aggrieved by a B. H . they may appeal to the

recorder at the next quarter-sessions for the borough; or if there be no recorder, to tin-

next county quarter-sessions.

BOROVIT CHI, a t. of Russia, in the government of Novgorod. 98 m. e. of the town of

Novgorod, on both sides of the river M-ta. near -ome rapid-. Pop- v> ~- ;) " IS ''-

tion'on the great canal and river water-way which connects the Volga with lake L:.'

renders it of considerable commercial importance.

BOROVSK', or BOKOKSK', a t. of Russia, in the government of Kalouga. and 49 m.

n.n.e. of the town of that name. Conjointly with Kalouga it gives title to a bi-hoji. It

has extensive manufactures of sail-cloth, and a trade in leather, flax, and hemp. Its
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onions and garlic arc celebrated. In its vicinity is a convent, founded in 1444, one of
the richest iu the empire. Pop. '67, 88~G.

BOEROME AN ISLANDS, a group of small islands in the Lago Maggiore, northern

Italy. They are situated iu the western arm of the lake, called the bay of Tosa, and are

uamed after the family of Borromeo, which for centuries has been in possession of the

richest estates in the neighborhood. They are sometimes also culled laokdei Conigli, on
account of the number of rabbits found on them. They were little more than naked
rocks, till Vitaliano, count Borromeo, master-general of ordnance to the king of Spain,
about 1671, caused soil to be carried to them, built terraces, and converted them into

gardens, the beauty of which and of their situation has won for them the name of the

Enchanted Kldnda. The two most celebrated are I*i>l<i ]>. lia and /></./ Mm!re. On the

\f. side of Isola l&lki stands a palace of the Borromeo family, containing many admirable

paintings and other works of art. The SiiUe terrene, a scries of grottoes, mlaid with stones
of various colors and adorned with fountains, connect the palace with the gardens, the

terraced style of which gives to the whole island the appearance of a truncated pyramid;
a colossal winged unicorn, the armorial device of the Lorromeo family, crowning the

whole. Iwla Muilre is laid out in the same terraced style, and is crowned by a castle.

The odors of flowers from the islands, upon which grow many plants of tropical climates,
are wafted far over the lake. 'Ihe Jnula dt' l\*ciii<iri now contains a village of about 4UO

inhabitants, who derive their subsistence from tishiug and smuggling.

BORROMEO, CARLO, Count, a saint of the church of Rome, was b. on the 2d Oct.,
1538. at the castle of Arona, on the Lago Maggiore, the family seat of his ancestors, lie

studied law at Pavia, and took the degree of doctor iu loulX liis uncle, pope Pius IV.,
on being raised to the pontilicale in 156U, appointed him, notwithstanding his youth, to

a number of hi h oliices, and made him a cardinal and archbishop of Milan. B. displayed

great faithfulness and ability in goveining Ancoiia, Bologua, and other parts of the states

of the church as legate, and in discharging the duties of oiiices connected with ecclesias-

tical administration at Rome. .Surrounded as he was with maguilicence and luxury, he
was always grave, pious, and rigid in his life, studious, and a patron of letters. Ilia

uncle, the pope, made him his grand penitentiary, ami did nothing considerable without
his co-operation. It was in a great measure by 'his influence that the re-opening of the

council of Trent was accomplished, and that it's deliberations were brought to a conclu-

sion so favorable to the papal throne. He committed its decrees to memory, had the

principal part in drawing up the CatecJiismiu 7i'<>, //<>/.-* for exposition of them, and

proceeded to give all possible effect to them in his archiepiscopal province. B.'s exer-

tions, not only for the improvement of ecclesiastical discipline, but also for the

reformation of morals in the archbishopric of Milan, drew upon him the hostility of the

monastic orders, and also to some extent that of the Spanish authorities in Milan, who
were jealous of the extension of his jurisdiction. An attempt was even made upon his

life in 1569. He spent great part of his income in beautifying the cathedral and other

churches. With a view to provide well-qualified priests, he founded, m loTO, the Hel-

vetic college at Milan. He brought alxnit an alliance of the seven Catholic cantons, known
as the Golden Borromean League, for the united defense of their faith. In the famine of

1570, and during the plague in Milan in 1576, he displayed equal energy, benevolence,
and dcvotedness, saving the lives of multitudes by the prompt arrangements which he
made for necessary relief. Exhausted b}- his labors and his austerities, he dieU on 3d
Nov., 1584. Many supposed miracles at his tomb led to his being canoni/.ed in 1616.

His theological works were published at Milan in 1747, in 5 vols. folio. On the western
bank of the Lago Maggiore, in the neighborhood of his birthplace, is a colossal bra/en
statue of him. His brother's son, count Frederico Borromeo, born 1560, was also a car-

dinal, and from 1595 to 1631 archbishop of Milan, and was the founder of the Ambrosiau

library (q.v.).

BORROW, GEORGE, an English author, b. at Norfolk in 1803. He displayed from
his earliest years an extraordinary talent for languages, and a strong inclination for
adventure. In his youth he lived for some time among gypsies, by this means acquiring
an exact knowledtrc of their language, manners, and customs. His travels, as agent for

the British and foreign Bible society, through almost all countries of Europe and a

part of Africa, made him familiar with many modern languages, even to their dialectic

peculiarities. , Whatever was little known had peculiar charms for him, and he shrunk
neither from toil nor danger. True to his youthful predilection, he made the irvpsies
scattered over every part of Europe one of the principal subjects of his studv. His first

work. The Ztinfnli, or an Ai-rovnt of tie Gvjwt* in fyxiin (2 vols.. Loud. 1841). made a
favorable impression by its lively and dramatic style. It was followed by The Jtif/l? in

fyxiin (2 vols., Lond. 1843), a book to which its author is chiefly indebted for his celeb-

rity, and which consists of a narrative of personal adventures as various as it is interesting.
The graphic power of the style amply compensate* for the rather unmethodical arrange-
ment of the book. After a long interval, B. published a work lonsr before announced,
Isivenriro, the Scholar, tin' '

/.>/."*.'/.
nmf tic Prirxt (3 vols.. Lond. 1851), which was gener-

ally regarded as an autobiography, with a spice of fancy mingling with fact. The
principal character is depicted with extravagant exaggeration; and the somewhat bizarre

originality which gave a peculiar zest to the author's earlier works here appears as man-
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nerism. The book left the hero in the midst of his adventures, which wen; not continued
until 1857, when B. published Tin llnuinii Iti/< , a sequel to/.///-,/, //</, which w;isa mole
unsatisfactory work than any of its predecessors. He published \V . and
lio/niiii'i Luro-Lil in I,* 74.

BORROWING has, in the case of money, several legal applications of a general nature,
in which the law with regard to li-nul*. //////'/<///, *, and other simila-
considered. See the articles on these subjects. More strictly, borrowing mav bede.-cribi-d

as a contract under the law of &.//'//.. ..NTKACT), and may be briefly and simply
denned as asking or taking a loan. The essentials of this* contract are, that flu-a- must
be a certain specific thing lent, such as a book, an article of furniture, a horse, or it may
be a house, land, or even an incorporeal right. But in the law of Lnghmd the contract
i> confined to goods and chattels or personal property, and doc- not extend to real estate.

Lord chief justice Holt's definition described it as a borrowing of a thing l<nt, in contra-
distinction to a thing deposited, or sold, or intrusted to another for tin fit or

purposes of the owner. Again, tiie borrow ing must be gratuitous and lor the bon.
use, which use must be the principal object, and not a mere accessory. Sin !:

may be for a limited time or for an indefinite period. The contract mu.-t also be of a

leg.;l nature, for if it is immoral, or against law, it is utterly void; this, howevi :

necessary qualification of all contracts. Lastly, the property winch is the subject of the

contract must be borrowed or lent to be ]>tctJie.(iUy returned to the lender at the determi-

nation of the agreement, in which respect it differs from a loan for con>umption.
The persons who may borrow and lend are all those who can legally make a con-

tract; a capacity, therefore, which excludes married women. unh they act with the

consent of their husbands, when it binds the latter and not the wives.

It is not necessary that the lender should be absolute proprietor of the thing lent or

borrowed; it is sufficient if he have either a qualified or a special property tin rein, or a
lawful possession thereof. As to the borrower, he has the right to use the thing during
the time and for the purpose intended, whether such intention i> i.\nrosed or implied;
but beyond this he cannot go. The following quotation from .Mr. .his!

brated work OO bailmutt* (to which reference is generally made), is useful for popular
information:

" A gratuitous loan is to be considered as strictly personal, unless, from

other circumstances, a different intention may fairly be prcsumi d. Thus, if A lends 15

her jewels to wear, this will not authorize B to lend them to (' to wear. So. if (' 1<

his horse to ride to Boston, this will not authorize D to allow E to ride the horse to 1!

But if a man lends his horses and carnage for a month to a friend for his use. there, a

use by any of his family, or for family purposes, may be fairly presumed'; although not

f. use' for the benefit of "men' strangers." During the
\
erit d of the loan, the borrower

has no property in the tiling, but a mere right of possession and UPC of it. But. not-

withstanding if the thing lent and borrowed be injured by a stranger, it would appar
that the borrower may maintain an action ^or the recovery of damages; the n

sio.'i of property without title being sufficient against a wrong tioer. i:.u T,

LOAN, Hiiu;, besides the subjects above referred to.

BORROWING DAYS. The last three days of March are so called in Scotland and

some parts of Enirland. Tiie popular notion is, that these days arc borrowed or taken

from April and may be expected to consist of cold or stormy weather. Although this

notion dates from a period before the chansre of the style, a few days of broken and

unpleasant weather about the end of Mar. still afford a.sanction for old notions concern

in"- the borrowinir davs. The oriirin of the term B. D. is lost in the mist- of antiquity,

though we are inclined to hazard the conjecture thai it has no higher source tuan the

popular rhyme in which it is introduced as a poetic fiction. The most dramatic form of

this rhyme in Scotland is as follows:

March said to April:
"I see thrrv hi'x.cs on vonder hill;

And if you'll lend me days three,

I'll find a way to gar (make] them die!

The first <>' them was wind and v, .

!,.ml o' thrm as si:a\v ami sleet,

Thi- third "' tht-m was sic a t

It rni/.r tin- V.inis- f.-.'t t.. thr '

Hiu \\ lien the borrowed days were pane.
Tin- three silly hoggs came hirplin [limping] name.

The superstition, if we mav so call it, respectim: tin- B. I)., tbough now little else than

a jocular fancv. was so Mronir in Scotland in the 17th c., that when the (

v.-yantinj
arfnv under Montrose. marched into Aberdeen on the :!uth Mar.. 1639 and w

bv L'ood weather, a minister pointed it out in his sermon as a miracn.

of Providence in behalf of th.- sr.,,l cnus tordpn
of K

Aff<ifr."jr>.in KioT t-> 1641. For further notice of the 15. I), we refer t

A/<(i<!'tti *. . .

BORROWSTOUNNZSS . or 1?<
-

>P<>rt in I/mlithgowshirc. on a tow p

on the iSth of Forth. 17 m. w.n.w. of K.iinburgh. It has cnal-mm.-s extending

the bed of the firth: and manufactures of salt. soap. malt, vitriol, and

a trade in -rain. Ironstone, limestone, and fre, rtone alfloexi* n he pariah. Ql
'a pan of the Roman wall of Antoninus, traverse, the parish. Dugald M,.art
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lived near Borrowstounness. Pop. '71, 4986. In 1875. there were registered as belong-
ing to B. 26 vessels of 8881 tons. In the same year, 993 vessels, of 123,595 tons, entered
the port, and 2080, of 245,675 tons, cleared it.

BORSA, a village in Hungary, 50 m. s.e. of Szigeth; pop. '69, 5503. There are

mines of gold, Itad, and copper in the neighborhood.
BOH5AD, a t. in the n. division of the province of Bombay, in the district of Kaira.

It is situated in the elevated region of Gujerat, 1900 ft. above the sea level, and is con-
nected by railway with Bombay and Baroda. Pop. '72, 12,214.

BORSIPPA, mentioned by Strabo as a city of Babylonia, sacred to Apollo and
Diana, supposed to have been near Babylon. Recent writers have suggested that the
mound Birs-Nimrod may be on the site of the old city, but this cannot be held as con-
tinued.

BORSOD, a co. in Hungary, on the Theiss; 1370 sq.m. ; pop. '70. 195,037. The soil

is productive, and the co. is famous for wheat and other grain, and for cattle. Grapes
are extensively cultivated. There is considerable mining, and plenty of game. Co.

seat, MiskplOC.
BORY DE SAINT VINCENT, JEAN BAPTISTE GEORGE MARIE, a French traveler and

naturalist, was b. in 1780 at Agen, now in the department of Lot-et-Garonne. In 1798,
he proceeded, along with capt. Baudin, in a scientific mission to New Holland, but

separated from him before they reached their destination. On his return he wrote his

Esxai *ur les lies Fortunees de Vantique Atlantide (Par. 1803;; and his Vuyaye danx left

quatre principalcs Iksdes Mers cFAfrique (Par. 1804). Having joined the army, he served
at Ulm and Austerlitz, and on Soult's staff in Spain. He served as a col. at Water-

loo, and afterwards had to retire to Belgium. At Brussels he edited, along with Van
Mons, the Annales des Sciences Physiques (8 vols.). He also produced an admirable work
on the subterranean quarries in the limestone hills near Maestricht (Par. 1821). He
returned to France in 18'20, wrote for liberal journals, and for Courtin's Encyclopedic,
etc. In 1827, appeared his L'Homme, Eswi Zoologiqitc sur Ic Genre hit main. He wrote
what relates to cryptogamic plants in Duperrey's Voyage a-utour du Monde (Par. 1828).
He rendered an important service to science by editing the Dictiomuiirc Cl<t**ique de

VHixtoire Natxrelle. When, in 1829, the French government scut a scientific expedition
to the Morea and the Cyclades, the first placo in it was assigned to B. de S. V. ; and the

results of his researches were given to the world in the E-rjieitition Seientffique de Moree

(Par. and Strasb. 1832, etc.), and in the Nx relic- Flore du F<'!j>itti<t<t' <-t d<* Cii^lmhx

(Par. 1838). In 1839, he undertook the principal charge of the scientific commission
which the French government sent to Algeria. He died 22d Dec., 1840.

BORYSTHENES. See DNIEPER, ante.

BOKZ NA, a t. of Russia, in the government of Tchernigov, 50 m. s.e. of the town of

Tcheruigov. Pop. '67, 8129.

BOS. See BOVID.*: and Ox.

BOS, LAMBERT, a Dutch philologist, was b. at Workum, in Friesland. 23d Nov..
1670. and studied at the university of Franeker, where, by the advice of Vitringa, he
devoted himself especially to the Greek language. In 1704, he was appointed Greek
professor in that university. He died 6th Jan., 1717. All his works are characterized

by thorough scholarship and remarkable acuteness, and notwithstanding the advances
of classical criticism since his day. some of them are still consulted, such as his l'etit

2'esfamentitm ex Vorsione Septuayinta Interpret /tin (Franeker, 1709; new edit., Oxford,
1805), his EMi^cs Grce&e (Franeker, 1702), and more particularly his Antiquitatum Qr<e-

cai-Hm pratcipne Atticnrum De&criptio Brevis (Franeker, 1714).

BOSA, a t. of the island of Sardinia, in the province of Cagliari, near the mouth of
the Tenno. Lat, 40' 17' n., long. 8 27' east. Notwithstanding its fine situation, partly
on the side of a hill, and partly on a plain, it is an unhealthy place. It is surrounded

by decaying walls; has an old castle, a cathedral, several monasteries and churches;
and a trade in wine, oil, grain, and cheese. Its port admits only vessels of small size.

Pop. 6500.

BOSC, Louis AUGUSTIN GUILLAUME, 1749-1828; a French naturalist who visited
the United States in 1796 and practically studied American natural history. He traveled
in Italy, wrote much on natural history, was professor in the Verseilles 'zoological gar-
den, and member of the academy. He was tutor to Madame Roland, and adopted her
as his daughter, recovering for her the confiscated property of her family. He was the
author of a history of the wine district of France, and several well-known works on
natural history.

BOSCAN-ALMOGA VEB, JUAN, a Spanish poet. b. in the year 1500 at Barcelona, of an
ancient noble family. He received from his parents a careful education, and came to

Granada, to the court of Charles V. The education of the celebrated duke of Alva was
afterwards intrusted to him. He spent the latter part of his life at Barcelona, and was
employed in editing his own works and those of his friend Garcilasso de la Vega, when
he died some time prior to 1544. He was the first to make use of Italian measures in

Spanish verse, and thus became the creator of the Spanish sonnet. By the introduction
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of various Italian forms, he made an epoch in Spanish poetry. HU poems are still

esteemed, but his other literary productions are forgotten. The best edition is that of
Leon, 1J549.

,

BOSCAWEN, EDWARD, an eminent English admiral, second son of viscount Fal-
mouth. was b. in 1711, and highly distinguished himself at the hiking of Puerto-Bello v

and at the siege of C'arthageua in 1740. In April, 1744, he captured the French ship
Mold, with SOO prisoners. He had an important share in the victory nil' cape Fmisteire

(May 3, 1747 1. and six months alter received the command of the Kust Indian expedi-
tion: lie displayed high military skill in conducting the retreat from Pondicherry. lie

returned in 1700, and in the following year became a lord of the admiralty. In 1755, he
Wii.s again atioat, and intercepted the French tleet oil' Newfoundland, capturing two
64-guu ships and 1500 men, including the French commander, Hoqimrt, whom lie had
twice before taken prisoner. Next year, now admiral of the blue, he was appointed
Commander-in-chief of the powerful expedition against cape Breton, as the fruit of

which that island and St. John's were taken after some hard lighting. B. crowned his

career by his signal victory over the French Toulon tleet. in the hay of Lairos. Ai._

1759. On his return home", he received the thanks of parliament, a" pension of 3000 a

year, a seat in the privy council, and the command of the marines. In the following
summer, while his fleet lay idle in the bay of Quiberon, ravaged by scurvy, B. and
some of his men employed themselves in cultivating a garden on a small island, in order

to supply the sick with vegetables. He died in the following year. Lord Chatham is

said to have testified that when he proposed expeditions to other commanders he heard

only of ditticulties, but when he applied toB., he found him. ready with suggestions and

expedients.

BOSCH, IIiEiioxYMrs DE, b. at Amsterdam, 23d Mar.. 1740, d. there 1st June, 1811;

wa- unquestionably the most distinguished Latin poet of recent times, and a philologist
of varied acquirements. His Po, nintu lirst appeared at Leyden in 1S03 (t?d ed. L'tr. 1808).

and treatises on subjects of literature, which are mostly composed in the Dutch language,

display profound learning, excellent judgment, and refined taste.

BOSCH-BOK, an antelope of s. Africa, found chiefly in almost impenetrable thickets.

It is litnid. and easily caught in the open country, and its flesh is much valued. It is

from 4 to 5 ft. long, and makes a sound like the barking of a dog.

BOSCH VAKK. a wild hog in s. Africa, nearly the same in form and habits as the

domestic hog. but with long pointed ears and a long tail. These animals live in herds,

and the boars make dangerous tight with their tusks.

BOSCOBEI, an extra-parochial liberty of England, in the co. of Shropshire, about 6

in. e.n.e. of Shiffnal. The population of B. is only about 20, but the place is Intending

in connection with the escape of Charles II. after liis defeat at Worcester, in 151. After

the battle. Bnseobcl house beimr proposed as a secure retreat, thitherwards Charles

turned his steps. At White-Ladies, a seat of the GilTard family, which was reached in

the earlv morninsr, the kins had his longhair cut, his hands and face smeared with

soo; and for his royal dress he substituted the irreen and greasy suit of a countryman,

and a leathern doublet. Thus disguised, Charles passed through a secret door into a

nei'diborin" wood, in the thickest part of which he sat shivering in the ram until dusk,

when he stoic out, and along with a iruide endeavored to reach Wales, where jt was now

thought he would be safer than at Boscobcl. They reached a royalist's house at Mtideley.

on the banks of the Severn, at midnight, and it was then found that they could not escape

to Wales on account of the viirilance of the Puritans; and once more, after a (lav

in a BtoWe loft, the kin- started for Boscobel wood, where he arrived about .> o clock n

the morninc He immediately, along with maj. Carlis. who had led the forlorn hi

Worcester, ascended a thick pollard oak. from which they could watch at in,c

luriii" the (lav the roundheads in search of them passing by unaware of their near pre

ance 'In the eVei.imr thev descended from their elevat-d hiding-place, and made H

to the manor-house,where the king remained hidden for two days. ^{^
Charts contrived to escape from England on the 17th Oct.-The title of K' "

TRACTS has been given to certain contemporaneous wntnurs. tiM pubh in 1WJ

giving a graphic description of this passage of the monai ^P
*

ScneSUy attributed t- Thomas Blount. a loyal gentleman of \\ orcester~h,n : >'>''
his cnindson. in his history of Worovstershirc. denies that they were his. on the uit!

of Blount himself. But the author, whoever ho vn*. was manifestly a stanch nn all

and his narrative bears evidence that he had good opportunity for ascertaining the t

nf all the statements in it.

BOSCO REALE, a t. of s. Italy, in the province of Naples, at tlw s. base Moun
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about 12 ft., enveloped the town, and consumed the wood on both sides of it, in which
were many magnificent oak. ilex, and ash trees. The larger trees, as they were envel-

oped in the lava, poured out jets of hissing steam from every knot and branch, and then

exploded with a loud noise, leaping into the air to the height" of 10 or 20 feet.

BOSCO TEE-CASE, a t. of Italy, situated at the southern base of Mount Vesuvius. It

has several churches and convents, and a royal manufactory of arms and gunpowder.
Wine and silk are raised in the district. Pop. 2500.

BOSCOVICH, ROGER JOSEPH, a celebrated mathematician and astronomer, b. at

Ragusa, 18th May, 1711. He entered at an early age into the order of the Jesuits, and
spent his life in scientific pursuits and important public labors. Before the completion
of his course of studies in Rome, he was appointed teacher of mathematics and philoso-

phy in the Collegium Romanum there. The pope gave him a commission to measure a

degree of the meridian in the states of the Church.'which he accomplished in the years
1750-53. In 1764, he was appointed to a professorship in Pavia, but alter some time
retired from this office. He was subsequently appointed professor of astronomy and
optics in the palatine schools at Milan, and superintended the erection of the observatory
in the Brera college, upon which he spent money of his own. After the dissolution of
his order, he went to Paris, in 1774. and received a pension from the king. B. after-

wards went to Bassano, to superintend an edition of his works, on the completion of
which he returned to Milan, but fell into a depression of spirits, which at last grew into

complete insanity, and he died 12th Feb., 1787. His works include dis.-ci tat ions on a

great variety of important questions in mathematical and physical science, and were pub-
lished collectively under the title Opera Ptrtimntia ad Optteam it Axtnuntiitimn (5 vols.,

Bassano, 1785). His name is connected with a theory of physics, first published in his

Philosophic Xatu ralis Theoria,, Redacta ad Luicam LegemVirium in Natura Exixtentium

(Vienna, 1758). He was also a poet, and his Latin poem De &>lis ac Lunce Defcctibus
(Loud. 1764), has been much admired.

BOSIO, FKAX<;. Jos
, Baron, an eminent sculptor, was b. 1769, at Monaco, in Sardinia;

studied at Paris; and when only 19, returned to Italy, where he executed a multitude of

commissions even at that early age. His reputation was greatly increased by the figures

which, at the request of Napoleon, he executed for the column in the Place Venuome.
Louis XVIII. and Charles X. also patronized B.. the former appointing him royal
sculptor, the latter elevating him to the rank of baron. He also enjoyed several profes-
sional honors, being director of the academy of fine arts in Paris, and member of the
Berlin academy of arts. He d. July 29, '45. B.'s principal works are the

" Hercules" in

the garden of the Tuileries; the incomparably beautiful "
Hyacinth "in the Luxembourg;

the "Nymph Salmacis," a figure displaying wonderful grace and purity of outlir

allegorical figure of France, 7 ft. high, surrounded by the muse of history and a group
of genii; the statue in memory of the Ducd'Enghien; the equestrian statue in the Place
des Victories, and the monument of count Demidov, 30 ft. high, composed of 6 figures,
with bass-reliefs, etc. Besides these, B. executed a great multitude of busts of distin-

guished persons, such as the emperor Napoleon, the empress, queen Hortcnsia, the king
and queen of Westphalia. Louis XVIII., Charles X., etc. B.'s works are all marked by
grace of form, harmony of design, and elegance of finish. His style generally reminds
one of Canova.

BOSJESMAN'S COT7UTRY, a region in Africa to the n. of the Cape colony. The
inhabitants, a variety of the Hottentot (q.v.) race, are remarkably diminutive in stature,

nnd thoroughly savage in condition.

BOSNA-SERAI, SF.RA'IO, or SARAJE'WO (Ital. Seraglio), capital of the province of

Bosnia, is beautifully situated in the midst of gardens on both sides of the Migliazza, an

affluent of the Bosna, about 122 m. s.w. of Belgrade. Its pop. is estimated at 50,000. of

whom the majority are Christian Bosniaks, the others Moslems and Jews. Four hand
some stone bridges cross the river at different points of the city, which is adorned with

many churches and mosques (among them a Christian cathedral), whose gilded domes and
whitened minarets and spires give it quite an oriental appearance. B. has a palace built

by Mohammed II., and an old castle on a height, erected in 1263 by the Hungarian gen.

Cotroman; its old walls are decayed, and it" is now of no military importance. B.

has manufactures of tin, iron, and copper goods and trade in dyeing. Its position makes
it an important commercial entrepot, and it is consequently a busy place. It lias also

valuable iron mines and mineral baths in the vicinity. The city was taken and occupied

by the Austrians after a sharp engagement in Aug., 1878.

BOSNIA, till 1S7* a Turkish vilayet, now a province of the Ottoman empire occupied
and admini>tered by Au.-tria. Till" 1876 it also included Herzegovina (q.v.). and still

comprises the hitherto Turkish parts of Croatia and Dalmatia. It is bounded n. by the

Save and Unna; e. by the Vrina. the mountain chain of Jublanik, and a branch of the

ArL"'iitarie Alps; s. by the Scardagh mountains; and on the w. by the mountains of

Cosman. Timor, and Steriza. At a few points in the s. it reaches to the Adriatic sea.

Area. 20,000 sq.milcs. Pop. '79, near 1.000.000; about f Christians, Moslems, and the

rest Jews. With the exception of the northern tract, extending along the Save, it is

everywhere a mountainous country, and is traversed by more or less elevated ranges of
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the Dinaric Alps, whoso highest peaks rise to a height of from 5000 to 7700 ft. above lite

sea, and are covered with snow from Sept. to June. The mountain slope-, :uv lor the
most part thickly covered with forests of oak, beech, lime, cheMnut, etc.. of mairni:

growth, and only here and there exhibit meadows, pastures, anil cultivated spots. Til--

principal river of the country is the Save, on the northern border, into which How the
rnna, the Verbas, the Bosna, and the Drin. The Narenta and the Boyana fall into the
Adriatic sea. The air is salubrious, the climate temperate and mild, 'it is only in the

plain that agriculture is carried on to a considerable extent; grain, mai/.e. hemp", v.

hies, fruits, and grapes are produced in great abundance; and their cultivation would
he much more extensively and actively prosecuted but for the heavy impositions laid

upon this branch of industry by the Turkish government, (lame and fish abound, as
well as wild animals, .such as bears, wolves, lynxes, etc. Tin- country is celebrated for

the breeding of sheep, swin:-. goats, and poultry; and bees, both wild and t::me. an-

very numerous. The gypsies and Morlacks dig for lead, quicksilver, coal, and iron;
but beyond this, mining, owing to repressive government, is entirely neglected, although
the country is rich in metallic ores. Commerce and manufactures chietly limi:

the fabrication of tire arms. saber-blades, and knives are entirely confined to the towns.
The position of B. gives it the transit trade between Austria and Turkey. It lias almost
no good roads. The population consists of Bosnians, Croats. .Morlacks. Montenegrins,
Turks, etc., the much greater part being of the Slavonian race. The Bosn;:.

niaks, who form about a third of the inhabitants, are partly .Mohammedans (descendants
of Slavonian Christians who changed their religion at the time of the Mohammedan
conquest), and partly of and Roman Catholic churches. Tin v are brave,

hardy, rapacious, and cruel : rude and repulsive toward stranger-, yet among them

they are peaceful and honest; they are also industrious, simple in their habits, and tem-

pcral". The Moslem women in 15. arc less secluded than in the other Turkish provinces,
and have long enjoyed the liberty of appearing in public more or less veiled. The Croats,
who form about a sixth of the population, belong partly to the Greek and partly to the

Roman Catholic church; only a few are Mohammedans. They are principally engaged
in agriculture, the fe-'diii'j: of cattle, and the barter trade. The Morlaks. who number
about 150, ()()(), dwell mostly in the district of Her/.egovina, and are courteous and clever

in business. They are inveterate enemies of the Turks Three fourths of them are

Greek Christ Iftns, and the rest Ho:nan Catholics. The Osmanli Turks in B. arc but

about 2000 in number: the number of Greeks and Jews is between 89,000 and W.OOO.
B. being a frontier province, is important as a line of defense, and has consequently a

great number of fortifications. B., in ancient times, was included in Pannonia; and

previous to the 7th c. was governed by princes of its own, called bans or woiwodes,
wlr> became dependent on Hungarv.

"

Being conquered by the Turks, it was finally

annexed to the Ottoman empire in l'.y2'2. B. has frequently been the seal of political

disturbance. A dangerous rebellion broke out in 1S.11. The insurrection which origin-

ated in Her/eiroviiia in 1*7.1. soon assumed the proportions of a national movement, and

led to war between Turkey and Servia and Montenegro. The war of 1877-78 between

Russia and Turkey followed; the treaty concluded at the close of it proposed to give B.

administrative autonomy, but the Berlin conference of 1878 resolved that B. should be

occupied and administered by Austria.

BOSPORUS, commonly but erroneously spelt TfrmWvs, the ancient name of the

channel which separates Europe from Asfa, and connects the Black sea with the sea of

Marmora. The name, which signifies ox-ford or cow-ford, was given to it because here,

according to the legend. To. transformed into a cow, swam across; or. as la very gener-

ally supposed, because it is so narrow that an ox might swim across. Afterwards. OH

the same name was bestowed upon other straits, this was designated the Thradan Itttxptini*.

IK s. and n. entrances have two liirht -houses each. Its shores are elevated, and through-

out its length the strait Ins seven bays or irulfs. with corresponding promontories on the

opposite side. ( hicof these -rult's form's the harbor of Constantinople, or. a- it i> often called.

the Golden Horn. The lensrth of the Thraeian B. is about 17 in., with a breadth of

from little more than a third of a mile to "2 miles. At the middle of this strait, where it

it is about ','800 ft. in breadth. Darius made his bridge of boats when he marched against

the Scythians. The B. has Ion:,' been under Turkish control. Repeated European con-

ferenec'-s, ineludinir that of Berlin in 1878, have confirmed the stipulation of the treaty

mad-- in 1841, providing that no ship of war belonging to any nation but Turkey shall

pass the B. without the consent of the Ottoman authorities.

The name of CnrMi:t:t \N Bosi-uitrs was given bv the ancients to the strait of KatTn

(q v. i. also called the strait, of Yenikale or of Theodora. The country on both sides

the Cimmerian B. formed, in ancient times, the kingdom of BoWOflM, which

founded in r>(f> i; . . In :!!i:l. the kingdom was extended along the Asiatic coast: and

Theodo-ia was united with it in MO. The kingdom became tributary to the N-\ I

in o- and in the year 1 Itt u.c.. Mitlu idatc*. kimr of I'ontus. vanquished the Scythians,

and set his sOI1 Machares. on the throne of Bosporus On the death of Machares. soon

followed bv that of Mithridates. the Roman-, uavc the country, in G;5 B.C., to 1 bar;

the second' son of Mithridates. and after his assassination, to seven,! i

trayc

themselves out for descendants of Mithridates. >Vhcn at last the family became entirely
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extinct in 259 A.D., the Sarmatians made themselves masters of the kingdom, from whom
the inhabitants of the Chersonesus took it in 844. Along with Tauric Chersonesus, it after

wards formed a part of the eastern Roman empire, until the Chazars, and afterwards the

Tartars, under Mongolian princes, made themselves masters of it. See TAUIUDA.

BOSQUE, a cb. in n. Texas, on the Brazos, watered by'Bosque river; 905 sq.m. ;

pop 'TO, 4981 528 colored. It has an undulating surface, a fertile soil, with forests of
oak and cedar. Co. seat, Meridian.

BOSQUET, PIERRE FRANCOIS JOSEPH, a distinguished French marshal, b. 8th Nov.,
1810, at Mont de Marsan, in the department of Landes, entered, in 1829, the poly-
technic school at Paris, and in 1833 joined the artillery as sub-lieut. In June, 1834,
he proceeded with his regiment to Algeria, where he became conspicuous for his mili-

tary tact, energy, and valor. In 1847, he had attained the rank of col., and the follow-

ing yi.-ar he was named gen. of brigade by the republican government. In the cud of

185U, he returned to France, and in 1854 was appointed by the emperor gen. of division.

He had the command of the second division of the French army in the Crimea, and at the
battle of the Alma, 20th Sept., his successful maneuvers against the Russian left wing
were mentioned in marsh: 1.! f.

;

t. Arnaud's dispatch to the emperor as deciding the fate of
the day. At Inkerman, 5th Nov., he contributed greatly to the defeat of the Russians.
His conduct on this occasion was noticed with praise by lord Raglan in his dispatch, and
the British parliament voted its thanks to him in a special resolution. He also took a

leading part in the capture of the Malakoff, 8th Sept., 1855; but a wound lie received
from the bursting of a shell obliged him to retire to France. In 1856, he was made
field-marshal. He died in 1861.

BOSS, in architecture, a raised ornament, covering the intersections of the ribs of

ceilings. They are more frequently seen in vaulted roofs, as in the aisles of a church,
but occur also where the ceiling is flat. In early Norman work there are generally
no bosses, and they become richer and more frequent as we advance towards the deco-

rated and perpendicular styles. In the decorated style the B. usually consists of foliage,
sometimes combined with animals, heads, and the like. Coats-of-arnis, charged with
armorial bearings, came then also to be used for this purpose, though they were more
frequent in the perpendicular. The B. of a bit is the ornament with which a bridle-bit

terminates at each cud. It was borne in the arms of the corporation of Lorimers.
See LOKIMEH.

BOSSAGE, a stone in a building left rough and projecting, -afterwards to be worked
into a decoration. Bossagc is applied, in France, to rustic work in which stones

advance beyond the general face or level of the structure.

BOSSI, GIUSEPPE; 1776-1816; an Italian painter and writer on ait. He studied at

Milan and at Rome, and was secretary of the Milan academy. When Napoleon was in

Milan in 1805. B. exhibited a drawing of Michael Angelo's "Last Judgment," and pic-
tures representing "Aurora and Night," "(Edipus and Creon,"and the "Italian Parnas-
sus." B. also made a copy of Leonardo's " Last Supper," the original being then jiimoM

obliterated, and from his copy a mosaic was executed by Raphael, and placed in th,e

imperial gallery at Vienna. Another copy, made in oil, was placed in the Brera museum.
Much of B.'s life was devoted to tire

Study
of the works of- Leonardo, and his last work

was a series of drawings representing incidents in the life of that master. He left unfin-

ished a large cartoon in black chalk of " The Dead Christ in the Bosom of Mary, witli

John and the Magdalene." He also published a special volume OH Leonardo, and other

books ou art. There is a monument by Canova to B.'s memory in the Ambrosiau

library.

BOSSI. GIUSEPPE CARLO AURELTO, Baron de, 1758-1823; an Italian diplomatist and

poet. When only 18 years old, he published two tragedies, and at 22 became a doctor of
):iv,

r

s. He served as secretary of state for foreign affairs, and in a diplomatic capacity in

Berlin. St. Petersburg, and Venice. He was envoy to Bonaparte, member of the Sar-

dinian provisional government, and deputy to petition for annexation to France. In
1801. Napoleon made him a baron and pre'fect of La Manche. Among his poems and

lyrics is one entitled "
Indepenza Americana."

BOSSI, LITIOT, an Italian archaeologist, and historian, was born at Milan in Feb.,
1875: studied at Pavia, and became a canon of the cathedral of Milan; but when the
Fven'-h entered Italy, he took the side of the invaders, and was appointed by Bonaparte
agent of the French government at Turin, and afterwards prefect of the archives of the

kingdom of Italy. He died at Milan 10th April, 1835. He was an extremely prolific
author, and produced more than 80 works, great and small, including theological and

religious works, dissertations on antiquarian subjects, historic works, works on sub

je< is connected with the fine arts, tragedies, comedies, etc. That his works have afforded

many opportunities for unfavorable criticism, is only what might be supposed, from
their number and variety. His Introdwetotte <tll<> Wntl/<i di-Ul A/ii del J)inc;/ii<>. is instruc-

tive and much esteemed. His most important historic works are a much enriched trans-

lation of RIMOC'S Life of Jjo X. (12 vols., Milan. 1816-17); Ifrxr<nr/n-x ennrcrinit'] Ghris-

t}>!n'r Columbus (Milan, 1818); and a Hivtory of Italy (19 vols., Milan, 1819-23).



BOSSIER, a parish in n.w. Louisiana, on Red river; SOOsq.m.; pop. 70. 12.675
3505 colored ; chief productions, corn and cotton. Co. seat, iiellevue.

BOSSU. lir.NK. I.;:. HS^I-SO; ;>. French critic. He was professor in dilV
! OUH

houses for twelve year-, but llit-ucefortli he devoted his nine 10 authorship Hi

publication was on Aristotle's Myxi'r.i. He afterwards wrote a 'J'l-'niix, <,n il-
'

extravagantly praised by Boileau, in which he held tba' tlie subject should be c'.

before the characters, and the action organized without reference to the persons who
are to carry it on.

BOSSUZT, JACQUES BEXIGNE, a distinguished French pulpit orator, was b. 27th Sept..
1627, at Dijon; received his earlier education in the Jesuit, college there; and then came
to Paris to the college of Navarre, where, he studied the sucivd Scnptmv-. the works of

classical antiquity, and the (.'artesian philosophy. In 1(55^, lie was n.adi- a doctor of the

Sorbonue, and a canon in Met/. Here lie was called by the bishop to reply to the

chism of the Protestant minister, Paul Ferri, and this he did in a way that commanded
the admiration even of Protestants. He soon attained great distinction as a pulpit
orator, and in 1061 he was made preacher to the court, i'lis di-coui>e on t!

of mar-hal Turenne's conversion to the Catholic church obtained for him the bishopric
of Cordan. The king having, in 1G70, intrusted to him the education of the dauphin,
lie resigned his bishopric in 1671, because he believed that he would be nnfaitl,

hi- duty if he retained it during a continued absence from his diocese. He wa
made a member of the academy. The care with which lie attended to the edw at:

the dauphin was rewarded, in 1680, by his nomination ns first almoner of the dauphin,
and in loSi by his appointment to the bishopric of Meaux. lie Mas the author of the

four articles which secured the freedom of the Gallicnn church, and the rights of the

king in regard to it, against th- -:s of the pope; and his cirque:

bly"of the jFrench clergy, in th- 1 their adoption of tl

1 ('.?. he became a member of the council of state, and in the following \e;.r first almoner
to the duchess of Burgundy. He spent the last year of his life ir.

died 12th April, 1704. lie "was alike strict in morals and in rcligio;

in the latter he showed particularly in his controversy with :

he accused of heresy for his defense of the Quiet;
artistic. His orations at the funerals of the duchess of Orleans and tin :le are

purlicularlv noted a< masterpieces of 1hi< kind of eloquence. All his v.ritii:_

much attention. For the defense of those dogmas of the Carbolic church which an-

argument chiefly upon the doctrinal diversities of the church < formation. T<>

the defense of the four articles of the Gal'.ican church lie cV

ttmwi
1730). "With a view to the instruction of the dauphin, hf wr< te

jtuqu'dFE 'icularlyd.

in" of notice, as the first attempt at a philosophical The continu-

ation of it to the year Ki'
1

-! (Par. is(r>) is entirely derived from materials which he teft

behind him, but to which the last touch of his own lutv Ai:<.*ln r fruit

of his political and historical studies was tin

09) The most complete edition of his works is that published under the rare of the

nedictines (48 vote., Versailles, 1M">--1'A His nephew, J.\< died

hi>hop of Troves, 12th July, 174:>. His very extensive . ehiefiy ci.

to Hie elucidation and investigation of the Views of Fuiclon, is included in the a

ued edition of the works of his uncle.

BOSSUT, CIIAKI.KS. a French matlie- IK!
jijitural phi',

deprived him of his situation and his income, ami he lived m me gi
. and

in almost misanthropical discontentment, 'ill under the empire he was appointed a pro-

r in the polytechnic school. !! died UthJan., ISM. Jlisv.
. i -...I.. 1,1.. 7 *. ' ],-/, . ^ \ jt r fft I />li .

oi- rar insz);
' "

p-,r 18101 one of the best works ... the history <.' mathematics; ami 7

IHff,
shed by methodical

;

, rr ;:.at , Be \vas a great admirer o1 and edited his i

177'M to which he prefixed an introduciory Duanm *r >'age dt I

5 vo]s.
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BOSTAN , (ED, a t. in Asiatic Turkey, in the pashaln

the Sihuu. on ihe n. ,ide of Mount Taurus, l.at. % n . k>Og t B ca,,
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be surrounded with water on the approach of an enemy; it has p-veral mosques, and a

considerable trade in wheat. It occupies the site of the Cappadocian Coinana. which
had a celebrated temple dedicated to a deity Avhich is "supposed to have been called JAf

in the laniruace of the country, and to be the moon-goddess." Pop. between 8000 and
9000.

BOSTANJI, a class of men in Turkey who, originally the sultan's gardeners (the name
being derived from liofdtn, a garden), now perform, in addition to their garden labor, a

variety of duties, Mich us mounting guard at the seraglio, rowing the sultan's barge, and

attending on the officers of the imperial household. They are under a chief called Bo>-

tanji Kashi. who holds the rank of a pasha, and is governor of the sultan's residences,

and steersman of his barge. He also holds the Inspector-generalship ot the woods and
forests in the vicinity of the capital, has the jurisdiction of the shores of the Bosporus
and sea of Marmora, and is, altogether, so important a functionary that only personal
favorites of the sultan can hope to fill the office. The financial reforms of sultan Mah-
moud, however, have greatly lessened the emoluments of the post. The B. at one time
amounted to 5000, and were divided into companies like the janissaries, with Avhom

they were united in military duty. In war-time, their strength was 12,000. A scarlet

bonnet, of excessive dimensions, formed the distinctive part of their costume. Their
number now does not amount to more than 600.

BOSTON, an ancient English borough and seaport in Lincolnshire, on both sid

the Witham, 28 m. s.e. of Lincoln. It is supposed to be identical with the Icanhoe,
where St. Botolph founded an abbey in 654, destroyed in 870 by the Dunes. Under the

Normans, B. became a place of importance, and in 1204 it paid the largest due.-

of any English port except London (836). In the reign of Edward III., many foreign
traders settled, and the merchants of the Ifanseatic league established a guild in Bos-
ton. After their departure, the town declined, and the suppression of the monasteries

by Henry VIII. further injured it; but his grant of a charter of incorporation, and

Mary's subsequent grant of extensive lands, partly compensated for this. The modern
town, consists chiefly of two good streets, one on each side of the river. The parish
church of St. Botolph (1309), 245 by 98 ft., is one of the largest without cross aisles in

England, and has a fine tower 300 ft. high, surmounted by a lantern, visible 40 m.
out at sea. The church was partially restored in 1857, at the expense of the inhabitants

of Boston in America. The clearing of the river of silt, and the closing of the adja-
cent fens, have greatly promoted the trade of Boston. Vessels of 300 tons can reach

the heart of the town. The chief export is corn. Pop. of muni. bor. (1S71>. 14..~>2i>:

of parl., which returns two members to parliament, 18,279. B. is a great market for

cattle aad sheep, and manufactures canvas, iron, brass, ropes, leather, bricks, whit ing,
and hats. In 1876, 542 vessels of 28,525 tons entered, and 617 of 40,586 tons cleared

the port. Fox, the martyrologist, was born there.

BOSTON, capital of Massachusetts, United States, is situated in lat. 42 21' n., and

long. 71 4' w. It stands at the w. end of Massachusetts bay, on an inlet, which,
whether for defense or trade, forms one of the best havens in the world. This inlet.

known as Boston harbor, the primary source of the city's growtli and prosperity, has i

seaward barrier of two headlands, the interval of 4 m. being so subdivided by a-i

insular breastwork as to leave only three practicable entrances, the main one barely wide

enough for t\vo vessels to pass one another; while the inclosed space of about 75 <q.m.
at least half of it affording depth for the largest ships greatly augments, with its

islands and its peninsulas, both its military and commercial capabilities. On an oblong
peninsula, of about 700 acres, running to the n.e., B. was founded in 1630. its origin;,!

owner, John Blackstone, selling out his right and title, live years thereafter, f"

"With so well chosen a site, and, doubtless, also through the industry and enter] u

its Puritan occupiers, the new town increased so steadily in wealth and population, that

in less than a century and a half it became the foremost champion of colonial independ-
ence. Since then it has overleaped its natural limits, swarming off, as it were, into an
island towards the n.e., and into the mainland on the s.e., and con.-isN of Old. East, and
South Boston; Koxbury, annexed in 1868; Dorchester, annexed in 1S70; and Charles-

town, Brighton, and West Roxbury, annexed in 1873; which are connected together by
bridges. An immense dam. called the Western avenue, connects the whole with the

inner side of the harbor, All the divisions of the city are of an uneven surface. Un-

dulation, in fact, is a characteristic of the entire neighborhood continent, islands, and

peninsulas, alike. From this irregularity, so different from the .-traight and formal
lines of street in American cities, and also from being built of a very neat kind of

brick, B. has much the appearance of a substantial English provincial town; the re-em-
blance being, perhaps, heightened by the dress, manners, and feelings of the inhabit-

ants, who are essentially of the old British type, as befits the descendants of the "Pil-

grim Fathers." On a peninsula to the n. of East B., rises Bunker's bill, so famous in

the war of independence; while the Dorchester heights, only less famous, occupy tl-'

center of South B. : and. lastly, the peninsula of Old B. seems to have originally taken
the name of Tremont, from its three mounts or hillocks. Between 1S40 and 1850 the

population had swelled from H3.3s:>, to 186,881; (1860) 200.000; (1870 '.l>-75>

341,919. Among the public buildings, the principal are the state house, city haP
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Faneuil hall, Faneuil hull market, Ma- hospital. post ofiicc. cn~tom hou-e.
county jail, house.-* of industry ami correction, two theatres an athcna-um, an odeon, ;i

library, a music-hall said to be one of the tinest concert rooms in the world and 2iMi

churches. Among other objects worthy of note are the Common, a beautiful park of
50 acres, on the peninsula; the wharves and quays; and the bridges, sixteen in nm
which unite together ihe different porlion> of Uoston. The water-works demand :

special mention. To say nothing of an earlier enterprise of the kind on a smaller -

the waters of lake Cochituate. distant 20 in., have since l*4s been conveyed hv a

brick conduit into the grand iv-ervoir of Brooklloo, at the further end of the" We>teni
avenue, and thence been carried into the snbord; .lively of the

different sections of the city. The annexation of Charicstown brought with it the

waters of Mystic lake. 15., as the center social, political, and commercial of th-

educated and most intelligent state in the union, i- pie-eminent throughout the republic
in literature and >cie;ic.-. IN trade. like\\i-e, is marvelous: it is. in iact, more marvel
ous, in proportion to physical facilities, than even that of New York, for while the lat-

ter city, with the lakes on the one side and the ocean on the other, and with the Hi.

as a link between them, drains regions of vast extent and singular fertility, 15.. '

nothing of rugued soil and ungenial climate, is cut off from the interior, su<

by the entire want of inland waters. But what New York has so largely inherited from
nature, 13. has in some measure created for itself. By eight g

reaches. hcsHts the consis to the n. and a., the St. Lawrence and the lakes, the 11,,

and the Mississippi; while, as the transatlantic terminus of the Cunard line, it virtually
connects those channels of communication with Great Britain and iN network of iron

roads. In several departments of maritime traffic, such as the coa-ting inien -ourse and
the trade with Russia. India, and China, B. is understood to ponett lar more than its

share: and as the port of the. manufacturing districts of the union, it may 1*- said to

nionopoli/c the carrying alike of raw material and of finished goods. The chief exi

are beef, pork, lard, li.-h, ice, woolens, cottons, paper, boots and shoes, cordage, hard-

ware. and furniture; while the imports, wafted from all corners of the world, com-

prise nearlv every article that has a mime in commerce. The total number of v<

that entered the port in the year ending June 30. 1874, was 2717. of 7:!o.7ll ton,, and
the total number that cleared was 2552, of 659,102 tons. The total value of the im-

ports in the same year was s:>2.212.4i.->: and of the exports, $28,335,627. In 1*77, the

municipal debt was s2i>. l.V.i.777: the valuation of the city for taxation pn: .

s<i:;n.427,2uO. The banks of the. city possess an aggre-ate capital of 148,600,000; and

there- are is-iu-d l.">0 periodicals, nine of which are dailies. The charitable institutions,

schools, and public libraries of B. are in harmony with the city's importance fa other

cte. The B. public library, with about 200,000 volumes, is the largest in the I'niied

3, after that of comrress.
"

In 1822, B., previously ruled like an ordinary township

by selectmen, adopted a municipal organi/.atiou, with a mayor, aldermen, aud coun-

cilors.

BOSTON (<u,fi). the capital of the commonwealth of Massachusetts and of the county
of Suffolk, the lartrest city in New England, and, of American cities, second only to New
York in the extent of its commerce, is situated on Massachusetts bay. at the mouth of

the Charles river, in lat. 42 21 2* n.. Ion-. 71 3' 52' w. from Greenwich.

The spot was first visited by Europeans in 1021, when a party of pilgrims from

Plymouth, on an exploring expedition, entered the harbor and regretted that they had

not made their own settlement where the city now stands. At about 12". William

Blaxton or Blackstone. an Episcopal cler-ym.Mi. established himself on the

Bcaco7i hill, not, far from where LouMnirg square is now situated. In
I|i27.

certain

men of fortune and reliirious y.eal. merchanis and "country gentlemen." in Lincoln-hire.

Eti'-land beiran to consult iv-anlm- planting a colony in New England, to spread the

Gospel and advance the dory of God. On Mar. 4. 1C.29. Charles I. signed a charter cot

stituttii"- a bodv politic bv the name of " The governor and company of the Massachu-

bay in New En-land." Charles II. at a later date stated that
" the

priodpje
and

foundation of the charter of Ma--achu-tN wa< th.- freedom of liberty of cons.

()-i \u-. 21!. in the same year. 12 men of lartre fortune and extensive cultivation in C

bridge En-land, entered' into an agreement to emigrate to the new country, pn. vide.:

the pi-ice of holding the courts should be removed from London toJUaBBCaOMtl

the end of the following September. Among the men who joined in this n-rm-ment wen

John Winthrop ami Richard Saltoiistall. The g..v.-rnment WM transferred

nitent in Vu" and the commercial corporation became the germ of the pr

monwealth. 'In Ihe sprimr of !:. the emi-raling party sailed from S.uthami.ton

the ship ArhH.'. and entered tlu- harbor of U..M..H June 17. ^ inlhrop

Clrirle-town but subsequently removed to Boston, which received its nan

The name was taken from Boston in Lincolnshire (which i- a COrruptM

Town), from its patron saint, who-e church was founded in the ,th centnr>.

Ori-^inallv but : small peninsula connected with the mainland by a narro

i the
' Neck:" the city now embraces nearly 2:1000 acres. bOO of winch were form,,!

by fillinir in adjacent low l.-uuN. The territory has been increased also b>

tfon of Snub Boston (a portion of Poivm-icn. in 1NI4; of the island of East Boston, m
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ls:-J: of Washington village, in 18.">G; of Roxbury (Boston Highlands'), in 18G7; of the;

remainder of Dorchester, in 1*U9, antl of Charlestown, Brighton and West Rcxhury. 111

Tht' city contains 350 in. of streets. \viiic-h have cost, since tlic incorporation of the

city, in 1822. more than S3 1.000. 000. In the older portions many streets are narrow and
crooked; but after the lire of 1872. advantage was taken of this feature to make archi-

tectural effects in' the nc\v buildings, which are very pleasing, and would have been

nnpos.sil.ile had the streets, been more regularly laid out. After the revolution the names
of streets which were reminders of royalty were, in many cases, changed for more rt pub
lican appellations, though many continue reminders of the old country, both in their names
and in their appearance. The cityis connected with its suburbs by many bridges, which
are noted rather for their convenience than for their elegance, though' that leading to

South Boston is more pretentious than the others. The Mill-dam, begun in ISli

completed iu 1821. at a cost of $700.000. i^ a continuation of Beacon street, and origi

nally inclosed 600 acres of "
flats" which were overflowed by the tide. These, having

been rilled in, constitute the "Back Bay lands," and the district contains some of I In-

most elegant dwellings and churches of the city. In the sleighing season the Mil!-d:nn
\\:;~ formerly the scene of much hilarity and fast driving, but the advance of population
has driven the horsemen to the Brighton road, a little further from the center of the
town in the same direction. The suburban region lying about Boston is remarkable for

ilie beaut}' of its varied scenery, as well as for the elegante and ta--te displayed in the

private dwellings with which u is adorned.
Boston lias many small parks, and an extensive series of connecting parks has been

designed and is in process of formation, but at present the Common and the Public

garden, in the heart of the city, are its chief pleasure grounds. The two comprise 70

acres, laid out with care, adorned with lofty elms and sheets of water, and with monu
ments. The city has, in public places statues of Charles Sunnier, Jonah ( 4

Hiinc\

Winthrop, Benjamin Franklin, Edward Everett, Horace Mann, Alexander Hamilton.
Daniel Webster, Columbus. Washington, gov. Andrew, and Samuel Adams. Besides

these, there is in Park square a group representing the emancipation of slaves, and on the

Common another to the memory 01 the national soldiers who died in the war of the

rebellion.

The harbor of Boston is a handsome sheet of water covering?;') sq. miles. It includes

many islands, and is well fortified by forts Independence (until 1798 castle William) and

Winthrop, opposite each other at the entrance of the main channel, and fort Warren.
on George's island, lower down the harbor, opposite the end of Nautasket or Hull.

Three light-houses mark the entrance to the harbor. Boston light is situated nearly two
m. e. of fort Warren, and shows a revolving light 92 ft. above the level of the sea. The
Spit, or Bug light, exhibits a fixed red light, about 85 ft. above the level of th.- sea. I:

stands upon iron pillars fixed in the rock, and can be >een at a distance oi about .-even

miles. Long Island light, named from the island on which it stands. i> a tower 22 ft. above
the ground, hut 80 ft. above the sea. A strong battery is now in process of erection on

Long Island.

The executive power of Boston is vested in the mayor and 12 aldermen: and the leg
islative functions are performed by the mayor, aldermen, and 72 councilmen, all of whom
are elected annually on the Tuesday after the second ^Monday in Dec. A fire com
mission, composed of three members* controls the tire department, which is admirably
managed. Three commissioners also control the police department. The system of

telegraphic fire-alarms was first introduced into Boston in 1851. The streets are kept
clean, and the house offal is removed under the care of the superintendent of health.

The house of reformation, the house of industry, .and the aims -house* are situated on

Mid Rainsford islands, in the harbor, and are managed by the directors for public
itions. The house of correction and the lunatic asylum. 'under the control of the

same body, are at South Boston. The city was supplied with water as early a-

from Jamaica pond, but the elevation was not sufficient to bring the supply to the

higher portions of the city. In 184.8, the Cochituate water-works were completed, and
in 1*72 the legislature passed an act jxTinitting the city to take water also from Si:.l!.i;ry

river. The latter works are now completed.
"

Charles'town district is supplied from the

Mystic water-works, which take water from Mystic lake in Medford.
Boston has many public buildings worthy of notice. Among those that are remark-

able for architectural beauty or grandeur are the United Sta<- e. on Poetoffice

square. Trinity church, the museum of fine arts, the hotel Vendome, the erthcdra! of

the Holy Cross, the state house, the English Irish and Latin school on Warn n aver. IK- .

and the' new "Old South church." The English high and Latin school was begun in

1^77. nrnl the portion to be used for school purposes is just completed, at a cot of m< re

than $400,000. The remainder, which is to be used by the officer.- of the >choo! i

i- to be added at a future time. The entire edifice will be one of the largest for <

tional purposes in America, or in the world.

Among the buildings remarkable rather for their historical interest than for archi-

tectural beauty i.s Chri-t church, on Salem street, the ohiot. church in the city, and the

one from tin- -)<<]>]. <i? which, in the revolutionary war. Paid Revere's signal v,-j. hung
out byvapt. John Pulling, merchant. ofBoton. the Rev. Mather Byies, jr.. was rector

of this church during the revolution, and left town on aecoun Mi the
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royal cause. The old South church, built in 1730, is one of the most noted in tluT<>'m-
l:y. It was abandoned as a church in 1^70. and since that time effort- have h, en made
to purchase it as a nionuincnt commemorating tin- times thai tried inen"> souls. 1

building Joseph \\arrcn delivered his memorable oration on the anniversary o! the
"Boston mas-acre." Mar. Stli. 177(3. Here the patriot-; met to di.-cu>s the tax
In 1775, the, building was "desecrated" by British sr. Idlers, who tore out it-

tilled it with earth ami used il as a place tor cavalry drill. From 1712 to 1>72, tliea:

''election sermon" was delivered in the old South church. It is now need
;eal museum. The ino.-t 1'amous of tin- relies of the olden time is Faneuil hall,

known as the "cradle of liberty.'' from the fact that during the period preceding the
revolution, if was used for public gatherings at which the patriotic spirit of the CoLonisU
was stirred by the eloquence of the popular fav;rit

Tlie original edifice was built as a market and presented to the town bv Mr
Faneuil, in 1742. it was destroyed by lire in 17<il and rebuilt the following v'ear. 1,

he adoplion of the city charter in 1N22. all <o , n-nieetings were held in 'Faneuil hall.

Hie hall is ?H ft. square, and '2% ft. high, and possesses remarkable acoustic prop'
Valuable paintings adorn its walls. .A m;>ik' t i* under the hall.

The "old stale-house" stands at the he; \ of Stale street. The town-house was built

on the spot in 170-i. The " Hosto: 1 i,. occurred in the street before it, and there
the stamped clearances were bu'-ncd by the mob, during the excitement caused by the

stamp act. Indepem'enec war; born ^-.i the building, according to gov. Adams, amffrom
the balcony the declamtiOD of independence was read. It was here that those to\\n

meetings were held nt which Otis uttered his prophetic and patriotic word-, counseling
peace, hut foretelling proba';ie war, and urging resistance to tyranny, "even unto
jlood," if necessary.

From ti: lirst, Boston has been noted for its commerce. Fight lines of railway-
aeci it with the interior, and ships and steamers sail from the capacious harbor ;

parts of the world. Large quantities of lish, ice, and manufactured pi

\portcd. The ice trade was begun here by Frederic, Tudor, who, in JHili, made the

first shipment to Martinique. It is said that but for the trade in ice. the Im-ine , 1,, ;

Calcutta and Boston would never have reached its present proportions. Boston is now
the second city iii the union for foreign commerce; it is a center of the boot ami shoe

trade, tii!
1 leather trade, and of the trade in foreign and domestic dr> I'iie maim

Taehnvs of the city are many and varied, including besides ship-building, sugar ret;

md leather dressing clothing, jewelry, chemical-, bra-s and iron eastings, and In

The busin !S9 of the city is promoted by sixty-one national banks more than any other

"ity in the union has "with a capital of more than fifty-three million dollars. Thirty of

have cash capitals of one million or more each. The surplus funds of the inhab

tants are, in part at least, depo-ited in sixteen savings banks, the tir-t of which, the

Provident institution, was founded in IfSlG, and has larger deposits than almost any
other institution of the kind in the country. These banks are strictly guarded by laws

which restrict the amount that can be deposited by any one person ami otherwise protect
their solvency.

From the earliest days Boston has been noted for the care with which it provided for

tli,- re)i_rious wants of the people, for their education and for the distribution of litera-

ture. The first
"
meeting house" was erected near the head of Slat'' -Heel, 1C.:;.'. John

Cotton was one of its pa-tors. The city contains now nearly 200 churches. Of these tin-

larger numbers belong to the Conirrcgationalists (evanurelical\ the rnitarians, Bapti-t-;.

Methodists, Uoman Catholics, and Fpiscopalians. in the order mentioned. Free >ehooK

open to all. were established in the I'nited Stales tirst in Boston 2"><> years airo.and the <

:em of public instruction there has been so irivat that many other cities

' alien its' schools for patterns. The university at Cambridge properly In-lonirs to the

Boston school system, for it was founded by the men who settled Bo-ton and was
intead'.'d f -r the 'education of the youth of th'e city and surroundimj: country. lie

"Newe Town," as Cambridge was first called, was intended for the capital of the com
monweaitli. It was John Winthrop who directed attention to the superior adva'

of the tieL'-hboring promontory, after fortifications had been commenced at the former

place. Harvard college was founded in 1WX. and for two generations was in.

le_. in New Fnu'nuid. The public Latin school in Boston was founded in \K'>~>. the

institute of technology in ->n college in iMiit. Boston nniver-iiy in 1 >''.!. There

ore than 300 public achoolfl in the city. "Nine of them are high sch"<

mar schools, and one is a normal school. The salaries of t lie teacher- amount to about one

and a quarter million dollars a year. Private schools abound, and their rcputat

hiirh. Chauncy Hall school, established 1S2S. is one of the most promm> It

occupies a building on Boyl-toii street, near the institute ol technology. In regard to tiip

number and extent of its public lihrarii -. Boston stands at the head of American

The chief libraries are the Public, with 1300,000 volumes, distributing 1.2.-.<>.^"

a year; the Athen-eum. m.ooo volumes, circulating ."<. ooo volm
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of the Natural history society, containing 17,000 books and pamphlets; the Congrega-
tional library, with more than 100,'OOC books and pamphlets, illustrating the history of
the religious denomination to which many of the early settlers of New England
belonged. Boston has musical societies, art associations and social clubs. Among the
clubs the most prominent are the Somerset, the Union. St. Botolph. the Papyrus, the

Saturday, and the Woman's club. Several of these have well-appointed buildings. The
clergy have meetings at stated times for the discussion of topics related to their calling.
Boston is well supplied with hospitals and societies for the aid of the indigent and suf-

fering. In 1876, a plan for the registration of the worthy poor was set in operation, for
the purpose of discriminating between the worthy and unworthy and for greater economy
in the distribution of relief.

The city is well supplied with theaters, and is said to be one of the best in the coun-

try for flbe appreciation of good ac'.ors and singers. Also, there are many halls in which
lectures are given from time to time on almost every topic that intere-ls the human mind.

The 250th anniversary of the settlement of Boston was celebrated Sept 17, 1880, with

great enthusiasm. For 192 years Boston was a town, the city charter having been

accepted as late as 1822, after the subject of the change had been discussed for 170 years.
The population for the first two centuries did not rapidly increase, lieinn

1 about 7000 in

1700; 15,520, in 1764; 18, OSS, in 17'JO; 61,892, in 1830; 260,526, in 1870; 341,919, in 187o:
and 863,968, in 1880. Much of the late gain has arisen, of course, from the annexation of

adjoining territory. In early days at least as early as 1634 the town was governed by
"selectmen," but when such officers had first been chosen is not now known. The first

grand jury of the country met in Boston, Sept. 1, 1635. The church in Boston was
vexed in early times by Roger Williams, Mrs. Anne Hutchinson, the Quakers, by
women possessed by witches, and by Episcopalians; and rigid laws were enacted to

bring the offenders to give up their peculiar views or leave the town. Boston sympa-
thized with Gott'eand Whalley, the regicides, who appeared in the town in 1606; in 1688,
the inhabitants rose against the government and overthrew it: the city bore its share of

the burden of the "old French war;" and its inhabitants entered with patriotic zeal into

the struggle for independence. In the hite war Boston was prompt to offer soldiers and

money tor the purposes of the general government, and her officers and men made a
record of which they and their fellow-citizens have always been proud.

BOSTON. PUBLIC LATIN SCHOOL IN, founded 1835, is designed to give a

thorough general culture to boys who intend to pursue the higher branches of learning,
or to prepare for professional life. It is organized in six classes, and the full course of

study covers the period of six years. Graduates of grammar schools, to whom diplomas
kave been awarded, are admitted without examination to whatever class their qualifica-
tions may entitle them to enter. Other applicants have to pass an examination equiva-
lent to that required for admission to the third class of the grammar school. The standard
of graduation is that of admission to colleges of the highest grade. The early records
of the school are imperfect, but the catalogue printed in 1847 contains about 5000 names,
and among (hem are many of those eminent, in the history of the country. Adding those
who have attended the school since that date, we have a total of about 7500. The whole
number of graduates is reckoned at about 3400. It is believed that at least 3000 of its

pupils are now living. It has now 13 teachers, and 400 pupils, and a library of about
3000 volumes, mostly classical. Prizes are offered annually for superior proficiency in

various studies, and for exemplary conduct. The school was once on School street, on
the site of the Franklin statue, irTthe rear of King's chapel ; afterwards on the opposite
side of the same street at the corner of the alley, on the site of the Parker House; at

present on Bedford street. It will soon be removed to a new and elegant building on
Warren avenue. The master of the school at present is Moses Merrill. Among the

former masters were Philemon Pormot (first master), Ezekiel Cheever, Benjamin A.

Gould, Charles K. Dillaway, Epes S. Dixwell, and Francis Gardner.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY, Boston, Mass., incorporated in 1869, was founded by
Isaac Rich, Lee Claflin, and Jacob Sleeper. Its president since its foundation is William
F. Warren, 8.T.D., LL.p. The chief organs of its administration are: 1, the university
corporation; 2, the university council; 3, the university senate; 4. the university convo-

cation; 5, the faculties of the col leges; and 6, the faculties of the schools. The first con
sists of the president of the university and five classes of trustees, cadi holding office for
five years: the second of the president and registrar of the university and the deans of all

the faculties; ttc third includes all members of the council and all regular pn >('<>-<'!> in

the different faculties; the fourth consists, under certain statutory limitations, of all who
have been admitted to degrees in the university. Departments, so organized ;is to 'pre-

suppose on the part of the students a cbllegiftfe education or its equivalent, are called

schools. Some of these, organized and administered in the interests of person* preparing
for professional life, are called professional schools. Crowning all i* the school of all

sciences, a purely post-graduate department for candidates for the higher degrees. There
arc the following departments: college of liberal arts. established 16F78; college of music.

1872; college of agriculture (Mass, agricultural college, at Amher.-l), 1S75: school of

theology, 1871: school of laws, 1S72; school of medicine. I*?:!; school of nil >ciences.

1874. The college of liberal arts has fixed a standard for admission to classical d<
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as high as that of any other university. Post-graduate students in the university maj
tit themselves for prufeasorshipa of Greek, L;ain, modern languages, philosupi,
etc. By arrangements with the authorities of the national university ai A': IP -i,<, urn)

those of' the royal univeivilyof Rome, mem! UTS of the school of all x-iences. duly recom
mended, may pursue, without expeii-e i'or instruction and for any numlT of \

select or regular (nmrses of study in any department of those imiv-r>iti< -. enjoying all

the rights and privileges of
university citizenship, and, upon n turning and

'

p;.

satisfactory examinations upon ihe work accomplished, can receive ; dt irree a- ii

had remained in Boston. The greater part of the endowment of the institution

bequeathed by the late Isaac Rich, a member of the Methodist Episcopal church. As it

is not to pass into the hands of the university corporation till ]SS2. IN an:unt cannot

yet be stated. The average number of officers of instruction and government durii

}>a>t four years has. been 100; the average number of students over lino. The u

maintains graded courses of instruction in theology, law, and medicine, three years in

duration. In medicine its course extends through tour years, \\ hile Hie d. p hclor

of medicine has been restored. The university was organized aqd has i .intly

administered without any discrimination in government or te::< hing on account <<;

Every degree, privilege, and emolument is as open to women as to men. 'I .ition

does not gather its students into dormitories or exercise any supervision over them i

1 the recitation rooms.

BOSTON, a game at cards, played by four persons with two packs, one Iwing dealt

and the other cut to determine the "trump. Five ca- !i are dealt twice around
and then three to each. It' the tirst player can take live tricks he

when the others may overbid by saying
"

1 go (i," 1, K and so on. Should any player
fail to make as many tricks as he said he could take, he pays >uch forfeit as may have
been regulated before playing.

BOSTON. TIIOM \s. a Scottish divine, once extensively popular, was b. of poor parents
at Dunse. Berwickshire. Mar. 7. li?0. As early as his l^th year h-- was a :a erncd

aiiout the state of his soul, and while only a boy at the grammar school, he f..i

society of three for religious conference and social prayer. After a hard struggle, he

succeeded in entering Edinburgh university in 1>91. lie received licen-e a- a preacher
in 1<5J)7. and was greatly appreciated by the serious portion of the, community: but hi-

uncompromising character prevented him from receiving a clerical charge for two .

He was then ordained minister of Simprin. and in ITl'T was translated to Kit rick, where

blis> or woe hereafter. An excellent little treatise of B.'s is entitled Tl>< < /*>/; in U

As a pastor. B. was eminently laborious, and deservedly popular. In ti -tical

courts he distinguished himself by his x.eal in defense of the church's independence, and

in the controversy regarding the Marnnc ofModern IXriiiity (\rl\icl\ v&* .tons

bein"- too tree in i'ts . dvation). he was one of the ten minister- .\h" (leclared

their approvaJ of that work .uta.w CONTROVKBSY. As a theologian, B

haps the most representative man" in the whole list of Scottish divines. His Ian
. . i : . ..

'

. x . .i-. -. . ! i. tr 1 1 1, . i infill i'li'i t \t ><. t if ( ':il vin i*;t ic ?><\*f -]\t >lo*r\V

favorite with the Scottish peasantry.

BOSTRA. See

BOSWELL. lAM "f Auchinlerk. in Ayrshire, celebrated as the friend and

bio"Tai>her of Dr. Samuel Johnson, was b. Oct. ~><J. 171<>. at Kiiinburgh where his father

waJ one nf the jud-es of the court of session, an<l as Mi.-li wafl styleu lm A.uch/1

He was intended bv his father for the profession of an wb d studied 1

-ow and afterwanK in famous university of Utrecht, to which 1.

?7<--:;' Wh.-n in London in that year he made the acquaintance ol Johnson, an CVi

decisive importamr for his whole subsequent life. The acquaintance

t bv himself and oriirinat.-din his stroiiL' literary tastes and his ardenl admirutio

n^n's writings.
He spent on- winter at I .-eel,;, and then pn ,

h Germany. Switzerland, and Italy, and vis,- , with a letter of ntn
of Johnson
throng!

; ,,;, hsncssofiLw i

v dub Instituted bylohnson. and of which Burke, Goldsmith, RjjnMyBd -:.;

were members. From this time he made it his principal busmess to note do*n tu-
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ings and doings of Johnson, with whom he associated on most intimate terms, and
whom he accompanied on his tour in Scotland and the Hebrides in 1773. Boswei! v. as

married in 17(>9 to a lady named Montgomery, by whom he had several children. Led

by his t:is(c for London society, he removed thither at a mature period of life, and
entered at the English liar, but without attaining to any success in the profession. After
Johnson's death in 1784. he employed himself in arranging the materials which he had

collected, and preparing his long-contemplated biography. HisAw/w/ "fa Tour to the

'* appeared in 1785, his Life of SamiielJofiiim/i). in '2 vols., in 1791. Both have

gone through many editions. B. has been emphatically styled by Macaulay "the first

of biographers." His work is indeed full of details but they are such as exhibit charac-

ter, and are arranged in the most interesting manner. He neither conceals his own faults,

nor those of Johnson, but presents a picture of which the truthfulness is too evident to

be questioned: and Johnson is perhaps already better known by the pages of B. than by
any of his own writings. B. died in London, June 19, 1795. Besides the works already
mentioned, he was the author of one or two minor productions of temporary interest.

In Dec., 1856, there was published a posthumous volume of letters of Jam' * /

^(.-d to the Rec. W. J. Temple, from the Uri;iiital MSS., in which the iray. in*<> m'litni

character of the man very strongly appears. His eldest son, Sir ALKXANDKI; BPSWKI.I,.

baronet, of Auehmleck. "born 1775, was the author of a number of Scottish songs, full

of humor, which he collected into a volume, entitled, Songa, chiefly lit the Sc<>ttix]t ,

(Edin. 1803), and some of which attained considerable popularity. He also wrote

burgh, or tJi> AiuA nt I!"//<t
!

f//, a picture of Scottish manners in the dialogue form, anil

edited many of the older productions of Scottish literature. A duel with Mr. Stuart of

Dunearn, occasioned by peasonal allusions in a publication, connected with a parliament-
ary election, resulted in his death on Mar. 26, 1822.

BOSWELLIA, a genus of trees of the natural order amyinda-cea (q.v.). haying flowers

with a small live-toothed calyx, rive petals, and a crenulated grandular disk; a triangular

capsule with three valves, three cells, and one seed in each cell; the seeds winged on one
side; their cotyledons intricately folded, and cut into many segments. Two or three

species only are known, of which the most interesting is B. serrata(or B. tftitr/fcrn), the

tree which yields olibanum (q.v.), now very generally believed to have been the frank
incense (q.v.) of the ancients. It is a large'timber-tree, with pinnate leaves, which have
about ten pair of hairy serrated oblong leaflets, and an odd one. each leaflet about 1 to 1-A

in. in length. The flowers are small and numerous, in axillary racemes, and of a pate
pink color. When the bark is wounded, the olibauum flows out, of a delightful fra-

grance, and hardens by exposure to the atmosphere. The tree is found in the moun-
tainous parts of Coromandel, and is supposed to be also a native of other parts of India.

and of Persia, Arabia, and perhaps Abys-inia. B. rj(<tfi/-<t. a very similar species, a native
of India, also yields a resin, comparatively coarse, which is sometimes used for incen>e.

and is boiled with oil as i substitute for pitch.

BOSWOKTH, or MARKET Boswoimr, a market t. in Leicestershire, on an iminence
in a very fertile district, 12 m. w. of Leicester. Pop. in 1871, 13,746, many of whom arc-

employed in knitting worsted stockings. On a moor in the vicinity was fought, 1483, tin-

battle in which Richard III. was slain, and which terminated the wars of the Coses. On
an elevation, called Crownhill, lord Stanley placed the crown on the' head of the earl of

Richmond, Henry VII. Here Simpson the mathematician was born; Dr. Johnson was
an usher in the free grammar school, in which Salt the Abyssinian traveler, and Richard
Dawes the Greek critic, were educated.

BOSWOETH, JOSEPH, D.D., a distinguished philologist, was a native of Derbyshire,
when- he was b. in 1789. He graduated first at Aberdeen, and afterwards at Leyden : he nls< >

took the degrees ofu.D. and D.D. at Cambridge and Oxford. Be obtained a curacy in

the English church in 1815, and two years afterwards the vicarage of Horwood Pa'rva.

Buckinghamshire. He now devoted such time as an active discharge of bis parochial
duties left at his disposal to literature, and especially to researches in Anglo-Saxon and
its cognate dialects. The result of his labors appeared in 1823 in a work, entitled Kh-
mi'nt* f Ann'o-Sn.nm Grammar. Fifteen years afterwards, he published the work by
which his name is best known, A Dictionary of the J//</^-.S-./v/// L<ii,</nage (Lond. IKisi.

which is considered alike remarkable for its ripe scholarship, enlarged views, copious-
ness and accuracy. An abridged edition was afterwards issued by The author. 1J.

n-sid, d in Holland eleven years, from 1829 to 1840, as British chaplain. He returned
to England in 1840, and was presented to the vicarage of Waithe, in Lincolnshire. In

1858, he became rector of Water Stratford in Buckinghamshire, and also proi'csMir of

Anglo-Saxon at the university of Oxford. In 1865, he published the gospels in Gothic
of 360 A.D., and the Anglo-Saxon of 995 A.D., in parallel columns \\-\\\\ Wycliffe'a version

of the year 1389, and Tyndah-'s of 1526. He was author of various other work-
philological character. His death took place on May 27, 1876.

BOSZORMENY, the chief of the six towns of the free district of Iladjuk, in the e. of

Hungary, about 10 m. n.n.w. of Debreczin. It carries on an active trade in rye. tobacco,

water-melons, soda, and saltpeter. The population in ls('9 amounted to 19,208.

BOT, BoT-FiA', and GAD FI.V. names common to many insects of the family mi'riilir

(q. v.) or amtracida.; the genus amtrtts of Linnaeus. The name bot is sometimes restricted
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to the larviT, which appears to have been its original use. tlic oilier names In n/ -i\cn
to the perfect insects; the inane pid-lly often l<. i:iM-ct> oi ihe genus r . , to
which some try to restrict it. family are now supposed not
tho<e which were called 02#TO by the ancient- .,. like them, extremely trouble-
some to cuttle. They arc dipti rous (two-winded) <q.v.) in- |y allied to the
r:i><.*r(<Jt# (house-fly, llcsh-tiy. b!o\v-tly, etc.*. wim -mall ".-jointed antenna-, and mouth
destitute of a proboscis. The horse-hot, or trad-fly of \\><

or trxtrii* <'/"?), sometim.s al-o called the , ,,mmon in

Britain than in some part- of the conH; and occurs '-hietly in cle .

heallhy districts. It is not quite half an inch in length, woolly, with yellowish
rusty thorax, abdomen, and the wings whitish, with brownish-;:'

abdomen of the female terminates in a blackish horny tube. In the "latter p.,:

summer, the female < n their hair>. where

they remain attached by a glutiao,;.-. substance until they, or the larva 1

ju~:
trom them, are licked oil' by the tun true of the hor-e, their de.-tined place bci:

.-tomach. It is believed that the llydepo-i;- ln-r eggs oniy on iho.se purls whi<

accessible to the horse's tongue, .-eeming to preier the back of the knee-joint, 9

they may sometimes be found in hundreds.. The larva is yellowish, without ;

thick, soft, compiled of ring.- which have a double row nf -hort teeth MUT.H.:

them: it is somewhat acuminated at one end the head; and the mouth is fur'

with two hooks, one on each r-ide, for taking hold of the inner coat of ; .

stomach, to which the 15. at;; If, and from which it de.

haii^inir in clusters sometimes of three 01 -uetimes of more than one him
ends the winter, and in the following summer, when it i< about an inch

it dis..-n^aL
res it-elf, and beini: carried through the li-

ad; and changes into ;>n oval black pupa with spiny rini:s. from which, in a few
v eeks, the perfect insect comes forth. Multitudes, of cour-e. become the prey of birds,

before they can accomplish their burrowing. It has been di-puted whether or no'

ery injurious to horses; and some have even maintained that, when not excessively

great __.,___
also a British species, dcpc-its its eggs upon the lips of the horse, distressing it

much by the annoyanc; which it gives in so doing. The larva- attach them-e.

to the surface of the intestine, about the anus of the hor-e. and >om< >-ean

annovinir irritation. Linseed oil is used for their removal. The OX-HUT, or

'.v nr/,'V/' more troublesome than any species of horse-bot. 1'

beautiful insect, not quite half an inch long, and thicker "in proportion than tin- :

bot.-: it has brown unspotted win--; the face whitish, the crown of the head brown, the

x black, the abdomen whitish, with a bioud black band around the middle, and

yellow hairs at the extremity, where aiso the female has an ovipositor a remarkable

, formed of a horny substance, and consisting of four tubes retractile within one

another like ti, pe; and the last of them terminating in !'.

u f which than the others, and hooked. By means of this organ, a -

round hole is jiierced in the hide of an ox's back, in which an C-L' i- depo-ited. 'I iie fly

v quick in depositing her eu-. not remaining upon the back of the animal more

t ] 1;111 ,;ds. Cat; alarm and excitement at the
|

! the

<-;>d-!lv and ru^h wildly about, with head stretched forward, and tai!

,' from their tormentor. The further injury done bv this in-ect :

v-uallv -real- the larva a little pearl-white ma.'-ot (tcar&k or >r> 'inon

the iu'icc- beneath the skin, causes a swelling called a rwrftfo, forming a B

within which it lives and -TOWS, amid-t a kind of purulent matter suited

and from which it finally emerges, leaving a Miiall sore, and like the h<.

goes its further transformations in the ground. By pressure on the wai

d and when they are numerous, assiduous oiling of tl

resorted K'I for the same purpose. The SHF.KP-;

than anv other Briti-h species, and is not unfreo;

tiv to Hocks The insect' is -mailer than either the ox-bot or horse-bot: il

r with a lar-v head and yellow face, and is most abundant in dan

woody districts." It i- to be >< n chiefly in the months of June and July. .

reat "alarm when it approach^ them, ni d -,-, in to seek, by kc ;">- t!l
.'

ound and bv incessant motion of their feet, to keep it from enterir

strife of the sheep thai this ti. -!"

ha.ched, n-,ake their way into the maxillary and frontal -

. until they are ready to ,
;h- pupa state, in April o a> of

thejto21
ini

to

m:
that

tl)C f -iW,Jl.l^ v,>.ii-

iration in the cnviries, where til

Into the Itate. and <

' movcti- .'able
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quickness, holding oa by the hooks with which their mouth is furnished, and contract-

ing and elongating the body. It is said that tlocks fed where broom is in flower are
never infested with them; and when main' cases arise in a Hock, it is found particularly
advantageous to remove it to a dry soil. Goats, deer, and other quadrupeds are also

liable to be assailed by different kinds of gad-fly. The eggs of one of the species which
attacks the fallow-deer, are deposited in. the nostrils, and the larva- make their way in

large numbers to a cavity uear the pharynx. Ueiudeer are excessively tormented by
these insects, one kind depositing its eggs ill their nostrils, and another in their skin;
and it is no infrequent thing for a large part of a flock to be destroyed by them. When
feeding where bot-flies are numerous, they keep such watch against them, that they
neglect to eat, become emaciated, and often actually perish in consequence. Even
human beings have sometimes been afflicted by insects of this family. Humboklt saw
Indians in South America having the abdomen covered with tumors produced by their

larva-.

BOTAL'LI, LEONARDO, b. 1530, in Piedmont; physician to the queen of Charles
IX. and to Catherine de Medici. He was the author of several medical works, but is

best known by his blunder in describing the foramen ovale between the right and left

auricles of the heart, still known as the " foramen of Botal." He found this open in a

grown person an exceptional case, since it is usually closed at or soon after birth, but
he took the exceptional for the natural condition, and described it as an opening for

passing arterial blood into the left auricle.

BOTANIC GARDEN, a garden devoted to the promotion of botany, and in which
plants are collected and cultivated in order to scientific study. The various economical

applications of botany, however, in agriculture, manufactures, medicine, etc., are almost

ilways kept particularly in view; and one great object of a E.G. is to bring to a country
useful foreign plants, to determine the question of their suitableness to its climate, and
to introduce those which may be cultivated with advantage. B. gardens are now
deemed indispensable to universities; they are reckoned among the public institutions

of great cities, and even of nations, and are established in new colonies, not only for the
sake of science, but as one of the means of promoting their prosperity. They are utterly
unknown to the ancients, although some of the secondarv objects in which they are

found most useful engage the attention of both Greeks and Piomans. The first approach
to a B.G. appears to have been made about 1309 A.D., in the garden of Matthacus ^yl-
vaticus, at Salerno; botanical science, however, being merelv subservient to medicine
Of a similar character was the medical garden established at Venice, by the republic, in

1333. The example of Venice was followed by other Italian cities, and plants from
different parts of the world began to be collected. At length, about contemporaneously
with the revival of botanical science in modern times, the first true B.G. was formed in

1533 at Padua, by Musa Brassavola, for Gaspar de Gabrieli, a wealthy Tuscan noble:
which was soon followed by those of Pisa, Florence, Bologna, and Piome. The first

public B.G. was that of Pisa. A public B.G. was established at Padua in 1545. by a

decree of the republic of Venice, at the request of the professors and students of mull-
cine. The republic of Venice greatly encouraged the study of botany by sending per-
sons to the Levant, to Egj

r

pt, and even to India, to procure plants for this garden.
The B.G. of Leyden was begun in 1577; it enjoyed in its infancy the care of Chisius.

and was brought to great perfection by Boerhaave, who was professor of botany there.

The first public B.G. in Germany was established by the elector of Saxonv at Lripsic
in 1580. and was soon followed by others. France had no B.G. till Louis XIII. estab-

lished Hiejardin des plaiites ac Paris, which was begun in 1610, but not completed till

1634. Nor was there any public B.G. in England till 1632. when that of Oxford was
founded by the earl of Danby. Private B. gardens, however, bad existed in England
for the greater part of a century before. The G.B. of Edinburgh, the first in Scotland,
was founded about the year 1680, as a private B.G., by Dr., afterwards Sir Andrew.
Balfour, a zealous naturalist, who had inherited a collection of plants formed by a pupil
of his own. Patrick Murray, of Livingston, at his country-seat, and transferred them to

Edinburgh; and the city of Edinburgh afterwards allotted to it a piece of giouud. and
allowed an annual sum for its support out of the revenues of the university.

The B.G. at Kew occupies a high place among British national institutions: it pos-
sesses one of the richest collection of plants in the world, and has been greatly im>

under the care of sir William Jackson Hooker and his son, who succeeded him in 1865.

The Jl'.rtu* I\, <rf)i*i* of Mr. Alton, to whom the garden owed much of its prosperity in

the isth c.. illustrates the greatness which it had even then attained. One (if its chief

irlorics is now its immense palm-house, finished in 1848, which is W'2 ft. in length, and
tiie central part of it 100 ft. wide and 66 ft. high. A palm-hou>e has in like niuiir.er.

-.rival ly added to the attractions and value of the B.G. of Edinburgh. It is 100 ft.

iiy <>> ft. wide, and 70i ft. high. These liOUSCS permit something of the staieliness

and inagnifircnce of the palms of the tropics to be seen in Britain.

Of B. iranlens on the contim nt of Europe-, {\icjanlin may bo regarded as

holding the first place, both with reference to the strictly scientific study of botany, and
to the can; bestowed upon the introduction and diffusion of useful or boaulifr.l ;

from all parts of the world. There exists in France what may.be exiled a system of B
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gardens one at least in every department to which plants arc sent from th<

plantes, and from whicli. a> they continue to IK- multiplied by prop:y_ration, they .-c.-u

find their way into the hands of nurserymen and private cultivators. Tin- 15.G. con-
nected with the imperial palace at Schonbrunn, in Austria, nnd that of Berlin, arc the

greatest in Germany. The former, which was begun in 1?.V;. by the emperor Franci>

I., was supplied with West India plants at enormous expense, t'he eeK bratcd .lacqiiin

being sent to procure them. The 1J.G. of New York is perhaps the most worthy of
notice among the numerous bonanic gardens of America; and that of ('aleur
to be mentioned, as an important connecting-link between the B. gardens of Kurope and
the botany of India. It has enjoyed the care of a -UI-CC.-MOU 01 eininein botanist-, and
has been very useful both in transmitting Indian plants to other parts of the world, and
in introducing valuable productions of oilier countries into India.

In the laying out and arranging of B. gardens. diiTcrent methods are adopted, mere
convenience and beauty being in some cases primarily regarded, and these in oilier cases

being sacrificed to the supposed interests of science in an attempted scientitic an
meat. A perfect adherence to u botanical system is, for obvioi: :apossilile;
but > scientific arrangement of the plants in natural groups, in so far a- it can be con-

veniently accomplished, irreatly increases the usefulness of a ]',.<;.. ; ;ud facilitat-

study of botany. Sometimes houses are devoted to particular order.- of plant-, a- palnis.

hcatuS, or orchids; sometimes to plants of particular habits, as aquatic plants; and
sometimes portions of the garden are advantageously devoted to the exhibition, at one

view, of plants valuable for particular uses, as cereals or corn-plants, plants yielding
fiber, etc.

BOTAXIC GARDEN* O/.vM of Harvard university was founded in 1805, in March;
William Dandridg'' Peck wa> chos-.-n professor. He heiran to lay out the garden, but

the next year went to Kurope to ex sunne similar institutions. There was a -can

money, and the garden languished for years. It was in charge (about 18'2','t of Thomas
Nuttall. an English botanist, who, in 1833, suddenly deserted his post to make a tour

lent and to the Sandwich islands. In I*-}','. Dr. A>a Gray was appointed
Fisher professor of natural history, on the endowment given by Dr. Fi-h.-r of I5e\erly.

In 184S. a study was built for a herbarium, and used for botanical instructions. In 1857

a new and larger coin-rvatorv was built. In 1864, the herbarium was erect, d. the gift

of Nathaniel Thaver. After much exertion, the establishment was practically com:

in 1871 by the fitting up of a lecture-room and laboratory, and an extension of the con-

ory. thus connecting the herbarium on one side and the conservatory on the

other into a continuous rang.-, and affording the means of giving the whole hotanieal

instruction throughout the yearat the g-ir leu, in connection with the materials and '-ol

lections which illustrated it. A line botanic garden is connected with the department
of agriculture at Washington, and there are others more or less important in various

parts of the country.
At Buitenzorg, in the island of Java, near the foot of Mt. Salak, are botanic

irardens which have been called the finest in the world. Here one can wander for hours

through avenues of every kind of tropical palm. The orchids are a splendid collection.

containing specimens of nearly every known kind of kelia, dendrobium, eria, bolbo-

phyllum, eypripcdium, and a host of oth

'Then- are Inure bed* of ferns; plantations of gigantic' yucca and pandanu-

sp;>r-ed with drae;cna> and eucharis; a forest of tree ferns.
'

many of tin in upw.-.

30 ft. high; with bamboo avenues, and nearly every palm. Among them grow enormous

me of which winds hi circles about the ground, and tl. rerapalm-
trec and down again, upward of '<W> ft. long; 70 yards alone are on the ground.

BOTANOMANCY, divination by means of plants. See DIVINATION.

BOTANY (Gr. ln>t<m-\ an herb), the science which treats of the vegetable kingdon
Pi. ANTI. Everything that relates to plants is included in thi-

;] -.'feat branches of it. in many respects very different from each other.

branches of tin some, relating to plants in L-enera!. rather than to par:,

kinds or species, are sometimes included under the de.-ignal:

called p]i>/'"it<>ni>/; Gr. ;%/<///. a plant, and nomo9, a law): whilst those which

partieula.' ''icir distinctive characters, distribution, etc., are. in liu

comprehended under the t<-rm j .'/.In the for

lirst place inn-; be assi-rned to xtr>-i't>ir,il 11. al-o eali.

whicli has for its subject the structure of ]>!ants. the textures of which the;

posed and their various or-rans. Subordinate to this are the study of the elementary

tissues of plant- sometimes called and that of the

mini ants sometimes called /riytoto
a plant, and /./.-. a cut

.-. hich have recently been i "iity. In b >th, tl'

ine i- an indispen-able instrument, and by means of it all the import

eovcries of modern times have been made. Intimately connected with

to, a form, a: ,

that branch of botanic;.

whi<- to what has been called the or, in other

srradiial transmutation of leaves by the pi
:..H- lif'- '"to the vari

with which a plant is provided, and their consequent assumption of new RMM and
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adaptation to new uses. This branch of B., entirely of recent origin, has lieeu described
as being in tlit- vegetable what comparative anatomy is in the uniimil kingdom, and has
now become the exposition of an admitted great general law, almost equally important
in reference to structural B. and to vegetable physiology. V< :,< />/'<.'< p]tyMvyy or ;/////-

'

]>. treats, of the various kinds of organic activity which are displayed in the

life of plants. It is based upon ytrncti.mil 1L . ;;n intimate acquaintance with which is

indispensable to the study of it. The arguments or illustrations of natural thcoloiry,
derived from B., are chiefly taken from structural B. and vegetable physiology c

ered together, the wisdom of the Creator appearing in his works equally in their strue-

ture and in the adaptation of all their organs to their respective wonderful function ;. In
connection with vegetable physiology, another branch of science claims attention V ;:<;::-

TAr.i.K CiiKMisTUY, of which there are two parts an examination of the products of tho

living processes in plants, which, with all its well-known difficulty, is still comparatively
may; and an inquiry into these processes themselves, with respect to the chemical

changes effected in them an investigation of the secrets of that diemi-try of nature
which so far excels all that has yet been accomplished in laboratories. This is. however,
a branch of the science of chemistry rather than of B. ; but it so far belongs to the latter,

that although only subsidiary, it is useful and indispensable. Even mathematics and
natural philosophy, however, have been called to the assistance of the philosophical bota-

nist in his attempts to explain the phenomena of his own science.

>y'vW j>. has been rendered subservient to the study of general B., and errors in (in-

former are also guarded against by dependence, to a certain extent, on the well-ascer-

tained principles of the latter. A comprehensive view of the vegetable kingdom is

indeed impossible without an inquiry into the number and peculiarities of the dii'

species which it contains; but the attempt to classify and arrange these can only 1 .

cesslul when it is founded on a knowledge of general laws relating to all vegetable

organisms. That the discoveries of a botanist may be made known, Uie description of

species is necessary; and works devoted to tliis are sometimes called works of (''.-,/ /yf//v

B. or of phytDgraphy (pli-yton, a plant, and grapM a writing). But in the description of

plants, a multitude of terms must be employed, which almost exclusively belong to

botanical science itself, whilst even those which are common to it with other departments
of natural history, must be employed in senses modified by the peculiarities of the vege-
table kingdom. 'Many of the terms used are such as belong to structural B. and vege-
table physiology; but many also for example, adjectives which designate the particular
forms of leaves, etc. become familiar only when an acquaintance with them is sought
k) advance descriptive B., and a knowledge of the different species of plants. Great

precision is necessary in the use of these terms, and from the want of it, the descriptions
of the ancients and of travelers unacquainted with B. often leave it impossible to deter-

mine the particular species intended. This gives rise to what is sometimes called in

botanical works teriniii<>l<:t;ii an explanation of botanical terms, which, however, has no

right to be regarded as a separate branch of science, or worthy of a disiinct name; and
the name which it has received is barbarous. "When structural B. was little heeded, and
little more was commonly supposed necessary for a botanist than a knowledge ol species
and the ability to distinguish them, "terminology" was often separately taught, and the

student was required to commit long tables of terms and their meanings to memory a

difficult}' placed in his way at the outset which was both formidable and repulsive, like

that which the student of the Chinese language must expect to encounter in its alphabet.
The necessity of classification and systematic arrangement in B. will be very obvious.

if the multitude of different kinds of plants is considered, fully 120,000 species being

already known and described, Vhilst great regions of the earth are still unexplored. The
systematic arrangement of plants is sometimes called xyxt< mafic ./?. ,

sometimes ftt.n>'-

J?. (Gr. ta.ns, older, and In^nx, a discourse), sometimes, less properly, taj'nli^iy or tti.mni>nti/.

The history and progress of the science have been marked by the different s\ stems which
have been proposed, and have prevailed at different times. These have, how ever, been
of two very distinct kinds, founded upon very different principles, and particularly

adapted to very different objects, and are respectively designated artificial and nat<intl

or fluaiologScM systems. Artificial systems are based upon some single class of charac-

ters, in the external parts of plants, without reference to tbe importance of these

characters in what concerns the life of a plant, or the purpose for which it exists, and
are chiefly adapted to the convenience of the student desirous of readily distinguishing

species among the multitudes with which he lias to deal. A work of descriptive !..

arranged according to an artificial system, has been aptly likened to a dictionary in which
the'words are alphabetically arranged.

An artificial system cannot, however, serve the hLrhe>t purposes of the science. But
in framing a natural system, great difficulties are to be encountered, and imperfection
of the system is necessarily to a certain extent involved in imperfection of the science

Based not upon one mere set o!' characters arbitrarily selected, but upon a consideration
a- far a> possible of all characters which plants present, and not merely upo;; ev
forms viewed in themselves, but upon these and internal organixation considered in

their physiological relations, a natural system aims at exhibiting the real affinities which
-ubsjst in the vegetable kingdom: and evidently must be at all times liable to modifica-

tion, and capable of improvement, as botanical science advances, either through the dls-
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covery of new plnntsor through phytotomical and physiological research: it also evidently
requires the greatest scientific attainments and the highest powers of a philosophic mind'.

Nor is it one of the least of the practical difficulties, that the affinities of plants arc not

such as to constitute a simple lineal series, but that they may be viewed a- a mur
of groups arranged around centers, and connected with each other upon different

and by a great variety of ties.

Yet the rudiments of a natural system have always been sought after, and ;.

measure attained, when B. has been studied as a science whenever it Iris become any-

thing more than a mere acquaintance with a i"e\v plants and their nan.'

iuto which species are grouped by all botanists are natural, and are the basis upon which
all classification proceeds in its further generali/.ations. So sen>ilile was I.ii:n:ci:s of the

importance of maintaining this character of the genera, that when a rigid adhere
his artificial system would have caused the division of a genus into parts, and the ,

quent separation of species very nearly allied, he kept the genus unbroken, and main-
tained the usefulness of his artificial system, to the student desirous of finding thename*
of plants, by referring from one of its classes or orders to another for

sjn
eiesi \e, p

among those of their genus as to the number of their stamens or pistils, or ther

t-iowt, n'onni-inHf, or Ji< riiiiijthrniliti' flowers. The classification of species, however, in

iT'ticra and larger natural groups, being a subject as much connected with other

brandies of natural history as with B., will more properly be treated in the article

NATI K't. HISTORY: and to' that article also, and to the article SI-KMCS. we refer for all

i!;at our limits allow concerning some of the most interesting and difficult que-ti

science, the limits of species, the distribution of species
An important branch of botanical science is that which is called

/. />.. or

the u<!;r<iii!<y i,f /,!>tn/:<. and somelini' -
,''/'/'//. It must be regarded as yet

; M its Infancy, although a multitude of observations have been recorded in \\orks of

descriptive 13 v and by botanical travelers. It j^ the object of ;/>(>'/ r<i/'/<
.'<</ /.'. to

connect with "the occurrence or prevalence of plants in particular countries :i great

vari->ty of facts as to climate, altitude, geology, etc.; and even : btetory. It

aims at the establishment of great general laws, which, however, it ha- in-t \< :

able to establish. Some account of the progress which has been made in this branch

of B.. and of the imperfect generali/.ations wiiieh h:-ve been readied, will be found in

the article Gcom: '."HY or Pi.^

Another branch of botanical science which has recently sprung up, and has acquired

great mairnitude and importance, is |'AI.,KOVI<>UH;I, \i. B., or FG8PIL BOTAXY. The

petrified fruits and wood, the beautiful impression- of ferns and palms, and other trac.-

and remain- oM'oniH r vcL'-etation. which appear in vast numbers and great variety ill

different sfata of the earth's crust, present a most interesting Held of scientific research.

The study 01 the different kin,: i. hints, and the comparison of them with

in-- species, belong -trictly to the science of B. : the study of their relations to particular

strata or formations, and so to particular periods in tie physical history of the glphe,

belongs to geology. The study of foasil plants has pri dingly useful in guid-

ing
to just and philosophic

views of the mutual relations even of BpeOKBfmd
exist in'ir. See PAI..VO.NTOI.OOY.

The subject of the DISK issa OK IMANTS must "led as falling within the prov-

ince of botany. It has scarcely yet been treated or

enee although it has not been' overlooked in its relation to .will.

which its intimate connection is obvious, and it has received noiiii . m it.

bearings on agriculture and other arts by which plants are made l<> BOppiJ the \\antsor

minister to the comforts of man.
K, OXOMIC B includes all that relates to plants, considered with reference to lheC

irts and to these uses. That part of it which n lati-s to medicinal plants has been Often

.e.KTitdv and elaborately treated under the name of MK.IMCAI. BOTANY. In the bo

;,"'il articles of this work will be found notices of the more important plant

food to man, and therefore cultivated in lidd- . in warm or in cold elimiiU

and of those valuable for their timber, their fiber, or the dye-stuffs or medicines which

U
'H-ivi'i- thus endeavored to sketch an outline of the science of B., we must refer to

the articles PLANT, VEGETABLE iv t attempting here t.. fill upapai

of that outline by exhibiting the first principle! of e. It remains f

pivM-nl article, ti, <rive a very brief account of the history ot It., and outlines of

terns of classification most deserving of attention.

the

ter UCNOICU MHIH- iuii-mn'ii >.. |.n. ...--,

philosophers of Greece. The oldest botanteiil work wind, hoi .come
down to u> \* lhat

of Theoohrastus \
v) a pupil of Aristotle, who flourished in the 4th (.

U-
,

o pi nts are very unsatisf,c.ory. but his knOwk ^\ f

.u >t i i|niiiii. <->i
[
n . i_..r.,i ,,!,.,,, ,. ,. ,.,Mi<iit.T tin- low state
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Christian cm, Dioscorides of Anazarbus, in Asia Minor a herbalist, however, rather
than a botanist described more than 600 plants in a- work which continued in great
repute throughout the middle acres, a sure proof how destitute that period must have
been of any botanical science of its own. About the same time, the eliier Pliny devoted
a share of his attention to B. . and his writings contain some account of n:oie than 1000

species, but compiled from various sources without much discrimination, and mingled
with many errors. Centuries elapsed without producing another name worth}' to be
mentioned in a history of botany. It was among the Arabians that the science next

began to be cultivated, about the close of the th century. The greatest name of this

period is Avicenna. Centuries again elapsed, a longer interval than before, during
which it made no progress whatever. It was not till the beginning of the 16th c. that
B. resinned its place as a science. The first to revive it was Otto Brunsfels, a German,
who published in 1530 his HMrin Md/idii-m/i Arr;t'u1oi'iiti. or history of the plants of
Straslmnr, in '2 voK. folio, illustrated with cuts. He was speedily followed by Bock or

Tragns. Fuehs or Fuchsius. and other Germans: by Matthiolus and Cu-salpiuus in Italy:
Dodu'iis or DodoiuTnis in the low countries; De L'Obel or Lobelius. a Dutch physician
at the court of England ; Gesner in Switzerland ; Ualechampa and Moulins, or Moihui'us.
in France, and by many others, for B. now began to be prosecuted wherever learning
flourished, and with great zeal anil success. Chairs of B. were rounded ii> univcr-

botanic gardens (q.v.) were established in many places, and travelers began to explore
even remote parts of the world. One of the greatest names of the latter part of the 16th
c. is that of L'Eeluse, or Clusius, who traveled through many countries, encountering
great perils and hardships in pursuit of his favorite science, and was finally professor of

B. at Lcydcn. The name of Dr. Turner, "the Father of English 15.." belongs more to

the 17th c. than to the 16th. The number of species known and described had increased,
in the beginning of the 17th c., to more than 5000, but the study of them was much
impeded by confusion of synonyms and by want of classification, whilst classification

was rendered extremely difficult*by imperfect knowledge of the structure and organs of

plants. The foundations of a natural system of classification may be said to have been
laid, in the latter half of the 17th c., by Dr. Robert Morison, a native of .Aberdeen and
professor of B. at Oxford, followed towards the close of the century by the celebrated

Ray, one of the greatest naturalists that England has produced.
The application of the microscope in B. inaugurated a new epoch of the science,

about the middle of the 17th century. Henshaw and Hook, both Englishmen, were

among the first to employ this instrument to good purpose in the examination of the

organs and structure of plants; but the greatest eminence belongs to tiie name of Grew,
also an Englishman, a physician at Coventry, and to that of Malpighi. an Italian, per-

haps still more celebrated for his anatomical than for his botanical discoveries. Vege-
table physiology now began to be recognized as the highest department of botanical
science.

In the latter half of the century, perhaps the most eminent name after Ray is that of

Joseph Pitton de Tournefort, a French gentleman, who devoted his whole life to the

pursuit of botanical science, and who must be particularly noticed in a sketch of the

history of B., on account of a system which he proposed, and which Avas more generally
received and employed than any other till the time of Linna-us. Another botanist o'f

the same period, Rivinus, professor at Leipsic, gave to the world a botanical system
which was received to some extent in Germany. Tournefort's system was partly
natural and partly artificial; that of Riviuus was perhaps the most perfectly artificial

that was ever proposed.
The science of B. made rapid progress during the 17th and ISth centuries, both by

the extension of botanical research in different parts of the world, and the careful study
of particular groups of families of plants. Its progress was promoted by the publi-
cation of many valuable descriptive works. Important discoveries were also made in

vegetable physiology.
About the middle of the 18th c., the wonderful genius of Linnaeus effected a great

change in B., as well as in zoology. His name marks an epoch in the history of the

science; not chiefly, however, in consequence of the new system which he introduced,
nor even because of the discoveries which he made, but rather because he \\ as able very
thoroughly to make himself master of all that had l>een ascertained by his prcdece <.rs,

and to exhibit it in lucid order. He gave also a great impulse to botanical studies by
the enthusiasm with which he inspired his pupils. And among the benefits which he-

conferred on B., in common with zoology, not the least considerable was the intro-

duction of trivial or specific names to be used along with the name of the genus as the

designations of particular species.
From the time of Linnseus, the progress of B. during the remaineder of the 18th c.

became more rapid; and since the commencement of the 19th c., it has advanced with

gigantic strides. A larirv space would be occupied by a mere enumeration of the names
of those who have promoted it by their labors and discoveries. Some notion of what
botanical literature has become, may be formed from the fact that Prit/el. in his

Tltixinirii* Litli i-iitin-ii- l]r,tnni<-i> (Leif). '1847-61), enumerates about. 15,000 publicati.
Von Haller, an anatomist and philosopher, as well as a botanist, was, of all the con-

temporaries of Linnaeus, the only one who could be regarded as his rival. Of all the
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botanists of the letter half of the 18th c., the most deserving to be mentioned in the
history of the sci.-nec. nlong -with thjL- great Swede, are Bernard dc .liiv-ieu. and hi-

nephew, Antoine Laurent d<- .la-sieu. who applied themselves with great (anu.-tn
tlie study of the natural allinities of plants and the formation of 'a natural sy-t.-m. a
->vork which Linna-us himself attempted, and of (lie importance of which lit'- v
sensible. that whilst acknowledging the imperfect siiccc of his cndeav.irs. lie declared
Ins resolution to persevere in them to the end of his life. The .Iu--ieus traced tie

lines of ;. sv-tem which the greatest botanists since their time have not so much -

to change as to complete. Among those who have labored with gn a'e-t success in ;;ii-

-.vork, must be mentioned De Candollc. Fries. Kndlicher, Brongniart, Me'.

Martins, Lindley, ami Brown. The botanist last named acquired by his work on tin-

plants of New Holland, published in isin. a high eminence, not o"n account of new
plants which he described, but on account of the light which he, threw upon the mo-t
diilicuit questions connected with the structure of plants and vegetable phv>i<>

Many remarkable discoveries in vegetable physiology have reeentlv Item made by I

Meyen, Sehleiden, Von Mold, Lindley. and others, some of them alTccting what 'in -.<

Culled the mo-.i fundamental principles of botanical science.

Cilice the days of Limuens, great progrcs- has hern made in the examination of the
K of particular countries and districts, of which perhaps the lea-t important r

been the discovery of very many plants unknown before. I5ut our li:: : u>

from noticing particular works in this department of botanical

botanical travelers, or of botanists who have devoted themselves to the .-tudy of par-
ticular groups of plants. And we can merely allude to the scientific association-.

tinually increasing in number and resources, by which the interests of t

promoted, and to the maga/ines an<l other periodical publications devoted to it. llo.v-

cver. we cannot but refer also to what may !>; deemed by some but unjustly matters

of comparative insignificance, the introduction of I}, into schools, and the publication
of many works intended for the use' of persons not very scientific. By the intr

tion of this or any similar branch of science into schools, not only may important
educational purposes IK- served, but the young may be led to form a taste for t

1

which will impel them to its subsequent pro-edition. There are few brand
.-cienee -o easily made popular' as 15.; but they very much mi-lake its nature wh.

pose it to consist in a mere knowledge of the names of plants, or in a familiarity with

the classes of an artificial system. "What IJ. really is. and to what the true study of it

tends, is better p'-rccived if we consider that "there is not a tlower that blows lur

some beauty only unveiled to the minute inquirer, some peculiarity in structure fitting

it to its destined place and purpose, and yet not patent to a casual glance." Tip

perhaps no branch of science which demands more than 15. the application of the

highest mental powers: and like every other to him who truly prosecutes it wl:

little or much it brings in due measure an immediate reward in his own improvement
and delight.

We proceed to exhibit an outline of the Linna?an system, the only artificial system
which it appears necessary further to notice, and of the natural system by which it has

been to a "Teat ext-'nt 'superseded. The Limwm system.- ho-.vever. i< not entirely

artificial. Its foundation may be said to be laid in the perfectly natiird di-ti:

between Phanerogamous- and' Crypt opinions plants the former of which Li:

divided into -?:! classes; whils the constituted the latter, i 'ing to the Aeotyled-
onous plants ,,t .Tu-sieu. into his 04th a::d la-' In the oil;-

he took the characters from the parts of fructification: this he defined as liavi:

stamens or pistils distinctly visible, and gave it a name '

cealed. and garni, marriage), in accordance with this definition, modestly refraining

from a' confident assertion of tbe absence of stamens and pistils. Of the -'- cla--

phanerogamous or phenogamoua plants Q 'u>\\o.

the characters of all are taken from the stamens; :.-.nd those of Cla- mply
from the number of them: th, however, not including plants eihiWtidgthe

peculiarities with reference to which the remaining constituted. Thus

f!a-s i monot, o; osists of plants the flowt

which have only one stamen: Cla*9 11 D twice), of those with ttvo

stamens- Class I'll.. Ti'i three), of those with three -tamens. and so on;

Class IV Tetrandria (Or. t,tr,i. four tim

VI . six); Class V11-. //

i-ht); Cla-s IX.

ten) until, in Class XL, Itod number of the

st :1m detiniteiy fixed, and plants are included in it having mon- than
_tc:

fewer than twenty stan'iens. Then follow two

twenty), and Class XIII.. P many) which have nut:

but differ in their being inserted on the calyx in the former ci

in the latter. ehara'-er> essentially natural, 8 arc tho-.-- al- remamm!

irreat natural order - (Or. adf\
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the stamens united by the filaments in cue bundle; Class XVII.. Diadelphia, has the fila-

ments uuited in two bundles, or one free and the rest united: Class XY1IL. PvlyaddphUi ,

has them united in more than two bundles.
'

In Class XIX., ^i/ittii-iKxia (Gr. syu.

together, and genesis, generation), the stamens are also united, but by tlie anthers instead
of the filaments. This class nearly agrees with the great natural order Cam, </,,,. and
consists chiefly of'plants having compound flowers. Class XX., Gynauarid (Gr. yync,
a female), consists of plants in which the stamens grow out of, or are united with the

pistil. Class XXL, Mon&cia, (Gr. vikox, a house), consists of plants having the stamens
and pistils in different flowers on the same plant; Class XXII., DlacUt, of those which
have the male and female flowers on different plants; Class XXIII. , PoU/t/niula (Gr. ;''//*.

many, gamos, marriage), of those having the stamens and pistils in the same or in
different flowers on the same or on different plants. The classes are divided into wcU rx.

which are constituted on various grounds. The orders of the first ii] classes are

strictly artificial, their characters being found simply in the number of the pistils,

according to which they are named Mi/nor/uin (Gr. m<>/n>x, one, //;/, a female). D>nynui,
T'rigynia, etc.; Dodecayynia, including all with 12 to 19 pistils, and Potyf/i/uin, all with
20 and upwards. The orders of Class XIV. are constituted on entirely different grounds,
and are two in number, Gyuinoispermia (Gr. f/i/muM, naked, ipcrtiui, \\ seed), and Anf/i-

xjxrmia (Gr. angeion, a vessel) the former "having naked seeds" (or rather the fruit

formed of 4 achenia), the latter having the seeds in a capsule. The orders of Class
XV. are in like manner founded upon the fruit; those of Classes XVI., XVII.. and
XVIII. upon the number of the stamens; as are also those of Classes XX., XX;.,
and XXII.; those of Class XIX., chiefly upon characters taken from the florets of com-

pound flowers; those of Class XXIII.
, upon the circumstance of the hermaphrodite,

male and female flowers being found on one, two. or three plants; whilst ilie <>id< is of

Class XXIV. are strictly natural Filices (or ferns). JIt/xci (or mosses), Al.'.'fi-, and
The student may acquire a pretty complete knowledge of the Linna-an artificial sys-

tem, without knowing much in reality of B.
; but, even in beginning to leant the

natural system, he must learn some of the first principles of the science. Jussieu fol-

lowed Ray in dividing plants into three great primary divisions ac iq.v.).

inonocotyledones (q.v.), and dicotykdoneis(q.\.)\ having respectively no cotyledon or seed-

lobe, one cotyledon, and two cotyledons. And, however the names may be changed. or

characters assumed from other parts of the plant, these great divisions'of the vegetable
kingdom still subsist; the acotyledonou* plants being also'according to characters taken
from the stem, acrogenous (q.v.); the monocolyledonoua plants / ,id<>u< unit* (q.v. K ::nd

the dicotyledonous plants, exogenous (q.v.). Eudlieher is the only botanist of great note

who has attempted to make primary divisions of the vegetable kingdom cssei.iially dif-

ferent from those indicated by Kay, and his attempt has not commended itself to general

approval. De Candolle gave expression to an important truth in botanical science, when
he united the two divisions of monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous plants ur.der the

common title of vascular plants, in opposition to acotyledonous or nHtttr plants: the

vascular plants being the phanerogamous, and the cellular the cryptogamous. Lim'-ley
has endeavored to modify the natural system by dividing the afcxital or (cryp-

togamous) plants into the, two classes cf tltallvyfris with the stem and leaves undistin-

guishable and acrogens, with the stem and leaves distinguishable, th;:r, limiting the

term acrogens to those which have a distinct stem; and in like manner dividi;

sexual or flowering (phanerogamous) plants into five classes, vi/.., r]ih<><icn. with l'n:cti

fication springing from, atliallus; cndorjens and dictyogens, with fructification springing
from a stem, the wood of which is youngest in the center, and the seed with a

cotyledon the former having parallel-veined permanent leaves, and the wood oi the

stem always confused ;
the latter haviug net-veined deciduous leaves, and the. wood of

the stem when perennial arranged in a circle around a central pith; /////// /o//ry/.v and c.n>-

>,i a-, having the wood of the stem youngest at the circumference, and always concentric,
the seed with two or more cotyledons; the former haviug the seeds quite naked, the lat-

ter having them inclosed in seed-vessels. But others generally prefer the simpler division

of phanerogamous or vascular plants into monocotvlcdonous of endogenous, and dicot-

yledonous or exogenous, the former including Lmdley's c:idogciis and dietycgi n<.

the latter his exogens, gymnogens, and rhi/,ogens; although the latter have . niy a

provisional place assigned them, in the absence of well-ascertained views of Iheir

structure.

One of the great advantages of the natural system is, that the plants which it bring.--

together are very generally found to agree in their properties, as well as in their structu-

ral characters. There are, indeed, species which, in resect of their properties, are

anomalous or exceptional in the genera or orders to which they belong; but these excep-
tions do not invalidate tiie general rule, according to which we expect the most

poisons in the order lo'j:ini"-^r, bland muciiage and useful liber in iinil'-<n;,t-, wholesome
succulent herbage along with a certain amount of acridity or pungency in cm-

etc., etc. The knowledge of the properties of genera a'nd orders is of great use in

.guiding inquiry, and it is thus that modern science attain.-- iu rapid succession to discov-

eries important in their practical relations.

In the determination of the intermediate subdivisions of the natural system, botanists

have not yet been so successful as with regard to thesv primary divisions, and the a.-cer-
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tainment of the characters and limits of lowest subdivisions orders, tribes, and genera.Great difficulty has been found in arranging the orders in natural groups, although the
altempt, very necessary to a complete system and a just exhibition of nature has
been very assiduously and perse veringly made by Mcisuer, Eudlicher, Liudley, and
uthera of the greatest botanists of the present age.

BOTANY, FOSSTL, a study almost unknown until the beginning o
now of much importance in connection with pala-ontologv. Besides
ation of plants there is generally recogni/ed a sixth class called pi

of the 19th c., but
now of much importance in connection with pala-ontologv. Besides the usual classifi-
cation of plants there is generally recogni/ed a sixth class called protophytes, which
embrace microscopic cryptogamous plants. These are diatoms and desmids. "in botany.
AS in the animal kingdom, the simplest forms are reckoned the lowest: and, as in the

history of animal life, we find that the lower forms of plants appeared first. This is

proved by the fact that such forms are found in the oldest fossiliferous strata, the

higher groups appearing only in later formations, the present flora being the mod
highly organized of any. It is known that plants preceded animals, 'for animals
depend upon plants for food, while plants had power to assimilate inorganic sub-
stances. With regard to fossil specimens it must l>e remembered that as the conti-
nents came up out of the sea, and as all fossiliferous strata were deposited under
water, therefore aquatic plants and animals were more likely to be preserved than
animals and plants of the higher lands. In later geological ages the plants havo
been for the most part terrestrial, while the animals have been in far greater proportion
aquatic. Animals also, oftener than plants, have some imperishable portions, and so
the specimens of extinct animals are more nearly complete than are those of plants.
Remains of marine fossil animals are found in the drift deposited by the sea in succes-
sive invasions of the land; and such invasions have been followed by periods of immense
duration in which the sea was far away from the invaded land. Within these indefinite

periods no record was made, unless in the deep water of the sea or on the shores of
other lands invaded during the interim. Therefore for any single country the records
of marine life exist in a series of sections separated from each other by blanks covering
enormous periods of time. The relations of extinct animals are, .consequently, neces-

sarily obscure. But the succession of land plants may have been unbroken, or nearly
HO; in any event, it is much nearer perfection than in the case of marine animals. It is

therefore conceded that the records of plant life found in the sea-shore deposits and the
lake beds of the earth will throw much light on the questions of evolution and the

origin of species. An idea of the present state of knowledge in respect to fossil botany
may be gathered from the following statement of some of the discoveries and deductions
thus far made.

The protophytcs are identified only with the recent deposits. Their absence from the

Paleozoic rocks may be explained by the fact that only such as secreted calcareous or
ilicious crusts or shells could under ordinary circumstances be preserved. The shields

of diatoms are more easily soluble than mosr
t forms of silica, and

jx-rhaps
some of the

older beds of flint received their material from this source. Some of the small plants
which secrete lime and are commonly called alga? might be considered protophytes.
These are and have been abundant in our seas, and may have contributed to the forma-
tion of the beds of fossiliferous limestone which make up so much of the Pala?ozoic

rocks. There are tertiary deposits made up of the shields of the diatoms at Monterey.
Cal.. and near Richmond, Va. The desmids, which are non-silicious, are often found
in flint of the cretaceous age, but diatoms under similar circumstances are rare.

The alga? (hydrphyta, or thaUorjcn*) abound in all the oceans and seas, and are

discovered in all strata from the lower Silurian upwards. But in the lower Silurian the

only plants certainly traced are sea-weeds. Plants found in the Cambrian rocks are

described as of the genus eophyton. In the Trenton limestone are several species of

alga?. Sea-weeds are common in the upper Silurian, the most important Iw'ing a fossil of

the Medina sandstone. In the same strata is the genus of fucoids called x]>ir]>Injtn,

which runs through the Devonian and carboniferous systems, and is called the "cock's-

tail fucoid." In the upper Devonian aud lower carboniferous strata is found a group
of singular formation called <Vrtf>phyti>n. and another equally remarkable, called ><]>finn- .

toeuua. In later formations alga? become numerous' and gradually approach the forma

of the present age. About 50 genera and 150 species have been described. i

Lichens, which are so abundant now, are scarcely known in a fossil condition. But
w they are exclusively terrestrial plants, they were "less likely to IK- fossili/ed than the

aquatic ttutttogfn*. It is considered that the lichens were much less abundant in the

carboniferous age than now. The only known fossil species were found in amber and

in the tertiary lignites. Those in amber are of the same genera and for the most part

rf the same species with the lichens now common in America and Kurope.

Probably Iwcause they are terrestrial, and most of them soft and easily perishable.

fungi are almost as rare as lichens in thr fossil strata. A considerable numlx-r of fungi

have been described. They are almost all from the tertiary: but some sj>eci'- have been

found in the coal-beds of Saxony, and a few have U-en found in amber. It is believed

that some species described are not fungi, but shells, or fish s.

Plants of the group mi";;/' tin, including Ju-fxttinr and the mosses, now form a larire

part of our vegetation. With au expanse of development a.s wide as the earth, aud in

U. K. II.-51
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such vast abundance everywhere, it seems strange that no trace of anogtns has been
found in the older geological formations. But in the tertiary formation both mosses
and liverworts are found iu considerable abundance, particularly iu amber and lignites,
aud to the formation of the latter they appear to have contributed. Those preserved iu

amber served to show that nearly the same species are now growing in various parts
of Europe. It is believed that the liverwort known as marehantiti palydranphia is the
most widely distributed of living plants. The absence of aiwgcns iu the ancient flora

shows that those plants, though low in the scale of plant life, arc of quite modern date.

There appears to be some reason to believe that the acroc/cus (ferns, equiseta, aud

lycopods) were the first forms of land vegetation on the earth. They are still represented,
but are, nowhere predominant, and in general they are insignificant among local living
forms. They were formerly much more important, but hundreds of species have died
out. Of the three orders united in this class, the lycopods seems to have been the

earliest in point of time, and earliest in their subsequent development. They are novr

represented by various species of lycopodium, or ground-pine, most of which are small.

The first lycopods are found in 'the upper Silurian rocks of Canada. England, etc.

These were* the forerunners of the large scaly-trunked trees of the carboniferous flora,
in which tlora they exceeded all other forma of vegetation. At the close of the palaeo-
zoic age the lycopods seem to have almost disappeared. Xo specimen of the group ha*
been found in the mesozoic or tertiary rocks. The ferns made their first appearance hi

the Devonian strata, and acquired greater importance than they have at the present
time. In the middle and upper Devonian tree-ferns were numerous, and of greater
dimension than any now living. Of the forms of the upper Devonian and carbonifer-

ous strata several hundred species have been described, and there are reasons to believe
that they formed a much more highly organized, diversified, and beautiful group of

plants than can be found in the fern-flora of to-day. In the mesozoic and tertiary rocks
remains of ferns have been found; but ferns reached their highest development in the

carboniferous period. The equiseta, which now exist only in the form of scouring
rushes, hi the carboniferous and Devonian ages grew nearly to the size of forest trees,

and in numbers were among the most important of the flora. In the mesozoic ages species
of this genus ex listed, having trunks 6 in. in diameter. In the tertiary age the equi-
seta were larger than now, but were an unimportant portion of the tlora of the time.

The order of acrogeus show a history in contrast with that of other cryptogami. They
began very early in the earth's history, acquired a profuse development, and kept their

standing through two geological ages. Theu that standing was suddenly lo.-t, and
thenceforward their course has been downward, until from lordly trees they hav

degenerated to rushes, and lost all importance in botanical rank aud in scientific con-
sideration.

Quite the opposite arc the facts in regard to the great group of endoflfn*, among
which are the grasses, palms, lilies, etc., including many of the loveliest forms of

vegetable life. They include also the grains commonly called cereals, and are thus not

only ornamental, but highly useful. They are of comparatively modern date. Fe\v
traces of them have been found in palaeozoic rocks, but they seem to have existed at

least as flowering plants iu the carboniferous age. In the triassic, Jurassic, and creta-

ceous formations they are represented by many genera. Palms appear in the cretaceous

formation, the oldest representative being the fan-palm now growing iu the southern
United States. In the tertiary era this flora rose to great importance, and remnants are

found of many species of grasses, sedges, aud lilies. It appears, therefore, that the

endogens are of quite modern date, beginning iu the mesozoic era, 'the inferior families*

coming in at a later period.
The exogens, now forming much the larger part of the vegetation of the globe, belong

to the present or to the immediately preceding geological era. Xo actual traces of

angiosperms, the highest division of the exogeus, have been found further back than

the cretaceous rocks. Commencing in that era, they spread with great rapiditv. devel-

oped in remarkable force aud variety, and before the close of the epoch they uaabecornt;
the predominating type of vegetation, which gave the flora of the earth very nearly ii=

present appearance. In the tertiary epoch many additions were made, comprising tlie

most beautiful and useful of flowers and fruits, producing plants useful in supplying the

animals then coming to development, and finally for supplying man. There is quite a

different history for the inferior order of exogcns, the gymnospcrms. the conifers, and
the cycads. The conifers seem to have been among the first of terrestrial plants, 1 ><.; in-

ning far back in later epochs of the upper Silurian age. In the Devonian they attained

large size, as the petrified trunks found in middle Devonian rocks have proved. In \\w

carboniferous age, conifers were abundant, producing forests much like the pine fores!*

of the present day. In the tertiary age. the conifers reached their highest development
in the "mammoth trees," the "red wood," etc., of which remarkable specimens are

still to l>e seen in California. The pines and firs began in the cretaceous age, and have
,-incc been increasing in importance, at present constituting by far the larger part of th*-

coniferous vegetation of the globe. Yews appeared in the tertiary period. /.W'"w/*
in the mesozoic. !<iri.r in the tertiary, arbor rit<t> in the mesozoic. titr<irtf'ii/i in the middle

tertiary, the ghinko (which has now but a single representative) in the cretaceous. The

cycads appeared in the carboniferous age, and in the mesozoic age became one of the
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most characteristic forms of vegetation. Then they displaced and succeeded the acro-
geusof the coal-floras, and gave their name to the "age of cycads" cxtendm" from
Hie beginning of the triassic to the middle of the cretaceous a-e. They were in turn
displaced by the conifers. lu the tertiary age the cyeads tilled about tin' eaine position
as now.

Of the angiosperms much will IK; found under the title IVivNY <MT tint,). Their
history comprises the larger part of modern botany. They appear in vast number.- quite
abruptly in the upper part of the cretaceous formation. Many of the genera now living
formed the forests of that period, and the fossil remains show' that their appearance was
much the same as now. Among the living genera represented \\en- tlie oak. poplar.
plane. willow, beech, sassafras, magnolia, &, maple, walnut, tulip tree, etc. The tulip-
tree lias but a single living representative, yet the genus lxran in the crctaei ous age, in

America; and in the mioecne tertiary age a in < nearly like it grew in Greenland, Ice

land, and in Europe down to Italy. The sassafras, having now but one species in Amer-
ica and one in the East Indies, dates back to the cretaceous a-e. Mid \\ as ihe companion
of the tulip-tree in Greenland and elsewhere. Magnolias, so grand a feature of Ameri
can forests, were common in Europe during the tertiary period, but none are nati\--
there now. The fast disappearing specimens, with the loiic remnants of gigantic growth
of the Yosemite, remind us of the maguilicent arborescent llora of the American conti
nent in ages long gone by.

Jt is not easy to define ar/i* in botany otherwise than by ages in geology. No tra<

of plants has been found in eo/.oic rocks. These rocks, however, contain no num..
bils, and it is supposed that if there had been deposits of either vegetable or animal
matter, the mctamorphism of the rocks is so absolute that no traces would lie likely to

remain. 15ut beds of graphite found in the Laiirentian rock-beds arc by some scientists
considered to indicate a vegetable origin; and one writer suggests that they may be of
animal origin. Fucoids are said to have been found in the Cambrian rocks'in England;
and in the same rock in Sweden, ami certain rocks in Wales, plant remains described (is

exogens have been found. Their character, however, is doubtful, and affords no real

proof of development higher than that of sea weeds. Fncoids are abundant iti the
lower Silurian, but usually with little or no trace of structure. There seems to \>e no

satisfactory evidence of the deposit of land plants in the lower Silurian strata. Coming
to the upper Silurian, we rind the greater part of the plants to be sea-weeds. Hut her.

there discoveries and indications tend to show the existence of land plants at about ihe

end of the Silurian age. In the Devonian rocks fucoids are common. Tree terns have
been found in the corniferou.s limestone of Ohio, indicating the existence <,! a highly
organi/ed flora on the land. In New York, Canada, and elsewhere. remains of an abun-

dant llora have been found in the middle and upper Devonian rocks. The remarkable
feature of Devonian flora is the prevalence of conifers and tree-ferns. The vegetation of

the carboniferous age (age of coal) is important, but has been often described. More
than 300 specimens of plants or parts of plants have been described. Much the greater

portion consists of ferns, but few of them were arborescent. Next come the hvrpi'ds.
then the equiseta. Of the latter group some were arborescent, and some wen- aquatic.
The cyeads, also, were re] (resented ; and the cm'.i gens, the latter by a few flowering

plants' Conifers growing to the si/.e of modern pines were abundant, but they were

highland trees, and not likely to be found in coal deposits. Many fossil fruits have been

found with the coal plants, such as nuts of conifers and .eed-vesscls of cyc;:ds.

Coming to the triassic flora of the incsn/oie age there is a radical change, both with

regard to llora and fauna. Ferns were numerous-, but different from those found in tlu-

coal-beds, and less pient.iful. The cyeads are the prominent feature of triassjr \

lion; they were so numerous and conspicuous as to give vise to the title
"

rcL'ti of the

cvcads.''" This branch of fossil botany has not hren much stu<:ied in America, hut some

valuable collections have been made.
'

The most remarkable of American plants <

period are cyeads. and srreat monophvllous fer8;' > In some t laces
j

( triried trunks of

coniferous trees are abundant, proving that foref^yf very large trees covered BOOM

lions of the continent at that period. But so f; ; fno traces of angiosperms have been

found among triassic plants, nor have any Jurassir plant-, so common in Europe, IXMI

discovered in Ibis count rv.

The cydaceous llora appears to have remained with no particular change during the.

early part of the cretaceous era. About the commencement of the ]<>\\er

strata, however, the "reiirn of angiospcnn*" began, and in Ihe en taecoi;

New Jersey and of the west th- remains of 100 specio ol'arb

been found, with few ferns and hardly any cyeads among them. 'Ihe fad- si.ow thai

the continent was covered with forests" of brand-leaved frees, rivaling in ^/*- ai.d !

thos.-of the pre.-ent time; thai among those r!d t r k*. magn-.

willows, beeches, and others now common. The upper cret.-.ceous dep.

and other trrritories contain beds (if liirnite. and many foreign plain
-

mens. of which many are single leaves, have been found. The coal .strata of \ :,;

ver's island contain inaiiv si^n.s of the leaves of angiospe-rms.

In the tertiary a ire. Ihe angiosperms predominate, and the indications nre that

flora was derived diivctlv from that of the cretaceous era. the tertiary flora in turn LMV

hi"- birth to that of the present dav. No traces have been found in this country of the
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flora of Europe of the eocene period. During the miooene period, fan-palms grew as
far north as Canada, indicating that the region of the St. Lawrence then had a climattt

as warm as that of the gulf states at the present time. In the miocene tertiary period,
the part of the continent now knows as British America and Alaska was covered with
luxuriant vegetation, even to the shores of the Arctic ocean. In Greenland and Alaska

many specimens of arborescent plants have been found. The similarity of many of
these species to those found in Europe lead to the presumption of a land connection
between the two continents; and the .similarity of the flora of Japan with that of Amer-
ica would seem to indicate a land connection on that side also. The pliocene flora of

America presents no very marked changes from that of the miocene, except in

approaching more nearly to the flora of the present time. In the glacial era, the tertiary
flora was forced southward, or destroyed. After the modification of temperature, the
boreal plants, which in the ice period had covered the lowlands, moved northward or
climbed the hills and mountains to find a natural temperature. The kindred character
of alpine species in often widely separated places shows this fact.

After the manner of the geologists, the learned in fossil botany may divide th

ancient flora into "ages," of which there arc four: 1. The age nfthattcgent, including
the Cambrian and Simrian divisions of geology, during which time sea-weeds were almost
the only form of plants. 2. The age ofacrogenx.in the Devonian and carboniferous eras

of ecology, when ferns, etc., attained their wonderful development in size and number.
3. The age of gymnosperms, from the beginning of the triassic to the middle of the creta-

ceous era, when the cycads and conifers were over all the earth, and of greater rclativu

importance than at any time before or since. 4. The age of angio*f>erin*, from the mid-
dle of the cretaceous to the present time, of course including all existing flora. !Seu

PALEONTOLOGY, ante.

BOTANY BAY, a haven pf Xew South Wales, in Int. 84 s., and long. 151" 15' e., dis-

covered by Cook, on his first voyage, in 1770, and named by him from the great num-
ber of new plants in its vicinity a characteristic, however, rather of Australia in

general than of this particular locality. In 1787, it received England's first penal colony
in the cast; and though it was supplanted the very next year by Port Jackson, a vastly

superior harbor immediately to the n. of it, yet it long continued to be the popular
designation, not merely of this convict settlement, but of the Australian convict settle-

ments generally. On the shore of B. B. there was erected, in 182.1, a column to tli

memory of that eminent French navigrtor, the unfortunate La Perouse.

BOT'ETOURT, a co. in s.w. Virginia, on the James river; intersected by the Atlan-

tic, Ohio and Mississippi railroad; 500 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 11,329 8163 colored; in '80,

15,750; the Blue ridge is its s.e. boundary; Middle mountain is on the n.w. border, and
the Peaks of Otter arc on the Bedford co. line. Cereals and tobacco are the chief pro-
ductions. Co. seat, Fiucastle.

BOTETOTJRT, SIR NORBORNE BERKELEY, Lord. 1717-70; an English statesman,

governor of the colony of Virginia in 1768, dying there two years later. He favored
the colonists and opposed parliamentary taxation. He was the last of the barons of

Botetourt.

BOTH, JOHX and ANDREW, two celebrated painters, who, being united in their works
like Beaumont and Fletcher, are, like them, usually spoken of together, were born at

Utrecht, where their father was a painter on class John in 1610: the date of Andrew'*
birth is not known. After studying under Abraham Bloemart. the brothers went to

Italy, where they soon won for themselves a high reputation. John painted landscapes,

adopting Claude for his model, while Andrew tilled in the figures after the style of Bam-
boccio, and in so careful a manner that the pictures looked like the work of one hand.
John's landscapes are characterized by delicious warmth of sky. softness of distance,
and general truthfulness to nature; even the different hours of 'the day may be distin-

guished in some of his best pictures^-**) careful are his tints. The works of the brothers
are still in great repute, and bring hi)T,i prices whenever they are offered for sale. On*
of the brothers was accidentally drow-Bed in a canal in Venice in 1650; the other brother
then settled in Utrecht, where he died aix years afterwards.

BO THIE (from the Gaelic botltarj) signified originally a humble cottage or hut, but for
a considerable number of years the term has been more popularlv applied to a Iwrely fur-

nished, generally uncomfortable habitation for farm-servants. 'Though l>othies are prin-
cipally confined to the eastern and north-eastern counties of Scotland, a few have spread
over ;i much wider area. The bothie, strictly speaking, of modern times is situated
ftither under the same roof as the stable, or, oftener, at a short distance from the stead-

ing. While the cubic contents are invariably disproportionate to the num1x?r of inmates,
the furnishings are of an uninviting, sometimes actually repulsive character. One long
rouirhly manufactured table, a few long stools, a chair or two. a number of victual

bunks, a few wooden cups or bowls, and a pot or two, constitute thr bulk of the fittings.
The inhabitants are generally unmarried men, who frequently "nave their own food to

prepare. Some of the larger fanners afford a woman for cooking and cleaning lit*

bi'thie. Huddled together in this unnatural way, without the refining influence of ths

beads of families or the female sex, it is not surprising that the inhabitants of Uw
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bothic often acquire boorish and sometimes immoral habit?. Public moralists decry
the botltte vehemently. Tlie men themselves do not raise their voice loudly, if at all.

against it: and some influential farmers (amongst whom was tlie late Mr. M'Combie)
seem to regard it. if an evil, a> a neces-ary one, in present circumstances. Tin- band;
of Irish and Highland females living tqget&er in tlie e. Lothian cottars, may lx- ranked
as botliieitea, and do not strengthen the argument for tlie general sy.-t.-m. Thou-_rh the
botliie system is only one of several foul blots on tlie agricultural escutcheon affecting
the laborers, it is diminishing, as farm cottages increase, and must soon, under the
sure of public opinion and the growing desire for social elevation, be reduced to a min-
imum, if not entirely abolished.

BOTHNIA, tlie name formerly given to a country of northern Europe, extending alon-
the e. and \v. shores of the gulf of Bothnia (q.v.). the eastern portion now being c"tn-

prisi d in Finland (q.v.), and the western forming the Swedish governments of I'iteaund
I'mea.

BOTHNIA, Gn.FOF. the part of the Baltic sea which lies to the n. of the isle of Aland,
having on its eastern shore Finland, on the western. Sweden and Lapland, with Tornea
for its northern limit. It extends from hit. GU to liJ n.. and long. 11 to ^', :'.:, ,-.. in

greatest length being alxmt 400 m., and its average breadth loo m. Its depth varies
from 20 to 50 fathoms, but both along its shores, and in the middle, are manv small

islands, sand-hanks, rocks, and cliffs, called xLn r*, which render tlie navigation difficult;

though on the whole it is less dangerous than other part- of the Baltic, and lias many
good harbors. The rivers which fall into this gulf, both from Sweden and Finlaii'.

numerous; and the waters of the gulf itself are but slightly salt. In winter, it is usually
to hard 1'roy.eu that it can be crossed by sl<

BOTHBJOCEPH ALTJS (Gr. b>tlirin, alittle pit, and <v;7////.', abeam, a genus of intestinal

worms, belonging to the order of ctxtoul <r,inu* (q.v.), and included, until recently, in the

genus hittai (taiH'-worm, q.v). The head in this genus is not furnished with four suck-

ing disks, as in the true tape-worms, but with two lateral longitudinal hollows, which
j-eem to serve onlv for adhesion by means of a partial vacuum, and to have nothing to do
with nutrition. Nourishment is indeed supposed to be obtained entirely by tlie imbib-

ing of fluids through the entire length of the worm; and whilst this process of imbibing
takes place, there is also an exudation as exoxiinw accompanies fnili>*nu>xc (q.v. ) in the

roots of plants of peculiar oleaginous drops, which may probably l>e in part tin- cause
of the injurious effects produced by these worms upon the health of the animals in:

by them. The species of B. are very abundant in prcdaceous li-he-. ami occur moiv

sparingly in fish-eating birds; the immature and sexless young l>eing found in ti.-hes and
inferior aquatic animals, either in peculiar cysts, or in the intestinal canal. Stickle-

backs are often seen distended to an unusual size by a species of B. which lies free in

the cavity of the abdomen; but in the stickleback its joints and sexual organs always
remain undeveloped; it is only when tlie stickleback has been digested in a bird's stom-

ach, that the B., released, and" rinding itself at last in suitable circumstances, actjuip
mature form, becoming an inhabitant of the bird's intestines. Only one sjiccies of B.

occurs in man, li. hitu*, which is at once distinguished from the common tape-worm by
tlie different form of its >eginents. but has been often confounded with another sptvic-4

of tape worm, under the name of broad tape-wonu. The segments are much broader

than they are long, and each contains organs of reproduction. The worm is .-trictly

juidrosrvnous. It is scarcely known in Britain, but is of frequent occurrence in some

parts of Europe, and sometimes attains a length of 15 ft. or upwards; and a coil of I

worms is not unt'requcntly expelled at once from the patient. The B. is. however, much
more ea-ily expelled than the true tape-worms. The same means are employed. Tin;

fruit which grows near the ground, or the like.

BOTHWELL. a eo. in Ontario. Canada, on lake Erie and St. flair river: traversed

by the Great West, rn railway; 547 Mj.m. ; pop. '71, 20,701. Petroleum is oiie of the

chief productions.

BOTHWELL, a small village in Bothwell parish, in Lanarkshire, on the right Ir.nk of

the Clyde. 8 in. e.s.e. of Glasgow. The river is here cn.-sol by die celebrated bridge,

the place of the bloody encounter Ix-tween the Covenanters and Monmouth in

when the former were defeated. Near the villa-re are the MnUtoenl Norman ruin- of

Bothwell castle, at the foot of which the Clyde wa-hes the line scenery of
" Bothwcll

bank," celebrated in Scottish song. Pop. '71. 1309.

BOTHWELL, JAM KS \\v.vi\\ HN. fourth earl of. wa~ b alxint l.VJft. On his father'*

death in 1.ISO. he sticeee<led to the great inheritance which made the earl of Bothwell

the most powerful noble in the s. of Scotland. At t\r<\. he opr*-';d
the reformation

party, but on their accession to power he easily (hanged hi- polities; utid. in 1561.

formed <>ue of the deputation of lords sent to convey the youthful que<-n of Scotland

to her kinirdom. He was shortly after made u privycouncilor; but MB violence Mid

misconduct soon became intolerable, and he was ordered to quit Edinburgh. In Mar.,
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1562, he and the earl of Arran were committed to the castle for conspiring to seize the

queen's person. 13. made his escape, was recaptured at Holy island, again got free, and
sailed to France. He speedily returned, but finding Moray close on his trail, embarked
for the continent. Not appearing at his trial, he was outlawed. In 1565, after the

queen's marriage with Darnley, he re-appeared, and having strongly espoused her cause

against Moray and his party, was suddenly restored to favor, and even high influence.

In Oct., 1566, while performing a judicial tour in Liddesdale, he -was attacked and
wounded, and the queen manifested her interest in his danger by riding 20 in. and
back to see him, a journey which brought on a dangerous fever. At Craigmillar. some
time after, B. attempted, unsuccessfully, to overrule her objections to a divorce from

Darnley. A more thorough-going method was open to him, and on the night of 9th
Fell. , 1567, Darnley was blown up at the Kirk of Field. The public voice loudly
charged B. with the murder, but he was not formally indicted till the 28th March. He
came to the trial attended by 4000 followers, and received an easy acquittal. Two days
after, he carried the sword of state before the queen at the opening of parliament, and
at its close, all his lands and offices were confirmed to him, in consideration of his "girt
and manifold gude service done and performit not only to her liienes' honour, weil, and
estimatioun, but alsua to the comone weil of the realme and leiges thairof." At a

supper on the following night, the leading nobles signed a bond approving of Bothwell's

acquittal, and commending him as a fit husband to the queen, pledging themselves to

stand by him. On the 26th April, B., accompanied by a strong force, carried off the

queen to Dunbar castle; on the 6th May he was divorced from his wife; and on the 15th
his marriage with Mary was solemn i/ed at Holyrood. He had previously been created

duke of Orkney. His guilty triumph was veVy short; the wrath of the nation was
roused; at the end of one month, Mary was a prisoner in Edinburgh, and B., pursued
in his voyage to the Orkneys, tied to Denmark. There he was sci/.cd. imprisoned, and
died in 1576, leaving no heirs. His titles and estates were forfeited to the crown.

BOTOCU'DOES, or AYMBOKES, a Brazilian people on the Rio Doce and Rio Parde,
who are said to resemble Chinese. There are about 4000 of them; brave but treacher-

ous. and troublesome to the government. They have the hideous custom of wearing a

block of wood in the lower lip, forcing the lip to project 2 or 3 in. in a right angle to

the jaw; they also wear great wooden ornaments iii their ears. All the B., except a
few who are civilized, go naked.

BOTONE, or BOTOXXY. In heraldry, a cross botone is a cross of which the ends are

in the form of buds or buttons.

BOTOSHAN', or BOOTUSHA'XI. a city in Roumania. 60 m. n.w. of Jassy; pop. '66,

28,117. It contains a hospital and many churches and synagogues, and is the seat of
an important fair.

BO TREE, the name given in Ceylon to the PEEPUL (q.v.) of India (feus rd<<

It is held sacred by the Buddhists, and planted close by every temple, attracting almost
as much veneration as the statue of Buddha itself. The B. T. of the sacred city Auara

japoora, is in all probability the oldest tree in the world, of which the age can be ascer-

tained by historical evidence. It was planted in 288 B.C., and sir James Emerson
Tennent, in his work on Ceylon, published in 1859, gives reasons for believing that the

tree was then really the wonderful age of 2147 years; and refers to historic documents
in which it is mentioned at different dates, as 182 A.D., 2"8 A.D., and so en to the present

day. This tree is invested, in the estimation of the Buddhists, with wonderful sanctity." To it," says sir .Tames,
"
kings have even dedicated their dominions in testimony of

their belief that it is a branch of the identical fig-tree under which Gotania Buddha
reclined at Uruwelaya when he underwent his apotheosis." Its leavi s arc carried away
sis treasures by pilgrims; but it is too sacred to be touched with a knife, and therefore

they arc only gathered when they fall.

BO TREE, PEEPUL, the sacred fig-tree of Ceylon and Hindustan, greatly venerated

by Buddhists. It bears a small fig of litte value, but its sap is rich in caoutchouc. The
tree is a favorite haunt of the lac insect, and a L'reat quantity rf lac coloring matter is

gathered from the branches. There is a B.T. in Ceylon which it is supposed was

planted nearly three centuries before our era.

BOTBY CHIUM, a genus of ferns, of the d : <*Nion oplu'or/lowa-. having the

(or seed vessels) distinct, sub irlobosc. clustered at the margin, and on one side of a pin-

nated rti<-ti :* (an altered frond). 2-valved, wit'no it any trace of an elastic ring, and open-

ing transversely. The only British species />'. lunarln. MOONWOKT. a litlle plant. pnMly
frequent in dry mountain* pasture, but not applied to any particular psc. A^ccics
more worthy of notice is /,'. ri'i-i/inirnm. of v hich the geographical distribution is verv

remarkable. It abounds in many parts of the southern states of America, the mountains of

Mexico, etc., in Australia, in some parts () f Asia, as the Himalaya mountains; and is

found also in Norway, although in no oilier part of Europe. It is large and succulent,
and N boiled and eaten in the Himalaya, in New Zealand, etc. It is called BATTI.K-

SNAKK FKKN in some parts of America, from its growing in places where rattlesnakes

are found.
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BOTEY'TIS, a genus of fungi, of the division liyphomyrefa, containing mnny of the

plants commonly called MOLD (q.v.) and MILDEW
(q.V.);

The plants consist of a

mycelium (see FVNCI) of more or less entangled threads, which are composed of rows of
cells, with shoots of the same nature rising up from them, and bearinir the 1'ructiricatirm

at their extremity. Some of them attack the fibers of vegetable fabrics, such a- linen
and cotton, in damp places, the decayed stems of plants, decaying fruit, etc. Seine are
found on living animal tissues, -whether always previously diseased or not is a question
still unsettled, although the probability appears to be that they make their appearance
only where there is already disease, which, however, they modify or entirely ehair_re.

A remarkable species of this section of the genus is the Mix \i:m.\!. (q.v.i. or Mi u

\VOUM HOT. A section of the genus, in many iv-prcts of particular interest, and which
some botanists have endeavored to separate into a distinct genus, consi-ts (1 f M
which grow amoni: living vegetable tissues. The threads of the ;////>//''//// creep ai

the loose cells of the Under side of the leaves, and send up their fertile shoot-* through
the stomaU (see LEAVES and STOM.VTA). Many of the species are extremely destructive
to particular plants, as J>. iii-n*itir<i to turnips. But /'. inf>*ttn,x is. of all ti.

the subject uf greatest interest, the potato disease being confidently a.-criix-d to it by
some observers, among whom is sometimes nani'-d -Mr. Uerkeley, and the opinion of no
living botanist is entitled to greater ropect upon a point connected with this branch of

the science; but Mr. Berkeley himself states bis opinion very guardedly.
" The dec ay

of the leaves and haulm in the potato murrain.'
1

he says, "is certainly due to botrytu

infestan.*; and its appearance in the diseased ' when exposed to the

air, makes it at least probable that it has a close connection with that destructive mur-

rain, which, in many instances, does not appear alone, but accompanied by other dis-

eases. The mold may In1 traced spreading round the edges of the brown sp.>ts on the

leaves, and .-non destroying the tissue on which it was develop* d." (Art. /{itnjfix in

Morton's <'//>'"; tare.) The- destruction results not only from the fungus
feeding upon the juices of the plant, but from its obstructing the elaUiration of th-

and all the processes which in a healthy state take place at the surface of the leaf. The
whole subject of the propagation of fund of this kind is involved in great obscurity.

They are indeed seen to produce seecls (or spores) in great abundance, but the

doubtful question is. how these reach the place where they an.- to grow, whether from
the surface of the leaf, to which it is objected that the stomata are too small to admit

them, or, as Mr. Berkeley think-, from within the plant. See POTATO I)IM:A-I:.

BOTTA, C.uti.o GirsK.ri'E GrtJLiKLMO, an Italian poet and historian, b. in 1766 at

S. Giorgio del Canavese. in Piedmont. He studied medicine in Turin. In 17!)4, he

became' a physician to the French army, and in 1799, he, Carlo Aurelio de Bossi, and
Carlo Giulio. were appointed th'- provisional government of Piedmont. They were

known as I! (n>iuirirnt >/ (>>' C,/, //'. After the battle of Marengo. he became a memlx-r

of the Piedmontese Consulta. In the Corps Ltniskitif, lie gave oflciiM- to Napoleon, by.

de-i-natin<r his government as despotic. In 1S:50. he was allowed to return to his native

town, and was pensioned by Charles Albert. He died in Paris, 10th Aug., l.v:

works of earlier date, the following may be mentioned, in which his admirable historic

style is irradually developed: Descriptiondt '. ('2 voR. Par I'

il'iin ]'./ '. m l),i ; !,iiti' i.Tur. IS'fjt: I',-
' 4m (Par. 1808):

! (Par. 1SO!H. His epic poem in twelve books, 11 Cm
rW/'//x',v/</ ij'ar. 1816^. was also favorablv received. But his most important wor'

his Sfnrix <r'l',iH,i da '. ^14 (Par. 18*34), which has gone through many ni'tions.

and for which he received the quinquennial pri/e of 1000 Tuscan dollars, founded by
the irrand duke Ferdinand II. in 1H14, in the A'-^ni-

hU // Par. l^.'o. in which he denies to the Chris

ti:in reiiirion and to philosophy the credit of havintr civilix.ed Euro] . ribes

it to the restoration of teaming; and the rf/ 1490 a/ 1814 P:T

l$:W. which consists of Quicciardini's work (M!K-15;J4), Botta's continuation of it

and the above-mentioned Stitriu d' Italia.

BOTTA, PA t i. KM ILK. a distinguished French archaeologist and traveler, the son of

the preceding, was b. in IN).',, \\hi.e y. t \oiing. he und< rtook a voyage round the

world, an ! remained long about tin- western coa.-is ( .f America, where he /.ea

collected treasures of natural history. In the year 1830 he went to Egypt, where he

entered into the service of Meheraet All as a physician, and in this capacity accom-

panied t'.i K-viitian expedition to Senn.iar. Here he formed a very considerable

/bological colle'ction. with which lie returned to Cairo in 1.*:;:'. The Fr-m-h irovern-

ment now appointed him consul in Alexandria, f'-om which he unde:: inier

to Arabia, tin- results of whi--:. to the world in a work entit!'

V<i '

1S44)'. From Alexandria the -rovernnient sent him as con-ular agent T d ut

this place, at the instigation > man orientalist Julifs Molil.Jie
cormnci

aeries of .recoveries which form an epoch in archaeological science. Early iv,

of 1X4-'?. IV K-u-an his diiri-'in-rs in the heaps of ruins near the Tigris, for momr
. -

of Assyi-ian antiquity, ai'.d the J o:;i:\ir.ed accon-

ceis with which his" enterprise and perseverance were rewarded, and also disquisi-
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tions on the extremely difficult subject of the cuneiform writing of the Assyrians,
which afterwards appeared as a separate publication under the title, Memoirea da
I'Ecriture Luneiformc Am<yricnnc (Par. 1848). The French government took up the mat-
ter warmly; a practiced draughtsman was sent out for the purpose of making sketches

upon the spot of the sculptures on alabaster, so apt to fall to pieces; and a commission
of learned men was appointed, for the purpose of conducting the publication of a mag-
uificent archrcological work, which shortly afterwards appeared under the special super-
intendence of B. himself, with the title, Monument de Niniw, dfcouxert it dcerit par
Botta, tiiewre et dessine par Flandin (Par. 1849-50). In 1848, lie published the Iiiscrip-
lions decoutertes a, Khorsabad. In 1846, B. was appointed consul at Jerusalem, and
in 1857 at Tripoli. He returned to France in 1868, and died at A chores, near

Poissy, in 1870. Although in abundance of results B. was far exceeded by Layard
(q.v.), yet he certainly deserves the praise of having laid the foundation of Assyrian
archaeology. See ASSYRIA.

BOTTA, VINCENZO, PH.D., b. 1818, in Piedmont; professor of philosophy in Turin,
and in 1849 a member of the Sardinian parliament. He came to the United Stales sev-

eral years ago, and became professor of the Italian language and literature in New York
university. He is the author of The Anwican Que*tu>n, Discourse on the Life of Count
Cawur, Dante as a PhilosopJier, Patriot, and Statusnuin, etc.

EOTTARI. GIOVANNI, a learned Italian prelate, was b. at Florence, Jan., 15, 1689.

He studied ancient literature and eloquence under Biscioni, and subsequently applied
himself to mathematics, philosophy, and theology. He soon obtained a great reputation
for the delicacy and purity of his style. The Delia Crusca academy intrusted him with
the care of a new impression of its famous dictionary. This extensive work occupied
B. and his collaborateurs several years, and proved of extreme service to the Italian lan-

guage. In 1730, he went to Home, where he was made professor of ecclesiastical history
and of controversy in the college of La Sapienza. He also took part in the labors of the

geometer Manfreai, when the latter was engaged in determining the level of the Tiber.
Clement XII. appointed him librarian of the Vatican, and Benedict XIV. canon of
Santa Maria Transteverine. He died at Rome, 3d June, 1775. The works of which B.
was either the author or editor are very numerous; the principal are his edition of

Virgil from the Vatican MS. ;
his elaborate treatises on the catacombs of Rome and on

the Vatican; his Del Museo (Japitolino; and his dissertations on Dante, Boccaccio, and

Livy.

LOTTGER, or BOTTCIIER, or BOTTIGER, Jon. FRJEDR., by whom the art of porcelain
manufacture was very much improved in Germany in the beginning of last century, was
b. in 1681 or 1682 at Schleiz, in the territory of Rcuss. His father was master of ilie

mint at Magdeburg and at Schleiz. He was apprenticed to an apothecary in Berlin, but
became an enthusiast in the search for the philosopher's stone, for which he neglected

everything else, thereby involving himself in many difficulties, and incurring the dis-

pleasure of the authorities, so that he was obliged to flee from Berlin, to escape the risk

of being punished as an adept. He found protectors and patrons at the court of Saxony,
and received large sums to enable him to prosecute his experiments in alchemy. Disap-
pointment ensuing, as he did not succeed in making gold, he was called upon to reveal

his secret in writing, and handed in a manuscript full of mystical nonsense, but in which
he expressed himself with the air of one completely master of his subject. The king,
however, was dissatisfied with this production, of which he appreciated the worthless-

ness, and readily consented to a request of the count of Tschirnhausen, who desired to

avail himself of the skill which he believed B. really to possess, for experiments upon
clays, with a view to the manufacture of porcelain. B. was compelled, accordingly, to

enter upon these experiments, of which the celebrated Meissen (q.v.) porcelain was th

result. See POTTEUY. But as a security against the revelation of the art of making it,

he and his assistants were treated as prisoners, and when Saxony was invaded by Charles

XII. of Sweden in 1706, they were secretly removed from Dresden to Konigstcin. His
success was, however, rewarded with large presents, which he soon squandered. Ha
died on 13th Mar., 1719.

BOTTICEL'LI, SANDRO (for ALKRS\NT>RO), b. 1447; a Florentine pnintor, railed one
of the most original and fascinating of that school. He was the son of Mariano Filipepi,
but took the name B. from a goldsmith with whom he served when a boy. From the

goldsmith he went to study under the painter Lippo Lippi, after whose death h.- worked

independently. All of B.'s creations are colored with nn expression of eager siml wistful

melancholy, of which it is hard to penetrate tho sense, and impossible to escape the spell.
He was an artist of immense invention nnd great industry. In color B. was rich nnd
fanciful, often using gold to enrich the lights on hair, tissues, and foliage, with cxqui^it^
effect, and no one ever painted flowers with more inspired affection. The date of hi*

death is unknown.

BOTTIGER, KARL AutfrsT, one of the most erudite and thoughtful archaeologists of

Germany, wash. 8th June. 1760, at Reicbenbach, in Saxony. He studied at Leipsir. In

1791, chiefly through the influence of Herder, he WHS appointed direct or of the icyinnasiuin.
and consistorial councilor at Weimar. Here he enjoyed the stimulating society of
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Schiller, Herder, Wieland, Goethe, and others. His literary activity at this period wn
prodigious. He edited several journals, and wrote multitudes of rc"vie\\s. hioLrraphi< -,il

notices, etc., for the AUrjemeine Zeifing. In 1804, B. was called to Dre-dcn. win:.

l>egan to deliver lectures on special branches of classical antiquities and art. The i

of these was: Discourses on AfOktettgit (Dresden, 180?i; On Mmuinnx ,i/nl Cnlhrt,,

.1 /<?/>/'/* (Leip., 1808); The AUlnhntndinmn Murrinrj, f-',-*t<,;tl ii\ mythico-allegorical inter-

pretation of a picture discovered hv a niemU-r of the Florentine family of Aldohnindini.

representing a iioman marriage, Dresden, 1810); 'Lh<njhix <n> t/,r Arc>t<>l,* >/ ,>f I'nintiiiii

(Dresden, 1811); and the Myti,l</y of Art (Dresden, 1M11). In 1814. appeared li'is Ltctom
on the Dresden Unlit ry <>f Anti<i'(r* (Dresden*; in IM'Jl-'J."). his .1 ni<i't/, t ,i. ( .r Mmaum >/
Mythological Art, etc. (Lei p. ); and in 1*^1!, his Tlio'i'ihtx n J/v//>/"<//<v</ Art tDre><l< n anil

Leipsic). In 1832, B. was elected a member of the French institute. He died 17th N
1835. His works, both in Latin and German, have been collected and edited by Sillig.

BOTTLE (Fr.bouteillf, which is the dim. of Ixittc or boute [allied to Eng. tmtt]. a v(ssel),
n vessel generally of a round shape, with a narrow neck, for holding liquids. Bottl<

now usually made of glass or earthenware; but the tirst bottles were made of the ski;

Animals, mostly goats of this kind were the bottles spoken of in Scripture Skin bottle*

are .-till used in southern Europe for the transport of wine, and by triln-s of Africa mid
Asia for carrying water. The ancient Egyptians made bottles of 1110*1 elegant form and

exquisite workmanship of alabaster, stone, gold, ivory, and other substances. The
Italian peasants carry, slung round their necks, bottles made of the rind of the gourd,
which, when dry, is as hard as wood. Bottles made of glass will be treated of under
GLASS.

BOTTLE CHART, BOTTLE PAPEUS. A bottle chart purports to show the track of sealed

littles thrown from ships into the sea. It is a well-known practice to throw sealed bottles

containing some intelligence into the sea during long voyages, in the ho]> tlnit tln-e

fragile messengers may be picked up, and their intelligence reach its proper destination.

The frequency of these instances at length led to the inference, that by such mean* the

determination of currents might be illustrated. Lieut. Bcchcr. an English naval officer.

has the merit of having constructed, in 1843, a chart of bottle voyiip .- in the Atlantic.

his facts l>eing drawn from the numerous cases that bad occurred. The time which

elapses between the launching of the bottle from the ship nud the finding it on shore, or

picking up by some other ship, has varied from a few days to sixteen years; while the

straight-line distance between the two points has varied from a few m. to A(KKl miles.

Of the actual length of the curved line followed by the bottle, little or nothing is known :

but some are beliWed to have exceeded MiUO miles. The B. ('.has been re -idited and

re-engraved from time to time, and published in the Nautical Magazine; it is marked by
several hundred straight lines, each drawn from the lat. and long, of immersion to the

lat. and long, of the finding.

BOTTLE-GLASS. See GLASS.

BOTTLE GOURD, L>i(irnaria. from Lat. lagcna, a bottle, a genus of plants of the

natural order c>irnrf>it,w<r (q.v.), nearly nliied to the gourd (q.v.) *enUB (ewei/rWto), in

which it was until recently included. One of the most marked distinctions between

them is the very tumid border of the seeds of the bottle-gourds, which have also all the

nnthers separate, and have white flowers, whilst those of the gourds proper are yellow.

The common bottle-gourd, or false calabash (!<i<jt >,,iri r,-fy,M-/.). is a unlive of India,

but is now common almost everywhere in vann climates. It is a climbing musky-
icented annual, clothed with soft down, having its flowers in clusters, and a large fruit.

from 1 to even ft in length, which is usually shaped like a bottle, nn urn. or a club.

The fruit has a hard rind.' and when the pulp is removed, ami the rind dried, it

in many countries for holding water, ami is generally called a taWxuA
(q.y.

bottte-goUTd, in its wild state, is very bitter nnd poisonous, and even in cultivation,

some of its varieties exhibit not a little of the bitterness and purgative propcrti.

cvnth (q v ) Other varieties however, have a cooling edible
pulp.

1 his !<>*
fectlv the case, in ireneral. with those which attain the grentest luxuriance.

rourd aptx-ars to have l>een introduced into Europe nbout the close of the H

require-; for its ndvantiiseous cultivation a warmer climate thnn that of any part of Y ,m

where although it succeeds well enou-rh on a hot hod. it is chiefly known MS iin ol reel of

, uriosi'.v. It is. however, much cultivated in warmer eoun.ru- a> nn CM nl. ,

an important article of food to the poorer Arabs, who boil it with Mi.cgar. or make a

^4^^^ the Hindus, much employed in

their religious ceremonies.

BOTTLEHEAD (svnon. ntllfn**.. n,.WfJM<1til Wtolf, Rnttff-n^J
irA./M a cetaceous 'animal occasionally but rarely met with on the British r<

on those of the continent of Europe. It was until recently placed
i MIS.,

,/ bv naturalists, and is still ranked amons the ArfpWntfffSr dolphin q.v

but some of its chnrncters appear to make it a ,

-.-nn.-ctjnsr
-Imk ln-t ween them nn<l .

hntonifa. or tru,. whales. A new genus. },,n r,^,,n (the nme
ofj

from the Greek, and refers to the peculiarities of the dentition), has been erecte
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but unfortunately several specific names have been adopted by different authors as //.

lintzk<>iif, II. bidtnt, and 11. lloiijloricitxi-s to the increase of difficulty and obscurity;
whilst it appears that there is only one species to which they equally belong. The B.

lias the snout produced into a beak, as in the dolphins; the beak is short and strong;
the forehead rise? suddenly from the beak, and is remarkably elevated, a peculiarity
which is owing to large bony crests rising over the bones of the upper jaw. The teetii

are only two in mimiier. and are situated iu the fore-part of the lower jaw, pointed, but
much enveloped by the soft parts, and sometimes completely hidden among them: the

palate and upper jaw are furnished with little hard points or tubercles, not one tenth of

an inch in height, which, however, have beeu doubtfully regarded as a kind of false

teeth, and by Olivier as rudimentary vestiges of whalebone. There is a dorsal fin, rather

small in proportion to the size of the animal, and placed farther back than in the com-
mon dolphin. The blowhole is crescent-sh;.ped, the points of the crescent directed back-
wards. The skin is smooth and glossy, of a blackish lead color on the back, gradually
becoming lighter on the sides, and whitish on the beily. The animal attains a length
of about 23 feet.

The B. has occasionally been caught in consequence of its having entered harbors or

the mouths of rivers. One was caught above London bri-lge. and figured and described

by Hunter in the Philosophical Transactions for 1787. It is impossible that too great atten-

tion can be paid to specimens of the rarer cetacea caught or driven ashore on any part
of the coast, and it is to be hoped that the obscurity and confusion still so much prevail-

ing in this branch of natural history may soon be removed. Photography seems to afford

new facilities for an exact comparison of specimens, of which advantage ought to be
taken; and everything capable of being preserved should be so carefully, for the study
of naturalists.

"

There is a splendid skeleton of the B. in the museum of the royal
college of surgeons. London.

The name BOTTI.K-NOSKD "VV'HAI.E has been also given to a species of dolphin (q.v.),
i/<

!]>.'(</i
'i.i tumio, which is occasionally met with on the British eou.-t>.

BOTTLE NOSE WHALE, or BOTTLKTIKAD, llypcraodon bidcns, a cetaceous
inhabitant of the n. Atlantic, sometimes seen in deep rivers. It is seldom as much as

20 ft. long. The name is sometimes given to a species of dolphin, ddphuius tarsia,

inhabiting the same seas.

BOTTLE TREE, Stcreulia rupe*trin, a native of Australia, noted for groat globular
expansion l>etween the ground and the branches: or, where the soil is without rocks, for

a trunk in the shape of an ordinary bottle, the limbs appearing to grow from the mouth.

EOT TOM, in naval language, is either the whole ship itself, or that part of it which in

under water when laden. Commodities are often said to be imported "in foreign bot-

toms,""or in "British bottoms;" in which cases, the phrase is applied to the whole ship.
A "

full ship," or a "
full B.," denotes such a form given to the lower half of the hull as

to allow the stowage of a large amount of merchandise. A '.' sharp ship,'' or a "
t-haip

B.," implies a capacity for spe'd.
The word B. is also applied in an obvious way to the bed of the sea, which is charac-

terized as rocky, stony, sandy, coral, muddy, oozy, etc., bottomed.

BOTTOM HEAT, an artificial temperature in certain soils arising from the fermen-
tation or decomposition of matiiuv, tan bark, leaves, etc., buried for the purpose, and
sometimes heated by hot-water pipas. The system is much used in hot-houses and for

forcing the growtii of tender plants.

BOT TOMRY, BOND OR CONTRACT OF, is a security by which a ship itself is expressly
mortgaged and pledged by the owner or master, or ltj/jM>t/t<c(iti><l for repairs to the --hip,

or for money advanced for its outfit, or otherwise with relation to it. It is called a

security by //, because the bottom or keel of the ship is figuratively used to express th

whole of it. The loan or debt is repayable only in the event of the ship's sale arrival at

the port or destination ; and in consideration of this risk, the lender or creditor exacts a

premium, the amount of which depends on the nature of the adventure. If the ship !><*

totally lo<t, the lender loses his money; but if she returns safely, he recovers his prin-

cipal, together with interest at the rate agreed upon. These contracts are not treated as

ordinary mortgages, and preferred according to the order of dale; but inversely, thu
latest is preferred to the preceding. becau>e it is presumed that the last loan saved tlw*

hhip, and in all cases neci-s>ity alone i- the condition of the contract.
Such, generally, is the law of Great Britain; but the French law appears to be differ-

ent. By that system, a ship, as movable property, cannot be hypothecated, but remains

subject to th" debts of the seller until it has made a voyage at sea under the name and
at the risk of the new purchaser, unless it lias been sold under a decree; and it is a rul

that the sale of a ship at sea shall never prejudice the creditors of the seller. Se
Ki.si'oNDKvriA and MKHCHANT SHIPPING ACT.

BOTTO>FK\'(/!fr),,a term in maritime law. The act of congress (July 29. ISoO)
declares bills of sale. mnrtr'igcs. hypothecations, and conveyanc ela ii valid

Against persons other thnnth grantor or mortgager, his heirs and d'-visccs not having
actual notice thereof, I.IK. . ncnidcd in the office of the collector of the customs wherw

vessel is registered or enrolled, and expressly provides that the lieu by bottomry
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on any vessel, created during her voyage by loan of money or materials necessary to

repair or enable such vessel to prosecute a voyage, shall not "lose priority. or !,. in any
way affected by the provision of that act. Seamen have a lien prior to that of the holder
of a bottomry bond for their wages in the voyage in which the bottomry wa- incurred,
or in any subsequent voyage; and the owner- are a!-o pcr.-onally liab
waires. If the holder of the bottomry bond is compelled to

satisfy the seamen'- lien, he
lias a right to compensation from the owners, and it has been held that he has a lieu

upon the proceeds of the ship for his reimbursement.

BOTTS, JOHN MINOR, 1802-68; 1>. Ya.; lawyer and politician, elected to the Vir-

ginia legislature in 1844, and several times thereafter; in IS!'.), chox'ii to t

where, with Henry Clay, he supported the tariff, the distribution of public land-
When president Tyler left the party that elected him. B. left him, although a loim-time. .

,

personal friend. He opposed >eces>ion. and was faithful to the union throu_
rebellion. When that ended he l>ecaine one of Jefferson Davi-'s bail. He published
The (jri-utt lhhllii>n; its Secret History.

EOT ZEN, or BO/.K.V (Ital. BOI.ZANO), an important trading t. of the Austrian Tyrol,
about 32 in. n.n.e. of Trent. B. is a well-built town, with good streets and an a :e-

;

"

and
streams of pure water are conducted through the principal th<.r . in little canals.

It is protected from the inundations of a mountain-torrent in the vicinity h\

wall about 2 in. in length. Its situation on the Brenner railway and at the junction of
the roads from Germany, Italy, and Switzerland, makes B. an important entrepot. It

has manufactures of silk, linen, hosiery, leather, etc.; and four extensive annual :

Wine and fruits in abundance are produced in the environ-. IVp. V>;i, It:;.".

BOUCHAIN, a fortified t. of France, in the department of Nord. 12 in. s.e. of Douai,
intersected by the Scheldt, and po es-ing the means o[ laying the adjacent country under
wal- T in tlie event of an attack. It was taken by the duke of Mariiiorough in 1711, and

recaptured by the French in the following year, to whom it was finally ceded by the

treaty of Utrecht. Pop. "72. 1UD9, who are chiefly engaged ia extracting .-ugar 'from

beet-root, and in refining salt.

BOUCHER, FUANCIS, a French painterof great note in his day, wash, at Paris irfl704,

find after .studying there under Franci.- le Moine. he went to Home to prosecute his art.

After a short resident', there, lie returned to Pads, and on the death of Vanloo, was

appointed principal painter to Louis XV. B. uas an artist of much ability, and equally
facile in the production of ligure or landscape pictures a facility, however, which was

very fatal to the claims his genius might otherwise have had on posterity. In many of
hia paintings, picturesque effect is the only tiling sought, no matter at what >st io truth.

He lias been called the Anacreon of painting, on account of the amorous diameter of

many of his works: mythological and pastoral subjects were also great favorites with

him.' At his death in J77i, he was director of the French academy.

BOUCHER, JONATHAN. 1738-1804; nn English clergyman who came to Virginia as

a private teacher, afterwards took orders and was a rector in Maryland just Itefore the

ition: his loyalist!! induced him to return to England, where he became vicar of

Epsom. He published .-t Vi< // f tli, r,p/.<, ,<///' <
,.f tl,, Aim r <-<tn llervln-

tw. dedicated to Washington; and a (.jlvwtry of An-hntr it ml Pmrincinl \\'

BOUCHER. PiKUi:::. (Sii:ru nr: BOITHKUVII.LK). b. France. 1622. d. Canada, 1717:

n pioneer and Huron interpreter who came to America in lOoo and was engaged in the

wars with the Iroqtiois. He was sent by the colony as deputy to France in Kifil, about

which lime he published a ZTw^ru <>f lY< ir France-. He was ennobled and appointed
governor of Three Rivers. He was a brave and good man, the ancestor of some of the

in-t important families in Canada. Shortly before his death he addressed to his clul-

dr"!i Tin A'<!> - /!

BOUCHEl! 7>E CREYECCEUIl PERTIIES. .T > >-M8G8; a French nrchw-

*1 and writer who was employed by Napoleon on several diplomatic errands. 1U

WfM the author of a comedv. several tragedies, article- in favi r of free t nidi-

was president of the society of emulation at Abbeville. He collected Roman and i

antiquities, presenting them to the go\' rnnu nt. and gained much celebrity by an

logical discoveries and by his work On tin Cr<u(in. He wrote also on primitive indus-

tries and arts, on antediluvian antiquities and stone implements, Ix/sido \arious work^

of the imagination.

and 10S communes. Through tlic northern and eastern district-, the maritime

which send out some calcareous ridges southward. -lope gently do\s n to the ba-in of thn

Rhone. Towards the sea shore, there an- seyeral plains of considerable '.!><>ut

one-half of the department is under cultivation; heaths, wood, wa-tes. and upv

the other half The Rhone which Ix-twcen Aries and tli- -ea -epar

brandies, forming a <lelta. called T'f '! l.i fhmarevetmA its affluent, t:

the principal rivers. The department is intersected by several canals of importance, aud,
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the aqueduct to convey the water from the Durance to Marseilles is one of the most exten-
sivr works of the kind in existence, being no less than 51 m. long, including 15 m. of

tunneling. The lie de la Camargue produces corn and rice, and affords pasture for large
numbers of sheep and cattle. The vine, olive, and mulberry also thrive here, and timber
is plentiful. The soil in some parts, however, is strongly impregnated \vith salt. The
great plain of Cruu, which extends along the eastern branch of the Rhone, is stony and
arid, except in a few spots, where the vine and olive are successfully cultivated. Beside*
the Etang de Berre (q.v.), there are numerous salt-lakes, communicating A\ith the sea by
natural or artificial channels. Marble, limestone, and gypsum are found in theBouches-
du-Rhone. Leather, hats, perfumes, soap, olive-oil, vinegar, and chemical products art

manufactured; there are extensive brandy-distilleries, sugar-refineries, iiud salt-works,
and the produce of wine is large. B. has an active commerce with the Levant, Africa,

Spain, and the West Indies.

BOUCICATJLT, Diox, dramatic author and actor, was b. at Dublin on the 26th of

Dec., 1822. He was brought up under the guardianship of Dr. Dionysius Lardner,
the well-known popular writer on science, and was educated at University college. Lon
don. He produced his iirst dramatic work very early before he Avas 19 years old. It

was signally successful, and its success determined his career. This was Loiidon A*#iir-

ance. It was first performed at, Coveut Garden theater in Mar., 1841; and it lias ever
since remained a favorite with play-goers, both throughout Great Britain and in America.
Much of the success it had in London must be ascribed to the admirable acting of Mr
Charles Mathews; but it had merits of its own sufficient to secure to it the fnvorabl
verdict of the public. The plot was slight, but ingenious; it abounded in comic situa-

tions; the dialogue was brisk and sprightly; there was no lack of wit, and there was
perhaps somewhat too much of those flippancies and pleasant impertinences which aver-

age theater-goers prefer to wit. Once embarked in the career of a play-writer, B. pro-
duced piece after piece in rapid succession, and greatly increased the reputation which
his first attempt had brought him. Old Heads and Young Heart*, Lore in a M<IZI\ l~rl

Up, Louis XL, and The Corsican Brothers were jimong the most popular of hiseaily
works. Several of these are still stock pieces at our theaters; and to play-goers, thu

mere enumeration of their names will show that B. distinguished himself equally in

corned}', farce, and melodrama. When he went upon the stage, as he soon did, he added
a high reputation as an actor to the reputation he had previously gained as an author.
From 1853 till 1860 he was in America, where his popularity was scarcely less than it

had been in England. On his return to England in 1860, he produced at the Adelphi
theater, a play, The Colleen Bawn, which proved among the most successful of modern
times, and which, if not the first of a new school, has at least supplied a new descriptive
name to our dramatic literature. The Colleen Baun was, happily enough, described as

a "sensation drama;" its interest depended largely upon scenery, mainly upon startling
incidents and astounding stage-effects. It was not a high kind of work, or fit to stand
the tests of a good dramatic piece, as nobody knew better than the author; but it suited

the public taste, and the author made a fortune by it. 'It has been performed at almost

every theater in the united kingdom; it had a great run in America too; it was even
translated into French, and brought out at the Ambigu theater at Paris. Mr. B. subse-

quently produced at the Adelphi of which he wai for some time joint -manager with
Mr. B. Webster another "sensation" drama, The Octoroon, the popularly of which
was only inferior to that of The Colleen Bairn. Having quarreled with Mr. Webster,
he, in 1862, opened a new theater in London, the Westminster, erected on the site of

what had been for generations known as Astley's amphitheater; but Ibis speculation
turned out unfortunate, and B. was ruined by it. He afterwards re-established his for

tunes by new plays, brought out at the Princess's, the Holboru, and other tluaters. in

Home of which he and his wife formerly Miss Robertson, a very popular actress took
the leading parts. Tlie Streets of London, t li/iny Paul, After Dqrk, and the Miur;/(i-iii(u

have been the most popular of his recent works, all of which are of the "sensation'
1

school, with which, it may be said, lie first familiarized the public. He has written

upwards of 150 dramatic 'pieces; and in illustration of the facility with vliich lie lias

composed works which all deductions made are of considerable merit, it may be said

that he lately stated to a royal commission that he would undertake to write plays lor

all the theaters in London. "He is undoubtedly capable of writing better \\crks than any
he has yet written; but he found the public taste bad, and instead of making thankless

attempts at improving it, he has been content to gratify it; and in fact lias helped to

debauch it. As an actor, B. has always been popular, without attaining to high excel-

lence in his vocation. He wants some natural gifts, without which a man cannot be a

great actor; he has an immobile countenance, an indifferent voice, and a too artificial

manner. Any success lie has had has been gained by the soundness of his judgment and
his great cleverness. In 187(J he went to live in New York.

BOUDINOT, ELTAB, I/L.D.. 1740-1821; a descendant of Ihe French Huguenots; b.

Philadelphia. He practiced law, and was an early advocate of colonial liberty. In

1777, congress made him commissary-general of the prisoners, and in the same year hu
was chosen a member of congress, becoming president thereof in 1782, and signing tli*

treaty of peace the next year in his official capacity. Washington made him superin-
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nnd in 1816 first president of the Ameriean Bible society, to both of wliicli lie nave
donations. 13. wa one of the first writers to favor the idea Hint the American Indium
were of Jewish oriirin. to whk-h end lie published The Strf the \\\*t. I .,-t t,,

DutOOVer the Loet Tribct of Itrad. lie published tlie Age of litwlutum, t/r tin ~.

Heaton an Age <>f InjiiMity, and other less important works.

BOUDOIR (Fr. Itouder, to pout hence a retired corner), a lady's smnll private apart-
ment, in which she receives only her most intimate friends. .Boudoirs became particu-
larly fashionable in France during the reign of Louis XIV., and so continued during
fie following reign. The example having Ix'en set by Madame Pompadour, Madame
l)u!:arri, and other royal mistresses, it In-came indispensable for every lady of fa.hio;i
to have her B., which was adorned with the most fantastic luxuriou-

BOTJ FARIK, a village of Algeria, in the province of Algiers, and 16 m. s. of Algiers.
It is an important military station on the road from Algiers to Blidab and Orau. It ha*
well-frequented markets, and a considerable trade iii corn, cotton, olives, on.

tobacco, raisins, and cattle. Pop. 7600.

BOUFLERS, Lons FuAxrvis, Duke of, peer and marshal of France, one of the most

distinguished generals of his time, was b. in 1W4, and was descended from one of the
most ancient and noble families of Picardy. He began his military career a> a lieut.,

and rose very rapidly from one rank to another. Under the great Conde, Turennr.
Crequi, Luxembourg, and Catinat, he fouirht with distinction in Germany and the
Netherlands. His defenses of Namur in 109-5 and of Lilla in 1708. are famous. The
.sie_re of the former place, conducted by king William III. of England. co>t the allies

more than 20,000 men; and although Louis XIV. sent to 15. an order written by hi.- own
baud for the surrender of the place, yet he did not surrender it until all the means of
defence were exhausted. After the defeat of Malplaquet, he led the French an

admirably, that the retreat seemed rather a triumph than the consequence of a lost battle.

He was a m:in of highly honorable and upright character. He died at Fontainebleau in

1711. His son. JosBPH MA.KIE, duke of Boutiers, and also a marshal of Fiance, b. in

17JJ, d. at Genoa in 1747.

BOUFLERS, STANISLAS. Marquis de, commonly styled the chevalier deBouflers, was b.

nl Luneville in 1737. He was the son of the marquis Boutiers-Hemieneourt, who was

capt. of the guard to Stanislas, king of Poland, and his mother was long one of the

brightest ornaments of the Polish court. He himself was esteemed one of the most
clever and agreeable men of his time. He entered the French military service, and was

v--ry soon uvide governor of Senegal, in which capacity he had the merit of introducing

many regulation-: very useful to the colony. After his return, he devoted himself to

tlic light literature for which the time of Louis XV. was distinguished. He W:K chosen

a member of the national assembly in 1789. in which lie displayed great moderation, and
mid some most judicious proposals; but after the 10th of Aug.. 17!t'J. he forsook

France. He wa> hospitably received at the court of Prussia, and received the gift of a

lariT' estate in Poland, in order to establish upon it a colony of French exiles. Having
returned to France, he again devoted himself, after the year 1800, entirely to literature.

In 1SD4, he entered as an old academician into the institute reorganized by Napoleon.
He died 18th Jan., 1815. The monument on his grave bears the follow ing' inscription,

dictated by himself: \f>'* ami*, rroycz que je dors (My friends, believe that I sleep). A
collection 'of his works was published after his death (8 vols., Par. 1815). His letter*

from Switzerland deserve to IK- particularly mentioned; and from this work an idea may
IK- formed of the amiable character and intellectual liveliness of its author.

BOUGAINVILLE, a bay. island, and strait, so called from the French navigator of

the name (q.v.). a contemporary of Cook. 1. Buy, in Pntaironia. on the n. side of the

strait of Magellan, being in lat. 53" 25' s.. and long. 70 13 w. 2. /.</"/.'/. one of thti

Solomons, in'thc w. section of Polynesia, sometimes distinguished from the e. section

.i-i Melanesia. It is between lat. 5
r

30' and 7 2 s , and in long. LV. e . ln-ing moun-

tainous, well wooded, and populous. 3. Strait, in the New Hebrides, having MalUooDD
to the s.e.. and, to the u.w., Espiritu Santo, an islet of (5:? m. by 20. which now appro-

priates the appellation that so long drifted about the ocean in search of a southern con-

tinent.

BOUGAINVILLE, Loos ANTOINE DE, one of the most famous navigators of Franrv.

was the son of a notary, and was b. at Paris, llth Nov.. 1721). studied there, ami attained

rreat proficiency both" in languages and science. In 1754, he wei the

French emlnissy to London. In 1756, he acted as aide-de-camp to the marquis of Monl-

calm, to whom" the defense of Canada was intrusted. At the head of a PI

lie burned an Knglish flotilla; and through his advice and example, a corp of 5000 1 i

in June, 1758, successfully withstood an English army of 24. (MX) men. In the (an,'

of 1761 in Germany, he served with distinction. After the peace he entered the naval

service in which he soon siunali/.ed himself. After havin-r been obliged to rive up a

project which he had formed "of founding a settlement on the Falkland islands, he under-
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took a voyage round the world (15th Dec., 17G6, to 16th Mar., 1769) with a frigate and a
St. Malo transport, the first voyage round the world which th<> French ever accom-

plished. He gave an account of it iu his Description d'cn Vya;/c aiitmtr da 3fn<1e(2 vols.,

Par. 1771-72). Geography and other branches of science were enriched by it With many
discoveries. In the North American war, B. commanded several ships o"f the line, and
in 1779 was made cltcf d\xe<tdn; iu the following year, he was made a field-marshal
in the army. After the outbreak of the revolution, he retired from public service,
devoted himself entirely to scientific pursuits, and died 3ist Aug.,

I BOUGHT AND SOLD NOTES are notes of sale signed by a broker employed to sell

goods, and by which the bargain through him is completed. The following 'is the form
of tne bought and sold note:

" Sold for A. B., to C. I)., 250 firkins butter, at 100*. Shipped in the month of July,
nnd payable by bill at two mouths.''

These notes arc, in fact, transcripts from books, in which it is the practice of brok-
ers to enter or register their transactions. The bought notes and the sold notes arc

respectively delivered to the principal parties; nnd as they contain the essential parts of

the bargain, they will suffice, in the absence of a corresponding entry in the broker's

books; but if they describe the particulars differently or incorrectly, as one species of

goods for another, or erroneously state the terms, no contract arises, and a variation of
this nature cannot be corrected by a reference to the broker's book.

In Scotland, there is no necessity for any such signed note, but the contract may be

proved by any kind of evidence, verbal (see PAUOLE EVIDENCE) as well as written, the

only exceptions to this general rule being those contained iu acts of parliament relative

to ships, literary property, patents, and goods bonded in the queeu's warehouses. See

BKOKEK, SALE OF GOODS.

BOUGHTOX, GEORGE H., b. England, 1836; came to the United Stales when three

years old, and spent his early years in Albany. He had a talent for drawing, and after

linding favor for a few paintings, he went to London for study and practice Keturn-

ing to New York, he soon became known as a rising artist, especially by
" Winter Twi-

light," and the
" Lake of the Dismal Swamp." To qualify in genre "pointing, he studied

two vcars in Paris, and in 1861 settled iu London, where he'makes his headquarters.
Besides the pieces mentioned, he has presented

"
Passing into Shade,"

"
Coining from

Church," "Cold "NVithout," "Morning Prayer," "The Scarlet Letter," "The Idyl of

the Birds," "The Return of the Mayflower," "Puritans Going to Church." "Clari-^a

Harlowe," etc. "The Idyl of the Birds" is generally considered his be>t a< hievement.

BOUGIE, or BOUGIAU, a fortified seaport in the province of Constantine, Algeria: a

town of great antiquity, supposed to have been founded by the Carthaginians. Gcnsrric
built walls around it and made it for some time his capital. In the lOtl) e. it was the

greatest commercial city of the n. African coast; and in the l~th and 13th c. Italian mer-
chants had their own warehouses and churches there. In the 15th c. it was a haunt ft'

pirates; the Spaniards took possession iu the beginning of the IGlh c., and the Turks
di.-possessed the Spaniards in 1555. Kow it has a French church, hospital, barracks, mag-
azine, and a fort; and trade iu oil, wine, grain, wax, and oranges. Pop. .'J. Cv.'i.

BOUGIES are rods of metal or other substances, used for distending contracted mucoun
canals, as the gullet, bowels, or urethra. See STKICTUKE. For the urethra, they are.

frequently of German silver, or pewter, and vary from .1:25 to .25 in. in diameter. Still

larger sizes are used by many surgeons. The following directions for making common
non-metallic B. are taken from South's translation of Chelin's .s/< /</< r.y: "Apiece t,i line.

linen, which has been already used, 9 in. long, and i in. in width, according to the thick-

ne -if the bougie to be made, is to be dipped into melting plaster, and. when a lit tie coo led,

spread Hat and even with a spatula; it is then to Ixj rolled together between the lingers.

and afterwards Ix.'twecn two plates of marble, till it is quite linn and smooth. The lien-

pie must be equally thick throughout its whole length to about 1 in. from its point.

Bougies are also made by dipping cotton threads into melted wax till they have acquired
sufficient size, after which they are rolled between marble plates. Bougies arc also made
of a material termed 'guru elastic;' and for very narrow strictures, catgut is often

used."

BOUGTTER, PiEiu<E. one of the most eminent French mathematicians and natural phi-

losophers of his time, was l>orn at Croisic, in Bretaene, 16th Fi !> . 1(',!)S. and studied in

the Jesuit college at Yannes. In 1713, he succeeded his father as professor of hydror-

rapliv in Croisic, from which he was removed to a similar oflice at Havre in L730. In

1729, he published his Kxyni iJ'Oi>ti(j>n' */; 1 Gnnlniioii dc In J.mnilrr. His researches

On other subjects of natural philosophy arid astronomy continued to add to his fame:

and in 1731, he was made as.-ociate geometer of the Academy of Sciences, and promoted
to the. ollice of pensioned astronomer in 1735. In that year.'also, lie was chosen to pro-

ceed, silong with Godiu and De la Condamine, to South America, in order to the n'.ea-

urement of a dcgrc- of the meridian at the equator. B. and his companions had !>

coiiinid with many diiliculties. and were more than seven years away from home, during
which time li. made valuable observations on the length of the seconds' pendulum at

great elevations, the deviation of the plumb line from a vertical position through lh
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attraction of a neighboring mountain, the limit of perpetual snow, the ohliquitv of the
ecliptic, etc. He published an account of his labors uiul those of lu colleagues in ;t

magnificent work, entitled La Figure de In Tcnr !/<,'//.
'

<

/,, ,

< oiidainine. (Par. 17-19), which, however, involved him in an unpleasant ( ,
, ith

cle la Condaimnc concerning their respective slian-s of merit in the reseaichc- in "which
they had been jointly engaged. B.'.s Investigation! concerning the ink usily of liirht laid
tne foundation of photometry; and their results, which had been parilv exhibited in the
optical work already noticed, were more fully embodied in his /
Gradation de In Lnmitre, wliieh was edited after his death by Lacaille (Par. ) .T,u, I!<-

invented the heliometer in 174H, which has of late been brought : irrea- n l.v

Frauuhofer. He also published au excellent work on navigation (Par IT."*!) !!

in 1758.

BOUGUEREAU. Gm.i.AVMK APOLPHK. b. 1*2.--. a French pninter: studied nt Pari.
He made the mural paintings in the !St. Louis chapel of the church of St. Clothilde. and
those in the church of St. Augustine. One of his best known effort* is the "

Triumph
of Venus," wiiicli has been widely distributed in lithographs and cnirrav

BOUIIOURS, DOMINIQUE; a French critic, 1028-1702. He w:<s a .Jesuit, and pre-
ceptor to the sons of the duke of Longueville, and his first book vns a life of the duke.
At a later period he had charge of the education of the sons of Colbert, the irrej.t min-
ister. Among his works are /.<.< Eati'ttiui* a" A/it. I : in ,, _ ,, [rimed;
La *\f>in.\-/r <!' !'(' ii

]><
.v, / Ki/r / n Onrr<t<j<x <' J-^prit, 7,'< murk* and J:

' '

.

J,<n,'jit(tr/e. Lift', of .SY. Ir/?tx(i>n<, Art af Ploixnig in Connrtativii.
A"*-/, /. 1\ i,*;,* liirjenituscs dts Anciens et des Mwieriu*.

BOTJILLE, F;i.v\(;ors CI,AUI>K AMOCR, Marquis de, a distinguished French
gen., was b. in 173!). at the castle of Chisel, in Auvergne, enteied the :>rmv at tie-

age of 14. and served with distinction in Germany during the seven yi ars' war. 1:;

lie was appointed governor of the i.-laml of Guadaloupe, and on I lie seeming approach
of war with Britain, he was made governor-general of Martinique und St. L\ieia.

and commandcr-in-chief of all the French forces in the We-t In. !;<*. When th war-

really broke out in 1778, he took the island of Dominica from the British. the whole gar-
rison falling into his hands. In conjunction wilh admiral J> > he took T.

in 17.-U : and after De Grasse's departure, the British islands of St. Lustatius. Saha, and
St. Martin. TJie humanity and generosity which he displayed were t quid to bin valor

and skill. In 17*2. B. captured the islands of St. Chri.-tc| In r's :,i:d N<\is. }' r il.i*

lie was rewarded with the rank of heat. -gen. In 1784. he visited England, ami
was received with extraordinary respect. Louis XVI. IK minuted him a member of the

assembly of notables in 1787-88; in 1790, he was made M 11:11 :u,<i< r in chief of the

army of'the Meuse. the Saar, and the Moselle. His decision of character prevented the

dissolution of the army and the outbreak of civil war; he also quelled the insurrection of

the garrison of Met/, and of the three regiment* at Nancy. For this he receded the

thanks (if ;he national assembly and of the king. For his share in the atti united

of Louis XVI. he had to flee from France. He repaired to Cobh n/. io the 1

brothers, and in 17!1 attended the conference at Pilnit/. In the same year he enuT.-d

into the si.-rviee of Gu^tavus III. of Sweden, and after the assassination of that monarch,
h" M rvcd in the corps of Ih" prince of Conde. He rejected a pnpc-a! which the

French prince-; made to him in 175)!1. that he should take the chit f ( t n ma ml in La
Yeiiel'V: and wnt to Kn^land. where his advice in West Indian aft' < fnl to the-

government, and where iie wrote his W'mim< *><r /</ /,'>'/'(<<</' / :i truthful

and useful weu-k, throwing much light on the transactions of that time. He died in

London in 1800.

BOriLLET. MATMF. XiroT.A?. 1798-18G4; French i; ;n and for nearly a

to important contributions to < ydopn-di.is, and the editing of some of the best of

in the French language.

BOUILLON, a (TuQuy, originally German, in the Belgian part of tl.

luxembiii" consisting of 'a woody and hilly district in the A

sq in in Went, and' with a pop. Vf 21.000. This duchy was the pi

famous crusader, Godfrey (q.v.1 of Bouillon, who. in order to rai^e money for 1

rrusade pled"vd it in 1095. to the hisho; It was conquered !

war of 1072 a:id bestowed bv Loui* XIV., in 1C78. upon his grand char .Hour

d'Auvertrne. By the peace of isU. the greater part of it was included in tl

duchv oM.uxcuilmrg; and the sovereiLrnty of it passed to the king o( tl

who 'in 1S21 purchased the pre.prietarv riirhts from the- heir. By the revolution o|

B aloii'r with Luxemburg was separated from the Netherlands, and in 188< unr

Belgium! The pri;ieipal town is Bouillon, situated between stoep hills e-n th. Seim-y.

with a stroii" castle on a rock, formerly the n the dukes of Bouillon. I op.

4000.
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BOUILLON, FREDERIC MAURICE DE LA TOUR D'AUYERGITE, Due de, son of Henri;
1605-52; brought up a Calvinist. He was in the French military service, but by reason
of aversion to Richelieu he went over to the Spaniards. At a later period he becam
reconciled to Richelieu, and was made Heut.gcn. ; only a year afterwards he was arrested
as one of the Cinq-Mars conspirators, and was in danger of execution, but his wife had
possession of Sedan and threatened to surrender the place to the Spaniards unless ho
should be saved. In Rome, after the death of Louis X11L, he became a Roman Catho-
lic, and had command of the papal forces. In 1649, he returned to France, and joined
in the civil war against cardinal Mazarin.

BOUILLON, GODFREY. See GODFREY OF BOUILLON.

BOUILLON, HENRI DE LA TOUR D'AUVERGNE, Due de, marshal of France; 1555-
1623; at first known as viscount of Turenne. He was a convert to Calvinism and a par-
tisan of Henry of Navarre, who, when king, gave him the hand and estate of Charlotte
de la Marck, the heiress of the duchy of Bouillon. On the uiglit hi which he was to be
married, he suddenly left his prospective bride and stormed the fortress of Steiiay, then
held by the army of Lorraine. He was afterwards complicated in the Biron conspiracy.
and took refuge in Geneva. During the Medici regency he was alternately for and
against the queen, but amidst his warlike occupations he established a college and
library at Sedan. His second wife, a daughter of William prince of Orange, left him
two sous, the youngest of whom was the celebrated marshal Turenne.

BOUILLY, JEAN NICOLAS, one of the most prolific of French dramatic authors, was
b. at Boudray, near Tours, in 1763, and at first studied law, but afterwards devoted him-
self to belles-lettres. At the commencement of the revolution, he attached himself to

Mirabeau and Barnave. and in 1790 produced a drama called Pierre lc kn'nd (Peter the

great), in which he displayed very revolutionary sentiments. He afterwards lillcd

important public offices in Tours "during times of the most dangerous excitement, and
conducted himself with great prudence and moderation. He took an active part in the
introduction of the system of elementary schools in France. The greater number of his

dramatic works were produced in the first decade of the 19th century. Many of them
have been translated into other languages. He wrote also tales and other works for

young persons, some of which acquired great popularity. He died at Paris, 24th April,
1842.

BOULAC, or BOOLAK, the name of the port of Cairo, is situated on the Nile, about
one mile distant from that city, and is supposed to be the site of the ancient Litopolis.
It is a crowded town, extremely dirty, witli very narrow and irregular unpaved streets.

It contains the custom-house ami warehouses ot Cairo, factories for spinning, weaving,
and printing cotton, a paper-mill, some good baths, and a weekly newspaper. Pop.
about 14,000.

BOULAINVTLLIERS, HENRY, Count, an eminent French author, descended from an
ancient family in Picardy, was b. llth Oct., 1658, at St. Saire, in Normandy. After

studying at the college of Juilly, lie embraced the military profession, but afterwards

resigned it, and devoted himself to the investigation of the genealogy of the ancient
families of France. He regarded the feudal system as the most perfect creation of
human genius and wisdom, and his writings are pervaded by the most extreme aristo-

cratic sentiments. They were only circulated in manuscript during his life, and lirst

published after his death, which took place on 23d Jan., 1722. The most valuable of
them are his Histoire de FAncieii (joiiverncrnent de France (3 vols., Hague, 1727), his
Ilixtitire de la Pairie de France et du Parleinent de Part* (2 vols., Lond. 1753), and his

Abrefje Chronologiqite de VHiatoire de France (3 vols., Hague, 1733). His philosophical

writings have long ceased to have any interest, and the prejudices which appear in his

historic works mav afford amusement to his readers; but he deserves to be remembered
as one of the first laborious investigators of the facts of history.

BOTTLAY DE LA METJBTHE, ANTOINE JACQUES CLAUDE JOSEPH, Count, a statesman
of the French empire, was b. in 1761 at Chaumousey, a village in the Vosges. He
espoused the cause of the revolution, but held moderate principles. In 1797, he was
elected to the council of five hundred, in which he became the declared opponent l>oth

of Jacobinism and of the despotism of the directory. He supported the coup d'ibtt of
the 18th Brumaire. Under the empire, he accepted the post of president of the legisla-
tive section of the council of state, in which capacity he had an important part in the

preparation of the Code, Civil. He afterwards labored with extraordinary zeal and

energy in the administration of the national domains, which he regarded as affording
the basis for a regeneration of France. He adhered to the cause of Napoleon with
remarkable fidelity. After the second restoration, he was conveyed by the Russians
into Germany. He received permission to return to France in 1819, and lived in com-
plete retirement till his death, which took place at Paris, 2d Feb., 1840. Napoleon had
elevated him to the rank of a count of the empire. In 1799, he published an AW;/ on
the CnnteA which led to tin- Kxtu'dixlniit'nt of the (Jommonimtlth in Eiiuhmd in 1649, a work
which had an extraordinary circulation, and did much to prepare men's minds for the.

revolution of the 18th Brumaire. He prosecuted the same general subject in his politi-
cal picture of the reigns of Charles II. and James II. (Tableau Politiqnc, etc., 2 vols.,
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Brussels, 1818). He wrote also Bourriennc and his errors, voluntary and involuntary
{flvurrxnne et sesErreurs, etc., 2 vols., Par. 1830), a work not without value- in reference
to the history of Napoleon.

His son, HKNUY Bo i LAY DE i.\ MKritTin-:, was 1). at Paris in 1797. II, took an

i lasses. In the national assembly of "l 848, he- associated himself with tin; moderaie
republicans, and in Jan., 1,S4 (

J, was elected vice-president of tin- republic. N-
lu Ucitty acquiesced in the f(ij> (Tetnt of Dec., 1S01, and became a inemlxT of the
imperial senate. lied, at Paris, 24th Nov., 1-

BOULDER, a co. in n. Colorado, c. of the Medicine Bow mountains; intersected bv
the Colorado Central railroad, and on the Denver and Boulder branch of the K
Pacific; 600sq.ni.; pop. '70, 1939; in '80, 10,O.V>; watered bv stream^ running into tin-

South Platte; productions agricultural ; besides gold, silver, and coal. ( .Ider,
or Boulder City.

BOULDER, a city in Boulder co., Col, on the Colorado Central, and a branch of
the Kansas Pacific railroads, near the e. foot of the Rocky mountains, 4U in. n.w. of
Denver; pop. '80, 3176. There are gold and lignite mines near by. The city is Hi
of the state university. There are three churches and two weekly pap*

BOULDEB-CLAY, DILI vioi. DRIFT, or TII.I,, Is a po>t-plioccne lx.-d of a remarkable
character, and as yet somewhat mysterious history. It usually i-ccurx as the lowe-t or
first of that group of beds which geologists recognize as the po>t-l-rtiary, post-plux-cnc,
pleistocene, or superficial formation. The only exception is when a bed of >and inter-
venes as is rarely the case over the surfac-: of the subjacent rocks. It counts of a
compact clay, blue or red, according to the prevalent character of the subjacent rocks,

having boulders diffused throughout its mass, and with here and there thin lenticular
beds of gravel and sand interspersed. In some places in Scotland it i> not less than 7<> ft.

thick. In America, it extends to al>out the 38th parallel; in Britain, it terminates a little

to the n. of London. The boulders, which are the most striking feature of thii bed, differ

in sixe from a small pebble to ma>ses many tons in weight. They are portions of rocks
of all ages, more or less, worn. The older rocks, when fnnu a distance, an- rounded,
while tfiOSe that have been broken from rocks in the district are more angular. The-c
maes are scattered without order in the clay, the heavic>t blocks occurring frequently
in the upper portion of the bed. Nor is there any indication of their having sunk in the

clay from gravity the clay seems to have been so viscid when the materials assumed
their present position, as to have successfully resisted the immense pressure of these

enormous blocks. The boulders have not that rounded appearance produced by the

action of water in a rivercourse or on the shore between high ami low water marks.

They have a greater or less number of nibbedfnets, produced evidently by K-ing forced,

while held in one position, over the solid rocks beneath. The rubU-d ami scratched

surfaces exhibited on these rocks, when the superincumbent clay is removed, plainly

testify to their origin. Several interesting examples of such rublx-d surfaces e\Nt in

the neighborhood of Edinburgh. They have been carefully examined ami described by
Fleming, Chambers, Milne Home, and other local geologists. A careful observer can

determine from the scratching* the direction of the current which bore with it the nib-

bing boulders. In the district to which we have alluded, these indicate a currert from
the west. The general direction, however, in America, in Britain, and in Scandinavia,

M'cms to have been from the poles towards the warmer regions of the earth.

The B. contains no fossils strictly its own. Organisms exist in thf boulders obtained

from the older fossiliferous rocks; but no indications have hitherto Ix-en observed of a

fauna or flora In-longing to th- period of the deposition of this lcd. In the brick clays
and gravels overlying it in Scotland, there are shells of arctic character.

The origin and structure of this remarkable bed have been a puzzle to ge,.

That it was produced by the Noachian deluge, as was universally Mievcd not many
years 111:0. finds now no supporters. The present approved explanation a the

product of a glacial OCCWI, in which the materials were borne violently :ilonr. pn
hard upon the sea-bottom, so as to wear and scratch it. But. while there is little room
to doubt that such was the general fact, it remains to be hown hnw a mereh

charged ocean could carry along MH)I vast masses of clay and blocks allowing them a!!

the time to press -o bard' upon the sea-l)ottom as to mold it whole figure for such

aplH-ars to have been its work.

BOULDERS, ERRATIC, are large masses of rock found at a distance from the forma-

tions to which they In-long. The term is generally applied when they an- found Kin-,'

detached on the surface: in which case they may either have been washed out of the

lx>ulder-c!ay tq.v.). or have been carried separately by iccU-rirs. and
dropped

in their

present situations. Larsre blocksof Scandinavian rocks are s-at-n-d over the plains of

Denmark Prussia, and 'northern Germany. From their magnitude and Dumber, they

frequently form a striking feature in the landscape. They abound on the BOOTH of

the firth of Forth a large one, locally known as the
"
Penny Bap," is the most promi-
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r.cnt object on the beach a little to the e. of Leith. The pedestal of the statue of Peter
l!u: great, in St. Petersburg, was hewn out of a large erratic boulder, 1500 tons in

weight, that lay on a marshy plain near that city.

BOULEVARD, or BOUI.EVAUT (Ital. BoluanJo), identical with Eng. bulwark (q.v.), the

name given in prance to the old fortifications, ramparts, etc., with which towns, or por
tious of tlieni, were, or still are surrounded. In France and Germany, these ancient

works have generally been leveled, the ditches filled up, and the space thus obtained

employed for the formation of parks, promenades, and streets lined with trees. These,
however, in France, still hear the name of boulevard. The boulevards of Paris are

celebrated, and are of great service as open spaces promoting the circulation of air

amidst the dense mass of habitations. Some parts of them present a very dazzling

spectacle; and as a whole, they afford a striking exhibition of the life and character <>f

the French capital in all the different classes of society. The JJoitlerard (les Italian is

particularly known as the rendezvous of the fashionable, and the I>H!I rnrrf dit Temple
as the place where the small theaters are to be found which are frequented by the com
mon people and the inhabitants of the suburbs, for which reason the expression Tliii'iti r

(ff ]><ilei-nrd is often employed to denote a theater for the common people, or one of an
inferior kind. The Thames Embankment is essentially a boulevard.

BOULLOXGNE, Louis DE, 1654-1734; like his father and brother a French painter:
member of the academy, rector thereof, anil president: first painter to the king, and

designer of medals and devices for the academy of inscriptions. The Gobelins tapestrv
for the king's apartments was made after his designs in imitation of Raphael. B. AY an

also an excellent engraver.

BOULOGNE, a t. of France, in the department of the Seine, on the right bank of the

river of that name, about 5 m. w. of Paris, from which it is separated by the Eois
de Boulogne. A fine stone bridge of twelve arches crosses the Seine from B. to Si.

Cloud. Pop. in 1876, 21,556. The Bois de Boulogne is traversed by many walks,

through the broadest of which the fashionable world of Paris travels in Easter-week to

the abbey of Longchamp. At the entrance of the wood lies Auteuil (q.v.). During the

revolution, the trees of the older walks were mostly cut down. But when Napoleon
chose St. Cloud, in the immediate neighborhood, for his summer residence, new walk-
were planted and laid off, and the inclosing walls were restored. This wood, which
from ancient times to the present day has been a place of enjoyment and recreation to

the Parisians, was again much injured during the siege of 1870^71.

BOULOGNE-SUB-MEE, a fortified seaport in the department of Pas-de-Calnis, Fr.iree.

situated at the mouth of the Lianne, in the English channel, about 19 m. s.w. of Calai-,

and 139 n.n.w. of Paris. Lat. 50' 45' n., long. 1' 36 e. The town consists of two pails

upper and lower Boulogne. The upper town was, in former limes, strongly fortifii <i .

but its citadel was demolished in 1690, and its ramparts have been converted "into beau
tiful promenades, with fine views, and from which, in clear weather, the spire of T)< Y( r

can be seen. The upper town contains the hotel-de-Ville, and the cathedral, a modem
edifice with a conspicuous dome. The lower town, which is more properly the seanoit.

is newer, finer, more populous, and more lively, inhabited chiefly by merchants, trar

iners, and fishermen. It contains the barracks, the gnat ho.-pital. the theater, the

museum, and gallery of art. The streets have been much Unproved by side-pavement.
and many new and elegant buildings have been erected. A large wet (lock was com

pleted in 1872. B. has numerous churches and educational institutions; is the seat of

various associations; has extensive and excellent salt-water baths; and. on account of

its fine sands, is much resorted to for sea-bathing. Pop. in ]S7(>. -!<'.075. actively

engaged in the boiling of sugar, in the manufacture of linen and sail-cloth, cordage, etc..

ana ID fishing, the coast being productive in oysters, herring, cod, and mackerel. 15.

has an active coasting trade, and ranks with Calais as one of the nearest and most frc

qiientcd places of passage between France and England, steamers plying daily to Lon
don, which they reach iu from 9 to 10 hours, and twice a day to Folks! one, which they
reach in about 2 hours. B. is much resorted to by tin English, who form a la ra-

tion of the population, and for whose accommodation there are numerous hotels ami

boarding-houses. Paris is reached by railway from B. in 4J hours. The harbor of ]\

is too shallow for large ships of war, which can only reach the wide and safe roads of

St. Jean: it was, however, considerably enlarged and improved by Napoleon I., and
also more recently so that at high water large merchant-vessels can, without darker
pass out or in. The long pier forms a fine promenade. B. was anciently called (ifKin-.'n

e.m/i, in the country of the Morini: after the time of Constantine the great, it -,\;.

called r,i<nn!ii. and after that of the Carlovingians, fitifanftt. In 14:M. 15. (nine into the

-ion of the duke of Burgundy, and was united with the crown of France by Lou':--

XI. in 1477. B. was besieged by Henry VII. of England in 14f>2. taken by Henry VIII.

in 1544. and restored to the French by Edward VI. in 1550. From this point Napoleon
conit initiated the invasion of England; and here he encamped 180.000 men and collecleii

2400 transports, ready at any favorable moment to swoop down on tbe shores of Britain:

but after months' watching, the war with Austria created other employment for th< in.

A> a memorial of this great camp, n tall marble column was commenced on the highe.-

grounds; but being incomplete at the restoration of the Bourbons, it was finished and
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inaugurated in honor of Louis XVIII. It 1ms since been r.--stored to its original objectand surmounted by a colossal statue of Napoleon. The poets Campbell and Churchill
died at B.

;
and the house, or rather, the house occupying the sit,. ,,f that in which I.e

Sage, the author of (fit Hln*, is said to have tiled, is shown to the visitor. Altogether,
B. is to be described as a thriving and agreeable place of n-si<t, n ( -e; and I'lvm,

ibility to English tourists, and rapid railway transit to Paris, it has -reatlv siipc:
Calais as a place of debarkation.

BOULTER. Ilrtiir, 1(571-17-12: chaplain to the archbishop of Canterbury; rector of
St. Olave's, archdeacon of Surrey; chaplain to QedrjfC I.; tuior to Frederick, prince of
Wales; bishop of Bristol, dean of Christ church (Oxford), archbishop of Annairh, and
primate of Ireland, for 1!) years chief justice of Ireland. He expended $100.000 IB add
ing to the incomes of poor clergymen and their widows, establishing school*, etc. In the
famine of 174') he fed -MO;) pcr-ons each day at his individii;,
N n>r<t> Minixtt-i-* ;'>"'> i:, AV//< //// Belatioe tv Ti-un^iction," in ],</,>/ fr>,m U','4 to 1833
arc a valuable contribution to history.

BOULTON, M.vmi!-:\v, a celebrated English mechanician, was b. in 172 a Birming-
ham. w!u-re his father, who had a si, -el manufactory, bad acquired a considerable fortune.
When still very young, he undertook, at his father's death, the husim"-s of the nmnufa<

tory,
which he carried on with great energy, and extended, in Kii'J. by the purcha

a piece of land, then a barren heath, ai Soho, near his native town." One of his first

inventions was a ne\v mode of inlaying steel. lie entered into partnership with James
Watt ((}.%.), who had obtained a patent for the great improvements in the steam-engine
which have immortali/ed his name, and they established a manufactory of steam on.
in 1709. They jointly contributed alsojo the improvement of coining machinery, and
so to the perfection or the coinage itself. i>. died at Soho. 17ih Aug., 1809. Hi's long
life was devoted to the. promotion of the useful arts and of the commercial i-

his native country. He wa> a man of extremely pleasing conversation, and of a mos>t

generous disposition.

BOl" MAZA (Si MOH \MMKi) HF.N Annu.i. MM, b. 1900; an Algerian Arab leader,

who as a dervish in 1S4."> excited the people of Dahr.i against the i-ieiich, and, in alliance

with Abd-el-lvader, engaged in several conflicts. St. Arnaud made him a prisoner and
sent him to Paris, where he received a pension and was provided with a home. He
escaped. Feb. ^:. 18 IS, but was caught and sent as a prisoner to Ham. where he wa< kept
a year and a half. In the cas:ern war of lS."j4, he commanded an irregular corps, and
the next year was mad..1 a col. in the French army.

BOUND, or BorxD.vuv, the utmost limits of land by which the same is known ami
can be described; being in this SCUM- synonymous with nf>nti,ilx, which means the 1 u:

tin^s mid bonndings of land-, e., w., n.. and s. ,
with respect to the places by which they

,-irc limited and bounded. The .v;V/,-. of the land are properly said to be ///',//< ///. and
the ends n'>nttin</. to the thing contiguous. For other applications of this term, see tin-

articles that follow.

BorxoMUKS OK Boiiorr.iis, CITI !:*, AND Towxs in England are s, (tied by the ."

and 6 Will. IV". e. 76. ss. 7 and 8. which refers to and adopts, for the purpose of such

boundary, the regulations of the and :{ Will. IV. c. 64 amended, however, by the ">

and (5 Will. IV. c. 10-5. These boun Varies are generally the same as the parliamentary
limits. Tin; corresponding Scotch law on this .subject is contained in the 3 and 4 Will.

IV. c 7o'. which adopts the limits prescribed in the 2 and 3 Will. IV. c.

By the 7 (Jeo. IV. c. 64. it is enacted that u here, in England, any felony or n.;

meanor shall be committed on the boundary or boundaries of two or more counties. ><r

within the distance of oOO yards of any such boundary or boundaries, or shall be begun
in one county and completed in another every such' felony and misdemeanor shall be

dealt with arid tried in any of the counties.

BorxDAUiKs oh' PARISHES .re determined by ancient nnd immemorial u- ,

which, see PAI-ISII. and see BKXTIXC. TIIK Hm NI>S. It may aKo be .>b-erved that by
numerous acts of parliani'-nt lately passed, for extending church accommodation, and

making more effectual provision for the cure of -ov.K it is generally provided 111.-'

part or ['arts of any parMi may be constituted a M'parate district for spiritual pu,<

O-T parish quoaf sdfrti, as it i's called in Scotland: and that any parish in

divided into two or more distinct and separate parishes for all (H-rlesiastical pur;

though for other purposes the old limits remain. The church building and ind>

acts contain many provisions a- to boundaries.

BOUNDARY SURVEY OF IRELAND. This important subject is provided for and

n-nilated by these acts of parliament the ',(;.,,. IV. c. '.)!. 17 Viet. c. 17. 'J<i ; ,nd 'Jl

Viet. e. 45. 'and tiie 2'.2 and C:} Vie', c. {(, whi.-h are all to be r. ad as one act.

boundary surveyor may alter the names of lands erroneously
named in the ordi

map of any county, on" the application of the owners of Mich land, who are to state the

ground on" which such application is made. Ami the same surveyor may define the

boundaries of parishes divided under certain acts of parliament. The publication in the

Dnh'li, (,',';, tir cf the surveyor's report, referred to in the order of the lord lieutenant :n

council, is to be discontinued, on the ground of its bring unnecessary and -
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and in lieu thereof, any person desirous of seeing the report and ordnance plans, may
see them at the council office, in Dublin, at all reasonable hours, without fee or reward.
See ORDNANCE SURVEY and SURVEY; and see IRELAND.

BOUND-BAILIFF, in England, is an officer of the sheriff whose duty is to discover
and arrest debtors. As the sheriff is responsible for the misconduct of these bailiffs,

they :ire annually bound in an obligation, with sureties, for the due execution of their

office, and are, in consequence, called ftwwnrf-bailiffs, a name which Blackstone is at pains
to inform us " the common people have corrupted into a much more homely appellation"

bum-lxitiiff. See BAILIFF.

BOUNDING CHAETER, in the Scotch law, is an instrument of title which descril>os

the lands thereby conveyed \>\ their boundaries or limits. It gives right to everything
withm the bounds, and, on the other hand, it excludes what lies beyond these, "if the

boundary be the sea or the sea-shore, the right is extended or limited as the sea recede s or

advances. If, again, it be a stream or river, the property may be subject to alteration,

either extended by alluvion (q.v.), or by the gradual and imperceptible variation of the

channel; or the stream may cease to be the boundary, in consequence of some violent

change. But if the property described in the charter is bounded by walls, the walls, as

a general rule, will not be held as included in the grant; and where" it is intended that a
wall is to be mutual, this must be expressed. When the grant is described both by
boundaries and by measurement, the boundaries determine its extent, although contain-

ing a larger quantity of ground than the measurement. The lands, however, may IK:

described simply by reference to a plan, and this is a conveyance which makes a valid

bounding charter. By statute also a reference to a leading name in a prior deed is a
sufficient description. The following articles should be consulted in connection with
this subject CHARTER; CONVEYANCE; TITLE; and GRANT.

BOUNTY is a sum of money given to encourage men to enter the army or navy. In
time of peace, when there is little or no need to augment the forces, the B. sinks to a

minimum; but in cases of exigency, it is raised according to the difficulty and urgency
of the circumstances. In the British army, no B. was paid to recruits until about half

a century ago; the temptations offered to them, if any, were of some other character.

The highest B. ever paid during the great wars against Napoleon was in 1812, when it

amounted to 18, 12*. 6d. for limited service, and 23, llx. 6</. for life; but these sums
were in great part nominal, being subject to many unfair and absurd deductions. Even
so late as 1849, when the B. to an infantry recruit was nominally 4. he received litilo

more than one eighth of this amount, all the rest being swallowed up in fees and draw-
backs of various kinds. The only B. which now exists is a free kit no other being
allowed. The young men who used to enter the British army were supposed, for the

most part, to have been tempted by immediate B. rather than by prospective pays and

pensions; and thus it arose that the rate of B. varied frequently, while those of pay and

pensions underwent very little change. In 1855. it was 7 per head (for line infantry);
in 1856, only 2; in 1858, 3; and it afterwards underwent further changes. It was

always higher to the cavalry and artillery than to the infantry; and in the latter it was

higher to the Highland than to the other regiments, on account of matters connected with
dress and personal ornaments. The relation which the B. bore to the other emoluments
of the soldier are explained under ENLISTMENT, RECRUITING. In reference to seamen,
the subject will receive elucidation under MANNING THE NAVY. The term B. is also

used in the navy to signify the payment and distribution of money to which the officers

and crew of her majesty's* ships and vessels of war may, on particular occasions of uctivu

service, be entitled. See PRIZE, SALVAGE, BOOTY.

BOUNTY, a tenn applied to any sum granted by the legislature towards creating or

encouraging some kind of undertaking believed to be of national importance. At one
lime there was no end to the giving of bounties in this way from the public purse
there were bounties on exporting corn, with a view to encouraging agriculture: theru

were bounties on the tonnage of vessels employed in the herring mid whale fisheries;

on the importation of materials of manufactures; on the importation of indigo from the

colonies; on the exportation of Irish linen, etc. The fallacy of this costly and factitious

process for fostering commerce, manufactures, and agriculture was amply demonstrated

by Adam Smith in his Wealth f Xntions; one of his more striking facts being, that

every barrel of herrings which sold for 20*., cost the government about 25.*. The notion

that bounties may properly be given as an encouragement in the infancy of undertaking-;,
has been happily exploded. It is ascertained that, besides taxing the general commu-

nity in order to reward or encourage individuals, bounties do no real good to the parties
so favored; for by such inducements they engage in business for which they have no

special vocation, or which, in existing circumstances, it would be preferable to let

alone. Misdirection of capital, talent, and industry are, in short, the inevitable result

of bounties, as of all measures alleged to be for the special protection of trade. The
subsidies in the form of extra rates paid to certain steamboat companies for carrying
the mails may be said to be the last remnant of British bounties. The carrying of the

mails, as involving greater responsibilities than ordinary goods, is paid at much higher
rates, even where the ordinary traffic is remunerative, as on the Atlantic route, which
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is crossed by the greatest number of steamboat lines. Here the post-office, after a trial

of open competition for the conveyance of the mails, in 1878 returned to the system c t

special contracts with certain of the most reliable companies at increased rates" The-.;
contracts have been objected to in the house of commons as monopolies.

BOUNTY OF QUEEN ANNE. See QUKKX ANXK'S Hor.vTY.

BOUQUET OF WINE is the peculiar flavor yielded by the better class of wines, and
which is due principally to the presence of tunanlhic ether. See WINK.

BOUQUETIN, or IIJKX of the A 1 ps (nt/mi //./). a species of goat which inhabits the

highest regions of the Alps, even higher and wilder than those inhabited by the chamois.

up to the limits of perpetual snow. It is thei'/Wof the ancients. See IIIKX. In German
Switzerland, its name is .v/Y /////,-. It was at one time found on all the higher Alps, but
has disappeared from most of them, and exists chiefly on those letween the Yalais and

Piedmont, where it is carefully protected by the Sardinian government. It is larger and
more powerful than the common goat, and has a small head and great horns (those of

the male H to 2 ft. long), which curve backwards, are directed a little outwards, and
have prominent transverse knots or bands on the front. The horns of the females are

only about G in. long. The hoofs are large, rough on the sole, and capable of being
spre::d widely apart, to give greater security of footing. The general color is brown.
The body is covered with two kinds of hair, the longer hair being mixed, at least in

winter, with thick soft wool. There is no beard, except a few hairs in winter, although
the animal has been often incorrectly figured as having "ne.

Tin- P>. feeds on the herbage and small shrubs which are found on the last confines

of vegetation, and descends by night to browse
in the highest forests, the lichens and branches
of which supply much of its winter food. It

is capable of enduring great cold, and will

remain, with seeming indifiercnce, for hours

on the summ'.t of a rock, motionless, during
the most severe storm. It possesses an extra-

ordinary power of bounding from crng to

(nig. and of ascending <>r descending almost

perpendicu'ar precipices. Even the projec-
tions of a wall of rough masonry have been

seen to siillice for the feet of a tame one to

take hold of. One has also I teen known fre-

quently to spring from the ground, without

a rice, and plant itself on a man's head.

Tschudi rejects as a fable the statement which
lias Ix-en repeated by one naturalist after

another, from the days of Gcsncr. that the H.

throws itself down precipices. M a^ to fall

upon its horns, their elasticity preserving it

from injury.
When taken young, the R is easily tamed. j-~ ^

Tt readily associates with common goats, and -- *

breeds with them, and the hybrids produce Bonquetln.

young, of which, however, it docs noi appear that in any case both parents have I

ascertained to be hybrids.
Whether this animal might not be made useful to the inhabitants of such countri

Iceland and Greenland, no one seems to have thought of trying.

P.OUrm \I\I OHMU.KS DF.M* S.U-TKK. of Greek descent, b. Paris 1816; asub-lieut

of zouaves in 1*56. and in 18SS licut. in the first regiment of the foreign legion.

he wis c-ipt of /ouavcs- j n 1S4I5. maj. of the native skirmishers, and rapidly r.

on He won great distinction at the Alma, at Inkermann. and in
'

:>l. lie also participated in the Italian cxjK'dition in 1 >'>'.. In 1

e .1 ..,,1 ,..,.,,, .ii f'li.il,iTi< -inrl niH -di'-fjlllin to the CllMXTl
and in the

,e was eapt of zouaves; in 1848. maj. of the native skirmishers, ai

ren. of division. He won great distinction a. the Alma, at Inkermann and in the MMOtt

"n Scbastopol. He also participated in the Italian
expedition

in !>-.'.

.ommand.T of the second camp at Chalons, and aid-de-camp to the emperor. It

war with Germany he had an important part in the conflict: around Uctz and

msuccessful attempt to break through the German line* In Dec.. \*..

hief of the badly demoralized army of the north, which he m-rganized. ami it

on
commaiuh
war
un

foudirsevei^^vere''!*!^*" He'wa-'at ia>t comix-lied to retreat t-

imfin Jan 1871 he was driven over the Swiss frontier with the remnant of his

B waVw much disQOUmged bv his manv disasters that he attempted Miu-ide. but t

wound ci pistol shot in the head) was not fatal. It was said that tin- act wa-

Gambettadiarged him with timson. After j>cacc he returned to Franc

military command at Lyons.

Roi'KBON aco in 8.6 Kansas ,,n the Missouri border and the Little OflMAUd

rivers -,7 i son pop '70 15.7; *80, Itt.^l. The railroad, are tl,

Trver rVn^coU and Gulf un.lt he Missouri. Kansas, and Texas.
Africull

chief occupation, t'o. sea.', fort Scott (100 m. from Kansas city), ^h a pop. ol

about 4500.
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BOURBON, a co. in n.e. Kentucky, on the South Licking river; 400 sq.m. ; pop. '70,

14,863 6677 colored. It is a tine agricultural region, and has among its attractions sul-

phur and chalybeate springs, and a curious ancient earthwork. The celebrated Bourbon
whisky takes its name from this county. The Kentucky Central and the Paris and

Mayville railroads traverse the county. Co. seat, Paris.

BOURBON, a French family of the highest note in history, and which came to possess
several European thrones, derives its name from the castle and seignory of Bourbon, in

the former province of Bourbonnais, in the center of France. The first lord or sire of
this family, of whom history makes mention, was Adhemar, at the beginning of the 10th

century. The fourth in succession from him, Archambauhl I., added the name of the

family castle to his own. Under his successors, who also bore the name of Areham-
bauld, the family possessions were soon very much increased. At length the seignory
of Bourbon having devolved upon an heiress, who, in 1272, married Robert, the sixth

son of Louis IX. of France, thus passed to a branch of the royal family of the Capets,
under whom it was converted into a duchy. The principal branch of this family was,
in 1523, deprived of all its dignities and possessions, because the duke, Charles do
B. (q.v.), the famous constable, allied himself with Charles V. against Francis I. of

France.
Of the collateral oranches. that of Vendome acquired great importance, first atlain-

ing by marriage, in the person of Antoine de B., duke of Veudome, to the throne of

Navarre; afterwards by inheritance to the throne of France, in the person of Henry IV.,
on the extinction of the male line of the- house of Valois; and by the fortune of war to

the thrones of Spain and Naples. Among the numerous other collateral branches may
be mentioned those of Montpensier. De la Marche, Conde, Conti, Soissons, and Orleans.

Only a few members of the collateral lines, however, have borne the name of B.
;
for

example, the cardinal Charles de B., duke of Vendome, who, under the name of Charles

X., was set up by the Catholic league as a rival king to Henry iV. The ducal dignity
was revived by Louis XIV. in the house of Conde, so that the eldest sou of that house
should bear the title of duke of Bourbon.

The dynasty of the Bourbons in France begins with Henry IV. (q.v.), who, after the

assassination of Henry III., became, in virtue of the Salic law (q v.), the next heir to

the French throne. Through his father, Antoine de B., king of Navarre and duke of

Vendome, he was descended from Robert, son of Louis IX., and husband of Beatrix,
heiress of Bourbon. On his assassination in 1610, he left, by las second wife., Mary vie"

Medici, five legitimate children: 1. Louis XIII. (q.v.), his successor on the throne; 2.

J..B. Gaston. duke of Orleans (q.v./. who died in 1G(>0, and left no male heirs; 3. Eliza-

beth, married to Philip IV. of Spain; 4. Cliristina, married to Victor Amadeus, after-

wards duke of Savoy; 5. Henrietta, married to Charles I. of England. Louis XII 1.,

on his death in 1643, left two sous by his queen, Anne of Austria: 1. Louis XIV. (q.v.),
his successor; and 2. Philip, who received from his elder brother the title of duke of Orle-

ans, and was the founder of the family which has brcome the younger B. dynasty. The
dauphin Louis, styled monsieur, the son of Louis XIV. by' his marriage with Maria
There a of Austria, died on 14th April, 1711, and left three sons' by his marriage with Maria
Anna of Bavaria: 1. Louis, duke of Burgundy (q.v.); 2. Phflip, duke of Anjou. who
afterwards became king of Spain, as Philip V. ; 3. Charles, duke of Berri, who died in

1714. Louis, duke of Burgundy, died in 1712. By his wife. Maria Adelaide of Savoy.
he had three sons, of whom two died in early youth, the only one who survived being
Louis XV., who succeeded his great-grandfather, Louis XIV. in 1715. Louis XV. hav-

ing married Maria Leszcynska. daughter of the dethroned king Stanislaus of Poland,
had by her a son, the dauphin Louis, who married Maria Josepha of Saxony, and died
in 1765, leaving three sons: 1. Louis XVI. (q.v.), who succeeded his grandfather. Louis

XV., in 1774; 2. Louis Stanislaus Xavier, count of Provence, afterwards Louis XVI II. ;

3. Charles Philippe, count of Artois. afterwards Charles X. Louis XVI. had three

children by his queen, Marie Antoinette of Austria: 1. The dauphin Louis, who died in

1789; 2. Louis, called Louis XVII. (q.v.), who died in 1795; 3. Marie Thence Charlotte,

styled Madame Royale, afterwards duehesse d'Angouleme iq.v.). Louis XVI 11. had no
children; but Charles X. had two sons: 1. Louis Antoine do B.. duke of Angouleme
(q.v.), who was dauphin prior to the revolution of 1S:?0, and died without issue in 1H-J4:

3. Charles Ferdinand, duke of Berri (q.v.). who was murdered in 1S20. The duke of

Herri left two children: 1. Marie Louise I here.-e. styled Mademoiselle d'ArtoK mar-
ried to the duke of Parma: 2. Henry Charles Ferdinand Marie Dieudonne. duk- of

Bordeaux, now styled count de Chambord, the representative of the elder branch of the

Bourbons, till June, 1871, exiled from France, and whom the French legitimists some-
time- designate Henry V.

It has already been stated that the founder of 'he Orleans or younger branch of the
15. royal family of France, was Philip, duke of Orleans (q.v.), the younger brother of
Louis XIV. He d. in 1701, leaving, by bis second nnirriage with Hli/abeth Charlotte
of the Palatinate, a son of his own name as his heir, who was regent of France during
the minority of Louis XV. His son. Louis Philippe, duke of Orleans d>. 1703). married
a princess of Baden, and died in 1752. leaving an only son of hi- own name (b. 1725. d.

1785), whose sou and heir was thut Louis Joseph Philippe, duke of Orleans (q.v.), so
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notable in the French revolution, who in 1792 renounced his rank, taking the name of
Citizen Egalite, and died by the guillotine in l?9:j. He left four children: 1. Louis
Philippe (q.v.), who, before the revolution, was styled duke of Chartres that being tilt-

ordinary title of the eldest son of the Orleans family became afterwards duke of
Orleans, was king of the French from 1830 to 1848, and d. iu England on the :2t;th of

Aug., 1S.-JO; -2. the duke de Montpensier. who died in England in IbOT; '.'>. tin- count de
Beaujolais, who died at Malta in 1808; 4. Adelaide, styled Mademoiselle d'Orleans. b.

1777, d. 1847. Louis Philippe left a numerous family by his queen, Amelia of Naples;
but his eldest son, Ferdinand, duke of Orleans, lost his life by an accident ou the 18th

Louis XIV. having succeeded in placing hi* grandson, Philip, duke of Anjmi. (.11 the
throne of Spain, in 1700, as Philip V., this prince became the founder of the Spani-h 15.

dynasty, as well as of the B. dynasties of Naples, Parma, and Piacen/a. These dyna-
ties endured only a temporary overthrow from the policy and arms of Napoleon Bona-

parte. Philip V. was succeeded on the Spanish throne by his son, Ferdinand VI., who
died without issue in 17")!), and the crown fell to his brother, Charles 111., who-
and successor, Charles IV.. was compelled to resign it in ISO*, in favor of a sue<

nominated by Napoleon, and died at Koine in 1S11. The two eldest sons of Charles IV.

by his marriage with Maria Louisa of Parma wen 1. Don Fernando, prince of Astu
rias, who. after the overthrow of Napoleon, ascended the Spanish throne a* Ferdinand
VII. (q.v.). and whose elde-t daughter reigned till 18(58; 2. Don Carlos (q.v.), who, on
the death of his elder brother in I*:!:}, became pretender to the Spanish throne until

is'45. when lie resigned his pretensions in favor of his sou, count de Monteinolin. lie

died at Trieste, ISoO. The count de Monteinolin died in 1MJ1, and his claims to the

Spanish throne are now represented by his nephew, Don Carlos, son of his brother Juan.

Philip V. did not succeed in keeping possession of the crow n of the Two Sicilies (see

NAPLES) as of that of Spain: the house of Hapsburg being restored there in the person
of a son of Leopold I., who in 17:20 ascended the throne as Charles III. But in conse-

quence of the peace of Vienna, the son of Philip V. became king of the Two Sicilies,

likewise by the name of Charles III. Upon his accession to the throne of Spain in 17.V.I,

be gave up that of Sicily to his third son, Don Fernando, called Ferdinand IV., with
the express stipulation that it should never again be occupied by a king of Spain. Fer-

dinand IV. was compelled to yield to the French arms in 180(3; but after the overthrow
of Napoleon, he became kimr of the Two Sicilies as Ferdinand I. (q.v.). His son,

Francis I., left the throne in 18:!0 to his son Ferdinand II. (q.v.), whose son, Francis

II., was expelled iu 1860, when Naples v, a> incorporated with the new kingdom of

Italy.

By the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle in 1748, Austria made over the duchies of Parma
and Piac< n/.a to Don Philip, the youngest son of Philip V. of Spain, but with stipula-
tion of their reversion to Austria'on the failure of his male descendants. or ,m ),j s Mlc .

< ceding to the throne of Spain. He was succeeded in 17<>r) by his sun, Ferdinand I..

whose son. the hereditary prince Charles Louis Ferdinand, was made kiiur of Etruria

in 1S01. under the guardianship of his mother, Maria Louisa of Spain; but Etruria being
soon incorporated with France, they were completely dispossessed. The ci/iiLV

Vienna assigned Parma and Piacen/a for life to Maria Louisa of Austria, the spouse of

Napoleon, hut meanwhile indemnified Maria Louisa of Spain with the duchy of Lucca.

In 1S47. Parma and Piacen/a reverted to the B. family, in the person of the former

king of Etruria, Charles Louis de B.. who had succeeded his mother in Lucca in 1x24.

He abdicated on Mar. 14. 1849, and was succeeded as duke of Parma and Piaccn/a by
his son. Charles III., and he in IS.'U by bis son Robert born 1848 whose mother.

Maria Loui-a Theresa de B.. daughter of the duke of Berri. then became regent of the

duchies. The B. family lost these duchies in lfC>!). See ITALY and PAKMA: a:

Coi flier Demoret. Hiftaire du i Achaintre. llixtnir, C/,r,.

ffentalogiqiH <!< <<i 'r<n*n lty<tU </<
: Bt>ur1ni (1N2.J); al-o histories by Mure (Par. l^GO-CS)

and Dussieux (li

BOTJKBON, CUATU.KS, Duko du BontnoxNAis. styled CONSTAIU.K ]>' H, b.

1 isii. was the son of the Count of Montpensier; and in consequence of the death of his

brother, and his marriage with the only daughter of the duke of Bourbon, he

l.~the constable's sword, and w:is sent to Italy at the head of an army. wlii< ii
In;

di-ci

plincd on the march- and cro-sim: the Alps by pas-cs previously
deemed impmcticaWc.

lie sunivis; d the hostile general*, wmi tlie battle of M 516. and ithin a f w

days placed the keys of the citadel of Milan in the king's hand, ccquiring for bimnejf by

these exploits the reputation of the . .:<-ral of his time. But Maria Louisa, the-

king's mother, became enamored of' the brave constable; and he, although a widower,
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declined her hand, openly declaring that he deemed her a woman devoid of modesty,
and not to be thought of for a wife. Her revenge led to the seizure, on behalf of the

crown, of the estates which he had acquired through his wife, and the withholding of
his pay as constable. Thus deeply injured, he renounced the interest of France, and
concluded a private alliance with the emperor Charles V., and with Henry VIII. of

England. The former agreed to give him in marriage his sister, Eleonora, who had

Portugal as her jointure, and to make ail independent kingdom for him of Provence
and Dauphine, with his own possessions of the Bourbonnais and Auvergne. The rest

of France was to be apportioned between the two confederates. The king, who wan
engaged in an expedition to Italy, received intelligence of this conspiracy. Forthwith
he proceeded in person to the constable, and offered him restoration to favor and also

of his estates. The constable, however, did not trust him, but fled in disguise, and
reached Franche Comte in 1523. In order not to appear as a fugitive to the Spanish
army, which awaited him in Lombard, he drew around him 6000 German lancers, and
soon contrived to gain their entire attachment. He attacked, in 1524, the French army
on its march over the Alps, and thought to have advanced to the heart of France with
the Spaniards, whose general he had been appointed by the emperor. But Charles V.
did not entirely trust him, and appointed the marquis of Pescara to assist and watch
him. He was compelled to relinquish the siege of Marseilles, on the approach of
Francis I. with a great army. He repassed the Alps, and took his revenge in the battle

of Pavia, 24th Feb., 1525, where the king was made a prisoner. He now went to Mad-
rid, but soon found himself entirely disappointed in his hopes, and was sent back to

Lombardy by Charles V. Without money or support, surrounded by daring and mutin-
ous bands, he conceived a plan to found for himself an independent dominion of his

own, and to unite hini3elf with France against Spain. Hastily gathering together the

wild bands around Milan, he led them against Rome; and on 6th May, 1527, unprovided
with things necessary for a siege, appeared before the walls of that city. Resolved to

conquer or die, he led up his troops in the most impetuous manner, and eagerly seized
with his own hands a scaling-ladder, in order to make his way over a weak place of the

walls, when he was mortally wounded by a bullet, which Benvenuto Cellini afterwards
asserted that he had shot. His death was kept secret for a time from the storming army
under his command. When it departed from Rome two months after, his corpse, which
the soldiers would not part with, was taken with them, and buried at Gaeta, under a

magniliccnt monument, which, however, was afterwards destroyed.

BOTJBBON, II.E DE, or, as it is called at present, BETTNION, an island in the Indian

ocean, the southernmost of the Nascarene isles, laying about 100m. s.w. from Mauritius,

and 360 m. e. from Madagascar. It is one of the most important of the insular colonies

of France. It has an area of about 950 sq.m., being about 88 m. in length, and 28 in its

greatest breadth. Pop. '73, 193,862, including some hundreds of Chinese, 6000 negroes,

34,500 Indians, and a garrison, and other officials, to the number of about 2000. It may
be described as one great mountain mass, of which the highest peaks are ihe Piton de

Neiges in the center of the island, rising more than 10,000 ft. above the sea the Grand
Bernard, and the Cimandef, in the n., with respective heights of 9500 and 730i ft : and
in the s.e.. the Piton de Fournaise, 7200 ft. high, one of the greatest volcanoes in the

world, and one of the most active, its eruptions taking place at least twice every year.
nnd its lava-streams sometimes reaching to the sea. This volcano occupies perhaps one-

sixth of the island, often changes its crater, and is surrounded by a district of more
than 10,000 acres, which is a dreary desert, and is called the Pay* Jlridc (Burned Lai;d).

Except in this part, however, the s
r
oil is in general extremely fruitful. About a fourth

part of the island is cultivated, chiefly along the coast, although much of the interior is

of great natural fertility. The scenery is very beautiful. Streams, although not large,

are very numerous, and rush in cascades to the sea. The climate, which was once mild

and salubrious, is now very unhealthy to Europeans, who cannot reside four or five

years on the island without an attack of typhoid fever or dysentery. The s.e. monsoon
and hurricanes often make fearful devastation. The plants of Arabia, of the Asiatic

archipelago, and of tin- s. of Europe, succeed equally well here; coffee and cloves arc pio-

duced, along with the fruits of Italy and Spam. The trade is estimated at about two mil-

lions sterling. By far the most important article of export is sugar; coffee, vanilla,

cloves, saltpeter, woo."! for cabinet-making, and dye-woods are the other exports. The
value of the exports, which up to 1867 had been steadily increasing, has since then greatly
declined, as the crops have repeatedly suffered from cyclones, persistent drought, and

blight. The cereals grown in the Island are not sufficient for its own wants. Cattle are

imported from Madagascar. The capital of the island, and scat of government, is St.

Denis, on the n.w. coast, with 901)0 inhabitants, a college, a botanic garden, etc. Lat.

20 52' s., long. 55 30' east, The mean temperature here is 77 F There is an almost

total want of harbors, the whole coast of the island possessing only two tolerable anchor

ing-places one at St. Denis, and another at St. Paul, 18 m. further s< uth. The coast

is consequently very dangerous. In our year, 1843-44, no less than 11 large vessels were
wrecked. B. and Mauritius were discovered by the Portuguese navigator, Mascarenhas,
and named afrrr him, the Mascarcne isles. After the French had begun their attempt
to found a colony in Madagascar, they took possession of B. in 1649, giving it that
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Mascarene isles were placed under one governor. In 1810, they were taken bv
British, but B. was restored to France in 1814.

BOUBBON DE LOISE, FRANCOIS Lot is. a notorious character of the French revolu-
tion, was b. in the middle of last c. t St. Hetny, near Compicirne. and became a pn-
curator in the parliament of Paris. He helped' to storm the Tuileriea on 10th Aug ..

1792. He shortly afterwards obtained a seat in the convention h\- a trick. presenting
himself as the regularly elected deputy for the department of oi'-c, in which he had
Actually been defeated by a namcsake'who was elected also for that of Loin-t. Tin-
trick was subsequently discovered, but lie was not ejected. B. contriinited much to bring
about the execution of Louis XVI., the insurrection of the 31st May. and the di -inn
lion of the Girondists. He was sent to La Vendee. \\ here, however, be fondly condemned
the revolutionary cruelties, and appeared in the character of a moderate." obnoxious
on this account to Robespierre and Hebert. and fearing for his head, he urired on with
the greatest eagerness the overthrow of the Terrorists on the 9th Thermidor (27th July,
IT'.'l . From this time forth, B. showed himself an enemy of the clubs, and a pi
tor of the nobles and the priests. In consequence of the insurrection of 13th V<
miaire (5th Oct., 1795). he was sent as a commissioner to Chartres. where he ln-haved

harshly and brutally. He passed from the convention into the council of rive hundred,
became a persecutor of the republicans, and joined a rovalist club. The Directory placed
him upon the prescription list after the 18th Fruct'uior (4th Sept.. 1797). He \\a*

transported to Cayenne, where, in a short time, he died in great mix-ry, tortu"ed with
remorse.

BOURBOX-LANCY, a French watering-place on Sanc et-I.oire. 'JO m. n.w. of Cha-

rolles; pop. about 4000. Its mineral waters, which were known to the Romans. :in- u-eful

in rheumatic and nervous affections. There is a hospital here, established by the Mar-

quis d'Aligre.

BOURBONNAIS. a gently undulating, terrace-formed district in the (enter of Frr
northward of the high lands of Auvergne, abounding in grain, fruits, wine, iron, mar-

ble, and mineral springs. From 1327 to 152:$. it formed the duchy of liourlxm. and

afterwards, becoming a domain of the crown, it formed a separate province of France.

It now constitutes the department of Allicr, and part of the department of Cher. The

capital was Moulins.

BOURBONNE-LES-BAINS, a t. of France, in the department of Haute-Marne. about

SO m. e.u.e. of Langres. It is pleasantly situated at the confluence of the Borne and the

Aspace, and has some fine promenades and manufacture- of cotton hosiery and cutlery.

Its chief feature, however, is its saline springs, which range in temperature from 121 to

I'M F and are much resorted to by people suffering from chronic complaints or old

wounds. Pop. 7f>. 3705.

BOUll B< > N - V KN 1 >KE. See NAPOI.KON- V I:N DKK.

BOTTRDALOUE, Loris. . ne of the greatest pulpit orators of France, was b. at Bour

*0th Aug.. 1<32. and having, at the age of Hi, entered into the order of Jesuits, obtained

in succession the chairsof humanity, rhetoric, philosophy, and theological ethics in the

academv of his native jilace. He showed a great capacity for science, but his remark

able powers of eloquence led his superiors finally to determine u|x>n employing him a

a preacher. Disdaining the inflated >tyle prevalent among the tasteless pulpit ontonof
his time, he assailed with manly vigor 'and truly religious earne-tness the pa->ion>. v

nesses, and errors of men. The dignity of his manner and the tire of his cloqi;

made him famous even when the public mind was occupied with the festivities of V, r-

iiiilles, the victories of Turcnne. and the literary master-piectfl of Corneille and Racine.

At the court of Louis XIV. he was remarkably well received. After the revocation of

the Edict of Nantes, he was sent to MontpcHier. in IStMJ. to lab'-r among the P:

auts on behalf of the Roman Catholic church 15 particularly understood how to ac-corn

modate his eloquence to the minds of those whom he addressed. Simple among the

simple a dialectician among ecclesiastics, he was equally a favorite uitli the <-..i

people and with the learned and the great, lie wa- also much esteemed and

a man- and in all circumstances, maintained unimpeaebed a high reputation f r

and honestv. In the later years of his life, he relinquished the pulpit, and devot, -d J
time to hospitals, prisons, and pious institutions. 1I<- died at Pan- 18U) May. 1 , M

How tlH.rou.'lilv his reli-ious scntim.-nts were governed by the tlicologii
t nw

church mav be perceived from these remarkable \\onN which he ottered on his

bed- "'it is'hMilv reasonable that (lod IN- fully satisfied: and at least in
j

will suffer with patience and with love." Sev, ral editions have appeared pf
the Collect*-

works of B (ft8 Hi VOls., Versailles. 1H12. and mo>t recently in the Pnnthron

8 vols Par 1838) The In-st edition of his sermons is thai published under tl

Bretonneau (18 vol's. and 18 vols., Par. 1707-34). His life was written by Madame d

Pringy.
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BOURCHIER, JOHN, Lord Berners, 1474-1532; a descendant of Thomas of Wood-
stock, duke of Gloucester. B. was educated at Oxford, and was first known by quelling
an insurrection in Cornwall. Henry VIII. made him chancellor of the exchequer for

life, and he had charge of the kind's sister Mary when she went to France to wed Louis
XII. At Henry's command he translated Froissart's Chronicles, and he also translated
the famous Romance of King Arthur, The Exploit* of Hugh of Bordeaux ,

the Golden Jiook

of Marcus Aurelius. and The ' W/c of L<>rf. He also composed a comedy, Ite in Yineam,
which it was customary to act at Calais after vespers.

BOURDEILLES. See BKANTO.ME, ante.

BOURDON (in music), a drone bass produced by a bagpipe or hurdy-gurdy: also an

organ stop, consisting of stopped wooden pipes, usually of 10 ft. tone.
"

It is 'found on
manuals as a " double" stop, and as a soft foundation stop on the pedal organ.

BOURDON, Louis PIEKHE MARIE, 1799-1854; a French mathematician, professor
in several colleges in Paris, inspector of studies, and a member of the council of tha

university. His Elcim ut* of arithmetic and algebra were widely used, the algebra, adopted
by prof. Davies of West Point, becoming well known in this country.

BOURG, ANM: nr, 1521-59; a French Protestant martyr. He took orders in th

Roman Catholic church, but l>ecause be became a Calvinist he left the pulpii lor the bar,

and was imprisoned as a heretic by Henry II. When Francis II. became king, B. asked
for release, but about that time one of the judges who had presided at his trial wad
assassinated, and 15. was hanged and his body was burnt.

BOTTRGELAT, Ci.A TDK, founder of the first veterinary school, and consequently the
first to institute a distinct profession of veterinary surgeons. Born in Lyons in 1712, he
died there in 1799. He was a learned lawyer, an able writer, and the bosom-friend of
the great D'Alembert. enjoying also the esteem of Pembroke, Voltaire, Pmil'on, and llal-

ler. He was instigated to further the cause of veterinary science from a natural liking
for horses, and conceived the idea of educating men to alleviate their infirmities and
those of other domestic animals. In the execution of this project lie found a friend
and collaborator in a minister of Lyons, Berlin; and in 1761, the first veterinary school
was opened in the suburbs of the city. It was patronized by royalty, and students
flocked to it from all parts of France, Italy, Switzerland. Germany, Sweden, and Den-
mark. Probably the only dark spot in B.'s veterinary career is his treatment of Vial de
St. Bel, who, persecuted by his colleagues in France, came to England, and founded
the St. Pancras college, Camden Town, London, in 1792. B. had. however, endowed
the Lyons school with so much vital energy that it has maintained itself in the foremo.-t

ranks. From it all other colleges in Europe sprang, and with them it has kept pa<-e.

being superior to the majority, ami rivaling the very hc<t. even those of Pari< and Berlin.

B. wrote much his works on farriery, materia medica, external form, contagious dis-

eases, and on the various apparatus and bandages used for quadrupeds, being still highly
esteemed.

BOURG-EN-BRESSE, a t. of Franc^. capital of the department of Ain, pleasantly sit-

uated on the left bank of the Reyssousse, about 20 m. e.s.e. of Mat-on. It is well built,

has several public fountains, a statue to Bichat. the celebrated anatomist, who was a
student at the hospital here, a museum, a fine corn-market, and a public library of 19, OCX)

volumes. The distinguished astronomer, Lalande, was a native of B. It has manufac-
ture- of linen, cotton, hosiery, and leather, and a trade in agricultural produce. The
town was captured by the allies in 1814. Pop. '7(5, 14,289.

BOURGEOIS, a type used in hook and newspaper printing. When "solid" nine
lines till an inch and a slight fraction over. It is smaller than long primer and larger
than brevier. One thousand em* of bourgeois occupy 13.86 square inches.

BOURGEOISIE, a French term, but now not unfrequently employed in English,
German, and other languages. It denotes the citizens of towns as a rank or class of

society, includintr persons from the condition of heads of manufacturing or mercantile
establishments, down to roaster-tradesmen. The French B. have long been extremely
hostile to the aristocracy, but have themselves latterly become the object of attack on
the part of the operatives and of the extreme radical or red republican party. The term
?x>n rr/eoix, from which B. is formed, is quite distinct in meaning from ciloyen, the latter

term designating a citizen of the state.

BOTJRGES, the capital of the department of Cher, in France, situated in a fertile

plain at the confluence of the Auron and the Eure. 12:5 m. s. of Paris. B. is divided
into an old and new town, the hitter being built round the former. Its houses are of

antique architecture, and its streets crooked and dirty. It was formerly surrounded by
ramparts flanked with high towers, some of which still remain; but the ramparts have
been converted into promenades. !'. has one of the noh'cst Gothic cathedrals in Europe,
lighted by 59 splendid painted windows. Its university was Mispressed at the revolu-
tion. B. ha< -rreiilly prospered since the railway has reached it. In 1X(>1, it was cho^-n
to bo one of tlie military ar-cnals of France, and its strategical importance has hccomti

greater since the loss of Met/.. Pop. 70. :J1.H)2. M. is of great antiquity, being tht

Amricum of the Gauls, in the country of the ttiluriijes Cubi. Taken by Ca-sar in 52 u.c.,
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it -was afterwards named Biturirn, and became the capital of the Roman province i,f

Aquitania 1'riinn. In tlie middle ages, it was the capital of the province of Herri.
Charles VII. had his residence at B., when almost all France had hern taken from lum
by the English; and its hotel dc villc was originally the ahode of his unfortunate
minister, Jacques Cceur. Louis XI. was horn at H. Of the seven eccle.-i.-i-Meal .-

held at B., that of 1438 in which the pragmatic san< lion of the Galilean eliun h wa-<
established with approbation of Charles VII , and the resolution- c.f the council of
Basel, relative to the papal power and the king's prerogatives. \MIV < onrirmed was tlw
most important.

EOTJEIGNON, ANTOINETTE, a celebrated religious visionary, b. at Lille i:5th Jan.,
1616. Her father was a merchant, and she inherited from him a COOndsrabie patrimony.
She was -<> ugly an infant that there was some thought of killing her as a moi:
birth. Her intellect, however, was very acute, and iU power- \\.n- earl) deM-;<,pcd.
along with a tendency to religious mysticism, which was much encouraged by the read-

ing of mystic, hooks, till her imagination became inilamed. ami .-he began lo tVncy that

she saw visions, conversed with God, received social revelations, and \\a> called to

restore the pure spirit of the gospel. By the good otlices of the arch'ui-hop of Cambray.
she obtained admission into a convent, where she won over some of the nuns ID her

opinions, and soon found herself at the head of a considerable parly. She afterwards
had charge of a hospital at Lille, but from this position she wa- driven in e. >i.-< .

t
uence

of her extravagant fancies. She now traveled through various countries, her cnthu-ia-m

gaining proselytes, whose conversion, .she said, cau.-ed the pains of childbirth in her

per.-on. At. last she was appointed head of a hospital inc. Fricsland. Sin- died at

Franckcr, :{()th Oct., 1680. According to Madame B., religion in internal

emotion, and not in either knowledge or practice. Her own character exhibited a

strange combination of pride and avarice, with a sort of mystic piety. She never

anything to the poor, alleging as a reason that .-he had consecrated all to Cod.

of "her pretended revelations were of the most indecent nature; many of them v. ere

extremely ridiculous; yet many persons of intelligence and learni: in them.

and adopted the peculiar form O* mysticism which soon began to receive tin n:r

Bouriirnianism. Among the chief expounders of it was IVtcr 1'oirei, a Cal mi-tic

minister. It spread to a remarkable extent both among Roman Catholic.- ami 1'

taiits; and about the end of the 17th c., and beginning of the 18lh, prevailed so much in

Scotland that a solemn renunciation of it was demanded from every entrant
on^Uie

ministry at his ordination. A minister of Aberdeen ua- d< -po-ed for it in ITul. The
formarrenunciation of Bourignianism is still continued in the established church of

Scotland but has been in veil up as needless bv other Presbyterian churches. The works

of Madame B. were edited by Poiret (J5 vols., Amst. 107G-84; 2d edit. 1717). They
exhibit not a little tiery eloquence.

BOUEMONT, Lot is ArcvsTfK VHTOH UK GAISNK. Count do. a French marshal, and

the conqueror of Aliriers, was b. in 177:5 at his paternal castle of Bourmont, in Anjon;
went into exile at 'the revolution, served as an officer in the army of the prince of

Comic and from 171CJ to 1796 was actively engaged in ilie anti-revolutionary struggle

in La Vendee. Subsequently, he obtained the favor of the lirst

empire he was appointed to a'coionelcv in the army of Naples, and was soon raised to

the rank of britr.iren. In the campai-ns of IMii and 1S14. hedi.-iinguished him* It upon
a number of occasions, particularly'!!) the battle of Dresden, and by the detcii-c of

Novnt upon account of which Napoleon promoted him to the rank ot a gen. ofdiviMOD.

On :iist' Mar., isl 1. he declared for the Bourbons, and received the command ! a mil

itnry dtvisiott during Ihe tirst restoration: yet, on Napoleon's return, he wen! over to

him* and was intrusted with the command of a division of the army of the Moselle. On

the evening before the battle of Liirny. he deserted ami betook hiniseii to Louie \\ 111..

at Ghent '"There can IH- no doubt Ihiit B. was singularly ungenerous in such a

niniiient to resiirn. nor is there anything in his career to make us suppose hi

in this olVur disi.laved -reat activity. When the expedition Rjcainsl

t-iken in \iu-il is:!ii he received the chief commaiKl of the tr.M.ps. and llii

of theexpedi'.ion was ascribed to his prn.lence and cner-y. For this he re.
shal's haton on ^'d July, but on the revolution taking place in that month.

superseded in his command, and went to Knirhmd to share tne exde c,:

ReAuinQ to take the Ic-nl oath, he was -ruck olf the li-.s ,,f the rench armv andpw
H-C in 1>::" In is:

1

.:'.. |),,m .Mi-uel of Portugal placed him al tin head ol his li

but the campidirn was brief and unsuece i!l AlJ Jou -

ampaig
and died there in Oct.

BOURNE, Hroir. the founder of the sect of Primitive Mi- '

atFordhavs in Staffordshire. Originally ;l preacher BTBOI*

ho diMin-riiished himself by the fervor of his religious aeBt menU. a, d by t he /,-a 1.

he displayed for the conversion of the ungodly. Hi- eninuM..-m for revival and
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open-air meetings, however, received no countenance from the leading clergymen of the
denomination to which he belonged. In 1808, B. was cut off from the Wesleyan con-

nection, strange to say. for following much the same course of earnest evangeliza-
tion as Wesley"himself"had done. He was not, however, alarmed. His preaching was

wonderfully acceptable, and he quickly gathered round him many devoted adherents.
In Mar., 1810, a committee of ten members was formed. This may be regarded as the

tirst official organization of the body. In 1818, B. published, in the Pi'iinitirc Mtthdi#t

Magazine, a narrative of his labors and those of his coadjutors. In the course of his life

lie visited Scotland, Ireland, Canada, and the United States, where his ministrations went
attended with great success. He died at Bemersley, in Staffordshire, llth Oct., 1872.

BOURNE, VINCENT, one of the most elegant Latin versifiers that England ever pro-
duced, was b. about the close of the l?th century. In 1714, he entered Trinity college.

Cambridge: in 1721, he took his degree of A.M., and subsequently he was appointed
usher in" Westminster school. He died Dec. 2, 1747. It would be difficult to praise
too highly B.'s exquisite contributions to Latin poetry. They will stand comparison,
not only in point ot' Latiuity, but also in point of originality, with the choicest produc-
tions of the ancient Roman poets. A gracefulness which pervades thought, sentiment.
and expression, is their essential characteristic. The subject is indeed often insignili-

cant, but the treatment is always perfect. His translations of English ballads and other

lyrics into Latin are wonderfully felicitous, every beauty being retained with the most
delicate skill, and every defect being most carefully remedied. Cowper, Beatty. Charles

Lamb, and others have expressed their admiration of B.'s singularly tine genius, for

assuredly a gift so rare as that which enables a man to tind a complete utterance for his

ideas in a dead tongue, deserves the name. The first edition of B.'s poems appeared in

1734. Their number was enlarged in a subsequent edition.

BORNEMOUTH, an English watering-place on the Hampshire coist, 5 m. from
Christ church; pop. '71, 5906. In 1855, a sanitarium for consumi>,.y patients was
erected, and several similar establishments have since been founded. The town has

churches, hotel?, a library and reading-room, and assembly rooms, baths, and a pier 800 ft.

long. The climate is remarkable for equality of temperature. The surrounding country
is very beautiful.

BOURNONITE, or EXDELLIONITE, is a triple sulphate of antimony, lead, and

copper, in the proportions of 19.4 sulphur, 26 antimony, 41.8 lead, and 12.8 copper. It

is found in massive crystals.

BOTJB NOTJSE is the Arabic name of a garment worn in Algeria, Morocco, and other

parts of n. Africa. It is a large woolen mantle, worn above the other attire of the

natives, and having a hood, which is thrown over the head in rainy \\eatlu-r. The B.

is generally white, though distinguished individuals wear it of various colors blue,

green, red, etc. It has been long in use among the Spaniards under the name of <dbornoz.

Through the conquest of Algeria by the French, the B. was imported into France and
England, although its original form has been considerably altered.

BOTJBBIENNE. Louis ANTOINK FAUVELET DE, the secretary and early friend of

Napoleon I., was b. at Sens, 9th July, 1769, and received his education in the military
Hchool at Brienne, where he formed the closest intimacy with the future emperor. H
Ix-came, in 1792. secretary to the embassy at Stuttgart. Deprived of this office by the

breaking out of war. he lived for some time a rather retired life, until, in 1797. hi*

former school-fellow appointed him his secretary. He accompanied him to Egypt and
to Italy, and in 1801 was nominated a councilor of state. In 1802 he was dismissed
from his office, for being implicated in the dishonorable bankruptcy of the house of

Coulon, army-contractors; but in 1805 he was appointed ambassador 'to the states of the
Circle of Lower Saxony, and in this capacity resided long at Hamburg. His tendency
to peculation, however, necessitated his return to France, where he had to refund

1,000,000 francs into the public treasury. He now decidedly joined the party which
sought the overthrow of the emperor and the restoration of ihe Bourl>ons. He was
treated with little consideration by them during the first restoration, yet he followed
Louis XVIII. in his flight to the Netherlands upon Napoleon's return, and upon tle
second restoration was honored with the titleof a minister of state. As deputy trom the

department of Yonne in 1815 and 1821, he showed his weakness of character by oppos-
ing all literal measures, and even institutions for the promotion of science and popular
education. The revolution of 1830, and the loss of his fortune (occasioned by extrava-

gance i. caused his reason to give way. and he died in a lunatic asylum at Caen. 7th

Feb., 1834. His Memoirs concerning Napoleon, the Directory, the Consulate, tli

Empire, and the Restoration (Menurire* svr Napoleon, etc., 10 vols., Par. 1829), gave many
new explanations of his events of the time, but were declared by contemporaries to 1>

in many rei>ccts untrustworthy. See the article BOULAY DE LA MKUKTHK. The work,
however, is one which must always constitute an important part of the materials of

history. A work entitled Uistoire de Bonnpartf par un Humme qui lie Va pat quittt

tl<-]nii* 15 Ann, has been erroneously ascribed to him.

BOURSAULT, EDMUND; 1638-1701; a French dramatist and satirist. Louis XIV.
directed him to prepare a book for the education of the dauphin, and he produced 'Iht
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True Study for Sorereigna. which so pleased Louis that he asked B. to become tutor k>
his son. hut being ignorant of Latin he was compelled to decline. Two of B. V drama-
Eaope n l,i 1-itlc, and Etopt a la C'our, were very popular, and Carville declared ouu
Of his tragedies to be worthy of liacine. B. accusJd Moliere of iinpietv, and assailed the
School for Women in his Portrait qf a Painter, to which MoUere retaliated by
contemptuously calling B. "L'lrnpromptu du Versailles." 15. 's .S^y/v <L* S.tti/>;'*
was directed against Boileau, whom, however, he afterwards generously offered to
nssist; in return for which kindness Boileau erased B 's name from his satires.

BOURSE. See EXCHANGE, ante.

BOTJSSA, a t. of Sudan, Central Africa, capital of a district of the same namo. in

situated on an island in the Niger, in hit. 10
3

14 u., and long. 5 20 east. It is hemmed
in by rocks, and being also surrounded by walls, is a place of very considerable strength.
Pop. estimated at from 10,000 to 18,000. A melancholy interest" attaches to B. as being
the death-scene of Mungo Park (q.v.).

BOTTSSINGAULT, JKAN BAPTISTE JOSEPH T)ii:rnox.\K. a French chemist, particularly
distinguished for investigations relative to agriculture, was born at Paris. 2d Feb.. lso2,
attended the mining school at St. Etienne, and went in the employment of an Iv

mining company to South America, where, besides his professional and scientific labors, h
served as a col. under Bolivar in the South American war of liberty. Heturi.ini: to

France, he was appointed professor of chemistry at Lyons, and in is:j} \\ as admitted into
the institute, and Appointed to the chair of agriculture in the con-ervatory of arts and
measures, Paris. In 1848, he was elected a member of the constituent assembly, find
voted with the moderate republicans. After the C'ii<)> d' >-tnt, he retired from political
life. In 1857, he was made commander of the legion of honor. His AV/</////////- /{>iru/t

(2 vols., Par. 1844; 2d ed., Par. 1849) embodies the result of experiments and invc.-tiga-
tions which have won for him a European reputation. It contributed much to the pro-
motion of the infant science of agricultural chemistry, and has been translated into

English (Lond. 1845) and German. B. is the author of numerous valuable pa|x-rs in

scientific periodicals, which were collected and published in 1854; and he is also the
author of La /*<' a Fumier (1858), and Ayrouoinie, '.'///// . ft /V/y.W///t (1864).

BOUSSOLE STRAIT passes through the Kurile islands, uniting th<: sea of Okhotsk
and the Pacilic ocean. Lat. 4(5 ;50 north. It takes its name from one of the vessels of

La Perouse, who, soon after Cook's death, nobly emulated, on the n.e. coasts of Asia,
that navigator's explorations on the n.w. shores of America.

BOUSTROPHE DON (Gr. bwi*, nn ox. and xtreplto, I turn), a word used to describe a
mode of writing practiced by the Greeks in the earlier period of their history viz., in

which the lines did not proceed uninterruptedly from left to right but alternately, the

first line being written from right to left, the second from left to right. etc. F.\ample
are frequently found in coins and inseiiptions. The method received its name from its

resemblance to the path made by oxen in plowing a field.

BOUTERWEK, FHIEDRICII. a German philosophical and ,-rsthetical author of merit,

was born on 15th April, 1766, at Oker. near Goslar. in the Harz district. He at first

devoted himself to the study of law; but in the second ye:;r of his academic course at

Gottingen he relinquished it, imagining that his proper vocation was to l>e a pod.
Resides poems, he wrote the romance of Count l)nmnnr (Grnf D-inniintr. :'. voN.. G,">tt.

1791-9;!; 2d ed., 1798-1800). Not finding, however, that success which he expected
in this career, he renounced it. and devoted his whole energies thenceforth to the

ktudy of philosophy and of the history of literature. In philosophy, he was at first a

rcalous follower of Kant, but afterwa'rds adopted the system of Jacobi. He began to

give lectures in Gottingen in 1791, and became extraordinary professor of philosophy
in 1797. and ordinary professor in 1802. He produced several works on philosophy:
but his great work, on which his reputation really depends, is his lli*ti>ry <>f M,*i< //*

I'o/'try and Eloquence (fffgrfiff/if,' <lr /'">/< /'<>?> >//,<! H< rt<l*amk> it. 1'2 vols., G6tt. 1S01-

1819). one of the best works of its kind which Germany has produced. The part

relatinir to Spanish literature is especially valuable, and has been translated into Spanish
and much enlarged bv Jos. Gome/, de la Cortina and Nic. HiiLrelile de .Molinedo (3 vol*..

Madrid, 1828). 'B. di'ed at Gottingen in H
BOUTS RIMES (Fr. "rhymed endings ") arc n kind of verses the making of which

forms a social amusement." Some one of Hie party gives out the rhvmes or endings of a

stanza, and the others have to fill up the lines as they best may. Suppose the rhyme*

prescribed arc irair. Iif; bra re. dif; the following are "two of the ways in which the line*

miffht be completed:
Dark nre the seerft.; of the gtilfinp ware,
Where, wrapped in death, s<> ninny lien>^s lie:

Yet gloHou* death's the guerdon "f the hrnve,
And those who bravely live can bravely di<*.

Whenever I sail on the wave,
O'ercome wilh sc;i >ickness I lie;

I can sinr] of " the sea." and look hrare;
When t fevl it, I feel like to di.
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BOUTWELL, GEORGE SEVTALL, I/L.D., h. Mas?., 1818; the son of a farmer, self

instructed after a Common-school course; at the age of 18 a student at law, but never a

practitioner, having turned his attention to politics. He was- seven times chosen to the
Massachusetts legislature, and became the leader of the democratic party in his state.

He was three tunes defeated for congress, and once for governor, but was chosen gov-
ernor in 18.11 and re-elected the next year. On the repeal of the Missouri compromise

j'.\c
left the democratic and assisted in the organization of the republican party, in which

he soon acquired a prominent position. In 1862, as commissioner, he organized the new
department of internal revenue; in 1863. was elected to congress and twice rechoscn.
In 1868, he was one of the managers of the impeachment of president Johnson; from
1869 to 1873, secretary of the treasury, and then elected to the United States senate. In
the financial business of the government, both as a legislator and an executive officer,

Boutwell had a large share of influence and responsibility. Me has also been overseer
of Harvard college, and. secretary of the Massachusetts board of education, in which

capacity he prepared many valuable reports. He is the author of Educnt-iounl Tpicx
<ind lntitution*, and a Manual of the United Stutex Direct and lie-fenue 1'n.v. His last

political office was as a member of the Massachusetts constitutional convention of 1873.

BOTJVAK DIA, a genus of plants of the natural order cinc.hoiMcea; (q.v.). and of the
same tribe with the cinchona (q.v.), or Peruvian bark. The calyx is 4 partite, with teeth

between the segments; the corolla tubular and 4-fid; the stamens 4, included within the

corolla; the capsule 2-celled. The species are natives of Mexico. One of them, B. tn-

phylla, with oblong ternate leaves and trigonous branches, has obtained a place among
the favorite ornaments of flower-borders in Britain, but requires careful protection
from frost. To preserve it, the roots are generally taken up, and are sometimes placed
in a greenhouse or frame for the winter, sometimes in a dry cellar. Its bountiful

corymbs of scarlet flowers are produced from June till November.

BOUVART, ALEXIS, 1767-1843; a Swiss astronomer, educated in Paris, and in 1804
a member of the bureau of longitudes. He assisted La Place in the JUecanique Celetfe,

and became a member of the academy. Bouvart was the first to point out the irregu-
larities of the planet Uranus, and the investigation of these irregularities led to the dis-

covery of Neptune by Le Verrier and Adarns.

BOTJVET, JAOCH., a learned French Jesuit, who was sent by Louis XIV. to China, to

acquire information concerning that country, which he reached, along with five other

missionaries, in July, 1686. Being invited to Pekin, the missionaries received permis-
sion to disperse themselves over the whole Chinese empire, except B. and Gerbilion,
who were required to remain in attendance upon the emperor, the famous Kanghi,
whose respect and confidence they soon acquired in a high degree. Ho committed to

them the erection of great buildings, and was so pleased with iheir performances, that

he not only caused a church and a residence for them to be buiit within the bounds of

his palace, but commissioned B. to return to his native country, and to engage as many
missionaries as he could find. B. arrived in France in 1697, and brought with him, lor

the king, alxnit fifty Chinese works. He returned again to China in Hi'.li) with ten new-

missionaries, amongst whom was the learned Parrenin. He died at Pekin, June S,

17:20. after having labored indefatigably in the cause of science, in that distant scene,

for fifty years, lie has left four different accounts of his various travels, and a woik
entitled Etdt Prevent de la Chine, en Fiijure.* Gran'-cn, pur Grij'itrt (Par. 1657).

BOVEY COAL is a form of wood coal or lignite, which derives its name from being
found at Hovey, ni Devonshire.

BO'VIDTE (Lat, boa, an ox), a family of ruminating mammalia (see Ki MIXANTTA), to

which different limits have been assigned by different naturalists, but which is gen-

erally regarded as equal in extent to the Linna'an genus box, or to what Is popularly
called the ox tril)C. The B. are all large animals, with stout limits and broad nni/./.le.

The facial outline is nearly straight. Their dentition agrees with that of some of the

other ruminants, as sheep, goats, and antelopes: they have eight cutting-teeth in the

lower jaw, and none in the upper, but instead of them, a litirous and elastic pad, which
covers the convex extremity of the anterior maxillary bone; they have no canine teeth,

but a large interval between the cutting-teeth and the grinders, which are six on each
side in each jaw. In eating, they collect and roll the grass together

"
by means of the

long and movable tongue; it is firmly held between the lower cutting-teeth and the pad.
t lie cartilaginous upper lip assising in this: and then, by a sudden nodding motion of

the head, the little roll of herbage is either torn or cut off. or partly both torn and cut.''

Both sexes are furnished with unbranched tapering horns, which are directed more or

less laterally, and generally upwards and forwards, and are usually curved throughout
their whole length. There are, however, breeds of the common ox, in which both sexes

are destitute of horns. The tail is rather long, and terminated by a tuft of long hair.

The females have four teats. All the B. are gregarious. Native species are found in

Europe, Asia. Africa, and North America. Fossil remains of species which no longer
e\i>t have been found in pliocene and pleistocene deposits. The number of existing

species is by no means certain: as, besides the difficulty of deciding in some cases what
are to be deemed species, and what merely varieties, there is still a great deficiency of
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accurate information concerning the B. of different pnrts of the world. The verv imv-
mtude of the animals lias probably prevented so frequent :i compari-on of spvcimwould otherwise have taken place. It has recently Ixrn ascertained t!i:it tin- number i.f

upecies is more considerable than had been suppo-cd. Attempt- have 1,,,-n made to
divide the genus f>* into several genera, but they are not very dearlv nor Mron-Mv lis-

tuiguisbed. All tlie B. are Valuable to man, for their tlesli. tallow, sk'in. etc. ; bin
of them, [taring long l>cen reduced to domestication, are amonir the im.-t valuable of all
domestic animals, particularly the common ox. dilTcrent kind- of buffalo. and the vak
of Tartary. See AHXKK. BAXTKXO. BISON. Bri'K.u.o, GAI/H, GAYAL. Gu.i.v u\ Mt -K
Ux, Ox, PBOA88B, L uus, YAK, ZAMOI SK, ZKIH-. etc.

I. Jcutv. 1 7.^7-1 sr.l ; I,. France: of a Quaker family; practiced law in Phila-
delphia, a-id became associate justice of the court of criminal M" ion., In 1 v:s. he pnlt-
lisbeda Lavf Dictionary, which was accepted as a standard -work, especially adapted to
this country. His chief effort, however, was the I/,*fifiit<* j _{,, An only
daughter. Hannah M., became prolicicnt in astronomical sciences, and pnbli-hcd J- a un-
fair Astronomy, with a Tmitixe on (,

BOVALI. BOKALI, or BOAI.I, a t. in Africa, capital of the kingdom of Loango, in 4*
30 s.. and 12 1 e.. on a river of the same name, not far from the c..a-t. It is iiTa :

but unhealthy region, and has a large trade in pepper, ivorv, dy<
Pop. 15.000.

BOVIA Nl'M. i\ city of ancient Italy, near the site of the present Uojano. IHieved
to have been founded by the Samnites. and represented liy Livy a< a rich and i*>wcrtul
town. It was capttired hy the Romans. '.Ml it.r. ; in the second Punic war it wa- the

head-quartera of the Roman army, and in the Social war the capital of the cnnfed.

BOVINES. or Bin VINKS, a village in Flanders, 7 m. s.e of Lille, on the Man-q.
where. Ju'y 17. 1214. Philip Augustus of France, defeated Otho IV. of Germany.
In 1240. Philip of Yalofe defeated the English, and .May is. Km. the French defeated
the Austrians. at the same place.

BOVINO, a fortified t. in the province of Fojrgia. P. Italy, about 20 m. a
'

i. It is the sec of a bishop, lias a cathedral, churches, and eonvent>. The valley
of B. was formerly notorious as the haunt of the brigands of Capitanala, and the town
still enjoys the unenviable reputation of heini: the nursery of all the highway robber- of
this portion of the Apennines. Pop. 7WH). 15. occupies the Mte of the ancient Yti'in'n.i.

The imperialists defeated the Spaniards here in 1734.

BOW, of a ship, is a general name for I he forepart, or that which bn-a-ts the w
Very often the word is used in the plural, the ship being considered to have starU>ard
and larboard, or right and left bow-, meeting at the prow or figure head. A narrow or

linn bow, and a broad or bluff bow. are seamen'.- phraso for different shape- of bow.
each oi' which has its own peculiar advantage at sea: a narrow bow will cut mor-

smoothly through the water, but a broad l>ow bears t:p more firmly in a hii;h sea.
" On the bow," in sea-language, i.-. the po.-ition of a distant object when seen over

the bow; it implies a sweep of one quarter of the horizon, embracing about 45 on ca< h

side of the prow or head.

BOW AND ARROW. In AuniERS AND AHCIIKUY will be found a brief account of tin-

military arrangements under which bowmen formed a component clement in the armie
of the middle aires; and under Ann U.I.-T i- a d^-cription of the cros-.bow, which was
once so favorite a weapon. We here descrilnj the more effective, though simpler imple-
ment. The long-bow tir.st gained ascendency in England in the 14lh century. It wa
found that a do/.en arrows could be discharged from this weapon while the arba!

was winding up his cumbrous cross bo\v. ;Mid di-clr. arrow or quarrel from it.

Moreover, the long-bow being held vertically, the bowmen were able to stand in closer array
than the arbalesters; they were enabled als'o to take a invater -supply of the munili'

war into the field, seeing" that the bow and arrows were much lighter in weight. In the

time of Edward III., a bow was priced 1*. to 1*. tv/.. and a sheaf of nrrows, 1*. to 1*. 2'/ :

in the time of Henry VIII.. the price (fixed by law
1

) of the how vi.ried from &l. to 8. 4<t.

The la-t named monarch adopted extraordinary means for encouraging the u-e of the

long-bow. Many ordinances were i-sued for insuring a good supply of !

The b.iwyers. string maker--, fletchers, and arrow-head :

striiiLrent reirulati(in<. Merchants were compelled to imp.
in ci-rtain proportions. Very I -.\ere admitted duty
sidered the l).--t wood; luit in order that the supply should not be too speedily used up,

bowvers were ordered to use dm. ash. and wych-Jiaxel in certain proportion- to

The'heads of families were bidden to provide hows for their son* and -nd town-

councils or officers were required to provide shooi'mir-hutts ju-t out-ide eaHi t.

of the bows had two arches, connected by a middle straight p
1

length was regarded us about a ft. M in. from nocli to nock: but in

of the bows were much longer. The tir<t arrows wen- made of r<

wc-re afterwards superseded' hy cornel-wood; but the wood Anally ado]

was ash. The arrows had heads pointed with steel, sometimes barbed to render tb. .r

action more terrible. They were feathered with portions of goose-wing. DM Mil
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length for a bow of the above-named size was sot down at 2 ft. 3 inches. Sometime?
tin- arrows were tipped with combustibles. The best makers of arrow-heads, as well as

hows, were compelled by law to go from town to town, to exercise their craft wherever
it was most needed. The bowman usually carried 24 arrows, called a sheaf, or a quiver,
at his right side or.at his back: besides others in his girdle. He kept his bow in a case;
hence Falstaff's comparison of prince Hal to a bow-case, in allusion to his slenderncss.

Howmen, in their hours of sport, used arrow-heads called rigged, creased, shouldered, and'

*l>n-ht(ul<d, according to the shape.
The circumstances attending the decline of the use of the long-bow are narrated in

the articles above cited.

BOWDICH, THOMAS EDWARD, an enterprising African traveller, b. at Bristol in June,
1790, was rirst engaged in trade in his n itive city, but afterwards appointed a writer in

the service of the African company. Selected, in 1816, to conduct a mission to the king of

Ashautee, he published an account of it in 1819, 4to. On his return to Europe he
resided for some years in Paris. To obtain funds for a new expedition into the interior

of Africa, he published a translation of Mollien's Trar<-l*t tin &>'/rr<t'>f the & nfjnl and
(riimbiii. and other works, and in Aug., 1822, sailed from Havre. He died of fever on the
river Gambia, Jan., 10, 1824. A profound scholar and accomplished linguist, B. was a
member of several literary societies both in England and on the continent.

BOWDITCH, NATHANIEL, an American astronomer of some note, b. 26th Nov., 1773.
at Salem, in Massachusetts. He showed at a very early age a great inclination for

mathematics, in which he afterwards made great proficiency, without ever attending a

university. He was at tirst bred to his father's trade of a cooper, and afterwards appren-
ticed to a ship-chandler. He acquired Latin that he might study Newton's Principal.
He particularly devoted himself to the study of tlie practical applications of science. Ik-

went as supercargo of a merchant ship in several long voyages, and added a thorough
practical acquaintance with navigation to a theoretical knowledge of it. His work, The
American Practical Xarifjtitor. was received with great favor. He published also an
admirable translation of La Place's Mccanique Celtxte (2 vols., Boston. 1829), to which he
added valuable annotations. These works obtained for him marks of honor from scientific

societies in Britain, and led to his being called to the professorship of mathematics and

astronomy in Harvard college, in his native state, which situation, however, he declined,
in order to enter the executive council of the state. He afterwards became manager of
the Massachusetts life insurance association, president of the mechanics' institute, and
president of the academy of arts and sciences in Boston. He died Itith March, 1838.

BOWDOIN, JAMES, LL.D.. 1727-90; b. Boston; n descendant of Pierre Bowdoin,
Huguenot refugee from France; a graduate from Harvard in 1745; representative in the

general court, senator, and councilor. He was an early opponent of English oppression.
Hiid in 1775 he was chosen president of the colonial council of government. In 1778, he

presided over the convention to form a con.-titution. In 1785, he was chosen governor,
succeeding John Hancock in that office. He proved his executive ability by a prompt
suppression of the "

Shay's rebellion." In 1789, he was a meml>er of the convention
that ratified the federal constitution. B. was one of Franklin's friends and correspond-
ents; and one of the founders, and the first president, of the academy of arts and
sciences, to which he gave his library. He also left a legacy to Harvard college , and was
a liberal patron of the state humane society. The oldest college in Maine bears his name.

BOWDOIN, JAMES, 1752-1811, son of gov. Bowdoin; a graduate of Harvard,
studied also at Oxford, and traveled in Europe, returning to America soon after the

battle of Lexington. In 1805, he was United States minister to Spain. He left to Bow-
doin college 6000 acres of land, with the reversion of the island of Naushon, and also a

large library and extensive collection of philosophical apparatus.

BOWDOIN COLLEGE, the oldest and one of the most important seats of learning
in Maine, in the village of Brunswick, near the Androscoggin river and the ocean.
named after James Bowdoin. gov. of Massachusetts, of which state Maine was for

merly a province. The charter was granted by the Massachusetts legislature in 1794.
and iive townships of land were given towards the foundation. The object of the insti-

tution, in the language of the charter, was "to promote virtue and piety, knowledge of

the languages, and of the useful and liberal arts and sciences." A dual government
was formed, consisting of a board of trustees and aboard of overseers. Joseph McKcen.
a Dartmouth graduate, was the first president, chosen in 1801, and John Abbott, a liar

vard graduate, was made professor of languages. Eight students were accepted in ISOO.

and in 1806 the first honors of the new college were conferred upon eight graduates.
At this time the entire college and the residences of professors were in a >ingle house.

On the death of president McKeen in 1807, .Ie-se Appleton. n.n.. became president, aiu^

held the chair for twelve years, during which time he did much to advance the efficiency
and importance of the institution. James Bowdoin, son of gov. Bowdoin. had

given the college 1000 acres of land and about $5000, and at his death gave, in addition,

more land and many valuable inincralogiral .-p< cimeiiH. books, and paintings. William
Allen, D.D., who had been president of Dartmouth college, was the next president (1819).

He was in office for twenty years, except for a short period in 1831, v.heu he had a con
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troversy about authority with the newly organized state of Maine. The controversy was
ended by a. decision ill his favor by (lie I. S. circuit court. Aftr-r Dr. Allen. Leonard
Woods, D.D., was president until 18(56. He wa- followed bv Samuel Harris, S.T.D. ; and
in 1871, Dr. Harris gave place to Joshua L. Chamberlain "i.i. i>. At the present tiruo
t lere are six or more spacious and well-arranged brick buildings, he.-ide.- the chapel and
niMiiorial hall, which are of granite. The College is governed by 11 tin-let - ai.d U<

xccrs, the president and vice-president being two of the trustees. At the latest r
;

there were 12 professors and 140 students. The curriculum i- of the usual variety,
gome of the languages, however, being optional. For undergraduate- there is a scien-

tific course, in which the degree of n.s. is conferred. Thci graduate.
of two years in philosophy and the arts. Those of the graduate-; vho have honorably
finished a post-graduate course may be appointed fellows, and reside at tin- enlleu

years, with all the privileges, without further charge. Military instruction i-

givn. The medical school has 9 professors and !):! students. Among the benefactors
of the college, besides James Bowdoin, have been Mrs. Anms Lawn-nc^. and Daniel \V.

Lord of Kcuncbunkport. Of notable graduates there may he named Hawtlionn

Longfellow, who had among their fellow-students William Pitt Fc--"tnl'-n, (Jenr/e 15.

Cheever, D.D., Franklin Pierce (president of the I'nited States). John I'. ll.,'.e. Saru'ent

S. Prenliss, Calvin E. Stowe, D.D., and Luther V. Bell. Mr. Longfellow wa-
\

sor of languages until he removed to Harvard. The prevailing religions scntini'

the college is Congregational.

BOWEN, FRANCIS, LL.D., b. Mass., Sept. 8, 1811; graduate of Harvard, and instruc-

tor there in political economy and intellectual philosophy. In is):;, he became editor

of the Nortli Antrimn Refitic, in which capacity be acted 11 year.-. In l.jl), \\-

proposed for professor of history in Harvard, but wa> not appointed, hi- views on the

Hungarian revolt and other political topics being unsatisfactory to tin- board of appoint-
ment'. In 1853, he succeeded Dr. Walker in the Alt'ord professorship of natural rehgie.

. _ . .

optn/; Priit<-i}i
;

< x <>f I'nUtical Economy c//v'V"/ t tin- (^/^/''(''"ti. i >

of the Aifitrimn l'><>/,'< ; an annotated i-dition of Viryil. and a revision <>! K'-wi's* transla-

tion of De Tocqueville's // tn>,i-r,n\i/ in Atn> rf'-n.

BOWER (Ang.-Sax., fmr. a chamber). The "ladies' bower." a private apartment in

ancient castles and mansions, used by ladies both as a parlor and Meeping-ehaiuber.

Up, then, rose fair Annet's fuiher.

Twa hours or it were day.
And he is pane into the bower

\Vlit1 rein fair Annet lay.
Ballad of Lord Tlioniat. Percy'*

BOWEEBANK'IA, a genus of zoophytes (q.v.). of the c! . order

tf>ti!if>ul<it<t, the structure of which has bci-n \iTycarefiillystu.iird in the emnmon
British species, Ji. imbncata, one of the most abundant zoophytes on the coast- of both

England and Scotland. It grows on sea-weeds, corallines, stones, etc., between high

Mid low water-mark, or in no great depth of water, and forms branching tufts M.HX

times 1-J- in. in height. The branches are smooth and transparent, luhular. filled nppar

entlvwitb a aranular fluid, and crowded with irrcLrulariy scattered clusters of delicate

luin'iv ovate or ovato-cylincirical cells, which arc so Iran-parent a- to permit tin

e-,sv 'observation of their whole internal structure. The polyps which inhabit ihese

cell's are all connected with the tube of the branch, and <o with the common life of the

,<>/,nridom Each, when fully expanded, is about one twelfth of an inch in length, and

has' 10 finely ciliated lentacula. When alarmed, it contracts very rapidly, the :

eulabein" first drawn in. and then the body of the polyp retracted nit.

organization N much higher than in many zoophytes.
The mouth does not lead :

once into the stomach, but into a funnel-shaped tube, which contract into a irullet

OHmhaffu* and ends in a irlobular gix./ard. apparently prorldcd with radiatinc

fibers and intended for trituratinn .f the fund. The gi/7ard ope,:- belowlnto bap,

which is regarded as the true stomach, and is supplied will.

from minute follicles or BHC8 in its rides, which follicle- i.re therefore ,,

sent iii' the liver From tlie upper part of the stomach, near the cut

7-nl ar 'es he intestine, a straight tube which pa^-s up by the rideof the gu let. and

"ermi.r cVi, a, orifice outside the circle of tcntn<-,,la; the structure thu< eMnlMt.ng a

In^re^mblatueto that of the ascidian mollusc:, When the
, yp .

gullet is hcnt upon itself, and the tentacula are Inclosed ma tube o

inverted inte-um.'nt. When the poly,- is viponm- and Ux ely the c ,. , Ml
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the colonists of New South Wales, and for adorning them with gay feathers, rags,
bones, sheds, and such other white or brightly colored objects as they can pick up.
These bowers are not used as nests, but they appear to be places of much resort at the

breeding-season in particular. The use made of them by the birds is very imperfectly
understood; but their structure has been carefully examined, -and fine specimens of

them, transported with no little difficulty, have been deposited in the British museum
by Mr. Gould, in whose work on the BirC ufAtiftrnliu an account of them was first given
to the world. The bowers of the satin bower-bird (ptilonorhynchus Jtulosericc us) are built

among the branches of some tree, and appear to be repaired and frequented from year
to year. The base consists of an extensive and rather convex platform of sticks, firmly
interwoven, on the center of which the bower itself is built of more flexible twigs, ft

is chiefly at and near the entrance that the shells, feathers, etc. .employed for decoration are

are placed. The bowers of the spotted bovver-bird (c/tl<u/<i/<!< nt mucniift,!) are longer and
more avenue-like than those of the satin bower-bird; they are placed upon the ground, and
are outwardly built of twigs, aud beautifully lined with tall grasses so deposed that their

heads nearly meet. The decorative propensity appears in the highest degree in this

species. "In some of the larger bowers, which had evidently been resorted to for many
years," Mr. Gould says, "I have seen nearly half a bushel of bones, shells, etc., at each
of the entrances." These are arranged in much the same way at both entrances. Small

pebbles are often transported by the birds from considerable distances.

The satin bower-bird is particularly abundant in the mountainous districts of the w. of

New South Wales, and is found in all the
" brushes" from ihe mountains to the coast. The

adult male has the whole plumage of a deep, shining black. The colors of the female are

grayish-green and brown, curiously mingled. The spotted bower-bird, which is rather

smaller than the satin bower-bird, or about the size of a starling, has a general color of rich

brown, beautifully marked with black and buff; a band cf elongated feathers of light rose-

pink crossing the back of the neck, and forming a broad, tan-like, occipital crest. It is

exclusively an inhabitant of the interiorof Australia. Another species, thegrea$bower-
bird (rhlnmi/diirn nnchalix), considerably larger than either of the others, and very similar

in form and plumage to the spotted bower-bird, has been found onthen.w. coast of Aus-
tralia. Its bowers are always adorned with sea shells, even when at a distance from the sea.

BOWIE, a co. in n.e. Texas, on the Red river and the Arkansas border; intersected

by the Texas and Pacific railroad
;
892 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 4687 249 colored. It has an

undulating surface, with rich bottom-lands, and heavy forests; productions, cotton, corn,

sweet potatoes, etc. Co. seat, Boston.

BOWIE-KNIFE, an American knife, so called from its inventor, col. Jim Bowie, a

famous fighter with the rifle and other weapons, and altogether one of the most daring
characters in the southern states of the union. The bowie-knife is a sharp-pointed
weapon, and is usually carried concealed in a sheath in the breast, or some other part of'

the person, ready for any encounter.

BOWIE-KNIFE, (ante), a common hunting knife used by south-western pioneers,

improved by col. James Bowie, who has been wrongly represented as a bully r.nd a

duelist. The bowie-knife is seldom concealed, and it is by no means the commonly used

weapon which it is represented to be by foreigners; indeed, of late years it is seldom
seen at all unless among hunters or settlers in the extreme frontiers.

BOWING TOWARDS THE ALTAR is an ancient practice in the church, derived from
a belief in the superior sanctity of the east. There are scriptural allusions to the east.

from which notions of this kind may have been drawn. "
And, behold, the glory of

the God of Israel came from the cast." Ezek. xliii. 2. "For we have seen his star in

the east." Mat. \\. 2. There was also an early legendary belief that Christ would conn-

to judgment in the cast. For these, not to mention other reasons, it became customary
to place the altar, with the crucifix and other symbols, at the eastern extremity of the

church, to which all bowed. In the Romish church, the practice is still kept up of

bowing towards the altar, or more correctly towards the Host, on entering and departing
from the church. Brand's Popular Antiii/iiti, .. edited by sir Henry Ellis, contains much
curious antiquarian lore on this subject. It was further a custom in the early Christian

church to bow at the name of Jesus. This is still done in the church of Rome, at what-
ever part of the service the name occurs. In the church of England, it is customary to

bow at the name of Jesus only in repeating the creeds. This :ui< -ient usage; is traced to

Phil. ii. 10, "That at the name of Jesus every knee should bow.'' Punctilious bowings
and turning towards the east in repeating the creedx, have in late times given rise to

dissensions in the church of England.
BOW ISLAND, an island of coral formation in the s. Pacific, the largest in the Low

archipelago, being about 30 m. long and i> m. broad. It can only be approached by a
email opening in the reef at the n. end. Within the lagoon the anchorage is safe. The
e. side is well wooded, but the w. is low and barren. IVarl-oyslcrs ;md other shell-tish

abound in the lagoon. The inhabitants are few, ill-lrx>king. and indolent, with a par-

tiality for raw food. The island was first discovered in 1768 by Bougainville, who gave
it the name of La Harpe, which Cook, who visited it 'in the following year, changed to

the name it now bears.
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BOWLDERS. See BOULDERS, ante.

BOWLES, SAMUKL. 1S2.J-7S: h. Mass.: a journalist, for more than 30 years
editor of the Springfield (Mass.) /,',/m '//<>< f/<, which he made in some respects the lead
ing journal in New England. He traveled widely over the 1'nited States, and was
always warmly interested in political affairs, tbougo never holding cilice. A< a practi-
cal editor Bowles stood in the first rank, satisfied with nothing le-s than the l>e>t work,
sparing neither his own nor his subordinates' strength, not hampered in his work by
either fear or friendship. He was an accomplished and fascinating conversationist",

cosmopolitan in ta.-te, and liberal in opinion. His travels . inns
A^roxx t/if ('o/itfix at ; On,- _Yt ,r \\'ixt, and Tin ^/-//j- rhutd f Ahich, with his
numerous editorial writings, show him a mastei of elear and vigorous En

BOWLES. \VII.MAM Lisr.K, D.D., an English poet, was h. '24th Sept.. 171',:?, at K
Sutton, in Northamptonshire, where his father was then vicar. He received his edu-
cation at "Winchester school, and at Trinity college, Oxford, and became at last a preb-

endary of Salisbury cathedral in 1803, and rector of Brcmhill. in Wilishin
Her'- he spent, in comparatively affluent circumstances, the remainder of his long life.

His poetical career began with the publication, in 17b9. of k'<trt,, n -

rhicfly on Puturetqut Spot* during n ,/</r/it>/. This unpreteiuting little volume \\:i-

received with extraordinary favor: the sonnets were fresh and natural, and to nrmy
minds, all the more charming because of the contrast which they presented to the

style of poetry which had long been pn valent. Coleridge, Wordsworth, and Southey
were among t'heir enthusiastic admirers; and through the influence which he e.\e:

over them, B. may be regarded as the founder of a school of Kngli>h poetry, in which
their names soon became greater than his own. The subsequent poetical works of

B. are very numerous, of which Tin tfjnrit f I.H*?t>rfry anil T. rally

regarded as the best of his longer blank-verse, poems. As a
\
..... t, B. shows a fine appre-

ciation of the beauties of nature, and pleases by the expression of pure and gei

sentiment, a- well as by playfulness of fancy aiid perfect scholarly cor: it he

ally deficient in vigor and depth. He published an edition of Pope's works in 1807;

and an opinion which he expressed on the poetical merits of Pope, led at a subsequent

period to a rather memorable controversy, in which Campbell anil Byron were his

antagonists, and which turned chiefly upon the comparative value, in poetry of images
derived from nature and those derived from art. B. was generally admitted to ha\u

discomfited his opponents. B. frequently employed his pen in defense of the church

of Ensrland, and endeavored to vindicate all the peculiarities of the older Ei .

educational institutions. Of his prose writimrs may be mentioned a volume of sermon*

(Lond. 1826), and a rather dry Life <>f T/>m<ix Km, deprived.Buhop of Bath and WeUt

(2 vols., Lond. 1830-31). B. died at Salisbury on 7th April, 1850, in the 88th year of

his age.

BOW-LINE, in a ship, is a rope fastened near the middle of the perpendicular edge
of the square sails by three or four subordinate ropes called bridlf*. It is employed to

tighten the edge of the sail in a particular direction during an unfavorable wind.

BOWLING GREEN, a t. and seat of jus-ice of Warren CO., Ky., 120m.s.w. of Frank-

fort, on Barren river, which is navigable to the place by steamboats. Pop. about 600C

It ha.s some manufactures, and trade in tobacco, pork, etc. It is reached by the Louis-

ville and Great Southern railroad.

BOWLS, GAMK OF. This is a favorite pastime throughout the B- It is

plaved upon a smooth, flat piece of turf, from 40 to 60 ft. square, surrounded by a trench

or ditch about half a foot deep. Th- players arrange themselves in sides, usually of

four each, and each man is usually provided with two bowls. The h-.wls are made

lisrmim-vit;e wood, of fi or 8 in. in diameter, nearly round, and with a b>a-- to one si

A smaller ball, perfectly spherical and white, is placed at one end of the Bowline-green;

this is termed the i<ick, and the aim of the players, who stand at the other >

green, is to send their B. that they may lie as near as possible to the
jaek^ Tbl

whose B. are nearest the jack reckon one point for each bowl so placed. 7, 14, 21. 01

31 make "-ame. according to mutual arrangement beforehand. B. are biassed

on one side that the player may reach the jack by a curved instead of a

an expedient which the nature of the irame renders particularly iloiran e. Indeed

it not for this the irarne would lack half its charms. A bo\v ;

it is so placed in the hand and delivered as to cause it to approach the y.

from the ri"ht: and in order to attain this curve, the bowl must b,

is on the left or in-side. Backhand is the reverse, If a bowl ^H-S into thedit-
is on me icn or IQ-WUU. DBUBUBBU <n> < -- -

. . ,

touchin" the jack, it cannot count in the scoring of that cud: but if it strikes t

and then rolls into the ditch, it reckons as if on the -r. en. \\ m-n

a bowl into the ditch, it is usually lifted, and placed on the green as E

its position in the ditch. When' the B. have so accumulated round t

impossible to approach it from cither mde, without runmng the ri-k of tou

adversarv's bowl, the la-t player frequently endeavors to run the jack, by playing
strait

at it with such force as to neutralize the bias, and. if fortunate, carry a*ay the jack
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from the neighborhood of his opponent's bowls. A skip is appointed on each side, whose.
dutv it is to direct each of his men. For Bowi,iN<i sit cricket, see CKICKET.

Tlie game of B. wa> anciently \uilu\vful, ami was the subject of prohibitive legisla-
tion in England in the reign of Henry VIII.; but the law then enacted was repealed in

1845 by the 8 and 9 Viet. c. 109, s. 1. so that B. or other similar games of mere skill may
l>e legally indulged in by the people.

BOWMAN, THOMAS, ixn.. b. Penn., 1817; graduate of Dickinson college, and a

minister in the Methodist Episcopal church. He organized Dickinson seminary, at Wil-

liamsport, Pa., and presided over it for ten years. In 1858, he w;is chosen president of

Asbury university, at Greencastle, Ind ; he was a delegate to the Bristol conference in

1864, and chaplain to the U. S. senate in that and the following year. In May, 1872, ho
was made a bishop.

BOWMANVILLE. a t. in Canada, on lake Ontario and the Grand Trunk railroad.
43 m. n.e. of Toronto. It has manufactories driven by water-power, and trade by thu

lake. Pop. 3000. The harbor is port Darlington, 2.Y m." from the town.

BOWBING, Sir JOHN, an English politician, linguist, and author, was b. at Exeter.
17th Oct., 1792. He arly devoted himself to the study of languages, in the acquisition
of which he displayed an unusual degree of talent. The national poetry of different

peoples had particular attractions for him, and he rendered great service to literature by
collecting and translating both the more ancient and the more modern popular poems of
almost all the countries of Europe. His translations preserve remarkably well both the

meaning and the spirit of the original, and exhibit no mean powers of versification. B.

was very intimately associated with Jeremy Beutham, who appointed him one of his

executors, and intrusted him with the editing of his collected works. A descendant of

the old Puritans, IK- early came forward in writing and speaking against the political

disadvantages experienced by dissenters. He took part from the first in the liV*///////.^ /

Review, which was established in 1824, and edited it for about five years from 1825. In

1828 he visited Holland; and his letters which appeared in the Moruini] Ihmld. and
were shortly aftcrw;; n Is translated into Dutch procured for him the degree of doctor of

laws from the university of Groningen. Subsequent travels wen; undertaken by him, on
a commission from the British government, to inquire into the commercial relations of

certain states. He visited Switzerland, Italy, Egypt. Syria, and finally the count rics < t

the German Zollverein, and everywhere found materials for valuable reports. He was a

member of the house of commons from 1835 to 1837, and again from 1841 to 1849. and

actively promoted the adoption of free trade. In 1^49. B. was appointed British consul
at Hong-Kong, and superintendent of trade in China. He icturutd in 1(S53, and in the

following yearwas made knight and governor of Hong-Kong. In 1856, an insult having
been offered to a Chinese vessel said to have been under the protection of the British

flag, B., without consulting the home government, ordered an attack on certain Cliine-e

forts, a proceeding which excited considerable dissatisfaction in the country, and pro-
duced a ministerial crisis. B. afterwards returned to England. In 1855, he concluded
a commercial treaty with Siam. and hns given an interesting account of his visit in a

work entitled The Kingdom and Ptoplc of Slam. He retired on a pension in 1859. and
afterwards published an account of the Philippine islands. In 1861. B. was sent on an

official mission to Italy. He died in 1872. His Autobiographical Ucni in;. << n-ix were

published in 1877.

BOW SPBIT is a large boom, spar, or mast, which projects over the stem or head of n

ship. Its use is to carry sail forward, as a means of counteracting the effect of the after

sails, and keeping the ship well balanced. It is also the chief support of the forc-ma>t.

which is fastened to it by large stays or ropes. In ordinary ships of war, the B. rixes at

an angle of about 45 from the horizon, and is generally about two-thirds as U.ng as th<*

mam-mast; but in many kinds of vessels the position is more nearly horizontal.

BOWSTRING HEMP, an English name, proposed by Dr. Roxburgh, and partially

adopted, for the fiber produced by .*///. ri<m zftilmiim, a plant of the natural order
Lili<i<'f<r (q.v.), tribe JitlMtVcaUea, a native of the East Indies. The employment, of the

fiber for making bowstrings led to this name. Dr. Royle prefers U) use the Sanscrit

name MOORVA, on account of the confusion apt to be caused by applying the term hemp
to a variety of fibers. The genus ttnuxeria-a is distinguished by a colored funnel-shaped
'perianth, with a long tube, into the throat of which the stamens are inserted, and a

:Jeelled nnd 8-seeded, or abortively 1-celled and 1-seeded, berry. The plants have a

general appearance much like that of many species of ?'m. but their leaves are more

fleshy; they have a thick creeping rhizome or root -stock; the radical leaves are long and
narrow, and the flowering-stems have only scale-like leaves. Very similar to >
niffi are 8. Ratbv.rghiana and S. tantiffinota, also natives of India. These plants grow
under bushes in jungles near^he sea. where the soil is salt, but may easily be propagated on
almost any soil by the shoots which issue in great abundance from the root-stock. They
are perennial. T^he leaves are about 2ft.. or in cultivation 8 or 4 ft. long; the fiber*

extend their whole length: and to separate the fibers from the pulpy part of the leaves.

"the natives place them on a smooth board, then press one end of the leaf down with
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one of their great toes, and with a thin bit of hard stick, held between the two hands.

tlu;y scrape the leaf from them, and very quickly remove every part of the pulp.
1
'

Steeping in water is also practiced, but it di.-colors the tiber, which is l>eautifully white.
One pound of clean tiber is obtained from about 40 Ibs. of fre.-h have-. Dr. Roxburgh
calculated that 1 acre would yield 1613 Ibs. of clean fiber at a gathering, of whici.

might be reckoned upon annually in good .-oil and fa\ora!>: it'ti-r the
]

have reached a proper age. Moorva, or B. H., mav well IK- Mipposed likely to acquire
commercial importance. The tiber is hair-like and .silky, elastic, ami in strength appai
eatly about equal to hemp. It does not rot in water so soon a- hemp. A species of

ttinteciei'ti very similar to the Indian ones, >'. (i >iin n*ix, is found in abundance a:

great extent of the w. coast of Africa, specimens of the liber of which, also tine

and strong, have been brought to England under the name of AMIKA.N Bows!
HK.MF.

BOWYEB, WILLIAM, an eminent English printer and classical scholar, b. in London
in 1699, was educated at Cambridge, and in 1723 joined his father in trade. Appointed,
in 1729, printer of the votes of the house of commons, he subsequently became printer
to the society of antifjuarie-, and to the royal society. In 1767, he was nominated printer
of the rolls of the house of lords, and the journals of the house of common-. He died

in 1777. B. published several philological tracts, but his chief production \\ as an edi-

tion of the New Testament in Greek, with critical and emendatory notes, lie left a

considerable sum in trust to the stationers' company, for relief of decayed prin'ei-
small volume of anecdotes of B. and his learned contemporaries, published soon after

h!s death by Mr. John Nichols, his apprentice and partner, was afterwards enlarged,
under the title of Literary Aiu'f.lolcx of tin Kiyhttcnth t'tntury (9 vols. , bvoj.

BOX, nu.ni*. a genus of phmts of the natural order euphi n shrubs
or small trees, with opposite leaves, entire at the margins, and easily split into two
plates. The greenish inconspicuous flowers grow in little axillary clusters, the male
ami female flowers distinct, but on the same plant. The male flower- eon-Nt of a peri
an tli of four leaves, and of four stamens; the female flowers have a perianth of three or

four leaves, and. in addition, three small bracts at the base, an ovary surmounted by
three styles, and two honey-secreting glands. The capsule has three beaks ai;d three

i-ells. and two or three bfack seeds in each cell. The most important species is the

COMMON Box (li. seaif* rrir, /). which irrows wild in the s. of Europe, and in some pait-
of Asia. It is generally regarded as a true native of the s. of England, where ii

grows on dry chalky hills; and is remarkable as the only arborescent species of

rni>lu.)!'bi>twe, found in such cold latitudes. In Britain, it seldom attains a height of

more than 12 or 14 ft., but in warmer countries, it is often twice that height. Its !

are oval, generally from half an inch to three quarters of an inch in lengt'h, smooth
and shining, of a deep green color. Tin- B. is remarkable for its compact habit of

growth and densely crowded launches and leaves, presenting a very solid ma of

foliage. There a^e several cultivated varieties, distinguished by differently variegated
leaves gold edged, silver-edged, etc. The most interesting variety, however, is a very
humble one, called DWAHK Box, which grows only to a height of 2 or 3 ft., and i- very

commonly used to form edgings for garden-plots, being kept down by nipping to the height
of a few inches. These edging- than which none are neater, or better serve the pur

pose of keeping gravel-walks free from earth are generally formed by planting cut

tings, which readily strike root. The B. hears clipping remarkably well; and in a style
of gardening once fashionable, but condemned by the taste of the present day, it

occupied an important place, being cut into architectural and fantastic figures. Tin-

leaves of the B. have a smell which is disagreeable to many people, and a very dis

agreeable bitter taste. When taken inwardly, they cause purging: an external appli-
cation of them promotes the growth of the hair. In France, they are sometimes u-ed

instead of hops in making beer, but are extremely improper for the purpose. The wood
of the B. is heavier than that of any other European tree, and is the only European wood
that sinks in water. It is of a beautiful pale-yellow color, remarkably hard and strong.

of a fine regular and compact U-xture. capahl> of a beautiful \ Hsh. and not liable

worm-eaten It is much valued for the purposes of the turner and the wood-carver: is

preferred to every other kind of wood for the manufacture of flutes, flageolets, and other

wind-instruments, as well as of mathematical-instruments; and is unrivaled for wood

engraving, admitting of a limsh as sharp and fine as metal, whilst it hikes the ink much
better. See ENRAVIKQ. Whenscrapeddownandboiled.it can i sudorific

in many complaints, and as a substitute for guiacum. An empyrcum-itic oil, obtained

from box-wood chips, is used for relief of toothache and for other medicinal purpose*.

Spain and Portugal send into the market large quantities of box wood; aU> < ircassia

and Georgia, from which countries it finds its way to Odessa, and is aL'a'm exported
thence. In lSir>. as many box-trees were cut down at Box hill, in Surrey, as brought

upwards of 1-10.000, but" the tree is of so verv slow growth, that it is seldom planted in

Britain except for ornament. The MINORCA Box.*~or BALKAKIC Box (li. riiearif,i). a

native of Minorca, Sardinia. Corsica, Turkey, etc.. is a larger tree than the common B..

and has leaves three times as lar-e. It is muck less patient ol frost, but is o.

Been in shrubberies in tin md. Tut wood is of a bright yellow, and inferior
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to the true box-wood, but is brought in large quantities from Constantinople under tha'.

name for wood-engraving.
BOX-DAYS. These are two days appointed by the judges of the court of session in

Scotland, in the spring and autumn vacations, and one day in the Christinas recvss, on
which pleadings or other law-papers appointed by the court, or by one of the judges,
towards the close of the preceding session, may be lodged or riled; the object being to

expedite the procedure, notwithstanding the vacation or recess. These days are called

box-days, in consequence of an act of sederunt or order of the court of session, dated the

2i)th Nov., 1690, in which the evil custom of private solicitation of the judges is com-

plained of : "For preventing whereof," says the order, "and for easeing the leidges,

themselves, and the lawyers, they, according to the example of the most famous judica-
tories abroad, have appointed boxes for every one of the lords, to stand on a bank in the

session-house from three o'clock till seven o'clock at night, each box having a slitt. in

which the informations or bills maybe lett in, and cannot be drawn out, uutill the box be

opened; the key whereof is to be keept by ever}- judge himself, and to be committed to

no other; and each lord is to send for his box at seven o'clock at night, that he may have

competent time to peruse all the informations therein, and to consider the same, and the

citationes alleged in the same, whereby none of the leidges can be put to trouble to attend

any of the lords for giveiug their informationes, bills, or answers." Further facilities

for legal business in vacation-time are afforded in Scotland by the regulations of the bill-

chamber (q.v.); and in England the equity and common-law judges attend at chambers

during vacation ; but to English lawyers the use of boxes, or of any similar expedient, is

unknown. See COURT OF SESSION and other COUUTS.

BOX ELDER, or ASII-LEAVKD MAPLE, NeguiKlo accroidts, a small and handsome
tree growing along the banks of streams in the middle and southern Atlantic states, and
in the west. Sugar is made from it in some of the u.w. states.

BOX ELDER, co. in n.w. Utah, adjoining Nevada; about 6000 sq. m. ; pop. '70,

4855. Great Salt lake covers the s.e. portion of the co., and the Central Pacific railroad

passes through it. Productions, agricultural. Co. seat, Brigham City.

BOX-HAULING is a particular mode of turning a ship, when the swell of the sea

renders tacking impossible, or when the ship is too near the shore to allow room for

veering. The operation is effected by a peculiar management of the helm and the sails.

Boxing-off is an operation very similar to box-hauling. See further under TACK, YI.I;K.

BOXING, or PUGILISM (Lat. pitgilatus), fighting with the fists. It was practiced as a

manly exercise by the ancients, among whom it was an art so highly esteemed, that

Pollux, Hercules, and some of the other gods were represented as having excelled in it.

The pugilists of the ancient games had leather thongs on their hands, sometimes loaded
with lead or iron; this armature of the hand was called the castus. Of course, their

combats ware not unfrequently attended with fatal consequences, which have resulted

also in many instances of modern pugilistic encounters, although no armature of the fists

is allowed. Among the Greeks, the practice of B. was at first permitted only to freemen,
no slave, or person attainted with crime, being considered worthy to possess the high
privilege of being beaten to the consistency of a jelly. Gradually, however, B. was
taken up as a profession, and its character deteriorated. B. was a favorite amusement
of Englishmen for centuries; it is even said to have had such distinguished patrons as king
Alfred and Richard III. But the golden ageof pugilism as a profession in England com-
menced with the accession of the House of Hanover : then men calling themselves professors

publicly announced their intention of giving lessons in "the noble art of Lclf-defense."

One professor challenged another to combat in the most bombastic language. In 1726.

one Ned Sutton, who announces himself as "pipemaker from Gravescnd. and professor
of the noble science of defense," sneers at another professor, whom he calls

" UK- extolled

Mr. Figg," for having by "sleeveless pretense" shirked a combat with him,
" which I

take," says the pipemaker and professor,
"

to be occasioned through fear of his having
that glory eclipsed by me, wherewith the eyes of all spectators nave been so much
dazzled." He further assures the said Figg, that if he can muster courage enough to

fight with him, he (Figg) "will have the advantage of being overcome by a hero indeed!
'

Figg had an "amphitheater" in Oxford road, wherein fights were held; and alargeronc"
was erected in the same locality in 1742 for one Broughton, the funds being subscribed

by some eighty noblemen and gentlemen. The pugilistic encounters that took place
here were patronized by many of the nobility. Some faint protests against the brutality
of the pastime now began to be made by the press, but these had little effect. Towards
the end of the last century, fights were patroni/ed by princes of the blood-royal : and the

prince of Wales, afterwards George IV., was present at one at Brighton, in which one of

the combatants was killed. When the allied sovereigns and their generals came over to

England in 1814, lord Lowther treated them to a series of boxing-matches in his drawing-
room, which were so highly relished that they were repeat' d a few days afterwards.
One of the pugilists, called Jackson, became quite a hero, and made enormous sums by
giving lessons to young noblemen, among whom was lord Byron. In 1817, the c/ar

Nicholas of Russia witnessed a priy.e-light at Coombe Warren. At tin- (lose, the victor

was presented to him, with whom he shook hands. This was the last time that royalty
was present at one of these disgusting spectacles.
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The character of the prize-ring, or, as it is called in the .slang of its supporters, "the
P. R." had been for many years declining. People of influence and n-.-pectahilitv
seemed to have withdrawn their countenance from it. The lowest and lea-t n putable
class of the population furnished the lighter*, and money was the only object of their
bacKers.

"
Fair- play" was no longer

"
a jewel" in the P. H. ; lights were sold, and the

meanest and most disgraceful tricks resorted to, in order to win or to avoid the pa
of bets. Pri/e-lights were under the ban of the law; in many counties of England, Hit

police actively interfered to prevent them; and some railway companies refu-

vey those taking part in them along their lines. The year IMiu. hov.ever, witn>

.strange revival of the pugiii.Mic >pirii. on occasion of a tight 1 twei n Tom Saver-.
" ehrtinnion nri/.e-liirhtcr of Knirland

" and John HeeiiMti tin- " Ilenieiii 1><iv
" nn Ar

in which time the American was beaten almost blind, and the Englishman dreadfully
bruised. The continuance of the battle was presented by the breaking in of the ring,
caused by the interference of the police. After the li^ht. the Kngli-h champion was
ranked by many newspapers not sporting ones with the Iwrocstii the Crimea and of

Lucknow; hundreds, if indeed; not thousands, <>f pounds were subscribed for him. in

(miration of his bravery, by persons of all conditions of life, and residing in all parts
r tii" country; and he was feted by merchants on the I/uidon and Liverpool Yin:
his opponent received equally flattering and substantial testimonials from Atneri

The fight formed the subject of discussion in the house of commons, in which the home
secretary announced tint not only the principal-, but all pre.-ent at the spectacle, were
amenable to the law. Though no step.- were taken to bring the offenders to justice, it

was intimated to those chiefly concerned, that if a renewal of the light were attempted,
the law should be put in force against thos (

.

aiding or abetting it.

The training which pri/.e-figliters undergo for some months before a battle is of the

most healthful kind; it rids them of every superfluous grain of flesh, brace.-- their i..

and makes their muscles like iron; yet. owing to the rude way in which the result of

all this training is demolished in an hour's light, professional ho\c rs are u-iially very
short-lived, \\ithtlieexeeption of one, Gulley. who became M. P. for Pontefract. and
the Jackson already alluded to. who made a fortune, few of them have ever risen to any-
thing above the ownership of a low public-house, where they lay down the law on

pugilism to their admirers, and take the chair also-called harmonic meetii.

B. is the entertainment. Prior to the decline of B. the doings of the prize-ring

dulv chronicled by sporting papers. The following specimens of the slang will afford

a sufficient idea of the character of this kind of literature. The nn/nth is called the
"
potato-trap." the

"
kisser." the

"
whistler," the "grubber," and the "oration-trap;"

the nose is variously described as the "claret-jug." the
"
smeller," the 'the

"
snorer," the "sniffer," the

"
proboscis." the

"
nozzle," the

"
snout." the .-cent-hot*-

tic, "and the "snuff-box;" the car as the "conk;" and the eye* afl the
"
daylights," the

peepers." the
"
sqiiintcrs," the

"
go-tries." etc. In.-uad oi saying that the eyes did

not swell up, the litt<'r<it,-'ir* of the P. H. would say that hc boxer "did not

inclined to adopt the early-closing movement with either shutter!"

BOXING-DAY, the day after Christmas, and so called in England from being the day
on which Christ/tut* bores, or presents, are given to servants and others. See CIIKISTMAS

Box.

BOXING THE COMPASS is one among many sra -phrases not easily trace able to their

origin. It means simply a rehearsal or enumeration of the several points, half
j

and quarter-points of the mariners compass, in their proper order; and is among the

lessons which a young sailor has to learn.

BOX TEL, a busy t. in tin- Netherlands province of North Brabant, is ft m. *. of I

le-Duc. Pop. Jan. 1. '7-">. norM. who are employed in agriculture and in manufac-

ture B is famed for its table-linens, and beer, leather. p::j"

made It has connection with the lending railways. The Anglo-Dutch arms, under

the command of the duke of York, wa-, i: ud with great lo.-s by the J-ivnch in

BOX-THORN Li/<'i"i a cenus of plants of the natural order *olanacea, having funnel-

Fhaped or tubular flowers, and '..'-celled terries. The species an- j.relt> . nc

found in different quarters of the world. Several are natives of the . <>t hui

shrubs with Ion" slender shoot- and simple lanceolate ha\ ay On

trained' to a height of :!( or 40 ft,, and is often planted are also other specie

ornament, to cover walls, etc. It ha- pale-violet colored flowers, reticulated with red

veins Some of the are almost tree*. /.. fwMotia, although d<

spines, is used as a hedge-plant in its native country, the Andes of Quito,

are oraoire scarlet, and grow in umleK
BOX TOUTOiSF or 1 OCK-TORTOT8E, -i-tudo Vii'ffintfa. and

aoterteed bv the division of the shell into two parts in such a way that the animal can

shut himself entirely into the she bare longer legs and run faster than other

tortoises, but are harmless and very t.nuU.
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BOYA'CA, one of the states of Colombia bordering upon Venezuela and its fellow
states of Santander and Cundinamarca; 33,351 sq.m. ; pop. '71, 482.874. Ill the western

part of the state is a branch of the Andes, from which the land slopes east in vast

prairies, covered to a great extent with marshes and forests, with here and there pastures
and cultivated ground, watered by the Orinoco and the Meta. The lowlands are

fertile, yielding tropical fruits, sugar, cotton, cacao, tobacco, dyes, drug-stuffs, and
timber. In the southern part of the state are many hot springs, the vapors from which
in drv weather condense and cover the surrounding country with sulphate of soda, and
this fs gathered and sold in other sections as a substitute for salt for cattle. There are

springs near the capital which are hot by night and cold by day. The climate of the

plain is hot and unhealthy: in the valleys it is better, and in the high regions cool. The
people have rude manufactures of cotton, wool, straw, etc. ;

but cattle-raising is the chief

business. Gold, lead, and precious stones are found, but not to a great extent. The
forests are infested with dangerous wild animals, serpents, and venomous insect*.

Capital, Tunja, where the Zaques kings once reigned.

BOYA CA, a t. of the United States of Colombia, near which, in 1819, Bolivar, by a

victory over the Spaniards, secured the independence of Colombia. It gives its name to

the department, which stretches from the plateau of Bogota to the borders of Venezuela.

being watered by the Magdalemi, Sogamozo, Zulia, Cazauare, and Meta, The capital,

however, is not B. itself, but the neighboring city of Tuiija, which is about 70 m. to the

n.n.e. of Bogota.

BOYAB. See BOJAB.

BOY ATI, in military engineering, is a winding or serpentine trench, dug to form a

path or communication between the different armed trenches of a siege-work, and to

prevent them from being enfiladed, or fired upon in flank.

BOY-BISHOP. The custom of electing a boy-bishop on St. Nicholas's day dates from
a very early period. Wartou thought he could find some allusion to it in one of tho

anathemas of the Constant inopolitan synod, 867 A.D. It quickly spread over most
Catholic countries, and in England seems to have prevailed in almost every parish.

Although the election took pla'ce on St. Nicholas's day (6th Dec.), the authority lasted

to Holy Innocents' day (2Sth Dec.). The boy-bishop was chosen from the children of
the church or cathedral choir, or from the pupils at the grammar-school. lie was

arrayed in episcopal vestments, and, attended by a crowd of subordinates in priestly

dress, went about with songs and dances from house to house, blessing the people, who.
as bishop Hall says,

" stood grinning in the way to expect that ridiculous benediction.'"

The boy-bishop exacted implicit obedience from his fellows, who, along with their

superior, took possession of the church, and performed all the ceremonies and offices

except mass. The custom found countenance not among the populace only. In 1299,
Edward I., on his way to Scotland, permitted a boy-bishop to say vespers before him at

Heton, near Newcastle on-Tyne, and gave him and his companions a present. At Salis-

bury and perhaps in other places also the boy-bishop, it is said, had the power of dis-

posing of such prebends as happened to fall vacant during the days of his episcopacy;
and if he died during his office, the funeral honors of a bishop, with a monument, were

granted him. What secular shows and entertainments accompanied this practice, history
does not inform us. Probably dramatic exhibitions of a rude nature were the principal.
In England, the custom of electing a boy-bishop was abolished by a proclamation of

Henry VIII., dated July 22, 1542; restored by queen Mary in 1554; and again abolished

during the reign of Elizabeth, though it seems to have lingered here and there in villages
till about the close of her reign.

BOYCE, WILLIAM, 1710-79, an English musician, the son of a mechanic, who
became an organist and conductor of the royal orchestra. His compositions are mainly
church music, and many of them are still in use. He was the author of two musical
dramas, Tlie G/utplet and The 8/iepfierd's Lottery.

BO YD, a co. in n.e. Kentucky, on the Ohio and Big Sandy rivers; intersected I>T

the Lexington and Big Sandy railroad; 230 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 8573290 colored. It has
n hilly surface, with plenty of hard coal and iron ore. Productions agricultural. Co.
seat, Catlettsburg.

BOYD, ANDREW KENNEDY HUTCHISON, D.D., b. Ayrshire), 1825; a Scotch preacher
and writer, educated at Glasgow university; a member of the established church,
stationed at St. Andrews. He is the author of Leisure Hours in Tmcn ; Graver Thvught*
<>f a Oountry Parson ; Present Day Thoughts, and other popular works.

BOYD, JOHN PAKKER, 1768-1830; an American soldier, native of Massachusetts, who
went to India, where he raised a little army of 500 men (a few of the officers being
English), with arms, elephants, etc., which he let to such native princes as chose to hire
their services, impartially preferring the highest offer. The trade grew dull, and in 1808
he sold his army and came home, fought as a colonel in the battle of Tippecanoe. and
became brig. gen. in 1813. He published some documents relating to the war of 1812.

BOYD, ZACHARY, an eminent Scottish divine, born before 1590, was educated at Kil

marnock, and studied at the universities of Glasgow, and Smimur in France, of which
latter he was, in 1611, appointed a regent or professor, and is said tx> have declined the



principalship. The persecutions of tlie Protestants in France caused him to return to
Scotland in 1621.
thrice elected

BatteU
with
other
Nfcter appeared at' Glasgow "1646. He died in 1033 or 1(154, leaving numerous MS>..
iind his library, with a considerable legacy, to the collet :\

,
over aeour

way of which is his stone bust, whilst'his" portrait is in the
divinity hall of the same-

university. Among his MSB. is a collection of quaint poems on Scriptural >ul>,
entitled Eton's J-'i<r, r.*, usually called Zachary Boyd's Bible. As a specimen of lilt

homely style, the following extract from Jonah's soliloquy within the whale's belly niav
be quoted here :

\vliat house is this, where 's neither coal nor candle,
AY he re I nothing but guts of lishes handle ?

I ami my table are both here within.
Where day ueeiv 'la Ain-d. where sunne did never shine;
The like of this on earth man never saw,
A living man within a monster's maw,
Burit d under mountains which are high and steep,
Plunged under waters liundreth futlioms deep.
Not so \v;xs Noah in his house of tree.
For through a window lie thu light did see:

led above the highest waves a wonder;
I and my boat aro all the waters under:
Hee in his aike might goe and also come,
But 1 sit still MI such a straitened roome
As is most uiicoiilhe, head and feet together.
Among sucL grease as would a thousand smother.
I (hid u > way now for my shrinking
But hei-re to lie, and die for mine offence.

Eight prisoners were in Noah's hulk together;
Comfortable they were, each one, to other.
In all i iie earth like unto me is none,
Far from all living, I heere lye alone.

BOYDELL, JOHN, a liberal patron of art in England, b. in 1719. At the age of 21, he

apprenticed himself for seven years to an engraver in London, and on the expiration of

his apprenticeship, publi>hed, by subscription, a series of views in England and Wai--.
with the profits of which he set up a print-selling business in the metropolis. English

engraving was at a low ebb when B. threw his money and intelligent energy into the

work of its improvement. Under B.'s liberal patronage of native artists, the importa
lion of foreign prints, for the most part, not only ceased, but English prints were

exported to the continent. B. now determined to do for English painting what he had

done for engraving. He accordingly selected Shakespeare's works for illustration; and
in the carrying out of his object, secured the most eminent painters in the kingdom.
including Op'ie, Reynolds. Northcote, and West. The result was the magnificent

"Shakespeare Gallery," from which was engraved a superb volume of plates (Lond.,

Bovdell, 1808). B. afso published, at Buhner's press, a splendid edition of Shakesp
works in 9 vols. (1792-lbOl). The immense sums of money he spent on the Shake-ju-an-

illustrations, and the commercial depression consequent on the French revolution,

brought him into difficulties, from which he was not wholly extricated before his death,

in Dee., 1804. An alphabetical catalogue of plates containing engravings by ihe IK-SI

artists, from the finest works of the Italian, Flemish, German. French, and English

schools; sketches from Claude Lorraine, etc., were among the collections published by

Boydell.

BoVDKN. SKTH. 1785-1870; b. Massachusetts; nn American inventor; began m:.k-

in-r patent leather in !*!!; invented a machine for splitting leather, and a p

making spelter. In 1*26. he made the first malleable cast-iron. Among other inventions

was one for making hat-bodies, and a process for making Huia sheet-iron. He bu:lt

the first successful locomotive that had the cylinders outside of the frame.

was appointed second sunreon to the hospital de la charite at I'arK and afterwards pro-

fessor, first of operative surgery, and then of clinical surgery, at the Ecole de Bant*

1*04, he was appointed first surgeon to the emperor, who also raised him to the rank of

baron, lie accompanied the emperor on his campaigns and journ r the

toration B became professor of practical sundry in the university of Pans, and first

BiITgron al the hospital de la charite. In 1823. he was appointed consulting-Minion tn

the' kin"-- and in 1825. was admitted a member of the institute. He died i

J*
.

Nov 18:W His greatest works are his T \natomie, 4 17

and other editions), and his Trnitt /.. V Mntrgicalei "./^;,*
r/

rt,nritnn,nt, 8 vols. (Par. 1M4-22). From 1T(S to 1-17. with Kou.x and

Corvisart in conducting the Journal <1, .'/ -urffie et Fharmacte.

BOYEH JK\N B \I-TISTK NICHOLAS-, a French physician. 1''

his life to the investigation and treatment of contagious diseases, and with much success
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The courage and ability which he displayed during the plague iu Marseilles procured
him a pension and the place of physician in ordinary to the king. His best known works
are Account of the Plague at Marseille* iu 3,720, and Observations on. tfie Epidemic that pre-
i-iii'fd at Btaueais.

BOYEB, JE.VN PIERRE, a mulatto, president of the republic of Ilayti. was born 2d
Feb., 1776, at Port-au-Prince, capital of that part of the island then belonging to

France. At a very early age he was sent to France, where he received a European
education; and in 1792, entered the military service. He very soon became a cJitf de

bataillon, and fought against the British on their invasion of his native isle. After fur-

ther lighting against the British under gen. Rigaud, leader of the mulattoes, and after-

wards under gen. Leclerc, he entered into a combination which had for its object the
union of the negroes and mulattoes, and a complete emancipation of the colony. After
the negro Dessalines had seated himself upon the throne, B., along with Pethion, took
the lead of the colored people. They assisted Christophe to overthrow the bloody
tyrant in 1806, but deserted Christophe when they saw that, he wished to make himself

sovereign. Pethion now established an independent republic in the western part of the

island; and B. made himself indispensable to him by his military and administrative

knowledge, so that he was invested by the new president with the command of the

capital, Port-au-Prince, and the rank of a maj.gen. In this capacity he endeavored to

discipline his troops after the European manner; drove back more than once the black
hordes of Christophe, thereby preserving Port-au-Prince from destruction; was recom-
mended to the people by Pethion, when dying, as most worthy to be his successoi ; and
was unanimously elected president of the republic. He arranged the financial affairs.

collected funds into the treasury, improved the administration, and encouraged arts

and sciences. After the death of Christophe, he united the monarchical part of the
island with the republic in 1820; and in 1821, the eastern district also, which had
hitherto remained under the dominion of Spain; and he urgently sought the recognition
of the independence of the youthful state by France, which was obtained in 1825, upon
payment of an indemnity of 150 millions of francs. B. carried on the government of

the republic of Hayti for fifteen years, from this time, with the most perfect peace: but

his policy, which was rather arbitrary, and directed to the object of depressing the

negroes in favor of his own race, the colored people, resulted in a victorious insurrec-

tion in 1848. B. fled to Jamaica, whence lie announced his resignation to the Haytian
revolutionary committee, and condemned himself to a voluntary ostracism. From the

proclamation of the provisional government, it appeared that he was the victim of his

aristocratic policy; but the provisional government, alter it had obtained the upper hand.
conducted itself very moderately towards the defeated party. See HAYTI. After a

protracted stay in Jamaica, B. went to Paris, where he died in the beginning of July,
1850. He was a man of great perseverance, and of captivating manners, but artful.

and often harsh and cruel to those under him.

BOYLE, a co. in central Kentucky; 180 sq.m.; pop. '70, 95153679 colored. The
Louisville and Isashvil'ie railroad passes through the county. The soil is deep and fer-

tile, producing cereals and root crops. Co. seat, Danville.

BOYLE, a t. in Roscommon co., in a picturesque valley on both sides of the Boyle,
1 m. above its expansion into lough Key, and 8 m. n.w. of Carrick-on-Shannon.

Pop. '71, 3347. It has a large trade in corn and butter. Latin and English annals

of B. date from 420 to 1245, and have been published. An abbey was built here in the

12th c., and was reduced to its present ruined state iu 1595 by the earl of Tyrone.

BOYLE. CHARLES, third Earl of Orrery, was b. at Chelsea, Aug.. 1676, and entered

Christ Church, Oxford, in his 15th year, when- he had for his tutors Drs. Atlerbury and
Friend. His attainments as an undergraduate were respectable for a nobleman, and

probably this circumstance induced the'master of the college. Dr. Aldrich. to select the

youth for the annual task of editing a classic. In B.'s case, it unfortunately happened
that the Epistles of Phuftirix were chosen, sir William Temple having about that time

passed the most extravagant encomiums upon them. In 105).") the work appeared. Two
years later Bentley published

his famous Dissertation, in which lie proved that tho

Epistles, instead of being composed in the 6th c. B.C., were the production of the 2d c.

after Christ. B., in reality, had little to do with the unlucky performance to which
his name had been attached. It was the work chiefly of Atterliury and Friend. Never-

theless, in the following year, and while B. himself 'was absent from the country, the

wits and scholars of Christ Church again exposed him and themselves to the merciless

criticism of Bentley, by publishing An E^nnhmtion of Vie Diwrtali'm. >'tr. .//////< !/".

Charlt* Boyle. In 1699, Bentley once more replied, and sealed the lips of his adv< rsa-

ries forever. But for this llilt'li f the Ikiok*, in which he only seemed to be engaged,
B.'s name would have been forgotten. In honor of him, the name of Orrery" was

given to the scientific apparatus of that name by its constructor, to whom 15. had been

kind. He fought as a maj.gen. at Mnlplaquct, was promoted to diplomatic and court

appointments, wrote some literary pieces, and died in 1731. Of his poems, even sir

Hichard Blackmore said.

After his foolish rhymes, both friends and foes
Conclude they know icho did not trrite
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BOYLE, Jonx, Earl of Cork and Orrery. He was educated at Oxford, and devoted
himself to literature, translating the letters of Pliny the youn-er. and writing a life of
bwift in letters to his son. lie published also the M

'

; L'ur.'y, Earl oj
Moitiinjuth, and his own letters from Italy were published after his death.

BOYLE, RiriiAKi), the founder of the house of Cork and Orrery, and fitly styled the
great earl of Cork, was !>. in 1560. at Canterbury, of :i -rood but no't wealthy family At
the age of 22, after having studied at Cambridge and 'the middle I went over
to Ireland with a few pounds in his pocket, to hew his way to lortun--. Hi- < :

prudence,-and signal capacity for government, received their reward. He bought <

and improved them, promoting the immigration of English I'roteM.uit-. and triumphed
over the envy of his enemies, making good his can-' before queen Eli/ . win-
ning her favor. Due honors flowed in upon him, and at length ;. |. In
HL'O. he became viscount Dungarvan and earl of Cork. In 10:'>1. 1, l,.rd hidi
treasurer, an office which remain. 'd hriv.litary in his family. In h!-

rebels compelled him to gird on armor and turn his caVtie ii,ti< He goon
raised a little army of his servants and tenants, and with an auxiharv force connn .

by his four sons (and paid, when his money was spent, out of his \

old earl took castles, smote the rebels, and quenched rebellion iu his borders. He died
in 1644 at the age of 78.

BOYLE, the Hon. ROREUT, seventh son and fourteenth child of the first earl of Cork.
was b. at Lisniore, Water ford. Jan. 25. 1020. As a child, he was di.-tingui.-hed by
precocity of intellect and a rare love of truth. After studying at Eton and at home, he
went to the continent, where he stayed for six ri \n < >n his return in 11H. he found
himself in possession, by his father's death, of the manor of Stalbridge. Dorsetshire,
when; he took up his abod" and resided till 1650. He took no part in political Miite.
but devoted himself to the cultivation of science, and particularly of chemistry and
natural philosophy. He was one of the first members of that association of scientific

men which about that tini". Kit"), held private meetings ai Oxford and I.omloi
soni;- years after bccam.: better known as the royal society. In Jf.r. ; :t Oxford.
Here he experimented extensively in pneumatics, and improved the air-pump. At the
s une time, he devoted considerable Study to theology. After the restoration, h

urgently advised by lord Clarendon to enter the church, but he thought that he could
do better service to religion as a layman. Among the proofs which he gave of this, 1

his own theological writings anil eminent example, were his exertions as a director of
the East India company for the propagation of Christianity in tl well as in

procuring and circulating at his _own expense tianslations of the Scriptures, and his

bequest for the foundation of the "Boyle Lectures (q. v.) in defen-e of Christianity.
In 16(33. he took up his reside:!-:^- permanently in London, and was thenceforth able to

devote much of his ti m:; to the business of the royal society. In 16^0 he was chosen

president, but declined the honor. A peerage had repeatedly been offered to him, aiul

declined. In 1688, rinding his health decline, b -nut himself up tigainst all interruption,
in order to husband his remaining time for the labor of repairing the lo caused by the

accidental destruction of his MSS. In 1691, his health finally gave way. and on the

:{0th of Dec., 16s),?. lie died, seven days after his belove.i si.-ter. lady Hanelagh. B. was
tall and emaciated in person, and extremely temperate in his habit.-, often subject to low

>pirit.s. but naturally lively and of rare conversational powers. His piety, benevolence.

and charity would have m:id;- him remarkable, apart from his scientific attainments and

reputation. His complete works (including his very intere.-timr correspondence), with

a life by Dr. Birch, and an index, were published in 5 vols. fol. (Loud. 1744).

B*OYLK, R(;;KII. Karl of Orrery, fifth son of the "great earl of Cork," lfiQl-79. He-

was made ban,a Broghill when only live years old; studied at Dublin college, traveled

in France and Italy and married Margaret Howard, sister of the earl of Suffolk. Then-
was a rebellion Spreading in Ireland, and 15. Marled to net from Cha-les II. a comnii-

-ion to rai-- troop-. At Lond;>:i h >:ifronted by Cromwell, l! < f the

parliamentary forces, and one of the committee of state, who told him that the commit-
tee knew of IMS design, but B. declared the information false. Cromwell then produced
B.'s priva' .ndence, and he was compelled to admit, and ask pardon, where-

up.m Cromwell offered him a command d officer, exempt from all oath

engagements, and added that he should not be compelled to draw his sword :i

irish rebeK Then.'. 'forth 15. served the protector honorably and with effect, and

Cromwell placed hii:h confidence in him. making him one of his privy council, \\ln-n

the restoration came, it was found that I?, had done much towards it. and the kin:: made
him earl of Orrerv. and soon after one of the lords. ju>ti< i. In HKi.V h<

to Kngland to settle a serious mi-understanding between Charles and the duke of York.

and oil his return he rendered abortive a scheme <>f the Kivnch and Dutch fora descent

upon Ireland. He wrote several dramas and poems \\hieh have long 1 'en.

BOYLE LECTURES, so called from the founder, the honora 1

wh'> settled an annual salarv. charged upon his dwelling-house in St. M
lane. London, for "some Drenching minister." who .-hall pi Q the

veur for proving the Christian religion :iLiaiii-t atheists. deiM-

"Mo'.iammedans, not descending to any controversies among Christians them-
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Archbishop Tennison procured a yearly salary of 30, to be charged upon a farm at

Brill, Bucks, instead of the original charge for the endowment. The office is tenable
for three years.

The first series of lectures, A Confutation of Atheism, was preached in 1692 I>T

Richard Bentley (q.v.). In 1704, Dr. Samuel Clarke preached the lectures, entitled A
Demonstration of t/te Being and Attributes of God, in answer to the arguments of Hobbes,
Spinoza, and their followers. In 1709, Dr. Lilly Butler lectured on Religion no Matter

of Shame. All the lectures preached up to 1732 were collected into a line folio edition.
in 3 vols. (Lond. 1739); since that period, till recently, few of the lectures have been

published. In 1846, the course of lectures was preached by the Rev. F. D. Maurice,
and published under the title, TJte Religions of the World. The more eminent lecturers

of re-cent years whose courses have been published arc: Merivale, the historian (1864-65).
who lectured on The Conversion of the Roman Empire and Northern Nations; prof.

Plumptre (1866); prof. Stanley Leathes (1868-70); and Dr. Hessey (1871-73).

BOYLE'S FUMING LIQUOR is the term applied to a concentrated solution of ammonia,
saturated by a stream of hydrosulphuric acid, which combining with it, forms the sul-

phide of ammonium (NII 4 S). Exposed to the air, it fumes, and evolves a very disagree.
able odor, resembling, but in an intensified degree, ordinary bilge or sewerage water.

BOYLE'S LAW. See MAHIOTTE'S LAW, ante.

BOYLSTON, ZABDIEL, 1080-1766; b. in Mass. When inoculation incases of small-

pox was first called to public attention in this country, B. was the earliest experimenter,
all the other physicians rejecting the new notion. He tried it in his own family, and
then among others; but the whole profession opposed him, and he came near being
mobbed. Finally a number of eminent ministers came to the rescue, and he and inocu-
lation were supported.

BOYNE, a river in the e. of Ireland, rises in the bog of Allen, and flows through Kil-

dare, King's co., Meath, and Louth. It passes Trim, "Navan, Slane. and Drogheaa, and
enters the Irish sea 4 m. below the last town, after a course of 65 m. in a carboniferous
limestone basin, its total descent being 336 feet. Its chief tributaries are the Deel, Mat-

toch, and Blackwater. It is navigable for vessels of 250 tons to Drogheda, and for

barges of 70 tons to Navan, 19 m. up. Its banks are studded with many ruins of monas-
teries and castles. In 838, Turgesius the Dane sailed up the B., and plundered Meath.
But this river is chiefly famous for the battle of the Boyne, which took place on its banks,
near Oldridge, on the 1st of July, 1690, and in which William III. defeated James II.

An obelisk, 150 ft. high, marks the scene of the battle-.

BOYNE, BATTLE OF THE, in Ireland, near the river Boyne, July 1, 1690 (in new
stvle the 12th of July is the anniversary). This battle was fatal to the cause of James
IL, and assured the ascendency of Protestantism in England. The troops of James.

30,000 in number, were defeated with a loss of 1500, by the forces of William III.

(James' son-in-law), who had about the same number of men, but lost only about 500.

James fled to Dublin, thence to Waterford, and escaped to France. The duke of Schoni-

berg, the leader of a contingent of French Protestants, while leading his troops across

the river, was accidentally shot by one of his own men. In the same battle rev. George
Walker, the Protestant leader who so long defended Londonderry, was killed. The bat-

tle is sadly remembered now, nearly 200 years after its occurrence, by all Irish Roman
Catholics, and on the other hand is joyfully celebrated by Protestants of that nation,

who parade on each anniversary, wearing orange colors in allusion to William III.,

prince of Orange. Even within a few years past the 12th of July has been marked in

several American, Canadian, and Irish towns by deeds of violence arising from religious

animosity. In New York, in response to the request of the authorities, the Orangemen
have ceased their public parades, but celebrate the day by excursions, picnics, or in somo
other private manner.

BOYS, SHIPS'. In nautical language, all the young or green hands on board arc

called boys, without much reference to their age; but in recent times, arrangements
have been made to give a more precise meaning to the term, by engaging boys or lads as

part of the crew.
In the royal navy, boys were first voted for in the estimates in 1834. There were

1000 in that year; 7000 in 1876; 6300 in 1878; and 5300 in 1879. The admiralty has, in

recent years, made many regulations for attracting boys into the navy. Most of the sen-

men at present in the service entered it as boys. They enter mostly at about 14 years of

age, but some as late as 18, and they are bound for 7 years. There are schools estab-

lished for them at Portsmouth, Plymouth, Cork, and one or two other places. The
l>oys are ranked in two classes, according to nge and experience. When out of their

time, they have a tendency to enter the merchant service for two or three years: but

they usually return to the navy, and enter as ordinary seamen. See further under MAN-
NING THE NAVY.

In the merchant service, boys are apprenticed to the shipowners; they learn their

duties by degrees: and constitute the source out of which mates, masters, and captains
are ultimately supplied. By the merchant seamen's act of 1844, every merchant-ship
was bound to take a certain number of boys as apprentices, according to tonnago; the
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octier hands were npprenticecl by their friends; the worst were picked up by the marinr
s >c loty from the poor and wretched of the street-, and apprenticed a- a a

tliem up in life. The indenture was from 12 to 18 months. The regulations have htcn
modified in form, but not in substauee, by the mercantile marine act of later date

BOYSE, or BOIS, JOHN-, one of the translators of the English Bible. 15IJO-1843. He
could read Hebrew when only five years of age. At Cambridge he pain ;,nni

tion to Greek, and lectured on that language for ten year-. While p-ei'-i- -if Hoxworth
he was selected as one of the. translators, and it is said did not only his own portion, bin
also that of another translator.

BOZRAH, or BOSTRA; the name of one or two places mentioned in the Bible a city
of Ldom, and a city of Moab. The general opinion is that B. was on or near the

cut village of el-Buseirah. 25 m. s.e. of the Dead sea. B. is now a small village, with a

strong fortress on the top of a hill, in a pastoral diMrict. and inhabited by Ix-twecn 100

and 200 shepherds. The Moabite Bozrah is a vast collection of ruin.-, about SO m.
Damascus. In 105 A. n.. the city was restored and beaut itid by Trajan, who made il

tiie capital of the province of Arabia. In the reign of Alexander Severn.- it was made a

colony, and in 245 A.D., Philippus. a native of 15. d the imperial throne. It

appeaVs to have been Christianized by Constantine. and was the sec of :.i i>i>h

opric. B. was one of the tirst Syrian cities subjected to the Mohammedans, and wa<
iif!d by them against all attempts of the cru-adcrs at recapture. A< late as the 14th c il

was a populous place.

BOZ ZARIS. MARCOS, a Greek patriot who distinguished himself in the early part of

the modern war of independence, was b. at Suli. in the mountains of Epiru- toward-

the close of the 18th century. His youth was spent nm'd the din of arm-. In !>'

was forced to retreat to the" Ionian 'isles by All Pasha (o.v.), who, in a series of \-

combats, had nearly exterminated the Suliotes. In 1;-20 tv ccurn-d wliich

called forth his patriotic energies: Hyp-ilanti summoned the Greek- to insurrection, and
war broke out between AH Pasha and the sultan. On learning the Dews, B put himself

at the head of some 800 expatriated Suliotes, and pi-
- to Kpiru*. Ali. who

dexterously endeavored to identify his cau<e with that of the i ti found i

to >ccure B.'s .-crvices airain-t tlieir common enemy, the sultan. B. obtained seveial

victories, and on the death of Ali at the taking of .Ta'nina in is-, he continued the v.ar

successfully airain.-t Khurshid P:;-ha. the Turkish general. Shortly after, prince

Mavrocord'ato landed at Mesolonghi. with a body of disciplim and being joined

by B.,he en^a-ed the Turks at Petta, on the 10th of July, 1822. Through treachery the

(irccks were overpowered, their best soldiers peri.-hed. and B., along with Ma
was compelled to retire to M.-olonghi. This place he skillfully defended sigainst the

Turks, until a Hydriote fleet forced them to retire. In the sumn
Vlbanian army of 20.000 men, under the command of the Pasha of Scodra, descended

from the n. of Epirus. B., who knew that the foitirlcatior- ongbi wer

weak to withstand an assault, determined to Miipri-e hi- ei:eini. .- by a sudden blew.

He advanced swiftly at the head of 1200 men, and on the 20th of Augu

Kerpenisi where the van of the Turco Albanian army. 4000 strong, wa- eDCamped. At

meii to the 'Mial attack. His 'i.ody wa- .-olemnly interred at Mesolonghi, and he was

honored with the title of the
" Lconidas of .Modern Gn ,

BOZZOLO at of n Italy, province of Mantua, situated on the right bank of thr

<>.r]io about Itim.w.s.w. of' Mantu-t. B.. which was atone; II indcpcndc

repub'lic. has remains of old fortifications, some silk-weaving, and an annual tair.

about 4500.

BEA, a t. in the province of Cuneo. n. Italy, 25 m. n e. of foni. It h:.

foundries and silk manufactures, and a good trade in cattk, gram, and wme.

10.500.

BEABANCONNE. the patriotic son- of the Belgian*, originally sungbj

durin-r the revolution of Sept.. is:;,). A young Pn-ncb player.
^v

m.im- J.
;ni
*v*.

at that time competed with the theater at e ?thor c -ong. wa.

set to music bv a sin-er named C'amp.-t.hout. Jenneval fed in a com

at Berchem. The B<-lgians allowed his mother a pension of

received from kin- Leopold a -roMen snuff-box, and mu appomted direct

ciia]iel. Each verse of the B. ends with the refrain

La rnitraille a. hrise lY-ange
Sur 1'ar'nn- 1<- la 1U"

BTl \B VXCOXS mercenary tv_'hter< from Brab^t and other countries who. in th*

l:Her mid lie ag.<-Served any who would pay them. Th +* **
little better than banditti.

'

r,o.n I he Man- and the plain of Limburg to 'lie lower BcMdt In the tun,
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B. was inhabited by a mixed race of Germans and Celts; it afterwards came into posses-
sion of the Franks; and in the middle ages it formed a duchy by itself, dependent upon
Lower Lorraine, with which, in 1107, the county of Antwerp was incorporated, and in

1347, for a time, the lordship of Mechlin or Malines, formerly connected with Liege.
After many changes, B. ^divided into the provinces of North and South B.) was made a part
of the kingdom of Holland, at the Congress of Vienna ; but at the revolution of 1830, South
B. separated from Holland, and became part of Belgium (q. v.). Old B. is now divided
into three provinces: 1. North or Dutch B., containing 1900 sq. m., and (1875) 447.632

inhabitants; 2. The Belgian province of Antwerp, which contains 1094 sq. m., and

(1873) 513,543 inhabitants; and 3. South B., also Belgian, containing 1260 sq. m., and an

extremely dense pop. of (1873) 922,468. The country consists of a plain gently sloping
to the n.w., and rising in the s. into gentle hills, which are offsets of those of the

Ardennes. In the level northern part are many heathy and fenny tracts; one of them, a
morass called the Peel, is 20 m. iu length, and from 2 to 6 broad. In the hilly district

of the s. is the forest of Soignies. The Maas and the Scheldt are the principal rivers;
but some of their tributaries are also very useful for internal commerce, which is further

promoted by canals and railways. The soil of North Brabant is fertile, and wheat, rye,

oats, barley, beans, potatoes, beet, colza, madder, flax, and hay are extensively grown;
also hops, tobacco, and chicory. Farm stock is large. Principal towns are: s'Hertogen-
bosch, Tilburg, Breda, and Bergen-op-zoom. Soap-boiling, distilling gin, book-printing,

refining salt, making beet-sugar, beer, cigars, thread, woolen cloths, leather, earthen-

ware, weaving and printing cottons, Turkey-red dyeing, are chief industries. B. lace

has long been celebrated. The inhabitants in the u. are Dutch; in the middle district.

Flemish; and iu the s., of Walloon race. The boundary between the languages is a few

leagues to the s. of Brussels, the Walloon French being spoken to the s., and Flemish
and Dutch to the n! of this line.

BBA.CCIO, FORTEBRACCI, Count of MONTOXH. a celebrated condottiere (see CONDOT-
TIERI), born at Perugia in 1368, of an old patrician family, was, in earty youth, the
leader of a troop of mercenaries in the service of the count of Montefeltro, against the

Malatesti, lords of Rimini. He became the champion of the Perugian nobles who were
driven into exile in 1393; and after serving in Lombardy under Alberico da Barbiano,
he carried on a partisan warfare in the marches of Ancona against the marquis Lmlovico

Migliorati, nephew of pope Innocent VII. In 1408, he entered the service of Ladisluus,

king of Naples, who had designs on central Italy, and, with his condotta, crossed the

Apennines, scoured the valley of the Tiber, and took several towns. In June of the
same year, the people of Perugia offered the dominion of their city to the Neapolitan
king on condition that he would prevent the nobles from returning. He accepted it,

and ungenerously sent a large force against B., who retired to the marches. In 1416,

however, B. obtained the sovereignty of his native city, when the banished nobles, after

an exile of twenty-four years, were restored. In 1417, B. got possession of Rome by
capitulation, but was soon obliged to evacuate it. He afterwards made terms with the

pope (Martin V.), with whom he had a conference at Florence in Feb., 1420, and subse-

quently accepted from Joanna, queen of Naples, the command of her land-forces, with
the rank of high constable of that kingdom. Entering the Abnizzo, he surprised Capua.
and having relieved Naples, then besieged by the queen's enemies, was created by her
count of Foggia and prince of Capua. In 1423, B. was. by her order, crowned at

Perugia, as prince of Aquila and Capua. Aspiring to the throne of Naples, he overran

Campania and Apulia with a considerable army, took Bari, and advanced into Calabria.
In a battle which ensued for the relief of the strong town of Aquila, besieged by him,
B. was wounded and taken prisoner. After lingering for three days, refusing food, he
died June 5, 1424, in his 56th year. His deeds, in chronological order, and those of his

contemporary, Piccinino, are commemorated by Lorenzo Spirito, in a poem of 101

chapters, in terza rima, entitled L'Altro Marte (\ icenza, 1489).

BRACE, in carpentry, an oblique piece of wood used to bind together the principal
timbers of a roof or other wooden structure. See ROOF, BORINO.

BRACE, CHARLES LORING, b. Conn., 1826; graduate of Yale; studied in the union

theological seminary; a recognized minister, but not in charge of any church. In 1850,
in company with Frederick Law Olmstead he made a pedestrian tour in Great Britain;
the next year went to Hungary, where he was arrested on suspicion of being one of
Kossuth's agents, but was soon released. Afterwards he studied the school systems of

Switzerland. England, and other countries. On his return in 1852. he became associated
with Rev. Mr. Pease in the early operations of the " New York Children's Aid Society."
which made an effort to transport to homes in the country some of the outcast and poor
children of the city, and to give instruction and shelter to those who remained. The
society at once took favor with the people; B. soon became and still remains the head
and soul of it, and its operations have risen to national importance. Through its agency
many thousands of unfortunate and neglected children have been made honorable men
and women. B. visited Europe again, and the result of his observations is found in

Hungary in 1857: Home Life in <1, rnm/ii/ ; Norse Folk ; Races of the Old World, etc. He
has also published The New Went; Short Sermons for Newsboys; Dangerous Cfawesin Neic

York, etc.
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round UK' arm several times, and me lorro oi \>. now most in lasuion uaa oecn accurately

[opied from those twisted spirals descrilicd by Homer in the ( i_i.tc. nth \touk of the

Il>ad. line 401. Many examples of this kind of B., as represented 0:1 painhd vases, will

he found in Sir William llamillon's work. We are indet.ted to the (I: :"or the

BRACE, JULIA, b. Conn., 1800; at the age of 4$ years she lost both hearing and
sight, and quickly forgot the little she had learned of language. When 1!)

}
< ar- old she

entered the deaf and dumb asylum in Hartford, where she lived ab< . and then
made her home with a relative, witli whom she was living in IVc.. ls'?'j. She has a

strong memory, and easily discriminates by feeling the articles belonging to different

persons. She knows enough about time to reckon days and weeks, and alv.:.

ni/.es Sunday. Though she has not manifested a profound moral conseioiisne-
docs not steal, nor ci ininil any wrong act; she is tenacious of her rights, and
does not knowingly invade those of other persons.

BRACELET <Fr. lrach;.l<\ from Lat. l>r<t<'himn. tin- under part of the arm), an orna-

ment worn on the arm, generally at the wrist. Bracelets and arm! have
been used by every nation, both savag' and civili/ed, from the car!i< our own.

They are frequently mentioned in (lene-i-. a- worn both by men (xxxviii. IS) and by
women (xxiv. 30): both by the Hebrews and the surrounding nations (Numb, xxv
Similar Ornament* were worn round the ankles, but they are stigma! i/ed by I-aiah as

marks of luxury (iii. 1C). The Medi-s ai'd Ivs-iaiis \\v\\\ remarkable, even an,

Asiatics, tor their love for ornaments of this class. They wore not only br:.'

armlets, but cat -rings, collars, and necklaces, which ofti - of valua-

ble pearls, or were enriched with other jewels. These ornaments were \\*, >\ t,- indicate

the rank of the wearer, and this use has continued to be made of them in the east down
to the present day. In Europe, bracelets and armlets were worn both by It

nations and barbarians from the earliest times. The (Jauls wore them; and the Sabines.

,:iy as the foundation of Home, had ponderous golden armlets on the left arm. The
same was the case with the hamians about the same period. It . .;.pear that

armlets were worn by men during the historical period of Greece, but hniie< wore both

armlets and bracelets of the most various materials and forms. Both generally passed
round the arm several times, and the form of B. now most in fashion has vilely

cc

Iliad,

be
idea of giving to these spiral bracelets the form of a snake, the best models of our pres-

ent goldsmiths being ex.'i f antique bracelets. - of tlie G
like the blessed Virgin in Homan Catholic countries, were represented as attired in the

style of iadicsof the highest rank; ami the celebrated marble statue of Aphrodite, pn
d at riorer.ee, exhibits traces of a metallic armlet. Amongst the I' inlets

were frequently conferred upon soldiers for deeds of valor, of which an in-t:::.

mentioned by Livy (x. 44). Homati ladies won; bracelets, not only for ornament, but

also for the purpose of containing amulets, which were supposed to clVeet miraculous

cures. On this principle it is said that the emperor Nero wore on his right arm the skin

of a serpent, inclosed in a golden armilla. But at Rome also, it was chiefly as an indi-

cation of rank or wealth that these ornaments were worn.

BRACES, on shipboard, are ropes attached to the yard-arms,

and employed to shift the sails in a horizontal direction round

the masts, so as to receive advantageously the wind that maybe
blow in ir at any particular nion.ent. Tin- phi brace

brace about," "to brace the yards sharp up," etc.,

apply to this operation.

BRACKS (Fr. Irnqi/c, diminutive 6roeftf). a t(>nn frequently

employed by the older English authors to designate

kind Of dog. To what kind'this name b -. however,

not very certain. The probability appears to be. that it WM
applied 'to hounds or hunting-dogs in general. The term is

believed to be of Celtic derivation (from braeaeh, -ravish,

badger-colored, or brtac, spotted), and to have originally signi-

fied gray or spotted doLr .

BRACHIAL ARTERY is that portion of the great arterial

trunk supplying the upper extremity between the armpit and

the elbow- in other words, it is the continuation downwards of

the axillary artery. The B A. runs alonir the inner side of

The arm. just behind the inner margin of the biceps mi

and behind the srreat median nerve. Here it may be pre

n-ainst the bone, in cases of bleeding from any point below.

In its course th<- B. A. -rives off. Irf. the superior profunda

branch which winds round the back of the arn,

re appears on the outer side, where it joins some twigs coinsmr

up from the radial artery: 2/7. an artery which ent,

to supply its medullary membrane; :w. tin- inferioi

which runnimr down behind the internal condyle (the funny

bone) of the humerus. joins branches coming from the ulnar artery;

the anastomotica magna, which breaks up into numerous branch. -ing r.

the elbow.

1

^.f.-nor |,n.funda; /,

tomotica magna.
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BBACHIO PODA (Gr. arm-footed), or PAI.'MORKANCTTIA'TA (Gr. mantle-gilled), a class

of molluscous animals, having bival /e shells, hut differing in important points from the

vast majority of recent mollusks with bivalve shells, the- lamettibranchiata (q.v.).. The
chief differences existing in the shelly covering itself have been already pointed out m
the article bivalve shells (q. v.), but those of internal structure are still more impor-
tant. The mantle or paUluin (see MOLI-USCA) in the B. consists of two broad expansions
or lobes, covered by the two valves of the shell, and inclosing all the other soft parts of
the animal; whilst respiration or the aeration of the blood is carried on by the surface
of these lobes themselves, traversed by minutely ramifying blood-vessels, extended into

processes, and furnished, especially along the edge, with vibretile cilia which create a

continual current in the surrounding water, and thus keep up a fresh supply, from
which the necessary air may be obtained. The organs by which food is procured nre

also remarkable two long arms arising from the sides of the mouth, and disposed
wholly or partly in spiral carves, when not extended to seek or sci/e prey. These arm?
are usually furnished with numerous vibratory filaments, which are supposed not only
to aid in the capture of prey, but in the maintenance of the current necessary for respira-
tion. The B. are attached to solid bodies either by a footstalk or by one of the valves
of the shell. Of existing species, the te-rebratnla or lamp shells (q.v.) are by far th

most numerous; but even these appear to have existed in far greater numbers in former

geologic periods, and of some of the other families of B. only a single species is known
in exist, or the existing species are very few, whilst. the fossil species jire very numer-
ous. The existing species are very widely diffused over the globe. All of them arv

marine, and one (crania pci-foitnin) has been brought up from the depth of 25o fathoms.
The B. are regarded as exhibiting structural affinities not only to the arcidut (q.v.) and
the lai>iellibr<i.nchiata., between which they arc commonly placed, but al?x> !o the class

bryazoa or polyzoa among zoophytes (q. v. ).

BRACHIS'TOCHROXE, the curve of the quickest descent, or the curve which a

falling object must make between t\vo points which are not in the same vertical line, if

it descended in the shortest possible time. The curve is the common cycloid.

BRACHYL'OGUS, the title of a work containing a systematic exposition of the

Roman law, compiled probably in the 12th c., tbough some assign it to the reign of

Justinian. The earliest extant'edition was published at Lyons in 1549, under the title

of Gorpu* Ler/um per Moduin Institution nm, and the title Brachylorjns toti'i* Jitlix (.'i'ritt*

first appears in an edition dated 1553. Its value is chiefly historical. ^
BRACHYP TEBJE, or BRACnvr'TFTjEs (Gr short-winged), in ornithology, tlutt section

of the order of palmipedes (q.v.), or web- footed birds, in which the. wings aiv shoit, and
the feet are placed far back, so as to compel the bird?; to assume a nearly erect posture
when on land. They are all very aquatic in their habits, and excel in diving, so that

the name DIVERS is sometimes used as equivalent to B. ; but that name is also not

unfrequently applied to other aquatic birds, and is sometimes restricted to the genus
colymbus. Auks, puffins, penguins, grebes, guillemots, and divers (colymbiis) an- among
the brach}

r

pterae.

BRACKEN, a co. in n.c. Kentucky, on the Ohio and Licking rivers; SOOsq.m. : pop.
'70, 11,409 636 colored. Productions agricultural; co. seat, Augusta.

BRACKENRIDGE, HENRY M., 1786-1861; b. Penn., son of Hugh Henry. He was
a lawyer of long practice in Maryland; district judge of Louisiana, in which position he
was useful to the government in*the war of 1812, of which war he wrote a history. He
advocated the acknowledgment of the independence of South American states, and his

pamphlet on the subject was deemed of sufficient importance to receive an official an.^wer

t ] >m the Spanish minister at Washington. Subsequently he was commissioner to the

new republics, and in return, published A Voyage to Smith America. He was judge of

the w. district of Florida for ten years; then removed to Petersburg, where he war.

chosen to congress. In 1841, he was commissioner under the treaty with Mexico.
IJcsides many essays on various subjects, he published in 1859, in defense of his father.

a History ofW6 Whisky Insurrection.

BRACKENRIDGE, HUGH HENRY, 1748-1816; b. Scotland; a jurist and author:

graduate at Princeton, N. ,T. ; chaplain in the continental army; prepared to practice
law; edited the United States Magazine of Philadelphia; began law practice at Vitts-

burgh; in 1779 appointed judge of the Pennsylvania supreme court, and held the office

until his death. He was concerned in the
"
Whisky Insurrection" in 1794, and published

a defense of his course. He wrote much in verse. Hie most popular being, Modern

Chivalry, or the Adrentures of Ccj>i. Fara'jo. a humorou^ burlesque.

BRACKET, an ornamental projection from a wall, used for the purpose of supporting
A statue, bust, or the like. See CORBEI,. Brackets may bo either of stone or wood, and

they are sometimes elaborately designed and carved. The term B. is also employed in

joinery, etc., to designate supports, in the form of a bent knee, of shelves, galleries, etc.

B. is also generally applied to such gaslights as project from the wall.

BRAOKKTT. EDWIN E.. b. Maine. 1819: a sculptor of eminence, known mainly by
hi> busts of American celebrities: Washington Allston, Richard H. Dana, Bryant,
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Choate, Longfellow, Sumner, Garrison, John Brown, Bcajarain F. Butkr Wendell
Phillips, and others.

BRACKETT, WALTER M., brother of Edwin E., b. Maine, 1823; noted as a painter
of game tisii.

BRACKLESHAM BEDS, a group of highly fossilifcrous strata in the middle eocene
formation, included in the B&gshot series (q.v.).

BRACT, or BKACTKA, in botany, a leaf from the axil of which a flower or a tlurul axi
i* produced, instead of an ordinary leaf-bud or branch. Bracts art- M.iuriim, > < :,ll t ,l

floral leaves. Tiie term B. is not, however, generally employed when. . .the
'lien- is no marked difference from the ordinary" leaves of the plant; but the :

ers are said to be axillary, or in the axils of the leaves. On the other hand, the term 1).

is very frequently Applied to all altered leaves interposed between the onlinarv leaves and
the flower or flowers. In t.iis ea>e, they are sometime.- very small and scale like. The i

ordinary leaves often pass. by imperceptible gradations, into bracts. diminishing i;

becoming Biorc simple, and often scario>e. Bracts are generally entire, even when tin-

ordinary leaves are divided. They are sometimes eolon-d >o as apparently to form part of
the flower, and sometimes crowded, >c a> to re-emble nn involucre OF an outer*
They appear to >c.rve purpose* analogous to those of leaves, or. whence*;
When tin primary floral axis is branched, bracts (sometimes distil t

or bractktx\ are often to In; seen at its ramitications. BractsBOtnetimea fall off at an earlv

stage, sometimes the}' are more permanent, and sometimes they even remain to cover and
protect the fruit.

BR.VCTOX, HKXRYDK, an English ecclesiastic and chief justiciary in the reign of

Henry III. He took the degree of doctor of laws at Oxford, and was itinerant j*.

for Nottingham and Derby counties in 1:211. In li<M. he wa> appointed chief justieiarv.
He \vrotea comprehensive and systematic work on the laws of England, modeled after

the "Institutes" of Justinian.

BR.VDIH'HN", SAMri-:i,. 17.~>l-lSl.
r
>: b. Gibraltar: son of an English soldier; became

a Wesleyan local preacher in England in 177;i, and the next year an itinerant, lie was
one of the natural orators of earlv Methodism, endowed with ream wit and pathos
In 1?7'J he was president of the Wesleyau conference. After his dea'th his Sernn>/n un
l^trtirifltir fji";(*iit* were pul)lished.

BUADIirRY. WILLIAM H., isifi-r^; b. Maine; a composer of sacred music, and
author in whole or in part of many books for Sunday-schools and choirs, among which
are 1 he Sfi .///' .

'/" <JUir; The (jol&n t'/tvir; J-'retfi Laurels, etc.

His works have had much popularity.

BRA.DD3CX, EDWARD, a British maj.gen., commander against the French in America
in 17")"), arrived in Feb. of that year at Richmond, Va., and with a force of 2000, British

and provincial troops. reached the Monongahela. a branch of the Ohio, on July 8. I.

ing the bagvag" behind, on the Dili, his force mov.-d forward to invest Fort <li

now Pitt-liar.:. Peun., when, from his slighting the warning of his Anirrican ofhY,

the proba!)ilitv of a surprise, the troop-;, in pa.s-ing through a deep forest ravine, fell into

an ambuscade of Indians, while they were attacked in 1'nmt by the French, ami half of

them slain. The rest made a hasty retreat under col., afterwards gen. Washington, H.'s

aiil" de-camp, the only one of his oilicei ; whu escaped with life. B., mortally wounded,
was carried on a tumbril 40 in. to where the baggage had been left, and there he dk-d.

BRA.DDON, M: s MA.KY EI.I/.AHKTII. one of the most popular novelists of the day. was
born in I.ou.l ip. in the year 1S:57. Her father, Mr. Henry Braddon. was a solicitor.

fflie very <-arly sli-iwed a turn for literature, which she indulged in the usual manner, by
sending verse- and other trillc-s to the maga/ines ;md newspapers. In 1>M). slic es-ayi-d
n s<nuew!ia! mor --u-tained effort in a little nnmnxlifttii calle<l Tltf I.-

which wa>- b-.>ULrht out at the Strand theater; and the year after, she published a volume
of verse entitled Guri Neither these, however, nor the tales which
*he now iH-gaii to i>sue through the medium of the Tfmpff /ft/rnnd > .Va^artl*

Lady I. '''/turf. ltb
t
>h /' :<-. in any dec

:

lucceedcil in drawing to her the attention of the public. Her tirst grca' ame
with tlie publication, in 18<V2, of Isulti Au'l!,}/'* f*-rrrt. which instantly attainet^a great

'
, , .

]->opularitv. Thi- h a< since b,-en extended by the appearance of Ar'tnt f-'/>i>/d. Elfanor't I .

'.

i; John Mareht >/: The Trtt& of the Serpent; The I.

London ma^a/ine which she conducts. Few books of the |wriod have -ecured a

circle of readers than Mi<s Braddon's. They mainly .lep-nd for their inten-st on

bold effects of what is termed, in the slang'of the day. .*> JM ttn. and the art of their

appeal to " that low vice, curiosity." in the conduct of a story, carefully leading up to

>iome susponded and unforeseen >l, In their particular w li without

much claim to attention as regards either charact<-r or sentiment, tin

laleiit: in style, they are fresh and vigorous, and their narrath JlJ excites

the reader's intercut Miss B. i.s still in uninterrupted literary activity.
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BRADFORD, a co. in n.c. Florida, on the Santa Fc river; intersected by the Atlaa-
tic and Gulf, and the West India Transit railroads; 940 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 361 824 col-

ored. Productions, corn, cotton, sweet potatoes, and molasses. Co. seat, Lflke Butter.

BRADFORD, 'a co. in n.c. Pennsylvania, bordering on New York; 1170 sq.m.: pop.
'70, 53,204; in '80, 58,162. Besides short railroads to its mines, the Northern Central
and Lehigh Valley railroads traverse it. The rivers are the Susquehanua, the Towanda,
the Wyalusing, and Sugar Creek. The surface is hilly, and thickly wooded. Iron,

coal, and sandstone are abundant. The main article of export is lumber, but agricul-
ture is the chief occupation. Co. seat, Towanda, 77 m. from Pittstoii.

BRADFORD, a t. in Essex co., Mass., on the Merrimac river, at the junction of the
Bo.-ton and Maine arid Newburyport railroads. A bridge connects B. with Haverhill.
The B. academy for young ladies is an old and Celebrated institution, atl'nrding a high
grade of instruction. Shoe manufacturing is the leading business. Pop. 2347.

BRADFORD, an important manufacturing town in "\Vest Riding, Yorkshire, on a trib-

utary of the Aire, at the meeting of three vales, 8 m. w. of Leeds. Pop. in ';i, 145,827;
of whom considerably more than one half are immigrants from other districts. The area
of the parish is 34,146 acres, extending to the confines of Lancashire. It returns two
members to parliament, having been created a parliamentary borough in 1832. It became
a municipal borough in 1S47. B. is the chief seat in England of the spinning and weav-

ing of worsted yarn, and the great mart for the long wools used iu worst -.-d fabrics.

Cottons are also manufactured. There are more than 200 mills, employing 40, 000 per-
sons. Notwithstanding the large population, and the nature of their employment. th

annual rate of mortality is now only 24 per 1000. Twenty years ago, the rate was 3U.

The Saltaire alpaca and mohair mills, on the Aire, 3 m. from B., cover move than 6 acres.

This establishment, erected by Sir Titus Salt, bart., is the most splendid manufacturing
concern in England. Here is also the largest silk-nvll in England, built by Mr. S. (.'.

Lister. Coal and iron mines occur near Bradford. There are over 20 churches belong-
ing to the establishment in the borough, and many dissenting p.nd Roman Catholk:
churches. The gross estimated rental of the borough is 000,000, and the ratable value

500,000. It has two public parks, each containing more than 50 acres, besides smaller

ones, and also many excellent charities. The Romans seem to have worked iron mines
here, Roman coins having been found in foundry refuse near the town. The early his-

tory of B. is connected with the castle of the Laceys here. In the civil wars, the people
of B. took the parliament side, and twice defeated the royalists, but were afterwards
themselves defeated by the earl of Newcastle. In a riot at B. , against the introduction
of worsted power-looms, in 1826, two of the rioters were shot dead by the defenders of

the mill which contained the obnoxious machinery, and many more were wonnded. T:i

1825, a strike for increased wages, in which 20,000 persons were concerned, lasted MX
months. The Baptists, Independents, and Wesleyaus have colleges near Bradford.
This town is the seat of the first English temperance societ}'. At Fulneck. 3 in. e. of B.

,

is a Moravian settlement, founded in 1748, where Montgomery the poet was educated.
B. has been latterly much improved in its buildings, and possesses a spacious and elegant

public hall, in which the national association for promoting social science met in isrif).

and the British association in 1873. The merchants of B. are distinguished by their lib-

erality and enterprise. Their warehouses form the great wholesale market iu the worsted
and alpaca trade.

BRADFORD, ANDREW, 1686-1742; b. Philadelphia; son of William (the printer).
He was the only printer in Pennsylvania from 1712 to 1723. On Dec. 22. 1719, h

started the third newspaper in the colonies, and the first in Philadelphia, called fye
A,u< rican Weekly Mercury. He kept a bookstore, and was for a time postmaster of th

city. He was the first printer iu Philadelphia to employ Benjamin Franklin as a type-
setter.

BRADFORD, Jorrx, nn English minister: b. early in the reign of Henry VIII. H
was secretary to the paymaster of the English forces in France, and used money not hi*

own, but ma'de restitution and resigned his place. He then studied divinity, and bishop

Ridley of London appointed him his chaplain. B. was also chaplain to Edward VI..

and one of the most popular preachers in the kingdom. When Mary came to th<- ihron

lie was accused of sedition and sent to the Tower, and finally tried before Gardiner,
where he defended his principles to the last. He was condemned, and burnt at th>

in Smithfield, July 1, 1555. Many of his short works are fouud in the issues of

tract societies.

BRADFORD, WILT.TAV, 1585-1657: b. England: one of the pilgrim*, and second

governor of Plymouth colony. He sailed from Leyden, Holland, in \3a*Ma>]fi(*(Xr< One
of his first acts, as the successor of gov. Carver, was to confirm the treaty with Ma a

soit, just in time to suppress a dangerous Indian conspiracy. Bradford's name is in the

second patent, which conferred upon him, his "heirs, associates, and assiirn*>." the terri-

tory named. lie was governor, with some brief interruptions, for 31 years, but declined
ve further. B. was the author of a IIMnry of Plymouth Colony from IW'-J to Ki-17.

BRADFORD, WILLIAM, 1658-1752; b. England: one of the Quakers who crime to

Pennsylvania in 1682, lauding in the woods where Philadelphia now stands. He was
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the first printer in Pennsylvania, printing an almanac in 1686. Having Income obnoxious
to some of the leading settlers for printing so-called seditious writings (fur which ofl

he Was tried but not convicted), lie settled in Nc\v York in HIM, and there printed thr
laws of the colony. Oct. 16, 1725, he began th first newspaper in that cit\

York (nizitL. Three years hiter lie set up ;t paper null at Elizabeth, N.'.J Fur :;il

years he was the only priuter iu tl.e colony of .New York. His body lie- in Trinity
church-yard.

BRADFORD, "\Vn.i, IAM. 17"i-95; b. Philadelphia; a lawyer, graduated at Princeton.
He served as an officer in the revolutionary army, tiud was appointed attorney general
by president Washington.

BRADFORD, "\YII.LIAM, an American painter, b. of Quaker parents in 1827. at New
Bedford, Mass. He was educated for bu>ine>s, and for ji while engaged in it at Fair-

haven, Mass., but afterwards developed a talent for painting, e-peeially in subject*

relating to ships, the *ca. and the shore. He made several voyages along the coa-t of

New England and northward as far as Greenland. These furni>hed him with si

tions for some of his best pictures, among which are "A StilT Brec/.e in the liar:

East port." "A Squall in the Bay of Fuudy,
' "The Coast of Labrador," and "Crushed by

Icebergs.*
1

BRADFORD CLAY, a member of the lower oolite, is a blue unctuous clay, occurring
at Bradford near Bath, and extending for a few miles around- it is never more than 40
or HO ft. in thickness. It is remarkable for the occurrence in it of large numbers of H
crinoid j.v.), (<ijii''i-im'(<x I'ltr/.-m.^/ti}.

The upper surface of the calcareous rock on
which the ciay rests is completely mcrustcd over with a continuous pavement formed
of the stony bases of this crinoid. It had once formed the bottom of n sea. in \\hich

these animals lived, their stems bending with every motion of the water, and their star

like crown of arms outstretched in search of food." At length, however, the clear water

was invaded by a current largely charged with mud, -which threw them down, and broke

moxt oftheir stems off near the base. The stem, body, and arms have been dismem
be red, and are confusedly scattered through the clay.

BRADFORD, GREAT (Sax. J!r<iti<u,frtl, broad ford), a t. in the co. of "Wilts, oil

lK)th sides of the Avon, and on the Kennet and Avon canal, (5 in. e.s.e. of Bath. Pop.
71. -it*?!. It has been noted for many centuries for its manufacture of line liroadeloths

Kerseymeres were first made here. An India-rubber manufactory has been aUo lately

established. The remains of a monastery, founded iu the 7th c. by St. Aldhelm, are

ttiil vi-iblc.

BRADLAUGH. CHAKI.ES. b. 1833; an English atheist and sympathizer witli radical

revolutions; the editor of a paper devoted to reform. In !*?;{, lie made a short visit to

the United States, lecturing in the larirer cities. In ]ss<>. he was elected to parliament

by a vote combined of various elemen'ts on the "liberal" side, though that party cannot

be considered as favorimr his extreme views. The lories made strong opposition to his

admission to the house, partly 1 ecaiise he declined to take the usual oath, although he

was willing to affirm. A loiii: debate ensued in which Bradlaugh's atheism Wat

Tip as a raafton for non-admission; but finally, on motion of Gladstone, lie was permitted

to affirm and take his seat.

BRADLEY, a co. in P. Arkansas, on SalUie river; 958 sq.m.; pop. 70. 86462529

colored. The surface is level; productions, corn, cotton, sweet potatoes, etc. Co

"Warren.

J'.RUHFY aco inse Tennessee, on the Georgia border. 400 <q.m. : pop. '70, 11.652

1 TOOcolored. The East T. I
r-rinia. and (ieorgia railroad and I >alton

pass thronu-h th" county. It ha< an uneven surface, mountainous 111 some parts.

J
Jroductiins mainly agricultural Co. seat, Cleveland.

BPiVDIFY EDWARD b. 1*27: an Er.di.-h novc-iist. more generally known by his

,,, ,f Cuthbert Bede
'

He ww educated at Durham unn

holy orders, but has devoted his attention almost entirely to literature.

is one of the best known of his stories.

BRADLEY, Dr JVMKS. one of the most, distinguished astronomere and discoverers of

Miy toe or country, was b. at Sherborne, in Gloucestershire, tall -dhw

caflv education at a boarding-school at North I, ach. whence. IK-,: : f- r

church, he proceeded to Oxford SUM, after graduating, he ob

living of Bridslow and of Welfrie. m rembrokeslnre; but there,
-n-^.n ;

' 'ir '

j; ^
mathematical pursuits cons.derably distracted his attention from his . -r ..

^ "'^
Devoting himself to mathematics and artronoiny, he soon exhibited su us f.i

these pursuits as to win the friendship of all the- leadmg ma hemnt,. s tmM

wnonc others of the "real N-iac Newton, and to -r.-t elected a mci:

Mg^science In 17C7 l:c published his theory of the aberration
of
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What suggested this discovery to B., it is said, was the observation that the vane of a

yacht iu which he was sailing never lay in the line of the wind, but was always inclined
to it at an angle depending on the line and amount of the yacht's motion. This led him
to a train of thought resulting in the proposition, that the direction in which we see a
star is not that iu which it actually lies, but inclined to it by an angle depending on the
direction of the earth's motion round the sun at the time of the observation, and the
ratio of its velocity to that of light. See ABBEKUATION. Three years after this publica-
tion. B. became lecturer on astronomy and physics at the Oxford museum. His next

discovery was that the inclination of the earth's axis to the ecliptic is not constant, a
fact including the explanation of the procession of the equinoxes and the nutation of the
earth's axis. This discovery constitutes a great epoch iu astronomy. Latterly. B.
Ixjcame regius professor of astronomy at Greenwich, where, by his observations, he still

further enriched the science. He declined the living of the parish of Greenwich, which
was offered to him, and was favored by the crown with a pension of 2~>0 a year for hit;

services to commerce and navigation. Towards the end of his life, B. was electedmem-
ber successively of almost all the leading scientific societies iu Europe. He died on
the 2d ofJuly, 1762, in his 70th year. B. is described as having been gentle, modest,

compassionate, and liberal; little "given to speaking or writing, from diffidence and the

fear of hurting his reputation. No ruau ever better merited the title of a great
astronomer.

BRADLEY, JOSEPH P.. LL.D., b. X. Y.. 1813; graduated at Rutgers college, and
practised law in Newark, X. J. In 1870 he was appointed one of the justices of the

U. S. Supreme court. He was a member of the electoral commission of 1S77.

BRADSHAW. HEXRT. an English poet of the 15th century. He was one of the

Benedictine monks of St. \Verberg in Chester. His works are DC Antir/Hihtte et mayiiiji-
ctntut Urbis Ctxtri*, Gkroaicon; and Life of the Glorious Virgin St. Wcrkry. They are

now very rare.

BRADSHAW, JOHN, an eminent Puritan, was b. in 1586, of a good family in Cheshire,
and studied law at Gray's inn. Called to the bar, he gained a good practice by his

ability and learning, especially as a chamber council. In Oct., 164(i, he was appointed
a commissioner of the great seal, and in Feb., 1647, chief-justice of Chester. In Oct.,

1648, he received the degree of sergeant, and in the following Jan.. was elected presi-
dent of the high court of justice for the trial of king Charles I. As the reward tf his

services on that solemn occasion, he was made president of the council of state, and
chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster, besides the grant of estates worth 4000 per
annum, the deanery house of Westminster for a residence, and 0000 to furnish it. B.

,

however, refused submission to the Protector. He was an able lawyer, but not an able

politician. His mind was rigid rather than broad, and. in consequence, he was unable

(like so many others of the stern fanatical republicans of his time) to see or comprehend
the necessity for a great iron rule like Cromwell's. He even engaged iu some fifth-mon-

archy and other plots against Cromwell, but his respectable character and past services

saved him from molestation. He was deprived, however, of his office as chief-justice of
Chester. After Oliver's death, he was lord president of the council of state, and a com-
missioner of the great seal under Richard. His last public act was to protest against the

violent seizure of speaker Leuthall by the army. He died Nov. 22. 1659. His body was
buried with pomp in Westminster abbey,, but it was afterwards exhumed and hung on
a gibbet, with those of Cromwell aud Iretou.

BBADSHAWS RAILWAY GUIDE, the pioneer, and still the type, of that now exten-
sive class of publications whose object is to convey all necessary information in regard
to traveling. It derives its name from George Bradshaw, orisr'inally an enirraver and
printer in Manchester, who, in 1839. issued an occasional work calle'd the Raike&g C<>m-

paHwn, which was corrected by means of another work, in the form of a broad sheet,

styled the Monthly Time Tables. This sheet was frequently delayed to the 5th or 6th of
the mouth, and was subject to changes made by the companies, perhnpe in the middle.
or even the latter end of the month. By great efforts, the railway companies were
induced to consent to adjust their tables, once for all, for the beginning of each month;
and Mr. Bradshaw having established an agency in London, the first number of the

monthly liiiltnti/ ffu&fewas brought out in Dec., 1841. The second numlwr now before
us. published "1st month (Jan.), 1842," runs to 32 pages, and contains 42 or 4:? lines of

railway, in England only, without any advertisements. Through the suggestions and
exertion^ of Mr. W. J. Adams, the London agent and publisher, the plan was gradually
enlarged and perfected, and resulted in the Ifnihniii <nnl St,iun-n,iric]ati<n, bhride for
Great Britain and Ireland, so well known to the public. The G>n'<l>' now extends to

upwards of 450 pages, which comprise the needful knowledge regarding all lines and
branches in the three kingdoms; besides copious steamboat information: full details

regarding coaching in Scotland; and numerous advertisements prii 'e <*/. The informa-
tion is obtained from the companies, at the last moment, in time to appear on the 1st of
the month. The Guiilr has attained an immense circulation, and triven birth to many
publications of a similar character. Its plan has been imitated in France and Germany,
in America, and even at the antipodes, where a JiraiMitur is published at Sydney; and
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in spite of many rivals, the original work has always maintained its place in ger.cn. 1

estimation.
In 1847, the first number of Iirdflxfnur'x f'n)ifim->tfiif Rnilirn,/ <;>/<>/, was i^iied, which

has prospered no less than the British (iniih. In addition to the tallies, a-, furnished by
tlic companies abroad, it contains a large quantity of topographical information. A
series of h&ndbooki was als-i projected by .Mr. Bradshaw, which includes Great Britain,
France, Switxcrland, etc., but is still incomplete. The handbooks of t lie On r/<n,t/,/"

and to the J '/< ,',/, /:/,.< (,f Jn>li<t, were publishud after .Mr. Bradshaw's death, which
occurred in 1853.

BRADSTREET, AXXK, b. England, 1G12; daughter of gov. Thomas Dudli-y. o f

Massachusetts; married to Simon 15., \vlioalso became governor. She was the earliest

writer of verse in America, her lirst volume being published (in England) in ICUd. under
the title, Tin- T< nth MHK. luttli/ xjirninj >//> in Ai,,< rif<i, containin.-: "A Complete |)i>-

course and Description of the Four Elements, Constitution. Aires of Man, Seasons of the
Year, together with an Exact Epitome of the Four .Monarchies, vi/.., the Assyrian. Per
s'an, Grecian, Roman;'' also a dialogue on politics between old and new England,

" with
<liver.s other pleasant and serious poems." Several editions of her works have been pub-
lished.

BRADSTREET, Jonx, 1711-74; an English officer who spent nearly his whole life

in service in the American colonies. In 174ti. he was governor of St. John's, Newfound-
land. He served in the French war, was in the attack on Ticonderoga in \',~t^. and
soon afterward surprised and captured fort Fnmlenac. lie served with Amherst in the

Ticonderoga expedition of 1701), a nil against the Indians in the west, making a treaty
with them at Detroit in 1704. In 1 1 . -, he was made maj. gen.

BRADSTREET, SIMON, 10o;',-y7; b. England, steward to the countess of Warwick;
married Anne (the poetess), daughter of Thomas Dudley, and was one of the earlie-t in

founding a colony in Massachusetts. In l(i:)0, he arrived at Salem, vested with the otlice

of assistant judge; was secretary, agent, and commissioner of the united colonies, and
in ICO',' was s< nt to congratulate Charles II. on his restoration. From 10:;o to Hi?!)

l.e was assistant governor: 107;'. -7!), deputy governor: and I(i79-Xti, governor, until tin-

charter was revoked. He was restored to office in 1C>.
W

!) and remained in power until the

ue\v charter arrived in 109:2, when he was made t:r-t councilor.

BRADWARDIX, or BRED\YARDIXE. THOMAS; b. near the close of the 13th r. ;

archbishop of Canterbury. He was educated at Oxford, and became chancellor of the

university and .professor of divinity. He was chaplain and confessor to Edward III.,

whom lie attended durinsr his wars in France, lie died of plague at I.ambeih, -10 days
after his consecration as archbishop, in 1349. His principal work is a tretti- airainst

the IVlai'ians. He wrote also on arithmetic, geometry, the quadrature of the circle, and

proportion of numbers.

BRADY, Urc.n, 1708-1851; an American officer who served under Wayne, and
with distinction in the battle of Chippewa in 1812.

BRADY, JAMKS TortiAM, 1S15-C9; b. New York; a lawyer, educated by his father,

who was also a lawyer ai d a judge. The son became eminent for eloquence, and for

almost unbroken success in the discs undertaken by him. In New York he was popu
lar both as a lawyer and a eiti/.en, and especially admired as an off-hand speaker. He

contributed large'ly to newspapers and maga/ines, but left no collected works.

BRADY. NICHOLAS, P.O., b. Ireland, 1659; with Nahum Tale he made a metrical

version of the Psalms of David, and also translated Virgil's ,*.'////>/. He was a promoter
of the revolution, but when the troubles broke out in Ireland in 1690, by his personal

influence lie thrice prevented the burning of his native town of Bandon, which James

II. ordered should be destroyed.

BRADY. WTM.IAM MA/IFHK, i>.n.. b. Ireland, 1825; graduate of Trinity college.

Dublin; one of the leaders in the movement for the disestablishment of the Irish church,

and the author of works on the ecclesiastical history and antiquities of Great Britain and

Ireland.

BEADYPUS. See ST.OTTT.

BRAEMAR, (includimr the united parishes of Braemar and CmthicY an extensive

Highland district, occupy int: the s.w. corner of Aberdeenshire. in the heart of the Gram-

pian mauntains. and intersected by the upper part of the Dee and its tributaries The

chief mountains are Ben Macdlnii (q.v.V, Cairntoul. 42'JO ft. : I'.ni.-mrli. -I22.: H

Buird 3S51: and !Vn Avon. W2K. in the n.;and lx>chnaar ((
t
.v.l on the sniuli.

of snow lie on these mountains all the year round. The rocks of B. are granite, irn

and (iiiait/. with N-ds of primary limestone, and masses of
terpOBtiae, trap. an<l

* /.! i * * . . :.. ...:.. .*...! .,.^,1 ;.*_.- * *f \nn 1 1 li \* t t'i< 't a \v p Mill* ;l

nian forest of .Mar. now nearly all cut down. is. IOTUBI
Red (leer roes -n-ouse. i>iarmi'_an, and alpine bares alu.und. Many rare alpine plant

are found on the mountains and in the glens. Black-faced sheep and small bhu k-horned
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cattle are reared. Here the earl of Mar first raised his standard for the pretender in

Sept., 1715. The district is intersected by the grout military road from Blairgowrie to
Fort George, made by gen. Wade. In the e. part of the district is Balmoral (q.v.); and
near its center is the small village of Castlelon of B., a favorite resort for travelers,

sportsmen, and lovers of grand scenery. Pop. '71, 156'J, many of whom still speak
Gaelic.

BRAG, a game at cards, usually played by from four to eight persons. The whole
pack is used, and the cards rank as at whist except the nines and knaves, which are
called

"
braggers," and rank the same as any cards with which they may be held. An

ace and a nine and a knave are called three aces, and a deuce and two brag cards make
three deuces, etc. The highest hand is a pair royal, three of a kind, ace being highest -.

next best, highest pair, and last the single card. There is no playing, the hands are

merely shown, and the highest wins the stake.

BRA GA, a city of Portugal, capital of the province of Minho, is situated on an emi-
nence between the rivers Cavado and D'Este. about 35 in. u.e. of Oporto. The neigh-
borhood is charming, especially along the banks of the river Cavado. B. is surrounded

by old walls, flanked with towers, and defended by a castle. It is the residence of th

primate of Portugal, who has a palace here. It has also a fine Gothic cathedral, several

spacious squares; and manufactures of linen, hats, cutlery, fire-arms, jewelry, etc.

Poo. 19,514. It is a very ancient place, being supposed to owe its origin to the Cartha-

ginians. In the time of the Romans, the city was named lira earn Anr/nntu, and the
ruins of a temple, an amphitheater, and an aqueduct, belonging to that era. still remain.
Not far from B. stands the celebrated Sttnctuario do bom Jesus do 31<<te, which is still a

place of pilgrimage. After the Suevi had taken Lusitania from the Romans, B. was
made the metropolis; and here, at a council held in 563 A.D., the Suevi, with their king,
renounced the errors of Arianism, and submitted to the teaching of the Roman Catho-
lic church. After the fall of the Sueviau and West-Gothic kingdom, B. fell into the
hands of the Arabs, from whom it was taken by the forces of Old Castile in 1040.

After the establishment of the Portuguese dynasty, it was annexed to the crown of Por-

tugal.

BRAGAN CA, the name of two considerable towns in Brazil. 1. B., a seaport of
about 6000 inhabitants, at the mouth of the Caite, which enters the Atlantic about 100
m. to the e.s.e. of the Amazon. 2. B. , an island city of about 10,000 inhabitants, 50
in. to the n.e. of San Paulo, and about 200 to the w. of Rio dc Janeiro. The first is

about a degree to the s. of the equator, and the second about a degree to the n. of the

tropic of capricoru.

BRAGAN ZA, or BRAGAN<;A, a city of Portugal, capital of the province Trns os-

Monies, is situated in a pleasant and fertile district, on the river Fervenea, an affluent

of the Sabor. The city is surrounded with walls; has two castles, partly in ruins, of

which one was the ancestral seat of the dukes of Brngan/.a; anil has manufactures of silk

and velvet. Pop. 5000. This city gives its name to the house of Braganza. the present

ruling dynasty in Portugal, John, eighth duke of Braganza, having ascended the throne
as John TV., wheu the Portuguese liberated themselves from the Spanish }'oke in 1640.

See PORTUGAL.

BRAGANZA, HOUSE OF, the title of the family reigning in Portugal, so named from
the old dukes of Braganza. The first duke was a bayard son of king John 1. After

the death of Sebastian without issue the people, who were forbidden by the constitution

of 1159 lo accept a foreign prince, took up with the Biagan/as; but the Spanish kings
ruled Portugal by force until 1640, when Don John, duke of Braganza, was made king
with the title of John IV. and the family has ruled ever since.

BRAGG, BRAXTOX, b. K C., 1815; a graduate of West Point; served in the

Florida war. and in the Mexican war, where his bravery at Fort Blown. 'Monterey,
and elsewhere, was conspicous. His conduct at Buena Vista secured him his brevet as

Kent. col. He resigned from the army in 18~<'>. When the civil Avar bioke out he

joined the confederates, and in a short 'time wa- made general, succeeding Albert Syd-

ney Johnson, who was at killed Shiloh. He met with several reverses, was defeated by
gen. Grant at Chattanooga, and soon afterward was relieved from command.

BRAGI, son of Odin and Frisrga, in the Norse or Scandinavian mythology, was the

god of poetry and eloquence. Upon his ton"ue were engraved the runes ot ;-pcccli. so

that it was impossible for him to utter a sente-ice that did not contain wisdom. Accord-

in-_r to the older or poetic Kdda, he was the most perfect of all scalds or poets, and the

inventor of poetry, which is de-signaled by a kindred word. )>r<t<;>: Unlike Apollo, who,
in the Greek mythology, is represented as enjoying eternal youth, B. was siippox d to

be an old man with a long How in ir heard: !.;it his brow was always mild and unwrinklcd.

15.'- wife was Idunna. Together with Hermothr or Hermouc. he received and wel-

ci,med all those heroes who had fallen in battle, on their arrival in Valhalla. On fV>tive

occasions, as well as on the burial of a king, a goblet, called Bragafull (15. 's goblet i, was

presented, before which each man rose up, made a solemn vow, and emptied it.
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Several German periodicals and works, intended to cherish a national spirit, have taken
the name of Bragi.

BRAHAM, Joux, a celebrated tenor-singer, of Jewisli origin, was b in London in
1777, and d. Feb. 15, l&jO. Jlehad an unusually long professional career. In
oil the stage at the age of ten. and ronlinncd to make occasional appear.-.
until within a few years of his death. About the close of tin- IMU c. lie visit. -d F.

and Italy for improvement; reluming to London, his triumph w.- ;

-

from that time, for half a century lie held the reputation of one of the in

ers in Europe. It was as a concert-singer that he excelled most, and hi- irn at <!<,

lory power and llorid execution made 1m singing of the national songs wonderfully
effective.

BRAKE. TYCHO. one of the most distinguished names for \\hich a-tronomieid s, icnce
can boast,, was born at Knudsthorp (a place near the Ualtic). in I)cnmark. in 1'jKi. lie

WAS descended from a noble family, originally Swedish, and sent, at t!

the university of Copenhagen, where he had not been more than a year when an <

of the sun turned his attention to astronomy. His uncle, who declined him for the law,
furnished him with a tutor, and sent him to I,cipsk- in 1 ")<];.'; but 15., who cared nothing
for that study, devoted just .<o much time to it as would save :q and while
his tutor slept, binied himself nightly with the stars. I5y th.-se surreptitio-.
tionsof the heavens, and witli no other mechanical contrivances than a .t the

size of an oraag.', and a pair of rude compasses, he succ-cdcd. as early M l~>r,:{.

tecting grave errors in the Alphonsine and Prutenic tables, and set about their'

The death of a:i uncle, who left him an estate, recalled him to his native place in :

but he verv SO..HI h -cam distil -te.l witli tlie ignorance and arrogance of those ni< ving in

tlie s.un sphere witli himself, and went back to dennany. At Wittenberg. wh.

resided for a short time, lu- lost part of his n >s in a duel \\ith a Danish gentleman; but

forth' Lt o:-_ri:i h- lageaioualy contrived one of gold, that fitted 00 adrairaMi
was s,> n aurally colorc I, that few could have detected that it was artificial. After a

couple of '. --irg. h returned home, where, in 1572. he discovered a

ii-fw and brilliant stir in the C ' -ia. In 1578, he married

girl, which his fellow-nobl-m MI thought even more undignified than Ix-ing addi<

astronomy, and that they oonsidere 1 very d --rading in a gentleman, whose only l><

ing q-i ili:i iii-i i w.is. ill tli'ir estimation, ekpertncss in the tne of ar:

tim> sp.-nt i:i trav.'l. li rcc-ivfl from his sovereign, Frederic II.. the oiler of the Maud
of liven or 11 i3n -. in th Soun 1. as th site f,,r a.i o!..ervatory, tlie kini

.f ere,'tion. an 1 of the necessary astronomical in-!:

pn)vidi.- him wi;!i a suitable sal.iry. 15. accepted t:
- propos d. and in ir)7ii the

f.,iri , of tin- eanl.' of'UranHxjrg ("city of the heavens") was laid. Hen-, for

a perio 1 of JO years. 15. prosecuted his o - with the most unwearied ind::-

witli a /.i.'al, in' : i -ieut to create a n -\v epoch one of the three great i
.

ia .1 ....!_ JTBOK01CT. TIL- - ientitic

i s of 1>. w is n > p: I tinst the jvtty prejudiced of the nobles, who could

not b vir t i 808 h '1 on on -,\ li ., according to their notions, had di-graced

ord T. nor aninst th IUMIIT ia:is, who wen- a:mo\ed al I;

is his mairJiitieent patron, Frederic I

lived. iVs p lotion was all th.it h- could have des-red. but m his death, in 1"

iy c'n:i_"d. For some yean under C'hristian IV.. 15. was just tolerated: but in

ution had irrown so unbearable that he left the country hav-

J!1:r |, 1 of his , and emo
. near Hamburg, be accepted an ir'

idolf II. -A :red on him a ])ension of MM) duca; ''-k. n

esfrotn IVau'ue, \\.. - to have l-cn erected for him; b

he died at I
3ra-ne, on the 13th 1. At H.-imU-k lie had Kepler as 1,

an 1 to the advice of li. that celebrated astronomer owed much. The scientific pubh
Uom of 1>. an- numerous.

BRAHILOV, IRRUI/ or TRRUT,.\, is a froo port of the Danubian principalities, on tlie

left b-iuk of th ' m. from its mouth, and the chief shipping port m
Wall; luantities of corn and other pr

risheries on the Danube ai

Giihuz to IV. thence to Hucharest. was completed in 1*7:5. Pop. abort 80,000.

Uwvrarol . 15. was occupied by Kossian troops.

BEAHMA. In th- religion and philosophy of the Hin,!

ings. Tlie crude or undeclined form is //;.</< //////. the etyi;

is doubtful; when declined as a neuter noun, it In

final masculine, it is brahmJ (with

spirit, the ground and

I as an individual persona! deitj
-that wli

r., without either color, eye. or ear, eternal. :

undecavin--the wist- behold it as the ,

portion of this universal spirit, and a man can only be free
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be reunited to Brahma1

, l>y petting a correct notion of it and of the soul. BRAHMA (mas-
culine) is one of the- three chief gods of the Hindu pantheon, and is especially associated
with the function of creation. See TIUMUHTI. Yet he himself is a creation of or ema-
nation from Brahma, the first cause. The origin of BrahmS, and the way in which ho
created heaven and earth, is thus narrated by Maim:

"This universe was enveloped in darkness, unperceived, undistinguishable. unknow-
able, as it were entirely sunk in sleep. Then the irresistible self-existing lord, undis-

cerned, causing this universe with the five elements, and all other things, to become
discernible, was manifested, dispelling the gloom. He who is beyond the cognizance of

T the sensc-s, subtile, undiscernible himself, shone forth. He, desiring, seeking to produce
various creatures from his own body, first created the waters, and deposited in them a
seed. This [seed] became a golden egg, resplendent as the sun, in which he himself was
born as Brahma, the progenitor of all the worlds. Being formed by that first cause,

undisceruible, eternal, which is both existent and non-existent, that male (parusha) is

known in the world as Brahmil. That lord having continued a year in the egg, divided
it into two parts by his mere thought. With these two shells he formed the heavens
and the earth; and in the middle he placed the sky, the eight regions, and the eternal
abode of the waters." See Dr. J. Muir's Oriyiu<d >WW.-/v7 ,j\.rtx, vol. iv., ol.

In later times at least, B has had few special worshipers; the only spot where he U
periodically adored being at Pushkara in liajputaiia. lie sometimes receives a kind of

secondary homage along with other deities. B. is represented with four heads. Sec
INDIA (section oil Religion), TIUMUUTI, VISILXU, SIVA.

BRAHMA (see ante), under which the more comprehensive term "Brahmanism" is

employed to specify the system of religious institutions originated and elaborated by
the Brahmans, who are and have been from an early period the sacerdotal and dominant
caste among the Hindus. The earliest phases of religious thought in India of which a
clear notion can now be formed, are exhibited in a body of writings which long ago
came to be regarded as sacred, known under the collective name of Veda, "knowledge.'

1

or Sruti, "revelation." The Hindu scriptures consist of four separate collections of
sacred texts, including hymns, incantations, and sacrificial forms of prayer. They are:

1, the Kiweda; 2, the Stitmtu, or ^tmarcda; 8, the Ynjnsh, or Yujnn-flu; 4, the At/ittr-

ran or At/tttrruwln. Each of these four text books has attached to it a body of prose

writings called Bnthmannx, which explain the ceremonial application of the texts and
the origin and import of the sacrificial rites for which they were supposed to have been

composed. The Sii>itr<d(t and the Yajurvcdft are for purely ritual purposes, and, a*

they are composed almost entirelv of verses taken from the Bifftetla, are of secondary
importance. The hymns of the lliyceila are the earliest lyrical productions of the An an
settlers in India which have come down to us. They all are old, though of varying
periods, only the last book having the characteristics of a later appendage. Of the
At/tarcaii about a sixth is found iu the Riyceda. The religious thought of the old bards,
a.s reflected in the hymns, is that of a worship of the grand and striking phenomena of

nature regarded in the light of personal and conscious beings, endowed with powers
beyond the control of man, yet sensible to his praises and actions. It was a nature-wor-

ship nearer than that of any other known form of polytheistic belief; a mythology
comparatively little affected by those systematizing tendencies which, in other lands, led

to the construction of a well-ordered pantheon and a regular organization of divine gov-
ernment. From the name, "the Shining Ones," given to these impersonations, it must
be c ncluded that the more prominent objects of early adoration were the phenomena
of light. In the primitive worship of the manifold phenomena of nature, it is not so

much their physical aspect that impresses the human heart as the moral and intellectual

forces which are supposed to move and animate them. The attributes and relations of
some of the Vedic deities, in accordance with the nature of the object s whi< -\\ they represent,

partake in a high degree of this spiritual element; but it is not improbable that in nn
earlier phase of Aryan worship the religious conceptions were pervaded by it to a still

greater extent, and that the Vedic belief, though retaining many of its primitive feature*,
has on the whole assumed a more sensuous and anthropomorphic character. This latter

clement is especially predominant in the attributes and imagery applied by the Vedicj

poets to Indra, the god of the atmospheric region, and the favorite figure in their pan-
theon. While the representatives of the prominent departments of nature appear to the

Vedic hard as independent of each other, their relations to the mortal worshiper beinsj
the chief subject of his anxiety, a simple method of classification wa* already resorted

to at an early time, consisting of a triple division of the deities into god* residing in the

sky, in the air. and on the earth. It is not. however, until a later stage that this attempt
at a polytheistic system is followed up by the promotion of one particular god to the

dignity of chief guardian for each one of these three reirions. On the other hand, a

tendency is clearly traceable in some of the hymns towards identifying go:* \\hose.

functions present a certain degree of similarity of nature. These attempts seem to show
R certain advance from polytheism towards a comprehension of the unity of the divine

essence. Another feature of the old Vedic worship tended to a similar result. The
groat problems of the origin and existence of man and the universe had early begun to

engage the Hindu mind; and in celebrating the praises of the gods the poet was fre-
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qucntly led by his religious and not wholly disinterested zeal to attribute to them eo-
mical functions of the very highest order. At a later stage of thought inquirers could
not fail to perceive the inconsistency of such concessions of a supremacy among the
divine rulers, and tried to solve the problem by conceptions of an independent power,
endowed with all the attributes of a supreme deity, the creator of the universe including
the gods of the pantheon. The names under which this monotheistic idea is put forth

are mostly of uu attributive character, and some are mere epithets of particular gods,
such a^ rrajapati, "lord of creatures," and Viisru.kannnn, "all-doer." But to some
this theory of a personal creator left many difficulties unsolved. They saw that every
thing around them, including man himself, was directed by some inward agent; and it

needed but one step to perceive the essential sameness of these spiritual units, and to

recognize them as so many individual manifestations of one universal principle. Thus
a pantheistic couceptiou was arrived at, and put forth under such names its Pnr>i^,,i,

"soul," Kdmn, "desire," Jirnhntan (neuter nom. sing., brahma), "devotion, prayer.
"

Metaphysical and philosophical speculations were thus fast undermining the simple
belief in the old gods, until, at the time of the composition of the BrdJuiKiiKix and the

CjKi /tin/tin!*, we liud them in complete possession of the minds of the theologians. While
the theories crudely suggested in the later hymns are now further matured and elabo-

rated, the tendency towards catholicity of formula favors the combination of the con-

flicting monotheistic and pantheistic conception; this compromise, which makes Priiju-

puli, the personal creator of the world, the manifestation of the iinpei>oi:al h'm It ma, the
universal self-existent soul, leads to the composite pantheistic system which forms the
characterise dogma of the Brahmanical period.

The division into cn*tcx in India is well known. The hymn to Purusha names Hum
as, 1, the Brahmauas; 2, Kshatriyas; 3, the Vaisyars; and,*4. the Sudras. There was a

long conflict between the first and second of these castes, but the final subjection of the
second left absolute power in the hands of the first, the Brahmans. or priests. They
elaborated a system of laws, using some of Manu's code, in which they made no scruple
to fortify and protect themselves. The very lowest class was of no importance, but the
other three, however unequal to each other in privileges and social standing, v. ere unitf d

by a common bond of sacramental rites, traditionally connected from ancient times with
certain stages and incidents in the life of the Aryan Hindu, such as conception, birth,

name-giving, the first taking out of a child to see the sun, the first feeding with boiled

rice, the rites of tonsure, the youth's investiture with the sacrificial thread, and his

return home on completing his studies, with the ceremonies of marriages, funerals, etc.

The most important of these family observances is the rite of conducting the boy to a

spiritual teacher, with which is connected the investiture with the sacred cord, ordi-

narily worn over the left shoulder and under the right arm, and varying in material

according to the class of the wearer. This ceremony is supposed to constitute the

second or spiritual birth of the arya, and is the preliminary act to the youth's initiation

into the study of the Veda, the management of the consecrated fire, arid the knowledge
uf the rites of purification, including the solemn invocation to friritn (the sun), which
has to be repeated every morning and evening before the rising and setting of that lumi-

nary. It is from their participation in this rite that the tbree upper classes are called

the "twice born." The ceremony is enjoined to take place some time l>etween the S'th

and 16th year in case of a Brahman; for a Kshatriya between the llth and 22d. and of
n Vaisya between the 12th and 24th. He who has" not been invest! d with the mark of
his class within the prescribed time is forever excluded from uttering the prayer to the

anil, and becomes an outcast, unless absolved from his sin by a council of Brahmans,
when, after due purification, he resumes the badge of his caste. "With one not duly
initiated no righteous man is allowed to associate or to enter into connections of affinity.

The duty of the Sudra (the lowest caste) is to serve the twice born classes, particularly
the Brahmans. Om- of this caste is excluded from all sacred knowledge, and if he per-
form sacrificial ceremonies he must do so without using holy utensils, iNo Brahman

may recite a holy text where a man of the servile cast might overhear him. nor may h

teach them the'laws of expiating sin. The occupations of the Vaisya are connected
with trade, agriculture, and the raising of cattle; while those of the Kshatriya consist

in nilin<r and defending the people, administering justice, etc. Both tln^c castes share

with the Brahman the privilege of reading the Veda, hut only so far as it is taught and

explained to them by their spiritual preceptors. To the Brahman belongs the right of

teaching and expounding the sacred texts, and also that of interpreting and determin-

ing the laws and rules of caste. Yet. in spite of those formidable harriers between the

several ord-rs. the practice of inter-marrying appears to have been too prevalent in

early times to have admitted of suppression. To marry a woman of higher eastr. and

especially of a ca-te not immediately above one's own. is positively prohibited, the

offspring of such a union being excluded from performing obsequies to his ancestors,

and incapable of inheriting the parent's property. But, according to Mann, a man mar
marry a girl of any or each of the castes below 'his own. provided he has already a wife

of his own class, since she only should perform the duties of personal attendance and

religious observance devolving upon a married woman.
The self-exaltation of the highest class was due. not altogether to priestly arrornnr*

and ambition, but, like a prominent feature in the post-Vcdic belief the transmigration
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of souls it was the natural consequence of the pantheistic doctrine. To the Brah-
manical thinker, who saw in the numberless individuals of animate nature but so many
manifestations of the one eternal soul, to a union with -which they must all tend as their

final goal of supreme bliss, the greater or less imperfection of the material form in which

they were embodied naturally presented a continuous scale of spiritual units from thw

lowest degradation up to the absolute purity and perfection of the supreme spirit. To
prevent one's sinking yet lower, and by degrees to raise one's self in this universal

gradation, or. if possible, to attain the ultimate goal immediately from any state of

corporeal existence, there was but one way subjection of the senses, purity of life,

and knowledge of the deity. As Manu's code concludes: "He who in his own soul

perceives the supreme soul in all beings, and acquires equanimity towards them all,

attains the highest state of bliss." The life marked out for the Brahmans by that stern

theory of class duties which they themselves had marked out, and which must have
been practiced in the early times, at least in some degree, was by no means one of eas

and amenity. It was, on the contrary, well calculated to promote that complete mortifi-

cation of the instincts of animal nature which they considered as indispensable to final

deliverance from the revolution of bodily and personal existence.

The devoted Brahman who desired to obtain the utmost good upon the dissolution of

his body, was enjoined to pass successively through four orders or stages of life, viz. :

1. that "of religious student; 2, that of householder; 3, that of anchorite; 4, that of

religious mendicant. Theoretically, this course was open and recommended to every
t \vice-born man, hi-; distinctire occupations being in that case restricted to the second

condition, or that of married life. Practically, however, persons of the second and third

castes were doubtless in general content to "go through a term of studentship in order
to obtain a certain amount of religious instruction before entering into the married
state and performing their professional duties. In the case of the sacerdotal cla-s. the

practice was probably all but universal in early times; but gradually a more and more
limited proportion seem to have carried their religious zeal to the length of self-mortifi-

cation involved in the two final stages. When theyouth had been invested with the sign
of his caste, he was to reside for some time in the house of some religious teacher, well

read in the Veda, to be instructed in the knowledge of the scriptures and the scientific

treatises attached to them, in the social duties of his caste, and in the complicated sys-
tem of purificatory and sacrificial rites. According to the number of Vedas lie intended
to study, the duration of the period of instruction was to be probably in the ca.-c of

Brahmanical students chiefly of from 12 to 4S years; (luring which time the virtr.es of

modesty, duty, temperance, and self-control were to be firmly implanted in his mind by
unremitting observance of the most minute rules of conduct. During all this time tho

Brahman student had to subsist entirely on food obtained by begging from house {>

house; and his behavior towards the preceptor ittid his family was to be that prompted
by respectful attachment and implicit obedience. In the case of girls no investiture

takes place, the nuptial ceremony being considered an equivalent for that rite. On
quitting the teacher's abode, the young man returns to his family and takes a wife.

To die without leaving legitimate offspring, and especially a son to perform the peri-
odical rite of obsequies to his father, is considered by the true Hindu a very great misfor-

tune. There are three sacred debts which a man has to discharge in life: that which is

due to the gods, of which he acquits himself by daily worship and sacrificial rites; thnt

due to the ancient and inspired seers of the Vedic texts, discharged by the daily study
of the scriptures; and the final debt which he owes to his manes, and of winch he
relieves himself by leaving a sou. Some authorities add a fourth the debt owing to

human kind, which demands the practice of kindness and hospitality; hence the neces-

sity of entering into the married state/ When the husband leads the bride from her home
to his own, the fire which has been used for the marriage ceremony goes with the new
couple, to serve as their domestic; fire; and it has to be kept Up "perpetually day and
night, either by themselves or their children, or, if the man be a teacher, by his pupils.
If it should become extinguished by neglect or otherwise, the guilt thereby incurred
must be atoned for by an act of expiation. The domestic fire servos the family for pre-

paring their food, for making the fire necessary daily for occasional offerings, and for

performing sacramental rites. No food should be eaten that has not been duly conse-

crated by a portion of it being offered to the gods, the beings, and the //////*." Tin-no

three daily offerings are also called by the collective name of the sacrifice to all thu

deities. The remaining two are the offering to Brahma that is, the daily lecture of tho

scriptures, accompanied by certain rites and that to men, consisting in the entertain-

ment of guests. The domestic- observances, many of which must be considered a-*

ancient Aryan family customs, surrounded by the Hindus with a certain amount of
adventitious ceremonial, were generally performed by the householder himself, with
the assistance of his wife. There is. however, another class of sacrificial ceremonies
of a more pretentious and expensive kind, called srauta rites, or rites based on revela-

tion, the performance of which, though not indispensable. ws yet consul, red obligatory
under certain circumstances. They formed a powerful weapon in the hands .

priesthood, and were one of the chief sources of their subsistence. Owing to the com
plicated nature of these sacrifices, and the great amount of ritualistic formulas and trxts

recited during their performance, they required the employment of a number of proles-
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sional Brahmans, frequently as many as 18, who had to be well rewarded for their ser-

vices. Priests who refuse money for their services are eulogized by Brahnuinical writers;
but such virtue was rare. The manuals of the Vuidak rituals generally (.numerated
three of these rites: ixhtis, or oblations of milk, curds, clarified butter, rice, grain;
annual offerings; and libations of soma. The soma, which is an intoxicating drink pre-

pared from the juice of a kind of milk-weed, sometimes called the moon-plant, must
have played an important part in the ancient worship, at least as early as the Indo-Per-
sian period. It is continually alluded to both in tlie

r
/A'nd Ar<x1<t and the Jiif/ceda. In

the latter work the hymus of a whole book are addressed to it, either in the shape of a

mighty god, or in its original form, as a kind of ambrosia endowed with wonderfully
exhilarating powers. In post-Vedic mythology soma has become identified with the
lunar deity, to whom it seems to have had some relation from the beginning. Among
the Vaidik rites the soma-sacritiees are the most solemn and complicated, and those to

which the greatest efficacy is ascribed in remitting sin, conferring offspring and even

immortality. They require the attendance of Itt priests, and are divided into throe

groups, according as the actual pressing and offering of the soma occupies only 1 day,
or between 1 and 12 days. The performance of all srauta sacrifices require two other
fires besides that used for domestic rites. The act of first placing the lires in their

respective receptacles, after due consecration of the ground, constitutes the essential

part of the lir.~t duty, which the householder should have performed by four Brahmans
immediately after the wedding. To the same class of sacrificial ceremonies belong those

performed on the days of the new and full moon, the oblation at the commencement of
the three seasons, the offerings of first-fruits, and other periodical rites. Besides these

.regular sacrifices, the srauta ceremonial includes a number of most solemn rites, which,
on account of the objects for which they are instituted, and the enormous expenditure
they involve, could be performed only on rare occasions and by powerful princes. Of
these the most important are the inaugural ceremony of a monarch who claims supreme
rule, and the horse sacrifice, one of great antiquity, enjoined by the Hrahmanieal ritual

upon king-- desirous of attaining universal sovereignty. The efficacy ascribed to this

ceremony in later times was so great that the performance of a hundred such sacrifices

wa.s considered to deprive Indra of his position as chief of the immortals.
When the householder is advanced in years, when he sees his skin become wrinkled

and his hair gray, when he sees the son of his son. the time is said to have come for him
to enter the third stage of life. He should now disengage himself from ail family ties

except that his wife may accompany him if she choose and repair to a lonely wood,
taking with him his sacred fires and the implements required for the daily and" period-
ical offering. Clad in a deer's skin, or in a single piece of cloth, or in a bark garment,
with his hair and nails uncut, the hermit is to subsist exclusively on food growing wild
in the forest, such as roots, green herbs, fruits, wild rice and grain. He must not accept
gifts from anyone, except of what may be absolutely necessary to maintain him; but
with his own little hoard he should, on the contrary, honor to the best of his ability
those who visit his hermitage. His time must be spent in reading the metaphysical
treatises of the Veda, in making oblations, and in undergoing various kinds of priva-
tions and austerities, with a view to mortifying his passions and producing in his mind
an entire indifference to worldly objects. Having by these means succeeded in over-

coming all sensual affections and desires, and in acquiring perfect equanimity towards

everything around him, the hermit has fitted himself for the final and most exalted

order, that of the devotee or religious mendicant. As such he has no further need of

cither mortifications or religious observances; but " with the sacrificial tires reposiied in

his mind" lie may devote the remainder of his days to meditating on the divinity.

Taking up his abode at the foot of a tree in total solitude, "with no companion but his

own soul." clad in a coarse garment, he should carefully avoid injuring any creature or

giving offense to any human being that may happen to come near him. Once in a day,
in the evening,

" when the charcoal lire is extinguished and the smoke no longer issues

from the lire-pku-e. when the pestle is at rest, when the ]>eople have taken their meats
Miul the dishes ore removed," lie should go near the habitations of men in order to beg
the liltlc food that may suffice to sustain his feeble frame. Ever pure of mind, he

Hhould thus bide his time, "as a servant expecteth his wages," wishing neither for death

nor for life, until at last his soul is freed from its fetters and absorbed in the eternal

spirit, the impersonal, self existent Brahma.
The study of the ancient Hindu literature has taught us that some practices which

have hitherto, or until recently, prevailed in India, and which have contributed much
to bring Hindu morals into disrepute, are comparatively.modern innovations. Thus,
the rites of xntt<' (prop, miti,

"
the faithful wife") or the voluntary immolation of widows,

which was abolished with considerable difficulty about ;]() years airo, seems to have

i-pruiiir up originally as a local habit among the Kshatriyas. and. on becoming more and
more prevalent, to have at length received ttrahmanicnl sanction. The alleged con-

formity of the rite to the Hindu scriptures has been shown to have resteil chiefly on a

misquotation, if not an intentional garbling, of a certain p:\ssagc of the lii'url<i. which,

so far from authori/.ing the cremation of the widow, bids her return from the funeral

rite to her home and resume her worldly duties. Cases of infanticide are still frequent
in many parts of India, especially among the Kajpuls; but the priests have never sane-
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tinned the practice. Its origin has to be sought in the enormous extravagances of wed-

ding feasts, and in a notion that parents arc disgraced by their daughters remaining
husbandless. Hence, also, the practice of early marriage, which is the more mischievous
as the Hindu law (iocs not allow widows to marry. The cow bus been held in high
honor in India from early times; but the abhorrence of slaughtering and eating the
Mesh of kine is of late origin. It has been conclusively shown by a Hindu scholar that
in former times beef formed a staple article of food. (For particulars and varieties of
Hindu doctrines, etc., see INDIA, BUDDHISM, PAUSEES, SIKHS, VKDA, MAUTT. SLHYA,
USHAS. Ui'ANisiiAD, METEMPSYCHOSIS, VEDANTA, VAISHNAVAS, SAIVAS, SAKTAS.)

BEAHMAN, or BKAHMLN, the name of the highest caste (q.v.) in the system of Hin-
duism.

ERAHMANBE HIA, a t. of India in the presidency of Bengal, division of Chittagong.
It has sea and railway communication with Calcutta. Pop. '72, 12,364.

BRAHMAPU TRA, a river which rises in Thibet, and, after pp.rtially mingling with
the Gauges, flows into the bay of Bengal by three months. It is formed 'by the junction,
in Assam, of two main branches the Brahmaputra, from the n.e., and the Sampoo, from
the n.w. ; the entire length rather exceeds 900 in. from the one source, and 1700 from the

other. The B. proper rises about lat. 28 30' n., and long. 97 20' e. ; while the Sampoo
springs from the same swamp as the Sutlej and the Indus. About 360 in. below their

confluence, the B. leaves Assam, near Goulpara, and after 60 m. more in a s.w. direction,

takes a sweep round the w. extremity of the Garrow mountains. In lat. 25 10' n., and

long. 89 43' e., it throws off the Eonaie, and after a course of 180 m. is named the

Meghna. Ninety m. from the sea. it combines with the Gauges in cutting up their com-
mon delta into a net-work of inland navigation.

BRAHMIN OX. See ZEBU.

ERAHMO 80MAJ (Theislic C/iurc7i) is a religious and social association in India, orig-
inated by the celebrated Hindu rajah, Rammohun Roy, in 1830, under the title, Society

of God. The accession of Debendra Kath Tagore, a wealthy Calcutta Brahman, in 1842,

gave the movement a great impetus, which was also much aided by the spread of Eng-'
lish education. Its latest and most advanced development took place under Kcshub
Chunder Sen, who joined it in 1858, and w,iose visit to Europe in 1870 created so much
interest. It has been Sen's aim to apply the principles of the church to practical life,

and under his leadership the progressive party have seceded from the original church,
and assumed the title of "Bramo Somaj of India." Their fundamental principles ar

that there is but one supreme God, the object of worship; that nature and intuition are

the sources whence our knowledge of God is derived; and that religion admits of pro-

gressive development. They ignore all distinctions of caste, and consider all men as

God's children; they abjure all idolatrous rites, and acknowledge no sacred books or

places, but value what is good and true in all religions, and rccogni/.e the necessity of

public worship. They have about 100 branches throughout India, and maintain two

periodicals and several schools.

BRAIN is the nervous center in which reside consciousness and power over the volun-

tary movements of the Ixxly. It consists of one or more masses of {/ray and white nerv-

ous matter, or what are technically called vesicular and tubular neurine. AY hen thcsa

substances are blended together, the mass is termed a ganglion, and from it proceed pro-

longations of the tubular matter, which are called nerves, and are conductors o!' impres-
sions to or from the the vesicular neurine. The number and si/e of these ganglia vary
with the povers of the animal. In the lowest forms of mullusk. we find a single gang
lion from which proceed all the nerves of the animal; in the higher, there are two gang-
lia, joined by a nervous cord round the gullet, and distinct from, though connected

with, the ganglion which supplies nerves to the foot, and the one forth*' respiratory

apparatus. In the common slug, we have these cephalic ganglia united so as to form
one bilobed nia^s of B. above the oesophagus. ^

In the ARTICULATED ANIMALS (q.v.), the B. consists of two cephalic ganglia over

the oesophagus; there are also two nervous cords, one on each side of the body connected
with each other. In the cephalopoda, as the pearly nautilus, the B., or mass of nervous

matter situated over the gullet, is a transverse w/W-like ganglion ; in the cuttle-fish (*<]u'u

oftldniilix) we find a distinct rounded mass, supported by a rudimentary skeleton. In

FISHES, we find, instead of one supra-o?sophagcal mass or ganglion, scvcial separate
masses, the nerves ending in their own special ganglia; i.e., where each nerve ends or

begins in the B., there is a collection of vesicular neurine. In addition to these ganglia
in fishes, there are parts corresponding to the cerebral lobes or hemispheres of thu

human brain. There is also a cerebellum.

Suppose we examine a cod's brain. Removing the roof of the skull, we see thre

pair of neurine masses; two small and round in front, the hemispherical ganglia: two

larger in the middle, the optic ganglia; and a little triangular appendage behind. th

cerebellum. From just in front of the anterior of those three pairs of masses divergw
nervous prolongations, Which end in two bodies, called the tilfiK'iont ganglia. On lift-

ing the appendage we have named cerebellum, we see on each side of the spinal cord a

deposition of ueurine, which represents the auddory ganglia of more fully developed
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brains. The olfactory ganglia vary in their distance from the general mass. In
KEI'TII.IA, they are placed very near the cerebral hemispheres, which are small, as is

also the cerebellum. But when we reach the BIRDS, the size of the cerebral lobe, iu pro-

portion to all the other parts, is much increased, so that they overlay the different gang-
lia, which are not placed one in front of the other, as in fi>hes and reptiles, but packed
one above the oilier. We now begin to h'nd some indications of & . On the
surface of the B. in the parroquet, Leuret describes the furrowing as distinct, though
many birds have perfectly smooth hemispheres; the>e also are not hollow, as in tishes

nnd reptiles; and it will be seen that the convoluting or folding of the B. substance
backwards and forwards, must allow of more l>eing packed into the space than could be
admitted by any other arrangement. The middle part of the cerebellum is very large,
and divided into lamina; or leaflets; its lateral portions are much smaller than in mam-
malia: the olfactory ganglia are small, and close to the cerebral hemispheres. The optic
ganglia and other nerves rising from them are very large, and the wedge-shaped portion,
called meduOa-obUmffata, connecting the B. with the spinal cord, is also large. We now
approach the MAMMALIA, and in the monotrenmta, which in some important respects
resemble birds the ornithorhjfnchtu p>iriidxns, for instance we find small smooth
hemispheres in a B. which to the whole body bears only the proportion of 1 to 180.

Even this is greater than in the marsupials; the kangaroo's B. is as 1 to 800.

If we examine a rabbit's B., we find it to consist, apparently, of three parts the

o'fi'-t<>ry bulb, ibe cerebral hemispheres, and the << A-'/. /'?//. The cerebral hemispheres arc
connected by a transverse band of union, or what is technically termed a (v///<//<<'.</n>.

Continuing the dissection, we turn aside the hemispheres, and find they have concealed

J\tr yiinalia. which represent the single pair of optic ganglia we found in birds. There
are two other bodies in front of those just alluded to viz., the ojitir, thnininnx. and in

front of it another (inferior) longitudinal c<; in mixture. This forms a communication.
between the anterior and posterior portions of the hemisphere, on the same side. Two
little white lines, running from the back of the thalami, join a little body called the

'

rf'iiirl, interesting in connection with some fantastic physiological theories. It

will he observed that the hemispheres lie over these structures like a cap; the space
between the two. on each side, is termed the lateral reatrid?.

We have now the most complicated B. before us, the human encephalic mass of

ganglia, and include with it the medulla o'>!n;/:ita, the link which unites the B. to the

spinal cord. First viewing the B. from its upper surface, we see that it is divided by
the longitudinal fissure into two equal halves or hemispheres, which are broader behind
than in front. They arc irregularly marked by convolutions, and a smooth appearance
is ti'iven to the whole surface by the glistening arachnoid membrane (q.v.). On slicing
them transversely with a knife.' the section appears white in the center, and gray at the

mirgins of the conrolntion*, which are now s:-en penetrating to various depths below
the surf-ici'. The white substance is dotted with the1 blood -vessels which supply the
brain. On drawing the hemispheres asunder from each other with the fingers, the

great commissure, or uniting band, is seen, the eorpnx Ciillnsinn, which is str-ak'cd both

longitudinally and transversely. The hemispheres should now be completely sliced off

on a level with this commissure, and its transverse fibers will be seen to extend into

their substance, constituting a large white surface, called by anatomists the trhite oval

If we take the handle of the knife, and scratch with it through this white substance,
the instrument soon opens a cavity, which is the Intent! rsittrid?. Let this IK> done on both
sides, and the ventricle- exposed to view. They are shaped somewhat like the italic

>'. Their extremities are termed coruua. and the anterior look from each other, and are
nearer than the posterior, which are turned the opposite way. We have now removed
the hemispherical ganglion, and uncovered the others. The pia mater, which supports
the vessels bringing blood to the B. substance, is seen in a purple wreath lying in each
ventricle?, and passing down into a depression termed the ?///</W hnrn of the ventricle.

This is the charoidf&exut, and, if lifted, it will be found continuous with that on the

opposite side, through an aperture tailed the foramen of Monro, after the great Scotch
anatomist of that name. If the remains of the corpus callosum are now scraped away,
the choroid plexus will be found continuous with a web of pia mater called the r,lnm

i^iti-i-fxixitiim, which lies over the central cavity of the B., or third ventricle. In front
nnd behind will be seen portions of the inferior longitudinal commissure or form'*, the

body of which ha* been removed to show the velum; but, placed vertically l>etween its

anterior part and the under surface of the corpus callosum, are two layers of gray mat-
ter. between which is a narrow space termed the fftk rfutricle. Behind, there will be
seen a small hole, through which a probe will pass into \\icfonrth v>-n'iicle.

We now come to the upper surface of the irnMlnm, consisting of two hemispheres
split tran.-vcrsi-ly into leaflets, and connected by a central portion to each other, and by"

TMtwo bundles of" white fibers to the corpora quadrigemina. Between these is

Wilfrids; nnd stretched across between them is a thin layer of gray matter, called
the rahr f Vitu** n&

We now turn what remains of the B. upside down, and examine the base or
under surface. It is very irregular in outline. The cerebral hemispheres are now
found to be divided on each side by a fissure (Sylcutn). The part iu front is called the
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anterior lobe; that behind the middle, as far as the cerebellum, when it is called the po&

The olfactory lobes are now seen lying in a fissure in the anterior lobes. The opti
tracts arc seen met/ting at their commissure, interchanging fibers, and passing on as the

optic nerves to the orbit. The larger bundles behind, and directed out wards, are

the cr i.i fit r</vAr/, passing towards the hemispheres, emerging from the transverse
ma<s called the j*nut r<m>(if, which lies like a clamp between the t\vo halves of the

cerebellum, From the inner side of each crus arises the third nerve, destined to

supply four of the muscles which move the eyeball. The fourth nerve comes from
the valve of Vieussens, and is seen on its way to supply the superior oblique mu>clu
which turns the eye upwards and outwards, hence called jmthcticti*. From each
side of the pons the tilth pair arises; the sixth, between the pons and the anterior

pyramids of the medulla oblongata; the eighth, consisting of: 1. The glosso-pharvu-
geal, or nerve of deglutition. 2. The pneumogastric distributed to the respiratory appa-
ratus and stomach; and with it, 3. The spinal accessory.

The chemical composition of B. matter averages in 100 parts

Water........................................................... 73A parts.
Albuminous matter............................................... 7 "

Fat ....................... ..................................... IU "

Salts (containing 1| of phosphoric acid) ............................ 6 "

The proportion of these constituents varies not only in different species of animals, but
also in different members of the same animal group, and appears lo be much influenced

by the age, temper, and intellectual capabilities of each individual. Thus, the normal

quantity of salts in the B. of a healthy man is 6 per cent, and in the B. of an insane

patient,' only 2 per cent were found.

friftr>ii/,y <-f t/ic bruin (ramollisseruent) is a frequent result of chronic inflammation of
the brain. The patient has been for some time in low health, troubled with headache?,
loss of appetite, depression of spirits, and a gradual loss of memory, and acute percep-
tion of things in general. Then a spasm may occur, followed by paralysis, or the legs
and arms may be bent up, and remain in that position. This condition of B. may be
caused by want of proper nourishment to the cerebral substance, owing to plugging up,
or from disease of its arteries. When the softening is caused by inflammation", we
frequently find pus forming an abscess of the brain. Induration may also occur as the
result of inflammation. The other diseases, as hydrocephalus, will be treated under
their own names.

Diseases of tlw, brain. Inflammation (acute) of the B. (pJireniti*, or popularly, 6mm
f '>) rarely occurs separately, and can scarcely be distinguished from inflammation of
its membranes (meningitis). According to Dr. Watson of London, when the <li> a-e

begins in the latter, the first remarkable symptom is a convulsion fit; when in tiie B.

substance itself, nausea and vomiting generally usher in the attack.

In the first stage, there is rapid pulse, severe headache, the eyes suffused, and their

pupils contracted to a small point, very intolerant of light, The patient is constantly
watchful, and much annoyed by even ordinary sounds. Then furious delirium sets in.

and lasts for a period, varying with the case, generally from twelve to forty-eight hours;
when it is succeeded by collapse, in which the patient lies his face devoid of color, and
covered with cold sweat in a state of stupor. If roused, he now speaks with slow,
indistinct utterance; his pupils are now dilated, and indifferent to the brightest light:
and the loudest speaking ceases to annoy him. The stupor increases with the general

prostration, and continues till death. After death, we find serous fluid upon and in the

B., deposits of lymph, thickening of the membranes, and softening of the B. substance
itself.

General and local bleeding, with antimony and digitalis, to subdue the pulse: mer-

cury, to prevent the deposit of lymph; blisters, as counter-irritants, to the hack of the
head and neck, are the usual remedies for this rare, but terrible disease. The younger
school of practitioners, however, as Dr. Tanner expresses it. prefer waiting to see if

nature unaided, or only genity guided, will not carry the patient through a disease where
the efforts of art are notoriously futile, and are rather content to trntcl tic ^n^t>n, to

calm excitement by sedatives, to lessen increased heat of body by diluents and tepid

sponging, to prevent accumulations in the intestines by purgatives, and to diminish
maniacal delirium by the application of cold to the head.

BRAIN, DISEASES OF THE, are comprehended in six general classes, viz.: 1. Cerebral

congestion; 2. cerebral anaemia; 3. cerebral hemorrhage: 4. inflammatory diaeai

structural lesions; 6. functional disturbances. Active congestion of the B. is a well-

known and dangerous disease; but may often be removed by proper treatment. Cold

applied to the head, and warm stimulating applications to the extremities, are very
useful. Passive congestion is marked by a livid face, dull pains, sluggishness of th

mental faculties, and disturbed sleep. Cerebral aiinmim includes diseases arising from

impoverished pr otherwise disordered blood, and is marked by frequent fainting, pnlc-
ness of the face, and gasping as if actually dying. The naturalremedies nre in stimulate
the action of the heart so as to increase the flow of blood to the head, and placing thu

body in a horizontal position, with the head lowest. Dashing cold water into the fate will
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often excite the heart to the required action. There are many other forms of anemia
general or partial. Cerebral hemorrhage, or bleeding in the substance or between the

parts of the brain, is generally a consequence of disease of the arteries of the B. . and is

often developed in apoplexy or hemiplegia. In attacks of apoplexy dependent upon
extravasation of blood, the body should be kept quiet, with the head raised, applying
cold water or ice thereto, and removing all articles of clothing that may press upon the

neck or chest. It should be known that cerebral hemorrhage is seldom prec< ded by
symptoms: hence, in general, ringing in the ears, di/.ziness. and other symptoms which
some fear to be indicative of an apoplectic attacks are really not so. Inflammatory affec-

tions of the brain are seated either in the membranes or the cerebral substance, oftcnevt

in the former. They are. generally included in the term meningitis, which is acute, sub-

acute, or chronic, and there is a tuberculous variety. '1 he causes in ca<c< not arising
from actual injury to the head, are generally excessive use of alcoholic liquors, or

exposure to severe heat. This form of development occurs chiefly in adults. Children
are oftener subject to acute inflammation in the course of measles, scarlet fever, or

erysipelas. The leading local symptoms of acute meningitis arc "pain in the IK ad. a

flushing of the face, intolerance of loud sounds and strong light, increased sensibility rf

the >urface of the body, throbbing of the arteries in the neck and head, and delirium
which is often violent and accompanied with hallucinations. There is usually fever, and
sometimes there are convulsions. In the second stage there is heavy sleepiness ending in

coma, paralysis of some of the facial muscles or of the lirr;bs on one side, dilatation of

the pupils, and irregular pulse; symptoms that betoken speedy death. A very large

proportion of ca^es of simple acute meningitis end fatally, sometimes almost imme-
diately or within a few hours, but occasionally a week may intervene. Treatment
should be directed by a physician. When acute cerebral meningitis affects the mem-
branes of the spinal cord, it is not only extremely fatal but is epidemic. There are other
varieties of more or less importance that can be understood only by professional men,
and. as a mutter of safety, all brain affections should !K> dealt with under the direction of

a physician. The same must be said of lesions affecting the structure of the brain, too

many and various to descrilx?: and to these must be added functional diseases which

produce mania, monomania, melancholia, dementia, etc.

BRAIXARD, JOHN- GARDINER CAI.KINS. 1796-1828: b. Conn.; a graduate of Yale:
editor of a newspaper in Hartford, in which he published many pieces of verse. After
his death a volume of his poems was published, and a third edition was issued in

184'2, with a memoir by John G. "Whit tier. B. ranks high in class next below the

greatest American poets.

BBAINE-LE-COMTE, a busy t. of the province of Hainault, Belgium, about 13 m.
n.n.e. of Mons. It is an ancient place, and formerly belonged to the monks of St.

"Waudru at Mons, from whom it was bought by count Baldwin in 1158. It has an old
chuivh of the loth c. ; and cotton and corn mills, dye-works, breweries, etc. Some of

the finest llax that can be produced is grown in the district. Pop. '70, about 6400.

BRAINERD, DAVID, 1718-47: an American missionary, b. Conn. His missionary
work was among the Indians in Massachusetts and those around the Delaware and Sun-

quehanna riversT President Edwards Avrotc his biography, and that and B.'s journals
are well known. B. was a man of strong mental powers, extensive knowledge, great

sagacity, and fervent zeal, and as a preacher he was forcible and pathetic.

BRAINSTONE CORAL, the popular name of certain kinds of coral (q.v ) or madrepore
(q.v.V included in the Linnsran genus madrcpora, Itit row forming the much more
restricted genus mtandrina. They derive their name from the general resemblance to

the brain of man or of a quadruped exhibited in their large rounded mass, and numer-
ous winding depressions. Perhaps the true B. C. is mcandrina fv . a 5-pt-cies

always nearly hemispherical. When the hemispherical mass is broken, the ridges which
bound its furrows may be traced inwards through its substance, even to the central

nu: letis from which they commenced. The mouths of the polypes, in nil the species of

thi.- g.-iiu-;. are in the furrows or elongated hollows, in which they ;ue ranged side by
side, in sinuous series. The brainstonc" corals are verv common in collections, nnd are

much admired for their beauty. They arc found chiefly in the seas of warm clinwti!.

particularly hi the Indian ami's. Atlantic oceans. They sometimes attain a large size.

Ehrenbere noticed single massrs (polypidom?) in the Red sea, from (5 to 9 ft. in dia-

meter. Their rate of growth, however! appears to be slow. The fossil species are few.

and chiefly belong to the oolitic formation.

BRAINTREE. a t. in Norfolk co.. Mn-s.. 10 m s. of Boston, on the Old Colony,

Newport and Southside railroads; pop. '70. 0948; in '80, 3856: a manufacturing p!a<r
for boots and shoe?, linen, woolen, paper, machinery, etc. The town of Quincy wa*

formerly included in Braintree.

BSAINTSEE, a market-town of Essex, about 40 m. n.e. from London. It is an old

place, having been constituted a market-town by king John. Its streets are narrow, and

many of its houses are of wood. It has manufactures of silk, crape, and straw-plait.
It is'one of the polling-places for n. Essex, and has obtained some notoriety in connec-

tion with political and ecclesiastical proceedings. Pop. of parish, '71, 471)0.
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BRAIZE, or BECKER, Pagnts vulgaris, the fish popularly called the porgie, or scup;
a common aud good table-fish.

BRAKE, a genus of ferns of the division polypode<r, distinguished by spore-cases in mar-
fm.il Hues *oveivd by the retlexed margin of the frond. The COMMON B. or BUACKEN

(/'. m/iulfii'i) is very abundant in Britain and in most parts of the continent of Europe,
growing in heaths, parks, etc., often covering considerable tracts. It is a widely dis-

tributed plant, and is found in many pans of Asia, and in some parts of Africa. It

has a long, creeping, black rhizome, or root-stock, from which grow up naked stalks

of 8 to 18 in. in height; each stalk divides at top into three branches; tbe branches 'are

bipinnate, the inferior pinnules pimiatifid. The root-stock, when cut across, exhibits an

appearance which has been supposed to resemble a spread eagle, whence the specific uamo
ttqui/ind (Lat. fi.fjnihi, an eagle). The root-stock is bitter, and has been used as a sub-

stitute for hops; it has also been ground, mixed with barley, and made into a wretched
bread in times of distress. The plant is astringent and anthelmintic; and as such, it

had at one time a high reputation, although it is now little used, at least by medical

practitioners. It is employed in dressing kid and chamois leather. The ashes, con-

taining a large quantity of alkali, were formerly used in the manufacture of soap and
of glass, so that the collecting of them for sale was a considerable resource of the

poor in some parts of the Hebrides. B. is also employed for thatching, for littering
cattle, etc., and occasionally chopped up with straw or hay. for feeding cattle. It is

a favorite covert of deer and other game. The abundance of this plant is sometimes

regarded as a sign of poor land, although, probably, its absence from the richer soils

1$ Very much a result of cultivation. To extirpate it, nothing more is necessary than
a few successive mowings of the young shoots as they appear. The annual growth
of B. is killed by the first frosts of autumn, but remains rigid and brown, s-tiil affording
shelter to game, and almost as characteristic a feature iu the landscape of winter as

in that of summer, perhaps adding to its general desolateness. Pleris cun-Jittn, a large

speeies of B. very similar to that of Europe, is one of the worst pests which the
farmer has to contend with in the s. of Brazil. l*tcrix txi-uluttit, a native of New Zea-

land, Van Diemeu's Land, etc., has a more nutritious rhizome than the common brake.

8ee TAKA FERN. Rock B. (crypt<>tji.uiiin<i crixpa or allvwrus crii>itx, formerly ]ihris

criapa) is a pretty little fern, common on stony hills in the northern parts of Britain.

BRAKE, a contrivance to stop motion by friction, applied mainly to car wheels
And hoisting apparatus. Originally it was a flexible iron band so placed that it might
be drawn tightly around most of the outer surface of the revolving wheel, the friction

gradually slackening the motion. In carriages curved blocks of wood were used, and

pressed against the tire by a lever worked with the hand or the foot. Modern invention
lifts given us systems of brakes that may be instantly applied to every wheel in a train

of cars. For the Creamer brake, once somewhat in favor, a powerful spiral spring
was the power applied. This spring was coiled in a drum through which a shaft passes,
a:id was set free by the bnkeman, or all the brakes on a train could be set free by
one act of the engineer. The Westinghouse air-brake is now very generally used in

America. Each carriage has beneath its floor a cylinder and piston which may I HI

operated by compressed air; the piston acts on suitable levers and rods to set the
brakes against the wheels, the brakes being also connected with the ordinary braking
mechanism at the platform of the cars. Compressed air is conveyed to the cylinders

by tubes leading from a reservoir at the locomotive, and this reservoir is rilled by a

special engine which is independent of the ordinary motive mechanism. The special

engine acts automatically, starting when, the pressure of air in the reservoir is below
a fixed standard, and stopping when the pressure reaches another fixed .standard. The
engine-driver communicates the compressed air to the cylinders by the simple act of

turning a valve-handle through one fourth of a circumference; the brakes are instantly
"set" with great force throughout the train. A different system uses a vacuum, and
the pistons beneath the cars arc acted on by atmospheric pressure, when the cylinders
are in communication with the vacuous reservoir. The Westinghouse and the other

air brakes serve to place the train very fully under the control of the engine-driver; per-

mitting the stoppage of trains from high speed in a very short space.

BRAMA. a genus of fishes of the family r}npt<Hlnti<](r (q.v.). S. rail is common in

the Mediterranean, and occasionally found on the British shores. It is one of the

fishes to which the name bream (q.v.) or sea-bream has been given; and it has also

b(yn described as a gilt-head (q.v.); but these names belong to li>bes of oilier fami-

lies, with some similarity of general appearance. The genus U. has the body very deep
and compressed, the head rather obtusely terminated, a single elongated don-al tin. and
the anal fin with a very lengthened base. The tail is forked, its points extremely diver-

gent. This fish is sometimes more than 2 ft. in length. Its flesh is of exquisite Havor.

BRAMAH, JOSEPH, an eminent practical machinist, the son of a farmer, was born at

Stainborough, Yorkshire, April 13, 1749, and early exhibited an unusual talent for

mechanics, incapacitated in his 10th year from agricultural labors by :;n accidental

lameness, he was apprenticed to a carpenter and joiner, and afterwards obtained

employment with a cabinet-maker in London. Subsequently, he established himself in

business in the metropolis, and became distinguished for the number, value, and inge-
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nuity of his mechanical inventions, such as safety-locks, improvements in pumps and

fire-engines, in the construction of hollers for strain-engines, in the processes of making
paper, {to the construction of main-pipes, wheel-carriages, the beer-machine used at the

bar of public-houses, and many others. About 1800, he constructed the hydrostatic
known by his name. See HTORAtTLIC PRESS. In all, he took outm>out twenty

patents. He died 9th Dec., 1814.

BHAMAN TE. DONATO LAZZAKI. one of the most celebrated Italian architects, and
also distinguish d as a painter, was born at Moute-Asdroaldo, in the duchy of Urbino,
1444. From 14?6-9 (

J, lie resided in Milan, where he studied geometry and perspec-
tive, neither of which sciences was well understood by artists in hi- day." lie was noted
as one of the best painters in Lombanly; but his success in architecture eclipsed his

fame as a painter. In Milan, he built the choir of Santa-Maria delle Grazie, and the
church of Santa-Maria presso San-Satiro. After the fall of Ludovico St'or/a. B. went to

Rome, where he wast first employed by the pope Alexander VI., and afterwards by
Julius II. The first great work which he undertook for the latter was to connect the
Vatican palace with the two pavilions of the Belvedere by a scries of immense galleric -;

the second was the rebuilding of St. Peter's church, of "which he laid the new founda-
tion in 1506. When only a small portion of his plans had been realized, B. died at

Koine, 1514. and succeeding architects departed widely from the original design of a

grand cupola over a Greek cross. Among other works of B. in Koine may be men-
tioned the palaces Cancellaria and Giraud (now Torlonia), in which he adlfcred more
.strictly than in other works to antique forms, but not without a characteristic grace in

his application of tin

BRAMBANAN
',
a district of the province of Soorakarta, Java, rich in remains of

Brahmanical temples, which are superior in magnificence to any in India. The edifices

are composed entirely of hewn stone, and no mortar has been used in their construction.
In all, there are IWi temples, disposed in five parallelograms, one within the other. The
outer one consists of S4 temples: the second, of 76; the third, of 64; the fourth, of 44;
and the inner one, of 28. In the center stands the largest and most imposing structure
of all. It is 90 ft. high, and profusely decorated with mythological figures, which are
executed in a very fair style of art. On the s. face of the outside parallelogram, there
are i\\o monstrous figure*, with uplifted clubs, kneeling in a threatening attitude. The
great temple is pretty entire, as are also about a third of the others, but the rest lie

strewn upon the ground.
BEAMBLE, linlnixfntticosus, a plant common in Britain and most parts of Europe,

having prickly stems, which somewhat resemble those of the raspberry (q.v.). The
ilowcrs do not appear till the summer is considerably advanced, and the fruit ripens
towards the end of it, continuing to be produced till the frosts of winter set in. The
fruit (bramlileberry or blackberry) is too well known to need description. Besides

affording much enjoyment to children, who collect it from hedges and thickets, it is

sometimes offered for sale in towns, and jelly and jam are prepared from it of very deli-

cate llavor, besides a wine, which, both in strength and flavor, is held by many to

excel all products of similar native fruits of Britain. The B. is rarely cultivated, per-

haps becau-e it is in most districts so abundant in a wild state: but it" seems to d<

attention at least as much as the raspberry, and might probably be as much improved
by cultivation. A slight rail on each side of a row of brambles, to restrain the strag-

gling stems, affords the necessary security for neatness and order, and the care bestowed
is repaid by abundance of fruit, Very acceptable where wild-brambles are not plentiful,
find :;t a season when there is no other small fruit in the garden. There are many dif-

ferent species of B., according to some varieties according to other botanists, to which
the name is indiscriminately given, and which may almost all be regarded as lie-longing
to the Linna-an rufiuxfrnticoxux. From this was separated 7i'. C"ry!if<tlius of Smith, a
common British plant, and from these some German and British botanists have sepa-
rated many other alleged species. 11. .</'* /< >>'<* has more the habit of the raspberry than
most of the other kinds, but even its claims to be received as a species are not admitted
without doubt by some of the most eminent botanists. A variety of B. with white fruit

is occasionally met with. Species of rubm very similar to the common B., or varieties

of it, abound in the northern parts of Asia, the Himalaya mountains, and North America.
See 1'rr.rs.

BRAMBLING, BRAMBLE FINCH, or MOUNTAIN FINCH, Fringilla montifrinffiffa (see
FINCH and FKIN<HLLIV.K), a bird nearly allied to the chaffinch (q.v.). It is a little larger
than the chaffinch, which it much resembles in its general appearance, its bill, and even
the disposal of its colors. The tail is more forked. In the males, the crown of the

head, the cheeks, the back and sides of the neck, and the upper part of the back, are

mottled in winter with brown and black; but in spring, the whole of these parts become
of a rich velvety black; the throat and breast are of a rich fawn color, which is also the

prevailing color of the winirs. but they are crossed, when closed, by an oblique band of

jet-black, and by another oblique band of white. The quill-feathers are also black,

edged with yellow on their outer webs: the tail-feathers black, edged witli reddish white;
the rump and the belly are white; a small tuft of feathers under each wing and some of

the lower wing-coverts are bright yellow. The B. is a mere winter visitant in Britain,

U. K. II. 55
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and the period of its arrival appears to vary according to the severity or mildness of the
weather in the more northerly regions. The B. has never been known to breed in any
part of the British islands, and even in the s. of Sweden it is a mere winter visitant. It

breeds in the more northerly parts of Scandinavia. It has no song, its call-note is n

single monotonous chirp. It is a very widely distributed species, being found as far e.

as Japan, and, in its winter migrations, visiting Italy, Sicily, Malta, Smyrna, etc.

BBAMPTON, a very ancient t. in the co. of Cumberland, near the Arthing, 8 m. e.n.e.

of Carlisle. It is surrounded by hills: and the Castle-hill commands a very extensive
view. Pop. '71, 2617. The chief manufacture is the weaving of checks and ginghams:
and there are coal-mines in the vicinity. On a rock, 2 m. to the s., is a Roman inscrip-
tion, supposed to have been cut by one of Agricola's legions in 207 A.D. Two miles to

the e. stands Lanercost abbey, founded in 1116.

BRAN is the material obtained from the outer covering or husk of grain during the

process of grinding, and which is separated from the finer flour before the latter is made
into bread (q.v.). It is generally met with in commerce in thin scaly yellowish-brown
particles,

with sharp edges, and its composition in 100 parts is as follows:

Water 13.1
Albumen (coagulated) 19.3
Oil 4.7

Husk, with a little starch 55.6
Ash or saline matter 7.3

100.0

Bread made of flour, containing B., is known as brmrn bread. See BKEAD. The main
uses to which B. is put are in the feeding of horses and cattle, and poultry, and in cleat-

ing and brightening goods during the processes of dyeing (q.v.) and calico-printing (q.v.).

In the practice of medicine, B. is employed as a warm poultice in abdominal inflamma-

tion, spasms, etc., and an infusion is used as an emollient footbath. It is also used

internally in catarrhal affections.

BRANCALEO'NE, DANDOLO, d. 1258; a Ghibelline senator of Bologna, famous for

his firmness in restoring order in a lawless period. He executed leading men of the most

powerful families, and destroyed the strongholds of disturbers of the peace, checked the

?>wer
of the church and the nobles, and with the strong hand suppressed public robbery.

et he was deposed and arrested, and was in danger of execution; but he held hostage-:
of the great families and was restored to power. His death was greatly lamented, and
it was reported that "his head, inclosed in a costly vase, was deposited in a lofty
column of marble."

BRANCH, in botany, is a part of a tree or other plant not taking its rise immediately
from the root, but rather forming a sort of division of the stem, and which is often
divided into secondary branches, again, perhaps, to be further much ramified into

branclilets and twigs, the ultimate ramifications producing leaves, flowers, and fruit.

Branches originate in leaf-buds, which are produced at the nodes of the stem, or of the

already existing bran ches. See BUD, PLANT, and STEM. The buds being formed in

the axils of leaves, the arrangement of the branches, as alternate, opposite, whorlid.

etc., varies like that of the leaves, but buds often remain dormant, according to a regular
law of alternation. The angles of ramification are very different in dill'erent plants,

producing great variety of appearance, and giving marked characteristic.- to dilTercnt

kinds of trees. The great difference between the ramification of the cu/'ftrc in p rerul

(pines and firs) and that of other trees must have attracted the attention of every one.

In many herbaceous plants whose axis is scarcely developed into a stem, instead of

branches there proceed from the lateral buds niniii /*, which lie close to the ground, .-u:.l

down roots, and produce new plants, as in the strawberry.

BRANCH, a co. in s. Michigan, on the Indiana border; 578 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 26, '226;

undulating surface, with forests and oak-openings; fertile, producing the usual agricul-
tural crops. There is iron in some places. The railroads are the Michigan Central and
Fort Wayne, and the Jackson and Saginaw. Co. seat, Coldwater.

BRANCHLE. See GILLS.

BRANCHIOP ODA (Gr. gill-footed), an order of crustaeea, (q.v.) of the division ei>

straca (q.v.) deriving this name from the distinctive peculiarity of having th

or gills, which are numerous, attached to the feet. They are all small creatures,

many of them almost microscopic, and chiefly abound in stagnant fresh waters.

Some are popularly known by the name of water-fleas (q.v.); the brine-shrimp (q.v.)

is another example; and the genera cyclops and cyi>ri* may be mentioned, the former
on account of its great frequency in stagnant fresh waters, the latter because' its

hard shells resist decomposition, and are therefore abundant in a fossil state.

BRANCO, Rio, a river of that portion of Brazil which, originally comprised within the

understood limits of Guiana, lies to tlie n. of the Amazon. It rises in the Parime

mountains, on the very borders of Venezuela; and after a southerly course of about 400
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m., it joins, near lat. V 20' s., and long. G2'
J

w., the Rio Xegro, of which it is the principal

tributary, on its way to the Amazon.

BRANCTJESINE. See ACANTHUS.

BRAND, a name given in some parts of Britain to some of those diseases of plants,

especially of corn plants, which are also called BLIGHT, BUNT, MII.DKW. RVST, and
SMTT. See these heads. It is the German name for tlie disease generally known in

Britain as BUNT, and sometimes as }n'^tnrJ>rnnd. Both as a German and an English
word, it appears to be derived from the verb itrcK/it-ti, to burn, and to refer to the burnt

appearance which characterizes the diseases to which it is applied. Its most common
application in Britain, however, is not to any of the diseases already mentioned, but to a

peculiar spotted and burnt appearance often seen on the leaves, and sometimes also on
the bark of plants, which does not seem to be in any way connected with the presence of

parasitic fungi, but which sometimes becomes so exten.-ive as to cause the death of the

plant. The nature of this disease is still somewhat obscure. Occurring most frequently
when warm sunshine succeeds to moist weather or to hoar-frost, and frequently allcct-

ing plants in hot-beds upon which drops of condensed moisture fall from the frame, it

has been ascribed to the concentration of the sun's rays by the drops of water on the

leaf or bark a theory utterly untenable, as no concentration can take place in such cir-

cumstances. The probability appears to be, that the action of the moisture unequally
distributed, and particularly when sudden changes of temperature take place, de:

the vegetable functions, and destroys the fine tissues. liu.\M>, a mark made oil a cask
for trade or excise purposes. See FISHKKIKS and TRADE-MARKS.

BRANDK. WILLIAM THOMAS, 17SS-lS(3(i; an English chemist. He studied medi-

cine, became a fellow of the royal society, and assistant to sir Humphrey Davy, succeed-

ing him in the chair of chemistry in 1813. From 1816 to 1836 he and Faraday were joint
editors of tin- Quarterly Journal '//'.SvV //<<> ,ui<l Art, and in Ib5o lie received the honorary
degree of D.C.L. of Oxford. B. was the author of several books on chemistry; but his

fame rests chiefly upon his Dictionary of ,Sv< /;<, Litt nit "./<, and Art, a very usefvd

work.

BRANDENBURG, a province of Prussia, in the center of the kinsdom, in lat. 51 30' to
53 45 n.. long. 11 13 to 16

D
8' e. B. has an area of 15,350 sq.m.; pop. '71, 2,863.-J2

(

.>:

'?.">. :).132.483. It formed the nucleus of the Prussian monarchy, but the modern :

inee does not quite correspond with the old Mitrkof B.. which included also a part of the

province of Saxony and of Pomerania. while it lacked certain small portions of territory
now contained in the province of Brandenburg. Almost the whole province is a plain,
so low that at Potsdam the surface of the river Havel is only 14.fi Prussian or about 1-".

lish ft. above the level of the sea. The ground^ becomes slightly hilly towards S
In general, the soil is sandy and naturally unfruitful. Without Its numerous ri\v -

cainis. B. would be one of the most barren Tracts on the continent. The inhabitants are

mostly Germans, mixed with French and Dutch colonists, who. however, are almost

completely Germanized; and in the s. of the province, with people of Wend extraction.
With the exception of 87,000 Roman Catholics, and 41.000 Jews they belong to the
Protestant church. Agriculture and the rearing of cattle afford occupation for a con-
siderable number of the inhabitants. The manufactures are silk, cotton, wool, linen,

>ui_rar. leather, paper, metals, etc. There are also numerous distilleries throughout the

province. B. is divided into the governments of Potsdam and Frankfurt Berlin, which
is the capital forming a separate jurisdiction. In the beginning of. the Christian
era. B. was inhabited by the Suevi and afterwards by Slavonic tribes. It was sub-

jugated by Charlemagne in 7SO. but it again acquired independence under his weak suc-
: s. and remained free until 928. when Henry I. possosed himself of it. After pass-

ing through numerous changes in connection with the general history of the German
empire of which we need here mention only the facts that Albert the bear (q.v.) became
the tirst markgraf of B. in 1142, and Frederick of Ni'irnberg the first elector in 1417 it

became associated with the rise of the Prussian state into a monarchy under Frederick
I., elector of Brandenburg, in 1701. See PRUSSIA.

BRANDENBURG (the ancient Brennaborcli or Brfnnabor), the t. from which the

province Brandenburg is named, is situated on the line of the Berlin and Magdeburg
railway, about 37 m. w.s.w. of Berlin. The river Havel divides it into two parts, Old
and New B.. which :ire both surrounded with walls. On an island in the river there is

a third quarter, containing the castle, cathedral, equestrian college, etc. The cathedral
line old crypt, and several interesting antiquities. The inhabitants, amounting in

1 S 7."> to 27.371. inclusive of the garrison, are engaged in the manufacture of woolen,
linen, hosiery, paper, leather, beer, etc. Boat-building is also carried on to a considerable
extent.

BRANDENBURG, XKW. a walled t. in the grand duchy of Mccklenburg-Strelitz,
n. Germany, is situated near the n. end of lake Tollen. about 50 m. w.n.w. of Stettin.

It is a beautiful town, with regular, broad, and well-built streets. The grand duke has
a palace in the market-place. It has manufactures of woolen, cotton, damasks, leather,

paper, tobacco, etc.. Ix'sides corn-mills, oil works, and a trade in hides and horses, and
is altogether a very thriving place. Pop. '75. T
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BRANDENBURG, CONFESSION OF, a confession of faitli prepared by order of the

elector of Brandenburg, with a view of reconciling the tenets of Luther with those of

Calvin, and to terminate the disputes provoked by the Augsburg confession.

BRANDING was a mode of punishment practiced in England for various offenses. It

was effected by the application of a hot iron, the end of which had the form which it

was desired should be left imprinted on the skin. But B. by such means has long
ceased, and now it is practically confined to the, case of desertion from the army the IJ.

or marking being not done by a hot iron, but with ink, or other similar preparation.

By the mutiny act of 1858, 21 Viet. c. 9, it, is enacted by section 85 as follows: " On the

ill-;, a::d on every subsequent conviction for desertion, the court-martial, in addition to

any other punishment, may order the offender to be marked on the left side, two inches
below the arm-pit, with the letter D., such letter not to be less than an inch long, and to

be marked upon the skin with some ink or gunpowder, or other preparation, so as to be
visible and conspicuous, and not liable to be obliterated." Formerly, B. was employed
in the case of all dcrgiallc offenses by burning on the hand (see BENEFIT OF CLKIICY);
and with a view still further to repress theft and petty larceny, the 10 and 11 AVill. III.

c. 28, s. 6, provided that such offenders as had the benefit of clergy allowed them should
be "6'//v// in Ilif iiioxt -rixiltli piirt of the left cluck, in-nrcxt 1/i<

: //w.
"

This additional

severity, however, not having the desired deterrent effect, but the reverse, was repealed
by the 5 Anne c. (>, which nevertheless provided for offenders being burnt on the hand
as formerly. The latter punishment, however, was entirely abolished by an act passed
in 1822, the 8 Gco. IV. c. 38. Brawling in church (q.v.) was, by the 5 and Kd\v. IV.

c. 4, made an offense punishable by having one of the ears cut off, or, the offender hav-

ing no ears, by B. vdth the letter F on the cheek. This punishment was repealed by the

y Geo. IV. c. 81. B., therefore, in the case of felonies, has been entirely abolished..

BRANDIS, CHRISTIAN Arc;., professor of philosophy in Bonn, was b. ;>! Ilildeshcim,
18th Feb., 1790, his father being J. D. Bn.ndis, one of the most distinguished physicians
of his time. Having studied philology and philosophy at Kiel and Gottiugcn, he began
lecturing in the university of Copenhagen, from which he removed to Berlin (U<l(i).

Here he was soon called upon to take part in the preparations for the great critical edition

of the works of Aristotle, contemplated by the Berlin academy of science, 4 vols. (Berlin,

1831-36); and with this object, spent several years, along with Inimanucl Bekker (q.v.),

in exploring the chief libraries of Europe. In 1821, he resumed his academic career in

the university of Bonn, where he edited Aristotle's M< /up// //.sv>.v (vol. i., Berl. 1828), Scholia

in Aristotclem (Berl. 1836), and Scholia Orcuca in A. Metaphysicam (Berl. 1837). lie

accepted, in 1837, a call from the young king of Greece, and spent several years in that

country as cabinet counselor. As a result, we have his Mitt/n ////////< // ,///,/ <;>>< cl/r/i',!,, /.

Communications on Greece (3 vols., Leip. 1842). Other works of his are ll<int;li<-h <!, /

Gt'tchichtc der Griech.-ltfm. Philosophic (3 vols., Berlin, 1835-60) and Hi xi'l<ti-litc </ r Hntirii-l--

i '/'/, a ill r Oriech. Philosophic und Hire Nachwirkunycn ,m ri)m. Reiche (Berlin, 18G2-61).
lie died July 24, 1867.

BRANDLING. See PAR and SALMON.

BRANDON, a village in Rutland co., Vt., on the Rutland division of the Central
Vermont railroad, 16 m. n. of Rutland; pop. of township, '80, 3280. The place is noted
for marble quarries. There are many manufactories; scales, iron castings, marble works,
and mineral paints being among the most important. Near by are mines of iron, kaolin,
and lignite.

BRANDON, a t. on both sides of the Little Ouse or Brandon river, where it separates
Norfolk from Suffolk, 78 m. n.n.e. from London by road. Pop. 71, 2116. It has a

considerable corn trade. Great rabbit-warrens occur near Brandon. There was formerly
an extensive manufactory of gun-Hints here, the army being exclusively supplied with
these articles from B. before the introduction of percussion-caps.

BRANDT, SEBASTIAN, the author of a very popular German book, the .Y</r/v //.-r/V/T. or

Ship of Fools, was b. at Strasburg, 1458; studied Ia\v and the classics with xeal at Basel.

wherehereccived permission to teach ; and soon became 1 one of the most influential lecturers

in that city. The emperor Maximilian showed his regard for B. bv appointing him an

imperial councilor. He died at Strasbiirg in 1521. His Ship of Fools, a satire on the

follies and vices of his times, which was published at Basel, 1494, is not very poetical.
but is full of sound sense and good moral teaching, and was so much esteemed that the

German popular preacher Gcilcr occasionally took his texts from it, It was translated

into Latin by Locher H497); and into English by IFenry Vv aison. Tin: <ir<t, Sf,
///,/ ,,f

l\M,li'x of the WorMc (\r>\l)\ partly translated and partly i'mitated by Alexander Barclay,
'I in- Sin/i, of Folys of the Workle (1508); and imitated by W. H. Ireland in the Modern

of Fools (1807). It has also appeared in French, and indeed in almost all European

BRANDY (Ger. brnnntirrin, Fr. i'i tfi- ?vV)is a term sometimes applied genevically to all

kinds of ardent spirits, but usually restricted to the liquid obtained by distilling the (Vr-

jnented juice of the grape. Se<> I)IS;-II,I,ATION. The fermented liquors or wines which
mv employed for that pur:H>,-;<> arc various, and contain a proportion of alcohol (i|.v. ).

which run- from 10 to 25 per cent of their weight. The red wines generally are pre-
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fcrred, as containing most alcohol ;
but though they yield a larger amount of B. than

the white wines, yet the latter afford a spirit which possesses a finer flavor and more
agreeable taste. 1000 gallons of \vine give by distillation from 100 to 150 gallons of B.,
which varies in strength, but is commercially judged of according to the quantity of /"

'ir I>. '/
;// --'which it contains, and is generally diluted with water

until it contains from ">() to 54 per cent by weight of absolute alcohol. When originally
distilled, 15. is clear and colorless, and if wished to remain so, is reeeived and kept in

ina vessels; but when placed in wooden ea^ks. the spirit dissolves out the coloring mat-
ter of the wood, and acquires a light sherry tint, which is deepened by burnt sugar and
other coloring matter, Intentionally added by the dealers. The pleasant aroma of B is

due to the presence of more or less of fu.-cl oil (q.v.) accompanied byovnanthic ether

(q.v.). Tlie most famous B. i> that distilled in Cognac, a district in the w. of France, from
the ehoicot wines, but comparatively little of that sold under the name of C'HJUUI- vonies
from this district. A s; cond-class B. is obtained from the red wir.ts of Portugal, Spain,
etc.. as also from the refuse (mmr) of the grapes left in the wine-press, the -ciapings of
wine-casks and vats, the deposits in wine-bottles, etc.; and very much of the B. sold in

Great Britain and Ireland is prepared at home from (.idir.ary grain alcohol, by adding
thereto argol (q.v.). bruised French plums, some French wine-vinegar, a little good Cog-
nac, and re-distilling, when the spirit which passes over may be colored with burnt sugar,
or by being kept in an empty sherry cask. Occasii r;:!iy. grains of Paradise and other
acrid matters are added, to give the B. a fictitious stn n-th: and catechu or oak bark, to

give it an astringent taste. B. is the form in which ah ohol is administered medicinally
either internally or externally. It is distinguished hum other ardent spirits by its light,
cordial, and stomachic properties, and e-pc dally when set fire to for a minute or two,

forming what is known as ourttf J?. ,
it is valuable a& a household remedy for diarrhea.

B. is administered internally (1), in iniMatMx <-f dfaii-Jtea, unaccompanied by inflamma-
tion. but attended with griping pain, and the ardiiien of nutmeg is productive of good:
(\M. as a

/.-
>ir restoring p;it!"i,t s \\lio are Buffering f;om suspended anima-

tion, and to relieve tho.-e who are laboring under fainting s\ mptoms during an operation
in sur. 'ant and rcstvrah'tc, where patients are much depressed in the
ultim; ^f fever; and (4), as a (jdtcrttl :'< ti.t"L'r ^.'n.i^.iint in iiidip-MioM alter

taking food, in the relief of flatulency ai.d >] airrs in tl:e stom;;ch, and to check vomit-

ing. especially in sea-sickness. Externally, B. is di.j lo^cd (1), in hulling .-ores, and in

sioppin-- hemorrhage or the cozing* of blood fn-m l.n.lMd i r injund parts. and is gener-
ally applied by

- en < r C< "!rn with it, : :nd };:\, ii.g il.e <-!oih on the part; and
(-}>, in hardening the skin or cuticle over tender parts, the >olcs < f feet which liave been

blistered, and the nipples of females for several d;:; ''.< livery. The action of B.

externally app- ars to be strictly chemical, as it <( agulaUs the aihun.in of blood, and oth-

( rwise tends to render more solid all flesh tissue.

The duty on B. imported into Great Britain, which from 1814 had been as high as

"2'N. 10'/. a gallon, was reduced in 1846 to 15.*., and in 1SCO to 8V. ?'!., but was so<>n after-

wards raised to 10-*. ~rL The consumption in the United Kingdom from 1S'22 to 1862,

averaged about 1.400.000 gr.llons. From 1}-G2 to Ifc72, it averaged 4,COO,000 gallons.
The import in 1ST5 was 4, (:;?. 441 gallons.

BEANDYWINE CREEK, a stream 36 m. in length, rising in Pennsylvania, and flowing
through Delaware. In the latter state, it enter> Christiana creek, about 2 m. above its

confluence with the Delaware river, and immediately below Wilmington, a port of entry.
It posscv-es a historical interest in connection with the war of independence a battle, in

which the British had the advantage, having been fought on its banks in Sept., 1777.

BRAXEC'KI, or BRAMCKI, FRAM IS/.KK XAWEKY, d. 1819; a Polish statesman, who
attended Poniatowski at St. Petersburg, and was privy to his amours with Catherine II.

When Poniatowski came to the throne' he rewarded P>. with many honors, and he rose

to be grand constable. B. was among the earliest to favor the partition of Poland, and
was also active in the second dismemberment, for which, in 171M, lie was declared to be

a traitor. After the final partition he retired from public life and spent his days on the

estates given to him by Catherine. In 1840, his descendants were made counts.

BRADFORD, a t. in Xew Haven co., Conn., on Long Island sound, and the New
York and New London railroad, 8 m. e.s.e. of Xew Haven; pop. 2488. It is a place of

summer resort, and has a gooil harbor for small craft.

BEANK, or BUAXKS, an instrument formerly used for the punishment of scolds in

England and Scotland, and often in the former country called ''the scold's bridle." It

- to have come in place of the duckinsr-stool or cucking-stool (q.v.).
"

I look upon
it." says Dr. Plot, in his y,itn,;il History f St<nl':r<l*hir< . published in 1G86.

"
as much

to be preferred to the cucking-stool, which not only endangers the health of the party,

but also gives the tongue liberty betwixt every dip: to neither of which is this at all lia-

ble; it being such a bridle for the tongue as not only quite deprives them of speech, but

briiurs shame to the transgression, and humility thereupon, before it is taken off.
" The

B.. in its simplest form, is a hoop of iron, opening by hinges at the sides, so as to inclose

the head, and fastened by a staple with a padlock at the back; a plate within the front

of the hoop projecting inwards, so as to tit into the mouth of the culprit, and by pressing

upon the tongue, be an effectual gag. There must have been difficulty in keeping such
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a hoop in its place; and so it received the addition of a curved band of iron, having n

triangular opening for the nose, passing over the forehead, and so clasping the crown of
the head that escape from it was scarcely possible. This may be regarded as the second
form of the brank. In the third form, the curved band was hinged in the middle, and.

passing over the whole head, was locked into the staple at the hack of the hoop. The
next addition seems to have been a second band crossing the tirst at right angles, so as
to clasp the sides of the head, and keep the B. still more tirmly in its place, "in its last

most complicated shape, the B., by the multiplication of its hoops and bands, took the
form of a conical cage or lantern, with a door behind opening by a hinge and fastened

by a staple, the front being fashioned into a rude mnsk, with holes for mouth, nose, and
eyes. In one instance, the mask quite covers the face, the iron plate being hammered
out to lit the nose, with apertures for the nostrils and the eyes, a long hollow conical

peak, perforated with holes, being affixed before the mouth. The way in which the

punishment of tke B. was inflicted, maybe described in the words of 'an eye-witness,
reported by a country gentleman of Northumberland. Ralph Gardiner of Chriton, in a

work, called Snfffanaa G/'i<cn/t<\' l)ixc i\r,<l it, U, .', if ,',_>,< t, tJic C<>al Trade, published in

1653, and dedicated to Cromwell: " John Willis of Ipswich, npi-n his oath, said that he
was in Xe\vca-rle six months ago, and there he saw one Anne Bidlestone drove through
the streets by an officer of the same corporation holding a rope in his hand, the other end
fastened to an engine called the branks, which is like a crown, it being uf iron, which
was muzzled over the head and face, with a great gap or tongue of iron forced into her

mouth, which forced the blood out; and that is the punishment which the magistrates do
inflict upon chiding and scolding women, and that he hath often seen the like done to

others." When Ihe B. first came into use is unknown. It is found at Edinburgh in

1567, at Glasgow in 1574. at Stirling in 1600, and at Macclesfield, in Cheshire, in 1623.

One B. in the church of Waltou-on-Thames. in Surrey, has the date of 1633. In another.
called "the witches' bridle of Forfar," dated in 1661, the gag for the mouth is not a flat

plate, but a long piece of iron with three sharp spikes. Of two examples in private cus-

tody in England, one has the date of 1688, the other the crowned cipher of king William
III. The B. was used at Langholtn, in Dumfriesshire, in 1772; it was used still more
recently at .Manchester and at Macclesfield ; and in the Arcln>li,ij'u'nl ,1<m i-:ml for 1856, it

is stated that "at Bolton-le-Moors, in Lancashire, the iron bridle was still in use, not

many years since, for the correction of immorality: it was fixed in the female's mouth,
and tied at the back of the head with ribands, and thus attired, the offender was paraded
from the cross to the church steps, and back again." Examples of the B. may be seen
in the Ashmolean museum at Oxford, in the National museum of the antiquarie^ <,i

Scotland at Edinburgh, in the county hall at Forfar, in the Guildhall at Litchtield, in

the town hall at Macclesfield. in the parish church of \Valton in Surrey, and in St. Mary's
church at St. Andrews in Fife. Brank was at one time a common name in Scotland for

any sort of bridle. The word is supposed to be derived from the Teutonic pranfiltc, a
bridle. In the Dutch Netherlands, the pillory was called pranglu'. from the yoke or
collar in which the neck of the culprit is held. An instrument resembling the 15. in its

simplest form is said to have been in uso among the Spaniards in the West Indies for the

punishment of refractor}" slaves. See Jor(;s.

BRANNAN, JOHX MILTON, b. 1819; a graduate of West Point; served in the Florida,
Mexican, and the civil war; was made brevet maj.gen. in 1865.

BRANT, aco. in the province of Ontario, Canada, drained by Grand river and traversed

by the Grand Trunk, Great Western, and Canada Southern railways; 420sq.ni. ; pop.
'71, 32,259. The principal productions are lumber, wool, hops, grain, butter, cheese,
etc. Chief town, Brantford.

BRANT, JOSEPH (TIIAYENDAXEGA), 1742-1807; a noted Indian chief of the Mo-
hawks. He was a friend and secretary of gen. William Johnson in the Indian wars of
1755 and later, and took the English side in the revolution, having part in the ma-sacre
of Cherry valley and other bloody transactions. After the war he used his great influ-

ence to preserve peace. B. was strongly opposed to the sale of liquor to his red breth-

ren. He had a tolerable education, and assisted in publishing a prayer-hook and St.

Mark's gospel in the Mohawk tongue. Col. Stone of New York wrote The Life ofJoseph
Jiniitt, which was a popular book for half a century..

BRANTFORD, a t. in Ontario, Can., in Brant co., 75 m. n.w. of Buffalo, on the

banks of Grand river, on the Goderich and Buffalo railroad; pop. '71, 8107. Manufac-

turing is the chief business.

BRANTOME, PIERRE DE BOURDETLLES, Seigneur de, \vas b. at Perigord. in Ga<cony,
about l.~>27. lie traveled in >everal countries in the capacity of chamberlain to Charles

IX. and Henry III.; fought against the Huguenots (1562). in Barbary (1564), and went in

1566 to Malta, to light against the Turks. 'After his return to the court oi' Franc... in-

retired into private life, and wrote his M>'iitir<x, full of self-praise but very interesting.
as they afford a lively portraiture of the manii' TS and morality of his times, the women,
in particular, beinir very severely handled. The style is charmingly piquant, full of

ingenious turns 'on. sudden sallies of wit. occasional lla>ln-- of eloquence, and
withal so naively simple, that if the author cannot on account of the abundance of his

gossip be reckoned a grave historian, he must needs be considered a most fascinating
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chronicler. B. died July 15, 1614. His complete works were published at the H^ue
(10 vols., 1740), aud were republished by Buchori in the Pantheon Litteraire (2 vols., Paris,

1837).

BRASDOR'S OPERATION. It is stated in the article ANEURISM, that a cure is effected

in that disease by successive layers of the tibrine of the blood being deposited in the

aiieurisinai sac, and that surgeons bring about this desired end by tying the artery at

some point between the heart and the aneurism. In some situations it is impossible to

do this. and t lien-fore it was suggested by Hrasdor that the course of the blood should
be impeded l y<md the aneurismal sac. This has not been tested to any great extent,
but most surgeons think favorably of it; and the same principle can be carried out by
pressure, without any cutting operation, as was shown by Mr. Edwards of Edinburgh,
who succeeded in obliterating aneurisms at the root of tke neck by pressure applied to

the arteries beyond the tumor.

BRASENOSE, one of the colleges of Oxford university, sometimes called King's hall

and college of \\., was founded in the year 1509, by tlie joint benefaction of William
Smith, bishop of Lincoln, at one time chancellor of the university, and sir Richard
Sution. knight of Prcstlmry, in Cheshire. The original foundation was for a principal
and twelve fellows. Eight fellowships were afterwards added by various benefactors,
from 1522 to 15st>. This college is also very rich in scholarships and exhibitions; more
particularly the llulme exhibitions, 15 in number, of value 135 per annum each, besides
20 to lx- spent in books, to be approved of by the principal. The statutes of this

college, which wen- issued in 1520, three years after the publication of Luther's theses,
seem to have been framed by a person warmly attached to the Roman Catholic faith.

They enjoin devotional exercises of a peculiarly popish character, such as repeating five

times each day the Lord's prayer in honor of the five wounds of the crucifixion, of the

angelic salutation in honor of the five joys of the blessed virgin, etc. These devotions
wen- in SOUK; cases enforced by fines and whipping. The origin of the name of the

college is obscure. Legends say that it was originally "brewing-house," which became
corrupted into the present appellation; but Anthony Wood tells us that the college was
"near finished out of the ruins of several hostels, the chief of which was Hrasenose hall,

so called, without doubt, from such a sign, which was in ancient time over its door, as
other halls also had. vi/... Hawk or llierou hall. Elephant, Swan, or Bull hall." The
former theory is supported by the fact, that B. has always been celebrated for the excel-

lence of its beer: the latter is' borne witness to by a nose in brass, curiously fashioned,
which is now conspicuous over the great gateway*. Till lately, all the fellowships were
confined to natives of certain counties. The senior fellowships, owing to the appropri-
ations of tines to the seniors, were very valuable, about 500 per annum; while the junior
fellowships were about 80. By the commissioners appointed under 17 and 18 Viet. c.

81, many important alterations have been introduced. Five out of the twenty fellow-

ships have been suppressed, one beini elevated to the endowment of a professorship, the

remaining four to the establishment of additional scholarships. All the remaining fellow-

ships have been thrown open. The senior fellowships have been limited to 300 per
annum; the junior raised to 150. Various oaths, previously taken by the fellows,

committing them to statements which were untrue, and binding them to duties impos-
sible to be performed, have been by the same authority abolished. B. presents to 24
bonctici-. b- sides 20 pieces of preferment vested in the trustees of the Hulme exhibitions,
for behoof of the exhibitioners. Though considered what is commonly called a "good
college," IJ. has never attained much distinction in the "schools." In all probability
this iia< been owing to the restrictions subject to which its endowments were so long
administered. The number of names on the books is about 500; the number of resident

undergraduate's is considerably over 100.

BRASH. See Pvi'.o-i-^.

BRASH, SIUVV.HS, BLAZE, and Rrr.m.K, are names given in different districts to

Ir.yers of brnl-'Mi ;Mid angular fragments of rock. They occasionally form the basement
bed of alluvial deposits. At CanonmilK and other places near Edinburgh, the bowlder-

clay resta on a b.-ii of sh'vers composed of fragments of the subjacent bituminous shale.

BRASH EAH CITY, a port of entry in Louisiana, on the Atchalafaya river, 80 m.
from New Orleans, on the Morgan, Louisiana and Texas railroad. It has a good har-

bor. and a en -Mm -house. The name has recently been changed to MOKOAN CITY.

BRASIDAS, the bravest and most energetic Spartan general in the earlier years of the
:ir. Having distinguished himself (B.C. 431) by the courage with which

he relieved the town of Methonc from a hostile attack, he was made one of the chief-

mairistrati s of 8 In 421. he relieved Megara: and in his expedition to Macedonia,
in the same year, to aid the states which had thrown off their allegiance to Athens, he

'icccssful. In 422. B., who could obtain no reinforcements from Sparta,
had to encounter with his helots and mercenaries the flower of the Athenian army under
f'Kon. A ban;. .k place at Amphipolis. in which both Cleon and B. were killed, but
the army of the former was completely beaten. He wa< buried at Amphipolis. within

the walls, and for long after his death'his memory was honored as that of a hero, by the

celebration of yearly sacrifices and games. The Greek writers speak highly of Brasidas.
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TrMcydides notices his eloquence, unusual in a Spartan, his justice, liberality, and wis
dom, 'while Plato compares him to Achilles; but circumstances are not wanting to show
that he was as much endowed with Spartan duplicity as with Spartan courage.

BRASS is an alloy of copper and zinc, largely used for household furnishings, certain

parts of machinery, and other ornamental and useful articles. Technically, the term B.

is extended so as to include compounds of copper and tin, as iu ///</** -/(//,,//,,, , the
?i rit xxt * or bearings of machinery, etc. ; but such alloys of copper and tin. though .stylctl
fin r<i B., are more strictly varieties of bronze (q.v.), and the present notice will lie

confined to the alloys of copper and zinc, or yellow brass. In ancient history, biblical

and profane, frequent allusions are made to the employment of B. in the construction
of musical instruments, vessels, implements, ornaments, and even gates; but as no men-
tion is made of its mode of manufacture, or even of its composition, it is doubtful if

the B. of the ancients was composed of copper and zinc. In the manufacture of B. on
the large scale, two parts by weight of copper to one part of zinc are u>ed, the z; in-

being one half the weight of the copper; but alloys are made for particular purposes
with less or greater proportions of zinc. Thus, where a material of more than ordinary
tenacity is required, the zinc is reduced to one fourth the weight of the copper; and
where an alloy of a hard and brittle nature, possessing little resisting power, is wished
for, the zinc is increased to an amount equal with the copper, or greater. In the maim
facture of B., either of two processes may be followed. The direct method is to fuse
the zinc iu a crucible, and gradually add tlic copper in pieces. But this pnu
attended with disadvantage, owing to the volatile and oxidizablc nature of zinc. The
indirect method of forming B. is that which is generally followed in England and else-

where, and consists in heating in crucibles or pots a mixture of calamine (carbonate of

zinc, ZnOCO 2), charcoal, and thin pieces of scrap or grain copper. The calamine (q.v.)
is generally first calcined or roasted, so as to expel any traces of sulphur, then mixed
with one fourth of its weight of charcoal, and this mixture introduced into the crucible,
after which the metallic copper is diffused through the mixture by being beaten in with
hammers or mallets. The proportions employed arc 3 parts of the mixture of calamine
and charcoal to 2 parts of copper; and when introduced into a furnace, and subjected
for 5 to 24 hours to the action of a white heat, the charcoal reduces the calamine and

separates the zinc, which, combining with the copper, forms 3 parts of B., containing
about 2 of copper to 1 of zinc.

For ordinary purposes, B. is first cast into plates of about 100 Ibs. weight, and 1 to %
in. thick, which can be readily broken up, remelted, and cast in a mold of any iii .--!:-

able shape or size. The crude casting so obtained is generally screwed to a turning
lathe, and turned and bored into the required form with iron tools. B. is very largely

employed in the construction of door-handles, -window-shutter knobs, etc. : and since
the introduction of gas, though the brazen candlesticks have almost ceased to exist

in towns, yet the immense number of stop-cocks and brass pendants and hrackels

required, has given a considerable impetus to the brass manufacture. The proportion
of copper and zinc in the alloys resembling B., and which are known as gilding tntta!,

Miiiuiliciin gold, pindibeck, bath metal, Bristol brnx#, JJuntz sheathing metal, spelter, voider,

and Mosaic gold, have already been noticed under Alloy (q.v.).

BBASSARTS, the name of the pieces which, iu plate-armor, protected the upper part
of the arms, and united the shoulder and elbow pieces. Brachiale was the ancient name
for brassarts. When the front of the arm only was shielded, the pieces were called

dcmi-brassarts.

BRASSES (m-puMiral), large plates of brass, or of the mixed metal called littfn or lutnn,

inlaid on slabs of stone, and usually forming part of the pavement of a church. The

figure of the person intended to be commemorated was generally represented cither

by the form of the brass itself, or by lines engraven on it. Such, lumever, was not

always the case, an ornamented or foliated cross, with other sacred eml !i ins. being

frequently substituted for the figure. Xor was the practice of imbedding them in the

pavement uniform, as we sometimes find them elevated on what were called altar-tombs.

It has been ascertained that the incised lines on these B. were originally filled up with
some black resinous substance, and that in the case of armorial decorations, and the

like, the field or background was often cut out by the chisel, and filled up with some

species of coarse enamel, by which means the appropriate tinctures were produced. In

England, the brass was usually of the form of the figure, the polished slab forming the

ground, and the ornaments, arms, inscription, etc., were also inserted each as a separate
ate piece. On the continent, where the metal was more abundant, the B. were one long
unbroken surface, formed of plates soldered together, on which were engraved all the

objects represented, the portions of the plate not so occupied being ornamented by
elaborate flower-work. B. are known to have been used for monumental purposes from
a verv early period, though there are no existing traces of them in England prev:<.i!- <t>

the middle of the 13th century. There is reason to think, that if not impoited from

France, they were at first executed by French artists. Latterly, the art took roi t in

England, and English B., like English architecture, acquired a distinctive national char-

acter. The oldest complete specimen in England is that on the monument of sir John

d'Aubernoun, at Stoke Dabernou. The knight died iu 1277, and it is probable that the
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brass was executed shortly after that date. Xext in antiquity are those of sir Roger de

Trumpington, who died in 1289, and sir Richard de Buslingthorpe, 1290; the 1'oruier at

TrumpingtOB ia Cambridgeshire, the latter at Busliogthorpe in Lincolnshire. In addi-

tion to the interest which they possess from their age, these B. are remarkable a

still unsurpassed in the beauty of the workmanship and the spirit of the (i

regards the earliest English 15.. it is further worthy of note that they are so similar, both
in design and execution, as to lead to the conjecture that they are the work of one artist;

whilst from their differing in many respects from the B. which were executed on the

continent at the same period, it would seem that this artist, if not an Englishman, at nil

events worked exclusively in this country. In the following century (13^o). on the bn --

of sir John de Creke, at Westley Waterless in Cambridgeshire, the artiM's mark ; s

afh'xed by a stamp a fact which has been regarded as a proof that his craft had attain; d
to some importance, and that his services were pr.-tty frequently called into requisition.
But in this case, as in every other, with one exception, the name of the artist has

perished. The exceptional case is that of the brass which once covered the tomb of

bishop Philip, in the church of the Jacobins at Evreaux, in Normandy, where the

inscription ended with the words,
" Guillaume de Plalli me fecit." Many of the B.

executed in England in the 14th c. are probably Flemish; and in the churches at Bruge-;
some exist which appear to be by the same hand with others which arc found i:i

England. There can be little question, indeed, that for this, as for mos: of the other

departments of tiie arts, which were afterwards successfully cultivated in Kngland, we
were indebted to continental artists. Nor will it surprise those who know the results of
recent archa?ological investigations in similar subjects, to learn that the artists of France
and Flanders in their turn were debtors to those of the worn-out empire of the ea-t.

painting, sculpture, and architecture itself. >o in the art of working in brass the sparks of

antique genius which smoldered in By>antium were the means of kindling those which
afterwards burned so brightly in modern Europe. The taste for lingering

Among the knightly hrus.--.es of the graves,
And by the cold Iticjacetx of the d

Mas grown to something like a passion of late, and there are few subjects which have
been more carefully illustrated than that of sepulchral brasses. References to most of
the leading works, too numerous to be mentioned here, will be found in Parki r

f Ai-'-ftff< I'ti.tn
1

,
in an article in which their results have been carefully condensed. Of

modern I)., the most remarkable is that in the cathedral at Cologne, engraved in 1837,
as a monument to the late archbishop.

BRAS3EUR DE BOURBOURG, CHARLES ETIKXXE, Abbe. b. Sept. 8, 1814; a
French archaeologist who studied theology at Ghent and was ordained at Home in 1845.
lie was appointed vicar-general at Boston'. .Mass., in 1846. From 1848 to 1863, he .spent
nearly all his time in explorations in the s.\v. United Stales, Mexico, and Central
America, and in 1864 he was arclueologist to the French expedition to Mexico. He is

known for careful and philosophical study of indigenous American languages. In 1864,
he announced that he had discovered in old archives at Madrid a key to inscriptions on
the Central American monuments, and subsequently published a grammar and vocabu-
lary of the A/tec tongue. One of his more important works is a History t tl,

X.ifi'i/ifi <>f Jf<:rii',t ,n, 'I (J< ntm 1 Ann i-t>' dui-iii'/ tin /?//< /iri'ir to Gfcristophffr I

written from original documents entirely unedited, taken from the ancient archh
the aborigines, containing words of the heroic period in history of the Toltec empire."
A bibliophilist of the day says of Brassciir de Bourbonrg:

"
It is very difficult to assign the

place which this extraordinary man will occupy in the annals of science, for
are to-day nearly as great mysteries as the

hieroglyphs his labors have illustrated. His
industry in his researches into the history of the A/tec ];;< -s is something not less than
marvelous. When he had, with heroic sacrifice of all personal ease, accepted Ihe life of
self-immolation of a missionary to the Indians of Mexico; had studied for years the relics
of A/tec picture-writing: had learned and systematized in great treatises their modern
dialects; the immense works which he then printed upon the history of the pre Co;

made scarcely a ripp'e on thequiet of the scientific world. lie stands alone in the
vast temple of learning which he has restored, if he did not erect. No human bei:

contest his solution of Aztec pictograplis, nor does there exi--t one who can prove :'

true. His numerous volumes have at lea- 1 this merit they have done much to perpetuate
the memory of a wonderful race/'

BKASSEY. THOMAS, 180.">-70; an English surveyor, widely known as a railway
contractor of great capacity and enterprise. lie was of an ancfcnt family; received an

ordinary education, and at the age of 16 became apprentice to a surveyor, to who-!
business he succeeded. His first railway contract was for a portion of the Grand Junc-
tion; then he completed the London and Southampton, with contracts involving K-20,000,-
i'OO, and 3000 workmen. In 1840. with a partner, he built the railway from Paris to

Rouen, and a few years later was concerned in five other French lines. 'and as many in

England, employing 7.1.0(10 men. and paying for labor alone from $75,000 to $10
every week. The capital involved in his contracts at this period was equal to $180,000,-
000. Having built railways in the countries named, and in Holland. Prussia. Spain,
and Italy, he undertook the Grand Trunk of Canada, 1100 m. in length, with the great
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bridge over the St. Lawrence at Montreal; and in subsequent years divisions of his army
of laborers were found in almost every country in Europe, India, Australia, and South
America. He was generous, modest, and simple in his tastes and manners. Though
undecorated at nome, he received the cross of the legion of honor from France, the

order of St. Maurice and St. Lazarus from Victor Emmanuel, and the iron cross (the
lirst time it was given to a foreigner) from Austria.

BRASSICA, a genus of plants of the natural order crucifera:- (q.v.), distinguished by
a round and tapering 2-valved pod (xi'ique), of which the valves have each only one

straight dorsal rib and no lateral veins, the seeds globose, in one row in each valve, and
the cotyledons (q.v.) conduplicate (folded laterally). The species are chiefly natives of

the temperate and colder regions of the old world; several are British plants. A num-
ber of species are very extensively cultivated, both in fields and gardens, and are of

great importance in an economical point of view, particularly the cabbage (q.v.), of
which kale, borecole, colewort, and different kinds of greens, Savoy, cauliflower, broc-

coli, Bru-M'ls .sprouts, and kohl rabi are varieties; turnip (q.v.);' rape (q.v.) (colza,

cole-seed) and navew (q.v.). Among the British species is one, called Isle of Man cab-

kiLT -, or wallflower cabbage (B. monensi*), which differs from all these, and in some
metiMire departs from the strict generic character, in having the valves of the pod
3-nerved, and one or two seeds in its beak. It has deeply piunatifid leaves. It is found
on the sandy shores of the w. of Scotland, the Isle of Man, the u. of Ireland, etc.

Sheep and oxen are very fond of it, and it has been suggested that it might be profitably
cultivated tor feeding cattle. Its peculiar adaptation to sandy soils ought to recommend
it to attention.

BRATTICE, the term applied to a partition of plate-iron or other suitable material
which divides the main shaft of a mine lengthwise into two or more parts or gangways,
to secure upward and downward ventilation.

BRATTLE, THOMAS, 1657-1713; b. Boston; a graduate of Harvard, who became
one of the leading merchants of the eastern states. He published many papers on
astronomical subjects, and in a private letter gave a good account of the witchcraft
delusion.

BRATTLEBORO, a t. in Windham co.,Vt, on the Connecticut river, and the Cen-
tral Vermont railroad; 96 in. w. of Boston; pop. '70, 4933; in '80, 5882. It is connected
with Hindsdale, N. H., by a bridge. It has an asylum for the insane, endowed with

$10,000 by Mrs. Anna Marsh, a seminary for young ladies, and several large factories.

BRATTN, Arc. EMU,, an eminent archaeologist, was b. 19th of April, 1809, at Gotha.
in Germany. He studied at Gottiugen and Munich, where he made the friendship of

his teachers, Schelling and Gerhard ;
with the latter of these he went to Rome in 1833,

and in a short time was made librarian, and subsequently secretary, to the archaeolog-
ical institute. He died at Rome, on the 12th Sept., 1856. B. wrote many valuable works
on art in German, Italian, and even English. Among these may be mentioned J

dizw di Paride (Paris, 1838); KvnttWHtcuimgm des geflugelten I)inni/x>nt (Munich, 1839);
O-riecJdwltf Jfyt&oftwfe (Hamburg and Gotha, 1850); Gritchisrhe QMt^rkhre (Gotha, is.">l-

55); Vornchulc tier Knmlmythologie (Gotha, 1854, with 100 copper-plate engravings), trans-

lated into English by Mr. Grant; and an admirable guide-book, Die U>iin< n >/tn! .]/,>;*,

Horns (Brunswick, 1854), translated into English, 1855. B. also executed numerous elec-

trotype copies of ancient works of art.

BRAUNSBERG, a walled t. of e. Prussia, in the government of Konigsberg, about
35 m. s. w. of the city of that name. It is situated on the Passarge; contains a Catholic

seminary and gymnasium; and has manufactories of woolen and linen, and a consider-
able trade in yarn, grain, ship-timber, etc. Pop. '76, 10,796.

BRAUWER, or BROUWER, ADRIAN, a painter of the Flemish school, was b. at

Oudenardc (,or as others say, at Haarlem) in 1608. He was apprenticed to the well-

known artist Franz Hals, who made profitable use of his pupil's great talents; keeping
him in n garret like a prisoner, and making him work almost night and day, in painting
small pictures, which Hals sold at very good prices. By the advice of a fellow-pupil,
Adrian Van (Made, young B. ran away from his hard taskmaster, and going to Amster-

dam, found, to his own astonishment, himself famous as a painter. He now worked for

himself, and might soon have made a fortune; but his intemperance was so extreme,

that, it is said, he would never apply himself to painting while he could have credit
or be supplied with liquor at a tavern. During the war in the Netherlands he went to

Antwerp, where he was seized as a spy, and taken to the citadel. Here, to prove him-
self a painter, he executed a sketch of the guards who had him in their custody. This

picture was shown to Rubens, who immediately exclaimed: "That is the work of
Brauwcr! No other artist could treat the subject in that style." B. was liberated

through the interposition of Rubens, who gave him a lodging, supplied him with cloth-

ing and food, and in every way acted as a generous friend. But the sole return for all

tiiis kindness was, that B. secretly fled from the house of his patron, in order to renew
his career of low dissipation. After visiting Paris, and failing to find work, he returned
to Antwerp, where he died in the hospital (1640). and was interred, at the cost of Rubens.
in the Carmelites' church. All B.'s paintings arc marked by power and harmony of
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coloring, and clearness of chiar-oscuro. They are pervaded by a jovial humor, and betray
the favorite haunts and associations of the paintc-r.

BRA VI were those individuals in Italy, but especially in Venice, who undertook to

perform any dangerous deeds for money. It is now employed chiefly to designate hired

a-.vtssius. The Italians also gave the name of 15. to those fanatics in the Turkish army,
who, after maddening themselves by opium, rushed upon the ranks of the enemy, and
so met death.

BRAVO, -'excellent!" "well done!'' an Italian exclamation of praise, the superlative
form of which is tirarl^imo! It is commonly used in England without distinction of

number or gender; but the Italians say brnrv! toa male singer or actor, braca ! to a lady,
and bi-nci ! to a company of actors or singers.

BRAVO. NICOLAS. 1790-1*54; a Mexican statesman and soldier who took part in the

revolution of 1810 and others that followed. He was a firm supporter of Iturbide, the

la>t emperor, and was a member of the regency of 1822; then deserted the emperor and
was a member of the provisional government. In 1827, lie led a revolt againM Busta-

nu-nte. In 18-12, he held the chief executive power in the absence of Santa Anna, and
w as again president in 18-1(5 until forcibly deposed. He fought for Mixicointhe war
with tin- United States in 1840, and after 1853 retired from public life.

BRA VO DEL NOR TE, or Ri'o GKAN DK, the largest river in the gulf of Mexico next

to tin' Mississippi. It is politically important, as being throughout it-^ whole course the

boundary between Texas and Mexico; while physically its mouth may perhaps be

regarded as that point on the coast where Central America, in its geographical aspect.

begins to taper itself off towards the south. It rises in the Kocky mountains, near lat.

:;s n.. and long. 106
:

30' w. ; and after a course of 1800 m. in a generally s.e. direction,
it enters the sea near lat. 25 n., and long. 1)7' west. The commercial value of the river

is not great, for. besides being for the most part very shallow, it is here and there beset by
rapids ami sand-bars. Smalls learners, however, have got up as far as Kingsbury's rapids,
about one fourth of the entire length of the stream.

BRAYO-MURILLO, JUAN, b. 1803; a Spanish statesman; at first a theological stu-

dent: then a lawyer; the editor of the first law journal in Spain, also editor of two
other journals. In 1837, he was a leading member of the Cortes, but was proscribed
after the revolution of 1841, and took refuge in France. lie was in the ministry in 1847,
and on the resignation of Narvac/ became prime minister. The revolution of 1854
caused him to lly again, but after 1856 he was recalled and given eminent positions.

BRAVU RA, an Italian word, in music applied to a composition as well as style of

performance. As a composition, the B. is an air or song, with many difficult passages
and divisions of notes, requiring great spirit and volubility of execution. The intention

of merely astonishing by execution has brought this species of composition into unde-

served discredit. The B. style first'came from the Neapolitan school. Rossini, Bellini,

etc.. united the B. with the cantabile style; and instead of leaving the embellishments to

the taste of the singer, wrote the whole of the notes in the music. The compositions of

Mo/.art, Beethoven" etc., give abundant proofs of how they united true artistic merit
with the B. style

BRAWLING IN CHURCHES, in the law of England, is an offense against the public

peace. This oll'ense may generally be described as quarreling or creating a disturbance

in a church; therefore, mere quarrelsome words, which are neither an affray nor an

offense in any other place, are penal here. It was enacted by 5 and 6 Edw. VI. c. 4, s.

3, that if any person shall, by words only, quarrel, chide, or brawl in a church or church-

yard, he might be prohibited from entering the church: and persons assaulting others

there might DC excommunicated, or have an ear cut off and be branded in the cheek.

But that statute was repealed in 1860 as regards laymen, and justices of the peace, under

the statute 23 and 24 Viet. c. 32, now deal with riotous, violent, and indecent behavior

in churchyards or in churches and dissenting chapels, by fining the offender '5. or com-

mitting him to prison for two months. This enactment protects all kinds of religious

services, though the jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical courts continues for some purposes.
Constables and church-wardens may immediately apprehend and remove the offender.

Other regulations respecting the disturbance of a congregation, or molestation of a

clergyman durimr divine service, will be found in the 1 Mary, c. 3 (1553), which,

although of IJoman Catholic origin and application, is still held to be the law for the

protectioB of the Prototant established church. It enacts (section 2) that if any person
l>c perM>ns shall willingly and of purpose, by overt word or deed, molest or disquiet

any preacher .... in any sermon, preaching, or collation, that he shall make in any
church, chapel. chtircTiyara, or in any other place or places, used or appointed to be

; ied in: or section 3) if any person or persons shall molest a pricM preparing or

celebrating ma<s,
" or t/i< r xni-li divine service, sacraments, or sacramc: - most

commonly frequented and used in the last year of the reign of the late sovereign lord,

kirn: Henry Vlll., or that at nay t',nn l>-rif1<r shall be allowed, set forth, or authorized

by the queen's majesty;" or shall abuse the blessed sacrament such person or persons
shall be liable to lie committed to gaol, there to remain without bail or mainpri/e for

the -pace of three months then next ensuing; and further, to the next quarter-sessions,
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at which the persons so offending shall on!y be delivered and discharged out of prison
upon suilicient sureties for their good behavior during one whole ye;ir. The act con-
tains other regulations for the protection of the ministrations of the church, and it saves
the jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical law.

By a:ioi:;..r act. 1 Will, and .Mary, c. 18, s. 18, passed in 1688, it is provided that if

any person or persons shall disquiet or disturb any cathedral or parish church, chapel,
or other congregation, or misuse any preacher or teacher, such person or persons may
he e.'in.ni'fed to prison, and, on her conviction, be fined 20.

It remains to be added, that reviling church ordinances subjects to fine and impris-
onment and profaning the Christian religion, and depraving the Book of Common
Prayer, are also subjects of penal legislation. See on this subject 1 Eliz. c. 2, and the
14 Chas. IT. c. 4. See also BLASPHEMY and RELIGION. OFFENSES AGAINST, in which
latter the Scotch law on the subject of this article will be found stated.

BSAWN, a preparation of meat made from the head and belly-piece of a young pig,
with the addition of ox-feet, to render it gelatinous. The whole is rolled up tight in

sheet-tin, and boiled for four or five hours. The moisture is then well pressed out of it,

and having been allowed to stand for some ten or twelve hours, the meat is put into

cold suit and water, and is then lit for use. B. seems to have been a weil-known dish

as early at least as the latter part of the loth c., for in Tymlaie's version oi the Book of

Common Prayer, revised by Cranmar, and still in use, in the 70th verse of the 110th

psalm. -,\\ ri.i 1 the words: "Their heart is as fat as briiirn.'' The B. of Wiltshire is

celebrated, and it is also a famous dish in Canterbury.

BKAXTON", a co. in West Virginia. 643 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 6480; in 80, 9730. It is

a liiily a:id wooded region, but well watered, and generally fertile. Co. seat, Sutton.

BRAXPO>T, CARTER, 1730-97; b. Virginia; one of the signers of the declaration of

independence. He succeeded Peyton Randolph as a delegate in the Continental congress,
and served in the state legislature.

B&AXY, Bu.vxssi. Buvxrr, BRYCICS. Those words are given as synonymous in
Jam! son's /)'-'''>/. ///. in

Heating a disease hi - i .-
;>.

In the dialect of Angus, it is called
braik and bracks. Tin derivation of the word is uncertain. The vague way in which
the term braxy is uvl. renders itdiifir.iU to detius the disease, for m dill' iviit parts of
the eoutitiy, tot-illy different disorder < are i:r:lude 1 under this head. Of tlie two most

<

: .! as b:-axv. the on > is an intesthnl affection attended with obstinate

diarrhea; the ot'.i'er is a blood disease, and the result of plethora or fullness of blood.
The S3eond. which is spoken of by the batter informed shepherds as the true braxy,
may best by described here.

Ci'n:*. A very lean flock of s'neo plaoei on rich food is very apt to be decimated

by braxy. By rich food is meant more particularly tlio^e substances containing an
a'r.i:i 1 vi ' of -lirro^'tious principles, s-i

- ;

i a-< luxuriant heather, strong and succulent
KM ins, etc. Hilly land is favorable to the production of braxy. from

the tirm naMiv an 1 nutrient qualities of fo > 1 growing on it. We find the disease in such
situiiiouiin the winter season. Abxit t'.i> in mth of November, many of the well-fed

hog* plaeed on turnips die suddenly fro.-n braxy; and, a<rain, when fanners resort to

the forcing-system towards spring, the mortality is great, particularly when, in addition
to mu"h ar:i!i:'ial food, sheep are allow (! ri"h i>asture. The mortality is greatest at the

period of full moon, from the sheep grazing during the light nights as well as by day.
Tiie shepherd very frequently at these times finds one or two dead in the morning.
Some a-^ert that, in the winter, exposure induces braxy; and it is very possible that
it m iv be produce! by any sudden cheek to the exhalations, which tend so much to
maintain the balance of the functions an i purify the blood.

S'/nt >' >m. Tirjaniia.il, in full health, suddenly ceases to eat, has a staring look, is

peculiarly excitable, and separates itself from the flock. The head is lifted high, the

breathing Ixjcoiues labored, the countenance appears anxious, and the animal loses the

power of its limbs. It totters, falls over, is sei/.ed with convulsions, and dies within five

or six hours, and often within an hour from the first symptoms of the d = -

CcLt^f'c iii>,> n- .1- .-. If the sheep's throat is cut before it dies, the absence of

any peculiar appearances within the body is very remarkable: the lle.-h appears of a
dark-red color, and tlie veins are charged with dark blood, but, on the whole, the

b:>dy of the sheep looks so well that the mountain-shepherd cuts it up to make
"
braxy mutton." If the sheep is allowed to die of itself, the body soon swells, putrefies,

aad is rendered u : =

1 raitin," lit. The prevention of the disease alone affords hope, and it consists in regu-
lating the anima/s diet, to prevent sudden transitions from low to rich keep; to mix

o as to modify the action of the more highly nitrogeni/ed kinds; and to cheek the

development of plethora or fullness of blood by saline purgatives and diuretics, such as

Epsom and Glauber salts or niter. The principles to be followed out in preventing this

disease are pn-'-iseiy similar to those referred to under the head BLACK QrAK':v.u in cat-

tle. Shelter during severe winter weather is insisted on by shepherd- a- essential to pre-
vent the malady.

Bnteeu mutton, above alluded to. is, as a general rule, not unwholesome; though in

warm climates the same disease in sheep assumes a very malignant type, and indeed
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constitutes one of the carbtincular diseases. Though the flc-.li can be eaten with impu-
nity in the mountains of Scotland, it is most dangerous and condemned in southern

Europe.

EBAY, a maritime- t., situated partly in the co. of Dublin, partly in that of Wicklow.
Ill m. s.e. from Dublin, with which city it is connected by the Dublin, Ki::g-:o\vn. and

railway, mid tin- Dublin, Wicklow, and W<-xford railway. The pop. in 18G1 was
41-0, and in" 1871 had risen to 6087, of whom 45(52 were Roman Catholics. i:;i."i Pn.tc.-

i;piseop:iii;;iis, and the rest of other denominations. Some y<--;;'< >i:iee. U. was a

small fishing-village; but the beauty of its situation has made it a popular watering-
.".s v-.-i'll as a favorite jiosition for villa residences; ;m 1 un'der the enterprise of a

frw active speculators, it has not only grown in its dimension-, but the extt asionfl have
carried out with excellent taste. ami spirit. The most striking buildings are the

new botch, and a Turkish bath, recently diverted to other purposes. "The att'airs of the

municipality are administered by town commissioners. B. has a weekly ywspaper.
BRAY, a parish in Berkshire, England, 25 m. w. of London. In this curacy a vicar in

the 16th c. was a Roman Catholic with Henry VIII.. a Protestant when the king
tl his mind, again a Roman Catholic under Mary, and again a Protestant under

Elizabeth : avowing his only religion to be to
"

live and die vicar of Bray."

BRAY, Mrs. ANNA EI.IZA. an authoress, is daughter of the late John Keir.pe. T'.-<i..

of the -\ew Kent Road, Surrey, and was h. towards the end of last century. At an

early ago she .showed much of the imaginative faculty, and a t;,- '^n. which
latur brought her the acquaintance of the celebrated Mr. Stothard, H.A. From Stoth-

ard she took lessons in drawing: and in Feb., 1818, married hi> second BOn. Charles
Alfred Siothard, al-o an artist, and author of a well-known work entitled j'ri- M^-tnii-

f Lirmt Britain, wltctt d from our CaHi, i'n' !x <n,<1 Chvrcket, etc. In

July, 181^, she accompanied her husband to France. Their tour and re>idence in

Franc:- la-led until about the middle of Nov. in the same year; and Mrs. Stoth-

ard wrote an agreeable and lively account of her first foreign" experiences, under the

title of J; diirin;' <i T<'r throvyh X<im nnj, Brittany, an-' "tin r jxirtts of
Frai/re, i/, 181*, 'fitft Numerous Engraving! nftt r Dnnrini/x ////

'
/. F.^.A.

(Lonii . Sul'M (jiiently, Mrs. Stothard accompanied her husband on a similar

tour in the Netherlands. In May, 1.^21. however, *he had the severe misfortune to lo-e

IKT husband, who was killed by "falling from a ladder. In 132:5. Mrs. Stothard wrote a

life of her husband, entitled lffinir, including Journals, L>tt,r*, Pa^.n-x. <>,"! Ajiliqud-
riiui Twin of the lute C. A. MntJnird. iritJi C>n>: x of //>* I. if, . n/ff .>////,, Account

of a Jounuv in tli< X,ii,i 1-iniiil*. Distress of mind brought on ill health, and Mrs.

Stothard suffered from an affection of the eyes, which obliged her to give up literary
labor altogether for more than two years. In 182."). she married the Rev. E. A. Bray,
vicar of Tavi-tock: and in the following year published a historical romance entitled

1> /'"('.!, which she had begun during her lirst husband's lifetime. The idea of this

romance was conceived during the tour in Normandy: and similarly, that of her second

romance, Tli "H '///// //.<.-/X during her tour in the 1,'ow Countries. This was published
in 1S-?S. and was followed by The Protestant, aNo in 1S2H; Fitz <>f Filz-Ford, it Lifjtndof

Tkt T,t"'<i. r\M<- of Portufjfi.l (1830): Warleigh, or tic Fi'inl Ock, a Le-

'.nmii of TrdiiiriK, r tin i '/ -"j 'fin'!/, n lAfjnitl of Corni'-iill (1837);

Triab of H, //,-/// (183!M; Henry De Pomtroy (1842): and Gntrtenayaf W<>?."<-<I>i'i. a

f fl< ]\'.t >\^l',<. A collective edition of all these romances was published in

ten volumes in 1845. with a "general preface," in which the writer meiUions the cir-

cumstance- under which each was produced. Mrs. B. is also author of The Borders of
///// ,ind the Tart/ (1836): The Mountain* and Liif.'t* -j

- d (1811): Trials

M. In 1870 appeared T . l.<mix <nnJ hi* Thru*, and Th< 1!> rolt of
in '>71 came Hurthind Frc*f, <> L -th Dfron;

in 1873, Joan of Arc, and the Tinus of Charh* VII., Kiny of. France; and in 1874,

gue,

BRAY. Sir RKCIN-AT.D. d. 1503: an English architect, a favorite of Henry VII. lie

built the chapel of that king in Westminster abbey, and decorated St. George's chapel
at Windsor.

BRAY. THOMAS, D.D., 1656-1730; educated at Oxford, and rector of Sheldon. He
America to regulate the affairs of the church just established in the colony

/viand, and afterwards took much interest in foreign missions, in aid of which
he published J^'-'i"tl and a discourse ou Ai*>*ti;<:i! Charity. H<

he author of ' </<*; Murttjrolorjy, or Pap<il Usurpation; Dine!

/, and some other works.

BEAYESA. See Cusso.

OF TOL. H.
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